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PURPOSE L'OBJETDU BUREAU

The International Bureau of Fiscal Documentation was founded in 1938. Le Bureau Internationalde DocumentationFiscale fut fond en 1938. Pour
For organizational reasons this Bureau is establishedas a separate founda- des raisons d'organisation, ce Bureau est tabli comme une fondation
tion according to Netherlands law. The IBFD is a scientific, independent, spare conformmentau droit civil nerlandais. Le BIDF est une institu-
non-profitmaking, non-political foundationof which the purpose is defined tion scientifique, indpendante, sans but lucratif et sans objet politique,in the Articles as follows: dont le but est dfini dans les statuts comme suit:

Art. 2 - Objects Art. 2 - Objets
1. The objects of the foundation shall be to organise and maintain a 1. La fondation a aussi bien pour objet d'organiseret de tenir jour un

documentationcentre for the purposeof providinginformationabout centre de documentation permettant de fournir des informations et
and explanationsof national and internationaltaxation and the appli- explications Sur la fiscalit nationale et internationale et son applica-
cation thereof, as well as promoting the study of taxation in general. tion, que de promouvoir l'tude de la fiscalit en gnral.

2. In the realisation of its objects the foundation shal strive to maintain 2. Pour la ralisation de ces objets, la fondation devra chercher entre-
good co-operation with its founder, the InternationalFiscal Associa- tenir une bonne coopration avec sa fondatrice, l'AssociationFiscale
tion, hereinafterreferred to as I.F.A., which set up the foundation Internatonale,ci-aprs intitule I.F.A. (InternatonalFiscal Associa-
as an independententity. tion), qui a cr la fondation comme entit indpendante.

Art. 3 Art. 3
1. The foundation shall endeavour to achieve its objects: 1. La fondation s'efforcera pour la ralisation de ces objets:

a. by collecting and maintaining information concerning taxation a. de rassembler et tenir jour les informations portant sur la
whether in the form of a library with relevantbooks, periodicals fiscalitsoit sous la forme d'une bibliothquepossdant les livres
and other publications, a data base or in any other form; publis dans ce domaine, les priodiqueset autres publications,

b. by providing information and explanatory information; soit sous la forme d'une banque de donnes, soit sous une autre
c. by providing the opportunity, with the permission of the Board forme;



of Directorsand subject to the conditionslaid down by the Board b. de fournir des informations et explications;
of Directors, which may also be of a financial nature, of making c. d'offrir la possibilit, avec la permission du Directoire et suivant
use of the information stored and having access to the works ses conditions, celles-ci pouvant galementtre de nature finan-
present n the library; cire, d'utiliser les informationsrassembleset d'avoir accs aux

d. by publishing; ouvrages disponibles dans la bibliothque;
e. by offering co-operation in the publication of third parties; d. de publier;
f. by all other lawful means. e. d'offrir sa coopration dans la publication de tiers;

2. Within the framework of its objects the foundation shall be entitled f. d'utiliser tout autre moyen lgal.
to set up other legal entities and organisations or participate therein, 2. La fondation est autorise, dans le cadre de ses activits, crer
whether on its own or together with others. In 1991 the IBFD estab- d'autres entits lgales et organisations, d'y avoir une participation
lished IBFD Publications BV as a wholly-ownedsubsidiary. que ce soit seule ou en collaborationavec d'autres. En 1991 le BIDF

a constitu l'IBFD Publications, SARL, filiale qu'il dtient entire-
In close cooperation with the IFA, and with the aid of expert correspon- ment.
dents throughout the world, the IBFD acquires as much information as

possible in the field of internationaland comparative tax law. The IBFD is
Par une coopration troite avec l'IFA et avec l'aide de correspondants
travers le monde, le BIDF rassemble toutes les donnespossiblesen mati-thus able to supply data (but not advice) on specific tax problems. A fee, re de droit fiscal international et compar. De cette faon, le BIDF est

necessary for the maintenance and extension of the IBFD, is charged on a mme de fournir des renseignements, mais des avis, destime/cost basis. non concernant

problmes fiscaux spciaux. Des honoraires, ncessaires au maintien et

In addition to the Bulletinfor InternationalFiscal Documentationthe IBFD l'expansion du BIDF, sont demands en fonction du temps ncessaire et
du cot.

publishes two other monthly journals: European Taxation on the tax sys-
tems in Europe, and the InternationalVATMonitoronVAT, sales tax and En plus du Bulletinfor InternationalFiscal Documentation, le BIDFpublie
other, similar forms of indirect taxation. Tax News Service, published twice galement deux autres mensuels; savoir: EuropeanTaxation, revue por-
per month, provides world-wide informationon the latest developmentsin tant sur les systmes fiscaux europens et l'InternationalVATMonitor, sur

international taxation. la TVA, les taxes sur le chiffre d'affaireset autres impositionscomparables.
Tax News Service, publicationbi-mensuelle,donnedes informationssur les

The loose-leaf seres Guides to European Taxation comprises The Taxa- derniers dveloppementsde la fiscalit de par le monde.
tion of Patent Royalties, Dividends, Interest in Europe, The Taxationof
Companies in Europe, The Taxation of Private Investment Income,

Guides to European Taxation, une publication sur feuilles mobiles, com-

Value Added Taxation in Europe, Taxation in European Socialist prend The Taxation of Patent Roylties, Dividends, Interest in Europe,
The Taxation of Companies in Europe, The Taxation of Private Invest-Countries and Taxationof Individuals in Europe ment Income, Value Added Taxation in Europe, Taxation in Euro-

Other loose-leafpublications from the IBFD include: Supplementary Ser- pean Socialist Countries et Taxation of Individuals in Europe.
vice to European Taxation, African Tax Systems, Systmes Fiscaux Afri- Les autres publications sur feuilles mobiles du BIDF sont les suivantes:
cains, Taxes and Investment in Asia and the Pacific, Taxes and Investment Supplementary Service to EuropeanTaxation, African Tax Systems, Syst-
in the Mddle East, Taxation in Latin America, Taxes and Investment in mes Fiscaux Africains, Taxes and Investmentin Asia and the Pacific, Taxes
Canada, Taxation and Investmentin the Caribbean, Taxation & Investment and Investment in the Middle East, Taxation in Latin America, Taxes and
in the People's Republic of China, Foreign-relatedTax Laws and Regula- Investment in Canada, Taxationand Investment in the Caribbean, Taxation
tions of the People's Republic of China, The Tax Treatment of Transfer & Investment in the People's Republicof China, Foreign-relatedTax Laws
Pricing, the Handbook on the 1989 U.S.-German Tax Convention, EC and Regulations of the People's Republic of China, The Tax Treatmentof
Corporate Tax Laws, and An InternationalGuide o Mergers & Acquisi- Transfer Pricing, the Handbookon the 1989 US-GermanTax Convention,
tions. EC CorporateTax Laws, and An InternationalGuide to Mergers& Acqui-

sitions.

Major new books from the IBFD include A Complete Guide to the Sixth Nouveaux ouvrages importants du BIDF: A Complete Guide to the Sixth
VAT Directive, Trends in International Taxation (in association with the VA T Directive, Trends in International Taxation (en association la
British Branch of IFA) and Strategies in Transfer Pricing

avec

branche britannique de l'IFA) et Strategies in Transfer Pricing.
The IBFD also publishes a number of data bases on internationaltaxation: Le BIDF publie galement un certain nombre de banques de donnes sur

the Tax Treaties Data Base on CD-ROM (which covers approximately la fiscalit internationale: Tax Treaties Data BasesurCD-ROM (qui prsen-
1,200 treaties-- including protocols-- in English), the comprehensiveEuro- te environ 1200 conventions fiscales (y compris les protocoles) en anglais),
pean Taxation Data Base on CD-ROM, and two hard-diskbased data bases EuropeanTaxation Data Base sur CD-ROMet deux disquettesde banques
on Private Investment Income, and CorporateTaxation and Cross-bor- de donnes sur Private Investment Income et CorporateTaxation and
der Payments (both in OECD countries). In 1992 a new data baseon Latin Cross-borderPayments (les deux dans les pays de l'OCDE). Une nouvelle
American Taxation will be available on CD-ROM, while the Tax News banque de donnes sur CD-ROM sera prte en 1992: Latin American
Service andthe Tax Treaties Data Base will be accessible (on-line) through Taxation, et une banque de donnes en ligne par l'intermdiairede Lexis:
Lexis. Tax News Service et Tax Treaties Data Base.

IFA - INTERNATIONALFISCAL ASSOCIATION
General Secretariat: c/o World Trade Center, P.O. Box 30215 (Beursplein 37), 3001 DE Rotterdam

Telephone: (010) 4052990 Telegrams: IFAGRAM Telefax: (010) 4055031 Telex: 23229 beurs nl, att./ifa

Executive Committee Honorary Secretary General: The IFA was founded on the 12th of February
Prof. Dr. J.H. Christiaanse (Netherlands) 1938 by tax experts of a number of countries.President:

K. Beusch (Federal Republic of Germany) Vice-Presidents: Purpose and working-methodare defined as fol-
lows in the Articles:

Secretary General: D.A. Ward (Canada)
J.F. Spierdijk (Netherlands) P. Sundgren (Sweden) Aim - Article 2

J.F. Avery Jones CBE (United Kingdom) The aim of the Association is the study and ad-
GeneralTreasurer: vancementof internationaland comparativelaw
J.W.B. Westerburgen (Netherlands) Members: in regard to public finance and especiallyinterna-

Prof. Avv. P. Adonnino (Italy) tional and comparative fiscal law and the finan-
Honorary Presidents: M. Dominjon (France) cial and economic aspects of taxation..
Prof. Baron J. van Houtte (Belgium)f S.H. Goldberg (U.S.A.)
Dr. P. Gmr (Switzerland) I.W. Harris (Hong Kong) Plan ofAction-Article 3

Dr. h.c.A.G. Davies CBE (United Kingdom) Prof. L. Hinnekens (Belgium) The Association shall endeavour by all legal
M. Laxan (France) A. Overbosch (Netherlands) means to realise this aim: (a) by scientific re-

R.M. Hammer (U.S.A.) Dr. C. Pereira de Rezende (Brazil) search; (b) by holding congresses and confer-

Dr. K. Stocker (Switzerland) ences; (c) by publications; (d) by cooperation
with all data collecting organisations, especially



the International Bureau of Fiscal Documenta- ary of the local Branch. Conditions of individual membershipof national
tion in Amsterdam; (e) by all other appropriate IFA branches for 1992 are: Dfl. 105.-; direct in-
methods. dividual members of IFA: Df. 115.-; corporateMemberswho live in countrieswhere IFA has no

IFA has branches in-40 countries. Residents in Branch are registered as direct members of the members both direct and of national IFA

any of these countries (IFA members or candi- Association. They can get in touch with the Gen- branches: Dfl. 250.-

dates for membership) can approach the secret- eral Secretariat of IFA.
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---- On 23-24 August 1990, the U.S. and Dutch Branches of IFA held a joint seminar-

the first such seminar in eight years. The programme focussed on numerous

First published in 1946, the Bulletin aspects of the fiscal relationship between the United States and the Netherlands,
aims to report on matters of impor- in particularthe U.S.-Dutchtax treaty, the impact of 1992, direct investment into
tance to the international tax com-

munity and to provide a forum for the United States, portfolio investment into the United States and investment into
discussion of worldwide develop- the Netherlands. This issue contains several of the papers presented during the
ments in tax policy, law and reform.
The Bulletin is the official joumal of seminar.
the Intemational Fiscal Association
and publishes the reports of its na-

tional branches.

THE U.S.-NETHERLANDSTAX TREATY 3 Mary C. Bennett
NEGOTIATIONS:A U.S. PERSPECTIVE The United States has been striving for 25

years to arrive at an ideal solution to the

problem of treaty shopping as it relates to
Editor the U.S. tax treaty network. Most newly
S.M.C. Lyons, J.D. negotiated or renegotiated tax treaties con-

tain a mitation on benefits provision de-
Advisor to treatyD.A. van Waardenburg, ec.drs. signed attack shopping practices.

After the termination of the U.S.-Nether-

Editorial Board lands Antilles treaty in 1987, the current

M.A.G. Caballero, licenciado en U.S.-Netherlandstreatypresentsmost seri-

derecho ous treaty shopping issues to U.S.
S.M.C. Lyons, J.D. policymakers. This article sheds some light
D.A. van Waardenburg, ec. drs. on certain of the thorny policy issues the
J.C. Wheeler, LL.B., solicitor treaty negotiatorsare likely to face- in par-

ticular as they are perceived from the U.S.
side.

Disclaimer. The material contained
in this publication is not intended to THE U.S.-NETHERLANDSINCOME TAX 11 Wilam P. Streng
be advice on any particular matter. CONVENTION:HISTORICALEVOLUTION
No subscriberor other readershould

OF TAX TREATY POLICY ISSUES
This article traces the historicalevolutionof

act on the basis o any matter con- U.S. interpretations of the current U.S.-
tained in this publication without INCLUDING LIMITATION OF BENEFITS

Dutch income tax treaty, particularlyinview
consideringappropriateprofessional
advice. The publisher, and the auth- of treaty shopping concerns and, thereby,
ors and editors,expresslydisclaimall identifies some of the major issues being
and any liability to any person, examined in the current treatynegotiations.
whether a purchaser of this publica- The background informationdeveloped for
tion or not, in respect of anything
and the consequences of anything this purpose and included in this article re-

done or omitted to be done by any flects primarily a perspective from the U.S.
such person in relianceupon the con- vantage point.
tents of this publication.

1991
InternationalBureau of
Fiscal Documentation, RECENT DEVELOPMENTSIN U.S. 17 Carl Estes, HII

the Netherlands TAXATION OF FOREIGN DIRECT
Mr. Estes examinesvariousU.S. ruleswhich

All rights reserved. No part of this INVESTMENT
potentially impact foreign investors in the

work covered by copyright may be

reproducedor copied in any form or United States: the branch profits tax, the

by any means (graphic, electronicor branch interest tax, withholding tax on

mechanical,.includingphotocopying, foreign partners, earnings stripping provi-
recording,recordingtaping, or infor- sions and information reporting. Provisions
mation retrievalsystems)withoutthe
written permission of the publisher. of the Foreign Tax Equity Bill of 1990 are

also reviewed.

1991 International Bureau of Fiscal Documentation
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FOREIGN INVESTMENT IN THE UNITED 26 Robert L Stricof
STATES: PORTFOLIO INVESTMENT, The tortuous maze of tax rules affectingTRADE OR BUSINESSAND
WITHHOLDINGTAX ISSUES foreign investors in the United States con-

tinues to grow more complx; and it is likely
that this trend will contin'n the foresee-
able future. Foreign nvestors, foreign

WHAT'S SEW partners and partnerships,and ther foreign
entities must pay particularttentionto po-

'

tential withholdingtax isseswhnlanning

FROM IBFD to invest in the United States. :. :

i . ... EUROPE 1992: A U.S. TAX PERSPECTIVE 34 NicolaasT. van der Kloot .' :'

TheForeign Related Tx Significant developments are taking place
within the European Community- the re-

Laws and Regulations of,the cent directivesrelatingto corporatetxtion
are one example. This article considershow

People's Republic of China U.S. tax laws impact U.S. business opera-

(official Englishtrahslafions)
tions in Europe in comparison with their

European competitorsin the post-1992eara.
It also focuses on amendmentswhich might

Taxes and lnvestment in the (or should) be made t U.S.'tax legisltioh
in order to remove'rmitigatpotntial tax

People's Republic of China disadvantages facing U.S. corpoations
operating in Europe. The article also re-

views changes in European tax laws which

Taxaiion and Investment in will come into effectpost-1992and considers
how these laws might affect the tax planning

the'Caribbean ' strategy of U.S. corporations operating in
the European Community.

Eropean'Tax Handbook
'

DIRECT INVESTMENT IN THE 41 Erik J. Stapper
NETHERLANDS:THE U.S. PERSPECTIVE1991 , The authoroffers a briefsurveyof the evolu-

tion of U.S. tax laws. His conclusion- the
cost of planning and complying with U.S.

Guides to European Taxation, tax laws for a U.S. businessinvestingoutside '

VlUme 6: The Taxation of
the country have become substantial. It can

still be accomplishedbut onlywith the assist-

Indiidnals in Europe ance of expensive expertise.
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The editor will consider for publicationmanuscriptsby contributorsfrom any country.
Manuscripts will be subject to a review procedure and accepted manuscripts will be
edited to improve the generaleffectivenessof communication.
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THE U.S.-NETHERLANDSTAX TREATY
NEGOTIATIONS:

A U.S. PERSPECTIVE

Mary C. Bennett

I. INTRODUCTION Mary C. Bennett, currently of Counsel to
the law firm of Baker & McKenzie inFor more than 25 years, the U.S. Governmenthas been striving to arrive at the
Washington,D.C., was formerlyDeputy In-ideal solution to the problemof treaty shoppingas it relates to the U.S. tax treaty ternationalTax Counsel at the U.S. Treas-

network. In recent years, those efforts have resulted in the inclusion, in every ury Department, where she served in the
newly negotiated or renegotiated U.S. treaty, of an anti-treaty shopping (i.e. a Officeof Tax Policy from 1985-1990. While
limitationon benefits)provision.The natureand scope of thoseprovisionshave at Treasury, she headed the U.S. delega-
evolved to reflect the developing views on the subject on the part of both the tion in tax treatynegotiationswiththeNeth-
United States and its treaty partners. In June 1990, when U.S. TreasuryAssistant erlands. Ms. Bennett holds an A.B. from

Secretary Gideon was testifying to the Senate Foreign Relations Committee Harvard University, a J.D. from Columbia
about the limitationon benefitsprovisionof the new U.S.-Germantax treaty, he University, and an LL.M. n Taxation from

stated: The new treaty creates what we believe to be a new standard for such Boston University. Prior to her tenure at

provisions.''1 Treasury, she was n private practice in
London and Boston.

In a sense, however, all of the activity that has taken place so far in this area has This article represents the personal views
merelyset the stage for the negotiationscurrentlyunderwaybetween the Nether- of the author, and s not intendedto reflect
lands and the UnitedStates. While those negotiationsinvolve a wealthof fascinat- positionsoftheU.S. TreasuryDepartment.
ing issues, the outcome of the limitation on benefits article is the focus of the
greatest amount of.interest. It is widely recognizedthat, after the partial termina-
tion in 1987 of the U.S.-NetherlandsAntilles tax treaty, the current U.S.-Neth-
erlands treaty presents the most serious treaty shopping concerns to U.S.
policymakers. All of the U.S. negotiations relating to limitation on benefits
provisionsover the past years have been undertakenwith the knowledge that the
Dutch situation would ultimately have to be confronted. The Dutch Govern- What's past is prologue.
ment's traditional disfavour of general limitation on benefits provisions is also - William Shakespeare
widely known.2This clash of policy interests cannot help but produce a challeng-
ing series of negotiations which, if successful, will lead to compromises of their
formr positions by both Governments.

Obviously, until the negotiations are completed, we cannot know how these
matters will be resolved. The purpose of this article is not to try to predict what
those resultsmight be, but to try to shed light on some of the difficultpolicy issues
the negotiatorsare likely to face, particularlyas they are perceived from the U.S.
side.

Il. GENERALCONSIDERATIONS
The current U.S.-Dutchtreaty negotiationsrelating to the limitationon benefits
provision are subject to a host of competing considerationsfrom the U.S. side. 1. Statement of Kenneth W. Gideon, Assis-

tant Secretary (Tax Policy), Department of the

Treasury,before the Committeeon Foreign Re-
A. Constraintson U.S. flexibility lations of the United States Senate, on 14 June

1990, reprintedin BNA Daily Tax Reporter, Spe-
1. Perceptionsrelative to the Netherlands cial Supplement (18 June 1990), at S-5.

2. See, e.g., M.J. Ellis, Limitation of bene-
There is no question about the U.S. Government's commitment to including a fits: a Netherlands perspective, Intertax (Au-
comprehensive anti-treaty shopping provision in all new treaties, including the gust/September 1989), at 344 (discussing the

Dutch one.3 Experience has taught U.S. policymakers that treaty shopping can
Netherlands State Secretary of Finance's 1987
memorandumon General Tax Treaty Policy).be a potentialproblemwithout regard to the particular featuresof a given treaty 3. The Treasury Department's International

partner's domestic tax law. When, however, the particulartreaty partner, though Tax Counsel surprised no one with his recent
not a tax haven in the commonly understood sense of that term, has certain announcement that the reason for the U.S.-
features such as those existing in the Netherlands (e.g. lack of withholdingtaxes Dutch negotiations is specifically to introduce a

limitation on benefits provision into the treaty.on interest and royalties paid to non-residents, a broad treaty network and an Interview with InternationalTax Counsel Philipinfrastructuresupportiveof holdingcompanyarrangements),the traditionalU.S. D. Morrison, The Joumalof InternationalTaxa-
concerns are especially focused. tion (May/June 1990), at 41.
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2. Interactionwith the treaty overrideproblem for benefits.7 Even the German provision, however, has

There is also no doubt that the legislative branch is every
been criticized as a model for application to the Dutch

bit as troubledby treaty shoppingpractices as the executive situation because of, for example, the uncertaintyof appli-
branch. As recently as last summer, the Senate Foreign

cation of the active business safe harbour to corporate
Relations Committee, in its reports on the various tax groups (where income receivedby one member is connected

treaties pending in the Senate, reiteratedthe view that the with an active business carried on by another member), or

United States should maintain its policy of limiting treaty
the uncertainty of applicationf the public trading safe

shopping opportunities whenever possible.4 Much of the harbour to Dutch companies which have several classes of

debatebetweenTreasuryand Congresson the issue ofstatu-
shares and which may be traded both on the Amsterdam
StockExchangeand on numerousforeignstockexchanges.8

tory overridesof treatieshas concentratedon the interaction
between treaty shopping and the U.S. ability to reflect de- From the U.S. perspective,therehas also been a recognition
velopments in U.S. statutory tax policy in the U.S. tax that the German model would very likely continue to

treatynetwork. It is well understoodthat partof the motiva- evolve in subsequentnegotiationswith other countries.9On
tion behindthe trendof legislative treaty overrides in recent the other hand, the U.S. negotiator's ability to evolve sub-
years has been the Congressional concern that develop- stantially beyond the German model must be weighed in
ments in U.S. tax policy could not be reflected in a reason- light of the fact that the Senate Foreign Relations Commit-
ably timely fashion in the U.S. treaty network if the exist- tee gave only cautious approval to the innovations repre-
ence of widespread treaty shopping opportunities meant sented by the German provision itself,10
that foreign taxpayers could always seek the protection of
the best available shoppable treaty. 2. Developments in the EC

This connection was graphically demonstratedwith the in- In addition, the increasingintegrationof the marketswithin
troductionof the branch tax treaty overrideprovision in the the European Communities (EC) creates a tension for the
Tax ReformAct of 1986 (P.L. 99-614, 12241(a)), in which negotiators. Traditionally, the U.S. limitation on benefits
Congress provided that the branch tax would override provisions have been narrowly bilateral, and have not in-
treaties, except in the case of corporations which were cluded any explicit relaxation of safe harbour standards to

qualified residents of a treaty country under the statutor-

ily prescribedanti-treatyshoppingrule. The same approach
was taken in the proposed legislation, the Foreign Tax
EquityAct of 1990 (H.R. 4308), which would have imposed 4. See, e.g., Exec. Rept. 101-27, 101st Cong., 2d Sess. (27 July 1990),
a U.S. tax on capital gains realized by certain foreign per-

at 20 (Reportof the CommitteeofForeignRelations, United States Senate,

sons with respect to dispositions of stock in U.S. corpora-
on Tax Conventionwith the Federal Republic of Germany).
5. The capital gains tax provision was not ultimately included in the

tions in which such persons are substantial shareholders.5 Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1990, passed by Congress 27on

Thus, there is a clear perception that achievement of an October 1990.

acceptable limitation on benefits provision in the U.S.- 6. For example, many listenerswere disappointed to hear the following
Dutch negotiations, while an important policy objective in sentiments expressed by Senator Sarbanes when he chaired the Senate

tax treaty hearing on 14 June 1990:
itself, will also be a significant step in cooling the Congres- Foreign Relations Committee's

I think it is overstating to say that an override by the Congress of a
sional fervour on the treaty override issue. The continuing treaty provision as it revisesAmerican tax law constitutesa violationof
need for further progress on that front is highlighted by the treaty because it seems to me the parties entering into these treaties
several factors. First, the increasinglydifficultbudget situa- know and know full well that the Congress has been prepared to over-

tion in the United States means that foreign investors, like ride these tax treaties, and therefore they go into them with that know-

Americans, will continue to be exposed to revenue en- ledge. (Remarks of Senator Sarbanes, reprinted in Tax Notes Today:
hancement measures. Second, there is a growing percep- Highghtsand Documents (20 June 1990), at 2953.)
tion, reflected in remarks made by numerousCongressmen Treasury's InternationalTax Counsel has also recently expressedconcern

within the past year at the time of hearings on foreign
about the extent to which the anti-overrideargumenthas failed to achieve

investment in the United States, that foreign investors are
acceptancein Congress.See Interviewwith Morrison,supra note 4, at 42.
7. Gideon testimony, supra note 1, at S-5.

not paying their fair share in Federal taxes. Finally, re- 8. See, e.g., Ellis, supra note 2, at 347.

ports suggest that Treasury's anti-override arguments have 9. See Leonard B. Terr, Perspectiveson Treaty Shopping, Tax Notes
not yet convinced all the relevant players in Congress.6 International (October 1989), at 379, 383. Commentingon the boundary

line in the new U.S.-German treaty between cases that fall within para. 1

B. Factors favouring U.S. flexibility
of Art. 28 (the safe harbours paragraph) and para. 2 (the competent
authority's discretion), Terr said:

It was the expectation of the negotiators that paragraph 2 generally
While all of these factors tend to militate in favour of a wouldbe liberallyappliedso as not to discouragenon-abusivestructures

limitation on benefits provision that adheresvery closely to representingeconomicallysignificantinvestmentin the residencecoun-

the versions which have already receivedCongressionalap- try and that, as other treaties were concluded which contained similar

proval, other factors tend to suggest that the U.S.-Dutch limitations articles, the question of the boundary line between para-

negotiations will produce a provision which continues the graphs 1 and 2 might be revisited.

process of evolution. 10. The ForeignRelationsCommittee'sReporton the newU.S.-German
treaty contained the following language concerning the limitation on ben-

1. Need to refine the German model efits article:
[I]n exercisingany latitudeTreasuryhas to adjust the operationof the

The new U.S.-Germantreaty's limitationon benefitsprovi- proposed treaty, the Committee isparticularlyconcerned that the rules

sion differs frompreviousversions in that it gives the compe-
as applied adequatelydeter treaty shoppingabuses... [T]he Committee

tent authorityof each country the discretion to allow treaty
is aware that implementationof the tests for treaty shopping set forth

benefits to persons who do not come within one of the safe
in the treaty and interpreted in the Memorandum of Understanding

raise factual, administrative, other issues that currently
harbours, and it is accompaniedby a memorandumof un-

may or cannot
be foreseen. The Committee emphasizes that the new rules must be

derstandingwhich, in the view of the Treasurydepartment, implementedso as to serve as an adequate tool for preventingpossible
will take much of the uncertainty, for taxpayers and tax treaty shopping abuses in the future.
authoritiesalike,out of the processof determiningeligibility Foreign Relations Report, supra note 5, at 20.
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reflect the close economic links between enterprises of a active business and the other person's income) Should a

treaty partner and enterprisesor residentsof other jurisdic- business carried on in the treaty country by a resident of a
tions. While the existence of close economiclinks does not thirdcountrybe attributedto a relatedresidentof the treatyeliminate treaty shoppingconcerns, it may well suggest that country for this purpose Should two treaty country resi-
treaty shopping motivations are less likely to provide the dents which are subject to the common control of a third
explanation for certain investment patterns than would be country owner be treated as related persons, and, if so,
the case in the absence of such links. would there be administrative problems in verifying such
The Memorandumof Understanding (MOU) accompany- persons' entitlement to treaty benefits Should a business
ing the pending U.S.-German treaty contains a specific carried on by a minority shareholder be attributed to a

reference to this point when it says that the discretionary treaty country company if treaty benefits claimed with re-

authority granted to the competent authoritiesunder Arti- spect to the company'sconnected income accrue primar-
cle 28(2) is particularly important in view of, and should ily to other, third country residentshareholdersHow is the
be exercised with particular cognizance of, the develop- substantiality of the treaty country business measured
ments in, and objectivesof, internationaleconornic integra- relative to the connected income item where the business
tion, such as that between the member countries of the may be attributed to numerous related persons, each of

which may want to claim treaty benefits for their own in-EuropeanCommunitiesand between the United States and
Canada. A likely tension in the U.S.-Dutch negotiations come items
will be whether such considerations should move certain The complexity of current-day corporate structures makes
cases from the purely discretionary granting of benefits to it inevitable that such questions will have to be faced for
coverage under a safe harbour. The fact that the corporate purposesof applying a limitationon benefitsactive business
tax systems within the EC continue to vary widely will safe harbour. These types of questionsclearlydemonstrate,
temper the U.S. enthusiasm for such movement,n as will however, that the boundary line between coverage under
the continuing differences among the various EC member the active business safe harbour and coverage under a com-
country tax treaties with the United States. petent authority's discretionary authority must be estab-

lished with careful consideration to the often competing
concerns of certainty, administrabilityand policy.Ill. SPECIFIC ISSUES IN THE LIMITATION ON

BENEFITS ARTICLE 2. Headquartersoperations
The active business safe harbourof the new U.S.-GermanWith the general considerations outlined above in mind, treaty does not cover the business of makingor managingone can focus on a number of specific issues arising under investments. It has been argued that this language, if ap-the limitation on benefits article with a better sense of the plied to the Netherlands, would inappropriatelydeny pro-U.S. Government'sconcerns. tection to the so-called active holding companies or

headquarters companies set up in the Netherlands by
A. Active businesssafe harbour multinational groups to perform various managerial, ad-

ministrative, financing and other support functions.14 The
1. Affiliatesituations argument says that these activities, at least when they reach
Article 28(1)(c) of the new U.S.-German treaty contains a certain level, constitute real business activities that
the so-called active business safe harbour.12 The literal should be recognized as an integral part of the Dutch
language of that safe harbourappearsto limit the protection economy, and not just as investment activities.
to cases where the German recipient of the U.S. income is While there is some merit to this argument, the problemofitself carrying on a business in Germany to which that in- drawing proper boundaries here is a very troublesomeone
come is related. The MOU clarifies, however, that the Ger- from the U.S. perspective. To begin with, there is no univ-
man income recipientmay be able to benefitfrom the active ersally accepted definition of what is meant by headquar-business safe harbour in cases where the U.S. income it ters operations. Sometimes that term is used to refer toreceives is related to an active business carried on in Ger- so-called supporting, preparatory, or auxiliary activities
many by a person related to the German income reci- of the type allowable to Belgiancoordinationcenters5or to
pient.13
The MOU does not try to define what is meant by related
for this purpose. Domestic U.S. tax law contains dozens of 1. On the other hand, the 23 July990vote by the EC FinanceMinistersseparate tests for determining related status. The am- to approve three long-pendingcorporate tax directives for the eliminationbiguity under the German treaty concerning the scope of of double taxation risks on cross-borderoperations may be taken as a signthe attribution of the active business from one person to a of some progress towards harmonization.
related person which is the income recipientwilllikely lead 12. The relevant language is:
to efforts to define that scope more clearly under the new 1. A personthat is a residentof a ContractingState and derives income
U.S.-Dutch treaty. from the other Contracting State shall be entitled, in that other Con-

tracting State, to all the benefits of this Conventiononly if such personSuch clarification could be relatively straightforward if at- iS:
tribution is limited to cases involving members of a U.S.
consolidatedgroup or the Dutch equivalent, a fiscal unity. ic.)' engaged in the active conduct of a trade or business in the first-

mentioned Contracting State (other than the business of makingEfforts to go beyond such cases quickly lead to substantial or managing investments, unless these activities are banking ordefinitional and policy issues. insurance activities carried on by a bank or insurance company),
For example, should a minority shareholderbe considered and the incomederivedfrom the other ContractingState is derived

in connection with, or is incidental to, that trade or business...a related person whose income is connectedwith the busi- 13. See, e.g., Example II of the MOU.
ness carried on by a corporation, and, if so, how small a 14. See, e.g., Ellis, supra note 2, at 346-347.
minority interest fi.e. at what point does it becomedifficult 15. See Jean-PierreLagae, CoordinationCenters, 41 Bulletinfor Inter-
to say that there s a true connectionbetween one person's nationalFiscal Documentation(August/September1987), at 359.
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Dutch centralmanagementoperations like those covered the headquartersfunctions Is it possible to define a catego-
by the 1985 cost-plus circular letter of the Dutch Finance ry of headquartersfunctions which are sufficientlyactive

Ministry.16 These may include certain activities (e.g. re- or substantialthat they warrantcoverageunder the active

search, coordination of advertising, centralization of data business safe harbour Would any such definitonnecessar-

processing),but may stop shortofcentralizeddecision-mak- ily involve minimum absolute thresholds (e.g. in levels of

ing or policy establishment.To the extent that the activities personnel, space, equipment or other costs) that would
are limited to those types of supporting, preparatory or result in a bias in favourof enterprisesof a certain minimum

auxiliary activities, it is understood that the U.S. Treasury size
Department generally does not believe that the activities These issues will be extremelydifficult for the negotiators,
are covered by the actve business safe harbour, although especially if there is any concern that Dutch headquarters
the determination on this issue as on other similar issues

operations may, in certain cases, enjoy tax benefits similar
will have to be assessed after presentation of the facts of
each case.17

to those available in Belgium to coordinationcentres. The
Senate Foreign Relations Committee, in its 1988 report on

The GermanMOU states that the competentauthorities, in the Belgian protocol, specifically instructed Treasury, in

carrying out their discretionary authority under Article renegotiatingthe Belgian treaty, to examine this issue [i.e.
28(2), should consider... whether and to what extent a whether third country-ownedBelgian coordinationcentres

substantialheadquartersoperationconductedin a Contract- that pay little or no tax to Belgiumwill receive treaty bene-

ing State by employeesof a residentofthatStatecontributes fits] more closely to ensure that the primary objective of

to [a] valid business nexus [between the income-earning U.S. treaties- to eliminate double taxation, rather than all

entity and the activitygiving rise to the income], and should taxation - is preserved. Thus, the U.S. negotiators will

not, therefore, be treated merely as the makingor manag- have to proceed cautiously in this area.

ing [of] investments within the meaning of paragraph 1(c)
of Article28 (emphasis added). ExampleVII of the MOU
illustrates the discretionary granting of treaty benefits by B. Public trading safe harbour

the U.S. competent authority to a German corporaton
which acts as the generalheadquartersof a manufacturing 1. Substantialand regular trading
joint venture made up of three EC (German, French and The so-called public trading safe harbour (see Article
Belgian) investors. The example indicates that significant 28(1)(d) of the new German treaty) guarantees treaty ben-
factors in the decision to grant benefits include (1) the clear efits to a company in whose principal class of shares there
business purpose for the formation and locationof the joint is substantial and regular trading on a recognized stock
venture; (2) the significant headquarters functions per- exchange.The public tradingsafe harbourhas traditionally
formed by that company in addition to financial functions; been thought to have a two-prongedjustification: first, that
and (3) the fact that all of the joint ventures are companies such a company could be assumed to be predominantly
residentin EC membercountries in which they are engaged ownedby residentsof the countrywhere the stock is traded,
directly or through their affiliates in substantialactive busi- and second (andperhapsmore importantly),that the typical
ness operations. size and diversification of ownership of such companies
The example leaves unresolved a number of issues that are make them unlikely candidates for the classic treaty shop-
likely to form the basis of significant discussion during the ping incorporatedpocketbook designation.
U.S.-Dutch negotiations. For example, would the United In applying the somewhatcomparablestandardof the U.S.
States have been willing to grant benefits, even on a discre- branch tax provision'spublic tradingsafe harbour,18the IRS
tionary basis, if there had been no German investor or no has establisheda turnoverrule which requires that trades
operating business conducted in Germany, or if the other in the relevant class of shares be effected, other than in de
investors had not been from other EC countries, or if only ninimis quantities, on at least 60 days during the taxable
a small numberof personnelhad been required to carry out year, and that the aggregate number of shares of that class

traded on the market during the taxable year be at least ten

percent of the veragenumberofshares outstanding in that
class during the year.19 Where stock in a foreigncorporation16. ResolutionNo. 084-2737,an English translationof which is reprinted is traded U.S. exchange, the branch tax regulationsin lntertax (June/July 1986), at 144. on a

17. Report of the Comnittee on Foreign Relations of the United States effectively treat the stock as regularly traded if it is regu-
Senate on the Protocol to the Tax Convention with Belgium, September larly quoted by brokers or dealers making a market in the

1988. stock (i.e. without regard to whether the company can es-

18. InternalRevenueCode, Sec. 884(e)(4)(B),whichprovides in relevant tablish that trading in its stock satisfies the general turnover

part as follows: standard).
A foreign corporationwhich is a resident of a foreign country shall be
treated as a qualified resident of such foreign country if - It can be expected that the Dutch negotiators will seek to

(i) the stock of such corporation is primarily and regularly traded on have a similar presumption of regular trading apply to
an established securities market in such foreign country . .. stock listed on the Amsterdam exchange.20 The U.S.

19. See Treasury Regulations l.884-5T(d)(4), as amended by Notice negotiators will likely find it difficult, however, to accept
89-80, 1989-2 C.B. 394, 399. such a presumptionwith respect to a foreign stock exchange
20. At least one commentatorhas complainedthat the AmsterdamStock with which they are not familiar.21
Exchange'srules would make it difficult to demonstratethat the substan-
tial and regulartradingstandardwas met. See Ellis,supra note2, at 347.
21. Their reluctance would not be without foundation. Reports suggest C. Ownership/baseerosion safe harbour
that recent legislation in the Netherlands, which sought to ensure that
Dutch investment institutions (similar to U.S. regulated investment com- The so-called ownership/base erosion safe harbour (seepanies) were not the captive investmentvehicles of a single corporation, Article 28(1)(e)of the German treaty), if incorporatedhad to be amended before enactment when it was discovered that mere

new

listing of an investment institution on the Amsterdam exchange was not in a new Dutch treaty, would effectively guarantee treaty
sufficient to ensure that there was adequate trading and diversificationof benefits to a Dutch company if (i) more than 50 percent of

ownership. See Tax Planning InternationalReview (June 1989), at 37. each class of the company's shares is owned, directly or
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indirectly, by any combinationof individual residentsof the their discretionary authority to grant treaty benefits under
Netherlands or the United States, U.S. citizens, certain Article 28(2) of the new treaty.
publicly traded companies,either of the two Governments,
or certain tax-exempt organizations (i.e. so-called good

One can easily understandwhy the U.S. negotiatorswould

owners); and (ii) not more than 50 percent of the com-
be opposed to the very blunt form of derivative provision

pany's gross income is used, directly or indirectly, to meet urged by some commentators. Under such a proposal, a

liabilities (including liabilities for interest or royalties) to company resident in the Netherlands would be entitled to

persons other than those in the good owner categories. any benefitofferedby theU.S.-Dutchtreaty if the company
was owned by one or more persons resident in third coun-

The basic purpose of the base erosion portion of this test is tries with which the United States has in force a comprehen-
to ensure that the company does not erode its Dutch tax sive tax treaty. It is axiomatic, however, that the limitation
base by making deductiblepaymentsto personsnot entitled on benefits provision is intended to prevent third-country
to benefits under the treaty. In a certain sense, it operates residents from obtaining the benefit of a U.S. tax treaty
to backstop the general conduit principles, pursuant to through use of a company resident in th treaty country if
whichparticular income items may not enjoy treatybenefits they would not be entitled to the same or similar benefits
if, by virtue of a conduit transaction, they are consideredto under a treaty between the United States and their home
pass through the hands of an intermediary entity claiming country.
treaty benefits and to be derived by another person not For example, the Treasury Department is currently underentitled to claim treaty benefits.22 In another sense, how- from U.S. and Congress renegotiateever, it is intended to deny treaty benefits, even in the pressure taxpayers to

the U.S.-Francetreaty to obtain a zero withholdingrate onabsence of a classic conduit transaction, where the level of
deductible pavmentssuggests that there is little risk of dou- royalties; the current treaty has a five percent rate.25

ble taxation (as between the United States and the treaty
France's willingness to grant this concession, however, is

country) and the economic benefit of the treaty benefit is reduced to the extent that French residents may obtain an

effectively passed on to persons who are not themselves exemption on their U.S.-source royalties by contributing
eligible to claim the treaty benefit. the royalty-producing property to a Dutch holding com-

pany. France's willingness to trade an exemption for
Lingering uncertainty about the scope of the base erosion French-source royalties might also depend upon the exist-
provision has caused some governments to ask that it be ence of a potentialU.S. concessionon some provisionin the
limited to paymentsof interest and royalties, and one could U.S.-France treaty other than the royalty article. If, how-
reasonablyexpectheDutch Governmentto makethe same ever, French residents can effectively obtain that desired
request. The one recent case in which the United States did U.S. tax benefit by routing their investment through the
this- the 1987 protocolwith Belgium-elicitedan unfavour- U.S.-Dutch treaty, the United States' bargaining power
able reaction from the Senate Foreign Relations Commit- with respect to the royaltyarticle in the U.S.-France treaty
tee.23 None of the treaties concluded since then has limited is similarly reduced. In other words, the mere existenceof
the provision to interest and royalties, and it would be a treaty between the United States and France does not
difficult to justify doing so in the case of the Dutch treaty. guarantee that the United States might not be harmed by

French residents' treaty shopping use of the U.S.-Dutch
treaty.

IV. RELATED ISSUES

A. Derivativebenefits
22. See, e.g., Rev. Rul. 84-152, 1984-2 C.B. 381; Rev. Rul. 84-153,
1984-2 C.B. 383; and Rev. Rul. 87-89, 1987-1 C.B. 195.
23. In its Report, the Committee said:

One aspect of the U.S. Government'slimitationon benefits Because the rule is limited to payments of interest or royalties to

policywhichmanyobserversfind the mostdifficultto under- persons not entitled to benefits, the provisionmay not be broad enough
stand is the unwillignessto grant derivative treaty bene- to achieve its intended purpose. The Committeeunderstandsthat the

fits. Proponentsof the derivativeconceptargue that a third- Treasury Department is continuing to examine the scope of the base

country residentshouldnot be consideredto be treatyshop-
erosion rule to ensure that its breadth is adequate. It may be that other
forms of payments,such as managementfees or paymentsundervariousping when he establishesor uses an entity in a countrywhich compensation arrangements, will have to be included when the treatyhas a treatywith the United States throughwhich he derives is renegotiated.

U.S.-source income if his home country also has a similar 24. That article provides in relevantpart:
treaty with the United States. Such circumstanceswarrant, The requirementsof para. 2 [concerningabsence of a treaty shopping
the argument goes, a special safe harbour in the limitation principalpurpose] are satisfied, in particular,where a company resi-
on benefits provisions. dent in Jamaica and owned by individual residents of third States

derives income with respect to which the companyclaimsUnitedStates
These argumentshave, of course, some intuitive appeal. In tax benefits under this Convention, the company does not use such
the earlymodernperiodof the U.S. limitationon benefits income in the manner described in para. l(b) [relating to base erosion]
campaign, the derivative concept did achieve some accep- and:...

tance. It was reflected in Article 17(3) of the 1981 protocol (b) the individualsowning the companyare residentsof countries that
to the U.S. treaty with Jamaica,24 as well as in the 1982 have income tax conventionsin force with the United States and,
DiscussionDraft of Article 16 (limitationon benefits)of the pursuant to such conventions, the individuals would have been

Draft U.S. Model Treaty. Congress also adopted a deriva- entitled to United States tax benefits the same as, or substantially
tive provision in a 1986 amendment to Internal Revenue

similar to, the United States tax benefits claimed by the company
under this Convention, had the individuals earned the income

Code Section 883(c), relating to the reciprocal exemptions directly.for shipping and aircraft income. 25. See, e.g., 18 April 1990letterfromSenatorClaibornePell, Chairman,
In morerecentyears,however,Treasuryhasresisted includ- Foreign Relations Committee, to Treasury Secretary Nicholas Brady, re-

ing derivative safe harbours in tax treaties. The German printed in Tax Analysts' Highlights & Documents (7 May 1990); and 25
October 1989 letter from Howard P. Charnas, Chairman, Tax TreatyMOU does not even mention the existence of a tax treaty Committee, National Foreign Trade Council, Inc., to Treasury Interna-

with the ultimate investor'scountry as one of the factors the tional Tax Counsel Philip Morrison, reprinted in Tax Analysts' Highlights
competentauthoritiesshould take into accountin exercising & Documents (7 November 1989).
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Accordingly, at the very least, any acceptance of a deriva- draftingself-executingrules to deal with such problems,and
tive conceptin a limitationon benefitsprovisionwould have they certainly underestimate the complexity of applying
to be based upon the existenceof a specific provision in the those rules.
treaty between the United States and the country of resi- Even in situations where the applicationof the rules would
dence of the investorwhich grants a U.S. tax benefit that is be relativelystraightforward,other concerns can arise. For
at least as favourable as the benefit claimed under the

example, given that a derivative investor's home govern-hypotheticalU.S.-Dutchtreaty. Once that level ofspecific-
ity is ntroduced, the complexityof the potential provision

ment has entered into a double taxation treaty with the
United States under the general understandng that U.S.

increases exponentially. tax benefits would apply to U.S.-source income items flow-

For example, the Jamaica treaty's derivative rule provides ing into that country's tax base as a residence jurisdiction,
that a third-country resident can be counted as a good one might wonder whether that governmentwould happily
owner of a Jamaican company under the ownership/base see those bargained-forbenefits apply, becauseof a deriva-

erosion safe harbour only if such resident is an individual tive provision, to income items which are being received

who would, had he earned the income directly, have been and accumulatedby the investor in an intermediarycountry
entitled to the same or substantiallysimilarU.S. tax benefits company. Proponentsof derivative benefits argue that this

(under his home country treaty with the United States) as should not be a concern of the U.S. Government,and that

are claimed by the Janaican company. Query whether, if the investor's home government, if it wants to retain its

the Jamaican company is seeking to claim the benefit of the current tax base, can implementrules, similarto the Subpart
Jamaican treaty's ten percent withholding rate on direct F regime in the United States, which would tax its residents

investment dividends with respect to a U.S. subsidiary, an currently on income earned by foreign corporations they
individualowner of the Jamaicancompany could be treated control. This argumentis not necessarilywhollysatisfactory
as a good owner if he is a resident in a country (e.g. to the U.S. Government officials whose responsibility it

France) whose treaty with the United States provides for a wouldbe to explain the derivativeapproach to the investor's

five percentwithholdingrate on directinvestmentdividends home government.
but a 15 percent rate on dividends received by individuals. In a similarvein, administrabilityand informationexchange
In other words, the more rational focus for a derivative issues loom large in the derivativecontext. For example, the
provision might be whether the Jamaican conpanywould, limitation on benefits provisions which have appeared in
if it were resident in the countryofresidenceof ts individual most U.S. treaties thus far have been consideredcapable of
owner, be entitled to a U.S. tax benefitat least as favourable broad monitoringby the IRSwith the assistanceof informa-
as that claimed under the Jamaican treaty. tion from the particular treaty country's tax authorities.

Those authorities are capable of assisting the IRS in ascer-
Even that type of focus, however, can give rise to am- taining that the particularentity both meets the substantive
biguities in many cases. For example, the new treaty with conditions for claiming the treaty benefit and is, for exam-

Germanyhas a zero rate ofwithholdingon interest, and the ple, owned by individual residents of that country.
new treaty with Spain generally has a ten percent rate of
withholding. Had the treaty with Spain incorporated a de- A derivativeapproachcould requirethe IRS, in its monitor-
rivative provisionwith this type of focus, one might reason- ng function, to determinewhethera particularentity'sown-

ably anticipate that interest paid by a U.S. company to a ers are in fact resident in the third country and whether the
German-owned Spanish company should be taxed by the entity satisfies the substantiveconditionsfor claiming treaty
United States at not more than ten percent. On the other benefits by derivative reference to that third country's trea-
hand, if the interest were paid to a German company with ty. The tax authoritiesfrom the entity'scountryof residence
respect to an equitykicker loan (a debt obligation carry- may not be capable of assisting the IRS in this verification,
ing the right to participate in profits), Article 10(5) of the and the tax authorities from the third country may not be
new German treatywouldallow the United States to impose willing to provide such assistance, especially if the income
its domestic law 30 percent withholding tax, whereas the in question is being accumulated outside their borders.
U.S.A.-Spain treaty has no such provision denying the av- Moreover, the third country'stax authoritiesmight take the
ailabilityof its ten percent rate. Should the existence of the position that they have no obligation to assist the IRS with
equity kicker provisionof the German treaty mean that the such an inquirypursuantto the informationexchangearticle
German treatyshouldnot be consideredto providea benefit n their treatywith the United States, on the theory that the
at least as favourable as the Spanish treaty in the case of desired informationwould not be necessaryfor purposes of
interest paid on an equity kicker loan to a German-owned carrying out the provisionsof either the domestic law of the
Spanish company United States or the treaty between the United States and

Examplesof these types of questionsabound. Even though
that third country, but only for purposes of carryingout the

treaties may be broadly similar, their particularprovisions provision of the treaty between the United States and the

vary significantly and can be much more complicated than intermediary entity's country of residence. Such problems
could prove equally troublesometo any withholdingagents

one might expect by reviewing a chart of withholdingrates who might be required to obtain verification of an income
across a treaty network. For example, variations in perma- recipient's entitlement to a treaty's exemption or reduced
nent establishment thresholds can affect not only the

applicabilityof the business profits provisions, but also the rate.

issue ofwhether income items such as dividends, interestor Similarly, information about the third country investor

royalties are treated as falling under the business profits which the IRS might obtain from the tax authoritiesof the
article or the article specific to that type of income. Efforts entity's country of residence could generally not be turned
to evaluate the relative benefits applicable to a particular over to the third country tax authoritieswithout the consent
income item under a derivative approach can become fien- of the entity country'stax authorities,becauseof limitations

dishly difficultbecauseof such variations,especiallyif there imposed by treaty exchange of information articles on the
are multiple derivative owners of the income recipientwho use of information obtained thereunder. In light of the
are resident in various jurisdictions. Proponentsof deriva- concern about erosion of the third country's current tax
tive provisions typically underestimate the complexity of base, it would be difficult to imagine the United States'
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agreeing to a derivativeprovisionwithoutobtainingblanket ment. The Netherlands'tax treaties have followed this basic
approval to pass on information to the third country tax approachof exemptingincome attributableto a Dutchcom-
authorities. pany's permanent establishment located within the treaty
The concept of derivative benefits is certainly worthy of partner's jurisdiction.
careful thought as a step in the evolution of the limitation There is nothing new about the problem faced by a source
on benefits provisions, and the problems described above state in granting treaty benefits to an entity establishedin a
are not intended to suggest that any derivative 9rovision residence state in cases where the income in question is
wouldbe fatally flawed. Nevertheless,any step in t aat direc- derived by a permanentestablishmentin a third state and is
tion would have to be taken with the utmost caution. therefore exempted from tax in the residence state by that

state's domestic law or treaty obligations. The potential
abuses inherent in this kind of triangular case situation

B. Dual residentDutch companies have been the subject of discussion recently at Working
Party 1 of the OECD's Committee on Fiscal Affairs and in

While not precisely a treaty shoppingquestion, an issue has other fora.
arisen about the potential status under a new U.S.-Dutch

Inasmuch the permanentestablishmentcannot claim thetreatyof a Dutch-incorporatedcompanywhich is effectively as

managedin a third country (e.g. the UnitedKingdomor the benefitsof a tax treaty that may exist between the third state
and the source state (e.g. between Switzerland and theNetherlands Antilles) to which the Netherlands has ceded

States), the permanentestablishmentis notresidence-based taxing jurisdiction pursuant to a treaty's
United because

dual resident corporation tie-breaker provision. In a 1988 an entity resident in the third state in treaty parlance, the

policy decision, the NetherlandsUnderMinisterof Finance proper solution is not necessarily a total denial of source

decided not to grant Dutch residence certificates to such state treaty benefits under the source state-residencestate

companiesfor purposesof treatiesbetween the Netherlands treaty. On the otherhand, seriousconsiderationwouldhave
and third countries (e.g. potentially the United States) to be given by the United States as the source state to some

where such third country treaties provide that the term
sort of targeted denial of benefits. In crafting such a provi-

residentof the Netherlandsdoes not include any person
sion, the U.S. negotiatorsmaywant to considersuch factors

who is liable to tax in [the Netherlands] in respect only of as the level of tax paid to the third state relative to the level

income from sources in [the Netherlands].26 of tax that would have been paid to the Netherlands if the
income had not been exempted there, and the existence of

There can be little doubt that the United States would agree a tax treaty between the United States and the third state
that such dual resident Dutch-incorporated companies that might have offered U.S. tax benefits to the permanent
should not be treated as residents of the Netherlands for establishment if it had been incorporated as a subsidiary
purposes of the U.S.-Dutch treaty. Some commentators there.
have questioned the validity and effect of the Under Minis-
ter's decision,27 and one could therefore anticipate that the D. Informaicapitalnew U.S.-Dutchtreaty would contain an explicit resolution
of the issue.

Another area of concern for the U.S. tax authorities in-
volves the so-called informalcapital loans. Basically, this

C. Dutch companies' third country permanent structure involves a third country parent company which
establishments makes an interest-free loan to its Dutch subsidiary, and the

Dutch subsidiary re-lends the funds on an interest-bearing
Anotherproblemwhich is likely to be the topic of consider- basis to a U.S. affiliate. Under Dutch case law, the Dutch
able discussion in the U.S.-Dutchnegotiationsconcerns the subsidiary can be treated as paying (deductible) interest at
U.S.-source incorne receivedby a foreign permanentestab- an arm's length rate to the foreign parent, and then having
lishment (e.g. an Antilles or Swiss branch) of a Dutch resi- that interest recontributed to itself as capital.
dent company. Because the Netherlands,eitherby treatyor At one point, the Dutch tax authorities had been grantingby domestic law, exempts certain income received bY advance rulings in these informal capital cases to bless the
foreign permanent establishmentsof Dutch companies, in- interest deduction of the Dutch company on the condition
cluding in cases where little or no third country tax may be that an appropriate spread (e.g. 1/s of one percent) was left
paid on such income, the United States will likely want to in the Netherlands. A moratorumon the issuance of these
include a provisionin the new treatywhichwould deny U.S. rulings has now been in effect for some time,28but it appearstreaty benefits to such income in appropriate cases. that Dutch taxpayers may still be able to rely on the case

The Dutch UnilateralReliefDecree (URD) relievespoten- law without having an advance ruling.
tial double taxation by exempting business income earned This structure is clearly a troublesome one from the U.S.
by a foreign permanent establishmentof a Dutch resident perspective. Much of the problem could presumably be
company. Theoretically, Dutch law imposes a subject to solved by agreementon a satisfactorylimitationon benefits
tax test for this exemption to apply; in other words, the article. Short of that, there is also the possibility that the
exemptionis availableunder the URDonly to incomewhich
is subject to a foreign income tax in the country where the
income is earned (presumablywhere the permanent estab-
lishment is located). In practice, however, the fact that little
or no foreign tax is actually paid (e.g. because of a local 26. Art. 4(1) of the 1977 OECD Model Income Tax Convention. See
investmentincentiveor other tax holiday)will not necessar- Rijkele Betten, Denial of Certificate of Residence to Dual Resident

ily deprive the Dutch company of relief. Moreover, it ap- Company, European Taxation (November 1989), at 371.
27. See, e.g., Prof. Dr. Kees van Raad, Dual Residence and 1977

pears that income, such as interestor royalties,which would OECD Model Treaty Art. 4(1), Second Sentence, European Taxation
not normallyqualify for the exemptionmethodof relieving (January 1990), at 27.
double taxation, can effectively be made to qualify for that 28. See Maarten J. Ellis, Developmentsin Ruling Practice, Tax Notes
method by routing it through such a permanent establish- International (August 1989), at 177.
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U.S. tax authorities may want to attack this situation careful sifting and weighing of competing interests,
through an application of general conduit principles (e.g. priorities and constraints, the ability of each side to com-

through an extensionofRev. Rul. 854-152 to cover deemed prehend the other's concerns and the flexibility to design
interest payments by the Dutch company). responsive solutions. While the foregoing discussion is in-

tended to highlight the U.S. perspective on these issues, a

proper appreciationof the ultimate agreementwill require
V. CONCLUSION a correspondingunderstandingof the perspective from the

Dutch side. Only such a dual perspectivewill allow one to

The crafting of an appropriate limitationon benefitsprov- judge accurately whether a new U.S.-Dutch limitation on

sion presentsformidablechallengesto the treatydelegations benefits provision, which will inevitably differ from provi-
of the Netherlands and the United States. A successful tax sions previously agreed by either Government, represents
treaty negotiation, like any other negotiation, requires a a reasonable step forward.
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THE U.S.-NETHERLANDS
INCOME TAX CONVENTION

HISTORICALEVOLUTION OF TAX TREATY POLICY
ISSUES INCLUDINGLIMITATIONOF BENEFITS

William P. Streng

Mr. Streng is the Vinson & Elkins Professor
This article is based on background informationdeveloped for pur- of LawattheUniversityof HoustonCollege
poses of a presentation (at which the author was the moderator) at of Lawwhereheteachescoursesinfederal
the August 1990 joint meeting in Amsterdamof the Dutch and U.S. incometax, corporatetax, estateplanning
Branches of the InternationalFiscalAssociation.The subject matter and international taxation. From 1980-85,
of this discussionwas the presentU.S.-Dutchincome tax treatyand, Mr. Strengwas the partner in chargeof the

particularly, the continuing ncome tax treaty discussions for the tax departmentat Bracewell & Patterson,

revision of that treaty. The discussionat that joint meeting concen-
a Houston-based law firm with offices in

tratedparticularlyon possible rules to limit those personsentitled to Washington, D.C., Dallas, London and
Austin. He continuesas a consultantwith

the benefits of a revised U.S.-Dutch income tax treaty. This IFA the firm. Prior to joning Bracewell&Patter-
meeting dialogue also encompassed the likely future for the Act of son in 1980 he was (1973-79)a Professor
the Kingdomwith the NetherlandsAntilles, includingAruba.1 of Law, SouthernMethodistUniversity,Dal-

las.

Mr. Streng graduated from the Northwest-
ern University School of Law in 1962.
Thereafter, he served as Law Clerk to the

I. THE PRESENT U.S.-DUTCH INCOME TAX TREATY Honorable Lester L. Cecil, Chief Judge,
U.S. Courtof Appeals for the Sixth Circuit

A. Historyof the treaty (1963-64), as Attorney-Advisor, Office of
Tax Legislative Counsel (Office of the As-

The present U.S.-Dutch income tax treaty has been effective since 1948. The sistant Secretary for Tax Policy), U.S. De-

treaty between the Unites States and the Netherlands was signed, ratified and partment of the Treasury, Washington,
entered into force in 1948.2 A supplementary treaty was signed in 1965. This

D.C. (1970-71); and, as Deputy General
Counsel, Export-ImportBankof the United

supplementary treaty was ratified and entered into force in 1966.3 No other States, Washington, D.C. (1971-73). He
protocolsare applicable. Negotiationshave been conductedbetweenthe Nether- has been a Visiting Professor at the New
lands and the United States since 1981 for a proposed new treaty.4 Negotiations York University School of Law (1990), the
were scheduled to continue during late 1990. Ohio State UniversityCollegeof Law, and

Rice University
The Dutch-U.S. income tax treaty was extended to the NetherlandsAntilles in Mr. Streng has authorednumerous books
1955. A 1963 protocol to the treaty was made applicable only to the Netherlands and articles on taxation and international
Antilles. However, as noted below, the U.S.-NetherlandsAntilles treaty has financing. He is amemberof the American
been largely terminated, primarily because of the perceived use of the Nether- Law Institute and its Tax Advisory Group,
lands Antillesas a conduitcountrfor funnellinginvestmentflows into theIJnited the Intemational Fiscal Association, the
States from third countries not parties to income tax treaties with the United AmericanBarAssociation'sSectionofTax-

States. ation, the Tax Management Advisory
Board, and various other professonalor-

B. Important issues in present U.S.-Dutchtax treaty negotiations ganizations.

A variety of issues exist in the current negotiations concerning the possible
revision of the U.S.-Dutch income tax treaty. Most importantly, these include 1. An unofficial translation of the Nether-

lands-NetherlandsAntilles and Aruba (Income,
questions concerning the limitationon benefits provision.5For example: Gift, Inheritance,Stampand MotorVehicle)Tax

(1) What local ownership requirementsshould be imposed to be eligible for the Treaty is included at Kramer, Roeloffs & Wal-

treaty benefits boom, Business Operations in the Netherlands

(2) Who is entitled to derivativebenefits Antilles, Tax ManagementPorfolio, No. 263,

(3) How should these rules be adapted to the increased integrationof the Euro-
Worksheet 16, reprinted there with the permis-
sion of the InternationalBureau of Fiscal Docu-

pean Common Market and business enterpriseswithin the EC6 mentation.

(4) What should constitute an active trade or business for purposes of these 2. TIAS No. 1855, 1950-1 C.B. 93.

rules 3. TIAS No. 6051, 1967-2 C.B. 472.

(5) Should headquarterscompaniesbe treated as residents of the Netherlands 4. See IRS Announcement 81-165, 1981-42
I.R.B. 26.

(6) Should the publicly traded company rules be relaxed because the shares of 5. See TreatyRatificationson Target, Treas-
Dutch companies are often traded on exchanges outside the Netherlands ury Official Reports: Reporting Regs 'Weeks'
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Other controversial issues exist, for example, in defining ments. The Dutch corporationwas treated as acting merely
the concept of permanent establishment, particularly in as a conduit. The Dutch corporationhad actually endorsed
the offshore drilling context. the interest checks over to the corporate owner and the

Some ofthesequestionsare identifiedbelow in the summary
funds then were directlydeposited into the owner'saccount.

of recent InternalRevenueService (IRS) rulings. However, The IRS rejected eligibility to the Dutch corporation in-

the discussionof the income tax treaty ultimatelyreturns to
terest recipient for immunity from withholding tax on in-

the questions of limitations of scope of benefits, and the terest, concluding that, in substance, the interest was paid
complementary issue of the authority and appropriateness to the third country owner.14

of the U.S. Congress in perodicallytaking action to over-
ride tax treaties. (b) Dividends

ImportantoutstandingIRS rulingsconcerningthe dividends

C. IRS interpretationsof the current
article of the U.S.-Netherlands tax treaty are Rev. Rul.
75-11815 and Rev. Rul. 81-132.16 In Rev. Rul. 75-118, the

U.S.-Dutchtreaty five percent reduced rate17 was applied to a dividend paid
by a U.S. corporation to its Dutch parent corporation. The

1. Ruling issues Dutch corporation was itself wholly owned by another
The IRS has periodicallyinterpretedprovisionsof the U.S.- Dutch corporation.Pursuant to Rev. Rul. 81-132, to qualify
Netherlands income tax treaty, and several of those in- for this reduced five percent withholding rate on direct

terpretations are summarized here. A variety of IRS pub- dividends, the participationmust have been directly owned
lished rulings and private letter rulings have been issued by the Dutch recipient throughout the required holding
concerning the U.S. activities of Dutch investors. Most re- period. Under the facts presented in this ruling a Canadian

cently, the conceptofindustrialor commercialprofits has corporation owned the Dutch corporation. Although the
been under examination in these rulings, as noted below. five percent rate was not deemed to be applicable, the 15

Many of these rulings evidence an effort to constrict oppor- percent rate under the treaty was deemed applicable. The

tunities to utilize benefitsotherwiseseeming to be available effect of this ruling (not withdrawn) was, thereby, to recog-
under the treaty. nize treaty rate reduction eligibility for a conduit arrange-

ment. Of course, significant questions exist concerning the

2. The permanentestablishmentconcept continuingviabilityof any rulings where a conduit arrange-
ment has previously been permitted.

In Rev. Rul. 87-5,7 amounts were received by a Dutch bank
without a permanent establishment in the United States (c) Royalties
pursuant to a dollar denominatedinterest rate swap with a

U.S. person. The gain arising was treated as industrial or The IRS interpretationof the royalty article in the current

commercial profits.8 This income was treated as earned in treaty is evidenced by the cascading royalty ruling, Rev.

the active conductof the Dutchbank'strade or businessand Rul. 80-362.18The IRS there considereda transactionwhere
was not covered by any other article of the Convention. a third country national (who was not a beneficiary of a

Therefore, the income was not treated as interest income of bilateral income tax convention with the United States)
the bank, i.e. income exempt from withholdingunder the licensed for a fixed royalty annually the U.S. rights to a

treaty. patent to a Netherlands corporation. This Dutch corpora-
tion was stated to be a bona fide corporation which was

In Rev. Rul. 86-156,9 photocopy machines were manufac- unrelated to the licensor. The Netherlandscorporation, in
tured by a Dutch corporation without a U.S. permanent turn, relicensedthe right to use the patent to a U.S. corpo-
establishmentand leased to its U.S. subsidiary. The profits ration for use in the United States. The licensing fee was
received by the Dutch corporation were treated as subject based on the numberof units producedby the U.S. licensee
to Article III, the industrial or commercial profits article. under the patent. The ruling indicates that amounts paid to
These paymentswere not treated as subject to the royalties
article,1o which provides that the term royalties includes
rental or other amountspaid as considerationfor the use of,
or the right to use, a variety of identifiedpropertyor other
like propertyor rights. Photocopymachinesare not enum. Away, 4 Tax Notes, No. 4 (22 October 1990), at 386, quoting Marcia D.

erated in the royalty article and, further, were not treated Field, directorof internationaltaxationin the U.S. TreasuryDepartment's
Office of Tax Analysis, as indicating that the key to the U.S.-Dutch tax

as other like property as specified in that article.11 There- discussion is the limitationof benefits article and [t]he issue is how
fore, net income tax treatment applicable to a U.S. perma-

treaty
to craft an article that does not adversely affect a company's legitinate

nent establishmentwas applied. businessdecision to operation in the Netherlands,especiallywith Europe-
In both cases the amounts received by the Dutch corpora-

an Community integration set for 1992.
6. Consider,for example, the conceptof the EuropeanEconomicInteg-tion were exempt from U.S. tax. ration Grouping (EEIG). See Lambooij and Boon, Reading the Implica-
tions of the NetherlandsCircularLetter,Vol. 1, InternationalTax Review,

3. Withholdingat source issues No. 8 (July/August 1990), at 19.

(a) Interest 7. 1987-1 C.B. 180.
8. See Treaty Art. III.

In a relatively recent technical advice memorandum, the 9. 1986-2 C.B. 297.

IRS identified a position concerningconduit arrangements 10. Art. IX(2).
through the Netherlands for the payment of interest.12 A 11. See also GCM 39595 (5 January 1987).
third country individual had loaned money to his Dutch 12. Technical Advice Memorandum8722009.

corporation. The Dutch corporation had loaned the funds
13. See Treaty Art. VIII(1).
14. See Treaty Art. VIII.

to its U.S. subsidiary for investment in U.S. real estate. 15. 1975-1 C.B. 390.
Interest was paid and was sought to be exempted from U.S. 16. 1981-1 C.B. 603.

withholding tax.13 However, the IRS stated that the Dutch 17. See Treaty Art. VII(1)(b).
corporationnever had dominion and control over the pay- 18. 1980-2 C.B. 208.
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the Dutch corporation are exempt from U.S. tax under the A corporation is presumed to meet the standard of this
U.S.-Dutch treaty. However, amounts paid by the Dutch Article 16(1) if it can demonstratethatmore than 75 percentcorporation to the third countrynational are categorizedas of its stock is owned by individuals resident in the two
U.S.-source income. This treatment is based on the provi- contracting states, or in a state which has a treaty with the
siont9 which specifies that royaltiespaid in considerationfor contractingstate from which relief is claimed and such con-
the privilege of using a patent in the United States are vention provides relieffrom taxation not less than the relief
treated as income from U.S. sources and this treatment is claimed under the convention. Further, the income of the
irrespective of the fact that the payor is a foreign corpora- company must not be used in substantialpart to directly or
tion. indirectlymeet liabilitiesof persons not resident in the con-

The IRS did not treat the Dutch corporationas a conduit in tracting states, or U.S. citizens.
this ruling. No referencewas made as to whether the Dutch Article 16(2) would provide a subjective test for companiescorporation made a profit. The question consequently that would not otherwise qualify for treaty benefits under
arises, therefore, concerning the acceptability of back-to- Article 16(1) but which can demonstrate that the mainte-
back transactionsif (1) the parties are unrelatedand (2) the nance of such person and the conduct of its operations did
two transactionsare different.20 not have as a principal purpose the obtaining of treaty

benefits. Further, Article 16(3) would limit the application
Il. ABROGATION OF THE U.S.-NETHERLANDS of treaty benefits to preventcompanieswhich are subject to

ANTILLES PROTOCOL special low tax regimes in the other contractingstate from
obtaining reduced rates of tax.

The U.S.-NetherlandsAntillesincome tax treatypreviouslY 2. Evolution ofmitationofbenefitsprovisionprovided an effective means for tax reduction for foreign
investment into the United States and for U.S. enterprises The U.S. negotiatingposition on the limitation on benefits
to obtain foreign capital on a tax efficient basis through the article evolved over the decade of the 1980s.22 Various re-
use of the NetherlandsAntillesfinancecompany. However, finements to the 1981 model have been reflected in a
that treaty was terminatedby the United States, effective 1 number of tax treaty provisions that have been negotiated
January 1988, except for Article VIII and ancillary provi- or ratified. Refinements have also been included in the
sions. Althoughthis treaty terminationoccurredsomeyears qualiied residentdefinitionunder the branch tax provisions
after the initiation of the U.S.-Netherlands tax treaty of the IRC. Under the IRC, the 1989 German treaty,23 the
negotiations,and the relative bargainingpower in these two 1988 Belgian protocol,24 the 1988 French protocol,25 the
different situations is dramatically dissimilar, the U.S. ac- 1988 Indonesia treaty,26 the 1986 China protocol,27and the
tion concerning the U.S.-Netherlandstreaty relationships 1984 Barbados treaty,28 for example, an entity is entitled to
does provide perspective on the evolving attitudes on the
U.S. side towards expectations in the currentU.S.-Nether-
lands tax treaty negotiations. 19. Internal Revenue Code (IRC), Sec. 861(a)(4).

20. However, see the back-to-back loan ruling, i.e. Rev. Rul. 87-89, inArticle VIII provides an exemption for interest where the the text below.recipient is not engaged in a trade or business through a 21. Article 16 provides:
permanentestablishmentin the source country. Pursuant to 1. A person (other than an individual)whichis a residentofa Contract-the 1963 protocol, a Netherlands Antilles company would ing State shall not be entitled under this Convention to relief from
not enjoy the benefits of this provision unless it waived its taxation in the other ContractingState unless
entitlement to the special low rates of 2.4 percent to 3 (a) more than 75 percent of the beneficial interest in such person is
percent, or was Dutch owned. However, even during the owned, directly or indirectly, by one or more individual residents
continued effectivenessof this article, the NetherlandsAn- of the first-mentionedContractingState; and
tilles companies are subject to scrutiny on IRS audit. This (b) the income of such person is not used in substantial part, directly

or indirectly, to meet liabilities (including liabilities for interest orscrutiny occurs through the applicationofconduit, back-to- royalties) to persons who are residents of a State other than aback and substance over form rules. ContractingState and who are not citizens of the United States.
For the purposes of subparagraph (a), a company that has substantial

Ill. SPECIFIC TREATY NEGOTIATION ISSUES trading in its stock on a recognizedexchange in a Contracting State is

CONCERNINGTHE LIMITATION OF presumedto be ownedby individualresidentsof that ContractingState.
2. Paragraph 1 shall not apply if it is determined that the acquisitionorTAX TREATY BENEFITS maintenance of such person and the conduct of its operations did not
haveas its principalpurposeobtainingbenefitsunderthe Convention.A. The U.S. model income tax treaty-Article 16 3. Any relief from tax provided by a ContractingState to a residentof
the other ContractingState under the Conventionshall be inapplicable1. Structureof the provision to the extent that, under the law in force in that other State, the income

Article 16 (as revised) of the 1981 U.S. model income tax
to which the relief relates bears significantly lower tax than similar

treaty provides limitation of benefits concepts intended by
income arisingwithin that other State derived by residentsof that other

the U.S. Department of the Treasury to be incorporated
State.

22. See the U.S. Congress Joint Committee Print JCS 1-90, as preparedinto subsequently negotiated U.S. income tax treaties.21 bytheStaffoftheJointCommitteeon Taxation,of January1990hearings.Article 16(1) specifies the rule whichdeterminesa corporate 23. See Art. 28. The German-U.S. income tax treaty limitationon bene-
resident's eligibility for the relief from taxation which is fits provision specifies that the competent authorities in each country have
provided in the treaty. The rule indicates that a corporation the discretion to allow treaty benefits to persons who do not come within
Is not eligible for treaty relief unless (1) the stock of the one of the safe harbours. An accompanyingmemorandumof understand-

corporation is listed on a recognizedstock exchange; (2) the ing further elaborates on the interpretation of the limitation on benefits

corporation is not controlledby individualsresidentoutside provision.
24. See Art. 12A of this protocol.the two contracting states; or (3) it was not a principal 25. See Art. XI of the protocol, replacing Art. 24A of the treaty.purposeof the corporationor of the shareholdersto use the 26. See Art. 28, entitled General Rules of Taxation.

corporationor to conduct its business in a manner to obtain 27. See Para. 1 of this protocol.
tax treaty benefits. 28. See Art. 22 of this treaty.
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treaty benefits if it meets one of three tests: ownership and these criteria may be insufficientlystrict to prevent substan-

base erosion, good business purpose or public company. tial levels of treaty shopping.3o
Meeting the public companytest is typicallysimilar to meet-

ing the ownershiptest underthe 1981 model by virtue of the B. SignificantU.S. court decisions and IRS rulings
entity's stock being traded on a recognized treaty country
stock exchange. The ownership test may often be satisfied A variety of U.S. court decisions and IRS rulings (other
if the entity is beneficiallyowned (over a threshold percen- than those interpreting the U.S.-Dutch income tax treaty
tage) by a combination of U.S. citizens or residents, or (as discussed above) have consideredvarious aspects of tax

residents of the other country. Meeting the good business treaty conduit arrangements. Alternatively, various forms

purpose test may require (absent approval by the source of sham transaction or substance over form analyses have

country competent authority) being engaged in the active been presented in these contexts.

conduct of a trade or business in the entity's residence

country. This would not include the business of making or 1. Aiken Industries
managing investments, unless these activities are banking
or insurance activities carried on by a bank or insurance ln Aiken Industries, Inc. v. Commissioner,31 a Honduran

company. The income derived from the source country company was interposedinto a related company loan struc-

would be required to be received in connectionwith, or be ture to receive interest from a related U.S. company. The

incidental to, that trade or business.29 sole purpose of this structure was to ultimately transfer the
outbound interest payment to a related Bahamiancorpora-

The JointCommitteeon Taxationhas indicatedthat latitude tion which was the original lender. The objective was to

exists for disagreement over the proper criteria for deter- utilize the U.S.-Honduras income tax treaty32 exemption
mining that an entity is treaty shopping. As the branch tax for interest received by Honduran persons from U.S. per-
definition of qualified resident (included in the IRC) and sons. Interest paid directly to Bahamian lenders would not

the recent treaty limitationon benefitsclausesdemonstrate, have been eligible for this benefit, the interestbeing subject
numerous criteria can be considered in this context. Some to withholdingat source at the applicable statutory rate.

are quite difficult to apply in practice. For example, some

treaty shopping rules are based on the identities of the The Tax Court held that the interest paid was not protected
beneficialownersof the entities that seek treaty relief. Such by the treaty exemption because the Honduran company
identificationcan be problematic,especiallyin large organi- did not really receive the interest as contemplated by the

zations with diverse ownership interests. Base erosion rules treaty. For purposes of the treaty exemption, the recipient
are based on the identities of the beneficial owners of pay- must receive the interest for its own use and not subject to

ments from the entity, a criterion even more remote from an obligation to transfer it to another. This represented
the knowledge of tax administrators. Other criteria can early evidence of the rejectionof a conduit arrangement.
include the location of an exchange on which the entity's
stock is traded. 2. The 1984 IRS conduit rulings

Such a criterion may be based on an expectationthat public During 1984 the IRS published two important rulings
trading in a corporation's stock suggests that the entity is dealing with the applicationof conduit principles in the tax

regulated in some way that precludes its use as a nominee treaty context: Rev. Rul. 84-15233 and Rev. Rul. 84-15334.

solely for the tax purposes of foreign controlling interests. In Rev. Rul. 84-152, a Swiss parent company loaned funds

More simply, the justification is made that local residents at ten percent to its NetherlandsAntilles subsidiary for the

tend to be more likely than foreign persons to own shares express purpose of having the Netherlands Antilles com-

in companies traded on a local exchange. However, the pany reloan the funds to the Swiss company's subsidiary in

location of the exchange may more properly be viewed as the United States. The loan from the NetherlandsAntilles

immaterial in a globally integrated stock market. Further, lending subsidiary could not have been made without the

the identityof the stockholder(or other interestholder) can loan from the Swiss parent to the NetherlandsAntillescom-

be itself an uncertain guide to beneficial ownership of the pany. The IRS held that the interest had not been econom-

activities and the income generatedby the corporation.This ically derived by the Netherlands Antilles subsidiary, as

is particularly apropos in light of the variety of ownership contemplated by the U.S.-Netherlands Antilles treaty.
interests that can be accordedunder the name stock, and Rather, the NetherlandsAntilles subsidiary was treated as

when noting that stockholderscan be relativelyinsignificant only temporarily obtaining physical possession of the in-

relative to the interest of other investors or recipients of terest from the U.S. borrowerand as not obtainingcomplete
payments from the corporation. dominion and control over such interest payments. There-

fore, the NetherlandsAntilles company, although a valid
Further, the Joint Committee on Taxation indicated that corporation, was considered as transparent for purposes of
criteria based on businessactivitiesof the entity in the treaty this transaction, and the interest was considered as flowing
country, or the tax status of the entity in the treaty country, from the U.S. subsidiary to the Swiss parent. A five percent
can be used as indicators of treaty shopping. Depending withholding rate under the U.S.-Swiss treaty was deemed
upon how strctly such criteria are applied, they may pro- to be applicable, rather than the exemption for interest
duce incompatible patterns with world-wide markets, or under the U.S.-NetherlandsAntilles treaty.
rational business administration. Alternatively, however,

InRev. Rul. 84-153, the parent corporation was a U.S.

company, rather than a Swiss corporation. A loan of funds
29. E.g. German treaty, Art. 28.1(c). from the parent's Netherlands Antilles subsidiary to the
30. In support of this analysis the Committee Print noted Rosenbloom, parent's U.S. subsidiary was made to supply the U.S. sub-
Tax Treaty Abuse: Policies and Issues, 15 L. & Pol. Int'l Bus. (1983),
at 763. sidiary with working capital. The funds for this purpose
31. 56 T.C. 925 (1971), acq. on another issue, 1972-2 C.B. 1. were raised on the Eurobondmarket. The IRS held that the

32. This treaty is no longer effective. primary purpose of this arrangement was also to obtain

33. 1984-2 C.B. 381. treaty benefits and that the NetherlandsAntillessubsidiary
34. 1984-2 C.B. 383. did not have dominionand controlof the interestpayments.
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Therefore, the interest was deemed to flow from the U.S. is a residentof such foreign country unless (a) 50 percentor

parent corporationdirectly to the Eurobond holders. more (by value) of the stock of the foreign corporation is
owned by individuals who are not residents of that foreignRev. Rul. 84-152 and Rev. Rul. 84-153 were modified and and who are U.S. citizens or resident aliens, orclarified in Rev. Rul. 89-11035 which indicates that, not- country not

withstanding the partial termination of the U.S.-Nether- (b) 50 percent or more of that corporation's income is used
lands Antills tax treaty, the principles of these rulings directly or indirectly to meet liabilities to persons who are

continue to apply to similar provisionsunder other treaties.
not residentsof such foreign country or citizens or residents
of the United States.41Further, in Rev. Proc. 87-39,36 the IRS had indicated that it

will not issue a private letter ruling concerning whether a A foreign corporation is considered to be treaty shopping,
foreign recipient of payments is ineligible to receive the therefore, in either of two situations. Treaty shopping oc-
benefits of a tax treaty between the United States and a curs if 50 percent or more of the stock of the foreign corpo-
foreign country due to the application of the principles of ration is owned directly or indirectlyby individualswho are
Rev. Rul. 84-152 and Rev. Rul. 84-153.37 not residents of the United States or the treaty country, or

U.S. citizens. A foreign corporation is also treaty shopping
3. Plantationpatterns where 50 percent or more of its income is used to meet

liabilities to persons who are not residentsof the country inIn a domesticsituation, PlantationPatterns, Inc. v. Commis- which the corporation is a resident and who are not U.S.sioner,38 more than $ 600,000 was advanced to a corporate citizens or residents.borrower by an unrelated third party. The funds were used
to acquire capital assets, rather than being used as working For branch profits tax purposes a special rule exists for
capital. Only $ 5,000 in equity was contributed to com- publicly traded corporations. A foreign corporation which
mence the venture. The controllingshareholderguaranteed is a resident of a foreign country shall be treated as a qual-
the corporatedebt, a necessaryconditionto obtainthe loan. ified resident of that foreign country if (1) the stock of such
The Court determinedthat the lenderhad actuallymade the corporation is primarily and regularly traded on an estab-

lished securities market in that foreign country, or (2) thatloan not to the corporation but to the shareholder/guaran- foreign corporation is wholly owned (eitherdirectlyor indi-tor. The shareholderwas treated as subseguentlymaking a rectly) by another foreign corporationwhich is organized incontribution to the capital of the corporation equivalent to such foreign country and the stock of which is so traded.42the amountof the purported loan. This case is oiten used to A further exception exists for corporations owned by pub-support a conduit arrangement argument, including in the licly traded domestic corporations. A foreign corporationinternationalcontext. which is a resident of a foreign countryshall be treated as a

4. Back-to-backloans qualified resident of the foreign country if (1) the corpora-
tion is wholly owned directly or indirectly by a domesticIn Rev. Rul. 87-89,39 the IRS ruled that loans by a foreign corporation, and (2) the stock of the domestic corporationbank to another party will be treated as loans from the is primarilyand regularly tradedon an establishedsecuritiesbank's depositor to the borrower when the bank loan is market in the United States.43

dependent upon the deposit of funds from the depositor.
For example,n one situation in the ruling a foreign corpo- 3 Transportationincome exemptionresidency ruleration made a deposit with a bank and the bank, in turn,
made a loan to the depositor's domestic subsidiary. The Gross income derived by a corporation organized in a

bank was in a country exempting outbound interest frorn foreign country from the international operation of a ship
withholding tax at source. The use of the bank was treated or ships is exempt from U.S. income taxation if the foreign
as being made merely to access the tax treaty exemption. country grants an equivalentexemption to corporationsor-

The loan was consideredas ifmade directly frorn the foreign ganized in the United States.44 Gross income derived by a

parent to the U.S. subsidiary,with the 30 percent withhold- corporationorganized in a foreigncountry from the interna-
lng tax on interest therefore being applicable. In essence, tional operation of aircraft is exempt from IJ.S. incone
the bank loan will only be independently respected if the taxation if the foreign country grants an equivalentexemp-
deposit and the loan are detached transactionsand the loan tion to corporationsorganized in the United States.45
from the bank would be made or maintained on the same This exemption does not apply, however, to any foreignterms irrespectiveof the deposit. corporation if 50 percent or more of the value of the stock

of that corporation is owned by individuals who are not
C. U.S. Congressional implementationof residentsof such foreign countryor another foreigncountry

treaty shopping rules meeting the requirementsof such paragraph.46This limita-
tion rule does not apply to any corporation which is or-

1. U.S. income tax legislation ganized in a foreigncountrymeeting the exemptionrequire-
Various limitation on benefits rules are included in certain
provisions of the IRC. This includesparticularlythe branch
profits rules, the shipping rules and the earnings stripping 35. 1989-2 C.B. 275.

rules. 36. 1987-2 C.B. 514.
37. This ruling position was reaffirmedin Rev. Proc. 90-6, 1990-3 I.R.B.

2. Branchprofits tax 6, Sec. 4.01(12).
38. 462 F.2d 712 (5th Cir. 1972), affirmingT.C. Memo 1970-182.

The branch profits tax provision specifies that no treaty 39. 1987-1 C.B. 195.

between the United States and a foreign country shall 40. IRC Sec. 884(e)(1).
exempt any foreign corporation from the branch profits tax 41. IRC Sec. 884(e)(4)(A).
unless (1) the treaty is an income tax treaty and (2) the 42. IRC Sec. 884(e)(4)(B).

43. IRC Sec. 884(e)(4)(C).foreign corporation is a qualified resident of such foreign 44. IRC Sec. 883(a)(1).country.40 The term qualified resident means, with re- 45. IRC Sec. 883(a)(2).
spect to any foreign country, any foreign corporationwhich 46. IRC Sec. 883(c)(1).
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ments noted above and the stock of which is primarily and If a treaty between the United States and any foreign coun-

regu,larly traded on an established securities market in that try reduces, but does not eliminate, the U.S. tax imposed
foreign country, another foreign country meeting the re- on interest that the taxpayer pays to a related person, the
quirements of such paragraph, or the United States.47 interest is subject to disallowancein the same proportionas

Further, any stock in another corporation which is owned the rate reduction in the treaty (from the 30 percent rate)
directly or indirectly by a corporationmeeting the exemp- bears to 30 percent.
tion requirements is to be treated as owned by individuals
who are residentsof the foreigncountryin which the corpo-

In the accompanyingWays & Means Committee Report,51
ration meeting the exemption requirements is organized.48 that Committee noted that the IRS is directed to issue

regulations appropriate to prevent avoidance of the pur-

4. Earningsstripping limitation poses of the Bill. The Committee noted that such regula-
tions should treat back-to-back loans through third parties

A specialearningsstrippingrule was enactedin the Revenue (whether related or unrelated), as well as similar arrange-
ReconciliationAct of 1989 to limit the benefitof tax-exempt ments, like direct loans to related parties. As particularly
interestbeing paid to certain foreign lenders. Wheretreaties relevant for this discussion of conduit arrangements, this
eliminate tax on interest paid by a corporation to certain Report noted, as an example, a situation where a U.S.
related persons the IRC denies the interest deductions at corporation borrows money from a Dutch bank that has
the corporate payor level. A limit is imposed to the extent borrowedmoney from the foreignparent corporationof the
that the payor's net interest expenses exceed 50 percent of U.S. corporation. Interest payments are to be treated like
adjusted taxable income.49The amountof the disallowance payments to the foreign parent corporation. Similarly,
is limited, however, by the amount of tax-exempt interest where a U.S. corporation borrows money from a Dutch
paid to related persons. Further, a corporation's interest bank and the loan is guaranteedby the foreignparentcorpo-
deduction for a taxable year will not be denied or limited ration of the U.S. corporation, interest payments to the
under this earnings stripping provision unless the ratio of Dutch bank should be treated like payments to the foreign
debt to equity of the corporation as of the close of the parent corporation.
taxable year (and on such other days during the taxableyear
as regulations may prescribe) exceeds 1.5 to 1.

A taxpayer'sadjusted taxable income is generallyits taxable IV. TAX TREATY OVERRIDE CONSIDERATIONS
income computed without regard to net interest expense,
net operating loss carry-overs, or any deduction allowable A parallel issue to the treaty/conduit inquiry is whether a

for depreciation,amortizationor depletion, and computed treaty partner has the authority and, if so, should exercise

with such other adjustmentsas are providedby regulations. that authority, to override a treaty provision by national

For these purposes a recipient is treated as related to the legislation.52In the United States such legislation is period-
payor of the interest if the recipient and the payor would be ically sought to be implementedto correct perceived treaty/
treated as related under certain usually applicable rules for conduit abuse. However, the attitude of the Dutch Govern-

determiningsuch relationships.50 ment is that this is unacceptableaction.53

The Code provides that [flor purposes of determining the

47. IRC Sec. 883(c)(3)(A). relationship between a provision of a treaty and any law of

48. IRC Sec. 883(c)(3)(B). the United States affecting revenue, neither the treaty nor

49. See IRS Sec. 163(j). the law shall have preferentialstatus by reason of its being
50. See IRC Secs. 267(b) and 707(b)(1). a treaty or Law.54 Prior to the enactmentof that provision
51. H. Rpt. 101-247, at 1246. this section specified that [nio provision of this title shall
52. See generally, Eilers, Overrideof Tax TreatiesUnder the Domestic apply in any case where its applicationwould be contrary to
Legislation of the U.S. and Germany, 19 Tax Management International

Journa4 No. 7 (13 July 1990), at 295; and Doernberg, LegislativeOver- any treaty obligation of the United States in effect on the
date ofenactmentof this title.55The obvious tenorof these

ride of Income Tax Treaties: The Branch Profits Tax and Congressional
Abrogationof Authority,42 Tax Lawyer (1989), at 173. changes is to no longer enable deferral to an income tax

53. See van Kempen& Westendorp, Netherlandsand NetherlandsAn. treaty as the controllingauthority.
tilles, InternationalBusiness Lawyer (April 1990), at 174, 176, noting the

Dutch Government's view that the Netherlands Government considers The controversy over tax treaty overrides is particularly
treaty overrideby a treaty party unacceptable.A unilateraloverride of highlighted during 1990 by the report of the OECD Com-
rules agreed upon with another state creates double taxation which is mittee on Fiscal Affairs which notes opposition to the
precisely what the treaty aims to prevent. The Netherlands Government enactment of domestic legislation intended by the legisla-
does not intend to retaliate through not applying the provision which is ture to have effects in clear contradiction to international
overriddenby the treaty partner; such a non-applicationwould only serve

the aim of the treaty partner. Further, [t]he Government still studies treaty obligations,56 In that report the Committee noted

possibilitiesof having the InternationalCourtof Justice in The Hague rule the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties57 which

on the consequencesof unilateral treaty overrides. contains rules applicable to treaties concluded (after the
54. IRC Sec. 7852(d)(1), as added by the Technical and Miscellaneous Convention came into force) between countries that are

Revenue Act of 1988, Sec. 1012 (aa)(1)(A),P.L. 100-647. parties to the Convention. Under the precepts of this Con-
55. Similarly, IRC Sec. 894(a)(1) requires that [t]he provisions of this vention treaties are to be observedby the parties so long as

title shall be applied to any taxpayerwith due regard to any trety obliga- they are valid and unless they have been formally de-
tion of the United Stateswhich applies to such taxpayer.However, prior nounced. The United States is not a party to this Conven-
to its 1988 revision, IRC Sec. 894(a)(1) specified that [i]ncome of any tion. The argument is made, however, that the principles
kind, to the extent required by any treaty obligationof the United States, embodied in the Vienna Convention have been derived
shall not be included in gross income and shall be exempt from taxation

from international law and, therefore, the terms
under this subtitle. customary
56. See OECD Committee on Fiscal Affairs Report on Tax Treaty of this treaty must be performed by the several parties in

Overrides,2 Tax Notes International,No. 1 (January 1990), at 25, produc- good faith.

ing the OECD paper on this subject, with the permission of the OECD.
57. This treaty came into force on 27 January 1980. See 8 International The ConferenceCommitteeReport to the OmnibusBudget
Legal Materials (ILM), at 679. Reconciliation Act of 1989 (dealing with that legislation's
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earnings stripping provision)58 asserted, however, a differ- treaty negotiationsseem to present one of the largest chal-
ing perspectiveon treatyoverrides,at least in that context. lenges in this context. The outcome of these discussions is

difficult to predict, but can be anticipated to produce a

roadmap for dealing with limitation on benefits conflicts
V. CONCLUDINGOBSERVATIONS during the decade of the 1990s. However, the other impon-

derable, that is, U.S. Congressional participation in this
The decade of the 1980s has producedsignificant evolution process (particularly through the use of the treaty override
on the road of the U.S. Governmentto the implementation technique),remainsmurkyandparticularlyhard to predict.
of rules limiting treaty shoppingor the availabilityof treaty
benefits in conduit arrangements. The sophisticationof the
limitation on benefits provisions evolves as taxpayers have
been innovative in responding to previously -implemented
limitations. But the current U.S.-Netherlands income tax 58. Report, at 66.

RECENT DEVELOPMENTSIN U.S. TAXATION

OF FOREIGN DIRECT INVESTMENT

Carl Estes, Il

I. BRANCH TAXES The net effectof these adjustmentsis to reduce the dividend
equivalent amount by earnings which are reinvested in the

A. Branchprofits tax business and to increase the dividendequivalentamount for
assets which are disinvested in the U.S. business.

The branch profits tax is a tax at the rate of 30 percent (or,
in certain limited circumstances, at a lower treaty rate) on

The operationof these adjustmentscan be illustratedby the
the after-tax earnings of a foreign corporation'sU.S. trade following example:
or business that are not reinvested in a U.S. trade or busi- FC, a calendar-yearforeigncorporation,had USS 1,000net
ness by the close of the taxable year, or are disinvested in a equity as of the close of 1988 and $ 100 of effectively con-
later taxable year. The purpose is to treat the foreigncorpo- nected earnings and profits for 1989. FC acquires $ 40 of
ration's U.S. business as being operated by a hypothetical additionalU.S. assets during 1989 and its U.S. net equity at
U.S. subsidiary, and to apply the branchprofits tax to a base the close of 1989 is $ 1,040. In computing FC's dividend
that is equivalent to the amount that could have been distri- equivalent amount for 1989, FC's effectively connected
buted as a dividend by that hypotheticalsubsidiary. earnings and profits of $100 are reduced by the $ 40 in-

The statutory term for this base is dividend eguivalent
crease ln U.S. net equity between the close of 1988 and the

amount, and it is the foreign corporation's eifectively close of 1989. FC has a dividend equivalent amount of $ 60
connected earnings and profits for the taxable year with for 1989.
two adjustments: For 1990, FC has $125 of effectively connected earnings
(1) if the U.S. net equityof the foreigncorporationas of the and profits and its U.S. net equity decreases by $ 50. FC's
close of the taxable year exceeds its U.S. net equity as of U.S. net equity as of the close of 1990 is $ 990 ($ 1.040 -

the close of the preceding taxable year, the effectivelycon- $ 50). In computing FC's dividend equivalent amount for
nected earnings and profits for the taxable year are reduced 1990, the $125 of effectivelyconnectedearningsand profits
(but not below zero) by the amount of such excess;

s not increased by the full amount of the $ 50 decrease in
U.S. equity during 1990, because the increase is limited to

(2) ifthe U.S. net equityofthe foreign corporationasofthe FC's non-previously taxed accumulated effectively con-
close of the preceding taxable year exceeds its U.S. net nected earnings and profits as of the close of 1989.,FChad
equity as of the close of the taxable year, the effectively $100 of effectivelyconnected earnings and profits for 1989
connected earnings and profits for the taxable year are and a dividend equivalent amount of $ 60 for that year, so
increased by the amount of such excess (but limited to the FC has $ 40 ofnon-previouslytaxedaccumulatedeffectively
non-previously taxed accumulated effectively connected connected earnings and profits as of the close of 1989. The
earnings and profits). increase in effectivelyconnectedearningsand profitsresult-

ing from a decrease in U.S. net equity is thus limited to $ 40,
Mr. Estes s a partner in the law firm of Vinson & Elkins, and the dividendequivalentamount for 1990 is $ 165 ($ 125

Houstoo, Texas. He is Vice-Presidentof the U.S. branch of effectivelyconnectedearningsand profitsplus $ 40 decrease
in U.S. net equity).IFA and past Chairman, Tax Section Committeeon Foreign

Tax Problemsof the American Bar Association. A prior year's deficit in effectively connected earnings and
profits affects the computation of non-previouslytaxed ac-
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cumulated effectively connected earnings and profits, and business bears to the total amount of gross income repre-
hence the limit for the upward adjustment. A prior year's sented by the receivable.
deficit in effectively connected earnings and profits does

(4) U.S. realproperty interests
not, however, reducethe amountof the currentyear'seffec-
tively connected earnings and profits.

U.S. real property interests described in Section
897(c)(1)(A)(i)are treated as U.S. assets.

FC, a calendar year foreign corporation, has $150 of non- (5) Moneypreviously taxed accumulated effectively connected earn-

ings and profits as of the close of 1990, and has a $ 90 deficit Money is treated as a U.S. asset if it is held for the present
in effectively connected earnings and profits for 1991. FC needs of the U.S. business and not its anticipated needs.

has U.S. net equity of $ 450 as of the close of 1990 and U.S. Thus, funds for future business contingencieswill not be a

net equity of $ 350 as of the close of 1991 (i.e. a $ 100 U.S. asset.

decrease in U.S. net equity). FC has a dividend equivalent (6) Instalmentsales
amount of $10 for 1991, resulting from FC's defict of $ 90 An obligation received in connection with the instalment
in effectively connected earnings and profits for 1991 in- sale of a U.S. asset is treated as a U.S. asset in an amount
creased by $100, the decrease in FC's U.S. net equity in equal to the sum of the amount of income that would be
1991. effectively connected (or treated as effectively connected)
For 1992, FC has no effectively connected earnings and with the U.S. trade or business if the obligationwere satis-

profits and its U.S. net equity decreasesby $150 (to $ 200) fied in full on the determination date; and the basis of the

during the year. Because FC has no effectively connected obligation on such date attributable to the amounts that

earnings and profits for 1992, its dividend equivalent
would be treated as income that is effectively connected
with the U.S. trade or business, if the obligationwere satis-

amount for the year is equal to the decrease in U.S. net fied in full the determinationdate.
equity during the year ($ 150) limited to the amount of its on

non-previously taxed accumulated effectively connected (7) Marketablesecurities

earnings and profits as of the close of the preceding taxable A marketable security is generally treated as a U.S. asset

year. FC has $ 50 of non-previouslytaxed accumulatedef- only if all of the income derived from such security during
fectively connected earnings and profits as of the close of the taxable year is effectivelyconnectedwith the U.S. trade
1991 (i.e. its non-previously taxed accumulated effectively or business, and either (a) any gan or loss from the sale or

connected earnings and profits of $150 as of the close of exchange of the security on the determination date would
1990 less its $ 90 deficit in earnings and profits for 1991 less be effectivelyconnectedwith the U.S. trade or business, or

its dividend equivalentamountof $10 for 1991) and there- (b) such security had a yield for the taxable year (or for the
fore has a dividend equivalent amount of $ 50 for 1992. portion of the taxable year during which the security was

The term U.S. net equity means the U.S. assets (money and held) of at least 50 percent of the average of the monthly
total adjustedbases for earnings and profits purposesof the Federal short-term rates (as determined under Section

foreigncorporation'spropertywhich is treated as connected 1247(d)(1)(C)(i))during such period.
with the conduct of the U.S. trade or business), less U.S. A foreign corporation may elect, subject to certain condi-
liabilities (the liabilities connected with the conductof that tions, to treat as U.S. assets marketablesecurities that are

U.S. trade or business). not otherwise U.S. assets provided that the adjusted basis

In general, U.S. assets are the following items: of such marketablesecuritiesdoes not exceed 25 percent of
the sum of the foreign corporation'seffectively connected

(1) Depreciablepersonalpropertyandamortizableproperty earnings and profits for the taxable year and the non-previ-
This is generally treated as a U.S. asset in the same propor- ously taxed accumulatedeffectivelyconnectedearningsand
tion that the amount of the depreciation or amortization profits attributable to the two preceding taxableyears. This
with respect to the property that is allowableas a deduction, s generallycalled the expansioncapital rule. The incomeor

or is includable in cost of goods sold, for the taxable year in gain or loss from such marketable securitieswill be treated

computing the taxable income of the foreign corporation as effectively connectedwith the U.S. trade or business.
that is effectivelyconnectedwith the U.S. trade or business
bears to the total amount of depreciation or amortization (8) Partnerships
computedforthetaxableyearwith respect to the property.

A foreign corporation that is a partner in a partnership is

generally treated as having a U.S. asset in an amount egual
(2) Inventoryproperty to the productof the foreign corporation'sadjustedbasis in
Inventory property is treated as a U.S. asset in the same the partnership interest and the ratio of its distributiveshare

proportion that the anticipated amount of gross sales from of partnership gross income for the taxable year that is
the sale or exchange of the property that is reasonably effectivelyconnectedwith the conductof a trade or business
anticipated to be effectively connectedwith the U.S. trade in the United States to its distributive share of all partner-
or business bears to the anticipated total amount of gross ship gross ncome for the taxable year.
sales from the sale or exchange of the property. U.S liabilities means the productof (a) the U.S. assets of a

(3) Accounts or notes receivable foreign corporation as of the close of the taxable year, and
An accountornote receivablewith a maturitynot exceeding either (b) the ratio of the foreign corporation'sworld-wide
six months (whetheror not bearing stated interest) arising liabilities as of the close of the taxable year or, (c) if the
from the sale of inventory,performanceof services or lease foreign corporationcomputes its interest deduction using a
ofproperty, is treated as a U.S. asset in the sameproportion fixed ratio of liabilities to assets (as determined under
that the amount of gross income representedby the receiv- 1.882-5(b)(2)(i)),such fixed ratio. If a foreigncorporation
able that is effectively connected with the U.S. trade or s a partnern a partnership,the world-wide liabilitiesof the

foreign corporation include the foreign corporation'sshare
of the liabilities of the partnership.

1. Unless otherwisespecified,all referencesare to the InternalRevenue There are anti-abuse rules to prevent altering the computa-
Code and the regulations issued thereunder. tion of U.S. net equity by artificially adding assets or de-
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creasing liabilities. U.S. assets do not include money or (b) the period of time during the taxable year duringwhich
property acquiredor used by a foreign corporation if one of the shareholderowned the stock;
the principal purposes of such acquisition or use is to in-

ed]c) the name and permanent address of the shareholder;
crease artificially the U.S. assets. If a foreign corporation itfhethceosutnotcrkyoftrheesidDeuntccehocfotrhpeorsahtaiorenhiosldheerld;ainnddirectlyrepays or otherwise decreases its U.S. liabilities and one of in
the principal purposesof such decrease is to decrease artifi- by the shareholderthroughone or more intermediaries,
cially its U.S. liabilities on the determination date, then whether acting as nominees or beneficial interest hold-
such decrease is not taken into account for purposes of ers, then the name and address of each such inter-
computing the foreign corporation'sU.S. net equity. To be mediary and a description of the chain of ownership
one of the principalpurposes,a purposemust be important, throughwhich the shareholderholds stock in the Dutch
but it is not necessary tlaat it be the primary purpose. corporation, to the extent known to the shareholder.

Section 884(e) generallyprovides that no income tax treaty (2) If any intermediary is identified in (1)(e) above, an

betweenthe UnitedStates and a foreigncountrywillexempt intermediary ownership statement must be obtained from
any foreign corporation from the branch profits tax or re- each intermediary in the relevant chain of ownership. The
duce the amount thereof, unless the foreign corporation is intermediaryownershipstatementmust contain the follow-
a qualified resident of such foreign country. Consequently ing information:
the branch profits tax will apply to Dutch corporationsun- (a) the numberof shares owned directlyor indirectlyby the
less they are qualified residents of the Netherlands. Gener- intermediaryin each class of stock of the foreign corpo-
ally, a Dutch companymust meet one of three tests to be a ration;
qualified resident of the Netherlands: (b) the period of time during the taxable year duringwhich

(1) more than 50 percentof its stock is ownedby individuals the intermediaryownedthe stock, directlyor indirectly;
who are either residents of the Netherlands or U.S. (c) the name and principal place of business of the inter-

citizens or residentaliens (the so-calledstockownership mediary;
test) and 50 percent or more of its income is not used (d)

.

the country of residence of the intermediary;
directly or indirectly to meet liabilities to persons who (e) if the stock is held as nominee for an individual or

another intermediary,the name and permanentaddress
are not residentsof the Netherlandsor the UnitedStates
(the so-called base-erosionrule); of the individual, or the name and principal place of

business of such other intermediary;(2) it is publicly traded; or
(f) if the stock is not held as nominee for an individual or(3) it is engaged in the active conductof a trade or business

another intermediary, the amount and nature of thein the Netherlands. interestowned in the intermediaryissuingthe statement
If a Dutch corporation is a qualified residentof the Nether- by its direct shareholder, partner or beneficiary which
lands, the branch profits tax will not apply because the indirectly owns an interest in the foreign corporation,
U.S.-Netherlandsincome tax treatyhas been interpretedto and the periodof time during the taxable year forwhich
prohibit its application.2 the interest in the intermediary was owned by such

A Dutch company meets the stock ownership test if 50 stockholder, partner or beneficiary; and

percentor more of its stock (by value) is beneficiallyowned, (g) if the intermediaryowns stock in the Dutch corporation
or is treated as beneficially owned, during at least half of indirectly through one or more other intermediariesas

the numberof days in the Dutch corporation'staxable year
nominees or beneficial interest holders, the name and

by individualswho are either Dutch residents or citizens or principal place of business of each such intermediary
and a description of the chain of ownership throughindividual residents of the United States, and it obtains and
which the intermediary holds the stock to the extentretains certain documentationto showthat the stockowner-
known by the intermediary.ship requirementshave been met.

Generally, stock ownedby a corporation,partnership, trust (3) If the individual shareholder is not a citizen or resident
of the United States, he or she must also supply a certificate

or estate is treated as owned proportionatelyby its share-
holders, partners or beneficiaries. A Dutch corporation

of residency, signed by the authorities of the country of

whose stock is primarily and regularly traded on an estab- residence of the individual shareholder, stating that the
individual is a resident of that country for purposes of itslished securities market in the Netherlands is treated as an
income tax laws.individualresidentofthe Netherlandsforpurposesofdeter-

mining the ownership of stock in another Dutch corpora- (4) A statement from a corporation that is treated as an

tion. individual shareholder must also indicate that the corpora-
In order to satisfy the documentationrequirement,a Dutch tion's stock is primarily and regularly traded on an estab-

corporation must obtain the following written documenta. lished securities exchange in the United States or the Neth-

tion from a sufficient number of its direct or indirect indi- erlands.
vidual shareholders (including a corporation treated as an A Dutch corporation satisfies the base erosion test for a
individual shareholder) to show that it has satisfied the 50 taxable year (or a portion of a taxable year) if it establishes
percent ownership test: that less than 50 percent of its income for the taxable year
(1) The individual shareholder (or a corporation treated as (or for the portion of the taxable year) is used directly or

an individual shareholder) must provide a statementunder indirectly to meet liabilities (such as liabilities to pay in-

penalty of perjury stating that the shareholderis a direct or terest, rents, royaltiesor reinsurancepremiums) to persons
indirect beneficial ownerof an interest in the Dutch corpo-

who are not residents (or, in the case of foreign corpora-
ration and that the shareholderdoes not own such interest tions, qualified residents) of the Netherlands and who are

on behalf of another person. In addition, the statement not citizensor residents(or, in the case ofdomesticcorpora-
must include the following information: tions, qualified residents)of the UnitedStates. The meeting
(a) the numberof shares owneddirectlyor indirectlyby the

shareholderin each class of stock of the foreign corpo-
ration; 2. IRS Notice 87-56, 1987-2 C.B. 367.
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of a liability does not include a repaymentof the principal the Netherlands to the world-wide assets of the Dutch
amount of an obligation. corporation;
A Dutch corporation is publicly traded if five tests are met (b) the ratio of the gross income from the active conductof

(trades between relatedpersons and trades conducted in the Dutchcorporation'stradeor business in the Nether-

order to meet these tests are disregarded):
lands that is derived from sources within the Nether-
lands to the world-wide gross income of the Dutch cor-

(1) one or more classes of its stock that in the aggregate poration; and
representmore than 80 percentof the total combinedvoting (c) the ratio of the payroll expenses of the Dutch corpora-
power of all classes of stock of such corporationentitled to tion in the Netherlands to the Dutch corporation's
vote and of the total value of the stock of such corporation world-widepayroll expenses.
are listed on one or more established securities markets in

(3) The activities that give rise to the income for which
the Netherlandsor in the United States;

a

(2) the numberof shares in each such class of stock that are treaty exemptionor rate reductionis claimedconstitutepart
of a U.S. trade or business in which the Dutch corporationtraded during the taxable year on all established securities is engaged (or is deemedto be engaged) and such U.S. trade

markets in the Netherlandsor in the United States exceeds
the number of shares in each such class that are traded

or business is an integral part of an active trade or business
conducted by the Dutch corporation in the Netherlands. A

during that year on established securities markets in any U.S. trade businessof Dutch corporation is integralother single foreign country;
or a an

(3) trades in such class are effected,other than in de minimis part of an active trade or business conducted by a Dutch

quantities, on such market or markets on at least 60 days corporation in the Netherlandsif an active trade or business
conducted by the Dutch corporation in both the Nether-

during the taxable year; lands and in the United States comprises, in principalpart,(4) the aggregate number of shares of that class traded on
complementary and mutually interdependent steps in the

such market or markets during the taxable year is at least
United States and the Netherlands in the production and

30 percent of the average number of shares outstanding in sale lease of goods in the provisionof services. A U.S.
that class during the taxable year (or at least ten percent in or or

trade or business of a Dutch corporationwill be treated as
the case of a Dutch corporation that establishes that it has

integral part of active trade business of Dutch
at least 2,500 shareholders of record during the taxable an an or a

year); and corporation in the Netherlands with respect to the sale or

(5) if, at any time during the taxable year, 100 or fewer lease of property (or the performanceof services)f at least
50 percent of the Dutch corporation's world-wide gross

persons own 50 percent or more of the outstanding shares
of a class of stock, then such class ofstock cannotbe treated ncome from the sale or lease of property of the type sold

in the United States (or from the performanceof servicesof
as regularly traded for that year. Persons relatedwithin the the type performedin the United States) is derivedfrom the
meaningof Section 267(b) are treated as one person for this sale lease of such property for consumption, dis-or use or
purpose. position in the Netherlands (or from the performance of
The term established securities market means, for any such servicesin the Netherlands).If a U.S. tradeor business
taxable year: of a Dutch corporationsells goods that are not, in principal
(1) a foreignsecuritiesexchangethat is officiallyrecognized, part, manufactured, produced, grown or extracted by the

sanctionedor supervisedby a governmentalauthorityofthe Netherlands, such business shall in no event be treated as

country in which the market s located, is the principal
an integral part of an active trade or business conducted in
the Netherlands if the Dutch corporation does not take

exchange in that country, and has an annualvalue of shares
physical possession of the goods in a warehouse or other

traded on the exchangeexceeding$ 1 billionduringeach of
the three calendar years immediatelypreceding the begin- storage facility that is located in the Netherlands and in

which goods of such type are normally stored prior to sale
ning of the taxable year; to customers in the Netherlands.
(2) a national securities exchange that is registered under
Section 6 of the SecuritiesAct of 1934;3 and
(3) a domestic over-the-countermarket. If a principal ex- B. Branch interesttax
change in a foreigncountryhas more than one tierormarket
level on which stockmay be separately listedor traded, each Section 884(f) provides that in the case of a foreigncorpora-
such tier is to be treated as a separate exchange. tion engaged in a U.S. trade or business, for purposesof the

A Dutch corporationmeets the active trade or business test withholding tax provisions, any interest paid by such trade

(and is therefore a qualified resident of the Netherlands) if or business in the United States will be treated as if it were

it meets all of the followingconditions: paid by a domesticcorporation,andif the amountofinterest
allowable as a deduction in computing the effectively con-

(1) It is engaged in the active conductof a trade or business nected taxable income of a foreign corporationexceeds the
within the meaningof Section 367(a)(3) and the regulations amount of interest actually paid, the excess is treated as
therunder or it qualifies as a banking, financing or credit interest paid to the foreign corporationby a wholly-owned
institution under the laws of the Netherlands and it is en- U.S. corporationon the last dayofthe foreigncorporation's
gaged in the active conductof a banking, financingor similar taxable year.
business within the meaning of 1.864-4(c)(5)(i). The effect of this provision is interest U.S.to treat as source

(2) It has a substantial presence in the Netherlands. This to the extent it is deducted in the United States. Thus, any
requires that the average of the following three ratios ex- nterest paid by a foreign corporation's U.S. branch in its
ceeds 25 percent and each ratio is at least equal to 20 per- U.S. trade or business is treated as from sources within the
cent: United States and thus subject to U.S. withholding tax of
(a) the ratio of assets used or held for use in the active 30 percent, unless the tax is reduced or eliminated by a

conduct of the Dutch corporation'strade or businessin specific Code or treaty provision.
Relief is available under an income tax treaty between the

3. 15 U.S.C. Section 78f. United States and the foreigncorporation'scountry of resi-
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dence relating to interest actuallypaid by the foreigncorpo- ing property that may be receivedtax-free by the sharehold-
ration only if the corporation is a qualiiedresidentof that er under SubchapterC.
foreign country, or the foreign corporation meets, with re-

The exception for 80 percent corporate shareholders does
spect to the interest payment, the requirementsof a limita-

generally apply where the is foreigntion on benefits or similar article in the treaty and such not parent a corpora-
tion. Section 367(e)(2) overrides the non-recognitionprovi-article entered into force after 31 December 1986. sions of Sections 332 and 337 where the 80 percent dis-

A foreign person (other than a foreign corporation) who tributee (as defined in Section 337(c)) is a foreign corpora-
derives interest paid by a U.S. trade or business can claim tion, except as provided in regulations. The legislative his-
benefits under provisions of an income tax treaty between tory indicates that the IRS regulations may permit non-
the United States and its country of residence relating to recognition if the potentialgain on the distributedproperty
interest derived by the foreign person. A foreign corpora- at the time of the distributionis not being removedfromthe
tion can generallyclaim such benefits only if itis a qualified U.S. taxing jurisdictionprior to recognition.
residentof the foreign countryor meets, with respect to the
interest payment, the requirementsof a limitationon bene-
fits or similar article in the treaty and such article entered Ill. WITHHOLDINGON FOREIGN PARTNERS
into force after 31 December 1986.

The rate of tax imposed on the excess interest of a foreign The Technical and MiscellaneousRevenue Act of 1988 re-

corporation that is a qualified resident of a country with vised Section 1446 to require a U.S. withholding tax on
I

which the United States has an income tax treaty is limited partnerships in an amount equal to the U.S. tax on the
to the rate providedunder such treaty thatwould applywith foreign partners' distributiveshares ofeffectivelyconnected

respect to interest paid by a domestic corporation to that income. The statutory term (withholding tax) is a mis-

foreign corporation. In effect, any provision in an income nomerbecausethe tax is generallydue to the foreignpartner
tax treaty that exenptsor reduces the rate of tax on interest whether or not any distribution is actually made. Publicly
paid by a foreign corporation does not prevent imposition tradedpartnershipscan in effect elect a differenttax regime:
of the tax on excess interest or reduce the rate of such tax. withholdingon actual distributions (at a 28 percent rate).
These rules can be illustrated by the following example: If a partnership,whetherdomesticor foreign,has effectively

connected taxable income for any taxable year, and any of
FC, a calendar year foreign corporation, is allowed an in- this income is allocable to a foreign partner under Section
terest deduction of $ 115 under 1.882-5 for 1991. The 704, the partnership is required to pay a tax with respect tointerest actuallypaid by FC's U.S. trade or business during such foreign partner equal to the applicablepercentage(the1991 is as follows: $55ofportfolio interest to B,a non-res- highest marginal rate of U.S. tax to which the foreign part-ident alien; $ 25 of interest to foreign corporationC, which ner is subject) of the efectivelyconnectedtaxable incomeof
owns 15 percent of the combined voting power of FC's the partnership that is allocable to the foreign partner.
stock, with respect to bonds issued by FC; and $ 20 to D, a

domestic corporation.NeitherB nor C is engaged in a U.S. Effectivelyconnected taxable income is the partnership's
trade or business. FC, B and C are resident in countrieswith taxable income, as computed under Subchapter K, that is
which the United States does not have an income tax treaty. effectivelyconnectedwith a U.S. tradeor business,with the
The interest payments made to B and D are not subject to following adjustments: (1) items that normally are sepa-
tax under Sections 871(a) or 881 and are not subject to rately stated for Subchapter K purposes under Section

withholdingunder Sections 1441 or 1442. The payment to 702(a) are included if they give rise to income that is effec-
C is subject to withholding of $ 7.5 ($ 25 x 30%) under tively connected; (2) the partnershipis alloweda cost deple-
Section 881 on the amount of the excess. In addition, be- tion deduction rather than a percentage depletion deduc-
cause FC's interest deduction ($ 15) exceeded the amount tion; and (3) any other item of income, gain, loss or deduc-

actually paid by FC's U.S. trade or business ($ 100), FC is tion is not taken into account to the extent the item is

subject to a tax of $ 4.50 ($ 15 x 30%) on the amount of allocable under Section 704 to any U.S. partner.
the excess. Since the withholding tax is a partnership-levelcomputa-
If C were a qualified resident of a country with which the tion, it does not affect the actual amounts of income on

1 United States had an income tax treaty reducing the rate of which a foreign partner is subject to U.S. tax. Thus, for

withholdingtax on interest to zero, no U.S. withholdingtax example, any deduction, such as percentagedepletion, that
would be due on the payment of interest to C by FC. If FC is not taken into account in arriving at effectivelyconnected
were a qualifiedresidentof a countrywithwhich the United taxable income can still be claimed by the foreign partner.
States had an income tax treaty reducing the rate of with- Each foreign partner is to treat its share of the tax paid byholding tax to zero on interest paid by U.S. payers to the the partnership as a credit against its tax liability for the
foreign corporation, FC would not be subject to the tax on partner's taxable year in which (or with which) the partner-
excess interest. ship's taxable year ends. Moreover, the amount of credit

allocable to a foreign partner is treated as distributed to the

Il. REPEAL OF THE GENERAL UTILITIES CASE4 partner on the last day of the partnership's taxable year for
which the tax was paid, thus reducing the partner's basis in
its partnership interest.

The Tax ReformAct of 1986 repealed the provisionsgener-
ally according non-recognitionof gain or loss to a corpora- The IRS is given authority to prescribe regulations neces-

tion distributingproperty in a complete liquidation. Gain or sary to carry out the purposesof the provision.Forexample,
loss is thus to be recognizedby a corporationon liquidating special rules may be necessary in identifying a publicly
distributionsof its property as if the propertyhad been sold traded partnership's partners as U.S. or foreign. In addi-
at its fair market value to the distributee. Exceptions are

provided for distributions in which an 80 percent corporate
shareholder receivespropertywith a carry-overbasis under 4. General Utilities & Operating Co. v. Helvering, 296 United States
Section 332, and certain distributionsand exchanges involv- (U.S.) 200 (1935).

i
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tion, rules may be necessary in the case of tiered partner- the corporation is not subject to disallowance of interest
ships to prevent the imposition of more tax than will be deductionsfor 1991.
properly due (for example, rules to prevent the tax from

For 1992 the corporationagain has $100of adjusted taxable
being imposed on more than one partnership and rules to
determinethe applicablepercentages).Proceduresand gen-

income and $ 60 of net interest expense. The sum of 50

eral guidance for complyingwith Section 1446, as amended percent of adjusted taxable income plus the excess limita-
to

by the 1988 Act, were providedby Rev. Proc. 89-31, 1989-1 tion carry-forwardfrom 1990 that remains be used in 1992

C.B. 895. equals $ 55 ($ 50 plus $ 5). Therefore, the corporationwill
be subject to disallowanceofup to $ 5 of interestdeductions
for 1992 if it has paid (or incurred) interest for 1992 to

IV. EARNINGS STRIPPING exempt recipients and its debt to equity ratio for that year
exceeds 1.5 to 1.

The RevenueReconciliationAct of 1989 added new Section The ratio of debt to equity means the ratio which the total
163(j) to the Codewhich generallydisallowsa corporation's indebtedness of the corporation bears to the sum of its
deductions for interest paid to related parties (determined money and all other assets less such total indebtedness.For
under Sections 267(b) or 707(b)(1)) that are exempt from this purpose, the amount taken into account with respect to
U.S. tax on the interestreceived. Interestrecipientsthat are any asset is that asset's adjustedbasis for purposesof deter-
subject to a reducedrate oftaxation(e.g. under a tax treaty) mining gain. Where a debt obligation has original issue
are treated as partially subject to U.S. tax and partially discount, the amount taken into account is its issue price
exempt from U.S. tax. plus the portion of the original issue discount previously
This related payee interest disallowance rule applies to a accrued as determined under the rules of Section 1272.

payor corporation if it has excess interest expense for the Under specialexception,paymentsof interest to partner-taxable year, and its ratio of debt to equity as of the close a a

of the taxable year (and on such other days during the ship which would otherwise be a related person will gener-

taxable year as the IRS may prescribe by regulations) ex- ally not be treated as payments to a related person if

ceeds 1.5 to 1. The amountof the disallowanceis limited to partners with respect to whom no U.S. tax is imposed on

the corporation'sexcess interest expense.
their distributive shares of interest income of the partner-
ship from the payor own in the aggregate less than ten

The term excess interest expense means the excess, if percentoftheprofitsand capitalinterestsin the partnership.
any, of the corporation'snet interest expense over the sum As an exception to this general rule, payments to such a

of 50 percentof the adjusted taxable incomeplus any excess partnershipwill be treated as payments to a related person
limitation carry-forward. to the extent such interest is allocable to any partnerwho is

Adjusted taxable income means the taxable income com-
a related person to the payor of the interest. For these

puted without regard to net interest expense, net operating purposes, partnership interests owned by partners with re-

loss carry-overs, or any deduction allowable for deprecia- spect to whom, under a treaty, reduced U.S. tax is imposed
tion, amortizationor depletion.

on theirdistributiveshares of interest incomeof the partner-
ship from the payor are treated as held in part by a tax-

The term excess limitationmeans the excess (if any) of 50 exemptperson and in part by a taxableperson. The division
percent of the adjusted taxable income of the corporation will be made under rules similar to the rules for determining
over the corporation'snet interestexpense. If a corporation the portion of each interest payment from a U.S. corpora-
has an excess limitation for a taxable year, that amount tion to such a person that would be deemed to be exempt
becomes an excess limitationcarry-forwardto the first suc- from tax. Interest expense which is disallowed as a deduc-
ceeding taxable year; to the extent not taken into account tionunder this provisioncan be carriedforward indefinitely.
for that first year, it is carriedforwardto the secondsucceed-

Example:ing taxable year, and, to the extent not taken into account
for that second year, to the third succeeding taxable year. For 1991 DC, a U.S, corporationwith a debt to equity ratio
The amountof carry-forwardstaken into account for a year exceeding 1.5 to 1, has adusted taxable income of $ 60 and
following the excess limitation year, however, cannot ex- net interest expense of S 50, and actually pays $100 in
ceed the excess interest expense for that succeeding year interest to a related foreign corporation which is exempt
(determinedwithout regard to carry-forwardsfrom taxable from U.S. withholdingtax under a tax treaty. DC's interest
years that had excess limitation). In the case of a year deduction is limited to $ 30 (50 percent of its adjusted taxa-

following two or three prior years with respect to which ble income). Of DC's $ 50 of net interest expense, $ 20 is
excess limitations potentially may be carried forward, the non-deductible, leaving it with taxable income of $ 30.
excess limitationavailable from the earlierof the prioryears
will be used first. In 1992 DC earns $ 400 ofadjusted taxable income, has $ 50

of current net interest expense and pays $ 100 of interest to
The operation of the provision may be illustrated by the the related foreign corporation. DCmay carry forward the
following example: disallowed $ 20 deduction from 1991. Therefore, in 1992
For 1990 a corporationhas $150ofadjustedtaxable income DC's taxable income is $ 330 ($ 400-$ 50-$ 20). The total
and $ 60 of net interest expense. This corporation is not amount of net interest expense deducted is $ 70 ($ 50 +

subject to any disallowanceof interest deductions for 1990 $ 20), which does not exceed 50 percentof adjusted taxable
because 50 percent of its adjusted taxable income is $ 75. income in 1992, so no interest (either amounts incurred in
Moreover, it has an excess limitation for 1990 of $ 15 ($ 75 1992 or amounts carried over from 1991) is disallowed as a

$ 60). deduction.-

For 1991 the corporation has $100 of adjusted taxable in- The interaction of the related party interest disallowance
come and $ 60 of net interest expense. The sum of 50 per- rule and the branch level taxes is complex. The legislative
cent of adjusted taxable income ($ 50), plus the excess limi- history indicates that IRS regulations may provide that the
tation carry-forward from 1990 that is taken into account payment of disallowed interest will not be treated as a de-
(i.e. used) for 1991, equals $ 60 ($ 50 plus $ 10). Therefore crease in the foreign corporation'sU.S. net equity, for the
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purposes of the branch profits tax, until such time as the rule in computing the reporting corporation's tax liability.
deduction for such interest payment is allowed. The regula- This rule permits the IRS to use its sole discretion in deter-
tions may also provide that, when a disallowed interest mining the amount of the deduction for any amounts paid
deduction is carried over and eventually used, the amount or incurred to the related party in connectionwith reporta-
of interest representedby that deductionwill not be treated ble transactions,and the cost (includingcosts ofgoods sold)
as a deemed payment of interest by a domestic subsidiary to the reportingcorporationof any property acquired from

; under Section884(f)(1)(b)in the yeardeductedto the extent or transferredto the relatedparty in connectionwith report-
that it is attributable to interest that had been treated as able transactions.
U.S.-source interest under Section 884(f)(1)(A) in the year That discretion is to be exercised on the basis of any infor-the interest was paid or incurred. mation in the knowledge or possession of the IRS or any

information that the IRS may obtain through testimonyorThis provision is generally effective for interest paid or otherwise.
accrued after 10 July 1989 in taxable years beginning after
that date, except on debt instrumentswith fixed terms that Failure to furnish the IRS with informationor to maintain
were outstandingon that date, and until 1 September 1989 records as required under Section 6038A is sanctionedby a

on demand loans that were outstandingon 10 July 1989. monetary penalty of $ 10,000, and additional $ 10,000
penalties are imposed if the failure continues more than 90
days after the IRS notifies the taxpayer of the failure. The

V. INFORMATIONREPORTING penalty may be waived if the taxpayer demonstrates to the
satisfaction of the IRS that reasonable cause exists for the
failure to furnish required informationor maintain requiredA. Section 6038A records.

1. The Revenue ReconciliationAct of 1989 amended Sec-
tion 6038A to providethat any corporationthat is 25 percent B. Section 6114
owned by a foreign person and is either a foreign corpora-
tion that conducts a U.S. trade or business or a domestic Generally, if a taxpayer takes a return position that any
corporation (a reportingcorporation) must furnish the IRS treatyof the United States (including,but not limited to, an

with such informationas regulationsmay prescriberegard- income tax treaty, estate and gift tax treaty, or friendship,
ing transactionscarriedout directlyor indirectlywithcertain commerce and navigation treaty) overrulesor modifiesany
foreign persons treated as related to the reportingcorpora- provision of the Code and thereby effects (or potentially
tion (reportabletransactions).A related person for this pur- effects) a reduction of any tax incurred at any time, the

pose includesa 25 percent shareholderas well as any person taxpayer is required to disclose such return position on a

that is treated as related within the meaning of Sections statement attached to such return. If a return of tax would

267(b), 707(b)(1) or 482. not otherwise be required to be filed, a return must,
nevertheless,be filed for purposesof making the disclosure

Current Treasury regulations under the old version of Sec- required by this section.
tion 6038Arequire the annualfilingofan informationreturn

reporting all related party transactions. As now amended, To determine whether a return position is a treaty-based
Section 6038A requires a reportingcorporation to maintain return position so that reporting is required, the taxpayer
(or cause another person to maintain), at the location, in must compare the tax liability (including credits, carry-
the manner, and to the extent prescribed by regulations, backs, carry-overs,and other tax consequencesor attributes

any records deemed appropriate to determine the correct for the current year as well as for any other affected tax

tax treatment of reportable transactions. While no new years) to be reported on a return of the taxpayer; and the

regulations have yet been issued, the legislative history of tax liability (including such credits, carry-backs, carry-
the amendmentindicates that a principal purposewould be overs, and other tax consequencesor attributes) that would
to improve enforceability of Section 482 Lintercompany be reported if the relevant treaty provision did not exist. If

pricing with respect to U.S. subsidiaries and branches of there is a difference (or potential difference) in these two

foreign corporation. amounts, the position taken on a return is a treaty-based
return position that must be reported.In order to avoid the consequencesof the non-compliance

rule (discussed below) with respect to certain reportable Reporting is specificallyrequiredwith respect to the follow-
transactions,each foreign person that is a related party of a ing positions:
reporting corporation must agree to authorize the latter to (1) that a non-discriminationprovisionof a treatyprecludesaccept service of process as its agent in connectionwith any the applicationof any otherwise applicableCode provision,request or summons by the IRS to examine books, records other than with respect to the making of or the effect of an
or other materials, to produce such materials, or to take election under Section 897(i);testimony related toany reportable transaction, solely for (2) that a treaty reduces or modifies the taxationof gain orthe purpose of determiningthe tax liabilityof the reporting loss from the dispositionof a U.S. real property interest;corporation. Thus, assuming such authorization is given, (3) that a treaty exempts a foreign corporation from (orIRS examination requests and summonses with respect to reduces the amountof tax with respect to) the branchprofitsrelated-party transactions involving U.S. taxpayers can be

tax (Section 884(a)) or the branch tax on excess interestserved on related foreign persons through those U.S. tax- (Section 884(f)(1)(B));payers. (4) that a treaty exempts from tax, or reduces the rate of tax
Failure of a foreign related party to designate a reporting on, interest or dividendspaid by a foreign corporation that
corporation as its agent for accepting service of process in are from sources within the United States by reason of
connection with reportable transactions (as discussed Section 861(a)(2)(B)or Section 884(f)(1)(A);
above), or, under certain circumstances, non-compliance (5) that under a treaty, ncome that is effectivelyconnected
with IRS summonses in connectionwith reportabletransac- with a U.S. trade or business of a foreign corporationor a

tions, can result in the application of the non-compliance non-residentalien is not attributable to a permanentestab-
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lishment or a fixed base of operations in the United States of the stock of the corporation,and the basis of the stock of
and, thus, is not subject to taxation on a net basis, or that the corporation held by the partnership was less than 25
expenses are allowable in determiningnet business income percent of the partnership'scosts of its total non-cashassets,
so attributable, notwithstanding an inconsistent provision less its liabilities.
of the Code; The 1990 Bill suspends certain non-recognitionprovisions(6) that a treaty alters the source of any item of income or that would otherwise apply to dispositionof stock in a U.S.
deduction; or corporation, and allows the Treasury to prescribe regula-(7) that a treaty grants a credit for a specific foreign tax for tions providing the extent to which non-recognitionprovi-which a foreign tax creditwouldnot be allowedby the Code. sions will, and will not, apply for purposes of the provision.
Reporting is waived with respect to any of the following The 1990 Bill contemplates that because it imposes share-
return positions taken by the taxpayer: holder-level tax on a dispositionby a foreigncorporationof

stock of a wholly-owned U.S. subsidiary, the branch tax
(1) that a treaty has reduced the rate of withholding tax

regulations would be amended to provide that branch tax
otherwise applicable to a particular type of fixed or deter- would be imposed upon terminationof a U.S. branch.
minable annual or periodic income subject to withholding
under Sections 1441 or 1442, such as dividends, interest, Under the 1990 Bill the tax would be collected, in the first
rents or royalties; instance,by withholding,generallyat the rate of ten percent
(2) that residency of an individual is determined under a of the gross proceeds of the dispositiongiving rise to the tax

treaty and apart from the Code; liability. Amountswithheld in excess of the tax imposed on 1

(3) that a treaty reduces or modifies the taxation of income the foreign person would be refundable. The 1990 Bill also
derived from dependent personal services, pensions, an- gives the Treasury the authority to prescribe reduced rates

nuities, social securityand other public pensions,or income of withholding in particularcircumstanceswhere collection
derivedby artistes,athletes,students, traineesor teachers; of the tax imposed on the foreign person would not be

(4) that income of an individual is resourced (for purposes jeopardizedthereby.
of applying the foreign tax credit limitation) under a treaty The 1990 Bill purportsnot to override any existing treaty to
provision relating to eliminationof double taxation; or the extent the treatywould prevent impositionof the tax on
(5) that a non-discriminationprovisionof a treaty allows the

a person who is a qualifiedresidentofa treaty country. The
making of an election under Section 897(). definition of qualified resident for this purpose generally
Failure to file the statementsrequiredunder Section 6114 is follows the deiinition used for purposes of the branch tax.
sanctionedby a monetarypenaltyof $ 10,000 for each sepa- In cases where a treaty prevents impositionof U.S. tax on

rate pavment for which a treaty-based return position was stock gains of a qualified resident of a treaty country, the
taken (Section 6712). The penalty may be waived if the 1990 Bill recharacterizes amounts received by that person
taxpayerdemonstratesto the satisfactionof the IRS that the in any distribution in liquidation or redemption, to the ex-

failure was not due to wilful neglect. tent of the earnings and profits of the distributingcorpora-
tion which are attributableto the stockwith respect to which
the distribution is made, as dividends for all purposes. Div-

VI. 1990 LEGISLATION idend treatmentwould only apply to the gain, however.

The provision generally would be effective for dispositions
The Foreign Tax Equity Bill of 1990 would impose addi- after 19 March 1990, except that the withholdingprovisions
tional burdens on the foreign direct investor.5 would apply only to dispositions occurring six months or

more after the date of enactment.

A. Capitalgains
B. Statuteof limitations

The 1990 Bill provides in general thatwhere a foreigncorpo-
ration or non-resident alien individual owns or has owned, Under the 1990 Bill, the period for assessment may be
at any time during the previous five years, ten percent or extended by the IRS for a period not to exceed three years
more of the stock in a U.S. corporation, gain or loss from beyond the close of the period provided under present law,
the disposition of the stock is treated as income effectively including extensions thereof, in certain cases involving de-
connectedwith the conduct of a U.S. trade or business and ficiencies of either (a) a domestic corporation, 25 percent
attributable to a U.S. permanent establishment. However, or more of the conbinedvoting power or of the total value
where the period beginning 20 March 1990 and ending on of the stock which is owned (directly or indirectly) at any
the date ofdispositionis shorterthan five years, the relevant time during the taxable year by a single foreign person
testing period is that shorter period only. (referred to as a 25 percent foreign shareholder), or (b)

a foreign corporation.A person who meets the ownership criteria for imposition
of the tax is termed a tenpercentshareholderin the corpora- In the case of the 25 percent foreign-owneddomesticcorpo-
tion under the 1990 Bill. For purposes of determining ration, the assessment period may be extended only with
whethera person is a ten percentshareholder,the attribu- respect to a deficiencywhich relates to a transactionunder-
tion rules of Section 318(a) generally apply, with eertain taken by the taxpayer directly or indirectly with a related
modifications. In addition, if a partnership is a ten percent foreign person. For this purpose, a related foreign person
shareholderin a U.S. corporation, its partnerswould gener- includes a 25 percent foreign shareholder, any foreign per-
ally be treated as ten percent shareholders in the corpora- son related to such a 25 percent foreign shareholderunder
tion as well. An exception is provided under which the the rules of either Section 267(b) or 707(b)(1), or any other
determinationwhethera partners a tenpercentsharehold- person who is considered related to the domestic corpora-
er in the corporationis determinedon a look-throughbasis.
The exception applies in the case of a dispositionwhere at
all timesduring the five-yearperiodendingwhenthe dispos- 5. H.R. 4308, as introduced in the House of Representatives on 20
ition occurred, the partnership owned less than 50 percent March 1990 (the 1990 Bill).
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tion under the rules of Section 482. Thus, for example, if a may in appropriate circumstances, consistent with
25 percent foreign-owneddomestic corporationundertook treaties, be subjected by the United States to tax that
transactions during a taxable year with both unrelatedper- would not be imposed on a payment to a U.S. person.
sons and its 25 percent foreign shareholder, any deficiency The conferees believe that for these relatedassessmentwith respect to the transactions involvingunre- and unrelated lenders need be treated

purposes
similarlylated persons must, as is the case under present law, gener-

not as

ally be made within the three-year period (or within any
situated. Allowanceof unlimited deductionsfor related

extended period which is mutually agreed upon by the tax- party interest permits an economicunit that consists of

payer and the IRS). With respect to the other transactions,
more than one legal entity to contract with itself at the

however, the assessment period could be increased for a expense of the government.6
period of up to three additional years under the 1990 Bill. The explanationin the descriptionofthe 1990Billissimilar:

In the case of a foreign corporation, the assessmentperiod It is further understood that application of the Bill's
could be increased for up to three additional years under dividenddefinitionrule only to liquidatingand redemp-
the Bill for any deficiency arising with respect to tax on tion gains realized by certain foreign persons does not
income effectivelyconnectedwith a tradeor business in the violate a typical treaty non-discrimination provision.
United States (or income that is treated as effectively con- Amongother things, it is believed that a U.S. sharehold-
nected), the branch profits tax or the branch-level interest er and a foreign shareholder are not similarly situated
tax. for this purpose. A liquidating distribution or redemp-

tion distribution by a foreign-owned corporation mayThe 1990 Bill does not prescribe an automatic extensionof
the assessmentperiod in the cases describedabove. Rather_ permanentlyremoveU.S. corporateearningsfromU.S.

shareholder-level taxing jurisdiction (which all U.S.the extension of up to three additionalyears would be per- treaties retain to some extent), while in the liquidationmitted in cases where the IRS determinesthat the deficiency of (or redemptionof shares in) the U.S.-ownedcorpora-cannot be accurately assessed before the expiration of the
otherwise applicable period by reason of delay or other

tion the earningswill remain in U.S. taxing jurisdiction,
actions of the taxpayer which prevented the timely assess- assuring U.S. shareholder-leveltaxation.

ment of such deficiency.
B. Capitalgains

C. Informationreportng Direct treaty overriding be avoided by changing themay
terms.Under the 1990 Bill foreign corporationsengaged in a U.S.

source country's definition of undefined However,
when the change is applicableonly in the case of treaties, astrade or business would be removed from the reporting is the capital gain recharacterizationrule proposed in therequirements of Section 6038A (which requires reporting

with respect to related foreign party transactions), but a
1990 Bill, it can fairly be termed disingenuous:

new Section 6038C would impose a similar reporting and It is believed that the treatmentof liquidatinggains and
record-maintenanceregime on aU foreign corporationsen- redemptiongains as dividends to the extent of earnings
gaged in a U.S. trade or business. Moreover, the foreign will be permitted under U.S. treaties in general. Typi-
corporation would be required to maintain records that cally, treaties do not definegains or dividends(or define
were ln existence at any time on or after 20 March 1990, dividends broadly as including income from shares),
irrespective of the tax year involved. In effect, this is a and provide that for purposes of applying the treaty,
retroactive maintenance requirement with respect to re- each party generally may treat any term not defined
cords now existing. therein as having the meaning which it has under the

laws of that country. Thus, if a U.S. treaty prohibits
each party from taxing stock gains realizedby residents

Vll. TREATY INTERACTION of the othercountry, and the other treaty country treats
a liquidatingdistributionas a dividendunder its internal
tax laws, typically that country may tax as a dividend,A. Non-discriminationprovisions some portion of a liquidatingdistributionreceived by a

U.S. resident from a company resident in the treaty
The United States is becoming more adept at explaining country. It is understood that such treatment is often
why its new tax rules do not violate non-discrimination accorded by treaty countries to amounts received by
clauses in its treaties, as is indicatedby the followingpassage U.S. persons, consistentwith U.S. treaty language pro-
from the StatementofManagerswith respect to the earnings hibiting tax on gains. It is believed that though the laws
stripping provision: is enacted after the treaty enters into force, is also con-

[T]he confereesbelieve thatbecausethe provisiontreats sistent with existing treaty language prohibiting tax on

similarlysituatedpersons similarlythereis no discrimi- gains.
nation under treaties. For this purpose the conferees
believe that the determination of which persons are

similarly situated is properly made by reference to the
U.S. tax those persons do or do not bear on interest
income from U.S. corporations. This is consistent with 6. Statement of the Managerswith respect to the Revenue Reconcilia-
the view that payments leaving U.S. taxing jurisdiction tion Act of 1989 (H.R. 3249), at 67-69 (CCH-ed).
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FOREIGN INVESTMENT IN THE UNITED STATES:
PORTFOLIO INVESTMENT, TRADE OR BUSINESS

AND WITHHOLDINGTAX ISSUES
Robert I. Stricof

Tax Partner, Arthur Andersen & Co., New York

I. TAXATION OF NON-RESIDENTALIEN benefit residentsof treatycountriesthat prohibitthe United
INDIVIDUALSAND FOREIGN CORPORATIONS States from taxing capital gains. However, investors from

such countries as Australia, Austria, Denmark, Greece,
Luxembourg, Switzerland and the United Kingdomwould

A. General rule be subject to the tax because their treatiespermit the United
States to tax capital gains.

Non-residentalien individualsand foreign corporationsnot Third country residents using treaty country corporationsengaged in a U.S. trade or business are generallysubject to (for instance, a Dutch BV) to hold their U.S. stock invest-
a 30 percent U.S. tax on U.S.-source interest, dividends, ments would also be adversely affected because their hold-
rents and other fixed or determinable annual or periodic
gains, profits and income.1 These amounts are subject to ing companieswill not be entitled to treaty benefits. Inves-

U.S. withholding tax under Sections 1441 and 1442.
tors that are treaty protected from U.S. tax on their stock
sale gains could still be subject to some U.S. tax if the

Interest on U.S. bank deposits, if such interest is not effec- company is liquidated or their shares are redeemed. The
tively connectedwith a U.S. trade or business, is not subject investor'sgain from this type of dispositionwouldbe treated
to U.S. tax.2 Discounton an obligationpayable 183 days or as a dividend, subject to the 30 percent U.S. withholding
less from the date of original issue is generallpeenresroan.y

not subject tax, to the extent of the company's earnings and profits.
to U.S. tax if received by a foreign Interest on

portfoliodebt obligationsissued after 18 July 1984 is exempt D. Tax treatiesfrom U.S. withholding tax (see below).4
Interest and dividends are subject to reduced withholding

B. Exceptionsto 30 percenttax tax rates under bilateral income tax treaties. For portfolio
investors from the Netherlands, the ratios are zero percent

The IRC permits two exceptions to the 30 percent tax rate and 15 percent, respectively.
on non-residentalien individuals and foreign corporations.
First, income that is effectivelyconnectedwith a U.S. trade
orbusinessis taxedat ordinarygraduatedrates.5Deductions Il. PORTFOLIO INTEREST
and credits are permitted if the foreign taxpayer files a U.S.
tax return.6

A. General
Second, capital gains realized by a foreign investor are

exempt from U.S. tax unless the gains are effectively con- Portfolio interest refers to qualified bearer obligations that
nected with a U.S. trade or business or, in the case of a rneet the requirements of Section 163(f)(2)(B) and regis-non-resident individual, such individual is present in the tered obligationsthat are either targetedfor foreign'marketsUnited States for a period or periods aggregating 183 days or the owner of the bond certifies his or her non-U.S.
or more during the taxable year. taxpayer status.

C. Proposed legislation B. Historicalbackground
H.R. 4308, introduced in the House of Representativeson 1. Introduction
19 March 1990, would tax certain foreign investorson gains Prior to the passage of the Tax ReformAct of 1984, interest
from the sale of stock in U.S. corporations.Under the Bill payments by U.S. obligers to foreign debt holders were
any foreign individualor corporation that is a ten percent subject to a 30 percent U.S. income tax. As a result, U.S.
shareholder in any U.S. corporation and that recognizes borrowerswere handicappedin theirefforts to obtainaccess
gain or loss on the dispositionof stockwouldbe taxedin the to foreign capital markets. In the Eurodollarbond market,United States as if the income were effectively connected
with a U.S. business, i.e. at graduated rates.

Recent U.S. tax legislationdid not include the proposedtax 1. Internal Revenue Code (IRC), Secs. 871(a) and 881(a). All refer-
on gains from the sale of stock by foreign investors. ences, unless otherwise specified, are to the IRC.

Nevertheless, the proposalmight appear in future tax legis- 2. Sec. 871(i)(1).
lation due to its revenue-generatingpotential. 3. Sec. 871(g)(1)(B)(i)

4. Secs. 871(h) and 881(c).
Treaties would override this proposed tax on a permanent 5. Secs. 871(b) and 882.
basis, but only if treaty shoppingis not involved.This would 6. Sec. 882(c)(2).
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for example, debt obligationsof U.S. issuers subject to the must not offer or seil the obligation during the restricted
30 percentU.S. tax had to competewithsecuritiesthatwere period (generally, the 40-day period following the closing
not subject to tax at their source. U.S. borrowers could date) to a personwithin the United States or its possessions
compete only bybearing the economic cost of the U.S. tax or to a U.S. person. The obligation may, however, be sold

by increasingtheirnterestpaymentsto includeanyU.S. tax to a U.S. person in certain circumstancesif the person is a

withheld at the source. The increased interest cost made foreign branchof a U.S. financialinstitutionor iftheobliga-
Eurodollarbondtransactionstoo costly for U.S. borrowers. tion is acguiredand held through a foreign branchof a U.S.

financial institution.
2. Treaties The distributor of the obligation will be deemed to satisfySeveral U.S. bilateral treaties exempt interest derived from this requirement if it covenants that it will not offer or sell
U.S. sources from U.S. taxation. These treaties were not the obligationduring the restrictedperiod to a person who
effective in eliminating the U.S. withholdingtax, however, iS within the United States or its possessions or to a U.S.
because Eurodollar bond financings were often issued as

bearer obligations and non-residentsof those treaty coun- person. In addition, the distributor must maintain proce-
dures reasonably designed to insure that its employees or

tries were ineligible for exemption from U.S. withholding. other agents who are directly engaged in selling the obliga-
3. Financesubsidiaries tion, are aware that the obligationcannot be offeredor sold

to a personTo avoid the 30 percent U.S. withholding tax on interest during the restricted period who is within the
United States or its possessions or to a U.S. person. With

' payments to non-resident aliens and foreign corporations,
U.S. corporations borrowed outside the United States respect to delivery of obligations sold during the restricted

through finance subsidiariesthat were usually formedin the period, neither the issuer nor any distributor may deliver
the obligation in definitive form within the United States or

NetherlandsAntilles. The U.S. parent guaranteed the pay- ts possessions.ment of interest and principal on the obligations issued by
the Antilles subsidiary. The subsidiary in turn loaned the Certificationis requiredon the earlierof the date of the first

proceeds back to the U.S. parent. The maximum allowable paymentof interest on the obligationor the date of delivery
debt to equity ratio of the subsidiarywas 5:1. Although the by the issuer of the obligationin definitiveform. Thecertifi-
finance subsidiary structure avoided the 30 percent with- cation may be signed or sent either by the owner of the

holding tax on interestpayments to non-U.S, recipients, the obligationor by a financial institutionor clearingorganiza-
structure was costly to maintain and subject to increasing, tion through which the owner holds the obligation.
IRS scrutiny. The final regulations alter the exception from certification

containedin the proposedregulationsfor targetedoffshore
C. The portfolio interestexemption offerings. The changes are in response to comments con-

cerning offers and sales, under the exception,of obligations
Effective 18 July 1984, Congress enacted Sections 871(h) within or without the targeted foreign country.
and 881(c) which repealed the withholdingtax on portfolio The preamble to the proposed regulations solicited com-

interest. The repeal applies to obligations issued by U.S. ments on several issues, includingwhether registered obli-
corporations,partnerships,resident individuals,estates and gations convertible into bearer form should be treated as

trusts, and the United States and its political subdivisions registered rather than bearer obligations at the time of is-
after 18 July 1984. Portfolio interest paid on obligations suance. Becauseofgeneral tax complianceconcerns,Treas-
issued prior to 18 July 1984 is still subject to U.S. withhold- ury decided to maintain current law, which treats such con-

ing tax. vertible obligations as being in bearer form at the time of

The portfolio interest exemption applies to two types of issuance.

obligations: bearer obligations described in Section The final regulations will apply to obligations originally
163(f)(2)(B) and registered obligations with respect to issued after 7 September 1990. The issuer of an obligation
which the U.S. withholdingagent receives a statement that may choose to apply either the rules of Reg. Section 1.163-
the beneficialownerof the obligationisnotaIJ.S.person.7 5(c)(2)(i)(A) or Reg. Section 1.163-5(c)(2)(i)(B) or the

rules of these final regulations, to an obligation that is orig-
1. Bearerobligations inally issued after 10 May 1990 and on or before7 September
Bearer obligations are obligations on which interest is pay- 1990.
able to the personwho has physicalpossessionof the instru-
ment. Interest on bearer obligations qualifies as portfoliO 2. Registeredobligations
interest and is exempt from withholding if it meets the portfolio interest includes interest paid on an obligation
requirementsof Section 163(f)(2)(B). These requirements which is in registered form and with respect to which the
are met if (1) there are arrangements reasonably designed U.S. withholding agent has received a statement that the
to ensure that the obligation will be sold only to a person beneficial owner is not a U.S. person.
who is not a U.S. person; (2) interest on the obligations is

payable only outside the United States; and (3) there is a An obligation is in registered form if (1) the obligation is

legend on the face of the obligation that any U.S. holderof registered as to both principal and any stated interest and

the obligationwill be subject to limitationsunder the U.S. any transfer of the obligation may be accomplished only
income tax laws. through the surrender of the old instrument and the reis-

suance by the issuer of the old instrumentto the new holder
On 7 May 1990, Treasury issued final regulations, effective or the issuance of a new instrument to the new holder by
10 May 1990, defining arrangementsreasonably designed the issuer; or (2) the right to the principal of, and stated
to ensure sale to non-United States persons. These final interest on, the obligationmay be transferredonly through
regulations contain three requirements: (1) restrictions on a book-entrysystem.8
offers and sales, (2) restrictionson deliveryand (3) certifica-
tion.

7. Secs. 871(h)(2)(B) and 881(C)(2)(B).
With respect to offers and sales, the issuer and distributor 8. Temp. Reg. Sec. 5f.163-1(a);Temp. Reg. Sec. 5f.103-1(c)
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The statement that the beneficial owner of the registered exception to the portfolio interest exemption through the
obligation is not a U.S. person may be made on Form W-8 use of back-to-backloans.16

or a substituted form that is substantially similar to Form
W-8.9Thewithholdingagent is required to file Form 1040S,
Foreign Person's U.S. Source Income Subject to Withhold- Ill. OFFSHORE INVESTORS IN U.S. VENTURE
ing, and attach the Form W-8. CAPITAL FUNDS
Obligationsrequiredto be registered
Two kindsofobligationsmust be registered.A pass-through A. General
or participationcertificate is an obligation backed by a pool
of mortgage loans which is treated as a trust of which the Foreign persons are generally not subject to U.S. tax on

grantor is the owner. Reg. Section 1.163-5T(d)(1)requires gain realized on the dispositionof stock in a U.S. corpora-
pass-throughs to be registered. A regular interest in a Real tion (other than a U.S. real propertyholding corporation),
Estate Mortgage InvestmentConduit, as defined in Section unless the gain is effectivelyconnectedwith the conduct of
860(D) and (G) and the regulations thereunder, requires a trade or business in the United States.
registration,l Temp. Reg. Section 1.163-5T(e)(4) auth-

The gain could be effectively connected with tradeorizes the Commissionerto collapse any transactionswhere a or

business in the United States if the foreign person is athe purpose is to avoid the registration statement.
in U.S. partnership.Partnerships flow-throughpartner a are

entities, and a foreign partner will be considered to be
3. Exceptions to the portfolio interestexemption engaged in a U.S. trade or business if the partnership is so

engaged;17 similarly, a non-resident alien individual or
(a) Ten percent shareholderexception foreign corporation which is a beneficiary of an estate or
Portfolio interest does not include interest receivedby a ten trust which is engaged in any trade or business within the
percent shareholder,11The term ten percent shareholder United States.18
means (1) in the case of an obligation issued by a corpora-
tion, any person who owns ten percent or more of the total If an investment in a venture capital partnership is deemed
combinedvotingpowerof all classes of stockof such corpo-

to be a participationin a U.S. trade or business rather than
ration entitled to vote, or (2) in the case of an obligation a security, the foreign investor'scapitalgains from the enter-
issued by a partnership, any person who owns ten percent prise will be subject to U.S. tax. In addition, a foreign
or more of the capital or profits interest in such partner- partner'spartnershipincome that is effectivelyconnectedto

ship.12 a U.S. trade or business is subject to U.S. withholding tax
under Section 1446.

Generally, the full attributionrules of Section 318(a) apply,
except Section 318(a)(2)(C) and (3)(C) applies without re- A number of court cases have distinguished the manage-
gard to the 50 percent limitation. Stock owned by a sub- ment of stock and securities investments from carrying on

sidiary is therefore attributed to its parent and vice versa.
the trade or business of investing and trading in stocks and

Without the ten percent shareholderexception, foreign in- securities. The distinguishingfactors appearto be the nature
vestors could withdrawincome from their U.S. subsidiaries of the portfolio and how often it is traded or churned.19To
on a tax-freebasis and the U.S. borrowercould benefit from the extent there is little trading in the portfolio of a venture
a tax deduction for-the interest expense. capital fund, the foreign investors should not be deemed to

be carrying on a U.S. trade or business.
(b) Interest receivedby foreign banks
Interest received by foreign banks is not considered Trading in stocks or securities
portfolio interest.13 Because banks are in the business of
loaning money, the interest they receive is not considered Trading in stocks or securities through a resident broker orportfolio interest, but rather business income. Interest re- other independentagent does not constitute a trade or busi-ceived by foreign banks on U.S. government obligations is
not subject to this exception, and therefore is considered

ness within the United States.2o Similarly, the term en-

portfolio interest. gaged in a trade or business within the United States does
not include trading in stocks or securities for the taxpayer's
own account, unless (1) the taxpayer is a dealer in stocks or(c) Interest received by a controlledforeign corporation securities or a corporation, (2) the principal business ofInterest received by a controlled foreign corporation from which is trading in stocks or securities and (3) the principala related person (within the meaning of Section 864(d)(4)) ofice is in the United States.21is not consideredportfolio interest.14

(d) Inadequateexchangeof information 9. Temp. Reg. Sec. 35a.999-5(b), Q&A 9.If the Secretary of the Treasury determines that a countrY 10. Temp. Reg. Sec. 1.163-5T(e)(1).lacks adequateexchange of informationprocedures,he can 11. Sees. 871(h)(3)(A) and 881(e)(3)(B).issue a statement declaring that future interest payments 12. Sec. 871(h)(3)(B).will not qualify for the portfolio interest exemption. 13. Sec. 881(c)(3)(A).
14. Sec. 881(c)(3)(C).

(e) Back-to-backloans 15. 1987-2 C.B. 195.
In Rev. Rul. 87-89, the IRS examinedwhethertypicalback- 16. See also Rev. Rul. 84-152, 1984-2 C.B. 381; and Rev. Rul. 84-153,
to-back loans scenarios, whereby funds are deposited with 1984-2 C.B. 383.

an intermediary that subsequently lends money to a party
17. Sec. 875(1).

related to the depositor, should be ignored.15 If the inter-
18. Sec. 875(2).
19. Higgins v. Commissionerof Internal Revenue, 312 U.S. 212 (1941);mediarywouldnot have made a loan to the U.S. personbut Yaegerv. Commissioner, 55 Tax Court Memorandum(TCM) 1101 (1988),for the related person's deposit, the related person will be affd 889 F.2d 29 (1989)treated as the true lender. Rev. Rul. 87-89 prevents, among 20. Sec. 864(b)(2)(A)(i).

other things, circumventionof the ten percent shareholder 21. Sec. 864(b)(2)(A)(ii).
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For example, a foreign corporation which carries on most ings for each foreign partner. These forms are also used to

or all of its investment activities in the United States but provide information to the partners and the IRS.26 These
maintains a general business office or offices outside the forms must be filed on or before 15 March of each year.
United States in which its management is located will not

be considered as having its principal office in the United
States if all or a substantialportionofthe followingfunctions B. Effectively connected income- Section 1446
are carried on at or from an office or offices located outside
the United States: 1. History
(1) communicatingwith its shareholders(including the

furnishingof financial reports); The Tax Reform Act of 1986 required that foreign and

2)

!/
communicatingwith the general public; domestic partnerships engaged in a U.S. trade or business

3j soliciting sales of its own stock; withhold a 20 percent gross withholding tax on certain dis-

4) accepting the subscriptionsof new stockholders; tributions made after 31 December 1987, to their foreign
5) maintaining its principal corporate records and partners.27 If less than 80 percent of the gross income of a

books of account; partnership during the previous three years was effectively
( 6) auditing its books of account; connectedwith a U.S. tradeor business, the withholdingtax

( 7) disbursing payments of dividends, legal fees, ac- would only apply to each foreign partner'spro rata share of

counting fees, and officers' and directors' salaries; effectively connected income distributed.28

(8) publishing or furnishing the offering and redemp- The Tax Reform Act of 1986 did provide three exceptions
tion price of the shares of stock issued by it; to the 20 percent withholdingon distributionsof effectively

(9) conductingmeetings of its shareholdersand board connected income:
of directors; and (a) the 20 percent withholdingtax was not to apply to that

(10) making redemptionsof its own stock,22 portionof anydistributionwhichwas subjectto Sections

Where the foreign corporations carry on other activities 1441 or 1442 withholdingon non-effectivelyconnected

with respect to the investor companies, there is a risk that income;
such other activities will constitute a trade or business with (b) if income from sources within the United States and

the result that all the income or gains recognized by the effectively connected income were properly allocated

foreign corporation from its investmentswill be subject to to U.S. persons, the 20 percent obligation was not to

tax. apply;
(c) authority was granted to issue regulationswhich would

coordinate Section 1446 with Section 1445 (regarding
IV. PARTNERSHIPISSUES FIRPTA).

2. Rev. Proc. 88-21,1988-1 C.B. 777
A. Withholding requirementsfor partnerships

with foreign partners
Rev. Proc 88-21 provided guidance for Section 1446 and
established 15 June 1988 as the first date for payment of
withholding on forejgn partners' effectively connected in-

When a domestic partnership earns fixed or determinable come. Rev. Proc. 88-21 also introduced an alternative to
annual or periodic income that is not connected to a U.S. Section 1446 withholding, the Effectively Connected In-
trade or business, withholdingis only required to the extent cone (ECI) election. This required quarterly tax payments
it is allocable to a foreign person. This applies whether or on behalfof foreignpartnersbasedon theirshare ofpartner-
not the income is actually distributed.23 ship effectively connected income, instead of withholding
This withholding is calculated each time distributions of on distributions. The ECI election eliminatedthe problem
fixed or determinable, annual or periodic income are actu- of over-withholdingwhen a partnershipmade distributions

ally made to the foreign partner. If the partnershipdoes not to its foreign partners at a time when the partnership had

distribute all fixed or determinable, annual or periodic in- no effectively connected income.

come, it must withhold at the time the Schedule K or K-1 is Rev. Proc. 88-21 excluded from the term Section 1446
sent to the partner. However, withholding must be paid distributionany amounts attributable to the dispositionof
over no later than the fifteenth day of the third month a U.S. real property interest which were subject to the
followingthe partnership'syear-end.24Withholdingsare de- withholding requirementsof Section 1445. However, if the
posited by the partnershipwith an authorized financial in- partnership made the ECI election, it would no longer be
stitution or a federal reserve branch using Form 8109. The subject to the Section 1445 rules. It also provided that a
time for paying over withholdings for most partnerships Section 1446 distributionincluded the fair market value of
with any sizable distributionsof such income will be within a U.S. real property interest distributed to a partner which
three bankingdays of the 7th, 15th, 22nd and last dayofany was potentially subject to withholding under Section
month following a distribution.25 1445(e)(4).
At the end of the year, Forms 1042 and 1042S are used to
summarize all fixed or determinable, annual or periodic 3. The Technical and MiscellaneousRevenue Act of 1988

income of the entity for the year. They are used to reconcile (1988 Act)
the total withholdings for the partnership to the withhold- The 1988 Act retroactively modified the withholding re-

quirements imposed on partnershipswith foreign partners.
22. Reg. Sec. 1.864-2(c)(2)(iii) It is effective for tax years beginning after 31 December
23. Reg. Sec. 1.1441-3(f). 1987.
24. Rev. Rul. 89-17, I.R.B. 1989-6, 11.
25. Reg. Sec. 1.6302-2. The 1988 Act provided that no amount of tax shall be
26. Reg. Sec. 1.1461-2. required to be deductedand withheldunder Section 1446 of
27. Sec. 1446(a). the 1986 Code as in effect prior to its amendment by the
28. Sec. 1446(b). 1988 Act. In addition, affected partnerships are no longer
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required to withhold on distributions to foreign partners. In determining income subject to withholding, the partner-
Instead, they are now required to pay a withholding tax ship shall not take into account net operating loss carry-
equal to the applicable percentage of the effectively con- overs or charitablecontributions.Separatelystatedpartner-
nected taxable income allocablet foreign partners under ship items are included if they generate effectively con-
Section 704. The applicablepercentageis equal to the high- nected income. The partnership is allowed a cost but not
est appropriate tax rate - 28 percent for individuals and 34 percentage depletion deduction. A foreign partners's dis-
percent for corporate partners. The new withholdingstruc- tributive share of partnership deductions attributable to
ture was enacted to avoid withholdingon distributions that that partner's effectively connected income is determined
include little or no income potentially subject to U.S. tax. under Section 873 for individuals,Section 882(c)(1) for cor-

IRS Announcement89-60 retroactivelyeliminates, as of 1 porations and Section 704 for partnerships. Income subject
January 1988, prior law requirements reflected in Rev. to withholding includes partnership income subiect to a

Proc. 88-21, above. It also states that Rev. Proc. 89-31 partner's election under Sections 871(d) or 882(d) to treat

(discussed below) has replaced Rev. Proc. 88-21 for pur.
real property income as effectively connected income. It

poses of providing guidance with respect to Section 1446 as
also includes partnership income treated as effectivelycon-

amended by the 1988 Act. nected income under Section 897 and other provisions of
the IRC.

4. Rev. Proc. 89-31, 1989-1 C.B. 895
6. Amountofwithholding tax

Rev. Proc. 89-31 includesproceduresfor computing,paying
and reporting the new withholding tax based upon effec- For corporatepartners the rate ofwithholdingis the highest
tively connected taxable income allocable to foreign rate of tax specified in Section 11(b) -currently34 percent.
partners. It provides transition rules applicable to the pay-

For all other partners (e.g. partnerships, trusts, individu-
ment of the withholding tax beginning in 1988. It also pro- als), the rate is the highest rate of tax specified in Section 1

vides separate withholding procedures for publicly traded for income derived during the taxable year of the partner-
partnerships.Under these rules, the Section 1446 withhold- ship - currently 28 percent. The tax is paid in four instal-

ing tax is to be withheld from partnership distributions to ments.

foreign persons. A foreign partner's share of effectively connected income
Rev. Proc. 89-31 also established new rules determining and deductions is annualized for purposes of determining
whether a partner is a foreign person. A foreign person is a

the instalment payment amount. This is done by applying
non-resident alien individual, foreign corporation, foreign the principlesset forth in Section 6655(e)(2). The withhold-

partnership,or foreign trust or estate. ing tax is computedby applying the Section 1446 applicable
percentageto the partner'sannualizedeffectivelyconnected

For partnership taxable years beginning before l July 1989, taxable income. Section 1446 withholdingdoes not include
if a partnerhas obtained a certificationofnon-foreignstatus a foreign partner's liability imposed under Section 884
under Section 1445, the partnership may rely upon it to (branch profits tax). It also does not take into account the
determine that the partner is not subject to withholding. partners'sdistributiveshareofthepartnership'stax credits.
This only holds true if the partnership does not have actual
knowledge that the certificationis false. A partnershipmay

A partnership that fails to withhold may be held liable for

not rely upon a certificationof non-foreign status based on
the tax. Penalties and interest could apply. Officers or re-

a Section897(i) electionto treatcertain foreigncorporations sponsible persons of any withholdingagent may be subject
as U.S. corporations. to a Section 6672 penalty equal to the tax withheld.

A partnership may rely on a partner's certificationof non-
No penalty will be imposed if:

foreign status until the earliest of: (a) the amount of each instalmentequals 25 percent of the

(a) the end of the third year after the taxable year of the withholding tax that would have been payable on the

partnershipduringwhich the certificationwas obtained; partnership's effectively connected taxable income al-

(b) the date the partnership receives notice from the part-
locable to foreign partners for the prior year;

(b) the prior taxable year consisted of 12 months;ner that it has become a foreign person; or
(c) the partnership filed Section 6031 information return(c) the date the partnership has actual knowledge that the a

partner has become a foreign person. (Form 1065) for the prior year; and
(d) the amount of effectively connected income for the

A certification that satisfies the requirementsof Rev. Proc. prior year was not less than 50 percent of the actual
89-31 will also satisfy the requirements for a certificate of effectively connected income for the current year.
non-foreign status under Section 1445. No particular form
is required for a certification of non-foreign status.29 The Partnerships must generally pay the Section 1446 payment
certificationmust contain the following: for each foreign partner on or before the 15th day of the

(a) statement that the partner is nota foreign person; fourth, sixth, ninth and twelfth months of the partnership's
(b) the partner'sname, U.S. identifyingnumberand home taxable year. Only informationof the partnershiphas to be

address or office; reported at this time. This is a simplification of the prior
(c) provision that the partner will notify the partnership rules which required quarterly reporting of detailed infor-

within 60 days of change to a foreign status; and- mation on each foreign partner.
(d) signature under penalties of perjury. Each foreign partner is to treat its share of the tax paid by

the partnershipas a credit against its tax liability. The part-5. Effectivelyconnectedtaxable ncome ner's credit is allowable in its taxable year in which the
The partnership'sgross income that is effectivelyconnected partnership'staxable year (forwhich the tax was paid) ends.
under Section 864 (or treated as effectivelyconnectedwith The anount paid by the partnership allocable to a foreign
the conductof a trade or business in the United States), less
the allowable deductions, is subject to withholding. Such
withholding only applies to amounts allocable to foreign 29. Sample certifications of non-foreign status are provided in Section
partners. 4.04 of Rev. Proc. 89-31.
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partner is treated as distributed to the partner on the last cations to the temporary regulations, including instances
day of the partnership's taxable year. where treaty-basedreturn position disclosure is specifically

waived, situationswhere disclosure is specifically required,
C. Interactionwith otherwithholding rules

and the information that needs to be disclosed.

Under the final regulations,U.S. persons, as well as foreign
Fixed or determinable, annual or periodic income subject persons engaged in a U.S. business, that claim treaty bene-

to tax under Sections 871(a) or 881 is not effectively con- fits have to disclose treaty-based return positions on their

nected income. returns. Foreign persons not engaged in a U.S. business,
receiving only fixed and determinable annual or periodic

Such amounts are independently subject to the Sections U.S.-source income from unrelatedU.S. payees, are gener-
1441 and 1442 withholding requirements. ally not required to file returns disclosing treaty-based re-

If a partnership is subject to the Section 1446 withholding turn positions.
requirements, it shall not also be subject to the Section Reporting is specifically required, however, if the U.S.
1445(e)(1) payment and reporting requirements with re- has not properly reported the payment to the IRS
spect to income from the dispositionof a U.S. real property

payor on

Form 1042S and the foreign recipient of passive non-effec-
interest. A partnership's compliancewith the Section 1446 tively connected income is any of the following: (1) a CFC;
withholding requirementssatisfies the requirementsunder (2) a foreign corporationcontrolledby U.S. persons; or (3)
Section 1445. a shareholderof a U.S. corporation (or a foreign corpora-
Any amounts withheld and paid over a partnership under tion engaged in a U.S. business) that is foreign-controlled
Section 1445(e)(1) with respect to transactions occurring under Section 6038A (for tax years beginning after 10 July
during taxable years beginningafter 31 December1987, but 1989, the 25 percent test under Section 6038A applies).
prior to the filing of the annual Section 1446 return, shall be Thus, if Form 1042S is properly filed, none of the three
allowedas a credit against the partnership'sSection 1446 tax foreign recipientsdescribedabove would have to file a U.S.

liability. A foreign partnership which is subject to the Sec- income tax return solely to disclose treaty-reducedrates on

tion 1445(a) withholding requirements may credit that such income. Each person paying U.S.-sourcepassive non-

amount aganst ts Section 1446 withholdingtax liability for effectivelyconnectedincome to a foreignpersonis required
the year. to report such paymentsannually to the IRS on Forms 1042

and 1042S.30

D. Annual return requirement B. Penaltiesfor non-compliance
Every partnership with a foreign partner and effectively
connected income is required to file an annual return under The final regulationshave also clarified that the penalty for

Section 1446. This annual return is similar to Form 1042 and failure to disclose (USS 10,000 for corporations)is imposed
1042S. Form 8804, Annual Return for Partnership With- on each separate payment of separate income item even if

holding Tax, is used to report the total tax liability under received from the same payor. Therefore, if monthly in-
Section 1446. It is also a transmittal form for Form 8805. terest payments are received by a foreign corporationfrom

Form 8805, Foreign Partner's Information Statement of a single payor and treaty-based return position disclosures

Section 1446 WithholdingTax, is used to show the amount are requiredunder the regulation, the penalty for failure to

of effectively connected taxable income and the tax pay- disclose could be $ 120,000 (i.e. $ 10,000 x 12).
ments allocable to the foreign partner.

C. Effectivedates

V. TREATY-BASEDRETURN POSITIONS The final regulations are effective for tax years for which
the due date of the return (without extensions) occurs after

A. T.D. 8292, 1990-1 C.B. 180 31 December 1988. IRS Notice 90-19 delayed reporting on

returns due on or before 10 March 1990 until 90 days after
On 14 March 1990 IRS issued final regulations (T.D. 8292) publicationof final regulation in the FederalRegister.With
under Sections 6114 and 5712 covering the disclosure of the publicationof final regulations, the due date for disclo-

treaty-based return positions and related penalties. The sure was 12 June 1990. Notice90-19 did not extendreporting
final regulationsincorporatethe rules contained in the tem- for returns due after 10 March 1990. Therefore, reporting
porary regulations issued in September 1989, with a few on returnsdue after that date must be madewith the return.

significant changes.
The most significant change is that a foreign corporation VI. HYBRID ENTITIESthat is not engaged in a U.S. business does not have to file
a U.S. income tax return to disclose a treaty-reducedwith-

holding tax rate on dividends, interest, rents, royalties or A Corporationvs. partnership
other passive income received from a U.S.-related party,
providedthe U.S.-relatedpayorhas properlyreportedthese UnderReg. Section 301.7701-2, in order for an organization
payments to the IRS on Form 1042S, ForeignPerson'sU.S. to be classifiedfor U.S. tax purposes as a corporationrather
Source Income Subject to Withholding. This change will than a partnership, it must have a preponderance of the
significantly reduce the reporting burden created by tem-

corporate characteristicsof centralizationof management,
porary regulations. For persons still required to disclose continuityof life, free transferabilityofinterestsand limited
treaty-baedreturnpositions, the final regulationsextended liability. Although an entity organized under foreign law is
the due date for filing disclosure statements relating to re-

turns due on or before 10 March 1990 to 12 June 1990.

The final regulations include numerouschanges and clarifi- 30. Sec. 1461 and the regulations thereunder.
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classified for federal tax purposes solely on the basis of the An organizationhas the corporate characteristicof limited
characteristics presented in Reg. Section 301.7701-2, the liability ifunder locallawthere is no memberwho is person-
determination of the legal relationships affecting these ally liable for the debts of or claims against the organiza-
characteristicsdepends on the local law of the foreign juris- tion.37
diction.31

For example, in Letter Ruling 9010028, the IRS found that
a GmbH possessing the characteristicsof centralizationof B. Use of Dutch limitedpartnerships
managementand limited liabilitycould neverthelessqualify
as a partnership for U.S. tax purposesbecauseit lacked the A typical plan inplemented to benefit from using a Dutch
characteristics of free transferability of interests and con- CommanditaireVennootschap(CV) involves a non-resi-
tinuity of life. This ruling was later revoked, but apparently dent alien or foreign corporation forming a corporation in
not for reasons affecting the logic of its conclusion. a no-tax or low-tax jurisdiction (e.g. the Cayman Islands).

This corporation becomes a general partner in an openAn organization has the corporate characteristic of free Dutch CV with an unrelated foreign company as a limited
transferabilityof interests if each of its members, or those partner. The general partner receives a 90 to 95 percentmembers owning substantially all of the interests in the distributive share of the CV's profits, with the limited part-organization,have the power, without the consent of other ner receiving the remaining five to ten percent. The CV is
members, to substitute for themselvesin the same organiza- structured to have the corporate attributes of continuityoftion a person who is not a memberof the organization.32In life, centralizedmanagernentand limited liability.38The CVLetter Ruling 9010028, the GmbH lacked the characteristic invests its capital in the United States. If a CV is treated as
of free transferability of interests because its articles of an association taxable as a corporation for U.S. tax pur-association provided that shareholders could not transfer poses, it may enjoy the reduced U.S. withholdingtax rates
their shares in the GmbH to a non-affiliatedcompanywith- provided in the treaty (zero percent for interest and royal-out first offering the shares to the other ownersorobtaining ties, and five percent or 15 percent for dividends).their consent at a shareholders'meeting.

For Dutch tax purposes, a CV is consideredan entitysimilar
An organizationdoes not have continuityof life if the death, to a limitedpartnership. A CV can either be openor closed.
insanity, bankruptcy, retirement, resignation or expulsion For Dutch tax purposes, a closed CV is treated as a pass-of anv member will cause the dissolution of the organiza- through entity, subjecting the partners directly to Dutchtion.3 The articles of association of the GmbH in Letter taxation. The Netherlands taxes an open CV as a corpora-Ruling9010028provided that the companywould terminate tion. However, an open CV may deduct distributions of
upon the bankruptcyof any owner unless the other share- profits to its general partner.holders elected to assume the interests of the bankrupt
owner, or the GmbH, upon an 85 percent majority vote, If a general partner does not have a permanent establish-
purchased the interest. The IRS found that the GmbH ment in the Netherlands,distributionsit receives from a CV
lacked the continuity of life characteristic because of the are not subject to tax in the Netherlands. (For Dutch tax

potential dissolution of the company upon a shareholder's purposes, the tradeor businessand the permanentestablish-
bankruptcy. ment of a CV are not attributed to the partners.) Assuming

a general partner is incorporatedin a jurisdiction that doesThe shareholders of the GmbH in Letter Ruling 9010028 not have an income tax, the overall effective tax rate on
were not directly or indirectly affiliated. If the owners had nterest or royalties flowing out of the United States to abeen related, the GmbH would not have been classified as third-countryresident would be nominal.
a partnership. If related parties own all of the interests in a

foreign corporation, limits on the free transferability of There is a significant risk that the IRS will not consider a

shares do not have substantive value.34 Similarly, a state- Dutch CV an associationtaxable as a corporationunder the
ment in the articlesofassociationthat death, insanity, bank- structure describedabove. AlthoughLetterRuling8103092
ruptcy, retirement, resignationor expulsionofany member supports the fact that a Dutch CV can be taxed as a corpo-
will cause a dissolutionof the organizationhas significance ration (thus enjoying reduced treaty withholding rates for
only if there exist separate interests that could compel dis- the partners), the facts in the ruling can be distinguished
solution of the organizationupon the occurrenceof one of from the CV structures proposed.
the listed events.3 The general partners in the ruling were Dutch corporations
An organizationhas centralizedmanagementif any person receiving small distributive shares of the profits. These dis-
or group of persons has continuing exclusive authority to tributions to the generalpartnerswere also subject to Dutch
make the management decisions necessary to the conduct corporate tax. The limited partners in the ruling received
of the business for which the organization was formed. most of the income so that, n effect, all of the income of
There is no centralizationof continuingexclusive authority the CV was subject to Dutch corporate tax. Also, the ruling
to make management decisions unless the mangers have stated that the general partners did not have significant
sole authority to make such decisions.36 assets .and had only a small percentage interest in the

partnership itself.

If a CV is considered,for U.S. tax purposes, to be a partner-
ship rather than a corporation, the U.S. partnership pass-

31. Rev. Rul. 73-254, 1973-1 C.B. 613; Rev. Rul. 88-8,1988-1C.B. 403. through rules should apply. Therefore, a general partner
32. Reg. Sec. 301.7701-2(e)(1). would be subject to the statutory30 percent U.S. withhold-
33. Reg. Sec. 301.7701-2(b)(1). ing tax on its distributiveshare of grossU.S.-sourceinterest,
34. Rev. Rul. 77-214, 1977-1 C.B. 408. dividends and royalties.
35. Id.
36. Reg. Sec. 301.7701-2(c). The Dutch tax authorities are reviewing the use of CVs.
37. Reg. Sec. 301.7701-2(d). Furthermore, the IRS has stated it will not ordinarily rule
38. See Letter Ruling 8103092. on whether a foreign partnership will be classified as an
39. See Rev. Proc. 90-3. associationtaxable as a corporationfor U.S. tax purposes.39
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The IRS is also aggressivelypursuingback-to-backloan and indicates that this trend is likel to continue. As a result,
royalty arrangements (conduit principle).40 portfolio investors, foreign partners and partnerships, and

other foreignentitiesmust pay particularattention to poten-
tial withholding tax issues when planning to invest in the

Vll. CONCLUSION United States.

The maze of tax rules affecting foreign investors in the
United States continues to grow more complex. Congress' 40. Rev. Rul. 87-89, 1987-2 C.B. 195; Rev. Rul. 84-152, 1984-2C.B. 381;
belief that foreign-owned entities pay too little U.S. tax Rev. Rul. 84-153, 1984-2 C.B. 383.
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EUROPE 1992:
A U.S. TAX PERSPECTIVE

Nicolaas T. van der Kloot

I. BACKGROUND
Drs. Nicolaas van der Kloot, CPA, is

There continue to be significantdevelopmentswithin the EuropeanCommunity. an intemational tax partner n the Par-

In the area of corporate taxation, several far-reaching directives have recently sippany,NewJerseyofficeofCoopers
& Lybrand. This article s based on a

been ratified, their provisionsgenerally taking effect from 1 January 1992. More presentation made by the author to
directivesin the direct tax area are expected in the not too distant future. At the the joint U.S.-Dutch IFA meeting in
same time, on a more general level, there is increasing awareness in the United Amsterdam on 23 August 1990. It s
States of the concept of an integrated Europe. A recent poll indicated that 47 with sincere gratitude that the author
percent of Americans have heard or read about the European Community as recognjzes the significantcontribution
opposed to only 29 percent in 1987.1 Generally, Americans have a positive mad by Annie Devoy, a member of
attitude (the poll showed that 50 percent of those aware of the single European the InternationalTaxConsultingGroup
Communitymarket regard it as good for U.S. consumers),combinedwith aware- of Coopers& Lybrandn New York

ness that detailed planning, both commercial and tax-oriented, is necessary to
ensure that the EuropeanoperationsofU.S. businessesare successfulthroughout
the 1990s. As a complenent to the process of analyzing the recent developments
in Europe, attentionis also being directedto whetherU.S. domestic (tax)legisla- Contents
tion adequately reects those developments.

I. Background
Part I of this article considers how domestic tax laws affect U.S. busness opera- 7 U.S. tax laws: A competitivetions in Europe in comparisonwith their Europeancompetitors in the post-1992

.

disadvantage
era. It also focuses on the amendmentswhich might (or should) be made to U.S. A Subpart F income
tax legislation in order to remove or mitgate some of the potential tax disadvan-

B Sourcing of income
tages facing U.S. corporations operating in Europe. On a more positive note,
Part II of the article reviews the specific changes in European tax laws which will u. Inbound nvestments

come into effect post-1992 and considershow these might affect the tax planning D. Other tax impediments to

strategy of U.S. corporationsoperating in the European Community. competitivenessof U..S. corporatons
in Europe

E. Proposed legislation
lI. U.S. TAX LAWS: A COMPETITIVEDISADVANTAGE Ill. Current developments in the

European Community
Pressure from representativesofU.S. businessesis mountingin supportof amend. A. Parent/Subsidiarydirective
ments to U.S. tax legislation which would reflect the current developments in B. Mergers directive

Europe. It is felt that if these changes are not made U.S. corporationsoperating C. Transfer pricing directive
in Europe might be relatively disadvantagedcompared with their European and Iv. Conclusion
perhaps Japanesecounterparts. Specifically,many favour the suggestionof some

formof legislativerecognitionthat, as of 1992, the memberstatesof the European
Community should be treated as one country for U.S. tax purposes rather than
as a collection of independent countries connected only by virtue of their geo-
graphcalproximity. If such legislativerecognition is not forthcomingit is feared
that U.S. businesses in Europe may be placed at an additional competitive
disadvantage.As is mentioned later in this article, however, it is unlikely that any
legislation in this area will pass in the foreseeable future as a result of the U.S.
budget deficit.

To illustrate the issue, let us consider, for example, the relative world-wde tax

positionsof a Dutch and a U.S. group operating in Europe pre and post-1992. Of
particular interest is the potential impact of a cost-saving reorganization of the
business operations on the post tax profitability of the European enterprises. 1 European Community-sponsored GallupObviously, the following example is overly simplified to highlight the points to poll - statistics quoted in the June 1990 issue of
be made. the Eurocom Monthly Bulletin.
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Pre-1992 income. Similarly, the U.S. parent company does not pay
taxes on the unremittedincomeof its subsidiariesunder the

Under the pre-1992 scenario, let us assume that there exists general principleof U.S. tax law that unremitted income of
a Dutch parent corporation and a U.S. parent corporation foreign subsidiaries is not subject to U.S. taxes (although
and that each corporationmanufacturesproductsonly in its certain exceptions exist which, to the extent relevant, are

respectivehome country. Eachof these parentcorporations discussed below).
operates in the Netherlands, the United Kingdom and
France through wholly owned distribution and sales sub-
sidiary corporations. Each subsidiary has its own distrbu- Post-1992
tion network and holds inventory for distribution. Each
subsidiary sells products only in its domesticmarket. Also, Under the post-1992 scenario, we continue to assume that
the subsidiaries have no immediate intention to remit divi- the U.S. and Dutch parent companies manufacture prod-
dends to the parent companies. Let us further assume that ucts only in their home countries. In response to the de-
the effective rate of tax in each of the foreign countriesis 30 velopments in Europe, the managements of both parent
percent. Even though the statutory tax rates in these coun- corporations conclude that significant cost savings may be
tries may be higher, the effective rate may be reduced, for achieved by centralizing the European distribution and in-

example, as a result of accelerated tax depreciation allow- ventory holding operations of their respective groups. Ac-
ances. The corporate structure of both groups is illustrated cordingly, both parent companies decide to utilize their
in Figure 1 (a) and (b), respectively. existing Dutch sales subsidiary to operate the central dis-

tribution and inventory holding functions. Under this new

structure the U.K. and French sales subsidiaries are liquid-
Figure 1 ated and the sales activities in those countriesare conducted

(a) Dutch-Owned Business through branches of the Dutch sales corporation. The re-

sulting corporatestructures are depicted in Figure 2 (a) and

Netherlands (b), respectively.

Figure 2
I

(a) Dutch-Owned Business
Netherlands U.K. French
Subsidary Subsdary Subsdary Netherlands

I
(b) U.S.-Owned Business Netherlands

Subsidiary
U.S. I

mim I
ml__ I U.K. French

Netherlands U.K. French Branch Branch
Subsdiary Subsdiary Subsidary

(b) U.S.-Owned Business

Assume that the operating and after-tax results for the year
to 31 December 1991 are as follows: U.S.

1
Income for the Year

Ended 31 December 1991
Netherlands

Subsidiary
Dutch U.S. J
Group Group

mS mS
Pre Tax Income: U.K. French

United Kingdom 100 100 Branch Branch

France 100 100
Netherlands 100 100

300 300
Cost savings resulting from the reorganization are as fol-

Taxation: lows:
United Kingdom (30) (30)
France (30) (30) million $
Netherlands -(30) (30 United Kingdom 9

Net Income 210 210 France 9
Netherlands (due to additional expenses

Not surprisingly (or perhaps surprisingly) under this pre- incurred by the Dutch salles subsiidiiary) f)
1992 scenario, equal operating results for the U.S. grouP Net Savings (before tax) 14
and the Dutch group translate into the same amount of
after-taxnet income. Taxation in each of the local countries
iS the same. The Dutch parent company, under Dutch tax For the purposeof this scenario,we continue to assume that

law, does not pay Dutch taxes on unremitted subsidiary the effective tax rate in the foreign countries remains at 30
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percent and that there remains no intention to remit divi- Income for the Year
dends. Assuming that the operating income before taking Ended 31 December 1992
into account the cost savings described above remains the
same, the results for the year ended 31 December 1992 are Dutch U.S.

as follows: Group Group
mS mS

Income for the Year Pre Tax Income:
Ended 31 December 1992 United Kingdom 112 112

France 112 112Dutch U.S. Netherlands 93 93Group Group
mS mS 317 317

Taxation:
PreTax Income: United Kingdom (33.6) (33.6)United Kingdom 109 109

France (33.6) (33.6)France 109 109
Netherlands (27.9) (27.9)Netherlands 96 96
United States($317m@34% (12.7)314 314

--

less foreign tax creditsof
Taxation: $95..1m)

United Kingdom (32.7) (32.7) Net Income 221.9 209.2
France (32.7) (32.7)
Netherlands (28.8) (28.8)
United States ($ 218m @ 34% -- (8.7) Compared to the original post-1992 scenario, the increased
less foreign tax creditsof cost savings for the Dutch company result in a corre-

$65.4m) sponding increase in after-tax profits. On the other hand,
Net Income 219.8 211.1 the greater cost savings under this scenario have made the

U.S. group worse off, not only compared to the original
post-1992 scenario but even to thepoint where the com-

As shown above, with the same pre-tax operating income pany's after-tax profits are now lower than before any cost
($ 314 million), the after-tax income of the U.S. group is savings were realized. This is because another provisionof
now $ 8.7 million lower than that of its Dutch counterpart. the IRC provides that if the Subpart F gross income of a
The reason for the shortfall is that foreign branch income is foreign company (in this case income from sales outside the
not taxed in the Netherlands in this type of situation. On Netherlands) exceeds 70 percent of its total gross income,
the other hand, income from sales of products (purchased then all of the company's ncome is treated as Subpart F
from a related supplier) for consumptionoutside the Neth- income.3 Assuming equal operating margins in each of the
erlands constitutes an exception to the general rule men- countries, more than 70 percent of the Dutch company's
tioned above, i.e. that undistributed income of a foreign gross income would be derived from sales outside the Neth-
subsidiary is not taxed to its U.S. shareholders.2This excep- erlands. Accordingly,all of its income is treated as currently
tion is found in Subpart F of the IRC and hence this type of taxable in the United States under Subpart F.
income is referredto as SubpartF income. SubpartF income
of a foreign subsidiary is currently includablein the income Obviously, the above example is not intended to suggest
of its U.S. shareholderswhether a distribution occurred or that the European operations of U.S. corporationswill in-
not. Accordingly, the income derived by the Dutch com- evitably be at a disadvantagecomparedwith their non-U.S.
pany from sales outside the Netherlands (e.g. the United competitors in the post-1992 era. However, it is clear that
Kingdom and France) is currently taxable in the United this may be the case in certain circumstances. Certainly,
States. Subject to certain limitations beyond the scope of U.S. businesses will have to consider, very carefully, how
this discussion, foreign tax credits are allowed as an offset to structure their European groups to take advantage of
against the resulting U.S. tax. Europen Community developmentswithout incurring ad-

ditional U.S. taxes.

Post-1922- Increasedcost savings In addition to the example above, there are various other
provisions of U.S. tax law pursuant to which the tax treat-

Ironically, if the cost savings resulting from the post-1992 ment of a certain transaction depends on whether it occurs

reorganization are greater, the U.S. group may be further within one particular country. Currently, the European
disadvantaged; even to a point where any cost savings are Community is not treated as one country for this purpose.
more than offset by increased taxation in the United States. Rather, each of the individual memberstates is treated as a

Let us assume, for example, that the group structures re- separate country. These provisionsshould be carefullycon-
main as established under the post-1992 scenario described sideredwhenstructuringoperationswithinEurope.At best,
above and that all the post-1992 assumptions remain the they are potential pitfalls which should be avoided. At
same, except that the cost savings resulting from the reor- worst, they result in a competitive disadvantage for U.S.
ganization are greater. Net savings are as follows: corporations operating in Europe. Some further examples

of these types of provision are identified below. Theymillion $ broadly fall in three categories, i.e. rules regardingSubpartUnited Kingdom 12 F income, sourcing of income and inbound investments.France 12
Netherlands (7)
Net Savings 17

2. Internal Revenue Code (IRC), Sec. 954(d). Unless otherwise men-
The results for the year ended 31 December 1992 are now tioned, all references are to the IRC.
as follows: 3. Sec. 954(b)(3)(B).
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A. SubpartF income patriation of the U.S. branch to its home office. The
branch profits tax cannot be eliminated (or reduced) by the

Certain income, which otherwise would be includable as provisionsof a double taxationtreatywith the United States

Subpart F income, will not constitute Subpart F income unless certain tests are met.12 These tests include:
when elements of the underlying transaction occur in the - 50 percentor more of the stock of the foregncoporate
same country and certain other conditions are met. taxpayer, seeking to rely on the relevant treaty provi-

sion, is owned by residents of that same treaty country
1. Dividendsand interest and less than 50 percent of the corporate taxpayer's
Dividends and interest received from a related person do incomeis used to meet liabilitiesdue to persons resident
not constitute Subpart F income if they are receivedfrom a outside the treaty country; or

corporation organized under the laws of the same foreign - the foreign corporate taxpayer is engaged in an active
country as the recipient controlled foreign corporation trade or business in its country of residence; or

(CFC) and the payor corporation has a substantial part of - the stock of the foreign corporate taxpayer is primarily
ts assets used in a trade or business located in the same and regularly tradedon an establishedsecuritiesmarket
foreign country.4 in its country of residence.

2. Rents and royalties Most U.S. tax treaties, which have been negotiated or re-

Similarly, rents and royalties received from a relatedcorpo- cently revised, contain an article limiting the benefitsof the
ration in respect of property located in the same country as treaty to entities meeting similar requirements to those ap-
the recipient CFC does not constitute Subpart F income.5 plied in the case of branch profits tax as discussed above.

3. Income from sales
Incorne from sales of products purchased from a related D. Other tax impediments to competitivenessof

party (or involvingcertain other relatedparty transactions), U.S. corporations in Europe
where the property is for use in the same country as that in
which the recipientof the income is incorporated,does not Apart from the provisionsconsideredabove, otherU.S. tax

constitute Subpart F income (as illustrated in the example laws have been criticized on the basis that they are likely to

above).6 restrict the success of U.S. businesses in a single European
market. For example, changes to the foreign tax credit

4. Income fromservices
systemhave been suggestedwhich, supposedly,would allow

Incomefrom servicesperformedfor or on behalfof a related U.S. corporationsto competemore effectivelyin the Euro-
person does not constitute Subpart F income as long as the market. In particular, would like to the
services are performed inside the recipient CFC's country

pean many see

removal of the separate basket for non-controlledSection
of incorporation.7 902 corporations (the 10/50 basket) which they claim
5. Insurance/reinsuranceincome might inhibit U.S. participation in European joint venture

Insurance/reinsuranceincome comprisingpremiumscover- activity. Any discussion of these provisions is beyond the

ing risks in the same country as that in which the recipient scope of this article.
insurerfreinsurer CFC is incorporated does not constitute
Subpart F income.8 E. Proposedlegislation
6. Factoring income
Factoringincomeis not treated as SubpartF income, where A Bill (the Bill) was introduced at the end of February
trade receivables are acquired from a related corporation 1990 to treat Europe as one country for the limited purpose
incorporatedin the same country as the purchasingCFC.9 of preventingintra-EuropeanCommunitysales and services

income from being txed under Subpart F (as illustratedin

B. Sourcingof income the above example).13 In other words, the Bill does not

apply to the other same country provisions listed above
with respect to dividends, interest, rents, etc. The Bill's

Generally where a U.S. resident sells shares of a corpora- relieving provisions are restricted to European countries
tion, any gain is treated as U.S.-source income. However_ with statutory tax rates in excess of 90 percent of the
where a U.S. shareholdersells stock in an affiliated foreign maximum U.S. corporate rate and which do not exemptcorporation(holdingover 80 percentof the vote and value) corporations from taxation pursuant to any form of tax
any gain on the sale of the stock may be treated as foreign- holiday. For obvious reasons the Bill has attracted strong
source income if the affiliate is engaged in an active trade

support from U.S. industry representatives. The general
or business and more than 50 percent of the gross income
of the affiliate, during the three taxable years ending prior

consensus,however, is that this Bill has a fairly slim chance
of being enacted. Althoughmany view the Bill's provisionsto the period in which the sale occurs, was derived from the
as reasonable and likely to promote the success of U.S.

active conductof a tradeor businesscarriedon in its country business in Europe, the cost, n terms of revenue, of such
of incorporation.10 legislation is considered to be prohibitivein light of current

C. Inboundinvestments
4. Sec. 954(c)(3)(A)(1).

Not treatingthe EuropeanCommunityas one countrycould 5. Sec. 954(c)(3)(A)(ii).
also have an impact on foreign investors in the United 6 Sec. 954(d) (see Example 1).
States. For example, the United States imposes a branch 7. Sec. 954(e).

profits tax where a foreign corporation conducts its U.S.
. Sec. 953.
9. Sec. 864(d).

operations through a branch.11 In the absence of a favoura- 10. Sec. 865(f).
ble tax treaty, the rate of the branchprofits tax is 30 percent. 11. Sec. 884.
The tax is imposed on a foreign corporation's dividend 12. Sec. 884(d)(4).
equivalent amount which generally reflects the profit re- 13. H.R. 4136, 101st Cong., 2nd Sess. (1990).
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concern over the size of the U.S. deficit. To date no legisla- tion is not meant to be exhaustive. Rather, the intention is
tion has been proposed to change any of the other U.S. tax to highlight the major provisions and analyze their impact
provisions mentioned above. on U.S. corporationsoperating in Europe.

Ill. CURRENT DEVELOPMENTS IN THE A. Parentsubsidiarydirective

EUROPEAN COMMUNITY
This directive makes significant changes in the tax laws

For decades, the European Community has been making affecting groups of companies operating within Europe.
The directive abolishes withholding taxes on dividends re-efforts to achieve some degree of harmonizationof the tax mitted from a subsidiary corporation to its parent corpora-laws of its memberstates. However,progresshas been very tion within the European Community.14Furthermore, thelimited becauseof the divergenceof the existing tax systems directive provides that on receipt of dividends by a parentand the difficulty of getting all the member states to agree established in member state that member state

on standardized tax laws. The European Community has company a

recently shifted its harmonization strategy to concentrate may treat the receipt, for tax purposes, in one of two ways.15
Either it may exempt dividends from member state sub-

on the areas of tax law which cause relatively less conflict. sidiaries from taxation entirely (e.g. as under the currentSpecifically, the reduction/eliminationof double taxation in the Netherlands)or it may subject the dividend
on cross-bordertransactionswithin the European Commu- system to

taxation but allow a foreign tax credit for taxes paid by thenity has become a high priority. subsidiary which are attributable to the dividend received
The following directives, relating to direct taxation in (e.g. as under the current system in the United Kingdom).
Europe, have been proposed/adopted: Taxes paid by lower tier subsidiaries are not required to be

creditable, although in the United Kingdom, for example,Description Dateof Current such taxes are creditable under current domestic law. In
Original Issue Status effect, the directive seeks to eliminate the double taxation

Directiveon mergers, October1973 Ratified-July1990 of profits distributed by a subsidiary company established
divisionsand contributions Effective- in one member state to its parent corporation in another

1 January1992 member state.

Directiveonparent/ October1973 Ratified-July1990 The general prohibition on withholding taxes is subject to
subsidiaryrelationships Effective- the following exceptions.16

1 January1992 - Germany: a five percent withholding tax is permitted
on dividendsdistributedby a Germancorporationuntil

ProposedDirectiveon harmo- December1975 Draft-unlikelyto-

30 June 1996 long the rate of German taxso as onnizationof companytaxation be adopted in the near distributedprofits is at least 11 points less than the rate
future

on undistributedprofits (currently there is a 14 percent
Conventionon the elimination November1976 Draft-mostrecent difference);
of double taxation in connection version, July 1990 - Portugal: a 15 percent withholding tax is permitted on
with the adjustmentof transfers dividends distributedby a Portuguesecorporationuntil
of profits betweenassociated 31 December1996; 10 percentuntil31December1999;
undertakings - Greece: withholdingtax is permitted up to the amount

allowed by Greece's double taxation treaties so long asCouncil Directiveconcerning December1977 In force-amended distributedprofits are not taxable under Greek law.mutual assistance in direct December1979
taxation A parent company is defined as one which owns at least

25 percent of the stock of another corporation.17Note that
ProposedDirectiveonappli- July 1978 Draft-unlikelyto the member states may impose a two-year holding periodcation to collectiveinvestment be adopted in the near requirement in addition to the percentage holding test.18institutionsof Council Directive future The provisionsonly apply to corporationswhich are subjecton harmonizationof company to the basic corporate taxes in the member states. 9 Fortaxationand of withholding example, a Luxembourgholding company is not subject totaxesondividends

regular income tax and, therefore, is not eligible forbenefits
AmendedproposedDirectiveon June 1984 Draft under the parent/subsidiary directive. It should be noted
the harmonizationof the lawsof that the directive contains certain anti-a,oidance provi-
the Member States relating to tax sions.2o While it is still unclear how these provisionswill be
arrangements for the carryover interpreted at the national level, it appears unlikely that
of losses of undertakings they will deny benefits to a European holding company

establishedby a U.S. corporation,particularlyif such hold-

The adoption of the two directives and a draft convention ing company also has active operations.
in July 1990 is a hopeful sign for a further trend within the
European Community in relation to the harmonization of
direct taxes. For example, directives are expected to be 14. Council Directive of 23 July 1990 on the common system of taxation
issued shortly which would prohibit withholding taxes on applicable in the case of parent companies and subsidiaries of different
interestand royaltiespaid and receivedwithin the European Member States (Parent and Subsidiary Directive), 90/435ECOJ No.

Community. Similarly, although perhaps less likely in the L225/6, Art. 5(1)
near future, it is hoped that provisions will be enacted to

15. Id., Art. 4(1)
allow tax consolidation of profits and losses of branches

16. Id., Art. 5(2)-(4).
17. Id., Art. 3(1)(a)(and perhaps even subsidiaries) situated in different 18. Id., Art. 3(2).

member states. Below follows a brief description of the 19. Id., Art. 2(C).
three measuresthat were adoptedin July 1990. This descrip- 20. Id., Art. 1(2).
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It is expresslyprovidedthat the term withholdingtax does paymentof the dividend. In addition, the dividendis taxable

not include prepayments such as the United Kingdom ad- in the United States. Even though a foreign tax credit may
vance corporation tax and the French prcompte.21It is not be available to offset all or part of the U.S. tax, special
entirely clear whetheror not the provisionsof the directive conditionsmay exist which eliminatethe benefitof a foreign
would prohibit the applcaton of a withholdng tax to a tax credit. For example, the U.S. corporationmight be in a

(partial) refund of such prepaymentspursuant to a tax trea- net operatingloss position. In this case, the dividendincome

ty. The U.K. Inland Revenue are apparently of the view would reduce the loss carry-over and the foreign tax credit

that the directive does not apply to withholding taxes on would remain currentlyunutilized.
refunds of advance corporation tax. Alternatively,in a structurewhere a Europeanholdingcom-

Impacton U.S. multinationals:a European holding pany (EHC) has been interposed(see Figure 4), no with-
holding tax is payable on a dividend distrbution to the

company EHC. In addition to the eliminationof withholding tax, it

In the past, Europeanholdingcompanieswere not regarded should be noted that the dividend (which otherwise would

as particularly tax-efficient mainly because routing divi- constitute Subpart F income) mght qualify for the high
dends througha holdingcompanyplacedan additionallayer tax exception to Subpart F income.24 This exception is

of withholding tax on the dividend. After 1 January 1992 available where the dividend is subject to foreign income

this particular argument should no longer apply in most taxes at an effective rate greater than 90 percentofthe U.S.

cases since only one withholding tax will be payable on rate. Taxes paid by the Spanish subsidiarycan be taken into

dividendsremittedto a parentcompanyoutside the Europe- account for this purpose.25 This could be beneficial to com-

an Communityvia a Europeanholding company(assuming panies in an excess foreign tax credit position.
that the local countries do not enact anti-avoidanceprovi-
sions rendering U.S.-ownedEC holding companiesineligi-
ble for the benefits of the directive). Figure 4

European subsidiaries of U.S. corporations could be held European Holding Company Structure

under a holdingcompanysituated in a EuropeanCommuni-

ty country which has low dividend withholding rates on

dividends paid to the United States and which does not tax
U.S.

dividend income. For example, with certain exceptions, a

Netherlandsholding company would allow dividends to be

paid from European Community countries with the EHC 1
minimum charge for withholding tax (five percent).22 In

addition, a European holding company might allow more Dividend
Capital

flexibility with respect to the movement of funds between
Contribution

subsidiaries in the EuropeanCommunitywithout incurring v

withholding taxes.
Spanish French

In order to illustrate the impact of the parent/subsidiary Subsidiary Subsidiary
directive on business operations in Europe, let us assume a

U.S. corporation owns subsidiaries in Spain and France.
The Spanish subsidiary is profitable,while the French sub-

sidiary is currentlyloss-making.As a result, the U.S. parent
wishes to transfer funds from its Spanish subsidiary to its B. Mergersdrective
French subsidiary. Assume further that it is not feasible to

do this by way of a loan, for example, because of local debt Until the mergers directive takes effect, corporationsseek-
to equity ratio restrictions. Therefore, the transfer is made ing to merge, make acquisitionsor otherwiserealign opera-
by paying a dividend from Spain to the United States and tions across borders wthin the European Communityface
by subsequently making a capital contribution from the

potentially burdensome tax costs. These tax costs result
United States to the French subsidiary (as illustrated in

Figure 3).
from the realizatonof taxable capital gans, even on share-
to-share transactions. Although provisions exist on a na-

tional level allowing certain tax-free transactions, in most

Figure 3 cases the tax-free treatmentdoes not extend to cross border
transactions.This is perceivedas a major impedimentto the

Existing Structure free movementof capital within the EuropeanCommunity
and the mergers directive has been adopted to counteract

) U.S. 1
this impediment.

Capital The mergers directive includes provisionsdesigned to defer
Dvdend the taxation of capital gains resulting from certainContribution transac-

tions between residents of different member states. Where
companiesof two or more member states are involved in a

Spanish French merger,dvsonor transferof assets, the transactonshould

Subsidiary Subsidiary

21. Id., Art. 7.
22. See Netherlands-U.S. Income Tax Treaty, signed 1 January 1947,
Art. VII.

Under the xistingstructure, withholding tax of25 percent 23. Proposed U.S.-SpainDouble Taxation Convention,Art. 10(2)(a).
(ten percent under the new U.S.-Spanish treaty which has 24. Sec. 954(b)(4).
not yet been ratified at the time of writing)23 is payable on 25. Reg. Sec. 1.954-IT(d)(3).
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not result in taxable capital gains so long as most of the These provisionsmightbe helpful to U.S. businessesoperat-
consideration involved in the transaction is in the form of ing in Europe where transfer pricing disputes cannot be
shares, and certain other requirements are satisfied.26 If resolved and double taxation may result. However, the
gain is to be avoided the transferred assets, generally, task, in practical terms, is not an easy one and it is still
should be effectivelyconnectedwith a permanentestablish- unclear how the negotiation and arbitration process will
mentof the recipientcompanyin the countryof the transfer- operate to allow a speedyand efficient resolutionof a corpo-
ror company27 and no step-up in the value of assets for tax ration's position. It will be interesting to see whether the
purposes should result from the transaction.28 directive leads, in the future, to similar agreements with

Where appropriate the transferee company should be able revenue authorities outside Europe, perhaps within the
framework of double taxation treaties. For example, theto utilize any tax losses or carry over any tax-exempt re-

U.S.-Germany treaty also provides for arbitrationservesof the transferrorentity.29The provisionsof the direc- new

tive only apply to transactionsbetween companies incorpo- where the competentrevenue authoritiescannot resolve an
31

rated, resident and subject to tax in the European Commu- ssue.

nity.
IV. CONCLUSIONU.S. perspective

The provisions of the mergers directive could be of benefit
to U.S. corporationswishing to restructure their European The discussion contained in this article illustrates how the
operations since more leeway is afforded to avoid foreign changes in the new Europe, even with careful tax planning,
tax where entities in differentmember states are merged or could have a negativeeffect on the competitivenessof U.S.
liquidated. For example,where a U.S. corporationacquires business operations in Europe as a result of increased tax
the stock of another U.S. corporation and both have Euro_ costs in the United States. On the other hand, if U.S.
pean subsidiaries, post-acquisition rationalization of the businessesconsider revisionof their European tax planning
structure of European operationsmay be facilitated (obvi- strategies it may well prove possible to take advantage of
ously, there are U.S. tax implicationswhich require consid- potential tax savings pursuant to the newly adopted mea-

eration in the context of such a reorganization). sures in Europe.
Moreover, in order to take full advantage of the relieving It is clear that at this time U.S. corporationswould be well
provisions of the mergers directive it may be advantageous advised to review the tax structureof their Europeanoper-
for U.S. corporationsto establish a Europeanholdingcom- ations and to continue to pay careful attention to future
pany. This would enable U.S. corporations to make a tax- developments in European Community tax law in order to
free acquisitionwithin the EuropeanCommunityby paying ensure that they are positioned to benefit maximally from
for a target companywith the shares of the Europeanhold- the current and future provisions.
ng company. Paying with the shares of a U.S. corporation
would not qualify since the shares issued must be of an EC
company. 26. Council Directiveof 23 July 1990 on the common system of taxation

applicableto mergers, divisions, transfersof assets and exchangesof shares

C. Transferpricing directive concerningcompanies of different Member States (MergersDirective),
90/434ECOJ No. L225/1, Art. 2(a).
27. Id., Title II, Art. 4(1)

This directive provides for binding independentarbitration 28. Id., Title II, Art. 4(3).
on issues of double taxation resulting from transfer pricing 29. Id., Title II, Art. 6.

adjustments made by member state revenue authorities. 30. Conventionon the eliminationof double taxation in connectionwith
Under the directive, arbitration commissionswill be estab- the adjustment of transfers of profits between associated undertakings
lished which will be made up of representativesof member (Transfer Pricing Directive) 90/473EC OJ No. L225/10, FISC 81,,
state revenue authorities concerned with the case under Chap. II, Sec. III, Art. 7.

31. Conventionfor the Avoidanceof DoubleTaxationof Income,Uniteddispute, an even numberof independentpersons ofstand- States-Germany,proposed and signed on 29 August 1989. The Gernaning and a chairmanwho is also an independentperson of Parliament ratified the treaty on 12 October 1990. The treaty had alreadystanding.30
been ratified by the United States.

I NEWS
IlrrE3UIONALRSCAlASSOCIION

U.S. BRANCH

On 10 December 1990 the mid-Atlantic Committee spon-
sored an international tax seminar - a panel of experts
discussed the international issues associated with invest-
ment in Eastern Europe, including the most recent develop-
ments in the tax treaty area.
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DIRECT INVESTMENTIN THE NETHERLANDS
THE U.S. PERSPECTIVE

Erik J. Stapper

Stapper & Van Doren, New York, New York.

I. DIRECT U.S. INVESTMENTSTATISTICS1 on the differencebetween the fair market value of the stock
or securities and their cost unless prior approval had been

On 1 March 1990 the Netherlands Foreign Investment obtained from the IRS. Approvalcould be obtained under
Agency released statistics concerning U.S. direct invest- Sections 367 and 1491 if the taxpayerdemonstratedthat the
ment in the Netherlands from 1982 to 1987. Investments transactiondid not have as one of its principal purposes the

during these years more than doubled, increasing from avoidance of federal income tax. The IRS issued guidelines
USS 6,760,000,000 in 1982 to $ 14,164,000,000 in 1987.2 delineating what did not constitute a forbidden purpose.
The most dramaticincreasewas intheclassificationoftrade, The use of the transferred property in an actual trade or

non-banking finance companies, insurance and real estate, business and the transferee's need for a substantial invest-
growing from $ 789,000,000 to $ 4,337,000,000, and thus ment in fixed assets constituted valid purposes;
accountingfor 48 percentof the totalincrease.No decreases Section 482 relating to the allocation of deductions and--

were reported. expenses between related taxpayers;
Despite the increase in dollars invested, in 1988 the number Section 901 and relatedsections pertaining to the foreign_

of U.S. operations in the Netherlandsdecreased from 1,124 tax credit;
to either 1,097 or 1,104. The decrease was confined to the
trade and services sector; increases, however, were noted - Section911 relating to the exclusion from U.S. tax of the
in the manufacturing sector. In 1988 the manufacturing earned income of U.S. aliens living abroad;
sector employed 96,398 Dutch or other foreigners and 139 Section 861 and related sections defining sources of in-_

Americans; the non-manufacturing and services sectors

employed 42,264 and 399, respectively. Thus, manufactur- come;

ing represents 37.5 percent of the dollar amount invested - Section 551 relating to foreign personal holding com-

and 69.5 percent of the non-Americans employed in the panies where the income was taxed directly to the U.S.
Netherlands. U.S. corporations,representedby more than shareholderseven if not remitted.
1,000 employees, are exclusively in manufacturing enter- After 1960 each of these sectionswas significantlyamended,prises, and include subsidiaries of General Electric, Du- and many new sectionswere added to the Code, n particu-Pont, Exxon, Honeywell, IBM, Philip Morris and Xerox. It lar Subpart F. The rationale for these changes was the
is too early to predict whether there is a trend away from Treasury's perception that income had been earned in the
non-manufacturingdirect investmentby U.S. companesn United States, either through the taking of deductions
the Netherlands. Nevertheless, the non-manufacturingsec- against other U.S. income or in the form of exemptionstor is dramaticallyaffected by the frequent changes in U.S. from U.S. tax.
income tax laws relating to foreign investment. These
amendments generally flow from the U.S. concern that Section 367 was amended in 1967, 1975 and 1984, expanding
U.S. income will escape the U.S. tax net. Consequently, from a section of 113 words to one with five subsections,
any certaintythat can be derivedin the Netherlandsthrough each with at least two subsections and with as many as four
an advanceincome tax ruling is offsetby uncertaintyregard- paragraphsand five subparagraphs.
ing U.S. income tax effects. Section 1491 was amendedin 1975 and 1984 to make techni-

cal amendmentsand increase the tax to 35 percent for prop-
erty transferred after 2 October 1975.

Il. HISTORICALPERSPECTIVE
Frequent technical changes were made to Section 901 and

U.S. income tax laws have been amended numerous times the foreign tax credit computation rules, particularly with
since 1960 in order to eliminate or restrict the tax-free ac- regard to the use of the per country limitations and the
cumulation of profits outside the United States. The sec- overall limitationmethod.Between1960 and 1975 taxpayers
tions of the Internal Revenue Code (the Code) that were of could elect between the two methods. From 1976 to 1986

paramountconcern 30 years ago were the following: the overalllimitationwas in effect subject to specific sepa-
rate limitations for certain kinds of income. In 1986 a new

Section367: to preventpreviouslyuntaxedincome or gain system introduced with multiple limitations and eight-

was
inherent in appreciatedproperty from being removed from
the United States, a U.S. taxpayer had to obtain Internal
Revenue Service (IRS) approval in connectionwith a trans-
action which would have been tax-free if entered into with 1. The author gratefully acknowledges the assistance of Mr. Irwin de

another U.S. corporation; Jong, Executive Director of the Netherlands Investment Agency in New
York in providing the statistical information.

Section 1491: a 27.5 percent excise tax had to be paid on 2. No statistics available in NewYork to how much ofthe increase-

are as

the transfer of stock or securities to a foreign entity, based is attributable to inflationor currency exchange rate differentials.
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different baskets of income. Baskets include passive in- IIl. SOME TAX FACTORS AFFECTING THE
come, high withholdingtax interest income, non-controlled DECISION TO DO BUSINESS OUTSIDE THE
foreign corporation dividends, financial services income, UNITED STATES
shipping income, three types of special export company
income and all other income not designated to be in anY A. Form of investment
basket.

Section482 was amended in 1986 to provide that the income The purchaseof a new or old foreigncorporationwith U.S.

with respect to the transfer of an intangible must be com- dollars does not necessarily avoid the transfer of property
mensurate with the income attributable to the intangible, rules of Section 367, because the transfer of cash may be

thereby abolishing the arm's length standard and creating a accompaniedby the transferof intangibles,such as the right
super royalty. Application of this rule will create double to use the parent'snameorgoodwillandpossiblygoing-con-
taxationproblemsthat may not be resolvedby those compe- cern value from already existing foreign operations.3
tent authorities following the arm's length standard of the
OECD. A proposed advance ruling procedure does not B. Can foreign taxes paid be credited
now appear to permit the arm's length standard.

against U.S. taxes
Section 911 was amended in 1962, restricted in 1976, re-

pealed in 1978, and reinstated in 1981. In connection with dividends received from a ten percent
owned foreigncorporation,a proportionalforeigntax credit

The source rules of Section 861 were changed significantly is allowed for taxes paid by the first, second and third tier
in 1986, with a temporaryside effectof eliminatingan estate foreign corporation, provided the U.S. corporation owns

tax exception for foreign-ownedbank accounts. directly or indirectly at least ten percent of the voting stock

The personal holding companyrules were supplementedin of the foreign corporation. No credit is available for taxes

1962 by the Subpart F rules and Section 1248; these have paid by a foreign corporation below the third tier even if it

also been amended several times. The Subpart F rules tax is 100 percent owned by the U.S. corporation.
certain income of a controlled foreign corporation (CFC) Credt for foreign taxes paid is allowed only for an income,
directly to a U.S. shareholder even if the income is not war profits and excess profits taxes or a tax paid in lieu of a

distributed. Section 1248 treats as ordinary income (instead tax on income, war profits or excess profits. The foreign tax
ofcapitalgain) thatportionof the profiton the sale of shares must satisfy in its predominant character the U.S. concept
of a foreign corporation by a ten percent U.S. owner that of an income tax. As a result, a tax based on imputed rental
are attributableto earningsand profits accumulatedafter 31 value of property is not creditable. For example, the IRS
December 1962. concluded that the Belgian prcompte immobilier is based

Subpart F was revised in 1969, 1975, 1976 and 1986. After on imputed annual net rental income from land, holdings
the 1986 amendmentof Section 957(a), a CFC is defined to and industrial equipment and is not an income tax and

therefore not creditable.4A soak up tax is not creditable
mean any foreign corporationif more than 50 percent of _

(l) the total combined voting power of all classes of stock because it is imposed only when the tax or increased rates

of such corporation entitled to vote, or (2) the total value apply if the recipient is entitled to a credit in the home

of the stock of such corporationis owned (within the mean- country.
ing of Section 958(a)), or is consideredas owned... by Unit- The tax that has been paid, or the extent to which it has been
ed States shareholders. In order to be a U.S. shareholder, paid, must be compulsory, including efforts to appeal its
the U.S. personmust own, directlyor indirectly,ten percent imposition, i.e. it cannot be a voluntary payment.
of the total combined voting power of all classes of stock

The taxpayer claiming the credit must in fact be the
entitled to vote. person

legally obligated to pay the tax. The person required to
To encourage exports the Code was amended in 1971, withhold a tax on payments to others is not the taxpayer.
adding Section 991 to provide special tax benefits for a

domestic internationalsales corporation (DISC). The source of income rules and the various baskets must be

analysed and considered in order to calculatethe limitations
In 1984 more sectionswere added to the tax law for foreign on the amount of a foreign tax. For instance, income from
sales corporations(FSC) with special rules applyingto small the sale of intangible property such as patents, copyrights
FSCs. and trade marks of a U.S. resident is sourced in the United

The reporting requirements were expanded with each States unless the payments are contingent on productivity
change in the substantive tax laws affecting doing business in which case the source is the place of use. Moreover, the

outside the United States. amountof the creditcannotexceed the U.S. tax attributable
to the net income earned in the foreign country.

From 18 July 1963 to 30 June 1974 the InterestEqualization
Tax was in effect to restrict U.S. loans to foreigners. The amountof tax that is creditablemust be offset by credits

allowed, e.g. the DutchWIRpremium,5but only for invest-
The significance of the historical perspective of U.S. tax ments made after 30 April 1986. In all other respects,Dutch
rules is that the cost of planning and complying with U.S. income taxes qualify for the U.S. foreign tax credit.
tax laws for a U.S. business investing outside th country
has becomesubstantial. It can still be accomplishedbut only
with the assistance of expensive expertise. IV. FISCAL AND NON-FISCALASPECTS

AFFECTING THE DECISION TO INVEST
IN THE NETHERLANDS

Since Dutch income tax is a creditable tax, the most impor-
tant tax conclusion is in favour of making a Dutch invest-

3. See Rev. Rul. 79-288, 1979-2 C.B. 139. ment. As demonstrated by the statistics many U.S. com-

4. See Technical Advice Memorandum8524009. panies have concluded that the Netherlandsoffers a favour-
5. See Rev. Rul. 86-134, 1986-2 C.B. 104. able climate for investments and access to the EEC.
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AUSTRA_ A A\ D IX DO \ ES A:

THE TIMOR GAP TREATY:

THE PETROLEUM (AUSTRALIA-INDONESIAZONE OF
COOPERATION)TREATY

Rick Krever

I. BACKGROUNDTO THE TREATY Contents

I. Background to the treatyIn December 1989 Australia and Indonesia signed a novel treaty to end 10 years 1 Structureof the treatyof tense and sometimesheated negotiationsover the exploitationof oil resources
in the Timor Gap. The Gap, a 61,000 sq. km. area between Australia and Il. The Taxation Code

Indonesia, arose as a unique geographicand politicalzone in 1972 when Australia A. Scope
and Indonesia reached agreement on the delimitation of seabed boundaries B. Business profits
between the two countries apart from a 250 mile gap offshore of East Timor C. Dividends

which, at the time, was a Portuguese colony. D. Interest
E. Royalties

The geographic location of East Timor on the edge of the Gap and the political F. Alienation of propertyevents that arose in that country made it difficult for either side to advocate an G. Independent personal services
early resumption of talks to settle the competing territorial claims. In 1974, H. Wages and salaries
Australia and Indonesia agreed that it would be appropriate for East Timor to I. Other income
join Indonesia when Portugal, which had ruled the territory for the previous 400 J. Fringe benefits
years, relinquished its claims over the colony. However, in August 1975, before K. Competentauthorities
Portugalquit the region, an independencemovementwithin East Timor, Fretilin, L. Exchange of information
took advantageof turmoilinmetropolitanPortugalto seize controlof the territory IV. Effect of the treatyand declare its independence. Four months later Indonesian forces entered the
territory and defeated the Fretilin forces, which withdrew from principal towns
to conduct a guerrilla war against Indonesian armed forces. The Australia-IndonesiaTimor Gap

treaty represents a novel approachAustralia voted against subsequent UN resolutions calling upon Indonesia to to theproblemsof exploitingnatural
withdraw from East Timor. In 1978 Australia announced de facto recognitionof resources in a regionsubjectto com-
Indonesian sovereignty over East Timor and the next year extended de jure peting sovereignty claims and en-
recognition to it. However, many internationalscholars, including some of Aus- joying no internationallyrecognizedtralia's leading international law experts, claimed the recognition was illegal as border delineation.While the treatythe Indonesian control of East Timor was obtained through a violation of the is in essence a double tax agree-international law rule prohibiting the use of force. ment, its formand provisionsareun-

Coincidentalwith de jure recognitionof Indonesiansovereigntyclaims over East ique, as are the legal structures it

Timor, negotiationsover the borderdelineationbetweenAustraliaand Indonesia creates and the precedentsit estab-
resumed in 1979. The competing territorial claims proved irreconcilable, how- lishes. Some knowledge of the spe-
ever. Part of the reason the two nations were unable to reach agreement on cial historical and political forces
boundaries through the Timor Gap is no doubt attributable to the fact that many that combined to give rise to this

analysts believe the region has significant potential for oil reserves, particularly unusual treaty is mportant to un-

in a geological structure known as The Kelp. Although the data relied upon is derstand its particular approach.
fairly old and somewhat incomplete, estimates of reserves of up to one billion Accordingly, in this article on the
barrels of oil have been articulated in some quarters. treaty I begin with a review of the

background events that helpedThe solution finally reached, and reflected in the 1989 treaty, was to adopta treaty shape the developmentof the treatythat facilitatescooperativeeconomicexploitationof the Timor Gap area without and whichwill affect its futureoper-formally settling the boundary dispute. The treaty is to operate for an initial ation. The second part of the article
period of 40 years, with provision for 20-year renewal periods should Australia looks at the detailsof the tax sharingand Indonesia not reach agreementon the border in the interim. arrangementsincorporatedinto the

Although the treaty was welcomed by the Australianoil industry, it led to some treaty.
protest amongst Australiangroups who continue to oppose claims of Indonesian
sovereignty over East Timor. It has also prompted formal protest by Portugal, Rick Krever is a Reader in Taxation
which has threatened to take Australia to the World Court over the treaty. Law at Monash University in Mel-
Portugal claims that adoption of the treaty is inconsistentwith international law, bourne, Australia.
in particular that it violates the right of the East Timoresepeople to self-determi- The author would like to express his
nation. It was against the backgroundof concerns such as these and inability to gratitude to Hilary Charlesworth who
reach agreement on the delineationof the border that led to the unusual agree- provideda useful criticismof an early
ment to commerciallyexploit the region without settling its political and legal versionof this article.

1 status.
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The unique nature of the treaty was highlghted by the The Joint Authorty'senumerated responsibilities include:

complicated and unusual signing arrangements. Interna- - releasing exploration acreage;
tional law experts from the Australian Foreign Affairs and - entering into profit-sharing contracts with contractors

Trade Department said the treaty could not be sgned in who will search for and exploit oil in the Area;
either country given unresolved international law questions - supervising environmentaland safety aspects of opera-
and domestic sensitivities raised by the issue. Accordingly, tions in the Area; and

arrangementswere made for the Australianand Indonesian - distributing to each country 50 percent of the Joint

foreign ministers to sign the treaty in a jet circling over the Authority'sshare of profits from its production-sharing
disputed area in the Timor Sea. It was subsequentlyratified contracts.

by the Australian Parliament in May 1990. Australia is

awaiting notification from Indonesia that its domestic law The Joint Authoritywill only enter into production-sharing
procedures necessary for the treaty to enter into force have contracts with limited liability companies that have been

been completed*. The treaty will enter into force 30 days
established for the sole purpose of the contract.

after such notification. There are four principal elements to the treaty in addition

While the treaty appears to resolve most of the commercial to the administrative framework for the establishment of

and revenue law aspects that have preventedexploitationof the Joint Authority. They are:

the region's resources until now, Australian oil industry
- a petroleum mining code for Area A;

spokespersonshave suggestedit may not achieveits purpose
- a model production-sharingcontrctbetween the Zone

as long as underlying political issues remain undecided. Authority and exploration contractors;

Problems pointed out by the industry include the rights of
- arrangementsfor informationand limited revenueshar-

three Australian-ledconsortiawhich spent AUS$ 50 million ing in Areas B and C; and

exploring the region before the territorial dispute became
- a Taxation Code for income derived by contractors

serious. The Australian oil industry, which has not previ- operating in Area A.

ouslybeenexposed to territorialdisputesof this nature, also The revenue-sharingarrangements in the exclusively con-

remans very concerned about what it feels are unresolved trolled Areas B and C require Australiato pay Indonesia 10

issues. In particular, industry spokespersons have pointed percent of its gross resources rent tax revenues collected

to the failure of the treaty to establish a mechanism to from corporations producing petroleum in Area B, while

resolve disputes arising out of its application. Also unresol- Indonesia must pay Australia 10 percent of its income tax

ved is the potential effect of possible territorial challenges collections from corporationsproducingpetroleum in Area

by Portugal, which claims the area belongs in part to East C.
Timor, and the Portuguese threat of international legal ac-

tion over the signing of the treaty. For all these reasons, it
The treaty precludes each country from applying any taxa-

may be some time before the treaty has practical applica-
tion law to the exploration for or exploitationof petroleum

tion. Sustained high world oil prices and dropping Austra-
in Area A unless the other party has consented to the

lian reserves may overcomemany of these inhibitions,how- impositionof that tax. The taxes agreed to are set out in the
Taxation Code itself.

ever.
Subject to three exceptionsnotedbelow, the TaxationCode

applicable to Area A is intended to be an exclusivecode for

Il. STRUCTUREOF THE TREATY establishing tax liability and preventing double taxation of
income related to operations in that zone.

The treaty establishesa Zoneof Cooperationin the disputed
area comprisingthree areas: AreaA, under the jointcontrol
of Australiaand Indonesia,Area B, controlledby Australia lII. THE TAXATION CODE
and Area C, controlled by Indonesia. Area A, the largest
of the three, is believed to contain most of the region's oil Although its form is somewhat unusual (it is appended to

reserves. the general treaty as a separate annex), the Taxation Code

Responsibility for all matters relating to petroleum opera- applicable to profits derived by companies operating in

tions in Area A is allocated to a Ministerial Council com-
Area A is similar in general form to an ordinary double tax

prised of equal numbers of Ministers from both Australia agreement. It omits a definitionof a residentof a contracting

and Indonesia. The Council, in turn, will control a Joint state because one is incorporated into the principal Treaty

Authority that is responsible for the day-to-day manage-
itself. The definitionprovisionstipulates that it will apply to

ment of Area A and for exercising the rights of the two
the Taxation Code.

countries in the Area. The use of the Joint Authority is The definitionof residentsimply incorporatesthe domes-

intended to provide contractors with a security of tenure tic law of each jurisdiction; a person (individual or corpo-

separated from the question of sovereignty. The theory is rate) is resident of Australia or Indonesia if he would be

that since both nations have delegated the Joint Authority liable to tax in either country by reason of being a resident

to act on their behalf, rights granted by the Joint Authority of that country under its domestic income tax law. The

will be secure regardless of which countrymight ultimately positive limb to the definition is supplementedby a negative
prevail on the question of legal ownership. limb excluding persons who would normally be treated as

The Joint Authority's administration is split between Aus-
non-residents: a resident does not include any person liable

tralia and Indonesia. Its head office will be located in to tax in one of the contracting states only in respect of

Jakarta, capital of Indonesia, while its Technical Directo-
income derived in that state. Special rules utilizing a hierar-

ratewill operate from an office in Darwin,capitalofAustra- chy of tests allocatesingle country residencyto personswho

lia'sNorthern Territory and the Australian city closest to
would be consideredresidentsof both countriesunder their

the Zone. The Joint Authority is exempt from income tax respective taxation laws.

in both countrieswhile official remunerationof the Author-

ity's directors and officers is taxable only in their countryof * Editor's note: After this article went to press the Indonesian Parlia-

residence. ment unanimously ratified the Timor Gap treaty.
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Also excluded from the Taxation Code are the rules provid- C. Dividends
ing an exemption from taxation for the Joint Authority.
These, too, are found in the principal treaty itself. Special rules apply to dividendspaid by a resident from one

country to a shareholder in the other country where the
Finally, the principal treaty addresses the questionof source dividends are attributable to profits from sources in Area
and deems Area A to be part of each contracting state for A. Such dividendsmay only be assessed in theshareholder'sthe purpose of each country's taxation law, insofar as it country of residence; in other words, no withholding tax
might apply to the exploration for or exploitationof petro- may be levied on the dividend.
leum in Area A. The source provision also applies to any From Australia'sperspective, this provision thought toactivities or ancillary matters n any way connected with was

such exploration or exploitation. be necessary to avoid difficultieswith the Australianforeign
tax credit system. The foreign tax credit system provides
credits for foreign taxes imposed on foreign-sourceincome.
However, the principal treaty provides that Area A isA. Scope deemed to be Australian territoryfor purposesof its domes-
tic tax law. It could be argued, therefore, that dividendsIndonesia has not agreed to the imposition of Australia's paid by an Indonesian company out of profits derived frompetroleum resource rent tax in the Area. As a result, the
operations in Area A are Australian-source income, inonly taxes relevant to oil exploration or exploitation ac- which case the foreign tax credit system would not apply.tivities by companies operatingn the zone are:

in Australia, Such fears may have been unfounded. While the profitsmay
the income tax; are- be attributable to Area A, the dividends being paid by
the fringe benefits tax (which is levied as a separate a resident of Indonesia. There is thus an argument that-

impost on employers in lieu of assessing employees on under Australian tax law the dividends would be treated as
the fringe benefits they enjoy); Indonesia-source income, although the case law on the
the federal wholesale sales tax; and source of dividends is not entirely clear.-

in Indonesia, Subsequentto signing the Timor Gap treaty, in 1990 Austra-the income tax; lia adopted a new foreign income Amongother
-

tax system.the value added tax on goods and services; and things, the provides exemption from income
-

new system anthe sales tax on luxury goods. taxation for dividends received from an Indonesian com-
-

pany by a non-portfoliocorporateshareholder(i.e. a corpo-
B. Businessprofits rate shareholderwith a 10 percent or greater voting interest

in the Indonesian company).
The TaxationCode adoptsa numberof interestingmeasures From the perspective of an Indonesian shareholder in anto prevent double taxation of business profits attributable Australian company, the treaty provision is only of rele-to Area A.

vance with regard to unfranked dividends. When Australia
A corporate taxpayer deriving business profits in Area A adopted an imputation system in 1986, it ceased to impose
can be taxed by both jurisdictions. If it is resident in one

a withholding tax on franked dividends, that is, dividends

country, it will be taxed as a resident of that country and as paid from fully taxed profits. Only unfranked dividends,
a non-residentby the other. If it is residentof neither coun- paid from untaxed profits, remain subject to a withholding
try, it will be taxed as a non-resident company by both tax. In the absence of the treaty, unfranked dividendspaid
jurisdictions. Whatever its residency status, the company's to Indonesianshareholdersby an Australiancompany from

profits are halved for the purposeof each country's tax laws profits derived in Area A would have been subject to a 30
to prevent double taxation. Business losses are similarly percent withholding tax.

halved for the purpose of each country's loss carryforward
rules. Losses may be applied against taxable net profitsonly D. Interest
when determining tax liability under each country's tax
legislation. In otherwords, they do not affect the determina- Interest paid by a contractor operating in Area A to a
tion of total business profits that are to be halved for inclu- resident of either country can be taxed in both countries.
sion in the taxpayer's taxable income. The lender's country of residence may tax the interest in

full, while the other jurisdictionmay impose via the contrac-
An individualresident in Australiaor Indonesiawho derives tor a 10 percent withholding tax on the interest. Interest
business profits in Area A may only be taxed by his or her subject to a 10 percent withholding tax is deemed to have a
country of residence. There is, accordingly, no formula to source in the country imposing the withholdingtax to ensure
reduce taxable profits for such taxpayers. the other country's foreign tax credit system will operate in

relation to the withholding tax.
An individual who is resident in neither Australia nor In-
donesia and who derives business profits in Area A may be Interest paid 1y a contractor to a person not resident in
taxed by both countries. Relief from double taxation is either contractingstate may be taxed in both Australia and

providedby a unique rebate system. The taxpayer'sbusiness Indonesia. Each country is allowed to tax only 50 percent
profits are fully taxed in both countries. However, the tax-

of the interest paid, however. Australia's domestic law will

payer is then entitled to a non-refundabletax credit (called limit Australian tax on such interest to a withholding tax of
a tax rebate in the Code) that offsets 50 percent of the tax

10 percent of the gross taxable interest.
liability in each country. Business losses incurred by indi-
viduals resident in neithercountryare reducedby 50 percent E. Royaltiesfor the purpose of each country's loss carryforward rules.
Like corporate losses, these may be applied against taxable Royaltiespaid by a contractorto a residentof eithercountrynet profits only after total business profits from Area A can also be taxed in both countries. The recipient'scountryhave been calculated and apportioned. of residence may tax the royalty payment in full; the other
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jurisdiction may impose via the contractor a 10 percent pass most gains realized on the disposition of property in

wthholding tax on the royalty. Once again, income subject commercial ventures, even where these would previously
to a 10 percent withholding tax is deemed to have a source have been considered capital gains.
in the country imposing the withholding tax to ensure the

From the perspective of potential Australian tax liability,
other country's foreign tax credit system will operate in the characterizationof gain from the dispositionof
relation to the withholding tax.

a prop-
erty located in Area A as a capital gain or as an ordinary

As was the case with interest, royalties paid bya contractor business profit may mean more than simply the difference
to a person not resident in either contracting state may be between full inflation adjustment or no inflation adjust-
taxed in both Australia and Indonesia. Each country is ment. WhileAustralianresidentsare subject to capitalgains
allowed to tax only 50 percent of the royalties. tax on the profitsrealizedon the sale ofany typeofproperty,

Australia has no blanket withholding tax rate applicable to
non-residentsare taxed only if the property sold is a taxable

royalties; there are provisions for withholding tax to be Australianasset. Thus, if the gain is consideredan ordinary

imposed but the amount withheld will depend on the tax-
business profit, it will be fully taxed in Australia, although

payer's total income and consequent tax liablity. In all of the resulting tax liability will be reduced by 50 percent,

its double tax treaties, Australia has agreed to flat rate
while if it is considereda capital gain, it may escape Austra-
lian taxationcompletelyprovided the propertydoes not fall

maximumwithholding taxes on royalties, which are usually
set at 10 percent, although in some cases the withholding

into the definition of a taxable Australianasset.

tax rangesup to 46 percent. The TimorGap treatyaddresses Taxable Australian assets whose disposition by non-resi-
the question of withholding taxes on royalties paid to resi- dents gives rise to taxablecapital gains includereal property
dents of the signatory jurisdictions,but does not, of course, and buildings situated in Australia and assets that at any
deal with maximum tax rates applicable to royalties paid to time have been used by the taxpayer in carrying on a busi-

non-residentsof either country. Accordingly, the domestic ness wholly or partly at or through a permanent establish-

legislation of each country will apply to the 50 percent of ment in Australia. As mentionedearlier, Area A is deemed

royalties each jurisdiction is entitled to tax. to be Australian territory for the purposes of Australian
income tax law. A permanent establishment is defined in
the income tax legislation to include a place where the

F. Alienationof property taxpayer has, is using or is installing substantial equipment
or substantial machinery, a definition which presumably

Capital gains and losses realized by an individual resident would apply to virtually all contractors operating in Area
A. Thus, it would appear that non-residentcontractorswill

in Australia or Indonesia in respect of the sale of property
situated in Area A will be recognized for tax purposes only be subject to Australia'scapital gains tax provisions on the

in the vendor'scountryof residence. The recognitionprovi- disposition of assets connected with their Area A opera-

sion extends to the sale of shares in a companywhose assets tions, provided the dispositiondoes not give rise to ordinary
consistwhollyorprincipallyofpropertysituatedin AreaA. business profits or losses.

An apportionmentrule applies to capital gains or losses in Persons other than contractorswill most likely not be liable

respect of the sale of property situated in Area A by an
to Australian capital gains tax on the sale of property

individual not resident in either Australia or Indonesia or
situated in Area A. For example, a person who sells equip-

by any corporate taxpayer, be it a resident or non-resident ment leased to a contractoroperating in Area A will not be

of the contracting states. In these cases, each country will disposingofpropertyconnectedwith a permanentestablish-

recognize for tax purposes 50 percent of capital gains or
ment of that person in Australia. On the other hand, they

losses. Once again, the recognitionprovisionextends to the may be subject to taxationon any resultinggain as ordinary
sale of shares in a company whose assets consist wholly or

business profits if they satisfy the Australian common law

principallyof property situated in Area A. test of business profits. This could be the case, for example,
if there were evidence that in the ordinary course of its

The Taxation Code contains no definition of permanent business, the taxpayer leased equipment in Australia and

establishment, a provision commonly found in double tax subsequentlysold that equipment for a profit.
agreements, or any measures specifying when a disposition
of property will give rise to a capital gain and when it will

give rise to ordinarybusinessprofits. As a result, the domes- G. Independentpersonalservices
tic law of each country will apply.
To the extent that taxpayers will be subject to Australian Income derived by an individualwho is resident in Australia

tax, the distinctionbetween capital gains and ordinary busi- or Indonesia in respect of professional services or similar

ness profits realized on the sale of property is of great independentpersonal services performed in Area A is tax-

importance. Unlike ordinary business profits, capital gains
able only in the taxpayer's country of residence. Income
derived by a taxpayer resident in neither Australia nor In-

in Australia are indexed for tax purposes to eliminate the
donesia for the provision in Area A ofprofessionalservices

inflation component. or independentpersonal services is taxable by both jurisdic-
The Australian income tax legislation does not define the tions. However, the tax liability in each country is subject
difference between ordinary business profits and capital to a rebate of 50 percent of the tax payable.
gains; instead, the distinction is based on an array of com-

plex, and often somewhat irrational, common law tests

gleaned from the case law. Important factors consideredby H. Wages and salaries
the courtswhencharacterizinggains include the relationship
between the disposition of an asset and the taxpayer's ordi- Wage or salary income derived by an individual who is a

nary businessactivities, the frequencyofsimilardispositions residentof Australiaor Indonesia in respectof employment
by the taxpayer and the purpose for which property was in Area A is taxable only in the taxpayer's country of resi-

originally acquired. In recent cases the trend has been to dence. Remuneration derived by a non-resident of either

expand the concept of ordinary business profits to encom- country in respect of employment in Area A is taxable in
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both ustraliaand Indonesia. Once again, however, the tax the Australianemployerwill be assessed on the entire value
liability in each country is subject to a rebate of 50 percent of the fringe benefit. Where a fringe benefit is provided to
of the tax payable. an employee who is not resident in either country, the

taxable value of the fringe benefit will be reduced by 50

I. Other income percent.

Relatively few of Australia'sdouble tax agreementscontain K. Competentauthorities
an other income article applicableto income not coveredby
other, more specific, articles. The Taxation Code does, The Taxation Code provides a mechanism for appeal by
however. The Code provides that income of a type not taxpayers to the competent authorities that is similar in
specifically identified in other articles derived from a source form and effect to analogous mechanismsprovided in ordi-
in AreaA by a resident of either Australiaor Indonesiawill nary double tax treaties. Residentsof one country who feel
be taxable only in the taxpayer's country of residence. If they have been taxed in a matter not in accordancewith the
such income is derived by a non-residentof either country, provsons of the Taxation Code may, irrespective of the
it can be taxed by both states, subject to a rebate of 50 remediesprovidedby the domestic tax law ofeithercountry,
percent of the tax payable in each country. present a case to the competent authority (i.e. revenue

authorities) of the state of which they are resident. If the

J. Fringe benefits claim appears to be justified, the competent authority is
directed to endeavourto resolve the case by agreementwith

In theory, Australia'sincome tax act taxes employeeson the the competentauthority of the other state.

value of fringe benefits they derive in relation to their
employment. For a number of political and administrative L Exchangeof information
reasons, the applicableprovisionwas rarely used, however.
When it was invoked, taxpayersoften successfullydisputed An exchangeof informationprovision, similar to that found
their assessmentsby relying on interpretiveargumentsover in ordinary double tax treaties, directs tax authorities in
the value of the benefit or technical arguments if, for exam- Australia and Indonesia to exchange inforrnation needed
ple, the benefit was received by a spouse or related partY for the applicationof the Taxation Codeor domestic tax law
rather than the employee. concerning taxes covered by the Code.
To overcome these problemsand to establish a fringe bene-
fits tax system that would be more palatable to organized
labour, the government introduced a separate fringe bene-
fits tax. The tax is imposed on employersand is based either IV. EFFECT OF THE TREATY
on the market value of benefits provided or a value com-

puted by reference to a formula in the legislation. The tax The Timor Gap treaty and accompanyingTaxation Code is
s set at the highest personal marginal tax rate and is a

a unique attempt to enable Australian and Indonesiancom-

non-deductible expense for ordinary company income tax mercial enterprises to exploit resources in a disputedborder
region in the absence of a legal settlement of the borderpurposes. dispute. The unusual circumstancesof the treaty's creation

The fringe benefits tax is imposed on Australian employers and signing and the distinctive provisions it contains are
only. It is, however, based on the value of fringe benefits reflective of particular international law concerns and
provided to employees who are resident of any country. domestic political considerations. Factors of this sort have
Accordingly, an Australian resident employerwill be liable never previously impacted on treaties to which Australia is
for fringe benefits tax on fringe benefits provided to any a partner. It remains to be seen whether these special cir-
employeeswho derive the fringe benefits in relation to their cumstances will discourage Australian oil companies from
employment in Area A. Where a fringe benefit is provided exploiting the opportunitythe governmenthoped the treaty
to an employee who is resident in Australia or Indonesia, would open up for them.
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IX EW ZEA_AIX D:

THE IMPLICATIONSOF THE COMMISSIONER'S
STATEMENTON SECTION 99

Andrew M.C. Smith

The ongoing conflict between taxpayers wishing to minimize their tax liabilitis
by every legal means available and the Commissionerof Taxes' desire to protect Mr. Andrew M.C. Smith is Senior Lec-

the revenue base is well known. The New Zealand Commissioner of Inland turern Accountancy, Faculty of Com-

Revenuehas a varietyofoptions to preventloss of revenuethrough tax avoidance, merce and Administration, Victoria

including a general anti-avoidanceprovision, Section 99, in the Income Tax Act University of Wellington, Wellington,
1976 [hereinafter referred to as ITA]. New Zealand. Theauthorwould like to

thank two anonymous reviewers for
In February 1990, the Commissionerreleased a policy statement on the applica- their comments n the preparaton of
tion of this general anti-avoidanceprovision of the ITA.1 This statement breaks this article.
a long silence by the Commissioner on the application of Section 99. It was

prompted by doubts as to how the section would be applied since the Privy
Council's decision in CIR v. Challenge CorporationLtd. (discussed below)2 and

pressures from the commercialcommunity to dispel this uncertainty. There have
also been indirect pressures for repeal of Section 99 on the ground that it is

essentially redundantsince the Government'stax reform programmehas signifi-
cantly reduced opportunitiesfor tax avoidance.

This article addresses the significance of the Commissioner's statement, with

particular reference to the historical developmentof the law surroundingthe tax
Contents

avoidance section in New Zealand and the likely directionof the Commissioner's I THE ANTI-AVOIDANCESECTION
use of Section 99 in the context of the recent income tax reform. The Commis-
sioner's examples as provided in the statement will also be reviewed.

Historical developmentof Section 99
1. The Newton predication test
2. Revision of Section 108

I. THE ANTI-AVOIDANCESECTION (a) The Challenge Corporation case

(b) Commentson the ChallengeCor-

Section 99 is a general anti-avoidancesectiondesignedto allow the Commissioner poration case

to treat as void for income tax purposes, arrangementsentered into by taxpayers I1. THECOMMISSIONER'SSTATEMENT

for the purpose(s) and/or with the effect(s) of tax avoidance.3The section repre- A. The Commissioner'sexamples
sents a policy of the legislatureto grant the Commissionerbroad power to prevent B. Future application of Section 99

revenue erosion through contrived tax avoidance arrangements by taxpayers
without having to specifically legislate against each permutationof tax avoidance

IIl. CONCLUSION

detected by the Commissioner. Such general anti-avoidance sections have also
been present in Australian income tax statutes for a long time. Other countries
too have similar provisions or judicial doctrineswith similar objectives.
Section 99 has never been relied upon totally to negate the fiscal advantages
sought from tax avoidance arrangements. The Commissioner'sstatement makes
this pointvery clear. The ITA has alwayscontainednumerousspecificanti-avoid-
ance provisions; for example, restrictions on income splitting by payment of

wages to relatives4 and restrictions on short-term assignments of income.S The

general anti-avoidancesection is used as a last resort to negate advantages from

arrangements that have been deliberately designed by tax planners to avoid the
mine fields of specific restrictions.

Historicaldevelopmentof Section 99 1. The text of the Commissioner'sstatementis

reproducedin the June 1990 issue of the Bulletin,

Although the predecessors of Section 99 have been part of the scheme of New at 288.

Zealand tax statutes since 1891, the Commissionerdid not rely upon the general 2 (1986) 8 New Zealand Tax Cases [NZTC]
anti-avoidanceprovision extensively until the 1960s. This was after the Federal 5,219 PC [hereinafter referred to as Challenge

Commissioner of Taxes in Australia had succeeded at the Privy Council6 in the Corporation].

1950s with a similar provision in the Australian Income Tax Assessment Act
3. See supra note 1.
4. ITA Secs. 97 and 190.

[hereinafter referred to as ITAA].7 In the 1960s the Commissionerargued over 5. ITA Sec. 96.
50 different cases in New Zealand courts and four cases before the Privy Council 6. See Newton v. FC of T, (1958) Appeals
using the predecessorof Section 99, Section 108 of the Land and Income Tax Act Court [AC] 450.

1954. 7. ITAA of 1936, Sec. 260.
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The original Section 108, enacted in 1954, was substantially Some of these deficiencieswere addressedwhen Parliament
the same as its successor Section 99. Section 108 provided: amended the section in 1974. In particular, the uncertain-

every contract, agreement, or arrangement made or entered ties, if multiple purposes or intentions flowed from an ar-

clarified and the Commissioner giveninto, ... shall be absolutely void in so far as, directly or indi- rangement, were was

rectly, it has or purports to have the purpose or effect of in explicit power to reconstruct and impute income to tax-
any way altering the incidenceof income tax, or relieving any payers as if the arrangementhad not been entered into.
person from his liability to pay income tax.

Unfortunately,Parliamentdid not address the crucial issue
Section 108 was amended in 1974 to its current form. This of the relation of the anti-avoidancesection to other provi-amendment answered some judicial criticisms of Section sions of the ITA, such as incentive provisionsor the business
108 that had surfaced during the 1960s and 1970s. The deduction section,n For example, could a deduction meet-
section was subsequently renumbered as Section 99 in the ing the deduction test for a business expense under Section
ITA 1976. 104 be subsequently disallowed under the anti-avoidance

section Or if a taxpayer arranged his affairs to utilize a tax

1. The Newtonpredicationtest incentive provided for in the ITA, could the advantage
obtained be negated by Section 99 Case law in New Zea-

The judiciary has always recognized that the greatest diffi- land on this issue was unclear- in most cases New Zealand
culty with a general anti-avoidancesection like Section 108 courts had declared that Section 108 overrode other provi-(and later Section 99) was the extent of its application. Did sions in the ITA, while in several notable cases the oppositethe section render void any genuine transaction that gave conclusion had been reached.12 Australian Courts had de-
taxpayers some small, incidental tax reduction or any trans- veloped a more consistent approach to this issue, generallyaction that was merely undertaken in the most tax advan- holding that other sections of the ITAA could not be over-
tageous manner - or did it only apply to cases involving ridden by the anti-avoidance section. Ultimately this ap-sterile and contrived arrangementsmotivated solely by tax proach resulted in the Australian anti-avoidanceprovisionavoidance considerations (Section 260) being rendered ineffective,13 and the Austra-
The issue was addressed by Lord Denning in an Australian lian Parliament legislating radically new provisions to give
case, Newtonv. FC ofT, 8 brought before the Privy Council their Federal Tax Commissioner greater power to counter

in 1958, under the AustralianITAASection260. In Newton, tax avoidance arrangements.
Lord Denning set forth a judicial test for applicationof the
anti-avoidanceprovision. This test, known as the predica- (a) The Challenge Corporationcase14
tion test, was stated as follows: Despite having strengthened anti-avoidance powers in the

In order to bring the arrangementwithin the section you must form of the present wording of Section 99, the Commis-
be able to predicate- by looking at the overt acts by which it sioner appeared reluctant to test the amended section in
was implemented- that it was implementedin that particular court. It was not until 1984 that the opportunitypresented
way so as to avoid tax. If you cannot so predicate,but have to itself, in a case involving a large New Zealand corporation,
acknowledge that the transactionsare capable of explanation Challenge Corporation.15
by reference to ordinarybusinessand family dealings,without
necessarily being labelled as a means to avoid tax, then the The facts in the Challenge Corporation case are relatively
arrangementdoes not come within the section. simple. The company arranged to purchase the shares in a

number of dormant companies from the liquidatorof thoseIn ascertainingwhat the purposes or effects of an arrange- companies. The only asset of the dormant companies wasment were, Denning concurred with the approach of Wil- their large accumulatedtax losses. The purchase agreementliams J., that the purpose or effect must be ascertainedfrom allowed the liquidators to share in any tax advantages ob-the arrangement's terms, not from the motives of the tax- tained by Challenge Corporation from the purchase of the
payers involved. For over two decades this test was adopted dormant companies. The New Zealand ITA allowedcorpo-by New Zealand courts in applying Section 108, and was

widely accepted as being the appropriatetest for application
rate taxpayers to offset losses of companies in a company

of the section.

In the 1960s, to counter a perceived increased aggressive-
ness on the part of taxpayers towards tax avoidance, the 8. See supra note 6.
New ZealandCommissionerbegan to use Section 108 exten- 9. This exceptioninvolved a large privatelyowned oil company (Europa
sively. Almost invariablythe sectionwas applied to arrange- Oil (NZ) Limited), which had avoided taxes by purchasing its tradingstock

ments involving taxpayers, such as small businessmen, far- via an offshore subsidiary located in the Bahamas.

mers or professionals who had attempted to avoid tax by 10. This point was made very clear in Gerard v. CIR, (1974) 1 NZTC

using contrived income-splittingarrangements, commonly 61,151.
11. ITA Sec. 104(b)utilizing family trusts as an income-splittingdevice. In most 12. See e.g. Europa Oil (NZ) Limited v. CIR, (No. 2) (1976) 2 NZTC

of these cases the New Zealand courts upheld the Commis- 61,066.
sioner's applicationof Section 108. With one exception, the 13. By way of note, in an Australian case involving a similar principle,
Commissioner brought no cases to court involving large the taxpayer was able to retain the benefits of a tax incentive exploited in

corporate taxpayers. a contrived and artificial manner, based on the applicationof the doctrine
of choice. In Cridlandv. FC of T, (1977) 140 CommonwealthLaw Review
(Australia) [CLR] 330, a law student joined a unit trust scheme and2. Revision of Section 108
engaged in farming for the considerationof AUS$ 1 in order to obtain the

While largely successful for the Commissioner,Section 108 tax status of a primaryproducer. Taxpayerswith this status were able to

was not without difficulty. For example, it was not clear spread income between fiscal years to mitigate the effects of progressive
whether, if multiple purposes or intentions were present,

income tax rates on fluctuating income. It was held that this arrangement
was valid for income tax purposes.one of which was tax avoidance, Section 108 would be 14. See supra note 2.

activated, nor did the section clearly specify the powers of 15. Challenge Corporation was one of the constituent corporations of
the Commissioner to reconstruct an arrangement found New Zealand'slargestcompany,FletcherChallenge, formed by the merger
void under Section 108.10 of three companies in 1981.
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group. The transactionswere consummatedin accordance Tax mitigation occurs when a taxpayer... reduces his
with the law at that stage and indeed ChallengeCorporation incomeor incurs expenditurein circumstanceswhich reduce

had actually obtained a ruling from the Commissionerthat his assessable income or entitle him to reduction in his tax

the transactionsunder review fell within the provisionscon- liability.2o In such circumstancesthere is no tax avoidance

cerning company loss offsets. In fact, shortlyafter the trans- (and hence Section 99 does not apply) because the tax-

actions were completed Parliament tightened the anti- payer's tax advantage is not derived from an 'arrangement'
avoidance subsections within the company loss-grouping but from the reduction of income which he accepts or the

provisions to prevent such transactions being repeated by expenditurewhich he incurs.21 In supportof this definition
other taxpayers. the Privy Council cited examplesof companieswho receive

export incentives for certain export sales or a taxpayerwho
The New ZealandCourt of Appeai6 found for the taxpayer. reduceshis tax by makinga settlementof an income-produc-
Richardson J. noted in his judgement the potential conflict ing capital asset.
between Section 99 and the other provisionsof the ITA. He
stated:

On the other hand mx avoidance was defined as where
income tax is avoided and a tax advantage is derived from

clearly the Legislature could not have intended that [S]ection an arrangement when the taxpayer reduces his liability to
99 should override all other provisions of the Act so as to tax without involving him in the loss or expenditure which
deprive the tax paying community of structural choices, entitles him to that reduction. The taxpayer engaged in tax
economic incentives,exemptionsand allowancesprovidedfor

by the Act itself....On the other hand, [S]ection 99 would be avoidance does not reduce his income or suffer a loss or

a dead letter if it were subordinateto all the specificprovisions incur expenditure but nevertheless obtains a reduction in

of the legislation.17 his liability to tax as if he had.22 In supportof this approach,
the Privy Council cited a number of English authorities,

Richardson J. held that the conflict must be resolved such as Black Nominees Limited v. Nicol,23 Chinn v. Col-

through careful statutory nterpretation. He stated: lins,24W.T. Ramsay v. CIR,25andCIRv. BurmahOil Com-
Limited.26

... the legal answer must turn on an overall assessmentof the pany

respective roles of the particular provision and [S]ection 99
under the Statute and of the relation between them. That is a (b) Comments on the Challenge Corporationcase

matter of statutory construction and the twin pillars on which The rationale of the Privy Council in this decision is
the approach to Statutes mandated by [S]ection 5(j) of the

some-

Acts InterpretationAct 1924 rests are the scheme of the legis- what novel when compared with earlier decisions of the

lation and the relevant objectivesof the legislation. Consider- New Zealand Court of Appeal, Australian courts and the

ation of the schemeof the legislationrequiresa careful reading Privy Council itself. The changes made to the section in
in its historical context of the whole Statute, analysing its 1974 were not expected to have resulted in a significant
structureand examiningthe relationshipsbetween the various departure from the way judicial authoritieswould approach
provisions and recognising any discernible themes and pat- the section, but rather to clarify some areas of doubt.
terns and underlyingpolicy considerations.

First, in Challenge Corporationthe Privy Council made no

Applying these principles to the facts in ChallengeCorpora- reference to the earlier predication test, first formulated in

tion, RichardsonJ. noted that Parliamenthad allowedcom- 1958 in Newton. This was a surprising omission given the

panies to offset losses in a group situation and that Chal- widespread reference to the test in subsequent Australian

lenge Corporationhad meticulouslycompliedwith the tech- and New Zealand authoritiesand subsequentPrivy Council

nical requirements of those provisions, including a minor decisions over a long period of time; nor was any reference
anti-avoidance subsection within the company loss-group- made to doctrine of choice authorities (such as W.P.

ing provisionswhich allowed the Commissionerto disregard Keighery Pty Limited)27where the relationshipbetween the

temporary transfers of shareholdings. Therefore to allow anti-avoidancesection and the rest ofthe ITAAwas defined

Section 99 to void the loss offsets would frustrate Parlia- in Australia.
ment's intention in allowing loss offsets in the first place. Indeed the wording in Section 99, making reference to or-
Further observations included support for the Keighery18

principle in that the taxpayershad adopted a specificcourse dinary business or family dealings in the section itself ap-

of action intended by Parliament and thus tax avoidance pears to suggest that Parliamentanticipated that the section
would continue to be applied with reference to the Newton

had not occurred in a statutory sense. Therefore Section 99
predication test.

had no application. Cooke J. noted that when a section has
its own anti-avoidance subsection (as mentioned earlier),
that provisionmust be treated as being exhaustive in its own

right and a taxpayer was entitled to take advantage of the
benefits conferred within that section.

16. (1986) 8 NZTC 5,001.
17. Id., at 5,019-5,020.

Challenge Corporation was subsequently appealed to the 18. In W.P. Keighery Pty Ltd. v. FCofT, (1957) 100 CLR 66, it was held

Prvy Council by the Commissioner, and the Court of Ap-
that the Australian ITAA prescribed two alternative taxing schemes for

the taxation of companies- based on whether the taxpayer company was

peal's decision was overturned.19 A majority judgement either a private or public company in terms of the Australian com-

held thatSection99 couldvoid transactionsotherwisewithin panies legislation. It was held that the Act offered a choice in this regard
other sectionsof the ITA. The Privy Councilmade extensive and it was up to taxpayers to choosewhich of the two options they wished

note of the way the income tax legislation had developed to bring their affairs within.

and rejected the Court of Appeal's interpretationthat Sec- 19. Challenge Corporation, supra note 2, at 5,219.

tion 99 cannot overrule company loss-groupingprovisions 20. Id., at 5,225.

by virtue of those provisions having their own anti-avoid- 21. Id.

ance subsection. The majority of the Judicial Committee 22. Id., at 5,226.

concluded that the approach to determinewhether transac-
23. (1975) 50 Tax Cases [TC] 229.
24. (1981) All England Reports [All ER] 189.

tions were subject to Section 99 was to distinguishbetween 25. (1979) All ER 213.
transactionswhich could be characterized as tax avoidance 26. (1980) 54 TC 200.

and those which could be characterizedas mx mitigation. 27. See supra note 18.
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Without explicitly so stating, the Privy Council appears to Section 99 would be applied to all cases brought before the
have some empathy with the approach of Richardson J. courts, or was it an approach best suited to the specific typetowards statutory interpretationof the anti-avoidancepro- of situation presented in Challenge Corportion, with the
vision. It is unfortunate that the Privy Council did not make long-standingNewtonpredicationtest still beingapplicable
more direct references to Richardson's judgement, as the The Commissioner's statement is therefore an importantCommissionergives a prominentrole to this approach in his indication as to how he will interpret the section in light of
statement. The Council's references to this approach can this new approach and earlier decisions.
only be gleaned by their careful reviewof the schemeof the
New Zealand legislation, in particular, the scheme of Sec-
tion 191 for company loss offsets, the historyof amendments Il. THE COMMISSIONER'SSTATEMENT
and changes to the sections and the role of the minor anti-
avoidancesubsection.Their reviewofthe legislativescheme First, it must be noted that the statement is not legallyis not that different to Richardson'sat the Court of Appeal, binding on the Commissionerin any way and he may alter
except in one fundamental regard - the outcome. his opinions at a later time.33 Indeed the transactions that
More importantly, the Privy Council cited a number of gave rise to the Challenge Corporatoncase may never have
U.K. authorities which were previously believed not to be been entered into if it had not been for the Commissioner

applicable in New Zealand. These authorities, the best issuing a ruling, in response to a taxpayer request, that the

example being CIR v. Burmah Oil Company Limited,28 proposed transactions were legally valid in terms of the
introduced a udicial concept known as the doctrine of specific company loss-offset sections.
fiscal nullity2 into U.K. law. This doctrine was previously The Commissioner's statement appears to suggest that he
believed to be applicableonly in the United Kingdomas the finds some difficultywith the approachof the Privy Council
U.K. income tax statutes had no general anti-avoidance in Challenge Corporation. Explicitly, the Commissioner's
provisions equivalent to Section 99. The doctrine had been statement provides support for the statutory interpretation
expressly rejected in several Australian and Canadian approach taken by Richardson J. at the Court of Appeal as

30cases. well as the earlier Newton predication-testapproach to ap-
The Council's approach to the facts in Challenge Corpora- plication of Section 99.
tion and the tax mitigation/avoidancedichotomy as the test The Commissionerstates that the focus of [his] new policyfor applicationof Section99 is easily applied to cases involv- will be to evaluate arrangements in terms of whether they
ing abuses of incentive-typeprovisions and probably to cir- frustrate the underlyingscheme and purposeof the relevant
cular-type transactions. The Privy Council was less il- provisionsof the Act. The Commissionerlists four steps in
luminatingas to how this approachwould apply to contrived the process he proposes to adopt in applying Section 99.
income-splittingcases - nor is the fiscal nullity doctrine of Two steps involve a careful and thorough analysisof- (a)much assistance. Many of the earlier Section 108 cases had the underlying scheme and purpose of the Act as a whole
concerned contrived income splitting. and of the specific provision under review;... (d) whether
Most income-splittingcases involvethe alienationof income following this analysis it can be inferred that the arrange-
by the creation of an extra deduction to be claimed against ment frustrates the underlying scheme and purpose of the
a large income-earner'sbusiness income which will result in legislation.Clearly this supports the Richardsonapproach,

atincome being derived by another party - typically a family implicitly adopted by their Lordships the Privy Council.
trust or close relative of the large income earner. Arguably Second, the Commissionerprovides continued support for
in these circumstancesthe deduction that the taxpayerseeks the Newton predication test: the Newton predication test,
to claim in order to reduce his incomeresults in his incurring for example, is regarded as fundamental to the process of
an actual loss which the Privy Council in ChallengeCorpora- Section 99 application. The Commissioner cites with ap-
tion held as falling within the umbrella of tax mitigation. proval Lord Denning from Newton on the method by which
Clearly the taxpayer would not be an income tax avoider purpose or effect is to be ascertainedwhen applyingSection
based on the definitionof tax avoidance in ChallengeCorpo- 99. Again in the statement on how he proposes to applyration, i.e. when the taxpayer reduces his liability to tax Section 99 he states that his approach requires a careful
without involvinghim in the loss or expenditurewhich enti-
tles him to that deduction.31 Such income splitting by the
creation of contrived deductions was commonlyheld to be 28. See supra note 26.
void under Section 108 by various New Zealandcourtsusing 29. The fiscal nullity doctrine is similar in objective to the New Zealand
the Newton predication test. Sec. 99. The doctrine entitles a court to look beyond the legal form of a

transaction to its economic substance. Transactions which have no
While the Privy Council did not expresslymention the doc- economic substance (i.e. fiscally null) are not effective for income tax
trine ofchoice cases from Australia, their approachstrongly purposes in the United Kingdom. The doctrine is easily applied to circular
rejects the Australian approach in respect to incentive-type transactions which were common in the United Kingdom to avoid capital
provisions. They rejected the notion that there had been no gains tax. The doctrine can be reconciled in some ways with the Newton
tax avoidance in a statutory sense because the taxpayer's predication test because a transaction that was fiscally null wouldprobably
income had been determined strictly in accordancewith the not be able to be explained in terms of ordinary business or family
ITA. Their approach therefore reinforcesearlier New Zea- dealings without being labelled as a means to avoid tax.

30. See, in Australia, Oakey Abattoir Pty Ltd v. FC of T, 84 Australianland cases32 where doctrineof choice argumentswere consi- Tax Cases [ATC] 4718, and in Canada, Stubart Investment Ltd v. Thedered. Queen, 84 Dominion Tax Cases [DTC] 6305.
It is easy to see that the PrivyCouncil'sdecisionin Challenge 31. Challenge Corporation, supra note 2, at 5,226.
Corporationgave rise to uncertaintiesas to how Section 99 32. McKay v. CIR, (1972) 1 New Zealand Law Reports [NZLR] 592;
would be applied in the future. While Section 99 was only

Wisheart MacNab & Kidd v. CIR, (1972)NZLR319.
33. The Commissioner is specifically authorized in the ITA 1976 to givea refined and strengthened form of the old Section 108, the binding determinations in respect of transactions affected by the interestCouncil's approach appeared to depart completely from accrual rules (Sec. 64B-M) pursuant to Sec. 64E and the Income Tax

earlier judicial approaches to the section. In particular, did (Determinations)Regulations 1987 and in respect of the what constitutes
the approachof the Privy Councilherald a new test by which a Foreign Investment Fund pursuant to Sec. 245S of the ITA.
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and thorough analysis of -... (b) the arrangement to ascer- Of more interest are the examples of the tax avoidance

tain its purpose or effect; (c) whether a fair and reasonable schemes the Commissionerprovides and his opinion as to

inference can be drawn that tax avoidance is one purposeof how they would be interpreted in light of his statement. It

the arrangement (other than merely incidental) ... is disappointingthat the Commissionerdid not indicate how
some of the earlier income-splittingcases would be inter-

Later the Commissioner states: [H]aving established the preted under this new approach, in particular car leasing
purpose of the arrangement as implemented by the tax- schemes entered into by professionals.36This undoubtedly
payer, it is necessaryto effect a fair and balancedevaluation reflects the view that income splitting is less of a problem
of that arrangement. The evaluationwill be with a view to now given the reduction in marginal tax rates in New Zea-

concludingwhetherone can predicatewhether the arrange- land.
ment was implemented in its particularway so as to achieve
an income tax advantage. This provides further support
that the Newtonpredication test is still perceivedas relevant A. The Commissioner'sexamples
to applicationof Section 99.

The Commissioner provides ten examples of how his ap-
The Commissioneronly indirectly refers to the tax avoid- proach would apply to a range of common tax avoidance
ance/taxmitigationdichotomyfrom ChallengeCorporation. transactions.
While makingvirtuallyno reference to it in his statementof
how he proposes to apply Section 99, the approach does Example 1, involving an income-splitting arrangement by

appear in several of the examples. In Example3A he states, transferringincome-producinginvestmentsto a family trust,

the taxpayer has been involved in genuine commitments was previouslybelieved not to be caught under Seetion 108

and expenditure. In Examples 4 and 5 a similar statement and thereforeone would expect the same under Section 99.

appears. This is perhaps the closest the Commissionergets
The Commissioner indicates that in his opinion using the

to the Privy Council's approach in Challenge Corporation. new approach such arrangements would continue to fall

Example 3B contains a passing reference to the U.K. fiscal outside the ambit of Section 99. It is unlikely that any court

nullity doctrinewhen reference is made that the transaction would take a differentview based on the facts given in this

is economically neutral to all parties, which is virtually example.

saying the transaction is fiscally null. Indeed the facts in However, income-splittingarrangements involving the sale

Example 3B are ones that the fiscal nullity doctrine could and leaseback from a family trust of wasting assets by tax-

easily apply to. payers carrying on a profession were previously held to be

The Commissioner'semphasis on ascertaining the scheme void under Section 108.37 Unfortunately the Commissioner

and purpose of the particular provisions of the ITA is de- has not indicatedwhether these types of transactionswould

signed to answer criticism that strict application of Section be viewed differentlyunder his new approach.
99 could deny taxpayers the advantagesof any tax incentives Examples7 and 9 are interestingbecause the scheme of the
enacted by Parliament. Such a view does, however, imply legislation is such that the tax advantages sought would be

that there are boundaries to the manner in which incentives denied under other specific provisionsof the ITA with little

can be utilized by taxpayers and that utilizationof an incen- need for the Commissioner to rely on Section 99(2). In

tive per se does not remove the arrangement in question Example 7, involving a dividend-stripping arrangement,
from potentialapplicationof Section99. Ultimatelyit comes such arrangementshave been specificallyheld void under a

down to ascertaining the intent of Parliament when it subsection of Section 99 and the Commissioner's example
enacted an incentive provision, and this is not necessarily merely confirms what is widely understood to be the law

easy. The key factor that led to opposite outcomes in Chal- since 1974.

lenge Corporationat the New Zealand Court of Appeal and
the Privy Council rested on the respective judges' differing Example 9, involving contrived deductions, is also easily
conclusions regarding their interpretationsof Parliament's dealt with by the Commissioner using specific sections of

intention in enacting the company loss-offsetprovisions. the ITA wthout relying on Section 99. A better example
the Commissionercould have provided is one of a contrived

It is also debatable whether the predication test would in deduction (such as the lease of a wasting asset by a taxpayer

fact deny taxpayers the advantages of tax incentives. Many carryingon a profession)where the considerationwas set at

incentives operate by the taxpayer incurring a certain type market rates. Such transactionswere a common tax avoid-

of expenditureor engaging tn certain types of activities.To ance device and were previously held to be void under

the extent that these activities or transactions are real, it is Section 108.38

likely that the tax savings enjoyed would be deemed inci-
dental purposes or effects of the transactions concerned.
If the incentives were obtained using highly contrived and 34. Newton, supra note 6, at 8.

artificial means then arguably they could be caught by the 35. ITA Sec. 85.

predication test because it could be predicated that the 36. Professional taxpayers (such as chartered accountants, medical prac-

arrangementwas implemented in thatparticular way so as titioners, etc.) previously tried to overcome the difficulty of splitting pro-
fessional income through the leasing of wasting assets (e.g. computer

to avoid tax ....

,34 cars,

equipment) from either trusts or other family members. This resulted in a

The only problem that arises is with the highly artificial deduction from their professional income and the derivationof income to

provisions of the ITA, such as the company loss-offsetpro- the recipient to whom it would be taxed at a lower rate. The leasing of

visions or the options for trading stock valuation,35 where wasting assets by professional taxpayers in contrived situations had been

the advantages do not arise from incurringexpendituresor held to be void under the old Sec. 108 in Wisheart, supra note 32 and in

undertakingcertain activitiesby taxpayers; these provisions Halwell v. CIR, (1977) 3 NZTC 61,208. In more recent cases brought

specify a particularmanner in which a taxpayer'stax liability
under the new Sec. 99, the Taxation Review Authority found for the

can be calculated in certain circumstances.It s at this stage
taxpayers (Case L3 (1989) 11 NZTC 1,005; Case L4 (1989) 11 NZTC 1,020;
Case L6 (1989) 11 NZTC 1,037). These cases are currently under appeal

that the interpretational approach of Richardson J. is par- by the Commissioner.

ticularly beneficialbecause the Newtonapproach is difficult 37. Hallweil, supra note 36.

to apply in these situations. 38. See supra note 18.
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Example2 reinforces the principle in ChallengeCorporation arrangements because Section 85 offers taxpayers an op-that a specific anti-avoidancesubsection within a provision tion! Surely this is exactly the same approach adopted in
is not exhaustive in itself. The new international tax provi- Australia in W.P. Keighery42which is acknowledgedas the
sions already incorporatespecific anti-avoidanceprovisions source of the choice principle, the very judicial concept that
in Section 249C(9). Taxpayers who arrange their affairs was rejectedby the Privy Council in ChallengeCorporation.
outside the provisions of Section 249C, and in particular Even at the New Zealand Court of Appeal, Richardson J.
subsection (9), are still liable to be caught by Section 99. expressed some reservations about the potential effects of
The Commissioneris signalling that the enforcementof the adopting the choice principle in terms of how this principle
new provisions brought about by the Government's tax had developed in Australia.
reform programmewill be backed up with his existingpow- Example 3B is another instance where the advantagesers under Section 99. The Challenge Corporation decision sought have been specifically legislated against in the ac-provides the Commissionerwith particular support in this crual rules for interest income and expense.43Quite clearly,regard. But the Commissionerdoes admit in this example whatever approach is used in the interpretationof Sectionthat such an arrangement would not automaticallybe void 99 it is difficult to imagine any other conclusion beingunder Section 99. The particular facts in such a case would reached than that tax avoidance was being practiced. Thisbe paramountand he concedes there could be good business example is a prime one of a sterile circular transactionwithreasons why such a structure would be adopted by a tax-
payer.39 no business purpose other than tax avoidance. This type of

example is also one that the fiscal nullity doctrine could
Examples 3A, 6 and 8 are interesting for several reasons. easily be applied to.
First, two of the transactions (in Examples3A and 8) are no

Example 5, involving the use of redeemable preferencelonger tax effective in the manner described because of shares by tax-loss companies, is an interesting examplerecent legislative reforms. Second, one would have ex- which has attracted much comment from the professionalpected that the Commissionerwould be prepared to assert community since the release of the Commissioner's state-that some of these examples were potentially void under ment. The example was designed o illustrate a transactionSection 99.
whereby a company in a loss stuaton is unable to enjoy the

Example 3A, involving an interest prepayment, is the least cash flow advantages of an interest deduction, issues re-
offensive in terms of tax avoidance criteria. The arrange- deemablepreferenceshares at a lower yield which is attrac-
ment clearly can be explainedin termsof a businesspurpose tive to a corporatepurchaserbecause the dividendsreceived
of raising debt capital. The only area of contention is that are tax exempt rather than interest which is assessable.The
the interest is paid up front to ensure an early deduction for arrangement described also enables the purchasing com-
interest referable to the life of the loan. It is difficult to pany group to claim a large deduction for the interest incur-
conclude that the scheme and purpose of the ITA has been red to finance the purchase of the redeemable preferencefrustrated in terms of the legislation prior to the interest shares. The purchasing group of companies would incur a
accruals provisions, and arguably the tax saving is only an deduction for interest without receiving any assessable in-
incidental purpose or effect that flows from having made an come from the investment. Looking at the arrangementinterest payment. In any case, the tax advantages of such a from the purchasing group's side it is possible to predicate
transaction have been subsequently negated through the that the redeemable preference shares were purchased in
accrual rules for interest income and expenditure,40 such a way as to avoid tax. To some commentators'surprise

the Commissionerdid not regard this transaction as poten-Examples 7 and 8 are ones where Section 99 could poten- tially void under Section 99. The implicationsof this exam-
tially have some application, especially if a pure Newton ple led the Commissionerto state later that the examplewas
predication test is applied. In Newton the key words to the not intended to endorse a form of tax-loss trading.predication test are that it [i.e. the arrangement] was im-
plementedin thatparticularway so asto avoid tax. In other Instead the Commissioner'sanalysis emphasizesthe scheme
words, the test was designed to catch even ordinarybusiness and purpose of the ITA, making particular note that the
or family dealings if they were implementedin a convoluted ITA prescribes different taxing regimes for debt and equity
or contrivedmannerto obtain a tax saving. The fiscalnullity instruments. The Commissionerstates: The scheme of the
doctrine cases, mentioned by their Lordships in support of Act contemplates that taxpayers may raise finance through
their findings in Challenge Corporation, also make it clear either the debt or equity market. The schemeof the Act has
that in cases of ordinary business transactionsimplemented not been frustratedwhen a taxpayersimplyselectsan option
with extra artificial steps which in themselveshave no busi- that the Act clearly contemplates that the taxpayer might
ness purpose, the courts are entitled to ignore those extra choose. This again is the very basis of the doctrine of
steps,41 Surely both of these approaches give the Commis- choice. A similar observation was made in the Keighery44
sioner some basis to assert that Examples6 and 8 are poten-

case and in another case regarded by many as the ultimate
tially void under Section 99. example of the doctrine of choice.45 Given the rejection of

the doctrine of choice by the Privy Council in ChallengeExample 6 is also remarkable in another respect. As the
Commissionernotes, the trading stock valuation provision
gives taxpayers an option as to how they value their trading
stock. By changing the basis of valuation under the provi- 39. By way of note to this example, if in fact the New Zealand resident
sion it is possible to transferincomebetweenvariousincome in this arrangementeffectively owned the additional one percent holding,
years. It s a well-knownprovision that has various applica- then Sec. 245A(2) would apply and the arrangementin the example would
tions - one is to overcome the provisions that restrict com- potentially constitute tax evasion rather than avoidance.

pany loss offsets where there has been a change in company
40. ITA Sec. 64B-M.
41. The best exampleof this in the UnitedKingdom is Furnissv. Dawson,ownership- similar to the result the ChallengeCorporation (1984) 55 TC 324.tried to achieve. Another is to shift income between fiscal 42. See supra note 18.

years. The Commissionerreadily admits that taxpayersmaY 43 ITA Sec. 64B-M.
change their trading stock elections to solely to avoid tax 44. See supra note 18.
but then asserts that such elections are not tax avoidance 45. Slutzkinv. FCof T, 77 ATC 4,076.
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Corporationand by otherNew Zealandcourts, this observa- vehicles controlledby New Zealand taxpayers. Tax reforms
tion seems inappropriate. have also resulted in taxpayers reporting increased income

Overall, the Commissioner'sexamples appear to have been
to revenue authorities since the enactment of the reforms.

chosen specifically to illustrate the statutory interpretation
These factors have provided the Commissioner with evi-

approach rather than their potential to illustrate the bound- dence as to potential areas Section 99 could be applied to in

ary between arrangements the Commissioner is likely to respect of tax avoidance arrangementsentered into before
the tax reform. It is indeed a reinforcementof the principle

declare as void and those which are not void under Section enunciatedin ChallengeCorporationthat legislationby Par-
99. It is unfortunate that some of these examples have
tended to create further uncertainty for professional advis- liament to remove loopholes does not mean that transac-

tions enteredintoprior to these legislativechangesnecessar-
ers rather than diminish it. ily had implicit legislative approval and that the anti-avoid-

ance section has no application. In fact, the same pattern
B. Future applcationof Section99 occurred in Challenge Corporation- a taxpayer dscovers a

legislative loophole, exploits it, Parliament subsequently
The Commissioner'sstatement is not designed to be a pre- makes amendments that remove the loophole, only to have
cursor to increased applicationof Section 99 but a response the advantages obtained by the taxpayer from the original
to uncertainty in the professionalcommunityabout the sec- arrangementsubsequentlynegated under Section 99.
tion. The Commissionerhas indicated in his statement and
subsequently that he intends to use the provision sparingly
The primary policy towards countering tax avoidance is Ill. CONCLUSION
through specific legislative provisions with Section 99 as a

backup if these provisions fail. This appears to be an accu- The issuance of a statementby the Commissionerto reduce

rate reflectionof Parliament'sintentiongiven the scheme of uncertainty to taxpayerssurroundingthe applicationof Sec-

the Government's tax reform programme over the last six ton 99 is commendable, particularly in light of shifting
years, even though the types of arrangements targeted by judicial attitudes to the applicationof the section. Whether
the reformwere potentiallyvoid underSection99 anyway. or not the statement has met its objective, however, is

The main partsof this tax reformprogrammeare as follows: questionable. The basic substance of the Commissioner's

(a) the taxation of fringe benefits provided to employees; approach in interpretng Secton 99 is likely to promote

(b) detailed specificationas to the timingof deductionsand further uncertainty in practice. The Challenge Corporation
income for business taxpayers,particularlyin respect of case is a good example of the difficulties encountered in

interest income from and expenditure in respectofdebt trying to ascertain the scheme,purposeand intentof legisla-

instruments;
tion. In theory it is simple, in practice more difficult and

(c) revision of the tax treatment of distributionsfrom cor-
uncertain. In Challenge Corporation the same approach

porations to their shareholders, including the introduc- applied by a skilled judiciaryresultedin completelyopposite
tion of the dividend imputation system;

conclusions. Attempting to marry this type of approach to

(d) the taxation of offshore entities, such as companies,
the establishedNewton judicial test producesuncertaintyas

trusts and investment funds which are controlled di- to how the section will be applied.
rectlyor indirectlyby New Zealandresidenttaxpayers; The Commissionerprovided a numberof examples to illus-

(e) a significant reduction and compressionof marginal tax trate how this method of application of Section 99 would
rates to a maximum of 33 percent for both companies operate. Unfortunatelysome of these examples appear not

and individuals. to have been fully consideredbeforebeing released. Several

In enacting these reforms, the process by which legislative examplesseem to supportconclusionswhich are at variance

changes were made included extensive involvernentby pro-
with earlier authorities, including Challenge Corporation

fessional persons from the private sector, the issuing of (particularly in respect of doctrine of choice arguments),
consultative docurnents and setting up of committees to and others appear to sanction arrangements which were

discuss submissions from the commercial conmunity on widely thought to be potentiallyvoid under Section 99.

proposed changes. Indirectly these consultative processes
have publicly highlighted the types of tax avoidance ar-

It remains to be seen how zealously the Commissionerplans

rangementspreviouslyin use, particularlyby corporate tax-
to apply the section, particularly with respect to contrived
transactions brought to his attenton through the Govern-

payers. ment's tax reform programme. It appears that furtherstate-

Legislative reforms additionally have required greater dis- ments may be forthcoming to reduce the uncertainty that

closure from taxpayers- especiallywith respect to offshore the sectionand the Commissioner'sstatementhave created.
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HONG KONG'S SOURCE PRINCIPLE ESTABLISHED
BY THE PRIVY COUNCIL

lan W. Harris

Mr. Harris is Group Tax Adviser of the Hong Kong and
Shanghai Banking Corporation.

Hong Kong, along with many other British Colonial juris- erations test used in the Dock case was rejected. The High
dictions, as well as many other countries where the tax law Court produceda broaderoperationstest relating not to the
was developed by the British, only brings into charge for immediateacts that give rise to the profit but to the concept
profits tax under Section 14 of the Inland Revenue Ordi- of operations being those of the taxpayer itself rather than
nance (IRO) income that arises in or is derivedfrom Hong the particular profit-earning activity. In reality this pro-
Kong. The term arising in or derived from has been the duced a management and control test. In 1990 even this
subject of much judicial determination not only in Hong broader operations concept was ignored entirely when the
Kong but in many other British Commonwealth jurisdic- judgement in CIR v. Hong Kong TVB International6 was
tions as well. The developmentof this jurisprudence from handed down. TVB extended the managementand control
all four corners of the globe provides a fascinating insight test. Under TVB if a taxpayer was carrying on business in
into one of the key features of Hong Kong tax legislation. Hong Kong all its income was subject to Hong Kong tax

unless such income could be attributed to an offshore per-The earliest used of the Commonwealth cases was that of establishment. Therefore, the Sinolink manage-Smidth& Co. v. Greenwood,1where Lord Atkins stated:I manent

think that the question is where do the operationstake place
ment and control test was extendedto a residenceconcept.

from which the profits in substancearise. Lord Atkins took However, while Sinolink and TVB were going through the
this quotation a step further in the subsequent case of judicial process in Hong Kong, a case concerning the Hang
Rhodesia Metals Ltdv. Commissionerof Taxes,2 where he Seng Bank7 was also proceeding through the system via the
said: Source means not a legal concept but something that fact-finding body, the Board of Review, and the Court of
a practical man would regard as a real source of 'income'. Appeal (by agreement between the parties the case leap-
The ascertaining of the actual source is a practical hard frogged the High Court), producing decisions in favour of
matter of fact. These two quotations, therefore, provide the taxpayer and based on the operations test.
the substance as to what in Hong Kong has been described The facts in Hang Seng Bank were as follows: the bank,as the operations test. which is managed and controlled in Hong Kong and which
Thus, by the time the IRO was introducedinto Hong Kong has virtually all its deposit base in Hong Kong purchased
in 1947 there was already a body of jurisprudence to assist certificatesof deposit (CDs) in offshore markets, mainly in
in defining the term, arising in or derived from. The London. The bank sold these CDs prior to maturity, thus
concept was soon tested in CIR v. The Hongkong and realizingprofitswhich the Commissionerof Inland Revenue
WhampoaCo Ltd,3which concerned fees earned by a Hong sought to tax. It should perhaps be pointed out at this stage
Kong-based tugboat which was sent to an offshore island that the IRO was amended in 1978 to bring into the Hong
outside of Hong Kong's territorial waters to rescue a Kong tax net offshore interest accruing to a financial institu-
stricken vessel. On arrival at the site the master of the tug tion carrying on business in Hong Kong. The bank con-
determined that the vessel was capable of being salvaged tended that the profits did not arise in nor were derived
and signed the usual salvage form with the master of the from Hong Kong while the Revenue contended that the
vessel. The tug then towed the vessel back to Hong Kong. profits on the sale of the CDs arose from the carrying on of
The case went to the Court of Appeal to determinewhether the bank's business in Hong Kong, or alternativelythat the
the fees were earned in Hong Kong where all the preparat- profits from the sale were in the nature of interest. How-
ory work relating to the salvage operationwas undertaken, ever, the latter ground was not proceeded with before the
or offshore where the decision to rescue the vessel was Privy Council.
taken and the salvage work carried out. The court was While the Court of Appeal in Hong Kong took what mayreferred to previously-decidedcases from South Africa, the be termed the traditional approach and sought to referUnited Kingdom and Australia. It was this decision that extensively to previously-decidedcases, the Privy Council
gave rise to the operations test but which in more recent took a different approach.years appears to have caused considerableproblems in the
High Court of Hong Kong, because in the context of the In the Court of Appeal, Mr. Justice Cons (now Sir Derek
Dock case, it was not the fact that the tug was based in Hong
Kong nor that the initial negotiationswith the owners of the
vessel were undertaken in Hong Kong but rather that the 1. 8 Tax Cases [TC] 193.
action of the tug master in negotiation of the salvage con- 2. [1940] Appeals Court [AC] 774.
tract gave rise to the income. 3. Hong Kong Tax Cases [HKTC185.

4. 1 HKTC 551.
The Dock case was accepted in CIR v. InternationalWood 5. 2 HKTC 127.
Products Ltd,4 but in the next case to reach the High Court, 6. Inland Revenue Appeal No. 9 of 1989.
i.e. Sinolink Overseas Ltdv. CIR,S the well-establishedop- 7. CIR v. Hang Seng Bank (Privy Council Appeal No. 36 of 1989)
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Cons), Vice Presidentgave the leading judgment,and while various instrumentsless expenses incurred at all stages. It is

accepting the statements made by Lord Atkins in Smidth8 this net profit which is assessable and chargeable under

and Rhodesia Metals,9 was of the vew that those two state- Section 14 of the Ordinanceif it is to be given a Hong Kong
ments did not go far enough. He said that the two cases offer derivation.Clough J said that in his judgment this particu-
no guidance as to how far the practical man may extend lar case was amulti-sourcecase and theBoardof Review

his vision in looking for the real source. The Court of Ap- made an error of law by ignoring the fund-raising business

peal, on the one hand, had to decide between the fact that operationsof the bank in HongKongwhen determiningthe

the bank's capital and assets were in Hong Kong, their derivation of the profits which actually arose when the in-

managerial and policy-making machinery were in Hong vestment was sourced outside Hong Kong. In arriving at

Kong, the foreign exchange department and the decisions his final support to Cons VP, Clough J said that the deriva-

regarding investments and specific deposits were taken in tion of the relevant profits of the bank was attributable to

Hong Kong and the documentation leading to the acquisi- three basic stages, namely:
tion of CDs was also in Hong Kong. On the other hand, the (1) acquisition of working funds by the bank's business

bank contended that in a practical man sense it was the operation in Hong Kong;
purchase and resale of CDs alone in the United Kingdom (2) investment of the funds in question outside of Hong
and other centres that gave rise to the profits. In other Kong; and

words, the case for the Revenue was whether the employ- (3) the sale of an investmentoutside of Hong Kong.
ment of the funds garnered in Hong Kong gave rise to the Mr. Justice Clough stated that whereas (1) indicateda Hong
profit in dispute or whether the investment in London was Kong source, (2) and (3) clearlyindicatedan offshoresource
the true source of the profit. and therefore, although it appeared that the Board of Re-

In reaching its conclusion, the Court of Appeal said it was view was wrong in law to ignore (1), Mr. Justice Cloughwas

wrong of the Board of Review to completely ignore the fact unable to conclude an error which required the Court of

that the funds which gave rise to the investmentof the CDs Appeal to set aside the Board's decision. Mr. Justice

were in fact garnered in Hong Kong. As Mr. Justice Cons Clough, therefore, agreed with Counsel for the taxpayer
stated: As I see it now, the position in Hong Kong can be when he contended that if this was a multi-source case, a

likened in physical terms to the dammingof a rver to form vew should tip in favour of an offshore derivation because

a reservoirfor the productionof hydroelectricpower. If the the profits in question were investment profits and such

practicalman were then asked where electricitywas derived profits cannot arise until after the investment was made.

from he would include, albeit to a limited extent, the up- Mr. Justice Clough therefore agreed with Cons VP and

stream waters. However, the Court of Appeal took the dismissed the appeal by the Commissionerof Inland Reve-

view that under HongKong legislation the Boardof Review nue.

was entitled only to look at one location in order to deter- The Privy Council, on the other hand, looked to the con-
mine the source of profit as Hong Kong legislation makes struction of the IRO in its charging section and referred to
no provision for the geographical apportionmentof profit. only one of the traditional source cases, the Indian case of
Cons VP went on to state that the locality where it [the ChunilalMehta.nn The Privy Council first examined Section
profit] arises must be determined by considerations which 14 which says:
fasten upon the acts more immediately responsible for the

receipt of the profit. He continued: If I might be allowed Subject to the provisions of this Ordinance, profits tax shall

to return to the analogy I ventured to draw earlier and be charged for each year of assessmentat the standardrate on

imagine that by some means the water that had been col- every person carrying on a trade, profession or business in

lected in bulk by the Hong Kong dam were transported to Hong Kong in respect of his assessable profits arising in or

derived from HongKong for that yearfrom such trade,profes-
a reservoir somewhere else, that somewhere else would, I sion or business (excluding profits arising from the sale of
am sure, be where the practical man would say that the capital assets) as ascertained in accordance with this Part.

electricity was in substance derived from.
and then referred to the deemingsection introducedin 1978

In a supporting judgment, Mr. Justice Clough commenced which in Section 15(1)(i) provides:
by saying that he concurredwith the opinion of Mr. Justice sums, not otherwisechargeableto tax underthis Part, received
Cons and spent some time discussing an Australian case by or accrued to a financiaiinstitutionby wayof interestwhich
used by Counsel for the Revenue, i.e. Commissioner of arises through or from the carryingon by the financial institu-
Taxation v. Kirk,1o which he said dealt with a multi-source tion of its business in Hong Kong, notwithstanding that the

profit - the extracting and subsequent processing of ore moneys in respect of which the interest is received or accrues

which provided the true origin of the operations test. are made available outside Hong Kong.
This needs to be related back to Section 15(1) which pro-

Mr. Justice Clough said that having regard to the manner vides that:
in which the bank conducted its business operations involv-

ing the raising of working funds and investment of part of For the purposesof this Ordinance, the sums describedin the

those funds offshore, it seems to me to be indisputablefrom following paragrahsshall be deemed to be receipts arising in

the primary facts found by the Board (and to have been or derivedfromHong Kong from a trade, professionor busi-

implicit from the Board's findings) that the purpose of rais-
ness carried on in Hong Kong.

ing the relevant part of the banks's funds which were in- The Privy Council accepted that it was probably the Bank's

vested offshore during the relevant period must have been intention to avoid the charge under the 1978 amendmentby
to produce the profit which was achieved by that invest- rather than receiving interest, receiving something else in-

ment. Mr. Justice Clough continued that, in his opinion,
the business operations which were requred to raise or

purchase the relevant funds were the initial and a necessary
8. See supra note 1.
9. See supra note 2.

stage in the process which eventually produced a sum of 10. (1900) AC 587.
money in the form of the proceeds of sale of the certificates 11. Commissionerof lncomeTax, BombayPresidencyandAdenv. Chun-
of deposit, bonds and gilt-edged securities. The net profit ilal B. Mehtaof Bombay (tradingas Chunilal Mehta & Company), (1938)
that arose was the amount of the proceeds of sale of the L R65 lA 332.
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stead. The Privy Council defined a certificate of deposit: Although the Hong Kong Court of Appeal found in favour
Certificates of deposit are issued by prime banks agreeing to of the bank, the Privy Council disagreed with the route by
repay a fixed sum of money on a fixed date at a fixed rate of which that Court arrived at this decision, which in some
interest but, unlike fixed deposits, are readily marketable at respects was similar to the reasoning of the High Court in
any time before maturity at a price which will fully reflect the Sinonk12 and TVB,13 i.e. to consider that all profits should
anticipation of the interest element accrued up to the date of be from a Hong Kong source if therewas no offshoreperma-sale. At the material time there were markets for certificates nent establishmentbut to accept that there could be domi-
of deposit in Singapore and London but not in Hong Kong. nant fact or facts which lead the profits in question to fall

The Bank's practice in dealing in CDs was for its foreign on one side of the tax line or the other.

exchange departmentcontinuallyto monitor its foreign cur- The final argumentof the Commissionerand demolishedby
rency holdings and its future foreign currency requirements the Privy Council was as follows: because the managementand to invest the relevantsurplusesin CDs on the Singapore decisions relating to the CD operation were taken by man-
and London markets at the best rate obtainable and with a agement of the bank in Hong Kong and on a day-to-dayview to their resale shortly before maturity to meet obliga- basis by the bank's foreign exchange department that was
tions which would then arise. Instructionsfor purchase and sufficient to provide a Hong Kong nexus. However, the
sale were given through correspondentbanks in Singapore Privy Council concluded that the earlierPrivy Council deci-
and London. Sales were invariablyeffectedbeforematurity. sion (that of ChunilalMehta)14was persuasive. In that case,
The funds used and accruing from these transactions were Mr. Mehta, a commodity broker carrying on business in
debited and credited to accounts of the respondent bank Bombay, traded in commodity futures on exchanges in
with other banks overseas. Liverpool, London and New York, giving buy and sell in-
Counsel for the Commissioner argued before the Privy structions to brokers operating on those exchanges. The
Council that the businessof the bankwas one and indivisible ssue was whether the profits of the trade were profits ac-
in that it carried on its business in Hong Kong by obtaining cruing or arising in British India. Their Lordships found

deposits from customers in Hong Kong and lending out
that the words accruing or arising in British India were

some of these funds to purchase CDs in Singapore and synonymous with the words arising in or derived from

London, the operations for which were carried on in Hong [Hong Kong] in the IRO.

Kong, the bank having no branches in either Singapore or Although both counsel for the Revenue and for the bank
London. The Commissionerargued that the overseasprofits quoted a numberof authoritiesin supportof their respective
were the 'mere components' of the whole business whose arguments, the Privy Council analyzed the issue by sayingprofits arose in and were derived from Hong Kong. that if the profit was earned by exploitation of property

assets, such as by lettingproperty, lendingmoney or dealingTheir Lordships refused to accept this argument and said in commodities or securities by buying and reselling at athat three conditions must exist before liability can arise profit, the profit will have arisen in or be derived from theunder Section 14, namely: place where the property was let, the money was lent or the(1) the taxpayer must carry on a trade, profession or busi- contracts of purchase and sale were effected.
ness in Hong Kong;

(2) the profits to be charged must be 'from such trade, In reaching this conclusion, the Privy Council stated that
profession or business', which their Lordships con- they could have reached their destinationby a much shorter
strued to mean from the trade, profession or business route. This was because Counsel for the Revenue had con-
carried on by the taxpayer in Hong Kong; tended that the profits on the CDs would still have been

(3) the profits must be 'profits arising in or derived from liable to Hong Kong profits tax prior to 1978, and the
Hong Kong'. introduction of Section 15(1)(i) which brought in the taxa-

tion of offshore interest was in reality clarifyingan already-Thus, the Privy Council concluded the structure of Section established position. Indeed, the Revenue contended that14 must accept that a Hong Kong business can earn profits if the bank had held the CDs to maturityand derived interestfrom many sources, some within Hong Kong and some therefrom, that interestwould have been subject to tax evenwithout and it was therefore impossible to construe Section without Section 15(1)(0 because the funds available for14 to require a Hong Kong business to have an offshore nvestmentwould have been derived from the bank's Hongpermanentestablishmentbefore such profits can escape tax Kong activities and the investment decisions would havein Hong Kong. been made in Hong Kong. However, their Lordships were

The Privy Council derived further support for their view unable to accept this contention;otherwise the introduction
of Section 15(1)(0 to deem income subject to Hong Kongfrom an examinationof Rule 2A(1) of the IROwhich states:
profits which would not ordinarily have been subject to

No deduction shall be allowed for any outgoing or expense Hong Kong tax would have been totally unnecessary.incurred in the productionof profits not arising in or derived
from Hong Kong, but where any outoing or expense was The Revenue asserted that the legislature cannot alter the
incurredpartly in the productionofprofitsarising in or derived meaning of a provision by an amendment to the existing
from within HongKongand partly in the productionof profits legislation which proceeds upon a mistaken belief as to the
arising or derived from outside Hong Kong then for the pur- effect of a provision in the original enactment. Their
pose of ascertaining the extent to which such outgoing or Lordships accepted that this argument was no doubt per-expense is deductible under Section 16 of the Ordinance, an fectly correct if the meaning of the original provision wasapportionmentthereofshall be made on such basis as is most clear and unambiguous, but it is otherwise if there is anyappropriate to the activities of the trade, profession or busi-
ness concerned. ambiguity in the originalprovision.The Privy Council refer-

red to Attorney Generalv. Clarkson15which supported this
The Privy Council stated that Rule 2A as read with Section
14 not only provided for exclusion of offshore profits from
the charge to Hong Kong profits tax but furtherspecifically

12. See supra note 5.
13. See supra note 6.

provided for the disallowance of appropriate expenditure 14. See supra note 11.
incurred in Hong Kong in respect of the offshore profit. 15. (1900) 1 KB 56.
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view and which had been quotedwith approval in a number principle in Hong Kong- much to the satisfactionof the tax

of subsequent cases heard by the House of Lords. In their professionals in Hong Kong- it remains to be seen how far

Lordships' view, therefore, the meaning of Section 14 was the Inland Revenue Departmentwill accept the principles
at least ambiguous, and it follows that the introduction of established in the Hang Seng case as being applicable to all
Section 15(1)(i) was fatal to any contention that Section 14 outstanding and future source of profits cases in Hong
was itself effective to bring into the charge for profits tax Kong. However, it will be most difficult for the lower courts

the earnings from the disposal of the CDs outside of Hong in Hong Kong to ignore the Privy Council decision unless

Kong in the absenceof an applicabledeemingprovision. On the facts in a particular case are considerably different to

this principle, the Privy Council dismissed the appeal by the those in Hang Seng and the principlesestablishedcannot be
Commissionerof Inland Revenue. used. While as indicated above the Privy Council did not

One aspect of the Privy Council judgment that has caused refer to the previously understood operations test, it is
obvious that a slightly amended version of the operationsconsiderable comment amongst many commentators in

HongKongwas the reference to apportionmentwhereLord test has now been established; it might be called the im-

Bridge said: mediate profit earning test. In other words, profitswill fall
to be charged to Hong Kong profits tax if the immediate

There may, of course, be cases where the gross profitderiving action giving rise to those profits takes place in Hong Kong.
from an individual transaction will have arisen in or derived Absent such immediate action the profits do not fall to be
from different places. Thus, for example, goods sold outside taxed in Hong Kong. To use the dam supplying hydroelec-
Hong Kong may have been subject to manufacturing and tric power analogy used in the hearing before the Court of
finishing processeswhich took place partly in Hong Kong and

Appeal, while it would be true to that all the streams
partly overseas. In such a case the absence of a specific provi- say
sion for apportionment in the Ordinance would not obviate and rivers leading into the dam contribute to the creationof

the necessity to apportion the gross profit on sale as having the hydroelectricpower, it is the dam itself that is the true

arisen partly in Hong Kong and partly outside Hong Kong. source of the power.

Whether this statement does indeed give authority remains
to be seen. While seen by many as a watershed, apportion-

One of the cornerstonesof Hong Kong's success as a major
financial and trading centre not only in Southeast Asia but

ment has been in existence for many years in respect of in the world has been its low rate, simple sourced-base
syndicated loans and similar activities of financial institu-
tions. With Hong Kong continuing to be the crossroads of system of taxation. That one aspect of this particular cor-

South East Asia, apportonmentmay well be the answer in nerstone has been under a considerable degree of uncer-

over or years
many other circumstances,particularly in respect of manu- tainty the past five six has not helped to attract

facturing as much of Hong Kong's production takes place
new investment as advisers have been unable to state with

in the Pearl River delta in China. any degree of certaintywhich profitsof an enterprisewould
be subject to Hong Kong tax. It is hoped that this landmark

While the highest appeal body for all tax cases in Hong decision by the Privy Council will remove this uncertainty
Kong has now made a firm pronouncementon the source and that once againHongKong'sprogresscan be continued.
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U\ -E3 S-A-ES:

CALIFORNIAUNITARY TAX UPDATE:

WORLDWIDE COMBINED REPORTINGHELD
UNCONSTITUTIONALWITH RESPECT TO A

FOREIGN PARENT CORPORATION
Leonard W. Rothschild, Jr.

In an opinion filed on 30 November 1990 a California Court of Appeal has held
that California'sunitary tax method of worldwidecombinedreporting1 as applied
to foreign unitary groups is unconstitutionalunder the foreign commerce clause Mr. Rothschild s a Certfied Public Ac-
of the U.S. Constitution.2The FranchiseTax Board filed a Petition for Rehearing countant and attorney, having graduated
with the Appellate Court that was denied on 27 December 1990. The decision is from the University of San Francisco (B.S.
now subject to discretionaryreviewby the CaliforniaSupreme Courtandthe U.S. 1969, J.D. 1975).
Supreme Court. While there is no assurance that either of these courts will grant Mr. Rothschild is the Bulletin correspon-
a review of this case, it is possible that one of these courts will hear the case in dent for the United States and has pub-
the future. If the decision in Barclays becomes final the State of California has lished several articles in The Tax Advisor

estimated it would be required to refund USS 300 million to those taxpayers and the Journal of State Taxation. He also
affected directly by the Barclays facts. This article discusses the Barclaysdecision lectures frequently on international tax

and its importance for foreign-based taxpayers doing business in California. subjects.
Mr. Rothschild s a member of the U.S.
branch of lFA, the Califomia Council of /n-
ternational Trade and the San Francisco

STATE METHODS OF APPORTIONINGINCOME InternationalTax Group. He is co-founder
of the San FranciscoForeignTax Club. He

All of the states which impose a corporate income tax use some type of formula is also a memberof the American Institute

to apportion business income among the various states in which the corporation of Certified Public Accountants, the

operates. Most states use some variationof the three-factorformula based upon California Society of Certified Public Ac-

the separate ratios of sales, property and payroll in the particular state to the countants and the State Bar of California.

corporation's total sales, property and payroll.3 Mr. Rothschild is a partnern the San Fran-
ciscoofficeof DeloitteHaskins& Sells, and

While most states only apportion business income of the corporation doing
is the Regional International Tax Partner
for the Pacific NorthwestRegion.businesswithin the state, Californiahas adopteda unitarymethodof apportion-

ment. Under this method the apportionmentformula is applied not only to the This article also appeared in 50Tax Notes
income of the specific corporation doing business within California, but also to 1 (7 January 1991), at 85.
the income of any related corporation (parent corporation, subsidiaries and
brother-sistercompanies, provided there is more than 50 percent control) where
the related corporation's activities outside of California contribute to or are

dependent upon the activities within California. The unitary method has been 1 California Revenue and Taxation Code,
applied in California to domestic operationsas well as to foreign operations. Sec. 25101.

2. Barclays Bank International Limited v.

Franchise Tax Board, 90 Daily Journal D.A.R.
The U.S. SupremeCourt has upheld the constitutionalityof the Californiaunitary 13727, 6 December 1990) [Barclays].
tax with respect to a U.S.-based parent corporation with foreign subsidiaries.4 3. See L. Rothschild, Jr. and R. Anthony,
The U.S. Supreme Court, in footnote 26 to the Containerdecision, stated, [wie Worldwide Combined Reporting - Recent

have no need to address in this opinion the constitutionalityof combined appor- LegislativeDevelopments,37 Bulletinfor Inter-
national Fiscal Documentation(February 1983),tionment with respect to state taxation of domestic corporations with foreign at 59-64.

parents or foreign corporations with either foreign parents or foreign sub- 4. Container Corporation of America v.

sidiaries. The issue presented in Barclays is precisely the issue left undecidedby Franchise Tax Board, 463 United States [U.S.]
the U.S. SupremeCourt,namely, is the Californiaworldwideunitary tax constitu- 159 (1983) [Container]. For a discussion of

Container, see L. Rothschild, Jr., Worldwide
tional as applied to a foreign-basedparentcompanywith a domesticsubsidiary Combined Reporting, 38 Bulletin For Interna-

tional Fiscal Documentation(April 1984), at 153-
156.

It should be noted that California has been under pressure in recent years by 5. For a discussion of the water's edge elec-

foreigngovernmentsand foreign-basedcorporationsto eliminateworldwidecom- tion, see B. Burgner, International Aspects of

bined reporting. In response to this pressure, beginning with the 1988 tax year State and Local Taxation, 44 Bulletinfor Inter-

Californiaallowedmultinationaltaxpayers the option to compute their California national Fiscal Documenmtion (February 1990),
at 112, 115, and P. Plant, et al, California Uni-

tax base on a water's edge basis, providing that electing corporations pay a tary Taxation and Water's Edge Election, 29
special fee into the CaliforniaUnitary Fund.5 EuropeanTaxation (July 1989), at 211.
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THE APPELLATE COURT DECISION IN federal government had affirmatively acted to permit the

BARCLAYS tax. Therefore, the two tests in Japan Line that prohibited
impositionof the ad valoremproperty tax, the risk of inter-

Background national multiple taxation and the federal government's
role in regulating foreign commerce (speaking with one

The California Franchise Tax Board determined that voice), were not present in this case.

Barclays Bank of California (Barcal) and Barclays Bank
International(BBI), and their ultimate corporate parent ForeignCommerceClause
Barclays Bank Limited (BBL), as well as certain other
subsidiaries of BBI and BBL constituted a unitary group Barclays contendedthat the worldwidecombined reporting
(collectively referred to as Barclays). Barcal and BBI method is unconstitutionalbecause it inproperly interferes

paid the additional tax under protest for 1977 and sued for with the power of the executive branch of the federal gov-
a refund. Barclays challenged the federal constitutionality ernment to conduct foreign affairs. Unlike in the Container

of these additional tax assessments on foreign commerce case, the United States filed an amicus curiae brief in sup-
clause and due process grounds. The AppellateCourt never Port of Barclays. Amici curae brefs were also filed on

considered the due process argument, as it decided the case behalf of the U.K. government and the Canadian govern-
based on the application of the foreign commerce clause. ment, and on behalfof two companiesbased in the United

Kingdom (Thorn-EMIPLC and EMI PLC).
The Appellate Court analyzed three important U.S. Su-

prene Court cases that have construedArticle I, Section 8, Enhancedrisk ofmultiple taxation
Clause 3 of the U.S. Constitution that gives Congress the
power [tJo regulate commerce with foreign nations, and The first argument raised by Barclayswas the enhancedrisk

among the several states....6 Japan Line held that in- of multiple taxation. The appellate court could not distin-

strumentalitiesof commerce (in that case, cargo containers guish any significant differences between domestic-based

in seagoing ships) that are owned, based and registered and foreign-based multinational corporations concerning
abroad and that are used exclusively in international com- the enhanced risk of multiple taxation. The court said that

merce may not be subjected to an apportionedad valorern in neithercase is double taxation inevitable. Therefore,the

property tax by a state. The court found in Japan Line that court followed Conminer and held that California's use of

there was actual international nultiple taxation, since Los the worldwide combined reporting method as to foreign-
Angeles taxed the cargo containersat their full value. Also, basedmultinationalsis not unconstitutionalon thisground.
the court found that this tax may impair federal uniformity
in an area where federal uniformity is essential and pre- Federal uniformity('speakingwith one voice)
vents the Federal Government from 'speaking with one

voice when regulating commercial relations with foreign
The second argumentraised by Barclays is whetherCalifor-

governments.' If a state tax contravenes either of these nia's application of worldwide combined reporting to

precepts, it is unconstitutional under the Commerce foreign-basedunitary groups may impair federaluniformity
Clause.

in an area where federal uniformity is essential, so prevent-
ing the federal governmentfrom speakingwith one voice in

The next case analyzedby the United States SupremeCourt international trade. This argument involves two questions:
was Conminer. This case, discussed above, upheld the (1) are there foreignpolicy implicationsthat must be left to

California nitary tax since the Court did not find that this the federal government; and (2) has there been a clear
tax would inevitably lead to double taxation, and that the federal directive
speaking with one voice standard in Japan Line did not

apply to a domestic-based parent corporation [a]bsent Foreignpolicy implications
some explicit directive from Congress....that treatment of

foreign income at the federal level mandatesidentical treat- The SupremeCourt in Conminerstated [t]hemost obvious

ment by the States. It should be noted that the federal foreign policy implication of a state tax is the threat it may

governmentdid not file an amicus curiae briefopposing the imposeofoffendingour foreigntradingpartnersand leading
tax and this inaction suggested that U.S. foreign policy was

them to retaliateagainst the Nation as a whole.The Appel-
not seriously threatened by the California worldwide uni- late Court in Barclays found that every single nation in the

industrializedwestern world has sent letters to the United
tary tax. States government protesting the of worldwideuse com-

The third case decided by the U.S. Supreme Court was bined reporting by American states. The AppellateCourt
Wardairin which it was found that it was abundantlyclear also found that the seriousnessof these protests has led the
that the federal government had affirmativelyacted rather United Kingdom to enact retaliatory legislation and to can-

than remained silent with respect to the power of a state to cel several trade missions to the United States.
tax all airline aviation fuel sold within the state regardless
of the airliner's destinationor the amountof interstatebusi- The second foreign policy considerationidentified in Con-

ness it did. In Wardair, the United States filed an amicus tainer is whether the legal incidence of the tax falls on a

curiae brief7 in which it argued that there was a federal domestic corporation or a foreign corporation. This issue

policyprohibitingsuch an unlimitedtax. However,the court was reserved in Conminer, as the Conminer decision ex-

found that there was no such federal policy, and that the pressly did not apply to foreign parent companies (see
above). The court in Containernoted that the tax there was

imposed on a domestic corporation and not on a foreign
entity, as was the case in Japan Line. In Barclays the tax fell

6. Japan Line, Ltd. v. County of Los Angeles, 441 U.S. 434 (1979) both on Barcal, a domestic corporation with a foreign pa-
[Japan Line]; Container, supra note 3; and Wardair Canada v. Florida rent, and BBI, a foreign parent with foreign subsidiaries.

DepartmentofRevenue, 477 U.S. 1 (1986) [Wardair].
7. Editor'snote: Latin, friendof the court. An amicuscuriae briefmay

The third foreign policy factor identified in Container as

be filed by a person who is not a party to a case in order to protect his bearing on the risk of foreign retaliation was whether the

interests. An amicus brief is sometimes filed when the nature and signifi- tax burden is more a function of California's worldwide
canceofthe issue beforean (appeals)courtwouldrequiresuch assistance. combined reporting tax system or its allocation method.
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There was a considerable amount of evidence introduced CONCLUSION
that demonstrated the additional administrative burden
foreign-basedtaxpayers incur in complyingwith the Califor- It is not clear if either the California Supreme Court or the
nia worldwide combined reporting tax system, as opposed U.S. Supreme Court will decide to hear an appeal of
to that incurred by domestic-basedcompanies. For exam- Barclays. If neithercourt hears an appeal then this decision
ple, domestic-basedcompanies keep their records in Eng- will become final, and the California worldwide reporting
lish, in U.S. currency and in accord with U.S. accounting method will no longer apply with respect to non-U.S. oper-
principles. Evidence was presented that Barclays would ations of foreign-based companies. Foreign-based com-
ncur a one-time cost of between $ 6.4 million and $ 7.7 panies will effectively be placed on the water's edgemillion to establisha systemof reporting to complywith the method, but since no election will be made, no fee will be
requirements of California's worldwide combined report- payable to the California Unitary Fund.
ing, and an additional expense of from $ 2.0 million to $ 3.8
million each year to maintain the system. The court found If the California Supreme Court or U.S. Supreme Courtthat the primary reason of incurring these large expenses is decides to hear the Barclayscase, then this issue will not beCalifornia'sallocation method, rather than its tax rate. concluded until a final judgment is entered by one or both
The court found that, unlike in the Containercase, itis clear courts. In any event it is important for taxpayers that are

that foreign governments are offended by this method of affected by the Barclays decision to file a protective claim
taxation, and have in fact retaliated. In addition the amicus for refundwith the CaliforniaFranchiseTax Board for each
curiae brief filed by the federal government details the year that is not already closed by the statute of limitations.
executive branch policy with respect to this tax. The California statute oflimitationsis generally four years

from the due date of the return, including extensions. For
Clear federaldirective example, corporate tax returns for calendaryear 1986 were

due on 15 March 1987, and an automatic extensionof timeThe Conminercase held that a tax will violate the one voice to file (if one was actually filed) would extend the due datestandard if the tax violates a clear federal directive. As until 15 October 1987. Therefore, the four-year statute ofdiscussed above in Container, the court found no clear fed- limitations for calendar year 1986 will expire on either 15eral directive, as the federal government did not file an March 1991 or 15 October 1991, irrespectiveof the date theamicus curiae brief, and there was no clear congressional 1986 income tax return was actually filed. If the corpora-expression either way on the subject. tion's federal income tax return for any year is under audit
However, the appellate court in Barclays found that, in the by the Internal Revenue Service and the taxpayer has
years since the Containerdecision, a numberofactionshave agreed to extend the statute of limitations for federal pur-
taken place that demonstrate that the federal government poses by signing a waiver, the California statute of limita-
has issued a clear directive in opposition to California's tions is automatically extended until six months after the
worldwide combined reporting. Examples of the actions expiration date of the federal waiver. Many large multina-
included: the U.S.-U.K. income tax treaty debate with tional corporate taxpayers may find that the Californiasta-

respect to the worldwide unitary tax, a letter written by tute of limitations is open for many years, as a result of
President Carter's Secretary of the Treasury to the State of waivers signed in connectionwith federal tax audits.
Californiawith respect to the federal government'sopposi-
tion to the worldwideunitary tax, PresidentReagan'sdirec- Relief for U.S. Based MultinationalCompaniestive to the Attorney General to pursue through litigation
and treaty amendmenta federal policy that foreign corpora- There are judicial efforts in progress to reverse the Con-
tions be taxed by states only on income derived in the tainer decision that upheld worldwide combined reporting
United States and the filing of an amicus curiae brief in the for U.S.-based parent corporations and their foreign sub-
Barclays case. Therefore, the appellate court believed that sidiaries. In Colgate-PalmoliveCo. v. FranchiseTax Board,8the federal governmenthad spoken clearly in opposition to a case that involved a U.S. parent corporationwith foreignworldwide combined reporting and had expressed its belief subsidiaries, a CaliforniaDistrict Court distinguished Con-
that foreign-basedcorporate groups should be taxed by the tainer on the basis that the federal government had, sub-
statesonly on incomederivedfromwithinthe UnitedStates. sequent to the Conminer decision, issued a clear directive

in opposition to California'sworldwidecombinedreporting.Holding Colgate is now on appeal to the same court that has just
The appellate court held that the trial court was correct in ruled in Barclays. Colgatehas been briefed, but no date for

finding that the ExecutiveBranchsince 1975 has clearly and an oral hearing has yet been set.

consistentlyopposed applyingworldwidecombined report-
ng to foreign based corporate groups. Also, the court held Some observers believe that if the decision in Barclaysbe-
that the one voice standardof Japan Line and Conminer comes final, California may abandon worldwide combined
does not depend on the outcome of events for its applica- reporting for U.S. based taxpayers, so that foreign based
tion. As the trial court noted in this regard, [t]his case corporations will not enjoy a competitive advantage over

factually demonstrates as extreme an example of predicta- domesticbased taxpayers. In my view this is unlikely, as the
ble internationalconsequencesstemmingfrom a local tax as revenue loss would be very substantial, and there are a

can be conceived. number of California based taxpayers that prefer the
worldwide unitary method.For these reasons the court, in a unanimousdecision, found

that application of worldwide combined reporting to
foreign-based unitary groups is unconstitutionalunder the
commerce clause of the federal constitution. 8. Doc. No. 319175 [Colgate].
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ARGE\- kA:

TRANSFER PRICING AND THE NEW CRIMINAL
TAX LAW
Ruben O. Asorey

I. INTRODUCTION Mr. Asorey s a partner at Marval &

Transfer pricing issues have been largely neglected in Argentina, both in theory
O'Farrell in Buenos Aires, and a pro-
fessoroftax lawattheCatholicUniver-

and in the legislation. In fact, the labyrinthineArgentine tax system contains no
sity of Buenos Aires. He holds a Mas-

specific rules for transfer pricing, nor has any tax commentatorthus far analyzed ter's Degree in ComparativeJurispru-
transfer pricing issues. Consequently, uncertainty shrouds any analysis of inter- dence from New York University and

company pricing operations. isa memberoftheBuenosAiresBar.

A criminal tax law, introduced in 1990, provides for criminal sanctions in a wide Mr. Asorey was president of the

variety of situations and may be applicable to transfer pricing practices. This Argentine Association of Tax Law

(1986-1989), the Latin American Tax
article providesan overviewofthe Argentinesystemwith respect to intercompany Law Institute (1988-1990), and vice
transactions and examines the potential application of the new law to transfer presidentof the Tax Committeeof the

pricing issues as well as the problemswhich may arise from applicationof the law. International Bar Association (1988-
1990). He has been a memberof the

Il. ARM'S LENGTH PRINCIPLE General Counselof IFA since 1985.
Mr. Asorey has authored various arti-

Argentine tax law does not specifically address transfer pricing. Guidance must cles on nternationaltax.

therefore be derived from various tax laws - primarily those relating to intercom-

pany transactions- and case law on the subject.
The Income Tax Law contains provisions referring to the arm's length principle
with respect to transactions between related parties. Article 14 provides:

Those legal acts entered into between a local company of foreign capital and For a more thorough discussion,

the individual or corporation domiciled abroad which directly or indirectly see R. Asorey, TransferPricing
controls it, are to be regarded, for all purposes, as entered into between inArgentina,inThe Treatment

independent parties when the relevant consideration and conditions are in of Transfer Pricing (Amsterdam:
agreement with normal market practices between independentparties. InternationalBureau of Fiscal

Under Article 14, branches of foreign corporations are considered independent Documentation, 1990).
from the foreign home office.2 In accordancewith this principle, any transaction
entered into between related companieswill be considered as if entered into by
independentparties, provided the considerationand conditions under the trans-

action are in agreement with normal market practices between independent
entities. This principle, however, is subject to certain limitations (discussed
below).
Branches of foreign corporations must keep separate books and records and

prepare separate tax returns reflecting the result of their activities in Argentina
on the basis of an arm's length relationship with the home office or parent
company. If the requirements of Article 14 are not fulfilled, the transaction is
treated according to the rules governingcapital contributionsand profit distribu-
tions (the contribution and profit principle). In other words, if the intercompany
transactions are not made at arm's length, the considerationpaid will be viewed
as -an impermissible transfer of profit and therefore subject to a higher rate of
income tax.

Article 8 applies in the particular case of import and export operations. Profits

arising from the export of local goods are of Argentine source and, therefore,
subject to tax in Argentina. Under this Article, exportationbetween a local seller
and a foreign buyer are to be treated as if entered into between related parties if
the price is not determined,orif the price agreed upon is less than the price which
would be charged for the same goods in the wholesale market at the place of 1. Law No. 23,771, in effect as of 8 March

destination. In such a case an economic connection (vinculacineconmica)will
1990.
2. Branches are taxed at a flat rate of 36 per-

be deemed to exist between the local seller and the foreign buyer. The Tax Board cent on their net taxable income, whetheror not

may then make a price adjustment to assess the correct tax due. profits are remitted abroad.
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Article 8 also provides that profitsderived by foreignexpor- income. In addition, the local company can consider the
ters from the importation of goods into Argentina are not amountpaid as a deductibleexpense. In the case of technical
subject to tax in Argentinabecausethe goods are considered assistance, engineeringor consultingservices, 60 percentof

foreign sourced. However, if the price paid by a local buyer the amount paid is considered net profit, thus resulting in
is higher than the wholesale prjce prevailing in the place of an effective rate of income tax of 21.6 percent. Eighty per-
origin of the goods, an economcconnectionwill be deemed cent of the royalty payments made for the licensing of pa-
to exist betweenthe local importer and the foreignexporter tents are considered net profit; thus they are subject to an

if the partiescannotsubmitconclusiveevidence to rebut this effective rate of 28.8 percent.4
presumption. Any price differencewill be considered to be
a net profit of Argentinesource for the exporter, and there-
fore subject to the income tax rate applicableto profits, i.e. IV. CASE LAW
36 percent.
Income Tax Law Chapter V (Foreign Beneficiaries) pro-

The Supreme Court has issued a judgementconcerning the

vides special treatment for certain items of intangibleprop- presumption of association of enterprses in import and

erty. Variouspercentagesof net profits are presumed in the export operations.5 The Court has concluded that if it is

case ofpatents,copyrights,trade marks, transferof technol- proven that the local importer and the foreign exporter are

ogy, etc. The general withholding tax rate, i.e. 36 percent,
not related companies, the importer is not obliged to justify
the higherprice paid to the exporter in comparisonwith the

is applied to these percentages, resulting in an effective
withholding rate to which the payment to the foreign be- exporter's normal market prices. This case also established

neficiary will be subject. If these transactionsare not made that it is not reasonableto considerany difference (even the

at arm's length, the income tax rate correspondingto profits slightest one) as evidence of an associationof enterprises.
will apply to the amount exceeding that found in normal In this respect the Supreme Court decided that although it

market practices.
is extremely difficult to make a list of the elements which
may allow one to conclude that companies are related in
terms of Article 8, the following aspects should be consi-
dered: commonownershipof capital, organicsubordination

Ill. LIMITATIONS ai.d integration agreements.
The general rule of Article 14, i.e. that the consideration In another case,6 the Supreme Court analyzed export oper-
and conditionsof the relevanttransactionmust be in accord- ations in light of the provisionsof the formerprofits tax law,
ance with normal market practices between independent Article 9, which is currently Income Tax Law, Article 8,
parties, is subject to the following limitations. partiallyamended.S.I.A. was a domesticcorporationwhich

exported horses to the United States and other South
American countries. According to the corporatebooks, the

A. Loans price paid for the horsesby the foreignpurchaserswas lower

Loans from associated companies must meet the require-
than the price S.I.A. originally paid. Consequently, the

ments of Article 20 of Foreign InvestmentLaw No. 21,382; company reflected the result of the export operations as a

that is, loans from a home office or related company to a
tax loss in its income tax return. The Tax Board challenged

local entitywill be consideredmadeby independentparties,
the company's tax return, assessing the tax due according to

provided that the CentralBankofArgentinadoesnot object
the wholesale price in the place of destinationof the goods

to the operation. exported. The company appealed and the Supreme Court
held that the evidence submittedby the company regarding

Under Article 20, the above requirements do not apply to the lower price of the goods was insufficient to prove the
credit balances originating from the price payable for the facts alleged because such evidence existed only in the cor-

import of tangible assets, and any other debt claims of the porate books and in records of local sales made to

controlling company other than those arising from loan employees of the corporation. The Court concluded that

agreements. the Tax Board assessment was correct, as was the corre-

sponding fine.

B. Royalties regulated by Law No. 22,426 on the
transfer of technology V. GENERAL PRINCIPLES OF NEW CRIMINAL

The generalprinciple is that agreementsstipulatingroyalties TAX LAW NO. 23,771
to be paid by a local company to its home office are subject Criminal tax aspects governedby the law fiscal
to local governmentcontrol. These transactionswill gener-

are on proce-
dure7 and the recentlypromulgatedcriminal tax law.8 Under

ally be approved if made according to normal market prac- LawNo. 11,683, penalties from fines to the temporarytices, although no royalty payments for the use of trade range

marks are allowed and the amounts paid by the recipient of closing of the business for non-compliancewith formalobli-

the technology must be in accordance with the technology [continued on page 85]
transferred.

Lack of governmental approval will not affect the validity 3 Ninety percent of the payment made to the foreign beneficiary is

of the agreement, but payments to foreign beneficiaries presumed to be net profit. The 36 percent withholding tax rate is applied

resulting from non-approved agreements may not be de- to that percentage, resulting in an effective withholding tax rate of 32.4

ducted for tax purposes by the recipient of the technology percent.
4. Again the 36 percent withholding tax rate is applied.transferred. Thus, the entire amount remittedto the foreign 5 Suprene Court of Justice of the Nation (Corte Suprema de Justicia

beneficiarywill be taxed at an effectiverateof32.4 percent.3 de la Nacin (CSJN)), Eduardo Loussinian, of 20 September 1983, Dere-
cho fiscal (D.F.) XXXV, 809.

However, if the agreement meets the requirementsof Law 6. S.I.A.S.A. D.F. XX, 176.
No. 22,426, under the Income Tax Law it is presumed that 7. Law No. 11,683.
only a certain percentage of the amount paid is taxable 8. See supra note 1.
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TRANSFERPRICING IN BRAZIL

Eduardo de Cerqueira Leite

I. INTRODUCTION
Mr. Eduardo de Cerqueira Leite is

Brazilian income tax laws do not contain elaborate rules on transfer pricing. Partner, Baker & McKenzie, Miami,
Apart from the cases discussedbelow, existing rules (which apply to both domestic Florida and So Paulo, Brazil. Admit-

and transnational cases) merely consist of brief descriptionsof transactions. No tedtopracticelaw in Brazilsince1979,

special treatment is granted to non-Brazilianparties in tax havens or in tax treaty
Mr. de CerqueiraLeite started his law
careerat the Facultadede Derechoof

jurisdictions. In addition, Brazil does not have any legislation which allows the the University of Uruguay and
disregard of a legal entity or which emphasizes economic substance over legal graduated from the Facultade de Di-
form. reito of the University of So Paulo,

Brazil, in 1978. Heobtaineda Masters
The statute which lays the foundation for the current transfer pricing rules was Degree n Comparative Jurispru-
enacted in 1964 and was designed to prevent specific tax avoidance schemes, dence from New York University in

primarily those devised by family-ownedcompanies.2Because the statute did not 1980. Mr. de CerqueiraLeite hasbeen

encompass transactions between legal entities,3 these rules were amended to a taxpractitionerin Brazilformorethan

conform to the law on corporations and to reach non-arm's length transactions ten years and has also worked in the

between legal entities in cases where one entitywas non-resident.4 The provisions Chicago (1980-81) and Miami (1988-
were again amended in 1983 to include any legal entities, regardless of their 90) offices of Baker & McKenzie.

residence for tax purposes.5 Despite efforts of Brazilian courts and the Treasury
to simplify and clarify the rules on intercompany transactions, the final result is
a cumbersome set of principles.

Il. QUESTIONABLETRANSACTIONS A chapter on Brazil for the
IBFD's loose-leafservice,

The income tax law lists seven types of questionabletransactions(six specific fact The Treatmentof Transfer
patterns and a general one); the transactions are describedfrom the perspective Pricing, is urder preparation.
of the controlled entity. The Brazilian Treasury may allocate income to the
relatedpartyand/orpenalize the controlledentity in the followingcircumstances:

(1) the controlledentity transfersassets to the relatedparty, by sale or otherwise,
for a price far below market price;

(2) the controlledentity purchasesproperty from the relatedparty for a price far
in excess of market price;

(3) the controlled entity does not exercise a right of option to purchase assets,
and waives, in favour of the related party, the amount deposited to secure

the option;
(4) the controlled entity transfers to the related party without payment or for a

price below market price, the right to subscribe to shares of a corporation; 1. Art. 51 of Law 7450 of 23 December 1985

(5) the controlled entity lends money to the related party even though the and Parecer Normativo46, (Revenue Ruling) of

controlled entity's balance sheet shows retained earnings;
17 August 1987 illustrate recent attempts by the
Brazilian legislator and the Treasury to adopt

(6) the controlled entity pays to the related party rent, royalties or technical stricter standards for tax-motivatedtransactions.
assistance fees far in excess of market price; and These rulings provide, in summary, that the use

(7) the controlledentity enters into any other transactionunder conditions rnore of corporatedeviceswhich lack any businesssub-

favourable to the related party than those under which the controlled entity stance in order to achieve a tax-free transaction
constitutesa simulation. In such cases, the Brazi-

would contract with a non-related party. lian Treasury has authority to demand the tax
that would be due if the taxable event had not

When a transaction falls into one of these fact patterns, the Treasurymay institute been so avoided.

an action against the controlled entity or the related party, as the case may be, 2 Law 4506 of 30 November 1964, Arts. 72
and 73.

showing a comparable transaction which evidences the arm's length price. The 3. R. SampaioDoa, DistribuioDisfarada
burden of proof then shifts to the controlled entity or related party to show de Lucrose Impostode Renda, 2ded. (SoPaulo:

otherwise, i.e. that the transactionwas in the best interest of the controlledentity ResenhaTributria, 1977).
and that the considerationwas valuable and reasonable.6 4. Decree Law 1598 of 26 December 1977,

Arts. 60-62.
5. Decree Law 2065 of 26 October 1983, Arts.

Before discussing the seven types of transactions let us examine relevant legal 20 and 21.
definitions. 6. Decree Law 1598, Art. 60, para. 2.
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A. Definitions broad sense. It includes the quotaholderin a limited liability
company (Sociedade por Quotas de Responsabilidade

1. Market value Limitada), the owner, partner or other equity holder in any
Market value is defined briefly as the cash price that the legal entity.12
controlledentity could have obtained through a free negoti- 4 Administratoration in the relevant market.7 Comparison with the corre-

sponding cash price, however, may be onerous in a country Administrator is a concept that includes not only a share-
with high indexes of inflation. For example, if the transac- holder who holds a managementpositionbut also a profes-
tion is an instalment sale, the comparison must be made sional officer, manager, board member or other executive,
with the correspondingpresent cash value, a determination provided such person is not a subordinate or employee.
not easily made when inflation fluctuates significantlyon a Treasury regulations define administrator as follows: a
daily basis. If there is an active market for the property or person that carries out the day-to-day management and
right, the comparisonshould be made with similarproperty administrationof the company pursuant to powers granted
or rights, and under normal business conditions.8 In the by the shareholders, the Board or the officers.13The defi-
absence of an active or recognized market, courts have nition excludes attorneys-in-factwith limited powers (e.g.
relied on the book value, the tax assessmentvalue or opin- customs brokers who represent an entity for specific pur-
ions from independent experts. poses or tasks), temporary administrators and employees,

or persons subject to rules of subordination within their
2. Relatedparty area of work (e.g. salespersonswho have limited authority
A related party includes any shareholderof the controlled to bind an entity).
entity, regardlessofwhetherthe shareholderis an individual
or a legal entity; an administrator; or the spouse and rela-
tives (including the spouses of the relatives up to the third B Type of transactions
family degree, as defined in the BrazilianCivil Code)9of the
shareholder or administrator. In addition, if the related 1. Transferringassets

party is a controlling shareholder of the legal entity, the The first type of transaction subject to scrutiny is one in
Treasury may allocate income to the relatedparty when the which assets are transferred to a related party, by sale or
transactions described above are entered into by the con- otherwise, for a price far below market price. The term
trolled entity with a third party (individual or legal entity) assetscomprisesall property (tangibleor intangible)clas-
under the direct or indirect control of the controllingshare- sifiable as assets for accounting purposes. The difference
holder,10 between fair market value and the transfer price must be

excessive, evident or conspicuous. A relativelysmall differ-
3. Controllingshareholder ence is insufficient for the transaction to be treated as a

A controllingshareholderis any person (individualor legal distribution to the related party. When the property is

entity) that directlyor indirectlyholds decisivevotingpower traded in a well-known market, the comparable price is
in the controlledentity.1 The term shareholder is used in a determinedby reference to the marketprice underordinary

or normal conditions, for the same or similar property.
Determininga comparableprice is easy for shares traded on

a stock market. However, transferpricing issues arise more
7. Id., at para. 4.

frequently in close corporations where the shares lack a8. Id., at para. 5.
market value. Although it would be reasonable to9. According to the Brazilian Civil Code, Law 3071, of 1 January 1916, more

Arts. 330 and 333, the family degrees are as follows: the first degree appraise the value of shares based on formulas generally
includes the parents and children of the related person; the second degree accepted in corporate mergers or acquisitions, the courts
includes brothers and sisters as well as grandparents and grandchildren; have held that the value of shares in a close corporation
and the third degree includes nephews, nieces, aunts and uncles. must be determinedby reference to the respectivenet asset
10. Decree Law 1598, Art. 61, para. 1,b. (or net worth) value.14
11. Id., at para. 1,a.
12. Decree Law 1598, Art. 60, para. 3. See also N. Latorraca, Legislaao Reliable market informationis often unavailable in respect
Tributria, llth ed. (So Paulo: Atlas, 1988). Unlike other countnes, of transfers of real estate. Here the assessment value used
Brazil treats partnerships as legal entities separate from the partners for by the city for purposes of the property tax or the value
tax purposes. acceptedby the State for purposesof state property transfer
13. Instruo Normativa 2/69, Secs. 130 and 131. tax can be used.15
14. Federal Court of Appeals (Tribunal Federal de Recursos), 4th Sec-
tion, Civil Appeal 46.865-SP, of 29 June 1983, and Taxpayers Court (lst Administrativecourts have held that the book value (which
Conselho de Contribuintes)Decision No. (Acrdo) 103-6.850/85. includes cost plus indexation) can be used as a parameter
15. Taxpayers Court Decision No. 103-02.007/77 in Centro de Estudos for assets without a clear comparable.16If the entity's assets
da Fiscalizao do Imposto de Renda (CEFIR) 129. See also H. De are liquidated as a result of voluntary dissolution, the ad-
Oliveira Coelho, Distribuio Disfarada de Lucros, 1st ed. (So Paulo: ministrative courts have consistently held that the caseResenhaTributria, 1988), at 44. should be scrutinizedunder the transfer pricing rules if the16. Taxpayers Court Decision Nos. 101-74.505/83and 101- 77.022/87, in

transfer is made at a price far below market value.17Diario Oficial da Unio (DOU) of 10 February 1984 and 11 March 1987,
respectively.
17. This position, adopted by the administrative courts, has not been 2. Purchasingassets
accepted by most commentators.

This type of transaction is exactly the reverse of the above.See Superior Taxpayers Court (Cmara Superior de Recursos Fiscais) Examples where income will be allocated for purchases ofDecision 01-0.3561/83;Federal Court of Appeals, 4th Section, Appeal on

Writ of Mandamus 105.605/85-SP;Federal Court of Appeals, 4th Section, assets from related parties at prices far in excess of market
Appeal 104.495-SP,in Diarioda Justiada Unio (DJU)of 8 August1988. value include the acquisition of assets by the controlled
18. Taxpayers Court Decision No. 101-72.350/81, in DOU of 31 August entity as a result of a capital contribution from the share-
1988. holder18 and the purchase of raw materials imported from a
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foreign shareholder.19The penalty imposed on the control- However, when the controlled entity borrows funds in the
led entity consists of disallowing the deduction of the addi- market to fund the loan to a related individual, deduction
tional cost via depreciation or disallowing the loss in the of the interest and monetary correction expenses may be
eventual resale of the assets.20 disallowedas unnecessaryto the operationalactivitiesof the

controlled entity.27
3. Waiving deposit for an option If funds lent to related individualwhile the controlledare a

Before the current transferpricing rules were enactedit was entity has retained earnings or reserves of profits, any
common for controlledentities to place a certain amount of monetarycorrectionand interest received by the controlled
money in escrow to secure an option to purchase real prop- entity are subject to tax even if the loan was at market rates,
erty owned by a shareholder, and then waive its right to and the amount lent must be deducted from the entity's
effect the purchase, thus forfeitingthe deposit. The amount retained earnings or profits for purposes of monetary cor-

forfeited is now deemed a distribution to the related party rection of equity at year's end.28 The effect of reducing the
and is not deductible for the controlled entity. retained earnings is a lesser amountof deductiblemonetary

correctionas a resultofapplying the same indexofmonetary
4. Transferringthe right of first refusal correction over the controlled entity's equity and fixed as-

29

The legal definition of this type of transaction is rather sets.

narrow: to transfer to a related party the right to subscribe When the loan or advance is extended to another legal
to the shares of a corporation, either for no charge or for a entity directly or indirectly related to the lender, the trans-

price below the market price of such a transfer. action is not subject to allocation of income, provided the
lender recognizesas income, and for tax purposes only, the

According to the legal definition, the transaction requires monetary correction which would otherwise be charged to
the following: the borrowingentity.3oThe term loan is used in the broadest
(a) a corporation (therefore it does not apply to partner- sense possible to include loans of any fungible property,

ships or limited liability quota companies); such as raw materials and flows of cash within a group of

(b) sharesofstock traded on the stock market (close corpo- companies using a centralized treasury system.31 Advances
rations are therefore excluded); and made with the expressand irrevocablepurposeof increasing

(c) a negotiable value of the subscription right (i.e. not a the capitalof the borrower32and transactionsbetween finan-
theoretical value but rather a value that can be readilY cial institutions in the ordinary course of business33 are not
ascertained by third parties in the stock market).21 For subject to allocation of income or to the recognition of
example, let us assume that a publicly-heldcorporation monetary correction requirement.
where the controlled entity has an equity interest con-

templates increasing its capital, and that the controlled These rules and exceptions allow a great deal of flexibility
entity, rather than exercising its preferential right to in tax planning and are often used to shift income from one

subscribe to the increase, transfers the right to its con- company to another, particularly when the investment of

trolling shareholderor relatedparty for $ 10 - the same cash in the financial market generatesa return greater than

subscription right is traded on the market for $12. The the use thereof in productive activities.

difference between the market value of the right to

subscribe to the stock and the transfer value will be
treated as a dividenddistributed to the beneficiarycon-

trolling shareholder or related party, and at the same

time, will be added to the controlled entity's taxable 19. Taxpayers Court Decision No. 101-71.580/80, in DOU of 7 April

income.22
1980.
20. Decree Law 1598, Art. 62, II.
21. Decree Law 1598, Art. 60, IV.

5. Lending money 22. Decree Law 1598, Art. 62, I.

Loans, advances and other forms of making cash available 23. Taxpayers Court Decision Nos. 101-71.617/80 and 102-19.705/83 in

to a related individual (including partners' draw and pay-
CEFIR 156 and CEFIR 201, respectively.

ments by the controlled entity of shareholders' personal
24. Decree Law 1598, Art. 60, para. 8.
25. H. Higuchi, Imposto de Renda das Empresas, 13th ed. (So Paulo:

expenses)23 are subject to allocation even if made at arm's Atlas, 1988), at 325.

length (i.e. charging interest and monetary correction at 26. Taxpayers Court Decision No. 101-77.033/87, in DOU of 11 March

market rates) whenever the controlled entity has retained 1987.

earnings or profits during the period within which the 27. Law 4506, Art. 47, para. 1, and Taxpayers Court Decision No. 101-

amount of the loan or like transaction is outstanding,24 If 75.558/84 in CEFIR 232.

the controlled entity has no retained earnings or profits 28. Decree Law 1065, Art. 20, VII, and Revenue Ruling 24 of 5 De-

when the loan or advance is extendedbut accumulatesearn-
cember 1983.

ings or profits during the period of the loan or advance, the 29. For those not familiarwith the Brazilian indexationsystem it is worth

Brazlian Treasury may allocate income up to the amount noting that corporate taxpayers must apply an annual index of monetary
correctionset by the governmentover the total fixed assets and total equity

of the loan or advance, or of the retainedearningsorprofits shown in the annual balance sheet. If the result of applying monetary
whichever is lower.25 This rule applies only to loans or correction over the fixed assets is greater than the result of monetary
advancesmade to a relatedindividual,not to a legal entity. correctionover the equity, then the differenceis taxable as active monetary

correctionor gain. In the oppositecase, that is, ifmonetarycorrectionover

Surprisingly enough, if the controlled entity does not have equity is greater than monetarycorrectionover fixed assets, the difference

retained earningsor profits and lends or advances cash to a is deductibleas passive monetary correctionor loss. For the beneficiaryof

related individual, charging no interest or charging interest the loan, the difference between the monetary correction and interest

below market rates, the transaction will not be subject to charged and the market rates is deemed to be dividendincome and taxable

the allocation of income rules. The administrative courts
as such in the beneficiary'stax return, subject to penaltiesifnot reported.
30. Decree Law 2065, Art. 21.

have held that under such circumstances the transaction is 31. Revenue Ruling 10 of 13 September 1985.
not a transactionsubject to scrutinynor should it be treated 32. Revenue Ruling 17 of 20 August 1984.

as a transfer of assets for a price far below market value.26 33. Decree Law 1598, Art. 60, para. 1.
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6. Rent, royaltiesor fees an attempt to disguise the actual transaction between the
controlled entity and the related person, then the systemAs in the other cases discussed above, the difference be- requires a minimum degree of certainty to guide taxpayertween the rent, royalties or fees and the respective market conduct. This broad legal mandate deviates significantlyvalue must be excessive to be subject to the allocation of fron the principle that the legal descriptionof questionableincome rules. The market valueof real propertyrentalsnaY transactions is to be construed strictly and that the list of

be easy to establishby expert opinion, based on comparable transactionsis exhaustive,40
property. However, establishing the market value of royal-
ties and fees is difficult because patents are differentiated
and technical assistance can be distinguished from like ser- Ill. CONCLUSION
vices. In this connection, the Brazilian Treasury has used
certain percentage limitations,34created more than 30 years The law provides that the consequenceof entering into this
ago to put a cap on deductibilityof royaltiesby the licensee. broad type of transaction (described in 7 above) is the non-
These limitations,however, are outdated and not based on deductibilityof the amounts paid or credited to the related
market indicators.35 person;41 however, there is no reference to the conse-

With respect to licences between related companies, the quences for the beneficiaryof the non-arm's length transac-

deductionof royaltypaymentsby the licenseeis conditioned tion.
on approvalof the contractual terms by the Brazilian Indus- The transfer pricing rules of Brazil have not yet reached a
trial Property Agency (Instituto Nacional da Propriedade techically satisfactory level of fiscal justice. They are too
Industrial), which, as a matter of policy, does not approve strict in some instances (e.g. lending to individuals)and too
payments under a licence from a foreign parent to its Brazi- flexible in others (e.g. lending to legal entities). In addition,lian subsidiary.36When the beneficiaryof the royalties is a the rules are inconsistent with current business practicesrelated party, the expensenay not be deductibleregardless (e.g. royalties and fees) and inconsistentwith legal princi-of the amount, if approval is not obtained. Application ples of taxpayer security (as in the case of other transac-
software licences, on the other hand, have been classified tions). The trend, however, is to enlarge the scope towards
by the Brazilian Treasury as technology transfers for tax a more cornprehensiveand detailed descriptionof the legal
purposes, even though Brazil affords software the protec- types of questionable transactions.
tion of copyright laws.37

Notwithstandingthe practical obstacles above, the law pro-
vides that the difference between the rent, royalty or fee
paid and the respective market value will be treated as

dividend income for the beneficiaryand will not be deducti- 34. Portaria436, issued by the Ministryof Financeon 30 December1958,
ble for the controlled entity.38 sets forth the maximum percentages allowed for deduction of expenses

with royalties, fees and other payments in considerationfor patents, trade

7. Other transactions marks and technology licences. It also provides that any excess paid by the
licensee must be added to the licensee's taxable income.

The last category comprises any transactions other than 35. See Higuchi, supra note 25.
the six listed above, in which the controlled entity accepts 36. Law 4131 of 3 September 1962, Art. 13, and Revenue Ruling 102 of
conditions more favourable to the related party than those 26 September 1975.

underwhich the entitywould have contractedwith a non-re- 37. See Revenue Ruling 79 of 11 September 1975, and Law 7646 of 18

lated party. This imprecise definition was introduced in December 1987.

1983,39and has not yet been tested in court. It is doubtful 38. Decree Law 1598, Art. 62, V, and Law 4131, Art. 12.
39. Decree Law 2065, Art. 20, II. See also Revenue Ruling 24 of 5whether Brazilian tax principles would allow such a vague December 1983.

and broad descriptionof conduct to be subject to penalties. 40. Federal Court of Appeals, 4th Section, Civil Appeal 46.865-SPof 29
If the underlyingassumption in transferpricingcases is that, June 1983. See also N. Latorraca, supra note 12, at 365.
unless otherwise shown by the parties, the transaction was 41. Decree Law 2065, Art. 20, ViII.

I NEWS
IlfrHO,AnONALFISCLASSOCIAION

BRITISH BRANCH

A meetingwas held on 15 January 1991. The subjectof the
meeting was recent U.K. tax treaty developments.
The Manchester sub-branch has scheduled the following
meetings:
16 January 1991 - InternationalRemunerationPlanning
20 February 1991 - U.S. tax update
24 April 1991 - Tax Cases Review
22 May 1991 - VAT and Europe.

/
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IlkTERI\A-IONA_:

WHITHER TAXATION IN THE COMMONWEALTH
S.I. Chelvathurai

This article is based on the Fifth S. AmbalavanerMemorial
Lecture delivered by Mr. Chelvathuraion 6 September 1990.

INTRODUCTION
Mr. Chelvathurais ExecutiveSecretary, CommonwealthAs-

Taxation in the Commonwealthhas a somewhatchequered sociation of Tax Administrators. He was a Commissionerof

history. In medieval England, a table marked like a chess Inland Revenue in Sri Lanka and served as Fiscal Officer at
board was introduced, on which tax money was placed and the Minstry of Finance and Planning, Sri Lanka, from 1980-
counted. It was known as the Exchequer, and the Chancel- 84.
lor and other officials had places allocated around the tax
table. Later the Poll Tax (or HeadTax) was introducedwith
a view to taxing both rich and poor. Because the poll tax economicactivity. In the 1960s and 1970s, taxationwas seen
was unfair, it generatedconsiderableunrest, culminating in
the Peasants'Revoltof 1381. Rebelsbeheadedthe Chancel- as the ideal vehicle to acceleratethe rate ofcapital formation

lor, the Treasurer and two other Ministers of the King.
and promote conditions for rapid economic growth. This

More than 600 years later the Poll Tax has again been led to a proliferationof tax incentives legislation in various
countries to achieve the social and economic policy objec-introducedin Britain and has, of course, causedwidespread tives of the governments in power.dissatisfaction.A tax which is too regressive and not based

on ability to pay can easily become a harsh and iniquitous The rise in the levels of taxation in this century is largely a

levy, particularlywhen the tax charged is high. It is indeed consequenceof the altered perceptionof the proper role of
difficult to believe that a primitive tax such as the poll tax the government in allocating resources, redistributing in-
remains in vogue even in more enlightened times. come and stabilizingthe economy. The growing importance
Another novel form of taxation introduced in England in of the redistributive function of government inevitably led

medievaltimeswas the HearthTax (orFireplaceTax) which to the growth of the public sector and consequently to the
increase in the levels of taxation. This also contributed to

sent tax assessors into peoples' homes to count their fire-
the importanceof income tax in the 1960s and 1970s.

places. This extremely unpopular tax was abandoned in
1691. The Window Tax was still another tax which engen- Personal taxation and corporate taxation reached record
dered hostility. Many people objected to the tax so much levels during the 1970s and early 1980s. In the UnitedKing-
that they had their windows bricked up to avoid paying. dom, for example, the effective rate of tax reached 92 per-
Over the years, a preponderance of indirect taxes were cent in 1976/77. But the wheel has now turned full circle.
levied on all mannerof things, often those which evidenced There is a perception that the high tax rates encouraged a

status or were fashionable- watches, racehorses, servants proliferationof tax expenditureswhich erodedthe principle
and even bachelors. of equity upon which the entire structureof income tax was

based. It became evident that the income tax was progres-Income tax was first introducedin Britain in 1799 at progres- sively becoming inequitable Led by economists like
sive rates of 0.8 to 10 percent in order to recoup the losses an tax.

Arthur Laffer who popularized the view, the lower the tax
incurred during the war across the Atlantic. Income tax was

subsequentlywithdrawn and reintroduced at regular inter- rates, the more tax, attitudes of the industrialized nations
took on a conservativecast.vals and has been the central element in the British tax

structure since 1842. Over the years, with the expansionof This is the global scenario as far as taxation is concerned. I
the British empire, Britain introducedincome tax and other shall now deal with some of the taxation trends in Common-
forms of taxation (e.g. excise duties) in most of the colonies wealth countries in the context of these developments.
which now form part of the Commonwealth. In the 1920s,
a model income tax ordinance (draftedby Britain)was used
in the colonies. A study of the tax codes of most Common- TAXATIONTRENDS
wealthcountriesrevealsmanysimilaritiesin basicstructure.

The revenue function of taxation has long been regarded as Corporationsor companieshave evolved into institutionsof

its primary purpose. In more recent times, however, taxa- major significance in modern society. The general advan-

tion has come increasingly to serve general social and tages of the corporate form of organizationover its non-cor-

economic policy objectives of government. A burgeoning porate rivals are only too well known. In recent times,
social awareness in the latter half of the 19th century gave corporations, particularly the larger multinationals, have

to
governments a social purpose - the establishmentof social begun wield immense economic power.

justice in a welfare state. With the dawning of the concept Various forms of tax are imposed on corporate profits.
of social welfare, the tax structure was charged, for the first Corporations were originally taxed in Europe under a

time in 1909 in Britain, with fulfilling an equity objective. schedularsystem. From this emerged the classicalsystem of
The Keynesianrevolutionof the 1930s focused attention on treating a corporation as a separate legal entity. Under the
the use of the tax structure to mitigate fluctuations in classical model, shareholders are taxed separately on divi-
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dends. At the other extreme, the corporation is viewed produced a multiplicityof tax shelter schemes and dodges.
merely as a conduit, with the corporation tax being treated It was the U.K. experiencethat every tax incentive required
as an advancepaymentofthe tax due from the shareholders. additional legislation to prevent abuse. Special tax relief
The integration of the corporation tax with the income tax provisions were frequently called into question on the
of shareholders is achieved under a variety of systems, the grounds that they distorted taxpayer decision-makingand
most common and most effectiveofwhich is the imputation that in economic terms they produced a less than optimum
system - so called because when dividends are paid it im- allocation of resources. It became more widely recognized
putes or allocates to individual shareholders the profits and that tax incentives eroded the tax base and unnecessarily
tax paid by the company, i.e. the tax paid at the company complicated the tax laws. After careful review the U.K.
level is credited to shareholders. government opted to provide compensating reductions in
An emphatic trend can be observed with regard to the the income tax by reducing the rates of tax.

corporate tax systems adopted by Commonwealth coun- The Canadian White Paper, Tax Reform 1987, adoptedtries. Until 1987, 18 out of 35 Commonwealth countries a similar stance. According to the White Paper, an income
followed the classical system of corporation tax, with 16 tax withhigh rates relievedby an unfairpatchworkof specialcountries adopting the partial or full imputation system. incentives is not the solution: [W]hat Canada needs is a
However, in 1987 three more countries, (Australia, New fundamentally different approach: lower tax rates and a
Zealand and Sri Lanka) switched to the imputationsystem, broader, fairer tax base. Under the new scheme now in-

thus aligning themselveswith many other countries. operation there are only three rate bands (as against ten-

The imputation system is designed to improve horizontal rate bands) for individuals, i.e. 17 percent, 26 percent and
and vertical equity. By avoiding economic double taxation 29 percent.
of distributed earnngs, tax on dividends is brought into This general trend of rate reductions, which was set by the
alignment with tax on other returns to capital, thereby United Kingdom and other developed countries, seems to
achieving complete neutrality in the taxation of corporate have been followedby almostall Commonwealthcountries.
earnings. Drawbacks of the classical system include dis- Out of 35 Commonwealthcountries, 29 have effected rate
crimination in favour of debt, retention of profits and the reductions.
application of such retained profits towards socially less
productivepurposes,a higher tax burdenand a shift towards Another trend which has emerged in recent times is the

unincorporatedbusiness organizations. The move to an im- increased reliance on sales tax, VAT and other forms of

putation system can therefore have a definite impact on
indirect taxes to meet revenue targets, particularlythose of

international income flows and can influence investment developing Commonwealth countries. In fact, Common-
wealth countries like the Bahamas and Grenada havedecisions.
moved away from income tax. Grenada replaced income

Another noteworthy feature of the corporation tax reform tax with a VAT in 1986 but, according to reports, the VAT
programmesundertaken by Commonwealthcountriesover system is not working satisfactorily and Grenada is in the
the last several years has been the bold reductions in the process of reviewing its tax structure. New Zealand intro-
rate of corporaton tax. For instance, Barbados, Jamaica duced a Goods and Services Tax (GST) in 1986, which is a
and St. Lucia in the Caribbean region have reduced their simplified form of VAT with a single rate of 10 percent
rates from 45 percent to around 33 percent; Ghana, (increased to 12.5 percent in 1989) applied across the board
Mauritius, Malawi, Nigeria and Zambia in the African re- with almost no exemptions.The New Zealand GSTis work-
gion have made reductions ranging from 50 to 60 percent to ing very well and has become a model for developingcoun-
35 to 45 percent; in Asia, India has announced a reduction tries in the Commonwealth. Trinidad and Tobago intro-
of the rate from 40 percent to 35 percent for public com- duced VAT last year, based on the New Zealand model,
panies, and Singapore has slashed its rate from 40 percent while Canada introduced a 7 percent Goods and Services
to 31 percent. Tax this year. In Sri Lanka, the turnover tax which now

A studyof the individualincometax systemof the Common- yield twice the revenue as income tax, has become the

wealth countriesreveals a similartrendwhich is also evident mainstay of government revenue. A switch to VAT, how-

worldwide. At the outset, most Commonwealth countries ever, is being contemplated. Other Commonwealth coun-

had a simple system of income taxationpurely as a revenue
tries contemplating the introduction of VAT are Cyprus,
Jamaica and Malta.measure.

But increasing demands on the Exchequer, prompted by
Several advantagesare inherent in the VAT system. Adop-

the heavy capital costs of a developing economy, made it tion of the VAT is generally viewed as a move towards an

necessary to expand the scope of taxation by widening the improved system of indirect taxation. Studies focusing on

tax net and raising the level of taxes through a progressive
the economiceffectsof VATon the level of prices, exports,

rate structure. In the United Kingdom, for example, the nvestment and income distribution have shown, for in-

highest rate of income tax on investment income was 98 stance, that introductionofVAThas a favourable influence

percent in 1979. Other Commonwealthcountrieswhich had on exports, with a loweringof investmentcosts and a lower

a high marginal income tax rate ofbetween70 to 75 percent
burden on capital goods, as most countriesprovide for a full

before the 1980s (and some even in the early 1980s) were
credit for the tax on the purchaseof capital goods. Because

Barbados, Botswana, Mauritius,Nigeria, Sierra Leone, Sri VAT is levied only on value added, it prevents distortions

Lanka, Tanzania, Trinidad and Tobago, Uganda and Zam- in the pattern of goods produced. It also prevents any reve-

bia. nue distortion as the tax s not cumulative, with no cascade
effect as in the case of turnover taxes. It is also possible to

The major changes in the U.K. tax incentives scheme an- make accurate revenue forecasting.
nounced in the 1984 Budgetbroughthome the fact that here
was a country which was moving away from the traditional There are, however, certain constraints, particularly in de-
tax incentivessystem. What were the reasons for this What veloping countries, which must be carefully considered be-
generated concern was the fact that these incentives pro- fore VAT is introduced. The administrativeproblems of a

/ vided fertile ground for sophisticated tax planners and had VAT system can be formidable. First, all taxable transac-
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tions must be fully recorded. Traders must be capable of vided to the question: Why plan According to New Zea-

maintaining proper records with fairly high bookkeeping land, it is essential that public money be spent wisely and

standards. Second, detailed invoices must be issued for all resources used efficiently. Top managers must ensure that

transactionsso that the tradercan claim the input tax. Third, the work and people under their command are properly
and most important, the tax administrationmust be efficient directed, coordinated and motivated. Responsibilitys as-

and fully equipped to tackle the problems under a VAT signed in relation to an entire business operation. Clear-cut

system. The invoicing system must be carefully monitored targets are provided and performanceis tested in each activ-
in order to control the illegal transfer of tax invoices to a ity. It is encouraging to find that even smaller tax adminis-
third party and prevent introduction of fictitious invoices. trations like Papua New Guinea and Singaporehave formu-
All claims for tax credit on invoices will need to be lated both long- and short-term strategicplans.
scrutinized critically to ensure that credit is given only on

taxable transactionsandnot, for instance,on exemptgoods. The computer revolution has remouldedthe face of society
and man's overall behaviour pattern. It is now generally

Countries contemplating the introduction of VAT should accepted that the computer can handle and integrate more

undertakean exhaustivestudyofthe administrativeimplica- data than any human being. It can store, collate and analyze
tions of such a system and should take their time over it (for informationwith unimaginablespeed and perform complex
instance, Korea and Taiwan spent between five and ten calculationswith startling precision. There s no gainsaying
years before introducingVAT and the systemworks well in that computerizationof tax administrations improves effi-
both countries). ciency, makes them cost-effective, provides better public
You may wonder why there has been this sudden upsurge

service, provides more up-to-date statistical data and an

efficient informationnetwork. In addition to the developed
of interest in tax reform. Perhaps politicians have disco- countriesin the Commonwealth,several tax administrations
vered that tax reform can be a vote-winning issue. The in the developing countries have also embarked on com-
OECD has identfied three factors. The first is tax compe- puterization programmes. This is the most far-reachingof
tition. Capital and certain categoriesof labourhave become
more geographically mobile as economies have become

the innovationsintroducedby the tax administrationsof the
Commonwealthcountries in recent years.

more integrated and trade barriers have been removed. In
this newenvironment,governmentsmay reason that the tax A development related to computerization is the develop-
system must not get too much out of line with the systems ment of informationsystems in a numberof tax administra-
of their major competitors (capital-exportingor capital-im- tions. It is interestingto discover that modern technology is

porting). The second reason is a new emphasison structural being used through the information systems for activities

adjustment. Many governments critically reviewed their like maintenanceof a taxpayermaster file, filingof returns,
existing tax systems when new research called attention to examinationof returns, audit of files, collection and recov-

the distorting influenceof tax systems, particularlyduring a ery, trainingof officialsand taxpayereducation,all ofwhich

period of sustained inflation and rapid price changes. The are basic to a tax administration.
third factor, according to the OECD, is the fascination
effect. With improved communications, we learn more

Another recent experiment has been the matching of a

rapidly, and when we see something we like, we quickly national identitynumbersystemwith tax file numbers. Can-

imitate. Politiciansand even policymakerslike to be trendy ada requires the social insurancenumber to be recorded on

and follow fashion. The extent to which these tax reform most transactions, whilst Australia has recently introduced

measures achieve the goals of simplicity, fairness and effi- the tax file number system under which a person entering
ciency will need to be evaluated by each individual govern-

into a specified transaction must quote his tax file number.
This requirement extends to bank accounts and the pur-ment.
chase of shares; financial institutions and companies alike
are required to report annually details of interest or divi-

TAX ADMINISTRATION dends paid, together with the relevant tax file numbers.
Jamaica, too, has introduced a similar system called the

How does the tax administratorfit into this vast upsurge of BusinessEnterpriseNumberSystem (BENO). In Sri Lanka

tax reform and change It was Professor Carl Shoup (an the income tax file numbermust be quoted on several docu-

eminent economistand public finance expert) who said that ments.

tax administrationis the key to tax policy. To be effective The self-assessmentsystem is also gaining in popularity. Sri

any tax reformprogrammemust be supportedby sound and Lanka can take credit for popularizing this system, which
effectiveadministrativemachinery.Far-reachingand signif- was introduced as far back as 1972. The advantages of self-
icant developments in tax administration have taken place assessment are weil known, so I shall not enumerate them.
in many Commonwealth countries in recent years. These Australia, Canada and New Zealand, among the developed
developmentshave taken place concurrentlywith the gener- Commonwealth countries, are the other success stories as

al tax reform programmes. far as self-assessment is concerned. Four other Common-

Strategic planning, or corporate planning, has been a
wealth countries, includingIndia, have now introducedself-

dramatic innovation in tax administration. Concepts of assessment, while 11 countries have a system of advance

planning and control have been around for decades and collectionof tax from companies.
have long been accepted as a sine qua non for efficient A radical departure from the traditional form of assessment
management,but until recently, only private sector organi-
zations achieved the most progress in integratingthese con-

n recent years has been the selective audit of income tax
or on

cepts into the organization. Public nterprises and govern-
files, based either on random sampling techniques

ment departmentshave belatedlyevolvedmethodologiesto predeterminedcriteria. Some tax administrationslike Can-

apply these conceptseffectively,havingbeen accustomedto
ada have evolved a computerizedselectionbased on a points

managementby crisis. system. No tax administration has either the staff or the
resources to examine all files in detail. Selective audit is

New Zealand evolved a simple yet effective strategic plan more cost-effectiveprovided the selectionor screeningpro-
in the mid-1980s. Some convincinganswers have been pro- cess is prudentlydeliberated. It is noteworthythat in two of
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the Commonwealth countries with extensive and long- the programme. It is noteworthythat underCanada'svolun-

standing systems of selective review, the ratio of accepted teer programme during the 1988 filing season, the Depart-
accounts to in-depth examinationis strikinglysimilar. Only ment trained more than 3,800 volunteers, who, in turn,
three percentof the files are audited. Countrieswhich adopt helpedpreparethe tax returnsof 69,000 taxpayers.Trinidad
a selective audit are satisfied that such a system maintains and Tobago is one of the developing countries which has
its credibility and deterrent value, and thus the general introduced a similar programme. Cannot more extensive
standardof taxpayercompliance,provided the tax adminis- use be made of this facility by other developingcountries
tration has an effectivesystem to deal with non-compliance.
In essence, what really matters is how taxpayers perceive Quite a few Commonwealthcountries have carefully plan-
the tax administration.Do taxpayersfeel that the tax admin_ ned taxpayereducationprogrammesin their schools, which

istration is both efficient and effective Such a visibility include the teaching of civics. Australia, Canada and the
effect is crucial for improved tax compliance. United Kingdom have elaborate school programmeswhich

include school kits, videos, teacher guides and student
This bringsme to the subjectofvoluntarycompliance.What guides. Of the developingcountries, Trinidad & Tobago is
measures have tax administrators taken to improve volun- again in the forefront,with a vibrantschool tax programme.
tary complianceTaxpayereducation,which was given low The Gambia, Tanzania and Zimbabwe have also tried to

priority some years back, has been gaining in importance in introduce some form of tax education programme in
recent years and it is now felt that well-reasoned taxpayer schools. As this has been identified as a vital area for tax-
education programmes can go a long way in improving payer education, perhaps the time has come to introduce
voluntary compliance. Most Commonwealthcountriesnow similar programmes in other Commonwealth countries.
have some form of taxpayer education programme built Must it be a political decision How should the planning of
into their systems. the curriculum be done and what are some of the con-

straints These are some of the questions which should be
Publications can be considered as basic to any taxpayer given special considerationby the planners.education programme and most Commonwealthcountries
have been providingthese facilities. In Cyprus, for instance, It would appear that outside agencies, like professional
forms design is undertaken by the Studies and Research bodies, Chambersof Commerceand trade associationshave
Section of the Head Office, whilst Singapore has a Forms been assisting tax administrations in taxpayer education

Design Committee whose members undergo a formal programmes, particularly in the developing countries. Can
course on forms design. However, in most developingcoun- these outside agenciesbe called upon to play a morepositive
tries, there is no specialized training for officers engaged in role in the futureTax administratorscouldperhapsidentify
forms design. In a recent publication on forms design by a some of the areas or programmes in which they can make a

senior official of the U.K. Inland Revenue, attention was more positive contribution.
drawn to the fact that the cost of producing a form is small Withholding tax at source is universally recognized as the
in relation to the cost of using it. According to this publica- most effective and inexpensivemethod of collecting tax. In
tion, for every £ 1 spent on production, it costs £ 20 to use recent years, several Commonwealthcountries,both devel-
the form; the author concluded that more resources made oped and developing, have increased the coverage of with-
available for forms design and publications will produce a holding tax even on non-investment income, so much so
handsome dividend in lower administrative costs. Tax ad- that withholding tax is fast becoming the cornerstone of
ministrators should ensure that resources are deployed for most revenue systems. Withholding tax at source assists
this all-important function. compliance, avoids the problem of inability to pay (or
Most Commonwealth countries now have some form of rather, makes taxes psychologicallyeasier to bear) and puts

the revenue into the government coffers more quickly.taxpayer assistance centre to handle routine enquiries from
Withholding tax is levied wide ofmembers of the public. An interesting trend in recent years

now on a range sources

even in respect of resident recipients. For example, morehas been the setting up of mobile units as part of the tax- countries levy withholding tax interest paid to resi-now on
payer assistanceprogrammes.With the objectiveof getting dents. It is significant that 15 Commonwealth
tax out into the community, the AustralianTaxation Office as many as

has set up shop-front informationbooths at major shopping
countries impose such a withholdingtax, while a few coun-

tries (e.g. Nigeria and Uganda) impose withholding tax on
centres across the country. managementand consultancyfees paid to residents.A with-
Sierra Leone has a novel but probably effective mode of holding tax on payments made to resident contractors is
taxpayereducation.During return filing time, a department now imposed in Australia (under the prescribed payments
vehicle plies the streets of the country telling people why system), Ghana, Malawi, Nigeria, Sri Lanka (in the form of
they should pay tax while simultaneouslya team of revenue a turnover tax withholding)and the United Kingdom. Four
inspectorscollects tax on standardassessments. Press, radio Commonwealth countries have a withholding tax on the
and television are widely employed by Commonwealth supply of certain goods (Bangladesh, Ghana, Malawi and
countries for publicity purposes and as a means of taxpayer New Zealand). It is not clear, however, whether the latter
education. form of withholding tax works satisfactorily.
Developing countries, in particular, have been making ex- The late Professor Stanley Surrey (an eminent Harvard
tensive use of seminars and lectures to promote taxpayer don) epitomized the importance of the collection function
education. Countries like Hong Kong, Malaysia, Singapore when he observed: The final stage - in fact the goal of tax
and Sri Lanka in the Asia region and the Gambia, Swazi- procedure - is the collection of tax. The sure sign of an

land, Tanzaniaand Zimbabwe in the African region appear ineffective tax administrationis the presenceof a very large
to be placing a great deal of importance on this mode of delinquency in tax payments, for it indicates the lack of
taxpayereducation. These seminars and lectures are gener- taxpayer respect for the tax system. Tax administrations
ally timed soon after the annual budget or near tax return have designed their collectionsystems, either by integrating
filing dates. The volunteerprogrammehas been a welcome or separating the assessment and collection functions.
innovation. The response to a pilot tax-help programme in Whatever the system, however, it should ensure maximum
Australiawas so enthusiasticthat the Departmentextended effectivenessand speed. In recentyears, tax administrations
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throughout the Commonwealthhave focused more on the able to charge her medical insuranceas a maintenancecost.
collection function. Computerized accounting and better The court also rejectedher claim for depletion allowance in

planning techniqueswith regularstatistical inputshave been respect of the mineral content of the taxpayer's blood. The
introduced in several countries in an effort to improve col- taxpayer fared better with respect to the modest travel al-
lection. Administratorsnow feel that the recovery process lowance she had been receiving. Taxpayersmay not deduct
could be made more effective if better use is made of the the cost of travelling to and from work. The government
availableadministrativeproceduresand withmorestringent denied the taxpayer's entire claim for travel costs, arguing
penalty provisions for default. Staff motivatonand upgrad- that she had merely been commuting to work. Not so, said
ing the collection function are examples of other methods the court. She had been transportingher blood to the cen-

tried by Commonwealthcountries. trifuge in the only way possible: [P]etitionerwas the con-

tainer in which her product was transported to market, so
When the 18th century philosopher statesman, Edmund the travel money went untaxed.
Burke, made the chance remark to tax and to please, no

more than to love and to be wise, is not given to men, he It is in this context that the role of the tax official assumes

probably did not realize that this would become a famous tremendousimportance.A commonproblem faced by most

utterance, to be quoted by politicians the world over to tax administrations - in both developed and developing
berate the poor tax gatherer. The tax gatherer's lot has countries - is the difficulty recruiting and retaining high
never been easy or popular. From time immemorial, tax calibre staff. Apart from the need to have a close connection

gatherershave had to strive, often against tremendousodds, among the selection, training, developmentand leadership
to keep the royal coffers full. Revenue was needed then, as processes in order to make optimal use of resources, there
it is now, to meet day-to-daygovernmentalexpenditureand should be motivation to stimulate trained officials to fulfill
to maintain law and order. the objectives and functionsof the administration.The low

salaries for tax officials has been identified by most Com-
Relations between the politician and the taxman have al- monwealth countries as a serious obstacle which impedes
ways been thorny. As aptlyput in a recent newspaperedito- the efficiency and effectiveness of the administration. A
rial, the former has to reflect somethingof the public's fear numberof countries,both within and outside the Common-
and suspicion of the latter, yet the taxman and his best wealth, have introduced special incentive schemes for tax
efforts at assessmentand collection are indispensable if the officials which to a great extent have helpedcurb the exodus
politician is to have the wherewithal for his projects. of trained staff.

This brings me to a critical issue: the role of the tax adminis-
trator and the assessor in the process of tax reform and CONCLUSION
change. The assessor is a professional, with a tough and
unenviable job, shorn of all glamour and rarely in the

Finally, what does the future hold, and whither taxation in
limelight. He is frequently pitted against eminent lawyers the Commonwealth What are the taxation trends of the
and experienced accountants. He also must act as a judge. 1990s It is doubtful that the massive tax reform
To this extent, a tax man is a lawyer, accountantand judge pro-

rolled into one. He must be adept at bookkeeping, master grammes of the 1980s will continue into the 1990s. Accord-
to an OECD forecast, one might expect a more selective

the intricacies of tax law and keep abreast of complex case ing
law decisions. approach, where countries may tie up any unfinished busi-

ness on main tax issues but also turn their attention to other
Issues that arise for a decision by the tax official and later areas of taxation, where changes have been proposed but

by the law lords can be very complex. I would like to refer have been relatively rare (e.g. property and capital taxes).
to two interesting issues that recently arose. One was a Some developed countries may endeavour to use taxation
claim made by an artist for tax relief for eye surgery. This to redistributewealth by a more effective use of net wealth
artist had instructed his accountant to claim the cost of an tax, transfer taxes and death duties. It is unlikely that we

eye operation against income tax. A photographerclaims will see governments returning to the view that progressive
for his cameras and his lenses. I claim for my paints, my income taxes can redistribute income; the emphasis will be
brushes and my canvases,but the most important tool of my on horizontal, rather than vertical, equity. There is likely to

trade is my eyes. I cannot work without them, so I cannot be a change in the tax mix by relying more on consumption
earn any money, he said. taxes, particularly the value added tax. Over the last ten

The second case concerned a lady of modest means with a years or so, we have moved from a scenarioof uncritical
one

large family; the taxpayer happened to have a rare blood acceptance of the effectiveness of tax incentives to of
total rejection. According to the OECD, the next stage in

type. For several years the taxpayer earned the bulk of her this cycle is, perhaps, an awareness that tax incentives, ifincome by donating her blood to a commercial serum
carefully monitored and used selectively, can be a potentlaboratory that paid her by the pint. Having extracted the tool to effectuate certain policies. Double taxation treaties

plasma from the taxpayer's blood, the laboratory returned will assume greater importance for promoting international
the red cells to her body, thus enablingher to make dona- investment flows.
tions twice a week rather than the four or five times per
year that a donor of whole blood might manage. To keep It is in the sphere of tax administration,however, that I can

up the quality of her plasma, however, she had to spend envisage a new emphasis being placed in the coming years,
extra money on food and medicine. The taxman allowed togetherwith a change in the attitudesof taxpayers and tax

part of her claim for a deduction for the cost of medicine officials towards each another. Tax administrationswill rely
but rejected the claim for extra food, since there were more on voluntary compliance. A profound change that is

grounds for suspecting that the woman's children had been gradually evolving is the approach to taxation itself- it

helping to eat it. Pleading her own case, the taxpayer took brings into focus the social consciousnessof the taxpayerby
the matter to the tax court. The court allowed a partial making him a partner in the process of taxation. Taxation
deduction for the taxpayer's share of the food. It rejected, will be increasingly viewed as a social necessity. The tax

however, the taxpayer'scontentionthat, since her bodywas officialwill no longer be consideredan outcastbut a catalyst
an appliance manufacturingsaleable blood, she should be in this process for the ultimate benefit of society.
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It will be increasinglyobvious that an effective and efficient payer's Charter. Each is a Bill of Rights which consolidates
tax systemwill dependon the consent and voluntarycooper- and sets forth for the first time in public the principleswhich
ation of the general body of taxpayers, employers and tax should be adopted in handling taxpayers' affairs, alongwith
consultants. This consent depends to a large extent on the the rights and obligations which apply where tax is con-
belief that tax affairs are handled fairly, and that the tax cerned. It also describes the various avenues for redress
official is helpful and courteous. Such a transformationin which are open to a taxpayerwho feels that his tax liability
attitude can only take place if the tax official adopts a more has not been correctly determined. I would commendthese
humane and objective approach, so as to make the process declarations for adoption by other Commonwealth coun-

less irksome and odious to the taxpayer. In otherwords, the tries. Certain taxpayerrightsparticularizedin these declara-
tax official should change his approach. A taxpayer should tions, i.e. the right to impartiality, the right to courtesy and
be able to go to the tax official with full conviction that consideration, the right to the presumptionof honesty, the
justice will be served and the tax official should approach right to privacy and confidentiality and the right to every
the case objectivelyand judicially and not with distrust and benefit allowed by law, should not remain as unattainable
suspicion. The tax officialhas an obligation to be candid and goals, but as ends which both the tax administrationand the
open with the taxpayer. taxpayer should strive to achieve as partners in a common

endeavour. These attitudes can be positively influencedby
' In this connection, I would like to mention some recent the service provided to the taxpayer, by stressing that the

documents published by three Commonwealthcountries - taxpayer is a client, rather than an opponent. This is not a

the Declaration of Taxpayers' Rights by Revenue Canada Utopian ideal, but a practical possibility. These are chal-
Taxation, the Statementof Purpose, Principlesand Practice lenges which face tax administrationsand taxpayersalike in
by the New Zealand Inland Revenue, and the U.K. Tax- the 1990s.

Article 2 establishes that those who, by means of the man-

oeuvres listed in Article 1, evade tax payment beyond cer-

ARGENTINA: tain minimum amounts or percentages shall be punished
Transfer Pricing and the New Criminal Tax Law with imprisonmentranging from six months to six years.
[continued from page 75] In the particular case of imports and exports, Article 10

renders liable to imprisonment(from two years to six years)
those who over- or under-invoiceor over- or under-value
with the object of obtaining tax benefits or exemptions.

gations, failure to file tax returns, fraud, etc. Before the
enactment of Law No. 23,771, fiscal fraud was punishable The law also provides that imprisonment penalty will be

by fines and imprisonmentunder Law No. 11,683. In prac- applicable without prejudice to fiscal penalties, e.g. the

tice, however, imprisonmentwas never imposed. Criminal fines of fiscal procedure law. Finally, it is worth noting that,
Tax Law No. 23,771 abrogates fiscal procedure law with according to Article 16, assessment of tax or the penalties
respect to imprisonment but creates a much more severe adjudged by administrative bodies will not prejudice the

punishment system, the effectiveness of which remains to Treasury in respect of the commencementof criminal pro-
be seen. Although the law does not contain any specific ceedings or any Judgement rendered in such proceedings.
penalties for violationof transferpricing rules on intercom-
pany operations,somegeneralprovisionsofLawNo. 23,771
could be applicable to transfer pricing cases. VI. CONCLUSION

For example, Article 1 provides an illustrative list of man- Far-reachingconsequencesmay ensue from rote application
oeuvers, including the non-issuance of invoices or similar of the criminal tax law to the bewildering - and as yet
documentswhen required to do so, over-or under-invoicing unexplored- area of transfer pricing in Argentina. Taking
the real price of goods, or over- or under-valuing the real into considerationthat intercompanyoperationsare subject
price of goods. If a person responsible for his own debt or to the provisionsof CriminalTax Law No. 23,771, a detailed
that of a third party hides, modifies, disguises or fails to analysis of the transfer pricing rules and existing case law
reveal the real economic situation or wealth in order to seems a foregone conclusion. An in-depth tax analysis
obstruct the assessment or collection of taxes, he will be should be made concerning all intercompany operations
subject to one month to threeyears imprisonment,provided that any Argentine-relatedcompanymay enter into in order
the act results in a loss to the Treasury. Although not to avoid any criminal consequences, which might easily
specifically contemplated as a transfer-pricing issue, the derive from the ambiguous transferpricing rules which now

Law 23,771 may well apply. exist.
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INTRODUCTION
Mr. Govindholdsa MastersDegreen

To understand the conceptof businessconnection in Indian tax law it is useful to science and a Bachelor's Degree n

compare it with the definition of permanentestablishment in the OECD model law. He s a former Chief Commis-

tax treaty. The general operation and scope ofbusinessconnectionin Indian law sioner of IncomeTaxn NewDelhi. Mr.
Govind currently practces as an ad-

is often regulatedin tax treaties by the conceptofpermanentestablishmentwhich vocate at the Supreme Court of India,
is defined in all bilateral tax treaties, usually in accordancewith the OECD model New Delhi. He was the U.N. Consul-
treaty. tant on taxation to the governmentof

Iraq. He wasalso Directoroflnvestiga-
tion, Monopolies Commssion.. Mr.
Govind contributesarticles on a regu-

SOURCE RULES lar bass to various international tax

journals.
The Income Tax Act (ITA) provides that income accruing or arising directlyor

indirectly, throughor from any businessconnectionin India s deemedt accrue

or arise in India.1 This applies to residents and non-residents,to Indian nationals
as well as to foreigners.

A company is said to be resident if it is an Indian company2 or if the control and

managementof its affairsare situatedexclusivelyin Indiaduring the yearprevious
to the assessment year.3 In practice, every foreign company falls under the

category of non-resident since some part of the control and managementof its
affairs is always situated outside India.

The amount of a taxpayer's taxable income varies according to his residence 1 ITA Sec. 9(1)
status. A residentpays tax on his worldwideincome regardlessof the source. An 2. An Indian company is defined in ITA Sec.

a company
individualnot ordinarily resident is subject to tax only on Indian-sourceincome.4 2(26). It denotes formed and regis-

tered under the Companies Act 1956 and in-

Foreign-source income is exempt unless it is derived from a business controlled cludes any institution, association or body,
in India or a profession exercised there. A non-resident also pays tax only on whetherincorporatedor not, and whetherIndian

Indian-sourceincome. Foreign income is totally exempt.
or non-lndian,which is declared to be a company
by the CentralBoard ofDirectTaxes (C.B.D.T.)
for any particular assessmentyear.

All income which accrues or arises in India is liable to tax, regardless of the 3.. A tax year or assessment year is the finan-

taxpayer'sresidencestatus. Incomereceived indirectly in India is taxed as income cial year which follows immediatelyafter the ac-

no matter where it has accrued. Income which is received in the first instance counting year or previous year. The income of

outsid India and subsequently remitted or otherwise transferred to India is not the previousyear is subject to tax in the tax year.
A previous year is defined in ITA Sec. 3 to mean

treated as income received in India for tax purposes. Remittancesto India in any the financial year commencing on 1 April and

particular year from income earned or received abroad in earlier years are also ending on 31 March next.

not chargeable to tax in India n the year in which the remittancesare made.5 4. Indian-sourceincomemeans incomearising
or accruing in India or received in India. The

A special feature of the source rules is that, apart from income actually accruing provisionsrelating to the tax base or the scope of
the total income are found in ITA Sec. 5.

or arising in India, income deemed to accrue or arise in India is also taxable in 5. See ITA Sec. 9 for source rules.

India. Such deemed income is that which accrues or arises drectly or indirectly 6. The following income is deemed to accrue

through or from any property in India, any asset or source of income in India, a or arise in India:

business connection in India, or through the transferof a capital asset situated in
- salary earned in India;

salary payableby the governmentto citizens-

India. for service outside India;
dividendspaidby Indian companiesoutside-

A business connection constitutes one of the statutorily specified sources of India;

deemed accrual or arising of income.6 The concept of deemed income assumes
- interest, royalties and technical service fees

importance in business operations in cases of foreign investment and where payable by the government, resident (ex-
cept for businesses outside India) and non-

royalties, fees for technical services and other similar payments are received resident businessesin India.
under collaborationagreements.7 7. ITA Sec. 9(1)(i).
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BUSINESS CONNECTION Some examples of non-resident busness connections in
India include:

The term businessconnection is not defined in the ITA, nor - maintaininga branch office in India for the purchase or
is the source of income derived by a non-residentthrough a sale of goods or transacting other business;
business connection defined. There is a catena of case law - buildinga factory in Indiawhere raw producepurchased
which indicates on the facts of each case whether or not locally is worked into a form suitablefor exportabroad;
there is a business connection. It is not necessary to wade - forming a subsidiary in India to sell the products of a

through the plethora of decided cases. The case, Commis- non-residentparent company;
sioner of Income Tax v. R.D. Aggarwal & Co.,8 will give - appointing an agent in India for the systematic and
sufficient idea of the concept of a business connection for regular purchase of raw materialsor other goods, or for
tax purposes. the sale of a non-resident'sgoods or for other business

Aggarwal is the leading case on the subject of business purposes;
connection. Aggarwal, a resident Indian company, carried having a close financial or professional association be--

on business as an importer and commission agent for two tween a resident and a non-residentcompany; and

non-resident exporters, one Belgian and one Italian. He
- granting a continuing licence to a resident to exploit for

canvassed orders in Amritsar for the supply of worsted profit an asset belonging to a non-resident.
' woollen yarn, communicated these orders to the Belgian

and Italian companiesand receivedcommissionon the sales
made by them. Although Aggarwal had no authority to PERMANENTESTABLISHMENT
accept any orders on behalf of the non-residents, orders
were accepted, payment was received and deliveries were A tax treaty definition of permanent establishment corre-

made by the non-residentsoutside India. The Italian com- sponds to the concept of business connection discussed

pany described Aggarwal in a letter of appointment as the above. The main use of the concept permanent establish-

sole selling agent of its products in India. The Belgian com- ment is to determine the right of a contracting state to tax

pany appointedAggarwalas its representativefor the whole the profits of an enterprise of the other contracting state.

of India on condition that Aggarwalpromised not to repre- Under Article 7 of the OECD model treaty, a contracting
sent any other Belgian mill or yarn producerand not to sell state cannot tax the profits of an enterprise of the other

Belgian yarn in India on its own account. contracting state unless it carries on its business through a

permanent establishmentsituated therein. Unlike the con-
The Supreme Court ruled that there was no business con- cept of business connection which is not defined in the
nection in India between the residentAggarwaland the two Indian ITA but derives from case law, the conceptofperma-
non-resident companies. The Court held that a business nent establishmentis expresslydefined in the OECD model
connection involves a relation between a business carried and other treaties based on this model.
on by a non-residentwhich yields profits or gains and some

activity in [India] which contributes directly or indirectly to The first paragraphof Article 5 of the OECD model treaty
the earning of those profits and gains. It predicates an ele- defines permanent establishmentas a distinct situs, a fixed

ment of continuity between the business of non-resident place of businessthroughwhich the businessof an enterprise
and the activity in the taxable territories: a stray or isolated is wholly or partly carried on. The second paragraph con-

transaction is normally not to be regarded as a business tains a list of examples of permanent establishments. The

connection. Business connectionmay take several forms: it OECD definition of permanentestablishmentcorresponds
rnay include carrying on a part of the main business or in a large part to the Indian tax law concept of intimate

activity incidental to the main business of the non-resident business connection. The most common intimate business

through an agent or it may merelybe a relation betweenthe connectionsare through management,control, supervision
business of the non-resident and activity in [India] which or the earningof profits. These in turn correspond to exam-

facilitates or assists the carrying on of that business....-9 ples of permanent establishments listed in Article 5, para-
graph 2 as do some of the examples of a non-residentbusi-

The Court added that the question of whether there is a ness connection given above. A branch and a factory will
business connection from or through which income, profits generally constitute both a permanent establishmentunder
or gains arise or accrue to a non-resident must be deter- the OECD model and a business connection under Indian
mined upon the facts and circumstancesof each case. Mere ncome tax law.
canvassing by a commission agent in India who has no

authority to accept orders or to contract on behalf of the Article 5, paragraphs 6 and 7 of the OECD model treaty
non-residentcompanies is not a sufficient real and intimate exempt agents and subsidiariesfrom constitutingpermanent
relation to constitute a business connection,10 establishments. Under Indian law, however, agents and

subsidiariesare often examples of businessconnections.As
From the case law it is clear that the concept of a business such, any income deemed to accrue or arise from agents or
connection entails several elements. A business connection subsidiarieswill make the non-residentliable to tax in India.
requires continuity of action between the person in India A bilateral tax treaty based on the OECD model will limit
and the person outside India who receives the profit. Iso- India's right to tax these business connectionsas they now
lated transactions between a resident and a non-resident would fall under the permanentestablishmentarticle in the
will not constitute a business connection. A business con- treaty which exempts agents and subsidiaries from perma-
nection must be a commercialconnection intimately linked nent establishmentstatus. The conceptsofbusinessconnec-
with the business of the non-resident, contributing to the tion and permanent establishment, while clearly not the
non-resident'sprofits.
A professionalconnection is also a business connection. In
Barenda Prasad Ray v. ITO,H the Supreme Court con-

cluded that the word business was one of wide impact and 8. 56 Income Tax Reports (ITR) 20 (1965)
meant an activitycarriedon continuouslyand systematicallY 9. Id., at 24.

by a person through the application of his labour or skill 10. Id.
with a view to earning income. 11. 129 ITR 295 (1981).
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same, are similar. The PortTrust casea2 illustrates this simi- Income Tax Act. In this case, the Court reasoned that the
larity. words permanent establishment postulate the existence

of a substantialelementof an enduringorpermanentnature
The Andhra Pradesh High Court in India considered the of a foreign enterprise in another country which can be
scope of the conceptsof permanentestablishmentand busi- attributed to a fixed place of business in that country. It
ness connection in C.L T. v. Visakhapatnam Port Trust.13 should be of such nature that it would amount to virtual
The Port Trust signed an agreement with a German com-

a a

pany under which the Germancompanypromisedto supply projectionof the foreign enterpriseof one country on to the
soil of another country. The Court concluded that the Ger-

equipment which was to be fixed to a steel plate manufac-
tured and suppliedby an independentIndian company. The

man company did not have a fixed place ofbusinessin India

equipment was to be assembled and installed at the Vis- as the supervisionof equipment installationwas insufficient

akhapatnamPort at the expenseof the PortTrustwhich also to constitute a permanent establishment.14

promised to provide the necessary labour for this purpose Business connection complexities have given rise to much
as well as to pay the salary and travel expenses of the litigation in the past. Fortunately, the OECD model treaty
German engineer. and the international tax treaties made pursuant to it have

clarified many of the ambiguities inherent in the case-by-The Court held that in the case of a sale of machinery
abroad the fact that the foreign supplier agrees to render

case determination of a business connection in Indian tax
law through the definition of permanentestablishment. Bycertain limited services in India which are incidental to the

contract and are customarilyprovided would not make the giving clear guidelines for the source of income and its tax

foreign supplier liable to tax in India on the basis of a liability,
.

the OECD model treaty definition of permanent
establishmentreduces litigation arising out of business con-business connection. The German company's supervision nection confusion where international tax treaties are con-of the installation of the equipment does not constitute a cerned. Understanding the similarities and differences be-

business connection in this case. The Court then went on to
discuss whether the supervision of the equipment installa-

tween a business connection in Indian tax law and a perma-
nent establishmentunder the OECD model is helpfulwhention constituted a permanent establishment under the
addressing tax problems in this area.

India-Germanytax treaty.
The India-Germanytax treaty defines a permanent estab-
lishment as a fixed place of business where the business of
an enterprise is wholly or partially carried out. The Court
noted that in cases of difference between the provisions of 12. c.1. T. v. VisakhapatnamPort Trust, 144 ITR 146 (1983).
the Income Tax Law and of an international tax treaty, the 13. Id.

provisions of the treaty prevail over the provisions of the 14. Id.
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DarstellungderwesentlichstenBestimmungen by J. Buhart;Mergersand jointventuresin EC informationon the economicconditions,
des Verfassungs-,Verwaltungs-,Zivil- und investmentby DouglasE. Rosenthal; establishinga businesspresenceand highlights
Strafrechteszum Umweltschutz. Corporationtaxes in theECby S. Cnossen. the main featuresof the tax systems (particular
Vienna, IndustrieverlagPeterLinde, 1989, pp. (B. 110.474) corporateand individualincome tax) in 28
428,504.-AS. WesternEuropeancountries.
Commentaryto the law governingenvironmental BUCKETr, Alan. (B. 110.503)
protection.The authorgives an overviewof the VATintheEuropeanCommunity.
mostessentialprovisionsin constitutionallaw, London,Butterworths,1990, pp. 175, 35.-£. EUROPEANBANKINGLAW. A GUIDE TO
administrativelaw, civil law and penal law Thefirst part of this bookgives an overviewof Community,memberstateand EFTAnational
regardingenvironmentalprotection. the currentstate of theVATin the EC and the legislation.By Coopers& LybrandEurope.
(B. 109.255) newproposalsof the Commission.It briefly London,FinancialTimesBusinessInformation,

explainstheVATsystem in eachMemberState. 1990, pp. 304, 150.-£.
(B. 110.513) This new editionofEuropeanBankingLaw

Belgium INVENTORYOF TAXES LEVIED IN THE bringsup to date the developmentsin the
financialservicessector. It analysesEEC,

MemberStatesof the EuropeanCommunitiesbyANNUAIREFISCAL 1990-A; 1990-B. memberstate and EFTAcountry legislationon

Brussels,CED-Samsom,1990, pp. 725. the State and the local authorities(Lnder, banking,credit, capital movementsand
Annualguide referencetax handbook1990. Part dpartements,regions,districts,provinces, securities. OtherchaptersexamineEEC

A, coveringdescriptionof the corporateand communes). 13th Edition. competitiondecisions,judgementsof the
individualincometaxes, value added tax and Luxembourg,OfficeforOfficialPublicationsof EuropeanCourtof Justice and companylaw in

the EuropeanCommunities,1990, pp. 690.
similar taxes. Part B summarizingrelevanttax thebankingfield.A summarytableprovidesthe
informationas of 1975 assessmentyear. Relevant Summarydescribingall taxes levied in each

currentstatusof all EEC legislation.
addresses,namesand telephonenumbersof tax

MemberStateofthe EuropeanCommunities. (B. 110.444)
administrationofficesare appended. This edition reflectsthe situationon 1 September

(B.11O.499/500)
1987.
(B. 110.442) Finland

Czechoslovakia Eastern Europe KORKEIMANNHALLINTO-OIKEUDEN
Vuosikirja1989; HgstraFrvaltnings-

KLEIN, Bohuslav; HOLEC, Pavel; JOINT VENTURES IN EASTERNEUROPE. DomstolensArsbok 1989.
HENZLOVA,Pavla. Producedby CouderBrothers. Co-editors:Mark Helsinki,Valtion Painatuskeskus,PL 516, 00101
Act on the enterprisewith foreignproperty D. Herlachand LucilleA. Barale. Helsinki 10, 1990, pp. 280.

participation.(Short commentary-revised London,EuromoneyPublicationsPLC, Nestor Tax appealcasesdecidedby the Supreme
version.) House,PlayhouseYard, LondonEC4V 5EX, AdministrativeCourtduring1989. Texts are

Prague,CzechoslovakChamberof Commerce UnitedKingdom,1990, pp. 183. partly in Finnish,partlyin Swedish. Indexesin

and Industry, 1990, pp. 48. Comprehensiveguide on legal and tax aspectsof both languagesareappended.
(B. 110.432) investingin 8 countriesin EasternEurope in the (B. 110.479)
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France Monographdescribingcompanylaw, accounting Tbingen,1990, pp. 476,48.-DM.

law, labour law and taxation in Germany Basicquestionson financialleasing.Lectureson

GAMBIER, Claude; MERCIER,Jean-Yves. includingdiscussionon the comprehensive civillawaspectsof financialleasingheld on the

Les imptsen France.Traitpratiquede la income tax treatybetweenFranceand Germany occasionof a symposiumon 1 and 2 November

fiscalitdes affaires. 22e Edition jour au ler (Fed. Rep.). 1989n Bad Nauheim.

aot 1990. (B. 110.481) (B. 110.352)
Paris, EditionsFrancisLefebvre,1990, pp. 640,
189.-Ffr. GOUTIER, Klaus. PERSONENGESELLSCHAFTUND

Twenty-secondannualeditionsummarizingthe Zur steuerlichenBehandlungvon Bilanzierung.
taxes in Francein effect as of 1 August 1990. Betriebsstttenund Personengesellschaften Vortrgeund Diskussionen.IDW-Symposium
Appendedare exercisesand solutionson unterdem neuen DBAmit den Vereinigten Personengesellschaftenam 3./4. November

corporateincometax. Staaten. 1989.

(B. 110.398) Hamburg,InstitutfrAuslndischesund Dsseldorf,IDWVerlagGmbH, 1990, pp. 266.
InternationalesFinanz-und Steuerwesender Partnershipand drawingup the balancesheet.

PIERRE, Jean-Luc. UniversittHamburg,1990. Lecturesand discussionsheld on the occasionof

Fiscalitde la recherche,de la proprit Heftezur InternationalenBesteuerung,No. 65, a symposiumon partnershipsof3 and 4

industrielleet des logiciels. pp. 50. November1989 organizedby the German

Paris, Litec-LibrairiesTechniquesS.A., 158, Fiscal treatmentof permanentestablishments InstituteofAccountants.

rue SaintJacques,75005 Paris, 1990, pp. 300, and partnershipspursuantto the new tax treaty (B. 109.998)
250.-Ffr. betweenGermanyand the U.S.A.

Monographdescribingthe taxationaspectsof (B. 110.498)
researchand developmentexpenseswith Ireland
referenceto case law. BRONS, Bernhard W.

(B. 110.359) Nationaleund internationaleBesteuerungder SAUNDERS, Glyn; SAVORY, Stephen.
Seeschiffahrt. Tolley'sTaxationin the Republicof Ireland

PLAGNET,B.; HENON, S. Bielefeld,Erich SchmidtVerlag, 1990. 1990-91. A detailedguide covering income tax,
Cas pratiquesde fiscalitfranaise.8e Edition SchriftenreiheSteuerberatung- corporationtax, capitalgains tax, capital
jour au lerseptembre1990. Betriebsprfung-Unternehmensbesteuerung, acquisitionstax, advancecorporationtax,
Paris, EditionsFrancisLefebvre, 1990, pp. 380, Band 19, pp. 378,84.-DM. residentialproperty tax and value added tax,
160.-Ffr. Domesticand internationaltaxationon includingthe provisionsof the FinanceAct 1990.
Exercisebook (revisedand updatedas of 1 navigation.The authordescribesthis highly tax Croydon,TolleyPublishingCo. Ltd., 1990,
September1990) on Frenchcorporateincome sensitivesectorand dealswith depreciation, pp. 334,16.95£.
tax questionsand solutionsfollowedby treaties subsidies, legal forms, residenceabroad/inland, (B. 110.461)
explainingrelevanttax aspectsforpurposesof taxationof manpower,double taxation,etc.

examinations. (B. 110.358)
(B. 110.518) ItalyBIERGANS,E.

MERCADAL,Barthelemy;MACQUERON, Steuervorteiledurch selbstgenutztes COMMENTARIOAL TESTO UNICO
Patrice. Wohneigentumab 1990. Eine systematische delle impostesui redditied altri scritti.
Initiation juridique.Droit des affaireset des Darstellung.2. Auflage Milan, IlFisco, 1990, 850.pp.
activitsconomiques.A jour au 1 aot 1990. Herne, VerlagNeueWirtschafts-Briefe,1990, The bookcollectscontributionsofpractitioners
Paris, EditionsFrancisLefebvre,1990, pp. 544, PP. 220, 38.- DM. and professors specificsubjectsof the Italianon
195.-Ffr. Tax advantagesthroughowner-useddwelling IncomeTax Code.
Introductionto businesslaw in France. The law propertyas of 1990. A systematiceXposition. (B. 110.515)
is stated as of 1 August 1990. (B. 110.407)
(B. 110.399)

FELIX, Gnther; CARLE, Dieter. Netherlands
MEMENTOPRATIQUEFRANCIS FundheftfrSteuerrecht.Leitstzeder
Lefebvre.Socitscmmerciales1991. A jour au Entscheidungen-Literaturbersicht,Nachweis
leroctobre1990. derVerwaltungsvorschriften.Band 36:1988. SONNEVELDT,F.

De Anglo-Amerikaansetrust in het Nederlandse
Paris, EditionsFrancisLefebvre,1990, pp. 1305, Munich,VerlagC.H. Beck, 1989, pp. 637.
408.- Ffr. Annualsourcebook for tax law referingto court civieleen fiscale recht. 2nd Edition.

Annualeditionofguidesummarizingthe legal decisions,administrativerules, theses,books, Deventer,FED, 1990.

aspectsofbusinessenterprisesunderFrench law, articles,etc. dealingwith nearlyall aspectsof FED FiscaleBrochures,Div., pp. 50,25.-Dfl.

as of 1 October1990. taxationin the Federal Republicof Germanyas ExplanationofAnglo-Americantrusts for the

(B. 110.519) well as certainothercountries. managementofproperty,separateand apart

(B. 110.520) frombeneficialownership,with reference to

Dutchcivil and tax law.

Germany (Dem. Rep.) BECK'SCHERBILANZ-KOMMENTAR. (B. 110.441)
DerJahresabschlussnach Handels-und
Steuerrecht.BEWERTUNGVON UNTERNEHMENIN FINANCILEINSTRUMENTEN.Das Dritte Buch desHGB.2. Auflage.der DDR. Modernevormenvan financieringen

Dsseldorf,IDWVerlagGmbH, 1990, pp. 104,
Bearbeitetvon W.D. Budde,H. Clemm,

risicobeheersing.Onderredactie P.J.W.M. Pankowund M. Sarx. van:
23.36DM. Duffhues,J.G. Groenevelden J. van der Hilst.
Valuationofbusinessenterprisesin the German Munich,VerlagC.H. Beck, 1990, pp. 2348,
DemocraticRepublic. 338.- DM. Deventer,KluwerBedrijfswetenschappen,

(B. 10.283) Balancesheetcomment.The annualclosingof 1990, pp. 277, 55.- Dfl.

accountaccordingto tradeand tax law. The third Monographdescribingnew financialinstruments

chapterofthe CommercialLaw. with emphasison its tax aspectsunderDutch tax

(B. 110.328) law, writtenby variousauthors.

Germany (Fed. Rep.) (B. 110.377)
GRUNDFRAGENDES

ALLEMAGNERFA. GUIDEJURIDIQUE, Finanzierungsleasing.
fiscal, socialet comptable. 3rd Edition. Herausgegebenvon WolfgangGrunsky, United Kingdom
Paris, EditionsFrancisLefebvre, 1989. ManfredLieb und DieterMedicus.
Dossiers InternationauxFrancis Lefebvre, Tbingen,J.C.B. Mohr (Paul Siebeck), SIMON'S TAXES. FINANCEACT 1990.
pp. 455,375.-Ffr. Wilhelmstrasse18, Postfach2040, D-7400 The provisionsrelating to income tax,
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corporationtax and capitalgains tax. With by R.M. Bird and Ch.E.McLure;Key issues in Generalbackgroundinformationon business
explanatorynotes and a surveyof the wholeAct. the reformof personalincometaxesby R. operationsin Israel. The portfolioanalyzesthe
London,Butterworths,1990, pp. 210,18.-£. Goode; Taxationof labor incomeby F. Israeli income tax structure in depth. It pays
(B. 110.504) Bourguignon.The book is available from the particularattention to the importantlaw for the

Amsterdamaddress,or in the U.S.A./Canada encouragementofcapital investmentsand
GRANDE-BRETAGNE.GUIDE fromElsevierSciencePublishing,Co. Inc., P.O. discussesIsraeli foreignexchangecontrolsand
juridique,fiscal, social et comptable.3rd Box 882, MadisonSquareStation, NewYork, theproblemsofcurrencydevaluation.
Edition. NY 10159,U.S.A. (B.57.532)
Paris, EditionsFrancis Lefebvre,1990. (B. 110.472)
Dossiers InternationauxFrancisLefebvre,
pp. 470, 376.-Ffr. THE PROTECTIONOF PRIVATE NORTH AMERICA
Third revisedand updatededition describingthe wealth.
common law and companylaw, social and Guernsey,RothschildTrustCompany Canadaaccountingregulationsin the United Kingdorn. InternationalLtd., P.O. Box 58, St. Julian's
The tax systemand the comprehensiveincome Court, St. PeterPort, Guernsey,Channel
tax treatybetweenFranceand the United Islands, 1989, pp. 35. CANADA. GUIDE FISCAL. 3RD EDITION.

Kingdomis also dealtwith. Brochuregivingsome generalbackground Paris, EditionsFrancisLefebvre, 1990.
(B. 110.480) informationto those consideringthe use of Dossiers InternationauxFrancisLefebvre,pp.

privateinternationaltrustsor companies.A 208,250.-Ffr.
MERGERSAND MERGER POLICY. reprintofCanadiantransnationaltrust Fourtheditonof monographdescribingthe
Editedby JamesFairburnand JohnKay. companiesby RichardHay of StikemenElliot, Canadian tax systemand the French application
NewYork, OxfordUniversityPress; London, London, is included. of the income tax treaty betweenFranceand
IFS-Institutefor Fiscal Studies, 1989, pp. 356. (B. 110.343) Canada.
Collectionofessaysby variousauthorson the (B. 110.482)
subject. Severalof thepaperswerepresentedat Developingcountries
the IFS conferenceon MergerPolicyheld on 16 PERSONALTAX STRATEGY.

July 1986. Some contributions:The impactof
TAX POLICY AND REFORMFOR

AmsterdamPrice Waterhouse& Co., 1990,
merger: a surveyof empiricalevidencefor the

foreigndirect investmentin developing pp. 150.
The booklet includes 1990highlightsand tax tipsUKby Alan Hughes;Take-overactivity in the

countries.Preparedby Tax Policy Division,UnitedKingdomby MervynKing; Mergers, for individualtaxpayers (employee,owner/
take-overs,and the enforcementofprofit authorizedbyVito Tanzi.

manager, investor,retired, separatedor

maximizationby DieterHelm; Shareholder Washington,IMF- InternationalMonetary divorced, taxpayerwith U.S. connections).
wealtheffectsofUK take-overs: implicationsfor Fund, 1990. (B. 110.415)IMFWorkingPaper,WP/90/70,pp. 58.
mergerpolicyby Julian Franksand Robert

(B.57.528)Harris; Theevolutionofmergerpolicy in THE GOODS AND SERVICESTAX.
Britainby JamesFairburn;Mergerpolicy in A generaloverview.
the US by GeorgeHayandRofNydam. Amsterdam,PriceWaterhouse& Co., 1990,
(B. 110.412) LATIN AMERICA pp. 18.

(B. 110.388)
PACKER, Bill. NetherlandsAntilles
VAT: a businessby businessguide. 3rd Edition. GUENTHER,Harry.
London,Butterworths,1990, pp. 410. CIJNTJE, D.E. Bankngn NorthAmerca, 1990. Structuresand
This book is aimedat professionaladvisersand

Belastingenin de NederlandseAntillen. sourcesoffinance.
containsa reviewof the generalprinciplesof

Belastingheffingen fiscale faciliteitenin het London,FinancialTimesBusinessInformation,
7th Fl., BroadwayBldg.,50-64Broadway,VAT. It also identifiesa range ofspecific bijzonderten aanzienvan de Antilliaanse

businessesand describes the operationofVAT naamlozevennootschap.4th Edition. LondonSWlHODB, UnitedKingdom, 1990,
in each case. The bookreflects the relevantlaw Deventer,Kluwer,1990, pp. 228,75.-Dfl. pp. 106. 147.-£.

The highlightsthe essentialelementsand practiceas it appliedon 31 July 1990. Fourthrevisededitionofan introductionto report
(B. 110.514) corporateincome tax and tax incentivesin the

withinNorthAmerica'scomplexregulatory
NetherlandsAntilles.Textsofstatutesare framework,providinginformationto operate

INTERNATIONAL appendedincluding individualincometax, wage successfullyin the financialsector. Chapters
include: The structureand powersofCanadian

tax and companylaw.
financialinstitutions;Bankingregulationin

(B.57.534)THE PERSONALINCOMETAX. Canada;Financialmarketsin Canada;
Phoenixfrom the AshesEditors: Sijbren THE NETHERLANDSANTILLES: Backgroundto bankinginthe U.S.; U.S.
Cnossenand RichardM. Bird. the internationalfinancialcenter. A general

financialinstitutions;The regulatoryframework;
Amsterdam,ElsevierSciencePublishers,Sara overviewof the opportunitiesand possibilities Foreignbankingin the UnitedStates; U.S.

Burgerhartstraat25, 1055 KVAmsterdam,The offeredby its corporate-and tax legislation.
financialmarkets;The changingbanking

Netherlands,1990. Curaao,The OffshoreAssociationof the environmentin NorthAmerica.
Contributionsto EconomicAnalysis, No. 191, NetherlandsAntilles,6, John B. Gorsiraweg, (B. 110.445)
pp. 320, 191.-Dfl. Curaao,NetherlandsAntilles, 1990, pp. 12.
Papersof conferenceheld in Rotterdam,JanuarY Brochuresummarizingthegeneralcoporate- U.S.A.
1989. The papers in this volume reviewand legislativeaspectsof the NetherlandsAntilles as
evaluatethe wave of income tax reforms that a modern internationalfinancialcentre. BRAVENEC,Lorence L.
have taken place in the industrialworldover the (B. 18.601) Federal taxationof S-corporationsand
last five years. The key issueswhich are singled shareholders.2nd Edition.
out include the effectof the income tax on labour NewYork, PractisingLaw Institute,810 Seventh
supply, the tax unit, the relationshipwith social MIDDLE EAST Avenue,NewYork,N.Y. 10019, USA, 1988,
security taxes, the taxationofcapital income, pp.945,95.-$.
internationalissues and the politicaleconomyof Loose-leafpublication(to be updatedannually).
income taxation. Special attentionis given to the This new editionoffers a comprehensiveand
choicebetweenincomeand consumptionas the Israel in-depthexaminationof S-corporationsunder
appropriatetax base on efficiencyand horizontal the InternalRevenueCode.
equitygrounds.Contents(amongothers): RAFAEL, Amnon. Thebook offers a how-toapproach to
Personalincometax reformsin OECDmember Businessoperationin Israel. SubchapterS with a detailedanalysisof the
countriesby S. Cnossenand K. Messere;The Washington,Tax ManagementInc., 1990. specialproblemsand strategiesunique to S-
personalincome tax in an interdependentworld Foreign IncomePortfolios,pp. 135. corporations.The text is highlightedwith
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numerousexamplespreparedby the author GUENTHER,Harry. Boston, IRWIN,Homewood,IL64030,Boston
demonstratingtheapplicationof the Code. Bankingin NorthAmerica, 1990. Structuresand MA 02116,1989,pp. 1405.
There are fournewchapters: Shareholder sourcesoffinance. Textbookon intermediateaccounting.
Limitations;Terminationof S Status; the Choice London,FinancialTimesBusinessInformation, (B. 110.317)
ofTaxEntityForms; Practiceand Procedural 7th Fl., BroadwayBldg.,50-64 Broadway,
Matters.A glossaryofabbreviationsas well as an LondonSWlHODB, UnitedKingdom,1990, HARMONISATIEVAN VENNOOTSCHAPS-
S corporationtax returnchecklistis included. pp. 106. 147.-£. en effectenrecht.Ervaringenen vooruitzichten
Chapters include: an overview;passthrough: The reporthighlightsthe essentialelements in Europaen de VerenigdeStaten. Symposium
general;passthrough: taxableyear; and dealings withinNorthAmerica'scomplexregulatory KatholiekeUniversiteitBrabant,26 februari
with shareholdersand relatedparties;dividend framework,providinginformationto operate 1988. VoorzitterProf. Mr. B. Wachter.

distributions;formerC-corporations; successfullyin the financialsector. Chapters Deventer,Kluwer, 1988, pp. 143.

qualification;terminationof S status; include: The structureand powersof Canadian Compilationofcontributionsby variousauthors
extraordinarycorporatetransactions;credits; financiai institutions;Bankingregulationin for a symposiumat the CatholicUniversity
estateplanningand shareholderagreements. Canada;Financialmarketsin Canada; Brabanton 26 February1988 dealingwith the

(B. 110.502) Backgroundto bankingin the U.S.; U.S. harmonizationofcompanylaw, the stock
financialinstitutions;The regulatoryframework; exchangetransactionlaw and the shareholders

GOUTIER, Klaus. Foreignbankingin the UnitedStates;U.S. law with reference to the developmentin the
Zur steuerlichenBehandlungvon financialmarkets;Thechangingbanking U.S.A. and the EuropeanCommunity.

' Betriebsstttenund Personengesellschaften environmentin NorthAmerica. (B. 110.289)
unterdem neuen DBAmit den Vereinigten (B. 110.445)
Staaten.

Hamburg,InstitutfrAuslndischesund SORKIN, Alan L. POLISH-AMERICANCAPITALMARKET

InternationalesFinanz-und Steuerwesender Monetaryand fiscal policyand businesscycles in workshop.
UniversittHamburg,1990. the modernera. InstituteofFinancein cooperationwithMinistry
Heftezur InternationalenBesteuerung,No. 65, Lexington,LexingtonBooks/D.C.Heathand ofFinance,Ministryof Industry,NationalBank

pp. 50. Company,1988, pp. 130. ofPoland,BankPowszechnaKasa

Fiscal treatmentofpermanentestablishments Studyon the businesscycles theoriesand the Oszczednosci,Warsaw,2-4 November1989.

and partnershipspursuantto the new tax treaty major toolofstabilizationpolicy, namely, fiscal Warsaw,MinistryofFinance, 1989, pp. 280.

between,Germanyand the U.S.A. policy. The monetarypolicy as a stabilization Seminarpapers includingamongothersthe

(B. 110.498) policy is exploredwith emphasison the federal followingtopics: Prospectsofcapitalmarketas

reservesystem. resourcesallocationsystem in the Polish

ETATS-UNIS.GUIDEJURIDIQUE, (B. 110.290) economy;Methodsof financialstabilization;
fiscal, socialet comptable.4th Edition. Problemsof the privatizationofPolish economy;

Paris, EditionsFrancisLefebvre,1990. INTERNALREVENUECUMULATIVE Privatizationof the Polisheconomyin view of

DossiersInternationauxFrancisLefebvre, bulletin 1988-3. the creationofcapitalmarket;How to come to

pp. 432,378.-Ffr. PublicLaw 100-647,Technicaland privatizationin Poland;Inflation-stimulating
Fourthrevisededitionon the tax system in the MiscellaneousRevenueAct of 1988and structureof the Polish market;Privatizationin

U.S.A. as amendedby the Tax ReformAct of conferencereport. the Statesector in EasternEurope;An

1986. The book also dealswith the income tax Washington,GovernmentPrinter, 1988, pp. 780. interpretationof the main featuresof the

treatybetweenFranceand the U.S.A. (B. 110.093) investmentprocessundersocialism;
(B. 110.484) Transformationsin the State enterprisesector

WELSCH, Glenn A.; ZLATKOVICH,Charles T. and the capitalmarket.
Intermediateaccounting.8th Edition. (B. 110.324)

PECHMAN,Joseph A.
Tax reform, the rich and the poor. 2nd Edition.

Washington,The BrookingsInstitution,1775
MassachusettsAvenue,N.W. Washington,
D.C. 20036,1989,pp. 212.

Updatededitionof selectedessayson the Loose-LeafServices
distributionof the U.S. tax burdenand on the

peculiaritiesof the federal tax system. The author

emphasizesthe analysisofpolicyalternativesto Receivedbetween1 - 31 December1990
improvethe tax-transfersystemand examines
individualincometaxation,capitalgains and
losses, expenditure,estate taxes, and social Africa COMMENTAIREDUCODEDES IMPOTS
security.The last part of the book dealswith SURLESREVENUS
foreign tax systemsand world tax reform. FISCALITEAFRICAINE

release 107
(B. 110.440) release20 MinistryofFinance,Brussels.

EditionsFiduciaireFranceAfrique,Paris.
GREEN, Milford B. FISCALEDOCUMENTATIE

Mergersand acquisitions.Geographicaland VANDEWINCKELE

spatialperspectives. Australia Tome I, release 103
London,Routledge,11 NewFetterLane, TomeX, releases77bis
LondonEC4P4EE, England;NewYork, AUSTRALIAINCOMETAX-LAWAND TomeXIII, release52
Routledge,29 West 35th St., NewYork,NY PRACTICE TomeXIV, release218
10001,USA,1990, pp. 235. CED-Samsom,Brussels.
This bookprovidesan in-depthexaminationof

- Rulingsand Guidelines

post-warNorthAmericanmergeractivity from release77 L'INDICATEURFISCAL
the perspectivesofbothgeographyand industrial Butterworths,North Ryde.

release69
class. It appliescore peripheryand resource CED-Samsom,Brussels.
dependencytheoriesto analysean

unprecedentedquantityofmergerdata on both Belgium
Canada

inter-cityand internationallevels.The book
concludeswith a detailedassessmentof the COMMENTAAROPHETWETBOEKVAN

structureand efficacyof U.S. penetrationof the DE INKOMSTENBELASTING CANADIANCURRENTTAX

Canadianeconomicsystem. release 107 releases 11,12
(B. 110.411) MinistryofFinance,Brussels. ButterworthPty., Ltd., Ontario.
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FOREIGNINVESTMENTIN CANADA-

REPORTBULLETIN

releases64,65
PrenticeHall of CanadaLtd.,Scarborough. PUBLIC FINANCE/FINANCESPUBLIQUES
INCOMETAXATIONIN CANADA-

REPORTBULLETIN
International QuarterlyJournal founded by J. A. Monod de Froideville

releases712-714 Revue Trimestrielle InternationaleFonde par J. A. Monod de Froideville
Prentice-HallofCanadaLtd., Scarborough.

Publisher / Editeur
TAXATIONOFREALESTATE IN FoundationJournal for Public Finance
CANADA Fondation Revue de Finances Publiques
Atlas (StichtingTijdschrift voor Openbare Financien)
release2
CarswellCompanyLtd., Agincourt. Editorial Board / Comit de rdaction

NI. Frank, A. J. Middelhuek, A. T. Peacock

WARD'STAXLAWAND PLANNING ManagingEditor / Editeur Grant: D. Biehl
_

release 11
The CarswellCo. Ltd., Agincourt. Volume XXXXIV/XXXXIVimeAnne

No. 2/1989

Denmark

SKATTEBESTEMMELSER Articles

Skattenyt-Kronologisk-

release26
Alan A. Tait, Not so General Equilibrium and Not so Optimal

A.S. SkattekartoteketInformationskontor,
Taxation ................................................... 169

Copenhagen. Jonas Agell and Per-AndersEdin, Tax Reformand I ndividualResponse:
Evidence from Swedish Tax Retur Data ....... 183

Syed M. Ahsan, Andy C.C. Kwan, and Balbir S. Sahni, Causality

EEC
Between Government Consumption Expenditure and National

Income: OECD Countries .................................... 204

HANDBOEKVOORDEEUROPESE D.L. Chicoine, N. Walzer, and S.C. Deller, Representative vs. Direct

GEMEENSCHAPPEN Democracy and Government Spending in a Median Voter Model .. 225

Verdragstekstenenaanverwantestukken
James P. Feehan, Pareto-efficiency With Three Varieties of Public

--

Input ......................................................237
release301

Deventer,Kluwer. Peggy A. Hite, A Positive Approach to Taxpayer Compliance ..... 249

Stuart Mestelman, Taxes, Subsidies, Standards, and Social Choices. 268

Michael Sumner, Investment, Q, and Taxes ..... ................. 285

France Mark Warshawsky, Tax Reform and Corporate Capital Structure .. 295

Walburga von Zameck, Tax Evasion and Tax Revenue Loss: Another

FISCALITEPRATIQUE-DROITS Elaboration of the Peacock-Shaw Approach . ...... 308

D'ENREGISTREMENTETDETIMBRE Communications .................................... 316

release48 New Publications .................................. 329
EditionsFrancisLefebvre,Paris.

Cal1 for Papers .................................... 338

JURISCLASSEUR-DROITFISCAL- Contents of Journals .... 339

FISCALITEIMMOBILIERE

release70 The articles pnl,lished itl English, French.r Gerntan are followed h, sumaries itt the three languages.
EditionsTechniques,Paris. Annual suhscription rate (3 issues): I)1 142,50.

PUBLIC FINANCE / FINANCES PUBLIQUES
c/t) Institut fr ffentlicheWirtschaft, Geld und Whrung

Germany(Fed.Rep.) ,Johann Wulfgaug Goethe-Universitt
Postfach 111932

ABGABENORDNUNG-
FINANZGERICHTSORDNUNG 1)-6000 Frankfurt aln Main l I

Federal Republic (,f Gernian,
Tipke - Kruse
release61
VerlagDr.Otto SchmidtKG., Cologne.

HANDBUCHDERBAUINVESTITIONEN
UND IMMOBIL-KAPITALANLAGEN KOMMENTARZUM STEUERGESETZE

EINKOMMENSTEUERGESETZ
release45 I, release97
Dr. PeterDeubnerVerlag; J.C. Mller, Frotscher VerlagC.H. Beck, Munich.

Cologne. release51
RudolfHaufeVerlag, FreiburgimBreisgau.

KOMMENTARBEWERTUNGSGESETZ- STEUERRECHTSSPRECHUNGIN
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\I-ERNAT ONA_:'

A MODEL TAX TREATY

FOR THE ASIAN-PACIFICREGION

(Part I)
Prof. Richard J. Vann

SUMMARY
Richard J. Vann s a consultant with

The publication of the OECD Model Double Taxation Convention on Income the Legal Departmentof the Interna-

and on Capital in 1977 (hereinafterreferred to as the OECD Model or simply tional Monetary Fund in Washington,

the Model) marked 50 years of development since the first models were pro-
D.C. He s also a professor of law at

duced by the League of Nations in 1928 in order to assist international trade by
the University of Sydney and an As-
sociate Research Directorof the Aus-

removing tax barriers. The Model has achieved considerablesuccess far beyond tralian Tax Research Foundation.
the OECDmembershipin spawninga bilateralnetworkof over 1,000 tax treaties.
It seeks to remove international tax barriers by reconciliationat the interface of Ths article first appeared in Vol. 8,

tax systems and has produced a bilateral network because it is generally consi- Asian-PacificTax and InvestmentBul-

dered that the diversity of tax systems around the world means that it is not
letin (November/December1990), at
392.

possible to have a general multilateral treaty.

Despite its success, the Model is plagued by problems, particularly those arising
from the taxationof transnationalcorporationsand corporategroups. The major
issue is whether separate taxation or consolidated group taxation should be

applied to the members of a corporate group across national boundaries. The

Model adopts separate taxationwhile the internationaltax system moves directly
and indirectly towards consolidation. Contents

The result is that the Model is increasingly inefficient as it creates biases in

taxpayers' economic behaviour. The schedular structure of tax treaties with Summary

different tax regimes applied to different types of income encourages taxpayers
The achievement of the OECD Model

to recharacterizeincome to obtain the best tax result. The problem is made worse
Treaty

Orgn and developmentof the OECD
by the requirementof reciprocityin tax treaties even where the tax systemsof the Model
treaty partners are quite different and effective reciprocity is not achieved by Influence of the OECD Model
formal reciprocity. These difficulties are most acute in the corporate group, and Where to now

similarly the practice of treaty shopping through the use of conduit corporations The OECD Model is increasingly
is caused by the separate taxation of the members of a group. inefficient

Schedular structure and tax rate limits
The arm's length standard adopted in tax treaties for transferpricing adjustments The rate reciprocity
between related parties may have been appropriate in the 1930s when it was Arm's length pricing
formulated but the growth of transnationalcorporate groups and the increasing Treaty shopping
economic interdependenceof their parts mean that both at the theoretical and The OECD Model is increasingly
administrativelevel the test is no longer workable. The alternativeof formulary irrelevant

apportionmentprobably requires a multilateral framework since it is necessary Thin capitalization
for all countries to agree on an international tax base and formulas to allocate Controlled foreign corporations

taxing rights to different countries. Hence the bilateral tax treaty network is (CFC) legislations

reaching an impasse in the transferpricing area. Foreign exchange issues
Finance leases

Internationaltax problemsare also arising outside the OECD Model, that is, the Ignoring tax treaties

Model fails to deal directly with or is inappropriatefor them, as the issues were The OECD Model is increasingly
not significantwhen the Modeloriginated. The practiceof thin capitalizationand inflexible

the use of tax havenshave producedlegislativeresponsesthat adoptconsolidation More treaties than trade interests

tax methods and contradict the basc structure of tax treaties. Foreign currency require

conversion and finance leases have raised acute international tax problems in Most favoured nation status and lock
n

recent years. Yet the Model has little or nothing to say directly on these matters The United States plays by different
and may even be an impediment to desirable development of national tax law. rules
Failure to adopt the Model means that countries are explicitly or implicitly
changing their domestic tax laws in ways that conflict with their tax treaty obliga-
tions.
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Failure to develop responses to emerging issues is largely to capitalization and controlled foreign corporations prob-
be explained by the converse relationship between the lems.
growth of and change to the bilateral tax treaty network-

The world does need anothermodel bilateralthe larger the network the more difficult it is to change
not tax treaty

because of the increasingnumberof treaties that need to be and this approachis not recommendedfor the Asian-Pacific

renegotiated. Hence the OECD is resorting to change by region. What is needed is another mode for the develop-
reinterpretationbut this has only marginal effects and leads ment of international tax relations. Yet the success of the

tax treaty means nations will notto tortuous linguistic gymnastics. Judged from a trade bilateral network that

perspective the network seems larger than is necessary.
move on a worldwide basis to a GATF-style institutional

Moreover, individual nations, especially smaller ones, find alternative without some confidence that it will be an im-

their treatypolicy choices restrictedin negotiationsby most provement. Hence such an initiative will need first to be
on afavoured nation status protocolsso that it is often not possi-

undertaken regional basis. The Asian-Pacific region
ble to produce the best solution in a particular bilateral provides an ideal provingground because it is not so preoc-
negotiation. By contrast, the United States regularly cupiedas Europe,Africaand the Americaswithother issues

breaches its treaties in pursuit of its policy goals.
such as trade blocs, the conversion of centrally planned to
market economies and third world debt. Moreover, it is

The search for alternatives to the current bilateralnetwork tine that the region exerted an influenceon world affairs as

usually leads to suggestions for multilateral treaties, but as befits its economicstatus, and the need for anothersolution
the diversity of tax systerns that is the cause of bilateralisrn to international tax problems provides the opportunity to
has not been directly addressed by the OECD Model, it is do so.

not possible for the bilateral network sinply to evolve into In this paper I wish to sketch a critical view of the current
a multilateral treaty. Such multilateral treaties as exist are state of tax treaty policy and practice. This will raise the
regional and involve countries with similar economic and issue whether some separate action should be taken byculturalbackgroundsso that the necessarydegree of unifor- Asian-Pacificnationson tax treatiesapart fron the activities
mity is already present. Since the rest of the world remains in the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and De-in bilateralmodethe multilateraltreatiesare likely to mimic velopment (OECD)2 and the United Nations (UN)3 and
the OECD Model and hence not address its problems. apart from the current practice of bilateral negotiation of
It seems likely that the OECD may soon achieve success

tax treaties. My argument is that, despite the achievements
with a worldwidemultilateraltreatynetworkin the adminis- of the 1977 OECD Model treaty, the Model is increasingly
trative assistancearea but again this can be explainedby the inefficient, irrelevant and inflexible, but a worldwide re-

requisite degree of uniformity of tax administration laws placement regime is not yet on the horizon. The way for-
and internationalproblems. Hence the desire for a multilat- ward is for an Asian-Pacificinitiative in settingup a regional
eral treaty often expressedby the draftersof model treaties tax organization to take a different approach to interna-
can be regardedas a call formoreuniformityin tax systems.

tional tax problems.
Although the strands in the argument are many and varied,Such uniformity may be possible in the context of trade one pervasive theme is the tax treatment of transnational

blocs which reconnect tax to trade issues. The European corporationsand corporategroups. The expansionof inter-
Community has, despite many difficulties and setbacks national trade is one of the arguments commonly offered
made considerableprogress in this area but more with sales for extension of the bilateral tax treaty network, but much
taxes rather than the income tax which is the major concern of this expansionoccurs in the contextof corporategroups.4of tax treaties. The existing bilateral network may be one I hope to show that the OECD Model is at its weakest in
reason why the income tax has not been given as much this area. The Model is not alone in facing tax problemsattention in Europe. One problem of regional moves to caused by corporate groups. Generally, tax law has pro-uniformity is that they may operate as barriers to rather ceeded on the basis that each corporation is a separatethan promotersof worldwide tax uniformitybecause of the taxpayerand that transactionsbetweenrelatedcorporationspolitical nature of the compromises involved. ln a domesticor internationalsettingare to be characterized
A more flexible approachto internationaltax problemsmay

for tax purposes in accordwith their general legal effect. In
be possible in the context of an internationaltax institution recent tmes this basic tenet of the tax system has increas-
structured like the GATI. The minimum requirementsfor
such an institutionare a power to determinedisputesamong
members and to act independentlyas a catalyst for promot-
ing changes to internationaltax rules. The advantageof this 1. This is a much revised and enlarged version of a paper presented to
approach is the flexibility that it offers. At the beginning it a conference on Anti-Avoidance and Tax Treaty Policies in the Asian-
would only be necessary to have some minimal generally Pacific Region held at Wellington, New Zealand, 9-12 June 1989 and
bindingrules such as an obligationto relievedouble taxation jointly sponsored by the Asian-Pacific Tax and Investment Research
and the conferring of most favoured nation status on sig- Centre, the Institute of Policy Studies, Victoria Universityof Wellington
natories. Nations could then adopt from a menu of options and the Australian Tax Research Foundation. The views expressed are

a greater range of undertakings such as tax rate ceilings those of the author and do not represent those of any organization with

(without reciprocity) and non-discrimination in much the which the author is connected.
2. Principally in the Model Double Taxation Conventionon Incomeand

same way as tariff undertakings and side agreementsoper- Capiml (Paris: OECD, 1977). The OECD Committee Fiscal Affairs
ate in the GATI'.

on on

is engagedin ongoingwork on internationaltaxation, includingrefinement
It would be possible for rules to be more general than those of the Model.

in the OECD Model because of the interpretative role of 3 Manualfor the Negotiationof Bilateral Tax Treaties between Devel-

the international institution. Within such a structure very
oped and DevelopingCountries (NewYork,1979), United Nations Model
DoubleTaxationConventionbetweenDevelopedandDevelopingCountriesdifferent solutions could be adopted to the tax problems (New York, 1980).

caused by transnational corporations such as an interna- 4. Official statistics on this matter are hard to come by. In Australia it
tional tax base that would eliminate current income re- is likely that up to one half of imports represent trade within corporate
characterization, transfer pricing, treaty shopping, thin groups.
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ingly been contradicted in many countries5 although the organization at all - but it is noteworthy that a specialist
trend still represents the exception rather than the rule. By international tax institution does not exist as is the case in

way of exampleconsiderthe arm's lengthprinciplefor trans- so many other areas of internationalconcern.

fer pricing adjustmentsand controlled foreign corporations Even if it were possible to get some kind of agreementon
(CFC) legislation. The former represents separate taxa-

an alternative to the OECD Model and the currentnetworktion of corporations as adjustmentsare made separately to of bilateral tax treaties, the method of moving from the
the income of various corporations, although it indirectly
recognizes the relatedness of corporate groups. The latter current situation to the new order is, in the absence of a

convenient world war that wipes the slate clean, not im-
is a consolidation approach to corporate groups since the

mediately obvious. For worldwide approach it will be
income of one corporation is directly attributed to another a

for the United States and Europe to be involved.
member of a corporate group and transactions within the necessary

For the medium term otherpreoccupationssuch as 1992 and
group are effectivelyeliminated.6They therefore represent Eastern Europe for the EC and any numberof issues for the
quite different approaches to the taxation of corporate United States will crowd out initiativesin internationalnew
groups. taxation. The time is right for the Asian-Pacificregionwith
The link between the two areas is that they are dealing in its new-found economic strength and uncrowded interna-
part with commonproblems. One of the reasons commonly tional agenda to work on a new international tax approach
put forward for the introduction of CFC legislation is to at the regional level. Ironically, one way for this to occur

prevent transferpricing by residents.7It might thereforebe may be for countries in the region (which are relatively
expected that the different technique adopted to deal with
the transfer pricing problem by CFC legislation might be

generalized in countrieswith such legislation and thus used 5. In Australia the most obvious example is the groupingprovisionsnow

to supplantthe arm's length principle. It has, however,been found in the IncomeTax AssessmentAct 1936, Secs. 80G (losses), 160AFE

especially noteworthy in recent times how so many tax- (foreign tax credits) and 160ZP (net capital losses).
payers, tax officials and governnents have been in accord 6. It is important to realize that the mere recognitionof the relationship
in stout defence of the arm's length principle, particularly between the corporations in a group is very different from consolidation.

In the transactionsbetweencorporationsin recognizedin relation to two developments in the United States -

one case a group are

unitary taxation by some states and the commensuratewith but the pricing is adjusted to reflect that which would be chargedbetween

income principle adopted for transfer pricing adjustments independent parties in determining the profits of each corporation in the
In the other the transactions simply ignored in determining

of royalties.8 Yet more and more countries are adopting
group. case are

the profit of the group as a whole. The total of the profits of a group of
CFC legislation. corporationswhere profits are determinedseparatelyfor each corporation
These trends in tax legislation reflect a fundamentaldiscord will be greater than the consolidatedprofit for the group as a single entity

amount
in tax policy with respect to corporate groups. Should we

by the of dividends paid between corporations in the group. In
some cases the law may use a mixture of the two concepts and the charac-

tax corporate groups as a whole or as separateentities It is terization of the law in terms of the distinction may be difficult, as in the
not only in tax policy that this discord is evident. In corpora- case of thin capitalization, discussed infra in note 35.
tion law, corporate groups are given legislative recognition 7. Suppose an Australian manufacturersells a good to a subsidiary in

in the requirementsfor group accounts for example,but the Hong Kong for $100 which then sells the good to an unrelatedparty in the

courts are loath to spell out any clear policy that will detract United Kingdom for $ 200 and that the good is shipped directly from

from the separate legal personality of each corporation so Australia to the United Kingdom. If as is likely it can be shown that the

strongly established in the common law at the turn of the Australian manufacturerwould sell the good directly to the independent

century.9 Even in the accounting area where the need for U.K. buyer for $ 200 then the arm's length transfer pricing adjustment
would be to increase the sale price to the Hong Kong subsidiaryby $ 100

corporate groups to be treated as a whole has the longest and the profitof the Australianmanufacturerby $100. The CFC approach
and strongest recognition, problems exist in the cases of would be to calculate the income ofthe subsidiaryas $100 and to attribute
equity accounting and off balance sheet companies,lo that income to the Australian manufacturer.

8. Unitary taxation refers to the practice of taking the worldwideprofit
My argument about deficiencies in the OECD Model will of a corporategroup and assigninga proportionofthatincome to the taxing
thus not be that there are problems in its treatment of jurisdictionby applicationof a formula usually based on sales, payroll and

transnational corporate groups for these are pervasive dif- propertywithin the jurisdictionas a proportionofworldwidesales, payroll
ficulties, but rather that the solutions in the Model (where and property. The approach represents consolidationsince the worldwide

they exist) are bad, and that increasingly the Model simply profit of the group is taken as the starting point and not the income of the

fails to deal with more recent variants of the corporate corporation that happens to be operating in the jurisdiction in question.
For the commensuratewith income principle, see the Tax Reform Act of

group problem. When, however, one looks for alternatives 1986, Sec. 1231(e)(1) as elaborated in the White Paper of 1988 and para-
to the OECD Model, a substituteis not easy to find. Region- graphs of text following note 29 infra.
al multilateral treaties on similar lines to the currentModel 9. Salomon v. Salomon & Co., (1897) Appeals Court [AC] 22; see

on their own offer only a modest advance. A worldwide Walker v. Wimborne, (1976) 137 Commonwealth Law Review [CLR] 1,
multilateral treaty, though often suggested, shows few signs IndustrialEquity Ltd v. Blackburn, (1978) 137 CLR 567; compareD.H.N.

of becoming a reality. Food Distributors Ltd v. Tower Hamlets BoroughCouncil, (1976) 1WLR
852; the issue is discussed in Ford, CompanyLaw, 4th ed. (Sydney: Butter-

A more fruitful source of inspiration is trade policy which worths, 1986), at 131-139 and Gower, Company Law, 4th ed. (London:
for some not very cogent reasons seems generally to have Stevens, 1979), at 117-133.
been cut adrift from tax treaty policy. The developmentof 10. Consolidation of group accounts is generally required where one

regional trade blocs and, in the case of the EuropeanCom- corporationcontrols another (with control defined in various ways such as

munity (EC), the resulting influence on tax policies suggest holdingmore than half the votingshares in a corporation).Equityaccount-

that a more organic developmentof internationaltax coor- ing refers to the practice of consolidating profits of a corporation where

dination may be possible. Equally, international trade law the formal control test for consolidation is not satisfied but an element of
control is present. The effect is to boost profits as a corporationwill not

supplies the concept of an international organization that usually pay out all its current profits by way of dividend. Off balance sheet
supervises the trade area under relatively flexible and con- companies are corporations that are effectivelycontrolled but are left out

tinually developing rules. The General Agreement on of consolidationbecause the formal control test is not satisfied. They are

Tariffs and Trade (the GAIT) of course is not anyone's generallyused for keepingsubstantial liabilitiesout of the group accounts.

ideal - and strictly was not conceived as an international Together the practices amount to having y_our cake and eating it too.
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unburdened by tax treaties) to consider carefully whether tax sovereignty and that consequently diversity of nations'
they should enter into new bilateral treaties. tax rules must be handledby special rules at the interfaceof

tax systems. A corollary that has been found to apply inThe argumentof much of the paper will be quite general in practice is that the differentfeaturesofeach interfaceof two
application (that is, not limited to the Asian-Pacificarea).
In the final section I shall address the significance of the

tax systems mean that reconciliation is done on a case by
argument for the region. Moreover, the contrast between

case basis, that is, bilateral rather than multilateral tax
treaties have become the rule.the deficienciesof the OECD Model and the advantagesof

the preferredalternativeare initiallypresentedin stark con-

trast so that they seem to have little in common. Towards Influenceof the OECD Model
the end of the article where I address the many incremental
steps that can lead from the current bilateral treaty network The 1963 and 1977 versions were also used in negotiations
to a new international tax regime, the distance and differ- between OECD members and non-members, and among
ences between the status quo and the brave new world non-members so that the OECD Model has had an exten-
diminish: what initially is involved is a new mode of ap- sive influence far beyond its membership.As already noted
proaching international tax relations, rather than a revolu- the OECD Model is generally regarded as being geared to
tion in international tax rules. the interests of developed countries, and developingcoun-

tries felt the need of their own model treaty.13This has been
supplied through the 1979 UN Manual and 1980 UN Model

THE ACHIEVEMENTOF THE OECD MODEL which in a sense owe more to the Mexico Model than the
TREATY London Model, but the starting point in the draftingof the

UN Model was the OECD Model so there is significant
There can be no doubt that the OECD Model Treaty has similarity in language between these two models. Develop-
achieved a great deal, if only for the impetus it has given to ing countries are thus now heavily committed to a bilateral
the enormous growth in the number of relatively uniform tax treaty network that is effectively based on the OECD
double tax treaties around the world. To that extent the Model.
Model has shown that it is possible to get coordinatedactiv- The OECD Model naturally enough has also been influen-
ity at the international level in tax matters. What is at stake tial in particular nations' own model tax treaties (whichis the quality and current relevanceof the achievementand form the basis of bilateral negotiations). Most nations with
I will be suggesting that adoption of the OECD Model as more than a few treaties are likely to have such modelsthe solutionto internationaltax problemsis a conceptwhose (both Australia and New Zealand do) but the models are
time has come - and gone. not alwayspublicdocumentsthough their read-contentscan

ily be deduced. The most notable public nation model is
Origin and Developmentof the OECD Model probably that of the United States. The United States has a

numberof peculiaritiesin its treaty policy arising from fea-
Although the earliest tax treaty is usually traced back to the tures of domestic law such as the use of citizenship taxation
last century, the direct source of the OECD Model can be and internationalpolicy such as the insistence on the treaty
attributed to the activitiesof the LeagueofNations. In 1920 shopping clause. What is noteworthyis that in its successive
the InternationalChamber of Commerce and other bodies publshed versions even the U.S. Model has become more

sought the help of the League to overcome international closely aligned with the OECD Model.14
double taxation and to promote the recovery of the world
trading system. Thereafter there was considerable activity
by the League that producedworkingdraft models. A fairly
comprehensivemodel (or rather models) which are clearly
recognizable as the progenitor of the OECD Model had
been devised by 1928 but the League'smodels did not reach 11. The various League of Nations documentsare convenientlycollected
their final form until after World War II in the so-called in Joint Committee on Taxation, Legislative History of UnitedStates Tax

Mexico and London Models with the former generally re- Conventions, Volume 4 (Washington: USGPO, 1962); see also Carroll,

garded as favouring source (developing) countres and the The Historical Development of Income Tax Treaties, in Bischel ed.,
latter residence (developed)countres.

Income Tax Treaties (New York: PLI, 1978), at 51-74, Chrtien,Le Rle
des Organisations Internationalesdans le Rglementdes Questionsd'Im-

This work was in effect taken over by the predecessorof the pts entre les Divers Etats, 86 Recueil des Cours (1954 II), at 5-116.

OECD and led to a draft in 1963 that followed the London
12. See Van den Tempel, Reeffrom Double Taxation (Amsterdam:

rather than the Mexico Model.12 It was following the publi-
IBFD, 1967).
13. There was a suggestion in the early 1960s by the Commonwealth

cation of this draft that the rapid developmentof the world Chambers of Commerce that a model should be developed for the Com-
tax treaty network occurred. By the time that the final monwealth of Nations to take account of the fact that both developedand
OECD Model was published in 1977, the developmentof a developingcountrieswould be parties to treaties. The proposalwas for the

comprehensive bilateral treaty network among the mem- removalof double taxationby exclusiveallocationof taxing powersbut the

bers was well advanced and by now for many memberswill Committee appointed to consider the matter found this to be impractical
be virtually complete. and produced a model based on the 1963 OECD draft, though it incorpo-

rated elements of the credit and exemption systems for relief of double
From the very beginning the approach in structuringmodel taxation depending on the type of income in question. The only real
treaties has been to seek to reconcile differences and over- concession to developingcountries was a provision for tax sparing. See 18

laps ofnations' tax systems througha combinationofassign- BulletinforInternationalFiscalDocumentation(October1964), at409-427.

ment of tax jurisdiction,sharingof revenue, reliefofdouble 14. See Van Raad, ModelIncome Tax Treaties(Deventer:Kluwer, 1983),
taxation and provisionof tie-breakerrules while preserving which provides side by side for comparison, the 1963 OECD Draft, the

national sovereigntyin tax matters by the least interference 1977 OECD Model, the UN Model and the 1981 version of the U.S.

possible with national tax rules. The premises underlying
Model. Changes in the U.S. Model and its relationship to the OECD
Model are elaborated in Burke, Reporton ProposedUnited States Model

this approach are that uniformityof tax systems around the Income Tax Treaty, 23 Harvard International Law Journal (1983), at
world is not feasiblebecausecountrieswill not cede national 220-330 (a report of the Tax Section of the New York Bar Association).
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Where to Now The problem is the result not so much of the separation of
income into separate categories (schedules) as the different

Although it is possible to refine the actual terms of the source-country tax rates ranging from zero to unlimited
OECD Model and to elaborate the commentary so as to applied to the income. It has long been recognized that in
cover new cases as they arise, the time has passed for radical order to operate a progressive tax rate structure at the
revision within the current bilateral framework. In a sense domestic tax level, it is necessary to operate on conceptsof
the opportunity to go in another direction was lost before global income rather than types of income though there
the 1963 draft appeared. The failure to adopt any new always have been and will continue to be special rules for
approach to international tax after the Second World War particular types of income. Becauseof their relativelycrude
(compared to trade law and the international monetary structure, however, tax treaties encourage the recharacteri-

system) meant that effectively the solution adopted after zation of income.
the First World War continued by default. In other words
the OECD Modelis the culminationof 50 years of develop- When this feature is consideredin the context of corporate

ment, rather than a new departure.15 groups it becomes a considerable problem. The OECD
Model is premisedon the separate taxationof a corporation

It should not be a matter of surprise then if the OECD on its own separate income. Hence recharacterization of
Model is already beginning to show its age. Just to take one income achieves the same results for related corporationsas

example, the replacement of fixed exchange rates and ex- for unrelated taxpayers. Indeed we do not often con-

change controls with floating exchange rates and open ex- template recharacterization between unrelated taxpayers
change markets inevitably has created tax problems. The although it is quite possible; for example, a non-resident
OECD Model says nothing about these and work recently conferring patent rights on a resident might do so by a

done in the OECD concluded that there were no major transfer of the patent in exchange for shares producing
issues in the area which called for solution by tax treaties.16 dividend income, or leave the purchaseprice outstandingas

The reluctance to make changes in the Model is understand- a loan producinginterest income,or may instead license the
able. As the number of bilateral treaties has proliferated, patent in exchange for a royalty. In the corporate group,
the prospect of getting any major change in the Model however, recharacterizationis much easier to achieve since

adopted in existing treaties within a reasonable time frame it is a matter of indifference from a commercial view how
is remote. An extensive series of similar bilateral treaties is funds are shunted around groups (as the practice of
much more difficult to alter in fundamentalsthan a multilat- eliminating intra-group transactionson consolidationof fi-
eral treaty- unless the alteration is pursuedmultilaterally- nancial accounts recognizes). There is the possibility of
which in the tax context is a major advantageof multilateral transfer pricing adjustments being used to deal with this
treaties over bilateral treaties. There are three important problem, but as we shall see below, where the payments,of

ways in which the Model is showing its age. It is increasing!y nterest say, are at market rates, the applicabilityof transfer
inefficient in the sense that it creates biases in economc pricing provisions is doubtful.
decisions by firms and governments. It is increasinglyirrel-
evant in the sense that it fails to deal with many emerging In view of the problems created by the schedular structure

problems in the internationaltax area. And it is increasingly and differing tax rates of tax treaties, the obvious query is

inflexible (for most but not all countries) because of the why was this basis adopted in lieu of global concepts of

extensive bilateral treaty network that it has spawned. ncome and uniformrates. The answer is both historicaland
administrative. At the time the original Model treaty was

developed by the League of Nations, schedular tax systems

THE OECD MODEL IS INCREASINGLY were more common and a number of reasons were

INEFFICIENT suggested why the claim of the source country on various

types of income should be different. The major variant of
the first Model developed in 1928 indeed distinguishedbe-

Much of the thrust of tax reform around the world in the
1980s had to d with increasingthe efficiencyof tax systems

tween impersonal income taxes (by which was meant
schedulartaxes generallycollectedby withholding)and per-in the economists'senseofeliminatingdistortionsand biases sonal income taxes by which meant global income tax

of choice. The OECDModel is out of tunewith these recent
was a

developments, though the fault for this lies more in the
history of the Model treaty and trends in international tax
laws than with the OECD itself.

15. There is a curious lacuna in the evolution of model tax treaties from

SchedularStructureandTax Rate Limits 1946 when the Mexico and London Models were published to 1956 when
the Organisationfor EuropeanEconomicCooperation,which became the

Double tax treaties since their beginningshave been struc- OECD, resolved to take over the development of the models. The work

tured on a schedular basis, that is, different categories of of the League of Nations Fiscal Committee which produced the Mexico

income have been treated differently. Thus we find in
and London Models was inheritedby the Fiscal Commissionof the UN but

treaties articles dealing with business profits, royalties, in-
this became bogged down in the problems of the East-WestCold War, the
North-South divide and the fledgling IJN's financial problems; it was

terest, dividends, personal services income, etc. To the ex- discontinuedin 1954. If the Commissionhad been effective, the history
tent that the treatmentof the variouscategories is different, of international tax developmentsafter World War II may have been very
inefficiencies are bound to arise as taxpayers will seek to different; for detailed discussion of its work, see Chrtien, supra note 11.

achieve the best tax result by manipulating the categories. It might almostbe said that the OECDbecame involved in the model treaty

For example, if a treaty contains a zero tax rate limit on process by default and certainly the criticisms of the OECD Model in this

royaltiescomparedto completefreedomof taxationof busi_ article should not be regarded as criticism of the OECD itself which has

ness profits of a subsidiary incorporated in the country of carried out valuable work in circumstances where radical changes to the
not UN's re-entry into the field since the

source, then a non-residenttaxpayer which is a parent cor- ground rules were possible. The

poration of the subsidiary will be encouraged to reduce
late 1960s has been very much on the coat tails of the OECD.
16. OECD Issues in InternationalTaxation No. 3, Tax Consequencesof

business income of the subsidiary by payment of royalties Foreign ExchangeGains and Losses (Paris: OECD, 1988). By contrast the

to the parent (in effect convertingbusiness profits to royal- floating of exchange rates necessarily led to an extensive revision of the

ties and lowering source-countrytax accordingly). Articles of Agreementof the InternationalMonetary Fund.
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generally levied by way of a surcharge to introduceprogres- The best known example of this problem is the debate that
sivity into the income tax system.17Althoughschedularele- has occurred between Germany and the United States in
ments remain in all income tax systems at the substantive relation to differences in their corporate tax systems. Ger-
law level (for example, the requirement that capital losses many has sought to introducedifferentialdividend tax rates
not be used against ordinary income), these hardly justify a ln its treaty frameworkbut thishas been strenuouslyresisted
schedular tax treaty structure, and policy considerations by the United States even though the result has in the pastindicate that a single flat rate of tax should be applied to all been to bias the German tax system against firms which are
non-residentincome.18 owned by German residents in the case of reinvestmentof
In the modern context the justification for schedular tax profits, compared to foreign-ownedfirms.19It is noteworthy
treaty provisionsmust be found at the administrativelevel. again that this problem is specificallyone relating to corpo-
In most tax systems collectionof tax from non-residentson

rate groups. The apparently reciprocal dividend rates were
to parentpassive income occurs by withholding at source - once the argued favour investmentby U.S. corporationsin

German subsidiaries, as compared to investment by Ger-income has left the countrycollectionof tax is very difficult.
residents in German corporationsand by GermanIt is not possible in most cases to calculate the taxpayer's

man pa-
net income for withholding purposes as the payer will not rent corporations in U.S. subsidiaries.
knowwhatdeductionsthe non-residenthas incurred in rela-
tion to the incomeand so withholdingis forpracticalreasons Arm's Length Pricing
usually on a gross income basis. To allow in a rough and
ready way for deductions the tax rate adopted for the gross Where tax rates are different between countries, strongbasis is usually below the tax rates applied to income taxed incentives are created for shifting income and deductions in
on a net basis (or alternatively the power to tax is assigned order to minimize overall taxation. The most apparent in-
exclusivelyto the residencenation). Businessincomeon the centive is to shift income to the lower tax country and
other hand will be taxed in the international context at deductions to the higher tax country. There are more subtle
normal rates in the country of source on a net basis as the factors also at work in particular cases. If a country has
taxpayer will have a sufficient presence in the nation con- adopted an imputation system that grants imputation tax
cerned for this to occur. The application of different tax credits only in respect of domestic tax payments and not
rates and methods for withholdlng occurs in the domestic foreign tax payments (by far the most common practice),context as well to reflectthe varyingcircumstancesinvolved there s often an incentive to shift taxable income to the
(for example, different collection mechanisms for wages imputation country even if its tax rate is higher than the
and salaries, payments to contractors,business income and other country. These practices are easy for transnational
property income). firms especially where separate corporations are created

within the firm (that is, a corporate group). Unless someTax treaties follow this common administrative collection
practice and extend it to the substantive level for interna- objective standard can be established to combat the prac-
tional purposes by specifying different maximum rates of tices, the efficiency of the international tax system will be

undermined.tax for different types ofincome. It maybe doubtedwhether
administrative considerationscontinue to justify rate diffe- One of the specificproblemsdealtwith comprehensivelybyrentials in tax treaties. The collectionof tax across national the League of Nations was the income tax treatment of
borders is being made asier through tax treaties, while the transactions between related enterprises or different partsabsolute nature of tax rate ceilings is being manipulated of the same enterprise.2oThe method devised for this pur-increasingly by recharacterizing income in international pose was arm's length separate accounting which is per-transactions. petuated in modern treaty practice. This method clearly
Tax Rate Reciprocity
The problem of applying different rates of tax to different 17. See League of Nations, Double Taxation and Tax Evasion (Geneva:
types of income is compoundedby the implicit assumption 1928, League of Nations official number C.562.M.178.1928.II),at 7-15,
in all model tax treaties, including the OECD Model, that Draft ConventionNo. la.
tax rates will be reciprocal. That is, where one country 18. This point has been made in a numberof contextsby ProfessorPeggy
agrees to limit its tax on a particulartype of income sourced Musgrave, for example, The Taxation of InternationalCapital Income,
in that country to a particular rate, the other treaty partner

in Head ed., Taxation Issues of the 1980s (Sydney: ATRF, 1984), at

will agree to the exact same limitation on its power to tax
279-294.
19. See Debatin & Walter, Handbookon the United States-German Taxthe same kind of income at source. Where the treaty Convention(Amsterdam:IBFD, looseleaf),BVIl15-BVI/25for the historypartners operate very different tax systems with respect to prior to the recentlyratified 1989 treaty. Even where the UnitedStateshas

the same typeof income, reciprocitycan cause inefficiency. effectively conceded differential rates (as in the 1965 Protocol and 1989

For example, if one treaty country has a classicalsystem of treaty), the appearanceof reciprocal rates is maintained. The basic rule is
terms arecorporation taxation, while the other treaty country oper-

expressed in of reciprocity and then specific exceptions created
(even though they swallow up the basic rule). This type of problem is

ates an integrationregime such as a split rate or imputation discussedgenerallyby Sato & Bird, InternationalAspectsof the Taxation
system, a reciprocal tax rate limit on dividends is meaning- of Corporationsand Shareholders,22 lMFStaffPapers(1975),at 384-455.
less. This arises for two reasons. First, the integrationcoun- 20. Carroll, Taxation ofForeign and NationalEnterprises (Geneva: Vol.
try may wish to change its withholdingtax rate on dividends 1,1932, Vol. 2-5,1933, League of Nations official numbers, respectively
paid to non-residents to reflect the adoptionof integration C.73.M.38.1932.II.A.3, C.425.M.217.1933.II.A., C.425(a).M.217(a)
(typically to increase the rate under a split rate system and 1933.II.A., C.425(b).M.217(b).1933.II.A., C.425(c).M.217(c).
to decrease it under an imputation system). Second, the 1933.II.A.), conducted an exhaustive study of the problem which was

tototal tax on corporate income will usually be higher in the considered in the League of Nations Fiscal Committee, Report the
Councilfor the fourth, fifth and sixth sessions (Geneva: 1933,1935,1936,classical tax country than in the split rate or imputation Leagueof Nationsofficialnunbers, respectivelyC.399.M.204.1933.II.A.,

country so that an apparently reciprocal tax rate is in fact C.252.M.124.1935.II.A.and C.450.M.266.1936.II.A.);see also Carroll,
not so. The result is that the tax system is biased in favour Allocationof Business Income: The Draft Convention of the League of
of certain types of investment. Nations, 34 Columbia Law Review (1934), at 473-498.
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adopts the separate taxation of corporations in a group - it of the firms' accounts are inextricably interrelated so that

generally accepts a transaction between related corpora- separable production functions cannot be assigned. The vari-
tions as to its existenceand nature but substitutesthe arm's ous firms have then to be treated as a single unit for purposes

length price where the price specified for the transaction of profit attribution. It is to be noted that this secondsituation

deviates from that standard. Indeed separate taxation is provides the more fundamentalrationale for combination. In

carried even further so that a single corporation is broken the absence of these structural interdependencies, the need
for combination merely rests on the lack of administrative

up into separate parts where it has a permanent establish- capability to enforce arm's length pricing.
ment (PE) in countries besides its residence and the arm's
length criterionapplied as betweenthe parts of the corpora- These argumentsseem to have been acceptedby those who
tion (more on which later). In this case it is effectively originally formulated the arm's length principle.24 The ac-

necessary to construct transactions that do not occur such counting profession has long since realized that the only
as a sale of goods by head office to a PE in order to apply approprate method of financial accounting for related en-

the arm's length test. terprises is on a consolidatedbasis with eliminationof trans-
actons among the group. At first sight it is therefore a

The competingmethodfor dividingprofitsof a singlecorpo- rnatter of surprise that most officials and practitioners in-
ration or corporategroup among jurisdictionsis the applica- volved in internationaltaxationso vehementlydefend arm's
tion of a formula to the consolidatedprofits of the corpora- lengthpricing against formularyapportionment.The reason
tion or group. The best known examples of this approach I think is that the debate is the hostage of the bilateral tax
are the so-calledunitary taxes appliedby a numberof states treaty network.25 The problem goes beyond the generalin the United States. It is not intended here to rehearse the inflexibilityproducedby the growth of that network (which
recent unitary tax debate and the examples for and against s taken up below).arm's length pricing raised in that context. RatherI will deal
brieflywith the historicalorigins and theoryof arm's length In order to operate a formulary apportionmentsystem it is

pricing to show why the standard is no longer appropriate necessary to agree on a greater range of issues than is in-
fron a policyor administrativeviewpointas the sole method volved in the arm's length pricing approach. Firstly, there
of dealing with transfer pricing, while remaining the only is the definitionof the necessary relationshipamong corpo-
viable method in a world of bilateral tax treaties. rations to bring their profits within the formula. Secondly,

there is the formula(or formulas)to be used in the allocation
At the time it was formulatedthe arm's length method was of profits among jurisdictions and the associated measure-
sensible and practical. Most transactions in question in- ment of the elements in the formula. Thirdly, there is the
volved tangiblegoods, related enterprises in differentcoun- definition of the worldwide tax base used in identifying
tries (whether formally part of the same corporation or group profits. Agreementon matters equivalent to the first
separate corporations)were relatively autonomousand the two of these is necessary for the operation of the OECD
volumeof trade within transnationalcorporationsor groups Model- indeed the arm's length standard itself is the equi-
was sufficiently limited and of a kind that made it possible valent to the formula referred to in the second. The third,
to find genuine arm's length prices for comparable transac- however, involves extensive additional issues.
tions.21 Even so it is noteworthy that formularymethodsof
apportionmentwere seriously consideredas an alternative, It arises becausethe formularyapproachtakes as its starting
and although the outcome was described at the time as a point the worldwide profits of the corporations that fall

decided victory22 for the arm's length method, formulary within the defined relationship. Unless there is agreement
apportionmentwas expressly adopted as a back-up where among all the countries that have a tax claim in relation to

arm's length pricing was found to be inapplicable. a particular transaction on this matter, the same scope for
double taxation will arise as occurs in the bilateral context

The world is now a very different place. Transactions in where the treaty partnerscannot agree on the transferprice
intangibles are increasing and perhaps dominating over

transactions in tangibles (especiallyas many transactionsin
goods are accompanied by related transactions in intangi- 21. The exercise was also simplifiedby two principleswhich limit taxing
bles such as a licence to use patentedorcopyrightedfeatures power and are contained in the OECD Model, namely the exclusion of a

of the goods), communications are instantaneous so that simple purchasingoffice from the definitionof a permanentestablishment
control of the various parts of a transnational corporation and the exclusion of profits on purchasingactivities from the tax base of a

or group around the world is feasible, and the volume of permanent establishment, OECD Model Arts. 5(4)(d) and 7(5).
tradewithin transnationalcorporationsor groupshas grown

22. Carroll, Allocation of Business Income: The Draft Convention of
the League of Nations,supra note 20, at 473.

to the extent where there are many transactionswhich are 23. Musgrave, Principles for Dividing the State Corporate Tax Base,
unique to that environment. in McLure ed., The State Corporaton Income Tax (Stanford: Hoover

At the administrativelevel these changesmean that enforce- Institution Press, 1984), at 228, 236. For a good example of both sources

ment of the arm's length criterion has become a nightmare of difficulty in the context of financial instruments,see C. Plambeck,The

since actual arm's length comparable prices are frequently Implications of Global Trading, 44 BuHetin for International Fiscal
Documentation(November1990), at 527-537.

not available and various constructsoften involvingformul- 24. Carroll, Allocation of Business Income: The Draft Convention of
ary elements of their own have to be adopted. From a the League of Nations, supra note 20, at 489-494.
theoretical perspective these changes mean that the arm's 25. This point seems to me to underliethe differencesofopinionbetween

length formulahas ceased to have any real meaning in many Kopits& Mutn, TheRelevanceofthe UnitaryApproachforDeveloping
situations involving transnational corporations. Typical Countries, in McLure ed., The Smte Corporation Income Tax (Stanford:
cases involve economies of scale and scope or other Hoover InstitutionPress, 1984), at 269-280 and the Commentson Kopits
economic interdependenceas explained by Musgrave:23 and Mutn, by Musgrave, at 281-285, and Bird, Shapinga New Interna-

tional Tax Order,42 BuHetinfor InternationalFiscalDocumentation(July
The secondsituationarises when the structurallinkageamong 1988), at 292-303 and the comment by Mutn, A New InternationalTax
the firms rendersseparationof theirprofitsan arbitraryproce- Order, 42 Bulletin for International Fiscal Documenmtion (November
dure. Such linkages might consist of economiesof scale com- 1988), at 471-472. A number of themes explored in this paper are also
monly found within horizontally integrated firms, as well as discussed by Mutn, Some logical issues concerning internationaldouble
shared costs of management, research and development and taxation, in Cnossen ed., Essays in Honor of Richard Goode (Amster-
a multiplicityof other cost items. In this case, important items dam: Noord-Holland, 1983), at 317-342.
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and in the context of unilateral relief of double taxation lated corporations not only involve the use of arbitrary
where, for example, differing source or residence rules are prices but also often involve conversionof returns on equity
adopted by the countres involved. As soon as contactswith investment to royalties and interest, and so long as the
more than two countriesare involvedin a particulartransac- prices charged are arm's length, there seems to be little in
tion, agreementof three countries at least is involved. the current OECD Model to counter the problem, for the

seems to to accept nature transac-
In theory there is no reason why the general adoptionof the general premise be the of

tions among related parties and to adjust only their pricing.
same standard for measuring worldwide profits in a series This conversion problem arises as we have seen from the
of bilateral tax treaties should not be possible (as has occur- schedular structure of tax treaties and tax rate limits. In
red for the arm's length standard) but this outcome is very order to counter this type of manipulationit is necessary to
unlikely because the formulary process involves a much disregard the transaction in whole or in part (in addition to
greater encroachment on national tax rules. Under the questionsof pricing) on the basis that unrelatedenterprisesarm's length standard, each nation's tax system operates simply would not have entered into the transaction in the
under its normal domestic tax rules subject to the relatively first place.minor qualification of substituting arm's length prices in
certain international transactions. In measuringworldwide In 1988, the U.S. Treasury and Internal Revenue Service
income for formulary apportionment under a generally produced a draft Section482 White Paper on Intercompany
agreed standard, the great diversity of tax systems around Pricing, a study mandated by the Tax Reform Act of 1986
the world means that many countries would have to apply which introduced the commensuratewith income standard
rules for measuring their tax base in international transac- for transfer pricing adjustmentsof royalty payments be-
tions that are quite alien to the rules applied in the domestic tween related corporations. The basic reasoning is that a

context. corporation would not license newly-created intellectual
an unrelated until its income potential is

In practice it seems likely that formularyapportionmentcan property to party

only be achieved in a multilateralframework. Is this feasible known; hence royalties stipulated in licence agreements
made with related parties can be ignored and higher levels

in the context of the general bilateral tax treaty network of royalties (super-royalties)deemed to be paid on the basis
There is already in the customs area a multilateral treaty of later knowledge of the income actually generated from
that deals with transactionsbetween related parties and so the intellectual property concerned. The study maintains
serves a similar purpose as the arm's length test and formul- that this process s consistent with the traditional arm's
ary apportionment, namely the 1979 Agreement on Im-

length standard, a claim made plausible by the fact that the
plementationof Article VII of the General Agreement on adjustments are made only to prices (royalty payments),Tariffs and Trade (commonly referred to as the GATT but the basic reasoningeffectivelyignores the whole licence
Valuation Code).26 The Code establishes the principles for and just its pricing.determining the valuation of goods for customs purposes.

agreement not

There is a clear incentive in the customs area for understat- The study has been greeted with protests among OECD

ing the value of goods where ad valorem duties are applied members on the basis that it contradicts the arm's length
and the GAT/ValuationCode allows substitutionof other standard.30Yet in 1987, the OECD study on thin capitaliza-
values besides the transaction value where the buyer and tion adopted the same reasoning.31 The OECD considered
seller are related.27This Code exists in the general multilat- that the current arm's length standard in its Model justified
eral environmentof the GATTand the Customs Co-opera- denial of interest deductionson related party borrowingon

tion Council (CCC) (which also provide an organizational the basis that a non-related party would not have exposed
base) and hence is not strictly comparable for judging the itself to the risks impliedby such high levels of lending, that

feasibility of a multilateral treaty on formulary apportion- is, the loans can be recharacterized for tax purposes as

ment in the context of the general bilateral tax treaty net- equity, whatever the interest rate being paid. It is notewor-
work without an international tax institution to rule on thy, however, that the OECD regarded it as possible to

interpretation issues and disputes among countries. determine what is the arm's length amount of debt (as
The idea of a combination of bilateral and multilateral
treaties is not new in the international tax area. Indeed it
was seriouslycontemplatedby the LeagueofNations Fiscal 26. (1980) GATT Basic Instruments and Selected Documents, 26 Supp
Committee when the arm's length test was originally 116,151.

adopted that it be the subject of a separate multilateral 27. At first glance there is a similarity between the arm's length standard
and the Code. Important differences can be distinguished, however.

treaty while tax treaties generally were developing bilater- Firstly, it is in the customs to establish particularvalue for
ally.28 Moreover, the multilateral Convention on Mutuai necessary area a

each good in view of the way customs tariffs are constructedwith differing
AdministrativeAssistance in Tax Matters is currently open ad valorem duty rates for different types of goods, that is, a general
for ratification and is likely to come into force after the formulary apportionment simply cannot be used in the customs area.

recent U.S. ratification.29This Conventionis a joint Council Secondly, the Code is more detailed and confined in the way that allegedly
of Europe and OECD initiative, so that it is clear that the arm's length prices can be constructed; generally it is necessary to use

OECD regards a combination of multilateral and bilateral actual prices to establish customs value.

tax conventions as feasible. Nevertheless the antipathy to 28. League of Nations Fiscal Committee, Report to the Council. for

formularyapportionmentso evident in recent times and the the fourth and fifth sessions (Geneva: 1933, 1935, League of Nations

general wariness about multilateral tax treaties and cooper-
official numbers, respectively C.399.M.204.1933.II.A., at 2,

at
ation do not make for optimism. The questionof a multilat- C.252.M.124.1935.II.A., 3).

29. The United States is the fourth of the required five ratifications for
eral approach generally to international tax questions is the treaty to becone operative; it is believed a number of other countries
developed below. were waiting to see whether the United States would ratify before taking
Within the terms of the arm's length standard itself, there action; see 2 Tax Notes lnt'l (1990), at 1078.

30. For example, Boidman, The Section 482 White Paper: A Canadian
are signs of a shift in thinking and the style of reasoning Perspective, 43 Bulletin for International Fiscal Documentation
based on economic interdependenceis having an influence, (November 1989), at 483-497.
even though fundamentallycontray to the standard. The 31. OECD Issues n International Taxation No. 2, Thin Capitalisation
opportunitiesfor international tax manipulationamong re- (Paris: OECD, 1977).
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opposed to the interest rate) in related party situations and It is evident from the various reservations to the OECD
preferred flexible rules rather than fixed debt/equityratios Model and the failure of the UN Model to specify tax rates
for dealingwith the problem, so that again consistencywith in some cases that agreement on tax rates in the current
the arm's length standard was claimed. framework will be very difficult to achieve. Moving to a

The more the arm's length standard is subject to this kind multilateral framework along OECD lines may assist in

of reasoning and flexible (non) rules are advocated in greater uniformity of rates, but the resistance to uniform

determiningwhen to disregardrelated party transactionson
rates then becomes an obstacle to the multilateral alterna-
tive. It will probablybe necessary to preserve rate flexibilitymatters other than price (even if the resulting adjustment for multilateralismto be feasible if the GATTexperience isonly affects the price), the more uncertain the standardwill
to be taken guide.32become in practice. In view of its incoherence in theory as

as a

the sole method of dealing with related party transactions, The main country to take this problem seriously is the Unit-
this development is to be expected and in itself should not ed States. All that the OECD has been able to do is to
concern us. What is disturbing at the official and institu- produce a report on the topic encouraging members to
tional international level is the reluctance to face up to the pursue their efforts against improper use of tax conven-

implications of the recent trends and of the growing inter- tions.33 The dissatisfaction of the United States with the
dependenceof the parts of transnationalenterprises. While international situation and indeed with its own treaties in
ongoing developmentof the arm's length standard may be this area led it in 1986 to override many of its treaties even

necessary to cope with pressing problems of international where treaty shoppingarticles had been inserted to limit the
taxation, even though the standardwill be inevitably trans- practice.34 In an age when it is possible to buy very simple
formed in the process, serious work should commence on computer programmes outlining the routes to use on the
an alternative as there is so much to be settled before the basis of existing bilateral tax treaties in order to reduce
alternativecould becomeoperational,such as the definition source country taxation on the extraction of profits from
of the worldwide tax base, and the developmentof accepta- that country,much more is requiredthan the currentneglect
ble apportionmentformula(s) and the necessary treaty and if tax treaties are not to become counter-productive.
administrativeframework.

The discussionshould not be taken to suggest that the arm's THE OECD MODEL IS INCREASINGLY
length standard must be replaced entirely by formulary ap- IRRELEVANT
portionment. Although the modern defenders of arm's
length pricing seem to be entirely opposed to formulary The problems set out above are primarily matters arising
apportionment,the proponentsof the latter are not entirely within the current OECD Model tax treaty and the bilateral
opposed to arm's length pricing. Their argumentsare based frameworkin which that treaty is used. What is also happen-
on economic interdependence and administrative difficul- ing is that the treaty is simply irrelevant to emerging tax
ties. When neither of these are present the arm's length issues as (not surprisingly) those issues were not anticipated
method still provides an appropriateadjustment. Clearly in in the original drafting of the Model 30 years ago. Once
modern conditions, its role is likely to be subsidiary to again the main problem area is the transnationalcorporate
formulary apportionmentjust as the converse was the case group. The OECD tries to deal with this problem by inter-
in the 1930s when the standard was established. The re- preting the Model and suggesting modifications to it to

lationship between the two methods is not determined by cover new cases but for reasonsconsideredbelow in relation
theoretical superiority, but by the nature of international to the increasing inflexibilityof the Model, these measures

trade. The more economically interdependent the various can only be palliatives. There are even cases where tax

parts of transnational enterprises become, the greater treaties seem clearly to apply but because this is inconve-
should be the role of formulary apportionment. nient to achieving a particular tax policy of a particular

nation, means are found by the nation effectively to ignore
Treaty Shopping its treaties.

Anotherphenomenonwhich has arisen purely as a result of
the bilateral tax treaty network and the separate tax treat- 32. In the various GATT rounds the contracting parties agree to make

ment of related corporations is the practice of treaty shop- differing tariff reductions; it does not seem to be an objectiveof the GATT

ping. That is, a taxpayerresident in one countrywho wishes to get uniform tariff rates (except of zero). The GATT rules of origin in

to invest in another country will not necessarily make that the Kyoto ConventionAnnex D:2 (convenientlyreproducedby the CCC,

investmentdirectly, but will use a series of conduit entities Handbook:InternationalConventionon the SimplifcationandHarmoniza-
tion of Customsprocedures (Brussels: looseleaf)) deal with an analogouslocated in various jurisdictions in order to make use of the problem to treaty shopping of determining from which country goods

tax treaties between the countries concerned. The Nether- actually originate (in the treaty shoppingcase the problem is to determine
lands royalty route using the zero tax rate on royalties in the country of which the ultimate taxpayer is a resident). Rules of origin
most of the Netherlands treaties is a well-known example. are only necessary because uniform customs tariffs for the same goods
This practice may also be accompaniedby recharacterizing often do not exist in particular countries, for example, the GATT allows

income to obtain taxation under the desired rubric. It thus countries to give customs concessions to imports from developing coun-

involves the inefficienciesthat arise not only from differing tries; see Jackson, The World Trading System (Cambridge, Mass: MIT

tax rates on differing income, but also from greatly in- Press, 1989), at 142-143, 278-279.

creased complexitiesof corporate structures.
33. OECD Issues in International Taxation No. 1, Double Taxation
Conventions and the Use of Conduit Companies, International Tax

In this case the problem is not directlycausedby the OECD Avoidance and Evasion, Four Related Studies (Paris: OECD, 1987), at

Model but rather by the differing tax rates on the same type 87-106.

of income in the treaty network that it has spawned. If all 34. Internal Revenue Code of 1986, Sec. 884(e), which defines treaty

countries adopted the actual tax rates in the OECD Model shopping in terms of a stock ownership rule and a base erosion rule; many
U.S. treaties, including the Australian treaty Art. 16, do not include the

then treaty shopping would not be a problem (though re- base erosion rule and to that extentare overridden.Although the Technical
characterizing income could be expected to be an even and MiscellaneousRevenueAct of 1988 clarified mny of the interactions

greater problem as taxpayers sought to gain the advantage of U.S. treaties and the 1986 Code, including amendmentof Sec. 884(e),
of the zero tax rate on royalties in the Model in particular). the basic override remained intact.
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Thin Capitalization area will also inevitably lead to economic double taxation
of the same income. This problem is already recognized in

The use ofsubsidiariescapitalizedby debt to strip out profits the laws of some countries and an attempt is made to deal
by interest deductions is not new. Indeed the practice may with it. In the case of most countries adopting such legisla-
explain why the continued very high taxation of business tion, however, no such attempt to relieve economicdouble
profits derived through a subsidiary (as compared to lower taxation occurs. Thus the basic assumptions and primary
taxationofpassive income)has been possible in the bilateral objects of tax treaties are being subverted by major mem-

tax treatynetworksince thin capitalizationhas been a means bers of the OECD.
ofminimizingthat tax. In otherwords the recharacterization
of income involved from dividends to interest has served as Foreign Exchange Issues
a partial corrective to the differential tax rates adopted for
business and interest income in the OECD Model (unli- The inevitable irrelevance of the OECD Model Treaty in
mited and ten percent, respectively). This problem is one this area has already been noted. Yet it is clear from recent
that arises typically from the separate taxation of corpora- changes to the tax laws of countries around the world (andtions in a transnationalcorporate group. changes in contemplation) that this is one of the crucial
Countriesaround the world are increasinglymoving against international tax problems of the time. Two major issues
the practice by denying interest deductions to the corpora- arise. First, there is the tax treatment of foreign exchange
tion funded by debt advanced by non-resident related par- gains and losses in relation to borrowings.Second, there are

ties. This practice is arguably an applicationof group taxa- the difficultiesof convertingforeign currenciesin the calcu-
tion concepts (through the elimination of transactions lation of income and tax liability. The formercan arise both
within the corporate group as occurs on consolidation of inside and outside the corporate group context, while the
group accounts).35Nonethelessthe OECD in a recent report latter is primarily a problem in transnational corporations
has sanctionedthe practice as beingwithin the arm's length or corporate groups.
pricingprinciple and as not contrary to the non-discrimina-
tion article of the Model so long as the particular laws in
question are structured in the right way using flexible stan-
dards and not fixed ratios. 35. As noted supra in note 6, the characterizationof thin capitalization
In so doing the OECD has effectivelyrendered inapplicable measurescan be difficult. Strictly, the consolidationapproach requires the

one article of its Model treaty that seems to be applicable disallowance of the interest deduction and the non-levy of interest with-

(the non-discrimination article) and rendered applicable holding tax on the outward payment (that is, the payment is effectively
see asanother article that seems inapplicable (the associated en- ignored, though injra note 77 and text below to interestwithholding

tax). If the interest is disallowed on the amount of debt that exceeds the
terrises article). The purpose of this quixotic approach is arm's length amount (that is, how much an independentparty would lend
to prevent the OECD Model operating as a bar to thin to the taxpayer), then this is separate treatment of the corporation and is

capitalization laws. While the distaste for protection of tax argued to be consistent with arm's length treatment by the OECD. If,
avoidance practices by the Model is understandable, the however, the disallowance of interest deductions is determined by fixed

practical result is to leave most countries at large in dealing debt/equity ratios (as is the case in Australia, Canada and most recently
with the problem and to create the potential for unrelieved the United States), it is difficult to argue that this is an application of the

double taxationall over again. It is noteworthyin particular arm's length principle unless it is claimed to be a rule of thumb, though
that recent enactments in Australia and the United States equally it is more separate treatment than consolidation, as some interest

deductions are allowed. When ratios are used they are sometimesapplieduse the fixed ratio approach to thin capitalization despite
the OECD's views.3

to all debt (the United States) which suggestsa rule of thumb but when the
ratios only apply to related-partydebt (Australiaand Canada), then partial
consolidationseems the best explanation. (In either event the disallowance

Controlled Foreign Corporations(CFC)
of interest only applies to related-partydebt).

Legislation
Where the outward payment of disallowed interest is characterized as a

dividend, it cannot be argued that this is arm's length treatment as an

independent taxpayer would hardly invest in equity where it would not
Australiais the eighthcountry in the world (after the United lend. This treatmenthas to be justifiedas a secondaryadjustmentreflecting
States, Germany,France, Canada, Japan, the UnitedKing- separate treatmentof the corporationsinvolved. In this regard the OECD
dom and New Zealand) to adopt CFC legislation and there discussion is very odd. It does not question the amount of the investment

is little doubt that the regime will spread to more countries. on arm's length principles but only its character. Normally the operation
Such legislation is accepted by the OECD as is evidenced of the principles is the exact reverse, that is, the amount is adjusted but

by its analysis of tax havens in a recent report, yet the not its character.
In the light of these considerationshow then is a system that disallowspartlegislationcontradictsonce again the fundamentalbuilding of the interest deductions by reference to fixed ratios based on related

blocks of the OECD Model.37 Under CFC legislation a party debt only yet treats the whole outgoing payment as interest to be
parent corporation is effectively taxed on the profits of a characterized (This is essentially the position in Australia.)
subsidiary resident and derivingprofits in anothercountry. 36. See supra note 31. The OECD rejects the application of fixed ratios
The OECD Model recognizes the separate existence of to non-residentson non-discriminationgrounds. Australiadoes not regard
subsidiariesand, as noted above, assumes the separate tax- its law as a breachofitsonly non-discriminationprovision in its U.S. treaty
ation of corporations in a group (see Articles 5(6) Perma- because of a saving for tax avoidance measures. The United States does

nent Establishment, 9 Associated Enterprises, 10 Divi- not consider its law as a breach of non-discriminationas the disallowance

dends, 24(6) Non-Discrimination). applies to domestic tax-exempt related parties as well.
37. OECD Issues in International Taxation No. 1, Tax Havens: Mea-

CFC legislation is effectively consolidationof corporation sures to PreventAbuseby Taxpayersand DoubleTaxationConventions

accounts n accounting terms. In this case the domestic tax and the Use of Base Companies, supra note 33, at 19-85. The problem

legislation is seeking to bring the tax treatment back into
that the legislation poses for tax treaties has been recognized since the
United States first passed substantial legislation in the early 1960s (thereline with the accountingtreatment,but the effect is to render is some earliermore limited U.S. legislation);see GeneralReport,XLIXb

the associated enterprises article, and for that matter the cahiers de droitfiscalinternaonal, The delimitationbetweenthe country
dividendarticle, in the Model treaty irrelevant. The increas- of residence and other countries of the power to tax corporations and/or

ing use of more and more extensive legislation in the CFC their shareholders (1964).
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Again the accounting profession has spent considerable IgnoringTax Treaties
time coming to grps with this issue and seeking to develop
uniform internationalpractice. Indeed the OECD through In areas where double tax treaties may be thought to bite in
its arm dealingwith accountingpractice has actively sought relation to new problems and developments in tax law,
to deal with the problem.38The tax issues have been discuss- countries are becoming increasingly restive, and finding
ed in a recent OECD document which concludes that the meanswhichexplicitlyor implicitlyignoretreatyobligations
Model treaty has nothing to say on the topicof any note and because the treaty outcome is regarded as undesirable. I
that there are no current problems that require resolution have already noticed the U.S. legislative override of tax

by treaties.39 The OECD Model treaty remains silent de- treaties in the treaty shoppingarea. This is not the first time
spite the enormous disparities (and double taxation) that that the United States has acted in such an apparentlyhigh-
can be produceddependingon the basis on which exchange handedmanner. In the ForeignInvestmentin Real Property
gains and losses on loans are taxed and foreign currencies Tax Act of 1980 and in many parts of the 1986 tax reform,
are converted in the calculationof tax liabilities. override also occurred. Recently, the United States has

sought to clarify its attitude to tax treaties and (perhaps) to
Tax treaties, as well as simply not touching the many tax give more respect to them.43 Other countries complain of
avoidance situations possible in the foreign exchange area, course but to little avail. The apparent ease with which the
can indeed be used to facilitate tax avoidance practices. In United States can act in this regard is a theme returned to
view of the functional ec uivalence of interest expense and below.

hedging costs, it is possi,le to put many financial transac-
tions within various articlesof tax treaties at will as suits the If a country does not have the clout of the United States,
parties by expressing the cost of funds as interest (covered then it can always find surreptitious means to ignore its

by the interest article in treaties) or, in part at least, as treaties. Just to take one example in the region, New Zea-

hedging costs (covered by the business profits, capital gains land in 1988 introduced a dividend withholding payment
or other income article of treaties depending on the cir- which negates the tax exemption in a numberof its treaties
cumstances and the terms of the treaty). Further, where it (particularlyits treatywith the UnitedStates!) for dividends
is possible to obtain a deduction for hedgingcosts underone received by New Zealand corporations from corporations
nation's tax laws, it is often possible by a rnatching transac- resident in treaty partners.44 The theory advanced for the
tion in the context of a corporate group to generate an withholdingpayment is that it is a collection in advance for

equivalentgain in another nation which the first nation will tax that will be payable on the profits in question by New
not be able to tax under the provisions of a tax treaty Zealand individual shareholders (because no New Zealand
between the nations (because the treaty under the business corporationtax is paid on the foreignprofits, no imputation
profits, capital gains or other income article will reserve the credits will arise for the individual shareholders). Yet the

taxingright to the secondnationon the basis of the residence same argument could be made for profits distributed from

of the relevant corporation in that nation and the lack of a one New Zealand resident corporation to another to the

permanentestablishment in the first nation). extent that tax concessions have brought about the result
that the profits they represent are untaxed.

Finance Leases More recentlyNew Zealandhas introduceda domesticwith-
holding tax on dividendspaid by a New Zealandcorporation

One of the growth areas in internationalfinancinghas been to the extent that they do not carry imputationcredits (that
the finance lease; operating leases are also increasinglyused ls, have no New Zealand corporate tax attributed to them

around the world. Leases are usually made between inde- under its full imputationsystem). While this was introduced

pendent parties although they can also be used for moving in the context of general domestic withholding and applies
profits around a corporate group. From the tax perspective to the corporation paying rather than receiving the divi-

of individual nations, the greatest difficulty has been with dend, the negation of New Zealand's treaties by the with-

the finance lease. Once again the accountingprofessionhas holding payment system is less blatant in the new context

taken the lead and equated finance leases to loans and put
and probablywill not be challenged by its treaty partners.

them on the balance sheet accordingly (within corporate
groups the normal consolidation occurs). This treatment
has not been so widely adopted for tax purposes with the
result that finance leases have been a major source of inter- 38. Foreign Currency Translation (Paris: OECD, 1986).
national tax avoidanceand shiftingofprofits and losses. For 39. See supra note 16; a similar view is expressedby the General Report
example, a numberof airlines based outside Australiaused in LXXIb cahiers de droit jscal international, Currency fluctuationsand

international double taxation (1986); number of how-finance (leveraged) leases to gain Australian tax benefits a country reports,
until special legislation was passed to deal with the prac-

ever, advocate dealing with problems through tax treaties.

tice.40 40. Australia only recharacterizesfinance leases where particularlyabu-
sive situations are involved, one categorybeing internationaltransactions,
Income Tax AssessmentAct 1936, Sec. 51AE and Pt III Div 16D.

The OECD discussion of the leasing problem to date has 41. Reportsof the OECD CommitteeonFiscalAffairs,Trends in Interna-
been confined to the operating lease context and has been tional Taxation (Paris: OECD, 1985).
concernedwith the problemwhetherlease rentalsshouldbe 42. Id., at 12. Compare General Report, LXXCVacahiers de droitjscal
characterized as royalties or business profits.41 The much international, Taxation of cross border leasing (1990); the General Re-

more difficult and (from an international tax avoidance Port identifies significantproblems in current law and suggestsharmoniza-

perspective) important topic of finance leases has been de- tion of national tax laws as a means of solving them.

liberately left aside although the problems involved have 43. See Schad, Tax Treaty Overrides in the Technical and Miscellane-
ous RevenueAct of 1988, 43 BulletinforIntemationalFiscal Documenm-been acknowledged.42OECD's views on the applicationof tion (May 1989), at 214-217.

the Model to finance leases, on its interactionwith domestic 44. See Vann, Trans Tasman TaxationofEquity Investment(Wellington:
provisions characterizing such leases as loans and on what VictoriaUniversityPress, 1989), at 62-64, Vann,TheNewZealand Impu-
positive internationalsteps need to be taken to deal with the tation System: A Comparisonwith Australia, 1 CCHJournalofTaxation,
problem remain a mystery. No. 3 (June/July 1989), at 60, 72-73.
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THE OECD MODEL IS INCREASINGLY and foreign aid. The current agenda for model tax treaties
INFLEXIBLE was set early in their history. Apart from royalties and the

arm's length pricing principle, the 1928 drafts covered the
To add to this story of woe, the OECD Model - or rather same territory as the OECD Model, although it is notewor-

the tax treaty network based on the Model- is less and less thy that administrativematterswere the subjectofseparate
able to dealwith its internaldeficienciesand emerging inter- draft conventions. The agenda does not seem really to have
national tax issues. This problem arises from the success of been reconsidered since, but there is sone hope that the
the Model in promoting bilateral tax treaties. As more agenda may become refocusedon trade by reasonof recent

treaties are negotiated, the more treaties there are to change events. Retirement income (pension) issues are more ap-
if any new initiative is adopted in relation to terms of the propriatelydealt with in special treaties coveringpublic and
actual Model. There are now in excess of 1,000 treaties and private pensions and a treaty networkis starting to develop
the number is still increasing rapidly. in the pensions area. Similarly tax administrationissues can

be covered separately (which will occur if the multilateral
An attempt is made to avoid this problem in part by resort- treaty on this topic comes into effect with a large numberof
ing to interpretation rather than change of the Model. signatories).The redundantarticleon diplomatsshouldsim-
The difficultyhere is that once an interpretationis accepted ply be dropped.by a court in a particular country at a particular time, any
subsequentreinterpretationor elaborationby the OECD is Secondly, since the Second World War international trade

unlikely to be accepted by the courts of the country con- policy has been largely a multilateral issue rather than a

cerned, and given the propensityof common law courts in bilateral one, and the different mechanics of international
particular to take notice of decisions in other common law tax and trade relations have, perhaps unconsciously, led to

countries (even if the area of law involved is not common a separationof tax and trade policy issues, a matterreturned

law), less likely to be accepted in other countries. The more to below. Thirdly, tax treaties have apparent symbolic sig-
adventurousthe OECD Commentarybecomes, the respect nificance in that the willingness of a country to enter into
accorded to it will be the less. A number of recent creative treaties indicates its preparednessto conform to the general
interpretations by the OECD of its Model have already international tax ground rules and sends positive signals to

been noted in the thin capitalizationarea. potential investorsfromall countries. It is not unreasonable,
for example, for a developingcountry that wishes to foster
its trade with the United States to enter into treaties with

More Treaties than Trade Interests Require other nations of less significance to its trade in view of the
difficulties that developing countries have experienced in

Given that the original impetus for the development of having treaties ratified by the U.S. Senate. In this light also
model treaties lay in international trade issues, it is surpris- the practice of setting tax rates on non-residentsat highering how extensive the network of bilateral tax treaties has levels and reducing them more or less automatically in tax
become. One would expect that a country would not enter treaties makes some sense.
into a treaty with another country unless it has significant
trade contactwith that country and unless there were some-

thing to gain in the larger trade policy sense. In reply it can Most FavouredNation Statusand Lock In
be argued that if there are any trade or investment flows
between countries then a tax treaty will be beneficial to Many bilateral tax treaties are accompanied by protocols
trade because of the lowering of tax rates of the source which adopt the terms of bilateral trade treaties of the past
country that will result. The benefit will, however, often (and the GATr) involving most favoured nation status.

flow to the Treasury of the residence country rather-than Under these protocols a treaty country undertakes that it
the investor. Moreovermany countriesset their tax rates on will not grant more favourable terms typically in respect of
non-residentshigherthan tax treatynorms simply to provide tax rates on dividends, interest and royalties to other coun-

themselveswith a bargainingchip in tax treaty negotiations tries without granting the same concession to the treaty
that will always be conceded. In other words the tax treaty partner in question. The effect of such protocols is to lock
network has itself caused impediments to trade and invest- particularcountries into inflexible treaty positions as a con-

ment (to the extent that the higher tax rates that apply in cession in one bilateral treaty will be like the removal of a

the absence of a treaty can be so characterized) and any card from a house of cards. Even where there is no explicit
argument that tax treaties are necessary for removal of protocol to this effect, it will usuallybe unwise for a country
these impediments is circular.45 to adoptwidelydifferingtax rates in its treatiesas the matter

is bound to be raised by nations that do not benefit from the
Perusal of the literatureon tax treaties demonstratesclearly lowest rate in any periodic treaty reviews.
that they have taken on a life of their own; they are usually
written about in their own terms without any clear connec- Australia, for example, simply cannot depart from its divi-

tion being made to trade policy. The same is generally true dends 15 percent, interest 10 percent, royalties 10 percent
in practice. At least in the case of Australia, it seems that standardfor minimumceiling tax rates becauseof protocols
so long as anothercountrywrites and asks for a treaty, one

will be negotiated. It is difficult, for instance, to see the
trade justificationfor treatieswith Maltaor Finland (to take 45. Canada, Report of the Royal Commission on Taxation (Ottawa:
recent treaties negotiated).46 It is surprising how little Queen's Printer, 1966) Vol. 4, at 547,575, explicitly recommendedraising
broader trade issues feature in taxtreatynegotiations. The

the tax rates levied on non-residents so that they could be lowered in
treaties and this change was adopted in the 1970 reforms to the Canadian

recent U.S.-Canada treaty is a case where non-tax trade tax system.
questions were raised but this is the exception rather than 46. In discussionsfollowingpresentationof this paper,MrMichaelD'As-
the rule. cenzo, the Australiancompetentauthorityunder its tax treaties, noted that

the negotiation of the tax treaty with Malta was headline news in that
If we seek the reasonswhy tax treaties have become discon- on
nected from trade policy between the nationsconcerned, at

country presumablybecauseof its effects pensions(a significantnumber
of Maltese have migrated to Australia in the past and retired to Malta). I

least three can be suggested. Firstly, the content of tax regard this as supportingmy approach, rather than underminingit (see the
treatiesgoes beyond trade matters to issues of foreignpolicy next paragraph of the text).
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to various treaties. The effect of such protocols is moreover treaties hence tends to be felt most strongly by smaller
cumulative. If a protocol on tax rates with one country players in the international tax game.
relates only to interest, with anothercountryonly to royal- The concept of the Model Tax treaty create fool'sties and with a third countryonly to dividends, the protocols may a

are toin combinationmean that for any future treaty the minimum paradise. Nations encouraged think that the Model

ceilings for interest, royaltiesand dividendshave effectively
will produce formalequalityand will restrainmorepowerful
countries in pursuing their self-interests. In fact interna-been set. The result is that the more bilateral tax treaties a

country already has, the less is likely to be its room for tional tax policy is no different from international policy
negotiation in relation to any proposed new treaty. generally. In the creation of the Model in the first place the

policies of the more powerful countries are likely to be
The OECD Model in a sense has nothing directly to say on dominant, which is certainly the case with the OECD
this question. It would seem to be implicit, however, in the Model. While some restraining influence is no doubt exer-

conceptof the OECDModel as one to which memberstates cised by treaties concluded pursuant to the Model, more
adhere (subject to their specific reservations) that there will powerful countries can still thumb their noses at treaty obli-
be consistencyacross the treatiesof a particularcountry and gations where political imperatives so dictate. Small coun-

this in fact usually happens. Such a requirementof consis- tres n particular need to consider whether there are any
tencycan be a disserviceto a country in at least two respects. significant benefits in bilateral tax treaties that cannot be

obtained in other ways.Firstly, a country's treaty position is traditionally regarded
as based on its status as a source country (capital importer) The power of the United States in the international tax
or residence country (capital exporter), the premise being arena outside the bilateral tax treaty network has been
that a net capital importeror exporterwill be in this position demonstratedby the tidal waves sent around the world as a
generally with respect to all other countries. Again, in the result of the 1986 tax reform. Whether this power is a bad
modernworld this simple view has been outmoded. Increas- thing or not depends very much on one's viewpoint. For
ingly, all countries are capital importers and capital expor- critics of the bilateral tax treaty network, the power may be
ters. Moreover, although it will always turn out that a coun-

one catalyst for reshapingof the internationaltax order and
try is either a net capital importer or a net capital exporter, with it the bilateral tax treaty network. Supporters of thethis relationship will usually not hold in relation to every current treaty system of course deplore treaty violations byothercountrywith which the country in questiondeals. The the United States. Yet their complaints are not backed upeffective requirement of consistency makes it difficult to by any effective retaliatory action. The bilateral nature of
adopt different treaty policies in relation to different coun- the tax treaty network in fact makes it easier for a countrytries even though this is a rational position to take. systematicallyto violate its treaties. The treaties concerned
Secondly, and more significantly,a country'spositionas net will not be all in the same terms and hence the violationmay
capital importer or exporter will change over time. Al- not affect all treaties or may impact on them differently,so

though historically this process has occurred slowly, nowa- that the complaint will not be voiced in uniform terms by
days changes in the relative positions of countries seem to affected parties. Moreover, it will not be easy for the com-

match the hectic pace of the rest of modern life. Yet as the plaining parties to take united action since there is not in
bilateral tax treaty network spreads, the pace with which it place any multilateralframeworkor internationalorganiza-
can adjust to such changes necessarily slows down. ton to serve as a focus of complaint. Apart of course from

the OECD, which has not been thus far an effective forum
for changing U.S. ways.47The United States Plays by Different Rules

Lack of flexibilitycan usually be equatedwith stability, and
stability of the law is regarded as a virtue especially in
commercialmatters. While the overall tax treaty network is
clearly inflexible for reasons already developed, it in fact is 47. OECD Committee on Fiscal Affairs, Report on Tax Treaty Over-

not stable as the majorplayer in the networkkeeps changing rides, 2 Tax Notes Int'l (1990), at 25-33 is obviouslytargetedat the United

the rules for its treaties unilaterally. I have already noticed
States despite the polite omission of any direct references. The efficacy of
the report in restraining the United States may be doubted; comparethat the United States may be thought rather cavalier in its Mclntyre, In Defense of Treaty Overrides, 1 Tax Notes lnt'l (1989), at

attitude to its tax treaties. The inflexibility of bilateral tax 611-614.

Part Il of Prof. Vann's article will appear in the April
1991 issue.
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CONTROLLEDFOREIGN COMPANYLEGISLATION
K. Jan Bebbington and D. John Hasseldine

I. INTRODUCTION K. Jan Bebbingtonand D. John Hasseldine

The problem of tax avoidance, tax deferral and tax base erosion effected by the are, respectively, Assistant Lecturer and

use of controlled foreign entities resident in another tax jurisdiction is one which Lecturer, Department of Accountancy,

typicallyconfrontsmany governmentsand revenue authoritiesat some time. This University of Canterbury.
has been true for New Zealand, especiallydue to the absence of any comprehen- The authors wish to acknowledge helpful
sive capital gains tax regime and was exacerbated by the removal of exchange comments made by Peter Steenson on an

controls in 1984. earlier draft of this article.

The New Zealand Government first detailed its stated intention to review the
taxation of foreign-source income in a ConsultativeDocument on International
Tax Reform issued in December 1987. This outlined the proposed system and
called for public submissions to a Consultative Committee comprised of leading
tax specialists,who released two reports, includingdraft legislation.The finalized Contents
provisions are now contained in Part IVA of the Income Tax Act 1976 (Sections
245-A to 245-Y).1 The regime is now fully operative, having commencedin full . Introduction
from 1 April 1990, the first day of the 1991 tax year, although the commencement II. Controlled foreign company
date may have been earlier dependingon the foreign country concerned. provisions (Secs. 245-C to 245-Q)

A. BackgroundThe objective of this article is to provide an overview of these reforms and to
comment on practical implicationsaffecting both New Zealand and foreign resi-

B. Control interests (Sec. 245-C)
dents. The New Zealand provisions distinguish between foreign investments

C. Income interests (Sec. 245-D)
where New Zealand residents have control, controlled foreign companieswhich

D. Attribution of income and losses
and grey list exemption (Secs.in essence are taxed as a branch, and passive investments where New Zealand 245-G and 245-P)residents do not have control, being foreign investment funds, which are taxed in

a similar way as an accrual capital gains tax. Taken in its entirety, the regime
E. Tax credits and losses carried

forward (Secs. 245-K and 245-
involves a new set of strengthened residence rules (Hasseldine 1989a), a foreign
dividendwithholdingpayment system (Hasseldine 1989b), the controlled foreign M)

companyprovisions (Part II below), the foreign investmentfund regime (Part III
F. Relationship with imputation

below), and foreign trust provisions. regime
G. Anti-avoidanCe provisions

IIl. Foreign investment fund regime
Il. CONTROLLED FOREIGN COMPANY PROVISIONS (Secs. 245-R to 245-T)

(Sections 245-C to 245-Q) A. Background
B. Foreign investment fund income

A. Background or loss
C. Tax credits and losses

In a similar fashion to many countries, New Zealand domestic tax law operates IV. Other issues
on a source and residenceprinciple. This provides that all income sourced in New A. Disclosure, offences and
Zealand is assessable for income tax and a resident's worldwide income is also penalties (Sec. 245-W)
assessable. This principle may be amended by the operation of a double tax B. Foreign trust regime
agreement (Section 242). V. Conclusion

The definitionof corporateresidenceis ofcrucialsignificancein internationaltax. References

A company is resident in New Zealand if it is incorporated in New Zealand, has Appendices
its head office in New Zealand, has its centre of management in New Zealand, A. Fifteenth Schedule Excluded

or control of the companyby its directors, acting in their capacity as directors, is (Grey List) Countries

exercised in New Zealand. The definitionof a foreign company is any non-res-
B. Seventeenth Schedule (Black

ident companyor a companyordinarily resident in New Zealand, but not subject List) Countries

to New Zealand tax pursuant to being classified as non-residentunder a double C. Flowchart for CFC Application
tax agreement.2Although the resolutionof corporateresidence isbecomingmore

difficult, the strengthened residence rules may mean that a shareholding in a

company, which although incorporatedoffshore, is actually a New Zealand resi-
dent and therefore not a foreign company, will be subject to New Zealand
domestic tax law.

Companies resident in seven countries listed in the Act's fifteenth schedule are

generally exempt from the international tax regime (Appendix A lists these 1. All section references in this article are to

countries).These grey list countriesare exemptedbecausetheyhave international the New Zealand Income Tax Act 1976.
tax regimes similar to New Zealand's provisions. The ControlledForeign Com- 2. Note that a treaty may provide relief from

panies (CFC) regime applies with effect from l April 1988 to a list of 61 low New Zealand tax on New Zealand-sourced in-

tax jurisdictions or teritories and specified types of companies in nine other
come or income taxable in New Zealand, which
under these international tax reforms would in-

countries, known as the black list (AppendixB lists these countries). clude foreign-source income.
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B. Control interests (Section245-C) than 50 percent interest in the underlying foreign com-

pany each interest is counted once only.
A CFC exists if at any time during any accountingperiod a (4) If there is more than one person in any of the above
group of five or fewer New Zealand residents control (di- groups, the control interests of the first CFC shall be
rectly or indirectly) 50 percent or more of a foreign com- deemed to be held by each person in such a group pro
pany. A CFC also exists if New Zealand resident directors rata to those persons' respective income interest in the
control 50 percent or more of a foreign company, regardless first CFC.
of the number of directors aggregated to constitute the 50

Further, in the calculationof control interests to determine
percent. the existence of a CFC, direct and indirect control interests
Control is determinedby the calculationof control interests are only taken into account once. Section 245-C has its own

and involves an aggregation of direct and indirect control anti-avoidanceprovisionproviding that where two or more

interests, including those of associatedpersons.3 New Zealand residents have entered into an arrangement
Direct control interests are determinedby reference to the which has the purposeor a purposeofpreventingthe foreign
percentages held (or entitled to be held)4 in the following company from being a CFC, then control interests shall be

deemed to be held by those persons divided equally amongfive classes:

ii/
total paid-up capital; them.

total nominal capital;
entitlement to income (if the income were distributed C. Income interests(Section 245-D)
at the end of the accountingperiod, provided the enti-
tlement was the same at all other times during the When it has been determined that a foreign company is a

period); CFC, non-resident in a grey list country, it is necessary to

(4) entitlement to value of net assets (in the event of dis- calculate resident taxpayers' income interests in the CFC to
tribution of all the assets); and determine whether a person must calculate his attributed

(5) total rights to vote or participate in specified decisions. foreign income or attributed foreign loss in that company.
These decisions revolve around areas such as distribu- The calculation of income interests is determined by the
tions, constitutional matters, variation of capital, and aggregate of direct and indirect income interests. These
appointmentor election of directors. differ from the calculation of control interests, in that the

If the percentage voting rights differ over these types of income interests of associated persons and entitlements to

decisions, then the highest voting right percentage applies. acquire an interest are generally not taken into account.

In determining direct control interests, the control class Direct income interests are calculatedwith reference to the
(out of the five categories) yielding the highest aggregate same five classes used to calculate control interests and are

control interest is used. Control interests that a nominee the highest percentage of any category. Indirect income
holds or is entitled to hold are deemed to be held by the interests are calculated by multiplying the income interest
principal. of the person in the first tier CFC by the income interest of

Indirect control interests arise where a first tier CFC, one
the first tier CFC in the underlying CFC. Where there are

directly controlled by New Zealand residents, holds or is further CFCs held by other CFCs, the percentage held is

entitled to hold direct control interests in another underly- correspondinglyfurther multiplied by the preceding CFCs'

ing foreign company. They are calculated by reference to ncome interest.

the first tier company's quafied control interests5 in the It is entirely possible that the calculated aggregate income
underlying foreign company, in each of the five control interestsofNew Zealandresidents in a CFCwill exceed 100
categories. It is important to note that the control interest percent (Section 245-H). Tis may occur as each person is
in the next tier company is not multipliedby the holding in attributedhis highestpercentageholding in the various con-

the first tier company, i.e. there is no dilution of interest trol classes. If this occurs, a person's income interest is
purelydue to a chain ofshareholdings.Wherean underlying scaled down to the percentage held of the total income
foreign company controls another foreign company this interests. If the scaled down income interest is under ten
method for determining indirect control interests is again percent then the taxpayer in this specificcase is not excused
used with the underlyingforeign companybeing termed the from the income/loss attribution process discussed under
first tier company and the third level foreign companythen the next subheading.
known as the underlyingforeign company. The calculationof control and income interests at first sight
There are many possible, different ways to calculate the appears to be done at any time within a foreign company's
indirect control interests in a company,especiallywhere the accounting year. However, to simplify matters these in-

ownership structure is complex. In order to determine a

unique value for indirect control interests the following
rules have been adopted:
(1) Where there is more than one group of New Zealand 3. The term associatedpersons principally includes relatives for indi-

residents that control the first tier CFC, the control viduals. Any two companies with substantially the same shareholders or
interest will be deemed to be held by the group that is under the control of the same persons, a company and any other person
smallest in number. holding income interests that combined exceed 50 percent, are associated

(2) If there is more than one such group each being equal persons.
in nunber, the control interest will be deemed to be 4. This covers the aspect of holding options to purchase shares that

held by the group whose control interestsin the first tier would give a shareholdereffective control. In this way warehousingof

CFC is highest. shares is prevented. This constitutes an anti-avoidance provision of the

(3) If there is more than one such group each being equal legislation.
5. The term qualified control interests refers to the direct interests

in number and each having an equal control interest in held by the first tier companyin the underlyingforeigncompanyplus direct
the first CFC, the control interest shall be allocated in interests of persons associated to the first tier company in the underlying
full to each group, but in deciding if there is a greater foreign company.
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terests are actually calculated on specified measurement tax payable of attributed foreign income of another com-

days; that is, the last day of every quarter (March, June, pany n the same jurisdiction and finally, credits are to be

Septemberand December). Once a CFC exists by virtue of carried forward to the succeeding income year(s) to be

greater than 50 percent control interests on any measure- offset in the same order as in the two preceding steps,
ment day, it is a CFC for an entire tax year. With income provided a 40 percent shareholder continuity test is main-
interests, these must be calculated every quarter and are tained. CFC tax credits are quarantined to the country of
then subject to an averaging process to elicit an annualized residence of the CFC, i.e. there is no global pooling, thus

figure. There is an election available for those taxpayers eliminating any possibility of sheltering income from tax

wishing to calculate their income interests on a daily basis. havens against income from higher taxed countries.
In the case of temporarychanges to control interests made Specified company groups are able to offset credits in the
to ensure that a CFC never exists on a measurement day, same manner as indicated above although the quarantining
these temporary changes are ignored (Section 245-E). of credits remains. This is subject to domestic law grouping

requirements under which specified groups exist where
two or more companieshave identicalproportionsof share-

D. Attributionof income and losses and grey list holders. Although grouping is not restricted to resident
exemption (Sections 245-G and 245-P) companies only, there are controls on loss offsets where a

lossmaking non-resident or dual resident company is in-
Control interests are used to determine whether a CFC volved (Section 191).exists. Income interests are used to determine how much
income of the CFC is attributable to the New Zealand Losses carried forward are deemed to attach to the taxpayer
resident taxpayer. Where a resident holds ten percent or to whom the loss is attributed. They do not attach to the
more of the income interests in a CFC he must return his foreign company. Losses are quarantined in the same man-

attributed foreign income (or possibly an attributed foreign ner as tax credits are. Prebble (1990) notes that this intro-

loss).6 If the holding is under the ten percent cut-off, the duces an element of asymetry in that unlike losses, foreign-
foreign investment fund regime may apply (see part III source income is aggregated. The reason for this quarantin-
below). ing is one ofadministrativedifficulty in policingthe accounts

and transactionsof foreign companies.An exemption to the attribution of CFC income (or loss)
exists dependingon the resident country of the CFC. If the
CFC is resident in one of the seven grey list countries and F. Relationshipwith imputationregime
receives no specified tax preference, it is exempt from the
internationalregime. If the CFC does receivea specified tax If a dividend is paid by a CFC to a New Zealand resident

preference, tax is based on net income or loss (calculated in from earnings already taxed as attributed foreign income,
accordance with foreign tax law) upwardly adjusted by the then double taxationwould be a consequence.Accordingly,
amount of the tax preferenceand by ignoringany prioryear the CFC regimehas been integratedwith the dividend impu-
losses. tation regime so that credits for New Zealand tax paid on

attributed foreign income are kept in a memorandum ac-
If the CFC is not exempt, the amount on attributed foreign count called the branch equivalent tax account (BETA) a-

income (or attributed foreign loss) is determined by the sub-accountof the imputationcredit account. These credits
following formula: are available for allocation to taxpayerswhen dividendsare

a x b where: paid to the New Zealandcompanyby the foreign company.
a is the income interest of the person in the CFC In principle this is equivalent to the imputation regime.AND However, it differs from that regime in that only New Zea-
b is the branch equivalent income or loss of the CFC, land tax is allowed as a credit. Therefore, there will be

as calculated pursuant to Section 245-J of the Act double taxationof the income which has foreign tax paid on

Attribution of income (losses) of the CFC is done on a it but no New Zealand tax paid on it.7
branch equivalent basis. The branch equivalent income
(loss) equals the assessable income (loss) which would have G. Anti-avoidanceprovisionsbeen calculated in accordance with the provisions of the
Act, had the company been a resident company over that Some of the specific anti-avoidanceprovisionshave alreadytime. Section 245-J governsthe applicationofother sections been identified under the sub-headings on control and in-
of the Act to the calculation of branch eguivalent income come interests. There is also an overall anti-avoidancepro-(loss) and this involves conversion of foreign accounts into vision relatingto attributedCFC losses. If a loss is calculated
New Zealand currency and the exclusion of provisions that from applicationof the regime, but there is no economicor
do not apply to foreign companies. Dividends received by financial loss, or substantiallyno loss, then for the purposes
a CFC are taxable, unless the payer is another CFC in of the Act there is no attributed foreign loss (Section 245-
respectofwhich a New Zealandresidentis alreadyreturning G).attributed foreign income.

The interpretationof avoidanceprovisionswithinNew Zea-

E. Tax credits and losses carried forward land must be examinedwithin the Commissionerof Inland

(Sections 245-K and 245-M) Revenue's (1990) policy statementon Section99.8 This con-

New Zealand tax to pay is calculated on the basis of a

taxpayer's attributed foreign income. Credits for foreign 6. Associates' income interests are considered when determining
income taxes paid or payable are allowed against the New whether a taxpayer is above 10 percent, but if so, only that taxpayer's
Zealand tax liability. The amount of the credit allowed is nterest

.

s used in determiningthe attributed foreign income or loss.

the taxpayer's income interest multipliedby the income tax
7. Further details on the operation of the BETA account and the with-
holding payment system on foreign dividends can be found in Hasseldine

paid or payable by the CFC. Tax credits are allocated in the (1989b).
following order. Firstly, against domestic tax on attributed 8. The text of this statement appeared in 44 Bulletin for International
foreign income from that CFC. Secondly, against domestic Fiscal Documentation (June 1990), at 288.
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tained a specific example drawn from the CFC regime in- assets are valued at historical cost and not market value,
volving the holding of a 49.5 percent interest in a foreign then there may be no information in annual reports for New
company in a joint venture arrangement. It was stated: Zealand investors to calculate if three of the exemptions

It cannot automaticallybe inferred that the structure like that apply.
outlined was designed to avoid the effect of the CFC regime.
There may be a numberof non tax-related reasons for adopt-
ing the arrangements,such as accommodatingthe commercial
or tax needs of the non-resident joint venturer. B. Foreign InvestmentFund incomeor loss

However, having consideredall the relevant factors it may be The income (or loss) associatedwith an investment in a FIF
that the only proper inference which can be drawn from the is determined by the following formula:
arrangement and surrounding circumstances is that it was

implemented in this particular way so as to avoid tax. (a + b) - (c + d)
where:

Accordinglythere is no hard and fast rule on this particular a is the market value of the FIF at the end of the income
issue even if the New Zealand shareholding is only just year; AND
below the 50 percent CFC threshold.9 b is the market value of all consideration derived or

deemed to have been derived or received or receivable
by the person with respect to his interest held during

Ill. FOREIGN INVESTMENTFUND REGIME that year; AND

(Sections 245-R to 245-T) c is the market value of the FIF as at the last day of the
preceding income year; AND

d is the market value of all consideration payable or
A. Background deemed to be payableby the person with respectto that

interest during that income year.
The purpose of this regime is to tax current income (includ-
ing realized and unrealized capital gains) in the situation In this way the net increase in the marketvalue of a person's
where a person does not control the foreign entity, but holding in a FIF is assessable income. Items b and d allow
which may still be a tax avoidancevehicle. A foreign invest- for profits and losses from the sale or purchase of FIFs to

ment fund (FIF) is a term used to describe a variety of be calculated. Likewise, distributions from FIFs are taken

foreign investment interests includinga foreign conpany, a into the overall calculationof profit or loss and need not be

foreign unit trust, a foreign superannuationscheme or a life declared separately as assessable income. For many invest-
insurance policy issued by a foreign entity. The definition ments, just obtaining market price documentation for the

of a FIF is wide, although there are a numberof exceptions. above formula will involve some time and expense.
An investmentwill not be a FIF if: The FIF regime effectively is an implicit accrual capital

at all times during the period the entity was a resident gains This is interesting as New Zealand currently has-

tax.
in a grey list country; OR no comprehensivetax regime of this type and will probablythe foreign entity distributes by way of dividends 60 have one in the immediate future given that both major

-

not
percent or more of its income, profits and gains as political parties are non-advocatesof capital gains tax, de-
measured in accordance with generally accepted ac- spite many calls for its introductionand a 380 page Consul-
counting principles); OR tative Documenton this topic issued in December 1989.
no more than 40 percent, by market value of assets, of-

the entity is held directly or indirectly in assets of a

certain type. Generally the assets specified are of the
type that yield passive income;l0 OR C. Tax creditsand losses
foreign and New Zealand tax paid or payable by the-

entity amounts to 20 percent or more of the entity's There is no credit allowed for foreign tax paid by the FIF.
income, profits and gains (calculatedwith reference to The market value calculatedby the precedingformula takes
generally accepted accountingprinciples); OR into account the fact that tax has been paid by the company.
the Commissionerof Inland Revenue determines that In this way the FIF regime is an implicit deduction-

tax
the investment is not an investment in a FIF; OR system for accounting for foreign investment.
if the foreign entity is a CFC and the interest of that-

person is an income interest of ten percent or greater. As under the CFC regime there is allowance for offset of
Such a holding is governed by the CFC provisions. losses. Losses can be offset against other FIF income from

any jurisdiction. Once the precedingoffset has taken place,
A person is also deemed to hold an interest in a FIF where losses may also be set off against other assessable income to
his rights would be deemed to constitute a direct income the extent of FIF income already returned in prior years.
interest, were the entity a CFC. There is provision for a Finally, losses can also be carried forward to future years,
foreign entity or a person holding rights in such an entity to subjectof course to the 40 percentshareholdercommonality
apply to the Commissioner for a determination as to requirement being met by company taxpayers. There are
whether or not those rights are FIF interests. The Commis- also company grouping provisions whereby FIF losses can
sionerhas discretionas to whether to make a determination, be offset within specified groups.
and if one is made, it can be objected to under the normal
objection procedures. Any change in a determinationcan-

not be made on a retrospectivebasis unless fraud or wilful
default was evident in the application.
Practical problems of significance may arise in the applica- For a detailed discussionon the policy statement,see A. Smith, The
tion of these listed exceptions, as published financial state- Implicationsof the Conmissioner'sStatementon Section 99, 45 Bulletin
ments will generally use principles of income recognition for InternationalFiscal Documentation(February 1991), at 60.
different from the definitionsof income, capital profits and 10. For example, annuities, rights as a beneficiary of a trust or as a

capital gains specified in the exceptions. For instance, if partner, rental properties, royalties, interests in other FIFs.
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IV. OTHER ISSUES V. CONCLUSION

Professor Bird (1987) has stated that the effectiveness of
A. Disclosure, offences and penalties international tax policy is dependent on properly formu-

(Section 245-W) lated and implemented policy which detects and punishes
non-compliers.The conclusionsof his study into New Zea-

Taxpayers must disclose any income interest in any foreign land's international tax area are largely incorporated into
company and any interest in a FIF. The comprehensive the legislation discussed in this article, although further
disclosure requirements also include such other informa- research on interjurisdictionalallocation rules and unitary
tion as may be required by the Commissioner. It is an taxation has yet to occur.
offence to knowinglynot comply or to make a false disclo-
sure in relation to these requirements. On conviction of Primarily it is New Zealand residents who are affected;
such an offence, the maximumpenalty is two years impris- however foreign companiesmay be exposed to these provi-
onment and/or a fine not exceeding NZ$ 50,000. As many

sions where non-residents dog-leg their shareholding
investors in FIFs may well be ignorant of their tax respon- through interposed New Zealand entities to reach a third

sibilities, it is expected that these penalties will not be foreign jurisdiction. No exposure should result if an over-

harshly applied. The penalties also apply to those who aid, seas parent company has subsidiaries in New Zealand and

abet or incite another to commit a non-disclosureoffence. other countries, providing there are no cross holdings be-

This may lead to tax advisers ceasing to act for clients who tween subsidiaries. Where CFCs derive New Zealand-

refuse to comply with their statutory obligations. source income, credit is of course given for any New Zea-
land tax paid. The interaction of differing foreign tax re-

attackttoaxtheavoidance/evaosifonusingoffshoreoperation this regime, wenetristieesxtihstreodughto branchweitqhuNiveawlent mustsbheocuoldnsliedaedretdoisntrcoonmgpeurttiinegsincomeand
Section 2lA which authorizes the Commissionerto request between tax specialists in New Zealand and elsewhere. The
information on payments made to non-residents for which managementof New Zealand CFCs will be aware of these
a deduction is claimed. In the absence of a satisfactory reforms, but other companiesnot residentin grey list coun-

reply, the deductioncan be disallowedwith no appeal rights tries can also expect to receive enquiries from New Zealand
granted. Further, Section 22 also enables the Commissioner shareholdersor their advisers, in relationto the FIFregime.
to combat transferpricing arrangements.There is littlepub-
lished evidence that these powers have been extensively The costs to the taxpayer to comply with the international
used but they have been retained as being complementary tax regime may be substantial, as there will be significant
to the CFC provisions. information-gathering and reporting costs for liable tax-

payers (both domestic investorsand foreign investees).This
is an unfavourable aspect of the international tax regime

B. Foreign trust regime and the full burden will only be known after the end of the
1991 income year, being 31 March 1991. This has to be set

As trusts can also be used as tax avoidance vehicles in lieu against the current background of discontent with respect
of companies, this area has also been reformed so that the to the level of compliance costs for taxpayers. High com-
CFC provisions cannot be bypassed in this manner. Brief pliance costs coupled with a low perceived probability of
coverage of the trust reforms s now given (for further de- detectionmay encourage many taxpayersnot to comply, so

tails, see Prebble (1989)). Essentially the amendments re- a final assessment of its effectiveness needs to be reserved
moved a distinctionbetween adult and infantbeneficiaries, until information concerning the costs of the regime, the
introduced specific rules in relation to foreign-source in- level of taxpayercomplianceand revenue collected is avail-
come and altered tax rates. Non-qualifyingtrusts include able.
those that have been establishedoverseasby a New Zealand
settlor with non-residenttrustees and which have therefore New Zealandhas formulateda comprehensiveinternational

not paid New Zealand tax on all of their trustee income tax regime. Further this regime is consistent with moves

since inception. Beneficiariesof this type of trust are assess-
overseas to limiterosionof tax basesby residentsaccumulat-

able on distributionsof income and capital gains at 45 per- ng income offshore. Specifically it reinforces the principle
cent (higher than the top marginal rate of 33 percent). The of tax harmonization with Australia.11 Australia is New

only tax-free items are in respect of income derived by the Zealand'smajor tradingpartner and the two countrieshave

trustee prior to April 1988 and the corpus of the trust. entered into a Closer Economic Relations (CER) agree-
Current income not taxed via a beneficiary in that year is ment which so far has not had any real impact on their

taxed primarily to the trustee, or failing this, to a New respective taxation regimes. This last comment should,
Zealand resident settlor as agent for the trustee and tax- however, be considered in light of the international tax

payer of last resort. The settlor regime attracts identical election policy of the presentNational Governmentelected

disclosure requirementsand penaltiesas detailedabove and in October 1990. This states that they will seek to place tax

is complementaryto the provisions outlined in parts II and on the agenda for the 1992 reviewof CER, they will seek to
achieve better tax harmonizationwith Australia, in particu-III.
lar negotiating with Australia to allow residents in either
country to receive imputation credits for company taxes

paid in the other country, and they will also considerapply-
11. See M. Friezer,DraftForeign-sourceIncomeLegislation,44 Bulle- ing the CFC regime to nominated tax jurisdictions (the
tin for InternaonalFiscal Documentation(June 1990), at 285. black list) and then only to passive income.
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B. SeventeenthSchedule (Black Ust) Countries:

REFERENCES Andorra Macau
Angola Madeira

Bird, R.M., The Taxation of International Income Flows: Anguilla Maldives
Issues and Approaches (Wellington: Victoria UniversitY Bahamas Marshall Islands
Press, 1987). Bahrain Monaco

Commissioner of Inland Revenue, New Zealand: Policy Barbados Montserrat
Statement on Section 99, 44 Bulletin for International Bermuda Nauru
Fiscal Documentation(June 1990), at288. British Channel Islands NetherlandsAntilles

British Virgin Islands and/or Aruba
Harris, G.A., New Zealand's IntemationalTaxation(Auck- Campione Nevis

land: Oxford University Press, 1990). Cayman Islands New Caledonia
Hasseldine, D.J., New Zealand: An Analysis of the New Cook Islands Norfolk Island

Residence Requirements, 43 Bulletin for International Costa Rica Oman
Fiscal Documentation(April 1989), at 153 [referred to in Cyprus Palau
textas Hasseldine 1989a]. Djibouti Panama

Dominica Puerto Rico
Hasseldine,D.J., DividendImputation:TheNew Zealand Ecuador Saint Helena

Model, 43 Bulletinfor InternationalFiscal Documenta- French Polynesia Saint Kitts
tion (May 1989), at 203 [referred to in text as Hasseldine Greece Saint Lucia
1989b]. Grenada Saint Vincent

Hoare, J. andMcLeod,R., InternationalTaxation,Paper Gibraltar San Marino

presented at the New Zealand Society of Accountants Guatemala Seychelles
Residential Taxation Seminar, 17-19 November 1989, Hong Kong Solomon Islands
Christchurch, New Zealand. Isle of Man Sri Lanka

Jamaica Switzerland
Prebble, J., The Taxation of Controlled Foreign Corpora- Jordan Turks and Caicos Islands

tions (Wellington: Victoria University Press, 1987). Kuwait United Arab Emirate
Prebble,J., NewZealand's1988 InternationalTax Regime Lebanon Uruguay

for Trusts, 6 Australian Tax Forum (January 1989), at Liberia Vanuatu
65. Liechtenstein Venezuela

LuxembourgPrebble, J., The New Zealand Controlled Foreign Com-
pany Regime, 8 Asian-PacificTaxandInvestmentBulle-
tin (June 1990), at 186. C. Flowchartfor CFCApplication:

Report of The Consultative Committee on International
Tax Reform, Part 1 (March) and Part 2 (July), (Wel- Is the company a CFC -- No -

lington: GovernmentPrinter, 1988).
Yes

i
Does the New Zealand shareholder have an

Noincome interest of 10 percent or more in the CFC
- -

i

Yes
I

Is the CFC resident in a grey list country
I

No
APPENDICES I

Regime applies in full. Yes

A. Fifteenth Schedule Excluded (Grey Ust)
Countries:

Does the CFC utilize any grey list tax preferences - No -
Australia Japan
Canada United Kingdom Yes

Germany United States of America
!

Addback preference andFrance
attribute income/loss to shareholder.

Shareholders exempt from regime.
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TAX AND OTHER LAWS AFFECTING

FOREIGN INVESTMENTSAND OPERATIONS
IN THE USSR

Preston M. Torbert

I. INTRODUCTION
Preston M. Torbert is a partner in the

The Soviet Union today is undergoingtwo basic structuralchanges: the transition Chicago office of Baker & McKenze.
from a planned to a market economyand the devolutionof power from the centre He has been involved n the firm's

to the republicsand to local areas. These changesprofoundlyaffect the tax system Soviet practice since 1974. He ma-

and foreign investment. jored in Russian and Russian Studies
at Princeton, receiveda Ph.D. in Rus-

A. Recent tax legislation sian and Chinesehistory fromthe Uni-
versityof Chicagoandwasgraduated

Legislation was passed in 1990 to promote the transition to a market economy. from Harvard Law School. In 1979, he
Included in this legislation is a new tax law that has substantiallyaltered the tax conducted researchat the Instituteof
system. The major legislationof interesttoforeigncorporationsis the following: State and Law of the USSR Academy

Law of the USSR on TaxationofEnterprises,Associationsand Organizations-
of Scienceson Soviet law as a Senior

(the EnterpriseTax Law or ETL), issued 14 June 1990; Scholarunderthe officialUS/USSRre-

USSR Supreme Soviet Decision on the Procedure for Enforcing the Law of-
search exchange programme. His

the USSR on Taxation of Enterprises,Associationsand Organizations(the practicehas focusedon advisingU.S.

USSR Supreme Soviet Decision), issued 14 June 1990; clients on trade, licensing and invest-

USSR Council of Ministers Decree No. 815 on Establishing Rates for 1990 a
-

ments abroad. He is memberof the

in Respect of Export and Import Taxes and TurnoverTax to Apply to Joint firm's Sovietand East EuropeanPrac-

Ventures Set Up on the Territory of the USSR with the Participation of tice Group
Soviet Legal Persons and Foreign Legal Persons and Individuals (Decree
No. 815), issued 13 August 1990;
RSFSR SupremeSoviet Resolutionon the Creationof Free EnterpriseZones-

(the RSFSR Resolution on Zones), issued 14 July 1990; and
RSFSR Supreme Soviet Resolution on Priority Measures for the Develop--

ment of the Nakhodka Free Economic Zone in the Maritime Territory (the
RSFSR Resolution on the NakhodkaZone), issued 23 November 1990.

B. Future tax legislation
The USSR Council of Ministers is obligated by the USSR Supreme Soviet Deci- The USSR has undertaken
sion to adopt the necessary measures to implement the EnterpriseTax Law by 1 the herculean task of
January 1991. transforming itself from a

C. Recentcorporate legislation centrally planned to a

The Soviet Union first issued joint venture legislation in 1987. This establisheda
market economy. Preston

legal framework for these capitalist enterprises different from that for state M. Torbert overviews

enterprises. recent developments in

Legislation passed in 1990 has provided a basis for new corporate forms (a joint this process relating to
stock company and a limited liability company) and for wholly foreign-owned tax and foreign
enterprises. investment.
The major legislation of interest to foreign corporations is the following:

Regulations Governing Joint Stock and Limited Liability Companies (the-

Companies Regulations) approved by the USSR Council of Ministers
Decree No. 590 of 19 June 1990; and
Decree of the President of the USSR on Foreign Investments in the USSR-

(the PresidentialDecree), issued 26 October 1990.

The CompaniesRegulationsstate that terms of participationin the new corporate
forms by foreign investors are to be determined by legislation of the USSR and
the union and autonomous republics. The RSFSR has reportedly already taken
a step in this direction. The Premier of the RSFSR recently signed a decision
allowing foreign investors to establish wholly foreign-owned joint stock com-

panies in the RSFSR. Now a foreign investor can establish a traditional joint
venture under the prior legislation,or a joint venture or a wholly foreign-owned
enterprise in the form of a joint stock company or a limited liability company
under the new legislation.
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D. Future corporate legislation A. Profit tax

A proposed Law of the USSR on Foreign Investments in This tax is called a profit tax rather than an income tax
the USSR will probably be issued in the near future to to distinguishit fromother taxes imposedon gross income.
implement the Presidential Decree and to coordinate the
treatment of foreign investments. Reportedly,similar draft 1. Taxpayers
legislation is pending in the RSFSR and the Byelorussian The profit tax applies to any legal entity operating on aRepublic. self-supportingbasis and possessingindependentaccounts.

The term enterprises is used to describe organizations
subject to the profit tax. These include social organizations,

E. Tax treaties cooperatives, joint ventures and foreign corporations.
Under the ETL, the provisionsof internationaltax treaties 2. Determinationofnet taxableprofits
prevail over conflicting provisions in the ETL. The USSR
has entered into 19 double taxation treaties with non- Taxable profits are reached by deducting allowable ex-

socialist countries. Parties to these treaties include most of penses from gross revenues to reach balance sheet profits.
the major developed countries (the United States, Japan, The balancesheet profitsare then furtherreducedby adjust-
the Federal Republic of Germany, the United Kingdom, ments for certain other tax exemptions and privileges (if
Canada, France and Italy). These treaties (except the U.S. applicable) to arrive at net taxable profits. In some cases,

treaty) reflect, in general, the. terms of the 1977 OECD certain adjustments may lead to an increase in balance
model tax treaty. The U.S. treaty of 1973 is outdated, and sheet profits.
the U.S. Treasury Department is reportedly close to com-

pleting the negotiationsof a new U.S. treaty. 3. Tax rates

The profit tax is levied at two rates: an ordinary rate and an
excess profits rate.

F. Devolutionofpower (a) Ordinary tax rates
The ordinary rate is a maximum of 45 percent. It is com-

The devolutionof power from the centre (the union) to the prised of two cornponents, an all-union 22 percent rate and
union republicsand autonomousrepublicsand to local areas a joint republicand local rateofup to 23 percent.A questioncomplicatesthe Soviet tax systemandincreasesuncertainty. arises regarding this rate. The 23 percent levied by local

authorities also includespayments for labour resourcesand
1. AU-union mxes natural resources not otherwise deducted. Thus, in effect,
Currently, taxes and duties are imposed and administered the local tax burden plus payments for labour and natural
at the national (all-union) level by the USSR Ministry of resources not deducted cannot exceed 23 percent. It is not
Finance. The ETL is an all-union law, but the tax revenues clear precisely what such non-deductible payments for
collected under it are split betweennational,union republic natural resources and labour might be.
and local authorities as described below. (b) Excessprofits tax rates

Excess profits rates apply to profits exceeding a maximum
2. Union republic taxes established level. The maximum levels are to be set by the
The union republics and autonomousrepublics impose and USSR Council of Ministers separately for each sector of
administer some taxes as well (e.g. land tax and dues on industry. This has not yet been done. If profits exceed the
collective farm markets). Under the ETL, the union and maximum by 10 percent or less, a rate of 80 percent is
autonomousrepublics receive tax revenues (see below). applied to the excess. If the maximum level is exceeded by

more than 10 percent, a rate of 90 percent is applied to the
Declarations of sovereignty by the union republics and the excess. The revenues from the excess profits tax are split
proposed treaty between the union republics and the union equally between the all-union budget and the republican
seem to portend greater taxing powers of the union repub- and local budgets.
lics.

4. Efective date
3. Local taxes

The effective date for the profits tax is 1 July 1990 for joint
As noted above, the ETL allows local areas to tax profits. ventures with a 30 percent or less foreign share, and 1
A number of municipal governments, including those in January 1991 for other joint ventures and foreign entities.
Moscow and Leningrad, are reportedlyconsidering impos-
ing their own municipal taxes.

B. Tumover tax
The ETL lays the foundationfor a capitalist tax system over
the long term. In the short term, however, it will create The turnover tax, the major Soviet tax since 1930, is a tax
uncertainty and a lack of uniformity in taxation. This will on the mark-upbetweenthe producer'sand the wholesaler's
require a careful examination of the all-union, republican prices or between the wholesaler'sand retailer's prices.
and local tax aspects of any proposed project.

1. Taxpayers
The turnover tax is imposed on enterprises, including joint

Il. TAXES ventures, but not on foreign legal entities. Previously, the
turnover tax was not applied to joint ventures.

The ETLprovides for the followingtaxes affecting the oper- 2. Products subject to taxations and investments of foreign corporations: profit tax,
turnover tax, export and import tax, and consumption tax. Which products are subject to the turnover tax is not yet
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clear. The USSR Council of Ministers is to determine this. employee compensation.The tax is applied from 1 January
It has not done so yet except in Decree No. 815 for joint 1991 to all enterprises except joint ventures in which the
ventures through the end of 1990; the tax is imposed on the foreign share exceeds 30 percent, foreign enterprises and
products manufacturedby joint ventures. certain other entities.

3. Exemptions
A number of privileges and exemptions are permitted. Ill. TAX HOLIDAYSAND OTHER BENEFITS
These include a two-year tax holiday, tax concessionsof up
to 50 percent and full exemptions (see below). Tax holidays and other benefits are granted by the ETL and

the RSFSR Resolution on the Nakhodka Zone.
4. Tax rates

The tax rates are to be determinedby the USSR Council of A. ETL tax holidays
Ministers. It has not yet established the rates except for
joint venturesfor the last halfof 1990: the basicrate for joint Under the ETL, a joint venture may enjoy the followingtax

ventures under Decree No. 815 is 15 percent,but can go as holidays:
high as 90 percent for hard liquor. 1. A three-year tax holiday (except for venturesengaged in

mining (including oil and gas extraction) and fishing) start-
5. Tax revenues ng from the first profitable year if the venture meets all of
The turnover tax revenuesgo to the all-unionbudget except the followingcriteria:
for a part which goes to the budgets of the union and au- percent;

(b) it is engaged in materialproduction,i.e. nanufactur-tonomous republics in accordance with norms established /(a) the foreign share exceeds 30

by the USSR Supreme Soviet and the Supreme Soviets of ing, cultivationor significantvalue-addedprocessingof
the union republics. industrial, consumerand agriculturalproductsor mate-

rials; and
6. Effective date (c) it is located in the Soviet Far East.

The turnover tax is effective for all joint ventures on l July 2. A two-yeartax holidayfor a jointventure that is either:
1990. /(a) registered before 1 January 1991; or

(b) that has a foreign share exceeding 30 percent and is
engaged in material production.C. Export and import tax

3. A joint venture not qualifying for the two or three-year
The exportand import tax is a new tax, the purposeofwhich holiday and established in the Soviet Far East or Far North
is to capture for the state budget the large profits gained by enjoys a one-year tax holiday and the reduction of tax by
Soviet enterprises from importing foreign goods for resale one half for the second year (except mining (including oil
in rubles within the Soviet Union. and gas extraction) joint ventures).

Additional tax holidays may be granted with respect to the
1. Taxpayers allocable portion of tax revenues by the USSR Council of
The tax is applicable to all taxpayers subject to the profit Ministers, the legislatures of the union and autonomous

tax. The Decree lists the importedproducts to which the tax republics and the local soviets of people's deputies.
applies for joint ventures through the end of 1990. The
USSR Council of Ministers is to issue regulationsconcern- B. Other ETL benefits
ing the application of the export and import tax after the
end of 1990 to joint ventures and other enterprises gener- Under the ETL, jointventuresmay enjoy a numberof other
ally. benefits.

2. Tax rates 1. Reducedtax rate

As in the case of the turnover tax, no rates have been Joint ventures with a foreign share exceeding 30 percentestablished except in Decree No. 815 for joint ventures enjoya profit tax rateof 30percent (insteadof45 percent).through the end of 1990 (generally between one to ten

percent). 2. Loss carryforward
3. Effective date Joint ventures with a foreign share exceeding 30 percent

enjoy a five-year loss carryforward.The export and import tax is effective 1 July 1990 for foreign
trade operations not provided for in the state plan for 3. Reserve fund
economic and social developmentof 1990.

Joint ventures must place earnings in a non-taxablereserve

4. Tax revenues fund until it reaches25 percentof the charter fund. The rate
of contribution to the fund' may be determinedby the jointThe tax revenues from the export and import tax go to the venture agreement or charter.

union budget.
4. Exclusionfrom taxable profits for hiring retirees or

D. Consumptiontax
invalids

Joint ventures may exclude from taxable profits 30 percent
The consumption tax, an anti-inflationarymeasure, is im- of profits if at least 50 percent of employees are retired
posed on any amounts in excess of minimum tax-exempt pensoners or invalids (or 20 percent of profits if between
amounts that are used for consumption as a means of 30 and 50 percent of employees are such persons).
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5. Generally available deductions D. Tax holidays and benefits under joint venture

Under the ETL, expenditureson the productionand sale of legislation
productsare generallydeductible. In addition, the following Under existing joint venture legislation, the Ministry of
expenditures are deductible from balance sheet profits by Finance is authorized to reduce the tax rate to grantall joint ventures and other enterprises:

or

exemptions to individual joint ventures. The Supreme
(a) 30 percent of expenses (other than capital investments) Soviet Decision provides that legislation effective before
on scientific research and experimentaldesign work, train- the adoption of the ETL is still to be applied to the extent

ing for and mastering of new advanced technologies and it does not contradict the ETL. The authority of the
forms ofproduction (includingproductionof machineryfor Ministry of Finance to grant reductions and exemptions
export against convertible currency) funded by the enter- would seem to be in addition to, and not contradictorywith,
prise's disposableprofits; that granted to the USSR Council of Ministers and other

(b) the amount of profit used to repay loans granted to foreign bodies noted above. It would appear therefore that

finance centralized state capital investments (for the term
nvestors could still apply to the Ministry for additional tax

provided in the loan agreement) and not covered by ac-
reductionsor exemptions for joint ventures.

cumulatedprofits; The same considerationsapply to the Ministry'sright under

(c) 30 percent of expenditures related to environmental existing joint venture legislation to reduce or exempt from

protection projects funded by the enterprise's disposable
tax dividends paid to a foreign investor by a joint venture

profits; producing consumer goods, medical technology and
medicine and scientific products of important domestic

(d) expendituresfunded by the enterprise'sdisposablepro- economic significanceas well as to joint ventures located in
fits in accordancewith the norms approved by local soviets the Soviet Far East.
ofpeople's deputies for the maintenanceofhealth facilities,
homes for the aged and for the disabled, children's culture
and sports facilities, public educational institutions and IV. REPATRIATIONOF PROFITS
housing that are on their accounts;

(e) donations to specifiedcharitablefunds or cultural, edu-
The inconvertibilityof the ruble poses an additional chal-

cational, health and welfare, athleticand sportsenterprises, lenge for foreign corporationsinvestingor doing businessin

institutions or organizationsup to an amount equal to one
the Soviet Union. The convertibility issue arises in the fol-

percent of taxable profits; and lowing two contexts.

(f) expenditures funded from profits for extending aid to

agricultural enterprises for constructionprojects in villages A. Remittancesby unrelatedSovietentities
and on purchasing equipment for them up to an amount

In sales licensing transaction, the foreign party willequal to one percent of taxable profits. a or

want to ensure that the Soviet purchaser or licensee has
convertible currency to enable it to effect payment in ac-

6. Other benefits availableonly to certainenterprises cordance with the contract terms. In the past, this has not
been a major problem. In the last two years, however,

Other tax benefitsapply only to certain typesof enterprises, considerablepayment delays have been encountereddue to
such as small enterprises and certain consumer coopera- shortages of convertiblecurrency. As a result, foreign par-
tives. These are generally not relevant to joint ventures. ties are seeking payment by confirmed letter of credit or

even in goods.

C. Special enterprisezone tax holiday and benefits B. Remittancesby jointventures

Soviet jointventure legislationprovidesthat a jointventure,The RSFSR Resolution on the Nakhodka Zone grants the
following incentives: n

.

principle,
.

should be self-sustaining in regard to converti-

an income tax exemptionfor five years starting from the ble i.e. the joint venture should generate itself all
- currency,

first profitable year;
the convertible currency it needs for payment of imported

an income tax exemption for up to five years for profits
raw

-
materials, royalties and dividends.

remitted abroad by foreign investors; A joint venture may generate convertiblecurrency through
a tax exemption for profits invested in developmentof measures such as:-

the social sphere (e.g. housing and services) or forma-
tion of the Zone's infrastructure; 1. Exports
after the expiration of the tax holiday, an income tax-

rate of ten percent and a withholding rate on remitted Exports of the products manufacturedby the joint venture

profits of ten percent;
are the primary means by which a joint venture is supposed

the NakhodkaMunicipalExecutiveCommitteeand the to generate the necessary convertible currency.-

Partizanskii District Executive Committee have the
right to reduce local taxes for foreign invested enter-

2. Sales in convertiblecurrency on the Soviet market

prises or exempt them from such taxes. Joint ventures may also sell theirproductsor services on the

Other RSFSR resolutions call for proposals for the estab- Soviet domestic market for convertible currency, but for

lishmentofFree EnterpriseZones or Free EconomicZones most joint ventures Soviet customers with convertiblecur-

in Leningrad, Vyborg, Kaliningrad, Sakhalin, Chita, the rency do not exist or are a very limited market.

Altai Territory, Kemerovo and Novgorod Regions,
Zelenograd and the territory of the Jewish Autonomous 3. Foreigncurrency auctions

Region. In 1989 the Soviet Government began a programme of
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convertible currency auctions, but joint ventures were not 2. Relationofprofits to taxablepresence
allowed to participate. It is reported that starting in 1991,
joint ventureswill be able to participate in convertiblecur-

The ETLdoes not clearlydefine the relationbetweenprofits
and a PR. It states that profit tax is imposed on income

rency auctions or a more permanent convertible currency received by a foreign legal person conducting activitiesexchange. through a permanent representationon the territory of the

4. Consortiumagreements USSR, on the continental shelf or in the economiczone of
the U.S.S.R. (The economic zone of the USSR includes

Consortium agreements that pool the convertible currency areas within 200 nautical miles from shore.)
earnings of several joint ventures (some with a need for
convertible currency, others with excess convertible cur- This language says nothing about what the relationshipbe-

rency) are another possible means of obtainingconvertible tween the profits and the PR must be before the profits are

currency. Examples are the American Trade Consortium taxable. The silence of the ETL on the relationof profits to
and the European Trade Consortium. a PR raises the following issues:

(a) There is no mention of the concept of effectivelycon-

5. Barter and countertrade nected income or attributable income. Will such con-

be appliedThe opportunities for barter and countertrade are very re- cepts
(b) Does the ETL languagenoted above that forcemean a 1

stricted. Soviet legislationprohibits joint ventures from en- of attraction rule will be applied, i.e. all Soviet income of
gaging in intermediary trading activities unless specific a foreign corporationwill be allocated to its PR
permission is received from the Ministry of Foreign
Economic Relations. 3. Deductionsand deemedprofits

The ETL provides that the calculationof income and com-

position of deductions are to be determined in the manner

establishedby the USSR Council of Ministers.
V. APPLICATION OF THE ETL TO SPECIFIC

ACTIVITIES The ETL also provides that, in cases where it is not possible
to determine profits directly, a deemed profit of 15 percent

The ETL will primarilyaffect foreign corporationsengaged based on gross income or expenses is permitted with the
in direct sales, licensing or capital investment activities in approval of the tax authoritiesof the union republic where
the Soviet Union. The specific application of the ETL to the PR is located.
each of these forms of doing business is discussed below.

4. Tax rate

Under the ETL, the profit tax rate applicable to foreign
A. Directsales corporationswith a PR is 30 percent. This contrasts with a

40 percent rate under prior legislation.
Under the ETL, a foreign corporation engaged in direct
sales into the USSR will not generally be subject to the 5. Registration
turnover tax, the export and import tax or the consumption
tax, but it may be subject to the profit tax. Whether a

The ETL provides that a foreign legal entity carrying out

foreign corporation is subject to the profit tax depends on
activities througha PR must registerwith the tax authorities

whether it has a taxablepresencein the USSR, and whether where the PR is locatedwithin one monthaftercommencing
the profits are related to the taxable presence.

activities. Failure to register is consideredthe concealingof
profits.
These provisions raise the following questions:1. Taxablepresence (a) How will foreign corporationsknow whether they have

The ETL defines a taxable presence as a permanent rep- a PR and therefore be required to register Will they have
resentation (a PR). The definition of a PR seems to to seek advanceadvice from the tax authoritiesin each case
follow general international tax principles,but it also raises (b) Under what circumstanceswould failure to register beseveral issues. It states that a PR includesa bureau, office,
agency, or other place for carryingout activities (connected considered the intentional concealing of profits that

withprocessingnatural resources,performingin accordance would be punishableunder the ETL byfines and two years
of corrective labourwith contractsconstruction, installation, assembly, fabrica-

tion, repair of equipment and analogous works) and also
organizations and citizens which represent on the territory

6. Tax treaties

of the USSR foreign juridical persons. Currently, the USSR has 19 tax treaties with the major
This definition raises the following issues: developed countrieswith provisions relevant to direct sales

(a) Is a PR under the ETL synonymouswith a representa-
to the USSR. These treaties can be divided into two groups:
the U.S. treaty, and other treaties.tive office under Soviet legislationregulatingthe establish-

ment and operations of offices in the Soviet Union by (a) U S. treatyforeign corporations a
(b) To constitute a PR must an agent have authority to

The current U.S. tax treaty is sui generis treaty reflecting
the undeveloped state of tax and investment law in thecontract and regularly exercise such authority Is there a

distinctionbetween dependent and independentagents
Soviet Union in 1973.

(c) When will a construction, installation or assembly pro- The treaty states that income from commercial activityof a

ject triggera PR, i.e. after6 months, 12 monthsor longer U.S. corporation will be taxable in the USSR only if it is
(d) To what extent will Soviet tax authorities try to follow derived by a representation. A representation is de-
international tax practice (e.g. 1977 OECD model tax trea- fined as an office or representative bureau established in
ty) in interpreting this definition of a PR accordance with USSR law. The relevant Soviet law is that
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noted above regarding representativeoffices. When the only the same treatmentas other Soviet Corporationsunder
treaty was signed, a U.S. corporationcouldgenerallyestab- new legislation,but also, to the extent practical, the benefits
lish an office in the USSR only by complying with this available to joint ventures.
legislation. Thus, a tax representationwas almost always
synonymous with a representative office under Soviet 1. Deductions
legislation.Therefore,determiningwhethera U.S. corpora- Joint ventures enjoy the same deductions as other enter-tion had a representation in the Soviet Union under the
treaty was relatively easy in most cases. Now, in practice a prises except as noted above.

U.S. corporationmay lease office space without first receiv- Under Soviet joint venture legislation, joint ventures may
ing approval from the Ministry of Foreign Economic Rela- determine in the joint venture agreement or charter the
tions or other accrediting agency. Thus, it is now more depreciationschedule to be applied to plant and equipment.
difficult to determine whether a U.S. corporation has a Under the ETL, joint ventures may take depreciation de-
representationfor tax purposes. ductions according to such a depreciationschedule.

Even where a U.S. corporation has a representation, the
treaty provides exemptions that cover many activities (e.g.

2. Profits exemptfrom tax

income from the sale of goods or supply of services through Joint ventures enjoy the same exemptions and reductions
an agent of independentstatus acting in the ordinarycourse available to other enterprises except as noted above.
of its business; income from preparatory or auxiliary ac-

tivities; and income from technical services in connection 3. Tax rates
with an installationcontractcarried out in 36 monthsor less
at one location). Three differentprofit tax rates are applied to jointventures:

(a) joint ventures with the foreign share exceeding 30 per-
(b) Other treaties cent and located in the Soviet Far East are subject to a 10
In Soviet tax treaties the definition of a permanentestab- percent profit tax rate;
lishment generally follows that of the 1977 OECD model (b) other joint ventures with the foreign share exceeding30
treaty. The treaties often use the basic definition from the percent are subject to a 30 percent profit tax rate; and
OECD model, but not the specific illustrative examples (c) for other joint ventures the ordinary 45 percent profit
(e.g. factory,workshop, etc.) and set a higher threshold for tax rate applies.
a building site or installationproject that triggers a perma-
nent establishment (commonly 24 months in Soviet 4. Paymentprocedures
treaties). They often use the attributable and distinct
and separate enterprise tests in specifying what income is Joint venturespay tax in four equal advancepaymentscalcu-

lated on the basis of their annual fiscal plans. Paymentsaretaxable to a permanent establishment. due on the 15th day of the last month in each calendar
quarter.

B. Licensing
5. Taxationofforeign investor

Under the ETL, foreign corporationsare subject to 20 per- The ETL imposes a 15 percentwithholdingtax on dividendscent withholding tax on gross income received from divi- remitted abroad.dends, interest, copyrights and licences, leaseholds and
other income from sources in the USSR but not related to The U.S. tax treaty has no provision on dividendwithhold-
activities in the USSR through a PR. Prior legislation did ing. Other Soviet tax treaties generally set the maximum
not provide for any withholding tax on royalties. The U.S. withholding tax rate at 15 percent; see, for example, the
tax treaty exempts royalties from taxation. treatieswith Belgium, Canada, France, the Federal Repub-

lic of Germany, Italy, Japan, the Netherlandsand Switzer-Other Soviet tax treaties often reduce the maximum with-
holding tax on royalties to zero; see, for example, the land. Some treaties lower the rate to zero percent; see, for

treaties with Austria, Belgium, Cyprus, France, West Ger- example, the treaties with Austria, Cyprus, Finland and the

many, Italy, the Netherlands, Switzerland, and the United United Kingdom.
Kingdom. In other cases, the treaties reduce the rate to 10
percent; see, for example, the treaties with Canada and
Japan. VI. TAX PLANNING OPPORTUNITIES

The ETL prohibits tax gross-up clauses, i.e. contractual The Soviet Union's current domestic tax legislation and
provisions imposing the tax burdenon the Sovietparty. This treaty network provide various opportunities for tax plan-
increases the importance of the exemptions or reductions ning.
offered by the tax treaties.

A. Percentageownership in joint ventures
C. Investment Foreign investors may wish to plan to keep their share in

Joint ventures are generally subject to the same type of joint ventures above 30 percent. A joint venture in which

taxes as domestic enterprises (e.g. those discussed above),
the foreign share exceeds30 percentwill enjoy the following
benefits:but they enjoy certain additional benefits. Further, joint a two-year tax holiday;ventures in which the foreignshare exceeds30 percentenJoy
-

benefits not available to other joint ventures.
- a profit tax rate of 30 percent;

a five-year loss carryforward;-

In regard to foreign-investedenterprises, the ETL specifi- - no increase to balance sheet profits for amounts by
cally covers only joint ventures. It does not mentionwholly which the joint venture's employee wages exceed cer-

foreign-ownedenterprisesbecause the PresidentialDecree tain norms;
authorizing them postdates the ETL. It seems likely, how- - full deductionsfor expenditureson productiondevelop-
ever, that wholly foreign-owned enterpriseswill enjoy not ment, interest on long-term bank loans (except for in-
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terest on overdue or rescheduled loans), scientific re- C. Encouragementofcertain joint ventures
search and experimental design and nature conserva-

tion projects; The ETL encourages joint ventures with more than a 30
a later effective date for the ETL. The ETL is effective percent foreign share. It also encourages manufacturing-

with respect to such joint ventures as of 1 January 1991 rather than service joint ventures.

instead of 1 July 1990 for other joint ventures; and
freedom from adjustments to tax rates and limitations D. Clarification-

to tax privileges that may be imposedunder the ETL by
the USSR Supreme Soviet. Other joint ventures are Clarificationof many details will have to await implement-
subject to such adjustments and limitations. ing measures and other action by the Council of Ministers.

It appears that for purposes of calculating the foreign share E. New developments
percentage, the shares of two or more foreign investorswill
be aggregated. Further, the determination of a foreign Soviet tax law has seen a number of developments at the
party's percentagewill reportedlybe made for the relevant national and the union republic level since this article was
tax year, so commitmentsto contributecapital in the future written in December1990. The most dramaticis the RSFSR
will not affect the determination for the current year. Law on the Procedure for Enforcementon the Territoryof

the RSFSR in 1991 of the Law of the USSR on Taxation of

B. Tax treaties Enterprises,Associationsand Organizationsthatwas issued
1 December 1990. The primary effect of this Law is to

U.S. corporations investing in the USSR do not enjoy at change the allocation of revenues between the national,
present the benefit of a tax treaty lowering the withholding union republic and local authorities by purportedly
tax on dividends, i.e. they pay the full 15 percent rate. It eliminating the allocation to the national budget. The im-

may be possible to route dividends through a country that pact of this new Law on the taxation of joint ventures and

has treaties with both the USSR and the United States. One foreigncorporationswould appear to be minimal: it clarifies

alternative is Cyprus. Under the Cyprus treaty, dividends the taxationof wholly foreign-ownedsubsidiariesby stating
can be remitted to Cyprus from the Soviet Union at a zero that they will be taxed at the rate of 30 percent (the same as

percent tax rate. Cyprus imposes only a 4.5 percent tax on for joint ventures), allows the deductionof expenses for the

offshoreprofits. The withholdingrate on dividendsremitted acquisitionofpatentsand licences; and alters the calculation

from Cyprus to the United States under the U.S.-Cyprus of the excess profits tax.

treaty is zero percent. The effective tax rate on dividends A secondRSFSR law, the Law on the FormationofBudgets
remitted from a Soviet joint venture under this alternative, of Regions, Cities, Municipal Districts, Boroughs, Rural
therefore, is 4.5 percent. Settlementsand OtherAdministrativeandTerritorialUnits

of the RSFSRin 1991, issued22 December1990, authorizes

C. Divergencesin republic tax rates local Soviets to independentlydetermine the rates of profit
tax and to establish local taxes and duties.

Foreign investors will want to examine the tax rates set by Developments at the national level include the following
the varous republics to determine which offer lower tax USSR tax legislation:
rates. For example, under a recent decision the RSFSRwill
offer a maximumcombinedunion and federalprofit tax rate 1. The USSR Ministry of Finance's Instructions on the

of 38 percent for enterprises registered in the RSFSR in- Method of Calculation and Payment of the Import Tax,
stead of 45 percent for enterprises registered at the union issued 4 December 1990, which provides the rates of the

level. import tax prior to 1 November 1990 and thereafter.

2. The USSR Council of Ministers Decree No. 1256 on the
Procedure of Calculating Profitability in its Average
Amounts by Branches of the National Economy, issued on

10 December1990, which provides the average profitabilityVll. CONCLUSION rates for the various branches of the national economy.

A number of conclusions can be drawn from the above 3. The USSR Council of Ministers Decree No. 1307 on

discussion. Establishing Coefficients of Increase of Expenditures for
Labour Remuneration by Branches of the National

A. Marketeconomy
Economy and Industries (Types of Main Activity) for 1991,
issued on 18 December1990, which providesthe coefficients
for calculating expenditures for labour to determine net

The USSR has taken the first step to reform its tax system taxable profits under the Enterprise Tax Law.
to apply to a marketeconomy. It is movingcloser to interna-
tional practice in its domestic tax system and in its interna- 4. The USSR MinistryofFinance Instructionson the Proce-
tional tax treaties. dure for Calculation and Payment to the Budget of the

Profits Tax and Separate Types of Income, issued 29 De-

B. Impacton foreign investmentgenerally
cember 1990, which detail the calculationof taxableprofits,
the profit tax rates and the taxation of income received by

The impactof the ETLon jointventuresis mixed. It restricts enterprises on stock, debentures, bonds and from their

tax holidays and for the first tme imposes withholding on
shares in joint ventures.

royalties (at the rate of 20 percent), but it lowers dividend 5. The USSR Presidential Decree on the Introductionof a

withholding from 20 percent to 15 percent. Its effect on Sales Tax, issued on 29 December 1990, which imposes a

wholly foreign-ownedenterprises is not yet clear. new sales tax of five percent.
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PERSONALTAXATIONFOR EXPATRIATES
Duncan McBride

I. INTRODUCTION
Duncan McBride has specialized in

The USSR is undergoingdramaticchange. Aftermore than 70 yearsofcommunist the taxationofexpatriatesfor13years,
rule the Soviets are moving towardsa more market-orientatedeconomy. Western the last ten'with Ernst & Young and its

firms are being allowed to open offices in the Soviet Union and are entering into predecessorfirms. He becamea part-

joint ventures with Soviet partners. As a consequence there are an increasing ner in 1988.

number of expatriates on assignment in the USSR all of whom are potentially He has workedwith multinationalcor-

liable to Soviet tax. poratons running substantial expat-
riateprogrammesas weil as servicing
the needs of smaller companies with

Il. RECENT LEGISLATIVECHANGES fewer expatriatesand ndividuals.

Mr. McBrde's primary experience
In April 1990 the SupremeSoviet passed comprehensivenew personal tax legisla- was in the U.S. and U.K. tax conse-
tion which came into effect on 1 July 1990. Some of the key features of the new quences of employee transfers be-
law include: tween those countries. Since the be-

(1) a definition of residency has been introduced for the first time; ginnngof 1990he has undertakenthe

responsibility for Ernst & Young's ad-
(2) individualswho are consideredto be permanentresidentsof the Soviet Union vice to companies and individuals

are taxable on their worldwide income; seeking guidance on ndividual taxa-

(3) tax is assessed under six different schedules, five of which have a marginal tion systems in Eastern Europe and
rate of 60 percent, the sixth a marginal rate of 90 percent; the USSR.

(4) regulations empowering the authorities to impose fines and penalties for The author wishes to express his
non-compliancewith the new law. gratitude for the assistance of Ms.

It is no longer possible for employers to ignore the personal tax liabilities of RosemaryMartin, Ernst & Young, Lon-

employees assigned to the USSR. The Soviet Union is no longer a tax haven don, n the preparationof this article.

where the top marginal rate was 13 percent and non-Soviet source income was

ignored.

Ill. LIABILITYTO SOVIETTAXES

The tax year is the calendar year. As the Soviets move

Income tax is levied on Soviet citizens, foreign citizens and stateless persons towards a market-
whether or not they have a permanentplace of residence in the USSR. oriented economy, more

For taxation purposes individuals who are present in the Soviet Union for more expatriates are being
than 183 days in the calendar year are considered to have a permanent place of assigned to the USSR.
residencein the USSR. Such individualsare liable to Soviet tax on theirworldwide Comprehensive legislation
income regardless of whether or not it is paid or received in, or remitted to, the passed in 1990 will
Soviet Union. Income is taxable whether it is received in cash or in kind, in
roubles or hard currency.

dramaticallyaffect the

personal tax liabilities
Individualswithout a permanentplace of residence in the USSR are liable to tax of these employees.
on their Soviet-source income only. Such liability to Soviet tax arises as for
residents regardless of whether or not the income is paid or received in, or

remitted to, the Soviet Union. The Soviet authorities have yet to issue written
confirmationofwhat counts as a day ofpresence in the Soviet Union for domestic
tax purposes. Nevertheless,if an individualarrives in the USSR on or after 2 July
in any tax year then, provided he has not made any previous visits to the Soviet
Union during the same tax year, he will not be considered to be a permanent
resident of the USSR for the year of his arrival: This is regardlessof how long he
intends to stay in the Soviet Union and whether or not he will be considered to
be resident for subsequent tax years.
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The new Soviet personal tax regime as it applies to expat- Soviet tax. The upkeep of a motor vehicle should be distin-
riates working in the USSR is considered in more detail guished from its provision.
below.

G. School fees
IV. TAX STATUS School fees paid or reimbursedby an individual'semployer
Employees of foreign resident companies and Soviet joint are liable to Soviet tax.

ventures are liable to tax under one of the schedules in the
new law; the self-employed and owners of private com- H. Home leave
panies are liable to tax under a different schedule.

For Soviet tax purposes the income of private companies is Amounts paid or reimbursed in relation to the travel costs
of an individual's family on vacation or for other similarconsidered to be the income of their owners. In this context

the ownerof a private companyis consideredto be a foreign purposes is fully liable to tax in the Soviet Union. Where

individual who wholly owns a business unit the income of the individualhimself is able to combine businessand vaca-

which is not liable to corporationtax in the country in which tion trips a proportion of the expenses paid or reimbursed

the business is registered or in which the individual is resi- may be allowable as business expenses.
dent.

I. Expenses
A. Employees

Amountspaidor reimbursedin respectof businessexpenses
Individuals who are considered to be permanent residents are exempt from Soviet tax. The exemptionapplies to travel
of the USSR and who are employeesof either foreign com- and subsistence payments including accommodation ex-

panies or Soviet joint ventures are, subjected to certain penses.
specific exemptions, liable to Soviet tax on the whole of
their remunerationwhether it is received in cash or in kind, J. Pension contributions
in the USSR or elsewhere, in hard currency or in roubles.

State social security contributionsdeductedby an employer
B. Salary, bonuses, commissions are not taxable regardlessof whether the individual is liable

to Soviet social security or he remains liable to State social

Salary, bonuses,commissions,etc. receivedby an individual security contributions in his home country.
while he is considered to be a permanent resident of the Other pension contributionsare not tax-deductible.
USSRwill be liable to tax provided that it was earnedduring
a period when the individual was resident in the Soviet
Union or it relates to duties performed in the Soviet Union K Deferredcompensation
before he became a permanent resident of the USSR.

Compensation earned during a period of residence in the
USSR but not paid until after the individual has finally left

C. Costof living allowance the USSRmay escapeSoviet tax. This is ofparticularsignifi-
cance when considering the Soviet tax treatment of stock

Cost of living allowances and other allowancespaid in con- options granted to or exercised by an expatriate during his
nection with living in the USSR are liable to Soviet tax. assgnment to the Soviet Union.

D. Per diems L. Other benefits in kind

Prior to 1 July 1990 the Ministry of Finance generally ac- The general rule is that where income is received in kind,
cepted that a daily allowance of 3.50 Rbs could be paid the benefit is valued at the current retail price of goods
tax-free. Larger sums could be paid provided prior agree- received. In cases where the goods received are not gener-
ment was obtained from the authorities. The allowance ally available then the benefit is valued at the current retail
could be paid tax-free regardless of whether or not it could price of a similar product.
be justifiedby expenses actually incurred. Since 1 July 1990
daily allowanceshave been fully taxable unless the amounts

paid can be justified on the basis of the expenses actually M. Tax equalization
incurred in travellingwithin the USSR or outside of it.

Most expatriates assignmentin the USSRwillbe coveredon

by their employers' tax equalizationprogramme.
E. Housing Prior to 1 July 1990 the amount of tax paid to the Soviet
Amounts paid or reimbursed in respect of expenditure on

authoritiesunder a tax equalizationpolicywas not generally
renting living accommodationin the USSR are not taxable included in calculating the individual's remuneration liable
in the SovietUnion. Housingallowanceswill also be exempt

to Soviet tax, i.e. the tax paid on the individual'sbehalfwas

from tax provided they do no more than cover the actual neither grossed-up and taxed in the year for which it was

expenses recurred. Where there is a profit element the ex- paid nor rolled over and taxed in the year in which it was

cess will be taxable. paid.
The Soviet authoritiesare no longer prepared to accept this

F. Cars and have introduced a clause to the new legislation which
provides that:

Amountspaid or reimbursed in connectionwith the upkeep It is forbiddento pay the tax on the earningsof citizens out of
of a motor car used for business purposes are exempt from the funds of enterprises, institutionsor organizations.
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In order to formally comply with the new law it is now (i) expenditureon mterials;
necessary to ensure that taxes paid under a tax equalization (ii) depreciation;
policy are included in the individual's remuneraton. (ii) rental payments;

(v) compulsoryproperty insurance;
(v) interest on short-term bank credits but not interest on

V. TAX LIABILITY delayed or deferred loans;
vi) State social security contributions;

) repair and maintenancecosts.
A. Employees

Expenseswill not be allowedunless the individual is able to
Income received in foreign currency is translated into rou- produce documentaryevidence to support his claim.
bles at the official exchange rate of the State Bank of the
USSR at the date on which the tax calculation is made.
Amounts of income are rounded down to the nearest rou-

ble. The amount of tax due is calculated to the nearest

kopek. Example
For 1990 the year is treated on a split year basis. Income An American citizen arrived in the Soviet Union on 1 April
earned prior to 1 July 1990 is taxed at the following rates: 1990. His remunerationfor the period from 1 April 1990 to

AmountofMonthlylncome Taxon Tax Rateon 31 December 1990 net of hypothetical U.S. taxes is as fol-
Lower Upper Lower Excessover lows:
Limit (Rbs) Limit (Rbs.) Limit LowerLimit USS

0 100 Flat rate of 8.2%
100 and more 8.20 13% Base Salary 90,000

Cost of Living Allowance 9,000
Income earned during the period from 1 July 1990 to 31 Housing Allowance 9,000
December 1990 is taxed at the following rates: Moving Premium (Paid April 1990) 5,000
AmountofMonthlyIncome Tax on Tax Rate on The U.S. dollar : rouble exchange rate is assumed to be
Lower Upper Lower Excessover $2:1 Rb.
Liimit (Rbs.) Limit (Rbs.) Limit Lower Limit

$ Rbs. Rbs.
0 150 Pertables

1 Apri11990-30June 1990
151 700 14.70 13%
701 900 86.20 15% Salary ($ 90,000 x 3/9) 30,000

COLAS9,000x 3/9) 3,000
901 1,100 116.20 20%

1,101 1,300 156.20 30% Moving Premium 5,000
38,000

1,301 1,500 216.20 40%
1,501 3,000 296.20 50% Converted@$2: 1 Rb. 19,000
3,000 and above 1,046.20 60%

TaxThereon
Income rceived on or after 1 July 1990 but earned before First300 Rbs. @ 8.2% 24.60
1 July 1990 is liable to tax at the old rates and in accordance Balance 18,700Rbs. @ 13% 2,431.00
with previous Soviet tax law and practice. 2,455.60

An individual's tax liability, calculated in accordance with 1 July 1990 - 31 December1990

the above, is reduced by 30 percent if he has three or more Salary($ 90,000 x 6/9) 60,000
x

dependants. Dependants are considered in more detail COLA ($ 9,000 6/9) 6,000
66,000

below.
Converted@ $ 2 : 1 Rb. 33,000

B. The self-employed
Plus
Tax Equalization 38,193

71,193
The self-employed are taxed under a different schedule to

employees.
TaxThereon
First 18,000Rbs. 6,277.20

Soviet legislation refers to individual labour activity, Balance53,193 Rbs. @ 60% 31,915.00
which is defined in the regulations as income from any 38,193.00

socially useful activity, not prohibitedby legislation, which TotalTax Due
is permanent in nature and does not nvolve the labour 1 April 1990-30 June 1990: 2,455.60
relations of the individual with an enterprise, institution, 1 July 1990- 31 December1990: 38,193.00

organizationor other citizens. The activity in question does 40,648.60
not have to fall within the scope of the law on Individual
Labour Activity. Note
Generally speaking, foreign individuals who are regarded
as self-employed in their home country will be treated as

The housingallowanceof USS 9,000 (4,500 Rbs.) is exempt

self-employed in the USSR and subject to Soviet tax under from Soviet tax under both the old and new legislation
the provisions enacted in respect of individual labour activ- provided it does no more than cover the rental expenses

ity. incurred.

The payment of tax due is considered in more detail later.
Taxable income is considered to be gross income less ex-

penses. Income received in cash or in kind is included in
gross income. The regulations specifically include the fol-
lowing as allowable expenses:
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Income received and expenses paid in foreign currency are Individuals who are employed by a non-Soviet resident
translated into roubles at the official exchange rate of the employer or who are paid outside of the USSR will receive
State Bank of the USSR on the date the tax due is calcu- a tax demand for, in effect, a payment on account. For new

lated. arrivalsin the USSRthiswillbe 75 percentof theirestimated
tax liabilitybased on their preliminary tax return. For other

The tax is calculated on an annual basis in accordancewith individuals the tax demandedwill be based on the final tax
the following: return for the previous year. It will be payable in three
AmountofAnnual Amountof Rate of Tax installmentson 15 May, 15 August and 15 November.
Income (Rbs.) Tax on on Excess

The final tax due will be determined following the submis-Lower Upper Lower overLower
Limit Limit Limit Limit sion of the final tax return. Any overpaymentwill be either

refunded or credited against future tax liabilities. Any0 3,000 Inanamountequaltotheamount further tax duewill be payablewithin one monthof the date
paid forthecorrespondingnumber of issue of the demand for the balance due.of months by employees

3,001 4,000 332.40 20% Tax demands are either sent by post or handed to the indi-
4,001 5,000 532.40 30% vidual personally.5,001 6,000 832.40 50%
6,001 and over 1,332.40 60%

Vll. DEPENDANTS

Example As noted above, an individual's Soviet tax liability is re-

duced by 30 percent if he has three or more dependants.
An Americancitizenwho acts as a self-employedconsultant Dependants include any persons who subsist on the means
to Western firms wanting to expand their operations into of the individual and who do not have an independent
the USSR receives gross consultancy fees of USS 200,000 source of income. It is not necessary for the dependant to
during 1991. His expenses total $ 40,000 plus 40,000 Rbs. be related to the claimant.

$ Rbs. Rbs. If a family has three or more dependant childrenboth hus-
Gross fees 200,000 band and wife will be granted relief. In any other case relief
Less is granted to one spouse only. Only rarely will this be of
Expenses (40,000) significance to foreign individuals as other dependantswill

160,000 frequently have independentsources of income.
Converted@$2: 1 Rbs. 80,000 In order to claim relief, a foreign individual should attach
Less the relevant documentation to his first Soviet tax return.
Expenses (40,000) The documentsmust be certified by the local authoritiesof

40,000 the expatriate'shome country. A separate certificateneeds
TaxThereon to be completed and authorized by the appropriate Soviet
First 6,000 Rbs. 1,332.40 authority if the dependants are resident with the claimant
Balance34,000 Rbs @ 60% 20,400 00 in the USSR.

21,732 40

Vlll. EMPLOYEESOF JOINTVENTURES

VI. TAX COMPLIANCE Foreign individuals employed and paid by a Soviet joint
venture are subject to tax withholdings in the same way as

A foreign individual who arrives in the USSR some time Soviet citizens.
during the period from 1 January to 1 July inclusiveand who
intends to be present in the Soviet Union for more than 183 If remuneration is paid twice a month the tax is calculated

days during the calendar year is required to file a prelimi- on a monthlybasis generallyon the basis of paymentsmade

nary tax return within one month of the date of his arrival. in the previous month. The tax so calculated is withheld
Personal details and details of estimated income for the from earnings paid for the first half of the month.

current year are entered on the return. If remuneration is paid once a month the tax is calculated
A final tax return needs to be filed before 1 March in the on, and withheld from, the remunerationpaid for the same

year following the end of the tax year for which the return month. The Soviet tax authorities are empowered to carry
is made. The return must include full details of all income out audits in order to check the accuracyof the withholdings
actually received. made, the granting of reliefs and the promptness and com-

pleteness of payments into the State Budget.
A return must also be filed one month before the date of
final departure. The return should include full details of all
income actually received.

IX. PAYING THE TAX DUE
Returns should be filed with the tax authority at the place
where the foreign individual is permanently resident in the As noted above, income received in foreign currency is
USSRor, if he is employedelsewhere,with the tax authority translated into roubles at the official exchange rate of the
at the place where he works. They should be completed in State Bank of the USSR on the date the tax due is calcu-
Russian or the languageof the Union Republic in which the lated. The tax due may be paid either in roublesor in foreign
return is filed. Foreign individualsshould not file returns in currency purchased by the State Bank of the USSR. When
their native language. Amountsshown on the return should payment s made in foreign currency, the amount of tax
be in either the currency in which the income was received which has been computed in roubles will be converted into
or the currency stipulated in the relevant contract. the foreign currency at the official exchange rate.
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Any repayment of tax due will only be made in foreign received in, or remitted to, the USSR. Therefore, they are

currency if the initial tax was paid in foreign currency pur- liable to tax on interest, dividend income, rentalprofits, etc.
chased by the State Bank of the USSR. received in their home country.

Taxable income is regarded as gross income less expenses.
X. PENALTIES Documentary evidence is required to verify the expenses

claimed. The net taxable amount is charged to tax at the

The Soviet tax authoritiesare empowered to impose penal- following rates:

ties in the event that: AmountofAnnual Income Tax on Tax Rate on

(1) a tax return is filed after the due date; Lower Upper Lower Excessover

(2) the information shown on the return is incorrect or
Limit (Rbs.) Limit (Rbs.) Limit LowerLimit

cannot be verified by appropriatedocumentation;or 0 300 Exempt
(3) the amount of income received is under-reported. 301 360 0 10%

361 480 6.00 14%
The penalties are particularly severe if the income is re- 481 600 22.80 19%
ceived in foreign currency. 601 840 45.60 23.5%

841 1,200 102.00 29%
1,201 1,800 206.40 33.5%

XI. NON-RESIDENTS 1,801 2,400 407.40 40%
2,401 3,000 647.40 46.5%

Persons without a permanent place of residence in the 3,001 5,000 926.40 52.5%

USSR are liable to Soviet income tax on their Soviet-source 5,001 and above 1,976.40 60%

income only. Any income which is assessable under this schedule will be
In this context Soviet-source income is regarded as any

taxed at the above rates if it is received on or after 1 July
incomepaid by an enterprise,establishmentor organization 1990. This will be the case even if the income accrued over

set up n accordance with the legislation of the USSR or
a period prior to 1 July 1990.

received as a result of the use or the grant of a right of use

of property present on the territory of the USSR. B. Capital taxes
In particular, such income includes income arising from
work in Soviet enterprises, organizations and establish- Currently, there are no capital taxes in the USSR. This can

ments; in joint ventures with foreign participation, and in be expected to change as the rights of ownership are ex-

foreign organizations. In such cases tax may be withheld at tended.
source in accordancewith the provisionsoutlined above for
individualswho have a permanentplace of residence in the C. Estate taxes
USSR.

However, provided that the individual is a permanent resi- Amountsreceivedby way of inheritanceorgift are generally
dent of a country with which the USSR has concluded a

not taxable in the USSR.

double tax treaty and the Soviet source income is liable to
tax in the agreementcountry then the individualmay claim
exemption from Soviet withholding. A separate claim is XIV. SUMMARY
necessary in cases when withholdings have been made but

Prior to 1 July 1990 the personal taxation of expatriatesmay be repaid under the provisions of a double tax treaty. assigned to the USSR of tittle importance in consideringThe claim should be made within one year of the date on
was

which the withholdingwas made. the overall costs associatedwith a company'sexpansion into
the Soviet Union. This is no longer the case. The tax base
has been extended to include previously non-taxable items
of remunerationand non-Sovietsource investment income;Xll. DOUBLETAX TREATIES the top marginal rate of tax has been increased from 13

The USSR has concludeddouble tax treatieswith a number percent to 60 percent and legislation has been enacted

of countries including Austria, Canada, Italy, the United which, if enforced, would result n the impositionof signif-
Kingdom and the United States. icant fines for non-compliance.

Frequentlythere are provisions in a double tax treatywhich Nevertheless, both the domestic Soviet tax legislation and

may be utilized in designing a tax efficient expatriate com-
the provisions of the international agreements concluded

pensation package. Such considerations are beyond the with the USSR give scope for tax planning. Companiesand
their executives should give serious thought to the oppor-scope of the present article.
tunities available.

Finally it should be noted that because the legislation is
Xlll. OTHER TAXES relatively recent there are many issues which have yet to be

resolved.

A. Income tax on non-employmentincome

Foreign individuals are liable to Soviet income tax on their
worldwideincome regardless of whetheror not it is paid or
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provide detailed rules for (1) identifying and reportingcertain transactionswith Vil. Authorizationof Reporting Corporation
related parties, (2) the maintenance of records by certain foreign-owned U.S. To Act As Agent
corporations (and certain foreign corporations engaged in a U.S. trade or busi- Vill. Penaties - Unllateral Determinations

ness) regarding operations of the foreign related parties with which they do IX. Penalties - Monetary
business, (3) the mandatory appointmentof the reporting corporation to be the X Proposed Effective Dates

agent for service of process of foreign related parties to facilitate the production
of those records upon demand of the IRS and (4) penalties that can be imposed
for compliancefailures. For some purposes, the proposedregulationsrelate back
to taxable years beginning after 10 July 1989, and a public hearing is scheduled
for 22 February 1991.

This articlesummarizesthe proposedregulationsandhighlightscertainprovisions
1. The scope of transactionscovered by Code
Sec. 6038 was broadened in a technical manner

of importance for the foreign-basedmultinationalgroup. by the Tax Reform Act of 1986, P.L. 99-514, to

require the reportingof transactionswith related

I. BACKGROUND parties. Prior to that time reportingwas required
only for transactionswith corporationsthat were

The Code has imposed reporting obligations on certain corporations owned by members of the same control ed group of corpo-
to common

foreign persons since 1983. Code Section 6038A was introduced into law by
rations, determined by reference
ownership of at least 50 percent of voting power

Section 339 of the Tax Equity and Fiscal ResponsibilityAct of 1982, P.L. 97-248, or value. The change extended the scope of re-

with effect for taxable years beginningafter 31 December1982, and has remained Portable transactions to those involving related

essentially unchanged until the 1989 Act. As originally enacted, Section 6038A foreign individuals and partnerships.
2. The return was filed on Form 5472 (Infor-

required an annual filing of an informationreturn2 by a domestic corporationor mation Return of a Foreign Owned Corpora-
foreign corporationthat was engaged in a U.S. trade or businessand was control- tion).
led by a foreign person.3 For this purpose, the term control or controlled 3. Code Sec. 6038A(a) as in effect prior to the

meant the ownership of at least 50 percent of the total voting powerof all classes 1989 Act.
Code Sec. 6038A(c) as in effect prior to the

of stock entitled to vote or at least 50 percent of the total value of shares of all 1989 Act.
classes of stock.4 Initially,Code Section6038Acalled for reportingof transactions 5. Code Sec. 6038A(b) as in effect prior to the

only with members of the same controlled group,5 but this was eventually ex- Tax Reform Act of 1986.

panded to transactionswith related parties.6 Ownershipattribution rules applied 6. See supra note 1.
7. By reference in Code Sec. 6038A(c)(1) to

for purposesof determiningwhether (1) a corporationwas controlledby a foreign Code Sec. 6038(e)(1), Code Sec. 318 was to be

corporation,7or (2) a person was related to a foreigncontrolledcorporation.8The applied in modified form. The principal modifi-

statute and the regulationswere silent with regard to the reportingobligationof cation was that ownershipof shares from a corpo-

a domesticcorporationthat engagedin businessonly througha partnershipwhere ration to its shareholders would occur if the
shareholder owned at least ten percent of the

the latter engaged in a transaction with the foreign person that controlled the value of the corporation.
domesticcorporation. 8. Code Sec. 267(c).
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The failure to furnish the required informationfor a particu- States was a reportingcorporation only if it was at least 25
lar year caused the domestic corporation to face a penalty percent foreign-owned. However, that requirement was

of USS 1,000 and exposedthe domesticcorporationto addi- eliminatedfrom the lawwith the enactmentofCode Section
tional penalties of S 1,000 for each 30-day period during 6038C.13 As a result, if a foreign corporation is engaged in
which the failure continued after 90-day notificationby the a trade or business in the United States at any time during
IRS. The maximumadditionalpenaltywas $ 24,000 and, as its taxable year after 4 November 1990, it is a reporting
a result, the aggregate penalties faced by a non-compliant corporation.
domestic corporationwere $ 25,000.9
The reporting rules for foreign-controlled corporations B. 25 percent foreign-owned
were modifiedsignificantlyby the 1989 Act. In broad terms,
the thresholdfor reportingwas decreased.Reportingis now For a corporation to be 25 percent foreign-owned, it must

required if at least 25 percent of the corporation is owned have at least one 25 percent foreign shareholder at some

by a foreign person. Hence, the term foreign-controlled point during the taxable year.14 The ownership threshold is
was replaced by the term 25 percent foreign-owned,lo met if a foreign person owns at least 25 percent of either (1)
Document retention obligationswere placed on these cor- the total voting power of all classes of voting stock of the
porations to maintain records regarding operations of re- reporting corporation;15 or (2) the total value of all classes
lated foreign entities with which the 25 percent foreign- of stock of the reporting corporation.16These tests are ap-
owned corporation engages in business transactions. The plied on the basis of facts and circumstances,and principles
stated reason is to allow the IRS to determine the true similar to 1.957-1(b)(2)of the regulationswill be applied.17
taxableincomeof the 25 percent foreign-ownedcorporation These principles are designed to prevent a foreign corpora-
under U.S. law. In order to enforce the record maintenance tion from avoiding the status of a controlled foreign corpo-
and productionrules, the foreign entity must appoint the 25 ration (CFC) by adopting a capital structure in which the
percent foreign-ownedcorporation in the United States to class of shares retainingvoting power is separated from the
act as its agent for service of process under the provisions class of shares with value.18As a result, attempts to separate
of the Code relating to compelledproductionof evidence.11 voting power from value will be closely examined to deter-
This is a specialappointmentand does not make the appoin- mine if a separation in form is also a separation in fact.
tee the agent for service of process for other matters. A person is adjudged to be a foreign person for purposesof
Failure of the 25 percent foreign-ownedcorporationor the Code Section6038Aunderrelativelystraightforwardtests.19
related foreign entity to comply with these rules can result In the case of individuals, a person is foreign if he is neither
in two types of penalties. The 1989 Act increasedthe dollar a citizen nor a resident of the United States.20 An alien
amountsof the penalties from $ 1,000 to $ 10,000and elimi- individual who is considered to be a U.S. resident solely
nated the $ 25,000 ceiling. In addition, the 1989 Act con- because of an election to file a joint return is not considered
tains a provision under which the price of items purchased to be a foreign person. However, a citizen of a possession
from a related party, for purposes of determining cost of of the United States is considered to be a foreign person in
goods sold, or the amounts allowed as deductions arising
from transactions with a related party can be computed
unilaterally by the IRS on the basis of any probative infor-
mation it may choose to obtain. The inherent risk for the

reportingcorporation is that the IRS will determine unilat- 9. Code Sec. 6038A(d) as in effect prior to the 1989 Act.

erally that the item or the expense should be afforded little 10. The rules discussed in the text were extended to all foreign corpora-
tions engaged in a U.S. trade or business by reason of Code Sec. 6038C,

or no value. introducedby Sec. 11315(a) of the Omnibus Budget ReconciliationAct of

Theforegoingchangeswroughtby the 1989 Actwere broad. 1990, P.L. 101-508 [the 1990 Act]. As a result, the percentage of foreign
The detail required for implementation is provided by the ownership in the foreign corporation became irrelevant. Thus, after 4

proposed regulations discussed below. November 1990 any foreign corporation engaged in a U.S. trade or busi-
ness is a reportingcorporation.
11. Code Secs. 7602 (relating to the examinationof books and witnesses
and the authority to issue a summons), 7603 (relating to the procedure for

Il. REPORTING OBLIGATION- DEFINITIONSAND serving a summons) and 7604 (relating to the judicial enforcement of a

MISCELLANEOUSRULES summons).
12. Proposed 1.6038A-1(c)(1)of the regulations.

The reportingobligation is set forth in proposed1.6038A-2
13. See supra note 9.

of the regulations. Each reporting corporation is required
14. Proposed 1.6038A-1(c)(2)of the regulations.
15. Proposed l.6038A-l(c)(3)(i)(A)of the regulations.

to make a separateannual informationreturn on Form 5472 16. Proposed 1.6038A-1(c)(3)(i)(B)of the regulations.
with respect to each related party with which it engaged in 17. Proposed 1.6038A-1(c)(3)(i)of the regulations.
a reportable transactionduring the taxable year. The infor- 18. The 1986 Tax Reform Act introduced a test based on value to the
mation must be furnished even if the particular item does then-existingtest based solely on votingpower for purposesof determining
not affect the amountof any tax that may be due. Key terms whether a foreign corporation is a CFC. This put an end to many schemes

that are defined in the regulationsare reportingcorporation, that allocated shares with voting power to foreign persons and shareswith

relatedparty and reportable transaction. value to U.S. persons. In the period since the enactment of the 1986 Tax
Reform Act, 1.957-1(b)(2) of the regulations has been applied to cir-
cumstances where a foreign corporation is owned in small part by one

A. Reportingcorporation foreign entity and in equal and principal shares by a U.S. person and by a

foreign person that, itself, is not owned in substantial part by a U.S.

The term reporting corporation is defined in proposed person. If the first mentioned foreign entity informally agrees to vote its
shares with the U.S. person, the U.S. person is deemed to possess the

1.6038A-1(c)of the regulations. In general, it meanseither
a domestic corporation that is 25 percent foreign-ownedor

requisite voting power even though it may not possess shares having the

requisite value. As a result, the foreign corporation may be deemed to be
a foreign corporation that is engaged in a trade or business a CFC.
in the United States.12Through4 November1990, a foreign 19. Proposed 1.6038A-1(f)of the regulations.
corporation engaged in a trade or business in the United 20. Proposed 1.6038A-l(f)(1)of the regulations.
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the absence of other facts relating to his U.S. citizenshipor U.S. ownershipof foreigncompaniesbecauseits application
residence.21A partnership, association, companyor corpo- prevents a U.S. subsidiaryof a foreignparent from construc-
ration is considered to be foreign if it is not created or tively owning all foreign subsidiariesof that parent.
organized in the United States or under the law of the
United States or any of the States.22 A foreign trust or If no single foreign person owns or is considered to own

foreign estate as defined in Code Section 7701(a)(31) is a through attribution the required 25 percent of the voting
foreign person.23 Finally, a foreign government or foreign power or value of the corporation, the corporation is not a
controlled commercial entity within the meaning of Code reporting corporation even if foreign persons own 25 per-
Section 892(a)(2)(B) is a foreign person to the extent that cent ormoreof the votingpoweror value of the corporation.
it is engageddirectlyor indirectly in a U.S. tradeor business The proposed regulations contain an example illustrating
and receives income that is not exempt from tax under the the point.34 In the example, 20 percent of the voting power
Code.24 of a domesticcorporationD is ownedby each of two foreign
In determiningwhether a corporation is 25 percent foreign- corporationsFC2 and FC3, neitherofwhom are engaged in

owned, the rules of constructiveownership in Code Section a U.S. trade or business. In turn, 25 percent of the voting
318 continue to be applied in modified form.25 Under that power of each of the foreign corporations is owned by a

section of the Code, the ownershipof shares of stock by one
third foreign corporation,FC1. Although 40 percent of the

person may be attributed to another. For example, stock voting power of domestic corporation D rests with foreign
owned by an individual may be attributed to a family entities, no single foreign person owns sufficient shares to

member;26 shares covered by an option may be attributed cause the domestic corporaton to be a reporting corpora-
to the holder of the option;27sharesmay be attributed to a

tion. FCl is deemed to own only 10percent of the shares of
x

partnership, trust or corporation from partners,28 be- domestic corporation D (25% 20% owned by FC2 and

neficiariesor 50 percent shareholdersof the corporationon
25% of 20% owned by FC3), and because the attribution

a pro rata basis;29ownershipof shares by a partnership,trust rules from shareholdersto corporationscontinue to require
or corporation may be attributed respectively to a partner

at least 50 percent ownership, no attributioncan existtrom

of the partnership,a beneficiaryof a trust or to a sharehold- FC1 to FC2 or FC3.

er owning at least 50 percent of the corporation;3oand own-

ership through attribution is generally considered to be ac- C. Relatedparty
tual ownership except where specified.31

The term relatedpartymeansa personwhose relationshipThe modificationsto Code Section 318 are those that appear reportingcorporation of three tests.35in Code Section 6038(e)(1)32and which apply by reason of to a meets any one

Code Section 6038A(c)(1).33 Under the first modification, The first test is met if the otherperson is a 25 percent foreign
the threshold for attribution to a shareholderfrom a corpo- shareholder of the reporting corporation after application
ration is reduced to 10 percent from 50 percent. The owner- of the attribution rules discussed above. A 25 percent
ship threshold has not been reduced for attribution from a foreign shareholderis deemed to be related to the reporting
shareholder to a corporation. Under the second modifica- corporation.
tion, the rules attributing ownership to a corporation,
partnership or trust from a shareholder, partner or be- The second test is met if the other person is related, within

neficiary will not be applied if the effect is to cause a U.S. the meaning of Code Sections 267(b) or 707(b), to the

person to be deemed to own shares actually owned by a reportingcorporationor to a 25 percent foreignshareholder
of the reporting corporation. Although these provisionsnon-U.S. person. This standard seems to make greater

sense in the context of Code Section 6038, which relates to describe various relationships, they address in substantial
part relationshipsin which greater than 50 percent common

ownershipexists amongvariousentities. Thus, for example,
21. Proposed l.6038A-l(f)(2)of the regulations.

an individual is related to a corporation in which he owns

22. Proposed l.6038A-l(f)(3)of the regulations.
more than 50 percentof the valueof the outstandingstock;36

23. Proposed l.6038A-l(f)(4)of the regulations. two corporations are related if they are members of the
24. Proposed l.6038A-l(f)(5)of the regulations. same controlled group determined by reference to more

25. Proposed l.6038A-l(e)(1)of the regulations. than 50 percent common ownership; 7 and a corporation
26. Code Sec. 318(a)(1). A family member is a spouse, grandparent, and a partnershipare related if the same persons own more

parent or child. than 50 percent of the value of the outstandingstock of the
27. Code Sec. 318(a)(4). corporation and more than 50 percent of the capital or
28. Code Sec. 318(a)(3)(A). profits interest in the partnership.3829. Code Sec. 318(a)(3)(C).
30. Code Sec. 318(a)(2)(C). For purposes of applying Section 267(b), a different set of
31. Code Sec. 318(a)(5)(A). Proscribed reattribution involves shares at- attribution rules applies.39 Under this set of rules, stock
tributed among family members or from shareholdersto a corporation. In

owned, directly indirectly, by for corporation,the first instance, once shares have been attributed to a family member, or or a

the sharescannotbe reattributeda secondtime underthe familyattribution partnership, estate or trust is considered to be owned prop-
rules (Code Sec. 318(a)(5)(B)). In the second instance, once shares have ortionately by or for its shareholders, partners or be-
been attributed to a corporation from a shareholder, the shares cannot be neficiaries. In comparison to Code Section 318, attribution
reattributed from the corporation to another shareholder (Code Sec. applies only upward along a corporate chain from corpora-
318(a)(5)(C)). tion to its shareholdersand no threshold exists. No attribu-
32. See supra note 7. Code Sec. 6038 requires reportingof certain infor- tion exists from shareholders to a corporation. An indi-
mation by U.S. persons that control foreign corporations. vidual is considered to own the stock owned, directly or
33. Proposed l.6038A-l(e)of the regulations. indirectly, by or for his family. For this purpose, the term34. Proposed l.6038A-l(j)Example (3) of the regulations.
35. Proposed 31.6038A-1(d) of the regulations. family includes the persons designated in Code Section
36. Code Sec. 267(b)(2). 318(a)(1) discussed above, and includes brothers and sis-
37. Code Sec. 267(b)(3). ters. Finally, an individualowningany stock in a corporation
38. Code Sec. 267(b)(10). other than through family attribution is considered to own

39. Code Sec. 267(c). the stock owned, directlyor indirectly,by or for his partner.
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In applying these rules, stock constructively owned by a tions.45 In the example, partnership P is comprised of
person under the entity-to-ownerrules is considered to be domestic corporationD, which owns 25 percent of the cap-
actually owned for the purpose of reattribution. However, ital and profits interests, and foreign corporation FC1,
stock constructivelyownedby an individualby reasonof the which owns the balance of the capital and profits interests.
applicationof the family or partnership rules is not treated FC1 and D are owned entirely by foreign corporations. In
as owned for the purposeofanotherattributionunder those the case of FC1, the foreign shareholderis FC2, and in the
provisions. case ofD, the foreign shareholderis FC3. All of the partner-
The third test is met if the other person is related to the ship's transactionsfor the year are with FC2 and FC3. The

reporting corporation within the meaning of Code Section example illustrates that D and FC1 are reporting corpora-
482. This test has certain technical difficulties in its applica- tions. In addition, the example states that the transactions
tion as Code Section 482 does not generally refer to related of the partnership are attributed to each of its partners on

parties. Rather, the Code and the regulations4orefer to two a pro rata basis as they each meet the 25 percent threshold
or more organizations, trades or businesses that are mem-

under which the partnership transactions are attributed to

bers of the same controlled group either because one con- reporting corporations.
trols the other or because both are controlled by the same While not clearly mandated in the attribution rule, the
interests. Control is given a broad definition that looks to exampleconcludesthat each partnermust report its pro rata
facts and circumstances and it is the reality of the control share of all transactionswith each of FC2 and FC3. Presum-
that is important no matter how exercised. In this regard, ably, each of D and FCl is treated as related to FC2 and
the regulationsprovide that a presumptionof control exists FC3. The basis for this treatment is far from clear. It would
if income or deductions are arbitrarilyshifted between tax- appear more appropriate for FC1 to report its pro rata (75
payers.41 It is thought that the third test of the proposed percent) share of P's transactions with FC2 and for D to
regulations treats membersof the same controlledgroup as report its pro rata (25 percent)share of P's transactionswith
related persons. Thus, if an adjustment to income may be FC3. Perhaps the unstated basis of the conclusionis that P,
made between an entity and a reporting corporation by FC, D, FC2 and FC3 are members of the same controlled
virtue of Code Section 482, the entity is related to the group within the meaning of Code Section 482,46 even

reportingcorporation. though two separate and independentchains of companies
Two administrative rules apply when determiningwhether are involved. Each of the chains comprised of (1) FC1 and

anotherentity is related to a reportingcorporation.First, as
FC2 and (2) D and FC3 have an inherent interest in not

mentioned above, the modified ownershipattributionrules dealing at arm's length with P and the IRS may wish to

discussed above apply when determiningwhether an entity review all transactions.
is a 25 percent foreign shareholderand therefore related to
a reportng corporation.42Thus, in a chain of corporations E. Reportabletransaction
comprisedofdomesticreportingcorporationC, foreigncor-

poration B that owns 90 percent of the outstanding shares A reportable transaction is any transaction with a foreignof C, and foreign corporatonA that owns 10 percentof the related person involving any of the following items:47
shares of C and 20 percent of the shares of B, both A and - sales and purchases of stock in trade (inventory);B are considered to be related to C. B is related because it - sales and purchases of tangible property other than
is a 25 percent foreignshareholderof the reportingcorpora- stock in trade;
tion. A is relatedbecause it, too, is a 25 percentshareholder - rents and royalties paid and received other than those
ofC; A owns 10 percentofC's shares directlyand 18 percent relating to intangible property;
by attributionfrom B (20% x 90%). - sales, purchasesand amountspaid and received as con-

Second, in order to avoid unnecessaryduplicationin report-
sideration for the use of intangible property, including

ing obligations, two domestic corporations that join in the copyrights, designs, formulas, inventions, models, pa-
filing of a consolidated return are not considered to be tents, processes, trade marks and similar rights;
related.43 - the provision or receipt of technical, managerial, en-

gineering, construction, scientific or similar services;
- commissions;D. Related party - attnbution of partnership amounts loaned and borrowed, excluding open ac--

transactions counts arising from sales made and collected in full in
the ordinary course of business;In determining whether a reporting corporation has en- - interest;

gaged in a transactionwith a related person, the proposed _ premiums for insurance and reinsurance; and
regulations introduce a special rule that applies when the - any other transactionnot specificallymentionedabove.
corporation is a member of a partnership. Under the spe-
cial rule, all transactions of the partnership may be attr- A transaction is reportable even if monetary consideration
buted to a partner that is a reportingcorporationon a pro

is not requiredor is only part of the contemplatedconsider-
rata basis, determined by reference to relative partnership ation.48 Thus, for example, the provisionof managerial ser-

interests. The rule applies if the reporting corporation di- vices by a foreign related party for a start-up or troubled
rectly or indirectly ovns a capital or profits interest which
by itself, or when added to the partnership interests owned
by relatedparties, comprises25 percentor moreof the total 40. 1.482-1(a)(3)of the regulations.interests in the partnership.The effect of this rule is to cause 41. Id.
the reporting corporation to treat the partnership transac- 42. Proposed l.6038A-l(e)(1)of the regulations.tions as its own for purposes of the reporting, records 43. Id.
maintenance,monetarypenalty, agent for serviceofprocess 44. Proposed 31.6038A-l(e)(2)of the regulations.
and productionof records rules of the regulations. 45. Proposed l.6038A-l(j)Example (1) of the regulations.

46. See the discussion in the text supra at note 41.
This rule of attributionmay have broader implicationsthan 47. Proposed l.6038A-2(a)(2)and (b)(3) of the regulations.
initiallyapparent, as illustratedby an example in the regula- 48. Proposed l.6038A-2(a)(2)and (b)(4) of the regulations.
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operation in the United States is a reportable transaction forth in Code Section 267(b) or 707(b); or (3) it is related
even if the services are provided without a fee. under standards of Code Section 482.53

An exception is provided for completely foreign related
items that have no direct or indirect connectionto the Unit- C. Reportabletransactiondescription
ed States.49 If the reporting corporation and the related
party are both foreign corporations, a transaction is not a The proposed regulations separate reporting transactions

reportable transaction if it gives rise, in the hands of the involving only monetary consideration,54whether denomi-

reporting corporation, to neither (1) currently recognized nated in terms of U.S. dollars or foreign funds, from those
or deferred income or gain considered to be either from in which no considerationwaspaidor any part of the consid-
sources in the United States or effectively connected with eration paid or received was not monetary (non-monetary
the conduct of a trade or business within the United States, consideration).55The regulations are silent as to the treat-

nor (2) an item that is deductible in a U.S. tax return. ment of transactions for which the consideration is ulti-

mately deemed to be less than arm's length in amount.

Presumably, these transactions are covered in the former
Ill. REPORTING OBLIGATION- FORMAT category if some considerationwas paid and in the latter if

no considerationwas paid.
The proposedregulationsprovide for detailedidentification For reporting transactions involvingonly monetaryconsid-
of the reporting corporation, the related party and the re- eration, the total amount of all such transactions and the
portable transaction.50

separate amounts for each type of transaction must be re-

ported. If the reportable transaction involves loans, the
A. Reportingcorporationidentification reportable balance may reflect either monthly averages or

the average of the beginning and ending balances for the
Form 5472 requires the reporting corporation to identify year. Items having a value not in excess of $ 50,000 may be
itself by providing its name, address and U.S. taxpayer reported broadly as $ 50,000 or less.56
identification number. In recognition of the existence of
dual resident corporations, the Form requires a list of each

Where actual amounts are not determinable, a reasonable
estimate is permitted. For this purpose, a reasonable esti-

country in which the corporation files an income tax return
as a resident by reason of foreign tax law. Also, the country

mate is one in which the deviation from the actual amount
does not exceed 25 percent.57Where the deviation is great-

or countries in which the reporting corporation was or- the taxpayer is permitted to make showingof
ganized and incorporated must be furnished. Information er, a reasona-

bleness on the basis of facts and circumstancessubmitted to
must be provided regarding the total assets of the reporting the IRS58 in written statement made under penalties of
corporation, the locations where business is conducted and

a

its principal business activity. Similar information must be perjury.59 The ultimate decision is to be made by the IRS.

provided for each 25 percent foreign shareholder. If the 25
A substantiallyincompleteForm5472 exposes the reporting

percent foreign shareholderis an individual,the jurisdiction corporation to penalties (see discussion in the text below at

or jurisdictionsof citizenshipmust be given rather than the
note 141).

jurisdictionof organization. Finally, the reportingcorpora- Reportable transactionsthat involve non-monetaryconsid-
tion must list the total number of Forms 5472 that are filed eration must be described in sufficient detail so that the
for the taxable year and the aggregate value, denominated natureand approximatemonetaryvalue can be determined.
in terms of U.S. dollars, of gross payments made with re- The description must cover all property (including the

spect to all foreign related party transactions.51 amount of any monetaryconsideration),rights, obligations
or services involved and a reasonable estimate of the fair
market value of the foregoing items other than money.6oB. Relatedparty identification The same rules applyregardingreasonablenessof estimates.

Information must be provided with regard to each related If the transactioninvolves the importationof goods from a

party, whether foreign or domestic, with which the report- foreign related party, the reportingcorporation must state

ng corporation has engaged in a reportable transaction.52 whether the costs taken into accountn computingthe basis
The scope of the informationis not identicalwith the infor- or inventory cost differ from the costs computed in valuing
mation relating to the reporting corporationor the 25 per- the goods for customs purposes, adjusted as required pur-
cent foreign shareholder.Thus, although the proposedreg- suant to Code Section 1059Aand the reasons for such differ-
ulations state that the form requires informationrelating to ence.61 The reportingcorporationmust also advise whether
the related party's name, taxpayer identification number, the underlyingdocuments are in existence and available in
business location and jurisdiction in which a resident tax the United States at the time of filing Form 5472.62
return is filed by reason of local law, the form also inquires
into the nature of the related party's business and the re- 49. Proposed l.6038A-2(a)(2)(i)and (ii) of the regulations.
lationship that exists with the reporting corporation. No 50. Proposed 1.6038A-2(b)of the regulations.
information is requested regarding the jurisdiction of or- 51. Proposed 31.6038A-2(b)(1)of the regulations.
ganization, incorporationorcitizenshipof the relatedparty. 52. Proposed 31.6038A-2(b)(2)of the regulations.

53. See the discussion in the text supra at note 35.
The proposed regulations are silent regarding the detail of 54. Proposed 31.6038A-2(b)(3)of the regulations.
the description that must be provided in identifying the 55. Id.

relationshipwith the reporting corporation. Some advisers 56. Proposed l.6038A-2(b)(7)of the regulations.
believe that the last requirementwill be satisfiedby identify- 57. Proposed l.6038A-2(b)(6)(i)of the regulations.

ing the particular test that causes the other party to be 58. The statements to be furnished to either the Distrct Directoror the
Assistant Commissioner(International).related. As discussed above, another person is related to a 59. Proposed l.6038A-2(b)(6)(ii)of the regulations.

reportingcorporation if it is (1) a 25 percent foreign share- 60. Proposed 1.6038A-2(b)(4)of the regulations.
holder; (2) if, with regard to the reportingcorporationor a 61. Proposed l.6038A-2(b)(5)(i)of the regulations.
25 percent foreign shareholder, it meets the standards set 62. Proposed 31.6038A-2(b)(5)(ii)of the regulations.
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D. Exceptionsto filing to modifying the 10 percent standard so that it is based on

gross recepts.
Three principal exceptions are provided to the filing re-

quirement.63 First, no reporting is required if a reporting
corporation has no transactions during the year with any

F. Administrativerequirements
related parties.64This exceptiondoes not relieve the report-
ing corporation of its obligations to maintain records or to Form 5472 is to be filed with the reporting corporation's
serve as agent of process for a foreign related party.

ncome tax return.71 If the income tax return is not timely
filed, Form 5472 is to be filed separatelyby the due date of

Second, if the reportingcorporationis a foreigncorporation the income tax return, as properly extended. A duplicate
for which all reportable transactions are with one or more copy of the return is to be filed with the IRS Center,
related domestic corporations, the foreign corporation is Philadelphia,PA 19255.72
excusedfrom listing those transactions.65For this exception
to apply, the related parties must be identified as required

All statements must be in English and all amounts must be
an

on Form 5472 and a full descriptionof the transactionsmust expressed in terms of U.S. dollars, with accompanying
be provided. This exception does not relieve the foreign

set of exchange rates used if transactionswere actually de-

corporationof its obligationsto maintain records or to serve
nominated in terms of foreign funds.73

as agent of process for a foreign related party nor does it If reportingis requiredby reason of the partnershiptransac-
relieve the foreign corporation from the penalty provisions tion attribution rules, the reporting corporation need only
for failure to comply. report its pro rata share of the transaction, determined by
Finally, no reporting is requiredwith regard to a reportable reference to its partnership interest.74 Presumably, if the

transactionwith a related corporationif a U.S. person con- transactionis the subject of a special allocation, the report-
trols the reportingcorporationand files Form 5471 that fully ing corporations's partnership interest with regard to that
describes the reportable transaction.66 transactionwill be affected.

E. Safe harbourexception for some obligations G. Consolidatedreporting
A safe harbourexceptionhas been provided for a reporting If an affiliated group of corporations joins in the filing of a

corporation that has a de minimis amount of related party consolidated tax return, the reporting obligations of the
transactions.67 The reporting corporation is subject to individual members of the group may be satisfied by filing
neither the records maintenanceprovisionsof the proposed a consolidatedForm 5472.75However, the members of the

regulations nor the authorization provisions to serve as group are not required to join in the filing of a consolidated

agent for service of process if (1) the aggregate value of Form 5472, and where one is filed, it need not cover all

gross payments made to or from a foreign related party is members. Indeed, the regulations contemplate that more

not more than $ 2 million; and (2) the aggregate value of than one consolidated Form 5472 may be filed. Where a

those gross payments is less than 10 percentof the reporting consolidated Form 5472 is filed, the common parent and

corporation'sgross income. each reporting corporation that joins in the consolidated
filing are jointly and severally liable for any penalties.76

In determiningwhether the $ 2 million threshold has been
reached, the value of transactions involving no monetary In addition, the common parent may be authorized to act
considerationor no considerationwhatever must be added as the agent of all foreign related persons engaged in trans-
to the transactions for which monetary consideration has actions with members of that group for purposes of the
been paid. The threshold is applied on an aggregate basis serviceofprocessprovisions.77For this to occur, the various
with regard to all foreign relatedparties.68Thus, if a report- members must authorize the parent by submittingan auth-

ing corporationenters into transactionswith three different orization-of-agent statement attached to Form 5472 until

foreign related parties, the $ 2 million is determined by such time as that form is revised to provide for such authori-
reference to the aggregate of all payments made to or re- zation. However, this authorization does not relieve the
ceived from all three foreign entities. However, the various members from their obligation to maintain appro-
threshold is computed separately for payments to and pay- priate records relating to related party transactions.
ments from foreign related entities.

Certain technical issues exist with this provision. First, as

drafted, the de minimis rule seems to apply when the
threshold is not met with regard to either payments or

receipts. Presumably, if a reporting corporation has made 63. Proposed l.6038A-2(f)of the regulations.
$ 4 million in payments, but has received less than $ 2 mil- 64. Proposed l.6038A-(f)(2)of the regulations.
lion from foreign related parties, the exception applies.

65. Id.
66. Proposed l.6038A-2(f)(3)of the regulations.

Second, if a reportingcorporation has no gross income in a 67. Proposed l.6038A-l(h)of the regulations.
year because, for example, its cost of goods sold exceeds its 68. Proposed l.6038A-l(h)(2)of the regulations.
sales, it cannot benefit from the provision. Because the 69. Proposed 1.6038A-3(c)(5)(ii)of the regulations relating to the gross
company will have operated at a loss reported at the level revenue test for material profits and loss statement.

of gross income, it can never demonstratethat the value of 70. Proposed l.6038A-(c)(5)(iii)of the regulationsrelating to the indus-

its gross payments to or receipts from a foreign relatedparty try segnent test of the material profits and loss statement provisions.
is less than 10 percent of its gross income. In other portions 71. Proposed l.6038A-2(d)of the regulations.
of the proposed regulations, the IRS has recognized that a

72. Proposed l.6038A-2(e)of the regulations.
73. Proposed 1.6038A-2(c)of the regulations.standardbased on gross income has limitationsand, accord- 74. Proposed l.6038A-2(h)of the regulations.

ingly, has based certain standards on gross revenue (i.e. 75. Proposed 1.6038A-1(i)of the regulations.
recepts prior to offset for cost of goods sold)69 or percen- 76. Proposed 1.6038A-1(i)(3)of the regulations.
tages of operating losses.7o Consideration should be given 77. Proposed 1.6038A-1(i)(2)of the regulations.
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IV. MAINTENANCEOF RECORDS- OBLIGATION is a safe harbour, a reporting corporation presumably can

avoid a penalty even if less than all the listed records are

The records maintenance provisions appear in proposed maintained in the United States, provided the records that
1.6038A-3ofthe regulations.They begin 8 with the general are maintained allow the IRS adequate information to
rule that a reporting corporation must keep permanent evaluate the accuracy of the reporting corporations's re-

books of account and other records that are required under turns. The reporting corporation would risk penalty if the
Code Section 6001.79 The proposed regulations go on to IRSwere not satisfiedas to the recordmaintenancelevels.
extend these record maintenance requirements to the re-

cords of any foreign related party that may be relevant to A. In generaldetermine the correct treatment of transactions between
the reporting corporation and its foreign related parties.8o Only records that are directly or indirectly related to a
An exception is provided when the foreign related party is transaction between a reporting corporation and a foreigna foreign governmentor a controlled commercialentity. In relatedparty must be maintained.88In determiningwhethersuch instances, the records maintenance requirements are

inapplicable.81 Records must be maintained in the United
a record actually exists, labels are disregarded. The record
must contain the anticipateddata. Functionalequivalentsto

States except where an election is in effect to allow for specified records are acceptable.89maintenanceoutside the United States.82Moreover,records
submitted to the IRS pursuant to a request must be in The proposed regulations state that records which are not

English or must be translated into English upon request.83 created in the course of business need not be created to
Unless the period is extended, translationmust be provided meet the safe harbour of proposed 1.6038A-3(c) of the
within 30 days of its request. regulations. Moreover,if a specifiedrecordis not applicable

to the industryor business of the reportingcorporationand
the foreign related party, it need not be created. However,A. Physicalpossession once a specified record is created, it must be maintained as

The obligation to maintain records falls on the reporting provided in the proposed regulations.
corporation. However, physical possession of the records Nonetheless, certain records must be created and main-
can restwith the foreign relatedpartyorwith a third party.84 tained even if they do not otherwiseexist. Basic accounting
Moreover, where the foreign related party wishes to keep records are included in this category of mandatory items.
information secret from the reporting corporation, it or its The proposed regulationscaution that basic accounting re-

representative may make arrangements with the IRS to cords must be sufficient to document the U.S. tax effects of

directly furnish requestedrecords.85Nonetheless,the penal- transactions between related parties. However, the pro-
ties for the failure of a foreign related party or third party posed regulations provide no indication whether these re-

to maintain required records cannot be shifted from the cords must be in greater detail than the accounting records
reportingcorporation. maintained for third party transactions. Material profits

and loss statements as discussed below must be created if
they do not exist. In general, these are profits and loss

B. Integratedgroups statements that are actually maintained by a related party,
or relate to a significant industry segment, or to high profitIn illustratingthe scopeof these requirements,the proposed operations.Finally, all internalrecordsstorageand retrieval

regulations specify that the record maintenance require used for each taxable be retained.
ments apply not only to records directly related to a report- systems year must

able transaction, but also to records that are indirectly re-
lated.86Thus, the obligationto maintain records in the Unit- B. Originalentry books and transactionrecords
ed States applies not only to the records of the foreign
related party, but also to those subsidiaries and affiliatesof Original entry books and transactionrecords must be main-
the foreign related party that participate in an integrated tained if they are relevant to transactions between any
manufacturingor trading operationwhich culminates in the foreign related party and the reportingcorporation.9oCom-
transfer of products or services in a reportable transaction
(referred to in the regulationsas U.S. connectedproducts
or services). The records of those entities must be main- 78. Proposed l.6038A-3(a)(1)of the regulations.tained in the United States as they are indirectly related to 79. Under that section of the Code, every person liable for tax or for the
transactionsinvolvinga reportingcorporation.To illustrate, collection of tax is required to keep such records, render such statements,
the records possessed by a foreign subsidiary of a foreign make such returns and comply with such rules and regulations as may be
related party that document the raw materialor component prescribedby the IRS. In turn, this has been interpreted in the regulations
costs of a product manufacturedby the subsidiary and sold to mean that a taxpayer must keep records that are sufficient to establish

as a finished product by the foreign related party to the the amount of gross income, deductions,credits or other matters required
reporting corporation are indirectly related and, accord- to be shown in any return. See l.6001-1(a)of the regulations.

ingly, subject to this rule. 80. Proposed l.6038A-3(a)(1)of the regulations.
81. Proposed l.6038A-3(b)(5)of the regulations.
82. Proposed 1.6038A-3(b)(1)of the regulations.This is discussed in the
text infra at note 119.

V. RECORDS TO BE MAINTAINED- DEFINITION 83. Proposed 1.6038A-3(c)(4)of the regulations.
84. Proposed l.6038A-3(b)(3)of the regulations.

Proposed 1.6038A-3(c) of the regulations sets forth the 85. This could lead to an anomaloussituationin which the foreign-related
records that must be kept. The provision is a safe harbour corporation and the IRS share information that is kept secret from the

designed to advise the reportingcorporationof the types of reporting corporation.
records that must exist in order to avoid the riskofpenalty.87

86. Proposed l.6038A-3(b)(2)of the regulations.
87. Proposed l.6038A-3(a)(2)of the regulations.A corporationthat maintainsor causes another to maintain 88. See the discussion in the text supra at note 80.

the specified records is deemed to have met the records 89. Proposed 1.6038A-3(c)(1)of the regulations.
maintenance requirementsof Code Section 6038A. As this 90. Proposed 1.6038A-3(c)(2)(i)of the regulations.
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prised within this category are general ledgers, sales jour- operations which is engaged in providing a product or ser-

nals, purchase order books, cash receipts books, cash dis- vice or a group of related productsor services. A product is
bursement books, canceled checks and bank statements, an item of property or a combination of component parts
workpapers, sales contracts and purchase invoices. that results from a production process, performs a specific

function and is primarily sold to unrelated parties.97
C. Records relating to material profits and loss The grouping of products or services is to be made on the

statements basis of reasonableaccounting,marketingor other business
practices within a particular industry.98 Products are segre-This category encompasses records from which the report- gated into narrow classificationsof models and aggregated

ing corporationcan compileand supply,within a reasonable into broad classification of product lines and product area
time, material profits and loss statements for itself and re- groups. A model is a classificationofa product that incorpo-lated parties. These statementsmust reflectprofitsor losses rates particular components, options, styles and other un-
of the group attributable to products or servces imported ique features resulting in product differentiation.99A prod-
to orexportedfrom the United States in transactionsinvolv- uct line is a group of products that are aggregated into a
ing the reportingcorporation and a foreign related party.91 single classificationfor accounting,marketingor otherbusi-
The material profits and loss statements to be compiled ness purposes.10 Illustrations include functionally similar
from the retained records must take into account directly products, products marketed under the same trade name,and indirectlyrelated items. The proposed regulationscon- brand name or trade mark, and products that are related
tain an illustrationof records that are indirectly related to a economicallyby reference to rates of profitability, degrees
reportable transaction. As mentioned briefly in the text at of risk and opportunitiesfor growth.
note 86 above, documentsmust be retained which relate to
the cost of raw material used by a foreign related party to Second, the gross revenue from U.S. connectedproductsor

manufacturefinishedgoods that are sold by another foreign services that is attributable to the industry segmentmust be
related party to the reportingcorporation. Even though the at least $ 25 million.'i Gross revenue is not the same as

first mentioned foreign related party never entered into a gross income. Rather, it is defined to include receipts from

reportable transaction with the reporting corporation, it sales withoutoffset for cost of goods sold arising from sales
entered into a transactionwith the second relatedparty that to customersoutside the related party group and from inter-
was integrated into an overall series of transactions cul- segment sales within the related party group.102 Also in-

minating in a reportable transaction. Records relating back cluded is interest derived from sources outside the group
to the operations of the first mentioned foreign related and interest earned on inter-segmenttrade receivablesif, in

party must be retained, as they are required for purposesof each such instance, the interest arises from an asset consi-

compilingmaterial profits and loss statements. dered to be an identifiable asset of the industry segment.
An asset - either tangible or intangible, including invest-

Only records that are ordinarilymaintainedundergenerally ments in goodwill-is an identifiableasset if it is used by the
accepted accountingprinciples in the United States need be industry segment.103 It may be used exclusively or may be
maintainedin that manner.92For other records, an explana- shared by two or more segments. If shared, only a reasona-
tion must be available which explains the material differ- bly allocated portion of the asset is deemed to be an identi-
ences between the accountingprinciplesused and generally fiable asset and the method of allocationmust be available.
accepted accountingprinciples in the United States. Where Corporate overhead assets are not allocable.
items are allocated among various material profits and loss
statements, an explanationmust be available of the alloca- Finally, the industry segment must be a significant con-

tion method that has been adopted. tributor to the assets or operating results of the group.104
This occurs if either (1) the gross revenue of the industryA profits and loss statement is deemed to be material if it is segment comprises at least en percent of the combined

the subjectof an agreementwith the IRS93 or if it meets one gross revenue of all of the group's segments; or (2) the
of three, separate objective standards.94 These standards identifiable assets of the industry segment comprise at least
are referred to in the regulationsas (1) the existing records ten percent of the combined identifiable assets of all of the
test, (2) the significant industry segment test and (3) the group's segments;or (3) the absoluteamountofthe industryhigh profit test. segment's operating profit or operating loss is at least ten

percent of either (a) the combined operating profit of all
1. Existing records test

Under this test, a profits and loss statement is material if
any memberof the group comprisedof the reportingcorpo- 91. Proposed 1.6038A-3(c)(2)(ii)of the regulations.ration and related parties creates or compiles the statement 92. Id.
in the courseof its businessoperations.95This includesstate- 93. Proposed 1.6038A-3(e) of the regulations authorizes the District
ments preparedfor internalaccountingor managementpur- Director or the Assistant Commissioner (International) to negotiate and

poses or for disclosure to persons such as shareholders, enter into an agreementwith a reportingcorporationthat identifiesrecords
financial institutionsor governmentagencies. To the extent which must be maintained, methods of maintenance and persons who
these statementsor the underlyingrecords reflect the profit assigned the task of maintenance. See also proposed 1.6038A-3(c)(3)of

or loss of a related party from a reportable transaction or the regulations.
an integrated series of transactionsculminating in a report-

94. Proposed 1.6038A-3(c)(3)of the regulations.
able transaction, these records must be maintained.

95. Proposed 1.6038A-3(c)(4)of the regulations.
96. Proposed 1.6038A-3(c)(5)(i)of the regulations.
97. Proposed l.6038A-3(c)(5)(iv)(D)of the regulations.2. Significantindustry segmenttest 98. Proposed l.6038A-3(c)(5)(iv)(E)of the regulations.

Under this test, a profits and loss statement is material if 99. Proposed l.6038A-3(c)(5)(iv)(F)of the regulations.
100. Proposed 1.6038A-3(c)(5)(iv)(G)of the regulations.three conditions are met.96 First, the statementmust reflect 101. Proposed 1.6038A-3(c)(5)(ii)of the regulations.the profitsor lossesof a relatedpartygroupwhichis attribut- 102. Proposed 1.6038A-3(c)(5)(iv)(A)'of the regulations.able to a single industry segment. For this purpose, an 103. Proposed 1.6038A-3(c)(5)(iv)(B)of the regulations.

industry segment is a segment of the group's combined 104. Proposed 1.6038A-3(c)(5)(i)(C)of the regulations.
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industry segments that reported an operating profit, or, if nue and contributesa sufficientamount to operatingresults

greater, (b) the combined operating loss of all industry to be a significant industry segment.
segmentsthat reportedan operatingloss.105Operatingprofit (b) The recorders be segregated further into high-end
or loss is defined to mean gross revenue reduced by all

can

operating expenses.106 It is not clear whether this includes
and low-end product lines. Thus, assuming revenue and

cost of goods sold which generally is not thought of as an
contributionstandards are met, these two product lines are

operating expense. Presumably, no reason exists for not
themselvessignificant industry segments.

includingcost of goods sold. On the other hand, the regula- (c) Of the various models within each product line, the
tions are clear that, in computing operatingprofit or loss, example states that only one generates enough revenue to

no considerationis given to any of the following: (1) revenue qualify as a significant industry segment.
derived at the corporate level that is not attributable to an (d) Televisionsare classified by the industryon the basis of
industry segment, (2) general corporate expenses, (3) in-

size, and three product lines exist comprised of portable,
terest expense(exceptfor banks, insurancecompanies,leas- medium and console televisions. Assuming each product
ing companies, financing companies and other companies line has substantial revenue and contributes substantially
engaged in a financial trade or business), (4) income taxes under the gross revenue or assets standard mentioned
and (5) extraordinaryitems. above, each is a significant industry segment.
In making the requiredcomputationsto determinewhether (e) Finally, only rados marketed under one of the trade
an industry segment is significant, groups of related prod- names meets the standardof a significant industrysegment;
ucts and services must be chosen to provide a reasonable no furthersegregationofproduct lines or productsproduces
level of specificity.107 The groupingmust result in the great- a significant industry segment.
est numberofseparatesignificantindustrysegmentsin com-

parson to other possible classifications. The proposed reg- (f) The example concludes that the group has ten separate
ulations suggest that the grouping should be accomplished significant industry segments, comprised of four cassette

in steps. First, the group'soperationsthat involve the provi- recorder segments (the cassette recorder product area

sion of U.S. connected products should be grouped into group, each of the of high-end and low-endproduct lines of

product lines. A determination should be made whether cassette recorders and one widely sold model), four televi-

any particular line is properly categorized as a significant sion segments (the televisionproduct area group, and each

industry segment when compared to the entire operations of the portable, medium and console televisions product
of the group. If any product line qualifies as a significant lines) and two radio segments (the radioproductarea group

industry segment, its products should be segregated to de- and the product line marketed under the trade name).
termine whether a particular product, too, is a significant
industry segment. Finally, if a signficant industry segment 3 Highprofit test

exists at the product level, the models comprising the prod- Under this test, a profits and loss statement of a single
ucts should be segregatedto deterninewhethera particular industry segment is material if the gross revenue from U.S.
model is a significant industry segment. A similar analysis connected products or services attributable to the segment
is to be applied in classifying and testing services. exceed $ 75 million and the return on assets of that segment
The identification of significant industry segments with a

is relatively high in comparison to other related opera-
tions,112 The latter occurs where the return on assets within

reasonable level of specificity is illustratedby two examples
in the regulations.108-Inone example, a related party group

the particular industry segment (1) exceeds ten percent and

is engaged in the manufacture and worldwide sale of au- (2) is at least 200 percent of the rate of return on assets

tomobiles and aftermarket parts. Presumably, these are
earned by any other significant industry segment which in-

items such as replacement hub caps, bumpers, body parts corporatesthosebusinessoperations.113The returnon assets
is computed by dividing the segment's operating profit by

and drive train parts. its identifiable assets. To be incorporated, all of the gross
(a) Automobilesmade by the group are classified for mar- revenue attributable to the narrower component must be

keting purposes by three separate trade names. attributable to the broader segment.

(b) Two separate models marketedunder one of the trade For many companies, the return on assets will be applied at

namesand one model sold under anotherof the trade names the level of a significant industry segment because of the

have substantial revenue (i.e. more than $ 25 million) and $ 75 million threshold. However, t s conceivable that the

are substantialcontributors to the gross revenue and assets segment might not be a sufficient contributor to operating
of the group under the standards discussed above.1o9 results or a sufficient user of assets for large multinational

conglomerates.
(c) Assuming that the aftermarketparts and the three trade
names also meet the foregoingtests, the exampleconcludes The facts in the second example, above, are helpful in

that the foreign corporation has eight significant industry placing this test in perspective. In that example, the video

segments comprisedof the broad categoriesof automobiles cassetterecorderproductarea group, two product lines and

and aftermarket parts, three product lines comprised of a model were found to be separate significant industry seg-

each of the trade names and three products comprised of ments. Assume that the recorders are manufactured by a

each of the models,n Classificationsinto trade names and
car models are generally used in the industry and other
types of classificatons produce fewer sgnificant ndustry 105. Proposed 1.6038A-3(c)(5)(iii)of the regulations.

segments.
106. Proposed 1.6038A-3(c)(5)(iv)(C)of the regulations.
107. Proposed 1.6038A-3(c)(5)(v)of the regulations.

In the second example,111 a related party group manufac- 108. Proposed 1.6038A-3(c)(5)(vi)Examples of the regulations.
tures electronic goods distributed at retail in the United 109. See the discussion in the text supra beginning at note 105.

States by a reporting corporation. The products are televi- 110. Proposed 1.6038A-3(c)(5)(vi),Example (1) of the regulations.

sions, radios and video cassette recorders. 111. Proposed l.6038A-3(c)(5)(vi),Example (2) of the regulations.
112. Proposed 1.6038A-3(c)(6)(i)of the regulations.

(a) Each of those broad product areas has sufficient reve- 113. Proposed 1.6038A-3(c)(6)(ii)of the regulations.
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foreign related party located in a Pacific Basin country portable transactions. Included in the material are the loca-
under a grantof tax-freestatus pursuant to the local pioneer tion, ownership and status of these entities as corporations,
industry law. Assume further that the operations of the partnerships,branches, divisionsor joint ventures. In addi-
foreign related party qualify as a segment14 and that gross tion, loan documents, agreements and documents relating
revenue of this segment is $150 million, its identifiable to transfers of shares of the reporting corporation that,
assets are $ 200 million and that the operatingprofit is $ 50 upon effect, could cause a change in the status of a foreign
million. Based on these facts, the return on assets of the person as a related party. It is thought that the last category
segment is 25 percent. This industry segment is a narrower is illustratedby options, calls, puts, mandatoryredemption
componentof the significant industrysegmentcomprisedof instruments and self-executing agreements that go into ef-
the product area group of video cassette recorders ln gener- fect automaticallyupon the happeningof an event.
al. It cannot be allocated to each of the other significant
industry segments related to video cassette recorders be-

G. Documentsfor non-saletransactions
cause its revenue is not entirely attributable to any of the
other segments. If the rate of return on assets of the broader This category of documents relates to transactions other
segment fails to reach 12.5 percent, the profits and loss than sales.118 Included documents related to:
statement of the foreign related party's segment will be

are

are to amaterial- 25% is 200% of 12.5%.
- loans, including third-party loans that related

reportable transaction;
guarantees involving a reporting corporation and a-

D. Pricing documents foreign related party;
hedging arrangements involving the reportingcorpora--

This categorycomprisesall documentsrelevantto establish- tion and any foreign related party;
ing the appropriate price or rate for transactions between - security agreementsbetween the reportingcorporation
the reporting corporation and a foreign related party.115 and foreign related party;any
This category is a catch-alland coversvirtuallyall documen- - research and developmentexpense allocations;
tation generally reviewed in the course of a transferpricing _ performanceof services, such as managementservices,
examination. Thus, includedin this category are: including supporting schedules of time charges and

documentsrelated to transactionsinvolving the sameor travel records;-

similar products or services with related and unrelated - import and export transactions;
parties; - registrationof patents and copyrightsrelatingto report-
shipping and export documents; able transactions; and-

commsson agreements; - lawsuits in foreign countries, if such product-

any, as
documentsrelatingto productionor assemblyfacilities; liability litigation relating to products involved in-

re-

third-party and inter-companypurchase invoices; portable transactions.-

manuals, specificationsand similar documents relating-

to the performanceoffunctionsconductedat a location;
inter-company correspondence discussing any instruc- VI. EXCEPTION TO MAINTENANCE IN THE-

tions or assistance relating to specific transactions; UNITED STATES
inter-company and internal correspondence regarding-

pricing of transactions; An exception is provided to the general requirement that
documents regarding the value of intangibles used or records be rnaintainedin the United States by or the-

must at
developed by the reporting corporation or a foreign direction of the reportingcorporation. If the reportingcor-
related party; poration elects, records may be maintained outside the
documents regarding the direct and indirect costs of United States.119To make the election, the reportingcorpo-

-

material, labour, cost ofgoods sold and otherexpenses; ration must undertake to have duplicates of all requestedand records delivered to the IRS or to a custodian in the United
documentsrelating to direct and indirectselling, gener- States within 60 days after the issuance of the (120

-

requestal and administrative expenses such as advertising, days if the records relate to material profits and loss state-
promotionor warranty. ments under the significant industrv segment or the high

profit return tests discussed above).120 If the records are to

E. Filed documents be sent to a custodian, the IRS must be provided with an

index to the records, the custodian must be identified and
This category of documents is comprised of financial and its addressprovided, and the documentsmust remain in the
other documents filed with a foreign government, an inde- United States for as long as they may be relevant for the

pendent commission or a financial institution relating to determination of income.121 Unfortunately, that could be
transactions between the reporting corporation and a for a substantial period if the records relate to fixed asset

foreign relatedparty.116This categoryappears to be duplica- acquisitions.Recordsofcost remainrelevantto the determi-
tive of the existing records category discussed above in the nation of basis until the fixed asset is sold.
text at note 95 in connectionwith material profits and loss The obligationsundertaken to maintain records outside the
statements. United States should not be taken lightly. The election may

F. Ownershipand capital structure documents
114. See the discussion in the text supra beginning at note 104.

This categoryof documentsis comprisedof recordsor charts 115. Proposed 1.6038A-3(c)(2)(iii)of the regulations.

showing the relationshipbetween the reportingcorporation
116. Proposed l.6038A-3(c)(2)(iv)of the regulations.
117. Proposed l.6038A-3(c)(2)(v)of the regulations.and foreign related parties.117 In broad terms, it is a corpo- 118. Proposed l.6038A-3(c)(2)(vi)of the regulations.

rate organizationchart with regard to the internationalcor- 119. Proposed l.6038A-(3)(f)(1)of the regulations.
porate structure of members having operations relating di- 120. Proposed l.6038A-3(f)(1)(i)and (ii) of the regulations.
rectly or indirectly to the reporting corporation and its re- 121. Proposed l.6038A-3(g)of the regulations.
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be invalidated for cause by the District Directoracting with
the concurrence of the Assistant Commissioner(Examina- CHART 11
tion) or by the Assistant Commissioner (International).122

Cause exists if a clearpatternof failure to maintainor timely However, until such time as the Form is revised, the following
produce the required records is established. However, the format is to be used:

assessmentofpenaltiesis not necessarilysufficient,of itself, AUTHORIZATIONOF AGENT
to result in the invalidation of an election. To make the [Name of foreignrelatedparty]hereby expresslyauthorizes[nameelection, an annual agreementmust be enteredwith the IRS of reporting corporation] to act as its agent solely for purposes of
(see Chart I). sections 7602,7603, and 7604 of the Internal Revenue Code with
If the volume of documents maintained outside the United respect to any request to examine records or produce testimony
States is great, the IRS is authorized to allow the reporting

related to any transaction between [name of the foreign related

corporation a period of time for the-orderly production of party] and [name of reporting corporation] or with respect to any
for such records testimony.records.123 The IRS is also authorized to extend the period

summons or

for productionor for translation upon the showing of good [Name of Foreign Related Party]
cause.124The request for delay is to be made within 30 days By:
of the date of the IRS request for productionof records. Signature& Title Date

Printed Name

CERTIFICATION
CHARTI

I certify that I have the authority to execute this authorizationof
Until such time as Form 5472 is amended to provide for the agent to act on behalf of [name of foreign related party].
agreement, the following format is to be used:

ELECTIONTO MAINTAINRECORDSOUTSIDETHEU.S. Signature& Title Date
Printed Name

[Name of reportingcorporationhereby elects to maintainoutside
the UnitedStates the recordsdescribedin paragraph(b) of Section ACCEPTANCE

1.6038A-3, relating to transactions between name of reporting [Name of reporting corporation] accepts this appointment to act
corporation] and [name of foreign related party] for its taxable as agent for [nameof foreign relatedparty] for the abovepurpose.
year ending on [date]. [Name of reporting corporation] agrees to

produce upon request of the Internal Revenue Service any [name [Name of Reporting Corporation]
of reportingcorporation]or [name of relatedparty] recordscover- By:ed by this election (and translations of specified records) within Signature& Title Date
the time and in the manner prescribedby the regulations. Printed Name

[Name of Reporting Corporation] CERTIFICATION
BY:
Signature& Title Date I certify that I have the authority to accept this appointmentto act
Printed Name as agent on behalf of [name of foreign related party] and agree to

accept service of process for the above purposes.CERTIFICATION

I certify that I have the authority to execute this agreement on Signature& Title Date
behalfof [name of reporting corporation]. Printed Name

Signature& Title Date
Printed Name The proposed regulationsallow for a retroactiveauthoriza-

tion to be made upon discovery that the foreign party is
related to the reportingcorporation.127However, a retroac-
tive appointment requires permissionof the IRS. The pro-
posed regulations indicate that the permission will be

Vll. AUTHORIZATIONOF REPORTING granted if (1) the transaction is small or isolated and con-

CORPORATIONTO ACT AS AGENT ducted on arm's length terms; and (2) the relatedparty does
not directly own shares of the reporting corporation. To

A foreign related party that engages in a transactionwith a obtain permission, a written request must be submitted to

reportingcorporationis required to authorize the reporting the IRS indicatingthe underlyingfacts and circumstances.I28

corporation to serve as its agent for purposes of the Code All responses of the IRS must be in writing to be effective.
provisions applicable to compelled production of evi- An authorization must be submitted to the IRS within 30
dence.125 Failure of such a foreign related party to make the days from receiptofpermission. If not, the monetarypenal-
authorization causes the penalties of proposed 1.6038A-7 ties ofproposed1.6038A-4of the regulationswill be appli-
relating to unilateral determinationsof cost of goods sold cable.
and deductibleexpenses to apply.126By its literal terms, this The appointmentof the reporting corporation as agent al-
requirement apparently does not extend to foreign related lows the reporting corporation to file a petition to quash a
parties that have entered into a transaction which relates petition to review IRS determination of

1

only indirectly to the reportingcorporation,such as related
summons or a an

suppliers to foreign parent corporations. In addition, this
requirement does not apply to a foreign governmentor its 122. Proposed l.6038A-3(f)(4)of the regulations.
controlled commercial entity. 123. Proposed l.6038A-3(f)(3)of the regulations.

124. Id.The authorization is made annually and is effected in a

straightforwardappointment and acceptance by duly auth-
125. Proposed l.6038A-5(b)(1)of the regulations.
126. Proposed l.6038A-5(a)of the regulations.

orized personnel. It is contemplatedthat Form 5472 will be 127. Proposed l.6038A-5(e)(1)of the regulations.
the vehicle for effecting the authorization (see Chart II). 128. Proposed 1.6038A-5(e)(2)of the regulations.
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non-compliance.129It also allows the IRS to commencelegal poration fails to furnish required information timely on
proceedings to enforce a summons under Code Section Form 5472 and in the manner required.139For this purpose,7604.130 The authorization does not, by itself, cause the the filing of a substantially incomplete Form 5472 is the
foreign related party to be viewed to be engaged in a trade equivalent of a failure to file. Second, they may be applied
or business in the United States for corporate income tax if the reporting corporation fails to maintain or to cause
purposes nor does it cause that party to have a permanent another to maintain required records.14 Finally, they mayestablishmentor fixedbase in the UnitedStates forpurposes be applied if a reportingcorporationfails to producerecords
of an applicable income tax treaty. maintained outside the United States within the time pre-

scrbed.141

Finally, an ameliorative procedure exists for a deemed ap-
pointment in exceptional circumstances where none has In general, the monetarypenalty is $ 10,000 for each taxable
been made.131 It applieswhenneither the reportingcorpora- year with respect to which one of the foregoing failures
tion nor the related party had reason to know that the occurs.142 Members of a group that join in the filing of a

parties were related and the IRS is satisfied that all transac- consolidatedForm 5472143 are jointlyand severally liable for
tions between the two entities were carried on at arm's the penalties. If a reportingcorporationengages in reporta-
length. ble transactionswith more than one related party, the cor-

poration is subject to multiple $ 10,000 penalties arising
from failureswith regard to each such party.144The penalties
are not increased, however, if more than one type of failureVlll. PENALTIES- UNILATERAL

DETERMINATIONS occurs with regard to a particular related party.
If a failure goes uncorrected for 90 davs after notification

One of the main sanctions for non-compliance in Code by the IRS, an additional penalty of $10,000 is imposedSection 6038A is the provisionallowing the IRS to unilater- with respect to each failure that continues uncorrected for
ally determine the cost of property acquired from a related 30 days or a fraction thereof.145 Again, multiple penalties
party and the amountallowedas a deductionin a transaction may be imposed if the reporting corporation engages in
with a related party. The grant of discretion is broad and transactions with more than one related party. The addi-
the determinationis to be made by the IRS (acting through tional penalty accrues until the failure is corrected. If the
either the District Director or the Assistant Commissioner penalty relates to failure to maintain records, correction
(International))on the basis of its own knowledge or from cannotoccurbefore the reportingcorporationdemonstrates
information it may choose to obtain.132 In that regard, the to the satisfactionof the IRS that compliance exists.146
IRS may disregard any information, documents or records The proposed regulations treat writtennotice of one failurethat is deemed to have insufficientor insignificantvalue.

as written noticeof all potential failures. As result, penal-a
This penalty applies in three instances. First, it may apply ties may continue to accrue after the particular failure men-
if a foreign relatedcorporationthat has engaged in a report- tioned in the notice is cured. To illustrate, assume the IRS
able transactionwith a reportingcorporationfails to appoint furnishes written notice to a reportingcorporation directed
the reportingcorporationas its agent for service of process at a failure to file Form 5472 with regard to a particular
in matters pertaining to Code Sections 7602, 7603 and related party. The notice is silent with regard to other fail-
7604.133 Second, it may apply if a summons is issued to a ures. Form 5472 is filed within the 90-day period. Assume
reporting corporation to produce records or testimony for further that the IRS subsequently determines that records
itself or for a related party with respect to a transaction were not maintained. The proposed regulations state that
between the two and the summons is neither quashed nor the additionalpenaltyof $ 10,000 for each 30-dayperiod (or
timelycompliedwith.134Finally, it may apply ifthe reporting part thereof) will continue to accrue from the 90th day
corporation fails to maintain, or fails to cause another to following the original notifiction.
maintain, required records and by reason of that failure (1) The regulations also contain provisions excusing the penal-a summons Is quashed in a proceedingunder Code Section ties in appropriatecircumstances.Thus, the penalty may be6038A(e)(4) or in a proceeding instituted under Code Sec- excused if an affirmative showing is made that reasonabletion 7604; or (2) the records are not provided.135 Accord-

cause exists.147 To demonstrate reasonable cause, a writteningly, the IRS is not required to begin an enforcement declarationmadeunderpenaltiesofperjurymust be submit-proceeding to enforce a summons in order to apply the ted demonstrating the facts supporting the request. Thepenalty if the records are not maintainedand therefore not

provided.136
The proposedregulationsprovide a de minimirule applica- 129. Proposed 1.6038A-5(c)(1)(i)of the regulations.ble to small compliance failures. Under this rule, it s in- 130. Proposed 1.6038A-5(c)(1)(ii)of the regulations.
tended that such failureswill not result in the applicationof 131. Proposed l.6038A-5(e)(4)of the regulations.
the penalty.137 However, the exception applies only at the 132. Proposed l.6038A-7(b)of the regulations.
discretion of the IRS and only if it determines that the 133 Proposed 1.6038A-5(a)of the regulations.
requested documents have insufficient or insignificant 134. Proposed l.6038A-6(a)(1)of the regulations.
value. As a result, the scope of this provision in practice is 135. Proposed l.6038A-6(a)(2)of the regulations.
not anticipated to be great; it applies only when the IRS

136. Proposed l.6038A-6(b)of the regulations.
137. Proposed 1.6038A-6(c)of the regulations.demands documents that it subsequently determines are 138. Proposed l.6038A-4(a)(1)of the regulations.immaterial to the matter under examination. 139. See the discussion in the text supra beginning at note 71.
140. See the discussion in the text supra at note 87.
141. See the discussion in the text supra at note 120.
142. Proposed l.6038A-4(a)(1)of the regulations.IX. PENALTIES- MONETARY 143. See the discussion in the 75.text supra at note
144. Proposed l.6038A-4(a)(2)of the regulations.The other set of penalties called for in Code Section 6038A 145. Proposed 1.6038A-4(d)(3)of the regulations.are monetary penalties. They may be imposed in three 146. Proposed 1.6038A-3(d)(3)and (f) Example (2) of the regulations.instances.138First, they may be applied if the reporting cor- 147. Proposed 1.6038A-4(b)(1)of the regulations.
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ultimate decision rests with the IRS as to the existence of 10 December 1990, except that records in existence on or

reasonable cause and the period for which it exists.148 In after 20 March 1990 must be maintained.

addition, concepts of substantial compliance specifically
exist with regard to failures involving omissions or errors

The monetary penalty provisions of proposed 1.6038A-4

regarding the filing of Form 5472 or the maintenance of of the regulations are generally effective for taxable years

records.149 Thus, compliance with records-maintenancere- beginning after 10 July 1989 with regard to the obligation to

quirements is to be determined on a system-widebasis and file Form 5472. However, the provision is effective on 10

not by referenceto particularline-by-lineitems.150A report-
December 1990, with regard to the failure to maintain re-

ing corporation may be in compliance even if a relatively cords or the failure to produce documents as agreed under
an election to maintain records outside the United States.

small number of items - exclusive of essential documents-

are not compiled and maintained. Proposed 1.6038A-5 of the regulations, relating to the
authorzationofa reportingcorporation to serve as agentof
a foreign related party, is effective on 10 December 1990

X. PROPOSED EFFECTIVE DATES without regard to the beginningof the taxableyear to which
the records relate.

The definition of a reporting corporation in proposed
1.6038A-1(c) of the regulations is effective for taxable The rules calling for the unilateraldeterminationof cost of

years beginningafter 10 July 1989. All otherdefinitionsand goods sold and deductible expenses arising from related

rules that appear in that section (such as the partnership party transactionswhich appearsin proposed1.6038A-6of

transaction attribution rule, the definition of related party
the regulations and which are triggered by the failure to

and the de minimis value rule) are effective as of 10 De- provide information are effective after 5 November 1990

cember 1990, without regard to the beginning of a taxable without regard to the beginningof the taxable year to which
the summons relates.

year.
The rule relating to the obligation to file Form 5472 and the Finally, the penalty of unilateral determination which ap-

data that must be provided, which appears in proposed pears in proposed 1.6038A-7of the regulations is effective

1.6038A-2of the regulations, is generallyeffective for tax-
on 10 December1990 withoutregard to the beginningof the

able years beginning after 10 July 1989. For a reporting taxable year.

corporationwhose sole business in the U.S. involves bank-
ng, financngor similar activities, the effective date of this

provision is 10 December 1990.
148. Proposed l.6038A-4(b)(2)of the regulations.

The records maintenance requirements of proposed 149. Id.

1.6038A-3 of the regulations are generally effective as of 150. Proposed 1.6038A-4(c)of the regulations.
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IN-ER\ATO\A-:

A MODEL TAX TREATY

FOR THE ASIAN-PACIFICREGION

(Part II)

Prof. Richard J. Vann

THE MULTILATERALALTERNATIVE
Richard J. Vann s a consultant with

One panacea that is often advanced for the ills of the bilateral treaty is the the Legal Departmentof the Intecna-
tional Monetary Fund in Washington,multilateraltax treaty. The 1963 OECD draft was put forwardas a model for both D.C. He is also a professor of law atmultilateraland bilateral negotiationswithin the OECD; the resolutionadopting the University of Sydney and an As-

the 1977 Modelencouragedgroupsof countriesto use it as the basis ofmultilateral sociate Research Director of the Aus-
negotiationswhere feasible and the UN has expressedsimilarhopes for its Model. tralian Tax Research Foundation.
From the very beginningsof model treatiesin the League of Nations, the possibil- Part l of this article appeared in theity of a multilateral treaty was explored. Yet from then until today the general March 1991 issue of the Bulletin.
response of experts appointed to consider the possibilityhas been negative-- and
that response has been borne out in practice.
The history to date suggests that simple evolution will not lead to higher and Contents
better things for tax treaties (multilateralism).Evolution is as much about decay
and disappearanceas improvement. What is required (to continue the evolutio- The Mutilateral Alternative

Existing Regional Multilateral Tax Treaties
nary metaphor) is that some fundamental shift in circumstances favourable to The Failure and Success of the OECD with
change must occur. In this section I will explore the prospectsof simple evolutio- Worldwide Multlateral Treaties

nary change to multilateralism.In succeedingsections I will look at some multilat- The Trade Bloc Alternatve
eral approaches that change the basic premises of the current system. Internal Mechanics of Tax Uniformity

External Tax Relations of Trade Blocs
The GATT Alternative

Existing RegionalMultilateralTax Treaties Fexibility of Rules

Archieving Uniformity of Tax Systems
There are a small number of regional multilateral tax treaties in existence, for Transnational Corporations and Corporate
example, the 1971 Andean treaty involving Bolivia, Chile, Colombia, Ecuador Groups
and Peru48 and the Nordic treaty involving Denmark, Finland, Iceland, Norway The Treatment of Royalties and Research
and Sweden.49 In the case of the Andean countries there is also a model for and Development
treatieswithothercountries.This is a logicaloutcomeof the multilateralapproach The Direction for the Asian-Pacific Region
on a regional basis but the further step of joint Andean negotiation of treaties Regionalism and International Tax

Developmentswith third countries has not been taken. Characteristics of the Asian-Pacific Region
The Nordic treaty is based on the OECD Modelstructure. The Andean treaty by An Asian-PacificTax Initiative

contrastproceedsby assigningexclusive jurisdiction to tax for differentcategories
of income and hence does not need any specific provisions for relieving double
taxationor tax rate ceilings. Surprisinglyneither involvesmuch greaterdetail than
the Model provides; moreover, each preserves the schedular structure common

to all models to date. The Nordic treaty has specific rules for specific countriesin 48. See A. Atchabahian, Fiscal Harmonization
in the Andean Countries (Amsterdam: IBFD,the treatment of dividends and relief of double taxation and to that extent is 1975), which contains a translation of the treaty;

similar to a series of bilateral treaties. In the dividend area the Nordic treaty at Chile has since left and Venezuela joined the

least takes account of the differences in the corporate tax systems of the various Andean Group.
49. H. Hamaekers, Multilateral Instruments

countries and departs from formal reciprocity in doing so. on the Avoidanceof DoubleTaxation,40 Bulle-
tin for International Fiscal Documentation(Feb-

The benefit of such treaties is that they establish a uniform position on such ruary 1986), at 99-114, which contains a transla-
matters as definitions and assignment of taxing powers but this is also their tion of the 1983 treaty; a supplementary agree-
weakness. As the many years of work on the UN Model show, it is precisely in ment between Denmark and Sweden was made

in 1986, see 41 Bulletin for International Fiscal
the areasof importantdefinitions,such as permanentestablishmentandceilings Documentation(February1987), at 74; the treaty
on tax rates, that agreementis hardest to achieve. In particularthe continueduse was replaced in 1987 and again in 1989. The most

recent version of the treaty is printed in 44 Bulle-
of reciprocity in tax rate ceilings or exenptions (apart from dividends in the tin for Internatonal Fiscal Documentation (Au-
Nordic treaty) is likely to be an insuperable barrier at the worldwide level. gust/September1990), at 438-452.
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Existing regional multilateral treaties can only be regarded Model (and the UN Model) can be regarded as having
as marginal to the international tax treaty network, and not multilateral elements in substance which may be more im-

likely to expand in the current international tax environ- portant than the formal bilateral nature of the tax treaty
ment to include major tradingnations. Moreover, they gen- network. The Models are sponsored by international or-

erally offer more of the same so far as the OECD Model is ganizations set up under multilateral treaties. Members are

concerned. The Andean preference for exclusive assign- encouraged in as strong terms as feasible to use the Models
ment of taxing powers does representsome departure from (by and large they do so) and are expected to abide by the
currentnormsbut the idea simplyhas not taken hold outside official Commentaries- tax administrationsand courts reg-
the region and in a practical sense may be regarded as ularly have recourse to the Commentaries. Hence a large
stillborn. Why is it that multilateral treaties so often are degree of effective multilateralismhas been achievedwhich
conceivedsimplyas extensionsof currentbilateraltreaties indeed may be thought to have neutralized any sustained

The answer in the context of regional multilateral treaties is push for a general multilateral treaty.
that the tax treaty world is essentially a bilateral one and There is currently under way a test case for worldwide
any treaty with a third country by a regional group acting multilateralism in the form of the Convention on Mutual

jointly would essentially be a bilateral exercise with the Administrative Assistance in Tax Matters referred to ear-

regional group on one side and the third country on the lier. The drafting origins of this convention can be traced
other. The adoption of bilateral norms in dealings by a back to work of the League of Nations; the drafts produced
regional group with outside countries then flows back to in 1928 included two bilateral administrative assistance
affect the tax relationswithin the grouping. Whether this is models.5 In 1981 the OECD produced a bilateral model
a necessaryconsequence is not clear. The route followed in conventionon the topic51 and this subsequentlyevolvedinto
the customs duty area where it is possible to abolish duties the multilateral version. Interestingly, the Nordic countries
within a regional grouping and to apply uniform rates for referred to above alreadyhave multilateraltreatmentin this
goods entering the region from outside is not applicable to area; indeed the administrative assistance treaty preceded
the taxation area. The critical difference is that the trade the more general treaty among the Nordic countries.52Al-
bloc is formed to abolish customs duties within it. There is though Australia and the United Kingdom have indicated
no suggestionof abolishing the income tax within a iegional that they will not be signatoriesto the Convention, the U.S.
group! Senate has ratified the treaty in the area of exchange of

information.This ratificationis likely to get the Convention
It is noteworthy that the external Andean model adopts the off the ground and may lead to its more widespread accep-same approach as the internal treaty but that treaties that in which Australia and the United KingdomAndean countries outside the group adopt follow OECD tance, event

Model lines (apart from treaties between Bolivia and Ar- may reconsider their position.
gentina and Ecuador and Sweden which are in the Andean Assuming for a moment that the Convention is a success,
mould even though the latter treaty predates the Andean we have an example of bilateral models evolving with little
model). Similarly there are some federations where the change into a general multilateral convention through the
constituent parts levy income taxes as well as the central agency (at least in part) of the OECD. Why should this be
government. These federations may use different rules to possible in the administrativearea and not more generally
assign taxing jurisdiction among the parts of the federation First, there is no general network of existing bilateral
than those that apply between the central governmentand treaties in the administrative area (apart from exchange of
foreign countries. The controversycaused by unitary taxa- informationand the mutual agreementprocedure) and so it
tion for the U.S. federal governmentsuggests that different may not be accurate to consider the case as a multilateral
assignmentmethods will create problems. treaty evolving out of a bilateral network (as opposed to

bilateral models). Whateverobstacle a functioningbilateral
At least this is so if the unitary tax debate is viewed as a network with multilateral elements puts in the wav of a
question of the simultaneous use of different methods of multilateral convention thus not be 53 Sec-
division of the international tax base by the United States may present.
and its constituent states, rather than of determining the ondly, a smaller part of the tax universe is being tackled in

theoretically correct method for taxing corporate groups.
The latter issue has predominatedin the debatebut without
successfully disentangling it from the former. Clearly the 50. See supra note 17, BilateralConventionon AdministrativeAssistance

existenceof the bilateral tax treaty networkwill place some in Matters of Taxation and Bilateral Convention on Assistance in the

constraints on regional experiments with alternatives, Collectionof Taxes. In the Mexicoand LondonModels these were amalga-
though whether it dictates close adherence to OECD norms mated into one model. The provisionsfor exchangeof informationin these

in regional multilateral treaties is doubtful. various models found their way into the 1977 OECD Model, but not the
other administrative measures covered.
51. ModelConventionfor MutuaiAdministrativeAssistance in the Recov-

The Failure and Success of the OECD with ery of Tax Claims (Paris: OECD, 1981). The resolution of the OECD

Worldwide MultilateralTreaties Council recommending the model to its members referred back to the
Fiscal Committee the possible future development of multilateral initia-

When we shift attention from regional to worldwide mul- tives.
52. Convention between Denmark, Finland, Iceland, Norway and Swe-

tilateral tax treaties the reasons that may apply in the region- den regarding Mutual Assistance in Tax Matters, 1972, as amended 1976,
al case for the continuinguse within the regionof the struc- 1981 and 1987, is reproduced in SupplementaryService to European Taxa-
ture of the OECD Model lose their force. Yet the same tion, Section C (Amsterdam: IBFD, looseleaf). The other three current

assumption is made that the OECD Model should be the signatories to the Multilateral Convention on Mutual AdministrativeAs-

starting point. Let us look once more at current experience sistance in Tax Matters besides the United States are, not surprisingly,
and try to explain this assumption. Nordic countries (Sweden, Norway and Finland).

53. There is overlap in the case of exchange of information but the
In a formal sense the OECD Model can only be described multilateral convention Art. 27 provides in effect that where this occurs,
as a failure at promoting multilateral treaties generally the more extensive provision will govern. The U.S. ratification, however,
among its members. The only example is the regional Nor- only relates to the exchange of information area and if this becomes the

dic treaty referred to above. In a broader sense the OECD norm then the multilateral treaty will clearly be covering the same ground
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the administrative Convention than in the current OECD model treaties to move to multilateralism is really a (dis-
Model. Thirdly, the laws governing tax administration guised) call for more uniformity in tax systems.
around the world arguably have more common elements Tracesof recognitionof this argumentcan be foundin manythan tax systems overall. Finally, the obstacles facing tax
administrationsin the internationalenforcementof tax laws

recent OECD studies, and viewed in this light the studies
are positive signs as well as the proofof the problems in the

are common to most countries and fairly limited in scope -

OECD Model they have been portrayed above.current as
most notably, the existenceof secrecy laws and the common Thus in the area of foreign exchange gains and losses, theprivate international law rule that one countrywill not assist

majorpart of the report is devoted to descriptionand discus-in the enforcementof the revenue laws ofanothercountry. sion of the variouspossible domestic tax regimes for dealing
While these factors may explain why the putative success in with the problems of fluctuation of exchange rates, and
the administrativearea will not be matchedwith the OECD members are urged to adopt certain and uniform practices
Model, it should be noted that they do not address the within each country. The report disclaims any intention to

questionwithwhich this section of the paperbegan, namely, urge members to adopt internationallyuniform measures

why is the OECD Model assumed to be the obviousstarting but it is clear that the effect of the report is likely to produce
point for a worldwide multilateral treaty, especially when more convergence in tax laws than has occurred to date.
the thrust of the basic argumenthas been to suggest that the Moreover, the OECD regularly produces reports on mat-
OECD Model is highly, perhaps irretrievably, defective. ters of interest in tax law outside the realm of international
The hopes for multilateralism expressed by the framers of taxation and the Model, and the effect of such publicityand

model treaties reflect an uneasewith the efficacyof bilateral sharingof informationis bound to be moreuniformityin tax

tax treaties for long-termsolutions to internationaltaxprob- laws as a consensus in particularareas is very graduallybuilt
lems. Yet the nany years of growth in the bilateral treaty up (even if the consensus revolves around more than one

network show both a robustness and success that cannot way of dealingwith the problem),55This type of activitywas

lightly be put aside in the absence of concrete alternatives. also conducted by the League of Nations and may be cre-

It is not surprisingthen that the path ofdevelopmentis often dited in partwith the fact that it has beenpossible to produce
seen as simple evolutionof bilateral treaties into a multilat- a single model treaty for the preventionof double taxation

eral treaty of similar form. This approach seeks to preserve
rather than the three that the League originally drafted in

the success to date both in terms of the method (reconcilia- 1928.56
tion at the interface of tax systems), the particularsolutions On the other hand because the priority of the OECD is tax

adopted (the text of the models) and the administrative treaties rather than increasing uniformity of tax laws,
mechanism (preservationof national supremacy subject to domesticmeasuresare generallyexpected to conform to the
an obligation to consult with and assist other nations). In Model rather than the Model being changed to conform
this framework the benefits of a multilateral treaty are the with domestic laws. In the case of thin capitalization the
ability to deal with new situations and the overcoming of result is recommendationof flexible rules for domestic laws
rigidity. That is, my second and third criticisms of the rather than fixed ratios (except as safe harbours) in order to
OECD Model (increasing irrelevance and inflexibility) are conform with the OECD (tortuous) interpretation of the
answered and even the first to the extent that efficiency Model, even though it is conceded that countrieswith such
problems can be dealt with by additions and refinements rules end up not enforcing them.
rather than entire reworking. The other benefits that would be possible in multilaterala
It seems to me that there are two independent issues that framework along OECD Model lines compared to the cur-
need to be separated. One argument emerging from mY rentbilateralsystem, such as a differentapproachto transfer
criticism of the OECD Model is that bilateralismis a barrier pricing, are not really recognized at all in the face of the
to remedying some of the more important existing defects much larger problem of how to achieve greater uniformity
of the OECD Model and its operation in practice, such as in tax systems. If greater uniformity is the goal it should be
the substitution of formulary apportionment for the arm's clear from the preceding discussion that a combination of
length pricing method, the increasing inflexibility of the bilateral treaty negotiations along with multilateral discus-
treaty network and the prevention of breaches of existing sions on current international tax problems such as occur in
treaties. The argument has not been that the defects of the the OECD and the UN are highly unlikely to achieve the
OECD Model are preventing the shift to multilateralism. necessary degree of uniformity in any realistic time frame.
What is at work here is the enormousdiversity of the details Yet we are hostage to this frameworkas the onlyworldwide
of tax systems around the world (especiallythe income tax). multilateral tax cooperationcurrently in existence. In other
It is possible bilaterally to solve most of the conflicts be- words it is simply the historyofwhere we are in the interna-
tween two tax systems; it is generallyconsidered impossible
to secure agreement multilaterally on the many specifics
arising from tax systems' diversity that are raised in tax as bilateral treaties. Yet in an important sense the multilateral treaty will

treaty negotiations.54 not have evolved out of the bilateral treaties as they will still be in place.
For a pessimistic view of the likelihood of success (and effectiveness) of

This is what distinguishesthe administrationarea of the tax the Convention,see General Report, IXXVb Cahiers de droit fiscal inter-
system and permits a multilateral approach - the greater national, InternationalMutuai Assistance through Exchange of Informa-

uniformity of the systems and the common (fairly limited) tion (1990)
internationalproblemsfaced. No doubt the processhas also 54. See references supra note 28, United Nations, Tax Treaties between
been facilitatedby the ability of the multilateraladministra- Developedand Developing Countries Seventh Report (New York: 1978),
tive treaty to live side-by-sidewith existing bilateral treaties at 60-61.

between the same parties, which would not seem to be 55. For some recent examples, see OECD, PersonalIncomeTax Systems

possible in the case of a generalmultilateraltreaty. Similarly
under Changing Economic Conditions (Paris: OECD, 1986), Taxation in

n the case of regional multilateral treaties it is likely that DevelopedCountries (Paris: OECD, 1987)
56. See supra note 17, Draft Conventions Nos. la, Ib and lc. For work

existing considerable uniformity in the tax systems con- of this knd, see in particular Ieague of NationsFiscal Committee, Report
cerned permits the transition from bilateralism to mUl- to the Council for the ninth session (Geneva: 1939, League of Nations
tilateralism. Hence the desire on the part of the drafters of official number C. 181.M.110.1939.II.A.)
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tional tax field which explains why it is so often assumed monizationof the tax base is an ongoing enterprise and the
that multilateraldevelopmentswill evolve from the current applicationof the agreed band of tax rates is still some way
OECD Model. off. When that point has been reachedit is possible to move

to an origin or combined origin and destination type tax
It seems likely, if any significantprogress is to be made, that

where no actual adjustments take place at the border and
multilateralismrequires a catalyst in the form of a different taxable persons importing goods in one state can credit tax
methodfrom simple evolution. Two questionsemerge from levied in the country of export. The relative tax position of
the previous discussion regarding the nature and objectives member states is then to be maintained by the transfer of
of such a method. First, by what method is greater unifor- between through the mediumof clear-
mity of tax laws achievable This way of posing the issue tax revenues states a

accepts the solution implied in previousdiscussionsof a shift ng system. Final implementationof all these processes in
the EC will occur some years after 1992.58from bilateralismto multilateralismbut seeks an alternative

means. Secondly, can a method be devised that does not In addition to indirect taxes, non-tax barriers to trade are

necessarily require greater uniformity of tax laws This also tackled, particularly in harmonizing corporate and
question attacks the problem more fundamentally. If 50 commercial laws. Here the objective is very much to level
years of discussing multilateralismhas not led to sufficient the playing field across countries. The EuropeanCommuni-
uniformity of tax systems for the multilateral approach to ty has now a long history of action in these areas, and even

be feasible, it may be as well to seek a route to mul- in the much more recent example of Australia and New
tilateralism in which increased uniformity may be a bonus Zealand, there is now agreement as part of CER on har-
but not a necessary condition to progress. monizing company, securities and monopoly laws. Finally,

removal of border barriers in capital and financial markets
may require even greater abrogation of sovereignty by

THE TRADE BLOC ALTERNATIVE member states, as we are witnessing in the debate over

EuropeanMonetaryUnion. These non-tax adjustmentsare

One area where there is already an increasinguniformityof mentionedat this point for the reason that in the EC income
tax laws is in regional trade blocs, most notably the EC. tax uniformity is groupedwith them under the rubric tech-
Their origin lies, as their name suggests, in trade issues and nical barriers.This classificationmeans that progress in the
in particular their purpose is the removal of trade barriers. income tax area is much slower than in the sales tax area

So far as taxes form barriers to trade, they are either re- and is a lower priority. The suggestions in this paper that
moved or made more uniform, but the last major tax that international income tax issues should be consideredas part
tends to be tackled in this process is the income tax, which of trade policy is not intended to imply this kind of
has been the focus of this article. downgrading. On the other hand harmonizationin non-tax

areas such as corporation law is likely to make harmoniza-
tion of the income tax an easier process.Internal MechanicsofTax Uniformity If the income tax in the context of the objectivewe turn to

The trade bloc typically starts with the objectiveof removal of removalof barriersat the border, the onlyborder-specific
of protectivecustoms duties among the member states. The problem that arises is where withholding tax is levied on

European Communityhas moved far beyond this problem international transactions that does not apply to domestic

but in the case of more recent formations, such as the transactions, as indeed commonly occurs with passive in-

Australia/NewZealand Closer Economic Relations (CER) come such as interest, dividendsand royalties. The solution

Agreement and the Canada/U.S. Free Trade Agreement, is either to remove the withholdingtax or to generalize it to

the phasing down of protective customs barriers is still in all transactions of the type in question, whether interna-

progress. Here tax uniformitycan be achievedsimplyby the tional or domestic. The EC has in fact proposed the levy of

removal of the taxes concernedwithin the trade bloc, but as
a general withholding tax on interest but this proposal has

already noted this solution is not generally available for foundered for the time being.59
other taxes. The taxation of dividends paid across borders raises the

If it is wished to advance to the point where all border tax more general issue of coordinationof corporate tax systems
adjustments are removed, the uniformity problem is much within a trade bloc. The argument is increasinglymade that

more difficult. Sales taxes are generally levied on the desti- harmonizationof the corporate tax base and tax rate will be

nation principle, that is, the tax falls on the final consumer necessary to prevent tax distortionswithin the EC, that is,
of the goods or services and is levied in the stateofconsump-

to achieve a level playing field, although the arguments are

tion. Where the goods or services cross a state's borders it not universallyaccepted.6oIn the 1970s a proposalwas made

is therefore usual to refund any sales tax levied up to that to harmonize the corporate tax systems of EC members by
point in the state of origin and correspondinglyfor the state
of destination to collect tax at the point of import. Removal
of border adjustments involves the development of elabo- 57. Puchala, Fiscal Harmonization in the European Communities (Lon-
rate rules for determiningin which state or states sales taxes don: Frances Pinter, 1984), describes the history up to the tme of entry of

will be levied in particular cases and dealing with adjust- the United Kingdom.
ments to the positionsof taxpayersand states in crossborder 58. For a recent description of EC proposals, see Terra & Kajus, The

transactions,while dispensingwithphysicalbordercontrols.
Eliminationof Tax Borderswithin the EC: RecentDevelopmentsRegard-
ingVAT, 44 Bulletinfor InternationalFiscal Documentation(July1990),

The European Community is currently in the process of at 311-320.

solving this problem in moving to the common market in 59. Turro, The Demise of the Unified European CommunityWithhold-

1992. The first step is for all countries to levy common sales ng Tax, 1 Tax Notes Int'l (1989), at 3-4.
60. Tanzi & Bovenberg, Is There a Need for HarmonizingCapital In-

taxes (the value added tax and excises on selected com-
come Taxes Within EC Countries, unpublished IMF Working Paper,modities) with more or less common bases and within an (March 1990); compare Bird, Corporate-PersonalTax Integration, in

agreed band of tax rates. Although the levy of a VAT is a Cnossen, ed., Tax Coordination in the EC (Deventer: Kluwer, 1987),
conditionofmembershipof the EC, it has taken manv years Devereux & Pearson, Corporate Tax Harmonisationand Economic Efi-
to achieve the levy of the tax in all member states.7 Har- ciency (London: IFS, 1989).
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accepting a common tax rate band and degree of imputa- trade in services and increasing extension of the VAT tax
tion. This proposal also has not been pursued by the EC base into the services area will inevitably produce cases of
though recently, after 20 years' stalling, important corpo- double taxation in the sales tax area in the future because it
rate tax directives have been adopted by the Commission, is much more difficult to apply the destination.principle to
the original proposal has been withdrawn and further services as a matter of both theory and practice.64studies on the corporate tax question have commenced.61

The EC has invested considerable effort in devising a VATIn the income tax area then the EC experience offers onlY system to deal with international trade in services and maysome hope that trade blocs will lead quickly to greater not take too kindly to suggestions that its system should beuniformity of tax systems even on a regional basis. How- adjusted by sales tax treaties to avoid double taxation with
ever, the real test is yet to come with the completionof the countries outside the EC. This example highlights one ofinternal market.62 Similarly income tax was deliberately the dangers in regionalism generally and with particularexcluded from the Australia/New Zealand CER Agree- reference to achieving uniformity of tax systems. The dif-ment, apparently on the basis that each country desired to ficult and delicate political process of achieving an agreedget its tax system in order before committing to some kind position within a trade bloc may create the same kind ofof international accord. lock-in effect produced by the bilateral tax treaty network,
One reason why income tax uniformity may not have been that is, the members of the trade bloc having resolved an

given higherpriority in the EC case is the networkofexisting ssue among themselves after protractednegotiationwill be
bilateral tax treaties among members. Take, for example, unwilling for it to be reopened. Examples in the non-tax

the case of royalties. These currently do not pose significant area, such as the intransigenceof the EC arising out of the
border problems since most European states adhere to the Common Agricultural Policy over agricultural trade in the
OECD Model norm of taxing them only in the country of Uruguay Round of GATT negotiations, are well known.
residence of the taxpayer, with the result that borderwith-
holding taxes are rernoved within the EC. Indeed the EC Consideration of the external position of trade blocs thus
members are obliged to enterintobilateraltreaties for elimi- presents a paradox. On the one hand, the existing bilateral
nation of double taxation.63 The extent to which bilateral tax treatynetworknay constrainthe developmentofunifor-
treaties between the memberswill be replaced by EC direc- mity of income tax law within the bloc, while on the other
tives is thus a natter of conjecture, though there are signs hand, the development of such uniformity may itself be a

such as the recent corporate tax directives that replacement constraint to achievinguniformitybetween the membersof
will occur over a period of time. the trade bloc and other nations. This interaction of the

internal and external tax positions of regional trade blocs
suggests that a more broadly based international approachExtemal Tax Relations of Trade Blocs s appropriate. Moreover, the trade bloc model is one of
uniformity around specific rules and, like the existing mul-

Tax treaties take on a different dimension, however, if we tilateral tax treaties, this approach may only be suitable for
turn to the external tax relationsof regional trade blocs. The the purpose of countries with relatively similar economic
operation of tax treaties has the potential to be an obstacle conditions and interests. For the great diversity of nations,to achieving the internal income tax objectives of a trade a more flexible model is probably necessary. Given the
bloc where members of the bloc wish to adopt a different origin of tax treaties in trade issues, perhaps the interna-
solution to border (international) tax problems in the bloc tional trade area may suggest alternativesolutions in the tax
than applies outside the bloc. States outside the trade bloc area.
may not be prepared to accept such differentiation and
protocols to tax treaties embodying most favoured nation
status principles may provide a means to prevent it. This
may arise in relation to the EC directive that withholding
taxes be removed from dividendspaid by a subsidiary in one 61. Goldsworth, EEC Commission Adopts a New Approach to Com-
membercountry to a parentcorporationin anothermember pany Taxation, 2 Tax Notes Int'l (1990), at 550-551, EC FinanceMinis-

country.
ters Agree on Direct Tax Measures ... At Last!, 2 Tax Notes lnt'l (1990),
at 665-668; the proposals include the phasing out of withholding tax on

It will also be difficult precisely because of the bilateral tax dividends between subsidiary and parent corporations from 1992 (1996 in

treaty network for Australia and New Zealand to achieve the case of Germany). Two further proposed directives were announced

very much tax uniformity in the traditionalareas coveredby by the Commissionlate in 1990, one for the abolitionof interest and royalty
onsuch treaties even if the income tax comes to be included in withholding taxes payments by subsidiaries to parent companies and

the other for income tax consolidationofprofitsand losseswithin corporateCER. Income tax coordinationwill have to be outside those
groups across national borders; see 3 Tax Notes lnt'l (1991), at 16. The

areas nvolving such matters as similarity of rules and tax Commission'sincome tax activitiesare concentratedin the corporategrouprates. This problem is similar to the one observed above in area and reinforce the theme of this article that the treatmentofcorporatethe case of regionalmultilateral tax treaties in a bilateral tax groups is the pressing issue of international taxation.
treaty world. 62. Some commentatorshave seen this as the way ahead on a worldwide

basis, Weiss & Molnar, InternationalCooperation Is Possible, in Stein,It is interesting to note that the development of the VAT ed., Tax Policy in the Twenty-FirstCentury (New York: John Wiley, 1988),within the EC has not been burdened by a tax treaty net- at 101-117; the tax harmonization of the EC has certainly generated an
work. The lack of treaties is partly explainedby the fact that extensive literature.
the world has exhibitedmuch less agreementon the method 63. Treaty Establishing the European Economic Communities, 1957,
of taxing consumption than it has in the income tax area. Art. 220 provides that members shall, so far as is necessary, enter into
Indeed the dominanceof the VATamongsales taxes is only negotiationswith each other with a view to securing for the benefit of their
a recent phenomenon largely stemming from the EC adop-

nationals . the abolition of double taxation within the Community (re-
tion and refinementof the tax. More important, the use of printed in Sweet & Maxwell's European Community Treaties (London:

1980), at 125).the destination principle for sales taxes generally makes 64. See Terra, The Place of Supply of Services, paper presented to adouble taxation less likely than in the income tax area. At conferenceon AdministrativeAspects of a Value AddedTax, Washingtonleast this is so in the case of trade in goods. The increasing D.C., on 11-12 October 1990.
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THE GATTALTERNATIVE tional nstitution at all and it has little power to take inde-
pendent action that binds members, but it is empowered to

I have already noted how tax treaties seem to haveoutgrown decide disputes between members and is staffed on the

trade policy concerns and suggested that it is time for them secretariat scale. The UN Fiscal Commissionwas the post-
to return to their origin. This would be consistent with the War inheritor of the work of the League of Nations Fiscal

tax reform of the 1980s. Prior to the 1980s, the tax system Committee. It had the potential to develop as an interna-

was seen as the domestic solution to many evils. Poverty tional tax institution in strong or weak form and to change
could be eliminated, desirable activities could be encour- the course of internationaltax development,but the place-
aged and nations could grow wealthy under a benign tax ment of it under the UN umbrella doomed it to failure.69

system. The shocks to the internatonal economc system The subsequent activity of the UN in the tax area has been

during the 1970s underminedthese fondly held beliefs with firmly in the secretariat mould.
the result that the tax reforms of the 1980s may be charac- The ongong efforts to establish a multilateral tax conven-
terized as giving priority to efficiency over equity in the tion in the administrative area contain the seeds of such a
structure of income tax systems. tax institution of the weak form that may issue advisory
Similarly in the international area, the coordination of tax opinions and recommend actions to achieve the aims of the

systems should turn mainly on efficiency with equity sub- Convention. It is noteworthy, however, that the institution

sidiary (the relevant equity being inter-nation rather than has no power to make authoritative decisions in disputes
interpersonal). If we see international tax basically as part betweenmembers.70The Nordicregionalmultilateraltreaty
of trade (understood in a broad sense encompassing trade similarly creates a mechanism for consultation but there s

in goods and services, and capital and financial markets), no body to make determinationsamong members.71
one may ask why international tax should not be subsumed It seems likely that the weak form of institution is the
under the GA[T (or something similar).65 Both direct and most feasible in the international tax area. At a minimum
indirect taxes are dealtwith negativelyin the GATT, though this would require a power to determine disputes among
the greater impact is on the shape of indirect rather than members, even if only through appointing an arbitrator
direct tax systems.66One hesitates, of course, to hold up the afternegotiationshave failed,72a power to initiaterule-mak-
GATT as an ideal. Indeed there are probably lessons for ng procedures even if unanimous assent of all members is
the GATI in bilateral tax treaties as there are for interna- required to make new rules binding, and some independent
tional tax in the GATr.67The GATTmodel suggests, how- staffing. The advantagesof an internationalinstitutionover

ever, two basic conditions which may be part of a new current arrangementsis that a greater constraintarguably is
international tax order, an international tax institution and
flexibilityof ground rules.

65. Ths idea has occurred to othercommentators,for example, Slemrod,
InternationalTax Institution Tax Principles in an InternationalEconomy, in Boskin & McLure, eds.,

World Tax Reform (San Francisco: ICS Press, 1990), at 11-23..

We do not have an internationaltax institutionof the GATT 66. Jackson, supra note 32, at 194-197.

or International Monetary Fund (IMF) kind, that is, a
67. Compare Bryan, Some Observationson the RelationshipsBetween

specialist tax (or trade and tax) body which has authority
Tax and International Trade Law, 42 Bulletin for International Fiscal
Documentation(March 1988), at 110-115, who seems to regard the current

and proceduresto apply internationaltax rules to members. international tax position as superior to the international trade position.
The major international (as opposed to regional) institu- 68. See Jackson, supra note 32, chapters 2,4.
tions dealing with tax matters, the OECD and the UN, use 69. See supra note 15.

persuasion rather than legal powers and procedures to at- 70. Art. 24 provides:
tempt to produce changes in international tax matters, and 3. A co-ordinatingbody composed of representativesof the com-

neither is a specialist tax institution. They may be charac- petent authorities of the Parties shall monitor the implementation
terized as the secretariat model where a small group of and deveiopmentof this Conventonunder the aegs oftheOECD.

permanent international officials assists experts and na-
To that end, the co-ordinatingbody shall recommend any action

tional representatives in discussions of international tax likely to further the general aims of the Convention. In particular
it shall act as a forum for the study of new methods and procedures

matters, but without power to settle disputes or bind mem- to increase international cooperation in tax matters and, where
bers. Moreover, their activities are similar to but less com- appropriate, it may recommend revisions or amendments of the

prehensive than unification of law projects where an inter- Convention.
national organization draws a uniform law to be im- 4. A Party may ask the co-ordinatingbody to furnish opinions on

plemented through a multilateral treaty. The individual the interpretationof the provisions of the Convention.

members retain the decision-makingpower as to whether The CouncilofEuropeand OECD, ExplanatoryReporton the Convention

each wll bind itself to the treaty once it s drafted. on MutualAdministrativeAssistance in Tax Matters (Strasbourg:1989), at

61-66, makes very clear that each signatory retains ultimate decision-mak-
Both the GATTand the IMFwere created after WorldWar ing power for itself.

II to prevent the knd of events that led to the Depression 71. See supra note 49. Art. 28 of the 1989 version dealingwith the mutual

from occurring again. The IMF may be considered the agreement procedure provides that where two members are using the

strong model of an international economic institution procedure, they are to communicatewith the other members before com-

with powers to take action that binds members as well as ing to an agreementand any membercan then require consultationamong

settle differences between members, and with substantial
all members.
72. Arbitration of nternatonal tax dsputes seems to be the next step

staffing to carry out its functions. The EC institutions also beyond the current mutual agreementprocedure; see L. Maktouf, Resol-
may fit the strong model after the point has been reached ving InternationalTax Disputes through Arbitration, in Anti-Avoidance
where a drectve on tax matters has been adopted by the and Tax Treaty Policies in the Asian-PacificRegion (Singapore: APTIRC,
relevant EC institutions. (The discussion of the EC under 1990), at 231-265. The United States recently ratified a treaty with Ger-

the precedingheading dealt with the prior stage leading up many which includes an arbitration procedure in Art. 25 and diplomatic
to the adoption of a directive.) notes were exchanged elaborating the procedure; see Federal Taxes: Tax

Treaties HII (Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice Hall, looseleaf),
The GATI by contrast s a weak model of an interna- 39,055, 11 39,065; the procedure still depends on the agreement of both
tional economic institution.68Formally, it is not an interna- parties, that is, it is not compulsory.
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placed on strong nations to abide by international obliga- problems referred to above of differential tax rates) while
tions and that the institution can act with some degree of another nation may continue with the schedular system.
independence in setting the agenda of development and
bringing about change. In the case of the GA'IT, for exam-

There would of course need to be some generally binding
ple, change occurs through the negotiating rounds which rules such as the conferring of most favoured nation status

have developed international trade rules enormously since by all parties to the treaty on other parties, but in the early
World War II, and in the case of the IMF through formal stages these could be minimal and then progressivelymore

amendments to its Articles of Agreementand by evolution binding undertakings could be added over the years. This

ofits policies (the role and functionsof the IMFin particular
does not necessarilymean less agreement than exists in the

have changed radically since its foundation).
currentbilateral tax treatynetwork, as most countriescould
be expected from the beginning to go beyond the minimal

If an international tax institution is based on the weak obligations for membership. The GATT once again de-
nodel, then it is unlikely to be able to build uniforrnity of monstrates the possibilities of flexibility. The GATT bind-
tax systems directly, as has been attempted in the EC, and ing commitments have become more embracing over the
will need to follow a different route in the structuringof its years but parties are still able to pick and choose, in particu-
rules. This brings us to the second characteristic of the lar in relation to the many side agreements that form part
GATI alternative. of the GATTframeworksuch as the GATIValuationCode

and the Annexes to the Kyoto Convention. Further, the
most favoured nation status conferred by membership of

Flexibilityof Rules the GATI is not seen as preventing the grant of special
tariff concessions to developing countries, which suggests a

As well as providing the focus of evolution of international way of accommodatingtax sparing in a multilateral interna-
tax rules, an international tax institution set up under a tional tax framework.
multilateral treaty would permit quite different approaches
to international tax problems that simply are not feasible in Such a model implies international tax rules which could

the bilateral frameworkor in a multilateralframeworkwith- take one or both of two forms. First, they could be of the

out an international institution. The case of transferpricing relatively determinateand fixed kind which predominate in
rules has already been mentioned as one where a bilateral the OECD Model (although applied more flexibly through
or multilateralframeworkmakes a considerabledifference. the mechanismsoutlined above). Secondly, the rules them-

If formulary apportionment was adopted as the primary selves could be of a more general and flexible kind, akin to

method of profit adjustment in the international frame- some of the trade rules found in the GAIT (and a few rules

work, then the internationaltax institutionwould be able to in the OECD Model). Many would no doubt say that the
ensure that the agreed tax base and formula(s) are applied virtue of the current OECD Model is the precise nature of

on a consistent basis. This would be a more satisfactory most of the rules contained in it. Yet their precision is the

procedure than the resolution of differing views of the ap-
cause of many of the problemswith the current Model that

propriate arm's length price by agreements between na-
have been noted above.73

tional tax authorities as occurs in the bilateral context and It is likely that a multilateral alternativewould adopt both
is the cause of taxpayer suspicions that such cases may be kinds of rules. For example, it could contain both a specific
decided by reference to extraneous criteria. The crucial and general undertaking in relation to the relief of double
difference, however, is the amount of flexibility that is pos- taxation. The specific undertakingwould outline the proce-
sible under the multilateral GATT model. dure normally adopted by a nation to relieve double taxa-

Thus the multilateral approach with an international tax tion (exemption or credit method) and may in fact be an

institution would permit departure from the strict reciproc- optional part of the treaty; the general undertakingwould

ity that characterizesbilateral treaties. For example, parties apply to all parties and would simply be to eliminate double

to the Conventioncould specify different tax rate limits that taxation (not dissimilar to the undertaking often found in

would apply to income derived by non-residents from the mutual agreement procedure, OECD Model Article

sources in their countries and those rates would automati- 25(3)). If the controlled foreign corporation legislation of

cally be extended to all parties to the treaty irrespective of any jurisdiction arguably produced double taxation, then

whetherothercountriesadopted the same or differentrates. the general undertakingmay or may not apply, depending
It could be expected that developingcountrieswould specify on the interpretationof it by the internationaltax institution

higher and developedcountries lower tax rate ceilings. This in the circumstances.

process is analogous to the tariff undertakingsmade in the The major difference from the OECD Model in this regard
context of the GATT negotiating rounds where different would be the reversal of emphasis: currently bilateral tax
countries undertake to achieve different levels of tariff re- treaties will contain the specific relief of double taxation
ductions as is appropriate in their circumstances. provisions but will often omit the more general provision.
It would also be possible to accommodate in this type of As this example shows, the existence of an interpretative
framework a greater variety of arrangementsfor individual body that can develop an increasingly detailed jurispru-
nations (apart from the tax ceiling issue) both through per-

dence around a generally expressed rule makes it possible
mitting parties to specify which parts of the multilateral to shift the emphasis in the multilateral context with an

treaty bound them and through greater overall flexibility. internationaltax institution.The use of rules in such general
The bilateral tax treaty network in theory allows this to

happen and there are clear differences in nations' negotiat-
ing positions, but the effect of the OECD Model is to pro-

73. It is not therefore surprising that the OECDin recent times has come

duce significant treaty uniformity; indeed from a bilateral to emphasize domestic flexible rules as in the thin capitalization and tax

perspective this is one of its great advantages. For example.
haven areas, supranotes31,39, and the OECD Model general requirement
for relief of double taxation as opposed to the specific requirement. Flex-

under a multilateral treaty a naton may agree to be a party ibility appliedon the domestic level, however, will lead to greaterdiversity
' to non-discriminationbut not to tax rate ceilings at all (and and uncertainty in international taxation unless there is an international

vice versa); or one nation may specify a single tax rate institution that can provide authoritative and binding determinations on

ceiling for all types of income (which would overcome the the content of the rules.
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terms would add another dimension of flexibility to the should not proceed hand in hand, and given the difficulties
multilateral treaty to give as many means as possible to (as well, it seems to me, as the inevitability)of moving from
overcome difficulties arising from the diversity of tax sys- the status quo, the betting person will back as many horses
tems around the world (which, it will be recalled, has gener- as possible.
ally been seen as the reason for not moving to a multilateral
treaty in OECD-type terms). TransnationalCorporationsand CorporateGroups

Achieving UniformityofTax Systems
A major theme of the previous discussion of the problems
of the OECD Model is its inability to deal adequately with
the tax problems raised by transnational corporations and

The trade bloc and GATTalternativeshave in common that corporate groups. The discussion of the alternatives has
an attempt is made to build uniformityof tax systems after not, however, addressed the question of why they may be
a specialistmultilateralinstitution is put in place, though the likely to be more successful in coping with the problems. If
emphasis is different particularly with respect to attempts we think of transnational firms as multilateral private or-

by the institution to impose uniformityof tax systems on its ganizations (that is, a multiplicity of member businesses
members (which is clearly not feasible in the case of an operating in many nations bound togetherby commongoalsinstitution of the weak form). The weak form of institution effected through common ownership and management, ac-
is more likely to operate through negative rules of what tax counting, financial, etc. practices), then it seems obvious
systems may not do (double tax, discriminate) and to build that it is more effective to deal with them whether for
towards uniformity by increasing the number of negative regulatory or tax purposes through a multilateral publicrules to the stage where they moreor less amount to postve institution (without going to the utopian extremes of
prescriptions.7 suggesting that the multilateral institution itself act as a tax

Arguments can be made that now is a propitious time to gatherer).75

seek such a multilateralinstitutionas the end of the coldwar More specifically in the tax context, the solution to many of
and the adoption of market systems in place of central the problems arising under the OECD Model has been
planning in communistor formercommunistnationshas led suggested to be consolidationof corporate group accounts
to greater examination, influence and (possibly) effective- for tax purposes. To take complete consolidation as the
ness of multilateral institutions,not to mention to the crea- ultimategoal, transactionswithin the group would be elimi-
tion of an important multilateral institution in the shape of nated, the international tax base so established would be
the European Bank for Reconstructionand Development. divided by a formulary method, each country would applyThis argument may be bolstered if the Uruguay round of a single tax rate to its portion of the tax base subject to anyGATT negotiations is successful but equally if the round ceiling rate to which it had agreed multilaterally (but the
fails, as daily seems more likely, it may be foolish to throw rate could vary from country to country) and the residence
international tax relations into a state of f[ux when interna- country would then tax or not.as it saw fit the foreigntional trade rules are going backwards*. As always with subject to rules against double taxation. Such
proposals for change, nothing wll happen unless some na-

ncome, a

method can only be realistically approachedat the multilat-
tion or multilateral institution takes the initiative and as yet eral level. These measurescan deal simultaneouslywith the
such a volunteer has not been forthcoming (if we discount issues of recharacterizationof income, transferpricing, trea-
the EC activities and the administrativeConventionas being ty shopping, thin capitalizationand CFC regimes as well as
likely to lead to this result). simplifyingthe foreignexchangeand finance leasingareas.

Another alternative, especially for those pessimistic about In the case of recharacterizationof income, the effectiveness
multilateralism, is to seek to achieve greater uniformity of of this activity within the group is eliminatedby consolida-
tax laws before moving to the multilateral level. In one tion and outside the group by the division of the tax base
sense this may seem to have been tried already in that it has through an appropriate formula and application of a singlebeen recognized ever since the first attempts to coordinate source country tax rate. Transfer pricing is subjected to the
nations' tax systems that lack of uniformity has driven de- consolidationand formularyapportionmentrather than the
velopments along the bilateral path. Yet it is a paradox of arm's length approach as has been argued to be the theoret-
the historyof internatonal tax developmentsthat whle the ically correct method above where the varous parts of a

diversity of tax systems has been recognized as the cause of firm are interdependent (the arm's length approach maybilateralism and an impediment to multilateralism, the de- remain for a small minority of cases where consolidation
velopmentof bilateral models has not had as a major objec- does not occur). Consolidationequallydoes away with trea-
tive the uniformity of tax systems, nor has such uniformity ty shopping (which often involves recharacterizationas well
been made independently a substantial goal of institutions as diversionof income) since the portionof the international
concerned with international taxation. tax base that would be allocated to the country where the
Given the increasing difficultieswith the bilateral network conduit company operates would be nil (absent any other
of treaties and the failure of multilateralism to date in the real operations there) under an appropriate apportion-
tax field, there is much to be said for a shift of priorities to ment formula.

achieving increased uniformity of tax systems rather than
further pursuing bilateralism as a means to multilateralism
(which seems to be the current order of priorities in the * Editor's note: Snce the writng of this article the GAIT talks have

OECD and the UN). The same problem is confronted in broken down. It is expected, however, that talks will resume in the near

this case as with achievingmultilateralismoutside an exten- future.
74. Of course negative propositionscan be expressed positively and vicesion ofbilateralism- which nationor institutionwill provide but the difference that is being highlighted is that in the weak model

the means to the end. While this is an avenue certainly
versa

member nations would maintain much greater control over their tax sys-worth exploring, for example, what exactly does greater tems and there is much greater scope for the degree of diversity of tax

uniformity entail and what are the benefits, I shallleave it systems that can be accommodated.
to anotheroccasion. There is no reason why effortsdirected 75. Such as Weiss & Molnar, supra note 62, at 113-115; this is asking too

to multilateralism and greater uniformity of tax systems much for Bird, supra note 25, at 297.
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Thin capitalizationceases to be a problem because interest entities residentin countrieswhich, by virtueof secrecy laws
payments within the corporate group are eliminated. All or other provisions, make it difficult to trace corporate
that matters are interest payments by the group to third relationships.This is not a new internationalproblem but it
parties and then only for establishing the total international would have to be tackled vigourously to prevent grouping
tax base subject to division. Back-to-back loans involving rules being subverted.
third parties which have to be identified for effective thin
capitalizationrules in the current internationaltax environ- Secondly, the collectionof tax in international transactions

ment would only create timing problemsunder the consoli- would still pose difficulties even in the presence of mutual

dation approach (that is, mismatches of the interest paid
assistanceprovisions if the internationaltax institution does

and the correspondingincome received) and might well be not act as a tax collector. There is no reason why a combina-

disregarded. Similarly finance leasing and foreign exchange
tion of internationalbusiness and withholdingtax collection

transactionswithin the corporate group would cease to be regimes should not remain in place despite consolidationof
tax accounts corporategroups. Forproblems, and only such transactions outside the group

the of example, interest

would be of concern. It would be necessaryto have rules for withholding tax could be collected on interest Rayments
dealing with the various issues raised in that context but within a corporate group even though they are eliminated

accounting theory has already substantially advanced to-
on consolidation. Such withholdingcould not be regarded

wards the necessary solutions.76 Moreover, the agreement
as final, however, as the amount of tax due to a country

on the international tax base would need to adopt a consis- wouldbe set by the internationaldivisionofthe tax base.77
tent rule for conversion of the currency of tax accounts for Thirdly, there is the problem of countriesremainingoutside
a corporate group into the currencies of the various coun- the system. Unless the system encompassed the major trad-
tries sharing the tax base. ing nations, it would not be possible to achieve the level of

Finaliy, the need for CFC legislation would be removed international consolidationjust outlined and the coherence
since its consolidation function is performedby the defini- that it brings, for the world would still be a duality of
tion of the corporate group's international tax base and the multilateral and bilateral relationships with all the con-

residence country would have a comprehensive tax base straints that situation implies. Assuming the major trading
which to tax. In particular, the problemofdeferralof taxing nations are included, the problem becomes whether free

foreign income until its repatriation within corporate riders like the current tax havens would threaten the integ-
groups, which is one of the reasons for the adoptionof CFC rity of the system. This seems less likely than unter the

legislation, would be eliminated by the consolidation pro- present system because the internationaldivision of the tax

cess. Whether and to what extent residence countries of base would allocate income outside the membersonly to the
ultimate parent corporations in corporate groups levied tax extent that substantial activities took place there. The real
would depend on a number of factors - the uniformity of problem of tax havens currently is the artificial location of
tax rates around the worldorotherwise,the natureofcorpo- transactions; their attraction of substantial real activities
rate tax systemsand their internationaltreatnent, the desire is a function of convenienceof location and other non-tax

to give tax sparing relief, the residenceof shareholders,etc. factors combinedwith tax competitionamong nations. It is
These matters raise a host of issues that already receive not suggested that tax competitionmust necessarilybe pre-
internationalattention but they will not be pursued here. cluded among nations within the proposed system (though

it is one possibility to consider) which means that the tax
The consolidation approach would not be without its dif- cornpetition factor may not be a problem. Similarly, prob-ficulties. It has the great benefit, however, of attacking the lems arising from atternpts to locate the residence of a
international tax problems arising under the OECD Model parent corporationof a group in a haven outside the systemat their root and therefore the ongoing tinkering and in- to avoid residence country taxes is a problem that can be
teractionsthat second-bestsolutions to tax problemsusually dealt with by the definition of residence and the nature of
entail would be reduced if not eliminated (though no doubt the internationalcorporate tax system.along the way to development of the new system some

second-best elements would be adopted in the details). It may be considered nonetheless that some incentive to
Three problems can be noted at this point. join the system is appropriate. Depending on the extent of

tax
First, there would be an incentive for transnational corpo-

membership this could be achieved, for example, by
ceilings applyingonly amongthe members, unrelieveddou-

rate groups to manipulate the grouping rules to avoid or ble taxationfor taxes levied outside the members,allocation
attract grouping as suited their circumstances. This kind of of the whole international tax base among the members or
problem is present in domestic grouping rules but there other measures and would flow quite naturally from the
would be the added difficulty in the internationalcontext of GATT-type structure extending most favoured nation

status only to members of the system. Even apart from the
tax haven problem,such incentivesfulfil a symbolicfunction

76. Indeed one of the attractions of the consolidated international tax of indicatng the importance that each nation attaches to
base is the greater ability to rely on consolidated financial accounts for tax efforts to deal with international tax problems, and may be
purposes. likened to the current practice of setting withholding tax
77. As a sidelight, the solution to the problem of levying an appropriate rates at a high level mainly for the purposeof lowering them
international tax on interest that tacklesthe widespreadtax evasion encour- in bilateral tax treaty negotiations.aged by the current erosion of interestwithholdingtaxes without distorting
internationalcapital marketscould be developed in a multilateralenviron- While consolidationand the other measures suggested pro-
ment. For example, there might be no obligation to withhold on interest vide a coherent goal for multilateral effort, they are not
payments to financial institutions but an obligation for corporations and likely to be or necessarily achieved all at once. Outside of
financial institutions to withhold on payments to taxpayers that are not consolidation there are a number of advantages in thefinancial institutions; this would meet most of the problems that a ten

GATTModel, such as breakingdown the formal reciprocitypercent withholding tax is too high for payments to financial institutions
but generally too low for payments to other taxpayers. The remaining of tax rates and the schedularnature of bilateral tax treaties

' problemswould be met by the withholdingtax not being a final tax, so that and most critically creating an institution that has as its
taxpayers can claim deductions against the interest income and a refund of mission the improvementof the international tax orderand
tax where appropriate. is endowed with some powers to assist in that process.
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Hence it is possible to proceed gradually to full consolida- combine separate and consolidatedelements in the interna-
tion with various forms of partial consolidationand by dis- tional tax system. But consolidationshould be the rule and

carding existing rules designed to deal with the corporate the ultimate goal, and not the separate treatment found in

group problem only when the particular reason for the rule the OECD Model, with consolidation as an occasional ex-

is overtaken by the progress of consolidation. ception.
The fact that the international system would (temporarily) Ultimately the consolidationapproach implies a fundamen-

contain elements of consolidationand separation of corpo-
tal shift from the current approach of reconciliation at the

rate groupsneed not be of overridingconcern. Domestictax interface of tax systems even though that approach may be

systems have increasingly displayed this kind of ambiva- maintainedduring the shift from the bilateralOECDModel

lence as they move away from separate treatment and to- to a multilateral internationaltax base. Although the inter-

wards consolidation in international transactions. Inevita- national tax base for transnationalcorporationsand corpo-

bly, this movement has been indirect because the current rate groups can operate alongside a domestic tax base de-

bilateral treaty network is built on separate treatment and fined in different terms, it is likely that agreement by coun-

limits domestic choices to some degree. Nonetheless, the tries on the definition of an international tax base will pro-
OECD Model itself (or at least as the OECD interprets it) duce a flow-on to the domestic tax base. In other words,
contains a similar discordance in the arm's length pricing even if uniformity of tax systems is not an explicit goal of

the consolidation approach, indeed even if there is nothingarea.
inherently valuable from an economic perspective in such

Most nations which actually tax foreign branches of a resi- uniformity, the likely by-product of a shift to international
dent corporationdo so on a consolidatedcurrent basis, that consolidation is (greater) unifornity of tax systems.
is, the profits of the branch (PE in internationaltax jargon)
are treated simply as part of the profits of the corporation
when derived, whether or not they are repatriated. Under THE DIRECTION FOR THE ASIAN-PACIFIC
Article 7(2) of the OECD Model, where a PE of a corpora- REGION
tion resident in one nationexists in oneof its treatypartners,
the profits attributable to the PE and subject to tax in the

If summarize tentative conclusions from this dis-
source nation are determined as if the PE were a distinct we some

cussion of international alternatives to the OECD Model,and separate enterprise engaged in the same or similar ac-

tivities under the same or similar conditions and dealing
most of the flaws identified in the bilateral tax treaty net-

wholly independently with the enterprise of which it is a
work based on the Model cannot be achieved by bilateral

permanentestablishment. In turn, the residencecountry is developments, and in any event the bilateral network has
reached a stage where fundamentalbilateral change is im-

obliged to give a foreign tax credit on the same basis for
taxation in the source nation. possible because of the lock-in effect of the existing treaty

network. International consolidationof transnational cor-

I have already noted how these words require the construc- porations and corporate groups represents the solution to
tion of artificial transactions that never legally occur. On current flaws. This method implies a multilateral approach
their own they suggest that where, for example, the PE to international tax problems but multilateralism will not

engages in manufacturingusing a patent held by the corpo- simply arise by evolution from the bilateral OECD
ration and developed through activities in the residence framework.
country, an arm's length royalty payment for that use from

What is needed is internationaltax institutionwith (rela-PE to the corporation should be constructed, for it is only
an

in this way that the separationof the branch from the corpo- tively modest) powers that cede some national tax

ration for application of the arm's length principle can be sovereignty to the international level. Even though the ob-

recognized. Yet the Commentarydoes not permit the crea- Jective may be consolidation,the first step is to put in place
the multilateral means to the end. It is not even necessarytion and deductionof artificial royalties; the only deduction that the end be defined in clear at the outset

the branchcan claim is an appropriateshare ofactual royalty any sense as

payments by the corporation to third parties. Conversely,
the mission of the tax institution, for such an institutioncan

achieve many benefits apart from consolidationof transna-
artificial prices can be created for goods transferred from tional corporations' income. Once this catalyst is provided,head office to the PE.78 In the case of patents held by the

the path of development is unlikely to be adoption of uni-
corporation, it is apparently considered that the PE will

effectively get a share of deductions for current research form tax laws as an end in itself (although this possibility is
not to be ignored), but rather a shift of emphasis to flexibil-

and developmentexpenses, but this is not the same thing by and non-reciprocityof international rules which
any means as deductionof a notional royalty. The corpora- ty tax may

tion may have incurred and deducted the expenses that at first be within an OECD-type rule structure.

relate to the patent before the branch was set up so that the Many proponents of formulary apportionmentof the con-

branch never shares in them, and it may have abandoned solidated incomeof corporategroups in lieu of arm's length
research and development activities so that no current de-
ductions for the branch arise.

78. OECD Model, at 74-79. It has been held in Australia in Max Factor
This treatment of royalties and research and development V FCT, 84 AustralianTax Cases [ATC] 4060, that a branch cannot deduct
deductiOnS is a complete departure from the Separate ap- a loss on an actual transaction, namely an exchange loss on remittance of

proach and effectively adopts consolidation. No guiding funds to head office, which is consistent with the consolidated approach.
principle is suggested in the Commentaryfor when separate 79. It might be argued that deductions are expressly dealt with in Art.

or consolidated treatment is to apply; indeed the Commen- 7(3) of the OECD Model which may impose a different standard. The

tary, in hopping from one standard to the other in the Commentarysays at one point that the principle set out in paragraph2 is

examples discussed, shows little awareness of the funda- subject to the provisions contained in paragraph 3 and later that para-

mental difference involved.79 While this example de- graph [3] clarifies... the general directive laid down in paragraph 2.

Whatever the reconciliationof these statements, the Commentaryclearly
monstrates another source of incoherence in the current adopts both approaches. An awareness of departure from the separate
OECD Model for the critical area of transferpricing, it has approach is evident (see OECD Model Commentary,at 77), but not of the
been mainly referred to here to show that it is possible t0 basic distinction involved.
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pricingprobablyunderrate two featuresof the international even within the region it is likely that bilateral tax treaties
tax base implied in their proposal, the work required to would only be replaced gradually with multilateral ele-
define the tax base and the effective limitationson national ments, again partly because of the bilateral frameworkout-
tax sovereignty that the internationaltax base will produce. side the region. Thirdly, it would not be possible to tackle
Although the proposaloffers the most elegant and complete all tax problemsof transnationalcorporationsand corporate
solution to the problemsof taxation of transnationalcorpo- groups as most such groups operating in the region would
rations, it shouldbe viewed as a goal to be achievedby many extend their activities beyond it; hence formulary appor-
intermediate steps and not directly. Apart from these con- tionment of an international tax base would produce some

siderations, the success of the OECD Model formula is of the problems of inconsistencies with the arm's length
something that will not simplybe abandonedbefore a prac- principle that we have witnessed in the unitary tax debate.
tical alternativehas been agreedon and tested in someway. On the other hand, possible slow at the regionalprogress

level could be compensatedby greater speed at the interna-

Regionalismand InternationalTax Development tional level if the regional initiative is judged a success and
moves to the international level. Unlike the other two ap-

The need for testing suggests that development is likely to proaches it seems to me that shifting from the regional to
'

start at the regional level, which is confirmedby experience the international level is much more likely through the in-
with alternatives to date. The general alternatives that are stitutional approach because of the great flexibility that is

implicit in the discussion are summarized in the following offered. Once that shift has occurred, then finding very
table: different solutions to international tax problems, as com-

pared to the reconciliation mode of the OECD Model,
becomes possible by a series of incremental steps. As has

Typeofsystem Regional International been suggested above, once an agreed international tax

MultilateralOECD style Nordic Not achieved base has been adopted, uniformityof tax systems becomes

Uniformity EC Not tried very likely so that ultimately an outcome similar to the EC
Institutionand flexibility Nottried Nottried (cf. GATT) at the internationaltax level may be the result, but by a very

different route to the trade bloc harmonization approach.

As the regional successes of the Nordic Treaty and the EC Characteristicsof the Asian-PacificRegion
seem unlikely themselves to shift to the general interna-
tional level, a regional tax institution of the GAIT type Before sketching some possible avenues of Asian-Pacific
seems indicated as the best path of development (which tax development, the unique characterof the region should
could also include elements of the other two approaches). be noted. If we think of the Asian-Pacific region as the arc

Considerable regional cooperation already exists at the tax of larger countries from Japan down to New Zealand
administration level in various parts of the world and it (excluding the communist countries) and the small island
would be a small step, for example, to conferpower on such nations of the South Pacific, there is a blend of developed,
an informalbody to appoint an arbitratorwhere the compe- newly industrialized,developing and least developedcoun-

tent authorities of two countries cannot agree on transfer tries. The mix does not lend itself to the same characteriza-
pricing adjustments, whether or not the competent auth- tion as other regions (such as the developed Western
orities involved agree on the need for an appointment. Such Europe and North Americacontrastedrespectivelywith the
a power to appoint withoutagreementwould be the critical developing Eastern Europe and Central and South
step forward from the few current arbitrationprocedures in America, and the povertyof Africa).The region is generally
bilateral tax treaties.8o Indeed the directives recently ap- conceded to be the most dynamic economic growth centre

proved by the Commissionof the EC contain such a power81 of the world; it is generally free of the debt problems that
but that is in the context of the existence of EC institutions burden other regions, especially Eastern Europe, South
and harmonizationof tax laws, rather than the first step. America and Africa. More specifically, the region is less

encumbered overall with bilateral tax treaties than EuropeIt would be natural for this step to be accompaniedby power and the Americas,and in the case of the small nations, there
to develop furtherregional initiativessuch as in the multilat- hardly treaties at all.
eral administrative Convention.82 Although in themselves

are any

these steps do not amount to a regional GATT for tax and The region is ideal for developingand trialling international
are one of a number of possibilities, the potential for de- tax initiatives. The nations in it are representative of the
velopment is already there. As I have emphasized, it is the world as a whole, they are not troubled by many of the
mechanism for change rather than change itself which is problems that figure in other parts of the world and their
critical and that mechanism is an institution that has some rapid economic developmentmeans both that the need for
power and initiative with respect to its members. Of course internationaltax measures is growingrapidly and that exist-
it would be better in my view to move to a regional GATT ing international tax practices have not crowded out other
model more directly, but failing that, it is necessary to possibilities.
identify the incremental steps that are likely to lead to For all its growingeconomicpower the Asian-Pacficregionfurther development as compared to those (such as the has very little effect on the direction of world affairs and
regional multilateral OECD-type treaty, in my opinion) policy which is dominated by the EC countries, the United
which are not. States and (until recently) the communist bloc. Japan is
Beginning at the regional level with such an institution in- beginning to assert its views on the world stage but its
volves some limitations that were not canvassed in the dis- influence is hardly commensuratewith its economic stand-
cussion of the GATT alternative above. First, the existing ing (for instance, it is now the largest aid donor in the
bilateralnetworkwould remainin force outside the network
and regional developmentswould need at least to be com- 80. See supra note 72.
patible with the operation of the bilateral treaty network 81. See supra note 61.
between the region and the rest of the world. Secondly, 82. See supra note 70.
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world). Apart from the fact that influence inevitably lags variation on the OECD Model for use in bilateral negotia-
behind shifts in economic power, some reasons can be tions, though this is suggested by the title of this paper.83 If

suggested for this lack of influence. The region has not thus we think of the Asian-Pacific region in terms of closer re-

far acted as anything like a united force in world affairs. gional cooperationand ofthepreviousdiscussionof alterna-
While this may be partly explained by the diversity and tives to the OECD Model, various possibilities are raised.

economic competitiveness within the region, the region First, there is the applicationof multilateralismto the region
seems to have an image of itself as a policy taker, not a

along the lines of the AndeanGroup and the NordicTreaty,
policy maker. that is, multilateral treaties within the region and perhaps a

Whether the region desires it or not, the current state of joint negotiation of treaties outside the region. While this
affairs seems set for change. The development of super approach would be particularly appropriate to the Pacific
trade blocs in Europe and the Americas (with the planned Island states as a regional sub-grouping, it is unlikely to be

integration of Eastern Europe into the EC, and President feasible across the whole region as a first step becauseof the
Bush's desire for a free trade pact with Mexico and his very diversity that makes the region unique. Further, from
Initiative for the Americas) means that the Asian-Pacific the perspective of an approach that is likely to be carried

region will need to form its own alliance if it is to protect its over to the international level, a multilateral treaty on its
recent economic gains. The growth of trade within trade own has already been rejected.
blocs resulting in the removal of tariff and other barriers is

always partly at the expense of nations outside the bloc The second possibility is the EC approach where withn the

which still face the barriers. Hence penetration of the en-
context of a trade bloc an attempt is made to make the
members' tax systems more uniform. While the EC experi-larged European and American markets is going to become

more difficult for Asian-Pacific countries even if the Uru- ence suggests that some gains can be made on the uniformity
to nature

guay round of GATT negotiationsdoes not break down. If front, the difficulties encountered date, the of the
model with a relativelystrongwell-staffedcentral institution

the negotiationsdo break down and a European-American and the way in which income tax is regarded as an appen-trade war develops, the Asian-Pacific regon stands to be a
dage to trade rather than with a combined tax and trade

major victim. Japan will find it difficult to negotiatewith the
an

enlarged trading blocs on equal terms, and certainly for focus suggest that this should not be immediate goal for
to

other nations in the region the only viable response to such the region. After all the EC has only been able tackle
such issues after getting tariff barriers out of the way which

developmentswill be some kind of joint action. is a point not yet reached in our region. Still we should not

Of course it is possible that the region may wait until the lose sight of the possibilityofconvergenceofour tax systems
course of events forces its hand. There are signs, however, even f the EC institutions are not the immediate model.
that some nations in the region are willing to become initia- Again from the broaderviewpoint, I have already indicated
tive takers in internationalaffairs. Japan has taken a positive that the EC model is not the way to uniform international
role in its 1990 bilateral trade negotiationswith the United laws even if uniformity is adopted as the major goal.
States by suggesting improvements that the United States
could make in its economy rather than merely defending

The third possibility is the GATI model and it will already
be obvious that this in my view is the most useful contribu-

Japanese practices. The activities in the GAT[ Uruguay can am not
round of the Cairns group of agriculture-producingcoun-

ton that be made by the region. I suggesting
tries initiatedby Australiashow that it is possible to produce

that the GATT model is somehow peculiarly suited to the

some influence for interests other than the Europeans and region, rather that the Asian-Pacificregion is the most likely
Americans. place for desirable new international tax developments to

occur. The elements involved have already been sketched-

Plans are already afoot for the major trading countries of an international institution that has some modest powers
Southeast Asia to begin cooperationon trade matters. This (such as interpretationand dispute settling) with respect to

was seen until recently as a very delicate exercise and the its members, some permanent staffing even if on the sec-

formation of a trade bloc was stoutly denied by all con- retariat scale and a role as instigator of further changes.
cerned. It was difficult enough to imagine just a year or two Likewise the relativelysmall and incrementalchanges to the

ago how such a diverse group of countries could form a OECD frameworkhave been noted, but unlike the current

trade bloc, let alone a tax bloc. Yet the rapidity of recent bilateral treaty network which is largely confined to growth
events - in Eastern Europe where it became clear during by replication, the proposal contains the seed for develop-
1989 that Eastern Europewill eventuallyjoin the EC, in the mental growth.
1990 U.S.-pan-Americantrade initiativespartly in response In the initial stages the existing regional bilateral treaty
to European events and most recently in the East-West network could be left in place apart from changes to the
unity in the UN over the Persian Gulf war suggest that the mutual agreementprocedure to provide powers for the new
idea could quicklydevelop into much greater regional coop- institution. A multilateral treaty akin to that suggestederation. Further, it is possible to identify within the region
a number of sub-blocs which, for one reason or another,

above for the Pacific Island states could then be generalized
may be regarded as coherent. For example, one can group

to the region for those cases where bilateral arrangements
not yet in place (which in the case of this region

say, Japan, Taiwan, South Korea and possibly Hong Kong
were

ar-
as one bloc, the ASEAN countries as another, the Pacific provides substantial room) and next regional bilateral

Island states as a third, and New Zealand and Australia as rangementscould progressivelybe replaced by the multilat-

a fourth. Tax developmentswithin such sub-groupingsare
eral treaty which would be an evolving instrument. At the

possible though full regional effort is likely to be more
same time the tax organization may seek to bring about

desirable. convergence of domestic tax systems within the region,
perhaps in the initial phases concentratingon the least de-

An Asian-PacificTax Initiative
83. Dery, Model Tax Treaty for the Region, n Anti-Avoidance and

It will be apparent from the previous discussion that I do Tax Treaty Policies in the Asian-Pacific Region (Singapore: APTIRC,
not consider it useful for the region to seek to develop a 1990), at 341-349.
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veloped and developing countries through the medium of mately, however, in the international tax area, as in many
tax law aid projects. other areas, substantial worldwide changes are likely to be

At this point the main formal departures from the OECD affected by the attitude of the United States and Europe.
Model are only likely to be the abandonmentof reciprocity Officially, the United States remains committed to the cur-

of tax rates and the addition of some general obligations rent bilateral tax treaty network based on the OECD

(such as most favoured nation status and relief of double Model. There is an undercurrent in academic circles in

taxation for cases not specificallycovered). The fact that the North America for fundamental changes to the interna-

regional enterprise may in part seem to mimic the OECD tional tax order but little in the way of specifics of how

Model is not a drawback. The critical break with tradition changes are to be achieved.84 In Europe important experi-
is the putting in place of a truly multilateraltreaty combined ments with alternative international tax regimes are under

with a supranational tax institution. way but the possibilityof transformingthem into worldwide
practice seems remote. If the Asian-Pacificregion were to

The first major departure from the content of the OECD take the lead in the international tax area in the way
Model is likely to be treaty provisionsdealingwith those tax suggested, it would not only break its mould of being a
issues identified above as being of internationalconcernbut policy taker, but may provide the specifics and means for
by and large ignored by the OECD Model (thin capitaliza- fundamental improvementof the international tax order.
tion, etc.). This process may well be additive rather than
substitutive. It is only when the heart of the OECD Model
is tackled - its schedular structure, separate taxation of
corporations and arm's length pricing formula replaced by
cross border consolidationof the tax accounts of transna-
tional corporations and corporate groups - that the formal 84. See Bird, supra note 25, 62 and 65. A recent volume describing
abandonmentof the OECD Model need occur. international taxaton economics as an important new area has one

devoted explicitly to tax treaties and study implicitly them (an
This, I suggest, is the model that the Asian-Pacific region

page one on

empirical study of transfer pricing), Razin & Slemrod, Taxation in the
should follow - a multilateral, institutional rather than a GlobalEconomy (Chicago: Universityof ChicagoPress, 1990), at 8, 26-27,
bilateral, textual mode for international tax change. Ulti- 123- 159. Is this a sign of the failure or the success of the OECD Model
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AUSTRA_ A:

REFORMINGA TAX SYSTEM TO REDUCE

OPPORTUNITIESFOR TAX EVASION
lan Wallschutzky

I. INTRODUCTION
lan Wallschutzky is Associate Profes-

Traditionally tax systems have been required to achieve a number of purposes
sor in Taxation, University of Newcas-

including raising revenue, redistributingincome and/orwealth, encouragingeffi- tle, Australia.

ciency in the use of resources, acting as an incentive in one way or another, and
influencing economicactivity. Tax reforms are proposed and judged on the basis
of how well they achieve these or other purposes and meet other criteria. Those
othercriteria can includecertainty,simplicity,ease ofadministrationand neutral-
ity. Reforms which seek to achieve one purpose, however, often do so at the
expenseof another. Contents

The aim of this article is to suggest reforms that will reduce the scope for tax I. Introduction

evasion. Whereas this criterion does not fit neatly into traditional ideas, it is Il Definition of tax evasion
assumed that reforms which reduce evasion assist in meeting one or another of Ill. Reform to reduce evasion of income tax
the traditional taxation criteria. A. Tax collection practices
This research is based mainly on an analysis of changes made to the Australian 1. Prescribed payment system

2. Dividend imputation
tax system. Australia was chosen because of the author's familiarity with it, 3. Pay-as-you-earn (PAYE) system
because it has experienced a sustained attack on evasion by the taxation auth- of tax collection from salary and
orities and because a numberof significantmeasuresto combatevasion have been wages

implemented. These measures involve changes to the tax system itself (e.g. B. Taxpayer identification
1 Identity verification proceduresadditional source deduction rules) and changes in Tax Office philosophy in

.

2. Company member system
administeringit (e.g. from one of imposingsanctions in every instanceof evasion 3. Amnesty
to one of encouragingvoluntary compliance). The Australianauthoritiescarried C. Fringe benefits tax

out this sustained attack as a result of large scale avoidance and evasion in the D. Record-keeping requirements
late 1970s and early 1980s. E. Self-assessment

F. Penalties
This research is limited. It focuses only on reforms directed at reducing oppor-

G. Audit programme
tunities for tax evasion. It ignores reforms directed at reducing taxpayers' desire H. Other government initiatives to

or motivation to undertake evasion. For the sake of thoroughness both issues mprove compiance
I. Other Tax Office initiatives to

would really need to be considered. The research is also limited in that it does improve voluntary compliance
not attempt to outline all those reforms that might reduce evasion. Perhaps this IV. Effects of tax reforms on tax evasion
is based on a realization that in modern tax systems it is not possible to build in

V. Special problems in reducing evasionall the controls necessary to prevent evasion. Some reforms are not feasible in developing countries
because, whilst they may be desirable they are politically unacceptable. Others
are not feasible because they would involve high administrative or compliance

VI. Conclusion

costs, despite their desirabilityon other grounds. This researchalso is constrained

through the recognition that in the long term tax systems will be more effective
if they are based on voluntary compliance.

Il. DEFINITION OF TAX EVASION

Before one can suggest measures to prevent tax evasion it is first necessary to
define it. Usually tax evasion is defined as an act in contravention of the law
whereby a taxpayer pays less tax than he is legally bound to pay.1 Evasion
presupposes that a liability to tax has already fallen on a taxpayerwho then takes
steps to escape payment, either in whole or in part. The methods by which this
is done include failing to lodge a return, omitting income, overclaiming deduc-
tions, rebates or credits, or falsely claiming exemptions. 1. See, for instance, Royal Commissionon the

Taxation of Profits and Income, Final Report,
Because evasion is contrary to the law, tax legislation does not need to include a Cmnd 9474 (London: MMSO, 1955), at para.

general anti-evasionprovision. All the revenue authoritiesneed, to 'frustrate tax
1015 or TaxationReview Committee,Full Report
(Canberra: Australian Government Publishing

evasion, is perfect information. Service, 1975), at para. 11.1.
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It has been noted that because evasion refers to acts that are

against the law, evasion depends upon what the law states Table 1

and, in some instances, how evasion is interpreted by the
courts. What proves to be against the law in country A, Compliance rates for different classes of income

may be perfectly lawful in countryB. Thus we cannot iden- for the United States 1981 and 1987

tify a transaction, a treatment, or a circumstance that is
from an internationalpoint of view illegal.''2 1981 1987

It is also true that what might be evasion in country A this Wagesand salaries 94% 97%

year might not have been evasion in countryA last year. An Interest 86% 90%

example in this context is capital gains. In Australia, prior Capital gains 58% 85%
to 19 September 1985, most capital gains were not assessa- Informalsupplerncome 20% 11%

ble. Taxpayers who omitted such gains from their tax re-

turns were not evading tax. However, in respect of assets Source: Income Tax Compliance Research:

acquired and disposed of after that date, taxpayers who Estimates for 1973-81, Internal Revenue Service (Washington,
omit capital gains are evading tax. D.C.: U.S. Government Publishing Service, July 1983), Table Ill

and Income Tax Compliance Research: Supporting Appendices
The above comments do not detract from the definition of

to Publication 7285, Publication 1415, (Washington, D.C. U.S.
tax evasion. They emphaszesome ofthe practicalproblems Government Publishing Service, July 1988), Table D 16.
in concentratingon a particular type of transaction to evi-
dence tax evasion. Perhaps they also emphasize the impor-
tance of defining in clear and unequivocal terms what the
law requires. 1. Prescribed payment system

A 1975 Report identified a number of activities which, be-

Ill. REFORMS TO REDUCE EVASION OF cause of suspected low compliance, ought to have been
covered by source deduction rules.4

INCOME TAX
The areas of activity to be covered by extended tax deductions

What follows is a review of reforms to the Australian tax at sourcemight include thebuildingand constructionindustry;

system which have been designed, at least in part, to reduce primary production, including forest operations and fishing;
the entertainment industry, including professionalsport; and

evasion of income tax. It is hoped that others might benefit free-lance writing. The experience of the Taxation Office in
from knowing what has happened in Australa. these and other fields of activity where difficultieshave been

experienced in collecting tax should be drawn upon in de-

A. Tax collectionpractices lineating the areas to be covered.

Prior to 1 September 1983 few changes resulted from this
Unless tax is deducted at source, alternativemeans must be recommendation.5From 1 September 1983 a new system
found to collect tax. Such alternativesusually rely on volun- was introduced for deducting tax at source from certain

tary disclosures by taxpayers, and are generallyconsidered payments for labour and services. This system is known as

to be less effective. This is not surprising as taxpayers may the Prescribed Payments System (PPS) and applies to

already have consumed tax due in theirconsumptionexpen- intra-industry6payments in the following industries:
ditures. Estimates of compliance rates for four classes of - building and construction;
income for the United States confirm the beneficial effect - joinery and cabinet-makingservices;
source deduction has on compliance. - architectural services;

engineeringservices;-

Table 1 shows that wages and salary income had the highest - surveying services;
rate of compliance. This income was subject to deduction _ professional building and construction services other
at source. Interest income experiencedthe next highest rate than architectural, engineering and surveying services;
of compliance. This class of income was not subject to - road transport;
deduction at source, but it was subject to information re- - motor vehicle repair; and
porting. - cleaning industries.

Compliancewas least for incomeof informal suppliers. This Compliance in these industries was low.7 Other industries

categorywas not subject to either deductionof tax at source

or information reporting. It is not to be inferred from this
that there must be deductionof tax at source for all types of
income. Rather it is that where deduction at source is ad- 2. Prof. dr. J.C.L. Huiskamp, Definition, Scope and Importance of

ministratively and politically feasible, high levels of com-
International Tax Avoidance, in InternationalTax Avoidance and Eva-

pliance can be expected to follow. The increase in the com-
sion (Amsterdam: International Bureau of Fiscal Documentation, 1981),

pliance level for capital gains is significant. It has been
at 19.
3. For countries with double tax agreements it is common for tax to be

attributed generally to the introduction of information re- required to be deducted at source for interest, dividends and royaltiespaid
porting for this type of income. A reportingmechanism for to non-residents.
shares was introducedin 1983, and for real estate in 1986. 4. Taxation Review Committee, Full Report (Canberra: Australian

Government Publishing Service, 1975), at para. 22.99.
In many tax systems it is common for tax to be collected at 5. One exceptionwas the amendment, in 1979, to include in the PAYE
source in respect of salary or wages or similarpayments. It provisions payment made for services or performancesgiven by a musi-
iS less common for it to be required to be deducted from cian, entertainer or other person of creative talent

interest, dividends or royalties paid to residents.3 6. The PPS also applies to some inter-industrypayments in the building
and construction industry and in the road transport industry.

When it comes to deduction at source, two aspects of the 7. Taxation Office audits and investigations suggested it might have
Australiantax system deserve analysis: the prescribedpay- been aslowas 51 to 60 percent. See Cash Economy, Tax Rules, (Sydney:
ment system and imputation. CCH, 1983), at 2.
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were to be identified for inclusion in PPS but to date they
have not been included. Table 2

Initially the system required a basic rate of deductionof 10 Tax Collected By the Prescribed Payment Systempercent. At present the basic rate is 20 percent although a

higher rate of 48.25 percent applies where the payee does Numberof A$M % ofTotal
not provide the payer with a tax file number. Lower rates Payees Tax Collected
can apply in certain circumstances.8

1983-4 289,091
* 251 0.7

Tax deducted at source from a prescribedpayment does not 1984-5 311,405 412 1.0
represent the payee's final tax liability in respect of the 1985-6 318,185 515 1.1
payment. That liability is calculated in the normal way after 1986-7 357,220 765 1.5the end of the year, at which time the amounts of tax 1987-8 457,830 958 1.6
deducted are allowed as credit against the tax assessed. Tax 1988-9 580,123 1308 1.9
collections from the system are shown in Table 2. 1989-90 n.a. 1734 2.3

The mechanics of the PPS are as follows: Source Commissioner of Taxation Annual Reports, 1983-4 to

Prescribed Payment
1989-90.

* This s for a part year (17/24).
Payer Payee
Obligations Obligations Since the introduction of imputation the corporate rate of
1. Must register with the 2. Must provide payer tax has been reduced from 49 percent to 39 percent. While

Tax Office. with a completed this means individual shareholders with marginal rates in
DeductionForm. excess of 39 percent may have to pay additional tax on

dividend income, they still have an incentive to report the
3. Must deduct tax from 4. Claim credit for tax income so that they can receive credit for company tax

payment, note details when lodging annual already paid.
on DeductionForm, return. Another advantage of imputation is that it has virtuallysend original to Tax alleviated the need to collect tax in respect of fully franked
Office and duplicate dividends paid to resident shareholders. It also has stream-
to payee. lined the withholding tax system for dividends paid to non-

residents because fully franked dividends paid to non-resi-
Based on the numberof payeeswho have registeredand the dents are exempt from withholding tax.
amount of tax collected the PPS can be regarded as highly
successful. During the early stages of operation the system 3. Pay-as-you-earn (PAYE) system of tax collection
identified about 30,000 non-lodgers.This was accomplished from salary and wagesthrough the applications for file numbers, voluntary lodge-
ments and associated inspection activity, which were the One of the implications of requiring deductions at source

result of the introductionof the system. from salary or wages, again, is the need for an operable
definition. In Australia this has been done by linking salary

2. Dividend imputation or wages to the existenceof an employer/employeerelation-
ship. In determining whether a person is an employee the

Since 1 July 1987 Australia has had an imputation system courts have developedseveral tests. In addition, the defini-
for company tax. This system was introducedprimarily for tion of the term salary or wages has had several expressequity reasons. However, it does have implicationsfor eva- inclusions, for instance:
sion. The Australian imputation system, which provides pensions;-

shareholders with a full credit for tax paid by the company retirenent allowances;-

on its income, is comparedbelowwith the previous classical directors' fees;-

system of taxation. commissionspaid to insurance collectors;-

workers compensation, sickness or accident payments.-

ClassicalSystem ImputationSystem
(Pre 1 July 1987) (1987/88) Further there has been an attempt to capture payments

which are in essence for the labour of the person to whom
Atthecorporate level the payments are made. In Neale v. Atlas Products (Vic)
Profit 100 100 Pty. Ltd.,9 it was decided that where contracts left contrac-
Tax (46) (49) tors free to do the work themselves or engage others, the
Profit after tax 32r 51 paymentswere not salary or wages. When the PPS changes
At the shareholderlevel were introduced, the definition of salary or wages was

expanded to include paymentsmade under a contract that
Dividend 54 51 is whollyor principally for the labourof the person to whom
Maximumpersonal tax (32.4) (49) the payments are made.10
Taxcredit nil 49
Balance 21.6 51

8. The permits apply theTax Office for exemptionTotal tax -- Profit 78.4% 49% system taxpayersto to

certificates or variation certificates. Where granted these would result in
no deduction or deduction at rates from 1 to 19 percent.Under an imputation system personal tax on dividend in- 9. (1955) 10 Australian Tax Decisions [ATD] 460.

come is, in effect, collected at source by way of corporate 10. A contract is regarded as being principally for labour where the
tax. In Australiathis has encouragedcomplianceas has the labour content exceeds 50 percentof the value of the contract. See Income
lower overall rate of tax. Tax Ruling 2129.
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In interpreting the above, the legislation also provides that by increasingthe efficiencyand effectivenessof the Australian

a payment will be regarded as wholly or princpally for the Taxation Office's income matching system.
labour of the person to whom payment is made if it can It was expected that the expanded tax file number system
reasonably be expected to believe that the person to whom would have a revenue effect of AS 337 million (USS 250
the payment is made will perform the whole or a principal million) annually. A summary of proposals s given below.
partof the labour in respectofwhich the payment is made.

It is intended that this will cover the situationwhere a payee Table 3
has the right under the contract to engage others. By doing
so it is hoped to overcome the decision in Neale v. Atlas Consequencesof Failure to Quote a Tax File Number
Products (Vic) Pty. Ltd.

There is scope for further extension of tax collection at Tax File No Tax File

source, particularly where there are few paying agents. In Number Number

Australia one such industry is primaryproduction, while at Recipientofa Taxdeducted Taxdeducted

present only wage and salary earners are covered. Farmers PrescribedPayment at 20% at 48.25%*
themselves could be covered as much of their product, e.g. (From 1/7/89)
wool and wheat, is sold through central marketing auth-
orities. Deduction at source could also be extended to in- Empoyees Tax deducted Tax deducted

terest, royalties, trust income, rents and partnershipprofits. (From 1/1/90) atvarying on all salary
If source deductionsof tax would result in excess tax being marginal rates orwagesat

paid, payees could apply for exemptionor variation certifi- rangng from zero 48.25%*

catesas they can undereither the PPS or the PAYEsystem. toapprox48.25%*
when salary
orwages

B. Taxpayer identification reachesapprox.
AS 700 perweek

Identification is a key feature of successful administration
of a tax system. Although this includes identificationof all Unemploymentand Entitled to Not entitled to

potential taxpayers, withholding agents and information sickness beneficiaries benefits benefits

agents, comment here will be limited to identification of (From 811/90)

taxpayers. When used with taxpayers' names, identification Age and invalid Entitled to May not be
numbers (I.D. numbers or file numbers) can be used to pensions benefits entitled to

determine whether taxpayers: (From 1/1/91) benefits
have lodged returns;-

are entitled to credit for source deductions; and Investors interest** No tax Tax deducted-

are declaring all their income. bearing accounts deducted at 48.25%*-

There are two basic approaches to issuing I.D. numbers. (From 1/7/91)

One is to try to cover the whole populationand the other is
- unfranked Notax Tax deducted

to try to cover only those likely to be required to lodge tax dividends deducted at 48.25%*

returns. Usually the latter is favoured as it is less costly and
does not require a number of classes of persons (e.g. the Or at prevailing maximum margnal rate of tax (including Medicare

very young and the very old) to be involved with the tax levy).

system. The latter approach does require steps to be taken
** Subject to a de mnmis rue, set nitialy at nterest of AS 1 20 per

to ensure that all those who are required to have an I.D. annum.

number have one (and only one).
In Australia the approach now adopted to ensure that tax- It should also be noted that the extensions to the tax file

payers have a tax file number (TFN) is to penalize them in number system, along with increased use of computerized
, certain circumstancesif they do not. Prior to l January 1990 matching of income to taxpayers, have increased the effi-

the only example of this was in the PPS. Taxpayers with a ciency of the income matching process. This in turn has
file number face a maximum deduction at source of 20 reduced the scope for evasion.

percent. Those without a number face a maximum deduc-
tion at source of 48.25 percent. 1. Identty verification procedures
In 1989 extended tax file number arrangements were an- Sections18-23 of the Cash TransactionsReportsAct impose
nounced and these are being introduced progressivelyover identityverificationprocedures.From 1 February 1991 cash

a two-and-a-half year period. The Treasurer stated in his dealers are required to undertake prescribed verification
second speech that: proceduresfor all signatoriesto accounts opened on or after

that date. Regulations set a verification threshold of 100
. . this Billwillimplementmeasuresto attack the last remain- points. Each check made is worth a certainnumberof pointsing area of widespread tax evasion in our economy. depending its integrity. For example, birthon a passport or

. .. .. this Bill mounts a fundamental attack on tax evasion, certificate is worth 70 points, and an electoral roll check is
where people use false names, do not declare income, or fail worth 25 points.
to lodge returns. The measures..,will attack these practices

For existing accounts, verification is required when certain
balance or transactionthresholdsare exceeded,uCash deal-
ers are required to block withdrawals from accounts in re-

11. As originally enacted the thresholds in Sec. 18(1) were a balance of

AS 1,000 plus transactions, over a 30 day period, exceedingAS 2,000. spect of which there are any unverifiedsignatories. In some

12. See Sec. 19 of the Act which generally applies after signatories to instances,12 all rights and interests in relation to accounts

accounts have failed within three months to comply with certain warning held by unverifiedsignatoriesare forfeited to the Common-
notices. wealth.
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2. Company number system
Table 4

Legislation is also beforeParliamentto establishthe Austra-
lian CompanyNumber (ACN) system. If enacted, numbers Amnesty Issues 31 May 1988 to 30 June 1990
will be allocated to every Australian company which will
then be required to show the ACN on its common seal; Individuals Companies
every public document it signs, issues or publishes; and
every negotiable instrument it signs or issues. DebitAssessments

NumberofAssessments 245,708 8,755
3. Amnesty Balance Payable
Sometimes taxpayers are reluctant to come forward and (AS'000) 404,673 119,338

register for a tax file number because they have not been CredtAssessments

lodging tax returns. In Australia prior to the new penalties NumberofAssessments 510,893 0
for not having a tax file number an amnesty was offered Balanceof Refundable
allowing taxpayers to lodge past returns without being sub- (AS'000) 321,798 0

' ject to any penalty.13 The amnesty was a great success.

According to the Commissionerof Taxation's 1988-89 An- Non-TaxableAssessments

nual Report: NumberofAssessments 133,915 40,987

Of the estimated 360,000 taxpayers who were not lodging TotalAssessments

returns, a total of274,000have either lodged or have indicated Issued 890,516 49,742
that they have a requirementto lodge. On this basis the major
amnesty objective of getting clients 'back on the books' was

BalancePayable/

clearly achieved. Refundable(A$'O00) 82,875 119,338

I consider the two major benefits of the amnesty to be the The above table shows amnesty assessments issued up to 30
increased public awareness of lodgment responsibilities and
the future revenue gain from clients joining or rejoining the June 1990.

system. The table below indicates the revenue gain from the Assessments for amnesty designated taxpayers are stil being
amnesty exercise (1988-89 Annual Report, p. 24). issued.

More recent data is given in Table 4. It is also worth noting
that when the amnesty was offered, taxpayers were not Source: Commissionerof TaxationAnnual Report 1989-90 (Can-
required to submit returns for all years of non-lodgement. berra: Australian Government Publishing Service, 1990), at 143.

They were required to lodge only those returns which had
not been lodged for the previous five years. fringe benefits provided to employeesor to their associates.

C. Fringe benefitstax Employersself assess the tax according to specificvaluation
rules for different classes of fringe benefits. The rate of

Prior to l July 1986 non-cash fringe benefitswere assessable fringe benefits tax has been equal to the maximum marginal
under Section 26(e) of the Income Tax Assessment Act. rate of tax payable by individuals. From 1 April 1990 the

This section provided that the value to the taxpayerof all rate at which tax is payable is 47 percent. Valuation rules

allowances, gratuities, benefits and bonuses received di- apply for most benefits including:
rectly or indirectly in relation to employmentwere assessa-

- motor vehicles;
ble. However it was noted.14

- waiver of a debt;
interest-freeor low interest loans; and-

Despite the comprehensive coverage of Section 26(e), the _ payment or reimbursementof expenses.
taxation of benefits which do not take the form of outright
cash payments (and of some which do) poses practicaldifficul- Benefits not included in a specific valuation category are

ties. For non-cashbenefits, there is a difficult question in each taxed as residual benefits. Any benefit on which an

case, for taxpayerand tax administratoralike, of determining employer has paid fringe benefits tax is free from tax in the
the value to the taxpayer of the benefit provided. These dif- employee's hands. Fringe benefits tax paid by the employer
ficulties have led to almost universal non-inclusion bY is not a tax deductible expense. Tax collections from fringe
employees of fringe benefits received in kind; effective polic- benefits tax are shown in Table 5.
ing of non-compliance in this area would require a heavy
investment of resources. In practice, therefore, many of the Table 5 shows that fringe benefits tax has produced signif-benefits that ought properly to be subjected to tax escape

a

taxation in part or in whole. Because Section 26(e) is con-
cant amount of tax revenue with over AS 1 billion being

cerned with benefits granted to employees, there are also collected in 1989-90. Of this total about half came from
difficulties in bringing to tax the value of fringe benefitswhich
are formally conferred on family members of the employee
(e.g. an airline ticketprovided to the spouseof an employee). 13. The main features of the tax amnesty were:

The consequential loss to revenue cannot be gauged accu-
- it applied to the lodgement of outstanding income tax returns;

rately but it is thought to be of the order of $ 700 million. It
- the amnesty commenced on 30 May 1988 and ended on 31 October

is estimated that the potential tax uncollectedon the provision 1988;
of cars, for example, might be of the order of $ 280 million a

- penalties and prosecutionswere waived for late lodgementof returns

year, and of the order of $ 80 million in respect of subsidised only, i.e. it did not apply to penalties for incorrect returns, or unpaid
housing and $ 90 million in respect of low-interest housing overdue taxes;

loans. The fringe benefits area is, therefore, a major source
- to qualify, outstanding returns had to be lodged, but the Tax Office

of tax avoidance and evasion under the current taxation sys-
would limit the maximum number required from taxpayers,who had

tem. Growing awareness of the 'perks' enjoyed by certain not lodged for some time, to the previous five years (i.e. for years 30

groups has helped to create the impression that the tax system
June 1983 to 30 June 1987); an option to lodge more returns existed,

is unfair. particularly if refunds were expected.
14. Reforming the Australan Tax System: Draft Whte Paper (Canberra:

It was decided to introduce a tax on employers in respect of Australian Government Publishing Service, 1985).
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motor vehicle fringe benefits. Fringe benefit returns are levelsofvoluntarycompliancepossible. Its success in impro-
subject to audit. To date only limited data are available. ving levels of compliance was acknowledged by the Com-

If other countries do not adopt a frnge benefits tax similar missioner of Taxation in a speech, Current and Emerging
to that introduced in Australia then they should consider

Issues in Tax, [CommonwealthClub, Adelaide, 22 March

other remedies to stop wages and salaries from being con- 1988], in which he attributed increased voluntary income

verted into fringe benefits. One option would be to deny reporting to the effect of substantiationand desk audit:

employers tax deductions for fringe benefits paid. Such a In 1986-87 increased voluntary compliance led to better re-

system would work well where most employers are tax- porting of taxable income to the tune of $ 700 million. This

payers. This system is of limited use where large numbers year with the bulk of salary and wage returns lodged and

of employers are exempt from tax. assessed it is quite clear that the trend to better compliance is

continuing. Adherence to the substantiation rules and our

Anotheralternativeis to redefinesalary andwages to ensure desk audit activities have played a major role in this trend.

that it includes non-cash fringe benefits.

E. Self-assessment

Table 5 Until recently the Australian tax system required the lodge-
ment of detailed tax returns which, in theory, were then

Tax Collected from Fringe Benefits Tax subject to close scrutiny by assessors in the Tax Office. An
1986-7 to 1988-9 assessmentwould ultimately issue and if this was not subject

to adjustment this was usually the last involvement of the
A$M % ofTotal taxpayer and the Tax Office in relation to that return.

Tax Collected
Sometimes assessments would be accompanied by an ad-

1986-87
* 535 1.0 justment sheet which indicated how amendedan assessor

1987-88 881 1.5 the return. As this was often done without requiring further
1988-89 989 1.4 information from taxpayers and in many cases without any
1989-90 1,168 1.5 contact with them, it resulted in formal objections being

lodged.
* Part year (0.75) for the first year.

After 1986 it was decided to do away with the assessment

Source: Commissionerof Taxation Annual Reports, process and to shift staff into audit. Now returns are ac-

1986-87 to 1989-90. cepted on their face value and compliance is achieved
through audit, taxpayer education and service. There are

good grounds for the belief that this change from an assess-
ment system to a self-assessmentsystem took place at

least in part because the former system was slowly grinding
D. Record-keepingrequirements to a halt. In the decade before the change, the rate at which

objectionswere lodgedhad more than doubled17and inward
Where taxpayers fail to keep adequate records it is difficult mail (other than objections)had increasedsignificantly,18to

to establish their proper tax liability. Tax systems should the point where, on average, one in every two taxpayers
therefore contain provsons which encourage good record were entering into correspondence with the Tax Office.

keepngor whichpenalzepoor recordkeepng. In Australia During this time staffing levels, as a percentage of returns

the general record-keeping requirements have been lodged, remained relativelystable.9Within the Tax Office
amended and the penalties for failure to comply have been it was generally acknowledgedthat the traditionalassess-

increased. In relation to some expenses more drastic action ment system had become inadequate. It was, in some cases,
has been taken. costly to administer, not effective in promoting compliance
Since 1 July 1986 the general rule for employmentrelated and it contributed to low job satisfaction for staff.

expenses15 is that a deduction is not allowed unless
documentary evidence is obtained. Documentary evi- 15. The term employment related expenses is extensively defined but

dence usually consists of a receipt, invoice or similar docu- in essence means an expense incurred in producing salary or wages of a

ment.16 taxpayer.
16. For small items: where a taxpayer incurs deductible expenditureand

Substantiation rules also apply for car expenses whether each item is less than AS 10, with the total of all items being less than

incurred by employees or self-employed persons (though AS 200, receipts will not be required. A contemporaneousdiary record

not for companiesor trusts). Again, if the rules are not met showing date, amount and description will suffice.

a deduction is not allowed. The substantiationrules for car Exception 1 : receipts will not be required to substantiateclaimswhere total

expensescan include both receipts and a logbook. Where
deductibleexpendituredoes not exceed AS 300. However,all other appro-

log books are required to be kept they need only record priate requirementsof the Act will need to be satisfied.

Exception 2: where receipts or other documentaryevidence have been:
required details for a 12 week period. lost or destroyed;-

The substantiation provisions were introduced to correct a
- in circumstancesbeyond the taxpayer's control;

deficiency in the law which, while specifying the type of
- and the Commissioner is satisfied that all reasonable steps had been

taken to avoid such loss or destruction;
expenses that qualified for deduction, failed to specify what copies or replacement documentationwill be deemed to be the orig--

proof was requred to substantiate those claims. The inal documentation. If replacementsor copies cannot be obtained the

Explanatory Memorandum accompanying the Bill which record-keepingrules will not apply.
introduced these provisions estimated the financia impact 17. In 1975-76 the ratio of objections lodged to returns received was 0.9
of substantiation to be AS 105 million (USS 80 million) in percent whereas in 1985-86 the ratio was 2.3 percent.
1987-88, increasingto AS 200 millionafter aboutfour years. 18. Inward mail (other than returns) as a percentageof numberofreturns

lodged increased from 38 percent in 1975-76 to 49 percent in 1985-86.
The AustralianTax Offce sees substantaton as part of an 19. The number of Tax Office staff per thousand returns was 1.5 in

overall strategy in achieving and maintaining the highest 1975-76 and 1.77 in 1985-86.
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The official view of self-assessment coupled with an audit In the future, as the ElectronicLodgementSystem (ELS) is
programme is that it is designed to improve compliance. more widely used, the Tax Office expects to have more time
Some data on the desk audit aspect2 of the new audit available to service taxpayers and tax agents. The 1990 tax
programme are already available. These are given in Table season was the first in which the system was generallyavail-
6. able and it was expected to cater to 2.5 million (about 25

percent of all returns lodged).23 Taxpayers are promised
Table 6 refundswithin 14 days underELS comparedwith 42-56days

under the manual system.
Desk Audit Statistics 1986-7 to 1988-9

F. Penalties1986-7 1987-8 1988-9 1989-90

Audits completed 20,246 28,733 27,298 17,980 It has already been mentioned that in 1984 the level of
Percentagerevealing penalties imposed for various tax offences was increased
omissions 78 78 74 66 significantly Generallythe penalties,whichwere expressed

in fixed dollars, were increased tenfold. At the same timeAverage increase
in tax and penalty 949 1,023 1,014 1,435 the main provision imposingpenaltieswas amendedto over-

come defectswhich had becomeapparent. It is worth spend-
Source: Commissioner of Taxation Annual Reports, 1986-7 to ing a little time on these changes as they emphasize several

issues about penalty provisions.1989-90.

Prior to 12 December 1984 the section which raised most

It is not clear what implicationsshould be drawn from the revenue by way of penalty was Section 226(2). It applied
above table. On the one hand, the revenue authority might where, inter alia, taxpayers omitted assessable income or

argue that audits are successfulbecause of the level of reve- included deductions for amounts in excess of expenditures
nue raised relative to the cost of conducting the audit. On actually incurred. The defect of this wording was exposed
the other hand, it might be argued that audits are failing ln Rabinov v. F. C. of T. 24 In this case the taxpayer actually
because widespread non-compliance is still being detected. paid $ 250,000 to a particularorganization.He then claimed
It might also be argued that it is not possible to draw conclu- a deduction for this amount as a gift. As it turned out a gift,
sions because the data do not show what effect audits have in the technical sense of the word, had not been made and
had on voluntary compliance. The Australian Tax Office the taxpayer was not entitled to any deduction. The Court
might argue that lower numbers in 1988-89 were temporary decided that the Commissioner was not authorized under
and that a sharp rise might be expected in 1989-90. The Section 226(2) to impose a penalty as the taxpayer was not
lower numbers, it might be argued, were due to job rede. claiming a deduction in excess of an amount actually incur-

sign. red. It followed that taxpayerscould be penalizedunder the
section only where they had not incurred expenditure or

When self-assessment was introduced a new Section had overstated the amounts claimed as deductions.
169A(2) was enacted to provide taxpayerswith a facility to
obtain private rulings from the Commissionerof Taxation Whether or not one agrees with the decision in this case it
about anymatter relatingto their liability to income tax. For raises the issue of how one drafts a provisionwhichpenalizes
instance, taxpayers can ask whether a particular amount those who are caught attemptingto evade tax. The response
received is assessable and whether a particularexpenditure of the Australian legislator was to replace Section 226(2)
is deductible. As an added incentive to flag and obtain with a provision which took a completely new approach to

rulings on doubtful items taxpayers are not generally liable the problem. The replacement provision is Section 223
to any penalties where they have included items in or which provides in part as follows:
excluded items from a return subject to a ruling. 223(1) Where -

The ruling system is part of a new emphasis in the Australian ) a taxpayer-
Tax Office towards a truly service-orientedsystem of tax /) makes a statement to a taxation officer, or to a person
administration.21 In the longer term it is hoped that this other than a taxation officer for a purpose in connection

emphasis will improve voluntary compliance. At the same
with the operation of this Act or the regulations, that is

time it is expected that this will mean more rewarding
false or misleading in a material particular; or

careers for Tax Office staff. (ii) omits from a statement made to a taxation officer, or to
a person other than a taxation officer for a purpose in

Under self-assessment there have been fewer formal dis- connection with the operation of this Act or the regula-
putes between taxpayers and the Tax Office. For instance tions, any matter or thing without which the statement is
at 30 June 1990 there were just over 2,000 appeal cases misleading in a material particular; and
waiting transmission to Tribunals. This compareswith over (b) the tax properly payable by the taxpayer exceeds the tax100,000 at 30 June 1986. that would have been payable by the taxpayer if it were

Self-assessment has encouraged a review of other ways in assessed on the basis that the statement were not false or

which the Tax Office can assist taxpayers in meeting their misleading, as the case may be,
obligations. It has been stated that tax simplificationis one

of the vehicles [the AustralianTax Office] is looking to.22
Simplification is judged not on how many pages of legisla- 20. Desk audits are only part of the total audit programmewhich includes
tion there are but on what it costs to operate a tax system. business audit, large case audit, strategie audit and audits of illegal ac-

In some ways simplificationwill lead to more rules, but it is tivities.

expected these will resolve doubt and lead to greater cer-
21. B. Nolan, Second Commissioner of Taxation, What the Commis-

-

tainty. In this regard the Tax Office is considering issuing
sioner Said: The Janus Mask Aspects of Self Assessment, Taxation in
Australia (August 1990), at 155.

general rulings on the way the Commissionerwill exercise 22. Id., at 156.
discretion and what records and informationshouldbe kept 23. Id., at 160.
by taxpayers under the self-assessmentsystem. 24. (1982) 13 Austral-AsianTax Reports [ATR] 496.
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the taxpayer is liable to pay, by way of penalty, additional tax normally only the last one or two year's returns are re-

equal to double the amount of the excess. viewed.

Section 223(1) was followed by a ruling which indicated This approach to the administration of the penalty provi-
when the Commissionerof Taxation regarded a statement sions is to be commended. It is also considered that the
as false or misleading,25A more important ruling in rela- redefinitionof the relevantprovisions is worthyof consider-
tion to penalties is IT 2517 which outlines to the Commis- ation.
sioner ofTaxation'spolicy in relation to remissionof penal-
ties. Both Sections 226(2) and 223(1) impose additional tax

(penalty) of up to 200 percent. In practice, such high penal- G Audit programme
tes are never imposed. The Commissioner usually remits
the penalty to around 40 percent. However, under the One of the key objectivesof the AustralianTax Office audit

former provision it was rare that penalties were remitted programme is to secure maximum possible improvements
below 40 percent whatever the reason.26 n taxpayer voluntary compliance,27 During 1988-89 this

meant significant changes to the allocation of resources

within the audit programme, in particular, developmentof

Table 7 Project Based Audits and expansion of the audit pro-
grammeamong large companies(LargeCase Programme).

Penalties for False or Misleading Statements Project Based Auditsmonitorcomplianceby industryor by
particular issues,28 Small samples of taxpayers are chosen

Reason forthe False or AdditionalTax (Penalty) and the results of these audits determine whether further
MisleadingStatement activity is warranted. If so, it usually is precededby a public-

ity programmewhich highlightsthe types of errorsdetected.
PerAnnum*Culpability** It also gives taxpayers an opportunity for voluntary disclo-
Component Component sure. For example, plumbers may be selected as an occupa-

Deliberateevasion tion, or the proceeds from the sale of land as a transaction

(withoutaggravating type. Once the particular area is selected steps are taken to

factors) Yes 45 identify the relevant population so that a small sample of
cases can be drawn (the scoping phase).

Recklessness(short
ofdeliberateevasion) Yes 30-40 This audit-based research is designed to assist the Tax Of-

fice:
Carelessness Ye 15-30 - in improving its understandingof taxpayercompliance;
Minorcaseof

- in directing its audit resources to those areas with low

carelessness Yes 5-15 compliance levels, and thereby improve its case selec-
tion and targeting capabilities; and

Inadvertenterror, - in developingstrategieswhich representmore effective
honest mistake, responses to tax compliance problems in the area.

dependentonthe
degreeof care Yes 0-5 More particularly, the results from the scoping phase

form the basis of decisions:
Contentious item Yes 0-5 - to conduct further audits in the area;

Genuinemisunderstanding
- to conduct publicity on findings to encourage taxpayers

of the requirementsof to make voluntary disclosures; or

the legislation(see
- to develop alternative strategies for improving com-

paragraph37(d)) Yes NiI pliance.
Did not know and could
not be expected to know Yes Nil

Genuinelymisledby 25. See paras. 18 and 26 of IT 2141 which in essence provide:
actionsof the ATO No Nil Putting it quite simply, a false statement is one that is contrary to fact,

untrue, erroneousor incorrect (see Given v. C.V. Holland(Holdings) Pty
*

Penalty for late payment, which can be as high as 20 Ltd, (1977) 29 CommonwealthLaw Reports [CLR] 212 at 217; and F.C.
of T. v. Turner, 84 Australian Tax Cases [ATC] 4161, at 4163, 15 ATR

percent per annum.
** Penalty for the offence, expressed as a percentage

379).
A statementmay be misleadingif it is uninformative,unclearor deceptive,

of unpaid tax. notwithstandingthat it may be in a sense literally true. The crucial question
to be decided is whether or not the statement could reasonably mislead a

typical person in the class of persons to whom it is directed.
26. The former policy was set out in IT 2206, where at para. 19 it was

IT 2517 also sets out the Commissioner'spolicy in relation stated:
to voluntary admissions of false or misleading statements, In these cases, in the absence of aggravatingor mitigating factors (see
i.e. the penalty is usually remitted to ten percentper annum later), the discretion under subsection 227(3) should be exercised to

of the tax avoided. This policy is, like the change in reduce the additional tax imposedby section 223 to an amountequal to -

philosophyreflected in IT 2517, designedto promotevolun- 20% per annum of the tax avoided (the per annum component), plus
tary compliance. It is intended that those who are detected 40% of the tax avoided (the culpability component).
evading tax be penalized but not in a way that will alienate 27. Commissionerof Taxation Annual Report 1988-89 (Canberra: Com-

them from the tax system altogether. An example of this is monwealth Government Publishing Service, 1989), at 33.
28. In the second half of 1990 the Australian Taxation Office gave ad-

evident in the number of returns that are subject to review
vance notice of audits to be carried out on the following groups: barristers

once evasion is detected. At one time audit staff would not and solicitors,builders,caravan park proprietors,chemists,clothingmanu-

only correct a current year's return, but would review re- facturers, horse breeders, hoteliers, marketgardeners,motor vehicle deal-
turns for the previous three or four years as well. Now, ers, newsagents, repairers and wreckers.
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The objective of the Large Case Programme is to have a for the taxation of foreign-source income of residents. This
100 percent coverage of the top 100 companies. While this legislation is designed to combat the shelteringof profits in

programmewas not intended to be judgedsolely by revenue low tax countries by attributing income derived by foreign
raised, early indications are that substantial sums will be companies and trusts to controlling Australian residents
raised.29 and taxing the income on an accruals basis. Such income is

now taxed as it is earned and not when it is remitted.
Within the Tax Office a high priority has also been given to

training to ensure that at all levels auditors have the skills 6. Introduction,with effect from 4 December 1980, of the
needed to effectively implement the audit programme. The Crimes (Tax Offences) Act 1980 which makes it a criminal
auditors now also have greater freedom to decide how an offence to render trusts or companies incapable of paying
audit should evolve. Audits are less intrusive and do not try their tax liabilities when they fall due. It is also an offence
to find or recover every dollar evaded. Rather they try to to aid, abet, counsel or procure anotherperson to enter into
ensure that taxpayers are aware that their taxpaying be- such an arrangement.
haviour is beingmonitored.Audits aim to achieve long-term This legislation was necessary because some 5,664 entities
voluntary compliance. were identified as having been stripped during the period 1

January 1972 through4 December 1980.30 It is not clear how
H. Other government initiatives to improve much tax was involved in these schemes. Most estimates

compliance exceeded AS 1 billion though much of this has since been
recovered through subsequent legislation introduced in

Listed below are some other initiatives of the Australian 1982 but having effect from 1 January 1972.31
Government which have been designed in part to improve
compliance. I. Other Tax Office initiatives to improve voluntary
1. An essential to effectiveauditactivities and a prerequis- compliance
ite to providing services to taxpayers is the establishmentof
regional tax offices. Once tax administration in Australia Over recent years the Tax Office has developed a strategy
was highly centralized with branch offices only established to improve voluntary compliance and combat non-com-

in capital cities. This has now changed, as has the concept pliance. Mention has already been made of the shift in
of the ideal size of a branch office (big is no longer regarded emphasis to providing a service to taxpayers to facilitate
as beautiful). voluntary compliance. Additional specific initiatives in-

clude:
2. While Australian tax legislationhas given the Commis- production of a preliminary overall compliance-

sioner of Taxation full and free access to all buildings, strategy;places, books, documents and other papers, the relevant strategic planning for additional computer support for-

section (Section 263) had not, until recently, required tax- compliance activities;
payers to offer positiveassistance. By amendment,effective conduct of two national compliance conferenceson in--

from 7 June 1987, the occupierof a buildingor place is now audits;required to provide the Commissionerwith all reasonable
come tax

-

facilities and assistance for the effective exercise of the completion of national audit techniques manuals and

above powers (Section 263(3)). training packages;
issuing of a national enforcementbulletin on audit pro--

3. In 1988 the Governmentintroduced legislation, known jects highlighting projects with good revenue yields;
as the Cash TransactionsReportsAct 1988, which inter alia: - developmentof an audit analysis package for auditors'
(a) makes it an offence to open or operate an account in a use on microcomputers;

false name (Section 24); - simplificationof tax forms;
(b) requires cash dealers to report transactions for which - production of a plain English Tax Pack;

there are reasonable grounds to suspect that informa- - establishmentof a compliance research unit;
tion concerning the transaction may be relevant to the - liaisonwith the National Crime Authority in relation to

investigation of tax evasion or an attempted evasion income generated from illegal activities;
(Section 16); - acquisition of portable computers for use by auditors

(c) requires cash dealers to report significant cash transac- and support staff;
tions (i.e. those of AS 10,000 (USS 7,800) or more) and - improvements to enquiry service in terms of staffing
foreign currency transfers of AS 5,000 (USS 3,900) or and physical facilities;
more; - establishmentin July 1987 of Advising Groups;

(d) requires individualsbecomingsignatoriesto an account - the developmentof taxpayer profiles for various sec-

to prove their identity. tors of the taxpaying population to improve the effi-
case process;Transactionsare reported to the Cash TransactionsAgency ciency of the selection

the increased use of EDP audit techniques to help pro--

which is located in Sydney. This agencyproposes to develop cess and analyze large amounts of data when auditing
a data base for both significantand for suspect transac- large companies;tions. Most reports will be received electronically and the the creation of Intelligence Units in all major branch-

datawill be available to nominatedpersons in the Australian offices to detect new developments in taxpayer com-
Tax Office by way of on-line facilities. pliance at an early stage;
4. Prohibition,since 19 September1985, of deductionsfor
entertainment expenses. Expenses ncurred for business 29. According to the 1988-89 Annual Report of the Commissioner of
lunches, cocktail parties, tickets to sporting and theatrical Taxation, large case audits yield AS 3.3 million per case.

events, sightseeing, etc. are no longer deductible even 30. Commissioner of Taxation's Annual Report 1982-83 (Canberra:
though they may have involved a genuine connection with CommonwealthGovernment Printer, 1983), at 14.

business activities. 31. Taxation (Unpaid Company Tax) Assessment Act 1982, Taxation

(Unpaid Company Tax - Vendors) Act 1982, and the Taxation (Unpaid
5. Introduction, from 1 July 1990, of an accruals system CompanyTax - Promoters) Act 1982.
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establishmentin November 1987 of a Problem Resolu--

tion Unit; Table 8
increasedamountsof informationbeing made vailable-

to the general public to help them comply voluntarily. Surrogate Measures of Tax Evasion
Market research commissioned by the Tax Office had
indicated, that of all the informationservices provided (a) Percentage of respondents disapproving of others

by the Tax Office, taxpayerswantedmore printedmate- omitting income
rial written in everyday language. These booklets were Amountof incomeomitted* 1982 1988
then published in 13 languages and distributed through
various outlets including migrant resource centres;

AS 100 38 45

the issue of a bookletoutlining the most common errors
AS 1,000 63 76

-

AS 10,000 81 92made in income tax returns;
acknowledgmentof a need for a publication for people * In constant dollars

-

preparing their first tax returns;
increased frequency by the Commissionerof Taxation-

and senior Tax Office staff in addressing professional (b) Average number of people respondents thought
and community groups. This had generally been would be discovered omitting income if ten people
coupled with increased media coverage of Tax Office they knew were investigated by the Tax Office.

activities. The above presumablyhad the dual purpose Amountof incomeomitted 1982 1988
of changing taxpayers' perceptions about Tax Office AS 100 3.8 3.8
activities as well as breaking down the us versus them AS 1,000 2.7 2.3
attitude which might have otherwise existed between AS 10,000 2.4 1 7
professionaland communitygroupsand the Tax Office;
increased attention to the special needs of tax agents. (c) Percentage of respondents who, when preparing

-

This was in response to a recognition that some 67 their income tax returns, would omit cash earnings
percent of returns were lodged by tax agents; from a part-time job
after-hours phone-in services being made available to-

taxpayers during the period of the year they are most Amountofincomeomitted 1982 1988

likely to be lodging their income tax returns; AS 100 69 54

coordinating volunteer helpers for tax return prepara- AS 1,000 26 22-

tion. AS 10,000 6 3

Source: I.G. Wallschutzky, The Effects of Tax Reform on

IV. EFFECTS OF TAX REFORMS ON TAX EVASION Tax Evasion, Research Study No. 8 (Sydney: Australian
Tax Research Foundation, 1988)

During the 1980s a large number of reforms were made to
the Australian tax system. Some were directed, at least in
part, at reducing tax evasion. Whether these have been be better placed to judge. It is recognized that developing
successful is an empirical question. In this regard little data countries have special needs and problems. However, an
are available. For another purpose32 the author conducted awareness of what others have done must only help.
research in 1982 and 1988 the results of which are relevant
here. Particular problems could be encountered because of the

quality and quantityof resourcesavailable to administerthe
The surveycontainedthree surrogatemeasuresoftheextent tax system. Aspects such as self-assessment might not be
of evasion. These were: feasible if the population literacy level is low. Deductionat
(1) the level of taxpayers' approval/disapprovalof evasion source might not be a solution if a large proportion of the

activity, where it was assumed that greater disapproval population lives outside the moneyeconomy(e.g. in subsist-
was equivalent to less evasion; ence farming). Tax systems that have a narrow tax base,

(2) the number of people known to respondents who the high tax rates, many rates, exemptions, credits, rebates,
respondentssuspected were evading tax; and deductionsor that try to achieve too many other social and

(3) respondentsown orientation to evade tax. economic goals might be in need of fundamental reform

The results obtained are given in Table 8. before complianceobjectives can be tackled.

Where corruption is widespread, even if as a way of life,
The data in Table 8 are indicative, though not conclusive, problems will always exist to frustrate progress towards an
of a decline in the level of evasion. The reasons for this efficient tax collectionsystem. In economieswhere inflation
possible trend were not fully explained, though it was is high, late paymentof tax is equivalent to evasion. In these
thought that (apart from the reforms already mentioned) circumstances a late payment penalty is required. The rate

greater awarenessof penaltiesmight have had some impact. of interest charged should be at least equal to the market
During the period under review penalties had increased rate of interest which would normally take account of the
tenfold._ rate of inflation.

Developing countries can face problems when they intro-

V. SPECIAL PROBLEMS IN REDUCING EVASION duce a Pay-As-You-Earnsystem where previously they
IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES had a payment in arrear system. The main problem is the

possibilityof taxpayershaving to pay two years' tax liability
Whether the policy options adopted in Australia to help
reduce evasion will be effective in developing countries is 32. The Australian Tax Foundation sponsored research study entitleda
not known. Sorne might be effective,others not. Those who ,'The Effects of Tax Reform on Tax Evasion. This was published in 1988
are aware of the special circumstancesof each country will as Research Study No. 8.
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in the transitionyear. Developedcountreshave faced these new philosophy in tax administration is one of trying to
problemsand a numberof options for overcomingthe prob- promotevoluntarycompliance.This is reflected in the audit
lems are given by Yudkin.33 programme, administration of penalty provisions and the

move by the AustralianTaxation Office to provide greater
to taxpayersand their agents.Vl. CONCLUSIO'N quantityand qualityofservice

It is conceded that not all of the policy options identified in

Many countries have taken steps to reduce the opportunity
this are suitable for developing countries. Only those with

for evasion of income tax. Lessons can be learned from an understanding of local circumstances can assess what

studying the changes made in these countries. This article measures might be relevant in particular countries.
has attempted to outline the lessons for others flowing from Nevertheless, an awareness of steps taken in other jurisdic-

tions may well contribute to the solution of these perennialreforms made in Australia.
problems.

Of particular significance are specific legislative reforms
and a general change in philosophy on the part of the tax
administration. Specific legislative changes discussed in-
cluded changes to tax collection practices, improvementsin
taxpaer identificationprocedures,changes to record-keep- 33. See L. Yudkin, A Legal Structurefor Effective Income Tax Adminis-
ing requirements, and changes to penalty provisions. The tration, op cit., at 40-1.
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TheNinthAnnualSummerProgram
in UnitedStatesLawandLegalInstitutions

15 July 1991- 16 August 1991

The Ninth Annual Summer Program in United States Law and Legal Institutions is intended to give lawyers and

advanced law students from other countries intensiveexposure to the basic structure of the UnitedStates legal system
and to significant areas of U.S. law. The Program should give participants both a basic understandingof the United
States legal system and the U.S. legal profession and an in-depth exposure to specific areas of U.S. law that affect a .

broad range of commercial, investment, and personal activities. It is designed to serve as a low-cost alternative to a

full-year's programin U.S. law or as a preface to advancedformal training in the United States.

Thelecturesof theNinthAnnualSummerProgramin UnitedStatesLawandLegal Institutionswillbeheldeachmorning,
Monday-Friday, 15 July - 16 August 1991, on the campus of the internationally-renownedUniversity of Wisconsin,
Madison, Wisconsin, U.S.A. In addition to the regular morning sessions, there will be opportunities for the participants
to learnabout legal researchandwritingandthe UnitedStates legal systemoutside the formallectures.The participants
also will be able to meet with practicing lawyers and members of the United States judiciary. Another unique and

importantattractionof the Program is that participantsare able to work and socializewith practicinglawyers and legal
scholars from around the world.

For more detailed information regarding the program, write to:

Ms. Theresa Dougherty
Universityof Wisconsin Law School

Office of the Dean, Room 207
Madison, Wisconsin 53706, U.S.A.

INTERNATIONALFISCAL ASSOCIATION

.T...I...SOCU'IOH

PACIFIC REGION CONFERENCE

Maui, Hawaii
22 May through 24 May 1991

Participating Countries:

Australia Hong Kong Korea Mexico Singapore
Canada Japan Malaysia New Zealand United States

Registration Fee U.S.$ 585 per registrant and U.S.$ 225 per accompanyingpersons;
Before 28 February 1991 $ 485 and $ 175, respectively. Send registration and/or request for information to:

IFA
P.O. Box 756
Rainier, Oregon 97048-0756
U.S.A.

Academics 50% reduction for registrants only
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U\ -ED \GDOVI:

UNSCRAMBLINGTHE EGG - CLAIMS UNDER
SECTIONS 242 AND 243 OF THE INCOME AND

CORPORATIONTAXES ACT

Nicholas C. Webb
Member of the research staff of the IBFD

I. INTRODUCTION

The starting point for this article is two general rules of the United Kingdom's
corporation tax system. The first of these rules is that a U.K. resident company Contents
is not normallyentitled to repaymentof the tax credit attaching to a dividendpaid
to it by another U.K. resident company. The second is that items such as losses, I. Introduction
capital allowancesand so forthwhich a U.K. residentcompanymay set off against II. Background
its mainstream corporation tax profits may not normally be relieved against Sectiions 242-244 IICTA 1988
income received in the form of dividends from other U.K. companies. Under III. The legislation and its history
certain circumstances,however, a U.K. companymay make a claim which over- IV The basic mechanism
rides both these general rules. This article examines those sections of the Income V Restoring the loss

and Corporation Taxes Act 1988 (ICTA 1988) which provide for the making VI. Restricting the ACT set-off

of such a claim and attempts to unravel the somewhat labyrinthine chain of V l. Section 243 - Financial concerns

consequenceswhich invoking these sections initiates.1 Vill. Claims

Il. BACKGROUND

In 1973 the United Kingdom replaced its classical system of taxing company
profits with an imputation regime. One of the elements on which this imputation
regime rests is the exclusion from company profits chargeable to corporation tax

of dividendsreceivedfrom otherU.K. residentcompanies.The frameworkwithin
which this exclusion operates may be briefly summarized.

When a U.K. company pays a dividend2 it must make a correspondingpayment
1. For the reader's convenience, the sections
withwhich this articleis concerned (Sections242,ofadvancecorporationtax (ACT)3- the sum ofthedividendand the relevant and 244 of the Income and Corporation243

ACT being known as a franked payment.4This ACT will generally be set off Taxes Act 1988 (ICTA 1988)) have been printed
against the company's mainstream corporation tax liability for the accounting in a slightly smaller letter type on pages 178 and

period during which the dividend was paid. In this way the company's overall 179.

liability is not affected, merelya partof it collectedat an earlierdate.5 Conversely, 2. The legislation actually imposes the obliga-
tion making qualifyingdistribu-

a U.K. resident shareholder- whether corporate or indivdual- n receipt of a on a company a

dividend from a U.K. company is entitled to a tax credit, the amount of which tion, the definitionof which encompassesmore

than dividends.For convenience'ssake, the word

equates to the amountof ACTpaid by the distributingcompany.6The significance dividend s used throughout this article wher-
of this tax credit depends on whether the shareholder is an individual or a ever qualifying distribution is meant. The de-

company. An individualwill be liable for income tax on the sum of the dividend finition of distribution may be found at Secs.

and the tax credit but his basic rate liability will be satisfied by the tax credit. 209 - 211 ICTA 1988. Qualifying distribution
is defined, by reference to those sections, in Sec.

Where the tax credit exceeds the individual's income tax liability he will be able 14 subsec. (2) ICTA 1988.
to claim repayment of the excess.7 In the case of a company the dividend is 3. Sec. 14 ICTA 1988.
excluded from the company's profits chargeable to corporation tax and instead

4. Sec. 238 subsec. (1) ICTA 1988.
forms, togetherwith the accompanyingtax credit, what is called franked invest-

5. Sec. 239 ICTA 1988.
ment income(FII) of the recipient company.8The recipient companyuses the
FII to set against its franked payments for the purpose of reducing or eliminating 6. Sec. 231 ICTA 1988.

its own ACT liability.9To the extent that the recipient company has an excess of 7. Sec. 231 subsec. (3) ICTA 1988.

FII over franked payments in an accountingperiod it is said to have a surplus of 8. Secs. 208 and 238 subsec. (1) ICTA 1988.

franked investment income,lo In normal circumstances surplus FII is carried 9. Sec. 241 ICTA 1988.

forward and set aganst franked payments made in subsequent accounting 10. Sec. 238 subsec. (1) ICTA 1988.

periods.11 11. Sec. 241 subsec. (3) ICTA 1988.
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SECTIONS 242,243 AND 244 OF THE
INCOME AND CORPORATIONTAXES ACT 1988

242. Set-off of losses etc. against surplus of franked b) in relationto reliefgiven in respectofcapital allowances;and
investment income c) in relation to relief given in respect of losses under section

573(2);
(1) Where a companyhas a surplusof franked investment income
for any accountingperiod- as it applies in relation to relief given in respect of a loss (the
(a) the companymay, on making a claim for the purpose, require referenceto the companyceasing to be within the charge to corpo-

that the amount of the surplus shall for a 1 or any of the ration tax in respect of the trade being construed as a reference to

purposesmentioned in subsection (2) below be treated as if it its ceasing to be within that charge at all, and as respects the relief
were a like amount of profits chargeable to corporation tax; mentioned in paragraph (c) above, the reference to the purposes
and of section 393(1) being construed as a reference to the purposesof

(b) subject to subsection (4) below, the provisions mentioned in corporation tax on chargeable gains)
subsection (2) below shall apply in accordance with this sec- (7) Any amount which may be dealt with under subsection (5)tion to reduce the amount of the surplus for purposes of above as a loss shall be so dealt wth rather than under subsection
section 241(3); and (6) above, except in so far as the company concerned otherwise

(c) the companyshall be entitled to have paid to it the amountof elects.
the tax credit comprised in the amount of franked investment
income by which the surplus is so reduced. (8) The time limits for claims under this section shall be as fol-

lows-

/!/aTbohveepurposesfor which a claim maybe madeundersubsection
are those of (a) if and so far as the purpose for which the claim is made is the

the setting of trading losses against total profits under section setting of trading losses against total profits under section
393(2); 393(2), two years from the end of the accounting period in

(b) the deduction of charges on income under section 338 or which the trading loss is incurred;
paragraph 5 of Schedule 4; (b) if and so far as the purpose for which the claim is made is the

(c) the deductionof expensesof managementunder section 75 or deduction of charges on income under section 338 or para-
76; graph 5 of Schedule 4 or of expenses of management under

(d) the setting of certain capital allowances against total profits section 75 or 76, six years from the end of the accounting
under [section 145(3) of the 1990 Act]; period in which the charges were paid or the expenses of

(e) the setting of losses against income under section 573(2). managementwere incurred;
so as purpose(3) Where a company makes a claim under this section for any

(c) if and far the for which the claim is made is the
setting of capital allowances against total profits under [sec-accounting period, the reduction falling to be made in profits of tion 145(3) of the 1990 Act], two years from the end of the

that accounting period shall be made, as far as may be, in profits accounting period for which the capital allowances fall to be
chargeable to corporation tax rather than in the amount treated as made;profits so chargeableunder this section. (d) if and so far as the purpose for which the claim is made is the

(4) Where a claim under this section relates to section 393(2) or setting of a loss against income under section 573(2), two

573(2) of this Act or to [section 145(3) of the 1990 ACT] and an years from the end of the accountingperiod in which the loss

accounting period of the company falls partly before and partly was incurred.
within the time mentioned in that subsection, then- (9) For the purposesof a claim under this section for any account-

(a) the restriction imposed by section 393(3) or 573(3) of this Act ing period, the surplus of franked investment income for that
or by [section 145(4) of the 1990 ACT] on the amount of the accounting period shall be calculated without regard to the part,
relief shall be applied only to any relief to be given apart from if any, carried forward from an earlier accountingperiod; and for
this section, and shall be appliedwithout regard to any amount the purposes of subsection (5) above franked investment income
treated as profits of the accountingperiod under this section; which by virtue of section 241(5) cannot be used to frank distribu-
but tions of a company shall be left out of account.

(b) relief under this section shall be given only against a part of
the amount so treated proportionate to the part of the ac- 243. Set-off of loss brought forward, or terminal loss
counting period falling within that time.

(5) Where- (1) Where a companyhas a surplusof franked investmentincome
for any accounting period, the company, instead of or in addition

(a) on a claim made under this section for any accountingperiod to making a claim under section 242, may on making a claim forrelief is given in respect of the whole or part of any loss the purpose require that the surplusshall be taken into account forincurred in a trade, or of any amount which could be treated relief under section 393(1) or 394, up to the amount of franked
as a loss under section 393(9); and investment income for the accountingperiod which, if chargeable(b) in a later accounting period the franked payments made by to corporation tax, would have been taken into account bythe company exceedits franked investment income;

so

virtue of section 393(8); and (subject to the restriction to that
then (unless the company has ceased to carry on the trade or to be amount of franked investment income) the following subsections
within the charge to corporation tax in respect of it) the company shall have effect where the company makes a claim under this
shall, for the purposes of section 393(1), be treated as having, in section for any accounting period.
the accountingperiod ending immediatelybefore the beginningof (2) The amount to which the claim relates shall for thethe later accounting period mentioned in paragraph (b) above, of the claim be treated trading incomeof the accounting

purposes
period.incurred a loss equal to whichever is the lesser of- as

(i) the excess referred to in paragraph (b) above; and (3) The reduction falling to be made in trading income of an

(ii) the amount in respect of which relief was given as mentioned accountingperiod shall be made as far as possible in trading income
in paragraph (a) above or so much of that amount as remains chargeableto corporationtax rather than in the amount treated as
after deduction of any part of it dealt with under this subsec- trading income so chargeable under this section.
tion in relation to an earlier accounting period. (4) If the claim relates to section 393(1), section 242(5) shall apply

(6) Subject to subsection (7) below, subsection (5) above shall in relation to it.
apply, with the necessary adaptations- (5) If the claim relates section 394 and accountingperiod ofto an

(a) in relation to relief given in respect of managementexpenses; the company falls partly outside the three years mentioned in
and subsection (1) of that section, then-
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(a) the restriction imposed by subsection (2) of that section on 244. Further provisions relating to claims under section
the amount of the reduction that may be made in the trading 242 or 243
income of that period shall be applied only to any relief to be
given apart from this section, and shall be applied without (1) Without prejudice to section 242(9) or 243(7), the surplus of

regard to any amount treated as trading income of the ac- franked investment income for an accounting period for which a

counting period by virtue of this section, but claim is made under either of those sections shall be calculated
1 (b) relief under this section shall be given only against a part of without regard to any part of that surplus which, when the claim

the amount so treated proportionate to the part of the ac. is made, has been used to frank distributionsmade by the company
counting period falling within the three years in question. in a later accountingperiod.

(2) Where in consequenceof a claim under either section 242 or

(6) The time limits for claims under this section shall be as fol- section 243 for any accounting period a company is entitled to
lows- payment of a sum in respect of tax credit-

(a) if and so far as the purpose for which the claim is made is the (a) an amount equal to that sum shall be deducted from any
allowance of relief under section 393(1), six years from the advance corporation tax which apart from this subsection
end of the accountingperiod for which the claim is made, would fall, under section 239, to be set against the company's

(b) if and so far as the purpose for which the claim is made is the liability to corporation tax for the next accounting period or
allowance of relief under section 394, six years from the time the benefit of which could be surrenderedunder section 240;
when the company ceases to carry on the trade. and

(b) if that amount exceeds that advance corporation tax or there

(7) For the purposesof a claim under this section for any account- is no such advancecorporationtax, that excess or that amount

ing period the surplusof franked investmentincomefor that period (as the case may be) shall be carried forward and similarly
shall be calculated without regard to the part, if any, carried deducted in relation to the following accounting period and
forward from an earlier accounting period. so on.

Two consequences of the system just described, and in III. THE LEGISLATIONAND ITS HISTORY
particularof the exclusion of intercorporatedividends from
corporation tax profits, are important to the present theme. The provisionswith which this article is primarilyconcerned
The first of these is that the reliefs and allowances which are currently located at Sections 242, 243 and 244 ICTA
may be set offagainst corporationtax profits-losses,capital 1988. The forerunnerof these provisions first found its way
allowances, etc. - are not normally available to set off into U.K. tax legislation Section 62 of the Finance Actas

against FII which does not form part of those profits. The 1965 - the Act which introduced corporation tax to an
second is that because FII is not assessable incone, a com- expectant nation. When Finance Act 1965 and subsequent
pany may not claim repaymentof the tax credit included in Finance Acts were consolidated in 1970 the original section
ts FII except in the two sets of circumstances where the was split into two to becone Sections 254 and 255 of the
Taxes Act specificallyprovides for it to do so. One of these Income and Corporation Taxes Act 1970 - Section 254
sets of circumstances, which need not greatly concern us providing for the relief in its basic form and Section 255 an

here, is where the recipient company is exempt from corpo- extended form of the relief for financial concerns. 1972
ration tax or is liable to corporation tax only on its trading brought the introduction of a new related provision in the
income or where the dividend to which the tax credit is shape of Section 90 of that year's Finance Act designed to
attached is the subject of an express exemption.12The other counter anomalies which would otherwise have arisen with
is where the company makes a claim under either of the the advent of the imputation system. Finally the latest con-
sections which are the subject of this article. solidation of U.K. tax legislation saw Sections 254 and 255

become respectively Sections 242 and 243 ICTA 1988 and
Section 90 Finance Act 1972 become Section 244 ICTA

12. Sec. 231 subsec. (2) ICTA 1988. A Friendly Society is an example of 1988.13
a company which is exempt from corporation tax, and a registered trade
union of a company which is only not exempt in respect of its trading
income. An example of an express exemption which would entitle the

recipient of a dividend to repaymentof the tax credit attachingtoit, is that IV. THE BASIC MECHANISM
conferred on charities by Sec. 505 subsec. (1)(c)(iii) ICTA 1988. Sec. 231

subsec.(2)(b) ICTA 1988 specifically states that Sec. 208 ICTA 1988 - The basic mechanism of a claim under Section 242 is pro-
which provides for the general exclusion of dividends from chargeability vided for in subsections (1), (2) and (3). This mechanism
to corporation tax - does not give rise to an entitlement to repayment of works, where a claim is made, by treating a surplus of FII
tax credits attaching to dividends. for an accounting period as an equal amount of profits13. Sec. 90 subsec. (1) Finance Act 1972 disappearedwith the advent of

chargeableto corporationtax. The effect of this is threefold.
ICTA 1988 as being no longer necessary. Thus Sec. 244 ICTA contains

First, these profits be utilized to absorbcertain allow-what was previously Sec. 90 subsecs. (2) and (3). may
14. See Sec. 393 subsec. (2) ICTA 1988. Under this subsectiona company ances and reliefs which cannotbe allowed in the mainstream

may claim to set a trading loss against the total corporation tax profits of corporation tax computationbecause the companydoes not

the accounting period in which the loss is incurred (instead of carrying it have sufficient profits. Second, the surplus FII available to
forward for set-off against the trading profits of future accounting periods carry forward and set against franked payments made in
under subsec. (1) of the same section). The balance of the trading loss not subsequent accounting periods is reduced by the amount
absorbed in this way may be carried back and set against the total profits treated as corporation tax profits. Third, the company be-
of previous accounting periods (subject to the time limitations described comes entitled to a repaymentof the tax credit included in
in the text infra at note 21). so much of the surplus FII as is used in absorbing the reliefs
15. See Sec. 338 ICTA 1988. Charges on income are items such as

and allowances.The reliefsand allowancesin questionannuities, patent royalties, payments of yearly interest, etc. These items,
are:

when paid out of a company's profits brought into charge to corporation (a) trading losses available to set off against total profits of

tax, may be deducted in computing the profits on which corporation tax is the same or preceding accountingperiods;14
charged. (b) charges on income;15
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(c) management expenses of an investment or life assur- Accounting period 1 June 1987 to 31 May 1988
ance company;1 - trading profit £ 2,400

(d) capital allowances which are given (to the extent that
this is possible) againsta particularsourceof income;17 Profits against which loss carried back

(e) capital losses on unquoted shares incurred by certain may be set
=

investment companies which may be relieved against
- 2,400 x 5/12 1000

income;18 and Therefore loss carry-back
(f) deductionsin respect of discountsfor companiesissuing limited to £ 1,000

deep discount securities:9 Revised corporation tax profits £ 1,400

As this article is primarilyconcernedwith the mechanicsof
Section 242 claims it is not proposed to enter into a detailed Surplus FII against whch the loss carried back may be set

analysis of these reliefs and allowances (interested readers under Section 242 is limited in the same way, i.e. to 2,100
are referred to the footnotes). However, a number of re- x 5/12 = 875. This leaves losses available to carry forward at

marks on the subject need to be made at this point insofar 31 December 1989 of 6,125, i.e. 14,000 - (6,000 + 1,000 +

as they are pertinent to the circumstances in which a claim 875).
may be made. A final point needs to be made in connection with the

Section 242 makes use of allowances and reliefs which are carryover of reliefs/allowancesconcerning the order of set-

given as deductionseither from total corporation tax profits off. The general rule is that the reliefs/allowancesmust first

or in computing total corporation tax profits as opposed to be set againstprofitsnormallychargeableto corporation tax

those which are allowed against specificsourcesof income.20 before being set against surplus FII. However, where trad-

This presents no problem in the case of allowances/reliefs ing losses or capital allowances are available to carry back

of the current accountingperiod. However,with the excep- to the preceding accountingperiod, they may be set against
tion of nanagementexpenses incurred by an investmentor the surplus FII of the original period in preference to the

life assurance company, the reliefs and allowances listed profits of the earlier period. Thus, for instance, a company

above, when carried forward, are only deductible from in-
come from particularsourcesand therefore(except for man-

agement expenses of an investment or life assurance com-

pany) not available for Section 242 purposes. Of the reliefs 16. See Secs. 75 and 76 ICTA 1988. A company whose business consists

and allowances listed above only trading losses and capital wholly or mainly in the making of investments and the principal part of

allowances may be carried back (subject to the limitatons whose income is derived from this activity (Sec. 130 ICTA 1988) and a

described below), in which case they are deducted from company which carries on life assurance business (as defined in Sec. 2

InsuranceCompaniesAct 1982) may deductmanagementexpenses in arriv-
total corporation tax profits and therefore may be the sub- ing at its total profits. Managementexpenses are not statutorily defined

ject of a Section 242 claim. but include items such as directors' remuneration, staff salaries, commis-

The carryback of trading losses and the capital al owances
sions and office expenses to the extent that these have not otherwise been

listed at (d) above is limited by reference to the ength of taken into account. To the extent that the management expenses of an

cannot
the accountingperiod for which they were originallyavaila- accountingperiod be absorbed by total profits, they may be carried

forward and treated as management expenses of the next accounting
ble.21 The amountcarriedback may be set against the profits period.
of a period of time equal to the length of the original ac- 17. See Sec. 145 Capital Allowances Act 1990 (CAA 1990) Certain

countingperiod and immediatelypreceding that accounting capital allowancesare described as beinggivenby dischargeor repayment

period. Normally, of course, this means that the carryback of tax, and .... primarilyavailableagainsta specifiedclass of income. Such

is linited to one year unless accountingperiods of different allowances (for example industrial buildings allowances granted to a com-

lengths are involved. These rules are important to the pre- pany which is a lessor of industrial buildings) have to be deducted against
sent theme because the amount of surplus FII against which the specified source of income against whch they are prmarly available,

carried-back losses or capital allowances may be set is li- as far as this is possible. To the extent that this is not possible, the company
claim to have the allowances set against other profits of the

mited in a similar manner. An example will clarify their may excess

accounting period and preceding periods (subject to the time limitations
effect on a Section 242 claim: described in the text infra at note 21).
The tax computationsof Shubunkin Ltd. show the follow- 18. See Sec. 573 ICTA 1988. Normally capital losses incurred by a com-

ing: pany on the disposalof shares which it holds will be set off against its capital
gains. However, an jnvestment company (see supra note 16) which has

(i) Accountingperiod 1 June 1987 to 31 May 1988 (12 months) subscribed for shares in a qualifying trading company (defined in Sec. 576

trading profits £ 2,400
a on

--

subsec. (4) ICTA 1988) and which incurs loss the disposal, after 31

surplus Fll £ 2,100 March 1981, of those shares may claim to set the loss against its income for
-

(ii) Accounting period 1 June 1988 to 31 December 1988 corporation tax purposes.
19. See Sch. 4 para. 5 ICTA 1988. Subject to a number of conditions,

(7 months) companies issuingdeep discount securities (defined in Sch. 4 para. 1 ICTA
trading profits £ 6,000 1988) after 18 March 1985 may claim a special deduction from total profits-

(iii) Accounting period 1 January 1989 to 31 December 1989 in respect of the discount. The deduction is computed by reference to a

(12 months) formula which relates the discount to the life of the security (Sch. 4 para.

trading loss £ 14,000 4 ICTA 1988).--

20. To arrive at profits chargeable to corporation tax, the income from

ShubunkinLtd. makes a claim to carry back the trading loss each source is computed separately according to the rules of the appropri-

of the accounting period to 31 December 1989 and also a
ate Schedule and taking into account allowancesand reliefs which are given

claim under Section 242 in respect of its surplus FiI for the against specified sources of income. The various amounts so calculatedare

then aggregated to gve total profits. From this figure are deducted trading
accounting period to 31 May 1988. The result will be: losses (see supra note 14), managementexpenses (see F.N. 15) and certain

Accounting period 1 June 1988 to 31 December 1988 capital allowances (see supra note 16). Charges on income are deducted

trading profit £ 6,000
after all other adjustments and reliefs (apart from group relief). Secs. 9

--

and 338(1) ICTA 1988.
less loss carried back £ 6,000 21. Sec. 393 subsecs. (2) and (3) ICTA 1988; Sec. 145 subsecs. (3) and-

NIL (4) CAA 1990.
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with a trading loss of £ 8,000 and surplus FII of £ 5,000 for and is therefore not able to benefit from the special rate for
the same accountingperiod, with a profit of £ 3,000 for the small companies.24
preceding accounting period, has a choice. It may elect

If A. Forethought Ltd. makes Section 242 claim itseither to set £ 5,000 of the loss against its surplus FII and no

carry back £ 3,000 to set off against the profits of the earlier corporation tax and ACT liabilitieswill be computed in the

period, or to carry back £ 3,000 and carry the remaining normal manner as follows:

£ 5,000 forward against future trading profits. (i) Accounting period to 31 December 1989 (in £)
Before proceeding, two important restrictions on the ACT
surplus FII which can be included in a Section 242 claim Fil 225,000
need to be noted. First surplus FII of an accountingperiod Franked payments 84,000 (dividendspaid 63,000 +

may only be included to the extent that it has not already 1/3 ACT 21,000)
been carried forward and set against franked paymentsof a Surplus Fil to cf. 141,000
later accounting period.22 Second, the calculation for Sec-
tion 242 purposes of the amount of surplus FII for an ac- ACT payable NIL

counting period must exclude surplus FII brought forward
from an earlier accountingperiod. Surplus FII brought for- Corporation tax
ward may still, however, be set against the franked pay- Corporation tax payable NIL
ments of the accounting period in the normal way, thus
releasing surplus FII of the accountingperiod for inclusion Trading loss to cf. 150,000
in a Section 242 claim. Take, for example, a company with
surplus FII brought forward of £ 21,000 which receives FII (ii) Accounting period to 31 December 1990 (in £)
in the accounting period amounting to £ 14,000 and makes ACT
franked payments of £ 18,000. The company may set the Fil 50,000
£ 21,000 surplus FII brought forward against the franked Surplus Fil bf. 141,000
payments of £ 18,000 leaving £ 3,000 surplus FII to carry 191,000
forward and surplus FII of the accounting period £ 14,000 Franked payments 168,000 (dividendspaid 126,000 +
available for inclusion in a Section 242 claim. Surplus Fll to cf. 23,000 1/3 ACT42,000)
Returning to our central theme, the most effective way to

ACT payable NILillustrate the consequencesof making a claim under Section
242 is to resort to a hypotheticalexample. For this purpose,
let us take A. Forethought Ltd., a U.K.-resident trading Corporation tax

company whose results over a three-year period may be CT (trading) profits 650,000
summarized as follows: Less loss bf. 150,000

(i) 1 January 1989 to 31 December 1989 (in £) Corporation tax @

Trading loss 150,000 35% on 500,000 = 175,000
Fll 225,000
Dividends paid 63,000 (iii) Accounting period to 31 December 1991 (in £)

(ii) 1 January 1990 to 31 December 1990 ACT

Trading profit 650,000 Fil 62,500
Fll 50,000 Surplus Fll bf. 23,000
Dividends paid 126,000 85,500

Franked payments 140,000 (dividendspaid 105,000 +
(iii) 1 January 1991 to 31 December 1991 l/3ACT35,000)

Trading profit 450,000 ACT payable @ 25%
Fll 62,500 on 54,500 = 13,625
Dividends paid 105,000

(For the purposes of this example it is assumed that the full Corporation tax

company tax rate is 35 percent throughout the period and Corporation tax @ 35%
that the rate of ACT is 1/3.23 It is also assumed that for the on (trading) profits 450,000 = 157,500
entire period A. ForethoughtLtd. has two active associated less ACT set off 13,625
companes, M. ForethoughtLtd. and B. ForethoughtLtd., Corporation tax payable 143,875

22. Sec. 244 subsec. (1) ICTA 1988. Let us now compare the position if A. Forethought Ltd.
23. The rate of corporation tax is set for a financial year (1 April to 31 makes a claim under Section 242 in respect of its surplusFII
March). The full company tax rate for each of the financial years 1988 (1 for the accounting period to 31 December 1989. At this
April 1988 to 31 March 1989), 1989 and 1990 is 35 percent (Sec. 26 Finance

point we shall ignore the consequentialadjustmentsaffect-
Act 1988, Sec. 34 Finance Act 1989 and Sec. 19 Finance Act 1990). At the
time of writing, the rate for 1991 has yet to be fixed. The rate of ACT has ing the two subsequent accounting periods which will be

been fixed by reference to the basic rate of income tax since the financial discussed below.

year 1986 (Sec. 17 Finance Act 1986). For 1988, 1989 and 1990 the rate of (i) Accounting period to 31 December 1989 (in £)ACT is 1/3, the rate for 1991 not having been set at the time of writing.
24. There is a special lower rate of corporationtax (the small companies ACT
rate) for companies with profits below a certain amount (currently Fil 225,000
£ 200,000) and an accompanyingmarginal relief for companieswith profits Franked payments 84,000
in excess of that amount but below another, higher amount (currently Surplus Fll 141,000
£ 1,000,000) Where a company has non-dormant associated companies
these figures are divided by one plus the number of associated companies.
Thus, in the example, A. Forethought Ltd. is entitled neither to pay tax at Repayrent under Sec. 242 of tax credit included in surplus Fll -

the small companies rate nor to any marginal relief (Sec. 13 ICTA 1988) 141,000 x 25%= 35,250.
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Corporation tax amounting in terms of tax to £ 52,500. Under Section 242

Surplus Fll treated as CT profits 1 41,000 only £ 9,000 of the loss is relieved at the correct rate of 35

Trading loss 150,000 percent, the remainder being relieved at 25 percent which

Trading loss to cf. 9,000 corresponds to the 1/3 ACT rate. In tax terms this means

reliefof £ 38,400.
Corporation tax payable NIL

This discrepancy is addressed in subsections (5) and (6) of
Section 242, which come into operation where in a later

(ii) Accounting period to 31 December 1990 (in £) accounting period (that is, in accounting period lateran

ACT than that for which the Section242 claimwas made) franked
Fll 50,,000 paymentsmade exceedFII received. In these circumstances
Franked payments 168,000 an adjustment s made wth the result that the relef or

ACT payable @ 25% allowance which was utilized in giving effect to the Section
on 118,000 = 29,500 242 claim is again made available to the company. The

amount of relief or allowance restored in this way is, how-

Corporation tax ever, limited by reference to the extent to which the franked

CT (trading) profits 650,000 payments exceed the FII in the later period. If this excess is

Less loss bf. 9,000 greater than the amount of the relief or allowance used in

Corporation tax @ 35% the Section 242 claim, the whole of the relief or allowance

on 641,000 = 224,350 is restored. If the excess of frankedpaymentsoverFII is less

Less ACT set of 29,500 than the amount of the relief/allowance, the remainder of

Corporation tax payable 194,850 the relief/allowance is restored in subsequent accounting
periods where the same circumstances pertain, until the

(iii) Accounting period to 31 December 1991 (in £) entire relieallowancehas been reinstated.

ACT The manner in which the adjustment is effected depends on

Fll 62,500 the particular relief or allowance which was the subject of
the Section 242 claim. In the case of trading losses, chargesFranked payments 140,000

ACT payable @ 25% on income and deductions in respect of discounts for com-

on 77,500 -- 19,375 panies issuing deep discount securities, the company is
treated as having incurred a loss in the accounting period
immediately before that in which franked payments made

Corporation tax exceed FII received. The rationale for linking these three
Corporation tax @ 35% on (trading) items together in this way is that for ordinary corporation
profits 450,000 = 157,500 tax purposes deductions in respect of discounts are treated
Less ACT set off 19,375

Corporation tax payable 138,125
as charges on income25 and charges on income, to the extent
that they are not absorbed by set-off against the profits of
an accounting period, are treated (subject to the proviso
describedbelow) as a trading loss available to carry forward

V. RESTORINGTHE LOSS to subsequent accounting periods.26 Subsection (5) specifi-
cally applies the normal corporation tax rules on loss relief

If we examine the results of A. Forethought's Section 242 to the deened loss restored to the company so that it is

claim as they appear in the above example, two features carried forward and available to set off against corporation
emerge. First, the conpany enjoys a short-term advantage tax profits of the next accounting period which, it will be

in the shape of a cash repayment of £ 35,250 representing remembered, is an accountingperiod in which frankedpay-
the tax credit included in its surplus FII for the year to 31 ments exceed FII.

December 1989. If the company does not make a claim it Two details of this process need to be noted. The first is that
will not reap the full benefit of the tax credit until the year where charges on income are the subject of a Section 242
to 31 December 1991 when it will be fully exhausted bY claim they are only revived under subsection (5) to the
set-off against the company'sACT liability extent that they were incurred wholly and exclusively for

Secondly, the company'stotal tax bill for the three yearswll the purposes of the company's trade. This follows from the

ultimately be £ 14,100 more than it would have been had it fact that according to the normal corporation tax rules ex-

not made a claim:
cess charges on income may only be treated as a trading loss
available to carry forward to the extent that they are incur-

(Amounts in £) red for trade purposes, excess non-trade charges being
No claim - lost.27 Secondly, the companymay only have these reliefs/al-
Corporation tax 175,000 + 143,875 = 318,875 lowances restored to it under subsection (5) if it is still
ACT 13,625 carrying on the same trade as it was when it originally

332,500 became entitled to them and if it is still within the charge to
tax in respect of that trade. This parallels the

Sec. 242 claim -
corporation
normal continuity of trade requirements for the carry for-

Corporation tax 194,850 + 138,125 = 332,975 ward of trading losses.28
ACT 29,500 + 19,375 -- 48,875
Less tax credit repaid (35,25) Subsection (6) of Section 242 provides for corresponding
Difference 365,600 adjustments to restore the other reliefs/allowances which

14,100

25. Sch. 4 para. 5 subsecs. (1) and (2) ICTA 1988.
The difference arises because where no claim is made the 26. Sec. 393 subsec. (g) ICTA 1988.

trading loss for the year to 31 December 1989 is relieved at 27. Id.
the (correct) corporation tax rate of 35 percent - the relief 28. Sec. 393 subsec. (1) ICTA 1988.
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may be the subject of Section 242 claims - management (ii) Accounting period to 31 December 1991 (in £)
expenses, capital allowances given primarily against a ACT
specified source of income and capital losses on unquoted Position as before, i.e.:
shares. Again the process is synchronizedwith the general
corporation tax rules applicable to the reliefor allowance in ACT payable 19,375

question. Thus management expenses are restored to an

nvestment company by treating the amount utilized in the Corporation tax

Section 242 claim (or the excess of franked payments over
CT (trading) profits 450,000

FII, if less) as management expenses of the accounting
Less loss restored under

period immediately preceding the accounting period in
Sec. 242(5)* 23,000
Corporation tax @ 35% on 427,000 = 149,450

which franked payments exceed FII. This amount is then Less ACT set off 19,375
available for carryforward and set-off against corporation Corporation tax payable 130,075
tax profits under the normal rules on excess management
expenses.29There is a proviso in subsection(7) which applies * Excess of franked payrnentsover Fll 77,500 (140,000 62,500) is greater than-

to subsection (6) and states that any amount which may be remanng unrestored loss 23,000 (141,000 - 118,000), therefore entire remaining
dealtwith under subsection (5) as a loss is to be so dealt with loss is restored.

(in the absence of an election by the company to the con-

trary). This allows, again by reference to ordinary corpora-
tion tax rules,3o capital allowances to be restored to the
company as a loss, as described in the previous paragraph. VI. RESTRICTINGTHE ACT SET-OFFIn the case of losses on unquoted shares the restoration is
made in the form of a capital loss,31 subject to the require-
ment that the company remains within the charge to corpo- Glancing at the result produced by applying subsection (5)
ration tax on its chargeable gains (an adaptation of the of Section 242 in the above example, t s at once clear that

subsection (5) requirementthat the company remainwithin the trading loss of £ 150,000 has now been relieved in its

the charge to corporation tax in respect of its trade). entirety at the appropriate corporation tax rate of 35 per-
cent. One further anomaly remains, however.

Before returning to our example, it is worth reiteratingthat,
whatever the details of their operation, both subsection (5) The repaymentof the tax credit included in the surplus FII

for the accounting period to 31 December 1989 producedand subsection (6) produce the same result - that is, the
the result that the surplus FII to carry forward from thatrestoration to the company of the benefit of the relief or
accounting period eliminated. This in turn increasedallowance which would otherwise have been lost because it was

was exhausted in giving effect to the Section 242 claim. the ACT payable for the two following accountingperiods
from £ NIL to £ 29,500 for the accounting period to 31-

Ifwe now apply subsection (5) to the case olA. Forethought December 1990 and from £ 13,625 to £ 19,375 for the ac-

Ltd. we can see that the position is as follows: countingperiod to 31 December1991. BecauseACT can be

(i) Accounting period to 31 December 1989 (in £) set offaganstmainstreamcorporationtax, this meanseffec-

tively that £ 141,000 of the loss was relieved twice - once at
Position as before, i.e. 35 percent and once at 25 percent. Section 244(2) provides
ACT payable NIL for the removal of this anomaly.
Repayment under Sec. 242 35,250 Section 244(2) applies to restrict the set-offof ACT againstCT payable NIL

mainstream corporation tax where a company has made a
Trading loss to cf. 9,000

Section 242 claim for a previous accounting period. The
(ii) Accounting period to 31 December 1990 (in £) amount of ACT available for set-off is reduced by the

amount of the tax credit repaid to the company in conse-
ACT
Position as before, i.e. quence of its Section 242 claim. This restriction operates

until the entire amount of the tax credit has been recovered,
ACT payable 29,500 so that where the ACT available for set-off is less than the

Corporation tax amountof the tax credit repaid,ACTset-offs for subsequent
CT (trading) profits 650.000 accounting periods are restricted by the balance of the tax

Less loss bf. 9,000 credit unrecovered.32
Loss restored
under Sec. 242(5)* 118,000 127,000 Althoughdesigned to producean equitableresult in tandem

Corporation tax @ 35% on 523,000 = 183,050 with Section 242(5) and (6), Section 244(2) works indepen-
Less ACT set off 29,500 dently of those subsections. This means that even where
Corporation tax payable 153,550 subsections (5) and (6) do not have the effect of restoring

an allowance or relief (for example in the case of a claim
Limited to excess of franked payments over Fil (168,000- 50,000). involving non-trade charges or trading losses where a com-

pany has ceased to carry on the trade in which the losses
were incurred), Section 244(2) nonetheless restricts the
company'sright to set its ACT against mainstreamcorpora-

29. Sec. 75 subsec. (3) ICTA 1988. tion tax.33
30. Sec. 145 subsec. (3) CAA 1990. Returning once more to our hypotheticalcase, we find that
31. This follows from the fact that under the*normal rules losses on the of Section 244(2) for A. ForethoughtLtd.
unquoted shares, to the extent that they are not relieved under Sec. 573 consequences
ICTA 1988, are carried forward and set against the chargeable gains of are as follows:
future accountingperiods in the same way as other allowablecapital losses
(Sec. 345 subsec. (1) ICTA 1988) (i) Accounting period to 31 December 1989 (in £)
32. The subsectionalso operatesto restrict the ability of a parentcompany Position as before, i.e..
to surrenderits surplus ACT for setoff against the corporation tax liability Repayment under Sec. 242 35,250
of a subsidiary (Sec. 240 ICTA 1988).
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(ii) Accounting period to 31 December 1990 (in £) parallel those of Section 242, so that where a claim is made
the company's surplus FII is treated as trading income ofACT
the accountingperiod againstwhich the trading loss broughtPosition as before, i.e. ACT payable- 29,500
forward or the terminal loss may be set. In the case of a

Corporation tax trading loss brought forward, Section 243(4) provides for

Corporation tax, as before, @ 35% on 523,000 = 183,050 the restoration of the loss used in the Section 243 claim in
ACT setoff, restricted by Sec. 244(2)* NIL exactly the same manner as Section 242(5) restores the
Corporation tax payable 183,050 allowance or reliefused in a Section 242 claim. With regard

to the subsequent restrictionof the set-offof ACT, Section
ACT otherwise available for set-off is less than tax credit repaid under Sec 244(2) applies equally to claims under Section 243 as it does

242; therefore Sec 244(2) has the effect of reducing ACT set-off to nil. Balance of to claims under Section 242.
tax credit to be recovered by restriction of ACT set-off in future accounting periods A restriction the amountof reliefavailable under Sectionon
is £ 5,750 (i.e. £ 35,250- £ 29,500). 243 (or, more accurately, the amount of surplus FII which

(iii) Accounting period to 31 December 1991 (in £) can be included in the claim) when the claim relates to a

terminal loss is imposed by subsection (5). To understand
ACT this restriction it is necessary to refer briefly to the terminal
Position as before, i.e.: ACT payable- 19,375 loss relief provisions themselves. These provisions essen-

tially allow a company which has incurred a trading loss in
Corporation tax

an accounting period ending within the 12 months im-
Corporation tax, as before, @ 35% on 427,000 = 149,450
ACT setoff, restricted by Sec. 244(2)* 13,625 mediately before the cessation of its trade to set that loss

135.825 against the profits of the same trade in the preceding threc
years.37 Where an accountingperiodstraddlesthe beginning
of the three-year period, the trading profits against whichACT otherwse available for set-off £ 19,375 is reduced by unrecovered bal-

ance of tax credit repaid £ 5,750. the terminal loss may be set are apportioned accordingly.38
Subsection (5) provides that the surplus FII of such an

We have now finallyarrived at the pointwhere the combina- accounting period which may be included in a Section 243
tion of Sections 242(5) and 244(2) has rectified the claim is to be restricted by reference to a similar apportion-
anomalies arising from the Section 242 claim because of the ment.
difference between the rate of corporation tax and the
ACT rate. The company's trading loss has been relieved
at the appropriatecorporation tax rate, and the additional Vill. CLAIMS
relief of the loss at the ACT rate necessary to achieve this
has been cancelledby restricting the company'sentitlement Claims for relief under Sections 242 and 243 are made in
to set off its ACT against its mainstream corporation tax. accordancewith the general claims procedure.39 In essence

The result is that A. Forethought'stotal tax liability for the this requires a claim to be made to an inspector(rather than
three years is exactly the same as it would have been had the Board) and provides for a right of appeal against the
the company not made a claim under Section 242: inspector's decision. There are no special rules regarding

the formin which a Section242 or 243 claimmust be made.
(Amounts in £)
No claim - The time limit for making a claim depends on the particular

relefor allowance involved, as follows:
Corporation tax 175,000 + 143,875 = 318,875
ACT 13,625 under Section 242 -

4o

Total tax liability 332,500 (a) trading losses available to set off against total profits -

two years from the end of the accounting period in
Sec. 242 claim - which the loss was incurred;

(b) charges on income, management expenses and deduc-
Corporation tax 183,050 + 135,825 = 318,875 tions in respect of deep discount securities six years-

ACT 29,500 + 19,375 = 48,875 from the end of the accounting period in which the
Less tax credit repaid (35,250) charges were paid, the management expenses were in-
Total tax liability 332,500 curred or the deduction in respect of the deep discount

security was allowed;
(c) capital allowances - two years from the end of the

wereVll. SECTION 243 - FINANCIALCONCERNS accountingperiod for which the allowances given;
(d) capital losses on unquoted shares - two years from the

Section 243 provides an extended form of the relief to com-
end of the accounting period in which the loss was

panies whose FII would be treated as trading income for incurred;
corporation tax purposes were it not for the exclusion of under Section 243 _

41

dividends received from other U.K. companiesfrom profits (e) trading losses brought forward- six years from the end
chargeable to corporation tax.34 The kinds of company in of the accounting period for which the claim is made;
questionare banks, discount houses and share-dealingcom-

panies. The relief is available in additionor as an alternative 33. Id.
to that available under Section 242. 34. Sec. 393 subsec. (8),ICTA 1988.

Whereas only those reliefs or allowanceswhich are deducti- 35. Sec. 393 subsec. (1) ICTA 1988.
36. Sec. 394 ICTA 1988.ble from total corporation tax profits may be the subject of 37. Sec. 394 subsec. (1) ICTA 1988.

a claim under Section 242, Section 243 enables an eligible 38. Sec. 394 subsec. (3) ICTA 1988.
company to utilize reliefs which are only deductible from 39. Sec. 42 Taxes ManagementAct 1970.
trading profits. Such reliefs are trading losses brought for- 40. Sec. 242 subsec. (8) ICTA 1988.
ward35 and terminal losses.36 The mechanics of Section 243 41. Sec. 243 subsec. (6) ICTA 1988.
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(f) terminal losses - six years from the date on which the pay on making the distribution against the previous years'
company ceases to carry on the trade. corporation tax bill.

The circumstanceswhich call for a claim under Section 242

IX. CONCLUSION
or 243 are relatively limited but when those circumstances
arise the advantagesofmakingaclaimmay be considerable.

It is probably fair to say that Sections 242, 243 and 244
warrant attention as much for their intrinsic features as for
their potential for practical application.
Most striking of these intrinsic features is the lengths to 42. No claim-

which the legislationgoes to preserve the equalityof the tax (i) 1 April 1984 to 31 March 1985
FII 241,071burden between a company which makes a claim and one Franked payments 90,000

which does not. It could, after all, be argued that it would Surplus FII cf 151,071
not be unreasonable, given the context of the imputation
system, simply to give companies the option of obtaining

Trading loss cf. 150,000

the immediate benefit of a cash repayment with the forfei- (ii) 1 April 1985 to 31 March 1986
ture of full relief for their losses, charges, etc. as a suitable FIl 53,571

quid pro quo. In other words the legislationmight very well Surplus FiI bf. 151,071
have omitted to provide for compensating adjustments on

Franked payments 180,000

the grounds embodied in the celebrated doggerel, You Surplus FII cf. 24,642

pays your money and you takes your choice. CT profits 650,000

Furthermore, in most instances the legislation will be
Less loss bf. 150,O0
CT @ 40% on 500,000 = 200,000

doomed to failure in its attempt to maintain an exact equa-
tion betweenclaimantsand non-claimantsbecauseof fluctu- (iii) 1 April 1986 to 31March 1987
ations in the rates of ACT and corporation tax. For exam- FII 66,021

ple, if we return to our hypotheticalcase of A. Forethought Surplus FII bf. 24,642
Franked payments 147,887Ltd. and suppose that the accountingperiods involvedwere ACT @ 29% on 57,224 = 16,595

the years to 31 March 1985, 1986 and 1987, we find that if
the company had made a claim under Section 254 Income CT@35%on 450,000= 157,500
and CorporationTaxes Act 1970 (the equivalentof Section lessACTsetoff 16,595
242 at that time) it would have ended up paying £ 1,232 CTpayable 140,905

more than if it had not made a claim.42
Section 254 claim -

There are a number of reasons why claims under Sections (i) 1 April 1984 to 31 March 1985

242 and 243 are not widely made in practice. The most Repaymentof tax credit - 150,000 x 30% = 45,000

obvious and the most telling is that in the current climate of Surplus FIl 151,071

falling profitability,companiesare more likely to find them- Trading loss 150,000

selves faced with a surplus of ACTthan a surplus ofFII. For Surplus FII cf. 1,071

companies with overseas income, claims under these sec- (ii) 1 April 1985 to 31 March 1986
tions are very often unattractive because the losses, etc. FII 53,571
must be set against profits normally chargeable to corpora- Surplus FiI bf 1,071
tion tax before being set against surplusFII, with the conse- Franked payments 180,000

ACT @ 30% on 125,358 = 37,607
quence that double taxation relief may be forfeited. (This
consequence is avoided by companies with U.K. sub- CT profits 650,000

sidiaries which receive their overseas income.) Less loss restored 125,358
CT @ 40% on 524,642 = 209,857

Nevertheless claims under Section 242 may prove advan-
tageous in particularcircumstances.To take a sirnple exam- (iii) 1 April 1986 to 31 March 1987

FII 66,021ple: let us suppose that a trading company with a 100 per- Franked payments 147,887
cent-owned U.K.-resident subsidiary has an excess of ACT @ 29% on 81,886 = 23,741
(trade) charges for two consecutive accounting periods
amounting to £ 20,000 and £ 24,000 respectively. For two CT profits 450,000
coterminousaccountingperiods the subsidiaryhas profitsof less loss restored 24,642

£ 40,000 and NIL. (For simplicity'ssake the applicable rate
CT @ 35% on 425,358 = 148,875

less ACT set off 16,348
of corporation tax is assumed to be 35 percent and the ACT CT payable 132,527
rate 1/3 throughout.)The parent company may surrender its
excess charges of the first accounting period to the sub- Total tax liability-

sidiary under the group reliefprovisionswith the result that No claim: CT 200,000 + 140,905 = 340,905
ACT 16,595 357,500the latter will pay corporation tax of £ 7,000.43 If in the

second accountingperiod the subsidiary pays a dividend of Sec. 254 claim: CT 209,857 + 132,527 = 342,384
£ 18,000 to the parent, the parent will be able to make a

ACT 37,607 + 23,741 = 61,348
Less tax credit repaid (45,000) 358,732

claim under Section 242 and obtain repayment of £ 6,000, Difference 1,232
the tax credit included in its surplusFII. The subsidiarywill,

.

in turn, be able to set the £ 6,000 ACT it was required to 43. Sec. 407 subsec. (3) ICTA 1988.
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BARBADOS:

IFA BARBADOSBRANCH CONSIDERSCARICOM

TAX TREATY AND TAX ISSUES
Bruce Zagaris

On 2-3 November 1990 the International Fiscal Association (IFA) Barbados

Chapter, in association with the Caribbean Law Institute (CLI) presented a The author is of counsel, Op-

special seminar on the Caribbean Common Market and Community penheimer, Wolff & Donnelly,

(CARICOM)1 tax treaty2 and tax issues within CARICOM at the Heywoods Washington, D.C.; chair, Committee

Resort in St. Peter, Barbados. Dr. TrevorCarmichael,President, IFA, Barbados
on International Tax Law, Section of
International Law & Practice, Ameri-

Chapter, outlined the work of IFA in his introductoryremarks. can Bar Association; was a lecturer,
Law Faculty of the University of the

Spirit of cooperation West Indies, 1977-78; was a consul-
tant to the U.S. Agency for Interna-

Mr. Winston Cox, Director of Finance and Planning, Ministry of Finance and tional Development on the establish-
Economic Affairs, Barbados, gave a feature address. Mr. Cox noted the new ment of the Caribbean Justice Im-
spirit of cooperation and cohesiveness coming out of the 1989 and 1990 provement Project; and is a member,
CARICOM Heads of Government Conferences and suggested that the confer- editorial board, Caribbean Law and
ence participants try to capitalize on the new spirit.3 Cox stated that, in spite of Business.
efforts, room exists for closer cooperation. Countries in CARICOMhave shifted
from direct to indirect taxes, such as the institution of a value added tax in
Trinidad & Tobago and Grenada. Mr. Cox called for the harmonizationof tax
law in conjunction with the Treaty of Chaguaramus. CARICOMpolicy should
now place more incentives on business developmentrather than emphasize reve-

nue raising. Cox wondered whether it was time to revisit the treaty. Several
countries in CARICOM have attracted international financial services. He be-
lieves that it is important to attract active business to the international financial
sector - businesseswith their mind and management in Barbados- and that this
will generate employment. He warned against developingshort cuts to the inter- 1. CARICOM came into existence on 1 Au-

national financial sector due to competitive action in the Caribbean. gust 1973, under the Treaty of Chaguaramus. Its
principal function is to providea CaribbeanCom-

Cox stated that Barbadoshas always treated CARICOMcountriesas if they were mon Market and duty-free trade among the 12

domestic with respect to international tax policy. He stated that such policy can
CARICOM member countries. It also provides
for a common external tariff and a harmonized

also be extended to the negotiation of international tax treaties and that system of fiscal incentives for industry.
CARICOMshould ask whether negotiations to achieve such a change would be 2. Agreement between the Government of

useful. Barbados, Guyana, Jamaica and Trinidad& To-

bago on the one hand, and Antigua, Belize,
Dominica, Grenada, St. Kitts-Nevis-Anguilla,

Role of CLI St. Lucia and St. Vincent on the other hand, for
the avoidanceof double taxation and the preven-

ProfessorElwyn Griffith,ExecutiveDirector,the CaribbeanLaw Institute (CLI), tion of fiscal evasion with respect to taxes on

delivered a special address on the role of the CLI. He explained that the U.S.
income and profits and for the encouragementof
international trade and investment, 1973.

Congress has funded CLI for a five-year period and that it is a joint venture of 3. During the Tenth Conferenceof the Heads
the Universityof the West Indies and Florida State University. Its emphasis has of Government in 1989, an accelerated integra-
been holding conferences to prepare uniform laws on subjects such as maritime tion programme was adopted. It provides for a

law, bankruptcy, insurance and banking. The CLI also publshes a journal, variety of measures to establish a single market
and economy.

Caribbean Law and Business, and it is planning to publish a commercial law 4: The OECS, establishedas a result of a trea-

reporter. Griffith revealedthat the CLI has just decided to support the publication ty signed on 18 June 1981 by the representatives
of monographs on commercial law. One of its missions is continuing education, of Antigua, Dominica,Grenada, Montserrat,St

so it recently held a seminar in Belize on international business company laws in Kitts-Nevis,St. Luciaand St. Vincent is asubreg-
ional integration group. Its objectives include:

the Caribbean. It intends to promote cooperation among the bar, accounting (1) the adoptionofcommonpositionson interna-
firms and other professionals within the Caribbean. CLI also cooperates closely tional issues; (2) the establishment of arrange-

with the Organization of East Caribbean States (OECS)4 and the CARICOM ments for joint overseas representationand com-

Legal Secretariat. mon services; (3) the promotionof economic in-
tegration among the member states by agreeing

To Colin Brewer's query about the role CLI can play in helping revitalize the to create the East Caribbean Common Market;

CARICOM tax treaties, ProfessorGriffith responded that CLI could re-examine
and (4) the establishmentof a framework for the

progressive development of common services,
this as part of its project. such asthe judiciary, currencyand civil aviators.
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Financial services Ms. Chang noted that several other CARICOMcountries,
including Jamaica and Guyana, are considering revision of

H. Bernard St. John, Q.C., attorney at law and former their company laws.

Prime Minister of Barbados, spoke on Legal Aspects of
Financial Services in the Caribbean. Mr. St. John Guyana
explained that developments in the region and the world
demand that Caribbean leaders re-examine regional docu- At the beginning of the afternoon session, which Colin
ments on which CARICOMis basedand chart a new course. Brewer, Price Waterhouse & Co., Barbados, moderated,
He lamented that without a regional court to enforce and Mr. Brewer stated that circumstances in CARICOMhave

implement the Treaty of Chaguaramus and because of the changed, Guyana is no longer a more developed country
requirementof unanimity, CARICOM integration has not and offshore tax sectors have emerged. Hence, it is neces-

lived up to expectations, but it is nevertheless one of the sary to re-examine the CARICOM tax system. There is a

strongest economic integration groups. According to St. possibility of having a bilateral or trilateral treaty to which

John, services such as banking, insurance, securities and others can accede. He wondered whether CARICOM

financing will be critical in CARICOM'sfuture. In looking should not harmonize tax law and treaties simultaneously
ahead, he urged that CARICOMdo away with the require- and whether it should be a single step project.
ment of work permits in order to allow individuals to move

easily in the Caribbean for their work. Exchange control is Pension schemes
another serious problem with which the region must cope.
He noted that, while a common currencywould be difficult A. Charles Herbert, Assistant Vice President, Actuarial/
without an organization and mechanisms to integrate the Pensions, Barbados Mutual Life Assurance Society, dis-
economies, CARICOM at least needs a mechanism to en- cussed Special Issues in the Law and Tax Relating to Pen-
sure that violent fluctuationsthat have occurred in the past sion Schemes in CARICOM.His paper provides an over-

do not happen in the future. Mr. St. John warned that with . view of the legislation in Barbados, Trinidad, Jamaica and
liberalizationwould come a need to develop better regulat- St. Lucia. Mr. Herbert explained that a favourable tax re-

ory systems and ethics or else a rise of white collar crme gime exists for pensions. For instance, in Barbadospensions
would accompany the regional stock exchange. Some of are entirely tax-free and in Jamaica pensioners are given
these proposed changes in CARICOMwill require financ- special tax allowances which in effect make pensions tax-

ing, which is always difficult in CARICOM. He suggested free up to that limit. Herbert noted the tax anomaly in
that the additionof a small amount to the stamp duty in each Barbados: contributions into a pension plan, investment
of the islandswould be a source of revenue. St. John discuss- earning on pension funds and the pensions paid at retire-
ed the attempt in CARICOM to establish common opera- ment are all given full relief from tax. This differs from the
tions through an Agreement for the Establishment of more usual position where pensions are seen as deferred
CARICOMEnterprises and noted that the requirementof income and tax is assessed when they are finally received.
unanimity had hampered this and other initiatives. Mr. Herbert also raised the need for legislation throughout
During the question and answerperiod, YolandeBannister,

CARICOM to recognize the need for pension plans that

counsel with the Central Bank of Barbados, stated that all span CARICOM countries. If companies will expand into
other CARICOM countries and freely move personnel,CARICOM countries with international financial services

tend to look suspiciouslyat each other and are fragmented pension plans must be recognized in other countries with

in their approaches to many issues. She wondered how the respect to transfer payments. Mr. Herbert revealed that
Barbados has established a working party to review local

countries could harmonizetheir efforts. Mr. St. John stated
that it is important to ensure the integrity of the interna- pension legislation.
tional financial regime in order to be successful. He stated
that he hoped the CLI would work on that. Permanentestablishmentand residence

Mr. Ponniah Karalasingham, InternationalTax Consultant
CARITAX and Special Adviser of the Caribbean Fund for Technical

At lunch Carl Thorburn, senor partner of Touche Ross & Cooperation, discussed Permanent Establishment and

Thorburn, Kingston, Jamaica, discussed a project of the Residence in the CARICOM and Other Treaties. Mr

Caribbean Institute of Chartered Accountants (CICA), Karalasingham congratulated the Barbados professionals
CARITAX.The organizationwas started in 1988 and came on the formationof a national branch of IFA and implored
into operation in 1989. The idea, which was first conceived Jamaica and Trinidad & Tobago to either form their own

in 1965, is to establish a Caribbean-wide examination for branch or join the Barbados branch. He explained that

accountants in company law and taxation by 1993. The much of the CARICOMtax treaty, which was concludedin

CICA is now preparinga syllabus to use in preparing for the 1973, follows the 1963 OECD Model Income Tax Conven-

examination.Mr. Thorburnis editing the tax portionsof the tion. Mr. Karalasingham pointed out that when the

syllabus. The syllabus is based largely on an Australian CARICOM Income Tax Convention was concluded,
model. The participating countries are Barbados, the neither the 1977 OECD Model nor the 1980 U.N. Model

Bahamas, Belize, Guyana, Jamaica, Trinidad & Tobago Convention was in existence.
and St. Lucia.

Selected tax issues

Trinidad & Tobago
Robert Patrick, a chartered accountant for Price

Judy Chang, a chartered accountant from Trinidad & To- Waterhousein Washington,D.C., and formerInternational

bago, highlighted the Chartered Accountant's Company U.S. Tax Counsel, discussed Selected Tax Issues within
Law Project in Trinidad & Tobago. She explained that CARICOM.Patrick discussed two major subjects: models
Trinidad & Tobago has a cabinet committee working on for multi-tax harmonization and the environment in the

company law reform and currently is considering a draft United States and the OECD countries with respect to

bill, which is based on the CARICOM and Barbados bills. outbound investment and the impact on CARICOM.
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Patrick explained that in all models all principles on multi- velopment Bank, the University of the West Indies, the
tax harmonizationare reduced to non-discriminationprinci- CaribbeanFinancialServices Corporationand the excellent
ples even if countries have different tax rates. He explained quality of its professionals.
that in the United States the law provides for the prohibition After providing overview of tax administration in de-an
on states to withhold taxes on transactionsacross state bor- veloping countries, Zagaris explained that trend exists for
ders; the determination of jurisdiction to tax and the base

a

of taxation; and the problems of unitary tax and formula developingcountries, such as Mexico and Brazil, emulating
the United States and other developed countries, to seek

allocation, that is, what income should be included within
the tax base (parents and their entire base). Patrick

more aggressivelyrevenue from foreign investors as well as

from their own citizens and residentswho have taken moneyexplained that harmonization of taxes in the EC has
out of the country. In this regard, developingtax authorities

achievedthe most successwith respect to indirect taxes. The realize that the United States has reservoirof tax informa-EC has also been workingon harmonizingtax rates, first in
a

tion and a pool of knowledgeon conductingfinancial inves-
bands in normal transactions. Among the issues are: how to

tigations. As result, foreign tax authoritieshave concludedcollect such taxes; the point of origin; and the place of the
a

transaction. According to Patrick, the variation of integra-
tax information exchange agreements with the United
States and participated in financial investigation trainingtion between corporations and shareholders on dividends

has made cross border mergers difficult and has impeded
courses.

tax harmonization. Patrick explained that the EC has re- According to Zagaris, the regionalizationof tax administra-

cently approved three directives: intercompanysuppression tion is in its infancy. One of the principal organizationsfor
of dividend withholding, phased in for Germany; deferral regional tax administration is the Inter-American Center
of gains for intercompany mergers and the allowance of for Administrators (CIAT), which has its headquarters in
consolidatedreturns; and arbitrationofdouble tax disputes. Panama. Three CARICOMcountries (Barbados,Trinidad

Difficulty remains on arm's length pricing and where ex- & Tobago and Jamaica) as well as Bermuda are members.

penses should be borne. As to external policy, Patrick The principal subregional organizations for tax adminstra-
explained that there is coordination of policy and where tion in the Caribbean are the Caribbean Organization of

expenses should be borne. An open issue is whetherthe EC Tax Administrators (COTA) and the Secretariat of the
will be able to negotiate a single income tax treaty with Caribbean CommonMarket and Community.Trainingand
non-ECcountries. Patrick explainedthat at present imputa- improvements in tax administration (e.g. AutomatedData
tion systems prevent and will continue to prevent achieve- Processing) in the Caribbeanare sometimesfundedby tech-
ment of this goal for some time. nical assistancegrants from the United States and the Inter-

American Development Bank. Another training
On developmentsin the United States and OECDcountries mechanism has been the office of Tax AdministrationAd-
on outbound investment, Patrick stated that the focus has visory Services (TAAS) which has been providing overseas
been on the single European market and Eastern Europe. advisory assistance programmes since 1963. Two types of
A growth of anti-tax haven provisions has occurred, with technical assistance are offered: a general comprehensive
eight countries adopting subpart F-type provisions.There is assistance and a more limited specializedassistance. It pro-
a discernible trend towards increased compliance on inter- vides training for middle management, includinga financial
companypricing, especiallywhere a tax haven intermediarY investigativecourse. The latter teaches, inter alia, financial
is involved. Increased emphasis has been placed on com- interviewing, indirectmethodsof tracing funds and effective
pliance in the taxation of technology outflow and on in- communications.The course is particularlyofuse to persons
creased record-keeping requirements and the designation working in criminal investigationand examination.Jamaica
of affiliates to receive summons, and on the imposition of and other Caribbeancountreshave attended these courses.

harsh penalties for understating tax. Patrick explained that Zagaris explained that a major initiative to improve tax
the latter provision was close to a non-tariff barrier on administrationis to provide a regional training centre, simi-
trade. However, the United States and other countrieshave lar to the one started for Latin American tax administrators
endorsedexemptionsin tax havens for operationsconsisting in Venezuela that the Inter-AmericanDevelopment Bank
of active conduct of trade or business. Patrick noted that has funded.
there is a remarkable amount of joint venture activity
Hence, a growing interest and practical use of partnership The high degree of politicization of tax policy will limit the

ventures has occurred. With respect to tax treatypolicy, the extent of inclusion of tax policy in future integration. How-

United States has made progress in concludingtreatieswith ever, Zagaris stated that the success in partly including tax

developing countries. Although the United States has policy in European integrationpresages some utilizationof

locked itself into a position of not allowing tax sparing tax policy and regional integration in the Caribbean.

provisions,maintenanceof this positionwill not be practical Another means whereby Barbados can assist the region is

within the next five years.
to create a Caribbean Institute for Services within the Uni-
versity of the West Indies. The Institute would have a par-
ticularly strong component on financial services within

Barbados which tax policy would be strong. The Institutecould utilize
the Universityof the West Indies ExtramuralDepartments

On 3 November Bruce Zagaris, Oppenheimer Wolff & to provide programmesthroughout the Caribbean. While it

Donnelly, Washington, D.C., discussed The Potential would offer diploma programmes, it would also serve as a

Role of Barbados in Strengthening Tax Policy and Tax research and developmentarm. It would hold seminars and
Administration in CARICOM. Zagaris explained that sponsor research and internships. It would recognize and
Barbados has both the potential and the responsibility to honour students and professionalswho, through their hard
play a significant role in strengthening tax policy and tax work and excellence, make outstanding contributions to
administrationin the Caribbeandue to its pivotal role in the national and regional tax policy. It would hold specialist
development of Caribbean integration, the strength of its programmes and invite experts when necessary. The Insti-
Central Bank, the relative successof its macroeconomicand tute's goal will be to involve the mass of the citizens in
tax policy within the Caribbean and the location of regional shaping and implementing tax policy. The Institute would
institutions in the Caribbean, such as the Caribbean De- have a conferencearm and a newsletterto inform and solicit
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ideas from individuals worldwide. Zagaris stated that the The determination on whether to have one regional
CaribbeanLaw Institute and the IFA Barbadosbranch, the framework agreement or a series of bilateral agreements
two sponsorsof the programme,couldplay a role in facilitat- may depend on the nature of any initiative from the region.
ing the discussionsand in establishingan Institute and other Mr. Gray then highlighted various financial products that
organizationsand policies. Zagaris urged the private sector Caribbean countries could utilize to attract investors (i.e.
to become involved in tax policy, since in a democraticand investors' visas, mutual funds, offshore protection of asset
free enterprisesociety the private sector must bear a signifi- trusts).
cant share of the burden of research and development and
marketing. Summary and conclusion

Non-tax treaties The programmewas innovative in that CARICOMis in the
midst of an accelerated economic integration programme

Stephen Gray, Oppenheimer Wolff & Donnelly, and is just beginning to grapple even conceptuallywith the
Washington,D.C., discussedTheUseofNon-TaxTreaties future of tax issues in the proposed economic integration.
for EncouragingInvestmentand EconomicDevelopment. The programme raised many questions and identified is-
The writtenpaper explainedthatbilateralinvestmentagree- sues. Few dispositive answers were given, but this was not
ments (BITs) can play a complementaryrole to income tax the expected outcome. In fact, there was realization that in
treaties in attracting investment. They provide national and economic integration, especially in the stage and cir-
most favoured nation treatment in a number of investment cumstances of the Caribbean, there are many answers and
areas outsideof taxation, such as allowing investors to bring potential tax roads to take, depending on the economic
individualsof their choice from whatevercountriesdesired. integration decisions that are chosen. The enthusiasm dis-
BITs will also be utilized in connectionwith the Enterprise played by the participantsand the size of the attendancewill
for Americas Initiative. In connection with the Initiative, undoubtedly mean that IFA and the Caribbean Law Insti-
the United States will likely conclude a framework agree- tute, in cooperation with CARICOM and the OECS, are
ment with CARICOM or some members of CARICOM. likely to continue to facilitate the discussion.

The possibleimpactof the currentGATT 20 March
negotiationson investmentsinto
Singapore, with particular emphasis
on the fiscal and financial incentive

NEWS regime
Pahel Discussion-

SingaporeBranch reports for 1991 9 May
INFEFOIATIONALFISCALASSOCIAON Barcelona IFA Congress

The Determinationof Tax Base-

for Real Property
Protection of Confidential-

Information in Tax Matters

SINGAPORE BRANCH Labuanas an OffshoreBusinessCentre 10 July
An Update on the Latest-

The Singapore branch recently announced its 1991 pro- Developments
gramme, which will consist of regular meetings with talks

SingaporeBranchReportsfor 1992 16 Septembergiven by prominent speakers and leaders of the business
Transfer Pricing in the Absence of-

community. An informal dinner will generally follow the
ComparableMarket Prices

meeting. The 1991 programme may be supplemented by Income Tax Consequencesof Internal-

additional lectures on topical items as the need and oppor- Acquisitionstunity arises. In addition, two members only Tax Tidbit Panel Discussion-

luncheswill be scheduledthroughoutthe year to allowmem-

bers to share with each other interesting and current infor- Singapore-Malaysia-IndonesiaGrowth 23 October
mation on their tax practice. Triangle
The following topics are planned for 1991: AnnualGeneralMeeting 20 November
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h,-ER \IA- OlkA_:

THE USE OF NON-TAX TREATIES FOR

ENCOURAGINGINVESTMENTAND

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
David A. Gantz*

In recent years, the inter-relationshipbetween internationaltax issues, and other
international issues facing lawyers, particularly issues relating to investment, has This paper was presented
intensified.No internationaltax attorneycan thrive without havinga clear under- during the seminar on the
standing of how international rules and agreements affecting investment maY CARICOM tax treaty and tax
impact on his client's interests. In recognitionof this fact, this article will address issues within CARICOM,the impact of non-tax treaties on investment and economic development. held 2-3 November 1990.on

In doing so, I intend to focus on bilateral agreementsbetween the United States
and the Caribbean nations, and on the U.S. Enterprise for the Americas
Initiative. Historically, these treaties have had significant tax implications even

when this was not their primarypurpose. Similar results may be anticipated from
the agreements concluded under the Initiative.

We should also keep in mind the particularly significant impact of unilateral
measures of such governmentsas the United States designed to encourage invest-
ment in the region, such as the CaribbeanBasin Economic Recovery Expansion
Act of 1990. The Act, a permanent extension of the Caribbean Basin Initiative Contents

(CBI) about which there has been much discussion in recent years, provides
duty-free or duty-reducedentry for many products into the U.S. market, as well I. FRIENDSHIP, COMMERCE

as benefits for tourism and education. While not guaranteed by international AND NAVIGATION TREATIES

agreement,the CBI may neverthelesshave some favourableimpacton investment II. BILATERAL INVESTMENT
and trade in the region, despite the unfortunate exclusion of coverage of such TREATIES (BIT)
potentially important export products as textiles and apparel, footwear, hand- II1. ENTERPRISE FOR THE
bags, luggage, petroleum or petroleum products, watches or watch parts, pro- AMERICAS INTIATIVE
cessed tuna, sugar and beef products.2 IV. CONCLUSION
In this article, I will discuss past and current bilateral agreements relating to

investment, as well as the new possibilities raised in the U.S. Enterprise for the
Americas Initiative and how those arrangements could assist nations such as

Barbados in encouragingU.S. and third-country investment.

I. FRIENDSHIP, COMMERCEAND NAVIGATIONTREATIES

Traditionally,the United States and, to a lesserextentotherdevelopedcountries,
particularly in Europe, have sought to conclude bilateral treaties designed to
facilitate and protect investment in the developingworld. The United States, for
example, concluded more than 60 friendship, commerce and navigation
(FCN) treaties between 1815 and the late 1960s, of which almost 48 remain in
force,3 but none have been concluded with the nations of the Caribbean. These
agreementshave provided in varyingdegreeof specificityand comprehensiveness
for the protection of citizens and companies of one party doing business or

residing in the territory of the other. Typically, they have focused on treatment
of individuals, including consular access, visas, the right to own property, na-
tional treatment for the establishment of trade or business, and freedom of * Reid & Priest, Washington, D.C., practic-
travel. In some cases, such as the United States treaty with Iran,4 arbitration or ing in the areas of international law and interna-
other binding dispute settlementmechanismswere included. tional trade.

Most of the U.S. FCN treaties pre-date the series of post-WorldWar II bilateral 1. 19 U.S.C. 2701 et. seq , P.L. 101-382,
income tax treaties entered into by the UnitedStates. Nevertheless,non-discrimi- 1O1st Cong., 2nd Sess., 20 August 1990.

nationprovisionsin these FCN treaties, althoughnot specificallyintended for tax 2 19 U.S.C. 2703(b).

purposes, may neverthelessprovide important benefits for countries that do not 3 See 20 I.L.M. 565 (1980) for a current list.

have tax treaties with the United States. For example, the Conventionof Estab- 4. Treaty of Amity, Economic Relations and

lishment between the United States and France, concluded 25 November 1949,
Consular Rghts of 15 August 1955 8 U.S.T.
899, T.I.A.S. No. 3853,284 U.N.T.S. 93.

contains a non-discriminationprovision that is considerably broader than those 5. 11 U.S.T. 2398, T.I.A.S. No. 4625, Art.
in most current tax treaties.5 IX(4).
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In most circumstances, the non-discriminationclause stipu- To date, only three BITs have been signed by the United
lates that citizens or nationalsof one country resident in the States with the nationsofLatin Americaand the Caribbean,
other country may not be subjected to local taxation that is Grenada, Haiti and Panama. In part the reason for this is
different from or more burdensomethan the tax and related the United States' insistence in including provisions for
requirementsto which citizens or nationalsof the host coun- binding arbitration for the settlement of investment dis-
try are subjectedunder the same circumstances. (What con- putes, usually through the World Bank-sponsoredInterna-
stitutes the same or similar circumstances may be open to tional Center for the Settlement of Investment Disputes
dispute. The United States has taken the position that a (ICSID).9 Calvo Clauseo concerns among the Latin
non-resident alien is not in circumstancessimilar to that of American nations, which preclude the settlement of such
a U.S. citizen or permanent resident, since the latter is disputes except under the jurisdictionof the host country's
taxable on his worldwideincomein the United States, while courts, have meant that the vast majorityofBITs concluded
the former is taxable only on his U.S.-source income). Ar- by the United States and the European nations have been
guably, the term citizen or national is sufficiently broad concludedwithcountriesother than those ofLatinAmerica.
to cover corporate entities.

European nations have had more success, in part because
Among the important provisions of most FCN treaties are of greater flexibility on dispute settlement provisions. AP-
those which have allowed investors or traders special immi- parently a political decision was made to accept less strin-
gration status, the so-called treaty trader and treaty in- gent rules in exchange for the more extensive coverage
vestor E-1 and E-2 visas, which as non-immigrant visas possiblewith that approach. The United Kingdomhas BITs
nevertheless greatly facilitate the entry of individuals and with 11 Latin American and Caribbean nations, including
corporate employees for commercial activities within the Belize, St. Lucia, Jamaica, Dominica,Antiguaand Barbuda
United States, often for extended periods of time. and Grenada. The Federal Republic of Germany has nine

such agreements, including BITs with Dominica, St. Lucia,As a means of fostering and protecting investment, FCNs St. Vincent and the Grenadines. Barbados and Trinidad &
were less than ideal. The desire of the United States to cover

consular relations and personal rights in some instances Tobago have apparently concluded no BITs.

detracted from any focus on corporate commercial ac- U.S. policy continues to favour the conclusionof BITs both
tivities. After World War II, growing concerns in develop- to protect U.S. investment and to foster the economic de-
ing countries, and in capital-importingdevelopedcountries velopmentsuch investmentbrings. Currently,U.S. Govern-
such as Canada and Australia, over unrestricted access to ment officials are engaged in the negotiation of BITs with
foreign investment reduced the attractivenessof the FCNs Uruguay, Argentina,Bolivia, Nigeria, Togo, Czechoslova-
for those nations. The entry into force of the Geneva Con- kia and Yugoslavia. An agreementwas recentlysigned with
vention on Consular Relations of 1962 provided a broad, Poland. Negotiations with Hungary will commence in the
binding international framework for protection of indi- near future. While from time to time the issue of a BITwith
vidual citizens that in the past could be assuredonly through Jamaica has been discussed, there have been no negotia-
bilateral agreements. Consequently, in the early 1970s the tions.
UnitedStates abandonedfurtherefforts to negotiateFCNs. The U.S. BIT, reflected in the 1984 model treaty, isas

Il. BILATERAL INVESTMENTTREATIES (BIT) designed to further certain mutual objectives relating to
investment. The most important objectives for the United

It was the major European nations, not the United States, States are the following:that first developedthe conceptof a bilateral treaty confined (a) conditions of entry for foreign investment and rules of
to investment-related issues, such as treatment standards, treatment, particularly most favoured nation or na-
expropriation, currency conversion rights and mandatory tional treatment and protection against performancedispute settlement. From 1959 to 1988, the European na- requirements;tions, led by the Federal RepublicofGermany, Switzerland (b) convertibilityof currency guaranties;and the UnitedKingdom,concludedmore than 250 bilateral (c) protection against expropriation;
treaties, approximately 30 of which involved nations of (d) compulsory dispute settlement through international
Latin America and the Caribbean, includingbut not limited mechanisms.
to former colonies.6 (Japan and other Asian capital-export-
ing countries have only recently shown interest in BITs. I It is important to note that while these agreements are

am aware of no Japanese BITs actually in force, and ofonly clearly designed to facilitate the investment of developed
one KoreanBITwith a developingcountry, i.e. Sri Lanka.)
By the mid-1970sthe State Department'soffice of the Legal 6. For a listing of BITs concluded between 1959 and 1988, see A.J.
Adviser, which had responsibility, inter alia, for investment Pappas, References on Bilateral Investment Treaties, 4 ICS1D Rev.
protection and expropriation matters, saw the BIT as a (1989), at 189, 194.
means of reaching agreementon a country-by-countrybasis 7. See K.S. Gudgeon, United States Bilateral Investment Treaties:
on rules governing and protecting foreign investment.7 Commentson Their Origin, Purposes, and GeneralTreatmentStandards,
Frustrationwith multilateralefforts through the United Na- 4 lnt'l Tax & Bus. Lawyer (1986), at 105, 108.

tions, UNCTAD, the Organizationof American States and 8. See J.W. Salacuse, BITby BIT: The GrowthofBilateral Investment

other fora undoubtedlycontributed to this policy decision. Treaties and Their Impact on Foreign Investment in Developing Coun-
tries, 24 lnt'l L. (1990), at 655, 658.

Since that time the United States has engaged in the negoti- 9. Conventionon the Settlement of Ivestment Disputes Between States
ation of several dozen of these agreements, of which eight and Nationals of Other States, signed 18 March 1965. 575 U.N.T.S. 159.

have entered into force, i.e. agreements with Senegal, As of 1 January 1989, 89 nations had become party to the Convention.

Zaire, Morocco, Turkey, Cameroon, Bangladesh, Egypt 10. A Calvo Clause is a provision frequentlyinsertedincontractsbetween

and Grenada.8 Treaties have been negotiated and signed
the nationals of a foreign state and nationalsor the governmentof the host

between the United States and Panama (1982), and the country - chiefly in Latin America- in which the foreign national agrees
that any claim or dispute arising under the contract shall be disposed of byUnited States and Haiti (1983), but for political reasons the local court, and shall not be the subject of diplomatic intervention. In

have not been submittedfor ratificationto the United States some instances, the Calvo Clause is inserted in the contract as a require-
Senate. ment of the law or constitutionof the host country.
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country nationals in developed countries, they are recip- which are drawn because of the region's proximity to the
rocal, and afford the same protection to developingcountry U.S. market.
nationals (including national companies) that invest in the
United States. This may be an appropriate time for nations of the Carib-

bean, particularly those which do not have strong Calvo
The 1984 model BIT is currently in a state of evolution,but Clause traditions, to re-evaluatethe advisabilityof conclud-
there is no new model as such. With Eastern European ing BITs with the United States and other developedcoun-

countries, for example, new issues arise with regard to debt tries. Despite the reputation of countries such as Barbados
problems and state-owned enterprises; with Uruguay and for constitutional government and an independent
Argentina, U.S. officials are continuing efforts to find a judiciary,many foreign investors investing for the long-term
solution to Calvo Clause problems. are made more comfortable by and indeed may be accus-

Virtually all U.S. BITs provide national treatment for the tomed to the existence of binding internationalrules for the
investments of one party in the territory of the other. treatment of such investment. Moreover, compliance with
While this national treatment requirement does not apply the requirementsof the model BIT in Barbadoswould pre-
specifically to taxation, it is evident that tax treatmentmust sumably require no significant changes in current policies
necessarily be included in order to give any national treat- toward foreign investment. (Barbados, Jamaica, Trinidad
ment provision significance.To our knowledge, the breadth & Tobagoand St. Lucia are all parties to the ICSIDConven-
of this provision, and its applicability, have not been tested tion.)
under any of the eight U.S. BITscurrentlyin force; presum- Moreover, the conclusion of such a treaty with the United
ably, the non-discriminationprovisions of a tax treaty be- States could be a significant factor in encouraging third
tween the same two parties would govern in the case of country investment into Barbados. With the adventof CBI,
ambiguity.However,where there is no tax treaty, or the tax much third country investment in the region is focused on

treaty is abrogated, the provisionsof the BIT, like those of trade with the United States. A legitimate third country
an FCN treaty, could be useful for tax purposes. joint venture located in Barbados, with substantial invest-
One particularly significant aspect of the model BIT is the ment there, would qualify for the protection of the treaty
inclusion of language similar to that in the FCN treaties for any investment in the United States. In certain product
providingthe treatytrader and treaty investor immigra- areas, particularlyelectronics and footwear, this could be a

tion status: notable incentive to third country investors- particularly in

Subject to the laws relating to the entry and sojourn of aliens, the Far East- to structuringa trade and investmentrelation-
nationals of either Party shall be permitted to enter and to ship with the United States through a Barbados joint ven-

remain in the territory of the other Party for the purpose of ture. Moreover, a treaty on investment issues with the Unit-
establishing, developing, administeringor advisingon the op- ed States could have a spinoff effect on third country
eration of an investment to which they, or a company of the investors from outside the region, who would look at a
first party that employs them, have committed or are in the U.S.-BarbadosBIT as a significant indicationof a country's
process of committinga substantialamount of capital or other dedication to fair treatment of foreign investment.
resources.

In negotiating these treaties on an individual basis, it may
Similarly, the advent of CBI and the prospect of free trade

be possible to gain modificationsof this language to include
area relationshipswith the United States, which are discuss-
ed below, make it appropriate for the nations of the Carib-

employees of eligible companies, whether or not the indi- bean to consider additional BITs with other major capitalviduals are nationals of the treaty state. For example, the
exporting countries, particularly in Europe. Duty-freePanamanianBIT provides in Article III(2) that:

or

reduced duty access to the U.S. market for products man-
Nationals and companies of either Party, and companies ufactured in the Caribbeanwill be a significant incentive for
which they own or control, shall be permitted to engage, third country investment in the region, investment which
within the territory of the other Party, top managerialperson- will be encouraged if the host country has BIT with thenel, regardless of nationality. Moreover, subject to the a

employment laws of each Party, nationals and companies of home country of the investor.
either Party shall be permitted to engage, within the territory Thus, the decision of one or a few Caribbean nations, such
of the other Party, professional, technical and managerial Barbados, conclude series of BITs could give that
personnel of their choice, regardless of nationality, for the

as to a or

particular purpose of rendering professional, technical and those countries a competitiveadvantage in attracting invest-

rnanagerial assistance necessary for the planning and opera-
ment destined for the region. While the existence of a BIT

tion of their investment. (Italics added.) is only one factor in a foreign investment decision, in close
cases it could be determinative, particularly given the ad-

This could be a significantattractionfor thirdcountry invest- vantages of a highly literate work force, fluency in English
ment in substantial local projects, since the owners of such and a stable democratic government.
projects resident in the local jurisdiction (Barbados, for
example) would presumablyqualify for entry into the Unit- III. ENTERPRISE FOR THE AMERICAS INITIATIVE
ed States, even when third countrynationals(e.g. Japanese, Legislativeproposalstransmittedby PresidentBush to Con-
Korean) are in top managerialpositions. gress in the fall of 1990 will, if enacted, implementa broad
The U.S. BIT is not specificallydesigned to provide a vehi- programme to encourage and support market-oriented re-

cle through which third country investment may enjoy the form and economicgrowth in Latin America and the Carib-

protection of the treaty simply through the formation of a bean. The Enterprise for the Americas Initiative con-

corporation in a treaty party country. In fact, either party templates new lending to Latin America to foster market-
to the model U.S. BIT may deny treatmentunder the treaty oriented investment reform; authorization for debt reduc-
to a companyof the otherparty that does not have substan- tion and debt for education and debt for environment
tial business activities in the country of incorporation and swaps; and related financial features. It also contemplates
is controlled by third country nationals. However, this ex- a series of free trade agreements with Mexico, the nations

ception would not apply to significant third country invest- of the Caribbean and the nations of Latin America. It is this
ments in one of the parties to the treaty, and could thus be new initiative to conclude free trade agreements which I
a factor in attracting certain types of foreign investment believe can be a significantvehicle not only for encouraging
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trade, but for stimulating investment in a manner com- ment as well as a trade encouragementvehicle. Such agree-
plementary to a BIT. ments are, of course, fully consistent with the BITs discuss-

ed earlier. As noted above, at least one Latin AmericanWe do not yet know exactly how the United States will

proceed to implement the bilateral agreementphase of the country, Bolivia, that has signed a framework agreement,
is also actively negotiating a BIT with the United States.

Enterprise for the Americas. Clearly, the conclusion of a U.S. officials continue to view BITs as consistent with thefree trade agreementwith Mexico remainsthe highestprior- objectivesof the Enterprisefor the Americas Initiative,and
ity. Yet it is already obvious that U.S. efforts will not be
confined to Mexico. For example, the United States has

can be expected to be responsive to requests from Latin
American and Caribbean governments to include BITs

already concludedagreementswith Colombia,Ecuadorand the be concludedunderthat umbrella.
Bolivia, in each case to create a joint commissionon trade among agreementsto

and investment,u These framework agreements are ex- To the best of our knowledge, there is to date no formal

pected to be repeated with Chile, Costa Rica and others. U.S. Government policy regarding U.S. Government pre-
ference for concluding a framework agreement and FTA

The councils created under these accords have as their ob- with CARICOM,or with one or more individual members,jectives: such as Barbados. State Department officials see advan-
(1) To monitor trade and investment relations, to identify

opportunitiesfor expandingtrade and investment,and to tages and disadvantages in both approaches. Such agree-
negotiate agreementswhere appropriate. ments are likely to be concluded more rapidly with indi-

(2) To hold consultations on specific trade and investment vidual countries, and could be tailored to discrete country
matters of interest to the Parties. concerns more effectively, if they are done on a bilateral

(3) To identifyand work towardsthe removalofimpediments basis. On the other hand, an agreement with CARICOM
to trade and investment flows. (Article Five) could provide an important stimulus to regional economic

While the consultationmechanismis not insignificant,these development, and might require less personnel resources

framework agreements are an important step toward than a series of individual country negotiations. In.the end,
broader substantiveaccords, ultimately includingfree trade the approach is likely to be more dependent on the nature

agreements, and the Latin Americanparties to these agree-
of any initiative from the region, since the Caribbean does

mentsclearlycontemplatefurtheractionsin the near future. not appear to be a high priority area for the United States
in terms of concluding additional framework agreements

Certainlya free trade agreementwill providegreatermarket and moving toward free trade agreements.
access on a mutual basis, but what relevancedoes it have to
investment While we have no accurate model to work IV. CONCLUSION
from, if we assume that at least some portions of the U.S.-
Canada Free Trade Agreement(FTA)will ultimatelybe Given the demise of friendship, commerce and navigation
incorporated into subsequent bilateral agreements with treaties, bilateral investment treaties are highly useful

Mexico and others, the impact on investment will be both mechanisms to attract investment, offering both tax and

direct and indirect. Chapter 16 of the U.S.-CanadaFRA is non-tax incentives to nationalsof the treaty country and, in

specifically devoted to investment issues. Like the BITs, it many instances, to third country nationals willing to estab-

provides for national treatment; limitations on any perfor-
lish joint ventures in countriessuch as Barbadoswith an eye

mance requirements; protection against expropriation;
to further activities in the United States. The conclusionof

guaranties for international funds transfers; and an arbitral a BIT with the United States and with other capital- export-
mechanism for resolving investment disputes.12 (The U.S.- ing nations could give Barbados a competitive advantage in

Israel Agreement on the Establishment of a Free Trade competing for regional investment dollars. The United

Area, concluded in 1985, contains limitations on perfor-
States is actively negotiating such agreements with other

mance requirementsand dispute settlementprovisions, but countriesin the hemisphere,and could probablybe induced

no other provisions governing investment.) to incude Barbados and/or neighbouringcountries.

Indirectlyof course, any free trade agreementbetween the The U.S. Enterprise for the Americas Initiative similarly
United States and a developing country should promote

offers Barbados and other Caribbean nations an opportun-
investment in the developing country by offering unre- ity to demonstratea commitmentto economicdevelopment
stricted access to the U.S. market. Presumably, there will and greater economic integration with the United States

be few if any exceptions to the products ultimately eligible that should itself be an incentive for foreign investment.

for free trade. With the U.S.-CanadaFTA, many products
Given the favourablestate of U.S.-Barbadosrelations, it is

became duty-free upon the FTA's entry into force on 1 likely that a request by Barbados to negotiate a framework

January 1989; tariffs on other productsare beingphasedout agreement, such as those concluded by the United States

over five years or ten years. Moreover, with Mexico and with Chile, Bolivia and Ecuador, would be favourably re-

other developingnations, unlike Canada, labour cost diffe- ceived. While such an agreement would not obligate Bar-

rentials are such that significant shifts of manufacturing bados (or the United States) to move further toward

capacity can be anticipated, creating investments and jobs economic integration, it would give Barbados a basis for

in the lower-cost labour jurisdiction. The advantages for further steps at the appropriate tme, including the conclu-

investmentpurposeswill accrue to any investorprepared to sion of a BIT.

establish manufacturingfacilitieswith the objectiveof serv-

ing the U.S. market, not simply to U.S. investors. Of 11. Agreementbetweenthe Governmentof the United StatesofAmerica

course, the free trade agreementswill contain rulesof origin
and the Governmentof Colombia Concerning a United States-Colombia
Joint Commissionon Trade and Investment, signed 17 July 1990; Agree-probably similar to those under the CBI or U.S. ment Between the Governmentof the United States of America and the

-

Generalized System of Preferences programmes,which re- Government of the Republic of Ecuador Concerning a United States-
quire a 35 percent local (or regional) value added before a Ecuador Council on Trade and Investment, signed 23 July 1990; Agree-
product can enjoy the benefits of the FTA. ment Between the Government of the United States of America and the

Governmentof the Republicof Bolivia Concerninga United States-Boliv-
Thus, I believe that the nations of Latin America and the ia Council on Trade and Investment,signed 8 May 1990.
Caribbean should view the prospect of a free trade agree- 12. United States-CanadaFree Trade Agreement of 1988, Chapter Six-
ment with the United States as an investment encourage- teen, Arts. 1602, 1603, 1605, 1606, 1608.
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Personengesellschaften. legislationand jurisprudenceabroadhasbeenDAS NEUE HANDELSVERTRETERGESETZDsseldorf,IDWVerlagGmbH, 1990, pp. 276. extendedand the ModelTreatiesof the U.N. as1990. With a view to loss attributingcompanies,the well the U.S., dealtwith. All treatiesas are taxAnpassungan die EG-Richtlinien(86/653/EWG) authordiscusses the term concludedby Germany explained theare onvom 18.12.86).Translatedby Stefan Reinel. Einknfteerzielungsabsicht(intentionto basis of the OECD Model Convention.TheCologne,Bundesstellefr make profit) which is crucial in distinguishing disclosureof the several treatiesis effectedbyAussenhandelsinformation,1990. betweentaxable incomeor more non-taxable overall viewsof application,which put inAusl. Wirtschafts-u. Steuerrecht,Reihe A: privateactivities.

are

Gesetzestextu. ErluterungenNo. A-10/90, (B. 109.999)
front. The commentaryis also availablein

pp. 45. English.
Bookletconsideringthe new law on trade DEUTSCHESTEUERGESETZE. (B. 110.521)
representativesof 1990 in Denmark.Textof Textausgabe.9. Auflage. BURGERLICHESGESETZBUCH.MITstatutein Danish and a German translationof Stand: 1. April 1989. Gesetzzur Regelungdes Rechtsderthe statuteare appended. Herne/Berlin,VerlagNeue WirtschaftsBriefe, AllgemeinenGeschftsbedingungen.5. Aufage.(B. 110.447) 1989, pp. 1286, 42.-DM. Herausgegeben OthmarJauernig.von

German taxlaws,e.g. GermanTax Code, Munich,C.H. Beck'scheVerlagsbuchhandlung,EEC income tax law, corporateincome tax law, 1990, pp. 1968, 98.- DM.
businesstax, net wealth/worthtax (including Commentaryon the GermanCivil Code.

OPTIMISATIONFISCALEET ABUS DE valuation), inheritance tax, donation tax, land (B. 110.069)
Droit.Prefacede Noel Chahid-Nouraiet Olivier tax, real property transfer tax, etc.

Fouquet. (B. 109.619) FACHGUTACHTEN/STATEMENTS
Paris, EditionsLitec, 158Rue Saint Jacques, 1-3/1988.
75005 Paris, 1990, pp. 260,220.- Ffrs. BUNJES, Johann; GEIST, Reinhold. Dsseldorf,IDWVerlagGmbH, 1990, pp. 133,
Considerationson the delimitationbetween Umsatzsteuergesetz.3. Auflage 36.45 DM.
allowabletax transactionsand theirabuse acts Munich,C.H. Beck'scheVerlagsbuchhandlung, Bookletcontainsstatementsissuedby the
writtenby variousauthors fromcountriesof the 1990, pp. 635, 118.- DM. Institutder Wirtschaftsprferin Germanyin

EuropeanCommunities. CommentaryonVATLaw. 1988. Topicsare as follows: generallyaccepted
(B. 110.516) (B. 110.570) standardsfor the auditof financialstatements;
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generallyacceptedreportingstandardsfor the Guernsey,Jerseyand the Isle of Man, revised to Loose-leafpublicationin variousvolumeson

auditof financialstatements;standardsfor the includethe laws up to 31 March 1990and the Europeantaxation.This seriesdescribesthe
issue of audit opinions. Manx 1990/91 Budgetprovisions. corporateincome tax, individualincome tax,
lB. 110.395) Croydon,Tolley PublishingCompanyLtd., value added tax, net wealth tax and succession

1990, pp..248,15.95£. and gift taxes in the Netherlands.
BAYER, Hermann-Wilfried. lB. 110.613) (B. 110.528)
Grundbegriffedes Steuerrechts.Eine

EinfhrungfrStudentender Rechts-und BROUWER,R.N.D.
Wirtsdhaftswissenschaften.3. Auflage. Monaco De fiscalebehandelingvan stichtingen. Een
Frankfurtam Main, AlfredMetznerVerlag, handleidingvoor de stichtingsbestuurder.
1990,pp.262,38.-DM. FONTANEAU,Pierre. 1st Edition.
Basic terms in tax law. Fiscaliteuropenne:Monaco.TomesI et II. Borne,UitgeverijMaring, 1990, pp. 135.

(B. 110.312) Nice, Les CahiersFiscauxEuropens,1990. Monographdealingwith the tax treatmentof
Loose-leafpublicationin variousvolumeson foundations.

BECK'SCHERBILANZ-KOMMENTAR. Europeantaxation.The section that covers (B.110.582)
DerJahresabschlussnach Handels-und Monacodescribestaxessuch as corporateincome

Steuerrecht. tax, individualincome tax, value added tax, OORT NA EEN JAAR. 2ND EDITION.
Das DritteBuch des HGB. Bearbeitetvon registrationduty, successiondutyand stamp Amsterdam,KPMGKlynveld, 1990, pp. 100.

WolfgangDieterBudde, HermannClemm, Max duty Secondeditionof monographdealingwith the
Pankowund ManfredSarx. 2. Auflage. (B.110.527) individualincome tax and relatedchangesof
Munich,C.H. Beck'scheVerlagsbuchhandlung, Oort over the past year.
1990,pp.2348,338.-DM. DOUVIER, Pierre-Jean. (B. 110.602)
In this new edition an extensivecommentaryto Monaco.Juridique,fiscal.

articles238-339of the CommercialLaw is given. Paris, EditionsFrancisLefebvre,1990. MEERING,A.; JONKER, E.N.; BUIS, W.;
It dealswith the balancesheet for a corporation, DossiersInternationauxFrancis Lefebvre, LOON,P.M.F. van; BLECOURT,E.A. de.
a limited liabilitycompanyand otherentities, the PP. 236,272.-Ffrs. Elseviersbelastingalmanak1991. 36ste Editie.

profit and loss account for sole proprietorship Monographon Monacoin the seriesFrancis Amsterdam,Bonaventura,1991, pp. 400,
and partnership. Lefebvre Internationalfiles considering 23.50 Dfl.
(B. 110.328) companylaw and taxlaw. Texts of the statutes in Annual revisededitionof guide for filing 1990

Monacoare appended.The double taxation individualincome tax returnand 1991 net wealth
KESSLER, Wolfgang. treatieson income and death duties France- tax return. Otherrelevantinformationthereto is

TypologiederBetriebsaufspaltung Monacoare also discussed. appended.
Treuhandschaft,Mitunternehmerschaftund lB.110.485) (B. 110.624)
Vermgensverwaltung.
Wiesbaden,VerlagDr.Th. GablerGmbH, FISCALE INFORMATIE-UITWISSELING
1989, pp. 365. Netherlands overde grenzen. Pre-adviesen debatvoorde

Typologyofsplitting-upa business. This thesis zesendertigstejaarvergaderingvan de
examinesthe treatmentofsplitting-upan LUGT, Freek; HAAS, Frans-Jozef. NederlandseOrdevan Belastingadviseurs
enterpriseunder German tax law and by the Conflictenmet de fiscus. 2nd Edition. gehoudenop 17 mei 1990 in het Okura-hotelte
Germancourts. The splitting-upof a businessis Deventer,Kluwer, 1990. Amsterdam.Pre-adviseurs:A.H.M.Daniels,
assumedwhen one enterprise is dividedintotwo, KluwerBelastingwijzersNo. 9, pp. 183. M.W.C. Feteris, M.V. Lambooijen M.P.M. van

one ofwhich runs the actual businesswhereas the Secondrevisededitionof monographdealing de Ven. Cordinator:N. Nobel. Panelvoorz:
otherone holds all the principalbusinessassets with objectionand appealproceduresin tax A. Nooteboom.
and rents them to the operatingbusiness.The courts. Deventer,Kluwer, 1990.
authoralso offers a new concptfortaxing lB. 110.599) NOB-NederlandseOrdevan

businesssplit-ups. Belastingadviseurs,Pre-adviesNo. 8, pp. 206.

(B. 109.808) KAMERLING,Robert; DEKKER, Peter. Recommendationreportpreparedby the Dutch

Belastingcontrole.3rd Edition. Tax ConsultantsAssociationand submittedat

BEER, Artur. Deventer,Kluwer,1990. the 1990annual meetingconcerningcross-border
Die DeutscheTerminbrse.Ein Uberblickber KluwerBelastingwijzersNo. 17, pp. 221, tax information.

Grundlagen,Strukturen,Mglichkeiten. 29.50 Dfl. (B. 110.242)
Stuttgart,DeutscherSparkassenverlag,1990. Third revisededition of monographdescribing
Sparkassenheft100, pp. 144,36.-DM. the meansofcontrolby the tax authorities. SIMONS, A.L.C.
This bookletgives a shortoverviewof the lB.110.597) Belastingenen milieu. Belastingconsulentendag
fundamentals,structuresand possibilitiesof the 1990.
Germanoptionsexchangewhich has been JUCH, D. Deventer,FED., 1990, pp. 65.

openedat the beginningof 1990 at Frankfurt/ Dedeelnemingsvrijstellingin de Wetopde Printed text ofdiscussionsand introductionon

Main. vennootschapsbelasting1969. 4th Edition. the topicTaxesand Environmentheld at the
(B. 110.060) Deventer,FED., 1990. 1990Tax ConsultantDayconvenedbythe Dutch

Fed FiscaleBrochures,pp. 104,28.-Dil. FederationofTax Advisers.
GBEL, Stefan. Fourth revisedand updatededition of (B. 110.605)
Prfungvon EDV-Programmsystemenim monographdescribingthe conceptof substantial
Rahmender Jahresabschlussprfung. participationor affiliationprivilege in the MOL, N.
Dsseldorf,IDW VerlagGmbH, 1990, pp. 226. CorporateIncomeTax Law 1969. Pensioenen.Deel 1.
The authordiscussesthe examinationofEDV lB.110.643) Deventer,Kluwer, 1990.

programsystemswithin the annual audit Jfthe De Bedrijfsadviseur,pp. 146, 37.50Dfl.

accountingisdone on computerizedrecords. He BARTEL, J.C.K.W.; CHRISTIAANSE,J.H. Monograph,VolumeOne in the series Business

suggestsan approachwhich is differentfrom the Fiscaleaspectenvan nv's en bv's. 5th Edition. Adviser,dealingwith the creation, payment
one by the Institutder Wirtschaftsprfer. Deventer,Kluwer, 1990, pp. 403, 49.50Dil. and administrationof all kindsofpensionswith
(B. 109.997) Fifth editionof monographdealingwith tax reference to the taxationaspects.

treatmentofcompanies(NV and BV) andtheir lB. 110.596)
shareholders.

Isle of Man (B. 110.616) JAARBOEKSECRETARIAAT1991.

Notariaat-Advocatuur-Accountancy-
BOULDING,John. FONTANEAU, Pierre. Belastingadviespraktijk.
Tolley's taxation in the Channel Islandsand Isle Fiscaliteuropenne:Pays-Bas.Tomes I et iI. Deventer,Kluwer,1990, pp. 494,45.- Dil.
of Man 1990. A guide totax legislation in Nice, Les Cahiers Fiscaux Europens, 199(). YearbookSecretariat1991 containinggeneral
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informationand addressesof free professionals Croydon,TolleyPublishingCompanyLtd., OECDcountriesfromAfrica, Asia, Easternand
engaged in the field of publicnotary,solicitors, 1990, pp. 525,24.95£. CentralAfricaand Latin Americaand a number
accountantsand tax consultantsin the Ninth editionof this comprehensiveguide to the of internationalorganizationsparticipated.
Netherlands. wide rangeof social securityand other welfare Topicsdiscussedinclude: tax reforms and their
(B. 110.563) benefitsavailable to an ndivdualn Brtan. impacton internationalinvestmentflows, tax

(B. 110.612) treatiesand investmentflows, and tax obstacles
to and incentivesfor investmentin non-OECD

Switzerland countries.

(B. 110.564)
NOEL, Yves. INTERNATIONAL
La double imposition internationalersultant
des redressementscomptablesentresocits
apparenteset son limination.Etude de droit

TOLLEY'STAX HAVENS. LATIN AMERICA
amricainet de droit suisse.

A practitioners'guide to the leading tax havens
Lausanne,SOFIROM,1990, pp. 270.

of the world. 1st Edition. Editedby Adrian
Studyon the dealingat arm's lengthprinciple in Mexico
transactionsbetweenassociatedenterprisesto Ogley.
eliminateinternationaldoubletaxationunder Croydon,TolleyPublishingCompanyLtd.,
Swiss and U.S. tax law. 1990, pp. 530. CASTILLO,Nicasio del; PRECIADO,

Referenceguide to the subjectof tax havens. Guillermo.
(B. 110.600) The book is divided into two parts. Part I consists Businessoperationsin Mexico.

of four introductorychapterson the use of tax Washington,Tax ManagementInc., 1990.

United Kingdom
havensgenerallyand Part II is a comparative Tax ManagementForeign Income Portfolios,
survey in a standardizedformatof 23 of the pp. 70.
world's leadinghavens, from Antiguaand PortfolioNo. 972 discussesthe significant

WYATT, Michael. BarbudatoVanuatu. featuresofMexican income tax law as applied to
Companyacquisitionof own shares. 3rd Edition. (B. 110.615) foreign investorsconductingbusinessactivities
London,LongmanGroupUKLtd., 1989, in Mexico. In addition to a detaileddiscussionof
pp. 240,42.-£. MODEL INCOMETAX TREATIES. the taxationof domesticand foreigncorporations
Guidanceon the law relating to the acquisition A comparativepresentationof the textsof the and individuals,it includesan analysisof the
by a companyof its own shares, with emphasison modeldouble taxationconventionson income legal and regulatoryprovisionsgoverningthe
own share purchase. It includesfull detailsof the and capital of the OECD (1963 and 1977), United conductof businessoperationswithin the
proceduresto be followed,what the tax Nations (1980) and UnitedStates (1981). country.
implicationsare and how tax savingsand other 2nd Edition. (B. 18.614)
benefitscan be achieved. The book takes full Compiledand edited by Kees van Raad.
accountoftheFinanceAct 1988, the Incomeand Deventer,KluwerLaw and TaxatonPublishers,
CorporateTaxesAct 1988 and the FinanceAct 1990,pp. 94,40.-Dil.
1989. It also refers to the few minorchangesof (B. 110.552) NORTH AMERICArelevancecontainedin the CompaniesBill of
1989. PUBLICFINANCE,TRADE AND
(B. 110.640) development;Financespubliques,commerce,et

Canada
dveloppement.Proceedingsof the 44th

TOLLEY'SPRACTICALGUIDETO Congressof the InternationalInstituteof Public
companyacquisitions.A comprehensiveguide Finance, Istanbul, 1988. EditedbyVito Tanzi. WARD'STAX LAW AND PLANNING.
to the legal, tax, accountingand strategicaspects Detroit,WayneState UniversityPress, 1990, InterpretationBulletins 1991. Representingthe
ofU.K. acquisitions.2nd Edition.

pp. 360. currentversionof InterpretationBulletinsissued
Croydon,TolleyPublishingCompanyLtd., Textbookcontainingcontributionsof the 44th by RevenueCanada, Taxation to April 1990.

1990, pp. 227. Congressof the InternationalInstituteof Public Agincourt,CarswellCompanyLtd., 1990,
Fully revisedand updatededitionproviding Financewhich was held in Istanbul,22-25 August PP 1295.

comprehensivepracticaladviceon each of the 1988. Themeof this congress:The relationship Compilationof currentmajor Interpretation
most importantaspectsof acquiringa company betweenpublicfinance instrumentsand trade Bulletinsup to April 1990.
intheUnitedKingdom; tax law, accounting, and development.Part I covers taxes, trade and (B. 110.586)
employmentand pensions. It includeschapters capital movements;Part II: harmonizationand
on tax planninganddefence tactics to fightoff coordinationofpolicies;and Part III covers

THE ECONOMICIMPACTS OF TAX

prospectivebidders. generalpolicy aspects. Papers include: The Reform. Editors: Jack Mintzand John Whalley.
(B.110.641) impactof different income tax systemson Toronto,CanadianTax Foundation,1989.

internationalflowsof capital,services and CanadianTax PaperNo. 84, pp. 465.
TOLLEY'SOFFICIALTAX STATEMENTS technologyby K. Messereand J. Owens; Backgroundpapersof severalauthorsaddressing
1989-90. Value-addedtax and internationaltradeby W. the proposalsof the government'swhite paper
AnnotatedInlandRevenueExtra-Statutory Laux-Meiselbach;More tax competitionin the on tax reform (for a major reconstructionof the
Concessions,Statementsof Practice,Press EuropeanCommunityby S. Cnossen; Public personaland corporateincome taxes and the
Releasesand CCAB/ICAEWStatements financeand trade: the EuropeanCommunityby introductionof a multistagesales tax) and
currentat 1 October1989. Editedby John N. Andel; Taxcoordinationfordeveloping consideringthe economicimplicationsof these

Boulding. countriesby P.B. Musgrave. proposals.The authorsalso deal with, among
Croydon,TolleyPublishingCompanyLtd., (B. 110.617) others,someproblemsofconcertingexemptions
1990, pp. 767, 24.95 £. and deductionsinto credits, with personal
This7th edtionncludesspecal featureson savings, life insurance, treatmentofresources
incomeand corporationtax, capital gains tax, OECD industriesand residentialreal estate.

capital transfer tax and inheritance tax, full (B. 110.620)
cross-referencing,appendices,tables and

TAXATIONAND INTERNATIONAL
comprehensiveindex.

capital lows. A symposiumofOECD and non- BROWN, Catherine A.
(B. 110.614) OECDcountries,June 1990. Tax aspectsof the transferof technology: the

Paris, Organisationfor EconomicCo-operation Asia-PacificRIM.
MATI'HEWMAN,Jim. and Development,1990, pp. 281. Toronto,CanadianTax Foundation,1990.

Tolley'ssocial securityand state benefits 1990- This publicationsummarizesthe proceedingsof CanadianTax PaperNo. 87, pp. 455.
91. A comprehensiveguide to benefitsas of the June 1990symposiumorganizedby the A studydiscussingtax aspectsof the transferof
31 October1990. OECDand the IMFat which fourteennon- technologyby non-residentsto seven countries
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in the Asia-Pacificwhich have both the interest policy makers. The authorestimatesthe costs to U.S.A.
in acquiring it and the capabilityof exploitingit: individuals,employersand financialinstitutions
Indonesia,Singapore,Malaysia,Thailand, of complyingwiththe personal income tax and REPORTS OF THE UNITED STATES TAX
China, HongKongand Taiwan. For each country also the costs to the federal and provincial Court,July 1, 1989 to December31, 1989.
the authorreviewsthe domesticwithholdingtax governmentof administeringtheincome tax, the Volume93.
provisions,examines the interactionof these CanadaPension Plan, the QuebecPensionPlan ReporterJohnT. Fee.
provisionswith the relevantdouble taxation and employmentinsurance. Washington,U.S. GovernmentPrintingOffice,
agreementand discussesgovernmentpolicies (B. 110.622) 1989, pp. 1115.
and tax incentivesrelatedthereto. Some relevant

partsof legislationare also appended. THE GOODS AND SERVICESTAX.
(B. 110.630)

(B. 110.623) A questionand answerguide for the healthcare

ARNOLD, Brian J. sector. NOEL, Yves.
La double impositioninternationalersultant

The taxationofcontrolledforeign corporations: Toronto, Ernst& Young, 1990, pp. 150.
des redressementscomptables socitsentre

an internationalcomparison. This guide is basedon Bill C-62 as passedby the
apparentes limination.Etude de droitet son

Toronto,CanadianTax Foundation, 1986. Houseof Commons. It also reflects clarifications
amricain de droitsuisse.et

CanadianTax PaperNo. 78, pp. 816. sought from RevenueCanada,Headquarters,on
Lausanne,SOFIROM,1990, 270.pp.

A paperdealingwith the tax treatmentof how they intend to apply the provisionsofBill
Study the dealing arm's lengthprincipleinon at

foreign-sourceincomeearnedby foreign C-62 to the healthcase sector.
transactionsbetweenassociatedenterprisesto

corporationsin Canada, France, Germany, (B. 110.567) eliminateinternationaldouble taxationunder
Japan, UnitedKigdom,U.S.A. and the use of Swss and U.S. tax law.
'tax havens. Special attention is given to the THE GOODS AND SERVICESTAX.

(B. 110.600)
Canadianforeign affiliatesystem including

A questionand answerguide for registered
description,assessmentand optionsfor change.

charitiesand registeredamateurathletic

(B. 110.619) associations. O'CONNOR,Walter F.

Toronto,Ernst& Young, 1990, pp. 150. Accountingand taxation.
VAILLANCOURT,F. (B. 110.568) New York, Barron'sEducationalSeries, Inc.,
The administrativeandcompliancecosts of the 250WirelessBoulevard,Hauppauge,New York

personal income tax and payroll tax system in WARD'S TAX TREATIES 1991. 11788,1990,pp. 230.

Canada, 1986. Representingthe current internationaltax Overviewof the various financialand tax

Toronto,CanadianTax Foundation,1989. treaties to April 1990. statementsthat a businessgeneratesin the
CanadianTax Paper, No. 86, pp. 135. Toronto,Carswell Publications,1990, pp. 763. normalcourseofoperations-balancesheets,
Studyprovidinginformationon the Compilationof the completeEnglish textsof profitand loss statements, ledgers, journalsand
characteristicsof the administrativeand double taxation treatiesconcludedby Canada the manyother documentsthat are a part of the

compliancecosts and focusingon the fact that with othercountries. company'sbooks.
these costsshould be taken into accountby (B. 110.585) (B. 110.584)

Loose-LeafServices
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JAAX

A SURVEY OF THE FOREIGNTAX

CREDIT SYSTEM
Tom Anderson

Tax advisors in manycountrieshave developedstrategiesto minimizethe taxation
of Japanese businesses operating in their home countries. However, effective Tom AndersonisamanagerwithErnst

planning often requires an understanding of the Japanese foreign tax credit & Young & Co. based in New York,

system. specializing in international taxation
with a specific interest in Japanese

The purpose of this article is to outline the Japanese foreign tax credit system as taxation. The author gratefully ack-
it applies to the income derived from investmentsand business operations in the nowledges the assistance of Ms.
United States and Europe. Certain areas, such as tax haven rules and tax sparing, Yukie Kuwahara, a manager in the
are not addressed. Tokyo office of Ernst & Young

I. GENERALSTRUCTURE

Essentially the worldwide income of Japanese corporations is subject to taxation
with credit relieffor foreign taxes imposedon foreign-sourceincome. The general
rule is that a credit can be taken against the Japanese corporate tax in the amount
of the lesser of (1) the actual creditable foreign taxes incurred; or (2) an overall
limitation as calculated under the following standard formula: Contents

Limitation = Japanese corporate tax x foreign-source income1 I. General structure
worldwide income Il. Creditable taxes

Japanese corporate tax under the above limitation formula is calculated as fol- A. General
lows: B. 1988 Tax reform

C. Currency translation
Corporate tax due (before credits) XXXX IlI. Sourcing of income and expensesMinus: A. Income sourcing rules
The special surtax on sales of land held short term XXXX B. Expense sourcing rules
The accumulatedearnings tax on earnings retained by IV. Timing of creditability (deductibility)
closely held family corporations XXXX

V. Indirect foreign tax credit
Japanesecorporate tax XXXX A. Eligible for corporation

B. Calculation of the indirect
Foreign-sourceincome is determinedby the set of rules as foreign taxes eligible for credit
described in Part III. C. Timing of deemed payment
Worldwide income is calculated as follows: Appendix I - Creditable foreign taxes

Japanese corporate taxable income XXXX Appendix Il - Creditability of withholding
taxes on interest income

Plus net operating loss carry-over XXXX

Worldwide income XXXX

Until the 1988 tax reform this single basket limitationresulted in a large degree
'

of cross-creditingof taxes incurred in high tax countries against Japanese taxes

arising from income in low tax countries. The 1988 tax reform contained provi-
sions (described below) to limit cross-creditingother than through the creation
of numerous income baskets with the accompanyingbookkeepingproblems.
Foreign income taxes can be creditedagainst local prefecturaland municipaltaxes

up to 5 percent and 12.3 percent,2 respectively,of the limitation applicable to the
national Japanese corporate tax.3 However, only a deduction (but no credit) is
allowed against the local enterprise tax.

The Japanesecorporate taxpayer has the annual option to deduct against taxable
1. CorporationTax Law [hereinafterCTL],
Art. 69(1); CTLEnforcementOrder [hereinafter

income, rather than credit, foreign taxes. A deduction might be preferable to a Enf. Order] 142(1).
credit where a foreign tax credit limitationproblem exists. With the exceptionof 2. These percentages may vary somewhat ac-

to
indirect foreign taxes (see Part V), the election must be made with respect to all cording locality.

3. Local Tax Law Enf. Order, Art. 9(7).
foreign taxes incurred.4 4. CTL Art. 41.
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Il. CREDITABLETAXES try limitation has effectively been established which im-
pedes the cross-creditingof taxes.

A. General
Example

The principles set forth in Japanese tax law with respect to J-CO has a branch in the United States whose U.S. taxable
the creditabilityof a foreign tax are similar to those in other income from business operations for the year is $ 100,000,
systems. To be creditable, the foreign tax should be based which U.S. federal and state corporate income taxes
on income, not gross revenuesor capital, except in the case

upon
is 32of $ 32,000 are imposed. The effective U.S. tax rate

where gross revenues are used as a tax base for practicality's percent and, since it is less than 50 percent, the special tax
sake (e.g. withholding taxes on interest, dividends and limitationwould not apply,11royalties).

A portion of withholding taxes levied on interest income

Example may not be creditable. To determine the amount of with-

The New York State franchise tax is generally determined holding taxes on interest income not eligible for credit, a

flow chart approachwould be useful (see Appendix II).to be the greater of:

1i1
Net income x 9o For businesses other than financial institutions, essentially
Allocated capital x .178% the following sequence of steps must be followed:
Modifiednet income x 5%

4) $ 1,500 Step 1

Only the tax as computed by (1) should be creditable.5 A determination should be made as to whether the com-

over a
A creditable foreign tax includes a levy on a corporation's pany's interest income three-yearperiod ending with

the current tax year exceeds20 percent times the total of (1)excess profits or a surtax based on a corporateincome tax the gross profit, plus (2) interest income over the same
amount. The foreign tax should be a compulsorycontribu- three- year period. If the answer is no, the special limitation
tion to a national or local public body without goods or does not apply.services expected in return. Charges for the late paymentof
tax, interestcharges or penaltiesdo not constitutecreditable Step 2
taxes.6 Appendix I contains an unofficial listing of foreign
taxes eligible for credit.7 Exceptwith respect to the indirect Assuming the answer to Step 1 is yes and the average ratio

foreign tax credit (Part V), the Japanese taxpayer must (RATIO) of the net taxable income (with certain adjust-
actually pay the foreign income tax. ments) to the sum of (1) the grossprofit,and (2) non-operat-

ing revenue for the year and the two precedingyears is ten

Example 1 percentor less, then only ten percent of the interest income
is creditableagainstthe regularcorporatetax with the excess

l A Japanese oil refining company (J-CO) contracts with a being deductible against taxable income.
Korean constructioncompany (K-CO) to build an oil refin-
ery for an Indonesian company (I-CO), with respect to Step 3
which J-CO contributes know-how to K-CO. For its use of
the technologicalknow-howprovided by J-CO, I-CO pays If RATIO is greater than ten percent but less than or equal
a royalty to K-CO. K-CO in turn pays an amount to J-CO to 20 percent, then up to 15 percentof the withholdingtaxes

equal to the paymentsK-CO receivesfrom I-CO. Withhold- on interest from each source is creditable with the excess

Ing taxes imposed on the royalty payments from I-CO to being deductible.
K-CO should not be creditable by J-CO upon its receipt of
the net payments from K-CO. The tax authorities would Step 4
follow the form of the arrangement and treat K-CO as the If RATIO is greater than 20 percent, the special limitation
taxpayer.8 does not apply.
Example 2 For financial institutions, RATIO is (1) taxable income

over (2) gross receipts (less the adjusted bases of securities
J-CO owns an interest in a South American corporation and other assets sold) for the most recent three years.(SA-CO). Due to legal restrictionsagainst majorityowner-

ship of local corporations by foreign entities, J-CO cannot Exampleown a majority interest in SA-CO. However, J-CO effec-
tively obtains a majority interest from an arrangementwith J-CO has the followingresults for its taxable year endingon

a local bankwhich holds the sharesas a nomineewhileJ-CO 31 March 1991:
retains beneficial ownership. J-CO should be able to take Sales $ 1,350,000direct and indirect foreign tax credits from the dividends Cost of sales (1,130,000)paid by SA-CO.9

Gross profit 220,000

B. 1988 Tax reform
5. KokusaiZeimu [hereinafterInternationalTaxation] (August1984),The 1988 tax reform resulted in some major changes affect- at 47.

ing the creditabilityof foreign taxes, in effect creating mod- 6. CTLEnf. Order 141.
ified forms of separate country and income baskets. 7. T. Watanabe, Gaikoku Zeigaku Kojo [hereinafter Watanabe],

(Tokyo: Do-bun-kan, 1988).For taxable years beginningafter 1 April 1989, foreign taxes 8. InternationalTaxation (January 1986), at 45.
in excess of 50 percent of taxable income, as computed 9. InternationalTaxation (February 1983), at 48.
under the laws of the foreign country, are not creditable.lo 10. CTL Enf. Order 142(3).
However, the excess portion is deductible.Thus a per coun- 11. InternationalTaxation (October 1989), at 22.
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Selling and administrativeexpenses (172,000) - Normallythe exchangerate used for foreign taxes levied

Non-operatig income 63,800 throughwithholdingis the same as that used to translate the
underlying interest, dividend or royalty income. Where in-

Non-operatingexpenses (40,000) terest or royalty income is accrued over two periods, the
Net income 71,800 applicable rate is that which prevails at the time ofpayment

of the withholding tax.
Corporate taxes 35,000

The applicable exchange rate for foreign taxes directly-

J-CO receives interest income from the United States and paid from Japan is that used for translatingexpenses. How-
Puerto Rico: ever, except when the actual cash payment is greatly de-

layed, the rate applicable on the day of remittance can be
$ $ used.

United States 200,000 25,000,000 20,000 2,500,000
Puerto Rico 120,000 15,000,000 34,800 4,350,000

- The exchange rate for foreign taxes paid by a foreign
branch is that used for translating the branch's items of

For years one, two and three J-CO has the followingresults income and expenses on the intra-company statement of
(in thousands of yen): income.

Year 1 Year2 Year3 Totals
- The rate applicable to refunds is that which prevails on
the date of the refund rather than the original date of pay-Gross sales 930 1,070 1,350 ment of the taxes.13

Cost of sales 800 900 1,130

Gross profit 130 170 220 520
Interest received 80 100 77 257 III SOURCING OF INCOMEAND EXPENSES14Dividends received 1 1 1 3

Gainsfromthesale A. Incomesourcing rules
of securities - - 1 1

In principle, foreign-source income is determined,by firstNet income 211 271 299 781
definingdomestic-sourceincome15and then subtractingthat

Taxable income 15 30 77 122 amount from total income.16 The domestic sourcing rules
Dividendsreceived are superseded by sourcing rules provided in income tax
deduction 1 1 1 3 treaties.17
Incometaxesdeducted 1 2 5 8
Foreign taxes deducted 7 4 10 21 Japanese corporate tax law explicitly provides for 11

categories of domestic-sourceincome.18
Adjusted taxable income (numeratorof RATIO) 154

Category 1
Step 1

Income from business in Japan the possessionor use, or
Since interest income exceeds 20 percent times the sum of transfer of assets located in Japan.
interest incomeplus grossprofit, the limitationmight apply. For foreign tax credit income from sales of inven-257/(257 + 520) = 33% purposes,

tory propertywill be foreign sourced if the sale is attributa-

Step 2 ble to a foreign place of business. However, if the sale is
subject to foreign taxation, the taxpayer can elect to treat

Average ratio of the net adjusted taxable income to the sum the income as being foreign sourced:9
of the gross profit and non-operatingrevenue in the business

Here elsewhere, the domestic rules be
year concerned and the two preceding years was 19.7 per-

as source may super-
cent (154/781). Therefore, only withholding taxes of up to

seded by treaty provisions. For example, the Japan-Korea
income tax treaty provides that where goods are purchased15 percent of each amount of interest income can be cre-

dited. or manufacturedin one countryand sold in anothercountry,
and where the resident of one country has a permanent

Step 3 establishment in the other country, the sourcing of income
should be dividedbetweenthe two countries, regardlessof

Test each source of interest income: the place of sale.20
U.S.: $ 20,000 ($ 200,000 x 15%). Therefore, there isno If manufactures product in Japan and sells itlimitation. a company a

overseas or vice versa, the general rule is that the income
Puerto Rico: $ 34,800 ($ 120,000 x 15%). Therefore should be apportioned between foreign and Japanese
only a limited portion ( 2,250,000) would be creditable: sources on an arm's length basis.21 Arm's length should be

Creditable: $ 120,000 x 15% = $ 18,000( 2,250,000)
Deductible: ($ 34,800- 18,000) = $ 16,800( 2,100,000)12 12. Id., at 23.

The foregoingprovisionsare effective for withholdingtaxes
13. CTL Basic Circular 16-3-42 and 16-3-43.
14. See also Huston, Miyatake, and Way, Japanese InternationalTaxa-

paid after 31 March 1989. However, interest income re- tion, Chapter 3 (New York: Matthew Bender, 1989).ceived on obligationsoutstandingbefore 1 April 1989 is not 15. CTL Art. 138.
subject to the new provisionsuntil taxable years beginning 16. CTL Enf. Order 142(3).
after 31 March 1994. 17. CTL Art. 139.

18. CTL Art. 138.
C. Currency translation 19. CTL Enf. Order 142(4).

20. Japan-Korea Income Tax Treaty, Art. 6(5); Exchange of Notes, 3
The method of translating creditable foreign taxes into yen March 1970.

depends on various factors: 21. CTL Basic Tax Circular 20-1-3.
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determined by using the normal methods used for transfer income sourcing which provide that interest income should
pricing purposes (e.g. uncontrolled price, resale price or be sourced according to the residency of the payor (rather
cost plus profit).22 However, if none of the normal methods than the location where the loan proceeds are used) unless
are feasible, another method should be used which is based such interest is directly attributable to a permanent estab-
upon a reasonablemeasure such as the relative domesticvs. lishment.27
foreign:

manufacturingand selling costs; Category 7-

asset values;-

other suitable measure based upon an analysis of the use property- Royalties from the of intangible and personal
nature of the businesses.23 property in Japan.

Capital gains and losses from the sale outside of Japan of The provisionsofcertain treaties follow those of the domes-
shares in a foreign corporation are deemed to be foreign

tic law (i.e. place of usage of the intangible asset).28 How-

source. However, the sale of shares in a Japanese corpora-
ever, the provisionsof other treaties (e.g. Federal Republic

tion may be deemed to be domesticsource regardlessof the of Germany, the United Kingdom, Singapore) call for the

place of sale, such as where the seller has a significant sourcing of royalties to be based on the residency of the
interest in the corporation.24 payor.2
Other Japanese-sourceincome results from the disposal of Category 8
the following:

real estate located in Japan; Awards connectedwith advertisingand publicitycarried on
-

ships and planes registered in Japan;
in Japan.-

debt obligations connected with business carried on in-

Japan; Category 9

goodwill related to business carried on in Japan.25 Commercial annuity payments attributable to a place of-

business in Japan.
Category 2

Consideration for services rendered in Japan by persons Category 10

such as actors, entertainers, professionals, scientists and Income arising from certain financial products attributable
technicians. to a place of business in Japan.

Category 3 Category 11

Lease payments for the use of real property located in Income arising from a tokumeikumiai (i.e. a Japanesesilent
Japan. partnership) contract where the numberof tokumeikumiai

members equals or exceeds ten. If the numberof members
Category 4 is less than ten, the income of a tokumei kumiai is treated
Interest on debt securities issued by governmentalbodies, as business income (Category 1).
corporate debentures, certain deposits and distributionsof
interest income from certain trusts associatedwith activities Example
in Japan. J-CO, along with about 30 other companies, enters into an

agreement with a U.S. mining company (US-CO), which
Category 5 provides that J-CO finance 2.3 percent of the costs of a

Dividends from a Japanese corporation. naturalgas productionproject to be undertakenby US-CO.
J-CO's return on investment is based on the profits of the

Category 6 venture and a ten percent U.S. withholding tax is imposed
upon the distributions to J-CO. If the venture fails, J-CO's

Interest on non-securitizedloans attributable to business in losses would be limited to the amountof its investment.The
Japan. income J-CO receives from the venture would correspond

to income from a tokumei kumiai and as such should be
Example 1 foreign sourced.30
J-CO has a permanent establishmentbranch in the United
States which borrows money for its operations and pays B. Expensesourcing rules
interest which is expensed on its books. The interest would
be deemed to be foreign source as long as it is not simplY For the purposes of sourcing, expenses can be divided into
being artificially routed through the United States.26 two basic categories:

Example 2

J-CO has an eight percent interest in a U.S. corporation 22. Watanabe, supra note 7, at 63.

(US-CO), which in turn has branch operations throughout 23. CTL Basic Tax Circular 2-1-4.
the world, including Japan. J-CO receives interest from a 24. CTL Enf. Order 187.
loan to US-CO. In its calculation of Japanese taxable in- 25. CTL Enf. Orders 142(3), 177(2), 187(1) and CTL Basic Tax Circular

come, the Japanese branch of US-CO is allocated approxi- 20-1-9.

mately ten percent of the total interest expense incurred by 26. U.S.-Japan Income Tax Treaty, Art. 6(2); CTL Enf. Order 176(3);
the head office of US-CO. Under Japanese domestic law

International Taxation (March 1983), at 39.

ten percent of the interest income received by J-CO from
27. International Taxation (October 1983), at 39; U.S.-Japan Income
Tax Treaty, Art. 6(2).US-CO would be Japanese domestic-sourceincome. How- 28. U.S.-Japan Income Tax Treaty, Art. 6(3).

ever, the interest received by J-CO should be consideredto 29. CTL Art. 139; Intemational Taxation (April 1983), at 41.
be foreign source due to the relevant treaty provisions on 30. International Taxation (February 1984), at 48.
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1. Expenses directly associated with a specific item of in- - cost of goods sold by trading companies;
come (e.g. cost of goods sold or expenses related to real - expenses of international transportationcompanies;
estate ncome such as property taxes, insurance costs) - expenses connected with the special deduction related
should be sourced based on the source of the related in- to the overseas transfer of technology;

31
- valuation loss.come.

2. Expenses which cannot be directly associated with a

specific item of income (e.g. certaingeneraland administra- C. 1988Tax reform
tive expenses) should be sourced on a separate expense-by-
expense item basis, based on factors such as the relative The 1988 tax reform did not make direct changes to the
domestic vs. foreign: sourcing of income and expense rules. However, statutory

/i/
gross income amounts; language provides that for taxable years beginning after 1
property values; April 1989, foreign-source income should be limited to the
number of employees; or greatest of the following:

,+ other reasonablemethod.32 (1) total taxable income x 90%;
total taxable income x (numberof foreign employees/

Expense items are often allocated according to gross in- (2)
number of total employees);35come.33

(3) total income ((total income foreign taxes) (0.1x- -

Interest which can be directly traced to a borrowing for x total income) / foreign taxes).36
funds used to generate foreign-source income should be
deemed to be foreign source. Thus, for example, if a Example
Japanese home office borrows funds in connection with a J-CO has branches in the United States and Japan. Overall
specific transaction generating foreign-source income, the worldwide J-CO has 30 employees, among whom are teninterest expense should be offset against foreign-source in-

employedat the U.S. branch. J-CO has total taxable income
come. of 91,537,500 and directly incurred foreign taxes of
All other interest (common interest) should be allocated 8,750,000,which consistsof taxes imposedupon the U.S.
by formula.With respect to corporationsengaged in wholes- branch and withholdingtaxes imposed upon foreign-source
aling or manufacturing activities, common interest should interest income.
be offset against foreign-source income according to the J-CO's maximum foreign tax credit limitation under the
following formula: 1988 tax reform law would be the greatest of the following

FA

Ii
82,383,750):Tll X --

1: 91,537,500 90% 82,383,750;TA x =

2 91,537,500 x (10/30) = 30,512,500;Tll = Total indirect interest.
91,537,500 (( 91,537,500- 8,750,000) x-

FA = The total tax book value of foreign assets (other than loans or 91,537,500 x 10% / 8,750,000)) 4,929,949.37=

securities not producing income) as of the end of the prior and

current period. In addition, one-half of foreign source income not subject
TA = The total tax book value of assets as of the end of the prior and to foreign taxation should be excluded from foreign-source

current period. income. A phase-in provision provides that for tax years

For corporations without a place of business overseas but beginning before 31 March 1991, only one-third of tax-free

receiving dividend, interest or royalty income, FA in the foreign-source income should be excluded from foreign
above formula would consist only of securities generating

source income.38

foreign-source income. Example
For banking institutions the formulawould be: J-CO has a branch in Country A through which a loan is

FA extended to a resident in Country B, resulting in foreign-Til x
DEP + SE - A source interest income. Neither Country A nor Country B

2 subjects the interest income to regularor withholdingtaxa-
tion. Such income would constitute tax free income.39

FA = Average foreign loans and securities.
DEP = Average deposits and loans (excluding those relating to direct

interest). IV. TIMING OF CREDITABILITY(DEDUCTIBILITY)SE = Financial statement shareholder's equity at the beginning and
end of period. The timingof the creditabilityof a foreign tax dependsuponA = Bookvalueof tangibleassetsatthe beginningand end of period. the particular facts and circumstances. The general rule is

The taxpayermay, upon approvalof the tax authorities,use that taxes are creditable in the year in which the amount of
a different method of allocating common interest based on taxes to be paid is fixed. Estimated tax payments required
such factors as relative foreign to overall gross income, by local law can be credited at the time of payment,n
direct expenses, property values and employees.34

Special allocation formulas are provided for the following 31. Watanabe, supra note 7, at 78.

expenses and losses: 32. CTL Enf. Order 142(6).
expenses related to the transfer of officers and- 33. CTL Basic Circular 16-3-14.

employees overseas;
34. CTL Basic Circular 16-3-12.

bad debt expense;
35. CTL Enf. Order 142(3).-

36. CTL Enf. Order 142(2).retirementexpense reserve; at
-

37. International Taxation (October 1989), 24.
overseas investment losses;-

38. CTL Enf. Order 142(3).
contributions; 39. International Taxation (February 1989), 16.

-

at
entertainmentexpenses; 40. Watanabe, supra note 7, at 49.-
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Example 1 in G-CO dropped to 20 percent. On 20 Februaryof Year 2
G-CO declared a dividend from its earnings of Year 1. TheJ-CO completes a construction project in Country A in dividend would not produce an indirect foreign tax credit

Year 1 from which it realizes a profit of 900. Although for since J-CO's interest in G-CO dropped below 25 percentJapanese tax purposes it plans to recognize the 900 profit during the six-month period prior to the declarationof the
rateably on a deferred payments basis over three years dividend.48
CountryA does not permit a deferralof taxable income and
instead imposes a tax of 360 on the full 900 ofprofits in Year Flow-through entities such as U.S. general or limited
1. For Japanese tax purposes, the 360 would be deemed partnerships are essentially treated as branches for foreign
creditable in Year 1, with any excess tax amount to be tax credit purposes.49
carried back or forward up to three years.41 Treatiesmay modify the holdingrequirement.For example,

the U.S.-Japan income tax treaty reduces the minimum
Example 2

ownership to ten percent of voting shares with no holding
J-CO, a calendar-yearcorporation,has a U.S. branchwhich period requirement.50
makes quarterlyestimatedtax paymentsand files an annual For dividends received during taxable years beginningafterU.S. tax return. J-CO can take credit for the U.S. taxes paid 31 March 1989, dividends from a holding company or aeither on the basis of (1) the time of payment, or (2) the subsidiary located in a low tax jurisdiction are eligible for
filing of the tax return on a consistent basis.42

an indirect foreign tax credit benefit. A holding company
A tax determinedby assessmentbecomes creditableon the means a companywith no business activitiesof its own (i.e.
date of notification of the assessment. Taxes withheld are merelyholdsnon-operatingassets such as securitiesor rights
creditable in the period of the withholding. to intangibles).51

Example B. Calculationof the indirect foreign taxes eligible
J-CO has an outstanding loan to its distributing subsidiary for credit
(D-SUB) in Country A, from which it was scheduled to
receive periodic interest in Year 1. However, due to cash The amount of the foreign taxes deemedpaid by the parent
flow problems, D-SUB did not pay the interest subject to is determinedby the following standard formula:
withholdinguntil Year 2. AlthoughJ-CO recognizeda rate- TAX x

DIV
able part of the interest income in Year 1, J-CO cannot take INC -TAX
a foreign tax credit until Year 2.43 TAX Taxes incurred by the foreign subsidiary. This corresponds to a=

Foreign taxes are applied first against the regular national, tax creditable for the purposes of the direct foreign tax credit,52
then the prefectural and finally the municipal tax limita- DIV = Dividends received by the Japanese parent from the foreign
tions.44 subsidiary.

INC = Income of the foreign subsidiaryfrom which the dividend is distri-
Until the 1988 tax reform, excess foreign tax credits could buted.53
be carried forward five years and in effect carried back five
years because of a five-year carryforwardof excess foreign The limitation for dividendspaid during taxable years com-

tax credit limitations. For excess foreign tax credits gener- mencing after 1 April 1989 is adjusted for the 50 percent of
ated during taxable years beginning after 31 March 1989, income limitation for creditable foreign taxes as described
the carryforwardand carrybackperiod is shortenedto three in Part II.54
years.45 The limitation thus becomes the lower of the immediately
Under the Japanese system a refund of credited foreign foregoing formula or the following:
taxes does not entail the filing of an amended tax return. DIV (2 x WH)-

Instead, the refund should be offset (1) first against the
current period's creditable foreign tax amount; (2) next WH = Withholding taxes on dividends.

against the current foreign tax credit amountsbeing carried A first tier subsidiary filing a consolidated return with sec-
forward; (3) then against the creditable foreign tax amounts ond or lower tier companies is deemed to have paid taxes
arising in the two periods succeeding the period of the

separate entity basis.
refund. Any amount then remaining should be included in

on a

the taxable income of the second year after the period of Examplethe adjustment.46
J-CO has a 100 percent interestin a U.S. corporation(US-l)
which in turn has a 100 percent interest in another U.S.

V. INDIRECT FOREIGN TAX CREDIT

A. Eligibleforeign corporation 41. InternationalTaxation (July 1984), at 36.
42. Id., at 39.

Under Japanesedomestic law, an indirect foreign tax credit 43. Id., at 38.

is available only for dividends from a first tier foreign sub- 44. CTL Art. 69.
45. Id.

sidiary whose voting stock is 25 percent or more controlled 46. CTL Arts. 69(5) and 26(2); CTL Enf. Orders 25(2) and 150.
by a Japanese corporation for a period of six months or 47. CTL Art. 69(4)
more prior to the declarationof a dividend.47 48. International Taxation (July 1987), at 47.

49. International Taxation (May 1986), at 53.

Example 50. U.S.-Japan Income Tax Treaty, Art. 5(1).
51. CIL Enf. Order 146.

Until 20 December of Year 1, J-CO held a 35 percent 52. CTL Enf. Order 141.
interest in a German corporation (G-CO). On 20 De- 53. CTL Enf. Order 147.
cember, due to an increase in total shares, J-CO's interest 54. Id.
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corporation (US-2). US-1 and US-2 file a consolidated tax - income taxes incurred by the foreign subsidiaryde-
return and pay a total U.S. tax of 238 on a taxable income ducted for foreign tax purposes;
of 700. If computed on a separate return basis, the taxable - non-taxed income;
incomesofUS-1 and US-2wouldbe 1,000 and (300), respec-

- excluded intercorporatedividends.67
tively. Assuming after-tax net earnings of 400 are distri- The reason for the provision of (2) is to prevent abuse ofbuted to J-CO, the available indirect foreign taxes to J-CO the indirect foreign tax credit system through the manipula-would be 206: tion of the financial statements.

4OO
238 x =12555

1,000-238 Japanese corporations taking an indirect foreign tax credit
must gross up the dividends received in the amount of theTaxes paid by a first tier foreign subsidiarywhich are levied indirect foreign tax credit taken.68An option exists betweenby countries other than the country where the subsidiary is taking the indirect foreign tax credit with the accompanyinglocated are eligible for credit. For example, withholding

taxes on dividends paid to a first tier subsidiary in Country gross up, or simply reporting the dividend income on a net
basis without the indirect foreign tax credit.69A by a second tier subsidiaryin CountryB would be eligible

for indirect foreign tax credit benefits.s6

C. Timing of deemedpaymentDividends are sourced from the most recent earnings (i.e.
LIFO basis).57 Earnings include non-taxable income and Income taxes paid by the foreign subsidiary are deemed to
are net of non-deductible distributions such as charitable be paid on the later of the following:
contributions,entertainmentexpenses and bonuses.58 (1) the date of receipt of the dividend by the Japanese
Preferred stock dividends do not carry forward an indirect parent company; or

foreign tax credit. For purposes of the Japanese indirect (2) the day the income from which the dividend arose is

foreign tax credit,preferredstock is definedas stock provid- subject to the foreign tax.70

ing for a fixed dividend amount having priority over divi- Adjustments to the income taxes paid by a first tier sub-
dends from other categories of shares.9 sidiary on whichthe Japaneseparenthas taken a foreign tax

credit should be reflected in a manner similar to that forWhether or not a distribution is characterizedas a dividend
is determined under the principles of Japanese tax law.6o adjustments to the direct foreign tax credit (see Part IV).
Examples of such dividends include:

the gain from the liquidation of a foreign subsidiary to- Example
the extent of the subsidiary's retained earnings;61 In 1990 a 50 percent-ownedU.S. subsidiary (US-CO) had
stock dividends of a foreign subsidiary to the extent of income of $ 1,000 on which income taxes of $ 400 were-

the subsidiary's retained earnings;62 incurred. US-CO pays a $ 300 dividend to J-CO on which a

a gain from the redemption of shares from a foreign withholdingtax of $ 30 is imposed. The indirect foreign tax-

subsidiary to the extent of the subsidiary's retained credit which can be taken by J-CO is $ 200, which is the
earnings; lesser of the following:
a gain to the extent of retained earnings from the liqui- (1) 300-

-

dation of a foreign subsidiary as a result of a merger.
400 x

1,000 400
$ 200, or

--

(2) 300 - (30 x 2) = $ 240.71
Example 1

A subsequent tax refund of $100 would result in a lowering
J-CO has two 100 percent-ownedU.S. subsidiaries (US-1 of J-CO's foreign tax credit by $ 72, calculated as follows:
and US-2). US-1 purchases the stock of US-2 from J-CO.

(400-100) 300 =$128Under U.S. law, the payment from US-1 to J-CO should
x

1,000- 300
constitutea dividendto the extentoftheearningsandprofits $ 200 -$128 = $ 7272
of US-1 and US-2.63 In addition, a withholding tax of ten

percent should be imposed.64 Since the Japanese tax code D. Applicableexchange ratesdoes not explicitlyprovide for a deemed dividend in such a

situation, an indirect foreign tax credit would not be availa- The general rule is that foreign taxes are translated at the
ble. However, the withholdingtax paid shouldbe creditable applicable exchange rate prevailing on the day of the divi-
for direct foreign tax credit purposes.65 dend.73

Example 2
55. International Taxation (April 1984), at 29.

J-CO has a 100 percent-ownedGerman subsidiary (G-CO) 56. CTL Basic Circular 16-3-36.
to which it ships semi-finished goods for assembly. The 57. CTLEnf. Order 147(2)
German tax authoritiesmake a transfer pricing adjustment 58. CTL Basic Circular 16-3-39.

resulting in a constructive dividend from G-CO to J-CO, 59. CTL Enf. Order 147(2)(3)
subject to a withholdingtax. The withholdingtax should be 60. CTL Art. 24; CTL Basic Circular 16-3-21.

eligible for the direct foreign tax credit. However, unless 61. CTL Art. 24.

there is an adjustment to J-CO's taxable income by the 62. CTL Basic Circular 16-3-21.
63. U.S. Internal Revenue Code Sec. 304.Japanese tax authorities, J-CO cannot claim an indirect 64. U.S.-Japan Income Tax Treaty, Art. 12.

foreign tax credit.66 65. International Taxation (October 1988), at 36.

INC consists of the greater of the following: 66. InternationalTaxation (January 1986), at 44.

(1) before-tax profits for accounting purposes. This is in 67. CTL Enf. Order 147(2)(4); CTL Basic Circular 16-3-41.
68. CTL Art. 28.line with the basicJapaneseconceptof the source of the 69. CTL Enf. Order 149.

dividends, namely, retained earnings as computed 70. CTL Enf. Order 148(1)under financial accountingprinciples; or 71. The high tax ceiling as enacted under the 1988 Tax Reform Act.
(2) taxable income as computed under the foreign corpo- 72. Watanabe, supra note 7, at 189 (1990 revision).

rate tax principles plus: 73. CTL Basic Circular 16-3-42(4).
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APPENDIX II APPENDIX 11

CREDITABLEFOREIGN TAXES CREDITABILITYOF WITHHOLDINGTAXES,
ON INTEREST INCOME

Country Taxes Eligible for Taxesnot Eligible for

JapaneseForeignTax JapaneseForeignTax Financial Yes

Credit Credit institution

United Federal incometax Socialsecuritytaxes
No

States Accumulatedearnings Unemploymenttaxes
tax V

Personal holding Sales taxes
Step 1 Interest income

companytax 20% x (interest No Limitationnot
Statecorporateincome Texasfranchisetax

income -- applicable+
tax

Minimumtax Californiawater'sedge
gross profit)or
threeyearperiodelection fee

Propertytaxes

United Corporatetax VAT Yes

Kingdom Corporatesurtax Social securitytaxes

Capital gainstax
v v

Personal holding Step 2 Yes Upto10%of Yes RATIO (2)
companytax RATIO 10% withholding - 10%

taxescreditable
Netherlands Corporatetax VAT

(Vennootschaps- Socialsecuritytaxes

belasting) No No

Canada Incometax Sales taxes

Special tax on non- Old age social security V v

residentcorporatons tax Step3 Yes Upto 15% of Yes RATIO (2)
Provincialtax Retail sales taxes RATIO n20% interest 20%

Branch tax Excise taxes received is

creditable
Germany Corporatetax VAT

(Krperschaftsteuer)
Withholding taxes

(Kaptalertragsteuer)
No i

Trade taxes
.

/
(Gewerbesteuer) Not applicable

France Corporateincometax VAT

(Imptsurles
RATIO = (Taxable income for the most recent three years) / (total receipts less cost

socits)
of goods sold for the three years)

RATIO (2) = (Taxable income for the most recent three years) / (total receipts less

cost basis of securitiesor assets sold during the most recent three years)
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SINGAPORE'S1991 BUDGET:
A SUCCESSFULNATION'SBUDGET

Lee Fook Hong, MBA, FCIS, FAIA, AClArb

I. INTRODUCTION
Mr. Lee Fook Hong, a practicingChar-

On Friday, 1 March 1991, the Minister for Finance, Dr. RichardHu, presented tered Secretary, is the Principal Con-

Singapore's1991 Budget to Parliament.The Budget speechwas dividedinto three sultantof Lee Fook Hong & Co., Char-

parts: review of the economy; the financial year 1991 Budget; and revenue and tered Secretares & Management
tax changes.

Consultants. Currently he s also an

Adjunct Senior Lecturer at the

Nanyang TechnologicalUniversity
In his review of the economy, the Ministerdealt with the economicperformance
in 1990, the economic outlook for 1991 and the Growth Triangle (Batam in

Indonesia, Johor in Malaysia and Singapore).
Contents

Notwithstanding the slowdown in the developed economies, the Singapore
economy grew 8.3 percent in 1990. Taking into account the Gulf crisis, the I. INTRODUCTION
slowdownof the major economiesand the latest surveysof businessexpectations,
the Minister was confident that the Singapore economy would have no problem

II. TAXCHANGES

in achieving a growth rate of three to six percent in 1991. With respect to the A. Taxon companies
Growth Triangle, he encouraged the development of more external linkages

1. Corporatetax rate
2. Tax exemptionon dividends

and stressed the importanceof building a flexible economy. paidoutof foreign income
3. Approved International

The Ministerthen presented the financialyear 1991 Budget. With respect to fiscal Shipping Enterprise(AIS)
policy objectives, the Minister announced that the Governmentwould provide a IncentiveScheme
fiscal environment conducive to the growth of the private sector so that it can 4. Tax deductionforgeneral
assume a major role in Singapore'seconomicdevelopment.The public sector, on provisionsmade by banks

the other hand, would trim expenditure to contain its share of the nation's 5. Tax incentivefor services

financial and manpowerresources in order to channel more funds towardseduca- provided by trustcompanies

tion, investments in infrastructure and improvements to the quality of life in 6. Tax incentivefor

Singapore. underwritingand managing
internationalsecurities
ssues

Finally, the Minister discussed the Government'srevenueposition and proposed B. Taxon individuals
the following tax changes for financial year 1991. (Unless otherwise noted, the 1. Personal income tax
changes are effective from year of assessment 1992.) 2. Taxdeductionfor

contributionsto Edusave
Scheme

II. TAX CHANGES 3. Tax relief for handicapped
spouse

A. Tax on companies
4. TaxdeductionforCPF

contributionsof self-

employedpersons
1. Corporate tax rate C. Taxon property
The corporate tax rate was reduced from 33 percent to 32 percent in 1989, and 1. Propertytax refund on vacant

to 31 percent in 1991. According to the Minister, Singapore's corporate tax rate residentialbuildings
is amongst the lowest in the world. It will therefore remain unchanged at 31 undergoingconstruction

percent for 1992. D. Othertaxes
1 . Entertainmentduty

2. Tax exemptionon dividendspaid out of foreign income 2. Tourismcess

3. Duties on cigarettesand
To encourageSingaporecompaniesto invest overseas and repatriate their profits tobacco
to Singapore, dividends will be exempt from tax if they are paid out of foreign 4. Waterconservationtax

income for which there is insufficient franking credit due to the foreign tax credit 5. Good and services tax (GST)

given. Where a recipientof the tax-exemptdividendsis a holdingcompany,it can lII. CONCLUSION
in turn distribute tax-exempt dividends out of those it has received.
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3. Approved InternationalShipping Enterprise(AIS) B. Tax on individuais
IncentiveScheme

Presently, manyof the shipping companiesare merelyoper-
1. Personal income tax

ational arms of holding companies located outside Singa- No change in personal income tax rates was proposedby the
pore. To develop Singapore as an international maritime Minister. However, to reward individualswho have contri-
centre and to attract major international shipowners to 10- buted in making the past year another successful one for
cate their base of operations in Singapore and not to act as Singapore, he proposed as in the previous year a similar
mere operating arms of their holding company outside Sin- across-the-boardand one-off rebate of five percent on per-
gapore, the Minister proposed to introduce the Approved sonal income tax for the year of assessment 1991 (effective
InternationalShippingEnterprise(AIS) IncentiveScheme. from year of assessment 1991).
Under this scheme, income derived by the AIS from the
operationof its non-Singaporeflag ships outside Singapore 2. Tax deduction forcontributionsto EdusaveScheme
will be tax-exempt. In addition, qualifying dividends from In line with the Government'sobjective to invest in people
approvedsubsidiariesand associatedshippingcompaniesof and provide equal opportunities for each new generation,the AIS will be granted tax exemption. However, income the EdusaveSchemewill be introducedin January 1992. An
accruing to AIS from the uplift of freight in Singaporeby its initial sum of SS 100 per child per year will be contributed
non-Singaporeflag shipswill be subjeet to normalcorporate by the Government to the Edusave Accounts of the first
tax. three children of a family. This will eventually be increased
The AIS status will be available to resident shipping com-

to SS 500. If parents contribute the same amount to the

panies for an initial period of ten years and may be further Edusave Accountof their fourth child, such amountwill be
extendedsubsequently.The schemewillbe administeredby tax-deductible(effective from year of assessment 1993).
the Singapore Trade DevelopmentBoard.

3. Tax relief for handicappedspouse
To further encourage families to care for their handicapped4. Taxdeductionfor general provisionsmade by banks dependents, the Ministerproposed to extend the handicap-

To further promote Singapore as an international financial ped dependent relief of SS 3,500 to include support of a

centre and to help banks and merchant banks in Singapore handicappedspouse provided the handicappedspouse's in-
build up their reserves and ensure depositors' confidencein come does not exceed SS 1,500 a year. Where a husband is
a sound and stable financial system, a tax deduction for claiming handicappeddependent relief for his wife, he will
general provisionswill be allowed. General provisionsqual- not be able to claim normal wife relief of SS 1,500.
ifying for tax deductionwill be limited to two percentof the
bank's total loans and investments excluding Government 4. Tax deductionfor CPF contributionsof self-employed
securities. The tax-deductible amount per year will be li- persons
mited to 0.25 percent of such loans and investments. Self-employed persons who make voluntary contributions

to the Central Provident Fund (CPF), including payments
5. Tax incentiveforservicesprovidedby trust companies to Medisave, are allowed under current law to deduct such

contributions from their assessable income. The limit for
Currently a ten percent concessionary tax rate is available self-employed persons making voluntary contributions to
only to Approved Securities Companies and banks on in- the CPF, includingpayments to Medisave,will be increased
come from financial trustee activities. in line with the revised employer'sCPF rate from 15 percent
To develop Singapore as a centre for international trustee (maximum SS 10,800 per year) to 16.5 percent (maxinum
activities for investments in the regional financial markets, SS 11,800 per year) with effect from 1 July 1990.
the ten percent concessionary tax rate will be extended to
income derivedby ApprovedTrust Companiesfrom provid- For ease of reference, the changes in CPF rates for the years
ing specific trust services to non-residentsfor their non-Sin- of assessment 1990 to 1993 are summarizedbelow:
gapore dollar investments. Trustee services are considered Amountdeductible
mportant supporting services to fund managers and inves-
tors as they help promote the developmentof fund manage- Up to yearof assessment1990 10% ofassessableincome
ment and securities trading activities. The promotion of (max. S$ 7,200per year)
trust business will help to contribute to the growth of the Yearof assessment1991 15% ofassessableincome
financial centre. (max. S$ 10,800per year)

Yearof assessment1992 16.5% of assessable
income (max. S$ 11,8006. Tax incentiveforunderwritingand managing peryear)internationalsecuritiesissues Yearof assessment1993 17.5% of assessable

As a further step to promote Singapore as a centre for not income (max. S$ 12,600
only the trading of international securities but also the is- per year)
suance of such securities in Singapore, the ten percent con-

cessionary rate currently available to Asian CurrencyUnits C. Tax on propertyand Approved Securities Companies will be extended to
cover incomederived from arrangng,managing,underwrit-

1. Propertytaxrefund on vacant residentialbuildingsing and placing international securities issued from Singa-
pore. To qualify for this tax concession, the securities must undergoingconstruction

be: In 1990 the Minister announced the reduction of the prop-

Ib/
issued by non-resident companies; erty tax rate from 16 percent to 4 percent of annual value as

issued in non-Singaporedollars; and of 1 July 1990. To promote home ownership in Singapore,
c) placed with non-residents. a further concession will be given by allowing a refund of
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property tax on vacant residentialbuildingsundergoingcon- water conservationtax will be in addition to the existingfive
structionprovided the buildingwill be owner-occupiedafter percent tax on Public UtilitiesBoard (PUB) bills of domes-
the constructionwork is completed. The tax refund will be tic consumers that exceed SS 40 per month. The rate for
limited to a maximum period of two years with effect from non-domestic and shipping sectors will be ten percent on
1 April 1991. waterconsumptionin excessf20 cubic metresper month.

D. Other taxes 5. Goods and services tax (GST)
The Minister announced that work on a draft GST legisla-

1. Entertainmentduty tion had been completedand would be tabled in Parliament
Entertainmentduty has been reduced from ten percent to when ready. However, its implementationwill be deferred
five percentof the paymentfor admissionwith the exception for as long as the Government's revenue position permits.
of horse and vehicle races. The duty on admission to horse
and vehicle races will remain unchanged at 35 percent.
(Effective from 1 April 1991.)

Ill. CONCLUSION
2. Tourism cess

To assist certain sectors, such as hotels, restaurants and In December1990 Malaysiapresentedits 1991 Budgetoffer-
tourist-related retail shops from the adverse effects of the ing many tax cuts across the board. On 6 March 1991 Hong
Gulf War, the tourism cess rate will be reduced by one Kong presented a delightfully loving Budget with hefty
percent, i.e. from from four to three percent. The reduction increases in sin taxes, inflicting pain mainly on smokers,
will take effect as of 1 April 1991 for a period of one year. drinkers, motorists and travellers. However, Singapore's

Budget has been described as A Successful Nation's
3. Duties on cigarettes and tobacco Budget or A Shenton Way Budget giving a boost to

financialservices,shippingand tourism industries. (Shenton
As part of the continuingnationaleffort to discouragesmok- Way is said to be the Wall Street of Singapore where most
ing, import duty on cigarettes will be increased with im- financial institutionsare situated.)
mediate effect by SS 15 per kilogram to SS 100 per kilo-

In conclusion, the Minister urged the people to be mindful
gram. Import duty on tobacco and excise duty on cigarettes of the highly volatile situation in the Gulf and to remainwill also be increased by SS 8 per kilogram and SS 10 per vigilant. The fiscal introduced in the Budget aimkilogram, respectively, to SS 50 per kilogram (effective measures

from 2 March 1991). at broadening the economic base and tapping into regional
growth. Government will continue to invest in its people
and the long-term goal is for Singapore to become a devel-4. Water conservation tax
oped nation by the turn of the century. The Minister is

A new water conservationtax will be introducedwith effect confident that with well-educated and highly motivated
from 1 April 1991. The rate will be five percent on residen- people working in close cooperationwith the Government,
tial water usage in excess of 20 cubic metres per month. The the long-term goal can be achieved.

CONFERENCEON THE
TAX TREATMENTOF

NON-PROFITORGANIZATIONS
Taipei, Taiwan, R.O.C., 15 and 16 August 1991

The Ministryof FinanceofTaiwan (R.O.C.) and the UniversityofWisconsinEast Asian

LegalStudiesCenterare co-sponsoringa conferenceon the tax treatmentofnon-profit
organizations in Taipei on 15 and 16 August 1991. Papers from Taiwan (R.O.C.),
Singapore, U.S.A., U.K., Germany, the Netherlands,Korea, Canada, and Japan will be

presented.

A limited number of rooms have been reserved at the Grand Hyatt-Taipeifor confer-
ence attendees at a special conventionrate of NT$ 3,600 per night.

For more informationor to register for the conference,contactMs. JoannaLing at the

Taxationand Tariff Commissionof the Ministryof Financeof Taiwan (R.O.C.), FaxNo.

886-02-381-3076.
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\IEWZ -A_A\ D:

J.F.P.ENERGYINC.v COMMISSIONEROF INLAND

REVENUE(NEWZEALAND)1

AndrewAlston

2. Notwithstandingthe provisionsof paragraph 1, remunera-

Mr. Alstonis senior lecturer, Law School, Universityof Can- tion derived by a resident of a ContractingState in respect of
terbury, Christchurch,, New Zealand. He s the author of an employmentexercised in the other ContractingState shall
numerous articles on taxation topics. be taxable only in the first-mentionedState if:

(a) the recipient is present in the other State for a period or

periods not exceeding in the aggregate 183 days in any

This case concernsthe taxationof income fromemployment consecutive twelve month period; and

where the employee resides in one country and derives (b) the remunerationis paid by, or on behalfof, an employer
income from another country and, in particular, it concerns who is not a resident of the other State; and

Article 15, paragraph 2(c) of the 1983 Double Taxation (c) the remunerationis not borne by a permanentestablish-

Relief Agreement between New Zealand and the United ment or a fixed base which the employerhas in the other

States. State.

The taxpayer, J.F.P. Energy Incorporated, had its head- 3. Notwithstandingthe preceding provisions of this Article,

quarters in Houston, Texas. It operated a mobile offshore remunerationderived by a resident of a ContractingState in

drilling unit in New Zealand. A number of the people respect of an employment as a member of a regular comple-
employedon the rig were U.S. residents. They would alter- ment of a ship or aircraft operated in internationaltrafficmay

nately spend 28 days on the rig and 28 days in the United be taxed only in that State.

States. Under paragraph 1, income is taxable in the countrywhere
The New Zealand Commissionerof Inland Revenue deter- the employmentis exercised. However, under paragraph2,
mined that payments received by these employees for their the incomeis taxable in the othercountry if three conditions
work in New Zealand were assessable in New Zealand and are fulfilled: first, the recipient is present in the country
that therefore Pay As You Earn (PAYE) tax deductions where the employmentwas exercisedfor not more than 183
were payable to the Inland Revenue by their employer, the days in any consecutive 12-month period; second, the
taxpayer. The taxpayer objected and the case came before employer is not resident in that country; and third, the
the High Court where the ChiefJustice decidedin favourof remuneration is not borne by a permanent establishment
the taxpayer. The Commissionerappealed to the Court of (PE) or a fixedbase which the employerhas in that country.
Appeal where Richardson, Somers and Hardie-Boys JJ.

unanimouslydismissed the appeal. The first two conditionswere satisfiedin this case and, as to

the third condition, the rig was a PE of the employerin New
The issue before the Court was, where was the income Zealand. The issue then focused on whether the remunera-

taxable Under New Zealand domestic legislation, it was tionofthe employeeswas borneby the PE in New Zealand.
taxable in New Zealand because the recipients derived it
from there. Under U.S. domestic legislation, it was taxable The Commissioner contended that remuneration is borne
in the United States either because the recipientswere U.S. by a PE if it is an expense that is properlyattributableto the
residents or because the recipients were U.S. citizens tax- establishment, i.e. incurred for the purposes of the estab-
able on theirworldwideincome. The domestic legislatonof lishment; and that, in this case, it was irrelevant that the
both countries provides for tax credits and relef to prevent expenseswere not paid from the funds of the establishment
double taxation. However, these provisions are subject to and that they were deducted domestically in the United
the tax treaty between New Zealand and the United States. States. This contentionwas rejectedby both the High Court
Article 15 of the treaty (the text of which is almost identical and the Court of Appeal. In the High Court, Eichelbaum
to Article 15 of the OECDModelTreaty) deals with income C.J. said:
in respect of dependent personal services, i.e. salaries,
wages and other similar remuneration. It provides as fol- The startingpoint then is the ordinarymeaningof the expres-

lows: sion borne by in the context, having regard to the 'broad
intentions' of the framers as they emerge from the text. Rele-

1. Subject to the provisions of Article 18 (Pensions and An- vantordinary dictionary meaningsof the term'borne'include

nuities) and 19 (Government Service), salaries, wages and 'carried', 'sustained', and 'endured'. In ordinaryparlance and

other similar remuneration derived by a resident of a Con- unless the context requires otherwise, the term refers to a

tracting State in respect of an employment shall be taxable matter of fact, as distinct from hypothesis: somethingactually
only in that State unless the employment is exercised in the carried, sustained or endured.

other Contracting State. If the employment is so exercised,
such remuneration as is derived therefrom may be taxed in 1

that other State. 1. [1989] 11 New Zealand Tax Cases 6282.
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Richardson and Hardie-Boys JJ. in the Court of Appeal, Both Richardson and Hardie-BoysJJ., in their joint judge-
after referring to thispassagewith approval, stated the test ment, and SomersJ. emphasized the importanceofconstru-
under subparagraph(c) to be as follows: ing double taxation agreements and having regard for the

Subparagraph (c) could not be clearer. It requires an answer interpretationtaken by the otherparty to an agreement. As
Somers J. pointed out, The agreement is intended to avoid

to the question Is the remuneration borne by a permanent double taxation. That object will obviouslynot be achievedestablishment...Itisnot whether it could have been borne
unless the constructionput on it is the same in each state.

or even should on some hypothesishave been borne. It is what

actually happened, not what might have been. It is not suffi-
To this end, the Court prepared to have regard forwas

cient that the expenditurewas incurred for the benefit of the
Commentary and travaux prparatoires, the nature

permanent establishment. Had that kind of nexus been re- any
of which may not have been consideredin the interpretationgarded by the framers of Article 15 as sufficient they could
of domestic legislation. In the particularcircumstances, the

readily have used appropriatelanguagesuch as attributable
Court rejectedmost such material Es being too insubstantial

or referable.
to take into account. The exception was a U.S. Treasury

Their Honours held that the Commissioner's contention Department's Technical Explanation of the Agreement
that borneby the permanentestablishmentto mean prop- which had been tendered to the.Senate Foreign Relations
erly attributableto the PE would deprive thosewords of any Committee for the purpose of gaining the advice and con-

effective force. The practicaleffectof such an interpretation sent of the Senate to the treaty. In this case, the Treasury
would be that remuneration would always be allocated to Department'sTechnicalExplanationreinforced the Court's
the PE and subparagraph (c) would never be satisfied. conclusions as to the meaning of subparagraph (c).
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USINGMALTESEOFFSHORECOMPANIESIN
INTERNATIONALTAXPLANNING

Jefferson P. VanderWolk

Baker&McKenzie,HongKong
Also Bulletinco-correspondentforHongKong

In late 1988, the Mediterranean island nation of Malta on dividendsor interest paid by a TOC to a non-residentof
enacted legislationdesignedto attract internationalbusiness Malta.8
in the form of (among other things) holding companies, fi-
nance companies, and reinvoicing companies incorporated

This element of taxability is insufficient, by itself, to cause

under Maltese law and administered in Malta by local pro-
a TOC to be a resident of Malta under the typical OECD-

viders of management services.1 As a result, Malta now of- type income tax treaty.9 To qualify as a resident of Malta

fers some startling opportunities to the international tax
and therebyobtain treaty benefits, a TOC must be managed

planner. These opportunitiesresult from the ability of low- and controlled in Malta.10

taxed Maltese offshore companies to qualify for treaty The Maltese regulatory scheme for offshore companiesbenefits under many of Malta's numerous income tax
treaties. serves the internationaltax planner'spurposein this respect

by requiring that TOCs (as well as other types of offshore
This article will look at the basic elements of this new tax companies) be physically and functionally present n

planning tool and suggesta few structuresin whicha Maltese Malta. According to the Malta International Business
offshore companymay be used to obtain tax advantages.No Authority (MIBA), any new TOC must enter into a man-

attempt is made in this article to describe the Maltese agement agreement with an approved local nominee com-
offshore companies regime in any detail; rather the focus is pany (usually a firm of lawyers or accountants) and submit
on the potential tax benefits that may be realizedby a multi- a copy of the agreementto MIBA; books and recordsof the
nationalbusiness through the use of a Malteseoffshorecom- TOC must be maintained in Malta; and the nominees must

pany. be given a significant degree of power, in the legal sense,
over the conduct of the TOC's affairs if no other officers or

BACKGROUND:THECREATIONOFA employeesof the TOC reside in Malta.

TREATY-QUALIFIEDOFFSHORECOMPANY Therefore, it is generally plausible for a TOC to claim that

The Maltese offshore companies legislation was carefully it is a resident of Malta for tax purposes. It is also possible
crafted, with the assistanceof experts in the use of offshore for a TOC to obtain a certification of residency from the

financial centres by multinational business.2 The goal was Maltese tax authorities.
to combine the essential features of any successful offshore Maltese legislation also permits either a TOC or a different
centre - negligible taxes on offshore profits, flexible com- type of offshore company a non-trading offshore com--

pany law and reliable and sophisticatedlocal serviceprovid- pany, which is generally tax-free- to agree to be subject to
ers - with special features that, it was hoped, would set Maltese tax on its income at an agreed rate.11 Non-trading
Malta apart from the crowd and make it a particularlydesir- companies are generally subject to the same local manage-
able location for large multinationalgroups.3 ment requirements as TOCs, so they too can qualify for

First and foremost among these special features, from the treaty benefits if they are tax-resident in Malta.

perspective of the international tax planner, is Malta's net-
work of income tax treaties. Malta has entered into such PLANNINGOPPORTUNITIES:
treaties with most Western European nations, Australia, U.S.-MALTATAXTREATY
Canada, the United States and others.4 Cleverly, the draf-
ters of Malta's offshore companies legislation created an

option that would enablea low-taxedMalteseoffshorecom-
With the demiseof the U.S.-NetherlandsAntilles tax treaty
and the widely expected renegotiationof the U.S.-Nether-

pany to qualify as a residentof Malta under most of Malta's lands tax treaty to prevent treaty shopping, international
ncome tax treaties.

Among the range of special purpose companies that the
legislation provides for is the trading offshore company 1. Malta International Business Activities Act, 1988 (MIBAA). See

(TOC).5 A TOC is generally subject to Maltese income tax E. Vella, Malta Goes Offshore, 28 European Taxation (December
at a five percent rate on its profits from offshore business.6 1988), at 386.

However, the tax is self-assessed by the TOC and, in the 2 According to materialsproduced by the Malta InternationalBusiness

event of a challenge to any self-assessment, the burden of Authority.

proof is on the Maltese governmentto demonstratethat the
3. See generally Vella, supra note 1.
4. The complete list is: Australia, Austria, Belgium, Bulgaria, Canada,

assessment was erroneous.7 Moreover, under Maltese tax Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, Italy, Libya, the Netherlands,Nor-
law and practice there appear to be few, if any, limitations way, Pakistan, Sweden, the United Kingdom and the United States.
on the ability of a TOC to erode its assessable profits bY 5. MIBAA Sec. 23.
means of deductible payments to offshore affiliates under 6. MIBAA Sec. 30.

intra-group loans, servce agreements and the like. 7. MIBAA Sec. 30(3).
8. MIBAA Sec. 30(2).

Thus, TOCs are subject to tax in Malta on their profits, but 9. See 1977 OECD Model Income Tax Treaty, Art. 4.
the effective rate of tax can be very low indeed. In addition, 10. Income Tax Act, 1948.
as one would expect, no Maltesewithholdingtax is imposed 11. MIBAA Sec. 41; Income Tax Act, 1948, Sec. 11.
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tax planners have faced limited options in advising foreign Of course if the use of Maltese TOCs to hold U.S. invest-
investors on tax-efficient structures for U.S. investment. ments becamewidespread,the U.S. governmentwouldpre-
One option that has not yet come to the attention of most sumably take action of the sort that was taken in 1987 to
tax practitioners is the use of the U.S.-Malta income tax stop foreign investors from taking advantage of the U.S.-
treaty. NetherlandsAntilles treaty. At present there does not ap-
The U.S.-Malta treaty reduces the U.S. withholdingtax on pear to be any danger of that. However, it is worth noting
dividends from 30 percent to 5 percent, where the recipient

that the U.K. tax authoritiesscheduled exploratorydiscus-

owns at least 10 percent of the voting stock of the paying
sions in April 1991 to review the text of the U.K.-Maltatax

company.12U.S.-sourceinterest and royalties received by a treaty.18
treaty-qualifiedMalteseTOC are subject to U.S. withhold- The U.S.-Malta treaty also provides permanent establish-
ing tax at a 12.5 percent rate, instead of the normal 30 ment protection to a Maltese TOC with U.S. operations
percent rate.13 that might rise to the level of a U.S. trade or business for

federal income tax purposes.t9For example,a foreign traderCombined with the low effective rate of Maltese tax on

TOCs, these treaty-reducedU.S. rates are extremelyattrac- may wish to sell goods to U.S. customers on a landed,
tive to investors from non-treatyjurisdictions.Forexample, duty-paid basis, which may involve limited but regular and

a Malaysian or Taiwanese investor could hold a U.S. sub- continuous U.S. operations such as importation, storage
sidiary through a Maltese TOC rather than a traditional and delivery of goods (see Diagram B). A Maltese TOC

Netherlands Antilles-Netherlands Dutch sandwich (see could make U.S. sales on this basis with minimal risk of

Diagram A). The investor would be likely to receive more becoming subject to U.S. tax on its income from the sales,
because the U.S.-MaltatreatywouldprohibitU.S. taxationafter-tax income as a result. The structure would also be

'

simpler and probably cheaper to maintain. of the TOC's business profits unless such profits were at-
tributable to a permanent establishmentof the TOC in the
United States..o However, aggressive planning would be

Diagram A required to avoid the U.S. branch profits tax in these cir-
cumstances because of the treaty override contained in the

Third Country Investor(s) branch tax provisions.21
I

Diagram B
Maltese TOC

1 Third Country Owner(s)
U.S. CO.

U.S. Customers

Malta TOC Landed,The U.S.-Malta tax treaty does contain an anti-avoidance
duty-paidprovision designed to deny reduced withholding rates to

investmentcompaniesand holding companiesthat are enti-
sales

tled to a special low tax rate on investmentincome, but the
terms of this provision do not seem to cover Maltese
TOCs.14 Arguably, however, this anti-avoidanceprovision
can reasonably be interpreted so as to deny reduced U.S. OTHER OPPORTUNITIES:EUROPEANTREATIES
withholding tax rates to Maltese TOCs.

Malta has income tax treaties with Belgium, Denmark, the
The issue can be avoided by means of a waiver of the five Federal Republic of Germany, France, Italy, the Nether-
percent tax rate by the TOC, thereby leaving itself subject lands and the United Kingdom, among others. As in the
to the 35 percent rate applicable to onshore Maltese com-

panies. Such a waiver is expressly provided for in the Mal-
tese legislation.15 The anti-avoidance provision should not 12. Agreement between the Republic of Malta and the United States of

apply to a TOC that is taxable at the rate generally paid by Americawith respect to Taxeson Income(U.S.-MaltaTreaty),Art. 10.

Maltese companies on dividends, interest and royalties, as 13. U.S.-MaltaTreaty, Arts. 11 and 12.

well as other income. 14. U.S.-Malta Treaty, Art. 16. The relevant portion of Art. 16 is as

follows:
Waiving the five percent tax rate would not affect the other If 25% or more of the capital of a company which is a resident of a

tax benefits given to TOCs, such as the lack of any Maltese Contracting State is owned directly or indirectly by individuaiswho

withholding taxes on dividends, interest or other payments are not residents of that State, and if by reason of special measures

by TOCs to non-residents; the self-assessmentsystem; and the tax imposed by that State on that company with respect ot divi-

the shifting of the burden of proof to the government.16 dends, interest or royalties arising in the other Contracting State is

Combinedwith the apparent ability of TOCs to erode their substantially less than the tax generally imposed by the first-men-

assessable income through deductible payments to related tioned State on company business profits, then, notwithstandingthe
or

parties, these benefits would enable a TOC to earn and provisionsofArticles 10 (Dividends), 11 (Interest), 12 (Royalties),
that other State may tax such dividends, interest or royalties.distribute income on a low tax basis in practice despite the 15. MIBAA Sec. 41.

35 percent tax rate. 16. See text at notes 6 and 8, supra.

The Canada-Maltatax treaty contains a similar anti-avoid- 17. AgreementbetweenCanada and the RepublicofMalta for the Avoid-
ance of Double Taxation and the Preventionof Fiscal Evasionwith respect

ance provision,which can also be avoidedby a waiverof the to Taxes on Income and on Capital, Art. 20(4).five percent rate.17 Third country investors in Canada can 18. 3 Simon's Tax Intelligence(17 January 1991), at 57.
still use the Canada-Netherlandstreaty, but depending on 19. U.S.-MaltaTreaty, Arts. 5 and 7.
the amount of Dutch tax that must be paid, the Maltese 20. U.S.-MaltaTreaty, Art. 7.
alternative may be attractive. 21. Internal Revenue Code, Sec. 884(e).
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case of the U.S.-Malta treaty, these European treaties The same would appear to be true of other two-company
would generally enable a foreign investor to extract profits holding structures with a treaty link, such as a Danish-Mal-
from European subsidiariesat reduced rates of tax through tese sandwich. For example, if the United States re-

a Maltese TOC (see Diagram C).22 negotiated both the Netherlands-U.S. treaty and the
Malta-U.S. treaty to prevent treaty shopping, a non-treaty-
qualified investorcould still use a Danish-Maltesesandwich

Diagram C to extract dividends and other payments from the United
States in a tax-efficientmanner (see Diagram E).23

Third Country Investor(s)
I

Maltese TOC
t 1 I etc. Diagram E

FrenchCo. GermanCo. SwedishCo.

Non-Treaty Investor(s)

Moreover, to the extent that the effective rate of Maltese
tax on the TOC can be kept below five percent, it may be Maltese TOC

more tax-efficient for non-treaty-qualifiedinvestors to use

a Malta-Netherlands two-company sandwich structure
rather than a Netherlands Antilles-Netherlandssandwich Danish Co.

for inboundinvestmentinto countriessuch as Thailand and
Indonesia (see DiagramD). The traditionalDutchsandwich
involves a tax charge of about ten percent on dividends U.S. CO.

flowing through the structure (although maximizing debt

capital can reduce the effective tax rate somewhat). Divi-
dends paid by a Dutchcompanyto a MalteseTOC owning
at least ten percent of the Dutch payor are subject to a five

percentwithholdingtax under the Netherlands-Maltatrea-

ty. If the effective Maltese tax on the dividend income is CONCLUSION
reduced in the manner noted earlier, the Dutch-Maltese
sandwich structure will be highly tax-efficient. Most international tax practitioners have not yet begun to

take advantage of the unusual opportunity afforded by
Malta's offshorecompaniesregime to combine treaty bene-

Diagram D fits with a low-tax environment. The current lack of aware-

ness will undoubtedlychange in the future as indefatigable
global tax planners scour the map in pursuit of tax-efficient

Non-treaty nvestor(s) structures for the conduct of international business and in-
vestment.

MalteseTOC

I 22. For example, the France-Malta income tax treaty reduces French

withholding tax on dividends paid by a French company to a Maltese
Dutch B.V. resident to five percent (assuminga ten percent or greater shareholding).

I 23. In the early 1980s, the United States and Denmark negotiated a

protocol to the U.S.-Denmarkincome tax treaty which included an anti-
Thai H.V. Co. treaty shopping clause, but the protocol was never ratified by the U.S.

Senate, due to a key senator's opposition to certain tax benefits for the oil

industry.
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INTERNATIONALTAXATIONAND

INTERNATIONALINVESTMENTFLOWS
BETWEENOECD AND NON-OECDCOUNTRIES

Jeffrey Owens

Head of Fiscal Affairs Division, OECD

Taxation is generally recognized as one factor influencing tional rules of the game will be at a competitivedisad-
internationalflowsofcapital, technologyand otherservices. vantage in attracting investment;
During recent years, major tax reforms have been im- - tax systems which lead to high rates of tax on the profits
plemented in almost all of the OECD countries and many made from foreign investment discourage such invest-
non-OECDcountries. Whilst the main thrustof the reforms ment.
is not difficult to identify - rate cutting and base widening
being the norm-littlehas been said about the impactof tax These examples apply to OECD countries as well as to

non-OECD countries.reforms on investment to and from non-membercountries.
Similarly, little has been written on the extent to which
recent tax reforms in OECD member countries may have
influenced the systems of other countries. DEVELOPINGRULESTOCOORDINATETAX

POLICIES
Accordingly, the Committeeon Fiscal Affairs in association
with the OECD's Development Centre and the Fiscal Af- Tax policy coordination has probably lagged behind
fairs Department at the International Monetary Fund de- economc integration. This raises the question of whether
cided to organize a symposiumwhere the impactof taxation there is a need for greater coordinationand, if so, how this
on international investment flows between member and could be achieved.
non-membercountriescould be discussed. The Symposium
was intendedto complementthe workdone in the Economic The international dimension of tax policies has become
and Social Council of the United Nations (ECOSOC) and increasingly important. For small and perhaps not so small
such regional groupings as the CommonwealthAssociation open economies, one of the main constraints in designing
of Tax Administrators(CATA), the Centreof Inter-Ameri- new tax systems is the need to avoid getting too far out of
can Tax Administrators (CIAT) and le Centre de Ren- line with major trading partners.
contres et d'Etudes des Dirigeantsdes AdministrationsFis- The first objective of internationalrules governing the tax-
cales (CREDAF)and to promote a better understandingof ation of international capital flows is to achieve neutralitythe problems of tax policy and its implementation. This and then to avoid both non-taxationand double taxationof
report provides a summaryof the discussion. income crossing frontiers. International rules also aim to

provide an equitable division of the tax revenue from such
flows between the countrywhere the investmenttakes placeTAXATIONAND INTERNATIONALINVESTMENT and the country of the investor. Such rules are set out in

FLOWS both the 1977 OECD and 1980 U.N. Model Double Taxa-
tion Conventions. Guidelines are also provided in the 1979

In an ideal world, international investmentwould be taxed OECD report on transfer pricing and multinationalenter-
neither more nor less favourablythan domestic investment, prises.2

and flows of capital across frontierswould respond to differ-
ences in pre-tax rates of return. Unfortunatelywe do not

Recentdevelopments,however,suggest that such rules may
live in an ideal world. no longer be sufficient and that coordinationof tax policies

may need to be improved. The liberalization of interna-
This raises the question of whether the tax differenceswill tional capital flows and moves towards integrated capital
influence the internationalallocationof investment. Quan- marketsmay have increasedthe responsivenessof capital to
tifying these distortionsis virtually impossible. Non-tax fac- differences in tax rates. This, in turn, may have increased
tors like political stability, infrastructure,access to markets the vulnerability of small open economies to tax competi-
and profit potential probably play a more important role. tion. These trends - particularly the internationalizationof
Tax factors are, however, likely to influencethese flows and financial markets - also provide greater opportunities for
sometimescan be the decisive factor in an investmentdeci- tax evasion and avoidance.
sion. This explains the widespread use of fiscal incentives

throughout the world. The increasing dominance of multinational enterprises in
international trade and the increased integration of these

Tax systems are often designed to encourage international companies also makes it difficult to share the tax base be-
investment flows, but they can also create tax obstacles that tween the various countriesin which a multinationalenter-

discourage inward investment. Three examplesof such ob- prise operates.
stacles are:

a tax code which is frequently changed or which is-

applied in a discriminatory fashion creates a climate 1. A full report on the proceedings was published by the OECD in
which is not conducive to foreign investment; October 1990, under the title Taxation and International Capiml Flows.
countrieswhich ignorewhat may be called the interna- 2. TransferPricingandMultinationalEnterprises(Paris: OECD, 1979).-
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If the need to improve coordinationis accepted, what form investmentdecision, the tax reforms of the 1980s are likely
should it take Complete harmonization of tax regimes is to cause changes in investment flows. However, because
an unrealisticapproach since countries are not prepared to these reforms are only just beginning to take full effect it
relinquish their sovereigntyin tax matters. Leavingthe mar- has been impossible to obtain any reliable estimates of the
ket to force countries to coordinate changes to their tax impact of tax reform on internationalcapital flows.
systems is equally unrealistic; it would lead to ever-sharper As evidenced by the growingnetwork of tax treaties, bilat-reductionsin tax rates and, consequently,large losses of tax eral double taxation conventions generally consideredrevenue for all countries. There is therefore a need to

are

explore how different tax systems can co-exist in a way
to have a positiveeffect in encouraginginternationalinvest-

which minimizes the distortion of international investment ment flows in creating certainty and stability for investors

and savings patterns.
and reducing double taxation of profits. An additional ad-
vantageof tax treaties for tax administrationsis that treaties
provide a legal basis for exchanging informationwhile pro-

SUMMARYOFDISCUSSIONS tecting the confidentialityof taxpayers' affairs. Consensus
was reached that whicheverof the various model treaties (in

The following paragraphs provide a brief overview of the particularthe 1977 OECDModeland the 1980U.N. Model)
main themes discussed in the Symposium, highlightingdif- is adopted in particularbilateral relations, it is important to
ferences between the experienceof OECD and non-OECD

adhere to the general principles of that established model

countres, and areas of agreement and dsagreement that and it is better for the international investment climate for

emerged. As to the former, several participantssubmitted the parties to compromiseon some sort of treaty rather than
that it was an over-simplificationto speak in too generalized

to have no treaty at all. Though this was the predominant
a way of OECD and non-OECD or capital-exportingand vew, representatives from certain non-OECD countries

capital-importingcountries. Not only did both OECD and felt that tax treaties have very few advantagesbecausenon-

non-OECDcountriesdifferconsiderablywithin each group,
tax factors overshadowtax considerationsin the investment
decision and concludingconventionsmay entail relinquish-but all countries were both capital exporters and capital ing much-neededtaximporters. revenues.

Both OECDand non-OECDcountrieshave reducedmargi-
Tax incentiveswere describedas inefficient, ineffectiveand

nal tax rates, broadened the tax base, reduced non-neu- unimportantas a meansof attractinginward investmentand

tralitiesand simplified the tax system to the extent that this
as undesirable in adding to the overallcomplexityof the tax

is possible. Two main questions discussed as regards the system. Nevertheless, non-OECD countries and some

appropriatenessof recent OECD reforms for non-OECD OECD countries continue to introduce new tax incentives
countries were the regressivityof VAT-type taxes, and the

and consider that these incentives should be recognized by
complexity imposedby the adoptionof imputationsystems.

tax sparingarrangementsin tax treaties. Muchof the discus-

In respect of the VAT issue, it was argued that VAT-type
sion focused on designing tax incentives. No consensus

taxes need not necessarily result in a regressive tax system, emergedbut there was generalagreementthat furtherstudy
if introducedin conjunctionwith other legislativemeasures.

of this issue was necessary.
As to the latter issue, the greater economic efficiency of
imputation systems more than compensates for their com-

plexity. Difference of opinion remained on both of these
issues. FUTURECOOPERATIONBETWEENOECDAND
At a more general level it was recognized that there may be NON-OECDTAX EXPERTS
conflicts between the three objectives of economic effi-
ciency, equity and simplicity and that trade-offs had to be Participants at the meeting concluded that the Symposium
sought. For example, one constraint on tax reform in both provided a valuable contributionto improvingcooperation
OECD and non-OECDcountries is the complexityof tran- between OECD and non-OECD countries and that there
sitional provisions which are necessary to prevent windfall shouldbe some follow-upto this first initiative.Whilstit was

gains or heavy losses for particular taxpayers. considered appropriate that this first meeting should have

The tax mix varies considerably among OECD countries, explored issues at the most generallevel,any futuremeeting
but in most of these countries income taxes and social secu-

should explore more technical issues in greaterdetail. It was

rty contributions provide the bulk of revenues, whereas agreed that informal contacts should be maintained with

most non-OECDcountriesrely more on taxes on goods and non-OECDparticipants, and with the Secretariatsof other

services. The general consensus was, however, that this internationaland regionalorganizationsworking in the area

difference is unlikely to change profoundly in the near fu- of taxation and that the agenda for any further meetings
would be established in cooperation with the ECOSOCture.
group, other regional organizations invited to the Sym-

It was widely agreed that although tax considerations are posium, the International Monetary Fund and the OECD
only one of a number of factors taken into account in the DevelopmentCentre.
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PROPOSALFOR A COUNCILDECISIONSETTINGUP

A PROGRAMMEOF OPTIONSSPECIFICTO THE

REMOTEAND INSULARNATURE OF MADEIRA

AND THE AZORES (POSEIMA)
Commissionof the European Communities

EXPLANATORYMEMORANDUM CONTENTS

1. PROBLEMSOF THE REMOTER REGIONS IN THE COMMUNITY EXPLANATORYMEMORANDUM

1. Some Member States of the Community include regions which do not form 1. PROBLEMSOFTHEREMOTER

part of continental Europe (French overseas departments, Canary Islands,
REGIONSINTHECOMMUNITY

Azores and Madeira). In terms of their specificcharacteristics(remoteness,small 2. THESITUATIONOF THE AZORES
size, island and/or isolated location, tropicalproducts, deficient economicstruc- ANDMADEIRA
tures and low levels of development), these regions differ markedlyfrom the rest 2.1 The socio-economiccontext
of the Community. 2.2 The statusof the Azoresand

MadeiraintheCommunity2. The single market will throw up new opportunities for local businesses as 2.3 Communitysolidaritysince
controls are dismantled and competition injected into activities that suffer from accession
the compartmentalizationof national markets. But it will also represent a chal-
lenge for them because of their intrinsic handicaps, and this raises a number of 3 APPLICATIONOF COMMON

questions for the Community, and in particular: POLICIESADAPTEDTOTHE
SPECIALCONDITIONSOFMADEIRA

What steps can be taken to ensure that these regions take advantage of the ANDTHEAZORES:THEPOSEIMA-

dynamic[s] of the Community-widemarket despite the particularconstraints PROGRAMME
which they face and which stem in particular from their remoteness and 3.1 Optimumutilizationof existing
insularity policiesand instruments
Will those specific constraints have to be remedied solely by applying the 3.2 Taking accountofthespecial-

revised rules for the structural Funds or will special adjustmentsalso have to characteristicsofMadeiraand

be made in the way the common policies are implemented in these regions the Azores in applyingthe
commonpolicies

3. The Commission gave a general reply to these questions when it decided in 3.3 Measuresdesignedtomitigate
1987 to adopt a global approach to the problems of the remoter regions and to the effectsof the exceptional
provide an appropriate framework for the applicationof the common policies in geographical location

each of these regions. 3.3.1 Agriculturalsupplies
3.3.2 Energysupplies

4. As far as the French overseas departments are concerned, the Council 3.3.3 Special measuresfor free

adopted an appropriate framework for the application of the common policies zones

(POSEIDOM)1in December1989. The adjustmentsand measuresenvisagedare 3.3.4 Pricesofsteel products
designed to mitigate the specific constraintsthey face while limiting the effects to 3.4 Measurestosupportproductsof

the local economies. the Azoresand Madeira
3.4.1 Agriculturalproducts

5. Similarly, following the preliminary report it sent to the Spanish authorities2 3.4.2 Measurestoassistcraft
and the latter's reply, the Commission is presenting, at the same time as its industries

proposal in respectof the Azores and Madeira, proposalsin respectof the Canary 3.5 Financing of the measures

Islands. These take the form of an action programme similar to POSEIDOM to providedforin POSEIMA

be implementedafter adjustment- by means of a proposed Council Regulation 4 FINANCIALSTATEMENT
of the arrangements applicable to the Canary Islands as agreed in the Act of-

Accession.3 ANNEX 1

ANNEX2

ANNEX3
1. Council Decision 89/688ECof 22 December 1989 setting up a programmeof options specific ANNEX4
to the remote and insular nature of the overseas departments, OJ L 399, 30.12.1989,p. 39.
2. CommissionReporton the Canary Islands to be addressedto the Spanishauthorities (SEC(90)83 PROPOSALFOR A COUNCII_DECISION
final, 17 January 1990) sent for information to the Council and Parliament on 13 July 1990. setting up a programmeof options3. Proposal for a Council Regulationon the applicationof the provisionsof Community law to the
Canary Islands, and a proposal for a Council Decision setting up a programmeof options specific to specific to the rerrote and insular natureof
the remote and insular nature of the Canary Islands (POSEICAN) (COM(90)686). Madeiraandthe Azores(POSEIMA)
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2. THESITUATIONOFTHEAZORESANDMADEIRA those regions and the mainland deemed to be interna-
tional transport;

2.1 THE SOCIO-ECONOMICCONTEXT Annex II, at point 11.5: airports in the Azores;

6. The social and economic problems stemming from the Article 377 allowing a derogationfrom Article 95 of the

remote island locationof the Azoresand Madeiraare gener- Treaty until 31 December 1992 with respect to excise

ally similar to those affectng the French overseas depart- duties on tobaccoproductsmanufacturedin the Azores

ments and the Canary Islands. Both these autonomousPor- and Madeira.

tuguese regionspermanentlysuffer from specificconstraints
whose cumulativeeffect places a heavyburdenon economic 9. In addition,a jointdeclarationconcerningthe economic

and social life in the islands. and social development of the Azores and Madeira, an-

nexed to the Act of Accession, recommendsthat the Com-
Their remote and insular nature: Madeira is in an iso- munity institutions devote special attention to the policies-

lated position off the African coast almost 1,000 km for developing the two regions, the object of which is to
from Lisbon. The Azores are one third of the way from overcome the handicaps of these regions, which arise from
Portugal to the American continent and, taking the their geographicalsituation, far away from the mainlandof
average for the main islands, over 1,500 km from Lis- Europe, their physical geographical features, the serious
bon. In addition to the distance from sources of supply deficiencyof infrastructuresand their economicbackward-
and potential export markets, these regions are in the ness.
form of an archipelago. The nine islands of the Azores
are spread over 600 km from east to west in three
separate groups. The land area is 2,333 km22 and the 2.3 COMMUNITYSOLIDARITYSINCEACCESSION
exclusive economic zone (EEZ) covers 938,000 km2.
Apart fromseveral outlyingbarren islets, Madeiracom- 10. Communitysolidaritywith the Azores and Madeirawas

prises only two inhabited islands, Madeira and Porto evident in the granting of pre-accessionaid, which allowed
Santo, which are 40 km apart. This gives an EEZ of the two regions concerned to acquaint themselves with
some 377,000 km2 for a small land area of 798 km2. Community assistance mechanisms. As of the first year of

Geography and climate: A volcanic escarpment which accession, they received assistance under most of the Com--

limits the utilized agricultural area and is specially vul- munity structural instruments. (See Annex 2.1.)
nerable to natural disasters (earthquakes,cyclones and
torrential rain). 11. Communitysolidarity towards the Azores and Madeira

is being expressed more strongly today through assistance
The reduced dimensionof the island economies, which-

from the reformed structural Funds, with the two regionsrules out economiesof scale, and the lackofexploitable benefitingfrom the priorityaccordedto Objective 1 regions,
raw materiais, which makes them dependent on the n respect of which a major effort is being made to increase
outsideworld, especiallyas regardsenergy and supplies and concentrate Community resources. Today priority has
of essential agriculturalproducts. been given effect by the adoptionof specific programmesof
Small size of agricultural holdings (95% of farms in operations (see Annex2.2) followingadoptionofPortugal's-

Madeira and 48.5% in the Azores have a surface area Communitysupport framework.
of less than 1 hectare). Agriculture concentrates on a

few products, in particular bananas and wine in 12. The efforts to promote development in the remoter

Madeira, and livestockproductionand dairy farming in regions,such as the Azoresand Madeira,have been boosted
the Azores. by the adoption of a specific Communitymeasure for these

the REGIS scheme5 which should in particular- -

Trade balance in structuraldeficit. regons
-

facilitate Communitv financing for extensionof the runway
at Funchal Airport (Madeira).7. These handicaps place the Azores and Madeira among

the least favouredregionsof the Community.4As such, they 13. These major Communityefforts in the structural field
both qualify for the priorityaccorded to Objective 1 regions
under the revised rules for the structural Funds.

are a necessary prerequisite, but are insufficient to cope
with all the problems of the remote islands making up the
Azores and Madeira and enable them to catch up with

2.2 THESTATUSOFTHEAZORESANDMADEIRAIN economic and social development in the Community. The

THE COMMUNITY question is, should adjustmentsbe made in the application
of certain commonpolicies or, at least, should special treat-
ment be accorded to the Azores and Madeira to take ac-

8. The option taken up for the Azores and Madeira on count of their special characteristicsin relation to the Com-
accession was for the common policies to be applied in full, munity as a whole Following the memorandumscovering
subject to the transitional period for Portugal and certain the problems and requests of the Azores and Madeira pre-
specific exceptionsmade in the Act ofAccessionand aimed sented to the Commission in 1988, the latter prepared a
at resolving certain problems peculiar to the two regions. factual reportwhich was sent to the Portugueseauthorities.6
These are: The report highlighted the potential benefits deriving from

Article 309(d): price of milk in the Azores; common to- the applicationof policies adapted the situation

Article 376: derogation from Article 60 of the ECSC-

Treaty for steel undertakingsuntil 31 December 1992;
4. The basic statistics are set out in Annex 1.

Annex 1, at point V (system of VAT), in conjunction-

5. OJ C 196, 4.8.1990, 15.
with Article 26: applicationof reduced rates under the

p.
6. Commissionreport on the Azoresand Madeira to be addressedto the

Sixth VATDirective; sea and air transportbetweenthe Portugueseauthorities (SEC(90)85,17 January 1990); sent for information

islandsmakingup the Azores and Madeiraand between to Parliament and the Council on 13 July 1990.
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in the Azores and Madeira, along the lines of the Communi- 3.1 OPTIMUMUTILIZATIONOF EXISTING POLICIES
ty approach to remoter regions as first exemplified in the AND INSTRUMENTS
POSEIDOM programme adopted in 1989. In April 1990
the Portuguese authorities reacted positively to this ap- 18. Communitypolicies already include a numberof instru-proach while formulating certain additional requests. ments and programmes which could meet some of the

specific requirements and constraints of the Azores and
Madeira, mainly in the field of fisheries, energy, the envi-
ronment, craft industries, and research and development.
In partnershipwith the Member State and the two regions3. APPLICATIONOF COMMONPOLICIES concerned, and in the framework of existing regulations,ADAPTEDTOTHESPECIALCONDITIONSOF the Commission will ensure that optimum use is made of

MADEIRAANDTHEAZORES:THEPOSEIMA these instruments and programmes in the Azores and
PROGRAMME Madeira, particularly by facilitating their dissemination to

these remote regions and developing appropriate technical
14. In view of the above, the Commissionproposes that an

assistanceprogrammes.

appropriate framework be set up for the application of
commonpolicies in the Azores and Madeira. This approach 19. With particular reference to the protectionof the envi-

should have a threefold aim: ronment, the problems of the Azores and Madeira are

exacerbatedboth by the geology and climate of the islands
to allow the Azores and Madeira to play a full part in and by the fragilityof their ecosystems. These problemsare

-

the dynamic[si of the internal market by making the particularlysignificantbecause of the close ties betweenthe
best possible use of existing Community policies and environmentand the various aspects of socio-economicde-
instruments; velopment. While the Community'sENVIREGscheme to

to acknowledge the region's special situation by taking protect the environment might resolve some of the prob--

into account in the applicationof the common policies lems, it is clear that needs are still great, notably for the
their very distinctive natural conditions, where these protection of coastal areas, soil and ecosystems. The Com-
conditions clearly mark the islands out from the rest of mission is therefore prepared to consider any specific re-

the Community; quests made by the Portuguese authorities. Similarly, in
view of the geological structure and the climate of the

in doing so, to contribute to the economic and social Azores and Madeira and the increasedrisk of natural disas--

developmentof the Azores and Madeira, by providing ters which results, the Commission is prepared to consider
Communityfinancefor the specificmeasuresproposed. any specific requests made by the Portugueseauthorities in

connectionwith Communitycooperation in civil protection
The framework set up to permit the implementation of matters, notably for training and exchanges of civil protec-
common policies should make it possible to implementro- tion personnel and managers.
visions designed to take account of the special characteris-
tics of the two regions without undermining the integrity
and coherence of the Community legal order.

3.2 TAKINGACCOUNTOFTHESPECIAL
15. In line with the Community approach to the remoter CHARACTERISTICSOF MADEIRAANDTHEAZORES

regions, the Commission believes that such a framework INAPPLYINGTHECOMMONPOLICIES
should be given shape in an action programme known as

20. Generally speaking, the directives otherPOSEIMA (programme of options specific to the remote or measures

and insular nature of Madeira and the Azores). This mul- adoptedwith a view to establishing the internal market and

tisectoral and coherent action programme should in princi- implementingthe othercommonpoliciescould, whenbeing
ple be implementedby 31 December 1992 following adop-

drawn up or adopted, be scrutinized to determine whether

tion by the Council or the Commission, as appropriate,of their - as a rule, uniform - application should take into

the necessary legal instruments. With regard to specific
account the special characteristics of the Azores and

constraints, of a permanent nature, which are a feature of Madeira, particularly in the fields of transport, taxation,
these two regions, the period for the implementationof the social matters, research and technological development,
proposed measures under POSEIMA should continue, if and protection of the environment.

necessary, beyond the process of completing the internal
21. With particularrespect to taxation, the principleunder-market.
lying the Community approach to the remoter regions

16. To ensure maximum effectiveness, the operationspro-
would permit special indirect taxation arrangements com-

posed under POSEIMA should be drafted, implemented, patible with the rules of the Treaty, justified by the special
monitored and evaluatedby the Commissionin partnership location of these regions and capable of promoting their
with the national and regional authorities concerned. economic and social development:

as regards VAT this would mean maintaining special-

17. With the same end in view, efforts will be made to arrangements for the Azores and Madeira in accord-
ensure that POSEIMA operations and those conducted at ance with the Act of Accession. It would be possible,
national and local levels complement each other as far as for instance, as part of the Council'swork on removing
possible. To achieve complementarity, the Member State tax frontiers in the Community, to allow modulations
and the regions concerned should take account of the after 1992 of the type already applied to these two
specificmeasurescontainedin POSEIMAwhen drawingup regions. In this connectionthe Commissionhas already
future regionaldevelopmentplans. The Commission,for its proposed that sea and air transportbetween the islands
part, will endeavour to ensure coherence between making up the Azores and Madeira and between these
POSEIMA operations and assistance from the structural islands and the mainlandshould continue to be treated
Funds and other Community financial instruments. as international transport after 1992;
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a special arrangementfor excise dutieson manufactured the modernization of the industry producing these
tobacco, spirits and other lcoholic beverages, and pe- feedingstuffs,subject to the limitsof local marketneeds
troleum products after 31 December 1992 taking ac- and taking account of local production. This measure

count of the problemsof extreme remotenesswill have could be applied for three marketingyears for the prod-
to be incorporated into the general framework of the ucts coming under CN Codes 2309 90 31, 33, 41, 43, 51
Commission'sproposals on excise duties. and 53.

22. In applying the principle referred to in paragraph 20 to 27. In the Azores, for the purposesofgeneticimprovement,
transport, particular account must be taken of the impor- aid could be granted for the purchase of male breeding
tance for the Azores and Madeiraof access to regularmeans animals originating in the Community (beef breeds).
of transportat the lowestpossiblecost to alleviate the draw-
backs of their remoteness and island location. Attention 28. In Madeira, specific measures will be necessary to de-
should focus in particular on the developmentof air trans- velop livestock farming for local market needs:
port, for which the most appropriate forms of liberalization aid for the purchase of breeding animals (cattle, pigs,should be worked out, notably under partnership arrange-

-

chicks and hatching eggs) originating in the Communi- 1

ments, to enable manydifferentairlines, especiallyregional
airlines, to serve the islands in the interestsof theirdevelop- ty;
ment. - on a temporary basis, limited to decreasing quantities

pending the development of local production, exemp-
tion from levies and/or customs duties for the purchase

3.3 MEASURESDESIGNEDTOMITIGATETHEEFFECTS of cattle for fatteningoriginating in non-membercoun-

OFTHEEXCEPTIONALGEOGRAPHICALLOCATION tries; in the light of this exemptionaid for the supplyof
Community products will be granted to facilitate the

23. The geographical location of the two Portuguese au- access of these productson equivalentconditions.After
tonomous regions in relation to the continental territory of four years of application of the system, the situation
the Communityplaces serious constraintson trade between would be reviewed.
them and other partsof the Community.Communityaction
is necessary to alleviate the impactof the additional costs of 29. For the production of liqueur wines in Madeira solely
supply resulting from the remote and insular nature of the to satisfy local market needs, aid would be provided for the
Azores and Madeira. purchaseof rectifiedconcentratedmusts in the Community,

pending the result of a feasibility study on the construction
24. The object of such Community action is to maintain a of a wine alcohol distillery.
reasonable standard of living in the Azores and Madeira
while ensuring, by preserving competition, that traditional
trade flows are not disrupted. 3.3.2 Energy supplies

30. Anotherdrawbackof the remote locationof the Azores
3.3.1 Agriculturalsupplies and Madeirais that they are very far from sourcesof supplies

of refined petroleum products. This, together with their
25. In the case of essential agricultural products for con- heavy reliance on imports of refined petroleumproducts to

sumption or processing in the Azores and Madeira (see meet energy needs, means that supply costs in the Azores
Annex 3.1 and 3.3), the Community action in question and Madeiraare much higher than in the Communitygener-
would consist,within the limitsoflocal marketrequirements ally. At present these costs are borne by the regional
and taking into account local production and traditional budgets, which limits correspondinglytheir possibilitiesof
trade flows, in: action to promote economic and social development.

exempting from levies and/or customs duties products-

originating in non-membercountries; 31. Given this exceptionalsituation, and without prejudice
to various Community programmes currently in operation

permitting, in parallel and in competitionwith products being prepared (see Annex 4), the Commissionbelieves- or
from non-member countries and on equivalent terms, it is appropriate to grant aid from the Community budget
the supply of Communityproducts taken into interven- for a specified period to assist these regions to offset the
tion storage or available on the Communitymarket. high cost of oil imports. The following conditions would

govern this aid:
26. The principles underlyingthe applicationof this system
will be as follows: the extra costs to be offset would be those relating to-

the transport by sea of petroleum products between
in order to ensure that these measures have an impact mainland Portugal (the reference point of departure-

on the level of production costs and consumerprices, a being the nearest refinery, i.e. the Sines refinery) and
system will have to be set up to monitor this impact up the main depots on the islands, and between the main
to the end-user stage; and the secondary depots on the other islands;
with respect to raw sugar supplies for the Azores, the - the reference for the calculationof Communityaid-

year
system set out in paragraph 25 will be applicable until will be 1989: account will be taken only of the costs of
such time as local productionof sugar beet is sufficient sea transport- and not the cost of storage and distribu-
to satisfy local market needs and as long as the total tion on the island - on the basis of the quantities of
volume of sugar refined in the Azores does not exceed petroleum products actually transported ln 1989, the
10,000 tonnes; average transport costs by category of product in 1989

with respect to supplies of compound feedingstuffs in and the averageecu/escudoexchangerate in that year;-

Madeira, the system set out in paragraph 25 will be - aid will be granted for three years from 1 January 1991
applied temporarilypendingan increase in capacityand up to 31 December 1993. During these three years,
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annual Communityaid will remain constant and equal - the funding of an economic analysis and forwardplan-
to the extra cost of supplies, as defined above, in the ning study of the processed fruit and vegetable sector
reference year (1989); (particularly tropical fruit and vegetables).
Communityaid will be granted subject to the condition
that over the sameperiod the beneficiaryregionsdevote 36. Other measures required to support local production
at least 50% of the amount of Communityaid to incen- on Madeira include (see Annex 3.2):
tive programmes to promote investment in energy sav- - specific aid per hectare for potato-growing,within the
ing and the development of local, renewable energy limits of the present areas under cultivation, irrespec-
sources to improve the situation of energy supply and tive of any measures which might be adopted in the
demand on the islands. The regional authorities will context of a market organization for this product;
present an annual report to the Commission to enable

regardst to monitor observance of this condition.
- as sugar cane:

specific aid per hectare for producersand producer-

3.3.3 Specialmeasuresfor free zones groups or organizationsgrowing sugar cane under
a restructuring plan to be submitted by the Por-
tuguese authorities; after five years this aid would

32. The Commission is aware that free zones can be an be granted solely to producer groups or organiza-appreciableinstrumentof economicand socialdevelopment tions;in the remote island regionsof the Azoresand Madeira, and aid for the directprocessingofsugarcane into sugar-

is keeping an open mind on the subject, particularly as

regards State aid. Furthermore, an exception to the princi- syrup (Mel de cana) or farm rum, where a

minimum price is paid to the cane-grower;ple of Communitypreference to exempt inward processing
operations from the economicconditions attaching to these - specific aid for grapes to be used in the making of
arrangementswould be appropriate in the case of the free quality wines psr, to be granted to producers and pro-
zones in the two regions. ducer groups or organizations, subject to appropriate

limits on the yield per hectare. Quantities delivered for
distillationwould not be taken into account. After five.3.3.4 Prices of steel products years this aid would be granted solely to producer

33. In view of the dependence of the Azores and Madeira groups or organizations;
on the outside world for supplies of steel products, it would - specificaid to supportproductsof traditionalstockfarm-
be appropriate to extend for three years beyond 31 De- ng on Madeira and intended for local consumption
cember 1992 the provisions concerning the pricing of steel (fresh milk and fresh meat);
products contained in Article 376 of the Act of Accession. regards animal and plant health, to-

The situationwould have to be reviewedby the Commission
as measures

in 1995. safeguard Madeira from certain harmful diseases and
organsmsagainstwhich it is not yet protected,together
with a Community financial contribution towards pre-
vention or eradication programmes.3.4 MEASURESTO SUPPORT PRODUCTSOF

THE AZORES AND MADEIRA 37. To encourageagriculturalproducerson Madeirato sup-
ply high-qualityproducts and to promote the marketingof

3.4.1 Agriculturalproducts such products, the Communitycould finance the design and
promotionof a logo.

3.4.1.1 Products of Madeira

34. Given the crucial importance of bananas to the 38. The current legislation on agricultural structures may

economyof Madeira and with a Communitymarket organi- not take sufficient account of the special characteristicsof

zation for bananas due to be established by 31 December agriculture on Madeira. Steps need to be taken to allow

1992, steps should be taken to adopt structural measures special exceptions to be made, on the basis of duly substan-
without waiting for common rules to be adopted in that tiated applications from the Portuguese authorities, to pro-
asea; such measurescould involve research,harvesting,pre-

visions restrictingor preventingthe grantingofcertain types
sentation and processing, transport, storage, marketingand of structural aid, with due account being taken of the mea-

commercialpromotion. sures alreadyadoptedto assist Portugal. Newformsofstruc-
tural assistance could also be envisaged within the

35. Communityassistance would be given for the fruit and framework of programmes to be submitted by the Por-

vegetable sector and the flowers and live plants sector (see tuguese authorities and could include:

Annex 3.2), as follows: - aid to improve and diversifyproductionand to improve
temporaryaid per hectare for programmesof measures

case
- product quality, particularly in the of wine, fruit

carriedout by producersand producergroupsororgani- and vegetables, flowersand live plants, animal products
zations to diversifyproduction and/or improve product and forestry products.
quality; these programmes should serve to develop
tropical products in particular. The aid would be in- 3.4.1.2 Products of the Azores

creased in cases where the implementation of these 39. Community assistance will be given for the fruit and
programmes involves technical assistance measures; vegetable sector and the flowers and live plants sector (see
aid for the marketing of tropical products where the Annex 3.4), as follows:

-

volume of trade does not exceed 3,000 tonnes for each - temporary aid per hectare for programmesof measures

product, under marketing season contracts between carriedout by producersand producergroupsor organi-
producers on Madeira and operators in other parts of zations to diversifyproduction and/or improve product
the Community; quality; these programmes should serve to develop
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tropical products in particular. The aid would be in- - aid to improve and diversifyproductionand to improve
creased in cases where the implementation of these product quality, particularly in the case of milk, animal

programmes involves technical assistance measures; products, fruit and vegetables, flowers and live plants,
aid for the marketing of tropical products where the

wine and forestry products;
volume of trade does not exceed 3,000 tonnes for each aid to offset the additional cost of agricultural invest-

product, under marketing season contracts between mentsbecauseof the needfor protectionagainstnatural

producers in the Azores and operators established in disasters and, where production has been diversified,
other parts of the Community; aid for the establishment of a solidarity fund for the

the funding of an economic analysis and forwardplan-
restorationof productionpotential damagedby natural
disasters.

ning study of the processed fruit and vegetable sector

(particularly tropical fruit and vegetables).
3.4.2 Measures to assist craft industries

40. Other measures required to support local production
include (see Annex 3.4): 43. In view of the considerableeconomicand social impor-

in the case of sugar beet:
tance of craft industries in the regions concerned and given

-

the traditional and highly localized nature of production,
flat-rate aid per hectare for the development of measurescouldbe envisagedto assist small businesses in the-

local production, subject to a limit on quantities fields of occupational training, access to new technology
corresponding to production of 10,000 tonnes of and the use of such technology, and access to new markets,
sugar; where they are not covered by the Community support
specific aid for the processingof locally grown beet framework. These measures could include:-

into white sugar, with a view to stabilizing supply specific informationcampaigns Communitytraining-

costs;
on

programmes;
specific aid per hectare for the growingof seed potatoes feasibilitystudy Europeanapprenticeshipsystem

-

(subject to a maximum of 200 hectares) and for the
- a on a

growing of chicory (subject to a maximum of 400 hec- (training to qualify as a master craftsman);
tares); - development of transnational pilot schemes to enable

specific aid for the collection of tobacco and for the
to voca-

-
apprentices and craftsmen take advantage of
tional training programmes in other Member States;traditional local production of leaf tobacco, subject to

maximum guaranteed quantities; - launching of an advertising campaign to ensure that

temporary aid per hectare for the growing of vines to
small businesses are fully informedof the opportunities

-

produce quality wines psr, to be granted to producers
to participate in technological programmes such as

and producer groups or organizations pending the re- VALUE, CRAFT and LEADER or any new pro-

sults of restructuringand subject to a maximumof 1,700 gramme relevant to small businesses;

hectares; - encouragementfor the introductionof tradedirectores

given the social importance of milk production in the or handbooksfor the use of craftsmenand small
-

buyers'
Azores, particularly in the case of small producers, businesses;

specific aid should be introduced to ensure the survival - improved access for firms and trade organizations to

of traditional economic activities in this sector; statistics on the quantitative and qualitative develop-
specific additional aid for the fattening of adult male ment of markets for craft products in the Member

-

cattle, within the limits of traditional levels of produc- States;

tion; - examinationof the possibility of establishingan export
as regards animal and plant health, measures to

credit and insurance for craftsmen and small
-

system
businesses.

safeguard the Azores from certainharmfuldiseases and
organsms against which they are not yet protected,
together with a Community financial contribution to- 44. Such projects must be selected, on the one hand, on a

wards preventionor eradicationprogrammes. partnership basis in close collaboration with the regional
and local authorities concerned and, on the other hand, be

41. To encourage agricultural producers in the Azores to consistent with operations carried out in the two regions
supply high-qualityproducts and to promote the marketing concerned under the Community support framework and

of such products, the Communitycould finance the design with schemes implemented by the Commission in these

and promotionof a logo. regions and in other regions of the Community.

42. The current legislation on agricultural structures may 45. It is in any case necessary to mobilize small businesses
not take sufficient account of the special characteristicsof in Madeira and the Azores so that they take advantage of

agriculture in the Azores. Steps need to be taken to allow the opportunities offered by the Community to improve
special exceptionsto be made, on the basis of duly substan- their productivityand expand their outlets on the Commu-
tiated applications from the Portuguese authorities, to pro- nity market. Similarly, they must be given easier access to
visions restrictingorpreventingthe grantingof certain types the services of the Euro-Info-Centresalready established
of structural aid, with due account being taken of the mea- on Madeira and the Azores so that they can make full use

sures alreadyadopted to assistPortugal.New formsofstruc- of the data available through these Centres. Another task
tural assistance could also be envisaged within the will be to promote better use of the services of the BC-Net,
framework of programmes to be submitted by the Por- and the Business Cooperation Centre so that firms can

tuguese authorities: cooperate across national frontiers.
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3.5 FINANCING OF THE MEASURES PROVIDED ANNEX 1
FOR IN POSEIMA

AZORESAND MADEIRA: BASIC STATISTICS
46. The attached financial statement gives estimates of the
cost of the various measures over an initial period of three
years (1991-93). INDICATOR AZORES MADEIRA EUR 12 YEAR

Population(thousands) 253 268 324077 1986

47. Many agriculturalmeasuresprovided for in POSEIMA (0.07%) (0.08%) (= 100%)
will be financed by the EAGGF Guarantee Section. Pop. increase (% p.a.) 0.6 0.9 0.3 86/76

Area (thousandkm2) 2.3 0.8 2254.6

48. The financingof measuresrelating to agriculturalstruc-
(0.1%) (0.04%) (= 100%)

Density (inh/km2) 112 338 143 1986
tures and of the specific aid for energy supplies and small (78.3%) (236%) (= 100%)
businesses will depend, however, on the availabilityof re-

sources in addition to those already agreed for the period
EMPLOYMENT

rate (%) 3.11 3.81 10.2 1988
1 up to 31 December 1993 in the Community support

Unemployment
Agric./tot.emp (%) 29.2 21.5 8.1 1986

framework or currently under discussion for the REGIS Indust./tot.emp (%) 22.6 34.2 33.7 1986
scheme. Services/tot.emp. (%) 48.2 44.3 57.7 1986

GDP
49. The question therefore arises of whether an overall PercapitaGDP(ECU) 66202 66202 10324 AVE.84-86
budgetary framework should be set up to cover financial Agric./tot.GDP (%) 303 283
cmmitments under POSEIMA other than measures fi- Indust./tot. GDP (%) 233 183
nanced under the EAGGFGuaranteeSection, and without Services/tot.GDP (%) 473 553

prejudiceto structuralpolicyoperationsfor the two regions.
NOTES

50. If the Community measures to assist the remoter re-

gions are to be fully consistent, this budgetary framework 1. One reason for the low rates of unemploymentis that large numbers

should also cover the funding of financial commitments
of people have emigrated from the islands. There is in fact considerable

which are not eligibleunderthe EAGGFGuaranteeSection underemploymentin agriculture and small-scale industry (Madeira).
2. Since the data for the Azores and Madeira are not available, the

and which appear in the action programmes for the other figure given is the national average for Portugal. Per capita GDP in the
remoterregions- alreadyadopted, in the case of the French Azores and Madeira is usually reckoned to be less than half this national
overseas departments (POSEIDOM), or proposed, in the average
case of the Canary Islands (POSEICAN). 3. Estimates.

4. FINANCIALSTATEMENT ANNEX 2

1. Measuresto befinancedbythe EAGGFGuarantee COMMUNITYSTRUCTURALAIDFORTHEAZORESAND
Section MADEIRA
(Estimate)
Maximum annual expenditure 1. Period1986-1989-

(2nd or 3rd year of application) ECU 23 million

Transport infrastructureswere one of the priority areas for
2. Measurestoimproveagriculturalstructures(1991-93) Community aid to the Azores over the period 1986-89,

(Estimate) reflecting the concerns of the regional government, one of
whose main objectiveswas to equip each island with at least

Traditionalproducts-

bananas ECU 8 million one port and one airport. Otherpriority areas for assistance

livestockproductsAzores ECU 17 million to the region included: energy infrastructures (placing em-

Other products ECU 9 mi on phasis on alternativeenergy sources and facilitatingregular
-

supplies of throughout the region), medical infra-
Naturaldisasterfund ECU 6 million-

energy
structures, support for tourism and productive activities,

Total-Agriculturalstructures1991-93 ECU 40 million and vocationaltraining. In additionto the assistancegranted
for individual projects, the region also benefits from the

3. Aid forenergysupplies(1991-93) Community's STAR (telecommunications) and VALO-
REN (energy) programmes, from the national programmeAnnualcostestimatedat approx. ECU 8.6 of Community nterest in support of productive activitymillion, i.e. forthethree-yearperiod (PNICIAP) and from the PEDIP programme (with the ex-

1991-93: ECU 25.8 million
ception of the SINPEDIPsubprogramme).

4. Measuresto assistsmall businesses(1991-93) In Madeira, assistanceduring the same periodwent primar-
Estimatedcost for the three-yearperiod ily to transport infrastructures (40%), energy infrastruc-

tures (33%) and water-engineering infrastructures (15%).1991-93: ECU 7 million
The main projects financed in the region include the ports

Total- Items 2,3 and 4 ECU 71.8 million of Porto Santo and Funchal, the Victoriapower station, the

1 hydroelectricpower station at Calheta, the acquisitionof a

vessel for the Funchal/PortoSanto route, severalwater sup-
plyprojects and a large numberof roads. In addition to the
assstance granted for individual projects, the region also
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benefits from the Community's STAR (telecommunica- 3. Including Regulations Nos. 2992/81, 31/83 and 2908/83.
tions) and VALOREN (energy) programmes,from the na- 4. Before 1984, the bulk of ESF assistance could not be broken down
tional programmeof Community interest in support of pro- by region

*

Partial/provisional.ductive activity (PNICIAP) and from the PEDIP pro-
gramme (with the exception of the SINPEDIP subpro-
gramme). 2. Community loans to Madeiras

The two autonomous regions are also eligible for various ECU million
measures under the PEDAP (specific programme for the
developmentof Portuguese agriculture) and for special ar-

1986 1987 1988 1989 Total

rangements that take account of their specific structural EIB -Total 29.10 20.70 0.00 n.a. 49.80
characteristicsfor the purposes of applying the Community Industryand services 0.00 0.00 0.00 n.a. 0.00

Regulations on improving the efficiency of agricultural Energy 29.10 0.00 0.00 n.a. 29.10

structures and on improving the conditions under which Infrastructure 0.00 20.70 0.00 n.a. 20.70
Global loans6 0.00 0.00 0.00 n.a. 0.00agricultural and fisheries products are processed and mar-

keted. Total-Loans 29.10 20.70 0.00 0.00 49.80

5. Excluding loans for multiregional projects or programmes.Structuralaid to the Azores, 1986-89 6. Regional breakdown of alocations from global loans. Source: EIB
Annual reports.

1. Communityassistance(commitments)for theAzores
*

Partial/provisional.
ECU mllon

1986 1987 1988 1989 Total

EAGGF(GuidanceSection)2-Total 1.10 4.81 1.02 1.12 8.05 2. ApplicationofthereformedstructuralFundsintheReg 355/77 Proc/MarkAg Prods 0.40 2.96 1.02 n.a. 4.38
Reg 4028/86Restr fisheries3 0.70 1.85 8.00 1.12 3.67 AzoresandMadeira

ESF4 -Total 0.00 2.33 4.23 0.00 6.56 Structural Fund operations for Madeira are shown in theMeasuresnot broken down 0.00 2.33 4.23 0.00 6.56 table below concerning a multi-fund programme costing
ERDF -Total 29.80 29.71 18.19 n.a. 77.70 ECU 309 million with a Community contribution of ECU
Infrastructure 29.80 29.71 18.19 n.a. 77.70 218 million. This programmecomprises the followingeight
Total-Assistance 30.89 36.84 23.44 1.12 92.29 subprogrammes:
1 Excluding assistance for mutiregional projects or programmes. 1. Developmentof production structures.

2. Direct and indirect measures that can be broken down by region, 2. Tourism
3. Including Regulations Nos. 2992/81,31/83and 2908/83. 3. Energy infrastructure
4. Before 1984, the bulk of ESF assistance could not be broken down 4. Transport infrastructure
by region. 5. Vocational training and utilization of human resources

to best effect
2. Community loans to the Azoress 6. Social strategy equipment (in the areas of education,

ECU million health and vocational training)
1986 1987 1988 1989 Total 7. Protection of the environment and town and country

planningEIB -Total 0.00 6.30 29.50 n.a. 35.80 8. Programme management and evaluation.
Industryandservices 0.00 0.00 0.00 n.a. 0.00
Energy 0.00 0.00 0.00 n.a. 0.00 Structural Fund operations for the Azores are shown in the
Infrastructure 0.00 6.30 29.50 n.a. 35.80 tables below. The first programme is the specific develop-
Total- Loans 0.00 6.30 29.50 0.00 35.80 ment programmefor the autonomousregion of the Azores

(PEDRAA). Costing a total of ECU 304 million with a
5. Excluding loans for multiregional projects or programmes. Communitycontributionof ECU 178 million, it is made up*

Partial/provisional. of the following four subprogrammes:
1. Basic infrastructure

Structuralaid for Madeiraover the period 1986-89 2. Vocationaltrainingand support for productionactivity
3. Environmentand quality of life

1. Communityassistance(commitments)for Madeira 4. Implementationand monitoring.
ECU million The second programmeis the national programmeof Com-

1986 1987 1988 1989 Total munity interest (NPCI). The Community contribution is
ECU 63 million out of a total cost of ECU 95 million.EAGGF(GuidanceSection)2-Total 1.01 0.65 0.04 1.05 2.75

Reg 355/77 Proc/MarkAg Prods 0.84 0.00 0.00 n.a. 0.86 The third operation is the purchase of three aircraft for the
Reg 4028/86Restr fisheries3 0.15 0.65 0.04 1.05 1.29 SATA airline, for which the Community will contribute
ESF4 -Total 0.00 2.39 3.14 0.17 5.70 ECU 19 million out of a total cost of ECU 38 million.
Measuresnot broken down 0.00 2.39 3.14 0.17 5.70 The Azores and Madeira would also be eligible for certain
ERDF -Total 20 19 26 34 19 17 n.a 65 70 national measures in the Community support framework
Infrastructure 20.19 26.09 18.06 n.a. 65.16 for Portugal (CIENCIA, PNICIAP, etc.).Studies 0.00 0.25 0.29 n.a. 0.59

Total-Assistance 21.20 29.38 22.35 1.22 74.15 Finally a number of Community schemes should also in-
clude the Azores and Madeira: ENVIREG, STRIDE,

1. Excluding assistance for multiregional projects or programmes. TELEMATIQUE, REGIS, LEADER, EUROFORM,
2. Direct and indirect measures that can be broken down by region. NOW and HORIZON.
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PNIC AORES- CUSTO TOTAL, DESPESA PBLICA E CONTRIBUIOFEDER

DESPESAPBLICA
Custo REGIONAL FEDER TOTAL DESPESAPRIVADA

SUB-PROGRAMAS Total Valor % Valor 0/%/0 Valor 0/%/0 Valor 0/%'0
(Valor) Despesa Despesa Custo Custo

Pblica Pbica Total Total

S/P1 - EstruturasFscasem sectores
ou reas envolventesao sector
turismo 8899,0 3218,5 36,2 5680,5 63,8 8899,0 100,0 -

1988 626,0 253,2 40,4 372,8 59,6 626,0 100,0 -

1989 3 708,0 1 357,0 36,6 2 351,0 63,4 3 708,0 100,0 -

1990 4 565,0 1 608,3 35,2 2 956,7 64,8 4 565,0 100,0 -

S/P2- Melhoriaecriaode estrutu-
rasfscasnosectorturismo 7 872,0 2 405,9 30,6 5 464,2 69,4 7 870,1 100,0 1,9

1988 1 511,0 463,1 30,7 1 047,4 69,3 1 510,5 100,0 0,5
1989 3 137,0 965,0 30,8 2 171,4 69,2 3 136,4 100,0 0,6
1990 3224,0 977,8 30,3 2 245,4 69,7 3 223,2 100,0 0,8

S/P3- Organizao 175,0 52,5, 30,0 122,5 70,0 175,1 100,0 -

1988 17,0 5,1 30,0 11,9 70,0 17,0 100,0
1989 76,0 22,8. 30,0 53,2 70,0 76,0 100,0
1990 82,0 24,6 30,0 57,4 70,0 82,0 '100,0

S/P4- Apoioao investimento 693,0 207,9 30,0 485,1 70,0 693,0 100,0

1988 81,0 24,3 30,0 56,7 70,0 81,0 100,0
1989 225,9 67,8 30,0 158,1 70,0 225,9 100,0
1990 386,1 115,8 30,0 270,3 70,0 386,1 100,0

S/P5- Promoo 596,0 178,8 30,0 417,2 70,0 596,0 100,0

1988 104,0 31,2 30,0 72,8 70,0 104,0 100,0
1989 217,0 65,1 30,0 151,9 70,0 217,0 100,0

'

1990 275,0 82,5 30,0 192,5 70,0 275,0 100,0

S/P6- Execuoe acompanhamento 80,0 24,0 30,0 56,0 70,0 80,0 100,0

1988 15,0 4,5 30,0 10,5 70,0 15,0 100,0 - -

1989 28,0 8,4 30,0 19,6 70,0 28,0 100,0 - -

1990 37,0 ltl ,1 30,0 25,9 70,0 37,0 100,0 - -

TOTAL PNIC AORES 18315,0 6087,6 33,2 12225,5 , 66,8 18311,1 100,0 1,9 ..

1988 2 354,0 781,4 33,2 1 572,1 66,8 2 353,5 100,0 0,5 . .

1989 7392,0 2486,2 33,6 4 905,2 66,4 7391,4 100,0 0,6 ...

1990 8 569,0 2 820,0 32,9 5 748,2 67,1 8 568,2 100,0 0.8 ..

PROGRAMAOPERACIONALPLURIFUNDOSDA REGIO AUTNOMA DA MADEIRA

SUBPROGRAMAS
(ECUs CONSTANTES 1989 x 1 000)

DESPESAPBLICA DESPESA

CUSTO TOTAL APOIOSCOMUNITRIOS FINANCIAMENTOPBLICO PRIVADA

TOTAL % TOTAL % FEDER FSE FEOGA OUTROS TOTAL % ESTADO REGIO OUTRA TOTAL %

1=2+15 2=4+10 3 4=6+7+8+9 5 6 7 8 9 10=12+13+14 11 12 13 14 15 16

Subprog 1 67 402 65 280 97 43484 67 43484 21 796 33 9 764 12 032 2122 3
Subprog 2 38 760 38 760 100 29 070 75 29070 9 690 25 9690
Subprog.3 28 865 28 865 100 15 878 55 15878 12 987 45 12 987
Subprog 4 70502 69244 98 52 193 75 52 193 17 051 25 17 051 1 258, 2
Subprog.5 39 521 38 772 98 27118 70 27 118 11654 30 11654 749 2
Subprog 6 41 136 41 136 100 30 851 75 30 851 10 285 25 10 285
Subprog 7 24 830 24 830 100 18 624 75 18 624 6 206 25 6206
Subprog 8 2 374 2 374 100 1 781 75 899 882 593 25 593

TOTAL 313 390 309 261 99 218 999 71 190 999 28 000 90 262 29 65 243 25 019 4129 1

PROGRAMA OPERACIONAL PEDRAA (Programa Especfico de Desenvovmentoda Regio Autnoma dos Aores)
SUBPROGRAMAS

(ECUs CONSTANTES 1989 x 1 000)
DESPESAPBLICA DESPESA

CUSTO TOTAL APOIOSCOMUNITRIOS FINANCIAMENTOPUBLICO PRIVADA BEI

TOTAL TOTAL FEDER FSE FEOGA OUTROS TOTAL ESTADO REGIAO OUTRA TOTAL

1=2+12 2=3+8 3=4+5+6+7 4 5 6 1 8=9+10+11 9 10 11 12 13

Subprog. 1 168 163 168 163 105 125 105 125 63 038 63038
Subprog..2 54 400 43 350 31 500 6 500 25 000 11850 11850 11 050
Subprog.3 79950 79 950 39 975 39 975 39 975 39975
Subprog 4 2 000 2000 1 400 1 400 600 600

TOTAL 304 513 293463 178 000 153 000 25 000 115463 115463 11 050 80 000

Nota Encontrase negocado um emprstmocom o BEI, de aproxmadamente80 MECUs, que compreendeaguns prolectos ncuidos neste PO
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ANNEX 3 PURCHASE OF BREEDING ANIMALS

Cattle
1. AGRICULTURALPRODUCTSCOVEREDBY THE

MEASURESRELATINGTO SUPPLIESON MADEIRA
4. AGRICULTURALPRODUCTSCOVEREDBYTHE

GENERAL PROVISIONSGOVERNING SUPPLIES MEASURESTO ASSISTPRODUCTIONIN THE

Cereals AZORES
Rice
Sugar FRUIT, VEGETABLES, FLOWERSAND LIVE PLANTS

Vegetable oils
Beef/veal Tropicalproducts
Pigmeat Pineapples
Milk and milk products Other fruit: avocados, anonas, passion fruit, mangoes etc.

Exotic plants and flowers
On a temporary basis

Compound feedingstuffs Other fruit and vegetablesntendedfor the local market
Bovine animals for fattening Citrus fruit
Seed potatoes Various fruit and vegetables

SUGAR BEET
AID FOR THE PURCHASEOF COMMUNITYPRODUCTS

SEED POTATOES, CHICORYAND TOBACCO
Breeding animals

Cattle VINES

Pigs
Day-old chicks and eggs for hatching BEEF/VEAL

Products for use in the manufactureof liqueurwines

Concentrated and rectified grape must ANNEX 4
Wine alcohol (temporarily)

COMMUNITYAIDTOTHEAZORESAND MADEIRA IN
THE ENERGYSECTOR

2. AGRICULTURALPRODUCTSCOVEREDBYTHE
MEASURESTO ASSISTPRODUCTIONON MADEIRA In addition to the specific aid for energy supplies which the

Commissionisproposingunder the POSEIMAprogramme,FRUIT, VEGETABLES, FLOWERS AND LIVE PLANTS the Community has provided and will continue to provide
financial support for energy-relatedmeasures in the Azores

Tropical products and Madeira.
Sweet potatoes
Tropical fruit, including anonas, avocados, pineapples and By means of the various Commission programmes which

papaws are currently in operation or being prepared, whether they
Exotic plants and flowers are specific to the energy sector or of a more generalnature,

the Community is providing or could provide support for
Other products energy-relatedmeasureson both groups of islands, depend-
Non-tropical fruit ing on the rules and priorities laid down for each pro-

Potatoes gramme.

Vegetablesother than potatoes The above-mentionedprogrammesinclude:

SUGAR CANE - the.JOULE programme for research and development
in the energy sector;

VINEYARDS - regional and urban energy programmes;
the THERMIE programme for the development or-

energy-related technologies;
3. AGRICULTURALPRODUCTSCOVEREDBYTHE - the SAVE programme to promote the efficient use of

MEASURESRELATINGTOSUPPLIES IN THEAZORES energy;
the VALORENprogramme for the exploitationof the-

GENERAL MEASURES RELATING TO SUPPLIES Community'sown energy potential;
muitifund operations programmes;-

Cereals - the Community's REGIS scheme to assist the remoter

Raw sugar regions.
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Proposal for a

COUNCIL DECISION

setting up a programmeof options specific to the remote and
insular nature of Madeira and the Azores (POSEIMA)

THE COUNCILOF THE EUROPEANCOMMUNITIES, that the Azores and Madeira form an integral part of the Commu-

nity and that the regional reality deriving from their particular
Having regard to the Treaty establishingthe European Economic

geographicalsituation must be recognized;
Community,

Whereas the measures contained in the programmemust accord-
Having regard to the Act of Accession of Spain and Portugal, ingly take into account the special characteristics and constraints

Having regard to the proposal from the Commission, of the Azores and Madeira without underminingthe integrity and
coherence of the Community legal order; whereas the economic

Having regard to the opinion of the European Parliament, effects of specific measures must therefore remain limited to the

Having regard to the opinionof the Economicand Social Commit- territory of the Azores and Madeira without affecting directly the

tee, functioningof the common market;

Whereas the autonomous Portuguese regions of the Azores and Whereas Community policies already provide many instruments
Madeirabelongpoliticallyand economicallyto the Communityby and programmeswhich could deal with some of the specificprob-
virtue of the Act of Accession, which did, however, recognize lems and constraintsof the Azores and Madeira, notablyconcern-

some of their specific characteristicsby allowing various isolated ing fisheries, energy, environment,the craft industry and research

exceptions in the applicationof the common policies; and development; whereas steps should be taken to put these
instruments and programmes to best use in the Azores and

Whereas the MemberStates, in a joint declarationannexed to the
Madeira, especially by ensuring that they reach these remote re-

Act of Accession, called on the Community institutions to devote

special attention to the developmentpolicies of the two regions, gions and by developing appropriate technical assistance mea-

theobject ofwhich is to overcomethe handicapsof these regions, sures;

which arise from their geographical situation, far away from the WhereasCommunityrules must take accountof the specificnature

mainlandof Europe, their physical geographicalfeatures, the seri- of the Azores and Madeira and permit their economic and social

ous deficiency of infrastructures and their economic backward- development,particularly in those areas where the fragile nature

ness; of island territories is particularly acute, such as transport, taxa-

tion, the socialsector, researchand development,or the protection
Whereas the European Parliament, in its resolution of 14 April of the environment in view of the vulnerabilityof the Azores and
1989 on Community programmes to help the Portuguese auton-

Madeira to the risks of environmental natural disasters;or
omous island regions1, consideredthat in viewof their islandstatus

and highly peripheral situation the Azores and Madeira deserve Whereas,with respect to taxation, the special characteristicsof the

special treatment from the Community; Azores and Madeiracan be catered for by allowingspecial indirect
taxation arrangementscompatiblewith the rules of the Treaty and

Whereas the Azores and Madeira suffer from a serious structural
lack of development aggravated by a number of constraints (re- capable of promoting their economic and social development;

moteness, isolation, small size, difficult terrain and climate) whose Whereas it is important to provide regular transport links at the

unchanging nature and combined impact have serious effects on lowest possible cost to alleviate the drawbacksof remoteness and

their economicand social developmentand place them among the the island location; whereas air transport is an instrument of re-

least-favoured regions of the Community; whereas these special gional development and the most appropriate forms of greater
constraints make it necessary to step up Community support in liberalization should be worked out, notably under partnership
order to ensure that the Azores and Madeira are fully involved in arrangements;
the dynamic[s] of the internal market; whereas this Community Whereas the exceptionalgeographicalsituationof the Azores and
support takes the form ofoperationsunder the reformedstructural Madeira in relation to of supply for productsused inputs
Funds (enjoying the prioritygiven to the Objective 1 regions), but

sources as

in certain food sectors,which are essential for currentconsumption
must also ensure that the special constraints affecting the Azores

or processing in the archipelago, entails costs that are a severe
and Madeira are taken into account in the applicationof common

policies, in accordancewith the Communityapproachto the remo- handicap for this area; whereas there is a need, in this connection,

ter regions, of which the adoption and implementation of the
to make special arrangements for the supply of these products
within the limits of market needs for the two regions and takingPOSEIDOMprogramme for the French overseas departments is

the first practical example;
account of local production and traditional trade flows;

Whereas the extreme remoteness of the Azores and Madeira in
Whereas an overall, multi-sector approach is necessary to allow

relation to of supply of refined petroleum products,for the special constraintson the Azores and Madeira in the appli-
sources

on to meet energycation of commonpolicies; whereas a coherent line must be taken coupled with the heavy reliance these products
needs and the compartmentalizationof the market, means that

as part of an overall action programme involving legislative mea-
supply costs in the Azores and Madeira much higher than in

sures and financial commitments;
are

mainlandPortugal;whereas these costs are at presentborne by the

Whereas, for the purposes of implementing this programme, the regional budgets, which limits correspondinglytheir capability for

necessary legal acts will be adopted either by the Council or by the action to promote economic and social development; whereas

Commission, as appropriate, before 31 December 1992; whereas these higher costs should be offset by temporary Community aid

the applicationofcertainmeasuresin thisprogrammecould extend tied to the applicationby the two regions of incentiveprogrammes

beyond the process of completing the internal market, given the to promote investment in energy saving and the development of

permanentconstraintswhich are a particularfeatureof the Azores
and Madeira;
Whereas this programmemust be based on the twofold principle 1. OJ No C 120, 16.5.1989, p. 321.
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local, renewableenergy sources to improve the energy supply and gramme and those applied at national and regional level;
demand situation on the islands;

Whereas Portugal and the region must take account of the mea-
Whereas free zones can be an appreciableinstrumentof economic sures and operations under this programme in drafting future
development in the remote island regions of the Azores and regional developmentplans; whereas the Commission,within the
Madeira;whereascustomsmeasuresmay be appropriateregarding scope of its powers, will take steps to ensure that this programme
the arrangements applicable to the free zones in the Azores and is consistent with the operationsof the structuralFunds and other
Madeira, in view of their special geographicalsituation; Community financial instruments,
Whereas, in view of the dependence of the Azores and Madeira
on the outside world for supplies of steel products, it would be
appropriate to take temporary measures, to extend beyond 31 HAS DECIDED AS FOLLOWS:
December 1992 the provisions concerning the pricing of these
products contained in Article 376 of the Act of Accession; Article 1

Whereas the special production conditions in the Azores and 1. An action programme for Madeira and the Azores, known as
Madeira require that particular attention be paid to applying the POSEIMA (Programme of options specific to the remote and
common agricultural policy to this region; whereas appropriate insular nature of Madeira and the Azores) and set out in the
measures are needed to assist the development of the fruit and Annex, is hereby established. This programmeshall cover legisla-
vegetable and flowers and live plant sectors; whereas these mea- tive measures and financial commitments.
sures will have to promote the growing of tropical products in

2. Within the of the conferred it by theparticular; whereas special attention will have to be given to context powers upon
Madeira bananas in view of their crucial economic and social Treaty, the Council shall adopt the provisions necessary for the

importancefor the island and with due account for aspects relating
executionof this programmeand invite the Commissionto submit

to ecological balance and the countryside; whereas other market the relevant proposals as soon as possible.
and structuralmeasureswill be required to support local products, Article 2especially for the milk sector in the Azores in view of the social
importance for small producers; The financial resources required to implementthe measures relat-

Whereas, in view of the considerable social importance of main- ing to agriculturalstructures appearing in this programmeshall be

taining craft activities in the two regions, specific Community
determined in the annual budgetary procedures.

measures should be taken to fit in with those already planned Article 3under the Community support framework; whereas these mea-

sures should aim at promoting vocational training, access to new This Decision shall take effect on ... 1991.
technology and the use of such technology, and access to new

markets; Article 4

Whereas the preparation, implementation,monitoringand evalu- This Decision shall be published in the Official Journal of the
ation of the measures provided for in this programme require a European Communities.
partnershipbetween the Commissionand the competentnational
and regional authorities; whereas this partnership must permit Done at Brussels, For the Council
complementarity between the measures laid down in the pro- The President

ANNEX

PROGRAMMEOF OPTIONS SPECIFIC TO THE REMOTE AND INSULAR NATURE OF
MADEIRAAND THE AZORES (POSEIMA)

TITLE I dynamic[s] of the internal market by making optimumuse of

General principles existing Community regulations and instruments;
assisting the Azores and Madeira to catch up economically-

1. POSEIMA will be based on the twofold principle that and socially, principally through Communityfinancingof the
Madeira and the Azores form an integral part of the Community specific measures contained in POSEIMA.
and that the regional reality, characterizedby the special features
and constraints specific to the regions concerned as distinct from 3.2. The Member State and the regions concerned will take into
the Community as a whole, must be recognized. account the specific measures and operations contained in

POSEIMA when drawing up future regional developmentplans.2. Implementationof the measures and operationsset out in the Within the scope of its powers, the Commission, for its part, will
POSEIMA programme will in principle be carried out before 31 take steps to ensure that the operations conducted under
December 1992, through the adoption either by the Council or by POSEIMA are consistent with the operations of the structural
the Commission, as appropriate, of the necessary legal acts, in Funds and other Community financial instruments.
accordance with the provisions and procedures laid down in the

Treaty. 3.3. The drafting, implementation,monitoringand evaluation of

3.1. The POSEIMAprogrammewill help attain the general aims the operations and measures contained in POSEIMAwill be car-

ried out in partnership by the Commission and the competentof the Treaty by contributing to the achievementof the following
specific objectives: national and regional authorities. Efforts will be made to ensure

that POSEIMA operations and those conducted at national andbetter integration of Madeira and the Azores into the Com--

munity by establishing an appropriate framework for the ap- regional levels complementeach other as far as possible.
plication of common policies in this area; 4. The measures and operationscontained In POSEIMAshould
the full involvement of the Azores and Madeira in the enable the specific nature and constraints of the Azores and-
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Madeira to be taken into account without undermining the integ- beet is sufficient to satisfy local market needs and as long as

rity and coherence of the Community legal order. the total volume of sugar refined in the Azores does not

exceed 10,000 tonnes;
TITLE 11 with respect to supplies of compound feedingstuffs in-

Optimum use of existing policies and instruments Madeira, the system will be applied temporarily pending an

5. The Commission, in partnershipwith the Member State and increase in capacity and the modernization of the industry
the two regions concerned, and within the frameworkof the exist- producing these feedingstuffs, subject to the limits of local

ing regulations,will endeavourto ensure that optimum use is made market needs and taking account of local production. This
of existing Communityinstrumentsand programmesin the Azores measure could be applied for three marketing years for the
and Madeira, in particular by developing appropriate technical products coming under CN Codes 2309 90 31, 33, 41, 43, 51
assistance programmes. and 53.

TITLE 111 9.3. In the Azores, for the purposes of genetic improvement,aid

Application of common policies in the Azores and Madeira may be granted for the purchaseof male breedinganimalsoriginat-
ing in the Community (beef breeds).

6. Directives or other measures adopted in connectionwith the
9.4. In Madeira, specific will be to developinternal market and other common policies will have to take ac-

measures necessary
livestock farming for local market needs:

count of the special characteristicsof the Azores and Madeira and
-

make their economicand social developmentpossible,particularly
aid for the purchase of breeding animals (cattle, pigs, chicks
and hatching eggs) originating in the Community;in the fields of transportand taxation, social matters, research and

-

technologicaldevelopment (without prejudice to the Community
on a temporarybasis, limited to decreasingquantitiespending

framework programme on this topic), and protection of the envi- the development of local production, exemption from levies
and/or customs duties for the purchase of cattle for fatteningronment.
originating in non-member countries; in the light of this

7.1. Due allowancewill be madein the Communitytax regulations exemption, aid for the supply of Communityproducts will be
for the special characteristicsof the Azores and Madeira to admit granted to facilitate the access of these productson equivalent
an indirect taxation system specific to these regions, compatible conditions. After four years of application of the system, the
with the rules of the Treaty and capable of promoting their situation would be reviewed.
economic and social development. 9.5. For the production of liqueur wines in Madeira solely to

7.2. As regardsVATthis meansmaintainingspecialarrangements satisfy local marketneeds, aid will be provided for the purchaseof
for the Azores and Madeira in accordancewith the Act of Acces- rectified concentratedmusts in the Community,pending the result
sion. of a feasibilitystudyon the constructionofa wine alcoholdistillery.
7.3. A special arrangement for excise duties on manufactured 10.1. In the course of 1991 specificCommunityaid to compensate
tobacco, spirits and other alcoholic beverages, and petroleum for the extra cost of supplying oil to the Azores and Madeira will

products after 31 December 1992 taking account of the problems be introduced for a three-year period on the terms laid down in

of extreme remoteness will have to be incorporated into the gen- paragraphs 10.2 to 10.5.
eral framework of the Commission'sproposals on excise duties. 10.2. The extra costs to be offset by this aid those related toare

8. The Community and the Member State will develop any ac- the transport by sea of petroleumproducts between the mainland

tions designed to enable the many different Community airlines, and the main depots on the islands of the Azores and Madeira,
particularly local airlines, to serve the Azores and Madeira in the and between the main depots and the secondary depots on the

interests of their development. other islands.

TITLE IV 10.3. The referenceyear for the calculationof Communityaid will

Specific measures to mitigate the effects of be 1989: account will be taken only of the costs of sea transport-

the exceptionalgeographicalsituation and not of the cost of storage and distributionon the islands- on

the basis of the quantities of petroleum products actually trans-
9.1. Within six months from the date on which this Decision takes ported in 1989, the average transportcosts by categoryof product
effect, the Council or the Commission, as appropriate,will adopt in 1989 and the average ecu/escudo exchange rate in that year.
the measures laid down in this article which are intended to al-
leviate the impact of the additional costs involved in maintaining 10.4. Aid will be granted for three years from 1 January 1991 up

supplies of agricultural products resulting from the remote and to 31 December1993. During these three years, annual Communi-
insular nature of the Azores and Madeira. ty aid will remain constant and equal to the extra cost of supplies,
9.2. In the case of essential agriculturalproducts for consumption as defined above, in the reference year (1989).
or processing in the two regions, this Communityaction will con- 10.5. Communityaid will be granted subject to the condition that
sist, within the limits of local market requirementsand taking into over the same period the beneficiary regions devote at least 50%
account local production and traditional trade flows, in: of the amount of Community aid to incentive programmes to

exempting from levies and/or customs duties products investment in saving and the development of-

promote energy
originating in non-membercountries; local, renewableenergy sources to improve the situationof energy
permitting, in parallel and in competitionwith products from supply and demand the islands. The regional authorities will- on

non-membercountriesand on equivalentterms, the supply of present an annual report to the Commissionto enableit to monitor
Communityproducts taken into interventionstorage or avail- observanceof this condition.
able on the Communitymarket.

The principles underlying the application of this system will be as
11. Inward processing operations carried out in the Azores and
Madeira free zones will not be subject to the economicconditions

follows:
in order to ensure that these measures have an impact on the to arrangements.

-
attaching these

level of production costs and consumer prices, a mechanism 12. The provisions concerning the pricing of steel products con-

will have to be set up to monitor this impact up to the end-user tained in Article 376 of the Act of Accession will be extended for

stage; three years beyond 31 December 1992. During the year preceding
with respect to raw sugar supplies for the Azores, the system the expiryof this period the Commissionwill evaluate this measure-

will be applicableuntil such time as local production of sugar and review the situation.
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TITLE V chicory (subject to a maximum of 400 hectares);
specificaid for the collectionof tobacco and for the traditional-

Specificmeasurestosupportproductsof Madeiraandthe Azores
local productionof leaf tobacco, subject to maximumguaran-

13. In view of the economicand social importanceof bananas for teed quantities;
Madeiraand the objectiveof a fair standardof livingforproducers, - temporaryaid per hectare for the growingof vines to produce
the Commissionwill, without waiting for the adoptionof common quality wines psr, to be granted to producers and producer
rules, decide on structural action to assist this sector. With a view groups or organizations pending the results of restructuring
to improving the conditions of production and competition, such and subject to a maximum of 1,700 hectares;
action will include measures concerning research, harvesting,pre-

- specific aid designed to ensure the survival of traditional
sentation and processing, transport, storage, marketing and com- economicactivities in the milk sector;
mercial promotion. - specific additional aid for the fattening of adult male cattle,
The Council, acting on a proposal from the Commission, will lay within the limits of traditional levels of production.
down provisins for bananasbefore 31 December 1992 with a view 14.5. As regards animal and plant health, appropriate measures
to the completion of the single market. will be taken to safeguard Madeira and the Azores from certain
14.1. Within six months from the date on which this Decision harmful diseases and organisms against which they are not yet
takes effect the Council or the Commission, as appropriate, will protected. A Communityfinancial contributionmay also be made

adopt the measures referred to in this article. towards prevention or eradication programmes.
14.2. Measures for the fruit and vegetable and live plants and 14.6. To encourageagriculturalproducers in the Azores to supply
flowers sectors,in the Azores and Madeira may take the form of: high-qualityproducts and to promote the marketingof such prod-

temporar aid per hectare for programmes of measures car- ucts, the Community may finance the design and promotion of a
-

ried out by producers and producer groups or organizations logo for each of these regions.
to diversifyproductionand/or improve productquality; these

14.7. Special exceptions be made, the basis of duly sub-
programmes should serve to develop tropical products in par-

may on

stantiated applications from the Portuguese authorities, to provi-ticular. The aid may be increased in cases where the im-
sions restricting preventing the granting of certain types oforplementation of these programmes involves technical assist-
structural aid to reflect the special characteristicsof agriculture inance measures; the Azores and Madeira, with due account being taken of theaid for the marketing of tropical products where the volume-

of trade does not exceed 3,000 tonnes for each product and
measures already adopted to assist Portugal.

for each of the two regions, under marketingseason contracts 14.8. New forms of structural assistance may also be envisaged
between producers in these regions and operators in other within the frameworkof programmes to be submitted by the Por-
parts of the Community; tuguese authorities:
the funding of an economic analysis and forward planning (a) Madeira:

-

study of the processed fruit and vegetable sector (particularly aids to improveand diversifyproductionand to improveprod--

tropical fruit and vegetables). uct quality, particularly in the of wine, fruit and vegeta-case
14.3. Other measures to help support and develop local produc- bles, flowers and live plants, animal products and forestrytion on Madeira may take the form of: products;

specific aid per hectare for potato-growing,within the limits-

of the present areas under cultivation, irrespective of any (b) the Azores:

measures which might be adopted in the context of a market - aids to improveand diversifyproductionand to improveprod-
organization for this product; uct quality, particularly in the case of milk, animal products,
as regards sugar cane:- fruit and vegetables, flowersand live plants, wine and forestry
* specific aid per hectare for producers and producer products;

groups or organizations growing sugar cane under a re-
- aid to offset the additional cost of agricultural investments

structuringplan to be submittedby the Portugueseauth- because of the need for protection against natural disasters
orities. After five years this aid may be granted solely to and, where productionhas been diversified,aid for the estab-
producer groups or organizations; lishment of a solidarity fund for the restorationof production

* aid for the direct processing of sugar cane into sugar potential damaged by natural disasters.

syrup (Mel de cana) or farm rum, where a minimum 15.1. Community measures will be introduced to assist small
price is paid to the cane-grower; businesses in the Azores and Madeira in the fields of occupationalspecific aid for grapes to be used in the making of quality training, to technologyand the of such technology,

-

access new use
wines psr, to be granted to producers and producergroups or and access to new markets.
organizations, subject to appropriate limits on the yield per
hectare. Quantitiesdelivered for distillationwill not be taken 15.2. Such projects must be selected, on the one hand, on a

into account. After five years this aid will be granted solely to partnershipbasis in close collaborationwith the regional and local

producer groups or organizations; authorities concerned and, on the other hand, be consistent with

specificaid to supportproductsof traditionalstockfarmingon- the schemes implemented by the Commission in other regions of
Madeira and intended for local consumption (fresh milk and the Community.
fresh meat). 15.3. The Commission and the Member State will introduce the

14.4. Other measures to help support local production in the necessary measures to improve the disseminationand accessibility
Azores may take the form of: of the programmesand networksavailableunder the Community's

in the case of sugar beet: enterprisepolicy, with a view to increasing the productivityof the
-

* flat-rate aid per hectare for the development of local craft sector in the Azores and Madeiraand increasingtheir outlets
production,subject to a limit on quantitiescorresponding on the Communitymarket.
to productionof 10,000 tonnes of sugar; TITLE VI* specific aid for the processing of locally grown beet into
white sugar, with a view to stabilizing supply costs; Final provision

specificaid per hectare for the growingof seed potatoes (sub- 16. The Commission will report annually to the Council on pro-
-

ject to a maximum of 200 hectares) and for the growing of gress in the implementationof the POSEIMA programme.
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TAX POLICY FOR BULGARIA
Charles E. McLure, Jr.*

This paper was prepared as part of the Report of the Bulgarian Economic Growth and
Transition Project, preparedunder the auspicesof the National Chamber Foundationfor the
People'sRepublicofBulgariaandsubmittedtotheGovernmentofBulgariainOctober1990.

The paper is publishedwith the permissionof the National Chamber Foundation.

I. INTRODUCTION:OBJECTIVESAND CONSTRAINTS Contents

It is crucial that Bulgaria move as quickly as possible, consistentwith the need to I Introduction: Objectives and
choose the correct system carefully, to introduce a modern tax system that will constraints

be conducive to fair and rapid economic growth. Falure to do this will aggravate Il The exist ng tax system
both the fiscal problems of the state and macro-economicimbalance, leading to A. Turnover taxes

inflationary pressures. Privatization adds urgency to the problem because old B. Profits taxes on companies
methodsof collectingtaxes on the turnoverand profitsofcaptivestate enterprises C. Individual income taxes

will no longer be available. 1. Wage and salaries tax
2. Tax on income of authors,

scholars, artists, etc.
It is important that the contours of future tax policy - if not all the details - be 3. Tax on income from private
established and announced as soon as possible in order to inform potential business and liberal
investors of the rules of the game, since uncertainty will tend to suppress professions
investment. Such rules should then not be changed in fundamentalways, except

4. The proposal for a new

in extraordinarycircumstances, in order to enforce the principle that tax liabilities global system
D. Social security contributionsare predictable in advance.
E. Other miscellaneousprovisions
F. Summary evaluation

Finally, for political reasons it is important to establish correct policy at the Ill. VAT: The new revenue workhorsebeginning. Massive changes are currently taking place in all aspects of the
economic rules of the game; in the context of transition particularchoices of tax

IV. Structural issues in the individual
income taxrules have primarily prospective significance. But ten years from now business A. The role of withholdingdecisions will have been made on the basis of these rules and vested interestswill B. Schedular taxation

have emerged. Once that happens it will be politicallydifficult to correct unwise C. The taxpaying unit
choices in tax policy made today. D. Personal exemptions

E. Itemized deductions

Bulgaria should resist the temptation to simply follow the well-worn tracks of tax F. The relationship to the taxation

policy in Western democracies and developing countries for several reasons.
of enterprises

G. The rate scheduleFirst, much of the tax policy followed throughout the rest of the world does not H. Indexation of nominal amountsmake much sense. Bulgaria should not make the same mistakes that have been
V. Alternatives for business taxationmade elsewhere. Second, social, economic and administrative conditions found

A. The broad-based real incomein Bulgaria differ from conditions in both Western market economies and de- tax
veloping countries. Fiscal solutions should reflect these differences. In short, B. The broad-based nominal
Bulgaria should re-examine the policies used elsewhereand consider alternatives income tax
more suited to its own needs and conditions. C. The Swiss cheese income tax

D. The SAT

Unfortunately, tax analysis and the determinationof the best tax policy for any
E. A hybrid system
F. Summary evaluationcountry cannot be made quickly. This is especially true in a country such as

Bulgaria, where there has been a command economy, where the fundamental VI. The tax on wage increments
economic transformation that is occurring complicates policy analysis, where Vil. Summary and conclusions

adequatedata do not exist, where there is a scarcityof experts trained in tax policy . References
analysis, and where language problems impede consultation and research by Surnrnary: Evaluation of alternat ves
outside advisers. And yet, action must be taken quickly to avert short-termfiscal
problems and establish the tax rules under which the game of business will be
played. This poses the problem of how to choose short-termpolicies that will not * Senior Fellow, Hoover Institution, Stan-
be inconsistentwith the long-term policies that will result from further analysis. ford, California.
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In designing a new tax policy for Bulgaria there are impor- One of the most important features of the transition from
tant objectives and constraints. First, tax policy should be central planning to a market economy is the opening of the

conducive to capital formation; that is, it should encourage economy to foreign trade and international capital flows.
both domestic saving and investment by both Bulgarians This has several implicationsfor tax policy. Tax policy must

and foreigners.The problemof ensuring that the tax climate not unduly hinder foreign investment. This suggests that

is competitivewith the tax climateof othercountriesemerg- much of the tax burden must fall on domesticconsumption,
ing from socialism is discussed further below. rather than on income, since income taxes are more likely

Second, tax policy should be economically neutral; that is,
to deter foreign investment.

it should not discriminate in favour of certain economic Income tax policy must be madewith a view to what is being
activitiesand against others. This reflects a belief that under done in othercountries.This includesboth the tax treatment

the proper circumstances free markets generally do fairly of income earned abroad by the home countries of foreign
well in determining what should be produced, the best investors and the tax treatment of such income by other

technology to use, how production should be organized potential importers of capital, with whom Bulgaria com-

(state enterprise, joint venture, stock company, etc.) and petes for funds.
how it should be financed. This view takes as given the Since home countries allow their residents credits for
successful transition to a market economy that is relatively many

free of artificialstate interferencein such mattersas pricing,
taxes paid to countries where income is earned, it is gener-

financing, production decisions and resource allocation. It ally thought senseless for source countries not to impose

implies that the government generally would not use tax
taxes that can be fully credited. But the issue is morecompli-
cated than this. Not all countries tax foreign-source income

policy to pick winners and losers, i.e. sectors to receive
particularly generous treatment or (except in the case of (France does not), and some that do (e.g. Germany) allow

charges intended to prevent environmentaldegradation) to
tax sparing credits for taxes not paid because of investment

be penalized.
.

ncentves. In other countries - most notably the United
States - many taxpayers are already paying more tax to

A closely related issue that also has implicationsfor fairness foreign governments than can be credited at home. Even
involves horizontal equity or equal treatment of equals. where this is not true, the deferral of tax until earnings are

Income from various sources should be subject to similar repatriated can create incentives similar to those facing in-

tax treatment, both as a matter of neutrality and a matter vestors from countries that do not tax foreign-source in-

of basic fairness. Moreover, alternative ways of organizing come. In any of these cases the potential investor, and not

production (state enterprises, cooperatives, stock com- its government, actually feels the burden of source-country
panies, joint ventures, private companies, etc.) should be taxes. In such cases it is especially important to ensure that

subject to similar tax treatment, as should foreign and Bulgaria's tax system does not make it unattractive to

domestic investors. Preferential treatment of foreign inves- foreign investors.
tors creates incentives for Bulgarians to launder money The remainderof this article provides brief descriptionof
and invest it under disguise of a foreign company; such

a

treatment is also likely to generate ill-will based on envy.
the key elements of the Bulgarian tax system (Section II),
and then applies the principles outlined above to evaluate

Part of Bulgaria's legacy of socialism and central planning the value added tax (Section III), structural issues in the

is the lack of an effective system of tax administrationand design of the individual income tax (Section IV), and five

compliance (which includes a lack of experiencewith West- alternativesfor the taxationof business income (SectionV).
ern accountingsystems). This has three important implica- Section VI addresses the special issue of the tax on wage
tions. First, such administrationshould be improved signif- increments. Section VII provides a summary and conclu-

icantly as soon as practical; this is likely to require substan- sions.
tial technical assistance.

Second, tax policy must be designed taking account of the Il. THE EXISTING TAX SYSTEM
present weakness of administration and compliance. Sub-
stantial reliance must be placed on withholdingat source in The tax system of Bulgaria shares many features of tax

order to minimize the number of tax returns that must be systems found in other socialist countries of Eastern

filed and processed. In many instances this will imply the Europe. Roughly 22 percent of tax revenue is derived'from

choice of rough justice over fine tuning in the design of turnovertaxes and excises, 43 percent from income taxes on

policy, that is, conceptually attractive provisions may need companies, especially state enterprises, 8 percent from in-

to be sacrificed to administrativereality. It is likely that the come taxes on individuals, and 21 percent from social secu-

resulting system - while less attractive on paper - will be rity contributions. This pattern differs markedly from that

both more equitable and more neutral than one that aims found in Europeanmembersof the OECD: 32 percent from

at objectives that cannot be achieved. The third implication taxes on goods and services, 7 percent from corporate in-

iS the need to consider tax consequences in constructing come taxes, 29 percent from individual income taxes, and

accounting rules. 27 percent frm social security contributions.1

Like other countries newly emerging from socialism, Bul- The remainderof this section provides a thumbnail descrip-
garia is attempting to choose a system that encourages tion of the basic features of the four most important taxes.2

economic progress while protecting the economicallyweak
and avoiding extreme differences in income. The objective
of using progressive taxation to limit income inequality is 1 These figures are from Owens (1990), at 37; they are for 1988.

problematical, since high tax rates stifle the work effort, 2. This description draws on IBFD (1989) and interviews with officials

saving, investment and risk taking that make economic of the Ministryof Finance. The description is inevitablysomewhat sketchy

progress occur. It is suggested, therefore, that tax rates be
in places, given the paucity of published material on the tax system,

only mildly progressive and that punitive rates be avoided. language problems and the brevity of field work in Bulgaria. Moreover, it

describes only what is on the books; it makes no attempt to specifywhat

The top rate should be no higher than 50 percent, and a rate actually happens. In particular, it does not address such questions as

much lower than that (e.g. in the range of 30-40 percent) whether company taxes are negotiated after the fact and the efficacy of

would be preferable. administrationof the various taxes.
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(The situation is changing so rapidly that it is difficult to Bulgaria makes virtually no use of explicit customs duties.

provide a totallycurrentdescription.What followsdescribes Less than two percent of total tax revenue comes from this
the situation prevailing in August 1990, as well as some source. Rather, price differences representing the (posi-
changes made since then (and a few made earlier). This tive and negative) differencesbetween the administratively
description provides a useful historical starting place for a determined wholesale prices of imports and their import
discussion on tax reform in Bulgaria.) prices, calculated at the official exchange rate, serve as

taxes and subsidies on imports.
A. Turnover taxes, customsand excises

B. Profits taxes on companies
Until recently turnover taxes in Bulgaria were calculated,
as in other centrally planned economies, as the difference The profits tax is levied on the balance sheet profits of all
between producer prices and retail prices, net of wholesale juridical entities, including state enterprises, cooperatives,
and retail trade margins. (Where this difference is negative stock companies, limited liability companies and joint ven-

a subsidy rather than a tax occurs.)Tax naturallyrepresents tures. This definition of profits allows no deduction for

widely differing fractions of the retail (or wholesale) prices several important types of expenses, including interest on

of various goods and services in such a system. Indeed, short-term and investment credit, insurance, management
before 1988 there were more than 20,000 such implicit turn- salaries, and bonuses for workers; nor can taxable profits
over tax rates in Bulgaria. Since tax liability is determined be reduced by losses in excess of planned norms. Since

by subtraction, rather than by multiplicationof a rate times January 1989 depreciation allowances calculated on a

a base, it makes little sense even to speak of either the tax straight-line basis are allowed. The allowance for any one

base or the tax rate, and taxes do not have the distributive year may be increased by 50 percent, but total allowances
and allocativeeffectsusuallyattributed to them in the West- claimed cannot exceed the cost of assets. Profits derived
ern public finance literature.3 Once Bulgaria moves to a from participation in other enterprises are excluded from
market economy, it will not be administrativelyfeasible or taxable profits. Although most subsidies are ncluded in

economicallydesirable to continue this system. balance sheet receipts, those granted after the fact to state
are not.

In 1988 initial steps were taken to convert to a Western enterprisesmaking losses

system of indirect taxation. Excise taxes on several com- The standard rate of profits tax is 62 percent (the 50 percent
monly excisable items (alcoholic beverages, tobacco prod- state profits tax, a 10 percent municipallevyand a 2 percent
ucts, matches, coffee, petroleum products and certain lux- tax earmarked for the Irrigation Fund). A 5 percent tax is

ury goods) have been split off from turnover taxes. Except also leved on profits allocated to the Development and
for those on petroleum products, excises are calculated at Technical Renovation Fund, which includes accumulated
ad valorem rates applied to retail sales - ranging from 24 to depreciation.Exceptionsto the basic50 percentrate include
80 percent. 10 percent for agriculture(reduced from 20 percent in April
For purposesof the turnovertax, productshave beenplaced 1990), 25 percent for tourism and 30 percent for joint ven-

into 45 groups, based on the ratio of retail prices (net of
tures with more than 20 percent foreign participation.

trade margins) to wholesale prices; the implcit tax rates
Losses can be carried forward five years, and a five-year tax

range from 5 to 70 percent, with an average effective rate holiday is providedfor firmsengaged in hightechnology.
of 25 percent. Sales of intermediate goods, capital goods A reduction of the basic rate to 45 percent is being consi-
and exports are tax-exempt. dered; it would be applied to the profits of all but the

smallest enterprises. Of this, 20 percent (9 percent of pro-The tax is still calculated as a residual, but there are plans fits) would go to municipal governments.The tax would be
to shift on 1 September 1990 to a system of taxes collected based on income reported for financial accounting pur-
at the manufacturer'slevel but based on retal prices (most less tax reliefs for certain activities but increased
of which will still be set centrally); this system will have poses,

explicit ad valorem rates of 10 and 20 percent. There has by certain disallowed expenses such as high representation
been talk of shifting to a standard credit-methodVAT of expenses.

the type leviedin the EuropeanCommunityat the beginning
of 1991, but this timetableis unrealistic.Under the prospec- C. Individual income taxes
tive VAT, some goods will be exempt and others will be
taxed at rates of 10 and 20 percent. The timing and success Bulgaria does not have a global individual income tax sys-
of this change will depend on both the completionof price tem, despite having what is called The Law for General
liberalization and the establishment of the requisite ad- Income Tax. Rather, it relies on a group of three schedular
ministrativecapabilities. (In the absence of price liberaliza- taxes, each with its ownbase and progressiverate schedule.

tion VAT simply acts as a profits tax, unless there is an

explicit policy of allowing the tax to be passed through in 1. Wage and salaries tax

the form of higher prices.) The tax on wages and salariess levied on an individualbasis
and is withheld by employing enterprises. It is based on

monthlyremuneration,excludingcertainbonusesand social
welfare payments. There are no personal exemptions for

3. For further elaboration,see Gray (1990). See Holzman (1954) for the the taxpayer, spouse or dependents, and no deductions for
classic description of the type of tax systems in Soviet-stylecentrally plan- personal expenditures,but an amount equal to the monthly
ned economies. minimum wage (currently 165 Lv. per month) is exempt
4. It is useful to know the hard currency equivalent of these figures. from tax.4 Tax is levied at graduated marginal rates that
Unfortunately,in a system with an over-valuedexchange rate (or multiple range from 12 to 14 percent. This top rate is reached at a

rates) it makes no sense to use (one of) the official rate(s). At the time this monthly income of 400 Lv., which is about 150 percent of
was written in August 1990 the black market rate was roughly 15 leva to

the dollar. In March 1991 the newly legal free market rate stood at about the average wage of 260 Lv. However, there is a 30 percent
this level. Even the use of this figure for conversion is improper, since so marginal rate in the income range iInmediately above the

many prices were artificially depressed. minimumwage; this was recentlyreducedfrom 80 percent.
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This descriptionof the tax on wages and salary incomegives E. Othermiscellaneousprovisions
an incomplete picture. Wages and salaries are highly com-

pressed, creating the equivalent of a 100 percent marginal Bulgaria also has a numberof other taxes that do not yield
tax rate over much of the income distribution. major amounts of revenue. Particularlynoteworthyare the

progressive tax on increases in average gross salaries, vari-
2. Tax on income of authors, scholars, artists, etc. ous property taxes, gift and inheritance taxes and motor

Payments to authors, scholars, artists, musicians, jour-
vehicle taxes.

nalists, etc. over and above their normal salary and other
remuneration are subject to a progressive rate schedule F. Summaryevaluation
based on annual income of this type. The rate schedule,
which is applied on an individualbasis, begins with a margi- By any reasonable standard the Bulgarian tax system is
nal rate of 4 percent (on annual income up to 240 Lv.) and extremely complex and (in the absence of central planning)
reaches a maximummarginal rate of 50 percent (on income distortionary; it is not suited to a market economy. Major
in excess of 40,000 Lv.). There are no personal exemptions reform is needed to create a system that will be simpler and
and no itemized deductions, although an amount equal to more consistent with greater reliance on market forces. 1

the minimumwage is exempt for those with no other source Such reform must include tax administration (including
of income- computerization) and the development of tax statistics, as

well as tax policy. It is important to begin at once on a

3. Tax on income from private business and liberal two-pronged effort that introduces short-term reforms
professions quickly,while laying the groundworkfor more fundamental

reforms of tax policy and administration to be undertakenVarious types of income not consisting of either wages and
over the next several years. The following sections providesalaries or fees, and thus not subject to the two taxes previ- some guidelines for this effort. They discuss the VAT, the

ously described, are subject to the third schedular income individual income tax, the company income tax and the tax
tax. These include income from private business and the

on wage increments.
practice of liberal professions, as well as dividends and
participation in the profits of cooperatives. The bottom of
the progressive rate schedule (including the exempt III. VAT: THE NEW REVENUE WORKHORSE
amount) is identical to that for the tax on wages and salaries
(converted to an annual basis), but progression extends Bulgariacurrently relies heavily on the turnover tax. Turn-
beyond an annual income of 4,800 Lv. to reach a maximum over taxes in socialist countries with centrally plannedrate of 85 percent on income above 70,000 Lv.5 Unlike the economies differ considerably from those in market
other two taxes, this one is levied on a householdbasis; i.e. economies.6 Essentially these taxes represent a wedgeall the income of various membersof the householdis aggre- calculated as the difference between producer prices and
gated for purposes of applying the progressive rate retail prices, net of wholesale and retail margins. Thus theyschedule. Deductions are allowed for certain expenses in- are the residual in the calculation, rather than a predeter-curred in earning income, but there are no personal exemp- mined ad valorem rate or monetary quantity per unit of
tions or personal deductions. output or sales (as in the case of specific excises). By the

nature of the calculation, there hundreds,4. The proposal for a new global system
very are or even

thousands, of different implicit tax rates. Even so, they do
Plans are underway to introduce a new global income tax. little to affect resource allocation, which is largely deter-
The system would be based on taxation of individuals, mined by the plan, or income distribution, which is deter-
though perhaps with allowance for the number of children. mined by the wages and prices set by the planners. As
There would be no itemized deductions, but an amount reform occurs and taxation takes on a new character the
based on the annualizedminimum wage would be exempt. continuationof this practiceofutilizinghighly differentiated
Marginal rates of 20 to 40 percent (on annual income above rates will cause serious resource allocation problems and
48,000 Lv.) would be applied to income above that level. inequities. Moreover, administration will become a night-

mare, because of the need to draw distinctions between
activities subject to different tax rates. It is thus highlyD. Social securitycontributions desirable that Bulgaria move to a modern sales tax system
with only a few rates as soon as possible, especiallysince theA tax of 30 percent of nominal wages and salaries (20 per- sales tax is likely to become the most important source of

cent in the case of payments to foreign citizens by joint public revenue.v

ventures) is collected for the provision of pensions and
other social security payments. Several sales tax systems should be ruled out at once, except

as interim measures. These include the type of multistage
turnovertax utilized in much of Europe before the adoption
of VAT as the norm. Such taxes distort resource allocation

5. Income from the rental of residential property is subject to a separate and create incentives for vertical integration. Single stagerate schedule with rates ranging from 9 percent on income up to 200 Lv. sales taxes levied before the retail level should probablyalsoto 81 percent on income in excess of 7,000 Lv.
6. For this reason I avoid the use of the term in describinggross receipts be avoided, because of their administrative and economic

taxes, also commonly called turnover taxes in Western literature. defects. It may, however,be necessary to employsuch taxes
7. One qualification must be made to this statement. The Simplified as interim measures, and this issue is discussed below. This
AlternativeTax discussed in Section V as an alternativeto the income taxes leaves a retail sales tax and a VAT as the most appropriate
resemblesboth an income tax and a subtractionmethodVAT; this is shown long-term options for consideration.
in McLure (1990c). It is not clear that it makes sense for a country to spread
its administrative resources thin by having both a VAT and the SAT. If, The retail sales tax seems quite inappropriatefor Bulgaria,
however, Bulgaria aspires to join the EC it has no choice but to have a despite its theoretical advantages under some cir-
credit-methodVAT. Thus the SAT might substitute for the income taxes, cumstances. If all retail distribution were to remain the
but not for the VAT, as weil. monopolyof state enterprises, a retail tax could be adminis-
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tered fairly easily and would be relatively neutral. In fact, would be a serious mistake to jeopardizeboth revenues and
it is likely that retail trade will flourish in numerous small the appearance of fairness by imposing a complicated sys-

privatelyor cooperativelyowned businesses,none ofwhich tem that cannot be implementedeffectively.
has any prior experience as sales taxpayers. Thus a retail
sales tax would be virtually impossible to administereffec- A. The role of withholding
tively for many years.

The most appropriate sales tax alternative is the credit- Bulgaria lacks the tax administrationnecessary to deal with

method VATemployed in the EuropeanCommunity(EC). a system in which annual returns are filed by most recipients
This is especially true if Bulgaria aspires eventually to join of income. Nor do most income recipients have the experi-
the EC. Much of its revenue would be collected either ence with income tax returns necessary for the introduction
before the retail stage or from large retailers, and there are of a system of annual filing. Finally, for historical reasons

ways - none of them very good - to approximate taxation taxpayers have good cause not to be enthusiastc about

through the retail stage for small traders. The paper trail reporting details of their financial situation to a strong tax

of invoices inherent in the commonlyused credit method of administration that may have the power of economic life or

implementing the VAT gives that method important ad- death over them. It thus seems extremely important to

ministrative advantages. For this reason, for economic construct a system in which most taxpayers do not file re-

reasons, and because Bulgaria may eventually wish to join turns.o (Obviously those in business for themselves will be

the EC, no other method of implementing a VAT should required to file returns on which income is calculated.)This

be considered. is one of the cardinal principles guiding the discussion that
follows. As tax administration is improved and as experi-

Important issues remain to be addressed.These involve the
ence is gained and as trust in the government increases-

-

use of exemptions and/or zero-rating to avoid tax on basic complexprovisionsintended to fine-tune tax liabilities
necessities and products thought to have high social value,

more

the choice of tax rates and the tax treatment of particular
can be added to the system, if thought appropriate.

sectors (finance, housing, farming, second-hand goods,
small business, etc.) These deserve more attention than is B. Schedulartaxation
possiblehere.8 Anotherissue warrantingfurtherstudy is the

desirability of extending the tax to the retail level im- The existence of schedular taxation - taxing different types
mediately, rather than initially limiting it to a pre-retail of income under different rate schedules, rather than lump-
stage (manufacturingor wholesaling) and then extending it ng all income together and taxing this global income

as experience is gained. This depends crucially on the de- under a single schedule - is commonly thought to be inap-
velopment of the capacity of the tax administration and propriate in a modern tax system. The reasoning is that

taxpayers to deal with a retail level tax. equity and neutrality demand equal treatment of income
from all sources under a global income tax. There are,

The above discussion leaves unanswered one of the most however, reasons to question this attitude, which is based
pressing questions of all - how to finance the government naive view ofwhat is feasible. First, it simplyon a somewhat
during the period before introductionofa full-fledgedVAT. be difficultto tax all income accurately;this is especially
This question has no easy answer, but it seems appropriate

may
true in a countrywith a weak tax administration.However,

to rely on an old-fashioned gross receipts tax, despite the it is inherently difficult to measure some types of income
well-known defects mentioned above. Provision can, how- accurately; this is the case especiallywith fringe benefitsand
ever, be made for the use of rudimentarymethodsof exemp- income from business and capital.11 In such crcumstances
tion and crediting for taxes on purchases to avoid much of it may be appropriate to treat different types of income
the multiple taxation for which these taxes are notorious. In differently for administrative reasons. For example, under
addition, further revenues may be available from excises; certan circumstances wthholding taxes on wages and
this also deserves further study. Finally, it is worth em- salaries and on interest income may appropriately be final
phasizingthat there is presumablyan enormouspotential to taxes, rather than tentative taxes to be offset against global
reduce the drain on the budget represented by subsidies. liability. Similarly, it may be appropriate to disallow busi-
These are both planned subsidies, such as those implicit in ness deductionsfor the cost of providing certain fringe ben-
prices set below opportunitycosts, and unplannedsubsidies efits, instead of attempting to value the benefits and attri-
given to cover losses of unprofitable firms.9 bute them to individual employees.

Second, if some sources of income are not taxed, either as

IV. STRUCTURAL ISSUES IN THE INDIVIDUAL
INCOME TAX

a matterof policy or as a resultof administrativedifficulties,
it makes little sense to allow the expenses of earning non-

taxable income to be deducted aganst otherwise taxable
If Bulgaria is to move to a modern system of income taxa- income. The United States in its 1986 tax reform introduced
tion, a number of issues in the design of the individual schedular elements into its ostensibly global income tax for
income tax must be addressed. These include the role of this reason.12
withholding, the extent to which schedular taxation is to be

continued, the choice of taxpayingunit (individual, house-
hold, etc.), the availabilityof personal exemptions, the ad- 8. See, however, McLure (1987).

visabilityof itemized deductions for personal expenditures,
9. It is often difficult to know which prices are being subsidized, relative

to opportuntycosts, because of the pervasivenessof the system ofartficial
the relationshipto the taxationof enterprises,the rate struc- prices. Petroleumproducts provide an importantexception;since they are

ture and the indexation of nominal amounts. These issues imported, their opportunitycost in hard currency is quite clear. The prob-
are addressed briefly in this section. lem is knowing the exchange rate to use in converting this price into local

A guiding prnciple in the discussion that follows is that currency.
10. McLure and Pardo (1991) report on Colombia'sshift toward a system

simplicity is an extremely important goal, especially in the that requires fewer taxpayers to file returns after years of attempting to

next few years, when administrativecapabilitywill be weak. implement an ambitious system of self-assessment.

Fine-tuningcan be added once the administrativecapability 11. See McLure (1988) and (1990a).
has been developed to deal with greater complexity. It 12. For further discussion, see McLure (1988).
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Finally, there are well-definedsystems of taxation that rely turns, and they create opportunities for abuse. It is thus
on a schedular approach for some of their advantages over proposed that, at least initially (and perhaps in the long
alternative structures. One such approach (the Simplified term, pending further analysis), Bulgaria should allow no
AlternativeTax or SAT) is described in Section V. It distin- such deductions.14
guishes between income of individualsderived from wages,
salaries and pensions, and income from business sources. F. The relationship to the taxation of enterprisesWhereas the former is (or can be) subject to graduated
rates, the latter is taxed at a flat rate (presumably the top It is commonly agreed that it is desirable to avoid doublerate applied to the income of individuals). Moreover,while taxationof company income distributedas dividends; this ispersonal exemptions and itemized deductions may be al- achieved through the complete integration of the indi-lowed in calculating the tax on individuals, they are not

vidual and company income taxes or the provision of divi-allowed for the business tax. The SAT takes this approach dend relief. 5 It has also generallybeen agreed that it wouldto simplify tax administration, at the cost of not having a be impossible to implement complete integration, underglobal income tax levied at a singleset of rates on all income. which corporations treated like partnerships (no taxa-are
The followingevaluationof the situation in Bulgaria seems tion at the corporate level; attribution of all corporate in-
appropriate. If the SAT is chosen, its schedular elements come to shareholders for tax purposes).
should be accepted as one of its inherent strengths. If it is
rejected in favourof a traditional income tax, a more global

There are several ways in which relief from double taxation

approach would presumably be appropriate, yet several of dividendscan be achieved. Conceptuallypropermethods
include the withholdingor imputationmethod (the gross-upcaveats are in order. First, it will probably be appropriate and credit method)commonlyused in Europe, the split-rateto tolerate schedular elements in the short term, given the utilized in Germany(in conjunctionwith the imputa-lack of an adequate system of tax administration;for exam- system

ple, schedularwithholding taxes might be levied on interest tion method) and the deductionfor dividendspaid method,
which was recommended in the U.S. Treasury Depart-and dividends. This issue is related to the role of withhold-

ing, addressed above. Second, even in the long term there ment's 1984 tax reform proposals to President Reagan but

may be good reasons not to move to a fully global system. rejectedby Congress. Anotherapproachwhich is conceptu-
This deserves further consideration. ally defective, but administrativelysimpler, is the exemp-

tion of dividendsfrom shareholdertaxation. This approach,
which effectively subjects all dividends to the corporateC. The taxpaying unit rate, instead of the marginal tax rate of shareholders, was

recently adopted by Colombia.
Individual income taxes can be based on separate taxation
of individuals, on joint returns of married couples, and on

While a definitive choice between these methods requires
more complicated systems such as the French quotient further analysis, it appears that because of its greater
system. For several reasons separate filing seems most ap- simplicity the dividends paid deduction may be the most

propriate for Bulgaria.First, that is the traditionalapproach appropriateof the conventionalmethods for Bulgariato use

in Bulgaria. (Of course, one must ask whether this practice in the contextof a conventionalincome tax. The Colombian
ref[ects society's attitudes toward the proper definition of approach probably would not be appropriate for Bulgaria,
the taxpayingunit or a choice made by the previous totalita- since privatization is likely to produce widespread owner-

rian regime.) Second, separate filing is simpler and facili- ship of shares by persons in different marginal tax rate

tates accuratecollectionof exact amountsdue throughwith- brackets. By comparison, in Colombia, the ownership of

holding, without resort to annual returns. Third, separate
wealth is so concentrated that virtually all recipients of

filing generally is more conducive to work effort by second dividends are - or should be - subject to the top marginal
wage eaners in a given household. rate, which is equal to the corporate rate. Under the SAT

examined in the next section the issue of integration does
not arise.

D. Personalexemptions
It is common to allow deductions or credits based on the G. The rate schedule
number of dependents (and perhaps their relationship to
the taxpayer) in order to reflect differences in ability to pay

If a traditional global income tax is adopted, it will be

based on family size and composition. It can be presumed appropriate to have a unified rate schedule for the taxation
that this should be a long-term goal in Bulgaria. Whether of most income. If a schedular approach (including the
this should be done in the short term is less clear, since such SAT) is adopted, then a unified schedule for the taxationof

provisions considerably complicate administration and labour income, and perhapsmost other income, is appropri-
withholding.13 ate. The question, then. is how progressive this schedule

should be.

E. Itemizeddeductions The individual rate schedules found in the current tax sys-
tem of Bulgaria appear to vary considerably in their extent

The individual income taxes of most countries include ofprogressivity.The apparentprogressivityof the wage and
itemized deductions for various personal expenditures. salary tax is quite limited, with a range of rates of only 12
These include deductions and/or credits for such expendi- to 14 percent. On the other hand, the other two schedules
tures as educational and medical expenses, mortgage in-
terest payments, charitable contributions, residential rent,
insurance and taxes of subnational governments. While 13. Colombia eliminated such exemptionsin its 1986 reforms in recogni-
some of these can be justified (e.g. charitable contribu- tion of this; see McLure and Pardo (1991).
tions), most cannotbe. Moreover,they seriouslycomplicate

14. Again, Colombia abolished most of its deductions and credits for

compliance and administration, they make it virtually im- personal expenditures in its 1986 reforms; see McLure and Pardo (1991).
The United States also cut back on the availabilityof itemized deductions

possible to have a system in which withholding accurately in 1986.
discharges tax liabilities, without the need for annual re- 15. For a complete discussion, see McLure (1979).
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exhibit a substantial amount of graduation, with top rates decisions; inflaton will raise taxes and increase disincen-
of 50 percent and 80 percent. In fact, this difference is tives; and it will increase the government'scommand over

almost certainly overstated, because the compression of resources, without an explicit policy decision that this is
wages under central planning acts as a surrogate for very appropriate.
progressive taxationof wages and salaries (essentiallya 100 These effects easily be avoided by indexing amounts
percent marginal tax rate). In short, the present system of can

fixed in nominal value in the tax law. (Thus if there are
wage compressionand explicit taxationofnon- wage income

personal exemptions, they can be indexed, well as tax
is extremely progressive.

as

brackets.) This is easily done annuallywhen rate schedules,
The move to a market economywill result in an end to wage tax forms and instructions are printed; the administrative

compression and its replacement with explicit taxation of burden on taxpayers and employers is minimal.
income. Whether the extreme progression described above
should be continued, but applied to all income, depends on V. FIVE ALTERNATIVESFOR BUSINESS
the relative weight to be given to competing objectives. TAXATIONGraduated rates reduce income differences. Bulgaria's
socialist history suggests that this may be an important ob- There is little disagreement that a tax on business profitsjective. The relative equality of the existing distributionof should be an important component of the new tax system.wealth may, however, reduce the importance of this goal. What has not received adequate attention is the design of a
Nor do revenue considerations necessarily require high business income tax that is appropriate for Bulgaria. This
rates. Increases in tax rates often do not raise as much section describes and evaluates five generic business tax
revenue as expected (and rate reductions do not lose as

policies Bulgaria might consider:
much). People respond to higher rates by working, saving a comprehensivetax on all income, with few deviations-

and investing less, by evading or avoiding taxes, and by of taxable income from real economic income (thegenerallybeing less efficient. Even if this is not true, in most broad-based real income tax);countries there simply is not enough income subject to the
-

top marginal rates for highlyprogressiverates to yield much
a less ambitious system that does not attempt inflation

adjustment (the broad-based nominal income tax);
revenue.

an income tax that allowsnumerousexemptions,invest--

Incentive effects and simplification also favour rate ment allowances,differentialrates and other tax prefer-
scheduleswith much less progressionand relatively low top ences for particular activities (the Swiss cheese in-
rates. The tax reform movementthat has been sweeping the come tax);
world in recent years has emphasized simplicity and incen- - a system that provides uniformly available incentives
tives over income redistribution.16 On balance this seems for capital formationand is simpler than the other three,
the best policy for Bulgaria. Marginal rates in excess of 50 i.e. the SAT; and

percent should definitely be avoided, and a top rate well - a hybrid combining features of the nominal income tax

below that - perhaps in the range of 30-40 percent - would and the SAT.
be desirable. Finally, the top individual rate should be ap- It argues that the SAT may be the most appropriate for the
proximatelyequal to the companyrate. Ofcourse, rates this particular circumstances facing Bulgaria and indeed for-

low are feasible only if the governmentcuts spending dras- other socialist countries in transition from central planningtically, restricting it only to the levels appropriate for the and that the hybridmay be a reasonablefall- back position.-

supply of public goods and the social safety net.

H. Indexationof nominalamounts A. The broad-basedreal income tax

If the rate schedule contains bracket limits that are fixed in The key characteristicof the broad-basedreal income tax is
nominal (monetary) amounts, inflation will push taxpayers the definition of the tax base to conform as closely as possi-
with a given real income into increasingly higher tax ble to real economic income. Such a definition of the tax

brackets.17Such bracketcreep does not matter so long as base assures that the tax is both fair and neutral (at least as

the graduationof rates is insignificant, as is the case for the far as its treatment of various economic activities is con-

wage and salaries tax. But once wage compression is elimi- cerned). Thus it provides a good benchmark against which
nated and replaced by explicit progressivity, bracket creep to measure the other alternatives to be presented below. It
will have undesirableeffects. It will make the redistributive also gives the largest possible tax base, consistent with the
effect of taxes depend on inflation, instead of explicitpolicy need to avoid taxing more than 100 percent of income (or

taxing some income more than once), and thus the lowest

16. See the papers in Boskin and McLure (1990). Owens (1990), at 42 Possible rates. Finally, such a tax is consistent with the

reports the dramatic reductions in tax rates in OECD countries between international norm of taxing income. This facilitates the
1986 and 1990. conclusion of tax treaties and assures that the tax is almost
17. Inflation also erodes the value of other provisions fixed in nominal certainly creditable in the home countries of foreign inves-
terms, such as loors and limits on itemized deductions. This can be prob- tors that allow foreign tax credits.
lematical, if such nominal amountshave been set sensibly. Otherwise, they
can have either positive or negative effects. This issue is not pursued In order to tax real economicincome, it is necessaryto allow
further here, given the suggestion that Bulgariashould not make much use deductions for real economie depreciation (and similar
of itemized deductions. formsof amortizationof capital expenses),to allow a deduc-
18. One commonly used way to express this is to say that the marginal tion for real interestexpense, to tax real interest incomeand
effective tax rate (METR) is not the same for all investments. The METR real capital gains and to provide for integration of the indi-
measures the percentage reduction in before-tax rate of return resulting vidual and business income taxes. This immediately raises
from taxation,consideringdepreciationallowances,investmentincentives, several difficulties. First, it is very difficult to know the rate
deductions for interest expense, and inflation, as well as statutory rates.

METRs can be negative, or they can exceed 100 percent. If METRs at which economic depreciation occurs. If depreciation for

applied to income from various alternativesare not similar, resource allo. tax purposes differs from economic depreciation, income
cation is distorted. See McLure, et al. (1990), chapter 9 or Zodrow and from all activities will not be taxed equally, and resource

McLure (1988). allocation will be distorted.18Though perhaps the most im-
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portant, depreciation is only one of many timing issues - burdens of administration and compliance mentioned
questions of when income should be recognized for tax above.
purposes and when deductions should be allowed.19 To the

The failure to provide inflation adjustment in theextent timing issues are not handled satisfactorily, distor- measure-

tions, inequitiesand opportunitiesfor abuse occur. Second,
ment of income represents a significant compromise with

the integration of individual and business income taxes is conceptual purity in favour of administrative feasibility.
complicated.20 Though not implied by the title of this approach, other

compromises might be made in dealing with timing issues
Finally the notion of taxing economic income makes sense for similar reasons. Some issues might initially be handled
only if there is no inflationor if the measurementof income in simple ways, even at the risk of economicdistortionsand
is adjusted for inflation.21 (It is important to note that this inequities, and some may not even be addressed, leaving
is not the kind of inflation adjustment of nominal amounts taxpayers considerable latitude to interpret the law as it
described in Section IV above.) If inflationoccurs and there suits them. It seems almost inevitable, however, that even-
is no inflation adjustment in the measurement of income, tually such systems will need to be modified in ways that
tax is paid on interest income and capital gains that are not make them more complex, in order to remove the
real, deduction is allowed for interest expense that is anomalies, which will become increasingly troublesome.
really repayment of principal and depreciation allowances
and deductions for cost of goods sold from inventories do Thus, for example, current deductions might initially be
not cover the real cost of the dissipationof assets. The result allowed for expenses incurred in projects lasting several

is mismeasurementof income and either misallocation of years, even though income is recognized only when the
resources (if inflation is expected), inequities(if it is not) or project is completed. Eventually, as the economy becomes
both. While inflation adjustment is conceptuallycorrect, it more complex and taxpayers become more sophisticated,
is complicatedand thus administrativelydifficult. this liberal treatment will need to be changed in order to

avoid inequities, distortions and opportunitiesfor abuse.
Without major exceptions the advanced Western countries
use income taxes based on nominal values. This reflects
their relatively low rates of inflation. By comparison many

C. The Swiss cheese income tax

high-inflation countries of Latin America, and some with Most income taxes levied throughout the world, by bothrelatively moderate inflation, have inflation-adjusted tax
developed and developing countries, depart significantlysystems. from either model of comprehensive income taxation just

The broad-based income tax also has an important described. It appears that several of the countries making
economic disadvantage, especially for a small open the transition from socialism to market economies are also
economy seeking saving, investment and economicgrowth; adopting tax systems that are far from comprehensiveand
it discourages saving and it may discourage foreign invest- rational. Hungary, for example, has allowed so many devia-
ment. As suggested in Section I, the latter effect depends in tions from economic income in defining its tax base (and in
part on the tax situation of potential foreign investors (res- allowing unjustified tax credits) that its system deserves to
idents of countries with territorial systems; residents of be called a Swiss cheese income tax. In Bulgaria this
countrieswith worldwidesystems and tax sparing; residents phenomenon is manifested in proposals for tax holidays.
ofcountrieswith worldwide systems, withoutexcess foreign The enactment of departures from economic income is nottax credits; residents of countries with worldwide systems_ hard to understand. Some activity is thought to be particu-with excess foreign tax credits). For example, following the larly deserving of public support and is thus given a tax1986 U.S. tax reform many American multinationalcorpo- incentive such as an investment allowance, accelerated de-rations have excess foreign tax credits. This implies that

preciation, preferential holiday. Acceleratedcountries seeking American investment must be careful not
a rate or a tax

areto impose taxes appreciablyhigher than those in othercoun- depreciation and investment allowances sometimes ad-
vocated as a way to offset the effects of inflation withouttries competing for investment flows. Investors from other introducing an explicit system of inflation adjustment,countries may face quite different choices. which is inevitably complicated.
This approach to tax policy calls for several comments.

B. The broad-basednominal income tax First, the attempt to pick winners and losers, like central
planning,places faith in bureaucratsand politicians, instead

Inflation adjustmentof the base for the taxation of income of market forces. There is little reason to believe that such
from business and capital is inevitably very complex. faith is merited; certainly the experience of Eastern bloc
Whether it should be adopted depends crucially on the rate countriesunder central planningdoes not inspire much con-
of inflation that is expected to prevailand the administrative fidence. To the extent that preferential treatment is not
and compliance capacity of taxpayers and the fiscal auth- justified, economic resources are misallocated to low-pro-
orities. This conceptuallyattractivesystem may not be feas- ductivity uses.
ible in Bulgaria for the foreseeable future, no matter what

Second, because of the reduction in the base,the inflation rate. tax tax rates
must be higher than under a comprehensive income tax.

The preferred fall-back position in an income tax context This has adverse incentive effects on work effort, saving,
would be an income tax based on nominal historicalvalues. investment and risk-taking. Moreover, high rates exagger-
Thus there would be no inflationadjustmentofdepreciation ate the adverse effects of any distortions and inequities in
(and similar allowances), inventories, capital gains, or in- the definition of taxable income.
terest income and expense.

As indicatedearlier, such a system would create distortions
and/or inequities in an inflationaryworld, but not in a world 19. For further discussion, see McLure (1988) and (1990a).of stable prices (except to the extent that taxable income 20. For detailsand discussionof integrationschemes,see McLure (1979).deviated from economic income, for example,because tim- 21. The benefits and difficulties of inflation adjustment are discussed
ing issues are handled badly). However, it would avoid the further in McLure et al. (1990), chapter 7.
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Third, preferential treatment of various sectors and ac- that avoid requiring most taxpayers to file returns, at least
tivities gves rise to complexity and to opportunities for initially.
abuse that can be prevented only by the investment of The business tax would apply to all forms of businesses,
scarce administrative resources. For example, tax holidays including businesses conducted by individuals. It would be
for certain sectors or activities create problemsof definition levied at a flat rate, presumably the highest rate applied to
of eligible activities and problems of transfer pricing for the income of individuals. There would be no personal
sales of inputs and outputs between related companies en- exemptions or itemized deductions. Owners of small
gaged in both taxable and exempt activities. Holidays li- businessescould avail themselvesof the advantagesof lower
mited to foreign investors create the opportunity for resi- individual rates by paying themselvessalaries that would be
dents to send money out of the country and bring it back deductible by the business and taxable under the individual
disguised as foreign investment. tax.

Fourth, the existence of tax preferences creates an impres- Immediate expensing (first-year write-off) of investments,
sion of inequity that undermines taxpayer morale - some- rather than depreciation, would be allowed. This avoids
thing that is likely to be a scarce and valuable commodity in timing issues, such as the need to determineuseful lives and
a country with well-justifiedskepticism about government. depreciation rates of assets and the need for inventory ac-
This impressionof inequity is, of course, often founded in counting. Moreover, it eliminates the need to adjust depre-
fact. caton allowances and nventories for inflaton. Neither

Fifth, tax preferencescomplicatethe integrationof the indi- interest income nor dividends would be subject to tax, and

vidual and business taxes. It is generally thought desirable neither interest expenses nor dividends would be deducti-

not to give relief for company taxes not actually paid. Thus ble. The administrativedifficulty of taxing interest income

most countries that provide dividend relief have fairly com- and dividends would thus be avoided. There would be no

plex schemes to limit relief to the amount of company taxes need to distinguish between interest expense (commonly
paid. deductible under an income tax) and the payment of divi-

dends (commonly not deductible under an income tax).
Sixth, the ad hoc adjustmentsfor inflationprovidedby such There is no need for inflation adjustment of interest pay-
techniques as accelerated depreciation and preferential ments and receipts to convert them to real figures, as under
treatment of capital gains are correct for only one rate of

a true income tax. Again, this treatment is much simpler
inf[ation. At any other rate they are too generous or not than that under the standard income tax. Moreover, it is
generous enough. generally consistent with the treatment of interest income

Ultmately, there s little to recommendthis approachto the and expenseunderthe current income tax law ofBulgaria.
taxation of business income. There has recently been a The economic features of this system deserve special atten-
worldwide movement to eliminate many of the gaps in the tion. Expensing is (under certain admittedly special cir-
measurement of income, replacing them with lower tax cumstances) equivalent to the exemption of the return to
rates.22Either the comprehensiveincome tax - even the one investment.25This be by considering investmentcan seen an
based on nominal values, the SAT, or the hybrid is likely to by a taxpayer subject to a tax rate of 40 percent. When an
be preferable.This is especiallytrue (except for the nominal investment of 100 Lv. is undertaken, the net cost to the
income tax) in an inflationaryenvironment. investor is only 60 Lv., due to the tax saving of 40 Lv.

resulting from expensing. If the investmentyields 10 percent
D. The SAT or 10 Lv. before tax, the governmenttakes 40 percentof the

yield, or 4 Lv., and the investor 60 percent, or 6 Lv. Since
There is a fourth alternative that deserves serious consider- the investor's after-tax rate of return of 10 percent (the
ation by any country making the transition from socialism, return of 6 Lv. on own investmentof 60 Lv.) is the same

for it is arguablyespeciallyappropriate for such countries.23 as in the absence of tax, the marginal effective tax rate on

Although this system has not been adopted by any country, this investment is exactly zero. In essence, the government
it has been receiving increasingattentionby tax specialists.24 is a silentpartner in the investment.26(If the return had been
This approach, called the SAT, is both simpler (because it 15 percent because of an element of monopoly profit, the
avoids issues of timing and inflation adjustment) and more same conclusionwould hold; the investor'snet of tax return

neutral than either of the other two alternatives. It provides would be 9 Lv. on an investment of 60 Lv., for a rate of

generalized incentivesfor savingand investment,and there- return of 15 percent.) This provides a powerful and attrac-

fore avoids the need to pick winners and losers. Finally, it tive incentive for saving and investment.

requires somewhat less change from the present tax system The SAT avoids the need to pick winners and losers byof Bulgaria than would any of the other alternatives. extending equally favourable treatment to all investments.
The basic features and administrative advantages of the SAT is neutral in its effects on investments in various sec-

system are relativelysimple. There would be two essentially tors.

separate taxes, an individual tax on wages, salaries and

pensions, and a business tax on (taxable) non-labour in-
come. Capital gains of individuals would be exempt. This 22. See the papers in Boskin and McLure (1990), especially Whalley
schedular approach is consistent with current Bulgarian (1990a), and Whalley (1990b).

practice.
23. This section is based on McLure (1990c) and (1991). For more details
of the operation of the system, see Zodrow and McLure (1988), McLure

The wage and salary tax presumablywouldbe (but need not et al. (1990), chapter 9, or McLure and Zodrow (1990).

be) levied at graduatedrates and would be collectedprimar- 24. See U.S. Department of the Treasury (1977), Institute for Fiscal

ily through withholding. Whether the filing of annual re-
Studies (1978), Hall and Rabushka (1983) and (1985), Bradford (1986),

et
turns would be necessary depends on how the questions

McLure (1988), McLure al. (1990), chapter 9, McLure and Zodrow

concerning joint versus individual filing, personal exemp-
(1990), and Zodrow and McLure (1988).
25. For further exposition of these points, see McLure (1990c), McLure

tions and itemized deductions raised in Section IV are et al. (1990), chapter 9, McLure and Zodrow (1990), and Zodrow and
answered. As emphasized there, it will be important for McLure (1988).
administrative reasons to answer these questions in ways 26. For further discussion, see McLure (1990c).
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The SAT does raise some issues of concern. First, because than by private firms. Second, any problems caused byof expensing, the tax raises less revenue (with a given set of transition to the SAT are likely to pale beside the basic
tax rates) than does an income tax that allows only deprecia- problems of transition from socialism to a free market
tion allowances.This can be an especiallyimportantconcern economy. Finally, transition of some type will occur,in the short term in a country such as Bulgara that faces whether to the SAT or to a conventional income tax; the
serious budget problems. problems encounteredalong the two roads are not likely to

Second, the implicitexemptionof the return to capital-and be very different.
the explicit exemption in the case of interest and dividends One must be wary about proposing that any country intro-

may be troublesome in a society that until recently has duce the SAT, instead of the traditional income tax, in
-

been hostile to private ownership of capital and that has either its comprehensive form or the Swiss cheese form.
favoured a very egalitarian distribution of income. There Being a pioneer in the fiscal area, like many other spheres,
are several answers to this concern. There is general agree- can be risky.3o Certainly, this should not be done without
ment that the country needs increased saving and invest- further analysis of the particular situation of Bulgaria, in-
ment. A system that provides incentives for all saving and cluding transition issues. But this is an option that clearlyinvestmentwould appear to be preferable to one that pro- deserves consideration.
vides incentives on a selective basis. Moreover, compared
to the situation in Western capitalist societies, in which the E. A hybrid systemownership of wealth is quite concentrated, the exemption
of the return to capital seems to be far less objectionablein The non-deductibilityof interest was identified as a poten-a society in whch wealth is currently rather equally distri- tial source of difficulty in the SAT. It may raise the cost ofbuted and in which, providedprivatizationoccurs carefully foreign debt capital to unacceptable levels and jeopardizeand fairly, most citizens will have more or less equal access foreign tax credits. An alternative that retains but-

to, and shares in, formerly state-ownedproperty.27 some
not all-of the advantagesof the SAT is a hybrid that allows

Third, due to expensing of investment, tax losses will be expensing of capital investments, as under the SAT, but
much more common than under an income tax. These treats interest income and expense as under the income
should be carried forward,probablywith interest. This adds tax.31 To simplify matters and achieve neutrality toward
an unwelcome element of complexity to the SAT, but far financial decisions, dividends should also be deductibleand
less than that found in a conventional income tax. taxable.
Moreover, it should be recognized that tax holidays and This approach avoids the timing and inflation-adjustmentother selective methods of providing tax incentives also difficultiesof the income tax for capital investment,but notcreate complexity. for interest. (Ideally interest would be subject to inflation
A further concern involves the question of whether the adjustment, but it need not be. The effects of this decision
United States and other countrieswith residence cum cre- are indicated in Part A of this section.) Like the SAT, it
dit systems would allow foreign tax credits for the SAT. would be more conducive to savng than the income tax. It
The fear is that otherwise U.S. investors would be discour- would generally be neutral in its treatment of alternative
aged from investing in Bulgaria. The answer to this question investments,unlike the Swiss-cheeseapproach. (The margi-
is, unfortunately,unclear, snce no countryhas everenacted nal effective tax rates on debt-financed investment and on
the SAT. It is worth noting, however, that the importance equity investment would depend on the relative tax rates
of the question for U.S. firms can easily be overstated. At paid by borrowersand lenders and by enterprisesand share-
present the majorityof foreign incomeof U.S. multinational holders.) Finally, because of the deduction of interest,
corporations is receivedby firms that are in an excess foreign losses would be much more common than under the SAT.
tax credit position. For them it makes little practical differ-
ence whether Bulgaria imposes a creditable income tax or F. Summaryevaluationa non-creditabletax of another kind; in fact, neitherwould
be credited.28 On the other hand, creditability may have The primary characteristics, advantages and disadvantagessynbolic significance beyond its direct importance. These of the five types of business taxation considered in thisissues deserve further study. section are summarized in Table I. It is no simple matter to
There may be some concern that the cost of foreign debt choose between the alternativesfor the taxationofbusiness
capital would be increased to unacceptable levels especially income describedabove. It does, however, seem possible to
if the tax were not creditable and interest expense were not provide the followingrough ranking, based on the consider-
deductible.29In addition, the non-deductibilityof interest is ations discussed above (summarized in parentheses):
the primarypotential stumblingblock to the creditabilityof
the tax. There would probably be ways to structure the
treatment of interest expense that would simultaneously 27. This depends on the details of how privatization is achieved, a topic
avoid an unacceptable increase in the cost of capital, assure beyond the scopeof this paper; see, however, McLure (in process).
creditability, and yet retain most of the simplicity features 28. For further analysis, see McLure etal. (1990), chapter 9, and McLure
of the tax treatment of interest. The simplest is the hybrid (1990, b).
approach described below. This issue also deserves further 29. See McLure et al. (1990), chapter 9. The SAT treatment of interest

study.
income - exemption - could not be imposed on the home countries of
lenders, except by treaty. Thus the combination of non-deductibilityof

Transition has proven somewhat of a bogey man for West- interest expense by the source country and taxation by the home country
ern countries thinking about adopting the SAT or other of lendersmay be more onerous than either standardincome tax treatment

consumption-baseddirect taxes. The problems include how of internationalcapital flows (deductibilityin the source country and taxa-
tion in the home country) or SAT treatment of domestic debt capitalto treat interest on outstanding debt and depreciation on (non-deductibilityand exemption).existing assets in order to avoid windfall gains and losses. 30. For a discussion of the possible reasons underlying Colombia's deci-These problems appear to be less important in Bulgaria sion not to adopt the SAT, see McLure et al. (1990), chapter 11.

than in Western economies. First, the bulk of any windfalls 31. This is the approach advocated by Sinn (1987). Note, however, that
would be experienced by state-owned enterprises, rather he favours source-based taxation of interest.
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TABLEI

SUMMARYEVALUATIONOF ALTERNATIVES

Comprehensive SWiSS SAT Hybrid
IncomeTax Cheese

Income
Real Nominal Tax

Provision
1. Capital Real Nominal Accelerated Expensing Expensing

Goods Depreciation Depreciation Depreciation
2. Interest Real Nominal Nominal None Real or Nominal

Taxation/Deduction

3. Dividends Integration Integration Integration None Integration
Taxation/Deduction

Criterion
1. AdministrativeProblems

a. Timing Yes Yes Yes No Interest-Yes
Depreciation-No

b. InflationAdjustment Yes No No No Yes ()
2. Neutrality

a. Saving/Investment No No No Yes Yes ()
b. Sectors Yes No Yes Yes

3. Short run No No Yes Yes Yes
RevenueLoss

4. ForeignTax Credit Yes Yes Yes Yes
approximatey0

5. METR Statutory 0
Bottom Line Too complex Mustappropriate Toomany Simplest&best Next best

income tax problems
Rank 5 3 4 1 2

(1) SAT (administrative and economic advantages; chief ownership (residualclaim to the assets of the firm via higher
concerns: short-term revenues, foreign tax credits and wages), without others (the ability to sell these claims to

foreign investment). assets or pass them on to heirs). Because of the perverse
(2) Hybrid (similar to SAT, but clearly creditable; more incentives created, labour management can lead to de-

complicated than SAT). capitalizationof the firm via excessive wages.32 The tax on

(3) Nominal income tax (complex, due to timing issues; wage increments is intended to restore some semblance of
vulnerable to inflation). responsibilityto the setting of wages, by making high wage

(4) Swiss cheese income tax (avoids inflation adjustment; increases financially unattractive.
involves picking winners and losers, opportunities for
abuse, inequities, economic distortions, and adminis- The tax on wage increments is a poor substitute for the

trative costs). proper solution to this problem - a hard budget constraint

(5) Comprehensive real income tax (conceptually attrac-
for state enterprises or privatization, combined with elimi-

tive, but administrativelydifficult).
nation of labour management.Unless structuredvery care-

fully, the tax on wage increments discourages wage in-
These alternatives deserve further analysis in order to con- creases that reflect greater productivity and effort, as well
firm this ranking. as unjustified wage increases. Without eliminating labour

management, the effects described in the previous para-
graph can be avoidedonly throughelaborateprovisionsthat

VI. THE TAX ON WAGE INCREMENTS create the kind of unmanageable informationand monitor-

ing problems for which commandeconomiesare notorious.
The tax on increases in wage payments deserves special By comparison, the elimination of labour management
comment,even though it isnot a majorsourceof revenue. would remove a feature of the system that guaranteesunde-

Social ownership, combined with inadequate incentive sys-
sirable incentives for management. This, plus either a hard

tems for management,creates almost irresistible tendencies budget constraint or privatization, would make the tax on

for wage increases that are greater than are thoughtsocially wage increments largely unnecessary.

desirable and acceptable. The problem is aggravated by
labour management, in which labour can demand the dis-
missalof managementthat fails to accede to wage demands. 32. There will be a tendency for wages to be set equal to average revenue

In essence, labour has one of the important attributes of product, rather than marginal revenue product.
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Vll. SUMMARYAND CONCLUSIONS of these problems is avoided under a hybrid approach that
provides expensing, but treats interest and dividends as

The Bulgarian tax system is not suited to a free market under the income tax. This latter approach rivals the SAT

economy. For reasons of revenue, equity and economic as the most attractive business tax option for Bulgaria.
neutrality it is important to move quickly to a more appro- The combination of social ownership and labourpriate system. Unfortunately,Bulgaria also presently lacks manage-
the capacity in tax administrationand taxpayer compliance

ment leads to wage increases that may be unjustified and

to implement many of the taxes that might otherwise be unrealistic. Labour management is particularly pernicious,
appropriate.Thusit is importantboth to improve tax admin- because it provides strong incentives for managementto go
istration and to design tax policieswith administrative limi- along with labour demands for higher wages. One often

tations in mind. It may be necessary to utilize tax policies in proposed remedy, the taxation of excessive wage incre-
the short term that would not be totally appropriate in the ments has the disadvantageof discouraging the payment of

long term. At the same time, it is important to choose higher wages where justified by greater effort and produc-
short-termpolicies that are generallyconsistentwith desira- tivity. Without labour management and public ownership
ble long-term policies. there is relatively little need for this tax. Even privatization

and a move to free markets will not eliminate this problem
In the long term the Bulgarian tax system should include a unless labour management is eliminated.
VAT, probably modeled after those of the EC, and a tax

(or taxes) on the income of individuais and enterprises; the Whatever system is chosen, it cannot be implemented im-
latter might be a consumption-basedsystem of direct taxa- mediately. Technical assistance will be required in several

tion such as the SAT, rather than a conventional income areas. These includethe design of a more detailed long-term
tax. In the short term, until the administrative capacity to policy, the design of a short-termstrategy that is consistent

deal with the VAT is established, it will be necessary to rely with long-term objectives, improvementof tax administra-
on some sort of turnover tax. tion, computerization,and data collection and analysis. All

these measures should begin at once, but with recognition
The individual income tax should be designed initially with that they will not be completed soon. The inprovementof
an eye towards administrative simplicity; refinements can tax administration and computerization, in particular, are

be made at a later time when the capacity to deal with them likely to require the investment of considerable resources

has improved. Thus, at least for now, the tax should con- over a period of several years.
tinue to be based on the income of individuals, rather than
that of couples or families, it should rely heavily on with-

holding, it should allow no personal exemptionsor itemized REFERENCES
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businessin the ChannelIslands. Annualeditiondealingwith basicnormsand Accordingto the authors'opinionEDV

Subjects include:investmentclimate,exchange regulationsof accountingapplicableto industrial controllinghas to becomea commonpart of

control, accounting,taxationof individualsand and commercialenterprisesin Franceas of accountancycontrolling.The book supplies

corporations,trusts and estates, and other 1 October1990. informationon how to readthat determinationin

relatedmatters. (B. 110.668) explainingbasicEDVknowledge,organization

(B. 110.693)
and controlofEDVuse and differentpossibilities
of auditingEDV applicationin accountancy

Germany (Dem. Rep.) (B. 110.758)

Cyprus
RAU, Gnter; DRRWCHTER,Erich. SCHMIDT-LIEBIG,Axel; BILSDORFER,

DEMETRIADES,Chrysses. Die neue Umsatzsteuerin der DDR. Einfhrung
Peter.
Einkommensteuerrecht.

Cyprusdoubletaxand other treates.A valuable in das gemeinsameRechtder Umsatzsteuerin
Munich,C.H. Beck'scheVerlagsbuchhandlung,

tool in internatinaltax planning. derDDRund BRD aus Anlassdes Inkrafttretens
1990.

Limassol,CypropublicoLimited,P.O. Box des Umsatzsteuergesetzesin der DDR am
Prfedein Wissen. Rechtsfllein Frage und

1553, Limassol,Cyprus, 1989, pp. 317. 1.7.1990.
Antwort,No. 25, 265,34.-DM.

AdvantageoususesofCyprustaxtreaties Cologne,VerlagDr. Otto SchmidtKG, 1990, pp.
Income tax law. Examineyour knowledge.This

considered.Full text ofexistingdouble tax pp. 210,29.-DM. bookoffersin the form of questionsand answers

treatiesconcludedby Cyprusappended. IntroductionofVAT in the GermanDemocratic
the possibilityof studyingthe income law.

(B. 110.662) Republic.The book explainshow the
tax

introductionof the West GermanVATLaw in (B. 110.569)
the GDR is handled. By doingso, it basically

EEC explainsthe West GermanVATLaw in a short LUTZ, Joachim; KOLVENBACH,Paulgerd.
Die Altersversorgungdes Steuerberaters.

and easilyunderstandableway. Freiburg, Information-Verlags-GmbH,
RICHTSNOERENOP HET GEBIED VAN (B. 110.507) Hindenburgstr.64, Postfach740,7800Freiburg
de belastingenop ondernemingen.(Mededeling i.Br.;RudolfHaufeVerlag, 1990, Steuerberater
van de Commissieaan de Raaden aan het PraxisReihe,pp. 86,63.08DM.

EuropeseParlement). Germany (Fed. Rep.)
-

Old age pensionschemesfor tax advisers.
Brussels,Commissionof the European (B. 110.425)
Communities,1990. RICHTER, Heinz; BOVELETH,Karl-Heinz.

SEC(90) 601 def., pp. 30. Die neueEinkommensteuer-Richtlinien(EStR EHLERS, Ernst-August.
Informationof the Commissionto the Council 1990). bertragungvon Einkunftsquellen,
and to the EuropeanParliamentregarding Cologne,PeterDeubnerVerlagGmbH, 1990. Niessbrauch.

guidelinesto be taken in the fieldof the taxation Steuer-TelexSonderinformation,pp. 77. Freiburg,RudolfHaufeVerlag, 1990, pp. 173.

of enterprises. Brochureprovidinginformatonand comments Transferringincomesources,usufruct. In an

(B. 110.654) on the 1990 IncomeTax Regulations. overallviewthe book discussespossibilitiesand

(B. 110.370) taxconsequencesoftransferringincomesources
SIEBERT, Horst. to othersubjects. In otherwords, the question is

HarmonisierungderMehrwertsteueroder POPKES, Warner Berend J. raised to whom incomesourcesare attributable.

AnpassungderWechselkurse InternationalePrfungder Angemessenheit Mainfocus is putoncloselyheld companies,
Kiel, InstitutfrWeltwirtschaft,Postfach4309, steuerlicherVerrechnungspreise.Auswirkungen workingcontractsamong relatives, loan gift
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amongrelatives,savingand securityaccountson SCHNE,Wolf-Dieter. Luxembourgtax policy, givesan overviewon
behalfof childrenand the creationofusufruct. Die Besteuerungder Kapitalgesellschaften. Luxembourg'stax laws and the tax treatmentof
(B. 110.576) Erbegnissteuern/Substanzsteuern.2. Auflage. Germaninvestmentsin Luxembourg

Munich,Erich SchmidtVerlag, 1990. (B. 110.538)
RAU, Gnter; DRRWCHTER,Erich. Reihe: Grundlagenund Praxisdes Steuerrechts,
Die neue UmsatzsteuerinderDDR.Einfhrung Band23, pp. 224, 44.80DM.
in das gemeinsameRecht der Umsatzsteuerin Taxes on incomeand taxes on netwealth/worth. Monaco
der DDRund BRD aus Anlassdes Inkrafttretens Thebookconsidersin particularthe Accounting
des Umsatzsteuergesetzesin derDDR am and ReportingLaw of 19 December1985 by HILL, W.G.
1.7.1990. which the 4th, 7th and 8th EC Directiveshave The MonacoReport. The advantagesofMonaco
Cologne,VerlagDr.Otto SchmidtKG, 1990, been implementedinto Germanlaw. as your tax haven. 3rd Edition.
pp. 210,29.-DM. Furthermore,changesoccurringwiththe 1990 Hants,ScopeBooksLtd.,62MurrayRoadIntroductionofVATin the GermanDemocratic tax reformare takeninto account. Horndean,HantsPOS 9JL, Great Britain, 1990,Republic.The book explainshow the (B. 110.354) pp. 36,60.-£.introductionof the West GermanVATLaw in (B. 110.680)the GDRis handled. By doing so, it basically MUSGRAVE,R.A.; MUSGRAVE,P.B.;
explainsthe West GermanVATLaw in a short KULLMER,L.
and easilyunderstandableway. Die ffentlichenFinanzen in Theorie und Praxis.
(B. 110.507) 5. Auflage Netherlands

Tbingen,J.C.B. Mohr(PaulSiebeck), 1990.
PFLEGER, Gnter. Uni-Taschenbcher449, pp. 274,24.80DM. REUVERS,M.R.
ChecklistenBilanzpolitik.Das zeitsparende Public finance in theoryand practice. Werkzaamhedenbuitengaats.Fiscale aspectenGestaltungs-Handbuchmit allen (B. 110.366) vanextra-territorialewerkzaamheden.
Entscheidungsalternativenfrden handels-und Deventer,FED., 1990.
steuerrechtlichenJahresabschluss. RICHTER, Heinz; BOVELETH,Karl-Heinz. Fed FiscaleBrochures,pp. 56,29.-Dfl.
Freiburgi. Breisgau, RudolfHaufeVerlag, Beratungs-Leitfadenzur Steuerreform1990. Monographconsideringtaxaspectsarisingfrom1989, pp 520, 125.-DM. Auswirkungenaufdie Praxis activitieson the continentalshelfincludingHandbookcontainingdifferentarrangements Gestaltungsmglichkeitenund Empfehlungen. accounton double taxationtreaties.
and alternativesin preparingthe annualfinanciai UnterBercksichtigungallerzwischenzeitlich (B. 110.660)
statementfor commercialand tax purposes.The ergangenenNeuerungen.3. Auflage.
bookis directedat userswho alreadyhavebasic Cologne,PeterDeubnerVerlagGmbH, 1990. ALBREGTSE,D.A.
knowledgeof the subject. The authorgives them Steuer-TelexSonderinformation,pp. 102. Ziekte, invaliditeiten fiscus. 3rd Edition.
a tool to check the statements. Advisoryguidancetothe 1990 tax reform. Deventer,Kluwer, 1990.
(B. 109.750) Basedon examples the authorsdiscusspractical KluwerBelastingwijzersNo. 5, pp. 157,

effects, arrangementspossibilitiesand 29.50Dfl.
HANDBUCHZUM KONZERNABSCHLUSS recommendationswith respect to the 1990 tax Thirdrevisededitionof monographon tax
der GmbH. Ein Leitfadenzur reform. aspectsofsicknessand disability
Konsolidierungspraxis. (B. 109.872) (B. 110.598)
Herausgeber:KPMGTreuverkehrAG.
Dsseldorf,IDWVerlagGmbH, 1990, pp. 456. CNOSSEN, S.
Handbook to the consolidatedfinancial Hungary Hervormingvan de inkomstenbelasting-een
statementof the privatecompanylimitedby internationaalperspectief(2). Besprekingvan
shares. The authorsexplain the practical HAMULYK,A.; BROEK, C. ten. het preadviesvan prof. dr. S. Cnossen.
applicationand implementationof the Zakendoenin Hongarije. Deventer,Kluwer, 1990.
Accountingand ReportingLaw of 19 December Deventer,Kluwer;The Hague,Fenedex,1990. Geschriftenvan de Verenigingvoor
1985 underwhich, forthe firsttime, private Fiscaleen JuridischeDocumentatievoor Belastingwetenschap,No. 183, pp. 38
companieslimited by sharesand forminga group InternationaalZakendoen,No. 26, pp. 114. Discussionof recommendationreporton the tax
are obliged to issue consolidatedfinancial Monographconsideringdoing business in reformof individualincome tax with reference to
statements. othercountries' situations.Hungary. Businessforms and taxes aredealt tax
(B.110.284) with. (B. 110.540)

(B. 110.578)GESETZBER EINE BERUFSORDNUNG REEHUIS,W.H.M.; SLOB, E.E.
der Wirtschaftsprfer Kadasterwet.(Wethoudenderegelenmet
(Wirtschaftsprferordnung)-WPO. MILES, A.

betrekkingtot de openbareregistersvoor
Dsseldorf,IDWVerlagGmbH, 1990, pp. 100. UngarischesGesellschaftsrecht.. registergoederen,alsmedemet betrekkingtot
Law governingthe professionof auditors. Zusammenfassungderwichtigsten het kadaster).(B. 110.522) Bestimmungendes VI. Gesetzesdes Jahres 1988 Deventer,Kluwer, 1990.berwirtschaftlichttige Gesellschaften ParlementaireGeschiedenisvan het Nieuwe
BRIDTS, Christian. (Gesellschaftsgesetz). BurgerlijkWetboek. InvoeringBoeken3,5en 6,
Zwischenberichtspublizitt. Frankfurt,PriceWaterhouseGmbH, 1988,

pp. 392.
Dsseldorf,IDWVerlagGmbH, 1990, pp. 375. PP 34.

Monographon parliamentaryhistoryof the new
Disclosureof interim reports. In contradictionto Hungariancompanylaw. Civil Code. This boundvolume dealswith
countrieswith traditionallyextendedcapital (B. 109.985) registrationlaw in general.
markets, like for examplethe U. S., legally (B. 110.475)
requireddisclosureof interim reportswith
respect to stock exchangelisted enterprisesis Luxembourg
relativelynew in Germany.The requirementto
presentsemi-annualreportshas been introduced STEICHEN,Alain. Sweden
by the 1986StockExchangeLaw Reform. Die Besteuerungauslndischer
However,certainprovisionsgoverningthe Wirtschaftsaktivittenim Grossherzogtum LODIN, Sven-Olof.
extent, contentand formof the interim report Luxemburg. The SwedishTax Reformof 1991. An overview.
are rathervagueand give a lotof discretion. The Hamburg,InstitutfrAuslndischesund Stockholm,Federationof Swedish Industries,
authordiscusses the wayinwhich these margins InternationalesFinanz-und Steuerwesen,1990. P.O.Box5501, Sl14 85 Stockholm, 1990, pp. 31.
have to be interpretedin order to be in Heftezur internationalenBesteuerungNo.67, Bookletdescribingthe reform,backgroundand
accordancewith the law and business pp. 50. economiceffectsof the new Swedish tax system
administrationprinciples. Taxationof foreign relatedactivitiesin asofl January1991.
(B. 110.524) Luxembourg.The authorhighlights (B. 110.542)
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Switzerland adoptedby differentcountriesand in whichway Barbados
transferpricing in generalishandledby different

STEUERRECHTIM RECHTSSTAAT. countries. DOING BUSINESS IN BARBADOS.
FestschriftfrProf. Dr. FrancisCagianutzum (B. 110.511) Amsterdam,PriceWaterhouse, 1990, pp. 130.
65. Geburtstag. Updatedinformationguide on doingbusiness in

Herausgegebenvon ErnstHhnund Klaus A. TAXATIONRELATIONSHIPSAND Barbadosincludingtax aspectsbased on material
Vallender. internationalinvestmentflows. assembledatOctober31,1990.

Bern, VerlagPaul HauptAG, 1990 Paris, Organisationfor EconomicCo-operation (B. 110.688)
SchriftenreiheFinanzwirtschaftund and Development,1990, pp. 150.

Finanzrecht,Band 56, pp. 322, 120.- Sfr. Documentofconferenceconvenedby the

Tax law withinthe constitutionalstate. Committeeon Fiscal Affairs,Development Bolivia
Publicationin honorofProf. Dr. Francis Centreand the InternationalMonetaryFundon

Cagianuton the occasionof his 65th birthday. 26 and 27 June 1990. Backgroundpapersinclude: DOING BUSINESS IN BIOLIVIA.
(B. 110.437) Publcfnancen deveiopngcountresand the

Amsterdam,PriceWaterhouse,1989, 131.
attractionof foreigncapital; Recent tax reform pp.

in OECDcountriesand prospectsfor the Updated informationguide on doingbusinessin
Bolivia, includingtax aspectsbasedon material

United Kingdom nineties;andTax policy and reformfor foreign assembledat September30, 1989.
investmentin developingcountries.

(B. 110.689)
GAMMIE, Malcolm. (B. 110.657)
Theprocessof tax reform in the United
Kingdom.A discussionpaper. OECD Cayman Islands
London,Law SocietyofEnglandand Wales,
1990, pp. 57,7.50£. DOING BUSINESS IN THE CAYMAN
(B. 110.560) ECONOMIESIN TRANSITION:THE ROLE Islands.

of tax reformin centraland easternEuropean Amsterdam,PriceWaterhouse,1990, pp. 41.
ROSS, Derek A. economies. Informationguide consideringmattersfor those
TheUK taxationof contemporaryfinancial Paris, Organisationfor EconomicCo-operation whowant to do businessin the Cayman Islands.
instrumentsand transactions. and Development,1991, pp. 400.

Subjectsinclude: investmentclimate,doing
London,ToucheRoss & Co., 1990, pp. 51. Conferencepapersconvenedby the Centrefor

business,accounting,taxation. The material
Bookletexplainingthe UK taxationlaw and Co-operationwith the EuropeanEconomiesin

containedin this guide assembled Augustwas at

practiceofcontemporaryfinancialtransactions Transitionin co-operationwith the Committee
31,1990.

and instruments. on Fiscal Affairsand the InternationalMonetary (B. 110.692)
(B. 110.658) Fundheld in Parison 22 and 23 January1991.

Papersincludedare: Taxpolicy for the

PRITCHARD,Bill. Transitionpreparedby R. Musgrave;Tax
Venezuela

Taxation,1990-91 Edition. llth Edition. Reformin OECDCountriespreparedby the

London,PitnianPublishing(Adivisionof Fiscal AffairsSecretariat;Reformofpersonal
LongmanGroupUKLtd.), 128 LongAcre, incometaxationin Polandby J. Bialobrzeski; INVESTMENTIN VENEZUELA.

LondonWC2E9AN,1990, pp. 316, 13.99£. Key questionsin consideringa value added tax Amsterdam,KPMG-KlynveldPeatMarwick

The book providesan up-to-dateintroductionto for centraland easternEuropeancountriesby Goerdeler,1990, pp. 106.

income tax, capitalgains tax, corporationtax, S. Cnossen;Tax reform in economiesin Informationon investmentin Venezuela

valueadded tax and inheritancetax. This revised transition:a briefintroductionto the main includingtaxation, investmentincentives,

editionincludes: the provisionsof the 1990 issues by V. Tanzi; Designinga tax system to companylaw and other relatedsubjects.
FinanceAct, the newVATarrangements, promotestructuralchangeand the move to a (B. 18.615)

independenttaxationofhusbandand wife and marketeconomyby P. Jurkovic.

the newpersonalallowances. (B. 110.656)
(B. 110.682)

NORTH AMERICA
ANDREWS,John M.; WHITE, Bernard W.
Taxationof directorsand employees.The Law
underScheduleE. 3rd Edition. LATIN AMERICA

Canada
London,The Instituteof CharteredAccountants
in Englandand Wales, 1990, pp. 446. DOING BUSINESS IN CANADA.
The book providesa comprehensiveguide to all Argentina Amsterdam,Price Waterhouse,1990, 276.
aspectsof the taxationof directorsand pp.

Informationguideon doingbusinessin Canada
employeesas it affectsthem and theiremployers. DOING BUSINESS IN ARGENTINA. includingtax aspectsbased material
(B. 110.642) Informationguide.

on

assembledat March 31, 1990.
Amsterdam,PriceWaterhouse,1989, pp. 90. (B. 110.691)
1987Editionof informationguide on doing
businessin Argentinaincludingtax aspectsbased PERRY, J. Harvey.
on materialassembledin January1987, updated A fiscal historyof Canada.The postwaryears.

INTERNATIONAL by April 1989 supplement. Toronto,CanadianTax Foundation,1989.
(B. 110.685) CanadianTax PaperNo. 85, pp. 1058.

The authorpresents in this volume the Canadian

POPKES, Warner Berend J. fiscal affairs in the post War II era.

InternationalePrfungder Angemessenheit Bahamas Subjects treatedare: the economicconsequences
steuerlicherVerrechnungspreise.Auswirkungen of adoptinga Keynesianrole for government,
des OECD-Berichtsin den einzelnenLndern. DOING BUSINESS IN THE BAHAMAS. the growthofgovernmentexpenditure,
Bielefeld,Erich SchmidtVerlagGmbH, 1989. Amsterdam,PriceWaterhouse,1989, pp. 41. evolutionof federal-provincialtax sharingand

Steuerberatung-Betriebsprfung- 1981 Edition updateby July 1989 Supplementof transferprograms,developmentsin provincial
Unternehmensbesteuerung,Band 17, pp. 285, informationguideon doingbusinessin the budget, historyof Canadian tariffchanges
68.- DM. Bahamas.Subjectsinclude: investmentclimate, leading to the free trade and the historyand

Internationaltransferprice checkingfor tax foreignexchange,accounting,corporateand currentstatus of internationaltax arrangements.
purposes.The authordiscussesArticle9 of the individualincome taxes, and other related The descriptionof the tax reforms 1962-71 and

1977OECD ModelTreatyand the commentary matters. 1985-87is also included.

attachedto it. He furtherexplainshowit is (B. 110.687) (B. 110.621)
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U.S.A. Paramus,MaxwellMacmillanProfessionaland INCOMETAXATIONIN CANADA-
BusinessReferenceDivision, 1990, pp. 800. REPORTBULLETIN

FEDERALTAX HANDBOOK1991. This volumecontainsunabridgedfederaland

EnglewoodCliffs, MaxwellMacmillan,910-2 state courtdecisionsarisingunder the federal tax releases725,727and 728

Sylvan Avenue,EnglewoodCliffs, NJ 07632, laws and previouslyreportedin PrenticeHall Prentice-HallofCanadaLtd., Scarborough.
1990. FederalTaxes2nd.
PrenticeHall InformationServices,Federal (B. 110.593) FOREIGNINVESTMENTINCANADA-

REPORTBULLETINTaxes 2nd, pp. 930.
Referencehandbookdesigned to help taxpayers 1991 TAX ANGLESFOR SPECIAL releases67 and 68

(companiesand individuals)to file their federal taxpayers.By CCHTax Law Editors. Prentice-Hallof CanadaLtd., Scarborough.
income tax returns forthe 1990 tax year. Chicago,CCH-CommerceClearingHouse,
(B. 110.676) Inc.,1990.

FederalTax Guide Reports,pp. 479. Denmark
REVENUERECONCILIATIONACT OF Specialcategoriesof taxpayersare focusedon:

1990 and other tax provisionsof the Omnibus corporateexcutives,professionalpersons, SKATTEBESTEMMELSER
Budget ReconciliationActof 1990. Analysisand farmers,contractors,retailers,U.S. citizens Moms-

commentary. Internal RevenueCode Sectionsas abroad, etc. release2
amended. (B. 110.661) Skattebestemmelser-Systematisk-

NewYork,MatthewBender&Co.,1990, releases2,3
pp. 410. DILWORTH,R.H.; ANDRUS, J.L.; Skattenyt-Kronologisk-

Sectionwisecommentand analysisof the HARTER,L.G. releases6,7amendedInternalRevenueCode of the Revenue U.S. tax treatmentof financial transactions A.S. SkattekartoteketInformationskontor,ReconciliationActof 1990. involvingforeigncurrency. Copenhagen.(B. 110.676) Arlington,Tax Analysts,6830North Fairfax
Drve, ArlingtonVA 22213, USA, 1990,

AMERICANFEDERALTAX REPORTS. pp. 156,49.-$. EEC
Secondseries, Vol. 65, 1990. (B. 110.611)

HANDBOEKVOORDEEUROPESE
GEMEENSCHAPPEN

Verdragstekstenen aanverwantestukken
releases303 and 304
Deventer,Kluwer.

Loose-LeafServices France

JURISCLASSEUR-CHIFFRED;AFFAIRES
Receivedbetween1 - 31 March1991 COMMENTAIRES-

release6148
EditionsTechniques,Paris.

Africa Belgium
JURISCLASSEUR-DROITFISCAL-

FIDAFRICA COMMENTAAROP HETWETBOEKVAN FISCALITEIMMOBILIERE
DE INKOMSTENBELASTING

releases2 and 3 release71
release 110 EditionsTechniques,Paris.Fidafrica,Paris. MinistryofFinance,Brussels.

FISCALITEAFRICAINE COMMENTAIREDUCODEDES IMPOTS Germany(Fed. Rep.)releases4,5 SURLES REVENUS
EditionsFiduciaireFranceAfrique, Paris. release 110 DEUTSCHEGESETZE

MinistryofFinance,Brussels.
Schnfelder

Australia DOORLOPENDEDOCUMENTATIE release74

INZAKEB.T.W./ VerlagC.H. Beck, Munich.
AUSTRALIAINCOMETAX-LAWAND LEDOSSIERPERMANENTDELAT.V.A.
PRACTICE release224 DEUTSCHESTEUERPRAXIS--

NACHSCHLAGWERKPRAKTISCHER
Rulingsand Guidelines EditionsService,Brussels. STEUERFLLE
releases82,83 and 84
Butterworths,North Ryde. FISCALEDOCUMENTATIE Felix

VANDEWINCKELE release 137

STAMPDUTIES-COMMENTARY- TomeX, release78 VerlagDr. Otto SchmidtKG., Cologne.
AUSTRALIANREVENUEDUTIES TomeXIII, release53

DASEINKOMMENSTEUERRECHT.
Tolhurst-Wallace-Zipfinger TomeXIV, release221

KOMMENTARZUM
release 103 CED-Samsom,Brussels.

EINKOMMENSTEUERGESETZ
ButterworthPty., Ltd., North Ryde.

GUIDEPRATIQUEDE FISCALITE Littmann-Bitz-Meincke
release7

Tome II, release76
Austria VerlagSchffer& Co., Stuttgart.CED-Samsom,Brussels.

GEBHRENUND VERKEHRSSTEUERN, Canada HANDBUCHDERBAUINVESTITIONEN
STEMPEL-UNDRECHTSGEBUHREN, UND
GRUNDERWERBSTEUER CANADIANCURRENTTAX IMMOBILIEN-KAPITALANLAGEN

releaseR release 14 release46
VerlagDr. Karl-WernerFellner, Enns. ButterworthsPty., Ltd.,MarkhamOntario. Dr. PeterDeubnerVerlag/J.C.Mller, Cologne.
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KOMMENTARZUM BELASTINGWETIEN - Vennootschapsbelasting1969

EINKOMMENSTEUERGESETZ release245
release 145

Frotscher GoudaQuint/D. Brouwer,Arnhem.
- Vermogensbelasting1964

releases131-135
release52
RudolfHaufe'Verlag, Freiburgim Breisgau. EDITIEVAKSTUDIE Kluwer,Deventer.

BELASTINGWETGEVING
KOMMENTARZUM NorwayBelastingenvan Rechtsverkeeren-

ABGABENORDNUNGUND
FINANZGERICHTSORDNUNG Registratiewet SKATTE-NYTTrelease62

L

Hbschmann-Hepp-Spitaler - Gemeentelijkebelastingene.a. A, release2
release 131 release 146 Norsk Skattebetalerforening,Oslo.,

VerlagDr.SchmidtKG.,Cologne. Kluwer,Deventer.

NEUESSTEUERRECHTVONA BIS Z' FISCALEWETTEN Switzerland

releases19-24 releases180,181 and 182 DIESTEUERNDERSCHWEIZ/LES
ErichSchmidtVerlag, Bielefeld. FED, Deventer. IMPOTSDELA SUISSE

STEUERRECHTDERBETRIEBLICHEN HANDBOEKVOORDE IN-EN IV, release76

ALTERVERSORGUNG UITVOER VerlagfrRecht und GesellschaftA',Basel.

Ahrend-Frster-Rssler - Belastingheffingbijinvoer
release6 release413 UnitedKingdom
VerlagDr.Otto SchmidtKG., Cologne. - Tariefvan Invoerrechten

release63 BRITISHTAXENCYCLOPEDIA

STEUERRECHTSPRECHUNGIN Kluwer,Deventer. Wheatcroft
KARTEIFORM release 124

....

KLUWERSTARIEVENBOEK Sweet&MaxwellLtd.,Andover.releases469 and 470.

VerlagDr.Otto SchmidtKG., Cologne. ' release399
Kluwer,Deventer. SIMON'STAXES

UMSATZSTEUERGESETZ release 161

(MEHRWERTSTEUER) KLUWERSSUBSIDIEBOEK Butterworth&Co.,London.
Hartmann-Metzenmacher releases 118 and. 119 '

release63 Kluwer,Deventer. SIMON'STAXCASES

Erich SchmidtVerlag, Bielefeld. releases8,10 and 11
OMZETBELASTING(BTW) IN BEROEP Butterworth&Co.,Ltd.,London.
ENBEDRIJF

International
.

release 120 SIMON'STAX INTELLIGENCE

GoudaQuint/D. Brouwer,Arnhem. releases8, 10 and 11
k

INTERFISCTAXTREATYSERVICE
Butterworth&Co.,Ltd.,London.

release41 DESOCIALEVERZEKERINGSWETYEN
ProfessionalPublishingLtd.,London. AKBW VALUEADDEDTAX-DEVOIL'

-

release20 release187
STEUERNINEUROPA,USA, KANADA, -

UNDJAPAN Algemenedeel Butterworth,London.
releases48 and 49

Mennel - AWBZ
release20 releases59-62 U.S.A.
NeueWirtschafts-Briefe,Herne. - Heffingoveruitkeringenen loon

releases21 and 22

Kluwer,Deventer. FEDERALTAXES(TAXBULLETIN)
Ireland releases7-10STAATS-EN

,

IRISHINCOMETAX ADMINISTRATIEFRECHTELIJKE Prentice-HallInc., EnglewoodCliffs.

WETIEN
release6 FEDERALTAXTREATIES--REPORT
Butterworth&Co.,Ltd.,London. release261 BULLETIN

r

Kluwer,Deventer.
releases1 and 2

Netherlands VAKSTUDIE-FISCALE Prentice-Hall,Inc., EnglewoodCliffs.

ENCYCLOPEDIE
BELASTINGWETGEVING TAXIDEAS-REPORTBULLETIN

Inkomstenbelasting1964-

Inkomstenbelastng1964 releases742-745 releases 8 and 9
-

release208 - Invorderingswet Prentice-Hall,Inc., EnglewoodCliffs.

Loonbelasting releases17, 18 and 19
U.S. TAXATIONOFINTERNATIONAL

-

release 132 - Loonbelasting
Successiewet releases481 and 482 OPERATIONS

-

release53 - Omzetbelasting releases2 and 3

NoorduijnBV,Arnhem. releases175 and 176 PrenticeHall Inc., NewJersey.
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HONG KONG BRANCH
lan Harris, Secretary

An active discussion took place at the first meeting of the

NEWS branch this year on the question as to whetherHong Kong
should enter into tax treaties with its major trading and
investmentpartners. The debate has been growingover the

in Hong Kong and it has been elevated theIlrrIIATIONALASCALASSOCIION past year now to

political scene with questions being asked in the Legislative
Council of Hong Kong. Those in favour of Hong Kong
developing a treaty network point to the example of Singa-
pore, which has a tax system similar to Hong Kong's and
which has entered into some 25 tax treaties. AlthoughHong

BRITISH BRANCH Kong has no withholding tax on interest or dividends and
the withholding tax on royalties is only 1.65 percent, it is

The topic for the March meeting was Harmonisation of considered by some that certain countries would be in-
terestedin enteringinto tax treaty HongKong is becom-Direct Tax in Europe , with guest speaker Mr. Michael a as

Whitear, Senior Tax Manager, British Petroleum Plc. The ng a capital-exportingnation, yet is discouragedfrom mak-
focus of the meetingwas to examinethe impactof the recent ng direct investments due to the substantial withholding
EC Directives on businesses operating in Europe. taxes on interestand dividendsin the major targetcountries.

It has also been suggested that Hong Kong's role as a major
financial centre for the Asia-Pacific Region would be en-
hanced if there was a tax treaty network so that interest
going to Hong Kong would be free of withholding tax or
taxed at a substantially reduced rate. A further argument
by those in favour of a treaty network is that it would
encourage further political recognition of Hong Kong,

DUTCH BRANCH which is facing transitionto a SpecialAdministrativeRegion
of the People's Republic of China (PRC) in 1997.

An IFA Benelux Conference will be held on 7 and 8 June Those opposed to the introductionof tax treaties in Hongin the MECC Congress Centre in Maastricht. Kong point to the fact that Hong Kong would have very
Subjects to be discussed include: little to offer the treaty partner other than an exchange of
(1) developmentof fiscal regulations in the Benelux coun- information clause. In the context of Hong Kong's tradi-

tries with respect to the EC Directives on parent/sub- tional attitude towards secrecy this is likely to be a very
sidiary relationships; controversial issue. It has been pointed out that in most

(2) the viewsof the Beneluxcountrieswith respect to recent treaties exchange of information is restricted to that infor-
international developments, in particular limitation of mation actually in the possession of the Revenue authority,
the application of treaties, treaty override and super which in the contextof Hong Kong is limitedbecauseof the
royalty provisions; schedular and territorial system of taxation in Hong Kong,

(3) special fiscal regimes in the Benelux countries, such as and in consequence few, if any, countries are likely to be
coordinationcentres, cost plus rulings, etc. interested in granting treaty benefits to Hong Kong.

A programme for accompanyingpersons will be arranged; The view of the majority of members present at the Hong
and a dinner will be held on Friday evening for participants Kong branch meeting was that any real advantages in a

and accompanyingpersons. The conference fee is 220 Dfl. treatynetworkforHongKong is unlikely. Certainlyit would
for participantsand 155 Dfl. for accompanyingpersons. For appear that the Hong Kong government has not made any
more informationplease contact: commitment to consider a treaty or a series of treaties,
Mr. Mark Doets although it is not unlikely that exploratory talks - perhaps
c/o Loyens & Volkmaars on an informal basis - may take place with one or more

P.O. Box 71170 jurisdictions in order to ascertainwhether there is any com-

1008 BD Amsterdam mon ground. In this connection it should be noted that the
Tel. (020) 647 14 16 basic law of Hong Kong, which forms the constitution of
Fax (020) 643 53 96 Hong Kong from 1 July 1997, provides that the Special

Administrative Region will be independent of the PRC in
its tax affairs; clearly in this respect Hong Kong will be able
to have treaties separate from those in force between the
PRC and its own treaty partners.
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A practical and useful introduction to EC VAT legislation...

INTRODUCTIONto VALUE ADDEDTAX IN THE EC

Ben J.M. Terraand Julle Kajus

This book is an extremely useful reference to tax UNIQUE:
advisers, accounting professionals, financal executives
and others interested n more than their national VAT With an

legislation. IntegratedText
of EC VAT

Introductionto the VATsystem Directives and
Proposais

The first part of the book offers and introduction to the towards 1992

system of VAT in the EC based on the Sixth Directive and

an overview of the developments.towardsthe completion of

the internal market with regard to VAT.

Integratedtextof Directives

The second part of the book presents an integrated text of

the (numbered) Directives, adopted and proposed, as well as

the text of the proposais regarding the completion of the

internal market.

How to order... .

Fill out the order form below and send it to Kluwer L'aw ,..
.

and Taxation Publishers TODAY (P.O. Box 23,7400 GA
Deventer, The Netherlands). Also available from your regular %

supplier. .

Prices are subject to change without notice and do not include delivery charges. Softcover; 144 pages

Sales in the Netherlands are subject to VAT. ISBN 90 6544 566 8

Price:Dfl. 55,- USS 31'.-

-
----------------------------

[l Please, send me .... copy(les) of [l Bill me

Introduction to Value ,Added Tax [] Cheque enclosed
in the EC Softcover, 144 pages [] Charge my credit card
ISBN 90 6544 566 8 [l Am. Ex./ VISA / Eurocard
Price: Dfl. 55,- USS 31.- [l Acc.no...............................

[] Please, send me your catalogue [] Expirydate......................... KLUWER
Law and Taxation Publishers

Signature: ..........................................

Name ..................................................................................................................................

Occupation ......................................................................................................................... P.O. Box 23
Firm: ..................................................................................................................................... 7400 GA Deventer
Address ............................................................................................................................... The Netherlands

Country: ..; ......................................................-

......................................................................
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IBFD NEWS 259 Professor Nooteboom retires as Chairman and
First published in 1946, the Bulletin John Avery Jones appointed Chairman of the
aims to report on matters of impor- Board of Trustees of the InternationalBureau of
tance to the international tax com-

munity and to provide a forum for Fiscal Documentation.

discussion of worldwide develop-
ments in tax policy, law and reform. TRINIDAD AND TOBAGO: 260 John F. Due and Francis Greany
The Bulletin is the official journal of THE DEVELOPMENTOF A
the International Fiscal Association VALUE ADDED TAX

A value added tax went into effect in

and publishes the reports of its na- Trinidad and Tobago on 1 January 1990. In

tional branches. spite of certain problems, the tax has been

relatively successful. Development of the
tax proceeded in several phases, including a

review of he existing system, formulationof

preliminary recommendations, develop-
ment of analytical models an finally the

Editor drafting of legislation. Professor Due and

S.M.C. Lyons, J.D. Mr. Greany provide a historical context for
the development of the VAT in this Carib-

Advisor bean nation.
D.A. van Waardenburg, ec.drs.

CANADA: 269 Allan R. Lanthier
Editorial Board
M.A.G'. Caballero, licenciado en

INCENTIVES FOR INTERNATIONAL International shipping headquarted
derecho SHIPPING CORPORATIONS groups

in Canada have, for several years, been en-
S.M.C. Lyons, J.D. couraging the Canadian Department of Fi-
D.A. van Waardenburg, ec. drs.
J.C. Wheeler, LL.B., solicitor

nance to introduce some type of alleviating
measures. In February 1991 the government
announced a proposed amendment to the
Canadian Income Tax Act, the purpose of
which is to clarify the Canadian tax status of

Disclaimer. The material contained foreign-incorporated, international ship-
in this publication is not intended to ping corporations having ownership and
be advice on any particular matter. management activities in Canada. This arti-
No subscriberor other reader should cle examines the proposal and points out
act on the basis of any matter con-

tained in this publication without
some of the technical uncertainties and de-

consideringappropriateprofessional ficiencies which should be addressed before
advice. The publisher, and the auth- the legislation is finalized. The author con-

ors and editors, expresslydisclaimall cludes that if appropriate revisions to the
and any liability to any person, amendment not made certain taxpayerswhether a purchaser of this publica-

are

tion or not, in respect of anything will be forced to maintain managementand
and the consequences of anything operationalpersonneloffshore,while others
done or omitted to be done by any will be confronted with the difficult choice
such person in relianceupon the con- of deciding whether rely ad-
tents of this publication.

or not to on

ministrative positions and pronouncements
1991 of the assessingbranchof RevenueCanada.

InternationalBureau of
Fiscal Documentation,

the Netherlands CANADA: 276 Abe I. Greenbaum
All rights reserved. No part of this THE CANADIAN GOODS AND

The GST, comprised of 335 sectionsnew
work covered by copyright may be SERVICESTAX -

reproducedor copied in any form or AN OVERVIEW
and countless subsectons, went nto effect

by any means (graphic, electronicor on 1 January 1991. This article highlightsthe
mechanical, includingphotocopying, key legislative and structural features of the
recording,recordingtaping, or infor- tax and comments on a number of policy
mation retrieval systems) withoutthe
written permission of the publisher. issues.
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WHAT'S NEW PACIFIC REGION CONFERENCE 286 Susan M. Lyons and Nicholas C. Webb

A report of the recent conference held in

FROM IBFD Maui, Hawaii.

INTERNATONAL: 289 Bruce Zagaris
APPLICAT ON OF THE LOM IV

In the wake of CARICOM'sefforts towardsCONVENTON TO SERVICES AND
The Foreign Related Tax THE POTENTIALOPPORTUNITIES accelerated integration, the Lom IV Con-

vention provides an excellent opportunity
Laws and Regulationsof the

FOR THE BARBADOS INTERNATIONAL
to rethink the role of Barbadosin the region.FINANCIALSECTOR

People's Republic of China The Conventioncalls for cooperationin ser-

vices that support economic development
(official English translations) with priority given to services that support

foreign trade, services required by the busi-
ness sector and services that support region-

Taxes and Investnent in the al integration.This article outlines the struc-
ture and main features of the Convention

People's Republic of China and offers some potentialapplicationsto the
Barbados situation.

Taxation and Investment in HONG KONG: 303 Dr. Tang Shu-hung
the Caribbean

1991/92 BUDGETAND
The 1991/92 budget, which has receivedLONG-TERM FINANCIAL
mixed reviews from the businesscommunitySTRATEGY
and the general public, is a small surplus

European Tax Handbook budget. This article looks at the macro-

economic aspects of the budget.1991
BIBLIOGRAPHY 306

Guides to European Taxation,
- Loose-leafservices 306

Volume 6: The Taxation of
IFA NEWS 305

Individuals in Europe
CONFERENCEDIARY 307

CUMULATIVE INDEX 308

Data Bases on Cross Border

Payments in OECD Countries
CONTRIBUTIONOF ARTICLES TO THE BULLETIN

Trends in International We welcome the submission of articles which are of interest to tax

Taxation by Prof. David professionals,executivesand scholars to be consideredforpublication.
Williams The author should ensure that the significanceof the contributionwill

also be apparent to an internationalreadership.

The editor will consider for publication manuscripts by contributors
from any country. Manuscriptswill be subject to a review procedure
and acceptedmanuscriptswill be edited to improve the generaleffec-
tiveness of communication.

Manuscripts should be submitted, together with a covering letter, to

the Editor. At the time the manuscriptis submitted,writtenassurance

must be given that the article has not been published, submitted or

accepted elsewhere. The author will be notified of acceptance, rejec-
tion or need for revisionwithin 8 weeks.

Manuscripts may range from 3,000 to 10,000 words, approximately
10-24 typed pages. Diskettes 5.25 inch (Word Perfect) welcome!

The author should submit biographicaldata, including his or her cur-

rent affiliation.
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ProfessorNooteboom ket; by the end of 1991 35 titles (databases and
loose-leafbooks)willbe available.

Retiresas Chairmanof Major achievements in this period were the or-

ganisation of East-West Tax Conferences, the
the BoardofTrusteesof the founding of the International Tax Academy and

InternationalBureau its important educational work in Central and
EasternEurope, the restructuringof the IBFD into

ofFiscalDocumentation a research foundation and a publishing house
(IBFD Publications B.V.), the move to a modern
head office and importantlegislativeworkand as-

After a ten-year term of office, ProfessorAdrian
sistanceforvariouscountries.

Nooteboom retired as chairman of the IBFD's
Board of Trustees at the end of the annual meet- With his enthusiasm Professor Nooteboom was

ing on 17 May 1991. Professor Nooteboom will the ideal chairmanduring this transitionalpriod
continue his association with the Bureau as a in the life ofthe IBFD.
memberoftheBoard. Professor Nooteboom is a former Parliamentary
During his chairmanshipthe IBFD developed into State Secretaryfor Financeand is Professorof Tax
a major research organisation, publishing house Law at the State University of Groningen. He is
and educationalcentre in the fieldof international also an attorney at law and tax counsel
taxation. (Nootboomc.s. at Dordrecht).
In 1981 the research staff consisted of nine as- Professor Nooteboom has always played an im-
sociates; at the moment 40 lawyers and portantrole in the InternationalFiscalAssociation
economistsfrom 17 countriesworkat the IBFD. In and has been chairmanofthe Netherlandsbranch
1981 14 major (loose-leaf)books were on the mar- ofIFAfor manyyears.

JohnAveryJones is now the senior partner. He has been a member
of the Meade Committeeon the Structureand Re-

AppointedChairmanof form of Direct Taxation (1975 to 1977) and the
Keith Committee on the Enforcement Powers of

theBoardof Trusteesof the the RevenueDepartments(1980 to 1984). He was

InternationalBureau President of the Institute of Taxation (1980 to

1982) and ChairmanoftheLaw Society'sRevenue
ofFiscalDocumentation Committee(1983 to 1990).

He is currently Visiting Professor at the London
JohnAveryJones CBE MA LLM FTII, seniorpart- School of Economics, Chairman of the British
ner of Speechly Bircham and a leading interna- Branch of the International Fiscal Association,
tional tax expert, has been appointed Chairman member of the InternationalFiscal Association's
of the Board of Trustees of the International Executive Committee, council member of the In-
Bureau of Fiscal Documentation in Amsterdam. stitute of Fiscal Studies, joint editor of the British
He succeeds Professor Adriaan Nooteboomwho Tax Review (since 1974), consultingeditor of the
retiredas Chairmanafter 10 years in that office. It VAT Encclopaediaand a memberof the editorial
is the first time in the IBFD's history of over 50 board of Simon'sTaxes. He has writtennumerous

years that a person from outside the Netherlands articles and lectured extensively on U.K. and in-
has beenchosento fill this position. ternationaltaxation.

Mr. Avery Jones has a varied and distinguished The IBFD is pleasedto welcome its new Chairman
career in the world of taxation. His legal career whose experience and advice will be most valu-

spans 25 years in practice for the firm of whichhe able to the organisation.
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R \ DAD AND -OBAGO:

THE DEVELOPMENTOF A VALUE ADDED TAX

John F. Due and Francis Greaney

With independence and the formation in 1973 of CAR1COM (the Caribbean
Common Market), the tax structures of Commonwealth Caribbean countries, John F. Dueis Professorof Economics

particularly the four major ones (Trinidad, Jamaica, Barbados and Guyana) had Emeritus at the University of Illinois at

many features in common: unusually high dependence on income taxation, with Urbana-Champaign, Francis Greaney
steeply rising marginal rates; a uniform (with minor exceptions) external tariff s Manager, Policy Economics Group,
which the countriescould not unilaterallyraise under the termsof the CAR1COM KPMG, Peat Marwick, Washington,
agreement; and traditional excises applying only to domestic production.1 Rela- D.C.

tive yields from customs were less than in many developing countries and fell as

a result of the establishmentof CARICOM, as intra-CARICOMtrade was not

subject. The countries such as Guyana, whose own tariffs were higher than that
of CAR1COM, suffered additional loss of revenue.

As a consequenceof these circumstances,all of the countries turned to additional Contents

tax sources, but not initially to general sales taxes with more or less uniform rates.

Instead they imposed a number of special levies on various commodities,called Development of interest in Trinidad

purchase taxes in Trinidad and Tobago, consumption taxes in the other three Preliminary action
Anaysis of the exstlng indlrect

countries. The Guyana levy covered virtually all commodities and thus was in a tax system
sense a manufacturers sales tax, with widely different rates, a total of 27. The Development of proposals for change
other three countries gradually extended the coverage of their consumption or The final report and plans for

purchase taxes until these taxes likewise had wide but not general coverage and implementation
Final decisions

the taxes were levied by specified goods. They also had other special levies on The second phase
various services. Jamaica imposed a so-called retail sales tax, which was not such Drafting
a tax in any usual sense of the term. The consumption or purchase taxes were Response to the tax and criticims

applied to both imported and domestic goods, unlike the excises, but with minor The experiencewith operation: 1990
as

exceptions were confined domestically to the manufacturingsector. Summary of the tax of 1990

Appendix

By the 1970s, some attentionwas given in the CAR1COMcountries to conversion
of the rather complex systems into a more general sales tax. As early as 1974, for

example, Guyana developed under the initiative of Inland Revenue Commis-
sioner Devonish, with UNDP aid, a plan for a value added type sales tax to

replace the consumption tax, but no action was taken. In Jamaica attention was

given to reform of the consumption and related taxes in 1973,2 and subsequently
on several occasions in the 1970s and 1980s. Finally, in 1984-85 a detailed plan
for a new value added tax in Jamaica was developed with the assistance of the

MetropolitanStudies Program of Syracuse University.3Various objections and a

change in government resulted in delay of implementationuntil 1991. Barbados

imposed a retail sales tax in 1975, but with a change in Government repealed it

in 1976.
1. The experience is described by Roy Gobin,
An Analysis of the System of Sales Taxation in

DEVELOPMENTOF INTEREST IN TRINIDAD the Caribbean Common Market, 2 Public Fi-

nance, (1980), at 270-88, and the following arti-

As long as Trinidad had substantial oil revenue, it was less concerned about cles in the Bulletin for International Fiscal

modification of the indirect tax structure to increase revenue from this source. Documentation: The System of Indirect Taxa-

But with the declne in world oil prces, the Governmentturned increased atten-
tion in the CaribbeanCommonMarket,Vol. 33

(June/July 1979), at 252-257 and A Survey and
tion to the question. In the budget speech of 1983, the Prime Minister and Analysis of the Tax System in the Caribbean
Minister of Finance stated, We have been giving considerationfor some time to Common Market, Vol. 33 (October 1979), at

the introduction of a general sales tax. I am advised that there are numerous 445-455.

problems in the administration of such a tax. I therefore propose to seek the 2. A report, IndirectTaxation for Jamaica,
was prepared by Professor Charles McLure, Jr.

assistance of the International Monetary Fund as to the form which would be for the taxation division of the Ministry of Fi-
most appropriate in our circumstances.This request resulted in a report by the nance of Jamaica, 24 August 1973.
IMF entitled Trinidadand Tobago: Sales Tax and Other Optionsof Indirect Tax 3. Richard Bird and Mathias Bourgeois, Gen-

Reform (18 May 1983). No immediate action was taken on this report however, eral ConsumptionTax, Staff Pair # 29, Jamaica

because it recommendeda sales tax to be imposedat the manufacturers'level and Tax Structure Examination Project, Metropoli-
tan Studies Program, Syracuse University and

the existing purchase tax was already being imposed on the wholesale value of Board of Revenue, Government of Jamaica,
goods. Syracuse and Kingston, May 1986.
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In 1986 in the budget speech, the Prime Minister indicated (2) the development of preliminary recommendationsfor
that changes in the purchase tax represented movement directions for reform.
toward a full implementation of a general sales tax. The Particular emphasis was to be placed on:
Acting Permanent Secretary of Finance requested that the
Board of Inland Revenue (BIR) develop a proposal for a (a) simplifyingand expandingthe systemofindirect taxes;
general retail sales tax, and to this end the BIR appointed (b) improving the structure of the individual income tax
a committee headed by Mrs. Michal Christian, Assistant with special attention paid to the equity of the system;
Commissioner of Inland Revenue, to prepare such a plan. and

During 1986, the Committee held a number of meetings, (c) reforming the corporateincome tax to broaden the base
gathered relevant information and prepared a report. The and lower the tax rate to improve the environmentfor
Committeeconcluded that with a retail sales tax, which was economic growth.
emphasized, a rate of 21 percent would be required to raise Phase II focused on the development of analytical models
the same revenueas the purchasetaxes, whichhad relatively to assist the analysis of the entire tax system. Three micro-
high rates. A 40 percent rate would be required if food were simulation modelswere developedfor the individualincome
exempt.4 If various service sectorswere included, the neces- the income and the of indirect
sary rates would be 13 percent (food taxed) and 19 percent

tax, corporate tax system
taxation. These models, based on detailed tax and economic

(food exempt). The Committee did not regard a tax with
data, were designed to estimate the revenue and distribu-

such rates as feasible, given rates in other countries, and tional effects of proposed changes in the tax system. These
sought to avoid multiple rates, which would allow a lower models provided the Governmentand the Tax Performance
basic rate. Committee, for the first time, with a reliable means of

quantifying the effects of proposed tax changes.
PRELIMINARYACTION Phase III called for developing specific recommendations

for a comprehensiveTax Reform Programme along with a

In its 1988 budget speech, the Governmentannouncedthat detailed plan for implementing the reform programme.
it had established a Tax Performance Committee in 1987
with Mr. Steve Ferguson as Chairman, to further consider The aim was to have a final report of the overall tax revision

plans for a general sales tax, and it indicated that a sales tax programme completed by the end of 1988, together with a

detailed implementationplan.would be introduced in 1988. The establishment of a tax

committee,comprisedof representativesfrom labour, busi- For purposes of the project, a team was assembled by Peat
ness and the Government, to examine the tax system and Marwick, and the members visited Trinidad on various oc-

recommend changes to the Government was not a new casions in 1988 and 1989. The team worked closely with the
precedent. This approach had often been taken in the past, Tax Performance Committee, Inland Revenue, Customs
with formal committees established in 1967, 1981 and 1986 and Excise and other Government agencies and private
to review the tax system and recommend reforms. The sector firms. Throughoutthe course of their work, the team
terms of referenceof the Tax PerformanceCommitteewere held a series of discussions concerning their findings and
not limited to the indirect tax system, but rather included recommendations with the Tax Performance Committee
an examinationof the entire system of taxation. and the Government.To assist in the work of the tax reform

team, a specially appointed technical committee was
In early 1988, the business community was responsible for formed. This Committee included representativesfrom the
bringing to Trinidad Mr. R. Watson of Price Waterhouse Ministryof Finance, the Board of Inland Revenue, Custorns
and Co. (U.K.), an expert on VAT operationsin the United and Excise and the Central Statistical Office. Of great ben-
Kingdom, for discussions about the feasibility of a VAT. efit was the assignmentof two Governmentstaff persons to

Following a meeting on 16 January 1988 attended by Mr. assist the members of the team working on indirect taxes.6
Watson, representativesof the private sector and the Gov-
ernment, a draft report on the introductionof a value added
tax was preparedby a committeeheaded by Mr. Ferguson.5 ANALYSIS OF THE EXISTING INDIRECT
This brief report considered the relative merits of a retail TAX SYSTEM
sales tax and a VATand indicatedthat the businesscommu-

nity favoured the value added tax form. A scheduleof work The first step on the part of those membersof the team who
to be done was set up, with the hope that the tax could be
introduced 1 January 1989, and steps in the operationof the

were involved with policy on indirect taxes was a detailed
review of the existing indirect structure and administration.

tax were outlined. The needed educationalprogrammewas This work, primarily in April 1988, resulted in completionnoted. The report favoured administrationby Inland Reve- of IndirectTaxation in Trinidadand Tobago: Initial Report
nue rather than Customs and Excise. Emphasis was placed (12 May 1988). This report was combined with analysis of
upon the need for simplicity and for care in designing the
new tax.

In May of 1988 the Policy EconomicsGroupof KPMG Peat 4 Report of the General Sales Tax Committee by its Chairman, Mrs.
Marwick formally entered into an agreement with the Gov- Michal Christian to Mr. Randolph Kong, Chairman, Board of Inland
ernment of Trinidad and Tobago to assist the Tax Perfor- Revenue, 17 September 1986.
mance Committee and the Ministry of Finance in develop- 5. Draft Reporton the Introductionofa Value Added Tax (1988)
ing a comprehensive Tax Reform Programme. A scope of 6. The authors would like to express particular appreciation to these

work of the Policy EconomicsGroupwas divided into three persons: Mr. T. Boodoosinghof the BudgetOffice and Mr. Ken Superville,

phases. Superintendent of Enforcement for Customs and Excise, and to Mrs.
Michal Christian, VAT Commissioner,for their assistance. Appreciation

Phase I of the study included two principal components: is also expressed to the Board of Inland Revenue and its staff, and the staff
of Customs and Excise, the VATAdministrationCentre, and a number of

(1) a review of the current tax system covering indirect other governmentdepartments,as well as the Tax PerformanceCommittee
' taxes, individual income tax, corporate income tax, pe- and private sector firms and associations, and to Professor Carl Shoup for

troleum taxes and tax administration;and his comments on the manuscript.
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other aspects of the tax system and presented to the Tax DEVELOPMENTOF PROPOSALS FOR CHANGE7
Performance Committee and the Ministry of Finance in a

formal presentation of l June 1988 as well as in a written The basic proposal of the report prepared by the team was

report entitled Draft Phase I Report: Initial Overviewofthe for the establishmentof a general sales tax, merging in the
Trinidad and Tobago Tax System. Feedback on the direc- existing levies (except customs), with the proposed title of
tions for change was received from the Ministry and the General Indirect ConsumptionTax. A reviewofalternative
Committee and the team sharpened its focus in developing forms of general indirect taxes was presented. The value
more specific recommendationsconcerning the design of a dded technique was- rcommnded, but lhe need for
tax reform programmefor Trinidad and Tobago. further reviewwas necessarybeforemaking the key decision

on the extent to which the tax should go forwardbeyond the
Indirect taxes in total yielded about 32 percent of total tax manufacturingsector. Other issues to be resolved, such as

revenue. Of this total percentage,importdutiesplus a stamp exemptions, taxation of services, choice of single vs. multi-
tax on imports, purchase taxes on various goods applying to ple rates, choice of the tax rate, exclusionof small firms and
both importsand domesticproductionand excises (applying locationof administration,were noted, and a list of steps to

only to domesticproduction) each yielded about 8 percent, be taken in the developmentof the tax presented.
or 24 in total of the 32 percent. As of 1988, there were four
ad valorem rates ofpurchase tax (20,40,60and 85 percent), Furtherwork in May and June 1988 resulted in the prepara-
plus specific rates on tobacco products. Tax applied to im- tion of a Supplement to the initial report. A substantial

portation and to sale by manufacturers.The total purchase Portion was devoted to the question of the extent to which
tax coverage was broad, only a few basic necessities being the tax should be extended forward to the retail sector.

excluded plus various inputs of industry. Over one third of Consultationwith various trade and industry groups, three
the purchase tax revenue was obtained from alcoholic be- major firms involved in importing, manufacturing,
verages, tobacco products, food and soft drinks, and build- wholesale distribution and retailing (Neal and Massy,
ing materials. The purchase tax did not apply to services. McEnearney Alstons and T. Geddes Grant), the Chamber
There were about 600 active manufacturerspaying tax. The of Commerceand other businessgroups, plus data from the
tax was administeredby Customs and Excise. Central Statistical Office, led to the recommendation that

the scope of the value added tax not be defined in terms of

While the tax had some desirablecharacteristics,therewere sector (manufacturing, wholesale, retail), but in terms of

serious limitations. In summary: the designationof taxable size of establishment.Given the complexitiesin the distribu-

items by tariff number resulted in unnecessaryrestrictionof tion system, many firms were carryingon business in several

coverage. The relatively high rate (40 percent on many sectors, and the inevitable influence of the sector approach
commodities) inevitably resulted in misclassification and would encourage firms to shift functions forward beyond
adverse economic effects. While relatively few inputs in the point of impact of the tax. The decision was partly
productionwere taxed, there was no general rule for exclud- influenced by the high literacy rate of the country and the

ing them, resulting in some cascading and restricting the adequacy of record systems; the same reasoning does not

ability to extend the coverage of the tax to goods used both necessarily apply to other developing countries.

as production inputs and for consumption. The levies did
In the process of these investigations, substantial supportnot constitute a broad-based sales tax.
was found in the businesscommunity for increasedreliance
on indirect taxation, and choice of the value added ap-There were serious inadequacies in administrative require- proach, prirnarily for enforcement reasons. Unlike many

ments, particularly the lack of penalties for failure to file countries, such as Australiaand New Zealand, there was no
and pay. There was no trained audit staff. Failure to cover sharp division in the business communityon the preferable
any of the distribution Sector restricted potential revenue. form of the tax.
Overall, the purchase tax was unnecessarily complex, re-

stricted in scope, and applied unusually high rates on many Several major issues remained, particularly the treatment

transactions. Compliancerequirementswere inadequate. of agriculture, the selection of the threshold figure above
which registration, collection and payment of tax would be

In the excise field, petroleum products had become the required, exemptions and zero rating, and a number of

major revenue source, yielding two thirds of the total excise more specific issues. Further investigationby the team and

revenue. Excises appliedonly to domesticproductionunder discussions with various persons involved in the private
traditional British Commonwealth practice, and all had sector, ministries, the AgriculturalDevelopmentBank and

specific rates. faculty at the Universityof the West Indies, St. Augustine,
facilitated making recommendationson these issues.

In addition there were several special levies on sales of
motor vehicles, on hotels and on telephone and electric In July of 1988, Peat Marwick completed IndirectTaxation

in Trinidad and Tobago: Second Report, incorporating theservice.
various recommendations, noting remaining issues and

The overall evaluation was that the indirect tax system was making a number of more specific recommendations:
in urgent need of revision to lessen complexity,broaden the (1) The threshold figure would be TI$ 50,000 (about USS
scope, reduce the numberof separate taxes, introducecom- 12,500).
puterization, establish an audit programme, improveequity (2) Tax credit would be allowed registered firms on all
and buoyancyof revenue, end adverse economiceffects and business inputs.
strengthen administration. (3) Exclusion from tax should be limited to a very small

numberof unprocessedfoodstuffsand a few other com-

modities. This recommendationwas based in part upon
7. The experience is reviewed in the paper by Mrs. Michal Y. Christian, household budget studies.
VAT: The Trinidad and Tobago Experience, a paper presented to the (4) Taxationofall serviceswas not recommendedfor equity
Caribbean Community Secretarat's Seminar on Value Added Tax; Bar- and operational reasons; services considered suitable
bados, 18-22 June 1990. for taxation were listed.
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(5) A single rate for the value added tax was strongly re- and a Provisional Collection of Taxes Order was issued to
commended.Only the excises (excepta few minorones) effect the changes. The majority of the income tax reforms
and one special levy would be retained, a simplified ad took effect in January 1989.
valorem rate tax on sales of motor vehicles.

(6) Administrationwould be placed with Inland Revenue To facilitate the implementationof the VAT programme,
Peat Marwick brought in experienced tax administrators

because of the importance of audit and the need for
from the United Kingdom and New Zealand to assist in

integrating to some degree value added and income tax
policy decisions, framingof legislation,trainingand

audit. person-

(7) Farmers in general would not be registered for the tax
nel to work with the Port of Spain office of Peat Marwick

but major farm inputs would be zero-rated.
to complete the computerization programme. A detailed
checklist of issues on which decisions had to be made was

This report was supplemented with additional analysis of developed, and discussed at length among persons on the
the revenue and distributional effects of the current tax consulting team, Governmentofficials and the Tax Perfor-

system and proposed changes to the system. This analysis mance Committee.
was undertaken by the development of a computer-based A VAT ImplementationTeam was appointedby the Minis-
IndirectTax Model designed specifically to analyse the rev- of Finance the implementation
enue and distributionaleffects of alternative tax policies. try to carry out programme

for the VAT. This team was drawn from the Board of Inland
The recommendationsdeveloped in the report on indirect Revenueand Customsand Excise and includedan Assistant
taxes, along with recommendationson direct taxes, were Commissionerof Inland Revenue and designated head of

formally presented to both the Cabinet and the Tax Perfor- the VAT office, a tax lawyer, a tax officer, a tax training
mance Committee in separate meetings held on 7 and 8 specialist, a computer systems analyst, and a Customs and
September 1988. While the recommendationswere fairly Excise tax officer. Members were assigned specific respon-
well received, both the Government and the Tax Perfor- sibilities in their area of expertise.The group met frequently
mance Committee offered numerous comments and alter- to formulate key policy and administrative recommenda-
native proposals, which were in turn analysed by the Peat tions for the Government.
Marwick team. Throughout the entire process a heavy em-

Weekly status meetingswere held with the VAT Implemen-phasis was placed on the quantitative analysis of the tax tation Team to review the accomplishmentsof the previousreform proposals. This analysis was made possible through week, to plan activities for the following week and to ad-
the application of computerized microsimulation models dress any problems that arose. Periodic status meetingsdeveloped by Peat Marwick for the Ministryof Financeand
the Tax Performance Committee. This emphasis served to

were held with the Tax Performance Committee and the
Minister of Finance to review and discuss detailed policyfocus on developing a sound tax reform programme that and administrative recommendations.Substantial

met not only the structuralobjectivesofgood tax policy but progress
was made in implementationof the plans for the tax. The

also satisfied the revenue and distributional goals of the checklist of unresolved issues was reviewed and decisions
Government. made - in the end by Inland Revenue and the Ministry- on

The resultsof these analysesand the incorporationof appro- almost all issues, though some new ones appeared later. In

priate modificationsto the proposed tax reform programme the process, the Governmentmade the decision to call the
were presented to the Government and the Tax Perfor- tax the value added tax in lieu of general consumption tax
mance Committee on 17 October 1988. (as in Jamaica) or goods and services tax (New Zealandand

Canada). It is not feasible to list all of the issues, but their
general nature can be summarizedbriefly:
(l) final decision on services: specified or all services ex-

THE FINAL REPORTAND PLANS FOR those specifically excluded;cept
IMPLEMENTATION 2 restrictions on credits for tax on business inputs;

exclusions: zero-rating vs. exemption treatment of
The revised Tax Reform Programme, including reforms to food, medicine, clothing, etc.;
both direct and indirect taxes, was presentedto the Govern-

ii
actual coverage of the services category;

ment by Peat Marwick in a formal report entitled Tax Re- special rules on imports; zero-ratingof exports;
form Programme for Trinidad and Tobago Final Report sales to and by Government and various organiza-
(December 1988), which covered the other taxes as well. tions;
Whileprimarilypresentingthe recommendationsof the pre-

iquotationintaxsi;
7 sales of used goods;

vious reports, this report contained a major addition, pro- tax treatment of farming, fishing;
posing a rate of 18 percent. This figure was based upon exact rules on small firms;
estimates of revenue necessary to make up that lost from 10 rate structure: single vs. multiple;
the repeal of the purchase taxes and some special levies (but 11 rate level;
not the excises). The consulting firm also prepared a Pro- 12 quotaton of tax, tax invoices;
posedProgrammefor ImplementationofaValueAddedTax 13 elements n taxable price;
in Trinidad and Tobago, dated 10 January 1989, which 14 time of tax liability;
defined in detail the responsibilitiesof the consultants and 15 building construction, rentals, sale of buildings;
the Governmentand outlined the steps to be taken in 1989 16 allowance of refund of excess input tax credits.
so that the tax could be operational 1 January 1990, the date
indicated in the 1989 budget message. The Programmepro-

There were likewisea numberof issues relating to operation
vided a detailed month-by-month statement of the objec- of the tax, legal aspects and operatingprocedures,on which

.

tives to be attained in four areas: Policy and Planning; decisions were made as noted below.

OrganizationalAnalysis; Staffingand Training;Computeri-
zation.

FINAL DECISIONS
The Tax Reform Programme was formally announced in
the Minister of Finance's budget speech in December 1988 The periodbetweenMarch and July 1989 involvedintensive
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work on all aspects of the tax, preparatory to the introduc- Late in March the recommendationswere presentedby the
tion of legislation in the summer period. Major aspects consulting team to the Minister, the Permanent Secretary
included: and the Tax Performance Committee, and with minor ex-

(1) Final decisions on policy issues, which produced the ceptions the recommendationswere accepted, approvedby
contents of the legislation subsequently drafted, as

Cabinet and served as the basis for ultimate drafting of the

noted below. This involved cooperativeeffort between legislation.
the consulting team and the VAT Implementation Because the implementationactivityhad been delayedmore

Team. In addition, the Tax Performance Committee than a month in gettingunderway,every effort was made in
and the Ministerof Financewere involved in discussions the late spring of 1989 to speed up the process so the legisla-
concerning the major VAT policy issues. tion could be approved in mid-summer. The checklist for

(2) The selection of a director of the VAT Office and re- policy issues was replaced by a statement of proposed deci-

cruiting of personnel. Mrs. Michal Christian, Assistant sions on the tax, and this aided the preparationby the Legal
Commissioner of Inland Revenue, a certified accoun- Counsel, in cooperationwith consultants,of the statement

tant and a graduate of the Mona (Jamaica) Campus of on which the draft of legislation would be prepared.
the University of the West Indies, was named VAT
Commissionerand added to the Board of Inland Reve- DRAFTING
nue. She had been involved in considerationof a general
sales tax over a period of several years. The VAT Ad- The actual draftingof the legislationwas undertakenby the
ministrationCentre, as it came to be called, proceeded Chief Parliamentary Counsel. Drafting was completed in
to recruit personnel, largely from Inland Revenue, but July, and a numberof meetingswere held betweenmembers
some from the outside. of the consulting team and the Minister and the Permanent

Secretary. Several major decisions were made by the Gov-
(3) Training: an extensive programme was introduced in ernment.

training persons in VAT operations.
A rate of 15 percent was made possible, in lieu of the-

(4) Developmentof the computer system, assisted by per- original 18 percent proposal, by an expansion of the
sonnel of the Port of Spain office of Peat Marwick, base and the maintenanceof the same level of taxation
technicalconsultantsfrom outside the country, and per-
sonnel within the Government.

on traditional excise tax goods.
The threshold annual sales figure for registration of-

(5) Establishmentof an informationaland educationalpro- firms was raised to TI$ 120,000 (about USS 30,000).
gramme, with guidance from a person from the New
Zealand administration and the contracting of a local - Crude oil and natural gas were zero-rated to avoid

advertising firm. liquidity problems in the petroleum industry Natural
is used solely by industry; there basicallyA number of key decisions were made about the operation gas was no

revenue effect of the change.of the tax at this period; major ones can be summarized:
Decision was made to tax real property contractor ser--

(1) The tax would be administered by a separate unit in vices, but not the sale of newly constructed buildings.Inland Revenue with its own enforcement and audit Since this change reducedthe tax on newhousing(manystaff, rather than under a functional system, under small contractors would be below the threshold),which audit, enforcementand other activities would be
an

initial provision for a refund of tax on new housing was
administered by units involved with all taxes. It was eliminated.
universally agreed that the tax should be handled by
Inland Revenue, not by Customs and Excise, a decision Subsequently, as a result of debate in Parliament change
the latter concurred in. was made to tax all services except those exempted.

(2) Three local offices, in Port of Spain, San Fernando and The legislation, the passage of which required a three-fifths

Tobago, were established. majority of all members, was passed by the House on 18
on

(3) A bi-monthly system of returns was established, with August, and by the Senate 8 September.
one half of the firms filing in each two-monthperiod. By no means were all the issues resolved, however. In

subsequent meetings between the VAT officials and the
consultantsdecisionswere made, although issues continued

THE SECOND PHASE to arise through 1990.

The policy discussions and decisions resulted in two docu- With the enactment of the legislation, increased stress was

ments, The Design of a Value AddedTax for Trinidadand placed on preparing booklets and other instructionalmate-

Tobago and a White Paper on Tax Reformfor Trinidadand rials for the business community and the public, and sub-
Tobago: the Second Phase. The former presented in some stantial newspaper and television publicity was provided,
detail the structure and operation of the proposed VAT using the services of an advertising firm. The Minister of

including the following: Finance himself travelled throughout the country giving
(1) a rate between 15 percent and 20 percent would be presentations to various community and business groups

used, with a single rate to avoid operational complica- explaining the objectives of the overall Tax Reform Pro-

tions; gramme, its anticipated revenue and distributional effects

(2) the threshold for small businesses was raised to
and many of the specifics on the structure and operation of
the VAT. Again, the overriding theme was that the VATTT$ 75,000;

(3) specified services would be included in the tax; finan- must be viewed as part of the overall Tax Reform Pro-

cial, insurance and professional services would not be gramme which was designed to provide a stable basis for

taxed;
economic growth.

(4) zero-ratingwould be limited to exports and a few basic Persons were available in the three local offices to provide
foods and medicines subject to prescription. information. Forms for registrationwere prepared and dis-
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tributed and tax return forms developed. Recruitmentand and marketing decisions, including the quality, availability
training continued. Even in mid-October 1989, there were and accessibility of resort hotels, than to the rates of the
still many questions. Registration was required by 31 Oc- currenthotels. Farm groups soughtzero-ratingof additional
tober. farm inputs.

There was concernover lack of clarity in definingzero-rated
RESPONSETO THE TAX AND CRITICISMS commodities and various taxable services - a problem

gradually lessened by interpretations issued. But questions
No new tax is ever popular- but on the whole the tax was continue to arise about the meaning of unprocessed food.
relatively well received. The business community favoured The issue of taxing second-hand goods has not been resol-
it - unlike the reaction in many countries- partly because ved.
the tax would allow reduction in income taxes, partly be-
cause of the unsatisfactorynature of existing indirect taxes.

There was concern about firms advertising to buy early to

Cooperation between the Government and the business avoid the tax (ignoring the fact the purchase taxes would

community obviously facilitated a favourablereaction. The come off), and after the tax became effective, advertising
clainis by firms that they were not shifting the tax to thedownturn in the economy and the sincere desire of both

business and Government to take possibly difficult actions consumer.

for the good of the country as a whole played an important THE EXPERIENCEWITH OPERATION: 1990role in reaching consensus on the appropriate tax reform
programme. As scheduled, the tax went into effect 1 January 1990. By
Inevitably the opposition in Parliament criticized the new June 1990, revenues were comparable to those anticipated;
tax, primarilyon the basis that the shift to VATreducedthe the estimates were reasonably accurate. As of December
income tax and luxury spending tax burdens on the higher 1990, there were 9,688 registered firms, somewhat lower
income groups, and increased the burden on the lower and than the original estimates. Of these, 66 percentwere in the
middle income groups. The Governmentdid make a strong Portof Spain district, 31 percent in San Fernando, 3 percent
effort to minimize the burden on the poor, but some shifting in Tobago. During the initial registration period, 52,144
between upper and middle income groups was inevitable, registration packets had been mailed out, the mailing list
given the generalobjectivesof the overall tax reform. Furth- based on a number of sources of potential taxpaying firms.
ermore, there had undoubtedly been considerable evasion Many of these names were duplicates and a significant
or avoidance of income taxes in the higher levels. Those numberof firms had previouslygone out of businessbut had
objecting to shifting the burden to the poor advanced argu- never been removed from the various registers. 15,929 of
ments for excluding all medicines, not merely prescription the applicationswere completed and returned to the VAT
ones, from the tax, and for excludingbooks, or at least text Centre by 10 October 1989. Of these 6,343 were found to
books. But driven by important revenue goals and with have sufficientsales to be subject. Of the remainder, 17,104
special attentionpaid to the distributionaleffects of the tax were returned as duplicate, unclaimed, out of business,
system, the Governmentheld to several politicallydifficult etc.; 18,478 never responded; 633 were returned incom-
decisions concerning the appropriatecoverage of the VAT. plete.
The Governmentalso committeditself to increase the fund- 12 December 1989, 8,215 registrations were complete;ing of certain transfer programmes, such as old age pen-

By
sions, food subsidies and public assistance, aimed at assist- by 8 August 1990 the number of registrants was 9,729, by
ing low income and elderly persons.

December, 9,688. The figure of population divided by the
number of registered firms, 127, compares favourablywith

In everyday discussions, much of the criticism was against other similar countries; it is unlikely that the number is
the 15 percent rate; 10 percent was often mentioned as a substantially less than should be expected.
reasonable figure. But the purchase taxes being removed The non-filing delinquency rate the number of regis-had rates higher than 15. The rate level was largely dictated or -

tered firms not filing was initially very high; it had fallenby the revenueneeds and the desire to shift relative reliance
-

to indirect taxes from direct taxes.
to 25 percent by the bi-monthlyperiod ending 25 May 1990,
but was still 24 percent in November1990. Roughlyone half

Concern was expressed about inflationaryeffects of the tax of these delinquencieswere cleared a month later.
and fear that the tax would be added to prices without
downwardadjustmentsreflectingthe eliminationof the pur-

By January 1991, the chief deficiencywas the failure of the

chase taxes. There was concern that small firms would ad- computer system to perform all desired functions. There

just prices upward by the amount of the tax rate applied to
were delays in developing the computer system along the

and for by obvious the completedsales even though they were only taxed on inputs. The way, reasons no means

system was inadequate. The most serious failure was thecriticisms involved a good bit of outright misinformation-

inability of the ascertain non-filers andthe argument, for example, that registered firmswouldshift system to prepare a

list and notices for mailing.forwardthe taxes on their inputs even though these amounts
were deductible against tax due on sales. This was being done manually; the department had re-

Persons involved with certain activities were fearful of ad- sponded quickly to develop a substitute approach. Ulti-

verse effects. Promoters of various Carnival activities were mately, the system should be brought into full operation.
Meanwhile the delinquencyrate remains relatively high.afraid that they would have to pay tax on goods purchased

in 1989 for delivery in 1990 at Carnival time (this potential The audit programme was underway by mid-1990, but it is
problem was alleviated by the introduction of transitional not adequately staffed. As of January 1991 there were 12
provisions). The hotel industry was concerned that the 15 auditors assigned to refunds and 11 to payableaccounts,but
percent tax on hotel charges was out of line with taxes in of this total only about one halfare available the entire year,
neighbouring countries - thus checking the tourist trade because of training and illness. In the ten months (March -

that the country is seeking to develop. However, the evi- December 1990), there were 193 audits of refund cases, 119
dence showed that the major impediments to the develop- of payablecases; but the numberwas much lower in the last
ment of the tourist industry related more to infrastructure five months of the year than in earlier months.
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The budget estimate of revenue from the tax for the calen- the commodity groups had risen in price by as much as 15
dar year 1990 was TIS 863 million. The actual yield, after percent, an indication that some downward adjustments
refunds, was T-IS 899,744,336. The gross yield was were made for the repeal of purchase taxes. The year of
TI'$ 1,213,137,631 of which TI'$ 581,660,679 (48 percent) 1989 had been one of relative price stability; the tax was not
was collected at customs, TTS 630,043,831 on domestic introduced in a strongly inflationaryperiod.
sales (52 percent) and a negligibleTT$ 1,431,121 from Gov- While refundsare beingpaid, there is some complaintabouternmentdepartments. The total figure of refunds for input delay.tax credit was TIS 313,393,296, or 26 percent of the gross
yield.

SUMMARYOF THE TAX AS OF 1990For the 1991 budget year, the tax is expected to yield 25

percent of total tax revenue.
The major features of the tax introduced and modifiedas

The general situation after a year of operation was reasona- slightly in 1990 are as follows:
bly satisfactory. The VAT departmenthas effective leader-
ship and a numberof competentpersons, a potentiallygood Nature. The tax s a value added levy of the usual tax credit

computer system, excellent physical quarters and the sup-
or invoice form. The tax applies to importationand domes-
tic sales. Credit is allowed for tax paid on inputs for businessport of the top level of Government. The overall pro- by registered firms, without exception. The tax extends

grammeof developmentof the tax proved to be satisfactory; use

there were some difficulties, as is almost inevitable. There through the retail level, although small firms in all sectors

were considerable delays in getting human and physical are free of the requirementto register, collect and remit tax.

resources, much of the delay in staffing the VAT office They pay tax on their purchases and are not eligible for

caused by the rigidness of public service administration nput tax credit.

regulations and procedures. As in many countries, both Coverage: The tax applies to all sales of goods and to all
developed and developing, more importance is placed on services, except as otherwise specified.
seniority than capability. However, the VAT office as a

whole was successful in obtainingexceptionallycapableper-
The sale of land and buildings is not included in the scope

sonnel. The whole operation fell several months behind of the tax, although rental of business property is taxable.

schedule, in terms of staffing, training and development of Commodities specifically excluded from application of the

legislation, and many basic policy decisionswere made rela- tax are zero-rated; thus tax does not apply to the sales of

tively late, thus affecting both information for the public the goods, and sellers receive input tax credit for tax paid
and training. The difficulties with the computer system

on inputs to produce them.

should have been avoidable. Striking a balance between Zero-rating is restricted, compared to many sales taxes,
authoritative leadership and committee decision making is being limited to:

always difficult, and it may be argued that too much em- (a) unprocessed food, and a few basic processed foods,
phasis was placed on the committee approach, in terms of such as flour, bread, milk and margarine;
utilization of time. But these features should not be exagg- (b) medicines of a type sold by prescription;
erated; the tax did go into operation on schedule, and with- (c) live animals, livestock feed, seed, fertilizer, farm
out serious difficulties, although the delinquencyrate is still machinery;
excessive and the audit programme is inadequate.

/
water sold through pipes;

The Act, as enacted in September1989, proved for the most exports and certain export-relatedactivities;
part to be satisfactory,but changes soon became necessary.

natural gas and crude oil;
,

Several were made in December 1989, most minor, but veterinary and pest control services.
some of substance;babyformulasand baby milk substitutes Specified services are exempted and thus, while not subject
were zero-rated, for example, and travel between Trinidad to tax, suppliers do not receive input tax credits. The princi-
and Tobago zero-rated insteadofbeing exempted. Changes pal exempt services are:
were madein early 1990 to allowsimplifiedtax invoices, and (a) medical, dental, hospital and other health-related ser-

during the spring a numberof rather detailedchangeswere vices;
developed, primarily to the schedules, to clarify the mean- b) most education;
ing of various categories. Clarifyingzero-rated goods, such ) rental of residentialproperty;
as unprocessed food and exempt services, in a workable l/ bus and taxi services; postal services;
manner is a serious problem in any value added tax. Other real estate brokerage, insurance, banking, stock
provisionsof the Act could be questioned; for example, the brokerage.
various alternative schemes for simplified accounting for
tax, which had their genesis in the U.K. VAT and are

Small frms:The threshold for registrationof firms is set at

themselves complicated and may be regarded as unneces-
TT$ 120,000 (about USS 30,000) annual sales. This figure
appears to be satisfactory.Voluntary registration is permit-sary. ted for firms under the thresholdin certain important indus-

Because firms had the choice of quoting the tax separately tries, such as farming and manufacturing.
or quoting tax-includedprices, some confusion arose. This
again was the result of the compromise between the U.K. Operations: Returns and payment are required on a bi-
and New Zealand approaches to VAT. Typically prices monthly basis, due by the 25th of the following month.

were readjusted to a tax-includedbasis, some stores closing Tax invoices are required, with a simplified form for use by
down for one or two days to make the changes. These firms gas stations, car parks and supermarkets. Firms have the
were fearful of confusion at the tax register if the tax were choice of quoting the tax separately from the price or quot-
added separately. ing tax-inclusive prices, although the latter is increasingly
Data on price increases showed that the price of goods common.

subject to tax rose between 5 and 11 percent between De- The tax is administeredby the Value Added Tax Centre of
cember 1989 and January 1990, while the priceofnon-taxed Inland Revenue, under the VAT Commissioner, who is a

goods rose by only 2 percent. Even by April 1990, none of memberof the Board of Inland Revenue.
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REASONS FOR THE SUCCESS OF THE This cooperation was facilitated by the formation and

INTRODUCTIONOF THE TAX participationof the Tax PerformanceCommittee in the
development and review of the VAT proposals.

Despite problems, such as with the computer system, the (3) The extensivepublicityprogrammeto acquaintthe pub-
overall introduction of the tax has been successful. There lic and taxpaying firms with the operation of the tax.
are several reasons that can be given: (4) The introduction of the tax in conjunction with repeal
(1) The careful planning that went into the developmentof of the purchase taxes and signfcant reduction in in-

the tax structure and administration.A heavy emphasis come tax rates.
was placed on the quantitativeanalysis of the proposed (5) The selection of competent in key positions.changes. persons

The VAT Implementation Team appointed by the
(2) The close cooperation between business and Govern- Minister included some of the most capable and hard-

ment from the beginning of consideration of the tax. working members of the Board of Inland Revenue.

AE\DIX

SOME SUGGESTIONSRELATINGTO THE INTRODUCTION
OF A VALUE ADDED TAX BASED ON THE EXPERIENCE

IN TRINIDAD AND TOBAGO

The introduction of the VAT in the context of an overall Tax (7) Registration of all farmers is clearly not feasible in terms of
Reform Programmeenabled the Government to formulate a con- complianceand enforcement. Accordinglymajor farm inputs
sistent set of policies with the appropriate mix of winners and - fertilizer, feed, seed, livestock, farm machinery- should be
losers. The reduction in income tax rates greatly facilitated the zero-rated, but not hand tools and items also widely used for
introduction of the VAT by providing the benefit of lowering or non-farm use, such as batteries for farm and other tractors.

eliminating income taxes for the lower-middleincome classes; and
(8) One of the most confusing issues in Trinidadwas the questionincreasingbenefits to the poor lessened complaints of burden on of how firms should indicate tax to customers. Clear instruc-

these persons. tions regarding policies are necessary for the firms. There is
The followingsuggestionsare offered for othercountriesconsider- merit in a requirement for separate quotation, in the belief
ing a VAT, based on the experience in Trinidad and Tobago: that this facilitates exact and uniform shifting, as is intended,

(1) If at all possible, the rate should be kept down to 10 percent
but the tax-includedapproach appears simpler.

when the tax is introduced. Much of the complaintin Trinidad (9) A major issue is the criterion for excluding small firms from
was against the 15 percent rate. the registration requirement. The aim is to draw the line at

(2) If the tax is to yield substantial revenue at a tolerable rate, it the level above which most firms have records sufficient to

iS imperative that most food be taxable. ensure control of the tax. This figure cannot be determined
scientifically,but must be based on the viewsof persons famil-

(3) Delineationof exempt from taxable food is difficult in a work- iar with the business community, particularly retailing and
able and acceptable fashion; unprocessed food, plus a few craft production.
other items such as milk and bread, was the approachused in

(10) A major issue relates to allowingcredit for previousconsump-Trinidad, and this seems to be accepted although there are

definitional problems, especially regarding what constitutes tion or purchase taxes on stocks of goods on hand when the

processing. This approach provides adequate protection to
tax is introduced.No allowancewas given in Trinidad,primar-

the lowest income group while maintaining a broad base and ily because of the drastic effects doing so would have on

lower rate by taxing processed foods, much of which is con-
revenue in the first year of operation. Allowance in other

sumed by middle and high income families. countries has had disastrous effects on revenue.

(4) If services are to be taxed, it appears desirable to tax all (11) Use of consultants from countries using the VAT obviously
services other than those exempted or zero-rated, in the in- has merit. They bring a significant amount of experience to

terest of simplicity. It is desirable to include types of services the task at hand. However, one must take care to understand

renderedmainly to businessfirms (which is highlyundesirable the background,experiencesand points of view of the consul-

in a usual sales tax), given the political repercussionsof not
tants. Advisors with experience in a number of countries are

doing so, and the fact that most business firms will be able to usually preferable to ones with experience limited to one

obtain input tax credit for the tax on these services. country. VAT advisors whose background is in Customs and
Excise, such as in the United Kingdom, will have a different

(5) Studies in many countries have demonstrated the difficulties approach from those whosebackgroundis in Inland Revenue,
of applying a VAT to financial and insurance services, and it such as in New Zealand.
is better not to attempt to do so; the concept of value added (12) There number of issues that must be resolved,iS not clearly definable in these fields. Taxation of rentals of are a many

non-transient housing is not feasible because of the con-
often escaping attention when the tax is first considered. For

sequent discrimination against the tenant compared to the example:
(a) hotel service charges be included in the taxableAre to

homeowner.
charge for hotels

(6) It is important to accept the use of zero-rating rather than (b) How are transientrentals, usually taxed, to be delineated

exemptjonfor categoriesdesigned to be free of tax; otherwise from permanenthousing, which is usually not taxed
the maJor inputs used to produce the exempt goods must be (c) What sort of invoices must registered firms give to cus-

exemptedalso. Exemption is desirablewhen there is justifica- tomers, showing tax paid These must not be too com-

tion for not taxing the item, but it is considered appropriate plex, as many taxable purchases by registered firms will
for some tax burden to rest on the purchasersof it. be small in amount.
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(d) If fertilizer and seed are to be exempt for farm use, how direct the training of other personnel when they return.
about small packagessold primarilyat retail for non-farm The alternativeis to bring a person familiarwith the VAT
use Attempts to make the latter taxable in Trinidad from another country to direct the training. This person
were not successful for operational reasons. must be selected with great care.

(e) Are trade-inallowancesto be deductiblefromthe taxable
price If not, are the subsequent sales of goods taken in (c) Public Information: Publicity for the change must be

as trade-ins to be taxable developed early and made generally available. In this

(f) Are sales of second-handgoods to be taxable
field both New Zealand and Trinidad have done very

(g) What is the appropriate treatment of real pro 9erty con-
well. Both the public and the taxpaying firms need to be
instructed about the new tax.struction for businesspurposes For residentia construc-

tion (d) Computer Systems:The developmentof a new computer

(13) ImplementationSchedule: An initialstudy of the tax structure system is a major effort and can be a lengthy process in

and operation, computer facilities, etc., will require roughly
itself. It includes requirements analysis, system design,
hardwareand softwareprocurement(often done throughsix months. Then six months are needed from the completion

of this study until basic decisionson tax reform are made, nd competitivebidding), softwaredevelopment, testing, in-

at least an additionalsix months until implementation.Thus stallation, documentationand training,and each step can

18 months from the beginning is a minimum time; 2 years is give rise to substantial delays. The use of advanced
software tools and languages and the initial temptationmore realistic. Once these decisions are made, several aspects

require careful planning and scheduling:
to be too ambitious in the initial design resulted in a delay
in deliveringa fully operationalcomputersystem prior to

(a) Staffing: If a new tax such as a VAT is to be introduced, the effective date of the VAT. However, the use of mod-
it is important to acquire staff immediately, particularly ern database managementsoftware allowed the flexibil-
a suitable directorof the new tax, which typically should ity to develop isolated applications to address the major
be located in Inland Revenue. needs of the VAT administration, particularly carrying

(b) Training: One possibility is to send for two months two
out the important function of taxpayer registration on a

key persons to a country using a VAT to become well timely basis.

acquainted with the tax and its operation. New Zealand (e) Legislation:Earlyenactmentof the new Act is necessary.
is one of the best places to send persons; the Republicof Plans should be made early for regulations and for in-
Ireland is another as is Canada, once its new value added structional booklets. Use can be made of other Acts but
tax is in operation for a time. These persons will then adapted to circumstancesin the country.

TAXATIONAND INVESTMENTIN THE CARIBBEAN

This major new publication provides the key information The book also providesa clear descriptionof relevantcom-

you require to establish a successful investment or opera- pany law, exchange control regulations, business licence
tional strategy in the Caribbean. fees and other essential information.

Put together by an expert research team this book repre- Also providedare per country in-depthexplanationsof the
sents the first independent (and only comprehensive)sur- main formsof doingbusiness,organizationand taxingpow-
vey of the many and varied tax systems in this region. ers. Income, indirect, transaction and property taxes are

detailed, together with the latest available statistics from
The individual country chapters analyse the investment official sources taking full account of the most recent
climate and regulatory conditions, highlighting tax incen- budget review. Whereappropiateall aspectsof the offshore
tives to investmentand detailingcurrent tax systems. Each business regime are covered.
chapter contains a succinct survey of the country con-

cerned, summarizing the economic situation and principal Updated twice per year. Includes free subscription to

types of business activity. IBFD's biweekly newsletterTax News Service.

1,500 Dutch Florins (Covers subscriptionthrough December31, 1992. Residents of the Netherlands, please add VAT)
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Ill. Tax exposure under present
Canadian rules

I. INTRODUCTION IV. Proposed amendment to the Act

V. Uncertainties and pitfalls in the
On 20 February 1991 the Canadian federal government announced a proposed proposed amendment

amendment to the Canadian Income Tax Act which is intended to clarify the A. All or substantially all tests
Canadian tax status of foreign-incorporated,internationalshipping corporations B. Dispositions of vessels

having ownership and management activities in Canada. The purpose of the C. Time, voyage and bareboat

proposed amendment is twofold. First, to encourage international shipping charters

groupswhich are presentlyoperatingout of other jurisdictionssuch as HongKong
D. Failing to qualify in a particular

and considering relocation, to view Canada as the jurisdictionof choice. Second, year
E. Payment of dividends to

to persuade those internationalshipping groups which are already operatingout Canada
of Canada to retain operational and management personnel in Canada rather F. Federal capital tax
than transferring personnel offshore. The Canadian federal government has, G. Reorganization of existing
quite rightly, been widelypraisedby the Canadianshippingcommunityfor setting Canadian shipping groups
forth a very clear and positive policy direction. Unfortunately, the technical H. Provincial tax considerations

wordingof the present draft amendment is such that it may not allow the govern- VI Possible structures under the new
ment's policy objective to be achieved and, as outlined below, unless further regme
amendments to the Act are introduced, many in the internationalshipping com- A. Use of management or service
munity may ultimately conclude that they must remain (or relocate) offshore. corporations

B. Operating directly from Canada

By way of a short background, Canada relies heavily on exports as a source of Vll Conclusion
employment and economic growth, and international shipping has always been
inextricably linked with this foreign trade,2 Shipping played a critical role in the
early economic developmentof Canada. Its abundanceof timberproduced rapid
expansion in the Canadian shipbuilding industry in the 18th century, as well as

providing a ready source of cargo for export. By 1878, the Canadian merchant Mr. Lanthier is senior tax partnerafleet comprised close to 7,200 vessels, ranking fourth in the world. However, as

steel began to rapidly replace wood in the shipbuilding industry in the late 1800s,
with Ernst & Young in Montreal. He is

Canada'sdominatepositionbegan to decline. While the conditionswhich allowed
a member of the Joint Committee on

Canada to reach a privileged position in international shipping in the days of sail
Taxation of the Canadian Bar Associa-
tion and the Canadian Institute ofwill never return, several factors- Canada's early history, the continuing impor-

tance of foreign trade to the Canadian economy and a Great Lakes fleet which
Chartered Accountants, a contributor
to Income Taxation n Canada

prospered following the opening of the St. Lawrence Seaway in 1959 - have
contributed to the ongoing presence in Canada of a strong and sophisticated (Prentice-Hall), and a frequent
marine industry, including ship ownership, management,chartering and broker- speaker and author on international

age, shipping agencies, ship chandlery, freight forwardingand marine insurance.
taxation matters. He has lectured on

It is against this background of existing infrastructure and expertise that the
taxation and advanced taxation at

proposed amendment to the Act has been released. McGiIl University and Concordia Uni-
versity, Montreal, and is a director of
the Canadian Society for International
Maritime Centres.

Il. GENERALCANADIAN RULES RELATED
TO TAXATION OF INTERNATIONAL
SHIPPING INCOME

A. Residentsof Canada

Corporations resident in Canada are taxable on their worldwide income, subject
to possible credit for foreign taxes where business is carried on in whole or in part
outside Canada.3 All corporations formed in Canada after 26 April 1965 are

deemed to be resident in Canada. Beyond the foregoing deeming provision, 1. RSC 1952, c. 148, as amended by SC 1970-
c. as

corporations formed outside Canada are generally considered to be resident in 71-72, 63, and subsequently amended

(herein referred to as the Act).
' Canada if their central management and control is exercised n Canada. It is 2. Several of the comments in this paragraph

this concept of central management and control which has to date induced have been extracted from Task Force on Deep-
Canadian internationalshippinggroups to relocateseniormanagementpersonnel Sea Shipping: Report to the Minister of Trans-

outside Canada and has inhibited other international shipping groups from re-
port, Transport Canada (Ottawa: Minister of
Supply and Services, 1985).

locating to Canada. 3. Subsec. 2(1) of the Act.
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B. Non-residentsof Canada management personnel located in Canada. If the structure
was not challenged by the Canadian revenue authorities,

Non-residentcorporationsare, as a general rule, subject to the result would be that most of the income earned by the
tax in Canada on income derived from a business carried on offshore operatingsubsidiaryshould be exempt from Cana-
in Canada and on capital gains realized on the disposition dian tax when earned, either under the reciprocal relief
of taxable Canadian property, as defined.4 However, re- provision in the Act or possibly under the provisionsof one
lief from taxation may be available, either under the recip- of Canada's tax treaties. Further, the income would be
rocal relief provision in the Act related to international exempt from Canadian tax when received by Canco as div-
shipping5or under the terms of an applicable tax treaty. idends, while any interest expense incurred by Canco re-

lated to financing the offshore operatingsubsidiarieswouldUnder the reciprocal relief provision, the income of a non-

resident from the operation of a ship in international traf- be deductible against other sources of income.

fic, as defined, is exempt from Canadian tax if the country There are, however, fundamentalproblemswith the above
where that person resides grants substantially similar re- structure. As noted earlier, corporations formed under the
lief to a person resident in Canada. It is understood that laws of a foreign jurisdiction are considered to be resident
Corporations resident in countries which do not impose an in Canada if their central management and control is
income tax qualify for the exemption, in the same manner exercised in Canada. If such a corporation was found, on

as corporations resident in countries which do impose such the facts, to be resident in Canada, the reciprocal relief
a tax, but then provide relief in respect of international provision in the Act (applicable only to non-residents of
traffic either by domestic tax legislationor by tax treaty. As Canada) would not be available. Similarly, the provisions
describedfurtherbelow, however, one of the problemswith of tax treaties to which Canada is a party would often not
Canada'sreciprocalreliefprovision is the fact that a number apply. The location of central management and control is
of sources of income which form an integral part of the generally considered to be the jurisdiction in which the
business of many international shipping groups (including board of directors exercises its responsibility. While the
revenue from bareboat charters and capital gains on the location of day-to-day management of a foreign corpora-
disposition of vessels) may fall outside the concept of the tion's businessdoes not normally, in and of itself, determine
phrase income from the operationof a ship, which is used the residency of the corporation, prudent tax planning dic-
in the provision. tates that foreign corporations seeking to retain their bona

fide non-resident status for Canadian tax purposes (includ-
C. The foreign affiliatesystem ing foreign subsidiaries of Canadian parents) ensure that

senior management is located offshore and that day-to-day
The existing Canadian rules which apply in respect of active management of the company's affairs is not exercised in
business income earned by non-resident subsidiaries or af- Canada. It is this concern which has forced management
filiatesof Canadiancorporationsare, with some exceptions, and operational personnel of Canadian international ship-
relatively favourable.6A Canadian-basedgroup which car- ping groups to locate offshore and has inhibited the reloca-
ries on business operations through foreign subsidiaries of tion of other shipping groups to Canada. It is also this
a Canadianparent companymay be exempt from Canadian concern which the proposed amendment now attempts to
tax when the income is earned by the foreign subsidiaries. address.
In addition, under the Canadian foreign affiliatesystem, the
parent companymay be eligible for full or partial exemption
when such earnings are repatriated to Canada as dividend IV. PROPOSEDAMENDMENTTO THE ACT
payments.7 In particular, a Canadian corporateshareholder
which receives dividends out of exempt surplus of a The Canadian federal governmenthas proposed that, effec-
foreign affiliate will normally be entitled to a 100 percent tive for taxation years commencingafter 28 February 1991,
dividend-received deduction, regardless of the underlying a corporation formed under the laws of a country other than
level of foreign taxes applicable to the earningsout of which Canada shall, where the corporation satisfies certain tests
the dividends are paid or whether any taxes at all were related to its activities in internationalshipping, be deemed
imposed by the foreign jurisdiction. Exempt surplus gener- to be resident in the country of incorporation and not resi-
ally includes after-tax business income earned by a foreign dent in Canada. Where the qualifyingtests are met, applica-
affiliate resident in a country listed in Regulation 5907(11) tion of the proposed amendment will mean that the long-
to the Act (generally, countries with which Canada has standing test of central management and control will no
either concludedan internationaltax conventionor initiated longer apply to foreign internationalshipping corporations
negotiations to this end) and, in addition, carrying on busi- (hereinafter referred to as FISCs). Thus, a corporation
ness in a listed country or in Canada. Notwithstandingthe formed outside Canada and carrying on qualifying interna-
exempt surplus system, interest expense incurred by a tional shipping operations could employ all of its manage-
Canadian companyon indebtednesswhich has been used to ment personnel in Canada and aso have its board of direc-
purchase or finance its foreign affiliates is generally deduc- tors exercise its responsibility in Canada, without being
tible for Canadian tax purposes. considered to be a resident of Canada. This new deeming

Ill. TAX EXPOSURE UNDER PRESENT 4. Subsec. 2(3) of the Act. While an additional branch tax may also

CANADIAN RULES apply under Part XIV of the Act in certain circumstances, this tax does not

apply to a non-resident corporation whose principal business is the trans-

The present Canadian rules related to the taxation of inter- portation of persons or goods.
national shipping income can, in theory, provide a relatively

5. Para. 81(1)(c) of the Act.
6. For an outline of these rules, see Allan R. Lanthier, Canada: The

favourable tax result. For example, an international ship- 1982 Changes to the Taxation of 1nternational Income, 37 Bulletin for
ping group could form a Canadian holding company InternationalFiscal Documentation (April 1982), at 171. Note, however,
(Canco), which would incorporate one or more interna- that these rules, as well as the rules related to the deductibilityof interest,
tional shipping corporations operating either leased or are currently under study by the Canadian Departmentof Finance.
owned vessels in an international shipping business using 7. Subsec. 113(1) of the Act.
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provision, when combined with the exemption for income from clear whether certain types of income will qualify
from certain internationalshippingoperations,either under under the all or substantiallyall of gross revenue test. For
the reciprocal relief provision in the Act or under one of example, income from managementor stevedoringservices
Canada'sexisting tax treaties, is intended to provideexemp- in respect of vessels owned by other corporations (whether
tion from Canadian tax. related or unrelated to the FISC) would not appear to be

To qualify under the proposed amendment, all or substan- qualifying income for purposes of the gross revenue test.lo
or

tially all of the FISC's activities throughout a taxation year
Also, it is uncertain whether incidental ancillary income

must consist of the operation of ships used by the corpora-
(e.g. fees for port handling charges, etc.) would qualify as

from otherwise qualifying international
tion primarily in its business of transporting passengers or gross revenue an

goods in international traffic, as defined, and all or sub- shipping business.

stantially all of the FISC's gross revenue for the year must
be from that business. The government's intention is that B. Dispositionsof vessels
the relievingprovisionwill only apply to deep-seaand inter-
national shipping and will generally not apply in respect of Conspicuouslyabsent from the federal government's initia-

trading on the Great Lakes or the St. Lawrence Seaway. tive are any provisions to deal with capital gains or recap-
Qualifying international traffic for purposes of the pro- tured capital allowanceswhich may arise on the disposition
posed amendmentwill'thereforegenerally exclude voyages of vessels used in a qualifying business. While proceeds of
within the Great Lakes and the St. Lawrence Seaway.8 vessel disposals do not form part of gross revenue, as

defined in the Act (and therefore would not result in a

corporation failing to qualify as a FISC), non-residentcor-

V. UNCERTAINTIESAND PITFALLS IN THE porations are, as noted earlier, taxable not only on income

PROPOSEDAMENDMENT from carrying on a business in Canada but also on capital
gains realized on the sale of taxable Canadian property,

The concerns outlined in this section assume that interna- which may include a ship used in carrying on business in
tional shipping groups, in relocating to (or remaining in) Canada.11 The reciprocal relief provision in the Act is re-

Canada, would incorporatea FISC in an appropriateforeign stricted to income of a non-resident from the operation of

jurisdiction and that the FISC would carry on business ships in international traffic - wording which does not ap-
through an establishment in Canada, directly employing all pear to be broad enough to encompass capital gains from

managementand operational personnel. The alternativeof vessel dispositions.
using a separate, Canadian-incorporatedmanagement or Given that vessel dispositionsare an inevitableand ongoingservice corporationprovidingcommercialand technicalship part of the business of many internationalshipping groups,
management out of Canada to a FISC in considerationfor it is unclear whether such groups would relocate to Canada
a fee, is discussed in Section VI; however, as described in unless appropriaterevisionsare made to the reciprocalrelief
that section, this approach also has its pitfalls. provision in the Act so that (consistent, for example, with

A. All or substantiallyall tests
8. The proposed amendment is as follows: Section 250 of the Income

There are a number of problems and concerns with the all Tax Act is amended by adding thereto the following subsection:

or substantially all tests as presently formulated in the (6) For the purposes of this Act, a corporation that was incorporated or

proposed amendment. A corporation must meet two tests: otherwisc formed under the laws of a country other than Canada or of a

the all or substantiallyall of activities test, and the all or state, province or other political subdivision of that country shall, where

substantially all of gross revenue test. While the concept (a) all or substantially all of the corporation's actvities throughout a

taxation year consist of the operation of ships that are used by the
of all or substantially all of gross revenue is relatively corporation primarily in its business of transporting passengers or

objective, there is great uncertaintyas to how a corporation goods in international traffic (determinedon the assumption that the
would ever provide a measurement related to all or sub- corporation is non-resident and that, except where paragraph (c) of

stantiallyall of its activities. For example, the activitiestest the definition internationaltraffic in subsection 248(1) applies, any
could conceivably refer to relative port-call-tonnage, port or other place on the Great Lakes or Saint Lawrence Seaway is

number of voyages, time of all employees of the corpora- in Canada),
tion, tirne of senior management, and or any number of (b) all or substantiallyall of the corporation's gross revenue for the year

other criteria or combinations of criteria. The author re- is from that business, and

spectfully submits that the concept is so amorphous as to (c) the corporation has not been granted articles of continuance in Can-
ada before the end of the year,render it virtually incomprehensibleand that reliance on an be deemed to be resident in that country throughout the year and not to

all or substantially all of gross revenue test would be resident in Canada at any time in the year.
(perhaps in combinationwith an assets or property test) 9. See, for example, Douglas Wood v. MNR, 87 DTC 312 (Tax Court
be more appropriate. Deleting the all or substantially all of Canada), where the Court concluded that, in the context of para.
of activities test would also eliminate the problem that, 115(1)(f) of the Act, the description advanced by counsel for the Minister

under the existing proposal, this test must be met through- (small, unrelated amounts, such as interest, etc.) came much closer to

out a taxaton year, so that even a short period of tainted the description substantially all than did the Minister's policy of 90

activities (or perhaps even inactivity) during a taxation percent.

year could conceivablybe sufficient to disqualify a FISC. 10. See in this regard Furness, Withy & Company Limited v. MNR, 66
DTC 5358 (Exchequer Court of Canada), subsequently affirmed by the

There are also problemswith the all or substantiallyall of Supreme Court of Canada (68 DTC 5033)
gross revenue test. Firstly, while the general adrninistrative 11. While one could argue that a vessel used by a FISC in international

position of the Canadian revenue authorities is that all or traffic, which does not call on Canadian ports, does not constitute an asset

/ substantiallyall means at least 90 percent, certain jurispru- used in carrying on a business in Canada, it is unclear whether this view
would be sustained. Also, while there may be stronger arguments where

dence suggests that the test may in fact be significantlymore all management and operational personnel are placed in a separate corpo-
stringent.9 Substituting a specific 90 percent factor for a ration which renders services to the FISC for a fee, this type of arrangement
general phrase such as all or substantiallyall would pro- would be subject to the concerns referred to below in Section VI of this
vide much greater certainty on this point. Secondly, it is far article.
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Canada's own income tax treaty with the United States) the D. Failing to qualify in a particularyear
provision also exempts gains from such dispositions.

One of the reasons that it is, in the author's view, critical
As is the case with revenue from charter-parties(discussed that the Canadian Department of Finance address and
below), possibleCanadiantaxationofcapitalgains on vessel clarify the types of uncertaintiesand pitfalls noted above is
dispositions is not a concern under existing structures, the substantial jeopardy that a FISCwould face if it inadver-
where senior managementpersonnel have specificallybeen tently failed to meet the qualifying tests in one particularrelocated (or left) offshore to ensure that the foreign corpo- year.ration retainsbonafide non-residentstatus and stays outside
the Canadian jurisdiction. Rather, potential Canadian taxa- For example, assume that a FISC is formed under the laws
tion only becomes an issue should a group reorganize or of a country other than Canada, that it carries on a qualify-
relocate to Canada (in accordance with the federal govern- ing international shipping business and that all operational
ment's initiative) to carry on business as a FISC, in which personnel, as well as the exercise of responsibility by the
case one must rely on the reciprocal relief provision in the corporation'sdirectors,are in Canada. Absent the proposed
Act (or on one of Canada's tax treaties) to provide specific amendment, the FISC would, as a question of fact, be

exemption.12 resident in Canada. Should the FISC inadvertently fail to
meet the qualifying tests in year 2 (but qualify in other

C. Time, voyage and bareboatcharters years), it would face the following consequences:
At the end of year 1, Canadian-resident shareholders-

In addition to the above-noted concerns, there remain a of the FISC would, further to a specific anti-avoidance
number of fundamental questions in respect of the treat- provision related to the deliberate repatriation of
ment of charter-partiesunder the proposed regime. foreign affiliates to Canada, be immediately taxable on

In order to qualify as a FISC, a corporation'sbusiness must any taxablesurplusexistingat that time in the FISC.16
The FISC would be taxable in Canada on its worldwide-

consist of the operationof ships that are used by the corpo- income during 2.
ration primarily in its businessof transportingpassengersor year

In year 3, the FISC would have requalified,and accord--

goods in international traffic. This would seem to include ingly would have ceased to be resident of Canada.the operation of a vessel, whether the FISC has title or
a

merely disponentownershipunder a lease or bareboatchar- The general Canadian rules which apply whenever a tax-
ter (it is understood that officials at the Canadian Depart- payer gives up residence in Canada would therefore apply
ment of Finance are in agreement with this view). A FISC and, subject to certain exceptions and elective provisions,
may then exploit its vessels (whetherowned or leased by it) the FISC would be deemed to have disposed of capital
in any one of several ways - contractsof affreightment,time property (other than taxableCanadianproperty) for pro-
or voyage charters, bareboat charters, etc. However, based ceeds of disposition equal to the fair market value of the
on the existing wording, it is uncertain which of these ac- assets at the beginning of year 3, thereby subjecting the
tivities will, in fact, be consideredto be qualifyingactivities, FISC to possible Canadian capital gains taxation.
whether for purposes of qualifying as a FISC under the
proposed amendment or fo purposes of qualifying for 12. Recapturedcapital allowances are also problematic. Again, this type
exemption under the reciprocal relief provision in the Act. of income would presumably not be considered income from the opera-

tion of a ship, as required by the reciprocal relief provision in para. 81
It is understood from informal discussions with officials at (l)(c) of the Act. There are, however, additional issues to be considered
the Canadian Department of Finance that the new regme related to capital allowances. Firstly, Regulation 1102(3) to the Act pro-
is intended to apply to gross revenue received from time or vides, in general terms, that where a taxpayer is a non-resident, the classes

voyage charters, in addition to revenue receivedunder con- of property eligible for capital allowances are deemed not to include
tracts of affreightment,but is not to extend to vessels oper- property that is situated outside Canada. While this provision may be

ated under a dry lease, dernise or bareboat charter. While appropriatein respect of immovable property, its impact on a vessel, which

the intention may be that gross revenue from time or voyage may enter Canada from time to time in the course of an international

charters will qualify, the requirement in the proposed shipping business, is somewhat obscure. Secondly, even in those cir-

amendment that the vessels be used by the corporation
cumstances where a vessel was considered to be eligible for capital allow-

the claiming of such allowances is permissive, and would not
may, in fact, imply a more narrow reading and certain

ances, one

normally expect a FISC to claim capital allowances if it was satisfied that
jurisprudence3 would indicate that such revenue may not all of its income qualified for exemption under the reciprocal relief provi-
qualify. While Finance officials have indicated that the pro- sion. However, in those circumstances(presumablyunusuaL) where capital
posed amendmentrelated to qualification as a FISC will be allowances have been claimed, the interaction of subsecs. 13(7) and 13(9)
revised to delete the offendingwords by the corporation, of the Act may, in fact, result in deemed dispositions at fair market value

it is not entirely certain, even with this change, whether (and possible realizationof recapturedcapital allowanceswhich, again, are

income from time or voyage charters will qualify either for not exempt under the reciprocal relief provision) at any time that the

purposes of qualification as a FISC or as revenue eligible proportion of use of a vessel in Canada changes.
under the reciprocal relief provision in the Act. Somewhat

13. See Furness, Withy & Company Limitedv. MNR, supra note 10; see

also MNR v. Hollinger North Shore Exploration Co,npany Limited, 63
more certain, but even more problematic, is the fact that DTC 1031 (Supreme Court of Canada).
revenue from bareboat charters is not intended to qualify 14. Note that, in the most adverse circumstances, Regulation 1102(3) to
for either purpose, so that entering into such charter-parties the Act (supra note 12) may require that income from bareboat charters
would result in the imposition of Canadian tax under the subject to Canadian tax be computedwithout deductionsfor capital allow-

proposed regime.'4 If the proposed amendment is to be ances.

effective in attractingand or retaining internationalshipping 15. See, for example, Secs. 883 and 872(b)(5) of the U.S. Internal Reve-

ownership and management activities in Canada, it is re- nue Code.

spectfullysuggested that the type of wordingused in analog- 16. Subsec. 48(5) of the Act and Regulation5907(13). Whle these provi-
ous provisions of tax legislation in other countriess should

sions would also provide for a disposition of certain capital propertyby the

be introduced,specificallyprovidingthat incomefrom time,
FISC for proceeds equal to fair market value and immediate taxation to

any Canadian shareholders in respect of any additional taxable surplus thus
voyage and bareboat charters will all qualify, both for pur- created, this rule does not apply to taxable Canadian property which,
poses of the definition of a FISC and the reciprocal relief subject to comments above, could conceivably include many of the assets,
provision in the Act. including vessels, used by the FISC in carrying on business from Canada.
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The type of double jeopardy noted above should be a clear the income of the operation of ships in internationaltraffic.
signal to the Canadian Department of Finance that the Any foreign capital or income tax, no matter how small,
applicable rules should be revised so that they are as objec- would, however, be sufficient to disqualify a FISC from the
tive and clear as possible. It should be noted that this type special exemption.
of jeopardy generally does not apply where, under the cur-

rent regme, internationalshippinggroups relocate or main- G Reorganizationof existing Canadian
tan senior managementpersonnel offshore to ensure bona shippinggroupsfide non-resident status.

While the proposed amendment should, if appropriatelyE. Paymentof dividendsto Canada revised, be an important incentive in attracting international
As if there were not enough uncertainties and pitfalls to shipping groups to Canada which are presently operating
contend with under the proposed regime, when interna- from other jurisdictions, Canadian shipping groups which
tional shipping income is earned by a FISC furtherproblems have been operating in Canada for some years may, some-

will arise whenever the FISC makes dividend payments to what ironically, find it more difficult to reorganize their
its Canadian-residentshareholders. operations so as to take advantage of the proposed amend-

ment. This is due to the fact that shipping groups which are
As described above, a Canadian corporate shareholder presently located outside Canada will, in many situations,which receives dividends out of exempt surplus of the be able to reorganize their corporate structure approp-foreign affiliate will normally be entitled to a 100 percent riately, without potentially adverse consequences in their
dividend-received deduction, regardless of the underlying home country, and subsequently transfer the operations to
level of foreign taxes applicableto the earningsout of which Canada. An existing Canadian-resident corporation may,the dividends are paid. 17 Exempt surplus includes after-tax on the other hand, have to deal with certain reorganizationbusiness income earned by a foreign affiliate, provided the steps, including vessel transfers, assignmentof charter-par-affiliate is: ties and freight contracts, etc., which are subject to fair
(a) resident in a country listed in Regulation 5907(11) to market value provisions in the Act; no specificprovisionhas

the Act (generally, countries with which Canada has been included in the proposed amendment to allow such
either concluded an international tax convention or in- reorganizationsto proceed on a non-recognitionbasis.
itiated negotiations to this end);i8 and

(b) carrying on business through a permanent establish- H. Provincialtax considerationsment in a listed country or carrying on business in Can-
ada, to the extent any income therefrom is subject to Provincial income taxes significant in Canada and, in
tax under the Act.

are

addition, are non-deductible for Canadian federal income
With respect to the test in (b) above, the reciprocal relief tax purposes. The rates of provincial income tax vary from
provision in the Act provides that qualifying income from 6 percent to 17 percent, depending on the province of resi-
international traffic shall not be included in computing the dence, and in the majority of provinces are 15 percent or
income of a taxpayer. It therefore appears that interna- higher. Many provinces also impose their own capital tax.
tional shipping groups which relocate their senior manage- While the province of British Columbia worked on behalf
ment and operational personnel to Canada and carry on of securing the proposed amendment and clearly supportsbusiness in Canada as a FISC in accordance with the pro- ts introduction, the position of other provinces vis--vis
posed regime will find that dividends received are not out both provincial income and capital taxes has yet to be ascer-
of exempt surplus as defined (due to the fact that the tained.
income earned in Canada was not subject to tax under the
Act). As is the case with many of the uncertainties and
pitfalls noted in this article, the problem represents a signif- VI. POSSIBLE STRUCTURESUNDER THE
icant impediment but is, at the same time, comparatively NEW REGIME
easy to correct. In this case, the offending regulationw19 cou d
be revised so that a permanentestablishment test would A. Use of managementor servicecorporations
apply to businesses carried on both in listed countries and

It has been suggested that of the uncertainties and
in Canada. many

pitfalls noted in this article could be avoided by the separa-
F. Federalcapital tax tion of ownership (or leasing in) of vessels from commercial

In addition to normal income tax potentiallypayable under
Part I of the Act, residentor non-residentcorporationsmay 17 At the same time, deductions or credits are not available in respect
be subject to a separate (non- deductible) federal capital tax of underlying foreign taxes applicable to the earnings out of which the
under Part 1.3 of the Act (Tax on Large Corporations). dividends were paid or any foreign withholding taxes which may apply on

The tax is applied at a rate equal to 0.2 percent of a corpo- payment of the dividends.
ration's taxable capital employed in Canada (as defined), 18. The FISC will, provided it meets the qualifying test in the proposed
less an annual capital deduction of CS 10 million (which amendment,be deemed for purposesof the Act to be resident in its country
must be shared between related companies in a group). of incorporation. However. Canada is not itself a listed country under

Regulation 5907(11) and, as a question of fact, the FISC would (absent the
While a non-resident corporation carrying on business deeming provision) be a resident of Canada. The question that arises,

through a permanent establishment in Canada is liable for therefore, is whether the proposed amendmentwill also apply for purposes
the capital tax, a proposed amendrnent to the Act intro- of the foreign affiliate regulations. Based, inter alia, on Secs. 14 and 15 of

duced as part of an omnibus set of draft technical amend_ the Canadian InterpretationAct, it appears that the deemingprovision will

ments20 proposes that ships operated by a corporation in apply for purposes of the foreign affiliate regulations and again it is under-

international traffic, or personal property used in its busi- stood from discussions with officials at the Department of Finance that

ness of transportingpersonsor goods in internationaltraffic, they share this view.
19. Regulation 5906 to the Act.

will be excluded from the base for the federal capital tax, 20. Draft Amendmentsto the Income Tax Act and Related Statuteswere

provided the country in which the corporation is resident issued by the Minister of Finance on 18 February 1991. further to an earlier

mposes neither a capital tax on similar assets nor a tax on draft originally issued on 13 July 1990.
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and technical ship management. This would be ac- on vessel disposals. Secondly, a simple amendment would
complished by using at least two separate corporations - be made to the Canadian foreign affiliate regulations to

firstly, a managementor service corporationformedin Can- ensure that income of a FISC retained its status as exempt
ada which would employ all management and operational surplus for Canadian tax purposes. Finally, the proposed
personnel, and secondly, a FISC formed under the laws of exemption from federal capital tax might be revised some-
a country other than Canada, which would own or lease the what so that, rather than this exemption being dependent
vessels used in the group's international shipping business. on the quantum of capital or income tax imposed by a

The management or service corporaton would provide all foreign country, a qualifying FISC would be added to the
commercial and technical ship management to the FISC in list of corporationswhich are already entirely exempt from
consideration for a fee. While the management or service the tax.24
corporation would be resident in Canada and subject to

were tonormal rates of federal income and capital tax, one would Assuming that the above changes be made (and
most structure anyargue that the amounts subject to tax could be kept to a

while the effective for particularinterna-

manageable level, while the FISC would remain outside the tional shipping group will depend on its specific facts and
methodof operations),one tax-effectivestructurewould beCanadian tax jurisdiction. as follows:

There are, unfortunately, significant concerns that prevail
under this approach. Firstly, while one can argue that the
FISC is not carrying on business in Canada under this Canco

arrangement, and is therefore outside the Canadian tax

jurisdiction altogether (without the need to revert to the V

reciprocal relief provision in the Act to obtain exemption),
there is some doubt whether this position would be sus- Offshore
tained. Even if it was, however, one must still meet the tests Holdng
in the proposed amendment to qualify as a FISC and reve- Company
nue from bareboat charters will, for example, not qualify
for this purpose. v

Perhaps the most importantconcern, however, is the appli- FISC
cation of the related party transfer pricing provision in the
Act21 and the potential impact thereof on the quantum of
the fee to be earnedby the managementor servicecompany. In the above structure, Canadian holdingThe relevant provision provides that any fee for such ser-

a company
vices must be the amount that would have been reasonable (Canco) incorporates an offshore holding company which,
in the circumstances had the parties been dealing at arm's in turn incorporates one or more FISCs.

length. There are no accompanying regulations to the While beyond the scope of this article, an offshore holding
foregoingprovisionand there has been little Canadian juris- company serves various purposes under the Canadian tax

prudence which would be of assistance in interpreting the system, including effective dividend management, facilitat-
rule. The Canadian assessing branch has, however, issued ing the tax-efficient financing of international operations
an Information Circular, which sets outs its administrative and allowing access to the excluded property rules which
approach in the international transfer pricing area.22 While form part of the Canadian foreign affiliate legislation.25The
the Circular takes a somewhat ambivalent approach to the FISC would be incorporated in a country listed in Regula-
use of functional analysis (essentially suggesting that it tion 5907(11) to the Act, so that income earned from its
should be used as an aid but not as a specific pricing active shipping operations would form part of exempt
method), the position of the assessing branch in many situ- surplus for Canadian tax purposes. All of the directors of
ations in the past (includingsituations involvingthe interna- the FISC could be residents of Canada and all directors'
tional shipping industry) has been that a reasonable fee meetingscould take place in Canada. In addition, and more
in these situations must take into account the worldwide importantly, all management and operational personnel
profits of all companies in a multinationalgroup and must would be employed by the FISC but could be physically
be commensurate with the efforts made by personnel 10- located in Canada. While the individualswould themselves
cated and employed in Canada (includingefforts in respect be subject to Canadian tax, the FISC would be exempt by
of the acquisition and financing of assets used in the busi- virtue of the reciprocal relief provision in the Act.
ness) relative to efforts of personnel located offshore. If
anything, the emphasis on this type of economic approach

With proper planning, it should be possible to form the
FISC in a jurisdictionwhichwill imposea low or nil domestic

may well increase as Canada is forced to reply to transfer
pricing initiatives in other jurisdictions, particularly the rate of tax on the earnings in question and on dividend

United States,23 in an effort to protect its own revenuebase. distributions out of the earnings and have minimal, if any,
restrictions on the nationality of crews. With respect to

B. Operating directly from Canada
21. Subsec. 69(3) of the Act.

Having regard to the types of concerns noted above in 22. Information Circular 87-2 issued in February 1987; these types of

respect of the use of managementand service corporations, views and pronouncements do not have the force of law, although the
it is the author's view that many international shipping Canadian courts have, at times, referred to such documents as external

groups will only respond to the recent Canadian initiatives aids.

if additional technical changes are made to the Act. The 23. Seein particularthe Study of IntercompanyPricing (the White Paper)
revisions, while critical, would be relatively simple. For

released by the U.S. Treasury on 19 October 1988.
24 Subsec. 181.1(3) of the Act.

example, qualifying revenue, for purposes of both the pro- 25. For a detailed review and discussion of these concepts, see Allan R.
posed amendment with respect to qualification as a FISC Lanthier, Foreign Holding Companies and Finance Vehicles: An Up-
and the reciprocal reliefprovision in the Act, would specifi- date, in Report of Proceedingsof the 42d Tax Conference, 1990 Confer-
cally include revenue from bareboat charters and proceeds ence Report (Toronto, Canadian Tax Foundation, not yet published)
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internationalshipping groups contemplatinga reloction to government'spolicy initiative is both positive and welcome;
Canada, it should be noted that this type of structure could if certain technical revisions are made, the initiative should,
be set up without an actual change of residency of the without question, result in the retention of senior and ex-

shareholdersof Canco and a subsequent immigrationof the perienced international shipping personnel in Canada, as

shareholders to Canada would not have any adverse Cana- well as encouraging other international shipping groups to

dian tax consequences. relocate to this country. If appropriate revisions are not

made, however, certain taxpayerswill be forced to maintain

management and operational personnel offshore (thereby
Vll. CONCLUSION continuing to avoid the Canadian tax jurisdiction al-

together), while others (dependingon the specific nature of
International shipping groups headquartered in Canada their trading operations) will be faced with the difficult
have, for several years, been encouraging the Canadian choice of deciding whether or not to rely on administrative

DepartmentofFinance to introducesome type of alleviating positions or pronouncements of the assessing branch of
measure. While this article has pointed out some of the Revenue Canada in respect of contentious issues-positions
uncertainties and deficiencies in technical aspects which or pronouncementswhich are subject to change and which
should be addressed before the legislation is finalized, the have not always been accepted by the Courts.
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THECANADIANGOODSANDSERVICESTAX

AN OVERVIEW

Abe I. Greenbaum*

I. INTRODUCTION

At midnight, 1 January 1991, Canadians became subject-to a federal goods and
services tax (GST). This article discusses the predecessor legislation and ex-

Contents
f

plains why the GST was introduced in Canada, as well offers a brief history of I. Introcuction
the introductionof the legislation and its passage through Parliament. The struc- I History
tural features of the legislation, its application and administrationare then out- II. Why Was a GST Introduced In
lined. As the GST Act consists of 335 sections and countless subsections, no Canada
attempt is made to deal comprehensivelyand exhaustivelywith the legislation. IV. Structure of the GST
Rather the aim of this article is to highlight the key legislative and structural V..,

Application of the GSTfeatures and make the occasionalcomment on policy issues. A. General
B. Taxable Goods and Services
C. , Zero-rated

Il. HISTORY D. Exempt
E. Overview

The goods and services tax originated in June 1987, when Michael Wilson, the VI. Tax Credits and Rebates
Minister of Finance for Canada, tabled a White Paper on Tax Reform which A. Lower Income Credit
proposed replacementof the existing federal manufacturers'sales tax (discussed B. New Housing Credit
below) with a multi-stage goods and services tax, or value added tax as it is C. Public Service Body Rebate
commonlyknown. Vil. Administration of the GST

A. Registration
In the April 1989 budget, the Minister of Finance announced the Government's B. Tax Invoices

C. Collection and Remittance ofintention to introduce the GST. On 8 August 1989 the Minister issued a technical Tax
paper and the House of Commons Finance Committee held public hearings in
Septemberand Octoberof 1989. Some of the suggestionsof the Committeeafter

Vill The GST and Provincial Sales Tax

its consultations were incorporated in Bill C-62, which was introduced in the IX. Conclusion

House of Commonson 24 January 1990. Bill C-62 is entitled: An Act to Amend
the Excise Tax Act, the Criminal Code, the Customs Act, the Custom Tariff,
the Excise Act, the Income Tax Act, the Statistics Act and the Tax Court of
Canada Act.1

The passage of the GST Bill was not as smooth as it could have been. Despite
vocal oppositionin theLowerHouse, the substantialmajorityheldby the Progres-
sive ConservativeParty in the Commons ensured passage of the Bill on 10 April
1990. Passage through the Senate caused considerable excitement (a term not

normally associated with the Canadian Senate). * B.A. (Tor.), LL.B. (Osgoode), LL.M.

(Labour) (NYU), LL.M. (NYU); Lecturer in
Taxation Law, Deakin University, Australia.

In Canadian federal politics, passage by the House of Commons is usually the I would like to thank the Canadian Tax Founda-
end of the story. After passage, the legislation then proceeds to the Senate. The tion fortheirkind assistancein providingme with

Senate, which is a patronage appointedbody, its membersenjoying tenure to the office facilities and access to their excellent tax

age of 75 and generouspensions, normally rubberstamp any Bill passed in the library while in Toronto. Their kind help is
greatly appreciated.Commons.2When the GST Bill arrived at the Senate, the Senate was populated

with a majority of opposition Liberal Party members. They threatened to make
the passage of the GST through the upper house a very difficult and painful
experience. So began eight months of Senators engaging in various procedural
tactics aimed at delaying the Bill. The Liberal Senatorseffectivelystalled the Bill
in the Senate. The Prime Minister, Brian Mulroney, worried about the conse-

quences of the Bill being held in limbo by the Senate beyond the proposed 1. For the sake of brevity, the legislation will

implementationdate, sought to end the deadlockby eliminatingthe majorityheld hereafter be referred to as the GST Act.

by the Liberals in the Senate. To do this, he invokedSection26 of the Constitution
2. After the Bill is passed in the Senate it re-

ceives Royal Assent.
Act, 18673, a provision that had not previously been used in the 123-year history 3. Previously known as the British North
of the Constitution. America Act, 1867 (U.K.).
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Section 26 provides for the appointment of four or eight cient allocationof resources. Decisions are not being made
additional members to the Senate beyond the normal com- for reasons of business efficiency, but rather to minimize
plement of 104. The Prime Minister asked the Queen to MST. Further, thosecompaniesunableorunwillingto order
direct the appointment of eight Senators. She obliged.4 their affairs to reduce their MST liability would be at a

These appointments tilted the majority in favour of the competitive disadvantage to those who had done so.

governing party. After several months of acrimonious de- 5. NarrowTax Base-About third of goodsand services
bate, as well as a filibusters in December, the Senate finally

one

are directly subject to the MST. Of those goods subject to
approved the GST at 6:05 p.m. Thursday, 13 December the MST, tobacco, alcohol, automobiles, auto parts and1990. Fifty-five Senators voted in favour of the legislation fuels represent 16 percentof all expendituresand
as compared to 49 who voted against it. consumer

yield one third of all MST collected. This makes the MST
Royal Assent did not proceed, either, according to its nor- very narrowlybased. The narrow base is in part a reflection
mal course. The Liberals in the Senate, throughprocedural of the shift in the economy since the introduction of the
delays, made it impossible for the legislation to be signed MST. In the 1920s, two thirds of consumer consumption
into law on Friday, 15 December 1990.6 The GST was ulti- was of manufacturedgoods. Now two thirds of expenciture
mately signed into law on Monday, 17 December1990, two is on services. This shift representeda huge untappedreser-

weeks prior to its implementation date.7 Bill C-62 was voir of federal tax revenue.

named The Goods and Services Tax Act. 6. Excessive Complexity - The MST had four rates of tax

Throughout the time that the legislation was before Parlia- applicable depending on the category of product. There
ment, the Government engaged in an information (some were also a greatnumberof exceptions.For the 75,000 firms
would say propaganda) campaign8 to explain to the public covered by the MST, there were over 22,000 special ar-

what the GSTwas, how it would operate and howwonderful rangements and administrative interpretations governing
it would be. the tax.

7. Distortion of Consumer Choices - Since the mark-up
Ill. WHY WAS A GST INTRODUCED IN CANADA from wholesale to retail level varies greatly from industry to

industry and product to product, the MSTcomponentof the

Canada has had a manufacturers sales tax (MST) for final retail price, expressed as a percentageof the total, will

almost70 years. The MSTwas a tax appliedat the wholesale vary greatly. As the MST is levied at the wholesale level,
level on manufactured goods. The tax was levied on the the consumer is unable to ascertain how much of the price
manufacturer's selling price of domestic goods and on the he is paying for a good is MST, how much is the wholesale

duty-paid value of imported manufactured goods. There price component and how much is retail mark-up. This

were four rates of tax, ranging from 9 percent to 19 percent.
makes an informed consumer choice of which product to

The Governmentdecided to eliminate the MST. The GST purchase impossible.10
was introduced as the tax to collect the revenue that other- It is clear from the range and gravity of the problems as-
wise would have been collected under the MST. sociated with the MST that something had to be done to

The MST, originally implemented in the 1920s, was the deal with its inadequacies. The means employed by the

subject of increasing criticism from both the private and Governmentwas to eliminate the MST.

public sectors. This criticism has dated back as far as the The question then arose, what would be done to raise the
1967 Report of the Royal Commission on Taxation (the CANS 19 billion per annum in revenue previouslycollected
Carter Commission).Problemswith the MST, describedby
the Minister of Finance, included:9

1. Cascading Effect - As the tax is levied on a broad range 4. Included in the number appointed the Senate formerprovin-to was a

of inputs (manufacturedcomponents)and then again on the cial Premierwho left office becauseof politicalscandalsand who was being
finished manufactured item, there is tax cascading, that investigatedby the police on allegations of political corruption. This same

is, a tax being imposed on an item whose value has already person underwent a political conversion having prior to his appointment
been inflated by a previously imposed tax. Tax cascading been opposed to the GST. He suddenlyand miraculouslybecamea suppor-
inflates the ultimate price paid by the consumer for goods. ter of the GST when he was appointed to the Upper House.

5. Certain of the Senators spoke uninterrupted for more than 24 hours
2. DamagesExports-The MST is imposedat the manufac- as part of the filibuster. Eventually,the newly-createdmajorityProgressive
turing level which is an additional cost factor for exported Conservative Senators introduced and passed a cloture motion to curtail

goods. This makes them more expensive in relation to nter- debate and call the question.
national competingproducts. 6. The Liberal Senatorskept debate going in the Senate until the House

adjourned for the day so that the approved Bill could not be returned to
3. EncouragesImports-TheMSTapplies to importson the the House and given to the Governor General.
duty-paid value of the item. This does not include the costs 7. The legislationwas not signedby the GovernorGeneral. It was signed
of marketing and distribution of the goods. Marketingand instead by a Puisne Justice of the Supreme Court of Canada, acting on

distribution is often a very large component of the cost of behalfof the GovernorGeneral.

manufactured goods, particularly in a nation like Canada 8. Included in this campaign was the establishment of a consumer

which is so large and sparselypopulated. Since the MST on hotline. The theorywas that consumerswould call up and get information

imported manufactured goods is paid on a smaller base on how the GST would affect them. In practice the telephone service was

accountants. were

amount, importedgoods have a competitiveadvantageover
mainly used by lawyers and They constantly frustrated

by the poor quality of information and confused responses they were
a domestic manufacturer. receiving. This was not surprising in light of the fact that the persons

4. Distortions in the Allocation of Resources- Under the answering the calls were generally university students who were given a

MST regime, manufacturers would seek to shift whatever manual and an index and no further training to answer the inquiries.
9. Minister of Finance, Goods and Services Tax Technical Paper,activities they couldbeyond the pointof taxation(the manu- (Ottawa: Ministry of Finance, August 1989), at 4-6.

facturing stage). As such, the MSTwould not be levied on 10. As will be noted below, due to the lack of uniform price-marking
the full wholesalepriceof the goods. This process of arrang- under the GST, it will be very difficult for consumers to comparisonshop
ing business activities to avoid the MST leads to an ineffi- under the new legislation as well.
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through the MST The Government chose to replace the The $ 7 represents the $100 value added that the manufac-
MST with a flat rate, broadly based GST. turer contributedin making the item. When the retailersells

the machine for $ 600, he collects $ 42 of GST from the
consumer. The retailer is entitled to a $ 28 credit for the

IV. STRUCTUREOF THE GST GST already paid so he remits $14 to the Government.
When all of the net amounts remitted to the Government

A GST is a multi-level tax which is exacted at each stage of at each stage are totalled, the sum remitted is $ 42. This
productionand distributionculminatingin the ultimatepur- represents 7 percent of the total retail cost of the dishwash-
chase of the product or service by the consumer. Tax is not ing machine. Through the input credit system, liability for
paid on the full value of the item at every stage of the the GST is passed down from transaction to transaction
process (which would create an attractive tax windfall for until it reaches the consumer. The final consumer of the
the Government). Instead there is a tax credit systemwhich goods or services bears the full GST burden, since he is not
permits all persons except the end-purchaser to receive a eligible for any credit.
credit for all GST paid by them on purchases that they have
made. This in effect means that at each stage of production, The four rates in the MST were replaced with a flat rate of

the net GSTpayablerepresentsthe tax on the valueadded seven percent. This rate was lowered from the original pro-
to the goods processed or distributedor the services render- posal of nine percent. Many commentatorsare of the view

ed. that once the system is under way, it will not be long before
the rate is increased.11 The revenue stakes are very high; it

The seller of a product or service pays GST on the acquisi- is estimated that for every one percent that the GST rate is
tion of any inputs needed (paper clips, pens, legal fees)to raised, an additional $ 3 billion is collected in tax.12
operate his business. When he sells his product or servce

he collects GST on the now enhanced value. The amount
the seller remits to Revenue Canada is the difference be-
tween the amount of GST collected and the amount he V. APPLICATIONOF THE GST
already paid. The amount collected by the seller is offset by
the amount he already paid because of the existence of the A. General
nput tax credit. In effect the credit operates to ensure

that only the end consumer of the product or service pays Although the GST has greatly expanded the tax base from
GST. All personsprior to the final consumer in the produc- that of the MST, the Government did not maintain the
tion chain receive a full credit for the GST already paid by purityofphilosophyof havinga universal flat rate GST. The
them. This can be illustratedby the following example: GST does not apply to all goods and services consumed in

Canada.13There are two categoriesofexemption: (1) zero-
The Sale of a Dishwashing Machine rated or tax free and (2) tax exempt. In neither case is

GST chargedon the sale of the productor service. The inputProcess Inp. Tax
/Transaction Purchase Sale GST Credit Net Tax tax credit, however, may not be claimed in relation to the

Mine extracts supply of exempt goods and services.
ore N/A

sells ore $100 $ 7 N/A $7 B. Taxablegoods and services
Steelmaker
smeltsore and The legislationstarts, theoretically,as a universalgoods and
makes steel $ 100 services tax. Rather than creatingan exhaustivelist of those

(+$ 7 GST) goods and services which are taxable, the legislation pro-
seils steel $ 300 $ 21 $7 $ 14 vides that if the goods or services are not exempt or zero-

Manufacturer rated, they are taxable.
makes
dishwasher $ 300

(+$ 21 GST) C. Zero-rated
sells machine $ 400 $ 28 $ 21 $7

Retailersells Examplesof zero-ratedgoods and services include:
machine $ 400 - basic groceries;

(+$ 28 GST) - prescription drugs;
sells - medical devices, e.g. prostheses, wheelchairs, etc.;
toconsumer $ 600 $ 42 $ 28 $14 - agriculture and fishing;
Consumer $ 600 - exports;

(+$ 42 GST) net tax $ 42

At each stage of the process the taxpayer receives an input
tax credit equal to the amount of GST paid on the acquisi- 11. The Governmentcould argue that an increase is justified because the
tion of the input used in producing the product or service. rate of GST in Canada is relatively low in comparison to other nations.
The net effect is that any GST liability the taxpayer had is The 7% rate may appear to be relatively Iow when viewed superficially;
completely offset by the credit. In the example, the manu- however, the reality is quite different. Most nations which levy higher
facturer purchased $ 300 worth of steel. In addition to the GSTs have a unitary system of governmentand therefore only one level of

$ 300 paid, he paid $ 21 in GST (which the steel maker government is imposing a sales tax. Canada, on the other hand, is a

collected). He uses the $ 300 worth of steel to make a
federation. Nine of the ten provinces collect retail sales tax, with rates

dishwasher which he sells to the retailer for $ 400. He ranging from 6% to 12%. This makes the tax burden on the consumer as

as account.collects not only the $ 400 but $ 28 in GST. He receives a
high 19.84%, when the cascadingeffect is taken into

credit of $ 21 for the GST.alreadypaid.and he,emits $ 7 in
12. The total annual tax revenue collected by the Federal Government is
approximately$100 billion.

GST to Revenue Canada. Therefore, the manufacturer is 13. Departure from a comprehensivetax is an exampleofpolitical reality
not out of pocket at all for the GST paid previouslyby him. interferingwith economic and tax policy.
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travel services. Travel out of the country is generally trees and flowers, wood, animal hides or fur and horses.-

zero-rated;14 Why is a horse taxable but a cow or bee not Why is the

transportation services, such as international freight, final product of wheat growing zero-rated but lowers and-

other than courier services competing with the postal trees grown for harvest taxed
service;
municipal transit services;-

D. Exempt[services provided by] international organizations and-

officials; Exempt supplies are outlined under Schedule V, which is
some financial services, such as certain services to non- divided into eight parts:

-

residents and the supply of precious metals.
1. Realproperty

Of the zero-ratedcategories,many have very complex rules Resale of houses and residential rents are exempt. All other
for determiningwhat will be included in the category. For property transactions are taxable.

example, one of the areas of zero-rating with the largest 2. Healthcare services
impact on the general public is the category basic Included in the exemption are the provisionof hospital and
groceries. What are basic groceries' The term is not de- nursing home care, medical and dental services and the
fined in the legislation. Instead the legislation lists in services of other health practitioners, such as osteopaths
ScheduleVI, Part III, those foods that do not fall within the and chiropodists. Also exempted are services supplied
category. The list of excluded foods and beverages is exten- under a provincial health insurance scheme.
sive. Generally the distinction can be drawn on the basis of
those foods that are made for preparationand consumption 3. Educationalservices
at home and those that are already prepared and ready to Most such services are exempt. Not exempt are courses

eat. Problems arise with such a differentiation as to where taken for enjoymentthat do not lead to obtaininga diploma
the line should be drawn. For instance, a case arose in the or degree.
United Kingdom under similar rules, where a baker made 4. Child care andpersonalcare services
and sold meat pies. Non-sweet bakery goods are typically
characterizedas groceries but the Inland Revenue decided 5. Legalaid services
that the pies were subject to VAT since they were hot, The services renderedby a lawyer and billed to legal aid are

take-away food. The baker argued that they were groceries. taxable but under Section 258 the legal aid authority is
He added that the pies happened to be hot when they came eligible for a rebate of the full tax paid.19
out of the oven but then were cooling down awaiting pur- 6. Servicessupplied by public service bodies
chase. The fact that the pies might be warm if purchased This includes Government, non-profit organizations and
soon after they were taken out of the oven should not cause charities. The exemption only applies to the extent that
the pies to cease to be considered groceries.15 The com- these entities non-commercialbasis.20a
promise reached was that the VAT applied to the sale of operateon

pies until 2:30 in the afternoon. After that time it was 7. Financiaiservices
deemed that the pies could not be take-away food and were Most financiai services provided to Canadian resident cus-

therefore groceries. tomers are exempt.
It is hoped that such rules do not develop in Canada, al- 8. Ferry, roadandbridge tolls

though it appears that these hopes have already been The tolls are exempt regardless of whether the service is

dashed. For example, donuts, an important staple food of public or privately owned or operated.
many Canadians, are subject to the GST unless they are It should be emphasized at the outset that tax-exempt 1s

purchased in quantities of greater than five and not con- a misnomer. Although the supplier does not charge tax on
sumedon the premiseswhere they were purchased.It would the sale of his goods or services, he may not claim input tax
therefore be important for the person who has a hankering
for donutsnot to open the box and take one out until outside
the view of the vendor. Would the purchaser be exempt
from the GST if he bought seven donuts and began to eat 14. The air transport tax still applies to fights leaving Canada. The
one before he left the shop The legislation is unclear on amount of the tax has been raised from $19 to $ 40 per ticket. Travel agent
the point. Further,will special regulationshave to be prom- services are zero-rated if the work relates to zero-rated (overseas) travel.

ulgated to govern the purchase of the tiny donuts sold in 15. Many pies were sold at midday while still warm and consumed by
quantities in excess of sx, by many vendors. Six of these customers soon thereafter. Other pies were taken home at the end of day
mini-donuts may have a mass equal to one or two regular and rewarmed.

donuts. Should they be exempt At the other end of the 16. Single servings of puddings, yoghurt or beverages are taxable under

baked confection spectrum, some cookie shops sell huge the GST. Unflavouredmilk, or those foods or beveragespackaged specifi-

cookies (30 cm in diameter) that have a mass equal to morG cally for consumptionby babies are zero-rated. When those taxable prod-
ucts are sold in packages of four they are also zero-rated.

than a dozen cookies. How should this one cookiebe treated 17. The legislative draftsmen appear to have made nutritional value

by the GST judgements in determiningwhat foods would be subject to the GST. It is

There are numerous other anomalies in the basic groceries not surprising that alcoholic beverages are taxed, but so are non-alcoholic

category. For example, packaging,16nutritionalvalue17 and malt beverages. In fact, all carbonated beverages are taxed, as are all
non-carbonatedfruit beverageswith less than 25% fruit juice content. The

where the groceries are purchasedi often produce strange Government is also concerned about hypertension. Salted nuts and seeds
results. are taxed, but the non-salted version of the same product is zero-rated.

Another category where absurd results are likely to arise is 18. All foods sold in vending machines are subject to GST even if they
would have been zero-rated if purchased in a shop.

agriculture and fishing: Exempt from GST are livestock, 19. Query why the tax is charged in the first place if it is just remitted
poultry, bees and varous agricultural products in their back to the legal aid authority.
natural harvestedstate, with only a minimumofprocessing. 20. Where the public service body operates on a commercial basis they
For example, wool that has not been processed beyond will generally be fully taxable. They will also be eligible for the input tax

being washed is exempt. Taxable agricultural items include credit.
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credits. As a result, the previouslypaid unrebatedGSTwill requiring the credit would be in receipt of the credit in
then be imputed in the price of the goods or services. advance of having to pay the GST.

The refundable GST credit is found in the amendments to
E. Overview the Income Tax Act, specifically Section 122.5(3). Eligible

adults receive a credit of $190. A credit of $ 100 per child
The question that must be asked is, what is the policy justifi- is also available. In addition, a single parent may claim an
cation for the existence of three categories of supplies adult credit for one child. Single individualsor singleparentsWhat characteristics do zero-rated supplies have that tax- who maintain their own household will receive a credit of
exempt ones lack and alternatively,what characteristicsdo two percent of their taxable income in excess of the
exempt supplies have that fully taxed supplies lack Is there minimum income tax threshold ($ 6,169 in the 1990 year of
a thought-out tax policy underlying this complex structure income), to a maximum of $100.
Or is this crazyquilt the resultof some lobbygroupsbeing As the GST credit is designed to assist lower income tax-more successful in obtainingpreferentialtax treatmentthan
others In view of the alterationsto the legislation that have. payers, the credit phases out as income rises. The GST

already taken place and those which are planned to take credit begins to reduce as the taxpayer'sgross family income

place (see below), the latter interpretations most likely to exceeds $ 24,800 (in 1990). The credit then is reduced by
be correct. $ 5 for every $100 of family income that exceeds this

thresholdamount. In the case of the singleparent, the credit
Not only do these exclusions require the legislation to be would be eliminatedwhen the total family income exceeded
considerably more complicated than if it were comprehen- $ 34,400. The middle income family will continue to be
sive and uniform, the curious rules of what is and what is adversely affected by the regressivityof the GST.
not taxable will cause distortions in the economy. The
farmer may switch crops or change the manner in which he 2. Overview
operates to take advantage of zero-rating. Whenever there
is a GST that is not comprehensiveor where it applies more

The apparently boundless generosityof the Government is

than one rate, there will be business decisions made by questioned when the quantum of credits initially proposed
is compared with that which was ultimately introduced intotaxpayersbecauseof GST considerationsrather than on the

basis of what is economicallyoptimal. law. The adult credit proposed was $ 275, and the child
credit was $100. Single parents could claim a $ 275 credit
for one of theirchildren. There was also an additionalcredit

VI. TAX CREDITSAND REBATES of up to $140 for eligible persons,24 In the ensuing months,
the Minister was persuaded to reduce the GST rate from

The GST Act offers a variety of credits and rebates to nine percent to seven percent. In doing so, he was faced
taxpayers. These are made available to deal with perceived with a dilemma: How should the projectedshortfall in rev-
and actual unfairness in the applicationof the legislationor enue be met In a large part, this was made up by making
to correct distortions in the economy caused by the GST. the refundable GST credit less generous and more difficult

to obtain.
A. Lower income credit

The effect of the changes to the credit is that the single
When introducing the GST, the Governmenthad no choice parent, who under the originalproposalcould have received
but to recognize the regressive nature of such a tax. All as much as $ 690, will now receive $ 480.25

broadly based consumpton taxes are regressive because This 30 percent reductionis only part of the story in relation
lower income persons must spend all of their disposable to how the lower income sectors of the public will be af-
income merely to secure the necessities of subsistence. As fected. More insidious than the reductionin the credit is the
one becomes more afluent, a progressivelysmallerpropor- manner in which the credit is affectedby inflation. Inflation
tion of disposable income is spent to meet the taxpayer's will progressively erode the GST credit until it is available
needs. As such, the low income taxpayer will pay propor- to considerably fewer persons. For those still eligible, the
tionately more of his total income in GST than the more credit will be worth considerably less in constant dollar
affluent taxpayer,21 terms. The partial indexation of the GST credit is its most

In response to this obvious inequity, the Government de- disturbing characteristic.26The income threshold for reduc-
cided to introduce a tax credit to ameliorate the additional
burdenof the tax on the low incomepopulace.22The August
1989 paper released by the Ministerof Financeoutlined the

21. The lowest income families will 7.1% of their total incomestructure of a refundable GST credit. It was asserted in the pay on

GST, whereas the richest families will spend 3.1% on the GST. See Neil
paper that: Brooks, Searching For An AlternativeTo The GST, working paper for

[O]nce the GST is in place, the federal tax system will be more The Institute for Research on Public Policy (February 1990), at 29.

_irogressive and lower and modest income Canadians will be 22. Observingwhat has happened to the original low income credit pro
etter off. This will be achieved through the implementation posal and the reason for its change, speaks volumes about the actual
of a new refundable GST Credit.23 attitude of the Governmentvis--vis the poor and the GST. See discussion

in text.

1. Application 23. See supra note 9.
24. Under this proposal, a single taxpayer could receive as much as a

The credit is similar to the refundable federal sales tax $ 415 credit representing the amount of tax payable on $ 4,611.11 con-

credit, which it replaces. The GST credit is calculated on sumption (assuming a 9% GST, as was the case at that time). A single
the basis of the individual's tax return and is based on the parent with one child could have received a $ 690 credit (equal to the GST

income and family details of the taxpayer for the prior year.
on $ 7,666.67 consumption).

The credit will be received in quarterly instalments,paid in
25. This figure assumes that the single parent has one child, maintainshis
own household and is eligible for the full $ 100 additional credit.

advance (July, October, January and April). The first pay- 26. Indexation of credits and deductions is found in Sec. 117.1 of the
ment was made in December1990, immediatelyprior to the Income Tax Act. Indexation for all deductions and credits is 3o less than
implementation of the legislation, so that those persons the rate of inflation.
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tion of the credit is indexed for inflation, less three percent. The Government argued that it was seeking to assist the
It has been estimated by the National Council of Welfare lower income taxpayer through the new house GST rebate.
that within two years of commencementof operationof the It is interesting to note, however, that under the original
GST, 100,000 families will lose the credit and this number August 1989 proposal, the rebate was to represent 50 per-
will have increased to 700,000by the fifth anniversaryof the cent of GST paid, up to a maximum of $ 13,950 (9 percent
GST. This drop-out rate is not the result of anticipated on $ 310,000). At 350,000, the rebate would begin to

prosperity among the underprivilegedclasses in Canada. It phase out until it was eliminated at $ 400,000. This rebate
is attributable solely to inflationary increases to income was more generous; however, it still did not fully address
outstripping the indexation of the income threshold for re- the market pressure on builders of new houses who will

ceiving the credit.27 have to collect partial GST as compared to resold houses

A further problem with the GST credit is that it is in-
which are GST-exempt.

adequate in quantum.For example, the conventionalfamily Further, one can question this additionalcomplicationto an

of two parents and two children would receive up to $ 580 already complex law. These additionalprovisionswould be
as a GST credit. This represents the GST paid on S 8,285.71 unnecessary had the Government not exempted from tax
of taxable consumption.Since the low income familywill be the resale of houses. Had all houses been subject to the
spending all of its disposable income, it will spend consider- GST, there would be no market distortions necessitating
ably more than $ 8,285.71. Any taxable spending by the compensation to the new house industry in the form of the
family beyond this figure will result in the family being out new house credit.
of pocket for GST paid. Since the family is spending 100
percentof its disposableincomeon necessities,any amounts C. Public service body rebate
spent on GST will mean less money will be available to

acquire the necessities of life. Higher income families will Most public sector services are GST-exempt. This means
also be paying GST; however, they will be paying the tax that GST may not be charged for their supply, which in lightout of discretionary spending money or money that would of the basic goods and servicesbeingprovided is not supris-otherwisebe saved. Although it is questionablewhetherthe ing. What is surprising, as well as disturbing, is that these
larger credit was adequate to deal with the negative mportant social services, such as meals on wheels,economicconsequencesfor the lower income taxpayer, it is homemaker services and municipal transit, are exemptclear that the reduced credit is of even less assistance in rather than zero-rated. Since they are exempt, the publicoffsetting the regressivityof the GST. service body (PSB) is not eligible for an input tax credit

for any GST paid by them in the course of providing the
B. New housing rebate services and goods. To provide relief for the lack of input

tax credits, rebates have been made available under the
Another credit that has been portrayedby the Government legislationto compensatefor some ofthe tax paid by PSBs.
as an attempt to further assist the lower income taxpayer is The rebatepercentagedepends the type ofPSB involved.
the GST rebate on new housing. The rebate is more accu-

on

The rates are as follows:
rately described as a governmental response to complaints
by the construction industry that the GST exemptionon the - charity or qualified non-profit organizationand
resale of houses placed them at a great economicdisadvan- not a selected public service body 50%
tage when attempting to compete in the marketplacewith - hospital authority 83%
existing housing stock. - school authority 68%

university or public college 67%-

1. Application - municipality 57.14%

The rebate is equal to 36 percent of GST paid on new A university will be eligible for a rebate representing 67
houses, up to a maximum of $ 8,750. The maximum rebate percentof the GST paid on inputs, while a secondaryschool
is reachedwhen a house costs $ 347,222.28. The rebateonly will receive a rebate of 68 percent. One can only be very
applies to the purchase of the primary residence of the curious as to the basis upon which these rebate.percentages
taxpayer. The rebate begins to be phased out at $ 350,000 were derived,29 Particularlycurious is the municipal rebate
and is eliminated when the price of the house reaches of 57.14 percent -why not 57.0 percent or 57.15 percent
$ 450,000. The formula for determining the amount of re-

bate for houses costing in excess of $ 350,000 is: It seems incongruous that public services provided by PSBs
would be categorized as exempt and that only partial com-

$ 450,000 purchase price pensation for GST paid on inputs wouldbe made. These are$ 8,750 x
-

$100,000 activities which the Government considers socially useful
and the Government is saved from providing the service

In other words, for every $ 1,000 over $ 350,000 the house directly. Entities purely motivated by profit are eligible for
costs, the rebate is reduced by one percent. full input tax credits. Why are charities and other PSBs,

engaging in socially useful activity, not eligible for the full
2. Overview input tax credit Had the Government been sincere about

Does the rebate offer the intended relief to the builder or encouraging these public and quasi-public activities, it

the buyer First, since the rebate is only for 36 percent of would have zero-rated them so that the full amount of GST

GST paid, the consumer will still be 64 percent worse off paid on inputs would be credited.

for GST paid on a new house as compared to a tax-exempt As with any GST-exemptactivity, the amountofGSTwhich
resale. It is unknown how this difference will be addressed
in the marketplace. Second, the amount of the upper 27. See Brooks, supra note 21, at 21.
threshold can be questioned. The $ 350,000 limit in some 28. This would be particularly true prior to the recent recession-related
localities in Canadawould embracevirtuallyall new housing market adjustment.
stock being constructed. In Toronto,however,28little would 29. Did the Minister of Finance throw darts at a board to ascertain the
be available under this threshold figure. appropriate rebate percentage or was a less scientific method used
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is not rebated to the PSB will have to be passed on or asking whether the driver collects GST or not, and so affect
absorbed by the taxpayer. In the case of PSBs this means the earning ability of some drivers. Thirdly, and of greater
that either the client group will have to pay more for the concern to the owners and Government, was that it would
services they are provided (something which most can ll be increasinglydifficult to monitorhow much moneydrivers
afford) or, more likely, the PSB will have to reduce services were in fact collecting in fares and GST. The only solution
offered. to these problems was to require uniform registration and

collection.

Vll. ADMINISTRATIONOF THE GST The other concern for the administrationof the legislation
is that the suppliermay not register for the GST, but collect

A. Registration it nevertheless and not remit the money to Revenue Cana-
da. This would provide a seven percent windfall to the

1. Application supplier (albeit as money taken under false pretences).
There are quasi-criminal and civil provisions to deal with

The responsibility for collection of the GST lies with the such a situation. Money collected by the supplierunder the
supplierof the productor service. The GSTAct establishes GST is considered under Section 313(1) of the GST Act to
a system of registrationof supplierswith Revenue Canada. be a debt due to Her Majesty in Right of Canada. As such,
Registration is requiredby all formsof legal personor entitY a civil action to recover taxes collected is facilitated.
engaged in commercial activity. Commercial activity is Further, the offences subdivision of the GST mandates
defined broadly and includes a business or an adventure in monetarypenalties as well as imprisonmentwhere a person
the nature of trade,3obut does not include the making of an evades the remittance of tax.36
exempt supply, activity engaged in without reasonable ex-

pectationof profit or performanceof any duty or activity in A furtherproblem is enforcement,or detectionof non-com-

relation to employment. pliance. How will Revenue Canada cope with supervising
GST compliancefor small suppliers if they are not uniformlyThe registrationrequirement is comprehensivein scope. As required to be registered Will the consumer be forced to

such, there was a concern that the administrativeburden of become a volunteer Revenue Canada inspector, asking the
complying with the GST could be too much for some retailer to show him his GST registration before payment
businesses. As a response to that concern, an exception Or will the ubiquitous VAT man arise in Canada En-
from registration exists for small suppliers,31 A small forcement would be considerably facilitated if the require-
supplier, briefly stated, is one that receives less than ments of registration, collection and remittance of GST
$ 30,000 per annum of revenue from the supply of taxable were uniformly applied to all persons supplying goods and
goods and services. Sales of capital property are excluded services. As will be outlined below, the administrative re-
from the calculationof the revenue threshold. Persons who quirementsfor reportingand remittanceof taxes are far less
are not registered do not need to collect the GST. They are onerous for the smaller supplier. That being the case, there
however, ineligible for the input tax credit,32Snall suppliers is no strong rationale for not requiringall to register for the
may voluntarily register if they wish. If so, they will be tax.
required to collect and remit the GST and they will be
eligible for the input tax credit,33

B. Tax invoices
One problem with exempting certain suppliers from the
requirementof collectingGST is that a businessmay exploit An important component of the GST legislation is the tax
the seven percent market advantage in not collecting the invoice rules. Tax invoices are essential for taxpayers seek-
GST in order to pass on the cost saving to the public. This ing input credits. The tax invoice is the mannerby which the
is particularly likely to occur if the business does not pay a

great deal of GST on inputs. Customerswill be attracted to
these retailers who offer no GST prices. The exception 30. For example, an isolated transaction.

has created an unfair market advantage for certain busi- 31. GST Act Sec. 148.

nesses.34 32. Othersnot required to register includea personwhoseonly commer-

cial activity is making supplies of real property by way of sale other than
This market advantage could be indefinite for those who in the course ofbusiness.There is no explanationin any ofthe government

engage in business on a casual or part-time basis. Those memoranda as to what this means. Presumably it is an exemption from

persons, since they work only part-time, regardless of how registration for persons who sell a property used in their business or

successful, will not exceed the $ 30,000 level since the profession, but are not normally engaged in the business of selling prop-
Also not required to registerare non-residentsof Canada who do notthreshold is calculated on an annual basis,35 As such, the erty.

carry on business in Canada. Although these groups are not required to
exemption creates an incentive for persons to work on a register they may wjsh to do so in order to claim the input tax credit.
casual or part-timebasis and take advantageof the $ 30,000 33. In addition to being eligible for the input tax credit, a taxpayer may
annual threshold. wish to register so as to give the impression that he is successful.

An exampleof the problemof non-uniformregistrationand
34. Many of these businesses would soon, as a result of their market
advantage, exceed the $ 30,000 threshold and no longer be exempt from

collection requirements, in practice, is the taxi industry. registration. The question is, once they have exceeded the threshold will
Days after the GST became law, the Government an- they register, as required under the Act, or continue business as usual
nounced certain technical amendmentS to the law. One The lack of uniform registrationrules will make supervisionof registration
of these was to provide that all taxi drivers would have to by Revenue Canada very difficult.

register for the GST, regardlessof income level. The Gov- 35. In the United Kingdom the annual threshold is higher; however,
ernment took this action in response to lobbyingby the taxi there is a pro-rated quarterly threshold as well. As a result, part-time and

owner associations. They were concerned that only some
casual businesses are more likely to exceed the thresholdfigure.

drivers would collect the GST (full-time drivers) while 36. Tax evaders may be charged under summary conviction process and
fined a penalty equal to 50% to 200% of the tax owing, to a maximum ofotherswouldnot (part-timers,who comprise a large propor- $ 25,000. In addition, or as an alternative to the fine, the taxpayermay be

tion of drivers). The lack of uniformity in collectionwould subject to imprisonmentof up to two years (Sec. 327(1)). If the Attorney
cause a great deal of confusion. Secondly,potential passen- General decides to proceed by way of indictment, the fine would be 100%
gers, it was feared, would go from car to car in a taxi rank to 200% and the prison term could be up to five years in length.
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taxpayer provides substantiation that he has paid GST for been introduced. These are: (1) Quick Method, (2) Stream-

the inputs used in supplying his goods or services. lined Method One and (3) StreamlinedMethod Two.39

1. Application
The Quick Method,4o provides that in the case of certain
busnesses, a predetermined percentage of total sales will

The legislation establishes three levels of detail for be used to determine the GST payable, rather than tracking
documentationto be supplied for tax invoicesdependingon GST collected and paid. For example, although seven per-
the value of the transaction. If the value of the purchase is cent will still be collected on taxable transactions,groceries
less than $ 30, the receiptneed only identifythe vendor, the and convenience stores with annual sales of $ 500,000 or

date of the transaction and the amount of money the item less, and more than 50 percentof sales being basic groceries
cost. It is not necessary to state if the item was GST taxable (zero-rated),have the optionofpaying a flat one percentof

or not.37 For purchases valued from $ 30 to $ 150, the in- total sales. The Government 1s assuming that in such

voice must, in addition to the information required above, businesses, GST collected will exceed GST paid on inputs
state the amount of GST charged, or whether the GST was by an amount equal to approximatelyone percent of sales.

included in the price of the item, and the GST registration If the taxpayer has mde a capital acquisition (plant and

number of the supplier. For purchases over $ 150, the eguipment)he may deduct GST paid for it from the amount

purchaser'sname must also be included on the invoice and o GST owing under the flat rate calculation. Groceriesand

there must be a descriptionof the goods or servicessupplied convenience stores with 25 to 50 percent basic groceries
as well as an outline of the terms of sale. sales may remit 1.75 percent of total sales. Retailers and

wholesalers with sales of $ 200,000 or less may remit three

2. Overview percent of total sales. In all other cases, where total sales do

This three-leveldocumentationsystemwill causeconfusion. not exceed $ 200,000, the supplier may remit five percent

It would simplify matters for the supplier if there was only of total sales.41

one method to remember. The cost of the confusion is not This short-cut leaves wide scope for certain taxpayers to

offset by possible enforcementgains. derive considerable advantage by applying the Quick
Method.42In the most extreme case, the grocery selling 50

The documentation associated with the $ 30 to $150 pur- zero-rated and 50 taxed goods with sales of
chases includes all of the informationthat Revenue Canada percent percent
needs for substantiationof the input credit. Anythingmore $ 500,000,would collect$ 17,500 in GST. The amountowed

or less is either surplus or insufficient for Governmentpur-
under the Quick Method is $ 5,000. As long as GST on

poses. At the least, it would promotesimplicityof adminis- inputs is less than $ 12,500, the grocer will receive a

tration if a single documentation requirement were
windfall. The burden of this windfall is fully borne by the

adopted. It would also increase efficiency of enforcement. consumer, since the grocer has collected the seven percent

Why have inspectors investigating compliance with forms GST under the premise that it would be remitted, in full, to

when they could be checking more important areas Revenue Canada. The consumer will likely pay a second
time for this abbreviated accounting rule. As less revenue

will be collected by Revenue Canada, the Governmentwill
have to make up the shortfall by raising the GST rate or

C. Collectionand remittanceof tax increasing other taxes.

Central to the administrationof the GST (or any other tax) Retailers with annual sales of $ 2 million or less43 who sell

is the completionof returns and remittanceof the tax owed a combination of taxable and zero-rated basic groceries,
to the tax office. The legislation imposes different rules and include the GST in the price of those goods, may elect

dependingon the size of the business. Taxpayers supplying to use one of two streamlinedaccountingmethods,4aThe

in excess of $ 6 million per annum of taxable or zero-rated choice as between the two methods is up to the taxpayer.

supplies must file monthly returns. If the taxpayer supplies The first method involves taking the total value of the tax-

less than $ 6 million per annum but more than $ 500,000, able goods for resale and applying an average mark-up to

he must make quarterly filings. If supply is less than establish the estimatedvalue the goods will have when they
$ 500,000, then filing may be done on an annual basis. are retailed. The seven percent GST is applied to the esti-

mated retail revenue, which provides an estimateof GST to

The GST return, simply stated, is a report of the GST be collected on sales. The amount of GST already paid by
collected by the supplier, less GST paid for supplies (input the retailerfor the goods (input tax credit) is then subtracted
tax credit). Where there s a postve balance, that amount from the estimate of GST to be collected. The net amount

represents tax still owing, a negative balance means that a is the GST payable. For example, assume the retailer pur-
refund is due. chases $ 10,000 of taxable goods for resale. The average

For those making monthly or quarterly filings, the return mark-up is 50 percent, which means that the goods will be

and the remittanceof tax is due one month after the comple- sold for $ 15,000. The GST thatwill be collectedon $ 15,000
tion of the reporting period. For those making annual fil-

ings, the return is due within three monthsof the end of the

reporting period. Tax is, however, remitted on a quarterly
basis, unless the tax owing is less than $ 1,000 per annum

37. A further documentationproblem in policing the small supplier and

where it may be remitted annually.38 For those taxpayers
ensuring that they remit all GST collected.
38. Sec. 237(3).

who are tardy, interest is owed from the first day the remit- 39. Goodsand ServicesTaxRegulation,SOR91-51,18December1990.

tance is due. For those taxpayers receiving a refund, Reve- 40. Id., at Part IV.
nue Canada is obliged to pay nterest on the refund 21 days 41. SOR 91-51, Sec. 15(5).
after a correct and complete return is filed with them. 42. With any legislative short-cut to full accounting which utilizes an

arbitrary multiplication factor there is considerable opportunity for the

1. Accounting rules taxpayer to have a tax windfall.
43. In 1991 the threshold limit will be $ 8 million, and in 1992 it will be

In a further attempt to simplify reporting for smaller $ 6 million.

businesses, some abbreviated accounting methods have 44. SOR 91-51, 18 December 1990, Parts I and II.
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is $ 1,050. GST of $ 700 (7 percent of $ 10,000) has already A furthercomplicationarises with the two levels of sales tax
been paid by the retailer for the stock; therefore $ 350 is because the items taxable under the GST are not necessarilyowed to Revenue Canada under this method. the same as those taxed under the PST. Alternatively, items

that may be exempt from PST in one jurisdiction may beThe second method is used where the taxpayer has sales of taxed in another.zero-rated groceries in addition to taxable goods. The
method establishes a four-stage process. The first stage is Furthermore, provincial reporting and remittance rules, as
determining the amount of zero-rated groceries purchased well as accounting standards, differ from province to pro-by the supplier during the quarter and multiplying that vince and all of these differ from the federal rules under the
figure by the legislatively prescribed mark-up.45Stage two GST. The existence of 11 sets of rules will necessitate dif-
involves deductingthe marked-upfigure from total sales for ferent books beingmaintainedfor each level ofgovernment,the quarter, yielding a sum representing sales of taxable in each jurisdiction in which the business operates. Thiswill
goods. In stage three the GST payable on sales is calculated be a considerable administrative hardship for businesses,by multiplying the amount derived in stage two by a factor particularly for businesses which operate in several pro-of 7/107. In stage 4, the GST payable on sales is reduced by vinces.
the GST already paid on supplies (input tax credit). The net In response to this concern, and as a means of greatlyamount, if positive, is the GST payable for the quarter. expanding their PST base, the provinceof Quebechas been
The three abbreviatedaccountingmethods relieve the small the first to move towards harmonizing its PST with the
and medium-size business of much of the administrative GST. PSTs have a much narrower base, only certain goodsdifficulties of accounting for the GST. This is not without are taxed and services are not taxed at all. The effect of the
cost. As mentioned above, there will be a reduction in harmonization is that the PST will soon be collected on the
revenue collected and this will have to be paid by someone. same broad range of goods and services as the GST. This
When, and if, all businesses have computerizedcash regis- will mean a considerable increase in tax revenue to the
ters which can instantly calculate GST payable and track province as well as a greatly increased tax burden for the
inventory, such accounting rules will be unnecessary. consumer. Saskatchewan and Newfoundlandare also con-

templatingsimilar harmonization.It is strange that the pro-
2. Pricing and the consumer vinces have been so quiet about this federal incursion into

the previously provincial-held domain of sales taxes. TheOne of the points that the Government has emphasized in reason for this lack of jurisdictionalfighting is probably that
promoting the GST is that it is a visible tax, unlike the the provinces recognize that the broadly based GST givesmanufacturerssales tax it replaces, which was hidden in the them an opportunity,under the guise of harmonizationand
price of the goods. The author questions whether the tax- simplificationof the law, to greatly increase their tax reve-
payer is any happier about paying a tax that is obvious. nue.

Although the Government promotes the GST as a visible
tax, the reality is not so clear. The purchase of items valued
under $ 30 does not require the GSTcomponentof the price IX. CONCLUSION
be listed on the invoice. More important for the consumer
is that there is no uniform rule as to whetherprices on shop The MSThad long outlived its usefulness. It caused massive
shelveswill be GST-includedor not. This makescomparison distortions in the economy and had too narrow a base. It
shopping impossible without having a calculator handy to had to be repealed. The Governmentdecided that the rev-
apply a factor of 100/107 to GST-includedgoods to determine enue that otherwise would have been collected under the
the pre-GST price and conversely multiplying pre-GST MST would now be replaced by the GST.
prices by 1.07 to determine the price including GST. If the If the GST was to be an improvementon the MST, it shouldaim of the GST was to assist the consumer, the Government have been applied as a universal, single-rate tax. Each ofhas failed dismally. the deviations from this ideal have caused market distor-

tions which have led to the introductionof ever more com-

Vlll. THE GST AND PROVINCIALSALES TAX plex rebate, credit and exclusion provisions.
Even if a GST, in its pure form, were introduced, there is

Under the GST, the supplier/retailerwill be collecting, re- nothing inherent in it that makes it a valuable addition to
porting and remitting the GST. Further, in nine of the ten the Canadian tax mix. Introducinga GST has meant incur-
provinces, the retailerwill collect a provincialretail sales tax ring huge administrativecosts, settingup a new bureaucratic
(PST). There are a number of difficulties that arise as a infrastructureto collect the tax as well as imposing substan-
result of an additional sales tax being imposed by another tial compliancecosts on the taxpayers. Why did the Govern-
level of government. ment decide to introduce the GST
One politicallycontroversial issue that has arisen is whether It could be asserted that the Government recognizes that
the provinces will levy their sales tax, based on the retail once the infrastructure is in place, increasing the GST rate
price of the product, before or after GST is applied. The will be an easy and attractive means of quickly building upchoice made by the provincialgovernmenthas a substantial government revenue. The Canadian Government is pre-impact on sales tax revenue as the tax base is instantly
increased by seven percent if the GST-added retail price is
used as the base.46 Most provinces have recognized this tax
bonanza and all but fourwill apply their sales tax to the price 45. The mark-up for businesses with sales of $ 2 million or less is 25%.
of goods inclusive of GST.4 For nstance, when the 12 For larger businesses, eligible to use the streamlinedmethod only during
percent PST in the province of Newfoundlandis applied to the 1991-1992 transitional period, the mark-up is 20%. See SOR 91-51,
the GST-inclusive price of goods, a $ 100 item becomes Sec. 7(2)

46. The cost to the consumer is also considerably increased.subject to a total of $19.84 sales taxes. 19.84 percent is 47. The provinces located west of the Ottawa River (Ontario,Manitoba,collected rather than the 19 percent that would be collected Saskatchewanand British Columbia) have decided to apply their PSTs onif the taxes had been collected in parallel. the same base as the GST and thereby avoid the cascadingeffect.
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sently facing record high deficits as well as a crippling debt shortfall in revenue from the former MST by increasing the

load. It is doubtless pleased to have an additional revenue income tax rates and perhaps combining that with the rein-

source, albeit a cumbersomeand regressive one. How long troduction of a wealth tax or succession duties. Increasing
will it be before the rate is restored to the original proposal revenue by these means would have saved the Government

of nine percent or increased beyond that figure It will be the cost of establishing a new bureaucratic structure and

impossible to keep the GST from having an increasingly saved taxpayers considerable money in compliance costs.

important role in the tax mix. The GST Act and its regulations unnecessarilycomplex,are

If the goal of Government is to progressively tax increases confusing and regressive. The Canadian tax system would

in economic power, it makes more sense to make up the have been much better off without their introduction.
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PACIFIC REGIONCONFERENCE

Susan M. Lyons and Nicholas C. Webb

The first Pacific Region Conference,sponsoredby the U.S. designed to encourage financial institutions to relocate in
branch of IFA, was held in Maui, Hawaii, 22-24 May 1991. Vancouver, a city which is well situatedwith regard to time
The conference was attended by some 90 participants, in- zones, and the shipping legislationoffers incentivesfor ship-
cluding governmentofficials from the United States, Japan ping companies to take up residence in Canada.
and Korea. Conferenceparticipantsalso includedrepresen-
tatives of companies, law and accounting firms and The expert from Japan, Mr. Takashi Kuboi, KPMG Peat
academics. The programme consisted of five topics which Marwick, addressed what he described as hate taxes.
were tackled by panels of experts. The following subjects Mr. Ian Harris, of the Hong Kong & Shanghai Bankingwere discussed: Panel I, TaxationofDoing Businessin and Corporation, spoke on the investment climate in Hongwith a ParticipatingCountry, includingAcquisitions;Panel Kong particularly with reference to the post-1997 era. HeII, Cost Sharing and Transfer Pricing; Panel III, En- expressedthe generalview thatHongKong'sstatus is uncer-forcement;Panel IV, InpatriateTaxation;and Panel V, tain at best despite assurancesfrom the PRC that the policyTax Accounting, Periods and Methods. of one country/twosystemswill be adhered to. Questions

arise, however, as to how the basic law will be interpreted.The conference opened with a statement by Mr. Joseph Mr. Harris concededthat the uncertaintyover HongKong'sGuttentag of Gaikokuho Jimu Bengoshi Jimusho and the future has spurred a mass exodusofmiddle level executives.Presidentof the U.S. IFA, Mr. DanielLundy. The keynote Nevertheless, he concluded his presentationon an optimis-speaker was the highly distinguished author and commen- tic note and encouraged investment in Hong Kong.tator, Kevin Phillips, whose most recent book, The Politics
of Rich and Poor: Wealth and the Electorate in the Reagan The U.S. panelist, Mr. Roger Epstein of Cades, Schutte,
Aftermath, is a best seller. Fleming& Wright, observed that tax disincentivescurrently

outweigh incentives in the United States. Doing business in
The theme of the keynote speech was the likelihood of a the United States has become dramatically different in re-
worldwide shift, as the 1990s progress, away from the con- cent years. The IRS perceives that foreignersdo not pay tax
servatism in economics and tax policy which characterized commensuratewith the income generated so the emphasis
the 1980s. Noting the similaritywhich existed in that decade has shifted to avoiding second and third tier taxes.
between the taxation and monetary policies of the United
States and the other G7 nations, and in particular the The first luncheon speaker was Mr. Charles Triplett, As-
common tendency towards privatization, the speaker sociate Chief Counsel of the IRS. The theme of Mr. Trip-
painted a global picture of collaboration between states lett's talk was the anticipatedtrends of the 1990s and on into
sharing an aggressively conservative, economics-driven the 21st century. He identified two main areas for consider-
ideology. Mr. Phillips feels that in the 1990s the picture is ation: legislative activity and administrativeguidance. It is
changing. A shared conservatism among the G7 nations is expected that there will be a respite from the flurry of
unlikely with the result that there will be less cooperation legislative activity which we witnessed in the 1980s. Areas
n economicsand trade and monetarypolicy. He detects the of potential change, however, include simplificationof the
signs of change in the growing belief that economic foreign tax credit, VAT and integration. Mr. Triplettnoted
globalism has gone too far, in the emergence of a new that one big question remains unresolved: how to finance
economicnationalism- or at least continentalism- in North the changes In the area of administrative guidance, a
America and in the mounting pressure in the United States plethora of regulations and rulings are imminent, i.e. the
to raise the rate of tax on top-bracket income earners. Mr. Section 6038A regulations (information reporting by
Phillips drew support for his thesis from an extensive com- foreign ownedsubsidiariesin the United States) and Section
parison of the last ten years to earlierboom periodsofwhich 163J regulations. The advance pricing agreement is on

high debt, low inflation and low taxes were also features. everyone's mind at the moment and a concerted attempt is
Because the Federal Reserve now provides a safety net he being made to develop a workable procedure. However,
does not, however, believe that the current economic the issues are rancorous and vast sums of money are in-
downturn portends the kind of dramatic collapse which volved.
followed previous boom periods.

Panel II, chaired by Mr. Toshio Miyatake of Adachi, Hen-
Panel I was comprised of representatives from Canada, derson, Miyatake & Fujita, was divided into a general dis-
Japan, Korea, Malaysia, Hong Kong, the United States, cussion on cost sharing and transferpricing and a discussion
Australia, New Zealand and Mexico. Generally each which addressed specific issues. During the general discus-
panelistoutlined the basicelementsofhiscountry'staxation sion, each panelist highlighted the most salient features
system. However, aspects peculiar to each system and re- and/or problem areas of his respective system.
cent legislative changes were also highlighted.

Mr. Yuji Gomi of Chuo Coopers & Lybrand, Japan em-
The Canadian representative and panel chairman, Mr. phasized the recent proposals designed to bolster transfer
LarryJames, of Peat MarwickThorne, focusedon Canada's pricing provisions. More emphasis will be placed on the
desire to attract foreign investment; for example by its re- administration of transfer pricing examinations. Mr. Ian
cent legislationon internationalfinancial centres (IFC) and Harris succinctly stated that transferpricing is not an issue
the internationalshipping legislation. The IFC legislation is in Hong Kong.
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Mr. Yong-Kyun Kim stressed that the focus in Korea was two peculiar aspects of the Japanese system - the extensive

on inbound rather than outbound investment issues. The scope of withholdingtaxes and the role of tax audits. More

situation in New Zealand, according to Ms. Susan Glaze- than 70 percent of Japan's individual income tax haul is

brook of Simpson Grierson Butler White, is that there is collected by way of withholding taxes, only 8 million out of

only a general transferpricingprovisionwith no regulations 38 million taxpayerscompletingreturns. The highlyefficient

to back it up. The Revenue, however, is becoming more withholdingtax regime applies to four categories of income

aggressive in the transfer pricing area. Mr. Alain Ahkong - the remuneration of professionals, salary income, asset-

of Pioneer Associates explained that currently Singapore based income and payments to non-residents. Audits also

does not have any specific transfer pricing legislation but play an important part in Japan's enforcement machinery
rather relieson anti-avoidanceprovisions.Singapore,which with coverage, particularly by the investigation division,
hosts a large manufacturing and service sector, offers a being relatively high. Tax audits are conducted on a basis

generous incentive regime. As more and more companies which requires voluntary taxpayer compliance- there is

emerge from tax holidayperiods the issue of transferpricing a general lack of direct enforcement procedures, but non-

will become more acute. These companies may be facing compliance may be penalized.
intense scrutinyby the tax administrationin the future. Mr.
David Berenson of Ernst & Young in Washington, D.C. Mr. Woo Taik Kim of Kim and Chang opened with the

outlined four stages of a transfer pricing situation: advance provocative reflection that the underlying assumptionwith

planning, IRS examination, competent authority regard to enforcementprocedures in Korea is that govern-
mechanism and litigation. ment action is reasonable.He assureddelegates, however,

that with the intensification of cross-border activities, the

On a more specific level, five topics were singled out for climate is changing. Mr. Woo outlined the five steps in the

further discussion: advance determination rulings, cost Korean income tax process, namely filing, audit, assess-

sharing agreements, the three method versus the four ment, collection and appeal and described the authorities'
method approach to computingan arm's length price, com- almostunlimtedpowersn relation to obtaininginforma-

petent authority procedure and the collectionof data. Each tion from third parties. He also touched on the important
panelist touched on sensitive areas as regards the above Real Name Law of 1982 which, thoughgenerallypreventing
topics, and Mr. Triplett responded to several of the banks from disclosing information without consent of the

panelists' comments.The interactionbetween the panelists, customer, allows them to disclose information if requested
delegates and government officials resulted in an informa- to do so by the tax authorities.
tive exchange of ideas on how their respective countries
handle the particularlyrancorous issues involved in transfer Mr. Michael Abrutyn of Cole, Corette & Abrutyn showed

pricing. how in the United States enforcement policy is very much
influenced by statistical studies which recently have gener-

Panel HI on the subject of enforcement was chaired by ally led to an increasingfocus on inbound investment. Spec-
Geoffrey Harley of Russell, McVeagh, McKenzie, Bartlett ifically he predicted that studies revealing the amount of

and Co., New Zealand. The opening speaker was Lance money leaving the United States as interest (which is free

Heenan, of the same firm. Mr. Heenan underlined the of withholdingtax) are likely to lead the IRS to concentrate

importance of the approach taken by the authorities to the on the question of whether such outgoing interest is really

questions of enforcementas well as that of the law itself. He a return on equity. The speaker explained how the IRS has

traced the development of New Zealand's enforcement reorganized to deal with international avoidance referring
machinery which took its impetus from the avoidance to the controversialCoordinatedExaminationProgram and

schemesdevised in response to the high tax rates of the early discussed the recent amendmentto the foreign record-keep-
1980s and illustrated how recent years have seen the adop- ing sections and the proposed regulations on the types of

tion of a more aggressive approachby the authorities. This records to be maintainedas well as the exchangeof informa-

has encompassedthe introductionof a comprehensiveinter- tion article in U.S. tax treaties.

national tax regime and criminal penalties for tax evason
and what the speaker characterized as overuse of New Mr. Cho Joong-Hyung, Deputy Commissionerfor Interna-

Zealand's general anti-avoidance provision. Mr. Heenan tional Taxation, Korea, and Wednesday's lunchtime

concluded on a note of cautiousoptimism,commendingthe speaker, addressed delegates on the problemsof interpret-
progress that has been made on the relationship between ing double taxaton agreements.Mr. Cho placed theseprob-
the Inland Revenue Department and practitionersand the lems in the context of Korea's increasing economic depen-
replacementof specific loophole-closingsectionswith com- dence on international trade and the growing complexities
prehensive provisions. of arrangements providing for the transfer of technology

and services. Korea has 29 double taxation agreements,
Mr. AnthonyAu-Yeung,Commissionerof Inland Revenue with four more soon to be signed, and introduced transfer

for Hong Kong, emphasized the heavy reliance which that pricing legislation in 1989. The Deputy Commissioner fo-

country places on voluntary compliance. He noted that be- cused on three areas which give rise to special problems in

cause the tax system is essentiallysimple, because tax rates interpreting treaties - the question of what constitutes a

are low and because Hong Kong employs a source basis of permanentestablishment,the difficultiesin determiningthe

taxation and is therefore not interested in ex-Hong Kong proportionof income attributable to a domestic source and

transactions, compliance procedures are relatively the issue of apportioning head office expenses. He con-

straightforward.The remainderof the Commissioner'scon- cluded with the suggestions that exchange of information

tribution was taken up with a review of registration proce- agreements should be encouraged and that tax authorities

dures, matters connected with returns, the fairly extensive must be quick to inform treatypartnerswhen new legislation
powers of the authorities to obtain information from third with a bearing on internationalmatters is introduced.

parties and the rules, which generally followU.K. practice,
on obtaining search warrants. The most striking feature of Panel IV was its focus on the

human aspects of taxation. Mr. Paul Ellard of Ernst &
Mr. Yuko Miyazaki of Nagashima and Ohno highlighted Young, Singapore opened the panel with the bold remark
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that tax is part of culture shock. He stressed that even rates and noted that governments are taking an increasing
though no vast sums of money are usually involved, inpat- interest in the timingof tax liabilities.Turningto the Austra-
riate taxation is an important and intricate area because it lian experience he explained how high inflation has led to
directly affects human beings. He stressed the importance the production of artificial budget surpluses by means of
of advance planning for inpatriates - an obvious way to accelerated tax collection, with no change in the actual tax
avoid troubles down the road. Mr. Ellard noted that the rates. This process is exemplified in the Australian reform
Singapore government uses selective tax holidays as a way of superannuation fund taxation with a 30 percent tax on
to filter immigration. A trade off is necessary in order to withdrawalsbeing replacedby a 15 percent tax on withdraw-
obtain exemptions, i.e. Singapore will require some als with 15 percent shifted up front by way of a tax collected
economic value - generally in the areas of high technology, when contributionsare paid into the fund. A second exam-
fabricationor commitmentof resources. The remainder of ple is the change in the collectionprocedurefrom a quarterlythe speaker's presentation was taken up with an overview to a 28-day system.
of Singapore'sindividualtaxationregime, includingthe cen-

tral provident fund, estate duty, and the need for a tax The selection of Mr. Koichi Uno of Arthur Andersen and
clearance certificate before departing the country. Mr. El- Co., Tokyo, to deal with the topic of tax versus financial
lard concluded by proclaiming that Singapore is a great accountingwas especially felicitous as Japan takes a uniqueplace to live. approach to this issue. As Mr. Uno explained, companies

must compute tax liabilities on the basis of the financial
Mr. Ian Harris took his cue from Mr. Ellard - Hong Kong statement presented at the shareholders' meeting, what is
is also a great place to live. Hong Kong is a source-based known as the book and tax compliance requirement.The
taxing jurisdictionso if an individualhas a foreignemployer, speaker observed that this requirement has a number of
he is only subject to Hong Kong tax on income relating to interesting aspects, among them that corporate taxpayersservices rendered in Hong Kong. Unlike Singapore there is do not have the freedom to show their results on the basis
no centralprovident fund. Mr. HarrisexplainedHongKong of their own judgement, that tax law is generallywritten to
offers a generous fringe benefitspackagewhich has recently take account of general accounting principles and that the
become the focus of some controversy. As in Singapore it tax authorities can rely to a degree on financial statements
is necessary to obtain a tax clearance certificate before de- because these have been approved by shareholders.
parture.

Professor Walter O'Connor of Fordham University em-
Mr. Masatami Otsuka of Jones, Day, Reavis & Pogue took phasized that although the central issue when considering
a more pragmatic approach to inpatriate taxation under the cash versus accrual accounting methods is essentially basic
Japanese system. Mr. Guttentag's recent transfer to Japan - that is can cash be saved by accelerating deductions
and Mr. Otsuka's recent transfer to the United States pro- and/or deferring income- it is extremely important to be
vided an authentic (and amusing) frame of reference from aware of the particularapproach taken to the subject by the
which to explain the convoluted system of taxing residents legislation of the country concerned. In the United States,and non-residents. Both groups are subdivided into two the speaker noted, the tendency is for tax laws to prevent
categories: residents are divided into permanent residents the deferral of income and to defer deductions. The United
and non-permanent residents, and non-residents can be States has all events and economic performance tests
those with a permanent establishment in Japan and those for deductionswhich sometimesproduce the strange result
without. The remainder of Mr. Otsuka's contributionwas that an accruals deduction cannot be taken until the bill is
takenupwith a discussionon the estate and gift tax aspects. paid. Professor O'Connor concluded by making the in-

teresting point that while the United States currently onlyAgain focusingon the humanelementof inpatriatetaxation, allows one reserve (namely for depreciation) other coun-
Mr. Sanford Goldberg of Roberts & Holland highlighted tries are generallymuch moregenerous in allowingreserves.
various facets of the U.S. systemwhich apply to inpatriates. The effectof this is that even though a U.S. parentmay have
He concluded his presentationwith the suggestion that en- foreign subsidiaries in higher tax jurisdictions, it will not
gaging in some estate planningbefore moving to the United generally have an excess of foreign tax credits.
States will avoid estate taxes.

The final luncheon speakerwas Mr. Tasuku Honjo, Direc-
Panel V on Tax accounting, perods and methods was tor ofthe ExaminationDivisionoftheNationalTax Admin-
introduced by Mr. Frank Walsh, Executive Director, IFA, istration (NTA) in Japan, who spoke on administrativeand
USA branch. Under the chairmanshipof Mr. Robert Oser legislative developmentswith respect to transfer pricing n
of Price Waterhouse, Sydney, the session took a somewhat Japan. He provided an inside look at the composition and
different format to the other panels with the panelists tack- administrativeproceduresof the NTA.
ling the subject from three different angles - time/value of
money, tax versus financial accounting and accruals versus The combinationof dynamicspeakers from private practicecash accounting. as well as from governments produced the recipe for a

highly successful Pacific Region Conference. It is to be
Mr. Oser stressed the importance of time/value of money hoped that this success will lead to the organizationof simi-
considerationsin a climateofhigh inflationand high interest lar conferences on a regular basis.
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APPLICATIONOF THE LOM IV CONVENTION

TO SERVICES AND THE POTENTIALOPPORTUNITIES

FOR THE BARBADOS INTERNATIONAL

FINANCIALSECTOR
Bruce Zagaris*

I. INTRODUCTION Table of contents

On 15 December 1989 68 African, Caribbean and Pacific States (ACP States) I INTRODUCTION

and the 12 MemberStates of the EuropeanEconomicCommunity(EC) signed A. Overview of Coverage and Main

in Lom, Togo, the Lom IV Convention (Lom IV). Ratification will be Areas of Cooperation

completewhen all 12 EC membershave notifiedtheir ratificationsand when two
1. Environment
2. Agricultural Cooperation and

thirds of the ACP States have done so. 2 Although completion of the ratification Food Security
procedure may be expected by the middle of this year, the individualACP States 3. Development of Services

are progressingthroughpreliminaryproceduralsteps concerningproject identifi- 4. Industrial Development

cation.
5. Cultural and Social

Cooperation
The agreementhas a ten-year duration, which began on 1 March 1990. It covers

6. Regional Cooperation

all forms of developmentaid: preferential access to the Communitymarket, the
B. Finance

1. Terms of Financing
financing of projects by the European Development Fund, the stabilization of 2. Structural Adjustment Support
export earnings and the mining system. 3. Debt

4. Investment Promotion,
Innovative aspects are the common institutions, the common Council of Minis- Fnancng and Support
ters, the Joint Assemblyand the Committeeof Ambassadors,which are designed 5. Development Financing
to ensure that the system operates on an egalitarianbasis. The regional character Cooperation

C. Trade and Commodities
of the Agreement between the EC and the CP States, especially when con- 1. Trade Arrangements
trasted with the bilateral nature of counterpart regimes such as the Caribbean a. Basic Principles
Basin Initiative (CBI), provides a useful guarantee against any risk of domina- b. Access of Agricultural

tion.
Products

c. Protocols

Another positive feature is the adoption of a five-year financial package that d. Rules of Origin

allows estimates vital to sustained developmentefforts to be made, and enables
e. Trade in Services

2. Commodities
the planning of development assistance programmes over a reasonable time 3. An Improved Stabex

period. 4. Sysmin

This article discussesthe applicationofLom IV to services and the opportunities II. COOPERATION IN SERVICES

for the Barbados international financial services sector. Prior to discussing the A. Objectives and Principles of

provisions of the Convention that apply to services, the structure and main Cooperation

featurs of the Convention will be outlined; financing will then be discussed.
B. Services that Support Economic

Development
Finally, some potential applications to the Barbados services sector will be prof- C. International Financial Services

fered. D. Toursm
E. Communication, Informatics and

In the wake of CARICOM's efforts towards accelerated integration and the Transport
recent regional economicconference,Lom IV providesan excellentopportunity F. Cultural Cooperation

G. Human Resource Enhancement
to rethink the role of Barbados in the future of the region. Many of the new H. Regional Cooperatjon
opportunitiesfor financial and technicalassistanceand even for straight trade and I. Financing Service Projects
business deals will only occur if Barbados is part of a regional mechanism. As a J. Implementation

prefatory remark, Lom IV enables Barbados to mine a relatively successful II. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

regional integration organization for ideas, assistance and business. While this
Appendix A Proposal for the Establishment

article deals with the international financial sector, the need for intellectual
-

of a Caribbean Institute of International

leadership in forging a correct path in CARICOM'sattempted accelerated inte- Services (CIIS)
gration should not be lost. The historical role of Barbados in Caribbean regional
integration, its unique geographical and political circumstances and its depen- * Of counsel, Oppenheimer Wolff & Don-

dence on CARICOM'ssuccessprovideadditionalmpetusfor Barbadianntellec- nelly, Washington, D.C.; Lecturer, Faculty of

tuals and business people to study the EC, foster links, experimentwith some of Law, Universityof the West Indies, 1977-78. The

its models and become knowledgeableabout the EC and the parts of its system author is grateful for the assistance of his col-

and regional integrationtheory that may apply to the Caribbeanand CARICOM. league Bruce McCrae and paralegal U. Scott-

To this end, course instructionn Barbadoson the EC and CARICOMshould be Larsen, both in the Brussels office of Op-

a priority matter. Indeed, unless Caribbean professionals, business persons and penheimerWolff & Donnelly.

general public are educated in the intricacies of both Barbadian and other inte- 1. At present my best information is that 10
EC members have notified their ratification.

gration movementsand alternatives, they will not follow the agreementsand maY 2. Barbados gave notice of its ratificationon 2

even develop a cynicism about the importanceof such agreements. October 1990.
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Although this article primarilyconcerns the narrowsubject and Conservation of the Caribbean Environment.7In par-
of the applicationofLom IV to the international financial ticular, the emphasis in Lom IV on the environment can
sector, Barbados should increasingly seek to broaden its assist in the achievement of Barbados' national priorities
horizon for business, political, cultural and other ties and programmeson the environment,such as the formula-
beyond its traditional relationships. The politics and busi- tion of a national conservation strategy, the protection of
ness developmentsin the post-technelectricage are dynamic important natural habitats and coastal conservationprotec-
and require an ability to diversify a country's business tion.s One clear area of the servicessector to which environ-
partners and its skills. Fortunately,the conclusion(or agree- mental protection is connected is nature tourism.9
ment to do the same in the case of Sweden) during the last An example of the upgradingof unique natural spotlo thatyear of Barbados' treaties with three Nordic countries and a

has been heralded by nature tourist critics is Andromedaits substantial negotiation of a treaty with Germany evi- Gardens.11dence some momentum in the pursuitof Europeanstrategy
in the international financial sector. While Lom IV pro- 2. Agriculturalcooperation and food securityvides some new opportunities, investment missions by Bar-
bados to the Nordic countries and vice versa will help de- The Conventionprovides for agriculturalcooperation,food
velop the momentum to capitalize on the treaties with the security, and rural development and devotes attention to
three Nordic countries. the key role of women in the developmentand preservation

of ecological balances.12 An entire title is devoted to
fisheries development.13

A. Overview of coverage and main areas of .

cooperation 3. Developmentof services

To put the services component of Lom IV in its proper Lom IV expands the provisions on services. The Conven-
perspective requires a sketch of the main areas of coverage tion provides for services that support economic develop-
and primary developmentsand innovations in the Conven- ment and contain expanded provisions on tourism, com-
tion. municationsand informationtechnology(discussedbelow).
1. Environment 4. Industrial development
Proity is given to environmentalprotection and conserva- Specific provisions on enterprise development enable the
tion of natural resources to achieve conditions for sustaina- Convention to better assist the development priorities of
ble and balanced development.3 In particular, priority is the ACP States in industrial development, manufacturing
accorded to the following: and processing.14

a preventiveapproachaimed at avoidingharmfuleffects-

on the environment resulting from any programme or 5. Cultural and social cooperation
operation; The section on cultural and social (discussed ina systematicapproach that will ensure ecologicalviabil- more expanledtocovernew

-

detail below) has been
cooperation

items,ity at all stages, from identification to implementation; such as nutrition, population and demography. The provi-and
sions on health and the role of women in developmenthavea trans-sectoral approach that considers not only the-

been strengthened.15direct, but also the indirect consequencesof the opera-
tions undertaken.4 6. Regional cooperation

Special provisions deal with control of the international Regional cooperation has been strengthened in order tomovements of hazardou waste, radioactive waste5 and the assist regional economic integration. The themes of func-safe use of pesticides and other chemical products.6 tional cooperation have been extended and opportunities
This providesan opportunityfor CARICOMand Barbados for cooperation between the ACP States and the overseas
to obtain technical assistance and funding in achievingsome countries and territories are highlighted.16
of the goals of the Port of Spain Accordon the Management

B. Finance
3. Lom IV Convention, Art. 6.
4. Id., at Art. 35. One positive featureof the Lom Conventionis that, unlike
5. Id., at Art. 40. other counterpart preferential programmes (i.e. the CBI
6. Id., at Art. 40. and CARICOM), it did not unilaterally emanate from the
7. The Port of Spain Accord on the Managementand Conservation of donor with a term of between one to four years, depending
the Caribbean Environment, Port of Spain, Trinidad and Tobago, 31 May on the life of the governingparty or other short-termpolit-
-2 June 1989, CARICOM,Proceedingsof the FirstCARICOMMinisterial ical circumstances,but rather resultedfrom negotiationsbyConferenceon the Environmentvii-ix (1989) the donor and donee countries and has a long-term8. Id., paper by the Barbados representative, the Hon. N.K. Simmons, framework.Ministerof Employment,LabourRelationsand CommunityDevelopment
at the 1989 Trinidad Conference, at 30-31.
9. Boo, E., Ecotourism: The Potentialand Pitfalls (1990) 1. Terms of financing
10. See Andromeda Gardens, a brochure published by Andromeda Except for the funds managedby the European Investment
Gardens. Bank, all financing under Lom IV will be in tle form of11. See Deitz, A Rare Garden in Barbados, The New York Times (17 The use of the Bank's own resourceswill include aFebruary 1991), at 16. grants.
12. Lom IV Convention,Title II, Arts. 42-57. higher subsidy of four percent and the interest rate charged
13. Id., at Title II, Arts. 58-68. to the borrowerwillbe between three percent and six per-
14. Id., at Title V, Arts. 77-98. cent. The interest rate on rsk capital is limited to three
15. Id., at Title XI, Arts. 139-155. percent and exchange rate risks will, under certain condi-
16. Id., at Title XII, Arts. 156-66. tions, be partially borne by the EC.
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2. Structural adjustmentsupport for a rapid increase in the quota for 1993 and its abolition

Lom IV, for the first time in the historyof the Convention, after 1995) and for bananas.

provides structural adjustment support, which will occur
(d) Rules oforigin

after a joint assessment by the EC and the country con-

cerned. The rules of origin have been simplified. A single list of
exceptions, based on the new customs nomenclature (the

3. Debt HarmonizedSystem)has replaced the negativeandposi-
Lom IV provides for technical assistance for debt manage.

tive lists of Lom III. The requirement concerning the

ment and, through structural adjustment support, correct- degree of processingor workinghas been made more flexi-

ing the imbalancesthat cause indebtedness.The operation ble by doubling the margin of tolerance for non-originating
of Stabex and Sysmin,17 which are themselves unique, are nputs (ten percent), abolishing the double-threshold rule

further liberalized.
for a number of products and lowering the percentage of
value added required for others.

4. Investment promotion, financing and support
(e) Trade in services

The Convention obligates the EC to promote European
private investment in the ACP States by organzingdiscus- A chapter on trade in services provides for negotiationson

sions betweenany interestedACP State and potentialinves- more detailedprovisionswhen the outcomeof the Uruguay
tors on the legal and financial framework that ACP States Round is known.

might offer to investors; and encouraging the flow of infor-
mation on investment opportunities by organizing invest- 2. Conmodities
ment promotion meetings, providing periodic information A CommoditiesCommitteewill be established to review on

on existing financial or other specialized institutions, their a regular basis the application of the Convention to com-

facilities and conditions; and creating or strengthening the modities and deal with international cooperation issues.
ACP States' capacity to improve the quality of feasibility The Convention emphasizes the need to reduce the depen-
studies and the preparationof projects.18 dence of the ACP States' economies on unprocessedprod-
The signatory countries have agreed to study the main ucts through diversification and support for processing,
clauses of a standard investmentprotectionagreementwith marketing,distributionand transportactivities,while simul-

a view to 61 further discussions in the joint institutions on taneously improving the competitive position of the ACP

providing investment protection.19 States' products on internationalmarkets.

To attain the goals of promoting private investment and 3. An improved Stabex
realizing its multiplying effect, the Bank and/or the Com-
mission agree to participate by providing financial assist- The Stabex system has been improved by enlarging the risk

ance, including equity participation, technical assistance, covered to new products, lowering dependency thresholds

advisory services and information and coordination ser- to five percent in most cases and one percent in the case of

vices.20 the least-developed, landlocked and island countries, in-

creasing the financial allocation, and so forth.

5. Developmentfinancing cooperation
4. Sysmin

The Convention, in providing for technical cooperation,
contains implementationproceduresforprogramming,with The special facility for mining produces (sysmin) has been

greater importanceattachedto monitoringand evaluation. improved. Sysmin operations are possible where an ACP
State's export earnings suffer substantially as a result of

disruption,without the viability of the mining sector neces-

C. Trade and commodities sarily being affected. Sysmin will facilitatepreventiveoper-
ations and diversification.

1. Trade arrangements

(a) Basic principles Il. COOPERATION IN SERVICES
Although the underlying principles of the trade arrange-
ments are unchanged, some rules of general scope have A. Objectivesand principlesof cooperation
been adjusted to better respond to the ACP concerns. The

machinery for taking safeguardmeasures is now the subject The purpose of inclusion of cooperation in developingser-

of a protocol. vices is to support the efforts of the ACP States such as

(b) Access ofagriculturalproducts 17. STABEX (Stabilization of Export Earnings) is a system operating
The arrangements for access of agricultural products have within the framework of Lom to guarantee the stabilization of export

been improved considerably for some 40 products. The earnings derived by ACP States from agriculturalcommodities to the EC

concessions offered by the EC provide, depending on the and, exceptionally, other destinations. Funds are allocated to sectors re-

or

case, for a total dismantlingof present customs duties, or a
cording loss of earnings occasioned by fuctuations in price quartity of

exports.
reduction in duties or levies applicable to imports of quan- SYSMIN is a special financingfacility establishedwithin the frameworkof

tities that in most cases exceed the export capacity of the Lom for those ACP States whose mining sectors are important to their

ACP States as a whole. economes. The funds are used to safeguardmnngproducton and export
sectors by implementingmeasures to alleviate the economicconsequences

(c) Protocols of decline in production or export capacity and/or export earnings oc-

casioned by economic or technologicalchanges.
Protocols have been concludedon exportsofbeef, veal and 18. Lom IV Convention,Title XII, Art. 259.

rum (phasing out Member States shares of the tariff quota 19. Id., at Art. 261.

for the (CACP)countrieswith the new protocolprovding 20. Id., at Art. 267.
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Barbados to provide services with a view to improving the provisions specify). Hence, more creativity is required in
operation of their economies, relievingbalance of payment applying the provisions to the Barbados and the Caribbean
constraints and stimulating the process of regional integra- situation.
tion.21 In particular, a goal is to assist countries such as
Barbados to diversify the range and increase the value and As a relativelynew player in the world's internationalfinan-
volume of their trade in goods and services.22Another goal

cial sector, Barbados will have to continue to devote re-

is to assist ACP States to increase their collective capacity sources towards research and development, surveying the

by meansof greatereconomic integrationand consolidation internationalfinancial sector markets around the world and
of functional cooperation or cooperation on specific designing a strategy that can take advantage of market
themes.23A specific goal is to stimulate enterprise develop- trends for internationalfinancialsectorservices. Depending
ment through the encouragementof investment in services on its assessmentof the world markets, its own advantages,
with a view to creating employment, generating and dis- the competition and its limited resources, Barbados will

tributing revenue and facilitating the transfer and adapta- have to continue to identify and design new products and
tion of technology to specific ACP needs.24 To derive directions. The identificationof new directionsand products
maximum benefit from national or regional tourism and to includes conceptualizationof specific activities, refining the

improve the participationof ACP States in world tourism is ideas to suit the Barbadosenvironment,possiblytesting the
still another specific goal.25 Clear goals are the establish- market by further discussion at international tax meetings,

and finally deciding on adoption of a financial product andment of transportand communicationsnetworks,assistance
to informatics and telematics systems' need for develop- its conceptualization.
ment, acceleration of vocational training activities and the Following conceptualization, the implementation phasetransfer of know-how for services activities.26 must be undertaken. This may include, inter alia, the prep-
Because of the broad range of services and their unequal aration of legislationand statutory instruments,negotiating
contribution to development, in order to maximize the im- treaties and the interaction required at the various levels of

pact ofEC aid on the developmentofACP States,particular the executive and legislative branches of government. Dur-
attention will be given to services in the following areas: ing this phase the private sector is often called upon to

services that support economicdevelopment(e.g. inter-
tional and legal questions, economicaspects and inevitably,

- provide opinions and support for the concepts, constitu-
national financial sector services);
tourism; and- political aspects.
transport, communications and information technol- Coinciding and following the implementation stage is the

-

ogy.
2

marketing of the new directions and products both inter-
To implement cooperation in services, the EC will help nally (in Barbados) and externally. The internal approach
implementprogrammes,projects and operationssubmitted cannot be under-emphasizedsince in a small island country

the professionalsshould be the persons to market the policyto it on the initiative of the ACP States.28
abroad and to develop the know-how to successfully (i.e.
efficiently and economically) establish new vehicles once

B. Services that support economic development new clients ripen from the new products. Some of the mar-

keting and support must come from the few entities that the
The Convention calls for cooperation in services that sup- Barbados Governmenthas abroad, such as the Embassies,
port economic developmentwith priority given to services the Industrial DevelopmentCorporation(IDC), and the
that support foreign trade, services requiredby the business private sector groups (e.g. Business Friends of Barbados).sector and services that support regional integration.29 In today's world, marketing in forms:may come manyAttention is devoted to the improvementof infrastructure coverage of low-tax jurisdictions and financial products in
for services that support external trade, such as strengthen- sophisticated internationaltax books; various types of com-
ing external trade statistics, automation of customs proce- prehensive and abbreviated brochures on a jurisdiction;dures, port and airport managementand the establishment newsletterson a jurisdictionpreparedby law and accountingof closer links between the various protagonists in trade, firms, a governmental entty,

4 and other private sector
including exporters, trade financing bodies, customs and groups; booths and receptions at key international semi-
central banks.3o The Convention aims to specifically pro- nars; holding regional and international seminars in Bar-
mote trade-orientedservices,31 and to develop other exter- bados; making videos on the international financial sector
nal trade-linked services, such as trade financing, clearing and incorporatingthe internationalfinancial services sector
and payment facilitiesand access to informationnetworks. 2 into the economicdevelopmentvideos that the IDC (or the
Under the Convention, attention should be paid to tourism videos that the Board of Tourism) prepares.
strengtheningthe capacity of ACP States such as Barbados
in financial services, to technical assistance for developing
insurance and credit institutions in the field of trade de- 21. Id., at Art. 114.

velopment and to promotion.33 22. Id., at Art. 114(3)
23. Id., at Art. 114(3).
24. Id., at Art. 114(3)C. Internationalfinancialservices 25. Id.
26. Id.

The specific call for strengtheningfinancial services, such as 27. Id., at Art. 115.
insurance and credit institutions in trade development and 28. Id., at Art. 115(2)
promotion,seems tailor-madefor Barbadosand other juris- 29. Id., at Art. 117.

dictions with an international financial sector. The role of 30. Id., at Art. 118().
its international financial sector is growing, but is still in a

31. Id., at Art. 118(ii)
comparatively early stage of development. The provisions

32. Id., at Art. 118(ii).
33. Id., at Art. 119(iii).of Lom IV relating to economic support and services do 34. For instance, the Bahamas recently established a Financial Services

not discuss in detail the application to the international Secretariat, which has hired a public relations firm to publish a newsletter
financial sector (as for instance the tourism and informatics on its international financial sector.
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An issue that all governments (not just those in the Carib- national financial sector is vital. In this context it will be

bean) face is the extent to which foreign service personnel essential for the Caribbean, and Barbados in particular, to

will devote time to commerce.The allocationof such limited transcend the gap between university education and con-

resourceswill necessarilycome at the expenseof more trad- tinuing education. By forging new links and cooperation
itional work, such as consular work, attending meetings of between universities in the region and professionals, the

regional organizationsand so forth. Foreign serviceofficials international financial sector will be able to accomplish
must be well educated about the internationalfinancial sec- many of the activities that necessarily must be undertaken.
tor if they are to understand and actively market an oppor- Appendix I sets forth a skeleton concept for a proposed
tunity for a shared foreign sales corporation (FSC), and Caribbean Institute of International Services. The concept
exempt insurance company, or a potential tax treaty part- can be implemented in part through other organizationsas

ner. Some governmentsbelievethat commerce is important well as the ones suggested.
enough to have a foreign commercialservice. Governments
also believethat a given sector, such as tourism, is important D. Tourism
enough that they have foreign service officials that only
market tourism. There s no more important issue than the An enlightenedfeatureof Lomhas been the explicit recog-
issue of devotingsufficientresourcesto traininggovernment nition and assistance given to tourism and the meaningful
officials on the international financial sector. Approp- amount of financial assistance given to a broad range f
riately, the budget speech of last year addressed this precise activities.35 The Convention calls for taking measures at all
issue. levels, from the identification of the tourist product to the

To the extent that small governmentshave insufficientnum- marketing and promotion stage. The goal is to derive

bers of foreign servants to train on the international finan- maximum benefit from tourism in view of its impact on

cial sector, they can support regional trainingprogrammes; economic development and to devote particular attention

e.g. through the Insttute of International Relations at St. to the need to ntegrate tourism nto the social, cultural and

Augustine and new courses at the University of the West economic life of the people.36
Indies (UWI) at Cave Hill, and elsewhere. Most impor- From the very beginning the Caribbean tourism sector has
tant, this is where the Universityof the West Indies Distance received funding under the Lom Conventions. Substantial
Education System (UWIDITE),the long- distance teach- nvestmenthas occurred in a wide rangeofpublic infrastruc-
ing satellite of UWI, may be useful, i.e. to provide ture such as airport facilities,utilities, scenic roads and hotel
background and continuing education courses to foreign training schools. In addition, the European Investment
service officers on internationaltax, the internationalfinan- Bank has financed tourism enterprises. At the regional
cial sector, the role of tax treaties and various financial level, comprehensive support programmes focusing on

products. These courses can be delivered in person and tourism development,marketingand related activitieswere
made accessible by video with course material. implementedunderLom I and II which amounted to more

In the implementationphase the new directions and prod- than 9 million ECU. Funds under Lom III aided tourism

ucts will need reassessment, refinement in design and mar- developmentof the national individualprogrammesof sev-

keting, and potential additional adjustments.The potential eral Caribbean ACP States. The Lom III Caribbean re-

linkages with other aspects of the economy, especially the gional programmeallocated approximately17 million ECU

service sector, should be considered and refined. to tourism and trade, supplementedby other resources.The
activities financed have included an accommodationsector

All of these elements of the international financial sector

require organization and allocation of resources. All of the training programme combining core training at the
Bahamas Hotel Training College with decentralized skills

phases can include many components. Lom IV provides tuition provided by an itinerant team of experts. The Carib-
support insofar as they are services in support of economic bean programmeis also financing tourism-relatedtransport
developmentand/ornvolve linkagewith otherservices cov- infrastructurewith the construction of Bequia Airport (St.
ered by the Convention. To the extent the services involve Vincent and the Grenadines) and studies of the improve-
regional activities, the limited resources of the European
DevelopmentFund (EDF) will fulfil the goal of regional

ment of airports on Beef Island (British Virgin Islands) and
Nevis.37

integration and benefit the most people. That is, many
regional projects that are conducted in Barbados and for Tourism development is directed at the definition, adapta-
which Barbadians can benefit will qualify for assistance by tion and developmentof appropriatepolicies and should be

the EDF under Lom IV whereas individual Barbadospro- based on four components:
jects may not qualify. - human resources and institutionaldevelopment;

-

The human resource developmentcomponentof the inter- product development;
market development; and-

research and information.38-

35. In contrast, for six years the U.S. Government refused to allow the Lom IV does not establish a new franework for coopera-
U.S. Travel and Tourism Agency (USTTA) to even participate in low- tion, but it does set forth substantialadaptationand innova-
level technical assistance and to complete a report on Caribbean tourism. tion in areas which complement the tourism sector and
The reasonwas that at the time the Reagan Administrationwas threatening which, in themselves, principal of cooperation:
to abolish the USTTA, and members of Congress from tourism states

are areas

responded by directng the Administraton not to use any money what-
- the developmentof services;

soever for any project outside the domestic United States.
- environmentalcooperation; agriculturalcooperation;

36. Lom IV Convention, Title XII, Art. 121.
- cultural and social cooperation; industrial develop-

37. Barrett, EEC-Caribbean Cooperation on Tourism, No. 122 The ment; and
Courier (July/August 1990), at 80. - regional cooperation.39
38. See also the discussion about strategic tourism planning in Peterson,
Tourism: Planning, Promotion and Marketing, No. 122 The Courier The effort to link the services sector (and the international

(July/August 1990), at 56-57. financial sector) to the dynamic growth of tourism is the
39. Lee, The tourism sector and Lom IV, No. 122 The Courier (July/ engine of hope for the application of Lom IV to interna-

August 1990), at 61-63. tional financial services.
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Human resource and institutionaldevelopment include de- cluding the preservationand developmentof cultural herit-
velopingprofessionalmanagementin specificskills and con- age, ecological and environmental aspects, management,
tinuous training at appropriate levels in the private and protection and conservationof flora and fauna, historical,44
public sectors to ensure adequate planning and develop- social and other natural assets, and the development of
ment. The establishment and strengthening of tourism ancillary services. As a traditional Caribbean destination,
promotion centres, education and training for specific seg- Barbados must be aware of the fragility of its product and
ments of the population and public/privatesector organiza- take urgent measures to address issues of pollution and land
tions active in the tourism sector should be elementsof the use. Careful attention must be paid to its infrastructure in
human resources and institutional development goal. Fi- order to preserve environmental standards both for com-

nally, intra-ACP State cooperation and exchanges in the mercial reasons as well as for the sake of aesthetics. For
fields of training, technical assistance and the development instance, the Mediterranean and more recently the North
of institutions are included. Because of the edge Barbados Sea have experienced a regression in their tourism due to
already has in education and human resource development pollution. The EC and Lom offer excellent opportunities
and because of the presence in Barbados of, inter alia, the to develop environmental projects linked to tourism, cul-
Caribbean Tourism Organization(CTO), the University ture and sports.45
of the West Indies and the Caribbean DevelopmentBank, Tourism has and can continue to contributesignificantly toBarbados can and should play a leadership role in regional the development of arts and crafts, conservation andhuman resource and institutionaldevelopment. ar-

chitecture.46For instance, the restorationof the Careenage
In the human resource area, the EC has been funding the Buildings and traditionalarchitecturein Barbados,Old San
regional hotel training programme, which will establish Juan in Puerto Rico, the Gingerbread Houses in Haiti,
comprehensive,region-widehotel trainingstandards. In ad- BrimstoneHill in St. Kitts, and otherhistoric forts through-
dition the EC is financing a study on public-sectorneeds.40 out the Caribbeanhave all been tourism-inspired.Similarly,

tourism has influenced governments in the Caribbean toProduct development is the key for Barbados. Currently. clean up and beautify the airports, entrance and exit roads,other competing tourism jurisdictionshave leaped ahead of and otherpublic areas; and to identifyunique natural areas,Barbados in developing market segmentation. The tradi-
establishingnational parks therein and upgradingbotanicaltional Caribbeanmarket for sun and surf and honeymoons gardens.47 Tourism can also have a negative effect on theis declining.41 Such traditional Caribbean products are environment. Examples may be inadequate environmentalquickly losing ground to adventure and nature tourism, and infrastructureto sustain increased loads on unique andcultural tourism, sports tourism and combinationsof busi- fragile resources. These effects must be identified andness and tourism. To survive, let alone prosper, in the new minimized ahead of time.48tourism market will require refining markets and properly

refocusing tourism products.42 In the context of Lom IV, Product development also embraces promotion of private
the EC Commission is prepared to finance appropriate ex- investment in the tourism industryof ACP States, including
perts to develop packages with European trade.43 the creation of joint ventures. It also includes the provision

of technical assistance for the hotel industryand productionThe Conventioncalls for assistance in the identificationof of cultural crafts for the tourism market.49the tourism product, development of non-traditional and
new tourism products, adaptation of existing products in- A project now under way is linking cooperatives between

the Caribbean and the EC since a recent study has revealed
40. Speech of Gabriel P. Lee, Deputy Division Chief, Division for De- enormous potential in cooperative joint ventures in the
velopmentof Trade and Services, Directorate-Generalfor Development, tourism area.50
Commissionof the European Communities, to CTO, January 1990, at 2.

Under the Conventionmarketdevelopmentis clear objec-41. Id., at 3. a

42. Id. tive. It includes helping to define and execute objects and
43. Id., at 4. marketdevelopmentplansat national,sub-regional,region-
44. The recent growth in the historical heritage of Barbados can be seen al and internationallevels. It includesprovidingsupport for
in books such as Nutt, M., Exploring Historical Barbados (1981) and two ACP States' efforts to gain access to servces for the tourism
videos, entitled Treasures of Barbados (CBS-TV series, October-De- industry such as central reservation systems and air traffic
cember, 1986). control and security systems.51 In this respect, the EC has45. Lee, supra note 40, at 2. been imploring CARICOM and specifically the CTO to46. See, e.g. Zagaris and Emery, Tourism: The Orphan of Caribbean develop a proposal for a central reservation system to bePrograms,Journalof Travel Research (1988), at 24-28.

funded by the EC.5247. Holder, Overcomingthe Socio-culturaland EnvironmentalImpacts
of Tourism - the Verdict for the Caribbean, No. 122 The Courier (July/ The Convention also calls for marketing and promotionalAugust 1990), at 64-65.

measuresand materialsin the frameworkof integratedmar-48. Jackson, Links between Tourism, Agriculture and the Environ- ket development plans and programmes with a view toment, No. 122 The Courier (July/August 1990), at 66-67; Holder, Far
improvedmarketpenetration,aimed at the main generatorsGreater Dependence on Tourism Likely, No. 122 The Courier (July/Au-

gust 1990), at 74-79. of tourism in traditionaland non-traditionalmarkets.53Mar-
49. Lom IV Convention,Title XII, Art. 122(b) keting would also be directed at specific activities such as
50. ILO CaribbeanOffice, Port of Spain, TradebetweenCaribbeanand participation in specialized trade events, such as fairs, pro-
European Cooperatives,No. 125 The Courier (January/February1991), duction of quality literature, films and marketing aids.54
at 19-20. Developingadditional videos on Barbadosor a segment on
51. Lom IV Convention, Art. 122(c). historicalBarbados,and effectivelydistributingthem would52. Unpublished speech of Gabriel Lee, Dep. Div. Chief, Division for be within marketing and promotionalmeasures. A market-Developmentof Trade and Services, Directorate-Gen. for Development, ing mechanism for the U.S. market would be to targetCommissionof the EuropeanCommunities,CTO Meeting, January 1990, convention and incentive travel indicating to themat 5. groups,
53. One way to actively market tourist products is to undertake formal that as a signatory to the tax information exchange agree-
marketing arrangements with the United States, Puerto Rico and other ment (TIRA),business meetings and conventionsin Bar-
complementarydestinations. See, e.g., Zagaris, supra note 46. bados are more easily deductible than other destinations in
54. Lom IV Convention,Art. 122(c). the region.
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According to tourism experts, unfortunately, in Europe, satellite communication, where this is justified by opera-
Barbados and the rest of the Caribbean has limited tourism tional considerations,especiallyat regionaland subregional
marketing. Tourism boards are either non-existent or are levels.63

perceived, with market exceptions, as not meeting the re-
Cooperation in information technology aims at developing

quirementsof the trade. There is an absenceof an organized the ACP States' information technology and telematics
prvate-sector presence in the market which is showing capacity by offering countresthat want to give high prority
steady growth in long-haul traffic.55 to this sector support for their efforts to acquire and instal
The EC is investigatingthe potential for aprogrammeoffer- information technology systems, the development of effi-

ing traineeships to enable Caribbean nations to acquire the cient telematic networks, including international financial

in-depth operationalmarket knowledgerequired to be able information, the production of computer components and
to operate marketing programmes. The EC proposes tai- software in the ACP States, and their participationin inter-
lored diploma courses in European specialist institutions, national activities in the field of data processing and the

together with in-service training stints with leading tour publicationof books and reviews.64

operators and carriers and also with established national The ofBarbadosby R.R. Donnelly& Co. in its publsh-
tourism offices. In this connection, the EC Commission is use

also considering an educational programme for European ing endeavours and the recent need to triple its space for
these activities two years after establishinga satellite print-

retailers to improve its knowledgeof the Caribbean and its

products.56
ng facility indicates the potential for growth in the informa-
tics sector, from data processing to the higher end of com-

The Lom IV Convention calls for research and develop- munications technology and education in the new informa-

ment, such as improvingtourisminformationandcollecting, tion age.65 Similarly, the opening on 21 August 1989 by
analysing,disseminatingand utilizingstatisticaldata. It calls Caribbean Data Services of a new insurance claims data
for research and informationon the assessmentof the socio- processing centre that will eventually employ 500 Barba-
economic impactof tourismon the economiesofACPStates dians demonstratesthe utilityof targetingdata processing.66
with particular emphasis on the developmentof linkages to Other fora in the regions have been examining the theme of

other sectorsin ACP States and regionssuch as foodproduc- Caribbean media and telecommunicationsin the informa-

tion, construction, technology and management.57 Recent tion age.67
studies have pointed to this requirementand the need for a

comprehensivetourismpolicy that is both multi-disciplinary
Several areas of linkage between telecommunicationsand
the servicessector make leadershipby Barbados important.

and cross-sectoral. For the internationalfinancialsector, almostall transactions
are conducted by fax, wire and interlinked computers,

E. Communication, informaticsand transport whether the communicatorsare accountants, lawyers, ban-

kers, insurance agents, etc. Barbados must be at the fore-
The Conventionaims to strengthencooperationin transport front of technologicaldevelopmentsif it will efficientlyand

by developing road transport, railways, port installations economically interact with the rest of the world.
and shipping, transport by domestic waterways and air

transport.58Cooperationin communicationsis aimed at the Similarly, as mentioned above, the utility, and necessity,

development of postal services and telecommunications, especially by small and medium-size hoteliers, of an elec-

including radio communicationsand informatics.59 Among tronic and internationally linked reservation system is an

the purposes of the joint effort are:
illustration of the application of telecommunications to

establishing conditions fostering the movement of tourism. Other applications are the use of computers in
-

goods, services and persons at national, regional and airports, hotels, restaurants and other key spots for com-

international levels;
munication to tourists about potential markets and events

providing, rehabilitating,maintainingand operatingef- during a visit to Barbados. Other large hotels in the Carib-
-

ficientlycost-effectivesystemsserving the requirements bean use these machines to lure tourists to selected tourist

of social and economic development that are adjusted attractions.

to the needs of users and to the overall economic situa- The importance of telecommunicationsin education in the
tion of all States concerned; and Caribbean cannot be underestimated.68The UWIDITEfor

greater compatibilityof transport and communications highereducationhas been successful. However, the govern--

systems.60 ment and private-sector initiatives in such a system have

With respect to shipping services, the objective of coopera.
been quite limited, leaving the initiative largely to UWI and

tion in the field is to ensure harmonious development of
efficient and reliable shipping services on economically 55. Lee, supra note 52, at 3.

satisfactory terms by facilitating the active participationof 56. Id., at 4.

all parties according to the principle of unrestricted access 57. Lom IV Convention, Art. 122(d).
to the trade on a commercial basis.61 The Convention pro- 58. Id., at Art. 123(1)
vides for devotingspecialattentionto effectivedevelopment 59. Id., at Art. 132(2)
of efficient and reliable shipping services in the ACP 60. Id., at Art. 123(3).
States.62 It may be possible to combine the provisions on

61. Id., at Art. 126.

development of shipping services, services that support
62. Id., at Art. 129.
63. Id., at Art. 132(1)

economic development, and investment promotion to ob- 64. Id., at Art. 133.
tain technical assistance and financing for further refine- 65. See R.R. Donnelly Expands n Barbados, Barbados Business Re-

ment and expansionof the exempt shipping act into a more port (Barbados IDC Fall 1989).
sophisticatedopen maritime registry. 66. For addition background, see CDS Opens Second Facility, Bar-

bados Business Report 2 (Barbados IDC, Fall 1989)
Cooperation in the communications industry requires that 67. Basdeo, S., CaribbeanMediaandTelecommunicationin the Informa-
particular attention is paid to technologicaldevelopmentin tion Age (Inprint Caribbean, 1989).
supporting ACP States' efforts to establish and develop 68. For a discussion of education and information in the region, see

effective systems. This includes studiesand programmeson Parris, Education and Information,89 Trinicom (1989), at 58.
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its relatively inadequateresources.The use of telecommuni- given to conserve historical and cultural monuments and
cations as a means for educating has substantial potential, promote traditional architecture.72
especially television and radio communications for educa-
tion at the primary or high school levels, for upgrading Significant opportunities exist in Barbados to take advan-

literacy in the communities of the Caribbean and linking tage of the provisions to further develop national organiza-
literacy to economic development (particularly in relation tions, such as the BarbadosMuseumand the NationalTrust
to innovation).69 and to establish a national art gallery. The most effective

projects will be combined with regional cultural projects,Perhaps the international financial sector could provide taking into account the need for donors to utilize funds for
leadershipby having groups pool resources. For instance, if multiple donees simultaneously and the interest of manythere is a useful video or cassette of an international tax foreigners in multi-cultural experiences. Linkage can and
programme, the IFA branch, the bar and accountants as- should be made to cultural tourism.73
sociations could purchase such videos and make them avail- The rising interest in visiting the plantation great houses,able for rental, so that practitioners and policy makers such as Villa Nova, St. Nicholas Abbey and the Sunburywould have access to the latest information.

House, as well as Codrington College, the synagogue and
Tele-conferencingprovides dynamic potential for facilitat- the Bush Hill House, can be capitalized by additional mar-
ing decision-making in the private and public sectors. Be- keting and linking such cultural tourism to its counterparts
cause of the physical separationof jurisdiction in the Carib- in other Caribbean islands (i.e. Grenada, St. Lucia, and the
bean and the cost and inconvenienceof constantlyattending French and Dutch Antilles).74
meetings, tele-conferencinghas special meaning and utility Cooperation will support ACP events and exchanges (e.g.in the Caribbean.

CARIFESTA), as well as those jointly organized by ACP
Additional advances that have business and international States and EC member states in particularlysignificantcul-
financial sector application include electronicmail, compu- tural spheres such as the promotion of cultural identities
ter conferencingand bulletin boards. These electronicmes- and internationaldialogue.75
sages will allow subscribers at diverse locations to share Indeed, an enormous untapped market exists in the sup-ideas and information and to participate in projects and

posed off in the Caribbean for historical and culturalconferences, thereby minimizing the need for personal
season

meetings. A Caribbean Paging Service would enable a per-
tourists. By offering courses on the Caribbean and the
Americas (e.g. at the UWI, which has a substantialamountson travelling throughout the Caribbean to be contacted. of unused space in the summer) to Europeans and NorthThe establishment of data bases containing general and
Americans, combined with travel in Barbados and thespecific information about the region, such as products of Caribbean, educatedand potentially influential willthe internationalfinancialsector, tourisminformationinfor- persons
obtain educationalcredits and return to their home countrymatics, culture and the like would be advisable both for with a knowledge that they can turn into political supportintra and extra-regionalmarkets. Initially, the region could and perhapsbusiness.76The Europeantourist is sophis-have and support such services. If a potential investor in ticated and quite interested in combiningtravelwith

very
history,Asia is looking for a trust regime, he must start from scratch culture and nature.and may choose among Guernsey, Gibraltar, the Bahamas

and Barbados. However, if a regional organization such as Post-colonial societies in the Caribbean must nurture the
CARICOM,with fundingfromthe EuropeanDevelopment cultural dimension of development as a prerequisite to
Bank and the Caribbean Development Bank, had a data economic and political independence.77 The failure to
base on the internationalfinancialsector, the Asian investor quickly rediscover and stimulate lost folk heritage may re-
would have instant access to secondary and primary source sult in its permanent loss. Some of the ritual dances, music
material and might well choose either the Bahamasor Bar- and other performing arts are best suited to, and should
bados. Another service is the provision of Cellular Radio only be performed in, their natural environment.
and Maritime Satellite facilities that will serve to improve Other forms of culture have commercialvalue.and expand telecommunicationsservices to cruise ships and may a more

Some traditional arts can be performed before local audi-other maritime vessels. Indeed these facilities wouldassist
an open maritime registry.7o ences, acquainting people with their own historical past at

little cost. Some can be presented to visiting tourists. The
developmentof more indigenousvisual and performingarts

F. Cultural cooperation
69. Lewis, Regional Cooperation,89Trincom (1989), at 63.An entire title of the Convention is devoted to cultural and 70. For additional background on these services, see Forde, The Infor-

social cooperation. In particular, the signatorypartiesagree mation Explosion, 89 Trincom (1989), at 13, 15.
to encourage cooperation through operationsfostering the 71. Lom IV Convention, Title XII, Art. 145.
recognitionof the cultural identitiesof ACP citizens, which 72. Id., at Art. 146.
are part of their histories and value systems, and foster the 73. For an example of marketinghistorical tourism, a further segment of

reciprocalculturalenrichmentof the ACP citizens and those cultural tourism, see Barbados Board of Tourism, Island of Barbados
of the EC. It calls for mechanisms to promote cultural Rich in History and Legends.
identities to preserve and enhance cultural heritage, the 74. Already the Barbados Board of Tourism is promoting these types of

tours. See, e.g., Barbados Board of Tourism, Caribbean Celebrationproduction and dissemination of cultural products and ser- 1990 Architecture, Monuments Provide Visitors with Photo Oppor-vices, highly representativecultural events and support for tunities; Milestones Along the Bajan Way - A Concise Guide to theinformation and communicationsmedia.71 Historic and Cultural Attractionof Barbados.

Supportwill be providedfor action taken by the ACP States 75. Lom IV Convention, Title XII, Art. 148.

to safeguard and promote their cultural heritage, notably
76. See, e.g., discussionof programmesin Zagaris and Emery, supranote
46.

through the establishmentofcultural data banks and sound- 77. For an excellent discussionof the problem of cultural developmentinrecording libraries for the collection of oral traditions and the Caribbean, from which some of the ideas for this section are derived,the enhancement of such traditions. Support will also be see Nettleford, Caribbean Cultural Identity: the Case ofJamaica (1979).
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linked to Barbadian history will complementefforts to pre- as Jamaica, or even in the United States, can serve as pro-
serve oral tradition, develop cultural pride and enhance totypes.80
cultural activities for tourists. Dinner/drama productions In most urban areas in the United States, trade associations
such as 1627 and All That and Barbados should be
complementedby other shows. For instance, Crop Over

are formed by musicians. The WashingtonArea Music As-
sociation (WAMA),for instance, is organized and run by

serves the purpose of reacquaintingBarbadians with their musc industrypeople,with the idea that a collectiveorgani-
past and stimulating the development of calypso music. zation will more effectively promote the group's services
Further development and refinement of the number and than the individuals acting alone. WAMA holds a yearly
quality of these productionswill help develop market seg- awards banquet to recognize outstanding performances in
mentation for the sophisticatedcultural tourist. the various music categories. It also assists musicians and

Whenever possible, such productionsshould be performed the music industry with a variety of other needs. WAMA

abroad. Unless efforts are taken to stimulate and recognize publishes a newsletter reporting on all the members' ac-

indigenousculture forms, the tendencyby some to prioritize tivities. The newsletter is distributednationwide so that the

Eurocentricculture will predominate.Attention to the cul- industry executives in other geographicalareas will know of

tural dimension of development is imperative in a small developments in the Washington music industry.
island with a plantocracy legacy surroundedby cable televi- WAMA also sponsors showcases of local talent for record-
sion, BBCnewsand the bright lightsofMiamiand Caracas. industry executives from New York, Nashville and Los

Cooperationprojects aimed at developingACP States' cul- Angeles. This idea in particular would be conducive to the

tural productions or co-productions and their distribution Caribbean music industry. WAPAprovideslegal services to

will be designed as componentsof an integratedprograrnrne indigent artists and new record companies through its af-

or as specific projects. Cooperation will be directed at en. filiate, the Washington Lawyers for the Arts (WALA).
couragng the distributionof the ACP States' cultural goods Similar organizations are formed for visual artists and for

and services that are highly representativeof their cultural drama and dance professionals.
identities in the ACP countries and the EC. Where cultural Caribbean professionals must tailor their organizations to

items are produced for the market, their production and meet local needs. Professionals in the private and public
distribution will be eligible for assistance provided under sectors should consider organizationalstructure and exper-
industrial cooperation and trade promotion,78 iment with new organizationsto stimulate cultural develop-
Under the Convention cooperation in the area of informa- ment. Some organizations can be based on a national and

tion and communicationswill be directed towards increas- regional context. Some visual and performing artists may

ng, by appropriatemeans, the ACPStates' ability to contri- want to have only one umbrella organization. If the indi-

bute actively to the international flow of information,com- vidual activities (i.e. drama, crafts, dance) gain enough
municationsand knowledge. In this connectionthe Conven- momentum, they can organize their own groups. Caribbean

tion will support the establishment and strengthening of artists and supporters of culture should contact their coun-

national, regionaland inter-regionalcommunicationsmedia terpartswithin and outside the region for supportand assist-

and infrastructure. It will support better informing the ance.

people of the ACP States to assist them in mastering their The linkage with tourism would enable Barbados, indepen-
own development through cultural, economicor social pro- dently and with other countries, to host cultural tourism, in

jects or programnes making wise use of communications which tourists could study in Barbados various aspects of

systems and taking account of traditional communications regional culture. Some of the study would be at the UWI,
techniques.79 and could consist of lectures, seeing videos, reading music

A national, and even regional, policy is required to achieve history, attending calypso competitions, musical dramas,
institutional rationalization and sophistication so that the having a tour of the recording studios and hopefullywatch-

instruments of cultural action can be effectively mobilized. ing and listening to ancestral music patterns. Such study-
Examples include cultural training institutions, librariesand tourism could be offered to music programmes, but also to

archives, museums, exhibition facilities, such as theatres music clubs and the vast market of Caribbean music in

and galleries, research facilities,disseminationmechanisms, Europe and the United States. These tours and this type of

such as publications, festivals, videos, colloquia, radio and linkage among servce activities is envisaged by Lom IV.

television.

A useful initiative under the Lom Convention could be to G. Human resourceenhancement

develop national and regional information systems, espe-
cially since they can be the engine to socio-politicalas well The Convention calls for cooperation to enhance the value

as economic development. Establishing and perfecting a
of human resources in the context of integrated and coordi-

degree programme in Mass Communications at the UWI nated programmes, through operations embracing educa-

and upgrading the skills by media professionalshave been, tion and training, research, science and technology,partici-
and should continue to be, a vital component of such a pation by the population, the role of women, health and

regional and national information policy. The existence of nutrition, and population and demography.81
strong national and regional bodies on media policy to ad- Training operations will take the form of integrated pro-
vise governments on media development in the context of grammes aimed at well-definedobjectives,either in a given
overall national developmentwill assist governments in fu-
ture planning.
Cultural development can be financed through charitable 78. Lom IV Convention, Title XII, Art. 147.

contributions,voluntaryorganization, receipts from admis-
79. Id., at Art. 149.

sion for performancesand earnings derived from marketing
80. For additional discussion of potential ways to support cultural de-

velopment in the Caribbean, see Zagaris, Economic Development and
cassettes and videos in and out of the region. Professionals Diversification in the Caribbean, Trade Winds (September 1988), at 27-

should form organizationsto help cultural development.A 28.

numberof organizationsin other Caribbeancountres,such 81. Lom IV Convention, Title XII, Art. 150.
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sector (e.g. services) or as part of a more general other service policies can professionals and Government
framework. They will take accountofeach country's institu- hope to have their support in taking and financing initia-
tional situation and social and cultural values.82 tives. The Institute should have a conferencearm. Its news-

The education and training operations will, as a matter of letter would inform and solicit ideas from persons
priority, be undertaken in the recipient ACP State or re- worldwide. The proposal for the Instituteis containedin the
gi0n.83 Appendix to this article.

To meet the immediateand foreseeableeducationand train- A Caribbean Institute of Services would also look at ser-

ing needs, cooperationwill support the ACP States' efforts vices, such as tourism and travel, culture and computer-
to establish and expand training and educational institu- based industries. It would focus especially on developing
tions, particularlythose of a regionalnature (e.g. the UWI). linkages between industries nationally, regionally and ex-

They will assist in restructuring their educationalestablish- traregionally.By exportingmusic and otherculture, Barba-
ments and systems, update curricula, methods and technol- dians can earn foreignexchangewhile simultaneouslyprom-
ogy employed and reform their basic education institutions oting tourism and the international financial sector. The 1

and systems, in particularby providingoverallprimary edu- Institutewouldalso have linkswith its counterpartorganiza-
cation coverage and adjusting imported systems as well as

tions.

building them into developmentstrategies. Theywill inform Interested organizations, such as the Barbados branch of
and make the population aware of progress in science and the IFA, the Barbados Chamberof Commerce, the Carib-
technologyat an early age and at all stages ofeducationand bean Associationof Industry and Commerce, the UWI and
emphasize curricula that incorporate science, technology the Caribbean Law Institute, can and should play a leader-
and practical applicationsof knowledgegeared to job pros- ship role in facilitatingthe discussionsand the establishment
pects, while taking account of traditional techniques. The of an Institute. In a democraticand free enterprise society,
programmesshould stimulate trainingof instructors,educa- a significant share of the burden of research and develop-ton planners and specialists in educational technology. ment, marketing and education of the general public must
Cooperation will assist to initiate associations, exchanges rest with the private sector if it is to succeed. Professionals
and transferof informationand technologybetweenuniver- in the Barbados international financial and services sector
sities and institutionsof higher education in the ACP States generallymust come forwardand forge a new frontier in the
and in the Community.84 nation's and region's international financial sector.
The Convention provides for the conducting of research
programmes primarily in the ACP States' national or re- H. Regionalcooperationgional framework.They must take accountof the needs and
living conditions of the people concerned, especially the Regional cooperation is important, partly because the li-rural population.85 mited resources for financing requires that the most effec-
Research programmesmust support development in prior- tive use be made of those resources and often assistance to
ity areas and should comprise, inter alia: the establishment a regional donee will be the most efficient use of limited
or strengtheningof basic or applied research institutes; the funds. Furthermore, in relation to many of its neighbours,
promotionof local technologyand the selectionofimported Barbados is considereda most developedcountryand hence
technology and its adaptation to the specific needs of the allocated a smaller portion of developmentprojects.
ACP States; improvementof scientific and technical infor- Under the Conventionthe EC must support the ACP States'mation and documentationto ensure the better dissemina- efforts through regionalcooperationand integrationto pro-tion of research trends and findings, via networks at na- mote long-term collective and self-reliant, self-sustainedtional, subregional, regional and inter-regional levels and and integrated social, cultural and economic developmentbetween ACP States and the Community; and making re- and greater regional self-sufficiency.87 The EC agrees tosearch findings accessible to the general public.86 assist within the frameworkof the major regional coopera-
A mechanism by which Barbados can best take advantage tion and integration objectives which the ACP States have
of the diverse services provisions in the Lom IV Conven- established or will establish for themselves at a regional,
tion, simultaneously assisting itself and the region, is the inter-regionaland international level.88 In particular, to pro-
establishmentand developmentof a CaribbeanInstitute for mote and strengthenthe ACP States' collectivecapabilities,
Services. This Institute would have a particularly strong the EC must provide effective aid enabling the ACP States
component on financial services within which tax policy to strengthenregionaleconomicintegrationand consolidate
would be strong. The Institutewould be connectedwith an cooperationof a functional type or on specific themes men-
establishedregional institution, includingthe UWI. It could tioned in the Convention.89
utilize its ExtramuralDepartments to provide programmes The regionalcooperationwhich the Conventionwill supportthroughout the Caribbean. While it would offer diploma will cover operations agreed on between two or more ACP
programmes, it would also serve as a research and develop- States (i.e. Barbados and the DominicanRepublic); one orment arm. It would hold seminars and sponsorresearch and
internships by bright students. It would recognize and hon-

more ACP States and one or more neighbouringnon-ACP
States, countriesor territories (i.e. Barbadosand Surinam);our studentsandprofessionalswho, throughtheirhardwork

and excellence, make outstandingcontributionsto national
one or more ACP States and one or more overseas ter-

and regionaltax policy. It wouldhold specialistprogrammes
and invite, when needed, expertsextraregionally.The Insti-
tute would have the goal of involving the mass of the citizens 82. Id., at Art. 151(2)
in the shaping and implementation of tax policy. In that 83. Id., at Art. 151(4).
way, taxi drivers, maids, retail clerks, civil servants and 84. Id., at Art. 151(5).

85. Id., at Art. 152(3)
grammarschool teachers, among others, would understand 86. Id., at Art. 152(3).better the purposes and activitiesof the internationalfinan- 87. Id., at Art. 156(1)
cial sector and its contribution to the employmentand rev- 88. Id., at Art. 156(2).
enue of the country. Only by involvingthe masses in tax and 89. Id., at Art. 156(3)
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ritories or departments (i.e. Barbados and Martinique or cessional terms; and ensure that resource flows are more

Curaao); two or more regional bodies of which ACP States predictable. The projects should strengthen and utilize, as

are members (i.e. CARICOM and OECS and/or much as possible, the ACP States' human resources and
CARICOM and the Andean States); one or more ACP existing administrative structures, and be flexible and ap-
States and regional bodies of which ACP States are mem- propriate to the situation in each ACP State as well as

bers (i.e. Barbados and CARICOM and/or Barbados and adapted to the specific nature of the project or programme
the CTO and/or the UWI). concerned.95

In supporting regional cooperation, particular attention The guidelines direct that among the responsibilitiesof the
should be paid to, inter alia: evaluation and utilization of ACP States are: defining the objectives and priorities on

existing and potentally dynamic actvities in complemen- which the indicative programmes are based; choosing pro-
tary sectors (i.e. developing linkages in services or between jects and programmes; preparing and presenting the dos-
services and non-services);maximizationof the use of ACP siers of projects and programmes; preparing, negotiating
human resources as well as the optimum and judicious ex- and concludingcontracts; implementingand managingpro-
ploration, conservation, processing and exploitation of jects and 6rogrammes; and maintaining projects and pro-
ACP natural resources; acceleration of economic diversifi- grammes.

6

cation to simulate complementaryproductionand intensifi-
cation of cooperationand developmentwithin and between The scope of financing under the Convention will cover:

ACP regions; and strengthening a network of relations sectoral programmes; technical cooperation programmes;
and recurrent costs (including current administrative,

among individualcountriesor groups of countries that have
operating, and maintenance costs, both local and foreign)

common characteristics,affinities and problems in order to

solve such problems.9o
of new, ongoing and completedprojects and programmes.97
Of the total amount of 12,000 million ECU (EDF + EDB),

A broad scope for assistance to regional cooperation is set 1.2 million ECU is set aside for regional cooperation and
out, which includes preservation and improvement of the 4,965 million ECU is set aside for national programmes.

()8

environment, especially programmes to combat erosion, The sectors of financial intervention include: artistic
deforestation, coastal deterioration, the consequences of

ac-

large-scalemarinepollution; transportand communication;
tivities and tourism; economic and social infrastructure;

developmentand expansionof trade; support, at the request
structural mprovement of the productve sectors of the

of the ACP States concerned, for operation and structures economy; preservation and protection of the environment;

that promote the coordinationof sectoralpolicies and struc-
education and training programmes; marketing and trade

tural adjustment efforts; education and training, research, promotion; support to national and regional development
banks and financial institutions; transport and communica-

informatics, management, information and communica-
tion; the establishment and strengtheningof training and tions; development and optimal utilization of humari re-

research institutions and technical bodies responsible for sources; improvement of social and cultural infrastructure

technology exchanges and cooperationamong universities; and services; and assistingACP and ACP-EECprofessional
other services, including tourism; and cultural and social and business organizationswith the aim of improving pro-

cooperation activities.91 duction and marketing of productsof externalmarkets; and
investmentpromotion and support measures.99

Under the Convention regional organizations that have a

mandate for certain activities must play an important role The entities or bodies that are eligible for financial support
in the design and implementationof regionalprogrammes.92 under the Lom Convention include: ACP States; regional
Such organizations may participate in the programming or interstatebodies to which one or moreACP Statesbelong
exercise and in the implementation and management of and which are authorized by those States; and joint bodies

regional programmes and projects.93
established by the ACP States and the EC to pursue certain

specific objectives.I0Subject to the agreement of the ACP
State or States concerned, also eligible for financial support

I. Financing serviceprojects are the followinggroups: national and/or regional public or

semi-public agencies, departments or local authorities of

Among the objectives of development finance cooperation the ACP States and especially their financial institutions
in Lom are: to support and promote the efforts of ACP and development banks; companies and firms of ACP
States to achieve long-term, self-determined, self-reliant States; enterprises of an EC member state to enable them,
and self-sustained integrated social, cultural and economic in addition to their own contribution, to undertake produc-
development, on the basis of mutual interest and in a spirit tive projects in the territoryof an ACP State; award holders
of interdependence; to assist in rasing the standard of liv- and trainees; ACP as well as EC local communities, non-

ing; contribute to the development of the abilities of the governmental organizations and teaching and research in-
ACP States to innovate, adapt and transform technology; stitutions to enable them to undertake economic, cultural,
provide support for and promote the optimal development
of human resources in the ACP States; to find new ap-
proaches to direct private investment promotion in ACP
States; and94 support the developmentof a health, prosper- 90. Id., at Art. 158(1)
ous and dynamic ACP private sector and encouragedomes- 91. Id., at Art. 159.

tic and foreign private investmentflows into the productive
92. Id., at Art. 161(1).
93. Id., at Art. 161(2)

sectors in the ACP States. 94. Id., at Art. 220.

The principles on which development finance cooperation 95. Id., at Art. 221.

is available under the Lom Convention is that it should be 96. Id., at Art. 222(2)

implemented on the basis of and be consistent with the 97. Id., at Art. 224.

development objectives, strategies and priorities estab-
98. Newsletter of the Delegation of the European Communities in

Trinidadand Tobagoand in Barbados, Europeandthe Caribbean(October
lished by the ACP States, at both national and regional 1990), at 7.
levels with due regard to the respectivegeographical,social 99. Lom IV Convention, Title XII, Art. 229.

and cultural characteristics;be providedon very highlycon- 100. Id., at Art. 230(1)
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social and educationalprojects and programmesin the ACP covered by secondary commitments, pursuant to which
States in the frameworkof decentralizedcooperation.lot funds may be released.
The overall amount of the EC's financial assistance is set In theory, no project/service contract can be tendered for
forth in the Financial Protocol to the Lom Convention.Z02 and/or concluded before the financing agreement has been
One of the principal mechanismsfor direct support to busi- signed. Sometimes, however, tenders may precede the sig-
ness under the Lom IV Convention is the Centre for the

natureof the agreement.The financingproposaland financ-

Developmentof Industry (CDI). Its principal function is ing agreement steps cannot be initiated before ratification
to help establish and strengthen industrial enterprises in

of Lom IV. If the projected timetable is followed for the
ratification of Lom IV, it should be ratified by mid-1991.the ACP States, especially by encouraging joint initiatives

by economicoperationsof the ERC and the ACP States.103 Thereafter, some financing agreementsmay be ready by the
end of 1991.CDI will receive 60 mecu under Lom IV: one half to cover

operating costs and one half for studies and technical assist-
ance. CDI will assist potential investorsby providing-project III. SUMMARYAND CONCLUSIONidentification,substantiationand selection; project promo-
tion; feasibilitystudies; rehabilitation,expansionand diver- Lom IV provides unprecedented recognition of the ser-sification of existing industries; industrial training; market- vices sector. The wide eligibility of entities or bodies foring assistance; implementation assistance; adapted financial support under the Lom Convention should en-technologies; and information service. Barbados and the to DoACP countries may want to broaden the scope of the CDI's courage professionals actively pursue projects. not

wait for the EC, the Government or some other authoritymandate, so that it covers services.
to knock on the door and showyou how to become involved.

The projects or programmescan be financed by grant or by Instead, professionals engaged in the services sector and
risk capital from the EDF, or by loans from the Bank's own especially in international financial services should
resources, or jointly by the ACP State or States concerned prioritize some projects, meet with interested persons and
and the EC by reference to the level of development, the organizations, including local and other potentially in-
geographical situation and economic and financial cir- terestedregional intergovernmentalorganizations,and pro-
cumstances of these States; the nature of the project or pose projects. For instance, inquire about the eligibility of
programme, its economic and financial return as well as its entities in Barbados that have been designatedby the Gov-
social and cultural impact; and in the case of loans, to facts ernment for financial assistance. Much of the development
guaranteeing their servicing.104 of infrastructure,human resourcedevelopment,marketing,

research and developmentcan and should be the role of theThe Convention also allows for participation in the form of private sector. Strong and prosperous private sectors mustloans or equity Loans are to bear a concessional rate of rnvest in their future and must have a vision if they are tointerest of less than three percent.105

continue be competitive, refiningexisting products whileto

developingnew ones.
J. Implementation The private sector must have a vision that enables it to

Prior to implementatonof individual projects under Lom overcome the traditionally insular perspective of an island
IV, several procedural steps must be completed. economy. The private sector must reach out from within the

interested professionals (i.e. attorneys, accountants, ban-
A decisionmustbe taken concerningthefinancialallocation kers, travel agents and business persons). Barbadians will
to individual ACP States. 106 This decision will set forth the need to be clever enough in their vision, organization and
global amount of funds that each ACP State may receive drive to develop organizationsand programmes that are on
from the Seventh EDF (1990-95). This step was completed the cutting edge of the international financial sector. Bar-
at the end of 1990. bados is competing with some very mature international

financial sectors. It competes in some sectors with the Unit-Another requirement is that each ACP State's indicative ed Kingdom, the Netherlandsand Switzerland. It also com-programme must be prepared. Each ACP State identifies with other Caribbean jurisdictions, such thethe major sectors in which EDF funding is desired, in the petes as

form of grants, risk capital (involvingthe EIB), or structural Bahamas, the Cayman Islands, Netherlands Antilles and

adjustment. Indicative programmes are prepared by the Antigua. Many of the potential competitors to a profes-
ACP national authority, in cooperation with the EC. Bar- sional, whether it be another professional in Barbados or

another jurisdiction, can also be a source of knowledge, abados is in the final stages of its indicative programme. It link to business and ally in shaping strategy.may be signed in early April. an

To survive and even to prosper will require dedicated andAn additional step is the financial proposal, the detailed committedprofessionalsto step and invest their time andidentification of individual projects within the broad sec- up
tors. It is prepared in cooperation between the individua resources, even when it may not pay immediate returns. It

will require smooth working relationships between the pri-ACP State and the EC Commission.The financingproposa
is submitted to the EC (responsible Commission services vate sector and the Government. I can tell you from

firsthand knowledge that in some of the Caribbean jurisdic-for review. It is then transmitted to the EDFCommtteefor
an opinion and then again to the Commission for approval. tions, there is a vibrant private-public sector working re-

Once approved/signedby the Commission, the ACP State lationship that enables those jurisdictionsto identifyoppor-
must sign the financing proposal. The financial proposal tunities, debate and discus them, prepare legislation, enact

may take as long as six months or more.

101. Id., at Art. 230(2)The final step is the preparationand conclusionof a fnanc- 102. Id., at Art. 231.ing agreement ('primary commitment'). It constitutes a 103. Id., at Art. 89.commitmentof funds to the agreed projects, signed by both 104. Id., at Art. 233(1)the EC and ACP State. Each primary commitment may 105. Id., at Art. 234(1)contain several individual project contracts, which will be 106. Id., at Art. 281.
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and market them. In some of the jurisdictions the whole works and informatics and telematics systems needed for their

process takes only 12 to 18 months. Unless competitorscan development. The Institute would also assist in the establishment
be matchedor outwitted,Barbadianswill have to be content of training activities and transfer of know-how in view of the

with capitalizing only on ideas that no one else wants to determining role of human resources in the development of ser-

handle. During the last ten years positiveeffortshave occur- vices. The Institute would also serve to inform the general public
red to develop a more active, searching private sector. For of the role of the service sector generally and in particular of the

instance, the numberof Barbadiansparticipatingin foreign various subsectors, so that the general public can participate in

programmes on the international financial sector, writing some of the benefits, understand the benefits and linkages of
articles and proposing ideas to the Government indicate services and provide support in the operation and developmentof

that the private sector increasingly is becoming involved in services.
the international financial sector. The potential subsectors and fields embraced by the Institute are

My sense is that more can and needs to be done on the grass the following. Initially the Institute can begin with a few and add

roots level if success is to be achieved in mobilizing the new ones thereafter. It would seek to develop links with counter-

required political support to commit resources to develop part organizations, such as the Graduate Institute of European
the international financial sector. Many Barbadians do not Studies in Geneva, the InternationalTax Academyof the Interna-
know the linkage between the internationalfinancial sector tional Bureau of Fiscal Documentation in Amsterdam, the Ap-
and other service and even non-servce sectors. In some plied Services Economics Centre in Geneva.
cases unless the private sector takes advantageof the oppor- The Institute would have several of communication. It
tunities to develop them, the case for the international fi-

means

nancial sector cannot be made. In other cases the linkage s
would distribute a bi-annual newsletter to individuals and organi-

already present, but the private sector merely must com-
zations interested in regional services.

municate effectively to the grass roots. By involving itself in It would establish a Caribbean Services Forum (CSF), which

educating high school and university students, offering would be a network of professionals, public servants and

prizes for essays and work on the international financial academics interested in the services field and would bring them

sector, providing internships for graduates and students, together in an annual meeting dealing with all aspects of regional
leadership in human resourcedevelopmentwill be provided services research.
and simultaneously the subjects deserving recognition will
be highlighted which will make young people take notice.

It would establish the Caribbean Applied Services Economics
Centre (CASEC), which would organize conferences to the
economic and business aspects of services.

Through its interactionwith the Universityof the West Indies and
the Caribbean Law Institute, it would hold courses, conduct and
disseminate research on the law of services, especially within and
outside the region.

APPENDIX

A Proposal for the Establishment of a Caribbean Il. CARIBBEANAPPLIED SERVICES

Institute of International Services (CIIS) ECONOMICSCENTRE (CASEC)

By Bruce Zagaris
CASEC would emulate the Applied Services Economics Centre
in Geneva. It would also seek to work closely with ASEC. CASEC
would be a consortium of consultants, researchers and practition-

The proposed establishment of a Caribbean Institute of Interna- ers in the field of services in the Caribbean. It would advise on

tional Services is designed to meet the terms of the Lom IV services issues, conduct studies in a wide range of service sectors,
Conventionon services. It is designed to enable Barbados and two and operate as a forum for discussion issues. The forum would

other CaribbeanGovernmentsto apply for fundingwith the Euro- facilitate and promote research, discussion and innovation among

pean DevelopmentFund. entrepreneurs,nationalgovernments,internationalorganizations,
students and experts, including extraregional experts by applying
practical experience and research results to problems in services

I. OVERALL FOCUS OF THE CARIBBEAN INSTITUTE ON development. In this connection CASEC would have the goal of

INTERNATIONALSERVICES becoming a clearinghouse for documentationand expertise in this
field.

The Institute would improve the opportunitiesand capabilitiesof CASEC would have the perspective that services increasinglyare

participating Caribbean countries at a national, regional and sub-
responsible for national and international economics and trade.

regional level to increase and diversify the range and increase the CASEC would identify the challenges, opportunities and risks
value and volumeof their trade in services and, whereverpossible, associated with services growth and development. The governingthe linkages with other economic sectors at the national, regional board of CASEC would include prominentprofessionals involved
and subregional levels. The Institutewould be directed to increase in diverse services and with specific expertise in such
their collective capacity of providing services and linkage within

areas as

banking and insurance, telecommunications and informatics,
the services sector and between the service and non-servicesector transportationand services in componentsmanufacturingprocess-
by means of greater economic integration and consolidation of
functional cooperation. The Institute would stimulate enterprise

es.

development, notably by examining ideas to stimulate local, re- EmulatingASEC, CASECwouldseek to respond to requirements
gional and extraregionalinvestment in services, for the purposeof of business, governmental and international organizations. It

creating employment and generating and facilitating the transfer would work closely with the Caribbean Association of Industry
and adaptationof technology to specific needs of the participating and Commerce (CAIC), the national Chambers of Commerce
Caribbeancountries. The Institute would help participatingcoun- in the Caribbean, leading trade associationsin the region, national
tries and the region derive maximum benefit from the subsectors governments and international organizations, especially
embraced by the Institute. In particular, the Institute would ad- CARICOM and the Caribbean Development Bank. CASEC
dress the establishmentof the transport and communicationsnet- would have the following four main lines:
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1. Consultancy and SpecializedResearch: CASEC would keep a would take certain core courses, such as: economic and socio-cul-
library and would seek to cooperate through inter-library loan tural and environmental aspects of tourism; administration of
with the other leading libraries in Barbados, including UWI (a travel and tourism services; travel and tourism research; and sys-
U.N. depository), the Caribbean Development Bank (CDB), tems analysis of tourism services.107

the University of the West Indies (UWI) Law Library, and so
A student would then in targeted and directedforth. It would also maintain a list of consultantsand senior resear-

concentrate more

chers available to undertake projects in many service fields, such tourism studies. These could include: tourism development;plan-
as insurance, banking, telecommunications,informaticsand trans- ning for tourism; tourism policy analysis; and tourism marketing.
portation. In addition, the student should undertake research and undergo

practical training in the form of an internship.
2. Organizing Meetings and Conferences:CASEC would assist in
organizingand holding specialized meetings and conferenceson a

Interested students could concentrate on particular types of

variety of topics and conduct a forum for business-orienteddiscus- tourism, such as ecotourism,culture and tourism, tourism and the

sion of service issues. It would utilize the UWIDITEprogramme
environment, and study tours.

so that all UWI campuses through the Extramural Departments Some of the courses and research could be undertaken in conjunc-
can broadcast the conferences and programmes. tion with Caribbeanorganizations,such as the CaribbeanTourism

3. Conducting Multi-client Studies: CASEC would support and Research Centre, the Caribbean Hotel Organization, and the
CaribbeanTourism Association.extend into other areas experience with multi-client studies such

as telecommunicationstrade projects (e.g. establishinga regional The tourism curriculum would also communicate basic informa-
televisionassociationanalogousthe CaribbeanAreaNewsAgency tion on tourism policy to the general public and would provide
(CANA)). introductory tourism courses for the general public.
4. Specialized Newsletter on Services: CASEC would assist busi- A course would be held at UWI Law Faculty on legal aspects of
ness and governmental organizationsby informing them of ongo- travel and tourism. It would discuss: national laws in the Carib-
ing developments affecting various services fields through a Ser- bean, and international law on travel and tourism (i.e. bilateral
vices Trade Newsletter. tourism agreements, the services round of negotiations in the

GATT and the tourism subsector components, treatment of
tourism in the Lom IV Convention, and programmes of inter-

Ill. INTERNATIONALFINANCIALSERVICES governmentalorganizations.The tourism componentof the Insti-
tute would also promote the study of legal aspects of Caribbean

A major componentof the Institute would be international finan- tourism and would disseminate the results of its research in the
cial services. form ofbrochuresand books for both attorneysand non-lawyers.
An important aspect would be offshore financial services of the
type that Caribbean jurisdictions are offering. For instance, the
Institute would cover: international tax planning (i.e. tax policy

V. COMPUTER-BASEDINDUSTRIES

and administration, tax policy and economic integration, interna-
tional enforcementaspects of international tax law); international The computer-basedindustriesprogrammewouldoffer courses on

insurance; international trade services relating to internationaltax
an industry overview. It would discuss the changing profile of the

planning and operations (i.e. marketing, distribution centres, in- informatics markets in developed countries. Among the topics of

centives to attract trade services); transportation (i.e. shipping,
discussion would be: advancements in data communications; re-

foreign flag jurisdictions, offshore air registries); international liance on information systems as a strategic asset; migration from

banking (i.e. merchant banking, letters of credit, comparative centralized to decentralized system architecture; integration of

offshore banking regimes, private international banking and new technologies in the workplace; and growing pains-market
foreign trusts); international investment services (i.e. the role of needs and trends in the next few years.
national development banks, regional private banks such as the The curriculum would also utilize case studies of the U.S. and
Caribbean Financial Services Corporation, project development European market needs as opportunities for the Caribbean and
financing, incentives for investmentand the role of bilateral invest- the evolving data entry industry. In particular, the case study
ment treaties); and the role and types of private banking. would consider: the migration from key entry into information

Courses, research and training on international financial services capture; information capture requirements and how to build a

would also be provided, particularly their interaction with the full-scale operation; and leveraging local resources for cost/effec-

offshore financing sector. Among the courses offered would be: tive data entry operations (i.e. infrastructure and_trained labour

the international monetary framework (i.e. the international pool)
monetary system, national exchange control systems, the nature The curriculum would consider issues for developing the informa-
of monetary risks in internationalbusiness and coping with monet- tics sector. In particular, it would look at: providers of telecom-
ary risks in international business transactions); the international municationsservices; conditionsof service; regulatory framework
financial framework (i.e. multinational banks and international (local and U.S.); employmentprofile; foreign debt -earningsand
finance, the World Bank Group, regional development institu- balance of payment effect; demand for tele-communicationser-

tions, other public financial institutions, and public financial in- vices in the Caribbean; and the macro-economieimpact.
stitutions and international business transactions); and interna-
tional borrowing (i.e. the management of external debt, sources

The curriculum would seek internships for students, both region-
of funds, selected financing techniques, negotiating and structur- ally and intraregionally. It would also consider strategies for stay-

ing loan agreements, and loan renegotiation). ing ahead with changes in the U.S. and European markets. In

particular, it would consider: investmentclimate; maximizinglocal

input; changes in local regulations and their effects on the local

IV. INTERNATIONALTOURISM AND TRAVEL

107. As a fellow of the Tourism Policy Forum of George Washington
A useful model for this part of the Institute is the Tourism Admin- University Tourism and Travel Program, I am aware of its interest and
istration course of the George WashingtonUniversity, from which work in the Caribbeanand Barbados as well as its interest in strengthening
this discussion borrows heavily. For this curriculum, a student its cooperativeefforts.
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industry; infrastructure;and effective marketing, a global perspec- the role and future strategies for Caribbean communications in
tive. development.
The computer-basedindustriescomponentwould provide a course VI. VISUALAND PERFORMINGARTS
on the law concerning computer-based industries, such as the

protection of data bases, piracy, international trade of computers
The Institute would have a component on visual and performing

(hardware and software), licensing, etc.
arts and its linkages with other international services. The goal
would be to increase the export of visual and performingarts and

The curriculum would utilize and develop materials and themes culture generally. The role of culture in tourism would be consi-
from the two programmes on Caribbean communicationsheld in dered with attention to increasing the amount and quality of cul-
Trinidadin January 1989 and 1990. These programmesconsidered ture for tourists.

I-O\G O\G:

1991/92 BUDGET AND LONG-TERM

FINANCIALSTRATEGY

Dr. Tang Shu-hung
Head, Departmentof Economics,

Hong Kong Baptist College

On 6 March 1991 the Hong Kong Financial Secretary, Sir come from indirect taxes rather than from direct taxes It s

Piers Jacobs, presented the 1991/92 financial budget. Reac- a simple fact that given a predetermined level of public
tion to the new budget was mixed: the businessand industri- expenditure, neither a small surplus nor a small deficit
al communities welcomed the budget since it did not in- budget would exert a significant difference in its impact on

crease the corporate tax rate, while the general public con- the economy. The choice among differentoptions hingeson

demned it because the small surplus budget was achieved a value judgement as regards tax equity and economic jus-
by substantially increasing indirect taxes. This article fo- tice. My preferred choice for the 1991/92 budget would
cuses on analysing the macro-economicaspect of the new either be a balancedbudget or a deficitbudgetof $1 billion,
budget. requiringonly a moderate increase in indirect taxes.

Because of the devastatingeffect of higher indirect taxation

I. THE 1991/92 FINANCIAL BUDGET
on inflation, many social organizations, including labour
unions and social welfare organizations, have protested

The 1991/92 financial budget is a small surplus budget of against the inequitable budget by engaging in public rallies

HK$ 1.3 billion. With a total government expenditure
and (until now) peaceful and lawful actions. The undesira-

amounting to $ 119.3 billion, the surplus budget is achieved ble impact of social unrest and class conflict inflictedby the

by increasing various indirect taxes by $ 3 billion and fees 1991/92 financial budget should not be overlooked.

and charges by $ 1 billion, allowing a reduction of $ 0.98
billion in direct taxes. The revenue measures, in terms of Il. LONG-TERM FINANCIALSTRATEGY
source and magnitude,are surprisinglysimilar to those pro-
posed in the 1990/91 budget. The 1990 inflation rate was 9.8

percent, whichis much higher than the 8.5 percentprojected Hong Kong society is experiencingdrastic changes and will

in the 1990/91 budget. Given the unchangedeconomicsitu- be facing increasing uncertaintiesuntil 1997.2 The demand
for additional and improved public services, and the pres-ation and the similar substantial increase in indirect taxes,

it is beyond doubt that revenue measures in the 1991/92 sure to finance the new airport could result in a prolonged
budget are also inflationary. The 9.5 percent inflation rate period of budgetary deficits. This trend has already been

which is forecast for this year (by the Financial Secretary) pointed out in the Mid-Range Forecast of the 1991/92

simply confirms the results of economic forecasts made by budget. However, the requirement that the Hong Kong
academic and financial institutions in early 1991. Government maintain a satisfactory level of fiscal reserves

to be set aside for the future Special AdministrtiveRegion
It is ironic that the Financial Secretary expresses his ap- Governmenthas necessitateda prolongedperiodof budget-
prehensiveness about the damaging effects of a prolonged
high inflation rate on the livelihoodof ordinary citizens and 1. All figures are denominated in Hong Kong dollars.
on the production cost of the economy but neverthelesshe 2. According to the Joint Declarationof the Governmentof the United

proceeded to substantially increase indirect taxes. Kingdom and the Governmentof the People's Republic of China (PRC),
resume over on

Why should the budget be a small surplus budget, rather the PRC shall the exercise of sovereignty Hong Kong 1

than a small deficit budget Is a small deficit budget or a
July 1997 and shall establish the Hong Kong Special AdministrativeRegion
(HKSAR). In this One Country, Two Systems political nodel, the

balanced budget requiringonly a moderate increase in indi- HKSARshall not practce the socalist system and policies and shall main-

rect taxes an alternativeWhy must the increased revenues tain Hong Kong's previous capitalisticsystem and life style for 50 years.
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ary surpluses. The latter factor undoubtedly weighs more cial organizations and academics repeatedly requested the
heavily in long-term financial planning because it involves establishment of a formal Taxation Review Committee to
political considerations. Achieving these two seemingly review the taxation philosophy and all matters related to
conflicting goals is a challenging task for the Financial Sec- taxation, such as how to broaden the tax base of direct and
retary. indirect taxes, the proper balance between direct and indi-

Taxation is the most important source of revenue in Hong rect taxation, etc. Unfortunately,the requestwas not enter-

Kong, but the existing tax system and budgetarypolicy have tained by the Financial Secretary.
been subject to heavy criticism on the grounds that they are The sole reason for rejectingthe request is that the Financial
too inequitableand mechanical.Without a genuine reform, Secretary was unwilling to allow anyone to share his ex-
it may not be able to achieve the above-mentionedobjec- clusive and ultimate power in formulating economic and
tive. The Financial Secretary realized the dilemma and in financial policies. The Financial Secretary also maintained
fact did propose a reform. Unfortunately,he failed to spell that he did not want to see the discussion on tax reform
out a viable long-term financial strategy and his tax reform being manoeuvred into a political issue. He also did not
proposal was narrowly focused and highly inequitable. He want to broaden the base of direct taxation, particularlythe
has repeatedly argued in his previous financial budgets that standard tax rate provision. The Financial Secretary re-
the Hong Kong tax system relies too heavily on direct taxa- jected the request to establish a Taxation Review Commit-
tion. The tax base must be broadened to ensure financial tee several times. He has been subject to heavy criticism in
stability. The best way to achieve this objective is to intro- the last year because of his biased approach to tax reform.
duce a broad-basedwholesale sales tax (WST) at a low tax Respondingto this criticism,he announcedin his concluding
rate level. The Finance Secretary has also repeatedly as- remarks at the adjournment debate on the 1990/91 budget
serted that there is no absolute rule as to the correct level that he would invite the Joint Liaison Committee on Taxa-
offiscalreserves. In the 1991/92budget, he focusesattention tion (JLCT) to review taxation philosophy and other tax
on tax reform, and again raises the issue of fiscal reserves issues. The JLCT4 is a non-statutorycommitteethat advises
and governmentbonds, all of which are important revenue the Financial Secretary on technical tax matters and is
tools. However, the FinancialSecretaryonly touches margi- mainly composed of tax accountants, tax lawyers and rep-
nally on these issues simply by repeating his position; he resentatives from various Chambers of Commerce.
does not engage in a genuine discussion that deals with the

Since the JLCT comments mainly technical tax issues, itformulationof long-term financial strategy.
on

would be inappropriate to review the philosophical and
Based on the information given in the 1991/92 budget, we policy issues of taxation exclusively by JLCT. Moreover,
are not convinced that the Governmenthas adequatefinan- JLCT maintains a low profile and its reports are confiden-
cial resources to fund the large-scale infrastructureproject tial. The general publics unaware of the position and prog-
and to maintain a satisfactory level of fiscal reserves. The ress ofJLCT on tax reform. In fact, the Financial Secretary
followingsubsectionsdiscuss issues that must be resolved in did not formally announce the terms of reference of JLCT
order to develop a viable long-term financial strategy for in reviewing the tax system. The general public is neither
Hong Kong. involved in nor informed about this important review. It is

obvious that the Financial Secretary maintains his position
A. Reforming the Hong Kong tax system that authority in tax reform rests with the Governmentand

cannot be shared.
The Financial Secretary suggested in the 1991/92 budget
and in his press conferencethe day after the budgetwas read
that he was still considering the introduction of the WST. 3. The Financial Secretary formally identified the wholesalesales tax in
He may propose tax legislation if the report from the Com- his 1988/89 financial budget as a possiblecandidatefor broadeningthe base
missioner of Inland Revenue on the technical aspects of of indirect taxation in Hong Kong. A consultative paper on WST was

levying this tax is favourable. The Financial Secretary published in May 1989. The paper was intended for consultation on the

reasons that broadeningthe indirect tax base by introducing technical aspects of the possible introductionof a wholesalesales tax in the

the WST is crucial to the Hong Kong tax reform. He also future. But the scope of consultation was restricted to professional (e.g.
accountant and law society, etc.) and business (e.g. Chamber of Com-claims to have achieved political success by convincing Retail Sales Association, etc.) organizations. The OMELCO (Of-the business and professional communities of the need to
merce,
fice of Membersof the Executiveand LegislativeCouncils) StandingPanel

introduce the WST in Hong Kong. Unfortunately, he did on Finance, Taxation and Monetary Affairs was concerned that there
not convince the lower-income class of the merits of the should be thorough consultationwith a wide cross-sectionof the communi-
WST because they will suffer more from this highly regres- ty on this issue, not just confined to a selected business and professional
sive tax. In fact, the FinancialSecretarydid not even consult organizations. The Panel also requested the opportunity to discuss the
the labour unions on the WST.3 wider social, political and economic implicationsof such proposals before

the WST were introduced. Comments from professional and business

The Hong Kong tax system has remainedmore or less intact organizationswere received but the results were not releasedby the Finan-
cial Secretary. There is no hint as to whether a wider scope consultationduring the past 40 years. There were only minor changes in would be held before entering into tax legislation stage.the rates of various taxes in previous budgets. Thus the 4. The JLCT was formed in October 1987 as a reconstitutedextension

proposal to introduce the WST represents a fundamental of the former Joint Committee on PRC Double Taxation. The JLCT is an

change from the existing system because it is a broad-based informalcommitteeaimingat promoting liaison between Governmentand
indirect tax, a tax the underlying philosophy of which is the private sector, and formulatingadvice to Governmenton mainly tech-
different from the existing indirect taxes on specific goods nical matters concerning taxation. The JLCT also contributesto the draft-
and services. Because the WST signifies a fundamental ing of tax bills by offering critical and technical advice on a wide range of

change that will affect the entire tax system, it would be tax issues. The JLCT comprises ConstituentMembers (organizations)and

proper to undertake a comprehensive review of the entire Co-optedMembers (individuals) There are now six ConstituentMembers,
each nominating two representatives. (They are the American Chambertax system in order to increase its tax capacity and reduce of Commerce, the Hong Kong General Chambersof Commerce, the Hongits tax inequity. It would be much better than a piece-meal Kong Society of Accountants, the International Fiscal Association-Hongapproach to tax reform and may be more acceptableby the Kong Branch, the Law Society of Hong Kong, and The Taxation Institute

general public. Therefore many LegislativeCouncilors, so- of Hong Kong.)
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Any delay in effecting a genuine review of the tax system there any special commitmentsthat the future Special Ad-

by a wider representation from different sectors of the so- ministrative Region Government must fund with the fiscal

ciety would further illustrate the unresponsiveness of the reserves How will the level of fiscal reserves affect the
tax system to social, economicand financialneeds. Without confidence of investors in buying Hong Kong Government
broadening the tax base of both direct and indirect taxes, bonds to be issued in late 1991 The Financial Secretary
the system will be unable to generate more revenue to cannot avoid addressing these crucial issues.
finance infrastructure investments. I do not know how to

interpret the announcementof possible WST legislation in C. Governmentbonds
late 1991 made by the Financial Secretary in the press con-

ference following the Second Readingof the Appropriation The new airport should be financed partly by government
Bill. Is his decision supported by JLCT findings What is bonds. Governmentbonds were used as one of the impor-
JLCT's position on overall tax reform and on the WST tant fiscal tools to finance fiscal deficit in the 1970s and

Why does the Financial Secretary choose to announce the 1980s. However, the present proposal for issuance of gov-
development of the WST issue in the press conference, ernment bonds serves one more purpose, i.e. to activate
rather than in the main text of the 1991/92 financialbudget and develop the bonds market in Hong Kong, an important
All these questionsmust be addressedbefore any tax reform step for effectivemonetaryand fiscal policy. Sir Philip estab-

proposal can be entertained. lished stringent guidelines on the issuance of government
bonds in order to limit the government'sobligation to ser-

B. Fiscal reserves vice the debt. Those guidelines are as follows:

In order to accumulatea satisfactory level of fiscal reserves, (1) the proceeds from bond sales must be used in capitalvarious guidelines had been adopted to suggest the expenditure;minimum required level. In the 1970s, the then Financial (2) the amount of governmentbonds should not be greaterSecretary Sir Philip Haddon-Cave developed a set of bud- than one half of the non-recurrentaccount deficit;
getary guidelines, including the guidelineon fiscal reserves. (3) the interest expenditure of government bonds should
The fiscal reserves guideline provides that at the beginning
of the financial year the free fiscal reserves5 should not be

not be greater than the interest income generated by
fiscal reserves.

less than 15 percent of total budgetary expenditure. This
guideline circumscribesthe growth of public expenditureto In view of the new functionofgovernmentbonds, the above
the level of fiscal reserves. Nevertheless, in the 1986/87 guidelines should be revised. The Financial Secretary
financial budget, Sir John Bremridge proposed a new for- should also specify the proportion of investmentin the new

mat on Mid-Range Forecast which incorporated some of airport to be financed by governmentbonds and its implica-
the budgetary guidelines established by Sir Philip, but he C tion for governmentspending in servicing the debt.
excludedthe guidelineon fiscal reserves. In his first financial
budget presented in 1987, the Financial Secretary Sir Piers III. CONCLUDING REMARKS
Jacobs argued that there was no absoluteguideline as to the
correct level of fiscal reserves and formally abolished the This is the last financial budget that will be presented by Sir
relationship between the level of fiscal reserves and public Piers as he officially retires in June. It was his intention to

expenditure. present a good budget, as he openly conveyed this mes-

Because of the lack of a formal budgetaryguidelineon fiscal sage in his press conferencebefore the readingof the Appro-
reserves and the pressure to financethe new airportby using priation Bill. Unfortunately, Sir Piers is too conservative

fiscal reserves,Mr. Lu Ping, the Directorof the HongKong and meticulous to undertake new ideas and to review the

and MacauAffairs Office, State Council, People'sRepublic policy and technical issues of financialmanagementin Hong
of China, recently expressedhis concern that too little fiscal Kong. A comprehensivereview of the tax system is crucial

reserves would be handed over to the future Special Ad- to developinga viable long-term financial strategy. Sir Piers

ministrative Region Governmentby the Hong Kong Gov- missed the golden opportunityduring his tenure to embark

ernment. It was also reported that the Chinese Government on this important task and failed again in the 1991/92 finan-

has requested that a specific amount of fiscal reservesbe set cial budget to recognize this urgent need. The tax burden

aside for the future Special AdministrationRegion Govern- ssue will become even more controversial in the years to

ment in 1997. The crux of the problem is identification of come which could cause more social unrest and conflict.

the criterion used by the Chinese Governmentin determin-
ing that specific amount of fiscal reserves. Eventually the 5. Free fiscal reservesis definedas total fiscal reservesminus the reserves

discussionwll return to the guideline issue. Unfortunately, set aside as assets to secure the Government'scontingent liabilities. Since

the 1991/92 financial budget discussed only the importance the nature of the contingent liabilities is such that the Governmentis most

and uses of fiscal reserves, and did not address the guideline unlikely ever to be called up to meet them, so the Financial Secretarysets

issue, i.e. how much of the fiscal reserves could be used to a gearing factor of three for the contingent liabilities, i.e. fiscal reserves

finance investmentn the new airport and how much has to equivalent to one third of the value of the contingent liabilities were set

be set aside for contingencies,etc.
aside (see Para. 106, 1977/78 Financial Budget, Hong Kong).

At the beginning of the 1991/92 financial year, the Hong
Kong Government had accumulated over $ 72.7 billion,
which is over 60 percent of total budgetary expenditure.
Without any outstanding public bonds, the financial posi- IFA NEWS
tion of the Governmentis very healthy. However, the situ-
ation will deteriorate as the Government must finance the BRITISH BRANCH
construction of the new airport. The Mid-Range Forecast
of the 1991/92 financial budget suggests that the fiscal re- On 25 April Mr. Ian Hunter, Senior Principal Inspectorof
serves will be reduced to approximately$ 40 billion in 1994/ Taxes, Inland Revenue, InternationalDivision spoke at the
95, representing 23 percent of total public expenditure in annual Supper Meeting on recent developments in inter-
1994/95. Is that level of fiscal reserves satisfactory Are national transfer pricing.
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Ilililrlillil U.S. IFA ANNUAL MEETING

This issue contains the text of several of the papers presented at the Annual Meeting of the U.S.A.
branch of IFA. The meeting was held in Chicago on 28 February- 1 March 1991.

First published in 1946, the Bulletin
aims to report on matters of impor- The advent of 1992 heralds major changes in the way in which cross-borderbusinesswill be conducted
tance to the international tax com- both within and outside the EC. These changes will necessarily affect the decisions of U.S.-based
munity and to provide a forum for corporations whether to invest in Europe Experts from both sides of the Atlantic discussed and
discussion of worldwide develop- debated the recently adopted tax measures in the EC and the anticipated response frm U.S. businss
ments in tax policy, law and reform. and the U.S. government.The Bulletin s the official joumal of
the International Fiscal Association Other subjects discussed during the meeting include acquisition and restructuringof U.S. targets by
and publishes the reports of its na- foreign acquirers, repatriating funds from U.S. businesses to foreign owners and advance pricingtional branches. agreements. ,,

HARMONIZATIONOF 312 Robert Goergen..,
ENTERPRISETAXATION INEditor ,1990 was an industriousyear for the Europe-S.M.C. Lyons, J.D. THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITY

Community. After of protractedan years
discussions three measures were adopted -

Advisor
all three aim to eliminatemajor tax barriersD.A. van Waardenburg, ec.drs.
to cross-borderactivitiesand facilitatecoop-

Editorial Board eration between enterprisesof tlie different
M.A.G'. Caballero, licenciado en member states. Mr. Goergen overviews the
derecho contnts of the parent/subsidiarydi'ective,
S.M.C. Lyons, J,D. the mergerdirectiveand the arbitrationcon-
D.A. van Waardenburg, ec. drs. vention for transfer pricing disputes. He
J.C. Wheeler, LL.B., solicitor provides a context for these reasures by

outlining the decision-makingprocessof the
EC.

EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES: 316 Jan A.A. van der BijlDisclaimer. The material contained
EC TAX HARMONIZATIONin this publication is not intended to European business and industry are keenlybe advice on any particular matter. A EUROPEAN BUSINESS AND

interested in th issue of EC harmoniza-No subscriberor other readershould INDUSTRYVIEW tax
act on the basis of any matter con- tion. Mr. van der Bijl discusses harmoniza-
tained in this publication without tion of indirect and direct taxes from the
consideringappropriateprofessional perspectiveof Europeanbusiness and indus-advice. The publisher, and the auth-
ors and editors,expresslydisclaimall try.
and any liability to any person,
whether a purchaser of this publica- EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES: 319 Prof. Dr. Lutz Fischertion or not, in respet of anything THE MEANING OF EC TAXand the consequences of anything ProfessorFischeroffers some suggestionsasdone or omitted to be done by any HARMONIZATIONAND THE

to how the U.S. governmentcould respondsuch person in relianceupon the con- INTERNAL MARKET FOR U.S.
tents of this publication. BUSINESSAND U.S. TAX to the challenges presented by the recent

EC measureson tax harmonization.1991 LEGISLATION
InternationalBureau of
Fiscal Documentation, VAT IN THE EUROPEAN 323 John Wilkins

the etherlands COMMUNITY: HOW IT WORKS
This paper explains how the VAT systemAll rights reserved. No part of this AND MODIFICATIONSPLANNED

work covered by copyright may be FOR 1992 operates and the changes in its application
reproducedor copied in any form or to cross-border trade after 1992. Mr. Wil-
by any means (graphic, electronicor kins also discusses the old turnover taxes
mechanical, includingphotocopying, and how VAT - though more complicated-recording, recordingtaping, or infor-
mation retrieval systems)without the overcomes certain problems by turnover
written permissionof the publisher. taxes.
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EUROPE IN 1992: 328 Donald L. Meier
A U.S. TAX PERSPECTIVE The fate of U.S. multinationals in Europe

after 1992 will depend on a number of fac-

WHAT'S NEW
tors: having the right structure, the right

-- strategy and needless to say, tax considera-
tions. It is generallyagreed that U.S. corpo-

FROM IBFD rations may find themselvesat a distinctdis-

advantage compared to their European
counterparts after 1992 because existing
U.S. tax law severely hinders the ability of
U.S. companies to compete against EC-

The Foreign Related Tax based companies. This paper discusses the

Laws and Regulations of the way in which legislative and regu atory
change in the United States could he p put

People's Republic of China U.S. companies in Europe on an equa- foot-

ing with their foreign competitors.
(official English translations)

REDUCINGTHE IMPACT OF 332 Thomas R. Bretz and Timothy F. Anson
FOREIGN TAXES ON THE Changes to U.S. tax law in the 1980s have

Taxes and Investment in the GLOBALTAX BURDEN OF all but eliminated (or rendered useless)

People's Republic of China U.S.-BASED MULTINATIONAL many of the previouslyused source conver-

COMPANIES sion and expense allocation minimization

techniques.As a result, emphasishas shifted

Taxation and Investment in towards resolving the problem at its source,
i.e. reduction of foreign country tax bur-

the Caribbean dens. This article provides a frameworkand
some specific techniques for foreign tax re-

duction in today's environment.

European Tax Handbook
UNITED STATES: 341 Howard S. Engle

1991 FOREIGN SUBSIDIARYEARNINGS The complexityof the tax and financial con-

REPATRIATION PLANNING IN sequences of foreign subsidiary repatriation
AN ERA OF EXCESS FOREIGN and capitalization decisions requires not

Guides to European Taxation, TAX CREDITS only careful preplanning but also close

Volume 6: The Taxation of monitoring to obtain the optimal financial
results. Mr. Engle looks at yarious aspects

Individuals in Europe of the dividend or no dividend decision.

POST-ACQUISITION 347 David R. Tillinghast
Data Bases on Cross Border RESTRUCTURINGOF This paper summarizes the tax conse-

Payments in OECD Countries
FOREIGN-OWNEDU.S. quencesofseveral differentkinds of transac-

CORPORATEGROUPS tions which might be considered when a

foreign acquirer seeks to extricate foreign

Trends in International
subsidiariesor branchesfrom the clutchesof
the U.S. tax net.

Taxation by Prof. David
Williams

UNITED STATES: 356 James-R. Mogie
ADVANCE PRICING The increasinglyaggressive approach of the
AGREEMENTSUNDER IRS in respect of transactionsbetween U.S.
REVENUE PROCEDURE91-22 taxpayers and their foreign affiliates is well

documented. Section 482 enforcement ef-
forts are even directed toward normal trans-

actions involving affiliates located in devel-

oped countriesthat are U.S. treatypartners.
While the IRS has been concentrating on

developig improvedenforcementtools and

techniques to improve its effectiveness in

challenging transfer pricing among multina-
tionals, it has also made a serious effort to

develop an alternativeapproach to the reso-

lution of transfer pricing disputes, i.e. the
Advance Princing Agreement. Under this

procedure a U.S. taxpayer may enter into
an agreement with the IRS regarding the

prospective U.S. income tax consequences
of transfer pricing methodologies. This

paper examines the APA - how it works, its
benefits and potential pitfalls.
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INTERNATIONAL: 358 David A. Gantzand Kevin Lara

THE NORTH AMERICAN FREE TRADE The United States is urrently making Mex-
AGREEMENTAND CURRENT U.S. ico and Latin America the major focus of its
TRADE POLICY IN LATIN AMERICA trade expansion efforts through a proposal

for a North American Free Trade Area and

TaxNews its hemisphere-wide Enterprise for the

Service Americas Initiative. There is broad consen-

sus among the United States, Canada and
other countries in the hemisphere that in-

bi-weeklynewsletter creased trade, borders and broad in-open
reportinglatesttax vestment reforms will promote economie
developmentsaround growth: Further, the United States will be
theworld able t compete more effectively with the

EC and Japan as a member of a trade bloc,
includesfreebinder, rather than on its own. This article sum-

andcumulative marizes U.S. efforts to conclude a NAFTA
quarterlyindexes and other special trade relationships with

the nations of the hemisphere.
freeofchargewithone

or moremajorBureau
FOREIGN INVESTMENT IN 373 Stanton A. Kessler and Lawrence J. Zlatkin

services (exceptthe
THE UNITED STATES: '

ptentialBulletinandTaxesand This artiClewill be of interest to all
PLANNINGALTERNATIVES IN

InvestmentnCanada investors into the United States as it com-
CONDUCTINGOR ACQUIRING

andtheUnitedStatesof prehensively analyzes tax planning alterna-
A U.S. BUSINESS

America) tives for foreign investment.

340 DutchFlorins, CONTINUINGTAX 385 Andrew M.C. Smith.

includingpostagebyair REFORM PROGRAMME
ForresidentsoftheNetherlands: IN NEW ZEALAND

The Consultative Committee on the Taxa-

the price is exclusiveofBTW (VAT)
tion of Income from Capital has released
two discussion papers, otae on the core pro-
visions of the Income Tax Act 1976 and the

furtherdetailsandsamples other on tax accounting issues surrounding
from the determination of income for business

InternationalBureauofFiscal
taxpayers. This article reviews some of the,

Documentation
recommendationsmade by the Committee

P.O. Box20237- in the two papers.
1000HE Amsterdam
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HARMONIZATIONOF ENTERPRISETAXATION
IN THE EUROPEANCOMMUNITY

Robert Goergen

1990 was a significantyear for the EuropeanCommunity(EC) in respect of the
harmonizationof direct taxes. On 23 July, after years of protracteddiscussions, RobertGoergen:Directorforcompany
the Council of Ministers finally reached agreement on three measures, two of law and direct taxation, Commission
which were adopted as directives, i.e. the parent/subsidiarydirective and the of the European Communities, Brus-

merger directive,2 and a third which .yas approved as a multilateral convention, sels

i.e. the convention on the elimination of double taxation resulting from the
adjustmentof transferprices.3 Adoptionof these measuresrepresentsa moment-
ous step on the path to eliminatingmajor tax obstacles to transnationalactivities
and facilitatingcooperationbetween enterprises of different member states.

Contents
However, other direct tax bstacles to cross-bordercooperation remain and the
Commission intends to give these areas top priority since Communitytax legisla- I. The decision-rnakingprocess in
tion should be completed by 1 January 1993, i.e. the deadline set by the Single the Community
European Act for the completionof the internal market. Two additional propos- Il. Elimination of tax obstacles toals (discussed below) have already been tabled, and others may follow.

cross-border activities of enter-
The need to adopt additional harmonization measures after 1993 in connection prises
with the realization of the internal market has yet to be determined. This is an A. Recent measures

B. New Commission proposalsissue which has sparked considerablecontroversy- an issue which needs careful
examination. The Commission recently established a committeeof independent II1. The need for further harmonization
experts to undertake an in-depth study of harmonization, and the Commission measures

will base its decision whetheror not to present additionalproposalson the results IV. Conclusion
of this investigation.
Before addressingvarious issues in this regard, I will brieflydescribe the decision-
making process of the EC, particularly in the field of direct taxes.

I. THE DECISION-MAKINGPROCESS IN THE COMMUNITY
Three institutions are involved in the decision-makingprocess: the Commission,
the Council of Ministers and the European Parliament. 1. Council Directive of 23 July 1990 on the

The Commission,which comprises 17 membersappointedby the governmentsof
common system of taxationapplicablein the case
of parent companiesand subsidiariesof different

the member states, is the executive institution. The Commission initiates the Member States, 90/435/EEC;OficialJournalof
legislative procedure by formulating proposals. In formulating proposals the the EuropeanCommunities(OJ) No. L225 (20

August 1990). This directive was first proposedCommission consults experts from the 12 tax administrationsas well as represen- in 1969.
tative organizationsof industrysuch as UNICE,banks, tax advisers, trade unions, 2 Council Directive of 23 July 1990 on the
etc. Commission proposals are in the form of draft regulations, directives or

common system of taxation applicable to mer-

gers, divisions, transfers of assets and exchangesdecisionswhich are then submittedto the EuropeanParliamentfor consultation of shares concerning companies of different
and to the Council of Ministers for deliberation. Member States, 90/434/EEC, OJ L225 (20 Au-

gust 1990). This directive was first proposed in
The EuropeanParliament,composedof 518 representatives,is primarilya consul- 1969.

3. Convention on the elimination of doubletative and supervisory body. Although consultation with the Parliament is not taxation in connection with the adjustment of
mandatory in every case, it is mandatory for draft proposals leading to Council profitsof associatedenterprises,90/436/EEC,OJ

adoption of a directive, regulation or formal decision.4 L225 (20 August 1990). Discussions on this in-
strument began in 1976, and it was initially intro-

Theprocedureto be followeddiffersslightlyfor indirectand direct taxes. Whereas duced as a directive.
4. Regulations are the most authoritativetypeproposals on indirect taxes only require consultation with the European Parlia- of EC legislation, i.e. they are binding in their

ment, proposals on direct taxes must also be submitted to the Economic and entirety on memberstates, and unlike directives,
Social Committee (ESC). The ESC consists of representatives of various

no domestic legislation need be passed to imple-
ment them. Formal decisions are directed to a

categories of economic and social activities. particular member state and are only binding on
the state to which they are addressed.

The Council of Ministers consists of one representativememberof each of the 12 5. EECTreaty, Art. 100(a). Willit be possible
member state governments. The Council is the legislative arm of the EC. In to have majority voting in the future This issue

s currently being debated in the framework of
general the Council can only enact Community legislation on the basis of a two intergovernmental conferences which are

proposal from the Commission. Since the Single EuropeanAct entered into force preparingnew treaty provisionson economicand

in July 1987, most decisions can be taken by qualified majority. However, all monetary union and on political union. It is im-
possible to predict the outcome of these negotia-decisions on tax matters require a unanimous vote.5 tions.
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Article 100 of the EEC Treaty is the most important basis distributedprofits at a rate at least 11 points lower than the
for decisions concerning direct taxes.6 It provides for ap- rate applicable to retained profits, and at the latest until
proximation of the legislation of member states by way of mid-1996, Germany may impose a withholding tax of five
directives.7 percent in order to compensate for the difference between

the two corporate tax rates (36 percenton distributedprofitsIn addition to Article 100, the Treaty contains anotherpro- and 50 percent retainedprofits) and to place foreign andvision which may serve as a basis for tax measures, i.e. on

Article 220, which provides, inter alia, for the conclusionof German parent companies on an equal footing.10

a convention between member states with a view to

eliminating double taxation. Article 220 is of a subsidiary
2. The merger directive

nature, however, and can only be used if Article 100 does The merger directive ensures the removal of the fiscal bar-
not provide an appropriate legal basis. In fact, Article 220 riers to cross-border mergers, divisions, transfers of assets
has been used only once in the tax field, namely for the and exchangesof shares resultingfrom the taxationof latent
recent convention on the elimination of double taxation in capital gains at the time one of these operationstakesplace.
connection with the adjustment of profits between as- The directive only applies where both companies are resi-
sociated enterprises. dent in EC member states. When such a transaction takes

place between companies of the same member state, taxa-
tion of capital gains is deferred until the gains are actuallyIl. ELIMINATION OF TAX OBSTACLESTO realized. The merger directiveprovides for the same systemCROSS-BORDERACTIVITIES OF to apply to cross-border mergers, i.e. a deferral of tax on

ENTERPRISES any gans arising on the transferredassets. To safeguard the
taxing rights of the country where the transferring or ac-

A. Recentmeasures quired company is situated, the assetswhich are being trans-
ferred must remain connected with a permanent establish-

After 21 years of discussions, on 23 July 1990 the Council ment of the receiving or acquiring company.
adopted two directives: the parent/subsidiarydirective and
the merger directive. At the same time, representativesof The directive defines two situations where member states

the member states signed a convention on the elimination may derogate from the provisions contained therein.
Member states need not apply the merger directive whereof double taxation resulting from the adjustmentof transfer

prices. Enabling legislation under both the parent/sub- the transactionconcerned is motivatedby tax evasionor tax

sidiary directive and the merger directive is required by 1 avoidance (e.g. there are no valid commercial justifications
January 1992. No date has been fixed for the convention for the merger, division, etc.).
which will enter into force once it is ratified by all member The second situation- which is not based on tax considera-
states. tions - can only be understood against the backgroundof

legislation - prevailing in certain member states, that is
1. The parent-subsidiarydirective legislation which provides for employee participation on

This directive provides for the elimination of double taxa- company boards (co-determinationprovisions). For exam-

tion of profits distributedby a subsidiary to its parent com- ple, Germany was concerned that domestic companies
pany in another member state. In order to benefit from the might merge with companies from other member states in

order to thwart its particularlystringentemployeeparticipa-provisions of the directive, both the parent and the sub- tion laws. The directive thereforeallows memberstate notsidiary must have been created under the laws of one of the a

member states8 and must be subject to corporation tax in to apply the directiveifa mergeror similaroperationresults
n a loss or an alteration of employee rights. The practicalthat state. A company will be considered to be a parent of this option should be over-estimated,company if it holds a minimum of 25 percent of the capital mportance not
however. So long as there is no Community legislation inof the subsidiary. Member states may, however, establish
the field of law with internationallesser participation requirements, as is already the case in company respect to mer-

certain states.9They may als require that the participation
be held continuously for at least two years.

Double taxationunder the directiveis eliminatedas follows: 6. This article reads as follows:
the state where the parent company is resident must either The Council shall, acting unanimously on a proposal from the Commis-
exempt from tax profit distributions by a subsidiary to its sion, issue directives for the approximation of such provisions laid down

parent or allow the parent a tax credit for the withholding by law, regulation or administrative action in Member States as directly
tax and the corporation tax paid by the subsidiary on the affect the establishmentor functioningof the common market. The Euro-

profits out of which the dividendsare paid. The state where pean Parliament and the Economic and Social Committee shall be con-

the subsidiary is resident must not impose any withholding sulted in the case of directives whose implementation would, in one or

more Member States, involve the amendmentof legislation.tax at all on such distributions. However, the directive pro- 7. According to the Treaty, a directive is binding upon each member
vides for temporaryderogationfrom the exemptionof with- state to which it is addressed as to the result to be achieved, but it is up to

holding taxes in the case of three member states: Greece, the authorities of each member state to choose the form and method of
Portugal and Germany. implementation. In order to become applicable in a member state, a

directive needs therefore to be transposed in national legislation.Greece may apply a withholding tax as long as it does not As a general rule the types of entity which qualify for the benefitsof
tax distributed profits. Portugal is granted an eight year the directiveare the public company, the limitedcompanyand the partner-
derogation, i.e. withholdingtax may be levied at the rate of ship limited by shares.
15% for five years and at the rate of 10% for a further three 9. For example, the affiliation privilege in France, Germany, Luxem-

years. Forboth countries,however, the rateof the withhold- bourg and the Netherlands requires a holdingof 10%, 10%, 10% and 5%,
ing tax may not exceed the rates agreed upon bilaterally respectively.
with other member states. 10. It was the disagreementon the German problem which delayed the

adoption of the package of three measures. The matter was resolvedonly
The German derogation is by far the most important one in after negotiations between Germany and the United States on a revised
economic terms. So long as corporation tax is imposed on tax treaty were concluded.
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gers, the directive will only apply to the transfer of assets sidiary directive- provides for the eliminationof withhold-
and to the exchangeof shares. In the latter case the issue of ing taxes on payments of interest and royalties between

employee participation does not arise; however, I think it parent companiesand subsidiaries.The other proposal con-

can easily be avoided in the case of a transfer of assets. cerns loss relief for permanent establishments and sub-
sidiaries situated in other member states.

3. The convention on the arbitration of transfer pricing
disputes 1. Elimination of withholding taxes on interest and

This measure, also designed to reduce fiscal obstacles, is a royalties
revolutionary innovation in international tax law. For the Although the application of withholding taxes on interest
first time, tax administrationsare legally obligated to elimi- and royalties paid between affiliated companiesdoes not in
nate international double taxation, and a time limit is set to general give rise to double taxation, it entails administrative
resolve disputesregardingtransferpricing adjustments.The and financing costs which are clearly incompatiblewith the
convention contains precise rules and procedures to be fol- functioningof an internalmarket. Eliminationof these with-
lowed to ensure elimination of double taxation affecting holding taxes should not give rise to serious difficulties
associated enterprises as a consequence of transfer price given that a majorityof bilateral tax treaties alreadyprovide
adjustments. for exemption. Zero rates reduced rates, however,or are

The EC Convention provides for the general applicationby generallygrantedonly after the fact, i.e. the enterprisemust

all memberstates of a mutual agreementprocedureas envis- first pay the full rate and then apply for the reduced rate.

aged in Article 25 of the OECD model convention. It should Under these circumstances, the Commission is of the opin-
be stressed, however, that any agreement reached on the ion that the objective of eliminatingwithholding taxes can
basis of the EC Conventionmust be implementedregardless be achieved by 1 January 1993. Temporaryderogationsare
of any time limits prescribed by the domestic law of the proposed for Greece and Portugal, which are importantnet
contracting state. importers of capital and technology.
If the competent authorities fail to reach agreement within The Council has begun deliberationson this proposal. How-
two years from the date the case was first presented, the ever, there has been a rather surprising development. Con-
competent authorities must initiate the arbitration proce- trary to the position adopted in the preliminary stages of
dure. To this end, they must set up an advisorycommission, preparation, a majority of national delegations now take
whose task it is to deliver an opinion on the elimination of the view that abolition of withholding taxes should be ex-
double taxation within six months from the date the matter tended to all enterprises, whetheror not related. The Com-
was referred to it. mission, which had envisaged elimination of withholding
The arbitration commission must comprise, in addition to taxes in two stages, would welcome such a solution.

an independent chairman, two representatives of each of
the competent authorities concerned and an even number 2. Loss relief for permanent establishmentsand
of independent persons of standing. By mutual agreement, subsidiaries
the number of representativesof the competent authorities The loss-offsetting provisions in the member states are in
may be reduced to one.

many cases clearly discriminatory as far as cross-border

Although the arbitrationcommissionwill submit its opinion activities are concerned. This is true not only with respect
on how to eliminate double taxation, the competent auth- to branches, which are not separately taxed entities within
orities are not required to adopt the opinion.The competent national borders, but also for subsidiaries- fiscally separate
authorities may eliminate double taxation by a method dif- entities - for which nine out of 12 member states apply
ferent from that recommended by the commission. How- special group consolidationor loss relief systems.
ever, if they fail to reach an agreement within six months, The proposed directive permits two methods of loss relief
the competent authorities must adopt the opinion of the

respect permanentarbitration commission. Double taxation will thus be elimi-
n of the losses of establishments, i.e. a

tax credit (imputation) method, or an exemption method
nated within a maximumperiod of three years from the date combined with loss deduction and taxation of subsequentthe case was first presented to one of the competent auth- profitsup to the amountof the lossespreviouslydeducted.
orities. Under certain circumstances, however, this out-
come may not be achieved. More specifically, when one of Losses of subsidiaries may only be relieved by the exemp-
the enterprises concerned has been subjected to a serious tion method. However, member states may provide for

penalty because of its transfer pricing practices, or where additional methods of loss relief. To qualify as a subsidiary
judicial proceedings have been instituted for that reason, under the proposed directive, at least 75 percent of the
the competentauthority is not obliged to initiate the mutual capital must be owned by the parent. Member states are

agreement procedure or the arbitration procedure; in fact free to reduce the minimum participation requirement on

the competent authority may suspend such procedures. the conditionthat they require that the parent hold a major-
ity of the voting rights of the subsidiary.

B. New Commissionproposais The loss deduction method will always be advantageousfor
an enterprise, whereas the consolidation method may leadOn 28 November 1990, the Commission adopted two pro- to an additional tax burden for the parent. Given the greatposals to supplement the above measures. One proposal - diversity of and base rules within the EC, it willwhich logically extends the provisions of the parent/sub-

tax rates
often be difficult, if not impossible, for an enterprise to
assess the likely results of a consolidationsystem.t2

11. The conventiononly applies to disputes involving transfer pricing and Although the provisions of the directive are compulsory
not to other disputes which are encountered in the context of a double only in respect of branches and subsidiariessituated within
taxation agreement. the EC, memberstates would have the option to extend the
12. This is certainly one of the reasons why so little use is made of the benefits to permanent establishments and subsidiaries
French bnficeconsolid regime. situated in countries outside the EC.
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Memberstates would be free to automaticallyreincorporate pave the way for harmonizationof the rules for the determi-
losses that have been deductedfrom the enterprise'staxable nation of taxable profits.
profits in certain circumstances, particularly if the perma-
nent establishmentor subsidiaryhas not made profits by the This unity of views no longer exists. While some member

'

states continue to support the need for harmonization,otherend of the fifth year followingthe yearof the loss deduction.
member consider that the approximation ofstates tax sys-

Deliberations and a decision on this proposal are not ex- tems will come about as a result of competitionof national
pected to proceed as easily as anticipated on the other rules and the pressure of market forces.
proposal. In particular, the provisions on subsidiaries are

likely to raise serious reservatons. The Commission considers that the empirical evidence
available does not allow a clear and uncontroversialchoice

A useful corollary to this directive is the adoption of com- between these two approaches. It therefore withdrew its
mon rules on the carryover of losses, as proposed in 1984 1975 proposal on corporate tax systems and abandonedthe
by the Commission, at least as far as carryforward is con- presentation of a proposal on harmonization of the tax
cerned. In the absence of such rules, automatic incorpora- base.r5 At the same time the Commissionset up the commit-
tion of losses after 5 years could lead to double taxation.13 tee of wise men under the chairmanship of Mr. Onno

Ruding, the former Dutch Finance Minister, whose task it
C. Otherpossiblemeasures will be to undertake a general review of harmonizationand

answer the following main questions:
Besides extending the scope of application of the parent/ - Do the differences in national tax legislation create
subsidiarydirectivewith the proposed interest and royalties major distortions in investmentdecisions and competi-
directive, the Commissionis currently studyinghow double tion
taxation arising from differing transfer pricing adjustments - If so, is it possible to rely on market forces to eliminate
could be prevented. The convention on arbitration, once these distortions
applied,will bring about a notable improvement,but it only - If Community-wide measures are called for to coun-

guaranteeseliminationof double taxation once it has occur- teract such distortions, how should they be worded
red. The ideal solution to this problem would be the adop-
tion and uniform application of common transfer pricing The Committee'sreport should be availablewithin one year
rules. However, this is a long-term objective. In the mean- and provide a sound basis for a final policy decision.

time, less ambitious measures can be envisaged, i.e. the
organizationof simultaneousor joint tax audits of multina-
tional companies having branches or subsidiaries in diffe- IV. CONCLUSION

rentmemberstatesandthedevelopmentofadvancerulings. The taxation of enterprises will continue to be high on the
Community'sagenda in the coming years. The most urgent

Ill. THE NEED FOR FURTHER HARMONIZATION task will be to complete the elimination of tax obstacles to
cross-borderactivities of firms. Decisions on further, more

MEASURES far-reaching measures will depend on the findings of the
committeeof independentexperts.The Commissionhas long been convincedthat full harmoni-

zation of corporate tax systems, as well as of the taxable
bases of enterprises,was a necessaryconditionfor the estab-
lishment and proper functioning of the common market.
This view was shared by the six original member states and
was reflected in the resolutionadoptedby the Council in the

13. In 1984/85, the Commission proposed unlimited carryforward and

carryback for three years.early 1970s on the gradual realization of economic and 14. Draft Directive for the Harmonizationof Systemsof CompanyTaxa-

monetary union. This view led the Commission in 1975 to tion and of WithholdingTaxes on Dividends, COM (75) 392 final.
present a draft directive on the harmonizationof corporate 15. Guidelines on Company Taxation, Commission Communicationto

tax systems based on a partial imputation system,tn and to Parliamentand Council. 20 April 1990 SEC (90) 601 final.

BRITISH AND U.S. BRANCHES
lFA NEWS

A joint seminarof the U.S. and U.K. brancheswill be held
on 3 -4 October 1991 at the Le Meridien Hotel in London.

BRITISH BRANCH Experts from both sides of the Atlanticwill discuss transfer
pricing (including methodology, APAs, use of specialists),

Mr. Leonard Beighton, Director General, Inland Revenue exchange of information and relief under the competent
and Mr. Malcolm Gammie, tax partner,Linklaters& Paines authority procedure, impact of EC tax directives on U.S.
were the guest speakers at the May meeting of the British groups with European operations, foreign tax credit relief,
branch. The topic - CurrentDevelopmentsfrom the Work taxation of foreign exchange gains and losses and issues
of the Tax Law ConsultativeCommittee. relating to expatriates.

1
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EUROEAIX COIVIVUKITIES:

EC TAXHARMONIZATION:

AEUROPEANBUSINESSAND INDUSTRYVIEW

Jan A.A. van der Bijl

I. INTRODUCTION Currently two EC taxation issues are the focus of interest
for Europeancompanies:

With the deadline for the creation of a genuine EC internal - the adjustment and further harmonizationof the VAT
market rapidly approaching, the issue of tax harmonization system as a consequenceof the abolitionof indirect tax
in the EC has gained fresh momentum.This particularlyap- frontierswithin the EC;
plies to the areaof indirect taxationwhere the plannedabol- - the harmonizationof company taxation, including cor-

ition of fiscal frontiers on 1 January 1993 requires an over- porate taxes, withholding taxes and special business
haul of the VAT system currently applied to cross-border taxes.
transactionswithin the EC. Further, it seems that the aboli-
tion of indirect tax frontiers will require a considerable ap-

This paperwill briefly touch upon the first issue whereasthe

proximationof VAT and excise duty rates as applied in the second issue will be discussedsomewhatmore extensively.
variousEC memberstates.

The prospect of a full-fledged operative common market Il. VAT HARMONIZATION
within a couple of years has also given new impetus to har-

The plannedabolitionof indirect tax frontierswithin the EC
monization efforts in the direct tax area, however difficult

on 1 January 1993 requires an adjustment of the current
thisharmonizationmay have proved to be in the past. system of levying VAT on intra-EC cross-border transac-

tions. Under the new system the concepts of importationIt seems self-evident that in a real internal market business and exportation will no longer play a role, since they
and industryshould be able to engage in cross-bordertrade, conflict with the concept of a Community-wide domestic
and expand on a Community-widebasis with as little hin- market. However easy this may sound, the design of a new
drance from tax obstacles as they would face if they were is desperatelycomplicatedby the political precondi-
operatingwithinone EC memberstate. We are still far away

system
tion that it should not materially affect the current budget-

from achieving such a situation in the EC. It was only very VAT of the various member states.
recently that the first encouraging step was made towards ary revenues

removing direct tax impediments, but much work remains The original proposals for a new system as made by the EC
in this area. Commission were rejected by the member states because

European business and industryare keenly interested in the they objected to the introductionof a centralclearingsystem
issue of EC tax harmonizationas almost every development

aimed at cancelling out the budgetary pluses and minuses

between them. As result of intense discussions betweenain this area - or, for that matter, lack of development- af- months
fects their costs and, consequently, their competitivepos-

the Council and the Commissionover the past a sort
of compromisesystemhasbeen developedwhich stays much

tion. closer to the current system, eliminates the need for a clear-

As more and more decision-makingon EC taxation issues ing-house system between the member states and relies

takes place in Brussels, it is of prime importanceto Europe- heavily on exchange of information and cooperation be-

an companies to make their views known not only to their tween the VAT administrations of the various member

national tax and financial authorities but also to EC-level states.

institutions,such as the EuropeanCommission, the Council In addition to the change in the way VAT will be levied on

of Ministersand the European Parliament. One of the or- cross-border transactions, there is yet another problem to

ganizationswhich is particularly active in this respect is the be solved, i.e. the level and numberof VAT rates as applied
Union of European Industry Federations (UNICE after in the member states. Currently, the differences are signifi-
its French acronym), which is recognized as the official cant and countrieswith relativelyhigh rates fear that open-
spokesman for European business and industryvis--vis the ing frontierswithout a sufficient degree ofapproximationof
ECinstitutions. the level and number of VAT rates within the EC will lead

to massive cross-border shopping in neighbouring low tax
UNICE's statements and position papers on EC tax de- countries by private consumers.

velopments accurately reflect the general views held by
European business and industryas a whole and muchof this
paper is based on these views. This does not alter the fact .

that certain sectors of business and industry have different Jan A.A. van der Bijl: Senior Tax Manager, Unilever and

opinions depending on their specific activities, specific tax secretary to the Tax Committee of UNICE (the Union of

regimes, position in the marketor their EC memberstate of EuropeanIndustryFederations).
residence.
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To solve this problem the Commission has proposed that appears uncertain whether the 1 January 1993 deadline for
the numberof rates be restricted to two and that upper and the introductionof the new system will be met.
lower limits be set for the level of these rates. Council
discussions on this very sensitive issue will commence

shortly and it may well turn out to be the hardest nut to Ill. HARMONIZATIONOF COMPANYTAXES
crack before indirect tax frontiers can really be abolished.

From the time the European Communityemerged in 1957
Obviously,Europeanbusinessand industryattach consider- until mid-1990 little had been achieved in the field of direct
able importance to the elimination of indirect tax barriers tax harmonization.The EC Commission is certainly not to
within the EC. The delay, red tape and cost-inefficiency blame for this lack of progress. Proposal after proposal was

inherent in these barriers have long been an irritant and submitted to the Council, but all proposals,with the excep-
nuisance to companies involved in cross-bordertransactions tion of one, were almost immediately shelved. There
within the EC. However, this positive attitude towards the seemed to be an implicit understanding amongst the
abolition of indirect tax frontiers does not imply support at memberstates that harmonizationof direct taxes was some-

any cost. For a new system to be acceptable to European thingof very low priority, if indeednecessaryat all. The one

business and industry three conditions should be met: proposal which survived in this period of 33 years was a

fiscal border controls and formalities should be totally directive on the mutual assistance by tax administrationsin-

removed; the area of direct taxation.
no additional complianceburden should be imposedon-

1990 be the in which the deadlockcompanies (in fact it should be reduced);
In a way, seems to year

no substantial distortion of competition should be on harmonizationof company taxes was broken. The most
-

in this the adoption by thememorable event respect wascreated. Council of a package of three proposals, two of which were

Against this background a number of critical comments submitted to the Council as long ago as 1969.
have been made with regard to the system currently under

The most important part of the package is known theconsiderationby the Council. The criticismrelates to techni- as

atcal aspects, such as the creation of a new taxable event parent/subsidiary directive, aimed abolishing the with-

called acquisitionwhich is meant to replace the notion of holding tax on intercompanydividends paid by subsidiaries

importationbut is likely to add complicationsrather than to parent companies within the EC. The adoption of the

eliminate them. Further, the Europeanbusinesscommunity package was delayed for many years primarily because of

strongly opposes the introduction of the requirement for the unwillingness of the German government to abolish

exporters to send quarterly lists to their tax administrations entirely the withholdingtax on outbound intercompanydiv-

identifyingsales to companiesbasedin othermemberstates.
idends.

Most EC member states do not impose such a requirement The package furthercontaineda directiveon the fiscal treat-
at presentand in these casescompanieswouldbe confronted ment of cross-bordermergers within the EC. This directive
with additional reporting requirementswhich might well be eliminates fiscal obstacles to cross-bordermergers by post-
extended in the future. Finally, there are serious objections poning the realization of capital gains on assets or shares
to the way in which the Commissionhas proposed to struc- involved in a merger until they are actually sold by the
ture the exchange of informationand cooperationbetween newly-mergedcompany.
the member states' tax administrations for the purposes of

The third element of the package is a draft multilateralmonitoring the properoperationof the system and prevent- conventionbetween the memberstates which introducesing fraud. an

arbitration procedure. This procedure must be invoked by
The Europeanbusinesscommunityregards the proposalsas the competent authority of member states if they fail to
defective because they do not provide sufficient and agree on how to eliminatedouble taxationwithin two years
adequate protection to the taxpayer. They appear to over- after a case has been submitted to them by the taxpayer
ride restrictionson obtaining information from taxpayersas concerned. A recommendation will then be issued by an

currently laid down in the member states' national tax laws arbitration commission which will be binding on these
and they further give the EC Commission a coordinating member states concerned if the competent authorities are
and supervisingrole which seems to go beyond what can be stilll unable to reach agreementwithin six months after the
seen as a justifiable level of involvement for an institution recommendationis made.
which itself does not levy the taxes concerned.

European business and industry have been lobbying inten-
On the issue of approximation of VAT rates European sively in favour of these proposals for a long time and their
business and industry have had some difficulty in speaking adoption has been welcomed as a major breakthrough.
with one voice. This should not come as a surprise, since

A second interestingdevelopmentwhich took place in 1990companies in high rate countries are likely to suffer from
the opening of fiscal frontiers, whereas their competitors in was the switch in focus by the EC Commission. In the past

the Commission spent considerable time and resources onlow rate countrieswill reap the benefits. It is no wonder that
efforts to harmonize the structure, rates and taxable base ofthe former tend to favour at least a substantial approxima- the corporatetaxes appliedby the memberstates. However,tion or even unification of rate levels before frontiers are

opened up, whereas the latter are more indifferent and the idea of a full-fledged, comprehensiveharmonizationof

claim that market forces will force down high rates in any corporate taxes has always met with fierce reluctanceon the

case. part of the member states which seem to regard this as an

unacceptablebreach of their fiscal sovereignty.
From the above it should be clear that there is still a long
way to go before the European VAT system will be re-

In April 1990 the Commissionexplicitly disassociateditself

shaped for the post-1992era in away that will be reasonably
from the idea of comprehensively harmonizing corporate

satisfactory for all parties concerned. taxes and publicly announced that harmonizationefforts in
the direct tax area would in the future be concentrated on

The memberstates will need to show a great deal ofpolitical those elements of company taxation which may give rise to
will to bridge the gaps which still exist between them and it international double taxation and which thus create obsta-
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cles to cross-borderexpansionof companieswithin the EC. function or which hold the group's intangible assets. If the
This more pragmaticapproach is fully in line with the views scope of this directive is indeed limited in this respect, it
of European business and industry whose views were ex- should be changed to cover all payments of royalties and
pressed in a letter sent by UNICE at the end of 1989 to Mrs. interest within the group.
Scrivener, the Commissionerresponsible for direct tax har-
monization. Further, one could query whether all intercompany pay-

ments of royalties and interest should not be exempt from
This letter listed the prioritieswhich Europeanbusiness and withholding tax, regardless of whether the receiving com-
industry feel should be set in harmonizing taxes on com- pany is related or unrelated.
panies:
(1) Featured at the top of the list was the package of three The prospects of this draft directive being adopted in the

draft directives mentioned above, which have been near future seem to be rather good. Ideally, so much speed
adopted. should be made that it could enter into force at the same

time as the directive abolishing the withholding taxes on

(2) As a second priority UNICE identified the so-called intercompanydividends, i.e. on 1 January 1992.
Community-wideconsolidationof losses. On the basis
of such an arrangement parent companies or head of- Regrettably, the future for the proposal regarding the Com-
fices based in a memberstate would be allowed to offset munity-wideconsolidationof losses is likely to be less rosy.
against their domestic taxable income losses incurred Based on the first offhand comments there does not seem

by subsidiaries or branches based in other member to be much support for the proposal amongst the member
states. state governments.Apart from political problems, it cannot

be denied that the concept of Community-wideconsolida-
(3) In relation to item 2, the Council was urged to adopt tion of losses raises a number of technically complicatedthe Commission's proposal regarding the carryover of issues. By deliberately avoiding some of these issues the

losses. This proposalprovides for an unlimitedcarryfor- Commissionattempted to arrive at a practical and workable
ward of losses as well as a three-year carryback. The set-up. It is expected that it will take quite some time before
proposal is particularlyattractivefor Europeanbusiness the Council will even start discussions on this proposal.and industry as it is more favourable than the regimes Based on the Commission's proposal, European business
for carryover of losses as currently applied by most and industrywill continue to push for an arrangementin this
member states.

area.

(4) The abolition of withholding taxes on intercompany Before making furtherproposalsthe Commissionintends to
royalties and interest paid and received within the EC. await the findings of a recently established committee of
These measures seem to be a logical follow-up to the independent experts. This committee, which is chaired byabolition of the withholding tax on intercompanydivi- former Dutch Finance Minister Mr. Onno Ruding, has as
dends. its brief to examine the existing differences in company

(5) As its fifth point UNICE mentioned the abolition of taxation between the member states, to assess their impact
non-profit-related direct taxes. Taxes of this kind are on competitionand to come forwardwith recommendations

applied in some member states (e.g. the Gewerbe- for measures if action at the Community level is deemed
steuer and Vermgensteuer in Germany and the necessary. Europeanbusinessand industrywill monitorthis
taxeprofessionnellein France). Their removal would committee's work closely and will make known their views
eliminate another source of distortion of competition on the issues under examination.
within the EC. Of most interest to both the European and non-European

(6) Finally, the Commission was asked to take initiatives business community is of course the question of what the
aimed at ensuring the deductibilityof pension fund con- future will bring. What follows are some personal impres-
tributions. Some memberstates do not allow the deduc- sions of potential developments.
tion of such contributions if paid to a pension fund It seems to be as certain as things can be in tax matters that
which is not based in the country where the personnel complete harmonization of corporate taxes in the EC will
are employed. Particularlyin the case of expatriatesthis be something for the post-2000 era, if at all. Thus the
sometimes leads to contributionswhich are not tax de- member states will maintain considerable freedom with re-
ductible anywhere. Conclusive EC legislation could gard to determining the corporate tax burden. The dramat-
solve this problem. ically increasedmobilityofcompanies,capital and individu-

It was fairly satisfying to the European business community als in the EC market may well induce member states to use

that the Commission, when indicating where its new prag- this freedom to adopt a more market-orientatedfiscalpolicy
matic approach would lead to, mentioned several of the so as to become or remain attractive as a place for invest-
areas which UNICEhad suggestedas beingof high priority. ment and business location. An optimist might expect that

Proposals were announced regarding the Community-wide this tendency would eventually create a friendlier overall
consolidationof losses as well as the abolitionofwithholding tax climate for business and industry in the EC. It is likely,
taxes on intercompany royalties and interest payments. however, that there will be some counter-balancing de-
These proposals have been submitted to the Council. velopmentswhich may turn the tide of corporate tax reduc-

tions, if any are indeed made. It might be that - as a conse-

European companies welcome these proposals. They are quence of the work of the Ruding Committee- initiatives
currently being studied and after a first perusal there still will be taken within the next few years at the Community
seems to be scope for improvement. level to eliminate some specific features of the members

states' company tax systems which clearly distort competi-The draft directive on the abolition of withholdingtaxes on
tion.

royalties and interest payments appears to restrict its appli-
cation to payments made by a subsidiary to its parent com- On the one hand, this could be an advantage to companies
pany. In many cases, however, such payments are made to based in certain mmber states in that unduly heavy addi-
other companies within the group which have a financing tional tax burdenswould be removed. On the other, it might
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lead to the abolition of special beneficial arrangements in- - offers less opportunitiesto benefit from differencesbe-
troduced by member states to attract economic activity tween the systems in the various member states;
Indicative in this respect is the fact that a preliminarydraft - makes it difficult for memberstates to use t as a vehicle
proposal for the harmonizationof the taxablebase of corpo- forattractinginvestmentsvia special tax arrangements;
rate taxes, as circulatedby the EC Commissionfor consulta- - has a relatively low overall effective tax burden;
tion a few years ago, explicitlyprohibitedthe memberstates - is more transparentthan the currentpatchworkof diffe-
from ircorporatinginto the taxable base elements with the rent taxes, different rules and special arrangements;
nature of subsidies or incentives. Although this draft has - distorts to a much lesser extent competition between
been shelved due to the Commission'snew approach, these companies based in different member states.
ideas are still alive and they will certainly resurface.

In the longer term, member states may become so annoyed Whether this is to be regarded as positive or negative de-
by the budgetary consequences of their fiscal competition pends on how one looks at it. Creative and aggressive tax

, that they will become more receptive to some sort of global consultants may see the EC as becoming a less target-rich
corporate tax harmonization,which might at least establish environment. Business and industry, however, may feel
some limits on the extent to which member states can use comfortable with the possibly lower overall company tax
the tax structure, rate and base to make themselves an burden and may also be appreciative if tax considerations
attractivelocationfor investment.Ultimately,we may even- become a less relevant factor in the business decision pro-
tually end up with a company taxation in the EC which: cess.

EUROPEA\ COV VIU\ T ES:

THEMEANINGOF EC TAX ' ONIZATIONAND

THE INTERNALMARKETFORU.S. BUSINESS

ANDU.S. TAXLEGISLATION
ProfessorDr. Lutz Fischer

InternationalTax Instituteof HamburgUniversity,Germany

I. INTRODUCTION Il. U.S. DIRECTINVESTMENTIN THE EC

U.S. companies,which are among the main investors in EC The significance of the EC countries for U.S. direct invest-
countries, are affected by EC tax harmonization and the ment is evident from Table I. Forty percent of U.S. direct
internal market in many ways. Three main questions arise investmentsabroad are located in the EC. Within the manu-

in this context: facturing sector, U.S. direct investment accounts for more

than six percent of EC production. U.S. investors employWhat are the competitive effects of tax harmonization-

than of the EC labour force. Moreover,and the internalmarket for non-ECbusinessand indus-
more seven percent
U.S. direct investment is highly integrated into the Europe-try an production system because U.S.-owned manufacturingWhat can business and industry in the United States-

companies in the EC have high European content
(and other non-member states) do in order to benefit

a very

from EC tax measures (i.e. nearly 95 percent) Thereforeall tax measures taken by
the individualEC memberstatesor by the EC itself, particu-Should the U.S. government respond to the EC tax-

larly in connectionwith realizationof the internal
measures by changing U.S. international tax policy

measures

market, are of great significanceto U.S. businessand indus-
All three questions are difficult to answer but the last one try as well as to U.S. tax policy.
is particularlydifficultbecause it is not the task of foreigners
to advise the U.S. governmentas to what measures to take. Reductionsn the tax rates of EC member states
This paper offers some suggestions as to where changes in In April 1990 the EC Commission withdrew the 1975 pro-U.S. tax policy could be most effective. My comments are posal for a directiveon the harmonizationof the corporatonrestricted to the area of direct taxation, and will consider tax systems. The Commission reverted to the so-called
reductionof tax rates, a trend initiatedby the United King- principle of subsidiarity because under the present state
dom and the United States and continued in Europe (in of economic union, member states want to maintain free-
particular under the auspices of thenternalmarket). After dom to use corporation tax systems and tax rates as instru-
discussingharmonizationof the tax base, I will examinethe ments of their own national fiscal policy. Nevertheless, it is
three 1990 directives, i.e. the parent-subsidiary directive, obvious that national tax legislation in EC member states
the merger directiveandthe multilateralconventionon the willlead to lower tax rates in manyEuropeancountriesuntil
eliminationofdouble taxation in connectionwith the adjust- 1992 (see Table 2).ment of profits, with regard to their economic effect on

non-EC business and industry. Although the envisaged corporation income tax rates show
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Table 1 Table 2

U.S. direct investmentsabroad (total balanceat the end of theyear) Corporation tax rates (%)
in billion US$ in 1989 and 1992

1975 1980 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1989 1992
France 43 39

World 124 216 230 260 308 334 373 Denmark 50 40

Japan 2,7 2,9 4,0 4,4 4,8 5,2 5,2 France 39 34

Europe 39,9 44,8 44,7 46,5 47,5 46,6 47,3 Germany 56/36 50/361

EC (12) 32,8 37,4 36,4 38,0 39,0 38,7 40,2 GreatBritain 35 35
Greece 46 46

GreatBritain 11,2 13,3 l,3 13,6 13,6 14,7 16,3 Ireland 43 40
Germany(Fed. Rep.) 7,0 7,2 7,3 8,1 8,0 6,6 6,2 Italy 36 36
France 4,6 4,3 3,3 3,4 3,8 3,8 3,9 Luxembourg 34 33
The Netherlands 2,7 ,8 3,1 4,5 4,7 4,7 4,6 Netherlands 35 35
Italy 2,2 2,5 2,6 2,9 2,9 2,8 2,8 Portugal 36,5 36,5
Belgium 2,7 2,9 2,2 1,9 2,2 2,2 2,2 Spain 35 35
Luxembourg 0,3 0,3 0,3 0,3 0,2 0,2
Denmark 0,5 0,6 0,6 0,4 0,4 0,4 0,3 1. Due to temporary surchargeIreland 0,5 1,1 1,6 1,7 1,7 1,8 1,7

a

of 7,5% of the tax liability the fig-Greece - 0,2 0,1 0,0 0,0 0,1 0,1 rise to 53,75%/38,7% (onlyures

Portugal - 0,1 0,1 0,1 0,1 0,1 0,2 from 1 July 1991 till 30June1992)
Spain 1,4 1,2 1,0 1,0 1,2 1,3 1,6

a downward trend, in many cases the rates will remain tability in the effective tax burden of European business

higher than the U.S. rate of 34 percent. Therefore a valid - operations. However,given the policy of U.S. corporations
and necessary- question is, what effects will the reductions to minimize non-U.S, taxes, abolition of these fiscal incen-
in European tax rates have on U.S. corporations doing tivescould result in a loss oftax-minimizationpossibilities.
business in Europe Because of the U.S. foreign tax credit
mechanism, which limits the credits to the amount of U.S.
tax due on the foreign-source income, a U.S. corporation IV. THE 1990 TAX MEASURES
must pay the greaterof U.S. tax or foreign tax. This foreign
tax consists not only of the foreign corporation tax on dis- In general the parent-subsidiarydirective, the mergerdirec-
tributions but also local income taxes and the foreign with- tive and the arbitration convention all aim to facilitate the

holding tax. formation of intra-EC, cross-bordergroups. As a result of

In order to avoid an excess foreign tax creditsituation,U.S. the changes, business operations between companies of

corporations with foreign business interests must achieve,
member states and companies of non-member states will

as far as possible, reductions in foreign taxes paid for tax
receive less advantageoustreatment,particularly in respect

credit purposes. The envisaged European tax rate reduc- of the benefits provided under the parent/subsidiarydirec-

tions caused by the completion of the internal market are
tive and the merger directive. Will the United States or

therefore very attractive to U.S. corporations. The higher
other non-member countries respond to this obvious dis-

after-tax profitability of European investments, which can criminatory treatment

be attributed to lower tax rates, will give EC countries a The multilateral convention on arbitration, however, will
better ranking as a location for investment. not only be of importance for EC enterprises. Tax disputes

between governmentson transferpricing issues are burden-

Ill. HARMONIZATIONOF THE TAX BASE some and costly in all countries and they have attracted
intense politicalattention,particularlyin the United States.

As compared to the advantages tax rate reductions may Any internationally accepted means - like the convention

have for U.S. corporations, the intended harmonizationof to resolve transfer pricing problems by the arbitrationpro-

the tax base in the area of direct taxes might be less favour- cedure - will be relevant for tax treaties between other

able to U.S. investment in Europe and its after-tax profita-
countries.

bility. In 1988 the EC Commssionpresented a pre-draft for
a directive on the harmonizationof member states' legisla- A. The parent-subsidiarydirective
tion on the determination of the taxable profits of enter- The formation of an EC holding company by a U.S. multi-
prises. Since member states feared for their fiscal national corporation is advisable to offset U.S.
sovereignty this directive was never submitted to the Coun- as a means a

cil. However, this does not mean that the goal of tax har- parent company's competitive disadvantage in comparison
monization in this field has been completely abandoned.

to an EC-based parent company. Until now using an EC
holding company would lead to additional withholding tax

European national tax systems currently provide for many on dividends distributed by subsidiaries because the distri-
fiscal investmentincentivessuch as investmentgrants, accel- buted income would be subject to withholding tax in the
erated depreciation,etc. These incentivesvary considerably subsidiary's country of residence and again in the country
from country to country. Under the above-mentionedpre- of the holding company. To avoid excess foreign tax credit
draft directive, incentives affecting the tax base would have situations, it was more advantageous to hold the participa-
to be withdrawnwhich would naturally lead to more predic- tion in the subsidiaries directly.
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The structure of European operations must be revised in entitled to the benefitsof the merger directive by qualifyinglight of the parent-subsidiarydirective.An EC holdingcom- as an EC residentcorporation. The Europeanholdingcom-
pany can offer tax advantages if the holding company's pany could benefit from the parent-subsidiarydirective. An
country has a lower withholdingtax rate on dividendspaid EC holdingcompanywould allow a high degreeof flexibilityto the U.S. company than the countrieswhere the operating in restructuring business operations within the EC.
subsidiaries are located. By utilizing such a structure divi- Nevertheless, in the case of such a restructuring,anti-avoid-
dends from the subsidiariescan be paid to the holdingcom- ance provisions in the directive must be considered.Article
pany free of withholding tax. 11 provides that member states can refuse to apply or with-
The Subpart F rules must obviously be taken into account draw the benefits of the directive if the merger has as its
in setting up such a structure. SubpartF income of a foreign principal objective or one of its principal objectives tax

subsidiary held by an EC holding company would have to evasion or avoidance, i.e. if it is not carried out for valid
be included in the incomeofthe U.S. shareholderregardless commercial purposes.
of whether the holding company actually made a distribu- The U.S. tax legislator may need to address the issue of
tion. Will U.S. tax policy be changed to allow the EC as to whether U.S. tax law on restructuringoperationsshould be
be treated one country in respect of intra-EC dividends changed where one of the parties is foreign. As a generalin order to grant the same country exception of Subpart rule a property transfer from a U.S. person to a foreignF corporation cannot be implemented tax-free except under
There are two further obstacles to creating a European specific circumstances, the most important of which is the

holding company. First, the addition of a further-tier of transferof an active business. Furthermore,when the stock
of a foreign corporation is transferred to a second foreigncompanies in the structure could lead to fourth-tiercom-

panieswhose income tax is not eligible for U.S. tax credits. corporation and the foreign corporation whose stock is
transferred is a controlled foreign corporation, the transferSecond, it is not certain whether EC member states will

invoke the anti-avoidanceprovisions of the directive. will be subject to U.S. tax. Even if the transferredcorpora-
tion will be acquired by another U.S. company the transac-

U.S. direct investment dividends are generally subject to tion will be subject to U.S. tax.
withholding tax so the directive favours intra-EC invest-
ments over nvestments in the EC by a U.S. investor. The Discriminationagainst U.S. companiesoperatingin the EC
same is true in respect of an EC investor who must decide compared to EC corporationscould be counteredby unilat-
whether to invest in the United States or in the EC. If the eral U.S. measures, as well as by bilateral tax treaty provi-

sions.investment is made in an EC country, there will be no

withholding tax; if the investment is made in the United Does the deferral of tax payments as a result of the mergerStates, withholding tax will be levied. The competitive ef- directive disadvantage U.S. business so much that counter
fects will be particularlyserious if the investor'shome coun- measures must be taken If so, a tax convention between
try offers a participation exemption. In such a case invest- the United States and the EC as a whole would be the most
ment in the United States is clearly disadvantageous. The favourable alternative. It could secure eventual taxation of
United Statescould solve this problemunilaterallyby enact- the appreciation of assets and stock transferred as well as

ing legislationwhich abolishes the withholdingtax, or bilat- on the gains at the shareholder level.
erally, by amending existing tax treaties to accomplish the
same result, i.e. reduce the withholding tax rate to zero.

It shouldbe noted that the taxationof intra-ECcross-border
However, lowering the withholding tax rates or abolishing acquisitions and mergers is not only more favourable than

withholding tax altogether is not simply an issue of the extra-ECcrossborder transactions,but is also advantageous
competitive position of the United States. Withholding as compared to purely domestic transactions in many EC
taxes are an essential element of U.S. tax policy for tax countries. It is likely that EC memberstates will adapt their

equity purposes (e.g. the vigorous treaty shoppingpolicy domestic legislation to the provisions of the merger direc-
and the 1986 adoption of the branch profits tax, which is a

tive.

sort of withholdingtax).
C. The arbitration conventionon transferpricing

B. The mergerdirective The EC convention which must be ratified by each of the
member states before coming into force applies to transfer

The directive on mergers, divisions, transfers of assets and pricing disputes between EC undertakings. It therefore ap-
exchanges of shares applies only to companies from EC plies to EC corporations as well as to EC unincorporatedmember states. The purpose of the directive is to stimulate businesses. It remains uncertain as to whether European
intra-EC, cross-border transactions by deferral of taxation branchesofU.S. corporationsare coveredby the provisions
at the shareholder and company level. Again, there is dis- of the convention.
crimination against businesses operating in EC member In general the convention gives intra-EC businessstates which are owned or controlled by non-EC interests. a com-

petitive edge in comparison with its non-EC counterpartIf a U.S. companywants to acquire the shares of a company doing business in the EC because double taxation in respectin an EC member state and if the U.S. company is compet- of transfer pricing will be eliminated. This potential disad-
ing with an EC company to acquire the target company by vantage for U.S. companiesdoes not cover the entire spec-

exchangeof shares of the target for shares in the acquir- trum of EC countries. The U.S.-German tax treaty,an new

ing company, the U.S. companywill be in a less competitive for example, contains a transfer pricing arbitration proce-
position. The shareholders of the target company will not dure, which is similar to the convention.
be subject to tax on a current basis if the EC company With regard to the disadvantage of European branches ofacquires the target company but they will be if the U.S. U.S. parent companies in the of intra-EC business, itcompany acquires the target company.

case

would be advisable in specificcases to change the legal form
Again, this problem could be resolved by establishing a of the branch into a corporation. Obviously there must be
U.S.-owned European holding company, which would be valid commercial justifications for such a change.
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More important consequencescould perhaps arise for U.S. Regardless of whether Mr. Hamaeker'sopinion will be ac-

tax treaty policy. Competent authority procedures are ex- cepted by member states and the EC authorities the ques-

tremelydifficultand have generatedsubstantialcontroversy tion again arises, whether the United States (or other non-

in some cases. Perhaps the United States could include member countries) is willing to include the provisions con-

provisions in its treaties similar to those found in the conven- tained in the two directives in its own legislation dealing
tion. Obviouslysuch a provisionwould not solve the under- with the taxation of foreign business operatons.
lying dilemma regarding the need to develop generally ac-

cepted transfer pricing principles. However, it would solve VI. CONCLUSION
the procedural problems, whch s a positive step forward.

The EC measureson tax harmonizationpresent a challenge
V. THE COMPETENCEOF THE EC IN THE FIELD to U.S. enterprisesdoing business in the EC and to existing

OF COMPANYTAXATION ON BUSINESS U.S. tax policy. Because the harmonizationof direct taxa-

tion has gained momentum and because the two directives
OPERATIONSWITH NON-MEMBERSTATES and the conventionwill certainly be followed by additional

EC measures, EC tax policy will need to be carefully mon-

Although the two new directives remove distortionsofcom- itored in the future.
petition in the case of intra-EC business operations, these
distortions remain intact in respect of transactionsbetween
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VAT IN THE EUROPEANCOMMUNITY:

HOW IT WORKS

AND MODIFICATIONS. PLANNED FOR 1992
John Wilkins, M.A. FCA

I. INTRODUCTION
John Wilkins is a chartered accoun-
tant memberof the (British)VATPrac-This paper explains how value added tax (VAT) operates and the changes in titioners Group and VAT in Industryits application to cross-border trade after 1992. A simpler form of turnover tax Group; adviser on VAT to two majorwas charged in the past in some EC countries, and the paper describeshowVAT, British trade associationsfor 20years,

though more complicated, overcomes certain problems created by the previous and nowpracticingas a consultanton

system. the upcoming European changes to
the tax.Rates of VAT vary considerably from one EC country to another, and broadly

speaking reductions in rate differences are not necessary for the 1992 changes as

they apply to traders. The same is not true, however, as regards private individu-
als, and the paper concludes with an explanationof this subject.

Il. HOW VALUE ADDED TAX WORKS

A. General

VAT is a tax on consumerspending, that is, on the goods and servicespeople buy
for their personal needs and pleasures, and those of their families and friends, as CONTENTS

opposed to the goodsand services a firm buys as partof its profit-makingactivities. I. Introduction
VAT is a percentage tax, levied on the price firms charge for the goods and
services they supply. No distinction is made according to whether the goods are

I l. How VAT Works

of a consumeror business kind, and the tax is charged regardlessof whether the A. General

purchaser is a private person or a business. How then is the tax confined to
B Cascade taxes
C. VAT in figuresconsumerspending D Exemption

The answer is, if the purchaser is a business the tax is repaid to it by the tax E. Private expenditure by
authorities. Each trader's periodic tax return therefore shows two totals: the tax businesses
the trader owes on his sales in the period, and the tax repayableon his purchases F. Other features of VAT

in the period. The trader pays the difference to the tax authorities, and the tax G. The complexity of VAT

paid by each trader in the chain, when totalled, amounts to tax at the prescribed Ill. VAT in the International Sphere
rate on the price charged to the ultimateconsumer(this is explained in moredetail A. VAT on exports and imports
below). If a trader's tax on sales is less than the tax on his purchases he is repaid B. VAT is a tax on inland
the difference by the tax department. consumption

IV. The 1992 Changes
B. Cascade taxes A. Reason for the changes

B. Outline of the new system
C. Listing of exports to other ECVATdevelopedfrom an earlier form of general turnover tax. It, too, wascharged countries

on business turnoverwithout distinguishingconsumergoods from other goods or D. Three-country transactionsbusiness purchasers from other purchasers. Each business passed the tax on in E. Statistics
the price it charged, and this process continued until the goods reached a final

V. Changes Affecting Privateconsumer. The price paid by the final consumer includednot only the tax charged Individualsby his retailer, but also the tax paid at all earlier stages of manufacture and
A. Existing positiondistribution. Calculation I illustrates the mechanics of this process. The first B. After 1992column entitled No Tax shows the position before the tax is imposed, with

goods passing through a successionof seven firms, each adding a mark-up to cover
VI. How Important are Differences in

labour and profit, and a final selling price by G to a final consumerof 3,000. The VAT Rates

second column shows the effect of a cascade tax of two percent.
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CALCULATION I CALCULATION 11

NO TAX CASCADETAX AT 2% NO TAX VALUEADDEDTAX AT 10%

Purchase Purchase Purchase
price, price, Purchase price,

labourand Selling labourand Selling price, less VAT,
Firm profit price profit Tax* price labourand Selling plus labour Selling

Firm profit price and profit VAT* priceA nil nil
1,000 1,000 1,000 20 1,020 A nil nil

B 1,000 1,020
1,000 1,000 1,000 100 1,100

400 400 B 1,000 1,100
1,400 1,400 1,420 28 1,448 - 100 - 100

400 + 400
C 1,400 1,448 1,400 1,400 1,400 + 140 1,540

200 200
1,600 1,600 1,648 33 1,681

net 40

C 1,400 1,540D 1,600 1,681 140 140- -

300 300 200 + 200
1,900 1,900 1,981 40 2,021 1,600 1,600 1,600 + 160 1,760

E 1,900 2,021
'

net 20
300 30O D 1,600 1,76

2,200 2,200 2,321 46 2,367 160 160- -

F 2,200 2,367 300 + 300
400 40O 1,900 1,900 1,900 + 190 2,090

2,600 2,600 2,767 55 2,822 net 30

G 2,600 2,822 E 1,900 2,090
400 400 - 190 -- 190

3,000 3,000 3,222 64 3,286 300 + 300
286 2,200 2,200 2,200 + 220 2,420

net . 20
* Calculated on the pre-tax selling price. F 2,200 2,420

220 220- -

400 + 400
2,600 2,600 2,600 + 260 2,860

net 40
1. Disadvantagesof a cascade tax

G . 2,600 2,860
Although a cascade tax is simple to administer it has a - 260 -- 260
number of disadvantages. The total amount of tax, 286 in 400 + 400
the example,dependson how often the goodschangehands; 3, 3,000 3,000 + 300 3,300
ifA had carriedout all the processesand distributionhimself net40

and sold to the final consumerfor 3,000, the tax would have TotalVAT 300
been only 60. It thus creates a bias in favour of vertical
integration, and it gives consumer services an advantage * Calculated on the pre-tax selling price.
over consumergoods, since goods usually pass through sev-

eral firms with the bulk of the cost being incurredbefore the
goods reach the retailer. The tax remains a cost on business abroad at 2,600; cannot calculate accurately what tax
until the final sale to a consumer; the tax of 20,28, etc. paid

one

he should pay on importationto avoid disadvantaginghomeby each business becomes a burden on each business down
the chain until it is finally passed on to G's customer. suppliers. The rates actually chosen by governments are

always open to the suspicion of subsidizing exports and
It is impossible to quantify how much tax the goods have penalizing imports. VAT, among its other advantages, has
borne. The amount does not only depend 9n the unknown the enormous merit of making these adjustmentsautomati-
numberof times goods have changedhand in the course of cally and with complete accuracy. It is thus a tax with a

manufacture and distribution; each business will also have special claim in a common market, where one of the essen-

incurred tax on its capital equipmentand overhead, and will tials is that goods should competeon equal terms regardless
seek to recover this tax by spreading it over its output. The of the country which supplied them.
suppliers of the equipment and overhead will themselves
have incurred the tax on their inputs and added the tax to C. VAT in figurestheir own charges.

2. The impact of cascade taxes on exports and imports
Calculation II shows how VAT works. The No Tax col-
umn is the same as in Calculation I, and the second column

One result of a cascade tax is that exports cannot be accu- shows how VAT would be charged at ten percent. Trader
rately relieved of the tax, nor imports charged with an A pays tax of 100 and adds it to his selling price. Trader B
accurate compensatingtax. If F exports the goods it would is entitled to be repaid the 100, so he deducts it in arriving
be easy to say that no tax should be chargedon his sale price at his pre-tax selling price, which is therefore 1,400. Tax on

of 2,767, but there is no practical way of discovering how that is 140 so his total selling price is 1,540 and the tax he
much of the 2,767 is due to tax at prior stages. Likewisewith owes is a net amount of 40 (140 less 100). The same pattern
imports: assume that G instead of buying from F buys from is followed in the remaining sales in the chain.
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At each stage the total tax paid to date is ten percent of the summer, in which case he will be repaid VAT on his pur-
pre-tax selling price; for example, when E sells to F, the chases without waiting until he sells them.
pre-tax selling price is 2,200, and tax on that is 220, made
up of 100, 40, 20, 30 and 30. Similarly, the tax paid by the G. The complexityof VATfinal consumer, G's customer, is 300, which has been paid
in instalments by all the traders.

Even without exemption VAT is complicated and often
criticized for the absurdity of charging one trader in the

D. Exemption chain, only to repay the same tax to the next trader. Why
not, for example, just charge the tax at the retail stage

VAT is made more complicated by exemption. Certain A variety of answers might be given to this question, but
kinds of business are difficult to fit into the scheme of the one worth mentioning is that VAT gives the government

, tax, e.g. banking, insurance and certain types of property some protection against the risk that the retailer might
transactions. These businesses do not have to pay VAT on evade payment. Suppose a trader absconds after collecting
their receipts, such as bank charges and premiums, and as the selling price and VATfrom his customers. In all proba-
a rough quid pro quo they are not repaid the VAT on bility he is owed VAT on his purchases, and the govern-
what they purchase. In practice most companies in these ment's loss is the net amount. Alternatively, suppose that
sectors also have substantial activities that fall within the instead of absconding, the trader omits some sales from his
scope of VAT, so they have to classify their purchases records. This omission may be detected if the trader's sales
according to whether the VAT can be reclaimed. Similarly look unusually low compared with his purchases; and if to
most large companies, which at first sight are wholly in the guard against detection the trader omits some purchases as

taxable sector, are found to engage n some minor exempt well, he forgoes claiming repaymentof the tax on them, so

activities and therefore must sift out the purchases relating that the loss to the government is limited to the tax on the
to these activities. trader's mark-up.
The effect of exemption on the ultimate consumer can be
good or bad. Consider insurance: if private individuals in-
sure their homes, the only VAT included in the premium is III. VAT IN THE INTERNATIONALSPHERE
the VAT not repaid to the insurance company, which of
course is less than the VAT that would have been due on A. VAT on exports and imports
the premium. However, in the case of insurance paid by
(e.g.) a manufacturer, first the premium is increased by the Assume that in Calculation II F sells the goods to a foreign
tax the insurance company is not repaid, and then that customer, in the EC or elsewhere. No VAT is charged on

increase in cost is passed on to consumers. Consumersthus his sale of 2,600, and he is refunded the 220 he paid to E,
bear three lots of tax - the VAT disallowed to the insurance which is exactly equal to the tax paid to the governmentby
company, tax on that VAT and tax on the premium before E and the earlier traders. There is no question of export
it was increased. subsidy: the 220 refund to F is equal to the tax paid by the

previous traders and his selling price of 2,600 is the same as
if there was no tax.

E. Privateexpenditureby businesses Similarly with imports. If G purchases the goods from
abroad instead of from F, he must pay his governmentAs with other taxes, the dividing line between business and
import VAT of ten percent the price charged by his

private expenditure can cause difficulties. Most EC coun-
on

tries refuse to repay VAT on certain expenses; typically foreign supplier, putting him in the same position as if he
had purchased the goods at home, and he is later refunded

automobiles, entertaining and hotels. the import VAT to the same extent as on a domestic pur-
chase. This freedom from bias is an essential feature of

F. OtherfeaturesofVAT VAT.

The VAT that is repaid to traders is not confined to goods B. VAT is a tax on inland consumption
purchased for resale; it includesVAT on capital equipment
and overhead. The capital expenditureand overheadthem- As mentioned above VAT is a tax on consumer spending.
selves, net of VAT, are reflected in the selling price and It is designed, like most such taxes, to accrue to the country
enter into the global cost on which final consumers pay where the consumption occurs, not the country of produc-
VAT. tion.

CalculationII shows that the net tax paid by a trader corres- If the goods in Calculation II are exported by F he is not

ponds to his mark-up; for example, B has a mark-up of 400 charged tax on them and the previously paid tax of 220 is
and pays a net tax of 40. However, this correspondence is refunded to him. Consequently, no tax is received by the
not an essential feature of the tax. If a country has more exporting country's government even if most of the value
than one rate of VAT, as most do, the goods and services was created there.
purchased may be taxed at a different rate from those sold.

Similarly, if G purchases his goods abroad, he will incurIn such a case the trader is repaid the VAT he actually paid
on his purchases and is charged at the rate applying to his mport VAT at ten percent on the purchase price, whatever

sales. The same approachshows through as regardschanges
that will be, and deduct that tax from the 300 he owes on

his selling
.

prce.
.

G's government therefore receives tax onin the rate of VAT: once VAT is paid on purchases, the the whole of the spending though most ofamountrecoveredis unaffectedby laterchanges in the rate.
consumer even

the value may have been created abroad. The quality of
There need be no identitybetweenthe goods purchasedand being a tax on domestic consumption is more fundamental
the goods sold in a quarter. Thus, in a seasonal business a to VAT than the fact that it often reaches the government
trader may purchase stock in the winter and sell in the in stages correspondingto each trader's mark-up.
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IV. THE 1992 CHANGES member state. Tax will be due in the third country but it is
unclear how the liability will be enforced against the pur-
chaser or how the third country government will even be

A. Reason for the changes aware of such liability
When goods enter a country they incur VAT. A physical In a sale between traders in two member states the goods
check is or may be carried out, and either the tax must be may be transferred to a country outside the EC. No VAT

paid at once or credit must be obtained on the strengthof a will be due, but the seller's quarterly list will convey the
banker's guarantee. These rules, although reasonable as a impression that VAT is due. If the goods are originally in a

means of safeguarding the tax, create delays and expense country outside the EC and are delivered to the member
which put cross-border trade at a disadvantage compared state of the purchaser,VATwill be collectedon entry under
with inland trade. The 1992 changes aim to put an end to the existing arrangements,but the seller's quarterly list will

these disadvantages. appear to indicate that the purchaser should have entered
the liability on his return.

Because member states are independent tax jurisdictionsit
will not be possible to remove formalities altogether, but These and other cases where the transactiondoes not fit into
the hope is that the Communitywill come closer to being a the simple two-country model need to be sorted out if the

single trading area, as the United States (for example) is new system is to makea smooth transitionat the end of 1992.

already. VAT rules for trade with the rest of the world will
remain unchanged. E. Statistics

B. Outlineof the new system Currently, each consignment that enters or leaves an EC
country is recorded on a form called the single administra-

After 1992 there will be no border control to enforce VAT tive document (SAD). Originally, this was a tax form
on goods from another member of the EC. As under the but the data contained in it has been expanded to cover

current system the exporter will not charge VAT, but the statistical information.

importer will show VAT on the goods as a liability on his The SAD will be abolished for goods moving between EC
VAT return. He will also claim VAT as a deduction in the countries but the need for statistics will reman, and they
same way and to the same extent as if he had paid the tax will be collected by way of a new monthly return. The new
on goods purchasedat home. Exempt traders over a certain procedure will be less burdensome than the existing one in
size will file a return to show the VAT on their imports, and that the data will be more limited in scope and only the 20
being exempt they will, as now, not be repaid. percent or so largest companies will be required to file the
In order not to charge tax on exports the seller will need return. However, companieswill have to produce monthly
evidence that his customer in anothermemberstate is liable classified totals, whereas at present the data is given raw
to VAT. Precisely what this evidence should consist of is a to the authorities and the tax administrationclassifies and

subject for discussion. The exporter will also need to show totals.
that the goods left his country. He must provide evidence
of this under the current system but this requirement may
be rnore difficult after the elimination of frontier for- V. CHANGESAFFECTING PRIVATE INDIVIDUALS
malities, particularly if the purchasing trader collects the

goods in person from the seller's premises. A. Existingposition
These new arrangements only apply to trade with another
EC country; for exports to, for example, the United States, A private individual may encounterthe VATrules on cross-

the existing rules will continue to apply, and in particular
border transactionsin two ways: he may ordergoodsby post

the non-charging of VAT will apply even if the foreign
or telephone from a supplier abroad, or he may bring the

customer is a private person. For imports from outside the goods home with him from abroad. In either case VAT

EC existing rules will remain in force, requiringVAT to be makes border checks necessary.

paid or guaranteed before importation. If individual orders the goods by post telephone froman or

a supplier in another member state, the seller charges no

C. Listing of exports to other EC countries VAT, but when the goods enter the customer's country
VAT must be paid before they are allowed to enter. If the

As mentioned, a trader importing goods from another EC goods are sent by post the post office pays the VAT in the

countrywill need to show the tax on the goodson his return. first instance and then collects it from the purchaser when

To ensure the importer complies with this requirement, the goods are delivered.

exporters will have to provide a quarterly return of their The situation differs if the purchaser buys the goods while
exports to other EC countries, showing each customer's he is abroad. If he buys the goods in a shop, he pays that
VAT number and the total value of the sales in the quarter. country's VAT and on bringing the goods horne he is not
These lists will be used to check importers who have come charged VAT again if their value is under approximately
under suspicion or to help carry out spot checks; further, USS 500. If the value of the goods exceeds this amount the
the lists will encouragecompliance. purchaser must pay VAT to his own country as well before

he can bring them in.

D. Three-countrytransactions If the goods cost much more than $ 500 the purchaser can

use a personal export scheme. The foreign shop excludes
The new arrangements seem fairly straightforward where VAT from the price but instead of handing the goods to the
the goods are transferred from the member state of the customer it despatches them directly to the customer's *

seller to the member state of the purchaser, but complica- home; the customer then must make arrangements to pay
tions arise where the goods are transferred to a third his own country's VAT.
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Finally, goods a traveller buys VAT-free abroad in a duty- Even if rates are agreed upon, on purchasesofnew cars and
free shop can be brought home without paying VAT, but distance selling the differences in rates could still lead to

only up to a value of USS 50. This is a separate allowance a substantial diversion of business to low-VAT countries.
from the allowancefor goods liable to excise duties, such as Cars are expensive and it would make good sense to visit a

alcohol, tobacco and perfume. neighbouringcountry to save (say) five or six percent. Con-
sequently, there will be a special rule that new cars bear

B. After 1992 VAT in the country where they are first registered. With
distance selling, i.e. goods sold to a final consumer and
delivered by the seller to an address in another member

In order to abolish border controls the seller will charge his
an

country's VAT, and there will be no liability in the pur-
state, low-rate countries could still (it is feared) have

chaser's country, regardless of the value of the goods.
undue advantage, and it is proposed that if a firm's sales of
this kind to a particular member state reach approximately

The new scheme will be beneficial to people living in coun- USS 140,000 in a year, on any further sales delivered to it
tries with a high rate of VAT, who will be able to make their the firm will have to pay VAT to that country at that coun-

expensive purchases from suppliers in a low-rate country try's rate. The firm will be required to have a representative
and be legally free of their own country's tax. But one man's there who is responsible for the tax. Firms could opt for this
meat is another man's poison, and businesses and govern- system without waiting until they top the USS 140,000 fig-
ments in high-rate countriessee the scheme as dangerous to ure.

their own positions. In there will be border controls to enforcesummary no

It is proposed to limit the variation in VAT rates from one VAT on private individuals. In general private purchasers
country to another (the existing rates are shown in the will pay the VAT of the supplier'scountry, but on new cars

attached table). On a prescribed list of necessities the rate and certain distance selling theywill pay their own country's
is to be between four and nine percent, each country choos- VAT.
ing its own rate; and on other items the rate must not be less
than 14 percent. In this way there will be a limit on how far
one country can undercut the VAT rate of anothercountry. VI. HOW IMPORTANTARE DIFFERENCES IN VAT
Thus far there has been no agreement on this - the rules RATES
have been proposed by the Commission, but governments
are far from the necessary unanimous acceptance. High-VAT countries fear that substantially lower rates in

other memberstates will entice their citizens to buy in those
countries on a large scale; it is this fear that makes them
insist that before dismantlingborder controls there must beVAT RATES IN MEMBER STATES OF

THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITY
an agreement to limit divergences in rates. Some govern-
ments believe this agreement is not necessary; remove bor-

February 1991 der controls, they say, and countrieswill adjust the rates of
their own accord to stem any unacceptableoutflow of busi-

Standard and
Reduced Intermediate Increased ness. Not surprisingly it is the low-rate countries that find

Rates Rates Rates this argument most convincing, but it is true that the Com-
mission's rules would apply even in circumstances (forGermany 7 14 -

example, geographical distance) where shopping abroad is
Belgium l and 6 17and 19 25 and 25 + 8 unlikely to occur extensively anyway.Denmark - 22 -

Spain 6 12 33 For sales between traders rate differences seem irrelevant,
Greece 3 and 6 16 36 since the goods will leave the selling countryVAT-free and
France 2.1,5.5 always incur the VAT of the country they enter. But a

and 13 18.6 25 dishonest trader could exploit rate differences to defeat one

Ireland 0 and 10 23 - of the defenses built into the VAT system. A trader who
Italy 4 and 9 19 38 conceals sales may think it wise to omit the corresponding
Luxembourg 3 and 6 12 - purchases to make his records more plausible. By doing so

Netherlands 6 18.5 - he forgoes claiming the VAT on the purchases; but after

Portugal Oand 8 17 30 1992 he might be able to buy the goods as a private person
United Kingdom 0 15 - in a country with a lower rate than his own. This dangerwas

mentioned in the Commission's paper of 1985 but has not
been mentioned since.

Ireland, Portugal and the United Kingdom apply a zero rate to some

goods and services. The tax on them is nil, and tax incurred by the seller
on the goods and services he buys is still repaid to him. This is different
from exemption, where such tax is not repaid. The effect of the zero rate
is that the goods reach the consumer entirely free of VAT.
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Don Meier graduated from the University of Illinois with a

EUROPE IN 1992: Master'sdegree in Accountingand Finance in 1964. He s
also a Certified Public Accountant. He joined the Chicago
officeof PriceWaterhouseaftergraduation. In 1976, hewas
hired by AmercanHospitalSupply to head up its tax func-

A U.S. TAX tion. In 1980, he joined Sara Lee Corporationas Directorof
Domesticand InternationalTax Planning. In the summerof

PERSPECTIVE
1988, he became Vice President-Taxes.

Mr. Meier has made numerous speeches before the Tax
Executives Institute, the World Trade Institute, and other

Donald L. Meier groups regarding international tax planning and the de-
velopmentof tax savingson a worldwide basis.

I. INTRODUCTION part, however, the 12 countrieswhichform the EC-France,
Germany, Italy, Belgium, the Netherlands, Luxembourg,

1992 marks an historic beginning in Europe, a new era. the United Kingdom, Ireland, Denmark, Greece, Spain
Sometime in the spring, just outside Paris, Euro Disney- and Portugal- did not make much progress harmonizing
land will officially open. Now, some say that event repre- their various income tax systems.
sents the ultimate n Americanization. But somehow, I
do not think that is what Winston Churchill had in mind 45
years agowhenhe calledforAUnitedStatesofEurope. Il. EC DIRECTIVES

Which brings us to the other historic event taking place in In July 1990, the EC Council took a major step toward that
1992. The decades-old dream of economic unification will goal by adopting two directives that become effective 1
eliminate virtually all barriers to the free movement of January 1992. It is important to understand the significance
people, goods, services and capital between European of the term directive. A directive is, in effect, an instruc-
Community (EC) countries. tion from the EC to the member states requiring them to

For Sara Lee Corporation and other U.S. multinatinals, make such changes as may be necessary to their domestic
1992 raises the question of whether the United States can legislation (including the enactment of new laws) in order
sell cars and cheesecake as effectively as we export cartoon to satisfy one of the provisions of the relevant EC treaties.
characters.The answerwill depend to a great extent on how Each directive states an objective, the specific provisions
well prepared and how well structured we are in relation to which the member states have to enact and the date by
this new unified market. Certainly, competition will be which the relevantprovisionsmust be implemented.There-

fierce, and only the innovative and efficient will survive. fore, the resultinglegislationwillnot necessarilybe identical
in wordingor effect in every memberstate becauseof differ-

That is why, for some time, many U.S. firms have been ences of interpretation,and becausesome directivescontain
streamlining their production, distribution, finance and options. As history has shown, not every member state will
sales functions to reduceoperatingcosts in Europe. It is also implement all the directives on time; indeed, some have
why many have made strategic acquisitions to achieve the been known to delay implementationfor years, even thoughcritical mass necessary for marketing on an EC-wide it appears that the European Court of Justice can be used
basis.I to force a member state to implement a directive.
But having the right structure and strategy will not be the The first directive on parent companies and subsidiaries
only factors that determine the fate of multinationals in willlargelyabolish intra-ECdividendwithholdingtaxes and
Europe, i.e. tax considerationswill also have an important taxes on dividends received. The second directive on mer-
impact on planningand profitability.U.S. corporationsmay gers, divisions, transfers of assets and exchanges of shares
find themselvesat a distinct disadvantagecompared to their provides tax relief for certain intra-EC corporate transac-
European counterparts because present U.S. tax law se- tions. The EC Council also agreed to a convention on the
verely hindersour ability to competeagainstEC-basedcom- eliminationof double taxation arising from transactionsbe-
panies. tween relatedcompaniesin differentmemberstates through
To understand why, it is necessary to backtrack a bit in arbitration procedures.
history. Nearly three decades ago, a committeewas formed Subsequently, the Commission introduced for discussion
to study the tax systemsofvarious Europeancountries. The two additional directives that focus specificallyon eliminat-
idea was to eliminate obstacles that interfered with the ing double taxation with respect to certain cross-border
smooth functioning of the common market. For the most transactions. One eliminates withholdingtaxes on royalties

and interest paid between EC parent corporationsand their
direct EC subsidiaries, beginning in 1993. The other, on

1. Sara Lee, for example, has been active in making acquisitions. We cross-border loss relief for EC enterprises, privides thatnow have strong European positions in coffee, tea, snack foods, hosiery
and personal care products, such as shoe polish and over-the-counter member states may permit residents to utilize losses of their
drugs. In addition, we have concentratedon creating an overal image for permanent establishmentsor subsidiaries situated in other
our products- one that will be recognized throughout the EC, not just in member states.
a single country. Leveraging our strong brands through Eurobranding
involvescreatinga similar image in everythingfrom advertising,to market- Because these last two draft directives have yet to be ap-ing manuals, to package design. Developinguniform packagingin particu- proved, and will not go into effect for at least 18 months, Ilar helps lower manufacturing and packaging costs, while strengthening
our brand namesat the same time. We are confidentsuch changeswill help will confine my remarks to the first three measuresoutlined
us attract new customersand improveprofit margins throughoutEurope. above. In doing so, I will point out the ways in which
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legislative and regulatorychange in the United States could multinationalswill not derive any benefits from this direc-
help put U.S. companies in Europe in the same position tive if they own the stockof EC subsidiariesdirectly-which
tax-wise as their foreign competitors. I will also discuss could put them at a competitivedisadvantage as compared
strategies U.S. multinationals can use to minimize the un- to EC-basedcompanies. However,U.S. multinationalcom-
favourable impactof these and other tax policies in overseas panies can realize the benefit of this directive by changing
markets. corporatepolicy in respect of the repatriationofearnings to

the United States, and direct foreign share ownership.
A. Parent/subsidiarydirective By establishing a European holding company (the Nether-

lands and Luxembourg are two popular options), and re-The first EC directive deals with eliminatingboth withhold- taining European profits in Europe, U.S. multinationalsing taxes on dividendspaid and taxes on dividendsreceived. after 1992, avoid local income and withholding taxesAs to withholding tax, the directive states that [p]rofits can,
on Europeanprofits, thus enablingthem the same cash flowwhich a subsidiary distributes to its parent company shall, managementopportunitiesas Europeancompanies.Unfor-at least where the latter holds a minimum of 25 percent of
tunately, three U.S. tax obstacles presentlydeny U.S. mul-the capital of the subsidiary, be exempt from withholding tinationals the opportunity to take advantage of such sav-tax. Since the directive notes that it will be applicable at
ings:least where the parenthas 25 percentownership,it appears dividend income between EC countries is immediately-

that this ownership requirement is merely optional. Con- taxable in the United States as Subpart F income;sequently, member states could unilaterally abandon with- adding a foreign holding company could create fourth--

holding tax on dividends paid to EC member corporations tier problems resulting in a loss of foreign tax credits;altogether. and
The 25 percent test appears to relate to the proportion of - a reorganization of EC companies which is tax-free
par value of issued share capital owned by the dividend locally could still be taxable in the United States.
recipient. However, it is possible that the test may be ap- Because of the distinct competitive disadvantage to U.S.plied by reference to voting rights instead. Tax advantages multinationalcompaniescaused by such provisions, legisla-could be obtained, therefore, by carefully structuring the tive change is necessary. For example, in light of the har-capital ownership of the payor. Member states may, how- monizationof taxes in the EC and the anticipatedfree flow
ever, impose a time condition requiring, for instance, that of capital among EC countries for valid business reasons,a parent company own its stock in the subsidiary for an U.S. tax policy should treat EC memberstatesuninterruptedperiod of two years before granting exemp-

as one coun-

and a group of affiliated corporations operating in thetion from withholdingor income tax. There also is provision try,
EC should be considered one corporation for purposes offor the applicationof domestic anti-abuse rules. U.S. Subpart F rules.

A question may also arise as to whetherdirect ownership is Additionally, the three-tier rule for claiming deemed-paidrequired. For example, if a Dutch company owns 100 per- credits must be abolished. Alternatively,Europeanholdingcent of a French company, and the Dutch and French com- companies should be excluded from the tiering test. Itpanies respectively own 20 and 80 percent of a Spanish makes no sense to limit a U.S. corporation from claimingcompany, xt could be argued that the directive would not
taxes paid by a fourth-tierwholly-ownedsubsidiary.Rather,count the Dutch ownership percentage of the Spanish corporationsmust be allowed to set up corporatestructures

company even though there is 100 percent (indirect) con- that minimize foreign withholdingand income taxes. If thistrol. However, it is possible that some member states will involvescreatinga fourth tier, the U.S. multinationalshouldpermit attribution in keepingwith the spirit of the directive,
if not its actual wording.

not be at an economicdisadvantagejust becauseof the U.S.
tax law's disparate treatment of fourth-tiersubsidiaries.

There are three notable country exceptions to the applica- These rule changesshould not result in a revenue loss to thetion of this directive:
U.S. Government. They merely allow U.S. multinationals

First, Germany is permitted to continue its dividend to efficientlystructure their holdings to minimizeEuropean-

withholdingtax of five percentuntil mid-1996,provided taxes. Presently, too much valuable tax time is wasted on
that the German rate of corporate tax on distributed restructuring foreign ownership structures to satisfy these
profits continues to be at least 11 percentage points arcane U.S. tax rules.
lower than the rate applicable to undistributedprofits. These direct tax changes in the EC highlight the obsoles-
Second, Greece can retain its dividend withholdingtax cence of U.S. tax law, which hurts the competitiveposition-

provided it continues to exempt distributedprofit from of U.S. multinationals. We must remember that Congres
tax at the corporate level. The current Greek practice initially enacted the SubpartF rules to eliminateabuses that
amounts to giving a tax deduction for dividend pay- could result when U.S. multinationalcompaniesput foreign
ments. operations in companiesorganized in tax havens. The legis-

lation was not meant to hamper operations of U.S. sub-Third, Portugal is permitted to continue levying a with- sidiaries in the countries belonging to the EC definitely
-

holding tax of up to 15 percent for the years 1992-1996,
-

not tax haven jurisdictions.ExistingSubpartF rules requireand 10 percent for 1997-1999. U.S. companies to organize separate sales and service sub-
As to dividends received, the directive basically states that sidiaries in every EC member state where business is con-

intra-ECdividend incomewill either be exempt from tax or, ducted to avoid generating currently-taxed Subpart F in-
if taxable, offset with a corresponding foreign tax credit come. This is obviously costly and inefficient when com-

allowance. pared to using a single sales or service company for the
entire EC.Because the dividendsdirective applies only where the sub-

sidiary and the parent are incorporated in EC member The simple solution is to treat the EC as one countryand to
states, it will not apply to any dividends from a member eliminatethe three-tierrule. Enlightenedlegislationto treat
state corporation to a U.S. corporation. Therefore, U.S. the EC as one country was in fact introduced in the U.S.
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House of Representatives just over a year ago. Unfortu- cient situations. Spinoffswere a very flexibleway to restruc-

nately, this bill (H.R. 4136) was never even considered by ture the ownershipof foreign entities. Especiallywhen com-

Congress. I understand, however, that legislation which binedwith round trips offunds-whichare clearlyignored
would achieve similar results through different means will for U.S. purposes - it was frequently possible to structure

be introduced in Congress this year. I am hopeful that it will these internal reorganizationswithout incurring significant
be adopted. foreign or U.S. taxes. The restrictionsplacedon Section355

by the 1986, 1988 and 1989 Tax Acts, however, make it

B. Mergerdirective impossible to use Section 355 in certain restructurings.
I believe that no U.S. tax policy is served by continuing to

Let me move on to the second directive, relating to the restrict the ability of U.S. companies to carry out internal
taxationofmergers, divisions,asset transfersand exchanges restructuringof their foreignoperations-particularlywhere
of shares (the mergers directive). The main effect of this the restructuringeliminatesfourth-tiersubsidiariesfor U.S.
directive is the eliminationofany capital gains tax that could tax planning purposes. As long as U.S. tax law retains a
arise from certain cross-border reorganizations involving residual right of taxation, and companiessign gain recogni-
member state companies. This directive is roughly compar- tion agreements where appropriate, tax receipts will be
able to the U.S. rules on tax-free reorganizations.However, protected. Congress therefore needs to loosen up require-
it does not apply to the mergerof two corporationsfrom the ments for tax-free reorganizationsof foreign affiliates. Ad-
same EC member state. For purposes of the directive, ditionally, Treasury should further relax the Section 367(b)
merger is definedas one of the followingthreesituations: Regulations. Considerationshouldalso be given to adopting
(1) One or more companies, on being dissolved, either special rules for foreign affiliates in EC countries.

transferall their assets and liabilities to anotherexisting
company in exchange for securities representing a

In discussingresponses to the first EC directive,I noted that

majority of its capital, and, if applicable, cash of up to U.S. multinational companies should consider establishing
ten percent of the value of such securities, or exchange a Europeanholdingcompany. The same strategymight weil

their shares for shares representing a majority of the apply here, since such a company could likewise provide a

target company's voting rights. Any assets transferred vehicle for U.S. companies to qualify acquisitions of EC

would retain their carryoverbases for purposesof com- companiesas tax-freeunderthe mergerdirective.For exam-

puting depreciationand gains and losses on subsequent ple, if both a U.S. and a Dutch companywere competingto
a companysales - and any shares received in an exchange would acquire the stock of French after 1 January 1992,

receive a substituted basis for the transferred shares. the Dutch companycouldoffer its shares to the shareholders

This results in a deferral of tax, except as to any cash of the French target in exchange for their shares. The EC-

payments, until ultimate disposition. based shareholdersof the French target would not be sub-
ject to any current taxes on such a cross-bordertransaction,

(2) Two or more companies, on being dissolved, consoli- but would instead defer tax consequences on their gains
date into a newly-formedcompany. until subsequent disposition of their newly-acquiredshares

(3) A companyon being dissolved, transfers all of its assets
in the Dutch company.

and liabilitiesto a companyowningall of its securities. In certain countries, the U.S. bidder could not offer a tax-

In addition to mergers, the directive also provides for free acquisition, and would therefore be at a competitive
divisions (like spinoffs), asset transfers (like U.S. Internal disadvantage compared to an EC-based bidder. With a

Revenue Code (IRC) Section 351 transfers) and share European holding company, however, the U.S. multina-

exchanges (like U.S. B Reorganizations).Divisions and tional company could take advantage of the merger direc-

share exchanges, like mergers,allow cash paymentsof up
tive by offering shares of it subsidiary to the target share-

to ten percent. Defining mergers, divisions and share ex- holders, assuming there are no other objections to partial
changes to include transfers for cash may prove helpful in outside ownershipof the European holding company.

unlocking cash in European groups in a tax-efficient man- A member state may, of course, refuse to apply the merger
ner. How helpful will depend on how memberstates imple- directive if one of the principal objectives of the specific
ment the directives into their domestic legislation. transaction is tax evasion or tax avoidance. In this regard,
Of course, U.S. companiesbenefit from the increased pos-

a transaction that is not carried out for valid commercial

sibilities of tax-free transactions just as European com-
reasons may give rise to a presumption of tax evasion or

panies do. If a U.S. company wishes to merge its Spanish avoidance.

and French operations to increase market efficiencies, it is
just as concerned about the Spanish or French tax conse- C. Arbitrationconvention
quencesof the transactionsas would be a Spanishor French

corporation. However, U.S. companies have an additional Let me briefly touch on the third proposal I mentioned-the

layer of tax laws to deal with - the U.S. tax consequences Conventionwhich addressesthe arbitrationof transferpric-
of any transaction. For example, while a cross-border ing disputes. This Convention - which must be ratified by
merger with some cash may be generally tax-free for Euro- all 12 member states before taking effect - states that the

pean companiesunder the mergers directive, the receipt of double taxation of profits arising within a group of com-

cash, at a minimum, will be considered taxable boot by panies should be avoided by setting up proceduresdesigned
the United States and could result in a different characteri- to secure mutual agreement between the tax authoritiesof
zation of the transaction. the member states involved. Most countries in the EC al-

In the United States, the pendulumhas been swinging in the ready have such a procedure via treaty although it should

opposite direction from the EC directive. U.S. tax laws in be noted that, surprisingly, not every member state has a

double tax treaty with every other member state.
the last few years, for example, have included so-called
anti-mirror legislation which also narrowed IRC Section The problem is that there is no current legal obligation for
355 in situationsnot involvingmirror transactions,and have the competentauthorities to reach agreement, let alone any
severely restricted Section 355 spinoffs and other tax-effi- time limit. The arbitration convention provides for a two-
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year period for memberstates to reach competentauthority must also be given to the Section 861 Regulations'netting
agreement, starting with the date on which the application rule, which can interferewith normal debt financingopera-
for reliefis made. Ifno agreementis reached,an Arbitration tions. The Section 861 Regulations' interestallocationrules,
Commission must be set up. The Commission has six of course, make it more costly for U.S. companiesto borrow
months to deliver its opinion on how double taxation in the than their foreign competitors.
specific situation should be avoided. The tax authorities Another means of lowering a company's worldwide taxconcerned then have an additional six months in which to burden is to generate no-tax, or low-tax foreign-source in-reach their own, alternative form of relief; if they still fail

allowing the to utilize of its foreignto reach agreement, the ArbitrationCommission'ssolution come, company more

tax credits. One standardway to do this is to ensure thatwould take effect.
there is foreign title passage on all export sales. In most

The convention is a multilateral agreement among all cases, this means that 50 percentof the profit earned on the
member states, rather than a bilateral agreement between sale is treated as foreign source. However, the IRS has
two member states in the manner of a double tax treaty. attacked the 50 percent rule in rulings and is now engaged
When the Convention becomes effective, it will strengthen in attacking it in at least two Tax Court cases.

competent authority procedures in the existing tax treaties A final technique is the creation of finance infor resolving double taxation issues. Thus, it is anticipated a company a

that the Conventionwill produce more uniform and consis- tax haven, such as the Netherlands Antilles. Excess funds

tently applied transferpricing and other rules to avoid dou-
can be contributedby the European holding company to its
Netherlands Antilles sulSsidiary as a contribution, and re-ble taxation than existing tax treaties. lent to operating companies in the EC. Treaties should

The Convention also sets forth traditional transfer pricing permit the payment of interest from the operating com-

principles, i.e. the arm's length standard governs related panies to the finance company, and repayment of funds to
party dealings. We in the United States, of course, are still the European holding company are treated as a return of
awaiting the Section 482 White Paper Regulations to see capital. The tax on the finance company is, of course, low,
whether and to what extent the IRS will continue to apply .e. two percent in the case of the Netherlands Antilles.
the arm's length standard. Because the loans are to operating companies, the Subpart
As a result, EC companies not only have access to faster,

F income generated and taxed by the United States is active
and more certain dispute resolutionin respect of their inter- basket, and bears only the low tax rate of the tax haven.

company dealings, they have more certain rules which are
However, it nonetheless is Subpart F income that will be
taxed in the United States.consistent from country to country.
Tax haven financecompanyplanningis, however,becoming
more and more difficult to implement in practice. Caution

Ill. OTHER PLANNING IDEAS should be exercisedbecauseEC countriesare stronglyreact-

ing to this previouslycommonplanningtechniqueby either:
Finally, let me go a bit beyond the specific provisionsof the - denying interest deductions for foreign equity invest-
current EC directives to discuss other tax planning ideas ments (e.g. the Netherlands);or

relating to foreign operationsof a U.S. multinationalcorpo- - imposing a Subpart F type tax on the tax haven income
ration under current tax law. The primary objective, of (e.g. the United Kingdom and France); or
course, is to minimize foreign taxes on foreign income in an - denyingotherwisetax-free treatmenton dividendsfrom
intensely competitive international economy. tax havens (e.g. Belgium, Denmark).
One method is by reducing local foreign taxes - always a

worthwhileobjective,especially in light of the relatively low
U.S. tax rate today as compared to European countries. IV. CONCLUSION

Reducing local foreign taxes can be accomplished by, for In summary, then, there are many strategies U.S. multina-
example, acquiringforeign trademarksin the United States, tionals can and should use to help minimize taxes and
assuming foreign tax can be avoided on the transfer. The maximize opportunitiesfor their internationaloperations.
royalty charged by the United States to the foreign sub-
sidiary is not only deductible in the foreign country but Some steps, however,cannot be taken on our own. In cases

creates 100 percent foreign-source income. Management like those pertaining to the EC directives, U.S. tax laws put
fees can also be charged if there is proper documentation. U.S. firms at a clear disadvantagein the global marketplace.

In such cases, Congress must change the rules - not in our
Consideration also should be given to increasing the debt favour, but simply to put U.S. companieson an equal foot-
level of the foreign subsidiary. Of course, careful attention ing with their foreign counterparts. In the end, that is all we
should be paid so as not to violate the thin capitalization ask of our Government- a fair shot at being competitive.
rules of the respective countriesor the United States. Care The rest we can take care of ourselves.
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REDUCINGTHE IMPACT OF FOREIGNTAXES

ON THE GLOBAL TAX BURDENOF
U.S.-BASEDMULTINATIONALCOMPANIES

Thomas R. Bretz and Timothy F. Anson

I. INTRODUCTION
Thomas R. Bretz and Timothy F.
Anson are members of the Price

A. Background
WaterhouseGreat Lakes International
Tax Services practice unit.

The authors wish to thank Peter S. Be-
Most foreign countries tax earnings twice: once at the corporate level when veridge, Mark G. Gasberra, Bernard
earned, and again at the shareholder level when distributed. This usually means L Johnson, Norman N. Nystrm and
offshore earnings are more heavily taxed than domestic earnings. E. Steven White for their contributions

to this article.
The United States taxes that same foreign income, but avoids double taxation by
granting a foreign tax credit up to the U.S. tax on foreign-source income. This
calculation is made on a basket-by-basketbasis to prevent averaging high-taxed
active business income and low-taxed passive investment income.

When foreign taxes attributable to foreign income in any basket exceed U.S. tax

imposedon that income, excess foreign tax credits (FTC) arise. In order to cure

this problem, the FTC limitation needs to be increased, foreign taxes need to be

reduced, or some combinationof both.

In prior decades, it was common practice to average-down the effect of high
foreign tax burdens by creating low-taxed foreign-source gross income, or

minimizing expenses allocated to foreign-source income. These techniqueswere

primarily tax-driven strategies which rarely involved operating personnel.
U.S. legislatve changes in the 1980s have all but eliminated, or rendered useless,
many of the formerlyused sourceconversionand expenseallocationminimization Contents
techniques. As a result, the emphasis has shifted toward curing the problem at

its source - reduction of foreign country tax burdens. This article will provide a I. INTRODUCTION
framework and some specific techniques for foreign tax reduction in today's A. Background
environment. B. Meaning of Foreign Tax

P anning
C. P an of Attack

B. Meaningof foreign tax planning D. Structural Planning
E. Capitalization/Distribution

Planning
If foreign tax planning is to have any impact, it must start with a set of goals. This F. Intercompany Plannng
outlne assumes the primary tax goals of a U.S.-based multinational are to G. Local Country Planning
minimize the worldwide effective tax rate and maximize the after-tax return on H. European Community Tax

funds invested. Harmonization

It is also important to recognize that foreign tax planning is no longer a tax- only
I1. FOREIGN TAX REDUCTION

STRATEGIES
process. In the past, much of the foreign tax planning involvedprincipallytax and
sometimesTreasurypersonnel.Today, foreign tax planningis a multi-disciplinary

A. Debt Push-Down
1. Ordinary Dividend

process which requires the involvementof operating management as well - both 2. Equity Reduction
U.S. operating management and local management. Transactions

Local management is needed to both buy-in to the plans, and evaluate the 3. Section 304 Redemption

practical aspects of implementing operational changes. U.S. management is 4. Cash Merger
needed to back the plans, and to take into account the impact on management

B. German Mirror Transactions
C. Italian USUFRUCTTransaction

incentive plans in order to get local management to buy-in to any changes. D. Genusscheine

Getting management to buy-in to tax planning strategies at an early stage so that E. Canadian NRO/Quebec

they become an integral part of the business decision-makingprocess requires Financing Co.

effective communication. In order to communicate effectively, the tax advisor
must first understandmanagement'sobjectives so that the relevant questions are

answered.Thesequestionsare not alwaysexplicitlystated by uppermanagement.
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Often there isgreat temptation for. a tax advisor to tell E. Capitalization/distributionplanning
everything he knows that may be remotely relevant, to

explore ideas and alternatives, and not to provide bottom- Capitalization/distributionplanning includes:
line answers useful for decision-making. While this ap- 1. Debt/equity capitalizationproach may mitigate risk to the tax advisor, givinggood
advice which is useful for decision-makingrequiresa willing- - the use of dual-character instruments to obtain local
ness to take risks based on sound research and analysis. interest deductions with deemed-paid foreign tax cre-

The key tax planning strategiesare to reduce the amount of dits on the interest;
an aforeign income taxes paid - both at the corporate level and

- establishing intercompany bank (e.g. Belgian
at the shareholderlevel. The focus includes the repatriation coordination centre) to:

of earnings which have already suffered a foreign income
- average-down the foreign effective rate on income

tax (after-tax earnings) and earnings which have not yet
from high-rate foreign operations;

suffered a foreign income tax (pre-tax earnings).
- create general basket Subpart F FPHC income;

permit intra-EC movement of funds free of with--

In order to effectivelyplan in today's environment, the first holding tax;
step is to develop a plan of attack. - factoring operations to centralize foreign exchange tax

risk.

C. Plan of attack 2. Repatriation of foreign arnings pre-foreign tax

One will need an adequate data base and a good forecasting This includes:
technique, including what if capability. This includes: - debt push-down;

developing a well-designed information system to cap- - structuring the ownership of joint ventures through the-

ture historical, current and planned future results; use of partnerships to gain local -consolidationresults
automating the analysis phase to compare historical, and look-thrutreatmentfor U.S. FTC basket-

purposes;
current and future tax results with planned changes; - factoring operations to centralize foreign exchange tax
measuring and effectively presenting a cost/benefit risk;-

analysis of planning ideas consistent with stated goals. - cross-border intercompany leasing of tangible personal
An organized, thorough approach to reducing foreign tax property to:

liabilities must be adopted. This includes:
- average-down the foreign effective rate on income

a review of the existing legal structure of foreign opera-
from high-rate foreign operations;-

tions, especially in light of 1992 changes in the EC;
- create general basket Subpart F FPHC income;

a review of the capitalizationof foreign operations;
- permit intra-EC movement of funds free of with-

-

a review of the global allocation of operating profits; holding tax;-

-

a review of in-countryplanning ideas.-
obtain double-dipbetweenlegal and beneficial
ownership countres.

The balance of this section will set forth a framework for
planning under the headings of structural, distribution, n- Distribution planning should focus on effective rate plan-
tercompany and local country planning. Part II will review ning. This includes the timing of distributions as compared
some of the available planning opportunities in the context to the time foreign taxes were paid from:
of the capitalization/financingof foreign operations.

- high inflationcountries to increase the effective foreign
tax rate;

Although each area is discussed separately, it should be - low inflation countries to decrease the effective foreign
kept in mind that the areas overlap and are very interre- tax rate.
lated.

Consider the following example of a change in the effective

D. Structuralplanning
rate through currency fluctuation for a high-inflation cur-

rency.
Structuralplanningshould focus on the form of organization Local currency 1:1 USS
(branch, subsidiary,partnership,etc.); the ownershipstruc-
ture (direct U.S. ownership vs. offshore foreign holding Pre-taxE&P 1000 1000

company); and the location of easily moveable support op- Foreign taxes 400 400
eratlons. E&P 600 600
The primary goals of the form of organizationare twofold.
First, to shift operatingprofits from high-tax jurisdictionsto Distributionof E&P as a dividend when spot rate is 2 : 1.
lower-tax jurisdictions; for example, intentionalcreation of
foreign base company (FBC) sales, services and foreign Local currency 2:1 USS
personal holding company (FPHC) income in low-tax Dividend 600 300

jurisdictions to average-down the foreign effective rate on E&P 600 300
income from high-rate foreign operations, and generate Foreign taxes 400 400
general basket income. Second, to minimize withholding Effectiverate 40% 57%
taxeson the cross-bordermovementof funds. This includes:

offshore holding company and/or bank to permit Notice the foreign effective rate changed from 40 percent-

intra-EC movementof funds free of withholding tax; (when earned) to 57 percent (when distributed) simply due

financing operations through a tax-favoured financing to a change in the exchange rate from 1 : 1 to 2 : 1.-

entity, such as a Belgian coordination centre;
restructuringtechniquessuch as InternalRevenueCode-

(IRC) Section 304 transactions (intra-group share 1. For additional discussion on this important topic, see Shelby, How
sales treated as dividends), cash mergers and other To Talk So Upper Management Will Listen, 43 The Tax Executive

equity reduction/recapitalizationtransactions. (January/February1991), at 37.
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F. Intercompanyplanning Tax harmonization among EC member states has so far
taken the form of two important directiveswhich are effec-

Intercompanyplanning includes an examination of: tive 1 January 1992: the dividend directive and the merger
directive.

1. Intercompanypricing of goods and services
1. Dividend directive

This includes:
the amount within an acceptable range;

Member states must adopt legislation implementing the
-

local currency vs. U.S. dollar invoicing; eliminationof withholdingtax on distributionsfrom one EC
-

intercompanycontract manufacturingor marketing ar-
to owns at

- corporation another EC corporation that
(certain
least 25

rangements; and percentof the capitalof the distributingcorporation
transitional rules apply to Germany, Greece and Portugal).reinvoicingcentres.-

Additionally, the dividends received must be either exemp-
ted from tax, or be subject to a credit for corporate taxes

2. Licensing of intangibles paid in the other memberstate with regard to the distributed
This includes: profits.

centralizing licensing arrangements to contract manu--

facturers/marketersto: 2. Merger directive

average-down the foreign effective rate on income Member states must provide for the deferral of corporate
-

from high-rate foreign operations; level tax where a merger, divisionor transferof assetsoccurs
create general basket Subpart F FPHC income; that involves members of the EC and the transferee-

con-

permit intra-EC movement of funds free of with- tinues the business activities and the asset
-

assumes same

holding tax; bases of the transferor.
cost-sharingarrangements.-

3. Proposed directives

G. Local countryplanning Two additionalproposeddirectiveswould abolishwithhold-
ing taxes on interest and royalty payments between EC
members and provide cross-borderrelief for losses incurred

Local country planning includes a review of locally by permanent establishments and subsidiaries. It is antici-
employed methods of accounting to determine whether ac- pated that these proposed directives will be adopted by 31
ceptable alternatives are available for recognizing income December 1992 with an expectedeffective date of 1 January
or expenses. This has two distinct aspects: 1993.

accountingmethodsfor foreigncountry income tax pur-
-

poses (to manage the amount of foreign tax paid); In order to minimize the tax cost associatedwith investment

accounting methods for U.S. earnings and profits- in the EC and subsequent repatriation of profits generated
(E&P) purposes (to manage the amount of the post- by such investments, careful evaluation of these tax direc-
1986 undistributedearnings pool). tives should form an integral part of a U.S.-based MNC's

strategy for establishing European operations.If local country tax planning took place in the past, it fre-
quently consisted of taking advantage of all permanent dif-
ferences and mandatory timing differences. A search for II. FOREIGN TAX REDUCTION STRATEGIESnon-mandatory timing differences, where permissible,
often did not take place because of the additional re-

cordkeepingburden usually associated therewith. A. Debt push-down
Frequently the controller of a U.S.-owned foreign sub-
sidiary also doubles as the in-house tax department. Due to

As a result of the 1986 Tax Reform Act's tightening of
nterest allocation rules, MNCs in an excess FTC positionthe existing recordkeepingburdens for local tax purposes, do not obtain full tax benefit for interest Aslocal statutory reporting purposes and U.S. GAAP pur- expense. a

a strong to
poses, it is little wonder that a foreign controllerwould not result, there is incentive place indebtednesswith

voluntarilyadd to the recordkeepingburdensfor local tax
affiliates outside the United States.

purposes - especiallywhen the additional timing difference The key ongoing objectives of a debt push-down are to:
would not affect the bottom line due to the need to record - reduce interest expense subject to allocation;
deferred income taxes on such timing differences. - achieve a lower U.S. debt-to-asset ratio compared to

the foreign debt-to-asset ratio thereby minimizing orIn many foreign countries, a non-mandatorytiming differ- eliminating the impact of the controlled foreignence will be acceptable to the tax authoritiesonly if it is also ration (CFC) netting rule;
corpo-

reflected in the statutory books. This causes a subtle con- increase foreign-sourceincome (if the loan is intercom-formity issue which can cause tension between local law
-

requirementsand U.S. tax desires. reduce
pany);

income imposed foreign operations;taxes on-

reduce withholdingtax on the cross-borderrepatriation-

H. EC tax harmonization of earnings (if the loan is intercompany).
The key transactional objectives of a push-down are to
obtain dividend-type treatment carrying deemed-paidWith the advent of 1992, the EC is undergoing significant foreign tax credits; and to minimize dividend withholdingcommercial, regulatory and tax legislative changes. These

on the transaction.changes will necessarily affect the decision of many U.S.-
tax

based multinationalcorporations (MNCs) whether to in- Dividend-type treatmentwill generally result from transac-
vest into Europe, and the form to adopt for such an invest- tions governed by Internal Revenue Code Section 301, and
ment. intra-group transactions governed by-Sections 302, 304 or
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356. Following is a discussion of several techniques to con- its outstanding shares, or a reduction in its paid-in capital.
sider to achieve dividend-type treatment from the push- For U.S. tax purposes, either transaction will ordinarily
down of indebtedness. result in dividend-type treatment (assuming adequate

E&P).
1. Ordinary dividend A buy-back by the CFC of some of its shares is a Section
The most straightforwardcase consists of an ordinary divi- 302 redemption for U.S. tax purposes, which will result in
dend distribution, financed by local borrowing or a loan- Section 301 distribution treatment if the U.S. group con-

back of the funds distributed. Frequently,a dividendresults tinues to own more than 50 percentof the CFC'soutstanding
in little or no residual U.S. tax due to the Section 902 voting shares.
indirect credit availablewith respect to such dividend. How- If the foreign country permits a CFC to buy back some of
ever, because most foreign countries impose a dividend its outstanding shares, a push-down of indebtedness with
withholdingtax, there generally is an out-of-pockettax cost dividend-type treatment for U.S. tax purposes can be ac-
from the use of this technique to push down indebtedness complishedby the CFC borrowing from either a third partybecause of inadequateSection 904 FTC limitation to absorb
both the Section 902 indirect credit and the Section 901

or the U.S. group to finance the buy-back. The key foreign
credit for withholding tax. As a result, other techniques country issues are whethersuch buy-backwill result in either

have been used to obtain dividend-typetreatment from the capital gains tax to the selling shareholder, or dividend
tax on remitted to the sellingpush-downof indebtedness,but which avoid a foreign with- withholding the proceeds

shareholder.
holding tax.

It may be possible for the U.S. group to sell some of itsBefore turning to these other techniques, it is important to shares to third party (such bank), followed bynote that an ordinarydividenddistributionmay be the most
a as a a

practical (or the only available) solution to accomplish a redemption of such shares by the CFC. If such a sale/

push-down. If so, the exercise becomes a cost/benefit redemptionis viewed as pre-arrangedfor U.S. tax purposes,
the sales proceeds are likely to be viewed as a dividend

analysis to determine whether, despite the presence of a from the CFC whose shares are sold. If the sale and redemp-withholding tax, the push-down transaction will neverthe- tion are viewed as separatesteps for U.S. tax purposes,gainless reduce the global tax burden. The following, somewhat
oversimplified,example illustratesthis cost/benefitanalysis.

on the sale of the shares of the CFCwill be dividend income
to the extent provided in Section 1248.

Assume, for example, P, a U.S. corporationowns all of the Instead of a buy-back of shares, a reduction in paid-in cap-shares of F, a foreign corporation. P is profitable and pays ital may be made in some countries without attracting a
U.S. tax at 34 percent. F is also profitable,pays foreign tax dividendwithholdingtax. Such a reductionin paid-incapitalat 40 percent, and F's country of jurisdiction imposes a 5 will result in dividend-typetreatment for U.S. tax purposespercent withholdingtax on dividendsbut no withholdingtax by reason of Section 301.
on interest.

F borrows USS 1,000 from P at a 12.5 percent interest rate 3. Section 304 redemption
and pays a dividend from the loan proceeds to P.2 P does Section 304 is a creature of U.S. tax law that is difficult to
not pay any residual U.S. tax on the dividend3 (due to a

comprehend by non-U.S, tax personnel (and U.S. non-tax
Section 902 indirect credit of 40 percent) and suffers an personnel) because it seems illogical and irrational. It is a
out-of-pocket tax cost of USS 50 - the 5 percent dividend deeming provision which commercial sale and
withholding tax. F receives a USS 50 tax benefit on its treats a

USS 125 of interest expense, but P does not pay any U.S. purchase of shares between related parties as two very dif-
ferent transactions.

tax on the USS 125 interest income because it has excess

FTC of USS 50 from the push-down transaction to shelter First, it treats the seller as having received dividend income
the interest income.4 (rather than sales proceeds). Second, it treats the seller as

havingmade a capitalcontributionto the buyerof the sharesAt this point, the global tax cost has not been reduced- the
foreign withholding tax cost of USS 50 is offset by the tax

savings to F of USS 50. However, future years' global tax
cost will be reduced - by USS 50 per year as long as excess 2. P's foreign asset apportionmentbase for interest expense allocation
FTC can shelter the U.S. tax on the interest income of P of purposes should remain unchanged from the loan/dividend transactions

USS 125, and by USS 7.5 per year thereafterwhile the loan because P's tax book value in the shares of F should be reduced (by the

is outstanding. In addition, there is an annual withholding distribution of E&P) by the same amount as P's new foreign asset - the

tax savings of USS 6.25 on the repatriationof interest of intercompany loan to F.

USS 125, which is beneficial as long as P has excess FTCs. 3. There may effectively be an additional U.S. tax cost where non-in-
terest expense is allocated or apportioned to foreign-source income using

The point of this example is that merely because an out-of- a gross-to-gross base for allocation or apportionment. This has been ig-
pocket withholding tax cost will be incurred by leveraging nored in the example to simplify the illustration.

to pay a dividend, it is not necessarilyunwise to pursue this 4. This assumesthat none of the interestpaid by F is required to be offset

course of action, if the cost/benefit analysis is favourable.5 by third-party interest expense of P under the CFC netting rules. The

However, if the withholding tax cost can be avoided in the excess FTC of U.S.$ 50 from the push-down transaction is derived as

follows: the dividendofU.S.$ 1,OOOcarrieswith it a Sec. 902 indirectcredit
push-down transaction, the results generally are even more of U.S.$ 667, i.e. pre-tax income of U.S.$ 1,667, less 40 percent tax
favourable. Following is a discussionof other techniques to thereon of U.S.$ 667, leaves U.S.$ 1,000 available after-tax earnings for
consider in achieving dividend-type treatment from the distribution. The U.S. tax on the grossed-updividend of U.S.$ 1,667 at 34

push-down of indebtedness, but which may avoid a foreign percent is U.S.$ 567, generatingU.S.$ 100 excess Sec. 902 indirect credit.

withholding tax. The excess Sec. 902 indirect credit of U.S.$100plus the Sec. 901 credit for

withholding tax of U.S.$ 50 yields excess FTC of U.S.$150 from the

2. Equity reduction transactions push-down transaction.
5. In measuringthe cost/benefitanalysis, any excess FIC created by the

An equity reductiontransactionis a transactionthat consists push-down transaction which is attributable to the Sec. 902 indirect credit
of either a buy-back by the offshore subsidiary of some of is irrelevant because such amount is a sunk cost.
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of the target (rather than treating the cost of target's shares Figure 1
as a component in measuring the amount of gain).
The amount trated as a dividend is measured first to the Cross-chainsales
extentof the E&Pof the buyer, and thereafter,if necessary,
to the extentof the E&Pof the target, in each case as thugh Brother-sister Uncle-nephew
paid directly to the seller.

Where the seller does not directly own 10 percent of the USP USP
buyer, the seller may not be entitled to a Section902 indirect
credit on the portion of the dividend treated as coming from I I
the buyer's E&P. However, Revenue Ruling (Rev. Rul.) . ---
91-5 permits an FrC in a cross-chain sale by a first-tier

Shs
,._o

Shs

domestic subsidiaryof the shares of its wholly-ownedCFC USS F1 USS F F1
to a first-tierwholly-ownedsisterCFC. Howfar the IRSwill
extend the rationale of Rev. Rul. 91-5 remains to be seen.

-[--
Cash

-_r__-, ___t_
The amount treated as a capital contribution, if deemed
made by a U.S. corporation, is an outbound Section F2 iF2 F3 1 F2
367(a) transfer, requiring a gain-recognition agreement
under Notice 87-85, 1987-2 C.B. 395.6

L------J Cash

r...... '1

This dividend/capitalcontributiontreatmentapplies to both
cross-chain sales (whether brother-sisteror uncle-nephew7 I F3

i

transactions) and down-the-chain sales, but not to up-the- 1......,,I

chain sales. The diagrams in Figure 1 illustrate these four
transactionalpatterns.
The most importantconsequencesof Section 304 treatment Down-the-chain-sale Up-the-chain-salefrom cross-chainand down-the-chainsales by a U.S. corpo-
ration in considering a push-down are:

(1) dividend characterization (rather than sale or ex-

change characterization) with potential Section 902 Shs Cash
lJSPindirect credit shelter for a down-the-chain sale or a

- USP .

cross-chain sale; V

(2) the capital contribution characterizationby a U.S. per- A A -- ---
-1

son is an outbound Section 367(a) transaction cur-

rently requiring a gain-recognitionagreement to avoid F1 F2. F1 IF2
a current toll charge; Shs L......J.J

(3) for foreign country tax purposes, the sale is likely to be -V- Cash
,

treated sale (and not dividend). Any capital r.-..--,-1
as a as a

gain arising from such sale characterizationis likely to F2 F2
be exempt from foreign tax either by reason of local law
or a treaty exemption. Also, sale characterizationwill L------J

avoid a dividendwith.holdingtax being imposed in most
cases.9

In aa soon-to-be-officiallyreleasedprivate letter ruling dated
9 May 1991 and reprinted in Highlights & Documentsof 13
May 1991, the Internal Revenue Service extended the
rationaleof Rev. Rul, 91-5 to a cross-chainsaleby a first-tier
foreign subsidiary (Seller) of the shares of a second-tier any taxes paid by the Buyer on such dividend; and any
CFC (Target) to a first-tier sister CFC (Buyer). Like taxes paid by the Seller on receipt of such earnings.
Rev. Rul. 91-5, the private letter ruling treated the Section 3. The Seller does not recognizeany Section 367-typegain304 dividend flowing from Buyer to Seller as carrying with

on the transferof Target's shares to the Buyer; and the
it underlyingforeign taxes eligible for a deemed paid credit
under Section 902(b) when such dividend is, in turn, taxed
to its U.S. shareholder. In addition to this holding, the 6. 1987-2 C.B. As of the date this article was written, final regulations
private letter rulingwent on to provide the following impor- under Sec. 367(b) and Temp. Reg. l.367(a)-3T(g)covering Notice 87-85
tant holdings: have not been promulgated. Such regulations are expected to be released

1. To the extent the Buyer's undistributedE&P had been in the near future and may include some changes from the rules discussed

taxed to its U.S. shareholderunder Subpart F, thereby
in Notice 87-85.

Rev. Rul. 70-496, 1970-2 C.B. 74.
giving rise to previously taxed earnings (PTI), the 8. Rev. Rul. 74-605, 1974-2 C.B. 97.
Section 304 dividend received by the Seller would be 9. Canada is an exception. Under the anti-dividendstrippingprovisions
excludable as PTI under Section 959(b), even though of Sec. 212.1 of the Canadian Income Tax Act, dividend withholding tax

the Seller does not own any shares of the Buyer. will be imposed on a Sec. 304-type transaction between two Canadian

corporations to the extent the sales proceeds exceed paid-up capital of the
2. Any Section 304 dividend to the Seller in excess of PTI disposed Canadian corporation and the cash ends up in the hands of a

is Subpart F FPHC Income in the hands of the Seller non-resident shareholder. The difference, if any, between the paid-up
and hence taxable to the shareholderof the Seller, but capital and the shareholder'scost basis will be a capital gain which nay be

importantlywith an underlying deemed paid credit for exempt under the U.S.-Canada.treaty.
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Figure 2
Pre-transaction Intermediate transaction Post-transaction

structure structure structure

Parent
Parent (U.S.) Parent
(U.S.) (U.S.)

Transitory Newco
Fsub (U.S.) (Cntry Y) Newco

(Cntry Y) (Cntry Y)

50% 50%

Fsub
(Cntry Y)

Buyer does not recognize any income from the receipt and Fsub was liquidated into Newco. The diagram in Figureof Target's shares as a contribution to its capital. In 2 illustrates the structure at the principalstages in the trans-
addition, the Buyer takes a carryoverbasis in the shares action.
of Target, equal to the Seller's basis in such shares In form, the separate steps in the transaction consist of:immediatelybefore the transaction(i.e. there is no step- a Section 351 outbound transfer of shares of Fsub to-

up ln the shares of Target for the amount recognizedas Transitory and Newco;dividend income to the Seller). a Section 304 cross-chain sale by Transitory to Newco-

4. The portionof the Section304 dividendexcludedas PTI of the shares of Fsub;
by the Seller causes a basis reduction of the shares of - Section 332 liquidations of Transitory into Parent and
the Buyer in the hands of its shareholder. Fsub into Newco.

In addition to the normal caveats contained at the end of The IRS disregarded both the form of the steps and the
each private letter ruling, this one contains a caveat about separate existence of Transitory. Instead, it characterized
whether its rationale would extend to foreign subsidiary the transaction as follows:
Buyers or Sellers below the first-tier, at least with respect - a transfer by Fsub of all of its assets to Newco in ex-
to the U.S. shareholders entitlement to an indirect credit change for Newco shares and notes, and'the assumptionarising from the Section 304 dividend. by Newco of Fsub's liabilities;

a Section 361(c) distribution by Fsub of the shares and-

4. Cash merger notes of Newco to Parent in complete liquidation. As
The basic transaction envisions that a same-country lever- characterized, the IRS held the transactionqualified as

aged Newco is merged with an existing operating sub-
a Section 368(a)(1)(D) reorganization.

sidiary to push-down indebtedness in jurisdictionswhere a The two most important holdings which followed from
consolidated-type filing is not permitted. Such merger characterizing the transaction as a D reorganization are
can take several forms, including: (1) that the notes received by Parent were treated first as

the merger of a leveraged Newco brother with an exist- Section 959 previously taxed income, then dividend income
-

ng operatingsister; under Section356, which is eligiblefor a Section902indirect
an upstreammerger/liquidationof an existingoperating credit;lt and (2) the transaction was subject to the Section

-

subsidiary into its leveraged Newco parent; 367(b) reportingrequirements,but not the gain-recognitionthe conversion of an existing operating subsidiary agreement under Notice 87-85.-

into a pass-thru entity for local country tax purposes It is understood that the IRS would likely have required(such as a partnership) owned by its leveraged Newco Section 304/Section 332 treatment in the event more thanparent. 50 percent of the shares of Fsub was purchased for notes or
The following is an illustration of a transaction used to other property (other than Newco shares).
accomplish a push-down by merger, 10

Prior to the start of the transaction, a U.S. corporation B. Germanmirror transactions
(Parent) owned all of the shares of a foreign operating
subsidiary (Fsub) located in Country Y. Parent formed In Germany, it might be possible, given good business
two wholly-ownedsubsidiaries to carry out the transaction: reasons, to achieve a push-downof indebtedness-aso-call-
a U.S. subsidiary(Transitory)and a CountryY subsidiary ed mirror transaction.
(Newco).
Parent transferred one half of the shares of Fsub to Trans- 10. The transaction is based upon Private Letter Ruling (PLR) No.itory and the other one half to Newco. Newco then pur- 89-52048. See also PLR Nos. 89-52041 and 91-17053 for substantiallychased from Transitoryall of its Fsub shares for promissory similar transactions.
notes ofNewco. Transitorythen was liquidated into Parent, 11. See Rev. Rul. 74-387, 1974-2 C.B. 207.
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Figure 3 4. Holdco then writes down the value of its investment in
the Target because the latter's value has been stripped

Non-resident away by the dividend. This write-down is deductible

investor for corporation profits tax purposes (although not for
trade tax purposes) and offsets the dividend income
received, effectively permitting Holdco to recover the

corporationprofits tax paid by Target on the sale of its
New German assets.

Holdco 5. German Newco will be able to claim amortization de-
ductions with respect to the stepped-up value of assets

(includinggoodwill) acquired.
6. Target will then be liquidated. As it will have assets

(cash or receivables from German Newco) equvalentSell business to its capital, no gain would be realized and the repay-
German German ment of the capital will simply substitute cash for the
Target ,i Newco written down value of the investment on Holdco's

Cash books.
Funded with
borrowings The above procedureeffectivelyresults in a tax-freestep-up

in values for corporation profits tax purposes, although
there is a front end trade income tax cost for Target,
because the gain on sale of assets is taxable. Newco will

Figure 4
recover this tax over the useful lives of the assets, because

depreciationon the stepped-upasset values will be deducti-
Loan (purchase of USUFRUCT) ble for trade tax purposes.

U.S. USUFRUCTtransfer
C. Italian USUFRUCTtransaction

parent.._ -

i r

Repayment This technique allows U.S. MNCs withprofitable sub-
A sidiaries in Italy to raise funds in Italian lire at a cost consid-

erably below domestic and Euro-market financing rates.
Dividends The technique involves the transfer by a U.S. parent of the

and U.S. FTCs right-to-receivedividends from its Italian subsidiary either
in perpetuity or for a fixed period of time (the USU-

V V FRUCT), to a third-party Italian corporate investor (the
Investor) in exchange for a single upfront payment.

Italian
'

... Italian
Dividends corporate The right is typically transferred for a specified period of

subsidiary (Italian tax credits) investor time, at the end of which it reverts back to the U.S. parent.
The stock of the Italian subsidiary continues to be owned
by the U.S. parent, and the U.S. parent retains all of the

voting rights associated with share ownership, including
The principal purpose of a mirror transaction is to acheve completediscretionas to the timing and amountofdividend
a step-up in tax basis of the underlyingassets in an acquisi- distributions.
tion of shares in a German company. The technique is

The Investor typically has the right to put the USU-motivated largely by the German tax law provision enacted
in 1987 which allows for the amortizationof goodwill over

FRUCT to the U.S. parent at any time after the anticipated
15 years. This transaction is only viable where the seller is payment date of the first dividend at a price determined in

accordancewith pre-establishedformula.
a German resident taxpayer because of special rules which a

restrict the write-down of shares as discussd below. The dividends paid to the Investor should be roughly equi-
A diagram of the transaction is shown in Figure 3. valent to the upfrontpaymentso that over the period cover-

ed by the agreement, the Investor will recover the entire

The steps of the transaction are as follows: amount of such payment.

1. The non-resident investor forms German Holdco and A diagram of the transaction is shown in Figure 4.

Newco. Holdco acquires the shares of Target.
2. Target then sells its assets to the German Newco at fair The U.S. and Italian tax consequences are summarized

market value (the same price as that paid to the seiler below:
for the shares). Target will recognize taxable gain on

the sale. United States
3. The profit realizedby Target is distributedas a dividend (a) The upfront paymentby the Investor to the U.S. parentto Holdco. The dividend is tax-exempt for trade tax

n exchange for the USUFRUCT should be treated as a
purposes if Holdco has owned the shares in the Target loan. As a result, the U.S. parent will be treated as if it
from the beginning of its business year in which the continued to receive dividendsdirectly from the Italian sub-
dividend is received. The dividend is taxable for corpo- sidiary and then used those dividends to repay the loan
ration profits tax purposes, but the corporation profits made by the Investor.
tax paid by Target on the sale of its assets is treated as

a prepaymentof tax by the Holdco. (The same applies (b) The U.S. parent will be required to include the divi-
to the 25 percent dividendwithholding tax which has to dends paid by its Italian subsidiary in taxable income and
be deducted from the dividend.) may be entitled to a deemed-paidFTC under Section 902.
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(c) The U.S. parent will be entitled to deduct as interestor Figure 5
bond issuance expense the excess of the aggregatedividend
paid to the Investor over the net proceeds which the U.S. Loan (prepad interest)parentreceives.Thiswould typicallybe a nominalamount.

U.S. Genusscheinetransfer(d) Care must be taken to avoid a Section 956 income
inclusion to the U.S. parent as a result of an indirect pledge parent

=F.--

or guarantee of the dividend stream to the Investor using Repayment
voting stock of the Italian subsidiary. A

Italy Dividends
and U.S. FTCs

(a) Italian law provides that the owner of a share ofcapital Repayment
stock may transferthe sharecoupon to a thirdparty, thereby V ',entitling the holder to receive dividends paid on that share

.

,

over a specified period of time. The dividends received by German
the holderofthe USUFRUCTofan Italian companyqualify German

Dividends cbrp6at
, ,

for the tax credit applicable to dvidends paid to resident subsidiary (German credts)
'

r .

%:corporations. Accordingly,dividends received from the Ita- nvestor,z':;
lian subsidiary will be tax-free to the Investor. fj*-/q
(b) The payment made by the Italian investor to the U.S.
parent should not be subject to Italian withholding tax. The U.S. parent will create a new class of Genusscheine

(c) For Italian tax purposes, the holderof the USUFRUCT capital in its German subsidiary from existing German sub-
reserves or or newclassifies the upfront payment as an intangible asset which sidiary retained earnings, from capital

from the U.S. The Genusscheine willis amortizableover the useful life on a straight-linebasis. nvestment parent.
carry a fixed cumulative dividend; have a stated maturity

The primarybenefit to the U.S. parent is Iow-cost financing substantially exceeding the financing; and have no votingwhich avoids Italian withholding tax cost. Little or no in- rights. The dividends would be payable out of net earnings
terest will be required because of the Italian tax benefits prior to addition to reserves and dividends on common
which inure to the Investor. Such benefits include amortiza- stock. If earnings are insufficient, the dividendscan be paidtion deductions which are allowable over the term of the out of retained earnings subject to a vote by the holders of
agreement. the common stock.

Under U.S. tax principles, it is important to note that there During the term of the grant, the Investorwould be entitled
is risk that the Section 902 credit will not be available to the to receive the dividendson the Genusscheinefrom the Ger-
U.S. parentin circumstanceswhere a foreign taxingjurisdic- man subsidiary. The Investor will be entitled to put the
tion allows the Investor a refundable credit based in whole Genusscheine back to the U.S. parent in certain cir-
or in part upon the foreign taxes that the distributingcorpo- cumstances including a material adverse change in German
ration has paid. The issue turns in part upon the distinctions tax law, change in control of the German subsidiaryor U.S.
between an exemptionsystem and a credit system of avoid- parent, or failure to pay a scheduled dividend. The divi-
ing a double-level of corporate tax. Under an exemption dends paid on the Genusscheineto the Germaninvestorwill
system, the Investor may obtain a dividends-received de- be roughly equivalent to the interest paid upfront by the
duction to avoid including the dividend in income. This Investor on the deferral of the initial sale price.
benefit operates only to eliminate tax to the Investor. It A diagram of the transaction is shown in Figure 5.does not constitutea refund of taxes paid by the distributing
corporation. In contrast, a refundable credit that relates to
the tax paid by the distributingcorporation, as in the case

The U.S. and German tax consequences are summarized

of Italy, may be treated for U.S. tax purposes as decreasing below:

the taxes paid by the distrbutingcorporation, thereby re- UnitedStates
ducing the Section 902 credit. ,2

(a) The upfront paymentby the Investor to the U.S. parent
in exchange for the Genusscheine should be treated as a

loan. As a result, the U.S. parent will be treated as if it
D. Genusscheine continued to receive dividends directly from the German

subsidiary and then used those dividends to repay the loan
The German counterpart to the Italian USUFRUCTis the made by the Investor.
Genusscheine. Similar to the Italian USUFRUCT, the ob- (b) The U.S. parent will be required to include the divi-
jective of this technique is to enable a U.S. parent to obtain dends in taxable income, and may be entitled to a deemed-
low-costdebt financingby leveragingits Germansubsidiary. paid FTC under Section 902.13
The technique involves creation of a new class of capital
owned by the U.S. parent, called Genusscheine,which is 12. There are three basic theories which could reduce the Sec. 902 credit
similar to preferred stock. The U.S. parent then executes a to the U.S. parent. First, the refunded tax is an advance payment by the
matched sale and repurchaseof this instrumentwith a Ger- distributing corporation of the investor's tax. Thus, the investor and not
man investor (the Investor) for a fixed term. The U.S. the distributingcorporation is considered to have paid the taxes equal to

parent allows the Investor to defer payment for the the credit; second, the investor credit constitutes a refund under Treas.

Genusscheine until the date of the repurchase, receiving Reg. 1.901-2(e)(2). Such regulation does not explicitly require that the
to corporation that originally paid the tax. Third, theinterest from the Investor as compensation. Finally, the

refund be made the
taxes the distributingcorporation are treated as a subsidyU.S. parent requiresthe Investor to prepay interestexpense

foreign paid by
pursuant to Prop. Reg. 1.901-2(e)(3).on the deferred purchase price at the outset of the transac- I3. There is a fisk that deemed paid foreign tax credits under Sec. 902

tion. would be disallowed as discussed in footnote 12 and accompanying text.
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(c) The U.S. parent will be entitled to deduct as interest is in an excess FTC position and thus, would not be able to

expense the target yield on the outstanding loan. utilize such taxes as a credit against its U.S. tax liability
(d) Care must be taken to avoid a Section 956 income There may be other jurisdictions in which this or a similar
inclusion to the U.S. parent as a result of an indirect pledge technique may have application.
or guarantee of the dividend stream to the Investor using
voting stock of the subsidiary.

Germany E. Canadian NRO/Quebecfinancing company
(a) The Investor is entitled to a tax credit or payment from
the German tax authoritiesequallingthe corporationprofits An increasingly popular technique to accomplish some

tax payable on the dividends relating to the Genusscheine. push-down objectives is the use of a non-resident owned

(b) Prepaid interest paid by the Investorshould be deducti- (NRO) investment company to invest in a Canadian

ble on a straight-line basis over the term of the grant. operating business. The objective of using an NRO is to
obtain a reduced shareholder-level withholding tax on a

(c) There should be no German income tax payable by the cross-borderrepatriation of earnings.
U.S. parent or German subsidiary on the grant of the An NRO is a Canadian-incorporatedcompany owned en-
Genusscheine. In addition, neither the U.S. parent nor the

tirely by non-residentswhich derives substantiallyall of its
German subsidiary would be subject to withholding tax on

income from investment-typeactivities (other than lendingthe grant of the Genusscheine to the Investor. While money). An NRO is taxed at 25 percent, which is effectivelyGenusscheine dividends paid by the German subsidiary
would be subject to 25 percent withholdingtax to the Inves- reduced to the 10 percent treaty withholding rate when it

tor, this withholding tax would be fully creditable by the pays dividends to its U.S. shareholder.

Investor. An NRO will ordinarily be funded entirely with equity
to

(d) Withholding tax should not be levied on the upfront capital, whichwill be used purchaseexisting indebtedness
owed by a Canadian operating company to its U.S. share-

payment of interest under the U.S.-German tax treaty. holder third-party lender. If this distinction betweenor a

(e) Converting previously taxed retained earnings in Ger- purchasingdebt and lendingmoney is bonafideand not

many into Genusscheinewould generate a tax refund from subject to attack under step-transactionor integrated-trans-
the German authorities to the German subsidiary. This action principles, it should be an eligible income-earning
refund would equal the difference between the corporate activity of an NRO.

profits tax previously paid (56 percent or 50 percent) and Another techniquebeing consideredwith respect to a push-the corporation profits tax payable on distributions(36 per- down to Canadian operations is the use of a low provincial-cent). As this refund would be treated for German tax

purposes as paid to the U.S. parent, the refund would be rate financing company (e.g. Quebec) to provide loan fi-

reduced by the German withholding tax on distributions.
nance to a high provincial-rate operating company (e.g.

Should the U.S. parent prefer to create Genusschene from Ontario). Because there is a wide range of provincial tax

existing reserves, there would be no German tax conse-
rates (ranging from a Iow of 6.2 percent in Quebec to a high
of 17 percent in Manitoba and Newfoundland- with most

quences. provinces in the mid-teens), the Canadian tax savings can

The scheme results in low-cost debt financing to the U.S. be significant. Moreover,if the low provincial-ratefinancing
parent. A relatively low rate of return is required by the company is capitalized with equity, dividends paid to the
Investor because of the favourable German tax benefits United States will be subject to the 10 percent treaty with-
derived. In addition, the U.S. parent saves an additional holding rate for dividends, rather than the 15 percent with-

withholding tax expense to the extent that the U.S. parent holding rate for interest.
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UNI-ED S-A-ES:

FOREIGN SUBSIDIARYEARNINGS REPATRIATION
PLANNING IN AN ERA OF

EXCESS FOREIGN TAX CREDITS1

Howard S. Engle

I. INTRODUCTION Mr. Engles a tax partnerwith the Chicago
A. U.S. tax treatment of distributions from foreign subsidiaries office of Arthur Andersen & Co. and is re-

sponsible for the coordinationof the firm'sUnder current U.S. laws, theU.S, shareholderof a foreign corporation is gener- intemational tax services in the Chicagoally taxed on cash distributions from such corporation if the foreign corporation office and the Midwest Region. In that
is deemed to have positive earnings and profits (E&P). After the Tax reform capacity, Mr. Engle devotesconsiderable
Act of 1986, a foreign corporation's E&P must be calculated in its functional time to matters that involve the U.S. tax
currency and accounted for separately from pre-1987 E&P. The E&P is then consequencesof U.S. entities conducting
translated into dollars at the exchange rate in effect on the date the distribution operationsworldwide.Heisalsoa member
is included in the taxable income of the U.S. parent. As the E&P is accounted of variousArthurAndersen&Co. specialty
for in the subsidiary's own functional currency, no translation of the foreign teams that haveparticularresponsibilityfor
subsidiary's balance sheet into dollars is required so that E&P is not adjusted to internationaltax matters.

reect unrealized balance sheet translation gains and losses.2 Mr. Engle receivedhis BachelorofScience

Accumulated foreign taxes paid by the foreign corporation are accounted for in degree in AccountancyfromtheUniversity
of Illinoisand his Masterof Science degreeU.S. dollars and are translated intoU.S. dollars using the historicalexchangerate in Taxation from DePaul University. He s

in effect as of the date of payment. Any refund of a foreign tax is translated using alsopresentlyAdjunctAssociateProfessor
the rate in effect as of the payment date.3 of Accountancy in the Graduate Tax Pro-

Distributionsof positive E&P carrywith them underlyingforeign taxes which can gram at DePaul Universityand a lecturerat
the Universityof Illinois. Mr. Engle is a Cer-be claimed as credits against U.S. tax on the dividend. The amountof foreign tax
tfied Public Accountantand a memberofcredit associated with a specific dvidend is computed on a pooling method and the American and Illinois Societiesof Cer-

is equal to that portion of accumulated foreign taxes that the dividend paid bears tified Public Accountants.
to that subsidiary's accumulated E&P.4 Or, alternatively,

Mr. Engle speaks frequently ofon matters
Dividend in international taxation and has addressed

Foreign tax credit functional currencY x Accumulated foreign the World Trade Institute, the ChcagoTax
in dollars

=_

Club, the InternationalFiscal Association,Accumulated E&P taxes in dollars
in functional the Tax Executives Institute, the Mid-

AmercaCommitteeandother nternationalcurrency
groups. In addition, he is a regular con-

B. Excess foreign tax credits tributor to professional tax publications,
A U.S. taxpayer has excess foreign tax credits in a taxable year if its available editor of the lnternational Tax Develop-
foreign tax credits exceed its foreign tax credit limitation. Although this condition mentscolumnof the Journalof Corporate
can result from a variety of circumstances, generally this situation occurs if the Taxation and a co-author of the BNA

portfolioentitledForeignCorporationEan-
foreign taxes paid by the taxpayer on its foreign income exceed the U.S. tax on ngsand Profits.
the same income. Such excess foreign tax credits can be carried back two or

forward five taxable years to offset U.S. tax on foreign-source income in other
taxable years. A taxpayer with creditable foreign taxes less than its foreign tax
credit limitation is said to have excess foreign tax credit limitation and can

absorb excess foreign tax credits from other years to offsetU.S. tax on that year's
foreign-source taxable income. The excess foreign tax credits can be absorbed
only to the extent of that year's excess foreign tax credit limitation.

In a simplified fashion, Figure 1 illustrates the operation of the U.S. foreign tax
credit system on a dividend from a subsidiaryto a U.S. corporateparent. Assume
the subsidiaryearns functional currency (FC) one million of pre-taxprofits and 1. Background information and source mate-

pays a local tax of 30 percent when the exchange rate is FC 1 = $1.50. rial for this presentation is adapted from the
Handbook of International Financiai Manage-

If the subsidiary's after-tax profits are distributed immediately, the U.S. parent ment, ed. Robert Z. Aliber, Chapter20, Howard
S. Engle and Mark T. Campbell, Foreign Cur-

receives cash of $ 1,050,000 (FC 700,000 x $ 1.50/FC). If the U.S. parent elects rency and U.S. Income Taxes (1989), at 594.

to claim a fcreign tax credit to compute the U.S. tax on the dividend, the cash 2. Internal Revenue Code (IRC) Sec. 986.
are todividend income is then grossed up by the underlying foreign tax credit to arrive All references the IRC.

3. Secs. 986(a)(1)(B)(ii)and 989(c)(4)
at foreign-source taxable income. 4. Sec. 902(a)
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earnings, the value ofwhich fluctuateswith foreigncurrency
exchange rates, and foreign tax credits, the value of which

FIGURE 1 is fixed at historical exchange rates. For example, in FigureIllustration of Foreign Tax Credit System 1, the foreign currency depreciateswith respect to the U.S.
dollar reducing the value of the dividend while holding the

Taxes
paid when foreign tax credit constant and in the process, increases the

effective foreign tax rate. In this the higher effectiveForeign subsidiary results FC = $ 1.50 case,
tax rate causes the dividend to generate excess foreign tax

Pretax profits FC 1,000,000 credits. If the foreign currency were to appreciate with
Local taxes at 30 percent FC (300,000) = $ 450,000 respect to the U.S. dollar, the exchange gain would be

treated as additionaluntaxeddividend income, the effective
Dividend distributed FC 700,000 foreign tax rate would thereforefall, and the dividendwould

generate additional excess foreign tax credit limitation.
U.S. tax computations

Dividend distributed when Figure 2 shows how foreign appreciation and depreciation
with respect to the U.S. dollar affect the effective foreign

FC = $1.50 FC = $ 1.00 tax rate of undistributedE&P. The system values foreign
tax credits at their historical fair market value and earnings

Cash dividend received $ 1,050,000 $ 700,000 at their currentvalue. This historicalvaluation, however, is
Foreign tax credit gross-up $ 450,000 $ 450,000 achieved at the cost of fluctuatingdividendeffective foreign
Foreign-source taxable income* $ 1,500,000 $ 1,150,000 tax rates.

U.S. tax at34 percent $ 510,000 $ 391,000 D. Pre-1987 earningsof foreign subsidiariesForeign tax credit $ (450,000) $ (391.000)t
Net U.S. tax due $ 60,000 $ 0 The foreign tax credit translation rules in effect before the

Tax Reform Act of 1986 were different and continue to
Excess foreign tax credits $ 59.000 apply to undistributed pre-1987 earnings. Under the old

rules, an annual E&P and foreign tax credit calculationwas
made in the subsidiary's functional currency. This resulted
in annual layers of accumulated E&P as well as their as-Assumes no deductions allocated or apportioned to foreign-source taxable

income and no withholding taxes on remittance. sociated layers of foreign tax credits. Both E&P and foreign
t Subject to foreign tax credit limitation. tax credits were accounted for in the same functional cur-

rency. As dividendswere paid out of these E&P layers (on
a last-in first-out basis), discrete layer-by-layercalculations
were made to determine the foreign tax credits (and effec-

This total amount of cash and foreign tax credit is the U.S. tive foreign tax rate) that accompaniedeach dividend.

equivalent of local pre-tax income, that is, $ 1,500,000 = The E&P, and the underlying foreign tax credits were then
$ 1,050,000 + $ 450,000 = FC 1,000,000 x $ 1.50/FC. Such translated into U.S. dollars at the foreign exchange rate in
a dividend is also said to have (for the moment) an effective
foreign tax rate of 30 percent = $ 450,000/$ 1,500,000.

FIGURE 2
The gross U.S. tax is computed on this amount and a credit Exchange Rate Changes and Effective Foreign Tax
is allowed for foreign taxes paid, leaving a net U.S. tax due

Rates on Dividendsof $ 60,000. As the local tax rate was four percent less than
the U.S. rate (34 percent- 30 percent), this $ 60,000 brings
the total tax burden on the income up to 34percent, that is, Foreign FC/$
$ 60,000 = 4% x FC 1,000,000 x $1.50/FC. Currency
If the exchangerate falls to FC 1 = $1.00when the dividend exchange
is paid, the dividend amount falls in value but the foreign rates

tax credit computed at the historical exchange rate remains A
unaffected. The effective tax rate on the dividend therefore
rises from 30 percent to 39.1 percent = (450,000/
$ 1,150,000). As a result, ignoring other factors for the Subsequently
moment, when the dividend is subJect to U.S. tax, excess appreciates
foreign tax credits will arise.

C. Fluctuations in effective foreign tax rates When taxes

paid
These changes in effective foreign tax rates can occur be-
cause the foreign currency gain or loss on the undistributed
E&P is taxed in the United States essentially as another
form of dividend income. The foreign taxing jurisdiction in Subsequently

terms of its own currency perceivesno such gain or loss and depreciates 1

does not tax or tax benefit the foreign exchangegainor loss.
Therefore in the Figure l example there is no reduction in
local taxes for the foreign currency loss. O% tf

foreignEffective
These rules thus introduce an asymmetry (presumably in- tax rates

tended) between the U.S. tax treatment of undistributed
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effect on the date of distribution. The historical exchange local interest rates, affect the dividend decision. Interest
rate when the taxes were paid thereforehad no effect on the rate parity assumes that the difference in interest rates be-
undistributed foreign tax credits actually claimed. This sys. tween two currencies are perfectly compensated for by an-
tem tended to preserve the effective foreign income tax ticipated changes in the foreign exchange rate. Initially
rates in effect when the earnings were earned so that effec- there are no anticipated tax or interest rate shocks to the
tive foreign tax rates did not fluctuate. system.
These E&P rules are still in effect if foreign affiliates retain Classical income tax systems are assumed so that the local
(and subsequently remit) E&P earned prior to 1987. In income of a U.S. or foreign subsidiary is subject only to a

addition to the old general rules, special rules applicable to flat marginal income tax.6 The after-tax foreign profits are

such periods also exist for income deemed distributed. In- then subject to a flat withholding tax, if any, when distri-
come can be deemed distributedand, therefore, taxable for buted back to a U.S. parent. Withholding taxes are not
instance if it arises from passive sources, is invested in U.S. explicitly analyzed here since it can be shown that whatever
assets or was accumulated in a foreign subsidiary sold by their rate, they do not affect the fundamental analysis.
one U.S. person to another. These special E&P rules, under Every foreign income tax is assumed to be fully creditable
Section 964, allowed the calculation of E&P, and foreign in the United States.
taxesinU.S. dollars. This calculationimplicitlyallowed the The U.S. parent company is assumed to determine itsinclusion of unrealized translation losses (and gains) in the foreign tax credit position first based on its non-discretion-annual E&P calculations.5

ary income. That is, the U.S. parent determinesif it is in an

Both of these systems of E&P now coexist with the post- excess foreign tax credit position or excess limitation posi-
1986 E&P rules. Ordering rules determine which system is tion before any of the discretionary dividend income is
used to compute the amount of the deemed paid credit considered. It is also assumed that it remains indefinitely in
received with a dividend. As a general rule, the most recent that foreign tax credit position regardlessof the paymentor

E&P are deemed to be distributed first. The deemed paid non-paymentof discretionarydividends.
foreign tax credit is computed using the pooling method_ In Figure 3, any country, including the United States, canthat is, the weighted average is adjusted for foreign ex- be shown as a point correspondingto the combinationof itschange effects. Only if a distribution exceeds the total E&P local income tax rate expressed as a percentage, and theaccumulatedafter 1986 is the layeringapproachconsidered. local interest rate for some comparabledebt. The combina-Then that portion of the deemed paid credit is computed tion for the U.S. company is shown as tus and ius, where tususing the annual tax rate for each year in reverse order (i.e. isthe U.S. marginal income tax rate and ius is the interestfirst 1986, then 1985, etc.). rate.

11. REMITTANCEDECISION FIGURE 3
U.S. Parent with Excess Foreign Tax Credit Limitation

A. In general Local tax rates

Foreign currency f[uctuations affect the U.S. tax costs of a 100o- Distribute

multinational firm by constantly changing the effective earnings
foreign tax rates on undistributed foreign earnings. In this
environment, a U.S. parent of profitable foreign sub-
sidiaries must constantlydetermine the optimal financingof
its foreign subsidiaries. One of these financing decisions is U.S.

whether the subsidiary should distribute those profits as Ldividends for reinvestment in the United States or alterna-
tively reinvest local after-tax profits. This dividend or no tus -- .

dividend decision affects the debt-to-equity structures of
both foreign subsidiariesand their U.S. parents. Naturally,

Retain

once profits are distributed back to the United States, the earnings
Local

foreign profits are subject to direct U.S. tax. Ideally this interest
dividenddecisionshould produceoptimalafter-taxfinancial
results for the entity's worldwide operations. Jus rates

The real world dividend decision is generally made in the
uncertaincontextof both non-tax managementor cash flow C. Excess foreign tax credit limitation for the U.S.
considerations,as well as a host of U.S. tax considerations,
including available but unused foreign tax credits, the allo- parent
cation of interest expense and a variety of other real life

If the U.S. parent is in a long-termexcess foreign tax credit
conditions. In this context it may be difficult to appreciate limitation position, intuitively all foreign subsidiaries with
the interaction of foreign currency luctuation and taxes; local income tax rates greater than the U.S. rate should
therefore, the remainingportionof this discussioncompares distribute their earnings currently for reinvestment in the
repatriating or reinvesting foreign earnings in an environ-
ment of complete certainty.

United States. For instance, if the U.S. tax rate is 34 percent
and a foreign country's tax is 50 percent, a dividend of
after-tax earnings generates excess foreign tax credits of 16

B. Some assumptions
This analysis occurs in a financial environmentof both per- 5. Secs. 902(c)(6) and 964.
fect interest rate parity and tax predictabilityand focuseson 6. Countries with imputation systems such as Germany and the United
how two local country variables, local income tax rates and Kingdom do not strictly meet this flat marginal tax rate requirement.
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Reinvest profitsFIGURE 4
U.S. Parent with Excess Foreign Tax Credits Cash flow

Pretax income FC 10,000
Foreign income tax at 34% (3,400)Local tax rates
After-tax earnings 6,600100%- ! Foreign interest income at 10% 660

, Distribute Foreign tax on the interest at 34% (224)
I earnings
I Cash dividend to United States FC 7,036

9 I
I
I U.S. parent dividend income
.I FC 7,036 -

- $1.0185/FC $ 6,908
I Utilization of excess foreign tax credits
I

tus computed below 40
I

Rtain I End of period after-tax cash $ 6,948
eamings I 9

I Local
U.S. tax computationinterest

us rates Dividend income $ 6,908
Foreign taxes FC 3.400 at 1FC=$1 3,400

Stronger Weaker Foreign taxes FC 224 at 1.0185 FC =$1 220
currencies

- -currencies-
U.S. taxable income $ 10,528

U.S. tax at 34% $ (3,850)
percent which can be claimed against other taxes owed to Foreign tax credits 3,400
the United States. The after-taxearningsand excess foreign Foreign tax credit 220

tax credit themselves generate more earnings which ac- Excess foreign tax credit $ 40
cumulate faster on an after-tax basis in the United States
than if they were retained in a high-taxed local country.
Conversely, all foreign subsidiarieswith local tax rates less The U.S. parent is, therefore, indifferent as to whether the
than the U.S. tax rate should retain their earnings for local earnings are left overseas or distributed back to the United
reinvestment. States because, on an after-tax basis, the financialeffectsof

Foreign subsidiarieswith local income tax rates equal to the any foreign currency fluctuation are perfectlycompensated
for. It can also be shown that this effect holds in general.U.S. income tax rate are indifferentas to whetherto reinvest

or distribute their earnings because the after-taxprofits are Because the U.S. parent is indifferent to the strength or

the same. For instance, assume that theU.S. tax and interest weaknessof the foreign currency, in Figure 3, all countries
rates are 34 percent and 8 percent and that the corre- below the horizontal line should retain their earnings and

sponding rates in a foreign country are 34 percent and 10 not make distributions, while all countries above the line

percent, respectively. If the initial exchange rate is FC 1 = should make the distributions for investment in the United
$ 1 and the interest rate parity holds, the anticipated ex- States.

change rate one period later is (1 + 10%)/(1 + 8%) = FC
1.0185 = $1. This means the depreciationof the FC with
respect to the dollar is perfectlycompensatedfor by the two D. U.S. parent with excess foreign tax credits

percent higher interest rate that can be earned by investing
in FC-denominateddebt. When the U.S. parent is (unfortunately)in an excess foreign

tax credit position, the dividend decision depends on not
If the subsidiary has FC 10,000 of pre-tax eamings, and only the local tax rate but also the local interest rate. A U.S.
immediately distributes the after-tax cash permittng the company in a long-term excess foreign tax credit position is
parent to earn U.S. interest thereon, the after-tax results essentially taxed as if it pays no marginal U.S. taxes on
after one period are: incrementalforeign-sourceincome and receivesno U.S. tax

benefit for any foreign-source losses. Any additional U.S.
Immediatedividend tax on incrementalforeign-sourceincome is offset by excess

Cash flow foreign tax credits. Any foreign-source loss does not affect

Pretax income FC 10,000 net U.S. tax due and yields additional excess foreign tax

Foreign tax at 34% (3,400) credits. For such a U.S. parent, therefore, the marginal tax
rate on foreign earnings is really only the marginal foreign

Dividend to the United States FC 6,600 tax rate including any withholding taxes.

U.S. parent dividend income $ 6,600 By taxing a dividend at its fair market value when actually
U.S. interest income at 8% 528 received, U.S. tax law treats foreign exchange gains and

U.S. tax on the interest at 34% (180) losses from undistributed subsidiaries' earnings as foreign-
source income. However, since these same foreign ex-

End of period after-tax cash $ 6,948 change gains and losses are not recognizedby the local tax

authorities, they are exempt from local income taxationand
can be included in the foreign tax credit computation asIf the funds were retained, reinvested locally and then the zero-taxed foreign-source income or loss.

total after-tax proceeds dividendedback to the U.S. parent
one year later, the resultswouldbe as in the followingtable: For instance, consider our previous example of a U.S. pa-
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rent with an excess foreign tax credit limitation. If the profits
were distributed immediately and reinvested in the United FIGURE 6
States, the after-tax cash flow to the U.S. parent would still Sample Countries
be $ 6,948. However, for an excess foreign tax creditparent,
the after-tax cash flows are different if the funds are rein- Local tax rates
vested and distributed one year later. If the U.S. parent is 100%- t Distribute
in an excess foreign tax credit position, the after-tax cash earnings
ow is not $ 6,948 because only $ 6,908 cash is received.
This 'difference is solely because the U.S. parent cannot
obtain a benefit for the $ 40 in excess foreign tax credits.

Figure 4 begins the analysis for a U.S. parent companywith
continuing excess foreign tax credits subject to a U.S. in-
terest rate of ius and U.S. tax rate of tus If a foreign sub- 1 Canada
sidiary is generating income subject to a local tax rate lower Japan

Unted Statesthan the United States and the local interest rate is lower tus --- -

than the United States, the earningsshould be retained and Retain
reinvested in the foreign subsidiary. The lower tax rate earnings Switzerland
permits faster accumulationofearnings and a lower interest Local
rate (vis--vis the dollar) implies the foreign currency is nterest
appreciatingwith respect to the dollar. The dollar value of us rates
the accumulating earnings therefore steadily increases.
Thus, earnings of foreign subsidiaries subject to local in-

U.S. parent with foreign tax credits is indifferent tocome tax rates less than the United States and interest rates excess

less than the United States should be retainedby the foreign distributingor reinvesting the foreign subsidiary earnings.
subsidiaries and not distributed. Figure 5 illustrates the locus of such countries where dis-
Conversely, earnings of foreign subsidiaries with local tax tributingor reinvesting local profit yields the same after-tax
rates higher than the United States and local interest rates return to a U.S. parent. Companies in countries to the
greater than the United States shouldbe immediatelydistri- upper right of the line shouldgenerallydistributetheir earn-

buted. The reason is a higher foreign tax rate slows the ings while those to the lower left should generally reinvest.
accumulation of after-tax profits and a higher interest rate Companieswith the same interest and tax rates as the Unit-
implies the dollarvalueof the after-taxprofitswillbe falling. ed States can either distributeor retain their earnings.
However, it is moredifficultto reacha decisionforcountries Figure 6 shows some illustrativecountries; this figure is not
with either currencies weaker than the dollar and tax rates drawn to scale.
lower than the United States, or alternatively currencies Unfortunately, real decisions are not so simple. This
stronger than the dollarwith higher tax rates. In such cases, analysis isolates the foreign currency components of thethe benefitsof a lower local income tax rate may ormay not calculationbut does not consider numberof other factors,a
be offset by the cost of foreign exchange losses. especially the effect of the expenseallocationon the foreign
Taxpayers should be indifferent to those combinations of tax credit limitation. A highly leveraged U.S. parent com-

tax and interest rates where the after-tax local yield on pany may have a strong bias toward the repatriation of
interest adjusted for the appreciationor depreciationof the earnings, notwithstandingany tax savings.
local currency with respect to the dollar equals the U.S.
after-tax yield on U.S. interest. It is possible, based on the E. Pre-1987earningsand profitsspecific values of ius and tus, to calculate the combinationof
local tax and interest rates for a specific country at which a The preceding discussion is based on the general rules gov-

erning E&P generated after 1986. It is also possible to
similarly analyze the factors governing the distrbution or

FIGURE 5 retention of pre-198 earnings, which may remain in a

Distribution/Retentionof Local Eamings numberof foreign subsidiaries. In fact, the curve governing
pre-1987E&P whateverthe parent's foreign tax credit posi-
tion is the for posta1986E&Pwith the in, same curve parentLocal tax rates an excess foreign tax credit position. However, pre-1987

100%- Distribute E&P can only be distributed after all post-1986 E&P has
eamings been distributed, and the local earnings generated from

accumulated pre-1987 E&P are all treated as post-1986
E&P.

F. Shocks to the system

Figure 7 shows the effect of a reduction in U.S. corporate
tax rates such as occurred with the enactment of the TaxUnited Statestus m Reform Act of 1986 whereby companies in more foreign
countries should be distributingtheir earningsbecausewithRetain

earnings a lower tax rate, the United States becomes a more tax-at-
tractive location to do business. U.S. parents in an excessLocal

interest limitationposition now repatriate the profitsof subsidiaries
us rtes n countries with tax rates between 34 percent and 46 per-

cent. U.S. parents with excess foreign tax credits also have
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-1

FIGURE 7 FIGURE 8
Decreasen U.S. Tax Rate Increase in U.S. Interest Rate

Locl taxrates Localtax rates34% 46%
1.00%-- T k 100%--- l \Distribute Oistribte

eamings emings

46% ---------p------------

V tus m

34%

Retain Retain
earnings earnings

Local Local
interest interest

lus rates lus lus rates

their dividend indifference curves shift down, resulting in through equity or local debt. For a U.S. parent with excess

morecountreswhich should makedivdenddistributionsto foreign tax credit limitation Figure 3 can be recast from

the United States. retained earnings versus dividend earnings into marginal
or can recast as

Similarly,Figure 8 shows the impactof a rise in U.S. interest equity marginal debt. Similarly,Figure 5 be

rates whereby a weaker U.S. dollar may increase the marginal debt and marginal equity for U.S. parents with

numberof countries where reinvestment is preferred. Such
excess foreign tax credits.

a U.S. interest rate change hifts the point for the United Our analysis suggests that for tax purposes, U.S. parents
States right-ward. This does not affect the decisions of a with excess foreign tax credit limitationare indifferentas to

U.S. parent with excess limitation because only local tax whether currencies are weaker or stronger with respect to

rates determine the decision. the dollar but are sensitive solely to changes in U.S. and
local tax rates. U.S. parents with excess foregn tax credits

However, a U.S. parent in an excess foreign tax credit must balance both interest and tax rates to remain in an

position is affected, as the appreciation of undistributed optimal capital structure. Occasionallythey must distribute
foreign currencyearnings is untaxedforeign-sourceincome.

or not distribute in apparentlycounter-intuitivesituations.
It will, therefore, retain earnings in some countries that are

convertedintosufficientlyappreciatingcurrencycountris. The complexity of the tax and financial consequences of
foreign subsidiary repatriation and capitalizationdecisions

requiresnot only carefulpreplanningbut also closeobserva-

Ill. SOME CONCLUSIONS tion to obtain the optimal financial results. It is important
to track a large volume of information,both to substantiate

Although we have focused on the dividend or no dividend the postions taken on a company'stax return, and to prop-
decision, the conclusionsare analogous to the optimal mar- erly fine-tune a company's operations. Sophisticated com-

ginal debt-to-equity decision for foreign subsidiaries. The puter software has become the only realistic solution to this

financing neds of a local subsidiary can either be satisfied problem.
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RESTRUCTURINGOF FOREIGN- STOCK OF SUBSIDIARIES
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OWNED U.S. CORPORATE B. Spin-off of subsidiary shares
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corporation
D. Sale of stock of subsidiaries to

GROUPS foreign subsidiary of the foreign
parent

E. Sale of stock of subsidiaries to the

David R. Tillinghast foreign parent
F. Preferred stock recapitalizationof

Chadbourne & Parke, New York foreign subsidiary, followed by sale
of common stock to the foreign
parent

G. Transfer of stock of foreign
I. INTRODUCTION subsidiaries to a foreign subsidiary

of the foreign parent in exchange
Many foreign companies that have made acquisitions of U.S. companies which for non-voting shares of that
themselves have foreign subsidiaries or branches find that, for operating and/or subsidiary
tax reasons, they would prefer not to hold these foreign operations through the H. U.S. corporation transfers stock of

foreign subsidiary to another foreignUnited States. The relevant tax disadvantagesmay include less favourable U.S. subsidiary of the foreign parent in
treaties with third countries, duplicationofwithholdingtaxes on earnings as they exchange for voting preferred stock
are distributed through the United States to the ultimate parent, the application of that subsidiary
of the Subpart F and PFIC rules1 and possible loss of foreign tax credits or other III. BASIC TRANSACTIONSFOR THE
benefits under foreign tax laws (including EC directives).2 DISPOSITION OF FOREIGN BRANCHES

A. Taxable sale of assets to foreignSince 1986, as a general consequence of the repeal of the General Utilities subsidiaries
doctrine and the increasinglyaggressive attitude of the United States toward the B. Drop-down of branch assets into a

impositionof tax on foreign-ownedU.S. corporations,3it has becomedifficult, if new foreign subsidiary, followed by
not impossible, for a foreign-ownedU.S. company to divest foreign subsidiaries disposition of the stock

C. Drop-down of branch assets into aand branches on a wholly tax-free basis. Often the only recourse is to choose the
new domestic subsidiary followedleast unattractiveof several unattractive alternatives. The ultimate lesson to be by dispotion of the stock

learned is that, when a foreign company makes an acquisition in the United IV. CASE STUDY
States, restructuring problems ought to be anticipated before the acquisition is A. Basic factsmade. This will be discussed briefly at the end of this paper.4 B. Basic transaction I

C. Basic transaction IlThe followingdiscussionwill summarizethe tax consequencesof several different D. Basic transaction Illkinds of transactionswhich might be consideredwhen a foreign acquirer desires E. Basic transaction IV
to extricate foreign subsidiariesor branches from the U.S. tax grasp. The number F. Basic transaction V
of possible variations is almost infinite, and therefore only relatively simple G. Basic transaction VI

transactional formats will be presented. In the real world, the shape of a transac- V. CONCLUSION
tion will be molded to fit the particular facts; and the design will depend, among
other things, on the tax attributesof the U.S. corporationand its subsidiaries,on

quantitative relationships (such as the level of applicable withholding taxes or
available foreign tax credits) and on the tax posture of the foreign companies 1. Secs. 951-964, 1248 and 1291-1297 of theinvolved in their own residence countries. It is impossible to cover all of these InternalRevenue Code of 1986, as amended (theconsiderationsin this paper.Afterdiscussing the relevantU.S. tax considerations, Code). All references herein to a section are

however, the paperwill present a simple case study.5 to a section of the Code unless otherwise
specified.
2. For example, if the foreign acquirer is resi-
dent in an EC country, it could receivea dividendIl. BASIC TRANSACTIONSFOR DIVESTING from a directly-held subsidiary resident in

STOCK OF SUBSIDIARIES another EC country without the imposition of
any withholdingtax. See Council Directiveof 23

A. Distributionof subsidiary shares as a taxable dividend July 1990 on the common system of taxation ap-
plicable in the case of parent companiesand sub-
sidiariesofdifferentMemberStates90/435EC,

The simplest and most obvious way to divest a U.S. corporationof the shares of reprinted in 33 OfficialJournalof the European
its foreign subsidiariesis to have the U.S. corporationdistributethem to its parent CommunitiesL225/6 (1990).
as a dividend. In the United States, however, this will be a fully taxable transac-

3. See, e.g. Sec. 163(j) (earningsstripping);
Sec. 367(e) and Treas. Reg. 1.367(e)-lT, -2Ttion.
(recognition of gain on liquidations and spin-

If the shares distributed have appreciated in value, the distributingcorporation offs); Sec. 6038A (information reporting).
4. See text infra at Part V.will recognize taxable gain equal to their fair marketvalue less its tax basis in the 5. See text infra at Part IV.

shares.6 (Loss is not recognized, however.) 6. Sec. 311.
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If the stock distributedis stock of a controlledforeigncorpo- the UnitedStates that provides for exchangeof informa-
ration (CFC),7 gain will be included under Section 1248 tion; and
as a dividend to the extent of that corporation'sattributable (v) after the distribution, the stock of the distributing cor-

accumulatedearnings and profits8 while an indirect Section poration has a value at least equal to the value of the
902 foreign tax credit will be allowed.9 stock distributed.19

A tax will also be imposed at the shareholderlevel. Assum- If the transactionqualifies as a tax-free spin-offunder the

ing that the dividend does not constitute effectivelv con- general rules, it will be tax-free at the shareholderlevel, i.e.
nected income in the hands of the foreign parent,ldwith- no withholding tax will be imposed even if corporate level

holding tax will be imposed on the value of the distributed gain recognition is mandated by these foreign-oriented
shares at the statutoryor applicable treaty rate, to the extent rules.
of the distributingcorporation'searnings and profits.il

C. Complete liquidationof U.S. corporationThus, the straightforwarddistributionof a dividend in kind

may involve substantial tax costs to both the U.S. corpora- A possible alternativewould be the complete liquidationof
tion distributing the dividend and the foreign parent which

the U.S. corporation, which would, of course, result in the
receives it. distribution to the foreign parent of shares of the sub-

sidiaries of the U.S. corporaton (as well as its other as-

B. Spin-offof subsidiaryshares sets).2 In general, the liquidatingcorporationrecognizesno

gain if the transaction constitutes the complete liquidation
Under U.S. law, a spin-off transaction - that is, the dis- of an 80 percent-or-more-owned subsidiary).21 The first
tribution to shareholdersof the stockof a corporationthere-
tofore controlled by the distributing corporation - under
certain circumstancesqualifies as a tax-free transaction. To

qualify, however, the transaction must meet several statu-
7. A CFC is one in which U.S. shareholders (as defined) own more than
50 percent of the stock, measured by value or voting power. Sec. 957(a).

tory tests. No attempt will be made to examine these in Special rules apply to insurance companies. See Secs. 957(b), 953(c).
detail here.12 Several relevant points may be noted, how- 8. Sec. 1248(f) Notice 87-64, 1987-2 C.B. 375, making Sec. 1248(f)
ever. inapplicable in some cases, will not apply in this case because the corpora-

tion whose stock is distributedwill cease to be a CFC upon the distribution.
First, the transaction must have a business purpose, and 9. Under Sec. 902, a U.S. corporation receiving a dividend from a
this must be a corporate purpose (i.e. some exigency of the foreign corporation in which it owns 10 percent or more of the votingstock
business of the U.S. corporation (or its subsidiary)), as may claim a credit against its U.S. tax for a portion of the corporate-level
opposed to a shareholder purpose (i.e. the desire of the tax paid by the distributingcorporation on the earnings distributed.
U.S. corporation's foreign parent).13 In many cases, this 10. A foreign corporation is subject to the U.S. corporate tax on net

may be difficult to establish. income only with respect to income which is effectively connectedwith the
conduct of a trade or business in the United States. Secs. 864,882. If the

Second, each of the U.S. corporation and the subsidiary corporation is a resident of a country with which the United States has
whose stock is distributed must be engaged in the active entered into an income tax treaty, the tax will not normally apply unless,
conductof a trade or business which has been carried on for in addition, the corporation maintainsa permanentestablishmentin the

at least five years.14 This may be true n many situations. United States to which the income is attributable. In the interests of

There is, however, a related five year waitingperiod rule; brevity, this paper ignores this further treaty qualification in discussing
the transaction will not qualify as tax-free if the foreign when a foreign corporation's income is subject to U.S. corporate tax.

parent acquired the U.S. corporation within the five years
11. Sec. 881(a). A corporatedistribution is a taxable dividendonly to the

prior to the distribution.15
extent of the corporation'searnings and profits. Secs. 301(c) (1), 316. The
IRS takes the position that a U.S. corporation must withhold tax on the

All of the above hurdles would have to be cleared even if entire amount of a distribution, even if there are insufficientearnings and

the dividend were being paid to a U.S. corporate parent; profits to cover all of it, and that the recipient must seek a refund of the

but when the distributee is foreign the problems are even
amount over-withheld. See Treas. Reg. 1.1441-3(b) (1).
12. For an extended discussion, see B. Bittker & J. Eustice, Federal

more difficult. In such a case, corporate-levelrecognitionof lncome Taxationof Corporationsand Shareholders,Ch. 135thed. (War-
gain (but not loss) will be generally required, even if the ren, Gorham & Lamont, Inc.: 1987) (hereinafter cited as Bittker &
other spin-off tests are met. 6 There are three exceptions,of Eustice).
which two are relevant here. The gain recognition rule does 13. Treas. Reg. 1.355-2(b)(2).
not apply if immediately after the distribution each of the 14. Sec. 355(a)(1)(D) and (b).
distributingcorporationand the corporation whose stock is 15. Sec. 355(c)(2) and (d). If the acquisition was made on or before 9

distributed is a U.S. real property holding corporation.t7 October 1990, the waitingperiod applies only if there was an acquisition
Gain will also not be recognized if the corporation whose of 80 percent control. If made after that date, however, in certain cir-

stock is distributed is a domestic corporation and several cumstances the acquisitionof as little as 50 percent of the stock of the U.S.

conditions are met, including the following: corporationwill invoke the waiting period. Sec. 355(d).
16. Sec. 367(e)(1); Temp. Treas. Reg. 1.367(e)-lT.(i) five or fewer individuals or corporations directly own 17. Id. at -IT(c)(1)

100 percent of the distributingcorporation'sstock; 18. In determining the holding period of stock, carryover or tacked'

(ii) a holding period of at least two years exists for at least holding periods are not counted unless Sec. 381 applied to the tacking
90 percent of the stock and all of the stock held by the transaction. Id. at (c)(2)(B). Most importantly for this discussion, this

distributee;18 definition does not encompass a Sec. 351 tax-free incorporation.
(iii) if the distributee is a foreign corporation, the value of 19. Temp. Treas. Reg. 1.367(e)-lT(c)(2).

the stock of the distributing corporation held im- 20. A similar effect could be achieved by having the U.S. corporation
mediately before the distribution is less than 50 percent

transfer all of its assets to a foreign subsidiary of the foreign parent in

of the value of all outstanding stock of the distributee exchange for stock which it distributes to the foreign parent. Ths could

(reduced by the value of cash and marketablesecurities qualify as a tax-free reorganization under Sec. 368(a)(1)(D) However,
Sec. 367(a) and the regulations thereunderwould require the U.S. corpo-

'

held by the distributee); ration to recognize the gain inherent in all of its assets. See Temp. Treas.

(iv) after the distributionthe distributee is residentor incor- Reg. 1.367(a)-IT(b)(1)
porated in a country that has an income tax treaty with 21. Sec. 336.
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problem here is that a liquidation will occur only if all net many years the IRS took the position that a Section 304
assets of the U.S. corporation are distributed,22which may deemed dividend carried no Section 902 credits because the
be unacceptable as a business matter. This cannot readily corporation including the income did not itselfown 10 per-
be avoided by dropping the liquidating corporation's un- cent of the voting stock of the deemed dividend payor.

38

wanted assets down into a new U.S. subsidiarybefore liqui- After lengthy reconsideration, however, the IRS has re-
dation (or reincorporating them in one afterwards); if this cently ruled that the Section 902 credit is allowable, at least
is done, the transactionmay not constitutea complete liqui- in some circumstances.39In the facts presented in the ruling,
dation.23 In this case, it wouldbe characterizedas a dividend a wholly-owned, consolidated (domestic) subsidiary of a

distribution,with the tax effects described above. U.S. parent sold to a foreign subsidiary, wholly and directly
owned by the parent, stock in another foreign subsidiaryHere again, even if the transactionqualifiesas a liquidation, wholly-owned by the seller. The seller deemed tothere is a special anti-foreign rule. When the parent-dis- was own

tributee is a foreign corporation, gain must generally be
at least 10 percent of the voting stock of the buyer for

recognized by the liquidating corporation.24Losses will be purposes of Section 902(a). (The seller actually owned, of

recognized, but only to the extent of offsetting matching course, more than 10 percent of the company whose stock
it sold).4 It is not clear whether this ruling would apply togains, i.e. ordinary losses will offset ordinary gains and the type of transactionunder considerationhere. The rulingcapitallosseswill offsetcapitalgains.25No loss is recognized, involved a domestic subsidiary filing a consolidated returnhowever, on the distribution of property to a related per- with its domestic parent. Under the consolidated returnson26 if the distribution is non-pro rata27 (this is irrelevant if
regulations, each member of the consolidated isthe subsidiary is wholly-owned) or if the property was ac- group
deemed to own stock owned by any memberof the group.41quired in a tax-free incorporation, or as a contribution to
Thus, the subsidiary was considered directly to own thecapital, within five years before the distribution.28 This stock of the foreign corporationwhich was in fact owned bymatching rule in fact sets up a mismatch when the prop- the parent.42 In the situation discussedhere, the U.S.erty distributed is stock of a CFC, because the portion of ration be consolidatedwith its foreign

corpo-
andthe gain which is taxed under Section 1248 is included as

cannot parent,
ordinary income,29 while any loss on similar shares of stock this deemed ownership rule does not apply. Thus, the

indirect foreign tax credit could be denied on the groundis a capital loss. that the U.S. corporation does not stock in the foreignown
The liquidating corporation is not required to recognize company from which it received the deemed distributionas

gain if the distributee is not a CFC, if the property distri- required by Section 902.43
buted is used for ten years after the distribution (or, in the
case of inventory,until disposedof) in the conductof a U.S.
trade or business and if certain administrativerequirements
are met.3o If, however, the property ceases to be so used, 22. See Bittker & Eustice 1111.02.gain will be recognized. Moreover, this exception does not 23. See Treas. Reg. 1.331-1(c); Rev. Rul. 76-429, 1976-2 C.B. 97.
apply to intangibles.31 24. Sec. 367(e)(2); Temp. Treas. Reg. 1.367(e)-2T(b)(I)
The foreign parent will generally not be taxable on the sale 25. Temp Treas. Reg. 1.367(e)-2T(b)(1)(ii)

26. As defined in Sec. 267.
or exchange of stock deemed to occur on the liquidationof 27. In general, the Sec. 267 rule disallowing loss on sales or exchangesofthe U.S. corporation.Such gain is not fixedor determinable property to a related person does not apply to the gain recognized by the
annualor periodic income,3 and thuswouldbe taxable onlY liquidating subsidiary in a Sec. 336 liquidation. Sec. 336(d)(3). Thus, the
if it were effectivelyconnected income. rule discussed in the text is less permissive than the general rule.

28. Temp. Treas. Reg. 1.367(e)-2T(b)(I)(ii)
29. Sec. 1248 requires the attributable amount of earnings and profits of

D. Sale of stock of subsidiariesto foreign the CFC to be included as a dividend.

subsidiaryof the foreign parent 30. Temp. Treas. Reg. 1.367(e)-2T(b)(2).
31. Id. at (i)(A)

Often the foreign acquirer of a U.S. corporation owns its 32. Treas. Reg. 1.1441-2(a)(3)
existing operating subsidiaries through an intermediate 33. See Rev. Rul. 70-496, 1970-2 C.B. 74.

34. See Secs. 302(b), 304(b)(1).holding company. If so, it may want the shares of the sub- 35. Sec. 304(b)(2).sidiaries of the U.S. corporationto be ownedby that holding 36. See Rev. Rul. 70-496, supra note 33. Many practitioners regard this
company. Accordingly, it is frequently proposed that the view as questionable.
U.S. corporation sell the shares to that foreign holding 37. See, e g. Dolan. 'International Acquisitions, Dispositions and Re-
company. In U.S. tax terms, however, this is a disaster. structurings in a Post-GeneralUtilitiesWorld: Some Ideas for Considera-

tion, 18 Tax Management lnternationalJ. (1989), at 275.Because all of the companies involved are under common 38. See, e.g. Rev. Rul. 84-459, 1984-2 C.B. 207; Private Letter Rulingscontrol, Section 304 applies.33 As a result, the foreign trans- (PLRs) 85-10070, 85-15041.
feree is deemed to have made a payment to the U.S. tranS- 39. Rev. Rul. 91-5, 1991-3 I.R.B. 9.
feror in redemptionof its own stock. By reasonofownership 40. The ruling noted that the foreign corporation whose stock was ac-

attribution rules, this hypothetical redemption will not be quired had both voting and non-votingstock outstanding.Thisobservation
treated as a sale or exchange but as a dividend,34 first out of relates to the second holding of the ruling, relating to Sec. 351.
the earnings and profits of the foreign purchaser, to the 41. Treas. Reg. 1.1502-34.

extent thereof, and then out of the earnings and profits of 42. On the other hand, if no one of the corporations in the consolidated

the corporation whose stock is sold.35 The remainderof the
return group owns 10 percent or more of the stock of a foreigncorporation,

payment, if any, will be treated as capital gain; since the separate ownershipcannot be aggregated to reach the required 10 percent
level. See First Chicago Corporationv. Comm'r, 96T.C.No. 14 (7 March

seller has no actual stock ownership in the buyer, there will 1991).
be no tax-free return of basis.36 43. Rev. Rul. 91-5, supra note 39, relied upon the legislative history of

It has long been debated whether the dividend deemed to
amendments to Sec. 304 as the basis for allowing the credit. The ruling
stated:

be received from the purchasingcorporationwill carrywith Consistent with this legislative history, and n view of the facts pre-it the Section 902 indirect foreign tax credit which would sentedin this ruling,DXshall be considered to own at least 10 percent
apply in the case of an actual dividend distribution.37 For of the voting stock.... 1991-3 C.B. at 10 (emphasis added).
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Since the consideration it receives on the sale is deemed to be Section 306 stock, but this may have little practical con-

be receivedas a dividend, the sellingcorporationis deemed sequence.53 The U.S. corporationwill allocate its basis be-
to make the transferofstock as a contributionto the capital tween the preferred and common stock in accordancewith
of the buyer. If the seller owns 80 percent or more of the their respective fair market values.54
votingstockof the buyer, Section367(c)(2)applies, and the The tax consequences of the sale of the common stock
transfer is treated as a Section351(a) transactionsubject to wouldbe as describedabove,exceptthat the amount treated
the regulationspromulgatedthereunder.44 as a dividend under Section 1248 might be different. At the
Section 351 applies, however,only when the seller directly time of the recapitalization,the foreign subsidiarywill nor-

has control of the buyer or where it is a consolidatedsub- mally have some accumulated earnings and profits. If so,
sidiary of a U.S. parent directlyholding control.45 In other there is a Section 1248 amount attributable to its stock.
cases, a tax equal to 35 percent of the gain inherent in the When that stock is recapitalized into preferred and com-

transferred shares would be imposed under Section 1491, mon, however, it is not clear what portion of this earnings
unless the transferor elected, pursuant to Section 1492, to pool attaches to the preferred stock and what portion re-

apply Section 367 principles to the transfer. In that event, mains attributable to the common stock. For periods after
the deemed transferof stock will not qualify for non-recog- the recapitalization,there is an establishedbasis for dividing
nition, because the transfereewill not be a CFC.46 income or earnings between the two classes of stock,55 but

this does not determine the treatment of pre-capitalization
E. Sale of stock of subsidiariesto the foreign amounts. There is apparentlyno law on this subject.56

parent A more fundamentalquestion is whetherthe IRS can apply
The U.S. corporation might sell the shares of subsidiaries

a step transaction theory to the preferred recapitalization
when the subsidiary whose common stock is sold is not a

to its foreign parent. This transaction is not treated as a CFC following the sale. The IRS would argue that the
Section 304 transaction.47If it were, the effect would be to substance of the transaction is that the U.S. corporationposit the payment of a dividend by a parent to its own received preferred stock in a non-controlled corporationsubsidiary;and this is apparentlytoomucheven for the IRS. and that this requires the recognitionof gain with respect to
The result is that the sellerwill recognizethe gain normally the seller's entire stock interest, not just the common stock
associated with the sale or exchange of the stock. Section sold.57 Here again, there is apparentlyno governing prece-
1248 amounts will be included as dividends, and applicable dent. Such a theorywould, however, require inclusiononly
Section 902 credits Will be allowed.48Because the purchaser of the Section 1248 amount,58 and the resulting tax might be
is a related party, however, no loss will be allowed.49 substantiallyoffset by Section 902 tax credits.

If the foreign parent wants the shares which are being sold G, Transferof stock of foreign subsidiariesto a
to be owned by its foreign holding company subsidiary, it foreign subsidiaryof the foreign parent in
might considerbuying the shares and then transferringthem
to the holding company. Alternatively, it might consider exchange for non-voting shares of that

transferringthe sharesof the U.S. corporationto the foreign subsidiary
holding company and then having the holding company The U.S. corporationcould exchange the stock of the sub-make the purchase. In each of these cases, the questionwill

sidiary for non-votingpreferredstockof foreignsubsidiarybe whether the IRS, applying step transaction concepts,
a

of the foreignparent. As discussedabove, a sale or exchangewill treat the sales as Section 304 transactions, with the
adverse consequencesdescribed above. The answer to this
question is not clear.5o

44. Rev. Rul. 91-5, supra note 39. See Sec. 367(a); Treas. Reg.

F. Preferred stock recapitalizationof foreign 1.367(a)-1T - -6T; Notice 87-85, 1987-2 C.B. 395.
45. See Brams v. Comm'r, 734 F.2d 290 (6th Cir. 1984); Rev. Rul. 78-130,

subsidiary, followed by sale of common stock 1978-1 C.B. 114; Rev. Rul. 56-613, 1956-2 C.B. 212; Treas. Reg. 1.1502-
to the foreign parent 34; Rev. Rul. 89-46, 1989-1 C.B. 272

46. Notice 87-85, supra note 44.

In this transaction, a foreign subsidiary which is to be sold 47. Rev. Rul. 74-605, 1974-2 C.B. 97.

would first issue a class of preferred stock representing the 48. Sec. 1248(a).
lion's share of its capital to its U.S. parent. The U.S. corpo-

49. Sec. 267(a).
ration would then sell the common stock in the type of 50. Sec. 304 was aimed at preventing a bail-out of the earnings of a

transaction just described. This would attempt to minimize
related corporation at capital gains rates. See Bittker & Eustice 9.12.

Accordingly, a sensible rule would be that if the consideration for the
the gain currently recognized by freezing a large part of purchase came from the foreign parent and could not be traced to the
the value of the subsidiary into the preferred stock, which foreign holding company, Sec. 304 should not apply.
would be retainedby the U.S. corporation.The resultwould 51. E.g. Rev. Rul. 77-479, 1977-2 C.B. 119.

be, of course, that this portion of the subsidiary's capital 52. Treas. Reg. 7.367(b)-7(c).
would remain U.S.-owned; but the hope would be that, as 53. Dispositionof Sec. 306 stock may give rise to ordinaryincome, rather

the business grows (or inflation occurs), this would repre- than capital gains. At the present time, there is no differencein the rate of

sent a shrinkingpart of the total equity and that eventually tax imposed on corporate capital gains.
the preferred stock could be retired. 54. Treas. Reg. 1.358-2(a) (2).

55. See Treas. Reg.. 1.951-1(e)(2).
In form, the recapitalization is tax-free. No continuity of 56. A reasonable solution would be to divide the accumulated earnings
interest rule applies in connection with an E reorganiza- and profits account on the basis of the relative fair market values of the

tion, and even a prearranged sale of common following a preferred and common stock, thus mirroring the division of tax basis (see

preferred stock recapitalization does not disqualify the text supra at note 54) and neither front-loadingnor back-loading the

transaction,51 Although Section 367(b) applies to the re-
recognition of the Sec. 1248 amount.
57. If a U.S. person exchanges stock in a CFC for stock in a foreign

capitalization, no gain will be recognized under the regula- corporation which is not a CFC, gain recognition is generally required.
tions, because the U.S. corporationreceivesstock in a CFC Treas. Reg. 7.367(b)-7(c)(1).
in which it is a U.S. shareholder.52The preferred stock will 58. Id.
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of stock by the U.S. parent to another subsidiar of the nected with the United States. One way of accomplishing
foreign parent is generally a Section 304 transaction. In the this objective is simply to have the U.S. corporation (or the
Bhada and Caamano cases, however, t was held that an domestic subsidiary) sell the branch assets to existing or

exchange which would otherwise be characterzed under newly-formedforeign entities ownedby the foreign parent.
Section 304 will not be so treatedbutwill constitutea normal Normally, thiswill incura substantialtax cost, however. All
sale or exchange if the considerationreceived by the trans- gain on the branch assets wll be recognized by the U.S.
feror consists of stock of the transferee.59The rationale is seller. In addition, it is likely that income or gain will be
that Section304 applies onlywhen the describedstock trans- recognized in the country in which the branch is located.
fer is made in return for propertyand that under Section
317(a), the term property does not include stock of the B. Drop-downof branch assets into a new foreign
acqurng corporation. The Bhada and Caamano cases in- subsidiary, followed by dispositionof the stock
volved Section 304(a)(2), but the same language appears in
Section 304(a)(1). Section 1248(i), the legislation which If the assets of the foreign branch are dropped down into a

overturnedthe result in these cases, is not applicable in the locallyorganizedsubsidiaryin exchange for the subsidiary's
circumstancespresented here. stock, this could presumablyqualifyas a tax-free incorpora-

tion under Section 351. Section 367(a) will apply, but tangi-The exchange will not be tax-free. Section 351 does not

applybecausethe U.S. corporationdoes not directlycontrol ble assets which are to be used in an active business are

the transferee.60The transaction is not a B reorganization generally permitted to be transferred tax-free.67 Tainted

because that requires the receipt solely of voting stock.61 tems, such as receivables and inventory, which cannot be

The transaction would therefore be treated as an ordinary transferredtax-free68can be left behind. A transferof intan-

sale or exchange, with the tax consequences described in gibles would give rise to taxable gain under Section 367(d),
but this may be handled by having the U.S. corporationE above. retain these items and enteringinto a licensingarrangement.

H. U.S. corporation transfers stockof foreign
If the stock of the subsidiaryis thereaftersold or exchanged,

subsidiary to another foreign subsidiaryof the
to the foreign parent or anothersubsidiary, this raises famil-
iar issues as to whether the control immediately after

foreign parent in exchange for voting preferred requirementof Section 351 is satisfied.69
stockof that subsidiary The subsequent distribution of the stock of the newly-

This exchange would constitute a tax-free B reorganiza- formed subsidiary to the parentwouldnot makeSection 351
tion.62 Section 304 does not apply.63 Since the stock received inapplicable, however.7o A post-incorporation spin-off of
is stock of a foreign corporation, however, Section 367 the stock of the foreign subsidiary would raise all of the

applies. If followingthe transfer: (i) the transfereecorpora- issues discussed above.71 The incorporation of the branch

tion is a CFC, and (ii) the transferor is a U.S. shareholder would not djsqualify the transaction if it is tax-free.72 If,
in both the transferee and, applying the indirect ownership however, gan s recognized to any extent, this would dis-

rule of Section 1248(c)(2), in the subsidiary whose stock is qualify the ensuing spin-off.73 In this regard, there is a dis-

transferred, no gain inclusion is required.64 Otherwise, full turbing suggestion in a recent private letter ruling. Under

gain recognition will be required. Section 987, a foreign branch having a functional currency
other than the dollar recognizes foreign currency gain upon

An interesting question arises as to what, if anything, hap- a remittance to its home office. The ruling suggests that in
pens if the transferee corporation is a CFC at the time of a tax-free incorporation of a branch, a remittance may be
the exchange but ceases to be a CFC at a later date. The deemed to occur, with resultant recognition of foreign cur-

preferred stock received by the U.S. corporation: (i) must rency gain.74
be voting stock (to make the transaction a B reorganiza-
tion); and (ii) must have at least 10 percent of the total
voting power of the stock of the transferee corporation (to 59. See Bhada v. Comm'r, 89 T.C. 959 (1987), aff'd 892 F.2d 39 (6th Cir.

qualify the U.S. corporation as a U.S. shareholder and to 1989); Caamano v. Comm'r, 89 T.C. 959, aff 'd 879 F.2d 156 (5th Cir.
assure the availabilityof the indirect foreign tax credit with 1989). The IRS will follow these decisions. News Release 90-07,2 March

respect to preferreddividends).65But the status of the trans- 1990.

feree as a CFC can be established if the stock owned by the 60. See Bramsv. Comm'r,734F.2d 290 (6th Cir. 1984); Rev. Rul. 78-130,
U.S. corporationhas a value equal to more than 50 percent 1978-1 C.B. 114; Rev. Rul. 56-613, 1956-2 C.B. 212.

of the total value of the stock of that corporation, even if 61. Sec. 368(a)(1)(B).62.The foreign company would acquire all of the

the percentageof the voting stock ownedby the U.S. corpo-
outstandingstock of the foreign subsidiarysolely in exchange for its voting
stock. See id.

ration is smaller.66 In the future, this percentage of value 63. The legislative history of Sec. 304(b)(3)(A) makes it clear that Sec.
may decrease, either because the total value of the stock of 304 is not intended to override the tax-free reorganization provisions, as

the transferee corporation increases, because preferred opposed to Sec. 351. See Bittker & Eustice 9.12(5). In addition, since
stock owned by the U.S. corporation is redeemed, or be- the only consideration received in the exchange is stock in the acquiring
cause other assets are added to the transferee corporation. company, Sec. 304 is inapplicableunder the Bhada and Caamanoholdings.

See supra note 59.
64. Treas. Reg. 7.367(b)-4(b)(1)(i)(A)and (2)(ii); 7.367 (b)-7
65. Secs. 902(a), 951(b) 66. See Sec. 957(a)Ill. BASIC TRANSACTIONSFOR THE 67. Temp. Treas. Reg 1.367(a)-2T.

DISPOSITION OF FOREIGN BRANCHES 68. See Temp. Treas. Reg. 1.367(a)-5T.
69. See Bittker & Eustice 3.09.

A. Taxable sale of assets to foreign subsidiaries 70. Sec. 351(c).
71. See text supra Part II.B.
72. See Sec. 355(b)(2)(B) and (C).Often the U.S. corporation which has been acquired (or a 73. Bittker & Eustice 13.06.

domestic subsidiary) has branches located abroad. The 74. See PLR 88-47055. Although the ruling letter only states that its
foreign acquirer may wish the operations carried on by holding is subjectto Sec. 987, IRS personnelhave stated that the conclu-
these branches to be conducted by foreign entities not con- sion in the text is what was.intended.
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C. Drop-downof branch assets into a new US Corp has owned its subsidiaries, and they have been
domestic subsidiary followed by dispositionof engaged in their current businesses, for more than five
the stock years. None of the corporations is a U.S. real property

holding company, a PFIC or a personal or foreign personal
In this case, the drop-downcould also qualify as a tax-free holding company.
incorporationand Section 367 is inapplicable.Thiswill solve
any recognition problems that might arise upon incorpora- 2. The prior acquisition
tion of a foreign subsidiary. (It would not, however, solve In 1987, FP acquired all of the stock of US Corp for $150the problem of possible foreign currency gain referred to million in cash. In connectionwith the acquisitionUS Corpabove.) The ongoing income of the subsidiary would, of incurred $ 50 million in debt. No Section 338 or 338(h)(10)course, remain subject to U.S. tax, but foreign tax credits election was made.
might offset all or most of this tax. U.S. withholding tax
should not apply, however, because distributions by the 3. Current basis and value
income of the subsidiary would qualify for the foreign
business income exception.75 The disposition of the sub- At the present time, FP estimates that:
sidiary's stock presents the same general problems as dis- * The fairmarketvalueofUSCorpstockis $ 200 million.
cussed above. Since the new subsidiary is a domesticcorpo-

* US Corp's basis in its manufacturingassets is $ 35 mil-
ration, however, it mightqualifyunder the secondexception lion and their fair market value is $ 50 million.
to corporate-levelrecognitionset forth in the spin-offregu-

* US Corp's basis in the stock of PS is $ 50 million, and
lations, discussed above.76 It cannot so qualify for at least the fair market value of the stock is $ 80 million.
two years, however. The double spin of the stock of the * DS has a basis in the assets of its Canadian branch
new subsidiary to the U.S. parent and by the U.S. parent to of $10 million, and they have a fair market value
the foreign parent can qualify if all of the requirements of of $ 20 million.
Section 355 are met.77 * US Corp's basis in the stock of FS-1 is $ 25 million, and

the fair market value of the stock is $ 50 million.
IV. CASE STUDY * The Section 1248 amount with respect to FS-1 is

$15 million, and available Section 902 foreign tax

The principles discussed above may be illustrated by exa- credits equal $ 5 million.
* US Corp's basis in the stock ofFS-2 is $ 40 million, andmining a simple case study.

the fair market value of the stock is $ 20 million.
A. Basic facts

4. Proposed restructuring1. Parties
To streamline its corporate structure, certain* Foreign Parent (FP), a foreign corporation not en-

achieve
tax avoid ongoing U.S. tax prob-gaged in trade or business in the United States, is resi- foreign advantages and

lems, FP wants the ownershipofFS-1, FS-2 and the Canadi-dent in a country with which the United States has a

comprehensive income tax treaty.
an branch of DS (or new corporationsholding their assets)
to be transferred by US Corp to FHCo, which holds the* Foreign HoldingCompany (FHCo) is a foreign hold- stock of FP subsidiaries operating in several countries.ing company, wholly-owned by FP, which owns non-

U.S. operating subsidiaries. The desired result may be diagrammed as follows:
* US Corpisa U.S. corporationwholly-ownedby FP. It

is directly engaged in the conduct of a manufacturing
business in the United States and holds the stock of the FP
three operating subsidiaries described below.

* DS is a U.S. corporation, wholly-owned by US Corp,
which is actively engaged in the conduct of a manufac-
turing business in the United States and, through a US Corp FHCo
branch, in Canada.

* FS-1 and FS-2 are wholly-ownedforeign subsidiariesof i-US Corpwhich are activelyengagedinrelatedmanufac-
turing businesses in their respective countries of incor-
poration. DS w/o Canco FS-1 FS-2

The corporate structure may be diagrammed as follows: Canada

FP
B. Basic transaction I

The first transaction to be considered is a spin-off of FS-l,
US Corp FHCo

FS-2 and an incorporatedCanadianbranch of DS, followed
by a transfer of the stock of these subsidiaries to FHCo.

\ The tax consequences will be as discussed above. No gain
or loss will be recognized by FS-1 or FS-2. Under Section

DS FS-1 FS-2 non-US.
Can. operating 75. See Secs. 861(c), 881(d)

branch companies 76. See text supra at note 19.
77. See, e.g. PLR 87-34062.
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311, US Corp will recognize the gain on the stock of FS-1 ing activities in Canada, U.S. withholding tax should not
but not the loss on the stock of FS-2. Since FP acquired the apply by reason of the 80 percent foreign business income
stock of US Corp less than five years ago, the transaction exemption of Sections 881(d) and 861(c). Canco will, how-
could not qualify as tax-free by reason of Section ever, be subject to the Canadianbranch tax: the 10 percent355(b)(2)(D) and (d) unless it were deferred until 1993. It rate provided for under the U.S.-Canadian treaty8o mays not clear how the device requirement of Section compare unfavourably with the withholding rate which
355(a)(1)(B) would be applied here. There may also be a would be available under an applicable Canadian treaty if
lack of a qualifying corporate-levelbusiness purpose. In Canco were incorporated in Canada and owned (directlyor
any event, however, US Corp must recognize gain under indirectly) by FHCo.
Section 367(e) and Temp. Treas. Reg. 1.367(e)-lT.
To the extent of the accumulated earnings and profits of C. Basic transaction IlFS-1, gain willbe treated as a dividendunder Section 1248(f)
(Notice 87-64 is inapplicable), and Section 902 foreign tax In this transaction, US Corp would be completely liquid-credits for taxes paid by FS-1 will be allowable. US Corp ated. At the corporate level, even if Section 336 wouldwill recognize a gain of $ 25 million on FS-l. Of this, $ 15 otherwise apply, Section 367(e)will require full recognitionmillion will be included under Section 1248. This will result by US Corp ofgain on all of its assets, including its manufac-in little net tax, because a Section 902 credit of $ 5 million turing assets, as weil as the stock of FS-l, FS-2 and DS.is available. The additional$10 million of gain will be fully Ordinary and capital gains can be offset by ordinary andtaxable, however. capital losses, respectively.
If the transaction qualifies as a tax-free spin-off, no with- Under the facts presented above, US Corp will recognize aholding tax will be imposed on FP, even if gain is recognized gain of$15 million on its rnanufacturingassets. Some of thisby US Corp. The IRS has ruled that the spin-offwould not (depreciation recapture, for example) will be ordinary in-be disqualified by FP's transfer of the stock it receives to come but the rest will be capital gain or gain treated as suchFHCo if that qualifies as a Section 351 transaction.78 under Section 1231. The $ 30 million gain on DS stock will

constitutecapital gain. As in the case of the spin-offtransac-
tion, the $15 million of FS-1's accumulated earnings andTreatmentof DS transaction79
profits will be included under Section 1248, with an almost

As ndicated above, there are two different ways that the fully offsetting Section 902 credit, and the remaining $10
Canadian Branch of DS might be incorporated. In the first, million of gain will be recognizedas capital gain. Althoughassets of the Canadianbranch would be dropped down into not allowed in other transactions, the $ 20 million loss on
a new Canadian subsidiary of DS (Canco), followed by a the FS-2 stock will be allowed here as a capital loss; this will
double spin of the stock of Canco to US Corp and then offset a portion of the captal gains recognized.
by US Corp to FP.

At the shareholder level, no withholding tax would be im-
At the DS level, this is a Section 351 transaction, subject to posed on FP, because the liquidation is treated as an ex-
the recognitionrequirementsof Section 367(a) and (d). The change of stock.
distribution of Canco stock to US Corp would be tax-free There are (at least) two problems with this transaction.to US Corp if the Section 355 requirements were met; but First, even though the loss on FS-2 stock is allowed, this isthis will not be true if there is any amount of recognitionon overshadowedby the gains which must be recognized. Sec-the drop-down transaction (apparently, even if only the ondly, as a business matter, FP may be unwilling to ownforeign currency gain recognition referred to above). directly operating assets located in the United States. If so,
On the distribution of Canco stock by US Corp to FP, it might be necessary to drop US Corp's manufacturingSection 355(b)(2)(P)will require recognitionof gain by US assets down into a new subsidiary before the liquidation. In
Corp unless the distributionis deferreduntil five years after that case, the IRS might take the position that a completethe original acquisition of US Corp. In that transaction, liquidation has not occurred. Since the drop-down involves
moreover, US Corp will be subject to tax on the gain under $ 50 million out of a total of $ 200 million of assets, this is
Section 367(e). a close question. To avoid this problem, FP might transfer

the stock of US Corp to a newly-formedforeign subsidiary,Treatment at the FP level is the same as in the case of the liquidate US Corp into the new subsidiary and operate thedistributionof the stockofFS-1 and FS-2, describedabove. U.S.\ manufacturing business formerly carried on by US
It might prove possible for DS to spin-offthe stockof Canco Corp\througha branch of that subsidiary.This could qualifyto US Corp but, instead of following this with a second for the exception from corporate-levelgain recognition re-
spin-off, dispose of the Canco stock in one of the other ferred to above.81 However, the IRS routinelycharacterizes
forms of transaction discussed below.
The alternate form of the transaction proceeds in the same
way, except that in this variation Canco is incorporated in 78. PLR 88-23099 and PLR 86-49011 (Sec. 355 spinoff followed by Sec.
the United States. Under these circumstances, Section 351 351 drop-down); PLR 87-34062 (quadruple Sec. 355 spin-off followed by
applies to drop-down, and Section 367 does not apply to

Sec. 351 drop-down). The IRS recently refused to issue a ruling that a
double Sec. 351 drop-down would not disqualfy a Sec. 355 spinoff, and isrequire recognition (but query: the foreign currency gain). said to be reconsideringwhether to permit a single Sec. 351 drop-down. ItAt the US Corp level, the five-year waitingperiod would is difficult to see the IRS's concern.still apply. Section 367(e) would also still apply; since Canco 79. The Canadian tax aspectsof this transactionalso have to be analyzed.is a U.S. corporation, however, the regulatory exception See Steiss, Acquisition and Dispositionof a Canadian Business by Non-described above could apply. This would, at a minimum, Residents, in proceedings of the Canadian Tax Foundation 1990 Corpo-require US Corp to hold the Canco stock for two years. rate ManagementTax Conference.
80. ConventionBetween the United States of America and Canada withThe ongoing income of Canco will be subject to U.S. corpo- Respect to Taxes on Income and on Capital, 26 September 1980, asrate tax, but foreign tax credits for Canadian taxes should amended, Art. X, para. 6, 1986-2 C.B. 258.

offset thattax. AssumingthatCancoengages in manufactur- 81. See text supra at note 30.
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an exchange of stock-for-stockfollowed by a liquidationof have to be apportioned between the new preferred and
the corporation whose stock is transferred as a transfer of common in order to compute the portion of US Corp's gain
that corporation's assets.82 Gain on the transfer of assets includible under that Section. It would be logical to appor-
would be recognized by US Corp.83 tion this account pro rata, in the same way that basis is

apportioned. This would produce recognition of $ 7.8 mil-
Although there appears to be no authority applying this lion under Section 1248 and a capital gain of $ 5.2 million.
characterization to the outbound transfer of assets by a

U.S. subsidiaryof a foreign parent, the IRS is rumoured to It is possible that the IRS would seek to recharacterize the

be contemplatinga ruling in which outboundtransfers of recapitalization transaction as being the exchange of stock

domestic stock by U.S. persons in exchange for foreign in a CFC for stock in a non-controlledcorporation,because

stock, followedby a liquidationof the domesticcorporation of immediate sale of the common. Such an attack has never

into the foreign,would be held to be an asset transferby the been made with respect to domestic recapitalization, but

U.S. corporation, followed by liquidaton. the recognition issues are not the same. This form of attack
could be forestalled if US Corp retained more than 50 per-

D. Basic transaction Ill cent of the vote or value of the FS-1 stock. (Suppose, for

example, US Corp retained $ 40 million of preferred.)
The third possible transactionwould be the sale of the stock
of FS-1 and FS-2 to FHCo. As outlined above, this would G. Basic transactionVI

be a disaster. US Corpwould treat cash or propertyreceived
as a taxable dividend to the full extent of the earnings and In this transaction, US Corp would transfer all of the stock

profits of FHCo, FS-1 and FS-2. The fact that a sale of FS-2 of FS-1 and FS-2 to FHCo in exchange for votingpreferred
stock would produce a loss is irrelevant. Forming a new stock of FHCo worth $ 70 million. Suppose that the prefer-
subsidiaryofFHCo to buy the stock, in an effort to minimize red stock was entitled to at least 10 percent of the total

the amount ofearningsand profits taken into consideration, voting power of FHCo stock and that, after the issuance,
will not help; in such a situation, the new subsidiarywill be the total valueofFHCo stockoutstandingwas $ 130 million.

disregarded.84 These transactionsqualify as B reorganizations.After the

The includible dividend could, of course, be offset by Sec- transaction, US Corp is a U.S. shareholder (as defined in

tion 902 foreign tax credits. It is unlikely, however, that US Section 1248(a)(2)) of FHCo, because it owns at least 10

Corp will get a Section 902 credit for taxes paid by FHCo. percent of its voting stock; and FHCo is a CFC, becauseUS

The IRS' favourable ruling would not seem to apply unless Corp owns more than 50 percent of the value of its stock.

US Corp (or a consolidated domestic corporation) had di- Under these circumstances, the transaction qualifies for

rect ownershipof at least 10 percent of FHCo's stock. non-recognitionunder the Section 367(b) regulations.
It does not appear that this result is changed if the status of

The deemed capital contributionof the FS-1 and FS-2 stock FHCo as a CFC changes at a later date. Suppose, for exam-

by US Corp to FHCo will, in addition, produce taxable gain ple, that one year after the transactionthe value of all of the
to US Corp, because it does not qualify for non-recognition outstanding stock of FHCo has increased to $150 million,
under the Section 351(a) regulations. while the preferredstock held by US Corp is still worth $ 70

million. FHCo is no longer a CFC. This may be a desired
E. Basic transaction IV result, but it occurred after the exchange. The Section 367

regulations generally refer to the status immediatelyafter
This transaction would consist of the sale of the stock of the exchange.85 One can speculate whether the IRS would
FS-1 and FS-2 (and possibly Canco) to FP. US Corp would feel that the answer should be different if the decrease of
use the net proceeds after tax to pay down its $ 50 million the preferred stock as a percentage of the total value of
of debt. The sale would be treated as a straight sale of stock. FHCo stock results from FP's contributing to FHCo the
The $15 million Section 1248 amount with respect to FS-1 stock of another operating company located in another
is includible as a dividend. The Section 902 credit for foreign country, or ifthe value of the FHCo stock does not increase
taxes paid by FS-l, $ 5 million, will essentially offset the but FHCo redeems, say, $ 20 million of the preferred stock
U.S. tax. The additional gain of $ 10 million will be treated from US Corp.
as a capital gain. The $ 10 million loss on the stock of FS-2
will not be recognized, however, by reason of the Section If FHCo already holds assets so valuable that the preferred
267(e) disallowance of losses on sales or exchanges with stock issued to US Corp would not equal more than 50

related persons. percent of the value of all of its stock, FHCo might consider

capitalizing a subsidiary, FHCo-1, with, say, $ 30 million.

F. Basic transactionV FHCo-1 would then acquire all of the stock of FS-1 and FS-2
from US Corp for votingpreferredstockworth $ 70 million.

In a recapitalizationtransaction,FS-1 would issue $ 24 mil- The analysis here would be the same as in the base case,

lion of voting preferred stock to US Corp in exchange for except that FHCo-1 might remain a CFC for a longerperiod,
45 percent of its outstanding common shares. US Corp which may be incompatiblewith businessobjectives. FHCo

would retain the preferred stock and sell the common to FP could, however, later contribute more to the capital of

for $ 26 million. Net proceeds of the sale could be used to

pay down US Corp's debt. In the future, preferred stock
dividends or proceeds of redemption could also be used to 82. See, e.g. Rev. Rul. 87-66, 1987-2 C.B. 168; PLRs 91-05023, 91-01037

retire debt. and 87-28072. Cf., e.g. South Bay Corp. v. Comm'r, 345 F.2d 698 (2d Cir.

In this case, FS-1 would cease to be a CFC (assuming that 1965); Treas. Reg. 1.382(b)-l(a)(6);Rev. Rul. 67-274, 1967-2 C.B. 141.

the $ 50 million valuation of its existing common stock is
For a critical appraisalof this positon, see Vogelenzang,The Resequenc-

of Rev. Rul. 87-66; Applying Kimbell-Diamondto Reorganiza-
correct). US Corp would recognize a gain of $13 million

ng Aspect
tions, 15 lnt'l Tax J. (1989) at 197, 335.

($ 26 million of proceeds from the sale of common less $13 83. See supra note 20.

of allocated basis). As discussed above, the $ 15 million 84. See Temp Treas. Reg. 1.304-4T.

Section 1248 amount attributable to the FS-1 stock would 85. Treas. Reg. 7.367(b)-7(c)(1);Notice 87-85, supra note 44.
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FHCo-1 in order to reduce the value of the preferred stock Many of the problems discussed herein would be avoided
to less than 50 percentof the total outstanding.As indicated if, at the time a foreign company acquired the stock of a
above, the Section 304 regulations (not applicable here) U.S. corporation, an electionwere made under Section 338
provide a look through rule when a new acquiring sub- or 338(h)(10) to treat the transaction as an acquisition of
sidiary is employed. It is possible that the IRS would seek assets. If this were done, all of the assets of the U.S. corpo-to apply a similar rule here, even though there is no express ration would take a tax basis equal to their current fair
regulatory rule to similar effect. market value, with the result that subsequent dispositions
In anyof these preferredstock transactions,it is presumably would involve little or no recognitionof gain or loss by the
desirable to issue to US Corp the smallest possible amount U.S. corporation. Moreover, earnings and profits accounts

of FHCo preferred stock, since this will minimize the sub- would be wiped clean, and this might minimize the amount

sequent dividend flows still subject to U.S. tax. If, however, of taxable dividends which may be subject to withholding
the value of that preferred stock is demonstrably less than tax or give rise to adverseconsequencesunderSection304.
the value of the FS-1 stock surrenderedby US Corp, the IRS Utilizing Section 338 elections does, of course, require gainwill presumably take the view that the portion of the FS-1 recognitionat the time of the acquisition; and this may alter
stock equivalent to the shortfall should be deemed to have the economics of the original purchase itself. Nevertheless,been distributed by US Corp to FP and contributed by FP there are some cases, at least, in which such an alternative
to the capital of FHCo. In this case, US Corp would recog- might prove attractive.
nize gain, and FP would be subject to withholdingtax, pro
tanto. Beyond that alternative, the only other obvious planning

device would be for the foreign company, before the acqui-
sition, to identify those foreign subsidiaries or branches of

V. CONCLUSION the U.S. corporationwhich it wishes to take out from under
the U.S. corporation and to cause these to be separately

As stated at the outset, all of the restructuringtransactions purchasedby the entitywhichwillhold them after the acqui-
discussed above suffer from one tax disadvantage or sition. Such separate acquisitions may, of course, them-
another. There is simply no wholly satisfactory tax-free selves involve the recognition of gain, and the planning of
solution. such transactionsis a complete subJect in its own right.
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U\l-ED S-A--S Mr. Mogle joinedGeneralMotorsCor-
poration in 1984 and is the Chief Tax
Officer responsible for all tax matters

ADVANCE PRICINGAGREEMENTS of the corporation.Prior to joining Gen-
eral Motors, Mr. Mogle was a partner
n the Chicago law firm of Kirkland &

UNDER Eis. He has a B.S. from Northwestern
University, an M.B.A. from Stanford
University, a J.D. from American Un-

REVENUE PROCEDURE91-22 versiy, and an LL.M. (Tax) from
George Washington University. He

James R. Mogle
has been admtted to the bar in Vir-

ginia, the District of Columbia, Illinois
and Michigan. Mr. Mogle is a member
of the 1990-1991 Internal Revenue
Service Commissioner's Advisory

I. INTRODUCTION Group. He is a member of the Ameri-
can Bar Associationandthe American

A. Recent developmentsin intercompanytransferpricing Institute of Certified Public Accoun-
tants.

The federal income tax consequencesof intercompany transfer pricing between Mr. Mogie has been a participant in
a U.S. corporate taxpayer and its foreign parent or its foreign subsidiaries have many international tax seminars, in-
attracted increasing attention from the Internal Revenue Service (IRS) and cluding most recentlythe 1991 Annual

from the U.S. Congress in recent years. As a result, transfer pricing has become Meeting of the U.S. Branchof IFA, the

the most important audit and litigation issue in the international tax arena.1 1991 Prentice Hall/CatholicUniversity
International Tax Law Institute, the

The perception of egregious under-reporting of income from the U.S.-based 1990 Georgetown University Confer-

operationsofmultinationalcorporationshas causedthe Congress, the U.S. Treas- ence on Policy & Practice Issues in

ury Departmentand the IRS to attempt to derive additional tax revenue through InternationalTaxation,the 1990Ameri

increased policingof cross-border, intercompanytransfer pricing. To implement can Tax Institute in Europe Confer-

this strategic objective, the IRS has been providedwith an arsenalof new enforce- ence on IntercompanyTransfer Pric-

ment tools. These new tools include: ing U.S.A./Europe, the George
Washington University/InternalReve-

(1) increased reporting and recordkeepingrequirements for certain foreign and nue Service 2nd Annual Institute on

domestic corporations under Sections 6038A and 6038C, as amended and Current Issues in International Taxa-

enacted, respectively, by the Omnibus Budget ReconciliationAct of 1990;2 tion, the 1989 IFA U.S.-U.K. Technical

(2) an extension of the 20 percent accuracy-relatedpenalty imposed under Seminar, the University of Southern

Section 6662 which may now apply to substantial Section 482 adjustments; California40thAnnual InstituteonFed-

(3) the ability to toll the statute of limitations while a designated summons eral Taxation, the University of

issued under Section 6503(k) is being enforced;
Chicago 40th Annual Federal Tax
Conference and numerous seminars

(4) the ability under Section 982 to preclude the taxpayer from using in litigation sponsored by the World Trade Insti-
foreign-baseddocumentation that was requested by the IRS but not pro- tute.
duced by the taxpayer during an IRS examination; and

(5) an increase in the interest payable by corporationson large under-payments
of tax from three percentage ponts over the federal short-term rate to five

percentage points, effective 30 days after the issuance of either a 30-day
letter or a 90-day letter.3

Until recently, the principal focus of Section 482 enforcement by the IRS had
been directed to potential tax avoidance schemes and transactions between
U.S. taxpayers and their affiliates located in low-rate tax haven jurisdictions.
Increasingly, however, aggressive Section 482 enforcement efforts are being
directed by the IRS toward normal transactions involving affiliates located in

developed countries that are U.S. treaty partners. U.S. taxpayers that are not

using transfer pricing for tax avoidance purposes, but rather are seeking only to

avoid double taxation are, nevertheless,now facing challenges to their intercom-

pany transfer pricing policies and procedures.
Traditionally, foreign governments have not placed the same focus on transfer 1. Hearings Underpayment of Incomeon

pricing by multinational taxpayers as has the IRS. Foreign governments are, Taxes by U.S. Foreign-OwnedSubsidiaries Be-

however, beginning to react negatively to the IRS' increased aggressivenesson fore the Subcommitteeon Oversight, HouseWays

U.S. inbound enforcement, to the super royalty provisionsof the Tax Reform
and Means Committee, 101st Cong., 2d Sess.
(1990)

Act of 1986, and to the U.S. Congress' desire to enact treaty override provisions. 2. All section references are to the Internal

As a result, U.S. multinationals may soon begin to experience more aggressive Revenue Code of 1986, as amended (Code),
or to Treasury regulationspromulgated thereun-

challenges by foreign governments to their transfer pricing policies and proce- der, unless otherwise indicated.

dures. 3. Sec. 6621(c).
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B. An alternativeapproach to resolutionof transfer issues than is ordinarily possible in the traditional IRS
pricing disputes- the advance pricing examinationprocess.
agreement For those corporations subject to the reporting require-

of Section6038A, an APAmayprovidea less burden-While the IRS has been concentrating on developing im-
ments

proved enforcement tools and techniques designed to im-
some alternativeto being placed in a positionof substantial

prove its effectivenessin challenging transferpricing among
non-compliance.

multinationals, it has also made a serious effort to develop
an alternative approach to the resolutionof transferpricing D. Prerequisitesto a successfulAPA process
disputes. Over the past 18 months or so, the Office of
Associate Chief Counsel (International)has been develop- In order for the APA process to be successful, both the
ing a procedurewhich would allow a U.S. taxpayer to enter taxpayer and the IRS will have to meet the following pre-
into an agreement with the IRS regarding the prospective requisites.
U.S. income tax consequences of transfer pricing 1 The taxpayermust be implementing objective trans-methodologies. In appropriate circumstances, these agree-

an

fer pricing methodology that is expected to produce anments would be expanded to include the foreign tax conse- objectivelydetermined arm's length result. A transferpric-quences of transfer pricing methodologiespursuant to the
to an tax-mutual agreement procedures under various bilateral tax ing methodology designed produce aggressive,

motivated result is not a viable candidate for an APA.treaties (i.e. competent authority). This new Advance
Pricing Agreement(APA)procedure is intended to pro- 2. Transfer pricing is an inherently fact-driven issue, and
vide greater certainty with respect to the tax consequences the taxpayerhas a far superiorunderstandingof the relevant
of transfer pricing, and to reduce the time-consumingand facts. The taxpayer can expect, therefore, to have to carry
costly procedures that now dominate the enforcement of a substantial burden of proof in the APA process. The
Section 482. taxpayer must be prepared to devote sufficient resources to

the development of credible evidence and a rationale toIn June 1990 the IRS informally released for comment a
support the arm's length character of the transfer pricingDraft Revenue Procedure under which taxpayers could result.

apply for an AdvanceDeterminationRulingon a transfer
prcng methodology.4 3. If the taxpayer enters into an APA with the IRS, the

will continue the burden of proof de-The IRS received many comments from practitioners and taxpayer to carry to

interested taxpayers regarding the Draft Revenue Proce-
monstrate that it has complied with the provisions in the
APA. Failure to do so can result in the forfeiture of thedure. In addition, several taxpayersrequestedrulingsunder benefits sought from the APA process.the Draft Revenue Procedure. The IRS considered those

requests as part of a pilot programme to test the feasibility 4. If the APAprocess is to be successful, the IRS will have
of the advance ruling process. Based on these comments to exercise restraint in its request for analyses and support-
and pilot test programme, the Draft Revenue Procedure ng data. The APA process is not a field examination, nor
was revised, and on 1 March 1991 the IRS issued Revenue Is it preparatory to litigation. If the APA process becomes
Procedure (Rev. Proc.) 91-22,5 which sets forth the rules too burdensomeor too uncertain,taxpayerswill not attempt
and procedures that will apply to an application for and the to use it.
subsequentoperationof an AdvancePricing Agreement.
Issued simultaneouslywith Rev. Proc. 91-22 were: (i) Rev. 5. The IRS must be willing to trust the honestyand integrity
Proc. 91-23, which sets forth revised procedures for obtain- of the taxpayer requesting an APA. It must resist the temp-
ing competent authority relief under bilateral income tax tation to attempt to verify every single fact or assertion
treaties of the United States, and superseding Rev. Proc. made by the taxpayer.
82-29; and (ii) Rev. Proc. 91-24, whichprescribesadditional
conditions for obtaining relief otherwise available under 6. Finally, the IRS must be willing to focus on principlesand
Rev. Proc. 65-17. methodology, and not focus solely upon the resulting tax

revenue. Arm's length prices provide only an opportunity
for profit, not a profit guarantee. If the IRS intends to enterC. Potential benefitsof an APA into an APA only when it produces a desired tax result, the
APA process will be no better than a field audit, and mostThe primary benefit of an APA is that it will provide cer- will elect take their chances in that venue.tainty with respect to the tax consequencesof intercompany taxpayers to

transfer pricing. This can be a significant benefit, particu-
larly for large multinational corporations that have a sub- Il. ADVANCE PRICING AGREEMENTSstantial volume of cross-border, intercompany trade flows.
Moreover, the concurrent agreement of a foreign taxing A. Principlesof the APAprocessjurisdiction in a bilateral APA will reduce or eliminate the
risk of retrospective double taxation, without the necessity
of lengthy and costly competentauthority proceedings. 1. Scope

A taxpayer may obtain from the Office of Associate Chief
The APA process is intended to be a negotiating process Counsel (International)an APA regarding the prospectiveand not an adversarial proceeding. It provides a taxpayer application of a transfer pricing methodology(TPM) ap-with the opportunity to address the complex legal and fac-
tual issues inherent in any transfer pricing matter with the
Office of Associate Chief Counsel (International), the

, membersofwhich are generallymore experiencedand more 4. That draft was publishedin 2 Tax Notes International565(June 1990).
knowledgeable than are revenue agents in the field. 5. In Rev. Proc. 91-22, the term Advance DeterminationRuling has
Moreover, the APA environment should permit a more been changed to Advance Pricing Agreement to better reflect the true

principled and less adversarial review of transfer pricing natureofthe documentto be negotiatedbetween the IRS and the taxpayer.
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plicable to some or all of its intercompanytransactionswith materialize, would significantlyaffect the substantive terms
some or all of its foreign affiliates. The APA will apply to of the APA.
such transactions for purposes of Section 482, as well as A critical assumptioncould change fail to materializedueother relevantCode sections (e.g. Sections863(b) and 936).

or

The APA process is intended to produce an understanding
to uncontrolled changes in subsequent economic cir-

between the IRS and the taxpayerregardingthe appropriate
cumstances (e.g. a significantdeviation from budgetedsales

TPM to be applied to specified international transactions. volume) or due to taxpayer actions initiated for good faith
business reasons (e.g. a new business strategy or the cessa-and may or may not actuallyspecify the arm's length results tion of a business segment or material function).that are expected to be produced by the TPM.
The taxpayer is expected to propose to the IRS the criticalRev. Proc. 91-22 makes it clear that an APA request need assumptions it believes are material to the operation of thenot cover all of the intercompany transfer pricing policies TPM. The operative critical assumptions that will be incor-and procedures of a taxpayer. The Draft Revenue Proce- porated into the final APA will be negotiated during thedure seemed to require a complete descriptionand analysis APA evaluationof all transactions between related parties. This could be process.

very onerous, will usually be irrelevant and could prevent The concept of critical assumptions, is an appropriate
taxpayers from requesting an APA. Clearly, a taxpayer one, provided the critical assumptionsset forth in an APA
shouldbe requiredto describeall intercompanytransactions are limited to objective arm's length criteria and to business
that bear directly on the TPM being reviewed. However, and economicfactors. They should not include assumptions
there may be different intercompany transactions which regarding the anticipatedtaxable income to be producedby
require different methodologies, and the IRS and the tax- the proposed TPM. The arm's length standard does not
payer should be permitted to address each methodology require a guaranteed profit result; it requires only a profit
separately. To require a complete analysis of all types of opportunityequivalentto that availableto comparableinde-
transactions in order to obtain an APA on a single type of pendent parties.
transaction would make the APA process impractical for The tone of Section 4.05 of the Draft Revenue Procedure
many taxpayers. suggested that the IRS would take an extremelynarrow and

potentiallyunreasonableview of the critical assumptionsset
2. Proposed transfer pricing methodologies forth in an APA. If the IRS intends no more latitude in the

critical assumptionsthan is indicated by the Draft RevenueAn APA will be premised upon a TPM proposed by the Procedure, a taxpayer may well be forced to defend the
taxpayer. The taxpayer is expected to be able to de- TPM annually. In that event, the APA will be essentiallymonstrate that the TPM is in accordance with the broad worthless. The threatening tone of the Draft Revenue Pro-
principlesof Section 482 and the regulations thereunder. cedure is not repeated in Rev. Proc. 91-22. It is uncertain
The IRS expects that, wheneverpossible and practical, the whether this represents merely a change in tone, or is a

taxpayer will use one of the primary methods prescribed in genuine and essential change in substance and attitude by
Treas. Regs. Section 1.482-2 to test the arm's length charac- the IRS.
ter of the results obtained from the TPM. These methods
include: (a) the comparableuncontrolledprice method, (b)
the resale price method, and (c) the cost plus method. In 4. Compensatingadjustments
support of its proposed TPM, the taxpayer is expected to If the actual operating results for a taxable year covered by
identify, to the extent possible, comparable independent an APA fall outside any agreed-upon range of expected
transactions. Where independentcomparablesdo not exist, results, the taxpayer may make a compensating adjust-the taxpayer is expected to identify types of transactionsor ment after the close of the taxable year to bring the pricingbusinesses that are similar to the taxpayer's transactions result for the TPM within the agreed-upon range. Such a
and/or business and to propose adjustmentsto create parity compensating adjustmentwill have the effect of a retroac-
with its own business operations. tive adjustment to the taxable income and earnings and
The APA process does contemplate,however, the use of a profits of both the taxpayer and its related foreign affiliate,
fourth method where the taxpayer's particular facts and and will be deemed to accrue on the last day of the taxable
circumstances warrant. In that event, the taxpayer is ex- year to which it applies. The adjusted results will apply for

pected to demonstrate why the primary methods are not all U.S. income tax purposes, except that they will not be

applicable or not practical, in addition to showing that the taken into account for estimated tax purposes.
results of the proposedTPMwill satisfy the requirementsof The concept of compensatingadjustments is a very posi-Section 482. tive step forward in the practical applicationof Section 482

to real-worldtransferpricing dynamics. It recognizes that
in the ordinarycourse of business operations, the dynamics3. Critical assumptions of the market place and the continuing development of

The applicationand operationof a TPM under an APAwill business and marketing strategies could produce an unan-

be based upon data and analyses provided by the taxpayer, ticipated and unintended transfer pricing result that might
and upon critical assumptionsagreed to between the tax- not meet the arm's length standard. Through the compen-
payer and the IRS. The taxpayer will be required to file an sating adjustmentmechanism,a taxpayercan promptlycor-

annual report to demonstrate its good faith compliance rect this result and avoid retrospective adjustment and the
with the terms and conditions of the APA, and the con- related tax and interest assessments that would otherwise
tinued validity of the critical assumptions. be imposed several years later. Provided a bilateralAPA is

entered into, a taxpayercan also assure itselfof a collateralCritical assumptions are objective business and economic
adjustment in the appropriate foreign jurisdiction, therebycriteria that are fundamental to the operation of the tax-
avoiding double taxation without the necessity of pursuingpayer's proposedTPM. A criticai assumptioncan be a fact,

crcumstanceor result regarding the taxpayer, a third party competentauthority relief.

or an industry which, if it should change or fail to It is anticipated that subsequentnormaland routine audit
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adjustment to transfer pricing results (e.g. correction of a competent authorities propose to modify the terms and
computationalerror) will be treated as a compensatingad- conditions of the taxpayer's TPM, the taxpayer's consent

justmentwithoutaffecting the continuedvalidityor applica- will be secured before any mutual agreement is reached.
bility of the APA for those years. The taxpayer is expected to cooperatewith the U. S. compe-
Compensatingadjustmentsmust be paid by the taxpayeror tent authority pursuant to the standards set forth in Rev.
foreign affiliate, as appropriate,within 90 days of the filing Proc. 91-23, supra. To the extent possible, the IRS will
of the taxpayer's U.S. income tax return for the year giving avoid requesting sensitive commercial data in connection
rise to the adjustment. If so paid, the compensatingadjust- with the competent authority proceedings. Moreover, the
ment will have no other U.S. income tax consequences, U.S. competent authority will attempt to secure an agree-
including withholding taxes or penalties, and no interest ment with the foreign competent authority to give all data
need be paid with respect to such a payable or receivable. provided under the APA request the same degree of confi-

All compensating adjustments and related payments must dentiality provided for in the United States under Section
6103.

be documented and disclosed in the annual report.
If the competentauthoritiesreach agreementon a TPM, theThe Draft Revenue Procedure acknowledged that there is IRS will execute an APA with the taxpayeron substantiallynot always a single arm's length price; in fact, the arm's the same terms and conditions as contained in the mutual

length standard contemplates a range ofprices that might between the authorities. If no agree-be charged by independentcomparables.6 agreement competent
ment is reached, the IRS and the taxpayer may, neverthe-

Appendix VII provides an example of how the range con- less, execute a unilateralAPAwhich will then be applicable
cept applies where the resale price method is used to test for U.S. income tax purposes only.
the arm's length character of transfer pricing results. It As part of mutually agreed-upon bilateral APA, theshould be clear that if a taxpayercan demonstratethe range

any
U.S. competent authority will attempt to negotiate the in-of results obtained by independentcomparables,any trans- clusion of provisions that will substantially identicalfer price betweenthe taxpayerand its affiliate that produces

ensure

treatment by the foreign taxing jurisdictionof the taxpayera result within that range should, as a matter of law, be an and its foreign affiliatewith respect to compensatingadjust-arm's length transfer price. ments. Moreover, the U.S. and foreign competent auth-
While it is encouraging to see the IRS recognize the range orities will attempt to agree on a consistentstatute of limita-
concept, it is not clear how the IRS will implement the tions for any taxable year covered by a bilateral APA.
concept. It is understoodthat in negotiationswith taxpayers If a bilateral APA is negotiated, the IRS expects to advise
applying for an APA under the Draft Revenue Procedure, the foreign competentauthority of any subsequentmodifi-the IRS apparently has anticipated a very narrow range of cations, cancellation, revocationor renewal of the APA, as
acceptable results, possibly as narrow as 0.1 percent in re- well as an evaluation of the taxpayer's annual reports andsults. Thiswillnot be realistic in many instances. It is further examination of the taxpayer's compliance with the termsunderstood that the IRS has attempted to drive the results and conditionsof the APA.of a proposed TPM to the extreme top or bottom of the
acceptable range, depending upon whether the transaction If the taxpayer has entered into a unilateralAPA, the regu-
at issue is an inbound or outbound transaction. The APA lar competent authority procedures set forth in Rev. Proc.
process is unlikely to be broadly successfulif the IRS intends 91-23, supra, will apply if double taxation subsequently
to negotiatefrom a result-oriented,revenue-drivenposition develops as a result of the taxpayer's compliance with the
rather than from an objective and principledposition. terms and conditions of an APA. Importantly, the U.S.

It is also understoodthat the IRS intends to apply a second competentauthoritymay deviate from the terms and condi-
tions of the APA in an attempt to negotiate a settlement

range concept to the compensating adjustment with the foreign competent authority.mechanism. That is, a compensatingadjustmentwill not be
permitted if the actual resultsofa proposedTPMfall outside 6. Disclosurethe range of anticipated arm's length results by more than
a specific amount, as set forth in the APA. As indicated in The Office of Assciate Chief Counsel (International) is
Section 4.05(f) of the Draft Revenue Procedure, this sec- aware of taxpayers'concernsregarding the public disclosure
ond range concept is properly considered as part of the of sensitive commercial and proprietarydata that might be
critical assumptionsupon whichthe TPM relies. Iftheactual submitted to the IRS and potentially to foreign competent
transferpricingresults exceed the range of anticipatedarm's authorities. It is understood that it is the IRS' position that
length results by an excessive amount, that is an indication information receivedor generatedby the IRS in connection
that one or more of the critical assumptions may have with a taxpayer's application for an APA is tax return

changed or may not have materialized. information subject to the confidentialityrequirementsof
Section 6103. The taxpayer will be asked to authorize the

5. Competentauthority considerations disclosure of such information to an independentexpert
(if any) who is participating in the APA process, and to a

Where an APAapplies to transactionswith foreignaffiliates foreign competentauthority (if applicable).
in countries with which the United States has bilateral in-
come tax treaties, the IRS contemplates that the APA will It can be anticipated that the confidentialityof an APA and

ordinarily be submitted by the taxpayer to the U.S. compe- supporting data and analyses may be challenged.7 It is un-

tent authoritywho will then attempt to negotiate a bilateral derstood that the IRS believes that confidentiality is an

APA with the appropriate U.S. treaty partner. While a essential elementof the APA process and, accordingly,will
bilateral APA is not mandatory, a taxpayer seeking only a forcefully resist any such challenge.
unilateralAPA must showgood and sufficientreasons for

, such an APA.
6. See Sec. 4.04 of the Draft Revenue Procedure. The range concept

The subject of any mutual agreement between the Compe- has been retained in Rev. Proc. 91-22.
tent authoritieswill be the taxpayer'sproposedTPM. If the 7. See e.g. 2 Tax Notes International1127 (November 1990).
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It should be noted, however, that there is no authority to to challenge a taxpayer'sTPM or results in taxable years or

support the IRS position that an APA and its supporting for transactionsnot expressly covered by the APA.
documentation is tax return information under Section
6103, or that it would satisfy any of the exemptions from
disclosureunder Section6110(c).SThus,a taxpayerrequest- B Contentof an APA request
lng an APA should be prepared for public disclosure of at
least a redacted version of the APA and its supporting 1. Prefiling conference
documentation.

In recognition of the fact that not all APA requests will
7. Legal force and effect require the same degree of factual disclosure and economic

or legal analysis, taxpayers will be encouraged to use a
An APA may take any form mutually acceptable to the prefilingconferenceprocedure.A taxpayerrequestingan
taxpayer and the IRS. Although an APA is not a private APA will be permittedto have one or more prefilingconfer-
letter ruling or a closing agreement under Section 7121, an enceswith the IRS to: (i) explore informally the chances for
APA is intended to be a legallybinding agreementbetween a successful APA process, (ii) clarify the data, documenta-
thetaxpayerandtheIRS coveringthe prospectivetreatment tion and analyses that will be required, (iii) consider the
for U.S. income tax purposes of transferpricing coveredby possibility of an agreement among competent authorities,
the APA. Provided that the taxpayer complies with the and (iv) determine the IRS schedule and methods of coor-
terms and conditionsofthe APA, the resultsobtainedunder dinating the evaluationof the APA request with the appro-the TPM will be deemed to satisfy the arm's length standard priate District Director and other IRS officials.
and will not be challenged by the IRS.

The prefiling conference is potentially the most importantThe protection provicled by an APA will apply only to the new aspect of the APA process contained in Rev. Proc.
TPM specificallycovered by the APA, and not to any other 91-22. Whether the costs and burdens of the APA processintercompanytransferpriceor transactionof the taxpayer. can be justified will depend to a very significant degree on

Except as provided by mutual written agreement between the outcome of the prefiling conference(s).For example, at

the taxpayer and the IRS, neither the APA itself nor any
the prefiling conference(s) a taxpayer will have the oppor-

non-factualrepresentationsor submissionsmade in connec. tunity to limit the scope of the documentation that will be
tion with the APA request may be introduced by the tax- necessary to satisfy the IRS. It is essential, therefore, that

payer or by the IRS as an admission by the other party in a taxpayer be well prepared before initiating the APA pro-
any judicial or administrativeproceeding involving any tax- cess through a prefiling conference.
able year or any transactionnot coveredby the APA. In this
regard, the taxpayer may provide a list of representations 2. General requirements
and submissions it considers non-factual for review by the The taxpayer is expected to provide a detailed explanationIRS. This same restriction will apply if an APA is not exe- and analysisoftheproposedTPM. Subject to the agreementcuted or if an APA is executed but later revoked. reached at a prefilingconference, the taxpayerwill ordinar-

Notwithstanding the technical limitations to be placed on ily be expected to provide the following general informa-
the use of non-factual information, it can be anticipated tion:

that, as a practical matter, Revenue agents will attempt to - an illustrationof the operationof the proposedTPM by
retroactivelyapplyconcepts from the APA to support trans- application to the most recent three years' financial and
fer pricing adjustmentsif those adjustmentsare favourable tax data of the parties, or by some other appropriate
to the government. This practical fact, together with the pro forma simulation;
substantial involvementof the DistrictDirector in the APA
evaluationprocess, may put a taxpayerat significantrisk for

- a descriptionof the general historyof the businessoper-
years prior to the effective date of an APA. ations, organizationalstructure,ownershipand capitali-

zation, and major transaction flows for each affiliated
As part ofan APAprocess,ataxpayermaydevelopnon-fac- entity that will be covered by the requested APA;
tual informationand/or a rationale that it wishes to apply to
a year prior to the effective date of an APA. The taxpayer

- representative financial and tax data for each relevant
will not be precluded from doing so by Rev. Proc. 91-22 party for the precedingthree years, includingidentifica-
whether or not an APA is ultimately entered into with the tion of functional currencies, taxable years, significant
IRS. accountingmethods and differences between U.S. and

foreign tax accounting rules;
During the competent authority negotiations that would
precede the executionof a bilateralAPA, it is the intention existing intercompanypricing, distributionor licensing
of the IRS to negotiate similar restrictions on the use of agreements;
non-factual informationby foreign governments.There can _ marketing and financial studies, company-wide ac-
be no assurances, however, that such limitations will be countingprocedures,businesssegmentreports,budgets
accepted by foreign governments,or, if accepted, that such and projections, business plans and worldwideproductlimitationswill be effectivelyenforced. line or business segment profitability reports;
It is understoodthat the IRSwill take the position that there discussion of statutory provisions, tax treaties, court
are no limitations on its right or ability to use factual infor- decisions, regulations,revenuerulingsand revenuepro-mation submitted in connection with the APA request in cedures that significantly and directly relate to the
any manner it deems appropriate. Accordingly, the IRS proposed TPM; and
may use factual information obtained in the APA process

an explanationof the taxpayer's and the IRS' positions
(and positions of any relevant foreign taxing jurisdic-

8. See e.g. WillametteIndustries. Inc. v. UnitedStates, 689 F.2d 865 (9th tion) on previousand current issues at the examination,
Cir. 1982) and Tax Analysts & Advocates v. Blumenthal, 566 F.2d 130 appeals, judicial or competent authority levels which
(D.C. Cir. 1977), cert. denied, 434 U.S. 1086 (1978). relate directly to the proposed TPM.
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3. Specific factual guidelines for a proposed TPM - not ment provides for research and development in generala cost sharing arrangement product areas and/orspecificproducts, and whetherthe
In order to demonstrate that the proposed TPM meets the arrangementprovides for contract research;
arm's length standard, the taxpayer may be required to - a descriptionof what costs are to be shared and how the
submit the following additional information for the preced- division of costs is to be determined;
ing three-year period, or some other period that may be the accountingproceduresto be used to determinecosts

-

necessary to reflect the volatility of a particular industry: to be shared and contributions to be made by each
pertinent measurements of profitability and return on participant;-

investment(such as gross profitmargins, net profitmar- how cost sharing payments are to be made;-

gins, return on assets, etc.) which can serve as the basis
of comparison to comparablesor similar businesses; - the ownership rights of each participant in the devel-

oped products and intangibles;a functional analysis of each party involved with the-

TPM, setting forth the economic activities performed, - the expected benefits of each participant, how those
assets employed, costs incurred and risks assumed; benefits are to be determined, and whether there will

be provisions for periodic review of the expected bene-an economic analysis of the general industry pricing-

fits and correspondingadjustmentsof shares;practices and pertinent measurements of profitability cost
and return on nvestment within the markets and geo- - whether royalties are to be paid to participants that
graphic areas covered by the APA request; contributed intangibles to the arrangement;
a list of the taxpayer's competitors and a discussion of - whether new participants may join the arrangement

-

businesses that might be comparable or similar to that and, if so, under what terms;
of the taxpayer; and

whether any payments are to be received from third
-

a detailed analysis of possible independent compara- parties and, if so, how such payments are to be treated
-

bles, criteria used to select possible comparables and for U.S. income tax purposes;
pertinent measurements of profitability and return on each participant'sgross and net profitabilitywith regard

-

investment for each possible independentcomparable. to the productarea coveredby the arrangementfor the
In many cases, the analysis of comparableswill be the most five preceding years and projected profitability for the
important aspect of a request for an APA. This will be succeeding two years; and
particularlytrue where the taxpayer is using the resale price identification of all internal manuals, studies, budgets,

-

method or the cost plus method to demonstrate the arm's business plans, reports, etc., that may relate to thelength character of its transfer pricing. In developing an implementation or operation of the cost sharing ar-analysis of comparables, the reported profitabilityof com-

parables will usually have to be adjusted to achieve true rangement.
comparability. Such adjustmentsmay include segmentation The potential amount of documentation that could be re-
of businesses, accounting reclassificationsand adjustments quired by the IRS in order for a taxpayer to successfullyto reflect differencesin functionsperformed, risks assumed complete the APA process is substantial, almost over-
and the scale of operations. whelming. Rev. Proc. 91-22 does not mandate any particu-

lar documentation, but provides an expansive list of poten-Appendices I through VII demonstratean approach to the tial document requirements. It is anticipated that the tax-application of the resale price method, including the iden- and the IRS will negotiate reasonabletification of comparables and the determinationof the ad- payer attempt to a
documentation agreement during the prefiling confer-justments necessary to achieve reasonable comparability. ence(s). It is submitted that the likelihoodof success for theThe approach demonstrated in these Appendices has been APA process will depend to a significant degree on howsuccessfully applied in a real-worldenvronment. reasonable the IRS is in its document requirements. If the

4. Specific factual guidelines for a proposed TPIVI cost proposed regulations recently issued under Section 6038A
sharing arrangement are indicative of the IRS' expectations in this regard, it is

doubtful that very many taxpayerswill be interested in theIf the requestedAPAwill cover a cost sharingarrangement, APA process.9the following information may have to be submitted to
demonstrate the arm's length characterof the proposedcost 5. Miscellaneous requirementssharing arrangement:

The following requirementsmust also be met part of theasa history of the business operations and geographical submission of APA
-

an request:locations of each participant in the arrangement;
original documentsshould not be submittedas all docu-

-

copies of any prior cost sharing arrangementsbetween ments submitted will be retained by the IRS;
-

the participants and all amendmentsand modifications
thereto; - all documents submitted in a foreign language must be

accompaniedby a certified English translation;a written agreement for the cost sharing arrangement
-

to be covered by the requested APA, the date the
- applicable terms and conditionsshould be proposedby

arrangement commenced, the date it was reduced to the taxpayer, including the initial term of the APA,
writing, the date each participant entered the arrange- renewal conditions,criticai assumptions,compensating
ment and eachparticipant'soriginal contributionto the adjustmentprocedures,competentauthorityconsidera-
arrangement (including tangible and intangible con- tions, use of independentexperts and such other terms
tributions); and conditions that the taxpayer deems appropriate;
a descriptionof the activities to be covered by the cost 9. Prop. Regs. Sec. 1.6038A-1 through Sec. 1.6038A-3, IL 868-89,55sharing arrangement, including whether the arrange- Fed. Reg. 50,706 10 December 1990).
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relevant collateral U.S. income tax issues raised by the other and any previous understandingsbetween the parties-

proposedTPM (if any) should be discussed in the APA will be of no further force and effect unless otherwise re-

application. This seems to be a more narrow require- quired by law.
ment than was contained in the Draft Revenue Proce- It can be anticipated that the APA negotiationprocess will
dure. Section 5.09 of the Draft Revenue Procedure

required an extraordinarilybroad discussion of collat- involve several conferences with the IRS. As a practical
eral issues and suggestedthat the IRS is more interested matter, the numberof such conferenceswill be unlimitedso

in tax revenue to be producedby a proposedTPM than long as they are necessaryand appropriate to the full under-

it is in whetherthe proposedTPMwill producean arm's standingby the IRS of the proposedTPM. In any event, the

length result. If the APA process is to be successful,the taxpayer will have, as a matter of right, a minimum of one

IRS should ordinarily be willing to enter into an APA conferencewith the IRS during the evaluationprocess, and

based on the substanceof the pricingmethodologywith- one additional conferenceshould the IRS propose to reject
out a full understandingof the bottom-line tax result;

an APA request.

a power of attorney (Form 2848) must be included for-

any person authorized to represent the taxpayer in con- 2. Independentexpert opinion
nection with the APA request;

The taxpayermay be required to provide at its own expense
a perjury statement signed by an officerof the corpora- an acceptable the- independentexpert, mutually to taxpayer
tion with personal knowledgeof the facts must accom- and the IRS (and, if necessary, the appropriate competent
pany the APA request and all supplemental submis- authorities), to review and opine on the proposed TPM. It
sons; and is not expected that an independentexpert will be required
the APA request must be filed in triplicate, together in every case.

-

with a $ 5,000user fee, with the AssociateChiefCounsel The independentexpert will be expected to render an opin-
(International) CC:INTL:FO, Internal Revenue Ser- ion that the proposed TPM is supportable, fairly presents
vce, P.O. Box 7604, Ben Franklin Station, the economic interests of the parties to the APA, [and]
Washington,D.C. 20224, or be hand deliveredpursuant supports and produces an arm's length approach. In addi-
to Rev. Proc. 88-4. tion, the independent expert will be expected to provide a

basis for such conclusions.

Both the taxpayer and the IRS will have access to the ex-

C. Processing an APA request pert's report and documentation.The expert's opinion will
not be binding on either the taxpayeror the IRS.

1. Evaluation of an APA An independent expert will generally not have partici-
Once an APA request has been formally filed with the pated to any material extent in the development of the

Office of Associate Chief Counsel (International), that of- taxpayer'sAPA request.
fice will evaluate the request in coordinationwith the ap- The Rev. Proc. 91-22 requirement that an independent
propriateDistrictDirector. This evaluationwill not consti- expert not have participatedin the developmentof the TPM

tute an examination of the taxpayer's books and records may prove to be unworkablein many situations. A taxpayer
under Section 7605(b). that is attemptingto developa sophisticatedand demonstra-

ble arm's length pricing methodologywill probably require
Section 6.05 of the Draft RevenueProcedureprovided that
the primary responsibility for the evaluation of a tax-

outside expert assistance. The expert retained to do this will

payer's proposed TPM was to be assigned to the District be the most qualified person to explain and support the

Director. It is submitted that this was a fatal flaw in the methodology to the IRS. Moreover, the taxpayer may not

be willing to bear the expense of paying one expert to
Draft Revenue Procedure. If Revenue agents, who gener- develop the methodology and paying another expert to re-

ally lack the expertise to deal with complex transferpricing view the methodologyand opne whetherthe first expert
issues and who are often biased toward tax revenueproduc-

on

tion, are permitted to play the dominant role in the APA
s correct.

process, it is unlikely that taxpayers will find the process In Section 5.02(d), the Draft Revenue Procedureprovided
worth the effort. that the taxpayer will have to propose two experts for each

Encouragingly, Rev. Proc. 91-22 expressly states that the country. This is excessive and is no longer a strict require-
Office of Associate Chief Counsel (International) will be ment in Rev. Proc. 91-22. The underlying business and

responsible for evaluatingan APA request in coordination economic issues generally do not require country-specific
with the District Director. Hopefully, this is a change in experts. Moreover, many consulting firms have multiple

substance,and not merelya cosmeticchange in the language
offices around the world, and would typicallyuse a multina-

of the revenue procedure.
tional team to do the work.

During the evaluation process, additional informationmay
It would appear that the IRS views the role of the expert in

be requested from the taxpayer. It is expected that such the APA process as that of an independentarbiter. This is

requested information will be provided within a specified unnecessary and inappropriate. The IRS must have more

period of time. If the requested information is not provided
trust in the integrity of the taxpayer. Non-compliant tax-

within the specified time, negotiationson the request for an payers are not lkely to avail themselvesof the APAprocess.

APA may be terminatedunilaterallyby the IRS. Moreover,what is arm's length is often a subjective issue;
the IRS and the taxpayer should be able to reach an agree-

The taxpayer may withdraw the APA request at any time ment in most instances, provided both are acting in good
prior to the later of the competent authorities reaching an faith and are not unreasonable. If the APA process is noth-

agreement,or the IRS and the taxpayerexecutingan APA. ing more than an arbitration process between adversaries,
If an APA request is withdrawn, neither party will have the taxpayermay as well go to court and get an independent
any obligations to the other, and any obligations to the arbitrationunder known rules of procedure.
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D. Administrationofan APA plied in good faith with all of the terms and conditions of
the APA, and that all material representationsmade in the

1. Annual reports APA and annual reports remain valid.
A taxpayer that enters into an APA will be required to file If the District Directordetermines that the taxpayerhas not
an annual report that is intended to demonstratethat there satisfied all of the requirementsof the APA, the matterwill
has been good faith compliance with the terms and condi- be submitted to the Office of Associate Chief Counsel (In-tions of the APA. The specific content of an annual report ternational) for resolution. If the taxpayer's position is sus-
will be defined and mutually agreed upon during the APA tained, the District Director will apply the APA; if the
negotiation process. In addition to demonstrating com- District Director's position is sustained, the APA may be
pliance with the APA, the taxpayer may use the annual revised, revoked or canceled, or the IRS may pursue anyreport to request a renewl, modificationor cancellationof other alternativesavailable to it under the terms and condi-
the APA. tions set forth in the APA.
The annual report must be filed with the Office of Associate The District Director will be entitled to propose normal
ChiefCounsel (International)no later than 90 days after the and routine adjustmentsto the determinationand compu-taxpayer's U.S. income tax return for the year has been tation of the taxpayer's transferprices under the TPMwith-
filed. out first securing the consent of the Chief Counsel, and
The annual report will be reviewed by the Office of As- without jeopardizing the continuedvalidity or applicability
sociate Chief Counsel (International), the appropriateDis- of the APA itself. If the taxpayer agrees with such adjust-
trict Director, and in the case of a bilateralAPA, the appro- ments, they may be given effect under the provision in the
priate competent authorities. Ordinarily, the IRS will not APA for compensating adjustments. If the taxpayer does
contact the taxpayer regarding the annual report unless it is not agree with the proposedadjustments, the taxpayermay
necessary to clarify or complete the informationcontained contest them through the normal administrativeand judicial
in the report. Neither the review of the annual report, nor procedures.
a request to submit additional information in connection
with the annual reportwill constitute an examinationor the 3. Record retention
commencementof an examinationfor purposes of Section The taxpayer must maintainsufficientbooks and records to
7605(b). enable the IRS to conduct an examinationof the taxpayer's
The annual report concept does not seem necessary to a compliance with the APA. A record retention agreement
successful APA process. It is not apparent why the APA may be negotiatedduring the APAprocess. Upon examina-
process should be any different than the normal private tion, the taxpayer will be expected to provide such books
ruling process where a taxpayer is expected to denonstrate and records within 60 days of a request. The fact that a

upon regular examination that it has complied with the foreign jurisdiction may impose a penalty upon the tax-
terms and conditions of a ruling. Presumably, the annual payer, its affiliateor any otherparty for disclosingthe books
report requirement reflects the IRS inherent distrust of and records will not constitute reasonable cause for non-

multinational taxpayers. If so, a successful APA process compliancewith the IRS' request for documentation.
will be difficult to achieve.

4. Revocation and cancellation for cause
The annual report will be reviewed by the District Director
outside the normal examination process. This seems un- An APA may be revoked retroactively if the IRS deter-
necessary and is an unreasonableburden on the taxpayer. mines that there has been (i) fraud or malfeasance (as
The involvementof the District Director in the APA evalu- defined in Section 7121' or disregard (as defined in Sec-
ation process and in the review of annual reports, taken tion 6662(b)(1) and (c)) on the part of the taxpayer in
together, may constitute a process more burdensome than connectionwith material facts set forth in the APA request,
the one currently in existence. Moreover, the substantial subsequentsubmissionsor the annual report, or (ii) lack of
involvement of the District Director in the overall APA good faith compliance by the taxpayer with the terms and
process detracts from one of the more significant potential conditions of the APA. Revocation by the IRS is not man-

benefits of the APA process - the opportunity to have datory, and the taxpayer may be required to comply with
transfer pricing reviewed by experienced National Office the APA for the remainder of its term. If the APA is
personnel outside the adversarialenvironmentof an exami- revoked, the IRS may determine appropriate deficiencies
nation by Revenue agents. and additions thereto in accordance with applicable provi-

sions of the Code. In addition, the taxpayer may be: (i)Rev. Proc. 91-22 attempts to assure taxpayers that the Dis- denied the benefit of the relief provisions of Rev. Proc.trict Director's review of annual reports will not be a re- 65-17, (ii) treated as an egregious case under Rev. Rul.evaluation of the TPM. Experience with Revenue agents 80-231, or (iii) denied the unilateral relief provisions of
suggests, however, that unless the Officeof AssociateChief Section 9.06 of Rev. Proc. 82-29.
Counsel (International) exercises unusually strong influ-
ence over the role of Revenue agents participating in the If the IRS determines that there were material misstate-
APA process, taxpayers will, in fact, be forced to defend ments of fact or a lack of good faith compliance with the
the acceptability of the TPM to the satisfactionof the Rev- APA that do not rise to the level of fraudor malfeasance
enue agents. or disregard, then the APA may be canceled rather than

revoked. Cancellationwill be effective as of the beginning
2. Examination of the taxable year to which the misstatementsor non-com-

pliance relate.
The existence of an APA will not preclude the District
Directorfromconductingan examinationof transferpricing The Draft RevenueProcedureprovidedunreasonablystrict

' under the APA. However, such an examinationwill not be terms and conditions that could trigger the revocationof an

a re-evaluationof the acceptabilityof the TPM covered by APA.1o While the language in Rev. Proc. 91-22 is more

the APA, and will be limited to a determination that the
taxpayer has properly implemented the TPM and has com- 10. See Sec. 4.05(d) and (e).
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reasonable, it is not clear whether a substantivechange was believes that a three-year term would ordinarily be appro-
intended. It is submitted that unless the IRS exercises re- priate, although the actual durationof an APA will depend
straint in applying the revocation provisions of the APA upon the particular industry, product or transaction in-
process, the concept of an APA will fail. The IRS must volved. The taxpayer and the IRS will mutually agree upon
recognize that business factors and market forces are an appropriate renewal period. A request for renewal can

dynamic. Businessmen who make decisions in response to be initiated by the taxpayer no earlier than nine months
these factors seldom consider the tax effect of their actions. prior to the expiration of the current APA. An application
Corporatetax departmentsare not alwayspromptlynotified for renewalwill generallyfollowthe proceduresfor an initial
of actions taken. The APA process will not be usable if it APA. Where the IRS and the taxpayerare satisfied that the

requires excessivemonitoringof business activity by the tax TPM in the initial APA has conformed to expectations, the

departmentand/orexcessiverisk ofrevocationofthe APA. renewal processwill focus on updatingcritical assumptions.
Where substantial changes in facts, critical assumptionsor

5. Revision of an APA in the TPM itself are required, full documentation in sup-
If there is a change in one or moreof the criticalassumptions port of the proposed changes will be required.
specified in the APA, the taxpayer is required to notify the

A three-year term envisioned by the IRS is short
Office of Associate Chief Counsel (International) no later as a very

than the date for filing the annual report for the year. (Note period given the effort and cost that is anticipated to be

that a change in law or a change in an applicationtreatymay required to successfully complete the APA process. Tax-

require a revision in the TPM or the terms and conditions payerswilllikelywish to negotiatea longerperiod, and may

of the APA.) In that event, the taxpayer and the IRS will even make a longer term a prerequisite to continuing the
APA process beyond the prefiling conference stage. The

negotiate in good faith with the objectiveof executinga new renewal process will also influence what is an acceptableand revisedAPA. Ifno agreementcan be reached, the APA
term from the taxpayer'sviewpoint. If there is a reasonable

will be canceled as of the beginning of the year encompas- expectation that the renewal will be less
sing the event causing the change in a critical assumption. process more or

perfunctory, a shorter initial term might be acceptable. If,
6. Renewal of an APA

on the other hand, it is anticipated that the renewal process
will essentially repeat the initial application process, the

The initial term of an APA will be determined during the entire APA concept will likely be unworkable unless the
APA negotiation process. It is understood that the IRS termofan agreementis significantlylongerthan threeyears.
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Appendix II -
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Appendix IV -

Key Concept- Comparability
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AppendixVI -
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\ ER\A-O\A_:

THE NORTH AMERICANFREE TRADE AGREEMENT

AND CURRENTU.S. TRADE POLICY
IN LATIN AMERICA

David A. Gantz and Kevin Lara
Reid & Priest, Washington, D.C.

I. INTRODUCTION Il. A NORTH AMERICAN FREE TRADE
AGREEMENT

The United States is currently making Mexico and Latin
America the major focus of its trade expansion efforts, The proximity of Mexico to the United States creates a

through a proposal for a- North American Free Trade Area natural attraction for trade and today both countries are

(NAFTA) and its hemisphere-wide Enterprise for the moving rapidly to transform this attraction into real
Americas Initiative (EAI). U.S. interest in Mexico and economic benefits for their citizens. While the economic
the hemisphere is not new. Periodically, the United States development of the two countries has not advanced at the
has undertaken major initiatives in the region, such as the same pace, there has, nevertheless,been a growingrecogni-
Alliance for Progress in the 1960s. What makes the cur- tion that the unique strengthsof the two countriesdo in fact
rent developments of greater consequence is the growing complement each other. This fact may lead to greater
agreement, not only in the United States and Canada, but economic prosperity in both countries, if pursued thought-
also among the other countries of the hemisphere, that fully.
increased trade, open borders and broad investment re-

Nine months the United States and Mexico proposedforms are the most likely route to economic growth and a ago,

higher standard of living. It is also significant that the Bush a bilateral Free Trade Agreement(FTA) to expand their

Administration and an apparent majority of the Congress trade and improve trade relations. Almost immediately,the

are convincedthat the United States will be able to compete
movement towards a North American Free Trade Zone

more effectivelywith the European EconomicCommunity was joined by Canada, which responded by expressing a

and Japan as a memberof a North Americanor hemisphere strong interest in participating in the U.S.-Mexico FTA

free trade bloc, rather than on its own. negotiations. On 5 February 1991 the United States, Mexico
and Canada announcedtheir intention topursuea trilateral

Several countries, such as Mexico and Chile, have begun to North American FTA (i.e. NAFTA).IThe three coun-

implement market-openingprinciples through broad tariff tries are now set to begin negotiations in June 1991, assum-
reductions and border-opening measures. Others, such as ing that U.S. fast-tracknegotiatingauthority is extended
the Argentina/Brazil/Paraguay/Uruguaygroup, have begun by Congress. Many in the business communities in North
this process througha regional approach. The agreementon America are preparng for what they believe will be one of
the policies and goals should prove helpful in achieving the greatest opportunities for growth and expansion in
eventual integration of the Americas into a single prosper- years.
ous market. In the short term, Mexicoappears fully commit-
ted to continuing the process which began with Mexican A NAFTA should foster sustained economic growth
accession to the General Agreement on Tariff and Trade through expanded trade and investment in a three-country
(GAIT), until it results in a free trade agreement with market comprising over 360 million people and USS 6 tril-

lion in output. With a market larger than the Europeanthe United States and Canada.
Community, both in terms of population and total output,

These developments,particularly the U.S./Mexico/Canada a NAFTA could be the most important trade agreement
NAPTA, should create significant opportunities for com- worldwide since the formation of the European Economic
panies interested in manufacturing and selling goods and Community three decades ago.
services in the hemisphere,as well as new investments.U.S.
foreign investments in Mexico, and Mexican exports to the A NAFTA would eliminate all or virtually all tariffs among
United States, have increased dramatically in the past sev-

the three nations, probably in stages over ten years or more.

eral years and this process can be expected to continue as
A NAFTA is also likely to address non-tariffbarriers, rules
of origin, foreign investment, protection of intellectual

progress toward a NAFTA continues. A NAFTA should
ultimately have a significant impact on the North American property rights, dispute settlement mechanisms, rules for

trade in services and the like. Contemporaneous agree-market just as the Single Market - EC 1992 process is
having on firms that operate in or export to the European ments are almost certain to address such non-trade issues as

Community, and will require similar strategic planning for worker rights and environmental protection. In a recent

firms that wish to remain competitive. Delays in the Uru- hearing before the U.S. Senate FinanceCommittee,United

guay Round of GATT negotiations, increasing the U.S. 44

focus on regional arrangements,may even accelerate prog-
ress on a NAFTA and, to some extent, on the EAI. 1. The White House, Office of the Press Secretary, Joint Communiqu

issued by the Presdent of the United States, George Bush; the President
This artcle summarizes the current status of the NAFTA, of the United Mexican States, Carlos Salinas de Gortari; and the Prime
the EAI and the Andean Trade Preference Initiative. Ministerof Canada, Brian Mulroney (5 February 1991).
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States Trade Representative Carla A. Hills indicated that NAF[A and to the Uruguay Round. However, despite
with the exception of large-scale labour movement, which such opposition, it is likely that the extension request will
has been excluded from the bargaining table, the United ultimately be granted before 1 June. Without fast-track
States has an open mind on issues surroundingthe NAFTA. procedures, the practical impediments to negotiating an
Mexican officials have indicated that negotiationswill not agreement - which could be amended by Congress after
include access to Mexican oil reserves, which are constitu- negotiation and signature by the President - would be all
tionally protected as a Mexican natural resource, but trade but insurmountable.
in energy may well be covered by the agreement. Some have suggested that continued recession inexperts a

the United States with high unemployment will make it

A. Timetable more difficult for the President to obtain approval of a

NAFTA.The upcomingPresjdentialelectionsin the United

While there is considerableopposition to the NAFTA con- States, in 1992, and Mexico,n 1994, may also influence the

cept in the United States, Mexico and Canada, particularly timing of the NAFTA. Both governments are likely to be

from organized labour unions such as the AFL-CIO in the anxious to complete a NAFTAbefore the U.S. Presidential
United States, the three governmentshave expressed their election campaign heats up in early 1992. The need to

full support for the negotiations, and are likely to pursue an negotiate with Canada may also lengthen the negotiating
agreement to a successful conclusion. If all goes well, an period.
agreement could be in force by early 1993.

The process of negotiating an FTA is arduous and time B Potential NAFTA benefits and anticipated
consuming, particularly from the U.S. perspective. In the commercialeffects
United States, the process begins with Presidentialnotifica-
tion to Congress of the Administration's intent to begin The greatest impact of a NAFTA is likely to be on U.S.-

negotiatingthe FTA underwhat is known as the fast-track Mexican trade. The United States and Canada established

process,2 This notificationmust be received at least 60 legis- a bilateral regime through an FTA two years ago, which
lative days before the President's notification to Congress addresses many of the issues currently under discussion for
of his intent to actually enter into the agreement (President a NAFTA. Also, while total U.S.-Mexican trade amounted
Bush notified Congress of his intent to enter such negotia- to approximately $ 59 billion last year, Mexican-Canadian
tions with Mexico on 25 September 1990, and included trade was approximately$ 2 billion. Much time and effort
Canada in a broaderrequest made on 5 February 1991). The has already been expendedby the U.S. governmentand the
House of Representatives and Senate may jointly rescind private sector to determine the effects of an FTA between
the proposal's fast-track status by voting to disapprove the United States and Mexico. For example, the U.S. Inter-

negotiationswithin the 60 legislative-dayperiod. (As a prac.
national Trade Commission has prepared a series of three

tical matter, the 60 day period may last up to six monthsdue reports analyzing the course of future trade relations be-
to holidays, weekends and vacations.)With regard to Mex- tween the United States and Mexico. The first two reports,
ico, the 60 legislative-dayreview period expired on 27 Feb- released in April and October 1990, analyze the trade and

ruary 1991 without any blocking effort. investment liberalization measures undertaken by Mexico
since 1985 and presentexperts'viewson prospectsfor future

Under the fast-track procedures, President Bush must U.S.-Mexican trade relations.3 The third report concerns
notify Congress of his intent to actually conclude an agree- the likely impact on the United States of an FTA with
ment at least 90 calendar days before signing the document. Mexico and analyzes the impact of such an agreement on
After signing, the President submits implementing legisla- specific U.S. industry sectors.4 Generally, it is anticipatedtion to Congress, which must either adopt without amend- that a NAFTA would benefit both the U.S. and Mexican
ment or reject the legislation. The Administrationconsults economies. Given the size of the U.S. economy and the fact
with Congresson a continuousbasis during the negotiations, that only seven percent of U.S. trade is with Mexico, while
and the resulting implementing legislation is effectively a 70 percent of Mexico's trade is with the United States,5 the
joint effort between the Administrationand the responsible impact on Mexico is logicallyexpectedto be muchgreater.
congressionalcommittees.

A NAFTA is expected to produce substantialopportunities
Assuming favourableconditions, if the United States, Mex- of mutualbenefit to the United States, Mexico, Canada and
ico and Canada begin negotiationsby the spring or summer to third country firms operating in any of the three signatoryof 1991, it is possible that the negotiations could be com- countries. According to a recent U.S. International Trade
pleted by the end of 1991. However, a number of other Cornnission study addressing the future of U.S.-Mexican
factors may affect this timetable. On the U.S. side, the Bush
Administration faces the expiration of the fast-track au-

thority on 1 June 1991. On 1 March 1991, the President 2. Trade Act of 1974, Pub. L. 93-618, 102, 151, 88 Stat. 1982, 2001' requestedan extensionof the fast-trackauthority. Oppos- (1975), codified at 19 U.S.C. 2112, 2191 (1988); Trade AgreementsAct
ng interest groups are challenging the President's request of 1979, Pub. L. 96-39, 1101, 93 Stat. 307 (1979); Trade and TariffAct of
in an effort to block the negotiations; at this writing, disap- 1984, Pub. L. 98-573, 401(a)(6), 98 Stat. 3013-15 (1984); OmnibusTrade
proval resolutions have been introduced in both the House and CompetitivenessAct of 1988, Pub. L. 100-418, 1102, 1103, 102 Stat.
of Representativesand Senate. Some membersof Congress 1135 (1988).
have expressed an unwillingness to provide an extension 3. Review of Trade and Investment LiberalizationsMeasuresby Mex-

without certain concessions from the Bush Administration ico and Prospects for Future United States-MexicanRelations- Phase I,
and recently requested that the Administrationproduce an

RecentTrade and InvestmentReform Undertakenby Mexicoand Implica-
ActionPlan for the negotiationsby 1 May 1991, including tions, April 1990, USITC Publication 2275; Phase II, Review of Trade

and Investment Liberalization Measures by Mexico and Prospects fordetailsofhow it will handlecontroversialissues like environ- Future United States-Mexican Relations, October 1990, USITC Pub.
mental protection and worker rights. Opposition to the 2326.
extensionof fast-track for use in completionof the Uru- 4. The Likely Impact on the United States of a Free Trade Agreement
guay Round of GATI negotiations may also complicate with Mexico, February 1991, USITC Pub. 2353.
the process since the extension would apply equally to the 5. Id. at 1-3.
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trade relations,Mexico and the United States could benefit within ten years (or slightly longer) on all products, giving
as follows: manufacturers in any of the three nations (whether locally
1. A NAFTAcould enhance the two countries'competitive

or foreign-owned)an advantage over third country exports
if explicit rules of origin are met.

advantage in a world of emerging trade blocs. Generally, it
could allow manufacturersin each country to globalize their 2. Like the U.S.-Canada FTA, the NAFTA is likely to

operations more thoroughly, thus making the manufacture contain strict and detailed rules of origin provisions to pre-
of their products more cost-effectiveand hence more com- vent assembly industriesfrom taking advantageof duty-free
petitive. Many observers viev the U.S. and Mexican access to the other markets without substantial local or

economies as complementarydue to the U.S.'s need for a regionalvalue added. Amongother things, this may require
low-costlabourworkforce such as thatofferedby Mexico. changes in sourcing for and operations of third-country-

owned border industry plants, if their products are to be
2. A NAFTAcould improveU.S. access to a growingMex- eligible for duty-free entry into the United States. Firms
ican marketof 85 millionconsumersthroughthe elimination that meet the requirements in import-sensitive industries,of existing tariff and non-tariffbarriers, while Mexico could such as textiles and steel, may find access to the U.S. market
gain greater access to U.S. technologyand a secure mar- from Mexico easier than from third countries.
ket.

3. Mexican foreign investment regulations will be
3. A NAFTA could benefit specific U.S. and Mexican in- liberalized further. While some of these changes may onlydustrial and agricultural sectors. These include computers apply strictly to U.S. and Canadian investors, the rules for
and software, certain steel products, automobiles, phar- third-country investors are also likely to be relaxed. This
maceuticals,alcoholicbeverages, telecommunications,pro- increase opportunitiesfor joint venturesboth in
cessed foods, furniture,householdappliances,paper, trans- may manu-

portationservicesand metal-workingequipment.Tariffand facturing and service industries.

non-tariff barriers, such as licences, quotas, and technical 4. Service industries-particularlytransportation,banking,
barriers, which have severely curtailed exports of many securities and insurance - are likely to be covered by the

products, could be eliminated. NAFTA. While the benefitsof the NAFTA in this area will

4. A NAFTA could help develop the U.S.-Mexicoborder only apply to the three members, if there is a GATT agree-
ment on services third countries may enjoy some of the

area by attracting new industries. benefits through operation of most favoured nation prin-
5. A NAFTA could increase employment in the United ciples.
States in certain sectors. For instance, increaseddemandfor 5. Intellectualproperty issues are very likely to be covered
U.S. equipment and componentsused by manufacturers in in the NAFTA. The prospect of the NAFTAand pressuresMexico could result in new U.S. jobs. A NAFTAcould also from the United States have encouragedMexico to proposeincrease employment in Mexico particularly in the lower- legislation improvingpatent and copyrightprotection. This
wage manufacturingsector. legislation is expected to be enacted into law this spring; it
6. A NAFTAcould make Mexican economicliberalization aims to protect all foreign-ownedtechnologyenteringMex-

permanent,providinggreatercertaintyand predictabilityto ico.
U.S. investors, while increasing Mexico's foreign exchange 6. U.S. environmental groups and many in Congress are
to meet its foreign debt burden. seeking inclusion of environmental protection rules within
7. A NAFTA could benefit U.S. consumers with greater the NAFTA framework. Regardless of whether environ-
access to lower-priced Mexican products while lowering mental rules are incorporated in a NAFTA or a separate
inflation in Mexico as a result of price competition from understanding, there will be intense pressure on Mexico to

imports. strengthen its rules and enforcement policies on air and
water pollution, and toxic waste through new legislation.

While in general, the effectsof a NAFTAshouldbe positive These stricter rules are likely to affect all firms operating in
on the relationships between the countries, there are a Mexico, probably increasing somewhat the cost of doing
number of cited disadvantages to entering such an agree- business there.
ment. For the United States, the greatestconcern is a poten- 7. The U.S. labourmovementopposesthe NAFTA,princi-tial shift of jobs to Mexico and increased competition from pally because its leaders fear a shift of jobs to Mexico (whichcertain Mexican agricultural products. To some extent, in fact is likely, at least in the short run). Among the argu-under the NAFTA, U.S. jobs would be shifted to Mexico ments made by labouris that Mexican labourcosts are lower
instead of other lower-wagenations such as those in South- in part becauseMexico discourages labour organizationand
east Asia. For Mexico, there is concern from local manufac- has weak laws protecting worker rights and ensuring safe
turers regarding their ability to compete with the exportsof workingconditions. Even if labour issues are excluded from
larger, more efficient U.S. producers, and with large U.S. the NAFTA,which is likely, there will be pressure on Mex-
financial institutions.The benefitswill not fall evenlyon the

co to enact laws improvingworkingconditions.These laws,economic sectors of each country; some industriesor indus- if enforced,will of course impact all firms doing business in
try sectors, as well as individual firms, will be harmed. Mexico, and will inevitably raise labour costs.
Moreover, it is likely that a NAFTAcouldcause substantial
trade and investmentdiversionto Mexico from the develop- 8. If the NAFTA is successful, it will assist the economic

ing countries in the Caribbean, Latin America and Asia, developmentof Mexico. While this is a long-term process,
and thus adversely affect U.S. economic and political rela- the NAFTA should lead ultimatelyto a substantialincrease
tions with those countries. in Mexican consumer buying power, which will make the ,

Mexican internal market, with over 85 million persons,
The impact on third-countryfirms may also be substantial. more attractive. Much of the current foreign investment in

In particular, the following issues could be important to
Mexican manufacturingis focused on exports to the United

those firms exportingor manufacturingin North America: States. In the future, there will be greater focus on the
Mexican internal market, which should lead to larger and

1. Tariffs within the region are likely to be eliminated more efficient production facilities.
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9. If it appears to U.S. business that the NAFTA is likely range of tax matters during a third round of negotiations
to be successful, some firms that would be moving produc- commencingin April 1991.6 Clearly, the results of the latter
tion from the United States to other countries will move it negotiationswill have a significant impact on business plan-instead to Mexico. Duty-free entry is the prime but not the ning for U.S. investment n Mexico and vice versa. (The
only consideration.Mexico is geographicallyclose, facilitat- United States and Canada have benefitted from a modern
ing the use of U.S.-made components and common U.S.- double taxation treaty since 1984.)7 Closer economic ties
Mexican upper management. Shipping distances and travel between the United States and Mexicowill almost inevitably
costs are lower and may be further affected by favourable lead in time to closer cooperation between tax authorities,
changes in transportation costs and shipping regulations as particularlyin respect of exchangeof informationand trans-
a result of an agreement. While labour is not as efficient as fer pricing issues.
in other countries, the costs are competitive. Over five to
ten years, this phenomenoncould result in a significantshift
in manufacturingresourcesaway from other countries, par-
ticularly as the weak northern Mexico infrastructure is im- Ill. THE ENTERPRISE FOR THE AMERICAS
proved. INITIATIVE
10. Unlike the Single Market-EC 1992 movement, the In addition to the NAFTA, last year the Bush Administra-NAFTA is not expected to increase protectionismwith re- tion introduced the Enterprises for the Americas Initia-gard to third-country trade. The United States expects the tive. The EAI seeks a nw economicpartnershipwith theNAFTA to strengthen U.S.-North American competitive- countries of Latin America and the Caribbean, utilizingness with the European Community, Japan and Asia. Yet three elements: trade, investment and debt reduction. Inthe United States, Mexico and, to a lesser extent, Canada, the trade area, the EAI seeks to accomplish two objectives,remain committedto more open trade. U.S. external tariffs i.e. close cooperationwith Latin Americancountries in theaverage only four percent; Mexico's average rate has de- Uruguay Round negotiations of trade liberalization, nowclined from near 50 percent five years ago to approximately being revised under the GAIT, and the execution often percent today. Furtherdecreases are likely as a result of Framework Agreements in the trade and investmentthe Uruguay Round. areas.8
However, there may be some product areas in which quotas The United States has also indicated its willingness to enternow apply to U.S. imports (e.g. textiles, steel and various into FTAs with Latin American and Caribbean countriesagriculturalproducts) in which restrictionson Mexican- and while working toward a hemisphere-widefree trade system.Canadian-origin products will be removed. Additionally However, given other priorities on the U.S. trade policythere is some reason for concern that the traditionalglobal agenda, and a continuingpreference for dealing with coun-U.S. trade focus will shift to regionalism, with the U.S. try groupings rather than individual nations, the Bush Ad-Government devoting less of its resources to other areas. ministration is unlikely to pursue any new FTAs with LatinOn balance, it may be difficult for third-country firms to American countries, other than with Mexico, in the im-take full advantage of the NAFTA without an increased mediate future. (Chile is probably the next promisingcandi-physical presence in North America. date.) Instead, the Administration appears to be focusing
As a result of the significant impacts from a NAFTA, both on additional Framework Agreements and efforts to en-

positive and negative, businesseson both sides of the border courage regional common groupings, such as the newly
and third-country firms trading with or operating in any of formed Southern Cone Common Market comprised of Ar-
the NAFTA countries will have an interest in evaluating gentina, Brazil, Paraguay and Uruguay.9
their position vis--vis the agreement. This should include In the investment area, the EAI seeks to create an invest-analyzingthe possibilitiesofnewmarkets, new investments, ment-sector loan programme and a multilateral investmentdiversification,more efficientcompetitorsand otherexport/ fund, through the Inter-American Development Bankimport strategies to protect and expand basic market posi- (IDB). The investment-sector loan programme wouldtions.

provide both technical advice and financial support for
Finally, as the U.S. Trade Representativeprepares to begin privatization efforts and liberalization of investment re-

negotiations on a NAFTA, the U.S. Departmentof Treas- gimes. In a parallel effort, the multilateral investment fund
ury will try to conclude a treaty relating to the avoidance of would be used to advance comprehensive investment re-
double taxation with Mexico and which will cover a wide forms in Latin America and the Caribbean. The fund would

provide grants of up to $ 300 million annually in response
to broadinvestmentreforms, andwillprobablyplacespecial

6. A tax information exchange treaty between the United States and emphasis on smaller countries in the region such as those in
Mexico went into effect in early spring 1990, and the two countries are Central America and the Caribbean. The Bush Administra-
seeking to complete negotiationson a broader tax treaty as a sign of good tion has asked Congress to authorize a U.S. contributionof
faith prior to negotiatinga NAFTA. $ 500 million, to be made available in five annualinstalments
7. The United States and Canada signed an Income Tax Conventionon of $100 million each, beginning in fiscal year 1992. How-26 September 1980 and exchanged instrumentsof ratification implement- ever, it remains unclear whether such a request will being the treaty on 16 August 1984. (The treaty was amended by Protocols granted in view of the currentbudget deficit. The remainingon 14 June 1983 and 28 March 1984.) two-thirds of the fund's capital is expected to from8. FrameworkAgreementsgenerallyare aimed to open trade and invest- come

ment regimes and encourageclose cooperationand systematicconsultation contributions by other countries.
between the signatorycountries. They usually include a statement of prin- The fund would also support efforts to privatize govern-ciples, a consultative mechanism, data exchange and an ImmediateAc- ment-ownedindustriesand to finance worker training, edu-tion Agenda. cation and health to develop human9. The United States has entered into Framework Agreements with programmes resources.

Mexico, Bolivia, Columbia, Ecuador, Chile, Honduras and Costa Rica, Through these programmes, the Bush Administration
and is actively negotiating agreementswith Venezuela, Peru, Jamaica, El hopes to increase capital flows to those Latin Americanand
Salvador, Nicaraguaand the SouthernCone Common Market (Argentina, Caribbean countries that are willing to liberalize their trade
Brazil, Paraguay, Uruguay) as a single party. and investment regimes.
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The EAI also creates a debt-reductionprogramme to spark V. CONCLUSION
further investment and growth. The reduction of official
bilateral debt proposed under the EAI complements the Clearly, if the United States is able to successfully imple-
international efforts under the Brady Plan to address a ment its Latin American trade policy, substantial structural
country's commercial bank debt problems. To qualify, the and economicchanges will occur throughouta multitudeof

applicant country must implement liberal investment re- industries, and only those companies with the foresight to

forms, be in good standing with the IMF and World Bank plan and begin adapting today will benefit tomorrow. The
and have manageabledebt agreementswith its commercial NAFIArepresentsthe first majorstep towards the eventual
banks. Once these benchmark requirements are met, the economic integration of the hemisphere and is viewed as a

Bush Administrationwill provide debt relief depending on likely road map for future FTAS, particularly by countries
the individual circumstancesof each country. at different stages of economic development. The EAI has

Rather than continuously adjusting its debt service pay-
been well received by Latin Americancountriesand should

ments to its ability to pay, the particularcountry's stock of be closely observed as the final implementingcomponents
concessional debt will be substantially reduced through are put into motion by the enactmentof specific legislation
negotiationswith the United States. Accordingly,the coun-

n the U.S. Congress this year. Finally, the Andean Trade

try's concessional debt will be eliminated within a desig- Preferences Initiative,while limitedin impact from the U.S.

nated shorter period. New dollar payments on this reduced perspective, may provide the Andean Countries the much

debt will then be applied to retire principle. needed stimulus to diversify their economies. Overall, the
United States has made Latin American trade a priority in

Last year, Congress enacted legislation authorizing the re- its trade agenda, and the successful implementationof these
duction of PL-480 (food assistance) debt for countries pur- policies will not only produce substantial opportunities for
suing strong economicand investmentreformprogrammes. the private sector but will probablydirectly affect the U.S.'s
Congress also authorized the establishmentof a mechanism ability to compete worldwide in the future.
for channeling local currency interest payments to support
environmental projects. However, to fully implement the 10. H.R. 661, 102nd Cong., 1st Sess. (1991)
debt reduction elements of the EAI, the Bush Administra-
tion needs legislation authorizing the reduction of foreign
economic assistance obligations to AID in the same manner TAXATIONAND INVESTMENT
as provided for PL-480 assistance, as a far larger share of IN THE CARIBBEANthe Latin American countries' debt is owed to the Agency
for International Development. The Bush Administration This major new publication provides the key information you
is also seeking authority to sell, reduce or cancel a portion require to establish a successfulinvestmentor operational strategy
of assets held by the Commodity Credit Corporation as a in the Caribbean.

result of its credit guarantee programmes and a portion of Put together by an expert research team this book represents the
Eximbank loans to facilitate debt/equity, debt-for-nature first independent (and only comprehensive) survey of the many

and debt-for-developmentswaps in eligible countries. and varied tax systems in this region.
The individual country chapters analyse the investment climate

As a resultof the reduction,restructuringand sale of conces- and regulatory conditions, highlighting tax incentives to invest-
sional and non-concessional loans, the programme is de- ment and detailing current tax systems. Each chapter contains a

signed to give Latin American and Caribbean countries an succinct survey of the country concerned, summarizing the

opportunity to invest in their own countries, while in some
economic situation and principal types of business activity.

instances, providing for environmentalprotection. Specific The book also provides a clear description of relevant company

legislation required from the U.S. Congress is currently law, exchange control regulations,business licence fees and other
essential information.

pending. Also provided are per country in-depth explanations of the main
forms of doing business, organizationand taxin powers. Income,
indirect, transactionand property taxes are detaled, togetherwith

IV. ANDEAN TRADE PREFERENCES the latest available statistics from official sources taking full ac-

count of the most recent budget review. Where appropiate all

The Bush Administration has also put forth an Andean aspects of the offshore business regime are covered.

Trade PreferencesInitiativeprovidingduty-free treatment Updated twice per year. Includes free subscription to IBFD's

to particularexports from Andean nations. This is designed biweekly newsletterTax News Service.

in large part to facilitate non-drug related development in 1,500 Dutch Florins

those countries. The Andean Trade Preference Initiative (Covers subscription through December31, 1992.

would provide Colombia, Bolivia, Peru and Ecuador with
Residents of the Netherlands, please add VAT)

tariff benefits similar to those provided to Central America
and the Caribbean under the Caribbean Rescue Initiative.
Most products of these countries would enjoy duty-free i INTERNATIONALBUREAU OF

FISCAL DOCUMENTATION
access to the United States market although sugar, textiles, []
canned tuna, footwear, watches, petroleum and petroleum
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products,would be excepted.toThe Administration'simple- ==
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menting legislation was not enacted by Congress last year ,r'- Tel. +31 20 6267726
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FOREIGN INVESTMENTIN THE UNITED STATES:

PLANNINGALTERNATIVESIN CONDUCTINGOR

ACQUIRINGA U.S. BUSINESS

Stanton A. Kessler and Lawrence J. Zlatkin
Mayer Brown & Platt, Chicago

I. U.S. TAXATION OF FOREIGN PERSONS
OVERVIEW-

Contents
A. Two methodsof taxation applicableto foreignpersons
The United States applies two methods of taxing the income of a foreign person ' U.S. TAXATION OF FOREIGN PERSONS

based on whether or not the level of income-producingactivity of the foreign
- OVERVIEW

person constitutes a U.S. trade or business. A foreign person engaged in the A. Two Methods of Taxation Applicable
to Foreign Persons

conduct of a U.S. trade or business is subject to tax on its net income effectively 1. Foregn Person
connected with the conduct of the trade or business at graduated rates in a 2. U.S. Trade or Business Income

manner similar to that of a U.S. person with business income.1 Currently, the 3. U.S. Non-Business Income

maximum marginal rate of tax imposed on the net trade or business income of a
4. Capital Gain Income
5. FIRPTA Income

foreign person is 34 percent in the case of a foreign corporation and 31 percent B. Withholding Taxes
in the case of a non-residentalien individual.2 A foreign corporationalso may be 1. U.S. Trade or Busness Income

subject to a branch profits tax in connectionwith the income arising from a U.S. 2. U.S. Non-Business Income
trade or business.3 A foreign person not engaged in the conduct of a U.S. trade II. CHOICE OF ENTITY FOR FOREIGN
or business is subject to tax on the gross amount of non-business U.S. source PERSON INVESTING IN UNITED STATES
income at flat tax rates, typically collected through withholding taxes.4 The flat A. Primary Forms of Conducting
rate of tax, unless modified by a treaty with the foreign country of residence of Business in the Unjted States

the foreign person, is 30 percent. 1. Domestic Subsidiary
2. Branch

1. Foreign person 3. Joint Venture

Foreign person refers to a foreign corporation, non-resident alien individual, B. Branch vs. Domestic Subsidiary
1. Advantages of a Branch

foreign partnership and foreign estate or trust.5 The characterizationof a foreign 2. Disadvantagesof a Branch
organization as a corporation, partnership or an estate or trust will be based on C. Special Estate Tax Considerations
U.S. law by reviewing the legal relationships established by the members of the of Non-Resident Alien Individuals

organization among themselves, with the public at large and in relation to the 1. High Estate Taxes on U.S.

organization'sassets.6Because the U.S. tax consequencesapplicable to operating Property

through a corporation,partnership, trust or estate will vary, the correct determi- 2. Foreign Corporation for U.S.
Investments

nation of the status of a hybrid foreign form of operation is critical.
D. Organizing U.S. Business ina

An alien individual will be taxed as a non-resident alien, and, therefore, as a Domestic Corporate Form

foreign person only if he is not treated as a resident alien. An alien individualwill 1. Tax-Free Incorporation
be taxable as a U.S. resident alien on his worldwide income and in a manner

2. Capitalization of the Domestic

identical to a U.S. citizen based upon his status as a permanent resident of the Corporation - the Question of
Interest Stripping

United States for immigrationpurposes or based upon his satisfactionof a sub- 3. Two Assumptions of Interest
stantial presence test.7 Substantial presence generally consists of physical Strlpping
presence in the United States, as measured and weighted over a three-year 4. Limitations on Interest

period, of 183 days or more.8 Stripping
E. Acquiring an Existing U.S. Business

A foreign partnership and a foreign estate or trust may not be subject to direct - Stock vs. Asset Acquisitions
U.S. taxation, and careful attention must therefore be taken in determining the 1. Stock Acquisitions Generally
method of taxation applicable to their respective partners and beneficiaries, 2. Advantages to a Stock

whichever the case may be. Acquisition
3. Disadvantages to a Stock

Acquisition
1. Internal Revenue Code, Secs. 871(b),882. All Secton referencesare 4. Section 338 Elections and
to the Code unless otherwise stated. Their Effect on Basis
2. Secs. 1,11. 5. Tax-Free Acquisitions
3: Sec. 884. F. Planning a Joint Venture
4. Secs. 871(a), 881, 1441, 1442. 1. Advantages of a Partnership
5. Sec. 7701(a)(30). 2. Pitfalls in Partnership Planning
6. Rev. Rul. 88-8, 1988-1 C.B. 403.
7. Sec. 7701(b).
8. Sec. 7701(b)(3).
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2. U.S. trade or business income gross amount of such income of up to 30 percent, usually
reduced by the treaty), the absence of a U.S. permanentThe determinationof whether a foreign person is engaged establishmentmeans that the foreigngersonwill be exemptin the conduct of a U.S. trade or business is a question of from U.S. tax on its business profits.fact. With the exception of certain limited activities de-

scribed below, there is no bright-line test to determine (d) Taxationof trade or business income on a net basis
whether a foreign person has crossed the thresholdofbeing
engaged in the conduct of a U.S. trade or business. Gener- A foreign person engaged in the conduct of a U.S. trade or

ally, the higher the level of contact with the United States, businesswill be subject to tax on its effectivelyconnected
the more likely the foreign person will be treated as being income, net of deductions.16 Only deductions which are

engaged in the conductof a U.S. trade or business. A trade attributable to the foreign person's effectivelyconnected
or business implies a certain scale for income producing income will be taken into account. A foreign person is
purposes where there is regular and continuous activity obligated to file an income tax return in connectionwith its
of the kind which is commonlyconcerned with the employ- U.S. trade or business activities.17 Deductions otherwise
ment of labour.9 attributable to a foreign person's effectively connected

income may be disallowed if the foreign person fails to file
(a) Factors to consider a tax return on a timely basis with respect to its trade or

The following factors, while hardly exhaustive, may be business activities.18 The deductions will be allocated and

taken into account in determiningwhethera foreign person apportioned to effectively connected income in accord-

is engaged in the conduct of a U.S. trade or business: ance with the rules of Treasury Regulations.19Any deduc-
tion of the interest expenseof a foreign corporationwill be

ii3
use of auU.s..S. office or other fixed place of business; subject to special limitation rules.20 The Internal Revenue
use of employees; Service (IRS) takes the position that the interest expense

3) use of a resident agent or other local representativeand of a foreign corporationwill be so limited, notwithstanding
such person's power to contractually and legally bind the argument that a tax treaty overrides this result and
the foreign person; provides for a deduction of all expenses, including all in-

/6/
number, frequency and range of U.S.-based activities; terest expense, properly attributable to a U.S. permanent
nvestment through a partnership or trust; establishment.21
types of investments;

) character of the activities. (e) Election to treat real property income as effectively
connected income

(b) Effectivelyconnectedincome
In certain instances, it be beneficialfor foreignmay a person

Only income that is effectively connected with the con- to be subject to U.S. tax on its real property income on a
duct of the foreign person's U.S. trade or business will be net basis rather than a gross basis, even when the foreign
treated as U.S. trade or business income andwill be subject person's activities do not give rise to trade or business in-
to tax at graduatedrates.1o U.S. source income that is fixed come. The foreign person can elect to be treated as a person
or determinable annual or periodical (FDAP) income engaged in a U.S. trade or business with respect to its real
(mainly, passive income such as interest, dividends, rents, property income.22 This election applies only to income
royalties, etc.) will be regarded as effectively connected from real property held for the production of income and
U.S. trade or business income only if one of two tests is located in the United States, including rents or royalties
satisfied; that is, the asset use test or the business ac- from mines, wells or other natural deposits. It is revocable
tivities test.u U.S. source income that is not FDAP income with the consent of the IRS, but, upon revocation, the
generally will be regarded as effectively connected U.S. foreign person will be barred from making a subsequent
trade or business income.12 In certain limited cases, foreign election for a five-year period.23
source income also may be regarded as effectively con-

nectedU.S. trade or business income, but only if the foreign (f) Branchprofits tax
person has an officeor other fixedplaceofbusinessto which

A foreign corporation engaged in the conduct of U.S.such income is attributable.13 a

trade or business also may be subject to a branch profits tax

(c) Treaty modifications on its effectively connected earnings and profits, as

The United States currently has in force 39 treaties with
foreign countries. A resident of one of these countries typ-
ically can rely on its country's treaty with the United States 9 Pinchot v. Commissioner, 113 F.2d 718 (2d Circ. 1940). See also,
to prevent the taxation of its business income as U.S. trade Isenbergh, InternationalTaxation, (1990) Ch. 9, at 275-312.
or businessincome, except to the extent the businessincome 10. Secs. 871(b),882.
is attributable to a U.S. permanent establishment. Each

11. Sec. 864(c)(2); Treas. Reg. 1.864-4.
12. Sec. 864(c)(3).of these treaties provides a specific definition of a U.S. 13. Sec. 864(c)(4); Treas. Reg. 1.864-5, 1.864-6, 1.864-7.

permanent establishment, but a permanent establishment 14. See e.g., U.S.-Canada tax treaty, Art. V.
generally will be found if the foreign person maintains a 15. Id., at Art. VII.
fixed place of business in the United States from which 16. Treas. Reg. 1.873-1, 1.874-1, 1.882-4.
the income is derived.14 The treaty requirement that a 17. Treas. Reg. 1.6012-1(b), 1.6012-2(g)
foreign person have a U.S. permanentestablishment(i.e. a 18. Treas. Reg. 1.874-1, 1.882-4.

fixed place of business) before it is subject to U.S. taxation 19. See Treas. Regs. 1.861-8etseq., including (amongotherprovisions)
on its business profits generally is considered harder to Treas. Reg. 1.861-8(g)(example21) (expenses of foreign corporation)
satisfy than the non-treatyrule of applyingU.S. taxationon

and Treas. Reg. 1.861-9T(d)(2)(interestexpenseofnon-residentaliens).
20. The special limitation rules are containedin Treas. Reg. 1.882-5.trade or business income. Except where the income is of a 21. Rev. Rul. 85-7, 1985-1 C.B. 188 (U.S.-Japan tax treaty); Rev. Rul.passive type such as interest,dividends, rents, royalties,etc. 89-115, 1989-2 C.B. 130 (U.S.-U.K. tax treaty).(where the absence of a permanent establishment means 22. Secs. 871(d), 881(d).

that the foreign person will be subject to a flat tax on the 23. Id.
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though it repatriated its earnings and profits (E&P) from consists of U.S. effectively connected income over the
the United States in the form ofa dividend from a subsidiary preceding three-year period.36 A number of tax treaties
entity,24 The branch profits tax is imposed at a maximum prevent the imposition of the second-tier withholding tax,
rate of 30 percent on the dividend equivalentamount (as whether or not the branch tax is applicable.37 Certain tax

though the branch issued a dividend of its E&P for the treaties prevent the impositionof the branchprofits tax, but
year) and is intended to place branchesof a foreign corpora- the foreign corporation eligible for this exemption must be
tion on a level playing field with the operation of a U.S. a qualified resident of the treaty country, as defined by
trade or business through a domestic subsidiary. the Code.38 Certain tax treaties also prevent the application

of both the branch profits tax and the second-tierwithhold-
(1) Deferralof branchprofits tax ing tax, subject to the qualified resident limitationof the
Since the branch profits tax is based on the assumption that foreign person claiming the benefit of the tax treaty.39
effectivelyconnectedearnings and profits are repatriated
each taxable year by the foreign corporation, the reinvest- (6) Branch level interest tax
ment of such E&P in the United States through an increase Interest paid to a foreign person by a U.S. trade or business
in the foreigncorporation'sU.S. Net Equitywill defer the of a foreign corporation will be treated as U.S. source in-
branch profits tax until such time as the foreign corpora- terest as though it were paid by a domesticcorporation.4In
tion's U.S. Net Equity decreases.25 Income subject to the certain cases, this treatment will be prevented by a tax
branch profits tax can never exceed the foreign corpora- treaty.41 Additionally, a foreign corporation may be liable
tion's accumulatedeffectivelyconnectedearningsand pro- for a branch level interest tax on certain excess interest
fits as of the close of its preceding taxable year.26 deemed paid by its U.S. trade or business.42 This arises

when the foreign corporation incurs less interest expense in
(2) Terminationand incorporationof the U.S. business its U.S. trade or business than its allowable deduction for
Special rules apply when a foreign corporation terminates, interest expense under Treas. Reg. 1.882-5.
incorporatesor reorganizes its U.S. trade or business.27The
foreign corporationwill be exempt from the branch profits (g) Partnership or trust investments
tax in the year it completely terminates its U.S. trade or

business on the assumption that the foreign corporation An investment in the United States through a partnership
would not receive dividend income in liquidatinga domestic or trust, whether domesticor foreign, requires a determina-

subsidiary were its U.S. trade or business incorporated.28 tion of whether the partnershipor trust is engaged in a U.S.

Should the foreign corporation decide to incorporate its trade or business. The activities of the partnershipor trust,
U.S. branch in a domestic subsidiary, the act of incorpora- including the activities of a general partner (in the case of a

tion will not trigger a branch profits tax, but the foreign limited partnership) or trustee, will be attributed to the

corporation must agree to carry over all of its non-previ- foreign partner or foreign beneficiary, even if the foreign
ously taxed accumulatedeffectivelyconnectedearningsand person has no direct connection to the United States.43 In

profits to the domestic subsidiary as accumulated E&P.29 the case of a treaty resident, the foreign person may be

The foreign corporation must also agree to treat certain regarded as having a U.S. permanent establishment if the

future gains from the sale of the stock of the domestic partnershipor trust itself maintainsa U.S. permanentestab-

subsidiary as amounts subject to the branch tax.3o Addi- lishment.44
tional rules (generally related to the deferral of the branch
tax) apply to the reorganizationor otherpotentially tax free (h) Specialrules for securities and commoditiestrading
restructuringof a foreign corporation'sU.S. branch.31 There are special liberal rules applicable to the trading of

securities and commodities which, in a large number of
(3) Exemptionofcertain income cases, prevent the taxation of the income from such trading
Certain effectively connected income of the foreign cor- as U.S. trade or business income. Dealers in securities and
poration will be exempt from the branch profits tax, such commodities may trade in the United States through resi-
as, for example, gain from the dispositionof shares of a U.S. dent independent agents without giving rise to U.S. trade
real property holding corporation (but not gain from the or business income. 5 Non-dealers may trade for their own

disposition of other U.S. real property interests).32
(4) Rate of tax
Since the branch profits tax is imposed on the dividend 24. Sec. 884(a)
equivalent amount, it is imposed at a rate lower than 30 25. Sec. 884(b)
percent in the case of a foreign corporation treated as a

26. Sec. 884(b)(2)(B).

qualified, resident in a tax treaty jurisdiction with a re-
27. Temp. Treas. Reg. 1.884-2T.
28. Temp. Treas. Reg. 1.884-2T(a).duced rate of tax on dividend income. The rate of tax will 29. Temp. Treas. Reg. 1.884-2T(d).

equal the rate of tax allowableon dividend income pursuant 30. Temp. Treas. Reg. 1.884-2T(d)(5).
to the tax treaty.33 31. Temp. Treas. Reg. 1.884-2T(c).

v 32. Sec. 884(d)(2).(5) Second-tierwithholding tax and tax treaties 33. Sec. 884(e)(2)(A);Temp. Treas. Reg. 1.884-1T(h).The application of a branch profits tax will prevent the 34. Sec. 884(e)(3).
imposition of a second-tier withholding tax on any divi- 35. Sec. 861(a)(2)(B).
dends paid by the foreign corporation of its effectively 36. Id.

connectedearningsand profits to anotherforeign person.34 37. See e.g. U.S.-Netherlandstax treaty, Art. XII.
The payment of a dividend by a foreign corporation to 38. See e.g. U.S.-Japan tax treaty, Art. 7.

another foreign person can, in certain cases, be subject to 39. See e.g. U.S.-U.K. tax treaty, Arts. 10, 24. Secs. 884(e)(1), (e)(3),
U.S. tax, including withholding taxes, to the extent of the

and (f)(3); Temp. Treas. Reg. 1.884-IT(h), 1.884-3T, 1.884-5T.

payor foreign corporation's U.S. effectively connected
40. Sec. 884(f)(1)(A).
41. See e.g. U.S.-U.K, tax treaty, Art. 11.

income.35 U.S. tax will apply to a dividendpaid by a foreign 42. Sec. 884(f)(1)(B). 43. Sec. 875.
corporation to another foreign person only in the case of a 44. R. Unger, 58 T.C.M. 1157 (1990); Rev. Rul. 85-60, 1985-1 C.B. 187.
foreign corporation, 25 percent or more of whose income 45. Sec. 864(b)(2)(A)(i), (B)(i).
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account through a resident dependent or independent though the foreign person would not otherwise be engaged
agent, including a U.S. office with U.S.-based employees, in a U.S. trade or business. This exception to the non-taxa-
without giving rise to U.S. trade or business income.46This bility of capital gain income of foreign persons was enacted
rule applies only to securities and commoditiesand may not through the passage of Foreign Investmentin Real Property
apply to new or complex financial instruments since such Tax Act (FIRPTA) in 1980.55
instruments may not satisfy the definition of securities or

conmodities in existing Treasury Regulations.47 (b) Treaty modfications
In the case of a foreign person resident in a treaty country,

(i) Special rule for certain deferredpayments and certain te rate of tax on non-business income may be reduced to
property transactions a rate below 30 percent. For example, numeroustax treaties

an tax caseThe receipt of income after the foreign person ceases to be provide for exemption from U.S. income in the
of interest income.56 This includes interest paid to residentsengaged in its U.S. trade or business nonetheless may be of the United Kingdom, France, Germany and the Nether-treated as U.S. trade or business income. In the case of a

(but Canada, where the is reduced insteadsale or exchange of propertyor the performanceof services lands not rate to

by a foreign person where the income to be receivedby the 15 percent). In other instances, the rate of U.S. tax is re-

to a rate percent zero percent,foreign person is deferred to a subsequent taxable year, the duced below 30 but above
such as the reducedrate of tax typically imposedon dividenddetermination of whether such deferred income is treated income (generally, within the range of 5 percent 15 per-as U.S. trade or business income will be made as if such

-

with the lower often available majorsharehold-income were taken into accountby the foreignperson in the cent, rate to

preceding taxable year when the sale or exchange or the ers of the entity paying the dividend).57 The one condition
is that the income may not be attributable to a permanentperformance of services occurred.48 Additionally, if a
establishment of the foreign person within the Unitedforeign person used property in connection with its U.S.
States, the effect of which would be that the income wouldtrade or business, ceases such business and disposes of the
be treated as business income and subject to tax atproperty within ten years after ceasing its business, the
graduated rates.determination of whether the income arising from the dis-

position is U.S. trade or business income shall be made as
(c) Portfolio interestand other exemptionsthough the disposition occurred immediately prior to the

cessation by the foreign person of its U.S. trade or busi- In certan limited cases, non-business income may be

ness.49 exempt from U.S. tax even if the income is U.S. source

income even if there is no treaty exemption. Exemptions
3. U.S. non-business income apply to interest paid on bank deposits and certain dividend

income paid by domesticcorporationsat least 80percentof
U.S. source income that is not treated as U.S. trade or whose income is active foreign business income.58Themost
business income will be subject to tax at flat rates of up to widelyused exemption is the portfolio interest exemption
30 percent.50 The gross rather than the net amount of the for interest paid on debt obligations of certain U.S. per-
income will be taxable so that deductionsattributableto the sons.59 This exemption is conditioned on the completionby
income will be irrelevant. The income subject to tax under the foreign person of certain documentary requrements
this flat rate tax regime predominantlyincludesU.S. source (generally, the provision of a certificateof foreign status
FDAP income. Accordingly,with limited exceptions, there on IRS Form W-8).6o It is not available for most forms of
are two conditionswhich must be met before the income is related party debt (e.g. loans by a foreign shareholderwith
taxable. an equity interestof ten percent or more in the U.S. debtor

corporation) and to a foreign bank in connection with an

(a) Two conditions relevant to taxation of non-business extension of credit in the ordinary course of its trade or
income business.61

(1) U.S. source income
First, the income must be derived from U.S. sources.51 4. Capital gain income

Foreign-source income, even if paid from the United States (a) Exemptionfrom tax
and by a U.S. person, will not be subject to U.S. tax, Capital gain income (other than FIRPTA income from the
provided the foreign recipient is not required to treat the dispositionof a U.S. real property interest) from the sale or
income as U.S. trade or business income.52 An example of exchangeof U.S. propertyby a foreign person generallywill
foreign source income not subject to U.S. tax would be be exempt from U.S. tax. In many instances, the income
notional principal contract income (e.g. interest rate swap
income) paid by a U.S. contracting party from the United
States.

46. Sec. 864(b)(2)(A)(11 (B)(ii).

(2) FDAP income 47. See generally, Treas. Reg. 1.864-2(c) (securities) and Treas. Reg.
Second, with limited exceptions for the sale of certain min- 1.864-2(d) (commodities).

48. Sec. 864(c)(6).eral interests, the sale of certain intangibles and the sale of 49. Sec. 864(c)(7)
original issue discount obligations, the income must be 50. Secs. 871(a), 881.
FDAP income.53This includesalmost all forms ofnon-busi- 51. Id.
ness income, especiallyof a assive type (e.g. interest, div- 52. Sec. 864(c)(4).
idends, rents, royalties, etc.), but it does not include most 53. Secs. 871(a), 881.

forms of capital gain income (although capital gain income 54. Treas. Reg. 1.871-7(d); 1.881-2(a)(1).
received by a non-resident alien individual present in the 55. Sec. 897.

United States 183 days or more during the taxable year will 56. See e.g. U.S.-U.K. tax treaty, Art. II.
tax treaty,still be subject to U.S. tax) .54 Capital gain income arising

57. See e.g. U.S.-Canada Art. X.
58. Secs. 871(i), 861(c)from the disposition of a U.S. real property interest, how- 59. Secs. 871(h), 881(c).

ever, will be treated as U.S. source effectivelyconnected 60. Secs. 871(h)(2)(B), (h)(4), 881(c)(2)(B). Treas. Reg. 35a.9999-5.
income and will be subject to tax at graduated rates even 61. Secs. 871(h)(3), 881(c)(3).
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will be exempt as foreign-sourcecapital gain income based annual basis to prevent withholding.68The Tax Court has
on U.S. sourcing rules for the sale of property.62In the case interpreted the filing requirement of Form 4224 verywhere the income is still treated as U.S. source income (e.g. strictly, thereby increasing the risk to the payor of not with-
sale through a U.S. office or other fixed place of business), holding if the Form is not regularly submitted.69Withhold-
the income may still be exempt from U.S. tax (e.g. when ng taxes will still be imposed on trade or business income,the income arises from the sale of property that is a security however, in the following two cases.
or commoditywhich satisfies the tradeor businessexception
of Section 864(b)(2)).63 The exemption will not apply to a (a) FIRPTA income
non-resident alien individual present in the United States As noted above, FIRPTA income which is consideredU.S.
for a period aggregating183 daysor more during the taxable trade or business income will be subject to a withholding
year. Additionally,the exemption from U.S. tax generally tax, with certain exceptions. The tax will equal ten percentwill not apply when the income is effectivelyconnectedwith of the amount realized from the dispositionof the U.S. real
the conduct of a U.S. trade or business or, or in the case of property interest.70
a foreign person resident in a treaty country, when the
income is attributableto a U.S. permanentestablishmentof (b) Partnership income
the foreign person. In the case of a foreign person holding an interest in a

partnershipwith U.S. tradeor business income, the partner-(b) Exemptionmay be limited ship generallywill impose withholding taxes on the foreign
In the previous two years, however, Congress has consi- partner. The taxes will be collectedfrom the foreignpartner
dered the imposition of a tax on the capital gain income of either on its allocable distributive share of effectivelycon-

a foreign person to the extent the gain is attributable to the nected taxable income from the partnership (under a sys-
sale of stock in a domestic corporation in which the foreign tem of taxation as though the partnership made estimated

person holds an equity interest of ten percent or more. The tax payments on behalfof its foreign partners) or on actual
distributions made to the foreign partner (only in the caseincome would be treated, as in the case of FIRPTA income of publicly tradedpartnership).71In the ofeffectively(see below), as income effectively connected with the con-

a case

duct of a U.S. trade or business. Originally, Congress in- connected taxable income of the partnership attributable
to FIRPTA, the FIRPTA withholding tax of ten percenttended to apply the tax, notwithstandingthe provision of a

tax treaty to the contrary. In the OmnibusBudgetReconcili- generally will be waived in favour of the partnership with-
ation Act of 1990 (the 1990 Act), Congress modified its holding provision.72
treaty override provision to allow for a treaty exception (c) Personalservice incometo the tax under certain conditions. Not all gains would be
exempt from U.S. tax, however, even if a tax treaty pro-

Income from the performance of personal services (e.g.
vided otherwise. To date, Congress has only considered salaries, wages and compensationincome)will be subject to
expanding the taxation of capital gain income of foreign withholding at a rate of 30 percent even if the income is

treated as trade or business income.73 Generally, one per-persons, but has not yet passed such a provision into law. It
sonal exemption be used to offset the 30 percent with-s uncertain whether Congresswill reconsidersuch a provi- can

sion in its current session, but, given current U.S. fiscal holding tax applicable to the personal service income of a

problems, that appears likely. non-resident lien.74 Certain exceptionsapply to the rule of
imposing a 30 percent withholding tax on personal service

5. FIRPTA income income, including the case where the income is exempt by
treaty, the case where the income is subject to employerIncome arising from the dispositionof a U.S. real property withholding and the case of alien commuters from Canada

interest (e.g. income from the sale of land or a building in or Mexico.75
the United States or income from the sale of a U.S. corpo-
ration, 50 percent or more of whose assets consist of U.S. 2. U.S. non-businessincome
real property),which otherwisewould be exempt from U.S.

In the of non-businessincome that is fromU.S.tax as non-business capital gain income, will be treated case sources

instead as income effectivelyconnectedwith a U.S. trade and which is FDAP income, the payor of the income will
or business and subject to tax at graduated rates.65 This rule withholdup to 30 percent of the amountpaid to the foreign
is imposed pursuant to the FIRPTA 1980 and is applied person as a withholding tax.76 Generally, the 30 percent
regardless of a treaty provision to the contrary. The tax is withholding tax matches the 30 percent flat tax imposed on

the foreign person with respect to non-business income.collected in part through withholdingof ten percent of the The withholdingtax is considered final tax and furthergross proceeds from the disposition,but the withholdingtax a no

is only an approximationof the final tax, thereby requiring
the filing of a tax return as in the case of all U.S. trade or
business income.66

62. Sec. 865.
63. Treas. Reg. 1.871-7(d); 1.881-2(a)(1).B. Withholding taxes 64. Sec. 871(a)(2)
65. Sec. 897.

U.S. taxes may be collected from a foreign person through 66. Sec. 1445.
the applicationof withholding taxes. 67. Sec. 1441(c)(1)

68. Treas. Reg. 1.1441-20-4(a).
69. Casa de La Jolla Park, Inc. v. Commissioner,94T.C. 384 (1990).1. U.S. trade or business income 70. Sec. 1445.

In most cases, a foreign person will not be subject to U.S.
71. Sec. 1446; Rev. Proc. 89-31, 1989-1 C.B. 895.

withholding taxes when the income it receives is U.S. trade
72. Rev. Proc. 89-31, 1989-1 CB.895, 7.02(2).
73. Treas. Reg. 1.1441-4(b).or business income.67The foreign person, however, may be 74. Treas. Reg. 1.1441-3(e)(2).asked to submit IRS Form 4224 (confirmationby the foreign 75. Treas. Reg. 1.1441-4(b)(1)

person that the income is trade or business income) on an 76. Secs. 1441(a), 1442(a).
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income tax reporting is required from the foreign person.77 erally AcceptedAccountingPrinciple (GAAP) reporting
If the withholding tax is incorrectly imposed or if there is and generally will have fewer problems in coordinating its

overwithholding,the foreign person may file an income tax own books and records with its foreign investor'sbooks and
return to claim a refund. The foreign person also may claim records than if the foreign investor conducted its U.S. busi-

any overwithholdingas a reimbursementfrom the payor of ness through a branch.
the income, provided the claim is made by 15 March of the
succeeding calendar year to the year in which the payment 2. Branch
was made.78 Nonetheless, the payor or withholding agent A foreign person may prefer to operate its U.S. businessby
may not be obligated to refundthe amountof overwithhold- utilizinga branch. Certain tax treatieswith the UnitedStates
ing, in which case the foreign person may file an income tax contain non-discrimination provisions to prevent adverse
return to claim the amount of overwithholding from the
IRS.79

tax treatmentof the branchversus a U.S. personconducting
the same activities. For example, non-discriminationprovi-

(a) Withholding tax exemptions
sions are the basis upon which the branch tax may be avoid-
ed by the foreign person.83The branch of a foreigncorpora-In the case of certain types of non-business income, no tion will be treated like a subsidiary in certain cases with

withholdingtaxeswill applyeither as a resultofU.S. domes- unrelated foreign investors, in the of
tic law or as a result of a tax treaty. These exemptions are respect to as case

discussed in greater detail above. These exemptions typi-
nterest paid by the branch to foreign persons and the sec-

ond-tier withholding tax. The interest will be treated as

cally are claimedby a foreignperson throughthe submission domesticsource interest and the dividend may be subject to
of standardized tax forms to the withholding agent (e.g. U.S. tax based on the level of effectively connected n-
Form 1001 for treaty exemptions or reduced rate of tax; of the branch.
Form W-8 for portfolio interest).80There is no requirement

come

to submit tax forms to claim reduced withholdingon divi- 3. Joint venture
dend income.81

In the case of two or more investors, the choice of entity
(b) Capiml gain income generallywill be a jointly owned domestic corporationor a

Under current law, capital gain income of a foreign person partnership. For a variety of reasons, described below, the
that is not U.S. trade or businessincome generally is exempt most tax efficient structure for a joint venture generallywill
from U.S. tax. No withholdingtaxeswill be imposedon any be the use of a general partnershipheld by the joint venture

payment of this income. Capital gain income that is parties through wholly-owneddomestic corporations.
FIRPTA income from the disposition of a U.S. real prop-
erty interest is treated as trade or business income and is B. Branch vs. domesticsubsidiary
subject to a separate withholding tax regime (where the
amount realized from the sale generally is subject to a ten Although a domestic subsidiary generally is preferred by
percent withholding tax).82 As noted above, Congress has foreign corporate investors in conductingU.S. business op-
considered treating certain non-FIRPTA capital gain in- erations, the advantages and disadvantages of operating
come from stock sales as though it were U.S. trade or through a branch should be carefullyexaminedbased on the
business income. Congress has also considered applying a specific needs and circumstancesof the foreign investor.
ten percentFIRPTA-typewithholdingtaxin such cases.

1. Advantagesof a branch

Il. CHOICE OF ENTITY FOR FOREIGN PERSON (a) Use ofstart-up losses
INVESTING IN UNITED STATES The foreign investor may prefer to use a branch because it

anticipates start-up losses which it can offset against its
foreign income for purposes of its own foreign taxes. Pre-

A. Primary forms of conducting business in the sumably, the start-up losses incurred by a domesticcorpora-
United States tion cannotbe utilizedby the foreigncorporation in calculat-

ing its foreign income tax liability. Indeed, this should be
There are three primary forms of conductingbusiness in the the primary basis for a foreign investor to use a branch: the
United States: a domestic subsidiary, a branch or a joint disadvantages of using a branch, as shall be noted below
venture. (other than by a non-resident alien individual), generally

outweigh the benefits, unless offsetting start-up losses
1. Domestic subsidiary against foreign income is of major importance. Even if this

The principal and generally preferred method of a foreign right of offset against foreign income is lost, the foreign
person conducting business in the United States is through

nvestorshouldnote that the net operatingloss carryforward
the creation and use of a domestic subsidiary. As shall be and carryback rules of U.S. law will allow a domestic sub-

noted n greater detail below, this form of nvestment has sidiary, subject to certain limitations, to utilize its losses

become especially attractive in light of the rather low rate against its own income from profitable years. In the event

of taxationnow imposedby the United States. Unlikemany
other industrializedcountries, the maximum marginal rate
of tax on business income in the United States is rather low, 77. Treas. Reg. 1.6012-1(b)(2)(i), 1.6012-2(g)(2)(i).
currently34 percent. When the foreign person is from a high 78. Treas. Reg 1.1461-4(a)
tax jurisdiction, as will be likely, there is little or no tax 79. Sec. 1464.

advantage in repatriatingprofitsback to the foreignperson's 80. Treas. Reg. 1.1441-6; 35a.9999-5.

home jurisdiction. Instead, the domesticcorporationcan be 81. Treas. Reg. 1.1441-6(c).
82. Sec. 1445.

used as a low tax shelter for the earnings of the foreign 83. Treas. Reg. 1.884-1T(h).The tax treatywith Canada is more limited
investor'sU.S. business. Anotherdistinct advantageof this in this respect, but it does prevent disparate treatment of a permanent
form is that it often simplifies recordkeeping and financial establishmentof a Canadian resident from a U.S. person conducting the

reporting. The domesticcorporationwill follow U.S. Gen- same activities. U.S.-Canadatax treaty, Art. XXV.
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that start-up losses are anticipated and a branch is the pre- through a SubchapterS corporationto benefit from lower
ferred method of investment, it may be wise to invest in a individual tax rates, foreign persons are not eligible to or-
branch through a newly organized foreigncorporation,pro- ganize and become shareholdersof a SubchapterS corpo-
vided the newly organized foreign corporation can join in ration.85
some form of consolidated return with the other profitable
group of foreign corporations. In this case, the liabilities of (d) Interest stripping for non-residentalien individual
the U.S. branch may be segregated from the remaining A non-resident alien individual also can take advantage of
foreign group, thereby reducing the legal exposure of the the sourcing rule for interest to strip a considerable level of
other members of the group. income from his U.S. business operations, provided the

operations are conducted in branch form. The interest paid
(b) Branch mx benefits on debt obligations of a non-resident alien individual s

In certain instances, generally limited to the case where a
treated as foreign-source income and will be exempt from

tax treaty prevents the application of both the branch tax U.S. ta, (including withholding taxes) when received by a

and the second-tierwithholding tax, a branch can be used foreign person (other than the limited case of a foreign
by a foreign corporate investorwithout the applicationof a person which treats the income as effectively connected

branch profits tax and the second-tierwithholdingtax. This with its U.S. trade or business pursuant to Section
allows the foreign corporate investor to repatriate funds 864(c)(4)(B)(ii)).86The interest on the debt will be deducti-
from the U.S. branch free of withholding taxes that would ble (subject to certain limitations) to the extent the debt is
otherwise be applicable to the repatriationof profits from a

secured by and attributable to the U.S. business assets of
domesticsubsidiaryas dividendincome. This benefit though the foreign person.87 Moreover, the interest expense will
should be balanced against the taxes to which the repat-

not be subject to the interest stripping rules of Section
riated income will be subject in the foreign corporation's 163(j) enacted in the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act
home jurisdiction.If foreign taxeson the repatriatedincome of 1989 (the 1989 Act). The principal limitation will be
are significantlyhigher than 34 percent, the maximummar-

that the interest expense will not be deductibleto the extent

ginal rate of U.S. corporate tax, little will be gained by it is attributable to debt which exceedsmore than 80 percent
continuallyrepatriatingincomefrom the United States. The of the gross assets of the U.S.trade or business.88 In effect,
foreign investor also should note that the United States is the interest expense will substantially reduce the trade or

actively engaged in the re-negotiationand modernization business income of the alien individual and will be free of
of its existing tax treaties to conform to changes made by U.S. tax to the foreign person which receives it, includinga

the Tax Reform Act of 1986, including the introductionof foreign bank or finance company. An alien individual resid-
the branch tax. Accordingly, the benefit of avoiding the ing in a high-tax jurisdictionwho intends to self-finance his

U.S. trade or business may find this conclusion interestingbranch tax may be short lived.
but not altogether helpful if he organizes foreign entity toa

Prior to the introductionof the branch tax and the lowering issue debt to his U.S. trade or business and the foreignof U.S. corporate tax rates, a branch was more attractive as entity is subject to the higher level of foreign tax. However,
a form of investmentbecause the foreign corporate investor the alien could organize a special purpose finance corpora-often could repatriate funds from the United States free of tion in a tax haven to receive the tax-free interest income,
withholdingtaxes. Often, a tax treatypreventedthe applica- in which case the interest income paid from the U.S. trade
tion of the second-tierwithholdingtax on dividendspaid by or business may be exempt from all taxes.
the foreign corporation. Alternatively, under prior law, it
was much easier for a foreign corporation to avoid the 2. Disadvantagesof a branch
second-tier withholding tax. Under pre-1987 law, the sec-

ond-tierwithholding tax applied only if 50 percentor more (a) Taxation by two jurisdictions
of the foreign corporation's incorneconsistedofU.S. effec- A branchgenerallywill be subject to two taxing jurisdictions
tively connected trade or business income. This threshold and the branchmay, therefore,be required to keep multiple
was reducedto 25 percent in the Tax ReformActof 1986.84 sets of financial books and records. Additionally, the laws

of two taxing jurisdictions may not always readily conform
to one another, thereby producing odd or inconsistent re-

(c) Lower tax rates for non-residentalien individual sults. For example, taxing jurisdictions often apply their
A non-resident alien individual may prefer to operate a own unique rules in determiningnet income and in settingU.S. business directly because the maximum marginal rate forth limitations on the availability of foreign tax credits.
of tax on the individual will be 31 percent rather than the However, in some instances, inconsistenciesmay be helpful,higher maximum marginal rate of tax on corporationsof 34 as in the case of certain financial products which may be
percent. The individual, by definition, will also be exempt treated differently.from U.S. branch taxes. However, the benefitof lower rates
has to be offset by two major drawbacks in engaging in (b) U.S. tax rates may provide no benefitdirect branch operations. First, the foreign person may be U.S. tax rates are now among the lowest in the world, 31
a resident of a high tax jurisdiction, in which case, the percent (the maximummarginal rate) in the case ofbusinessbenefit of lower U.S. taxes will be eliminated. While the income of non-residentalien individualsand 34 percent (theforeign person will pay a lower rate of tax on his U.S. trade maximummarginal rate) in the case of foreigncorporations.or business income, he may still be required to pay the These low tax rates will be of little value if the foreignhigher foreign rate of tax on all of his income, including the investor is still subject to a higheroverall foreign tax rate on
U.S. trade or business income. In effect, he will not be able its branch level income. The use of a domestic subsidiaryto shelter his U.S. trade or business income at lower U.S.
tax rates. Second, the foreign person will be subject to
liability in his personal capacity on the obligations of his 84. Sec. 861(a)(2)(B).U.S. trade or business as a direct owner. Most persons 85. Sec. 1361(b)(1)(C).would prefer to operate in corporate form to mitigate per- 86. Secs. 861(a)(1); 862(a)(1).sonal liability in conducting business operations. While a 87. Temp Treas. Reg 1.861-9T(d)(2)(i).
U.S. person would consider the alternative of operating 88. Temp. Treas. Reg. 1.861-9T(d)(2)(ii)(A).
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will allow the foreign investor to defer foreign taxation to case of non-resident alien decedents in certain countries
the date on which profits from the domesticcorporationare through the estate tax treatynetworkof the UnitedStates.
repatriated as dividend income. Until dividends are paid,
the domestic corporation can shelter the U.S. businesspro- 2. Foreign corporation for U.S. investments
fits of the foreign investor from higher foreign taxes. One alternative to direct investmentby non-residentaliena

individual would be to utilize a foreign corporation as the
(c) Subjectingforeign investor to U.S. jurisdiction investor. Assuming the foreign corporation is respected for
A foreign investor operating a U.S. branch will be subject estate tax purposes, the non-residentalien individualwould
to U.S. legal jurisdiction as a foreign person doing business not be considered the owner of the U.S. property at death
in the United States. The use of a domestic subsidiary can (since the individual holds shares of a foreign corporation),
shield the foreign investor from legal jurisdiction since the thereby circumventingthe estate tax. There is little author-
business is conductedby a separate entitywith limited liabil- ty on whether the foreign corporation would be respected
ity. However, in the case of taxing jurisdictionand enforce- for estate tax purposes, but preliminaryguidance is favour-
ment, the IRS now has broad authority to require foreign able.93 The courts have even ruled that the formation of a
investors to maintain records and disclose certain transac- corporation and its continued use for the sole purpose of
tions between related parties whether the foreign investor reducing estate taxes is a legitimate corporatebusinesspur-
operates through a domestic subsidiary or a branch.89 This and that the corporation should be respected for
authority has increased considerably in the last number of pose tax

purposes.94 However, there are certain adverse conse-

years because of perceived abuse and tax avoidance by quences which can arise from using a foreign corporationas

foreign entities conducting business in the United States. the investor. First, the use of a foreign corporation may
have adverse tax consequences in the foreign individual's

(d) Branch tax more burdensome country of residence.95 Second, the branch tax or the sec-

In certain instances, the branch tax on a foreign corporate ond-tierwithholdingtax could apply to the foreign corpora-
investor may be more burdensome in its application than tion (unless it is exempt as a qualified resident of a tax

withholding taxes on dividends from a domestic subsidiary. treaty jurisdictionwhich prohibits the branch tax and/or the

The branch tax will be applied on effectively connected second-tierwithholdingtax) both on its current income and
E&P unless certain deferral mechanisms are satisfed (or on the gan attributable to the sale or other disposition of

the U.S. business is terminatedor incorporated),while the the U.S. real property. Third, if the U.S. investment con-

withholding tax on dividends will be applied only when sists of U.S. real property which the foreign person intends
dividends are actually paid. The simplicity of applying the to sell in the near term, the foreign corporation will be

withholding tax only on actual dividends improves the con- subject to a higher level of taxation than the non-resident
trol the foreign investor has in repatriating the profits of its alien individual on any gain attributable to the sale. The

U.S. business. Additionally, the foreign corporate investor foreign corporation will be subject to U.S. tax at the

may be a resident of a treaty country for purposes of divi- maximum marginal rate of 34 percent, rather than 31 per-
dend withholding,but not a qualified resident for branch cent in the case of a non-resident alien individual, and the
tax purposes. The branch tax rate, in this case, would be foreign corporation may be subject to a branch tax of up to

imposed at a rate of 30 percent, while dividendspaid by the 30 percent on the residual profits remainingafter the corpo-
domestic corporation to its foreign corporate owner would rate level tax is imposed.
be subject to reduced treaty withholding tax rates (gener-
ally, between 5 percent and 15 percent). D. Organizing a U.S. business in domestic

corporate form
(e) Loss ofconsolidatedreturn benefits
A foreign person investing in the United States may prefer 1. Tax-free incorporation
to engage in a numberof businessactivities throughseparate The contribution of cash and other property to newlyentities. These entitiescan join in the filingofa consolidated

a

return, assuming the foregn nvestor organzes a U.S. pa- organizeddomesticcorporationsolely in exchange for stock

rent company to hold the U.S. group of companies (it can
will be tax-free, provided the transferor controls the

also be an operating company) and requisite control exists transferee corporation immediately after the transfer (gen-
through the parent company of each member of the af- erally, control is satisfied through 80 percent ownership
filiated group.9o While a foreign corporation can also en-

in the transferee corporation).96The transactionwill not be

gage in U.S. business activities through multiple U.S.
branches, this form would be considerably more cumber- 89. Sec. 6038A and C.
some and would expose each branch to the risks of the 90. Secs. 1502, 1504(a).
businesses of the other branches. 91. Secs. 2101,2104. Canadansmay be particularlyhard hit by the estate

tax, since there is no current coordination of Canadian taxes and duties

imposed on deceased persons (which is limited to the income tax that

C. Special estate tax considerationsof non- would be imposed on any unrealized gains attributable to capital assets

resident alien individuals held by the deceased person as though the assets were sold for their fair

market value) and the U.S. estate tax, thereby creating the possibility that

1. High estate taxes on U.S. property
the estate would be subject to double taxation by both the United States
and Canada.

Foreign persons that are non-resident alien individuals 92. Secs. 2101(c),2102,2001.
(non-residentnon-citizensfor estate tax purposes)will be 93 Moline Properties, Inc. v. Commissioner,319U.S. 436 (1943); Corpo-

subject to U.S. estate taxes on their property locatedwithin ration ofAmerica v. Commissioner, 81 T.C. 520 (1983).

the United States.9 Estate taxes may be substantial since 94. Sparks Farm, Inc. v. Commissioner, 56 T.C.M. 464 (1988).
95. Under certain circumstances, however, Canada will respect special

they can be applied up to a maximum marginal rate of 55

percent (in certain cases, 60 percent), although the first purpose corporations which are organized for the sole purpose of holding
U.S. real property. See Barnicke, U.S. Vacation Property, 37 Can. Tax

$ 60,000 of a foreign person's estate generally is not subject J. (May-June 1989), at 763.

to U.S. estate tax.92 The estate tax may be modified in the 96. Secs. 351(a), 368(c)
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tax-free to the extent securities (as opposed to stock) are debt (often called back-to-backdebt) is that the withhold-
exchanged by the transferee for property. This is a new ing tax exemptionmay be challengedby the IRS based upon
restriction on the tax-free nature of this type of transfer the claim that the holderof the debt of the U.S. corporation
added by Congress in the 1989 Tax Act. Foreign investors was not the true holder and that the treaty exemption from
actually may be helped by this provision to the extent they tax, therefore, did not apply.99
intend to contribute appreciated property (especially, ap-
preciated intangibleproperty) to a newly organized domes- 4. Limitations on interest stripping
tic corporation. To the extent securities are exchanged Even when interest stripping is still viable for the foreignfor the appreciated property, the transfer will be treated as

investor, it is subject to certain limitations which coulda taxable transaction for U.S. tax purposes, and the domes- diminish its importance for taxtic corporation will have a stepped-up basis in the ap- purposes.

preciated property, a rather desirable result. While the
(a) Thin capitalizationtransaction is considered taxable, in many cases (e.g. if the
While there is definitive test ofdebt equity in U.S.property is foreign in origin and is not sold through a U.S. no versus

office), no U.S. tax will arise from the taxable transfer,
tax law, at a certain point debt will not be respected as debt

either because the income will be treated as foreign source
and will be treated instead as equity, even if the parties
document the debt as such and intend the debt to be trueincome or because the income will be exempt from U.S. tax
debt. This becauseofcertainof the debt's featuresas capital gain income.97 can occur

or because the obligor is thinly capitalized. 1()( Thin capitali-
zation is a major feature of the debt versus equity analysis2. Capitalization of the domestic corporation - the

question of interest stripping and is based on the view that, at a certain point, a corpora-
tion has incurred so much indebtedness that a new lender

For some foreign investors, it may be beneficial to strip out intends to subordinate its return to the vicissitudes and
as much income as possible from the United States on a fortunesof the business as an equity holder and not as a debt
tax-free basis. The principal tool in accomplishing this ob- holder.'j There is no specific point at which debt will be
jective is to use related party debt rather than equity in treated instead as equity, although in its proposed debt
capitalizing the newly organized or acquired domestic sub- versus equity regulations to Section 385 (now withdrawn),
sidiary, thereby stripping out interest from the domestic the IRS provided a safe harbour rule which limited debt to
corporation through the related party indebtedness. The equity in the case of related party indebtedness to a ratio of
process of using debt to strip earnings from a U.S. business 3 to 1.12
is labelled interest stripping or earnings stripping. In
other cases, however, it may be preferable to incur little or (b) Original issue discountobligations
no U.S. debt. This strategy will be attractive if only because In the case where a domestic corporation incurs indebted-
it is conservative and therefore unlikely to result in any ness with a related foreign corporationand the indebtedness
challenge from the IRS. More importantly, however, this contains original issue discount, the domestic corporation
strategy of minimizing debt is attractive because, with cor- will be denied a deduction for the original issue discount
porate tax rates set at a maximum marginal level of 34 accruing on the obligation until cash is actually paid to the
percent, the United States is somewhatof a tax haven juris- foreign person. This is designed to defer the deduction to
diction, especially compared with some of the higher taxed the point in time at which the foreign person will be subject
European countries and Japan. Accordingly, the idea of to U.S. tax on the original issue discount income, generally
sheltering income in U.S. corporate form is not altogether the date a cash payment is made. 1()3

unsound.

(c) Regulatory authority
3. Two assumptionsof interest stripping The IRS has the authority to issue regulations limiting a

deduction of interest (or any expense) payable to a foreignInterest stripping, if it is to work at all, is based on two

assumptions. First, it assumes that the foreign investor can person when the amount payable is not includible in the

rely on an income tax treaty with the United States that income of the foreign person.l04 To date, the IRS has not

reduces the rate of withholding tax on interest to zero per-
issued regulations to this effect.

cent or that the foreign investor can fully (or in large part)
offset the withholding tax through the use of foreign tax (d) Interest stripping rule

credits. Second, it assumes that the foreign investor can
Section 163(j) was introduced by Congress in the 1989 Tax

shelter the nterest income from higher foreign taxes, either Act with the intention of limiting interest stripping in the

in its home jurisdiction or in a third country that has a
case of interest paid to related persons exempt from tax on

favourable tax treaty with the United States. nterest income, including (if not targeting) foreign persons
exempt from U.S. withholdingtaxes on interest income.

The first assumption can be easily satisfied since there are
a number of income tax treaties that reduce the level of (1) Preliminary tests

withholding on interest to zero percent (e.g. treaties with Section 163(j) does not automaticallyapply; it is limited to
Netherlands, Germany, France, United Kingdom).98 The
second assumption is harder to satisfy since many of the
countries that have treaties with the United States impose 97. Sec. 865(a).
a rather significant level of tax which, if higher than the U.S. 98. Noticeablyabsent from this list of tax treaties are the tax treatieswith

tax, would be to the disadvantage of the foreign investor. Canada and Japan.
Some treaty countries, however, impose low tax rates on

99. See e.g. Rev. Rul. 84-152, 1984-2 C.B. 381, 84-153, 1984-2 C.B. 383;
Aiken Industries v. Commissioner, 56 T.C. 925 (1971).entities that are used as holdingor finance companies. The 100. Sec. 385.

second assumption also will be satisfied if the debt is ac- 101. See e.g. Krat Food Co. v. Commissioner, 232 F.2d 118 (2d Cir.
quired by an entity in a treaty country which offsets its 1956); Tyler v. Tomlinson, 414 F.2d 844 (5th Cir. 1969).
interest income with a similar, if not identical, debt obliga- 102. Prop. Treas. Reg. 1.385-6(f).
tion to another related party, presumably in a tax haven or 103. Secs. 163(e)(3), 871(a)(1)(C), 881(a)(3)
zero taxed environment. The problem in using offsetting 104. Sec. 267(a)(3).
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the case where a domesticcorporationhas a ratio of debt to 2. Advantagesto a stock acquisition
equity exceeding 1.5 to 1 and where the domestic corpora- There certain advantages which arise in stock acquisi-tion's net interest expense (generally, interest expense

are a

less taxable interest income) exceeds 50 percent of its ad- tion.

justed taxable income (generally, this is taxable income
with certain modifications).105 Adjusted taxable income (a) Tax benefit to seiler

also includes certain additions of excess limitation from Assuming the sellers are individuals, the sale of stock rather

the preceding three taxable years, representing the excess
than assets means that the sellers will avoid corporate level

of 50 percent of adjusted taxable incomeover net interest tax on the appreciationof the underlying corporate assets.

expense from the preceding three years (in effect, unused Since the repeal of the General Utilities doctrine, under

or excess limitation from prior years). Because of the which the assets of a liquidating business could be sold or

additions to adjusted taxable income, the second test, for distributedwith the application of only a shareholderlevel

the most part, is a measure over a four-yearperiod. These of tax, the only method for a seller to avoid the corporate
level tax on the gain attributable to the target corporation'stests contain a numberof definitions for which there is little

or no guidance from the IRS (other than preliminarystate-
assets is to sell stock of the target directly rather than the

ments of how regulations will be drafted). A number of target's assets. Clearly, this tax benefit to the seller should

important interpretative issues also arise, including the be a point in negotiatingthe purchaseprice, especiallysince

question of how to apply the debt to equity ratio in the case
the buyer will not be able to step up the basis of the under-

of a newly acquired domestic corporation where the basis lying assets of the business (thereby, limiting its ability to

of the corporation's assets is not stepped-up to reflect the depreciate the assets over time).
purchase price paid for the corporation'sstock. Becauseof
this overall uncertainty, there are a number of open ques- (b) Smte transfer taxes and other state benefits
tions on how the rule will be applied. Many states will impose transfer taxes on the sale of assets,

especially real property assets. The transfer of stock, how-

(2) Applicationof rule ever, will rarely be subject to transfer taxes. Often, the

In the case where both of these two tests are satisfied, any corporation will also be the owner of a state charter to

interest paid to a related person which is exempt from U.S. conduct business (e.g. regulated industry) or another state

tax will be disqualifiedas a deduction to the payor.
106 In the benefit which cannot be transferred with assets unless the

case of payments to a foreign person where the tax treaty
state first issues its consent. By acquiring stock, the foreign

reduces the rate of withholdingtax below 30 percent but not nvestor may avoid the delay of first obtaining consent to

to zero percent, the amount of disqualified interest is not
the transfer of these state benefits.

the entire amount of interest paid, but the product of the
amount of interest paid and a fraction equal to the ratio of (c) Preservationofnet operating losses

the amount the tax is reduced as compared to the flat 30 By acquiring stock, the foreign investor may preserve the

percent tax.107 For example, if the rate of tax is reduced to
net operating loss benefits and certain other tax credits of

ten percent, two-thirds of the interest paid will be disqual-
the target corporation.This considerationwill be especially
relevant when the foreign investor intends to acquire aified as a deduction to the payor, since it is assumed that
minority non-controllingequity stake in the targettwo-thirds of the interest paid is exempt from U.S. tax.

or corpo-
ration. Because of the limitation provisions applicable to

(3) Expansive natureof rule the utilizationof net operating losses and other tax benefits

The interest stripping rule will apply to interest paid to
when the corporationundergoesa change in ownership,this

persons exempt from U.S. tax even if the interest is subject benefitwill be significantlyreducedwhen the foreign inves-

to high foreign taxes. It may, therefore, apply to situations tor obtains a majority or controlling stake in the target
108

where interest is not paid to a foreign person for purposes corporation.
of tax avoidance (i.e. it is not restricted to the case where
interest is paid to a foreign person located in a tax haven). (d) Depreciationmay be higher

In limited cases where the purchase price for the stock is
lower than the aggregate adjustedbasis of the corporation's

E. Acquiring an existing U.S. business- stock vs. depreciableassets, the foreign investorwill considera stock
asset acquisitions acquisitionto be more tax efficient. This can occurwhen the

value of the corporation and its underlying assets have de-
1. Stock acquisitionsgenerally clined precipitously(e.g. becauseof unforseen liabilities or

in a recessionarybusiness environment),but where the de-
When a foreign investor intends to purchase an existing preciable corporate assets still have high adjusted basis for
U.S. business, the acquisition may be accomplished in one tax purposes. The high adjusted basis of these assets should
of two ways. First, the foreign investorcan acquire the stock be preserved for their tax benefits and can be preserved if
of an existing company (the target corporation). Second, the foreign investor acquires stock rather than assets.
the foreign investorcan buy the assets of the target corpora-
tion directly. Each of these two methodshas advantagesand
disadvantages which should be analyzed by the foreign in- 3. Disadvantagesto a stock acquisition
vestor. Often, however, the foreign investor will have no In many, if not most cases, it will be preferable for the
choice in structuring its acquisition (e.g. stock must be ac- foreign investor to acquire assets rather than stock. Certain
quired because the seller will not complete the acquisition disadvantages should be considered in completing a stock
otherwise). acquisition.

(a) No step-up in basis ofassets
In the majority of acquisitions, the purchase price will ex-105. Sec. 163(j)(2)(A).

106. Sec. 163(j)(1). ceed the aggregateadjustedbasis of the underlyingdepreci-
107. Sec. 163(j)(5)(B). able corporateassets. In this case, a purchaseofstockrather
108. Secs. 382-384. than assets will reduce the ability of a foreign buyer to
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depreciate its newly acquired assets for the full purchase Utilities doctrine in the Tax Reform Act of 1986, and the
price. Instead, the adjusted basis of each depreciable asset collateral repeal of the Kimbell-Diamondrule, this deemed
will be preserved.However, as noted below, both the buyer liquidation-reincorporationand step-upof bass could be
and the sellercan elect to treat the stock sale as an asset sale accomplished tax-free. Now the deemed sale of the target
under certain circumstances. corporation's assets will be taxable to the target corpora-

tion. For this reason, the election is rarely used. The addi-
(b) Assumptionof liabilities tional tax liability generally will be higher than the tax
Another major disadvantage to a stock acquisition is that benefit of deferred depreciationarising from the step-)ap
the purchaserwill be acquiring the existing corporate entity in the basis of the target corporation's assets.
with all of its legal attributes, in addition to the corporation's
going business. Because the corporationwill remain intact, (b) Section 338(h)(10)election
the purchaser will assume all of the corporation'sexisting, Under this election, both the buyer and the seller agree to

contingentand unstated liabilities (e.g. tax and other gener- treat the stock sale as a deemed sale of the target corpora-
al legal claims). Nonetheless, there are means to mitigate tion's assets.111 The sellerwill recognizegain or loss attribut-
this type of exposure. The buyer can negotiate warranties able to the sale of the target corporation's assets (through
and indemnificationprovisions from the seller as a device the target corporation) rather than gain or loss attributable
to protect itself against future unforseen liabilities. When to the sale of the stock of the target corporation.112In many
the seller is a substantial company or otherwise creditwor- cases, though, the seller will be indifferent to the election
thy, a warranty or indemnity can significantly reduce the from a tax perspective since the gain attributable to the sale
risk of loss to a buyer. Anotheralternativewould be to hold of assets will be the same (or possibly less) than the sale of
back part of the purchase price until a future date when the the target corporation'sstock. The buyer will be treated as

buyer has more knowledge of the liabilities to which the though it purchased the target corporation's assets rather
target corporation is subject. The holdback amount can than the target corporation'sstock. All of the target corpo-
be applied by the buyer against future liabilitiesif and when ration's historic tax attributes will be inherited by the sell-
they arise. er.113 Thiselectioncan be madeonly if the targetcorporation

is a memberof an affiliated group of corporations that files
4. Section 338 elections and their effect on basis a consolidated return (although regulationsare to be issued

or not group a con-As noted earlier, one drawback concerninga stock acquisi- allowing the election whether the files
solidated return).n4 Accordingly, the target corporationtion is that the basis of the underlying assets of the target cannot be a foreign corporation engaged in the conduct ofcorporation will remain the same and cannot be stepped

up to reflect the purchase price paid by the buyer for the
a U.S. trade or business. Any other benefitsof a stock sale

state preserved, since under state
target corporation's stock. However, in certain cases, Sec- (e.g. law benefits) will be

law, the sale consistedof the stock of the target corporation,tion 338 of the Code can be used by a foreign corporate not its assets.buyer to step up the basis of the target corporation's
assets. 5. Tax-free acquisitions
(a) Section338(a) election (a) Tax efficient means of acquiring a U.S. target
Under certain circumstances, the buyer can elect to step up corporation
the basis of the target corporation's assets to reflect the A foreign corporatebuyer may prefer to completea tax-free
price paid for the target's stock, provided the target corpo- acquisitionof a target U.S. corporationby tendering its own
ration agrees to treat the step-up as though it sold all of stock (or, in limited cases, securities)as considerationto the
its assets at the close of the acquisition date for cash at fair seller. The advantage to the seller is that the seller can defer
market value and further agrees to be treated as a new gain, and taxes, from the sale (but not from the receiptof
corporation with a new history of tax attributes beginning boot) by taking an equity interest in the buyer. The buyer
on the day after the acquisitiondate.109 The principal draw- may be in a position to negotiate a more economical sale
back with this election is that the target corporation, and, because of the tax savings realized by the seller, althoughat

indirectly, the buyer, will recognize taxable income from the cost of providing the sellerwith an equity or other stake
the net gain attributable to the appreciation of the target ln the buyer.
corporation's assets (and incur additional tax liabilities),
even though the buyer presumablyhas paid for the full net (b) Section367 complexity
fair market value of these assets. The seller will not recog- Although both the foreign buyer and the seller may agree
nize gain or loss attributable to the deerned sale of target on the terms of a tax-freeacquisition,Section367, especially
corporation's assets and will not report the deerned sale in Section 367(a), may prevent treatmentof the acquisitionon

its own tax return, even if the target corporation was a a tax-free basis. Section 367(a) provides an exception to the
member of the seller's affiliated group for consolidated re- treatment of certain acquisitive reorganizations on a tax-
turn purposes. Any tax liability attributable to the sale will free basis in the case where a U.S. person transfersproperty
be the separate tax liability of the target corporation, and, (e.g. stock or assets of the target corporation) to a foreign
indirectly, the buyer, 10 Prior to the repeal of the General corporation.

(1) Favourable treatmentof stock-for-stockacquisitions
Nonetheless, certain stock-for-stock acquisitions may still

109. Sec. 338(a). be tax-free.115 This includes B reorganizationswhere the
110. Temp. Treas. Reg. 1.338-lT(f)(3) U.S. sellers of the target corporation agree to exchange111. Sec. 338(h)(10) controlling ownership interest in the target corporation112. Sec. 338(h)(10)(A)(ii);Temp. Treas. Reg. 1.338(h)(10)-lT(e).

a

113. Temp. Treas. Reg. 1.338(h)(10)-1T(e) (i.e. at least 80 percentof the target's stock) for stock of the
114. Sec. 338(h)(10)(B). foreign corporatebuyer.116AnyU.S. seller that receivesless
115. Temp. Treas. Reg. 1.367(a)-3T; Notice 87-85, 1987-2 C.B. 395. than a five percent interest in the foreign corporate pur-
116. Sec. 368(a)(1)(B). chaser will be entitled to treat the acquisition on a tax-free
117. Notice 87-85, 1987-2 C.B. 395. basis.'17 In certain other cases, the transactionwill be consi-
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dered tax-free, but the U.S. sellers will be required to enter cent of the dividend would be eligible for the dividends
into a gain-recognitionagreementwith the IRS providing received deduction).
for the recognition of gain by the U.S. sellers if the foreign
corporate purchaser sells its interest in the target corpora- (c) Limited liability
tion within a specified period of time (five to ten years).t8 One concern arising from the use of a partnership is that the
In no event will a single U.S. seller enjoy tax-free treatment liabilities of the partnership would not be limited to the
if the seller receives more than a 50 percent interest in the partnership itself and, therefore, would expose the joint
foreign corporate purchaser.9 venturers to additional risk. This risk would be absent if the

joint venture vehicle consisted of a corporation. However,
(2) Target corporations that are controlledforeign the liabilities of the partnershipcan be limited just as in the

corporations case of a corporate joint venture vehicle. The organization
When the target corporation is a foreign corporation that is of new U.S. corporationssolely for purposes of investing in
a controlled foreign corporation (CFC) for tax purposes, the joint venture partnershipshould still preserve the bene-
the U.S. sellers that are U.S. shareholdersof the CFCwill fit of limited liability since the partnership'sliabilitieswould
not be entitled to enter into a tax-free stock-for-stockacqui- not extend beyond the partnership'scorporate partners. In
sition unless they receive in exchange stock of another CFC this regard, the foreign investor should pay close attention
of which they are U.S. shareholders.120 to the doctrine of piercing the corporateveil. The corpo-

ration should be given substance and independence apart
F. Planning a joint venture from the foreign investor (e.g. corporate board meetings

should be held, the outside world should be on notice that

Generally, there are two forms used in planning joint ven- the holder of the joint venture interest is the corporation,
tures. First, the parties can agree to organize a corporation not the foreign investor, etc.).
as the joint venture entity where their respective interests
will be reflected in their share ownership. Second, the par-

2. Pitfalls in partnership planning
ties can agree to organize a partnership as the joint venture Generally, the partnershipvehicle should not be used unless
entity where their respective interests will be reflected in the foreign joint venturer intends to acquire its interest in
their distributiveshare interests in the partnership'sincome, the partnership through a wholly-owneddomestic corpora-
losses and other attributes. For the reasons stated below, tion. There is a certain disadvantage in the direct use by a
the partnership should be the preferred method of organiz- foreign person of a partnership as the joint venture entity,
ing a joint venture. principally because of the additional level of complexity

that arises from a partnership which has foreign partners.
1. Advantagesof a partnership The foreign partnerof a partnershipwill be treated as being
In most cases, joint ventureparties should organizea gener- engaged in the conduct of a U.S. trade or business based
al partnership as the joint venture entity and invest in the upon the activitiesof the partnership,includingthe activities

partnership through wholly owned U.S. corporations. of a general partner in the case of a limited partnership,t2t
In the case of a partnershipengaged in the conductof a U.S.

(a) Start-up losses trade or business, certain partnershipwithholding tax rules
This will allow a U.S. joint venturer to utilize the start-up

will be applied, generally requiring the partnershipto make

losses of the partnershipagainst its other income, assuming estimated tax payments of the tax liabilities attributable to

the U.S. joint venturer files a consolidated return. Other- the distributive share of effectively connected taxable

wise, if the joint venture entity were a corporation, these income of its foreign partners.122A foreign corporate part-
losses would be restricted to the U.S. joint venture corpora-

ner cannot circumvent the application of the interest ex-

tion and could not offset other income of the U.S. joint pense limitationsof Treas. Reg. 1.882-5 through the use

venturers (unless one of the U.S. joint venturers took an 80 of a partnership in calculating its effectively connected in-

percent or more interest in the joint venturecorporation). come.123 A foreigncorporatepartneralso cannotcircumvent

Similarly, the foreign joint venturer can utilize the start-up the branch profits tax rules through the use of domestic
losses of the partnershipagainst the income of its otherU.S. partnership, including the use of a domestic partnership to

controlled subsidiaries that join in the filing of a consoli- artificially increase its level of U.S. assets. 124

dated return with its whollyowned U.S. corporatepartner.

(b) Repatriatedprofits
The partnershipstructure also facilitates the repatriationof 118. Temp. Treas. Reg. 1.367(a)-3T(g).
profits of the joint venture entity. Each joint venture party

119. Id.

can repatriate profits from the partnership without addi- 120. Notice 87-85, 1987-2 C.B. 395; I.R.C. 367(b); Temp. Treas. Reg.
tional tax consequences. Dividends paid by a joint venture 7.367(b)-7.

corporation, however, would be subject to tax both in the
121. Sec. 875.
122. Sec. 1445. Rev. Proc. 89-31, 1989-1 C.B. 895.

case of a foreign joint venturer (withholding taxes would 123. Temp. Treas. Reg. 1.861-9T(e)(7)
arise) and a U.S. joint-venturer (generally, only 70-80 per- 124. Temp. Treas. Reg. 1.884-IT(d)(9).
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CONTINUINGTAX REFORMPROGRAMME

IN NEW ZEALAND

Andrew M.C. Smith

Since March 1990, the Committee has released two discus-
Andrew M.C. Smith \s a Senior Lecturer in Accountancy, sion papers stemming from their review. These papers con-
Faculty of Commerce & Administration, Victoria University sider the core provisions of the Income Tax Act 1976
of Wellington, Wellington, New Zealand. (hereinafter referred to as the Act)2 and tax accounting

issues surrounding the determinationof ncome for mainly
business taxpayers.

Despite having undertakenan ambitious tax reformfrom the This article reviews some of the recommendationsmade by
mid-1980s, the New Zealand Government is still planning the Committeein its two reports. The fundamentalstructure

further income tax reforms. This continuing reform pro-
of the Act in respect of the assessability of income to tax

gramme stems more from the objective of improving the and the deductibilityof expenses incurred in the production
workabilityof the existing tax system rather thanfrom enact- of that income are examined, and this provides a platform
ing further fundamentalchanges. for the subject matter of the second paper on specific tax

accounting issues.

A. Financiai accounting practices and standards
I. BACKGROUNDTO FURTHER REFORMS

The Committee has recognized the influence of expert ac-

Since 1984 the New Zealand Governmenthas completedan counting witnesses in income tax litigation, particularly in
ambitious tax reform programme. This has included the cases concerning the determinationof income. Many of the

Committee'srecommendationsare made withexplicit refer-introductionof:
a tax on employers providing fringe benefits to their ence to financial accounting practices and standards. This-

employees; reflects the importance the courts have placed on financial
a value added tax (the goods and services tax);- accountng concepts in the determination of income and
a comprehensiveaccrual regime for interest incomeand also that a financialaccounting-basedincomedetermination-

expenditure; measuremore often than not reflects an accurateand appro-
a system of dividend imputation for companies; to is the basis which the- priate way determine income.3 It on

an international tax regime to prevent tax avoidanceby of business income the and- managers a report to owners

New Zealand residents using offshore vehicles such as
thus what these parties perceive as income from their own

controlledcompanies,trusts and investmentfunds; and perspective.
a withholding tax regime for interest and dividend pay-

-

ments to resident taxpayers. B. Resolutionof ambiguities
In 1989 the Government released a discussion paper, the

The Committeehas recognizedthat the Act containsConsultative Document on the Taxation of Income from numer-

Capital, which set out comprehensiveproposals for a capital
ous ambiguities which may favour neither revenue nor tax-

gains tax with substantive indexationprovisions. Later that payer. Indeed certain provsonsof the Act have long been

year the Governmentestablisheda committee (the Consul- the subject of explicit criticism by the Courts without a

tative Committeeon the Taxation of Income From Capital, legislative response from Parliament.4

hereinafter referred to as the Committee) to evaluate The Committee acknowledged the desirability of greater
submissions on the capital gains tax proposals. This Com- certainty for taxpayersas to the tax regime applying to their
mittee recommended that the Government first simplify affairs, and that there are shortcomings for both taxpayersand rationalize certain parts of the existing income tax sta- and the Commissionerwhere clarification of the Act must
tutes before introducing a capital gains tax. be obtained through protracted litigation. This continues
The Government'sproposalsfor a capitalgains tax were not the approach adopted by several other tax reforms intro-
well received by the public or by the business community. duced since 1984.
In response to mounting political pressure and an election
scheduled for late 1990, on 20 March 1990 the Minister of
Finance delivered an economic statement announcing that
capital gains tax and indexation are off the agenda. The 1. This committee, the Tax SimplificationCommittee,was to investi-
Minister stated that the Committeewould turn its attention gate ways to make the tax system simpler and reduce taxpayer compliance
towards further improving the income tax system as recom-

costs without a major loss of revenue. The recommendationsof this Com-
mittee are beyond the scope of this article.mended in the discussionpaper on capitalgains and that this 2. Unless otherwise stated, all references in this article to the Act.are'

would complement the work undertaken on tax simplifica- 3. This ernphasis can be seen in the interest expenditure/incomeaccrualtion by another committee.' An agenda of topics to be rules (Sec. 64B-M) which often make reference to financial accountingand
consideredwas released inviting submissionsfrom the pub- commercial practices; e.g. Sec. 64C(2), (3) and (4).
lic. 4. For example, the depreciation provisions in Sec. 108.
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C. Codificationof administrativepractices Since their introduction in 1891, the income tax laws have
been modified in piecemeal fashion gradually adopting a

The Actprovides taxpayerswith littleguidanceon a number global basis of income determination. Unfortunately the
of matters pertaining to income determination. To some global method has not been adopted comprehensively,
degree this reflects the Act's emphasis of taxing income on which accounts for some of the current deficiencies.
a net basis, leaving the method of income calculation to The Committee identified the main approaches to income
established commercial or accountancypractices/concepts. determination as the adoption of a global or schedular
Over a long period of time the Commissioner of Inland basis and a gross or net basis. Calculationof income on a
Revenue has adopted a number of administrativepractices basis results in independent calculation of grossand rulings to assist in this regard, despite an absence of gross an

revenues and expenses with the two set off to obtain net
statutoryauthorityto do so in most cases.5 The Act does not income. Calculation of income on a net basis starts with a

give any status to the Commissioner's administrative net income figure determined in accordance with commer-

guidelines nor does it allow the Commissioner to provide cial or accountingcriteria which is then subject to statutory
binding determinations in response to general taxpayer re- modification for certain items.
quests for clarificationof the Act.

A global approach to income determination includes all
While many of the Commissioner'spractices are consistent income from all sources either on gross or net basis. The
with the provisions of the Income Tax Act they may not schedular approach determines assessable income on a

always be so. Reviews of some established administrative source-by-sourcebasis.
practices by the Commissionerhave sometimes led to sud-
den changes when legal opinion suggests that existing prac- Currently, the Act utilizes a combination of all of these
tices are not supported by tax statutes. Sudden reversals of approaches. For example, Section 65(2)(a) deems assessa-

long standingadministrativepracticeshave causedconsider- ble income as all profits and gains derived from any busi-
able concern to affected taxpayers and often give rise to ness; this appears to impose income tax on a basis of net

litigation for ultimate clarificationfrom the courts.6 income, i.e. gross revenues less expenses incurred in pro-
ducing that income. However, taxpayers must then rely on

In ts review the Committee has placed considerable em- other provisions in the Act to obtain deductions for any
phasis on greater codificationof tax accountingand income expenditure or loss incurred in the production of those
determination issues but in a way that leaves scope for profits or gains. Therefore it appears the words profits
flexibility. This includes codificationof existing administra- or gains in Section 65(2)(a) refer to business income in a
tive practices and court rulings where appropriate. Recom-
mendations include provisions allowing the Commissioner gross sense. By way of contrast, other parts of Section 65

list sources of income which appear to be specifically in the
to make binding determinations upon taxpayer request or

gross sense; for example all monetary remuneration(i.e.
upon the Commissioner'sown volition. In making a deter- salary and wages) under Section 65(2)(b) or dividends
mination the Commissioneris required to consider relevant under Section 65(2)(j).
financial accountingand commercialpractices.

The gross and net bases of income determination should
both produce the same final income figure. However, cur-

Il. CORE PROVISIONS OF INCOME TAX ACT rently they produce different results mainly due to the tim-

1976 ing and scope of the deductibility of expenses and losses.
The gross approach does not implicitly adopt a matching

The Committeesaw the role of the Act as being to translate concept (which has required the introduction of specific
Parliament's tax policy objectives into operational rules provisions to control the timing of certain expense items, in

that taxpayers must employ to compute their tax particular interest) as the net approach does. This leads to

liabilities.7The central provisions of the Act that perform the second deficiency.
this role are:

(i) those that impose a liability on assessable income de- B. Symmetryof treatmentfor gains and losses
rived;

ii) those that exempt certain income from taxation; and When the Act extends the tax base to include certain capital
iii) those that govern the scope and timing of expenditure gains, it does not follow that corresponding capital losses

that is deductible in computing net income.8 are deductiblebecause of a prohibitionon deductingcapital
In the opinion of the Committee, the core provisionsof the losses. This may cause problems for the deductibility of

Act do not have a coherent relationshipwith each other or
certain types of expenditure. For example, Section 67

the rest of the Act.9 The Committee identified several codifies the basis upon which profits from land sales are to

problem areas as follows: be taxed, again using the phrase all profits or gains. Un-

the Act uses terminology that intermingles gross and as to tax treatment
- fortunately the section is silent the of

net concepts of income; land transactions where a loss is incurred in situations

the absence of symmetry between the treatment of in- a was
-

where, if profit made, it would be assessable income
under Section 67. More typically, if a taxpayer seeks to

come and losses;
weaknesses in key provisions governing the deduction deduct a net loss on a land transaction in such cases, a

-

of expenditure for repairs and maintenance,bad debts
and the provision of depreciation allowances; and 5. The only exceptions are provided for under the interest accrual rules
the absence of statutory detail in the Act. and the internationaltax regime they affect foreigninvestmentfunds.-

as

6. See J. Prebble, Advance Rulings on Tax Liability (Wellington: Insti-

A. Conceptualbasis for income determination tute of Policy Studies, Victoria Universityof Wellington,1986), at Chapter
2.
7. Discussion Paper On The Core Provisions Of The Income Tax Act

The New Zealand income tax legislation was originally 1976, at ii.
based upon a British colonial model which was schedularin 8. Id.

approachand imposedtax basedon a conceptofnet income. 9. Id.
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deductionmay be prohibitedunder Section 106(1)(a)which Income tax would be expresslyimposedon netincomewhich
denies a deduction for capital items. would be determined as the difference between gross rev-

enue and deductible items.

C. Weaknesses in major deductionsections The Committeefurther stated:

The Act contains three major deduction sections:
We do not favouradoptingan exhaustivedefinitionof income
and therefore recognize that the Act must, to some extent,1. Section 104 is a general deduction section. build on an undefinedconcept. This underscoresthe continu-

2. Section 106 prohibits the deduction of specific items ing significanceof commercialaccountingprinciplesand prac-and indirectly authorizes the deductionof expenses such as tices, particularly in circumstanceswhere the Act effectively
interest and bad debts. adopts a term from the worldofcommerceor businesswithout
3. Section 108 specifies a tet for deductionsof repairs and definition, or in circumstances where the calculation of net

maintenanceexpenses and authorizes the Commissionerto incomeclearly requires the use of a commercialor an accoun-

give allowancesin respet of the depreciationof assets used tancy principle to carry out the calculation of the net income

in the productionof income. subject to the statutorycharge. Although the chargingprovi-
sions should emphasizea net concept, the statutorymodifica-

The workingof these sectionsis not alwaysclear nor are the tions should be directed at gross revenues and gross expendi-
interrelationships between their provisions. For example, tures as the two elements implicit in the calculation of net

Section 106(1)(a) denies a deduction for capital expendi- income,c3

ture, while Section 108 permits the Commissioner to grant The Committee did not consider it appropriate to place all
depreciation allowances. The relationship between these taxing provisions in the Act on a single net or gross basis. It
two sections is not specified in either Section 106 or 108. recommendedthat those specific regimes already providedThe deprecation provisions are obscure and the ability of for in the Act be retained, such as the foreign investment
taxpayers to claim depreciation allowances is based on the fund regime.Commissioner's discretion, the statutory provisions of
which are minimal.lo A general matchingprovision should be introduced (called

Section 85C) to provide a better basis for matching income
and expenditure. This provision would approximate the

D. Absenceof statutorydetail basis promulgatedin the Statementof StandardAccounting
Practice #11 issued by the New Zealand Societyof Accoun-In respect of many tax accountingmatters the Act provides tants in 1979. To a large degree the provisions would limit

no guidance, e.g. accounting for long-term construction the deferral of expenditurerecognition to that provided forprojects and the valuation of manufacturers' inventories under ordinary accountancytreatment. If expendituredoesand work in progress. In practice, the matter is often left to not produce identifiable or measurable benefits in futurebe resolved by reference to financial accounting practices, incomeyears that expenditurewould be immediatelydeduc-by a Commissioner'sadministrative ruling or by the courts tible provided the main deductibilitytest in Section 104 wasif a taxpayer initiates litigation.H Reforms enacted in 1986 met. In most cases this will bring the determinationof taxa-
applying to interest expenditure/incomeaccruals are a good ble income more in line with accountancyand commercial
example of this shift towards codification in the Act. practice. Additionally, the Commissioner would retain
The Committeeperceived several disadvantagesto the lack power to make binding determinations as to how certain
of statutory detail. There was decreasedparliamentarycon- types of expenditureare to be accounted for, as is presently
trol over tax law contrary to the fiscal and constitutional provided for in Section 104A.
significance of taxation.12 Uncertainty was not resolved In respect of the key deduction provisions, the Committeeunless taxpayers initiated litigation in the courts. Addition- recommended that the provisions be redrafted to clarifyally, foreign Judicial precedents are increasingly less rele- their relationships. Repair and maintenanceshould be sub-
vant as New Zealand taxing statutes become more indi-

Ject to the normal tests of deductibility in Section 104 whilevidual to this country. Reliance on accounting criteria does Section 108 should be redraftedas a positiveentitlement tonot necessarily create certainty as with many accounting depreciation allowances. Other recommendationsrelatingmatters there is debate over the appropriateness of to depreciation are covered later in this article.methods. Many financial accounting standards are subjec-
tive, providingfor options to accountantsto choosebetween
based on their professional judgement. IV. DISCUSSION PAPER ON TAX ACCOUNTING

ISSUES
Ill. PROPOSALSTO REFORM THE CORE

PROVISION OF THE ACT The discussionpaper on tax accounting issues builds on the
matters covered in the discussion paper on core provisions,

The Committee considered that the resolution of these is- and proceeds on the basis that the recommendations are

sues was fundamental to making further reforms to the Act enacted. The tax accountingpaper addresses more specific
and it recommended that the Government amend the Act income determination issues.
to meet the perceiveddeficienciesin the core provisions. In
the Committee'sopinion, the principalweaknessis the mix-
ng of gross and net concepts in the determination of in-

10. See discussion depreciation in text infra.on
come. 11. E.g. CIR v. Farmers' Trading Company Limited (1982) 5 NZTC

To remedy this the Committeebelieves that the Act should 61,201. This case concerned the determinationof income from instalment

impose income tax on a net income basis, with statutory
sales by a departmentstore. The case has been before the High Court and

v.modificationsdirected at refining the concepts of gross rev-
the Court of Appeal five times since 1980. H.W. Coyle C1R (1980) 4

enues and gross expendituresin calculatingnet income. The
NZTC 62,558 concerned the determination of income from long-term
construction contracts.

existing ambiguities in Section 65 would be resolved by 12. See supra note 7, at 25.
those sources of income being deemed gross revenue. 13. Id., at 26.
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Initially the Committee considered the relevance of asset The Act currently provides for apportionmentof expendi-
valuationand measurementin the determinationof income. ture under the general deduction test in Section 104. How-
Tax accounting has tended towards a transactional basis of ever, apart from Section 104 the Act is generally silent on

income measurementwith a focus on revenuesand expendi- the issue of apportionment. In the Committee's opinion,
tures. Accounting for financial reporting has tended to put clearerand more precise apportionmentrules are desirable.

greater emphasis on determining income from changes in In this regard the Committee considered it necessary to
asset and liabilityvalues over a time period (with allowances distinguishbetween interest costs and other types of expen-
for capital contributions and profit withdrawals) as well as diture.
third party transactions. The Committee recognized that a

strictly transactionalapproach to income determinationwas 1. Apportionmentof interest expenditure
limited as it fails to accommodate unrealized variations in
asset values, changes in asset uses and assets not acquired

The provisions for the deductibility of interest have con-

through external transactions (e.g. self-constructedassets)
cerned policymakers for some time. Under New Zealand
law interest expenditure is subject to a separate test of

For these reasons the Committeerecommendedthat for tax

purposes the net-accretionmethod of income determina- deductibility. A recent Court of Appeal judgement in CIR

tion be used for all revenue assets (such as trading stock,
v. BrierleylSheld that the interest deduction test was inde-

non-tradingstock revenue assets, prepaid expendituresand pendent of the general deduction provision in Section 104

long-term constructionprojects).
and thus the apportionment provisions of Section 104 are

not applicable to nterest expenditure.
If income measurement is to reflect changes in asset values Difficultiesover interest apportionmentarise when interest
then the basis of asset valuationis critical. The New Zealand
tax system operates solely on a basis of historicalcost. Over incurred produces both income and other non-incomeben-

long periods of time the historical cost system tends to
efits for a taxpayer. For example, where borrowing is used
to finance a rentalproperty, rental income as well as non-as-

overstate revenuesand understatecosts even if annual infla-
sessable capital gains upon the sale of the property are

tion rates are low. If an entity is taxed on this basis it may produced. In such it is difficult to quantify the bene-
result in capital erosion. The tax legislation has specified

cases

historical cost mainly because of its objectivityand simplic-
fits obtained (rental income and capital gain) upon which to
base an accurate apportionment.ity.

When a capital gains tax was originally proposed in 1989,
The Committee concluded that the problem of interest de-

provisions for systematic indexation were also recom- ductibilitywas overstated as normallyan interest deduction

mended. In the tax accounting paper the Committee con-
to one taxpayer will result in the return of interest income

cluded that indexationis an issue distinct from thatof capital
to the lender. In an overall sense there was little revenue

loss to the state. It is difficult to see how this argument can
gains taxation and that there is considerable merit in ad-
vancing indexation as a reform initiative although we note

be confined to interest expenditure since it could also be

that there has been great difficulty in achieving general applied to all types of expenditure. The Committee also

acceptance of an appropriate accounting method in prac-
noted the considerabledifficulty in formulating an interest
deduction test that would easily apportion interest expendi-tice.14 Unfortunately the Committee advances no further

arguments on indexation and it appears that the issue is ture between the production of taxable income and other

unlikely to receive any further consideration by Govern- uses without extreme complexity and compliance costs to

ment. Indexation of gains for the effects of inflation have taxpayers.

normally been resisted on groundsof potential loss of reve- For these reasons the Committee recommended that the
nue and administrative complexity. Additionally, it has interest deduction test provide for all interest expenditure
been argued that the absence of indexation is balanced by to be deductible, except where it is private or domestic in
a tax deferral obtained by taxpayers through deferring the nature or where it relates to the production of exempt in-
realization of revenue assets. come. In these cases an apportionment, such as that pro-

Let us now consider each of the major Committee recom- posed for non-interest expenditure (discussed below),
would be required. While this proposal would greatlymendations in respect .of tax accounting for the determina-
simplify the interest deductibility provisions, it could also

tion of business income.
create a number of problems; for example, when a tax-

payer's home is temporarily let out during an absence over-

A. Apportionmentof expenditure seas or pending sale. In such cases a common measure test
would be difficult to apply and if the dominantpurpose test

In the determinationof income for tax purposes it often is was used it could result in denial of an interest deduction.

necessary to apportion some form of expenditure on the Some clarification or refinement of either the interest de-

groundsof some particularobjectiveor purpose. For exam- duction and/or the apportionmenttests is necessary to pre-
ple, expenditure incurred may relate to more than one in- vent such anomalies.
come year or not entirely to the production of assessable The existing provision (Section 106(1)(h)(ii)) which allows
income. Benefits of a private/domesticnature may be en-

joyed, or non-taxable/exemptincome may be produced as
a company a deduction for interest on funds borrowed to
finance the acquisition of shares in another company form-

a result of that expenditure. ing part of a companygroup (in terms of Section 191) would
be repealed. This deduction would be continued under the
revised test of deductibilityby providing that intercompany

14. Tax Accounting Issues, at 13. dividends (which are normally exempt under Section 63) be

15. (1990) 12 NZTC 7,184. treated as assessable income for the purposes of the interest
16. From 1982 to 1990, certain sales of property sold within ten years of deduction test.

acquisition were liable to be taxed on any capital gain derived, based on

the amount of interest claimed for income tax purposes in respect of the The Committee did note the possibility that the proposed
purchase of that property. The vendorwas taxed on the lesserof the capital test would allow non-residentsa tax deduction in New Zea-
gain or the amount of interest claimed (Sec. 129). land for funds employed outside the scope of the New Zea-
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land tax system. To overcome this problem the Committee In respect of land and excepted financiai arrangements,21 it
proposed that non-residents only be allowed to deduct in- was recommended that taxpayers identify such assets ac-
terest when the funds borrowed produced income with a quired on revenue account in the year acquired; otherwise
New Zealand source. the assets would be deemed to be held on capital account.

These types of assets have typically been the source of the

2. Apportionmentof non-interestexpenditure greatest problems for the revenue authorities. Taxpayers
would not be able to claim that the asset is held on a contrary

The Committee believed sorne apportionment rule was classification unless the Commissionerexercises his discre-
necessarywhere non-interestexpenditureproducesconcur- tion to so decide. The classification of an asset would not
rent benefits other than production of assessable income override other provisions of the Act applying to property
and that more explicit apportionmentrules should be intro- sales. Taxpayers whose assets were held on capital account
duced into the Act for this purpose. Apportionmentshould would still be subject to the provisionscoveringgains on the
be on a basis that is sale of real and personal property (Section 65(2)(e) and

fair and reasonable, conforms with commerciallyacceptable potentially Section 67).22 Unfortunately these proposals
could prove moredifficult to administerconsistentlyin prac-practice and is based on relevant available objective factors tice than is apparent in the discussionmeasuring on a comparable basis the extent to which the paper.

expenditureor loss meets the criteria for deduction provided While these rules may appear unfair to taxpayers, the Com-
in this Act and the extent to which the expenditure or loss mittee argues they would be better than the current non-does not meet such criteria.17 portfolio rules and associatedperson provisions. Protection

Where possible apportionment would be on a common would be accorded to the revenue against deduction of
measure basis which fairly and reasonably results in an losses made on the sale ofcapital assets and the non-assessa-

objectiveallocationof the jointexpenditurebetweenassess- bility of gains made on the sale of revenue assets. The
able and non-assessable benefits.18 In cases where it was classification adopted by a taxpayer under the rules would
impractical to do so, expenditure would be apportioned by also be of relevance to the Commissionerand the courts in
a dominant purpose test, whereby the whole deduction making a determinationas to whether or not a gain on the
would be determinedby the dominantpurpose of incurring sale of capital assets was assessable.
the expenditure. For particular types of expenditure that The Committee recognized that the emphasison asset clas-
are likely to cause problems in practice it was recommended sification rules would require deemed disposal ina somethat specific rules be introduced (as has been the case with circumstancesin order to protect the revenue base. It pro-motor vehicle expenses) to apportion expenditurebetween posed that when asset enters leaves the tax base, isprivate and business use.

an or

reclassified or is subject to a non-market disposal (gift,
Again the dominantpurpose test would be likely to be used bequest, etc.) that a deemed disposaland acquisitionfor tax
when private/domestic benefits arise. It could result in a purposes occur at market values. Thus taxpayers obtaining
denial of deductions if the private/domestic purposes are or losing New Zealand tax residency would be regarded as
held to be the dominant ones, resulting in a potentially having entered or left the tax system as would non-residents
harsh outcome for the taxpayersconcerned. In a numberof who shift assets in or out of New Zealand, and assets shifted
situations the proposed apportionment tests could be dif- from private to business use or vice versa. In the case of
ficult to apply fairly and may give rise to considerablelitiga- assets reclassified from trading stock to non-depreciable
tion, particularly in respect of the relevance of minor/inci- revenue assets or from depreciable capital or depreciable
dental purposes or benefits flowing from expenditureincur- revenue assets, it was recommendedthat a rollover relief be
red. made available so that the gain on disposal only be realized

for tax purposes when the asset is finally sold to another
party.

B. Non-markettransactionsand asset Company losses
classifications

CurrentlyNew Zealandcompaniesare taxed independently
In most instances the current income tax laws do not take even if they are part of a group of companies. Sales of assets

into account changes in market values of assetsl9 unless the between companies forming part of a group can give rise to

asset is realized and the resulting gain/loss is of a revenue taxable gains in the same way as if they were derived from
nature for tax purposes. As a consequence,the classification sales to arm's length parties. A membercompanyof a group
of an asset upon acquisition is crucial for income tax pur- may also be taxed on capital gains if anothercompany in the

poses. The existing laws are unclear in some respects,giving group would derive assessable income from the transac-

rse to uncertaintiesas to how some assets are to be treated tion. 3 The Committee recommended that intra-group
and providing incentives for retrospectivereclassificationof
assets after acquisition where this is advantageous.

17. See supra note 14, at 147.
The Committeespecificallyrecommendedthat the Act pro- 18. Id., at 25.
vide for asset classificationrules, defining revenue assets as 19. The current exceptionsare certain provisions relating to tradingstock
ones giving rise to assessable gains or deductible losses on (Sec. 85), certain types of financial arrangements (futures and options
disposal. If an asset is both trading stock and a depreciable contracts, and debt instruments for dealers) and depreciation.
asset, the former category would take priority. All other 20. These rules apply mainly to taxpayers in certain businessesconnected

assets would be regarded as held on capital account. Assets with land sales/development.These associatedperson provisions in respect
would be classifiedat the time of acquisition. Movementout

of land transactionsunder Sec. 67 are consideredvery wide and potentially
harsh.of the tax system would be deemed a taxable event. The 21. Excepted financial arrangements are assets such as equity and

existing provisions prohibiting certain categories of tax- preference shares and certain specific types of debt instruments (hire-pur-
payer from holding certain types of assets on a portfolio chase agreements), leases, certain options to acquire property, etc.
basis (investment/capital)would be removed along with the 22. These provisions are discussed in the text infra.
associated person provisions.2(} 23. Sec. 191(4A).
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transactionsbe ignored for income tax, gift duty and stamp nance/leasing charges/depreciation of factory plant.
duty purposes if those companies form part of a specified Budgeted costs would be acceptable for valuation of stock

group.24Thegrouping provision (Section 191(4A)) for as- provided variances between actual and budgeted costs are

sessability among a group of companies was also recom- averaged between costs of goods manufacturedand closing
mended for repeal. stock. Absorption level costing of indirect costs must be

based on actual production, not on budgeted level of pro-A numberof changeswere recommendedfor the loss offset duction. Processes involving joint products by-productsrequirements among groups of companies. Currently, loss
or

should be costed on either the sales value of the various
offsets among groups where there is not 100 percent com-

products the physical of the various products,mon ownership are made by way of a subvention pay-
or measure

whichever is most appropriate. Further, the method
ment. This involves the profitcompanyactuallypaying the
loss to the loss company -- the payment received by the adopted by the

consistent
taxpayer for valuation

lines of stock
of manufacturing

ahd income
loss company is assessable (cancelling out the loss) and the stock must be across

payment is deductible to the company paying it (reducing years. However, a taxpayer would be able to use different

its income). Such paymentscan have major implicationsfor valuation methods across different lines of stock provided
minority shareholders. The Committee recommendedthat they are used consistently.
in such cases the companieshave the option of transferring In some aspects the proposals for manufacturers' stock are

losses by way of an election without the need to make unduly complex and lkely to gve rise to high compliance
subvention payments. costs for small taxpayers. In some situations they may give

rise to higher values than would be obtainedby using finan-
cial accounting standards, which is unwarranted.

C. Trading stock
In certain it recommendedthat taxpayershave thecases was

The existing trading stock provisions are one of the few option to value their trading stock based on discounted

instancesin the Act that currentlyallow income to be deter- selling prices. This would be subject to conditions, including
mined by using market values.25 Section 85 grants taxpayers that the value of all trading stock on hand was less than

the option to use cost, selling price or replacementprices to NZ$ 200,000, the sellingpricesused were normal retail, not

determine closing year trading stock values. Taxpayers can discounted, prices, and the discount factor would be based

change their valuation basis at any time. The trading stock upon normal margins. This option would replace the cost

valuation is critical in the determinationof taxable income option for a taxpayer. In certain cases the Commissioner

and therefore requires careful consideration. would have discretion to allow the method for taxpayers
with stock above the NZ$ 200,000 level.

Doubts have arisen about the scope and application of the
The Committee further recommended that trading stock

trading stock provisions. As the provisions allow taxpayers
to recognize unrealized losses they have become attractive should not be valued using standard values unless specifi-
to taxpayers wishing to obtain deductions on assets which cally authorized by statute. This reflects concerns about

have decreased in value but which have not been sold. earlier livestock valuation provisions which conferred sub-

Further problems arise with respect to the scope of what stantial tax concessions on farmers using artificially low

may constitute trading stock and how it iS to be valued for standard values.

taxpayers such as manufacturers.To some extent manufac- Cost-flow assumptions were to be continued based on a

turers have freedom as to how to value their completedand FIFOorweightedaverage. LIFO has neverbeen acceptable
partly completedstock which can give rise to tax avoidance in New Zealand for income tax purposes.
opportunities. The Committee recommended special rules for the valua-
The Committeerecommendedthat the definitionof trading tion of excepted financial arrangements (e.g. shares), i.e.
stock be limited to businesseand to items that are acquired they would be required to be valued on a FIFO, weighted
for the ultimate purpose of resale, such as goods but not average basis without specific identification. Specific rules
services. It felt the definition should be inclusive and allow would apply to the valuation of shares where bonus issues
a common law definition of trading stock to be accommo- or share splits had occurred.
dated but shouldexcludecategoriesof assets that are subject
to special taxing regimes in the Act (e.g. financial arrange- D. Land and propertysalesments).26Assets such as land, shares, consumableand spare
parts would be able to be classified as trading stock.

The Act has sections for taxing land andtwo property trans-
The Committee recommended that taxpayers continue to actions. Separate taxing regimes are applied to non-real
have the option to value stocks either on cost or entry property and land transactions. These provisions are the
market or exit market value, except for land and excepted closest provisions New Zealand has to a capital gain tax.
financial arrangements (such as shares) which would be Significantly, these provisionsapply to non-residentsas well
valued on a cost basis only. In practice this restrictionapply- as residents.
ing to land and shares could be overcomeby arrangingsales
and buy-backs near the balance date and arguably provides Non-land property sales are taxed under Section 65(2)(e)
little useful purpose. Land and shares would also be able to and are assessable if the taxpayer's business is dealing in

be transferredbetweencompanies in a specifiedgroup with- those articles or if the property is acquired for the purpose
out giving rise to a taxable transaction. of resale, or if the profitsare derivedfrom any profit-making

A substantial number of recommendationswere made re-

garding the valuation of manufacturers' stock. If enacted
this would represent a substantial codification of accepted

24. A specifiedgroup exists if there is 100 percentcommonownership.
25. The interest accrual rules (Sec. 64B-M) also allow market values to

management accounting methods. It was recommended be used for dealers in debt instruments and for futures and options con-

that certain minimum costs should be taken into account in tracts.

the calculation of such stock, including indirect material 26. E.g. debt instruments, futures and options. These financial arrange-
costs, utilities costs, indirect factory labour, repairs/mainte- ments are accounted for under the interest accrual rules Sec. 64B-M.
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scheme or undertaking. The latter would not necessarily concerned the taxation of profits derived from the sale of
have to involve the sale of property but would be some shares under the second limb of Section 65(2)(e). The Com-
undertaking less than the carrying on of a business which mittee'sviewwas that this case representeda shiftin judicial
would be assessable under Section 65(2)(a).27 attitudes towards the taxing of property sales away from

some of the more narrow judicial interpretationsof earlierIn earlieryears the courts tendedto adopta narrow interpre- courts and thus represented a satisfactory balance betweentation of this section. For example, in 1958 court decision28a

it was held that in applying the second limb of this section taxpayers and the revenue.

the taxpayer'spurposeof acquisitioncould be distinguished The Committee recommended that Section 65(2)(e) be re-
from the taxpayer's intention. In another case29 it was held tained with several major modifications. Land sales should
that the second limb of the subsection did not apply to not be subject to a separate taxing regime and should be
disposals of property arising from compulsory acquisition brought back with Section 65(2)(e). The section should
by the Crown or a local body. apply whether the property was acquired voluntarily or

Prior to 1973 land sales were also governed by the above involuntarily (e.g. by way of gift) and if the property was

provisions. Because of difficulties in applying the section disposed of by way of compulsoryacquisitionby the Crown
or any other party.and the narrow interpretation adopted by the courts, the

law applying to land sales was substantiallycodified(Section More importantly, the section should be reworded so that
67). Sales of land are taxed under seven provisions: the sale ofany propertywould be liable to tax if the property
(1) land acquired for the purpose(s)/intention(s)of resale;

was acquired for a purpose or with an intention of the

land sold by land dealers for their dealing business or dispositionof the specifiedpropertyat a profit.a2i, Therefore(2) if a taxpayer could point to multiple purposes or intentions
any non-dealingland sold by them, orparties associated for the acquisitionof the property, if one purpose or inten-to them, within ten years of acquisition; tion was to make a profit it would be sufficient for the sale(3) land sold by land developers for their developing busi-

to be liable to tax. This represents substantial extensiona
ness or any non-development land sold by them, or of the current Section 65(2)(e) as this only applies where aparties associated to them, within ten years of acquisi- dominantpurposeof resale exists. The absence of any refer-tion; ence to the role of subsidiary or incidental purposes or(4) land sold by builders for their building business or any effects could result in substantial disputes over applicationnon-building land sold by them or parties associated to of the provision.them, within ten years of completion of building im-
provements made to that land; A change to the third limb of the section is proposed to

(5) land subject to rezoningwhich was sold within ten years extend the meaningof the phrase profit-makingscheme or
of acquisition and at least 20 percent plus of the profits undertaking to include arrangements where property is
made were subject to rezoning; acquired by a company and is disposed of by the taxpayer

(6) schemes/undertakingsinvolving land made within ten by way of sale of the shares in the companywhich owns the
years of acquisition of the land; property,33

(7) major subdivisions commenced at least ten years after The Committee believes that the proposals concerningacquisition of the land.
sales achieve[s]an appropriatebalancewithin theproperty

Specific and limited exemptionsare provided for taxpayers' charging sections while having regard to current judicial
homes and business premises. Small-scale subdivisions in- trends,34 This is not a view which has been widely agreed
volving a taxpayer'sown home propertyand economicfarm upon. As they stand, the proposalsrepresenta considerable
subdivisions are also exempt. The associated person provi- extension of the law because they provide for the taxation
sions applying to (2), (3) and (4) above are very broad and of capital gains.
often resulted in unintendedconsequencesto taxpayerswho The recent Court of Appeal decision in National Dis-purchased shares in land-owningcompanies. tributors (discussedabove)appearsto representa deliberate
The courts have held that in calculating gains under the judicial decision to extend capital gains taxation. In taking
above provisions no allowance can be made for inflation,30 such a step the Court of Appeal will be well aware of the
Given New Zealand's poor inflation record, until very re- effect of their decision to extend a capital gains tax without
cently this meant that the real tax impact was increasedand Parliament having to debate the difficult issue and enact
many taxpayersfaced erosion oftheircapital by the taxation legislation. For many citizens the effect of the Court of
of gains derived from land sales. Appeal'sdecisionwill not yet be appreciated.Given the fact

that in 1989 the Governmentdroppedproposals for a capitalThe Committee carefully considered the taxing provisions gains tax with indexation, it is the author's view that it isfor both land and non-land sales, including a recent Court undesirable that a capital gains tax now be furtherextendedof Appeal decision in CIR v. National Distributors,al which
through indirect means. New Zealand tax legislation has a

long history of such an approach35 to the taxing of capital
gains which represents a pragmatic legislative response to

27. Potentially certain land transactions falling outside Sec. 67 could be popularpublic sentiments against such taxes.
assessable under the third limb of Sec. 65(2)(e).
28. Plimmer v. CIR (1958) NZLR 147. The proposals will increase taxpayer uncertainty and give
29. Public Trustee v. CIR (1961) NZLR 1034. rise to unnecessary litigation. Further, no allowancewill be
30. Lowe v. CIR (1981) 5 NZTC 61,006. made for inflation. The current taxing provisions for land
31. (1989) 11 NZTC 6.346. sales in Section 67 have led to harsh results due to non-in-
32. See supra note 14, at 166. dexation. It is disappointingthat indexationis not advocated33. Such schemes are used to avoid the realization of gains on the sale of

given the earlier recommendations for indexation alongreal estate or shares where the sale of those underlying assets would

normally give rise to taxable income. with the proposed capital gains tax in 1989. These recom-

34. See supra note 14, at 80. mendations appear to be at odds with the Committee's
35. For example, the interest clawback provisions in Sec. 129 which stated objections in the core provisions discussion paper to
applied to land sold within ten years of acquisition. the lack of statutory detail on the grounds that parliamen-
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tary control over the detail of tax law is lessened, contrary plant and machinery used in forestry. The Commissioner
to the fiscal and constitutionalsignificanceof taxation.36 has the power to limit depreciationdeductionswhere depre-

ciated assets have been acquired under Section 111 (de-The proposal that land sales be treated on the same basis as signed to prevent taxpayers from selling and repurchasingother property sales does not necessarily represent the assets from related parties in order to claim more deprecia-major concession to taxpayers which it initially appears to tion) and under Section 117 (revised assessments where
be. While the associated person provisions will no longer depreciable assets are sold in excess of their depreciatedapply to taxpayers involved with land sales, the revised cost).Section 65(2)(e) will give rise to greater doubts as to the
taxing regime for land transactions. For example, there are Apart from the obscure provisions permitting allowances
no longer specific exemptions for the sale of a taxpayer's for depreciation, the relationship of Section 108 to other
residence or business premises, and given the proposed deductionsectionssuch as Section 104 is not clear. The class
rewording of Section 65(2)(e), it will be much easier to tax of property which can be depreciated is narrow; for exam-

sales of a residence or business premises than it would have ple, intangible assets cannot be amortized under Section
been under the current Section 65(2)(e) even in the absence 108.38 The right to deduct depreciationis not automatic,nor

of the specific exemptions in Section 67. is it based upon explicitcriteria. No guidance is given to the
Commissioneras to the basis for determining appropriateThe only positive aspect is that the proposals on trading depreciation rates nor are there any formalizedproceduresstock and the core provisionsof the Act will clarifywhether
to allow taxpayers higher depreciation rates in special cir-

taxpayers can deduct losses from the sale of property that
otherwise would have been taxed under Sections 65(2)(e) cumstances, although in practice such rates may be given.

The methodof calculatingthe cost of an asset for deprecia-or 67 if a profit had been derived. tion purposes is not specified nor is the methodof deprecia-
tion. The depreciation recovery provisions are also subject

E. Long-termconstructionprojects to the Commissioner'sdiscretion.

Given the obvious deficiencies in the depreciation regime
Under existing provisions in the Act, the appropriate ac- in the Act, it is not surprisingthat the Committeehas recom-

counting method for construction projects for income tax mended substantial changes to depreciation provisions.
purposes is not clear and existing practice is inconsistent These changes codify and clarify much of what has become
among taxpayers. This is mainly because of the absence of establishedpractice, and in some instancesmake changes to

specific provisions in the Act and uncertain judicial gui- what is currently provided for. It is not expected that these
dance in H. W. Coyle v CIR.37 The Coyle case did not changeswill significantlyaffect many taxpayersunless there
strongly endorse any particular tax accountingmethod and are substantial changes to depreciation rates as a result of
gave authority for methods by which taxpayers could in the proposalsor as a result of a current review the Commis-
some circumstances delay the recognition of construction sioner is undertaking in respect of depreciation rates.
revenue until the project concerned was fully completed. First, the Committee recommended that the definition of
The Committeethereforerecommendedthat a specificpro- depreciable property be extended to include all tangible
vision be inserted in the Act to deal with tax accountingfor and intangible assets which satisfy specific deductibility
long-term construction projects where the project is for criteria with exclusions for trading stock, financial arrange-
periods longer than 12 months. Both the finished contract ments and land and for assets permitted deductions
method and percentage of completion method would be elsewhere in the Act. The existing provisions for intangible
available depending on the terms of the construction pro- property would be repealed and consolidatedinto one pro-
ject. If a project was constructed for a predeterminedcus- vision. Depreciation deductions would be available to tax-
tomer then the percentageof completionmethod should be payers by way of a statutory entitlement rather than the
used but not until the project is at least 20 percent com- Commissioner's discretion. Repairs and maintenance ex-

pleted. If a constructionproject is not presold then revenues penditure would be deductible under the ordinary deducti-
and expenditures would only be recognized when the pro- bility provisions of the Act.
ject is sold.

A deductionfor depreciationwould be allowed in each year
In cases where the sale of a project is undertaken by sale of in which a depreciableasset is used or is available for use in
shares in a company, the profit on the sale of those shares gaining or producing gross income, or is held and available
will be assessable using the same tax accountingmethods as for use in a business for the purposeof gaining or producing
for construction projects. gross revenue of the taxpayer. It was proposed that the

Commissionercontinue to set the rates of depreciationbut
that rate-setting criteria be codified along with proceduresF. Depreciation for taxpayers to obtain determinationsfor higher deprecia-
tion rates where appropriate. It is also proposed that the

Section 108 is an obscure provision which remains substan- diminishing value or straight-line methods of depreciation
tially unchanged since 1894 and which has been the target be available at the taxpayer's option.
of a number of judicial criticisms over the years. Existing standard value, replacement only and annual re-
The section denies a deduction for the repair of premises, valuation methods are proposed to be replaced by a pool
plant and machinery or equipment used in the production assets method to be used for assets costing less than
of income beyond the sum usually expended in any year for
such repairs. Later the section, by way of proviso, permits
the Commissioner to give an allowance for depreciationof
assets caused by fair wear and tearor by obsolescencewhich 36. See supra note 14, at 25.

cannotbe madegoodby repair. The actual rates ofdeprecia-
37. (1980) 4 NZTC 61,558.
38. Certain types of intangibleassets can be amortizedunder other provi-tion are left to the Commissioner to determine. There are sions. For example, premiums paid upon the grant of a lease by a tenant

other provsions in the Act which allow a deduction for can be amortized under Sec. 137. The costs of acquiring patent rights can

depreciation for specific types of assets, e.g. Section 74 for be amortized under Sec. 142.
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NZ$ 2,000 per unit or when book values of other assets fall tially be defrred over a number of years instead ofbeing
below NZ$ 2,000. Pool assets would be depreciated under recognized immediately.
a diminishingvalue method only at the lowest rate applica-
ble to any of the assets in the pool. Any gains upon the sale
of pool assets above their book values would be treated as V. SUMMARYAND CONCLUSION
gross revenue.

The Committeework representsa substantialmove towardsThe Committee recommended that the treatment for the
adjustmentof gains/losseson the sale of depreciable assets improving the current Act, and will provide major benefits

to both taxpayers and the Commissioner.Submissionshavebe uniform, and in particular, losses on the disposal of been sought from the public on the proposed changes andbuildings be deductible as for other types of assets. This will
a paper outlining the Committee'sFinal Recommendations

mean that the current prohibition for deduction of losses is expected in August/September.At this point the Govern-from the sale of buildings will be removed. Removal of
ment will indicate how it will proceed with the proposals.assets by non-residentswill also be deemed a disposalof the

asset for tax purposes. Mostof the proposalswill enhance the operationof the Act,
improve clarity, reduce uncertainty/compliancecosts and

The pool assets proposals have several deficienciesand are possibly litigation. However, several of the proposals are
not consistent with the proposals for depreciation of other flawed as they stand. The proposalsfor interestdeductibility
assets. Depreciation rates for some pool assets will end up and expense apportionmentrequire further consderation.
being lower than if the method was not adopted. The provi- The taxing regime for propertysales needs to be completely
sions for recognizing gains/losses on the sale/disposal of rethought to provide taxpayers more certainty and protec-
pool assets are not consistent with those for other assets in tion against potentially harsh and inappropriateeffects. It
that all gains on a sale will be taxable (not just the recovered is hoped that the Committeecarefully considers all submis-
depreciation) and deductions for losses on sale will essen- sions received and effects improvementswhere required.
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system is appended. Communities,1990, pp. 173.

South Africa (B.57.592) Thisguidebookis intended to offer European
firms, particularlysmall and mediumsized

TAXES AND INVESTMENTIN THE
INCOMETAX ACT 1990-1991. enterprises,practicalhelp in enteringand

Cross-referencedto Meyerowitz& Spiroon People'sRepublicofChina. buildinga businessin Japan.
IncomeTax. Amsterdam, InternationalBureauofFiscal (B.57.585)
CapeTown,The Taxpayer, 1991, pp. 286. Documentation,1991.

Loose leafpublicationprovidinginformationon
Consolidatedtextof the IncomeTax Act No. 58
of 1962 as amendedon 1 November1990with the investmentlaws of China and otherrelated

referenceto the major IncomeTax by matters importantfor doingbusinessor EUROPE
Meyerowitz& Spiro.

investmentin China by foreigncompanies. An

(B. 13.420)
outlineof the tax system in Chinadescribingboth
the foreign-relatedtaxes leviedon foreignersand

enterpriseswith foreign investmentin China as Austria
well as the domestic-Chinesetaxes levied on

Chineseenterprisesand individuals.Special tax KOLLER, Werner; LINDENTHAL,Walter.
ASIA & THE PACIFIC incentivesgranted in Special EconomicZones, Handbuchzur Praxisder steuerlichen

CoastalCities and otherpreferredareasare dealt Betriebsprfung.
with. Vienne,WirtschaftsverlagDr. AntonOrac

Australia (B.57.593) GmbH, 1991,1560.-AS.
Loose-leafpublicationon auditingin Austriaof

AUSTRALASIANTAX REPORTS. DOING BUSINESS IN PEOPLE'S businessaccounts, financialrecordsof companies
Volume20,1989-90. Republicof China. etc.

North Ryde, ButterworthsPty Limited, 1990, Price Waterhouse1988, pp. 248. (B. 110.739)
pp. 1894. Informationguideon the investmentclimate,
Reportofcourt cases for the yearofjudgements doing business,audit and accountingas well as

1989-90. taxation in China. A cumulativesupplementof1 Denmark
(B. 57.586) August 1990updates the materialof this guide.

(B. 110.694) DANSK SKATTEVIDENSKABELIG
China (People's Rep.) forening1965-1990.

Editedby Steen Askholt.

THE FOREIGN-RELATEDTAX LAWS Hong Kong Copenhagen,DanishSociety for Fiscal Science,
and Regulationsof the People'sRepublicof 1990, pp. 80.

DOING BUSINESS IN HONG KONG. Jubileebooklet the occasionof the 25thChina. AuthorizedEnglish texts of Laws, .

on

Regulations,Rulingsand Tax Treaties. Amsterdam,PriceWaterhouse,1988, pp. 120. anniversaryof the DanishSocietyfor Fiscal

Amsterdam,InternationalBureauofFiscal Updated informationguide on doing businessin Scienceof26 May 1990. The bookletcontainsthe

Documentation,1991. Hong Kong. The naterialcontainedin this 1988 followingarticles: Skatterog afgifterop til
_

Compiledand translatedby the StateTax Bureau supplementwas assembledas of October31, artusindskiftet(anticipatedtax trendstowards

and the Law Departmentof the Ministryof 1988. thenewmillennium)byA.F.

Financeof the People'sRepublicof China. (B. 110.702) Rasmussen;Skattereformenaf 15. maj 1903

Reviewedand approvedforofficialuse by the (tax reformof 15 May 1903) by P. Olsen;Den

LegislativeBureauof the State Councilof the evige udfordring(noteson some basic tax

People'sRepublicof China. Publishedin India problems)by T. Nielsen;and Dansk

cooperationwith the China Financialand SkattevidenskabeligForening i de forste 25 ar

EconomicPublishingHouse. Loose-leaf DOING BUSINESS IN INDIA. (the first 25 yearsof the Danish Societyfor Fiscal

publicationcontainingthe official English texts Amsterdam,Price Waterhouse,1990, pp. 222. Science)by R. Koch-Nielsen.
of foreign-relatedtax laws, regulations,rulings _ . Updatedinformationguide on doingbusiness in (B. 110.891) .
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EEC and valuationofcapital. An indexby topic is Annualguide for 1991 containingexplanationof
included. FrenchLabourand Social SecurityLegislation

TERRA, Prof. Ben J.M.; KAJUS, Julie. (B. 110.888) effectiveas of February 1991.

Introductionto value addedtaxintheEC. With (B. 110.819)
an integratedtext of EC Vat Directivesand VEROLAIT1991.

Proposalstowards1992. Helsinki,LakimiesliitonKustannus, 1991, pp. ANNUAIREDE DROIT MARITIME

Amsterdam,MoretErnst& Young;Deventer, 442. et Aro-spatial.
KluwerLaw and TaxationPublishers, 1991, pp. Compilationof tax laws ofFinland,in the Finnish TomeX, 1989.
134. language,upto and includingNo. 187/1991 (1 Nantes, Centrede DroitMaritimeet Arien,
Publicationdivided into two parts: the first part February 1991) of the Finnish OfficialGazette. Facultde Droit et des SciencesPolitiques,
offersan introductionto the systemofVATin The most importanttax laws includedin this Cheminde la Sensive-du-Tertre,44036Nantes

the EC basedon the Sixth Directiveand an
book relate to incometax, net wealthtax, social Cdex, 1989, pp. 475.

overviewof the developmentstowardsthe securitycontributions,municipalincome tax, Tenth editionof a referencebook regrouping
completionof the internalmarketwith regardto turnovertax, stamp tax, and inheritanceand gift interestingin-deptharticlesaboutvariousaspects
VAT. The secondpart presentsan integrated tax, as well as to tax assessmentand collectionof ofmaritime,air and space law as well as a

text of the (numbered)Directives,adoptedand taxes. Further, the book containsa list of selectionofcase law and Frenchand foreign legal
proposed,as well as the text of the proposals effectivetax treatiesand the textof the Nordic provisions.
regarding the completionof the internal market. IncomeTaxTreaty. In addition, the text of the (B. 110.742)
(B. 110.860) AccountingLawis reproduced.A chronological

index and an index by topicare included.

NICOLL,William; SALMON,Trevor C. (B. 110.889) Germany (Fed. Rep.)
Understandingthe EuropeanCommunities.
Hertfordshire,PhilipAllan,66WoodLane End,

BUSINESSLAW GUIDETO GERMANY.

HemelHempstead,HertfordshireHP24RG, France Thirdedition.

UnitedKingdom, 1990, pp. 264,40.55£. By membersofthe GermanLaw Firm, Droste

Monographdescribinghow the European MEMENTOPRATIQUEFRANCIS KilliusTriebel.

Communitiescameabout, how they work and Lefebvre:Fiscal 1991. A jour au 20 fvrier. Bicester,CCH EditionsLimited, 1991, pp. 534.

whattheydo. Paris, EditionsFrancisLefebvre,1991, pp. 1310. Revisedand updatededitionofhandbookon

(B. 110.821) Annualguide for 1991 containingexplanations legal and commercialpoliciesofconducting
of the French tax laws as ofFebruary1991. businessin Germany. It coversbasictransactions

BISHOP,M.; DAVIS, E.; FRANKS, J. a.o. (B. 110.818) such as the importationand distributionofgoods
Continentalmergersare different: strategyand or the provisionofservices,as well as more

policyfor1992. LAMY FISCAL. TOME 1: sophisticatedoperationssuch as the use of

London, Centre for BusinessStrategy,London Imptsur les socits;Imptsur le revenu; intermediariesor the openingand operatingof

BusinessSchool, SussexPlace,.Regent'sPark, Imptsdiversd'Etat; Impts locaux; Imptde branchesorsubsidiaries.This third edition
-

LondonNWl4SA,U.K.,1990,pp. 191. solidaritsur la fortune. Tome 2: T.V.A. et taxes includesnew chapterson: computerlaw,

Reportcomprisingcontributionsby various indirectes;Enregistrementet timbre;Contrle environmentlaw, the UnityTreatyofOctober

authorson subjectssuch as Mergersin the fiscalet contentieux;Conventionsfiscales. 1990andnew materialon recentcourtdecisions,
EuropeanCommunityby J. Kay; Continental Paris, LamyS.A., 1991, pp. 2800. the new rules for internationalsales resulting
mergers: differencesand deal makingby G. Annualpublicationin 2 boundvolumes from the ViennaConvention,customs, taxation

Shore;EuropeanornationalTheEC'snew containinga very extensiveexplanationof the and the EC MergerControl Regulation.
MergerRegulationby M. Bishop; and Capital individualand corporateincome taxation, net (B. 110.847)
marketsand corporatecontrol: a studyof France, wealth tax, VAT, registrationand stamp duties,
Germanyand the UKby J. Franksand C. successionand gift duties, fiscal administration SCHIEBER, Paul-Hermann.

Mayer. and fiscal control, and a comparativesurveyof Steuerfragenbei Personalentsendungenins

(B. 110.793) the variousconceptsof the doubletaxation Ausland.

treatiesconcludedby France. The informationis Berlin; Herne, Verlag Neue Wirtschafts-Briefe,
keptup-to-dateby sendingthesubscribersa 1990, pp. 139,42.-DM.

Finland numberofbulletinswith informationof recent Tax questionsarisingin connectionwith sending
developments. personnelabroad.

TIKKA, Kari S. (B. 110.862) (B. 110.645)
Yritysverotuksenperusteet. OFFERHAUS,Klaus; SCHNIDT, Eberhard.
Helsinki, LakimiesliitonKustannus, 1991, pp. PARKINSON, Charles.

308. Taxation in France 1991. A foreignperspective. LohnsteuerrechtfrArbeitgeber.
The basicprinciplesof taxationof business St. PeterPort, ParkinsonPublishingLimited, Steuerpflicht-Steuerfreiheit-
income.This monographpurportsto give a P.O. Box 294, St. PeterPort, Guernsey1991, pp. Steuerbegnstigung-Verfahren.
generalpictureof the structureand fundamental 187, 16.95£. Mnchen,VerlagC.H. Beck, 1990, pp. 323,

49.50DM.
principlesof businesstaxation,with a view to A concise guide to the main taxes imposed in

facilitatingthe understandingof relevant legal France includingcorporateincome tax, This handbookexplainswhich tax amounts
to amounts

materialand practicalproblemsappearingas
individualincome tax, registrationtaxes, andgift employershave withhold,which are

tax exemptand which otherby-duties-
part of a wide systematicalcompound.A and inheritancetaxes. Aimedat peoplewithout e.g.

churchtax, incentivesunder the Berlin
bibliographyand an index by topicare included. priorknowledgeof the French tax system.

DevelopmentLaw- be computedby(B. 110.887) (B. 110.843) must

employers.Furthermore,it containsall

PLAGNET, Bernard. proceduralquestionsthe employerhas to
ANDERSSON, Edward. La taxe sur la valeurajout. considerin withholdingthe wage tax.
Tulo- ja varallisuusverolaki. Paris, LibrairieGnralede Droitet de (B. 110.677)
Helsinki,LakimiesliitonKustannus, 1990, pp. Jurisprudence,1990, pp. 172.
418. A completeguide to FrenchVATrules BONNERHANDBUCHGMBH.
Fourthrevisededition. The incomeand net (includingbibliographyand an alphabeticindex). Textsanmlung-Eruterungen-Muster-
wealth tax law. Commentaryon the Finnish law (B. 110.825) Rechtsprechung.
as it appliesafter the tax reformof 1988. Herausgegebenvon GerhardBrandmllerund

Topicsdealtwith in deatil include: domesticand PeterKffner.
internationalaspectsregardingtax liability, MEMENTOPRATIQUEFRANCIS Bonn, StollfussVerlag, 1990.

tax-exemptentities,conceptof income, family Lefebvre: Social, 1991. Droitdu travial,securit Loose-leafpublicationin two volumeson

aspectsin taxation,capitalgains, deductions sociale. A jour au 20 fvrier1991. company lawin the field of limited liability
from income, timingquestions, taxablecapital Paris, EditionsFrancisLefebvre, 1991, pp. 1248. companies.The publicationdealswith practical
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issues in extensivechaptersper topic, such as fiscalede 1990au Grand-Duchde Luxembourg. REEHUIS, W.H.M.; SLOB, E.E.
formation,companyprice of registration,rights Luxembourg,FiduciaireGnralede Parlementairegeschiedenisvan het Nieuwe
and liabilitiesof shareholders,acquisitionand Luxembourg,21, rue Glesener,Bote Postale BurgerlijkWetboek. Invoeringboeken3,5 en 6.
sale of shares, etc. 1173, L-1011 Luxembourg,1990, pp. 114. Studenteneditie.
(B. 110.3811 Bookletbasedon the final versionof the tax Deventer,Kluwer, 1990, pp. 1572.

reform act as adoptedby the Luxembourg Studenteditionof monographcontaining
Parliamenton 29 November1990. The tax parliamentaryhistoryand the statute textsof the

Greece reform is composedof two main parts: taxation NewCivil Code. Introductionof Books3,5 and 6
ofhouseholdsand taxationof businesses. effectivebeginning1992 on ownershipand

DOING BUSINESS IN GREECE. (B. 110.857) contract law.
Amsterdam,Price Waterhouse,1988, pp. 185. (B. 110.438)
1985 Edition updatedby December1988 DOING BUSINESS IN LUXEMBOURG.

Supplementof informationguide on doing Amsterdam,Price Waterhouse,1990, pp. 218.
business in Greece. Subjects include: investment Updated informationguide on doingbusinessin poland
incentives, labour relationsand social security, Luxembourgincluding foreign investment,
banking,export, tax system, taxationof bankingand finance,export,labourrelations POLISH ACCOUNTINGPRINCIPLES.
corporationsand individuals,value added tax, and social security,accountingand auditing, tax Backgroundand application.
and other related matters. system, taxationof individualsand corporations, London,ArthurAndersen& Co., 1991, pp. 52.
(B. 110.701) VAT, and other relatedmatters. The material in (B. 110.848)

thisguidewas assembledas of 1 April 1990.

(B. 110.711)
Guernsey Sweden

Netherlands
BUDGETFOR 1991. SKATTELAGBOKEN- LAGAR,
Resolutionsonthe Billetd'tat,Wednesday,12

LINDONK, Corina L. Anvisningar,Tabeller.
December,Thursday, 13 December1990. van,

Editedby GunnarRabe.De ondernemingen haar fiscale
Guernsey,GovernmentPrinter, 1990, pp. 27.

verschijningsvormen.Een vergelijkend Malm,BeyrondsFrlagAB,1991, pp. 900.
(B. 110.775) onderzoeknaar het ondernemingsbegripin de Boundcompilationof Swedish tax (and related)

inkomstenbelasting,de vennootschapsbelasting laws, regulationsand circulars,generally

Ireland
en de omzetbelasting applicablefor the fiscal year 1991 (assessment
Arnhem,Gouda Quint BV. 1990, pp. 353. 1992). The most importanttax laws includedin

Thesis entitled the enterpriseand its tax aspects this book relate to income and net wealth tax,
DOING BUSINESS IN THE REPUBLIC beinga comparativestudy on the concept social securitycontributions,VAT, municipal
of Ireland. incometax,and inheritanceand gift tax. Inenterpriseunder the individualincome tax,
Amsterdam,Price Waterhouse,1990, pp. 285. corporateincome tax and value added tax laws addition, the textsof the CompanyLaw and
1989 Edition updatedby May 1990 Supplement with reference to case law. AccountingLaw are reproduced.
of informationguideon doing businessin the (B. 110.7(13) An index by section to the municipaland state

RepublicofIreland. Subjects include: business income tax laws and a generalindexby topicare

environment,foreign investmentand trade BELASTING-KOMPAS1991. included.
opportunities,bankingandfinance,export, Amsterdam,Coopers& Lybrand (B. 110.850)
labour relationsand social security, taxationof Belastingadviseurs,1991, pp. 56
corporationsand individuals,and other related Seventheditionof a tax guide for 1990 tax GROSSKOPF,Gran; RABE, Gunnar,
matters. in particular individual income and Det svenskaskattesystemet.returns, tax
(B. 110.705) corporate income tax. Individbeskattningen.Fretagsbeskattningen.

(B. 110.827) Malm,BeyrondsFrlagAB, 1991, pp. 788.
The Swedish tax system. Taxationof individuais.

Italy AFTREKPOSTENEN VRIJSTELLINGEN Taxationof businesses.Textbookto be used for
tax1991 - inclusiefOort-wetgeving-checklistvoor universitystudies in law. The topicsconcern

DOING BUSINESS IN ITALY. belastingbetalers. direct taxationas applicableafter the tax-reform

Amsterdam,Price Waterhouse,1989, pp. 265. Amsterdam,LexicoBV/Fiscoloog,1991, pp
of 1990. Regimesdealtwith includenationaland

1988 Edition updatedby December31, 1989 208. municipal income taxation. A case registerand

Supplementof informationguide on doing Explanation to the 1991 deductibleexpensesand an indexby topicareincluded.
businessin Italy. Subjects include: foreign exemptionsfrom income tax as affectedby the (B. 110.851)
investment,businessenvironment,export, Oort legislation.A checklistfor the taxpayers.
bankingand finance, labour relationsand social (B. 110.787) MELZ, Peter.

security, taxationof individualsand corporations Mervrdeskatten-rttslgaproblemoch
and other related matters. BIJL, D.B.; SMIT, D.C. grunder.
(B. 110.706) Onroerendgoed: omzetbelastingen Stockholm,JuristfrlagetJF AB, 1990, pp. 399.

overdrachtsbelasting.5th edition. Value added tax -legalproblemsand principles.
Deventer,Kluwer,1991, pp. 305,65.-Dil. An in-depthanalysisof the SwedishVATsystem.

A principal theme of the study is to the
Liechtenstein Fifth editionof monographdealingwith value compare

added tax and transfer tax with emphasison real basic rules for VATwith the rules for income
taxation in order to clarify the basicstructuresofproperty.DOING BUSINESS IN LIECHTENSTEIN. (B. 110.823) income taxationin order to clarify the basic

Amsterdam,Price Waterhouse,1990, pp. 95. structuresof the VAT, discuss the meaningof

Updated informationguide prepared for those BIJSWIJK,J.A.M. van; DIJKHUIZEN,F.J.; the rules and suggestchanges.The VATrules
interestedin doing businessin Liechtenstein LENGKEEK,L.J. are furtherexaminedfrom the point ofviewof
including tax aspects based on material ElseviersAlmanakvoorde BTW 1991. consistencyand neutrality
assembledas ofApril30,1990. Handleidingvoorde aangifteomzetbelasting. (B. 110.849)
(B. 110.710) Amsterdam,BonaventuraUitgeversmij.B.V.,

1991, pp. 352,39.50Dfl.
VATAlmanac 1991 providinginformationfor Turkey

Luxembourg filing returnson VAT, special excise tax on

passengercars and motorvehiclesand tax DOING BUSINESS IN TURKEY.
THE 1990 TAX REFORM IN THE exemptionon services. Amsterdam,PriceWaterhouse,1990, pp. 180.
Grand-DuchyofLuxembourg;La rforme (B. 110.8141 Informationguide on doingbusinessin Turkey
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includingtax aspectsbasedon material London,Centre for BusinessStrategy, London CANADIANMASTERTAX GUIDE 1991.
assembledas ofNovember15, 1989. BusinessSchool, Sussex Place, Regent'sPark, A guide to Canadian income tax. 46th Edition.
(B. 110.728) LondonNWl 4SA, U.K., 1990, pp. 191. Don Mills, CCH Canadian Limited, 1991, pp

Reportcomprisingcontributionsby various 872.
United Kingdom authorson subjectssuch as Mergersin the Annualpublication to assisttaxpayersin the

EuropeanCommunityby J. Kay; Continental preparationof 1990 income tax returnsand to
THE TAXES ACTS. THE INCOMETAX, mergers: differencesand deal makingby G. serve as a handy referencesourceon federal

corporationtax and capitalgains tax enactments Shore; Europeanor nationalThe EC's new taxation.

includingthe FinanceAct 1990with tables of MergerRegulationby M. Bishop;and Capital (B. 110.846)
ratesof tax, personal reliefs, etc., cross marketsand corporatecontrol: a studyof France,
referencesfrom formerenactments,other Germanyand theUK by J. Franksand C. DOMINIONTAX CASES.
legislationand StatutoryRegulationsetc. Mayer. Volume44,1990. The full text of all reported
affectingthe applicationof the taxes, and an (B. 110.793) judgmentson federal tax questions.
index.'Volumes1 to 5. Don Mills, CCH Canadian Limited, 1991, pp
London,Her Majesty'sStationeryOffice, 1990, GOWLAND, D.H. 1760.
pp. 4150. Internationalbond markets. Boundvolumeofthe 1990 DominionTax Cases.
Thiswork sets out the statutoryprovisions London,Routledge,11 New Fetter Lane, (B. 110.854)
(containedin Acts and regulations)governing London EC4P4EE, England,1991,pp. 195,
the administrationof income tax and capital 35.00£.

gains tax in force after 5 April 1990and Monographcomprisingcontributionsby various
U.S.A.corporationtax in force in respectof accounting authorson governmentborrowings,debt

periodsendingafter31 March 1990 and managementand bond marketsdescribed in

governingiability to those taxes foryears of variouscountries. Coveredsubjectsinclude: BROENEN, Darwin C.; ENGLE, Howard S.;
assessmentand accountingperiodsendingafter DebtmanagementintheU.S.A.byB. MOTT,John G. a.o.

thosedates. The provisionswhich show the law Craven;TheJapanesebondmarketby M. Foreigncorporationearningsand profits.
governingthe administrationof those taxes and Okudaand S. James;The bond marketin Washington,Tax ManagementInc., 1990.

liability to capitalgains tax after5 April 1985 are Australiaby K. Davis and M. Lewis; and The Foreign IncomePortfolios,No. 932, pp. 125.
also included.The wholework is re-issuedeach bond marketandthechangingfinancialstructure Portfolioexplaininghow the earningsand profits
yeartokeep it up to date. of Italy by G. Mauro. of foreigncorporationsare computed, accounted

(B. 110.892) (B. 110.686) for, and appled for U.S. tax purposes.
(B. 110.812)

SLEVIN, Kevin S.
Practicalaspectsof capitalgains tax. ATI - U.S. FEDERALTAX HANDBOOK

1991. EditorEli J. Warach.Exemptionsand reliefsexplained. MIDDLE EASTBicester,CCH EditionsLimited,TelfordRoad, EnglewoodCliffs, MaxwellMacmillan,1990.
'

Hall InformationServices,FederalBicester,OxfordshireOX60XD, 1991, pp. 233, Prentice

29.95 £. Taxes 2nd, pp. 929.

The authorexplains the farreachingchangesto Israel Handbookfor filing individualand corporate
capitalgains tax introducedin the FinanceAct income tax returns for 1990 tax yearand in

1988, and looks at the impactofthese changeson DOING BUSINESS IN ISRAEL. additionprovidingcharts showigthe return due
tax planningfor familycompanies.The book Tel-Aviv, SomekhChaikin, 33, YavetzStreet, dates and ratesof federal taxes imposedunder

coverssuch issues as: the implicationsof the P.O. Box 609, 61006Tel-Aviv,Israel, 1991, pp.
the Internal RevenueCode.

re-basingprovisions,hold-overrelief following 250. (B. 110.855)
the FinanceAct 1989, practicalpoints following Revisedand updated informationguideon doing
the unificationof tax rates, the use of non- business in Israel includingtaxaspectsbased on

U.S. MASTERTAX GUIDE 1991.

residentsettlements,the private residence materialassembledas of 1 January 1991. Subjects 74th Edition. By CCH Tax Law Editors.

exemptionand companypurchaseof own shares include: tax system, businessenvironment, Chicago,CCH -CommerceClearingHouse,
followingthe FinanceAct 1988. investmentclimate, exchangecontrol, banking, Inc., 1990, pp. 636.

(B. 110.858) export, labour relationsand social security, Annualguide providinginformationon all

auditingand accounting,value added tax, income tax law changes that affect 1990 tax

SIMON'STAX CASES. taxationof individuaisand corporations,and returns.

Cumulativetables and index 1973-1990. other relatedmatters. (B. 110.841)
London,Butterworths,1991, pp. 245. (B. 110.845)
(B. 110.834) SMITH, Jeremy D.

The foreign investor'sguide to U. S. real estate.

SIMON'STAX CASES 1990. New York, Oceana PublicationsInc., 1990, pp.
EditorRengamKrishnan. 435,70.00$.
London,Butterworths,1991, pp. 806. NORTH AMERICA Guide designed to help the foreign investor

(B. 110.833) understandthe basic legal, financialand tax
considerationsinvolvedin acquiringreal estate
in the U.S., and to help the investor'sU.S.

Canada advisorsclarify the intricacesof U.S. real estateINTERNATIONAL transactionsfortheirclients.
CANADIAN INCOMETAX ACT. Contents include: a frameworkfor investors, the
Consolidatingtechnicalamendmentsof July 13, U.S. legal system, dealingwith advisors,

BUILDING A LICENSINGSTRATEGY 1990. ownershipinterests& formsofownership,U.S.
for key world markets. A comprehensiveguide Includesproposedamendmentsissued on or tax considerations(includingimmigration,
to operatingconditionsand successfulcorporate before November30,1990and not then passed foreignexchangerisk protection,environmental
practicesin14 countries. into law. law).
NewYork, BusinessInternationalCorporation, Don Mills, CCH Canadian Limited, 1990, pp. (B. 110.844)
215 Park AvenueSouth,NewYork,N.Y. 10003, 1100,22.95CND$.
USA, 1990, pp. 176. This new publication includes the full text of the INTERNATIONALTAX PLANNING
(B. 110.799) IncomeTax Act and the IncomeTax Application after the Tax Reform Act of 1986. EditorsJon

Ruleswith all proposalscontainedin the Bischell,RobertF. Hudson,John C. Klotsche
BISHOP, M.; DAVIS, E.; FRANKS, J. a.o. technical,amendmentsdraft legislation,as well and JosephJude Norton.
Continentalmergersare different: strategyand as all otheramendments. New York, MatthewBender&Company, 1989,
policyfor1992. (B. 110.901) pp. 500.
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Thisvolume,which contains the work and views HOW TO SAVE TIME AND MONEY IN ' release226

ofleadingexpertson internationaltaxation, is filingyour 1990personal tax return. EditionsService,Brussels.
drawn largelyfrom the recentFifth Instituteon EnglewoodCliffs, MaxwellMacmillan,Inc.,
InternationalFinanceheld in Dallas,Texas, and 1990, pp. 72, 16.505: FUNDAMENTELEBELGISCHE
co-sponsoredby the SMU SchoolofLaw and (B. 110.815) WETGEVING
Baker& McKenzie.The book is designedto release43
provideboth tax practitionersand business DOERNBERG,Richard L.; RAAD, Kees van. KluwerRechtswetenschappen,Deurne.
personsinvolved in internationaltransactions US TaxTreaties.
with the most current informationregarding Deventer,KluwerLaw and TaxationPublishers, GUIDEFISCALPERMANENT
U.S. taxationof internationaloperations. 1991, pp. 644,125.-Dfl.

Chaptersinclude: super royaltyprovisions, This bookcontainsan array ofmaterialrelating releases571-573

foreign tax creditplanning: overviewof 1986Act to the UnitedStates tax treatynetwork. It serves EditionsService,Brussels.

changes, the SubpartProvisionsof the Act, U.S. as a handydesk referencebookthat provides
tax treatmentofcertain foreigncurrency easy and quick access to the majorUS tax WETBOEKVANDE

transactions:borrowingand lendingin foreign treaties,and offers the opportunityto compare INKOMSTENBELASTING

currency,currencyswaps and similar financial severalModel treatieswith actual US treaties. In release91
instruments,interestexpenseallocationrules addition the book includes: withholdingrate MinistryofFinance, Brussels.
afterthe 1986Act and the new proposed tables for dividends, interestand royaltiesin
regulations,basic tax planningfor foreign over 150 US and foreign income tax treaties;
investmentin U.S. real estate, inbound cross-referencetables for treatyprovisions;a Canada
reorganizationsofNetherlandsAntilles chronicallistingof all presentand past US

corporations,foreign acquisitionofU.S. income tax treaties; the 1963 and 1977 OECD, CANADIANCURRENTTAX
corporations:Section338 considerations,and the 1980UN and the 1981 US ModelTreatiesin
structuringdebt instrumentsforportfolioor tabularcomparativeform; majorportionsof the release 17

direct investment. 1977OECDCommentary;examplesofestate ButterworthsPty., Ltd., MarkhamOntario.

(B. 110.856) and gift tax treaties (US-Germany)and of

exchangeof tax informationagreements(US- INCOMETAXATIONINCANADA-

GONZALEZ,Bernardita; IMPERATO, Mexico); the recentlysignedMultilateral REPORTBULLETIN

Barbara. Conventionon MutualAdministrative releases732-735
1991 Federalwithholdingtax tables. Assistancein Tax Matters,and an articleon Prentice-Hallof Canada Ltd., Scarborough.
EnglewoodCliffs,MaxwellMacmillan,Inc., interpretationin the ViennaConventionon the

1991,pp.48,13.75$. LawofTreaties. FOREIGNINVESTMENTIN CANADA-

(B. 110.816) (B. 110.900) REPORTBULLETIN

release70
Prentice-Hallof CanadaLtd., Scarborough.

Loose-LeafServices
WARD'STAXLAWAND PLANNING

release3
Carswell&Co Ltd., Agincourt.

Receivedbetween1 - 31 May1991 Denmark

SKATTEBESTEMMELSER
Africa KOMMENTARZUM

GEWERBESTEUERGESETZ
- Skattebestemmelser-Systematisk

release5
FISCALITEAFRICAINE releases26-29 Skattenyt-Kronologisk-
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I. for Finance

---- The Spanish Secretary of State for Finance
overviews the salient aspects of the general
economic framework under which the

First published in 1946, the Bulletin Spanish tax system operates and he high-aims to report on matters of impor-
tance to the international tax com- lights the basic featuresof the amendedindi-

munity and to provide a forum for vidual income tax system.
discussion of worldwide develop-
ments in tax policy, law and reform. SPANISH POLICY ON 408 Miguel Cruz Amors, Director General for
The Bulletin is the official journal of INTERNATIONALFISCAL RELATIONS Taxes
the International Fiscal Association
and publishes the reports of its na- The 1978 tax reform in Spain established a

tional branches. comprehensive system of taxation by
abolishing the schedular system and replac-
ing it with a progressive system of taxation
for individualsand a flat rate for companies.
This article looks at how Spanish policy has
evolved since that reform, particularly in re-

Editor spect of the taxation of non-residents and

S.M.C. Lyons, J.D. how the tax system affects double taxation

agreements. Changes brought about as a re-

Advisor sult of the new Individual Income Tax Law
D.A. van Waardenburg, ec.drs. are also discussed.

Editorial Board
M.A.G. Caballero, licenciado en

SPAIN: 411 M.-A. Garca Caballero

derecho COMPREHENSIVETAX REFORM -

The new IndividualIncomeTax (IRPF) Law
S.M.C. Lyons, J.D. A NEW APPROACH TO THE INDIVIDUAL

and Net Wealth Tax Law enacted 6were on
D.A. van Waardenburg, ec. drs. INCOME TAX, THE NET WEALTH TAX

June 1991. This article provides readerswith
J.C. Wheeler, LL.B., solicitor AND LOCAL TAXES

a practical approach to the legal framework
of the IRPF, including the treatmentof both
residents and non-residents, the net wealth
tax and a number of local taxes.

Disclaimer. The material contained
in this publication is not intended to RESEARCH AND 430 KPMG, Madrid
be advice on any particular matter. DEVELOPMENTEXPENSES IN SPAIN
No subscriberor other reader should Research and development activitiesare in-
act on the basis of any matter con- dispensable to the success and survival of
tained in this publication without most companies. This article surveys the tax
consideringappropriateprofessional
advice. The publisher, and the auth- treatment of these activities under the
ors and editors,expresslydisclaim all Spanish system.
and any liability to any person,
whether a purchaser of this publica- THE SPANISH SYSTEM OF 432 Alfonso RodriguezSainztion or not, in respect of anything
and the consequences of anything TAX APPEALS

This article describes the various remedies
done or omitted to be done by any
such person in relianceupon the con- available to a taxpayer against a decision of
tents of this publication. the Spanish tax authorities, and charts the

1991 path through the administrativeand judicial
InternationalBureau of appeals systems.
Fiscal Documentation,

the Netherlands
SPAIN: 437 The description of taxes to which corpora-

All rights reserved. No part of this THE TAXATION OF CORPORATIONS tions are subject in Spain forms part of one
work covered by copyright may be of the standard published works of the
reproducedor copied in any form or

by any means (graphic, electronicor IBFD. As an overviewof the Spanishcorpo-
mechanical, includingphotocopying, rate taxation system, the chapter from
recording, recordingtaping, or infor- Supplementary Service to European Taxa-
mation retrievalsystems)withoutthe tion is published.written permission of the publisher.
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EXECUTIVEDIRECTORRETIRES
t After35 years of invaluableservice to the IBFD, Drs. Dirk A. van Waardenburg,Execu-

/.Il../'.#. , tive Director, retired on 31 August 1991. Mr. Van Waardenburghas exerted a dynamic
influenceon the scientificresearchof the IBFD and distinguishedhimselfin international
tax circles.

, /- t: Mr. Van Waardenburg'scareer at the IBFD was launchedin 1956 when he was offered a

-* position as senior researcher. He was appointed under-directorof research in 1967 and
Executive Director in 1980. As Executive Director he was responsible for maintaining
the qualityof the scientificpublicationsand research reports.
Duringhis career at the IBFD Mr. Van Waardenburgassumedmyriad roles. He has been
the oracle to whom IBFD researchersand outsidersalikehave turned for technicaladvice
and definitiveanswers. He supervised and carried out countlessresearchprojects, includ-

, ing projects on tax harmonizationmatters in the EC and on tax reform and tax treaty
policy in manycountries.

Mr. Van Waardenburgwas a prolificauthorandhisnumerousarticlescontributedsignifi-

U, r, cinatnetrlnyattoiothnaeldteavxeeloditmorentthietDeruntacthiomnoalnathnldycpoemrtpoadrtcaatilv,eMfiasacnadllbalwadFvrooomrB19el6a2sthmegwbaes-of
for

schouwingen.
. 1.p'V.-1- Mr. Van Waardenburg's influence on the direction of the IBFD's monthly periodicals,

EuropeanTaxationandtheBulletinfor InternationalFscalDocumentation,was incalcul-
able. From 1961-1985he was the responsibledirectorof ETand a memberof that periodi-
cal's editorial board until his retirement. From 1971-1989Mr. Van Waardenburgacted as

director for the IBFD's oldest internationalperiodical, the Bulletin. He also served on

the Bulletin'seditorialboard.

Mr. Van Waardenburgremains active in international tax circles. He is a memberof the
International Fiscal Association (IFA), the NetherlandsSociety for InternationalFiscal
Law, the Society for Fiscal Science, and the lattersociety'sCommissionon Foreign Com-
panies.
On the occasion of his retirementQueen Beatrix of the NetherlandsappointedMr. Van
WaardenburgOfficier in de Orde van Oranje Nassau, a distinguishedposition in the

D.A. VAN WAARDENBURG Netherlands.
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TAX POLICY IN SPAIN

Antonio Zabalza Mart

Secretary of State for Finance

I. INTRODUCTION
Mr. Zabalza Mart is Doctor in

The Spanish tax system is undergoinga comprehensivereform. The reformbegins Economics from the Universityof Bar-

with individual taxation, will continue with corporate taxation and eventually,
celona and Ph.D. from the University

under the harmonizationschemeof the EuropeanEconomicCommunity(EEC),
of London.

with indirect taxation. Although this article mainly concentrates on the basic During 1976-77 he was Post-Doctoral

features of the individual tax reform, the general economic framework under Fellow at the University of Chicago
which the Spanish tax system operates will also be addressed. and, from 1977-1984 visiting lecturer

at the Departmentof Economicsof the
London Schoolof Economics.

Il. MACROECONOMICFRAMEWORK On severaloccasionshehas been ad-
visor at the World Bank and the IMF.

The obvious reference for the structure of Spanish economic policy is the EEC, Mr. Zabalza Mart is currently profes-
both in terms of setting objectives and the design of instruments. sor in Theoryof Economicsat the Uni-

versity of Valencia, under special

Geographically,historically and culturally, Spain is closely linked to Europe but leave of absence.

it is less developed than other EEC countries. Its income per capita is only 75 From 1984-1987 he was Director of

percent of the EEC average. Consequently,the basic economicpolicy aim of the the Cabnet of the State Secretary of

present government(and supportedby the various political parties and economic Finance, from 1987-1988, General Di-

and social organizations) is to maintain rates of growth higher than those of the rector of Planning at the Ministry of

EEC in order to reduce disparities in income, employment, public and social Economics and Finance; from 1988-

services and general welfare. To achieve this goal, the Spanish economy must
1991, General Secretary of Planning
and Budget, and as of 15 March 1991,

become more competitive,particularly as the internal market becomes a reality he is Secretaryof State for Finance.
and as the process of economic and monetary union is finalized.

The gradual integration of the EEC considerably restricts finance this lower deficit. Consequently, in 1990 the total
the policies that each member state can design to achieve volume of foreign resources required by the economy was

domesticgoals. In particular, the completionof the internal equivalent to 3.7 percent of GDP.
market by the end of 1992, and the abolition of obstacles to
the free circulationof goods and services and the free move-

The basic conclusionto be drawn from these figures is clear:

ment of capital and labour, means that it will be impossible given the massive investment effort undertaken by the

to use measures against other EEC countries to protect Spanish economy, the level of savings generated domesti-

national production. In addition, the European Monetary cally is inadequate. Until now, this excess of investment

System and the path to monetaryunion will mean increasing over domestic savings has been covered without difficulty
difficulties in using exchangerate policiesas a means to alter because Spain has been able to attract sufficient resources

competitiveness. In this new environment, improving com-
from abroad. However, in the future, and because of the

petitiveness demands more than ever higher productivity. commitment to eliminate controls on capital movements

and consequently the maintenanceof high investmentrates before 1993, there is a risk that it may not be possible to

in both the private and the public sector. maintain the interest rate differentials necessary to attract

capital from abroad. We must therefore increase our own

To a large extent, this has been Spanish economic policy savings rate, while continuing to attract foreign resources.

since its entry into the EEC. In 1985 there was a financial
surplus in the private sector, i.e. a huge excess of private Raising domesticsavings is of coursea difficulttask, particu-
saving over investment, which was sufficient to finance the larly if it must be done by tax instruments. Both actual

high public deficit that existed at that time (6.9 percent of policy experience and research demonstrate that the ability
GDP), and to lend resources to the rest of the world with a to manipulate private savings by using fiscal measures is
value equivalent to 1.4 percentof GDP. In contrast, the end fairly uncertain. The recent U.S. experience is a good case

of 1990 was characterized by a public deficit (which had in point. In the 1981 and 1986 reforms, the rates of personal
fallen to 3.7 percent) and a private sector, which due to the income tax were substantially reduced with the purpose,
huge increase in investment (from 15.5 percent of GDP in among others, of stimulating family savings and encourag-
1985 to 21 percent in 1990), could no longer contribute to ing the supply of labour. Neither of these goals seems to
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have been clearly achieved.1 Moreover, the possibilities of scale produced in a family unit were not a sufficient
compensating for lower personal tax receipts by increasing reason to set the family as the basic unit upon which to
company taxation are limited, as companies tend to reduce tax economic capacity. Consequently, the Court ruled
their savingswhen facedwith an increase in corporation tax that joint family taxation could not be more burden-
in order to maintain their dividend distribution policy. It some than separate taxation of each family member.
seems that the best and most secure means to ensure an - Fiscal competition in the EEC. Given the freedom of
increase in domestic savings is to reduce the public deficit. movement of capital under the new framework, the
Thus it is crucial that the tax reform is not costly in terms of incentive for a member state to set an effective tax on
revenue. Savings can also be helped if revenue is shifted a non-resident's unearned income lower than that of
from the individual income tax towards a tax on consump- EEC countries in order to capture the greatest volume
tion and, to a lesser extent, on corporate benefits. of savings from abroad, is indeed very strong. In this

respect, the Spanish tax system cannot remain on the
sidelines of the changes taking place in Europe. It is

Ill. THE SPANISH PUBLIC FINANCE SECTOR imperativeto create the appropriatetax environmentin
order to retain national savings and attract foreign cap-

The existing structureof the Spanish tax system is relatively ital.
recent. In 1977, following the lines of taxationmodels in the - Past experiencewith the operationof the individual tax

EEC, an individual income tax, conceived of as a very system. Applicationof the system revealedthe practical
general tax, and a corporation tax were introduced as the difficulties of certain taxes without due regard to the
core of the direct taxaton system. The keystone of the scarce resources of the tax administration.
indirect taxation system is a value added tax which was

-- The extent of tax fraud.
introduced in 1986 when Spain became a member of the After an intense debate with representatives of social or-
EEC. The fiscal framework is completed with a group of ganizations,resulting in more than 300 replies to a question-less significant taxes: a net wealth tax, a capital transfer tax naire about the reform, a White Paper was produced with
and specific taxes on certain forms of consumption,2 an initial proposalof fiscal reformwhichwas the base of the
The gradual introduction of this new framework over the system that eventually appeared as the Personal Income
last 15 years has taken place in conjunctionwith a substan- Tax and the Wealth Tax Bills.
tial transformationof the Spanish public sector. The main The date initially planned for both Bills to come into force
changes can be summarized as follows:

was 1 January 1991. However, the Government had to
Tax revenue, which in 1977 represented21.5 percentof-

delay implementation until 1 January 1992 because of the
GDP, was 32.8 percent in 1988. Despite this rather extended Parliamentary debate on these laws. However,hefty increase, Spain (together with Greece and Por- the two bills have attracted the highest level of politicaltugal) is one of the European countrieswith the lowest consensus ever attained by a tax law since the beginningof
tax burden, i.e. eight points below the EEC average, the present democraticperiod in 1976.which in 1988 was 40.8 percent of GDP.
Public expenditure, which represented 27.5 percent of The primary goals of the reform are as follows:-

GDP in 1977, reached 4.1 percentof GDP in 1988. The - To keep total tax revenue as a share of GDP at present
size of the Spanish public sector has also expanded levels in order to guarantee the necessary increase in
considerably, moving closer to the European average, public savings. This objective can be compatiblewith a

which in 1988 was 49.9 percent of GDP. reduction in per capita tax revenue as a result of the
The growth of the public sector in this period was ac- expected enlargementof the tax base.-

companied by a marked decentralizationof public ex- - To shift the balance of the fiscal burden from personal
penditure in favour of regional and local government income to consumption and corporate taxation.
and to the detriment of central government. Central - To eliminate tax distortions by reducing top marginal
government lost about ten percent of its share of total rates of tax on income and by broadening the tax base
public expenditure over the last ten years. by reducing tax expenditure.
The public deficit grew substantiallyuntil 1985, when it -- To improve horizontal equity.-

was 6.9 percent of GDP. After that year it fell steadily As far as the individual income tax is concerned, the main
until 1988, reaching2.0 percentof GDP. Subsequently, modificationconcerns the change in the taxable unit. How-
it stabilized around that level. for of simplicity,and given the socio-economicever, reasons

The freedom of action of taxation policy is therefore se- and legal realities in Spain, joint taxation has been retained.
verely restrictedby the need to continue reducingthe public For many Spanish families, joint filing will continue to be
deficit. This is necessary to increase the overall savings rate more beneficiai.
and to fulfill the convergencerequirementsimposed by the The modifications to the taxation of income from capitalprocess towards the European monetary union. The in- result from a desire to achievemoreneutralityand efficiencycrease in the tax burden implies that further reductions in by reducing distortions caused by the differential tax treat-the public deficit should be achieved by containing public ment of different types of income, to encourage the level of
expenditure rather than by increasing tax revenues. savings of Spanish families and particularly to avoid the

outflow of domestic and foreign savings to foreign financial
markets.

IV. THE CURRENTTAX REFORM

The current reform focuses on the taxation of individuals
and was brought about by several factors:

The decisionof the ConstitutionalCourt of 20 February
1. J. Pechman, Why we should stick with the income tax, The Brook-

-

(Spring 1990).1989, which allowed family members to be taxed sepa-
ings Review
2. These taxes correspond to the State tax system. In addition, there is

rately. Similar to what took place in Germanyand Italy, a regional and a local tax system, and a fairly weil developedsocial security
the Constitutional Court concluded that economies of system.
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The new income tax introduces several regimes to achieve als on excise duties may affect the tax structure (wine may
these objectives: the popular savings plan whose yields are have to be taxed) and the rates applied (the rates are gener-
exempt from taxation; more favourable treatment of pen- ally lower than those applied by other EEC countries).
sion plans; a tax-free allowance for income earned from
financial investments; and simplificationof the taxation of
capital gains and losses. Capital gains will be taxed in a V. CONCLUSION
manner similar to the other EEC countries, as there will be
no need to declare capital gains obtained from small trans- These are the main legal changes which have been or are

fers, and long-term capital gains will not be taxed at all. about to be introduced in the Spanish tax system. Nonethe-

Additionally, there will be an increasing exclusion rate de- less, experience has proven that to improve the tax system
pending on the length of time the asset was owned. it is not sufficient to merely adopt legislative amendments.

A well-functioningadministration is also necessary. To this
The taxationof businessesand professionalshas also under- end, the AEAT (Agencia Estatal para la Administracin
gone significantchanges in order to achieve bettercoordina- Tributaria)will be established;it will have a more autonom-
tion with the corporation tax and to improvecomplianceby ous and flexible status than the present tax administration,
substituting the present method of calculation of profits and therefore should be more effective in the fulfilment of
(which is neither technically nor economically correct) bY its objectives. One of the main objectivesof the AEATwill
another method based on objective indices. be to meet the need for public sector resources in a way

which is just and balanced, and which takes into accountthe
Concerning the tax schedule, the Governmentis aware that new realities of the European internal market.
the current maximum marginal rates may induce significant
distortions in economic decisions and may even be a disin-
centive to pay tax. As a result, the progressivityof the tax
will be significantly reduced from the existing maximum INTERNATIONALVAT MONITOR
marginal rate of 56 percent to 53 percent in 1992, and to 50

percent in 1993. The level of income at which this rate starts
is also increasedby more than the inflation rate. Finally, for This newmonthlyjournal fromthe IBFD provides
families opting for joint filing, the excess burden that the up-to-dateworld-wideinformationon and expert
progressivity of the schedule would imply is corrected by analysis of the latest developmentsin VAT. Each
means of a second schedule. issue features:

Freedom in the international movement of capital within - Majorsubjectarticles (generally2 per issue).
the EEC is also taken into account in the new income tax,

- Newscolumn on global VAT legislation and

with a view to encouragingforeigners to transfer their sav- case law on VAT and other indirect taxes.

ings to Spain and to prevent the use of certain financial - Case reviews and discussions.
centres to avoid taxes. To achieve this goal, interest income - Bibliography(latest books and articles).
and capital gains derived from assets in Spain by residents - Conferencediary.
of otherEEC countrieswill not be subject to tax unless they
are obtained through certain listed tax havens. Editor in Chief: Ben Terra, Professor of Law,

The newwealth tax concludesthe emergencyand temporary Universityof Amsterdam.

nature of the previous tax. Its redistributivenature is some-

what reinforced and a more realistic valuation of wealth is EditorVAT Aroundthe World: Julie Kajus, ad-

introduced, while maintaining its traditional control func- vokat.
tion.

Spain currently has a corporation tax comparable to that of 12 issues per year (July-August combined), ap-

other western countries, with the advantage of having one prox. 500 pages.
of the lowest nominal rates in the OECD. Although the
corporation tax has recently been adapted to the new mer- Annual subscription780 DutchFlorins, including
cantile legislationand to the reformof the individualincome postage by air.
tax itself, other measures will still need to be introduced to
conform to EECfiscal harmonization.This will affectsignif- N.B. Residents of the Netherlands, please add BTW (VAT).
icant aspects of company taxation, such as mergers and the
relationshipbetween holding companies and subsidiaries.

The future modificationsof indirect taxation will be influ-
enced by the actual experiencewith the existing system and INTERNATIONALBUREAU OF

by EEC directives that are being adopted in this area. Spec- FISCAL DOCUMENTATION(IBFD)
A

ifically, the Spanish VAT structure faithfully respects the []
theoretical EEC model, with one of the lowest general tax / P.O. Box 20237 - 1000 HE AMSTERDAM

rates in the EEC. For this reason, adaptation to the EEC The Netherlands

directiveswill not affect the main aspects of the indirect tax

lUlrlll|
Tel +31 20 6267726

system, except for the rates. The reference rates proposed Fax: +31 20 620 86 26

by the EEC in the context of the single market are higher Telex 13217 intax nl

than those currently applied in Spain. Finally, EEC propos-
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SPANISHPOLICY ON

INTERNATIONALFISCAL RELATIONS
Miguel Cruz Amors
Director General for Taxes

This article examines the evolution of Spanish policy on international fiscal rela-
tions since 1978 (the year of the major tax reform that established the main fea- Mr. Miguel Cruz Amorsholds a Mas-
tures of the current Spanish income tax system), particularly in respect of the ter's Degree in Law from the Unver-
taxation of non-residents and how the tax system affects double taxation agree- sidad Complutense, Madrid, and a

ments. Master'sDegree in EuropeanCommu-
nty Law from the Centre of Constitu-

I. THETAXREFORMOF1978: TAXATIONOFNON-RESIDENTS tional Studies.
Non-residents are liable to income tax in respect of their income derived from In 1973 he became a member of the
Spanishsources. Corpsof Fiscal Inspectorsof the State,
Fiscal residence is defined in Law 44 of 8 September 1978 on the Income Tax on assigned to the Finance Delegationof
Individuals,and is based on physicalpresence in Spain formorethan 183 days in a Barcelona.
calendaryear. Normal absences from Spain are not taken into account in comput- Between 1981 and 1986 he was De-
ing the 183-day period if the circumstances indicate that the taxpayer intends to

puty Director General at the Studies
return to Spain and that the absence will not exceed three years. Law 61 of 27 Departmentof the GeneralDirectorate
December 1978 on corporate taxation defines the fiscal residence of legal entities of Taxes of the Ministry of Finance.
by referenceto either the place of incorporation,the placewhere the head office is
located,or the placeofeffectivemanagement. Since 1987 he has been DirectorGen-

eral for Taxes of the Ministry of Fi-
Under both laws, non-resident individualsand corporationsare subject to tax on

Spanish-sourceincome by virtueoftheir economicattachmentto Spain (e.g. place
nance.

of performance of activities, use of capital, location of assets, residence of the A lecturer and regular contributor of

payer,etc.). articles on fiscal matters, Mr. Cruz
Amors is a memberof the Counselof

Under the 1978 system, three categories of income were relevant for non-resi- the Spanish Association on Financial
dents: business income derived through a permanent establishment, income Law and President of the Foundation
(other than capital gains) derivedwithout a permanentestablishment,and capital forthePromotionof FinancialStudies.
gains. Different rules for the computationof taxable income were applied to each
category.

The definition of permanent establishment is similar to the entity resident in Spain. Non-residentcompanieswere sub-
definition found in the OECD model treaty. A non-resident ject to tax at the general rate of the corporate tax (35
taxpayer is deemed to have a permanent establishment in percent).
Spain if it has an installation or workplace in Spain, or a

building site lasting more than 12 months, or an agent or The main thrust of the 1978 reform, which established a

representativeauthorizedto concludecontracts in his name. comprehensivesystem of taxationby abolishing the schedu-
Income derived through a permanent establishment was lar tax system and replacing it with a progressive system of
taxed on a net basis and computedas the differencebetween taxationfor individualsand a flat rate system forcompanies,
gross receipts and necessary expenses incurred in relation was to take account of the most pressing political concerns

to those receipts. of the time, includingtaxation in conformitywith the gener-
al economiccapacityof the individual. Spain's international

In general, capital gain is the difference between the value business relationshipswere rather limited in scope in 1978,
at the time of acquisition and the sales price of the asset. so international aspects of the reform were a low priority.Capital gains derived by non-residents were computed in The detailed non-residents' regime has been the subject of
accordance with the same rules that applied to resident extensive criticism, particularlybecause of the loopholes in
taxpayers. Thus the taxable base could be reduced depend- the legislation.ing on the length of time the seller owned the property.
Non-resident individuals and companies without a perma-

The firstsignificantchanges to the non-residentregimewere

nent establishment in Spain that derive income from the introduced in 1983. Royal Decree-Law24 of 29 December

Spanish territory were subject to tax on a base obtained as
1982 introduced a specific system for the taxation of

a gven percentageof gross income dependingon the sector Spanish-source income derived by non-resident individual

of activity. and company taxpayerswithout a permanentestablishment
in Spain. Under the revised regime each item of income is

Initially, non-resident taxpayers were taxed on an overall taxed separately, i.e. liability to tax arises upon the total or

base computed by reference to the fiscal year. Individuals partial accrual of income liable to tax, without reference to
were subject to the Spanish progressive income tax on all a fiscal year. The new rules also provide for a flat and final
income and capital gains derived in Spain or paid by a legal tax on such income, regardless of the legal status of the
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recipient. The general tax rate applying to income derived It maintainsthe generalstructureofthe non-residentregime
by a non-resident without a permanent establishment was as described above, introducing necessary modifications to
16 percent, but this rate has progressively increased in sub- meet the changes in the internationalcontext.
sequent Budget Laws, and currently stands at 25 percent. The most importantchangesof the law summarizedReduced rates apply to particular items of income. new are

below.
Taxation at different rates, dependingon the legal status of
the recipient, continues to apply to income derived by a A. Definitionof fiscal residencenon-resident through a permanent establishment and to

capital gains. The 1988 Budget Law completed the process The criterionof physical presence is supplementedby a new
begun in 1983; Spanish-sourcepermanentestablishmentin- criterion, the centre of vital interests (i.e. economicor pro-come and capital gains derived by both individuals and fessional interests) of the taxpayer. In addition, an indi-
companies are subject to income tax at the rate of 35 per- vidual will be deemed to be a resident if other members of
cent. his household have their habitual abode in Spain, unless
Regulations issued in 1983 contain administrative rules for proven otherwise.
the taxation of income derived by non-residentswithout a The purpose of the new definition of fiscal residence is to
permanent establishment. The procedure, which still ap- counter tax avoidance schemes where taxpayers establish a
plies, requires the approval of the government agencies fictitious residence in low-tax countries. Residence based
responsible for exchange control, and requires that the tax

on the sole criterionof physicalpresenceproved inadequatereturn be cleared by the tax administrationbefore any funds and its application will be increasingly difficult given the
are remitted abroad. The return must be filed and signed by progressive abolition of frontiers in the EEC.the non-resident'sappointedrepresentativeor, if there is no

representative,by the payer of the income. The representa-
tive and the payer are jointly liable for payment of the tax B. Scopeof limited liability
due. This procedure has significantly helped to improve
taxpayer compliance, although it has also contributed to With respect to individuals, the law provides an exemption
delays in the administrationof the non-residentregime. for interest and movable capital gains derived by residents

in EEC countries (see above).

Il. RECENT CHANGES C. Taxationof permanentestablishments

Spain's entry into the global market place, advanced by its The Law introduces a surtax of 25 percent on the after-tax
membership in the EEC and the liberalization of capital corporateprofits of a permanentestablishment.This surtax

flows, compelleda reform of the taxation system applicable substitutesfor the tax on dividendspayableby foreign com-

to non-residentsin order to attract more foreign capital and panies that was never brought into effect. Initially, the cor-
to provide the requisite measuresto preventand counter tax porate tax law provided that any profits distributedby non-

avoidance schemes. resident companies operating in Spain through a branch

Among the measures adopted is the exemption (as of 1 office would be taxed as dividends. This provision never

January 1991) of interest and gains from the alienation of came into effect. Most double taxation conventions con-

movable property,derived by residents of otherEEC coun-
cluded by Spain preclude this kind of taxation; hence it can

tries. The exemption does not cover capital gains arising only apply to permanentestablishmentsof companies resi-

from the disposal of shares in corporations whose assets
dent in countries without a treaty, or under treaties with

consist mainly of real property situated in Spain, or capital countries which impose this type of surtax (e.g. the branch

gains derved from the alienationof a substantialparticipa- profits tax in the United States). The aim of the surtax is to

tion (i.e. a participationof 25 percent). Nor does the exemp- provide a level playing field for the foreign operations of

tion apply to income derived in certain countries or ter- Spanish enterprises in relation to foreign enterprises doing
ritories which are listed as tax havens by the government.

business in Spain.
The limitation of the exemption to a specific geographic 1. Taxation of real property
area (i.e. EEC countries) implies liability to tax as a general
rule, which is waived only when the foreign tax administra- Real property held by non-resident legal entities will be
tion certifies the residenceof the recipient. This is intended subject to a special tax levied at the rate of five percent on

to ensure that granting the exemption does not inhibit the the cadastral value of the property. This tax will not apply,
tax administration's ability to control international capital however, when the non-residentcompanycarries on a con-

flows, whose opacity is increasinglyperceived as a cause of tinuous business in Spain, other than the exploitationofreal

instability in the financial markets. property. Further, the tax will be waived if the legal entity
discloses the identityof its shareholders,membersor partic-
ipants.

Ill. 1992 TAX REFORM The special tax is intended to counter tax avoidance in
respect of real property through interposed entities set up

The 10 February 1989 ruling of the Spanish Constitutional in low-tax jurisdictions, a practice which has steadily in-
Court against the assessment of income tax on the basis of creased over the past few years.
the aggregated income derived by all membersof the family
unit necessitated an in-depth reform of the individual in- 2. Gains from the alienation of real property
come tax system. In this context the tax regime for non-res-

When non-residentsdispose of real property, the purchaseridents was also examined.
will be required to withhold tax at the rate of ten percentof

The Law on the Individual Income Tax, passed by Parlia- the sale price, on account of the tax due by the seller on the
ment on 6 June 1991, will enter into force on 1 January 1992. related capital gain.
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3. Thin capitalization which favours fiscal neutrality in respect of a decision to
invest abroad.The Law introducesrules to prevent thin capitalization.The

rules are based on the application of ratios which will be
specified in regulations. V. CONCLUSION
4. Double taxation of dividends The recent changes in the taxation of non-residents (al-
Spanish companies holding a substantial participation (25 though generally limited to residents of EC countries) will

percent or more) in foreign subsidiaries will benefit from ultimately lead to a revision of the traditional Spanish posi-
the new regime. Such companies receiving dividends from tion in the negotiation of double taxation treaties. Con-

foreign subsidiarieswill be allowed a credit in respect of the tributing to this change in policy will be pressure from third
corporation tax paid by the subsidiary to its country of countries, seeking to maintain their own competitive posi-
residence in an amount relating to the dividend received tion in bilateral relations with Spain.
(i.e. credit for the underlying taxes).
After the new law enters into force the tax administration
will issue regulations for the administrationof the non-resi-
dent regime with a view to improving its effectivenessin an

1. Austria, Belgium, Brazil, Bulgaria, Canada, Czechoslovakia, Den-

economy open to international economic exchanges. mark, Finland, France, Germany (Fed. Rep.), Hungary, Italy, Japan,
Luxembourg,Morocco, Norway, the Netherlands, Poland, Portugal, Ro-

mania, Sweden, Switzerland,Tunisia, the USSR, the United Kingdomand
the United States.

IV. DOUBLE TAXATION AGREEMENTS
2. A draft treaty has been signed with Greece, pending review of certain
technical aspects.
3. As a sole exception, the Convention with the USSR provides for

One of the fundamentalprioritiesof Spanish fiscal policy is taxation at source of dividends at the rate of 18 percent in all cases. See
the negotiation of double taxation agreements in order to Spain-USSR treaty of 1 March 1985, Art. 8(1)
expand the treaty network to countries maintaining
economicrelationswith Spain, and to renegotiate,as neces-

sary, existing treaties so that they conform to the new

economic and fiscal guidelines. Spain has currentlyentered
into 26 treaties.1 One draft conventionis being discussedby
Parliament (Philippines),2 two treaties have been signed Tax News Serviceand are ready to be sent to Parliamentfor ratification in the
near future (China and Ecuador); and five treaties have
been initialled (Australia, Ireland, India, Indonesia and
Yugoslavia). Spain is presently negotiating with Mexico, bi-weeklynewsletterreportinglatest tax

Chile, Turkey and Thailand, and renegotiatingthe existing developmentsaroundtheworld
conventionswith the Netherlands, Finland and France.

The Spanish position in the negotiation of double taxation includes freebinder, and cumulativequarterly
treaties has traditionallybeen that of a net capital-importing indexes
country. Most Spanish conventions with OECD countries
allow source taxationof dividendspaid to a parent company freeofchargewithone or moreofmost IBFD
at the rate of ten percent, in accordancewith Spain's reser-

vation to the 1977 OECDmodel convention,which provides services (excepttheBulletin,Taxationand

for a maximum rate of five percent in respect of such divi- Investmentin Canada,Taxationand
dends. The rate applying to other dividends is 15 percent,3 Investmentin the People'sRepublicof China,
the same as that provided in the OECD model. TheForeign-RelatedTaxLawsand

The withholding tax rate applicable to interest is, in most Regulationsof thePeople'sRepublicof China)
cases, ten percent, the ceiling set forth in the OECDmodel,
although some treaties grant an exemption at source in 340DutchFlorins, includingpostageby air
respect of certain types of interest (interestson publiccredit,
commercial credit or long-term bank loans). ForresidentsoftheNetherlands:the price is exclusiveofBTW (VAT)

In accordancewith Spain's reservation to the OECDmodel,
which attributes the taxation of royalties solely to the coun- furtherdetailsandsamplesfrom
try of residence, Spanish treaties have maintained source []

taxation of royalties at rates ranging from five to ten per-
m

InternationalBureauofFiscalDocumentation
cent. A provision attributing the sole right to tax cultural P O Box20237-1000HE Amsterdam

royalties to the country of residence is found in certain |lilFUl| theNetherlands

treaties.
Cable: FORINTAX Telex: 13217intaxnl

The method used to eliminatedouble taxation by the coun- Telephone: (020) 626 77 26 Telefax: (020) 622 86 58

try of residenceof the investor is the ordinarycredit method
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COMPREHENSIVETAX REFORM
A NEW APPROACH TO THE INDIVIDUALINCOVIE TAX,

THE NET WEALTH TAX AND LOCAL TAXES
M.-A. Garca Caballero

Principal Research Associate - Head of the Americas

and Africa Division of the IBFD

I. Introduction 3. Average rates
II. Taxable Persons 4. Tax due
III. Resident Taxpayers J. Tax Credits

A. Taxable base 1. Family credits
1. Taxable event 2. Employment income credit
2. Exempt income 3. Health expenses credit
3. Taxable income 4. Qualifying gifts credit

B. Types of taxable income 5. Investment credits
1. Income from employment 6. Miscellaneouscredits
2. Deductions 7. Double taxation relief

C. Income from capital IV. Administration
1. Investment income A. Assessment

(a) Types of investment income B. Advance payments
(1) Interest C. Final return

Dividends and other profit distributions V. Tax Liability of Non-residents
(3) RAonynaulittiieess A. Introduction
4) B. IRPF

(b) Deductions 1. Taxable income
2. Income from immovable property 2. Tax rates

(a) Types of income from immovable property C. Anti-avoidancemeasures

(b) Deductions VI. The New Net Wealth Tax
D. Business income A. Taxable persons

1. Types of business income B. Taxable wealth
(a) Trading income 1. Valuation rules
(b) Professional income 2. Exempt property

2. Computationof net income 3. Taxable base

/(a) Direct method 4. Assessable base
(b) Special computation scheme C. Tax rates

E. Capital gains D. Maximum tax burden vs. statutory minimum tax

1. Types of capital gains 1. Maximum tax burden
2. Computationof taxable amount 2. Statutory minimum tax
3. Exempt capital gains E. Double taxation relief

F. Imputed income under the fiscal transparency regime VII. Local Taxes
G. Losses A. Introduction

1. Ordinary income B. Immovable property tax
2. Irregular income C. Motor vehicles tax

H. Assessable base D. Tax on economic activities
1. Ordinary assessable base component 1. Tariffs
2. Irregular assessable base component 2. Quotas

I. Tax rates E. Tax on construction and installation projects
1. Withholding tax F. Municipal urban land appreciation tax
2. Progressive rates

I. INTRODUCTION

In a decision of 20 February 1989 the Spanish Constitutional Court declared
several provisionsof the Individual IncomeTax Act (LIRPF)unconstitutional.
These provisions prescribed the mandatoryaggregatonof all income in a house-
hold and required each household to file a joint tax return. In its decision the
Court instructed Parliament to make the necessary tax amendments. Parliament
first patched up the LIRPF and Net Wealth Tax for the tax years 1988 - 1991.'
On 30 May 1991 Parliamentpassed the final Individual IncomeTax (IRPF)and
Net Wealth Tax (IP) Reform Bills. The goal was to obtain as broad a social
consensus as possible after the bills were published in the CongressionalRecord
of 4 August 1990. Both Bills were the subject of further debate and amended
accordingly; they were finally enacted on 6 June 1991 as Law 18/1991 (LIRPF) 1. The patchwork was basically made byand Law 19/1991 (LIP). Under the new IRPF, taxpayers are required to file meansof Law 20/1989of28 July (forthe taxyears
individual returns in order to be taxed separately; however, resident taxpayers 1988 and 1989), whose provisions were retained
who are members of the same household have the option to file a joint tax return with a few cosmetic changes for tax years 1990
for the household. In all cases, the IP return must be filed separately by the and 1991 by urgent tax measures Laws 5/1990 of

owners of the underlying assets. 29 June and 1W1991 of 27 May.
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In addition, the amended IRPF reduces the tax burden for by the Spanish tax administration.
all taxpayers. The reductionis approximately20 percent for The tax administrationhas consistently interpreted the rule of Art. 16(3)
households with only one income earner, between 6 and 7 (which provides that transactions between related enterprises in Spain be

percent for households with two income earners and be- valued for corporate tax purposes at arm's length prices) as allowing only
tween 5 and 6 percent for unmarried taxpayers,2 The the unilateral or asymmetrical adjustment of intra-group real transfer

amended IP reduces the tax burden only for taxpayers prices in Spain to arm's length prices, i.e. only where such adjustment
results in a greater taxable base (i.e. more profits or less deductible ex-

whose net wealth is below 110,000,000Ptas.
penses than those shown on the profit and loss statement) and therefore a

Through some further provisions the LIRPF has produced greater tax collection.

a series of important amendments in respect of the corpo-
Under the amended Art. 16(3), a corporate taxpayer may apply a corre-

rate income tax. These amendments (which are outside the sponding adjustment on his self-assessmentreturn, regardless of whether
the result is an increase in profit or reduction in expenses (i.e. a greater

scope of this article) include: taxable base through positive adjustments) or reduction of profits or
endorsementof the unilateralprice adjustmentin inter- increase in expenses (i.e. a lesser taxable base through negative adjust-

-

company transactions as consistentlyupheld by the tax ments). However, where the voluntary period to file the tax return has
administration;3 expired and the tax administration proceeds to adjust the valuation of
introductionof an anti-avoidancerule in respect of thin transactionsbetween relatedenterprises,such adjustmentwill be unilateral-

capitalization;4 (i.e. the adjustmentmay not result in either a reduction of taxable income

introductionof an underlyingforeign tax credit for sub- or an increase in expenses) for either party.-

stantial participations;5and The unilateral method of adjustment is an imperative rule of valuation

amendmentof the fiscal transparencyregime in respect
which applies to any transactionsbetween the following:-

(i) a resident company (or permanent establishment) and a directly orof the tax treatment of the company's non-resident indirectly related non-resident company (or permanent establish-
members6 and the tax treatment of transparent chain ment), unless a tax treaty provides for correspondingadjustments;
companies.7 (ii) a companythat owns, directlyor indirectly,a substantialparticipation

or or over company;The new IRPF and IP will enter into force on 1 January (25% more) exercises control another
are a group1992. The IRPF will apply in respect of actual or imputed (iii) companieswhich members of corporate (majorityvoting

rights or exercise of control).income and capital gains/lossesarising as of l January 1992, Under the Spanish tax treaty network (currently 25 tax treaties), only the
as well as income accruing thereafterby virtue of the alloca- treaties with Canada, Czechoslovakia,Poland, Romania, Sweden and the
tion rules of the former income tax legislation. United States include a mutual agreement provision to eliminate double

taxation by means of correspondingadjustments.The discussion below is intended to provide readers with a 4. In general, a Spanish company may receive foreign-source loans
practical approach to the new legal frameworkof the IRPF, without limitation. However, pursuant to (new) Art. 16, para. 9 of the
the IP and the new local tax system.s Accordingly, this CorporateTax Law, if the lender is a related enterprisewhich is non-resi-
survey first describes the reformed individual income tax dent in Spain and the amount of the loan exceeds the borrowingcompany's
system, dealing separatelywith resident taxpayers and non- equity capital multiplied by a certain coefficient (to be established in a

residents. It then focuses on the reformed net wealth tax forthcomingregulation), then the interestpaid on the excesswill be treated

system and various local taxes. as dividends for tax purposes. This means that the interest on the excess is
not deductiblefor Spanish corporateincome tax purposesand the payment
to the non-resident lender will be subject to the Spanish withholding tax

Il. TAXABLE PERSONS applicable to dividends, as modified in the tax treaty.
For example, if the equity capital (paid-in capital plus reserves) is
100,000,000 Ptas., the appropriate coefficient is 2 and he loan from a

An individualwho is a residentof Spain is liable to IRPF in non-resident related party is 250,000,000 Ptas., then the interest on

respectof his worldwide income, regardlessof the residence 50,000,000 Ptas. is not deductible but is subject to dividend withholding
of the payer. tax.

5. Under the amended Art. 24(5) of the Corporate Income Tax Law,An individual is deemed to be a resident of Spain for tax where a Spanish parent company holds a 25% or more interest in a foreign
purposes if: subsidiary, the parent may credit not only the foreign withholdingtax paid
(a) his stay in Spain exceeds 183 days in any calendaryear;9 on the dividends in order to avoid international juridical double taxation

or (i.e. dividendcredit), but also the amountof foreigncorporatetax attribut-

(b) his centre of vital interests (i.e. his economic interests able to the subsidiary's profits out of which the dividends were paid (i.e.
or business or professional activities) are in Spain; or credit for underlying tax). The foreign tax effectivelypaid in respect of the

(c) his (non-legallyseparated)spouse and minordependent distributed profits of the non-resident subsidiary must be included in the

children qualify as residents of Spain under a or b tax base of the resident parent company and the credit for the aggregate
of the foreign corporate income tax and the withholding tax on the distri-above (unless the taxpayercan prove that he is resident buted profits is subject to the customary limit, i.e. the Spanish tax attribut-

in another country). able to the profits if they had been derived from domestic sources.

For tax purposesa householdconsists of a husband and wife 6. A resident transparent company with non-resident members consti-

and their minor (under 18 years of age) children (unless tutes a mixed or partially transparentcompany. Its taxable base is divided
into two parts according to the proportion of capital held by resident andliving apart with parentalconsent). In the case of unmarried non-resident members. The first part is imputed to the resident members

parents or legally separated spouses, the dependent minor under the normal fiscal transparencyregime; the secondpart istaxed under
children form partof the householdof the custodialparent. the general corporate tax rules. Dividendsand other profit distributions to

For details on non-resident taxpayers, see V. the non-residentmembers are taxed as such according to the general rules
for non-residentsand the applicable treaty provisions.
7. Any interposed transparent company which is a shareholder or

member of another transparent company is penalized by being subject to
2. From a lecture given by Mr. M. Cruz Amors, Director General of the general corporate tax regime but at the highestmarginal IRPF rate (i.e.
Taxes, at the Menndez Pelayo InternationalUniversity in Santander on in 1992, 53% instead of 35%).
4 July 1991. 8. The reformed legal framework of the local tax system is set forth in
3. The controversialissue concerningunilateralversus corresponding Local Finance Act (Law 39/1988 of 28 December, as amended).
or symmetrical adjustment of non-arm's length transfer pricing in intra- 9. Note that computation of the taxpayer'speriod of stay in Spain does
group transactions in Spain has been resolved in favourof the tax adminis- not take into account his temporary absences from Spain, unless the tax-
tration by the reformulatedArt. 16(3) of the Corporate Income Tax Law, , payer can prove to the tax administration that he maintains his habitual
thus endorsing the unilateralmethod of adjustmentwhich has been upheld abode in another country for 183 days or more in that year.
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Ill. RESIDENTTAXPAYERS amount resulting by dividing the total irregular income by
the numberof years over which the income accrued, or five

A. Taxable base years if the actual period of accrual is unknown.

The net amount of ordinary income is the balance resulting1. Taxable event from the computationof the positive less negative amounts
The receiptof income constitutesthe taxable event. Income of ordinary income under the different categories, plus any
encompassesincome from five basic categoriesaccordingto positive amountsof imputed income from companiesunder
the source or origin: the fiscal transparency regime, plus the positive balance of
(a) income from employment; ordinary capital gains less losses for the year, plus the av-

(b) income from capital (i.e. from movable and immovable eraging of irregular income from employment, capital and

property); business or professionalactivities, less the average negative
c) business or professional income; amount of irregular income from business or professional
d) capital gains; and activities. The resulting amount constitutes the ordinary
e) positive imputed income under the fiscal transparency taxable base portion.

regime. Irregular income12 is (i) income from any categoryor source,
For computation purposes, the taxpayer's income is clas- .e. income from employment,capital or businessor profes-
sified and broken down into ordinary income and irregular sional income (negative net ocrlduidneadry business or profes-
income (see below). sional income, however, is excluded which is derived by

the taxpayer either over an irregular period of time, or if
As a general rule, income is taxable in the year of accrual regularlyderived, if its accrualperiod exceedsone year; and
and related expenses are deductible in the year incurred, (ii) capital gains or losses from the disposal of assets (otherregardless of when receipt and payment occur. Income than those attached to the taxpayer's business or profes-spreadingis not allowedexceptfor gainsderived from instal- sional activities) owned for more than one year before the
ment sales or deferred payments (but not life or temporary transfer; and preemptive rights to a share subscriptionannuity arrangements), in which cases the taxpayer may owned for more than one year.apportion the gains to the tax years in which the payments
are received. The taxpayer may elect, however, to allocate In order to mitigate the effects of the progressive tax rates,
the entire amountof income tothe tax yearofthe transfer. when determiningthe net amountof irregularincome under

(i), the amountof irregular incomeis split into two portions:
2. Exempt income

- the annual average portion, which is the amount result-
ing from dividing the net total of each type of irregular

The following items are exempt from IRPF: income by the numberof years over which the irregular
(a) qualifying prizes;10 income accrued or five years if the actual accrual period
(b) indemnities for permanent disability recognizedby the is unknown. The result is treated as ordinary income for

social security or a similar agency and unemployment calculatingincome tax liabilityat progressiverates; and
benefits recognized by the unemploymentboard; - the remaining portion of irregular income, which is

(c) extraordinary public indemnities to victims of ter- included in the taxpayer's irregulartaxablebase compo-
rorism; nent to be subject to IRPF at the appropriate average

(d) invalidity and permanent disability pensions for public rate (see below).
servants;

(e) mandatory indemnitiesreceivedas severancepay or for The calculation of annual net income under the different
termination of employment up to the maximum legal categories is discussed below.
amount (45 days pay for each year of service to a

maximum of 42 months salary);11
(f) indemnities for injuries in the statutory amount or

B. Types of taxable income
under a court order, and the first 25,000,000 Ptas. in-
demnity received under an insurance policy;

1. Income from employment
(g) public scholarships to earn a university degree (but not Income from employment comprises any emoluments or

a doctorate); benefits in cash or in kind which arise directly or indirectly
(h) court-orderedchildren support;
(i) public allowances received for home care of disabled

persons or persons over 65 years of age; 10. Qualifying prizes comprise those from the National Lotteries and

(j) Spanish-source income from sea and/or air transport BettingOrganization, those organizedby the RegionalCommunities,from

enterprises (as expressly granted under international the ONCE (National Organizationfor the Blind), from Spanish Red Cross

reciprocityby the Minister of Economy and Finance); raffles and for significant literary, artistic or scientific work as defined by

(k) interest from qualifying investments in savings plans
the Ministry of Economy and Finance.
11. Note, however, that the entire amount becomes fully liable to tax if

(maximum 10,000,000 Ptas.) created by a maximum
annual instalment of 1,000,000 Ptas. (including the

the taxpayer is newly hired within the next three calendar years either by
the former employer or by any associated enterprise under a parent-sub-

capitalized interest) and retained for at least five years sidiary relationship.
after the investment; and 12. Examples of irregular income are the following:

(1) capital gains qualifying for exemption (see below). - the lump sum receved by an employee from his private pension plan
or the voluntarily agreed lump sum received upon termination of

3. Taxable income employment;
proceeds receivedby a soccer player to sign up for a club for a certain-

For IRPF computation purposes, the taxpayer's income number of years;
from the different categories is broken down into two basic - proceeds allocated to the participantsupon dissolutionor liquidation
components, ordinary income and irregular income. of a private pension plan or to the insured upon redemption or

surrender of a life or capital insurance contract;
Ordinary income comprises any income which is not clas- - the positive balance of sales proceeds received in the current year by
sified as irregular, and n respect of irregular income, the a lumber merchant from felling trees grown over a period of years.
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from the rendering of dependent services by the taxpayer members of his family (excluding in-house courses di-
and which do not constitute business or professional in- rectly organized and financed by the employer).
come; for example, public servants, employees, pensioners
in general, directors, managers, administrators and minis_ A benefit in kind is computed by its value plus the related

ters of any religion. withholding made by the employer. The income so calcu-
lated is net income; thus it cannot be taken into account in

If spouses file separate returns, irrespective of their mar- calculating the notional expense deduction (see below).
riage regime, employmentincome (excludingpensions)and
related deductions are attributed exclusively to the direct Benefits in kind are valued at cost for the employer (includ-
earner. ing related taxes) or at marketpricewith three exceptions:

(i) the rent-free use of residential accommodationis equi-
(a) Types ofemployment income valent to the actual rent paid by the employerfor leased

residences, or two percent of the updated cadastral

(1) Salary value of the residence for net wealth tax purposes. The

The concept of salary comprises earnings from dependent
amount of imputed income may not, however, exceed
ten percentof the employee'sremainingremuneration;services as follows: (ii) the free supply of private automobile is equalsalaries, wages and complementaryamounts;

or use a
-

bonuses, incentives and extra pay;
to the cost (including related taxes) to the employer, in

-

the of free supply, 15 of the the
non-exemptindemnities,pensionsand passive income; case a or

- percent cost to

remunerationfor representationexpenses;
on an owns

-

vehicle,
employer annual basis

paid by
if the

the
employer
employer lease

the

family grants, subsidies and non-exemptscholarships;
or the amount to

-

the automobile. If the is first freely used by and then
allowancesfor travel expenses (excludingthose relating

car
-

supplied the employee, the free supply is valued
to transportation and the exempt subsstance allow- to at

market price;ance); (iii) the interest on loans below the legal rate is equal to the
any special rights with an economic entitlement re--

difference between the interest actually charged and
served by a company'spromotorsor founders as remu-

the prevailing legal interest rate.neration for their services;
amountsreceived from privatepensionplans or alterna--

tive schemes unless subject to inheritance tax; (c) Pensions

directors' remuneration derived by individuals in their Pensions generally treated income from employment
-

are as

capacity as members of a corporate managementbody and are attributed to the individual beneficiaries. The con-
and any amounts attached to to special (freelY cept of pension comprises pensions and passive benefits
negotiatedunder labour law) contracts (i.e. a part-time paid by the social security fund, employeemutual insurance
manager); societies and funds and private enterprises and any state
amounts received by members of the National or Re- subsidies (e.g. for old age, widows and orphans), regardless

-

gional Parliaments, town councillors and members of of who was originally entitled to receive the pension.
the provincial governmentbodies for discharge of their
duties; Pensions are subject to withholding of IRPF at rates cur-

amounts receivedby Spanishmembersofthe European rently ranging from zero percent (for an annual pension of-

Parliament and remunerationof Spanish officials in in- 993,000 Ptas. or less) to 41 percent (for an annual pension
ternational organizations, subject to treaty provisions; exceeding 16,538,000 Ptas.).
amounts received by ministersof legally recognized re- The maximum amount which can be contributed annually

-

ligious organizations for the discharge of their duties; by each individual participant in a private pension scheme
and is 750,000 Ptas. (including any employer's contribution
non-exemptalimony payments. which is then imputed income for that participant). Instal--

Salaries and wages are subject to withholdingof IRPF ac- ment payments trom a private pension plan are taxed as

cording to the general tax table (see Table A below). ordinary employment income and a lump-sum payment, as

well as any proceeds received upon dissolution or liquida-
tion of a private pension plan, are taxed as irregular income

(b) Benefits in kind (see above).
Benefits in kind comprise the use, appropriation or receipt
for private purposes of goods, rghts or services either free (d) Directors' remuneration
of charge or at prices below marketprice, even where there Fees and any other remuneration earned by resident indi-
s no actual charge to the employer/supplier.The following viduals in theircapacityas membersof the boardofdirectors
are deemed benefits in kind:

or other management bodies are treated as employmentrent-free accomodation by reason of holding an office are to a percent
-

income. They currentlysubject 30 withhold-
or a public or private employment; ing tax which is a payment on account of final income tax.
free supply or use of a private automobile; a

-

Remuneration earned by director who is employed full-
interest on loans below the prevailing legal rate set bY-

time is subject the general withholdingthe Ministry of Economy and Finance;
as a manager to

table. For remuneration paid under a special (freelylodging and pleasure travel allowances and similar al- contractto
-

negotiatedunder labour law) employment senior
lowances; executive officers, the minimum withholding rate is cur-
insurance premiums or contributions paid by the-

rently 15
employer (excluding, however, premiums for work ac-

percent.
cident insuranceor third partycivilliabilityinsurance);
employer'scontribution to the employees'private pen- (e) Travelexpense allowances

-

sion plan or alternative schemes imputed to the Amounts received as compensation for travel expenses are

employees/beneficiaries;and treated as employmentincome, including any allowancefor
study and subsistence allowances for the taxpayer or travel between home and work, if the travelisbetween- even
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two differentmunicipalities.However, as from 1 April 1991 but excluding any premiums attached to convertible
the following are not subject to IRPF: bonds;15 and

if the employee proves he has travelled, then the duly explicit income (loan-related interest and commis--
-

documentedtravel expenses; if he proves he has travel- sions); and
led but does not substantiatethe expenses, then 22 Ptas. (c) any other income from movable capital (royalties at-

per km. ; tached to intellectual works if the taxpayer is not the
n respect of daily subsistence expenses, if the expenses author; industrial works, technical assistance, unless-

are duly documented, a maximum daily allowance of supplied in the course of business); life or temporary
33,500 Ptas. for travel within Spain, and 55,400 Ptas. annuities attached to a capital investment by the tax-

for travel abroad. If such expenses are not substan- payer (i.e. if the taxpayer is both the recipient and the
tiated, the daily allowancesare 11,250 Ptas. and 20,500 investor); and income from life or capital insurance
Ptas., respectively. The amounts are reduced to 3,250 policies of short term or low risk as determined by a

Ptas. and 7,000 Ptas., respectively,where the employee forthcomingregulation.
stays overnight in the municipalityin which he normally Implicit investment income must be reported in the tax
works or lives. year

in which realized by way of transferor redemption, regard-
less of the period of accrual. Explicit investment income

2. Deductions must be reported in the tax year of accrual, the time of
In computingnet employmentincome, a taxpayermay only accrual being the earlier of the date on which it is payable
deduct the following: to the creditor or the actual time of payment.
(a) his compulsory contributions to the social security sys- Investment income payments in kind valued at market

tem,13 are

(b) his contributions to compulsory public employee price (i.e. acquisition price increased by 25 percent), plus
the amount withheld (25 percent of market price). The

mutual insurance societies, to orphans' societies and minimum interest rate to be applied loans between
similar institutions, and trade union dues; and

on re-

(c) five percentof gross earnings (excludingthe employer's
lated parties is the prevailing legal interest rate (10 percent
for 1991).contribution to the taxpayer'sprivate pension plan), as

notional expenses, up to a maxmum of 250,000 Ptas. (a) Types of investment income
(15 percent of the gross earnings up to a maximum of
600,000 Ptas. for disabled employees). (1) Interest

The sum of contributions to compulsory mutual insurance In general, a resident individual is liable to IRPF on any
societies covering death risks and the total contribution to Spanish-sourceinterest. The gross interest to be reported is
the taxpayer's private pension plan added together consti- as follows:
tute a limited deductible allowance in determiningthe ordi- - in the case of explicit interest securities, the gross in-

nary assessable base component (see below). terest in cash and in kind (i.e. including any related
withholding taxes); and

C. Incomefrom capital 13. The Spanish social security system is financed by employers,
employees, self-employed persons and the State. All resident employees

Incomefrom capital comprisesany returnsor consideration and self-employedpersonsmust registerand pay contributionsto the social

arising directly or indirectly from assets, property or rights security system, which consistsof a general contributionsystem and special
which are held by the taxpayer and which are not attached contribution schemes (e.g. for agricultural workers, domestic servants,
to the taxpayer's business or professional activity. Income seamen and most self-employedindividuals).
from capital encompasses, more precisely, investment in- As far as employeesare concerned, the generalsystemclassifiesemployees
come and income from (urban and rural) immovableprop-

in professional categoriesfor the purpose of determiningtheir social secu-

erty. rity contribution. Each category has minimum and maximumcontribution
bases which are adjusted annually

If spouses file separate returns, income from capital and The rates for calculating an employee's general social security contribu-

related deductions are attributed to the individual owners tions are, within the minimum and maximum amounts mentioned above,

of the underlyingproperty items according to the marriage as follows:

regime, as follows:
- general rate 4.8%

under a community property regime, to both spouses
-

-
unemploymentinsurance 1.1%

on a 50-50 basis, unless another method of apportion-
- professional education/training 0.1%

6.%
ment can be substantiated; and A 2% or 4.8% additional charge applies in respect of any overtime pay
under a separate property regime, exclusively to the (including a minimum premium of 75%) for overtime work or- necessary
owner or registered holder of the underlyingproperty. other extra work, respectively.

For self-employed individuais (but not soccer players, bullfighters, trade

1. Investment income agents and artistes, who fall under the general contribution system), the

minimum and maximummonthly bases for 1991 on which the contribution
Investment income includes specifically: is calculatedare 66,780 Ptas. and 306,120 Ptas., respectively;for those who

(a) any income attached to a participation in a company's are older than 55 yearsofage, the maximummonthlybase is 162,000Ptas.

capital;t4 The single rate for self-employed persons calculating their special social

(b) any income, in cash or in kind, attached to loan capital, security contribution, within the minimum and maximum amounts men-

including: tioned above, is 28.8% with a 0.49% reduction on the amount due (i.e.

implicit income (the actual difference between the the effective rate is 28.65%)
-

amount paid by the taxpayer at issuance, first transfer 14. For example, dividends and other distributions, profit-sharingrights
and any other income derived from an entity by taxpayers in their capacity

or endorsement of securities and the amount to be re-
as members, shareholders or partners) and the portion of profits derived

ceived by him at maturity), which comprises any se- by a silent partner in a limited partnership.
curities issued, repaid or redeemed at a premium (pre- 15. Examples include zero-rated bonds, deep discount or deep gain se-

mium attached to the issue, repayment or redemption) curities.
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in the case of implicit interest securities involvingzero- (b) Deductions-

coupon or deep discount securities or securities at a In computingnet investmentincome, the taxpayermay onlypremtm (i.e. securities issued upon the payment of a deduct administrativeand safekeepingchargeson securities
sum below the amount repayableby the borrowerupon and the first 25,000Ptas. of investmentincome. In addition,redemption or maturity), the positive difference be- the taxpayer may avail himself of a tax-free savings invest-
tween the considerationpaid upon issue, first transfer

ment plan (maximum 10,000,000 Ptas.) with a maximum
or endorsement of a security by the taxpayer and the annual contribution of 1,000,000 Ptas. (including the
sum repayable by the borrower at maturity. capitalized interest) during a ten year period. The taxpayer

The standard withholding rate on domestic interest is 25 may withdraw the accrued interest (which is exempt from
percent, except for interest paid to residents on Treasury withholdingand IRPF) annually.However,a taxpayerwith-
bonds and notes (which is not subject to withholding) and drawing any capital before the five year period has expired
notional interest on AFROs, e.g. deep discount securities will lose the exemption (thus triggering all unpaid taxes)
(which is subject upon the first transfer by the issuer/bor- and the amount withdrawn will be treated as irregular in-
rower to a final withholdingof 55 percent calculated on the come if the period of the investment was more than one

higher of the actual difference between the consideration year. The amount in question is also subject to the pertinent
received and the sum payableon maturity to the bondholder withholdingtax. For this purpose, the amountwithdrawn is
and the prevailing notional minimum rate of interest fixed deemed to be the latest amount invested.
by the Ministry of Economy and Finance). In computing net income from rendering technical assist-

from leasing assets, business mines, the taxpayer(2) Dividendsand otherprofit distributions
ance or or

may deduct any necessary income-relatedexpenses (includ-
Domestic-source dividends and other distributions in cash ing loan-relatedinterest) and depreciationof the underlying
or in kind (other than stock dividends and proceeds from assets.

sales of subscription rights on quoted shares which are tax

exempt) declared by companies not subject to the fiscal 2. Income from immovable property
transparency regime, investment funds and associationsare
taxed gross, including any withholding by the corporate Income from immovableproperty includes both actual and

payer. In the case of a company dissolution, the portion of imputed rent from real estate not attached to the taxpayer's
assets allocated to the taxpayer from retained profits is business or professional activities.
treated as a dividend or profit distribution. The letting or purchase and sale of immovable property is

However, as from 23 March 1989, proceeds from the sale of deemed to constitutea businessactivityonly if the lessorhas

subscription rights attached to unquoted shares must be an office exclusively used as a place of managementof the
declared and computed as a capital gain in the year of business and the lessor has at least one permanently con-

transfer. tracted employee.
Gains from the sale of preemptive subscription rights to (a) Types of income from immovableproperty
quoted shares are exempt from tax.

(1) Owner-occupieddwelling
Any corporate entity making a distribution to its individual
shareholders, partners or members who are residents of The amount of income imputed to owner-occupied dwell-

Spain must apply a 25 percentwithholdingon accountof the ngs is equal to two percent of the updated value of the

recipient's income tax. The recipient is, however, granted a
residence for net wealth tax purposes.

10 percent imputation credit relief (see below). (2) Other

(3) Royalties The amount of income imputed to any unrented urban
Individuals are liable to income tax under category b buildings (excludingunbuilt sites) which are available to the

(income from movable property) on payments received in owner is also two percent of the cadastral value of the

respect of a copyright,patent, trademarkor other royalties building for net wealth tax purposes.
by a taxpayerwho is not the author of the underlyingintel- For rented or subleased urban and rural immovable prop-lectual or industrial work.16 erty, the actual amounts (excluding VAT) received by the
The total amount of technical assistance-relatedpayments landlord from the lessee or sublessee (including amounts

must be declared without being broken down into the vari- relating to assets attached to the underlying immovable
ous components. property) must be included in the owner's taxable income.

However, the amount received by the tenantor leaseholder
Any royalties and know-how payments are subject to a in respect of that sublease or goodwill is treated as a capitalwithholdingtax of 25 percent which is creditableagainst the gain (see below) instead of income from immovable prop-recipient's income tax. erty.
Outright sales of patents, trademarks and know-how are

subject to 12 percent VAT.

(4) Annuities
16. Note, however, that if the taxpayer is the authorof the intellectualor

industrialproperty, the royalties receivedare treated as businessor profes-
Only a portionofthe annualpaymentreceivedby a taxpayer

sional income, as the case may be, and must then be computedas category
under a life or a term annuitycontractisexempt from IRPF.

c income (business or professional income).
Sixty percent of the gross payment of temporary annuities

17. The portion of the gross life annuity which is taxable investment
income isis taxable (investment) income. In respect of payments of 70% if the recipient is less than 50 years of age;
-

life interest, the portionof the gross annuitywhich is taxable - 50% if the recipient is between 50 and 59 years of age;(investment) income ranges from 30 to 70 percent depend- - 40% if the recipient is between 60 and 69 years of age; and
ing on the age of the recipient.17 - 30% if the recipient is more than 69 years of age.
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(b) Deductions If the trader or professional is married and the spouses file

In computing net income from immovableproperty, a resi- separate returns, business income is attributed to the indi-
vidual who regularly and directly conducts the business ordent taxpayer may deduct:
exercises the independent profession vocation (i.e. the(1) in respect of rented or subleased immovable property

or

the related income-related expenses (i.e. mainte- who is registered trader professional).- spouse as or

nance and repair expenses, mortgage interest up to As a general rule, business income is computed in accord-
the rent received,localtaxes andcharges, insurance ance with ordinary accountingprincipleson the basis of the
premiums and general expenses); and taxpayer's financial statements (i.e. the direct method of
a fixed depreciationallowanceof 1.5 percentof the computation).Underthe direct method, tradersand profes--

value attributed to the building, excluding the re- sionals may deduct all duly substantiated and necessary
lated land;18 and income-related expenses, the appropriate allowances for

(2) in respect of unrented urban buildings and owner-oc- depreciation,doubtful debts, etc. Professionalsmay deduct
cupied immovableproperty, the relevant municipal im- one percent of gross receipts as notional expenses and the
movable property tax and related charges (see below), pertinent tax credits for individual entrepreneurs.
and for owner-occupiedresidences a maximum deduc-
tion of 800,000 Ptas. (1,000,000 Ptas. for spouses filing

A special computationscheme is available to traders with a

a joint return) interest on loans used to finance the low or medium-sized turnover and to professionals,21
purchase or improvementof the taxpayer's first home (a) Direct methodof computation(mortgage interest for other residences is not deducti-
ble). Under the direct method, net income must be computed

Rent paid to resident individualson Spanish-situs immova- independentlyin respect of each of the taxpayer'sactivities.

ble property is not subject to any withholding tax.
Net income is the balance of gross receipts (including self-
consumption of goods or services and any grants or sub-
sidies) less income-related (necessary) expenses and de-
preciationof income-relatedassets. The computationofnet

D. Busness income income includes capital gains or losses from any assets at-
tached to the taxpayer's business or professional activities

The concept of business income comprises profits from car- and, where applicable, from any inter vivos transfer of the
rying on a trade (income from entrepreneurialactivities) taxpayer's business or professionalpractice as a whole.
and professional income (income from professional ac-

tivities). However, an exemption applies to capital gains from the
disposal of tangible fixed assets attached to the conduct of

1. Types of business income the taxpayer's business or professional activities provided
the entire proceeds are reinvested in similar assets within

(a) Trading income the next two years. This period is extended to four years if

Entrepreneurial activities imply the independent conduct the taxpayer submits to the tax administration,within the

by an individual of any economic activity aimed directly at first year followingthe disposal, a reinvestmentplan and he
the production or supply of goods or services and include,
in particular, farming (agriculture, stock-breedingand for-
estry), fisheries, mining and quarrying, manufacturing, 18. For example, if the officially appraised value of an apartment is
craftsmanship, construction, commerce and the rendering 5,000,000Ptas. and 30% of the value is attributed to the related land, then
of services. the annual depreciation allowance would be 1.5% of 3,500,000 Ptas., or

The leasing or purchase and sale of immovableproperty is 52,500 Ptas.
19. The following are treated as professionals:

treated as an entrepreneurial activity only where the real - individuals who must register as such for purposes of the municipal
estate lessor or dealer has premises which are used exclu- tax on economic activities (IAE), i.e. lawyers, physicians, en-

sively as the place of managementand where he has at least gineers, architects, etc.;
one permanentlycontracted employee. - administratorsof lotteries, insurance agents, brokers, officials of the

National Lotteries and Betting Board, collectors of taxes and rates,

(b) Professional income representatives and vendors of monopolized products (e.g. tobacco
and oil);

The concept of professional income comprises income de- - private teachers not receiving a fixed remuneration, and free-lance

rived by an individual in the course of exercising profes- lecturers; and

sional or artistic activities. - holders of intellectualor industrial property owned by the creator or

translator(e.g. painters,sculptors, writers). If the authoror translator
Professionals are defined as individuals who render inde- publishes or sells his intellectual or industrial work himself, the re-

pendent services in the course of their profession (whether ceipts are treated as income from an entrepreneurialactivity.
or not they are formally qualified) or who perform a public Any remuneration derived by an individual who carries out his functions

functionwithoutdirectly derivingpublic remuneration(e.g. for an enterprise while on the payroll and who must register with an

a notary public).19Artistes are defined as those personswho appropriateprofessional body is not treated as professional income but as

either individuallyor as members of a group perform pub- employment income.
20. The following are treated as artistes: individualswho are required to

licly or privately or constitute or form part of an entertain-
be registered such for the of the fiscal licence for artistes:as purposement or athletic team, as well as those engaging in recrea- singers, actors, dancers, sportsmen and athletes, bullfighters, etc.

tional activities recorded for transmission by radio, televi- 21. The current definitionof small and medium-sizedtraders is an annual

sion, cinema, tapes or records.2o gross turnover in the precedingyear of 50 million Ptas. or less and no more

than 12 employees/workers at any time during the year. Low-income
2. Computationof net income professionals are currently those with total gross receipts in the preceding

of 1.5 million Ptas. less and with employees/workers.
With minor exceptions, the rules on computation of busi- year or no

There is a simplified scheme for very small-scale traders (currently those
ness income are virtually the same for a trader and for an who in the previous year have no more than two employeesnor more than

independentprofessional or artiste. 7,909,000 Ptas. turnover).
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reinvests at least 25 percent of the gain within the first two - other assets, including unquoted shares and participa-
years. tions: the net gain is reduced by 7.14 percent for each

year of ownership in excess of two years (i.e. only 92.86
(b) Specialcomputationscheme percent, 85.72 percent, 78.58 percent, 14.32 percent or

Traders and professionals who fall under the new scheme 7.18 percent of the net gain is taxable for sales in the

(to be regulated by the Ministry of Economy and Finance) 3rd, 4th, 5th, 14th and 15th year, respectively).
must compute their taxable income under the rules of the One hundred percent of the gain from assets owned for two
new scheme unless the special scheme is waived and the years or less are taxable.
taxpayerelects to be taxedaccordingto the directmethod.

Ordinarygains in be used to offset capital lossesa year may
Under the special scheme, taxable income is computed by for that year. If the computation of the taxpayer's annual
reference to factors, modules or parameters (e.g. turnover, net ordinary capital gain produces a loss, such loss may be
persons on payroll, gross purchases, number of square set off, at taxpayer's discretion, against the balance of net
metres or fixed assets used in the premisses) set out either irregular capital gain in that year or the next five years.
generally or for the listed activities.22

(b) Special rules
E. Capitalgains (1) Quotedshares andattachedpreemptive
1. Types of capital gains subscriptionrights

The gain or loss arising on the alienation of quoted shares
Capital gains (or losses) are classified into two groups: is the difference between
(i) ordinary capital gains, i.e. those arising from transfers the official quotation price on the date of alienation (or-

ofproperty for considerationor by inter vivosgift which the last day of quotation in the preceding quarter)has been owned for one year or less, as well as (for tax
or

the actual price paid and the averagecost of acquisition;computation purposes) unsubstantiated capital gains, and
i.e. unjustified increasesof net wealth); and the acquisitionprice (less the amountofany preemptive--

(ii) irregularcapital gains, i.e. those arising from the trans- subscription rights sold). However, where the amountfer of property owned for more than one year. received from sales of preemptive subscription rights
If spouses opt to file separate returns, capital gains or losses exceeds the acquisition price of the underlying shares,
are attributed to the individual owners of the property in the excess is treated as a capitalgain in the year in which
accordance with the marriage regime. transfer is effected. In transfers of (fully or partly paid)

bonus shares, the acquisition price is the actual cost to
2. Computationof the taxable amount the shareholder. In the case of stock dividends, the

(a) General rules acquisitionprice is the actual cost to the taxpayer.

The gain or loss on transfers for considerationis computed
as the differencebetween the higherof the transferprice or

the market price and the unindexed acquisition cost (i.e. 22. Under the current special computation scheme (which in principle
acquisitionprice plus related expenses (not interest)paid by may not be waived for a minimum period of three years), net income must

the purchaser less, if applicable, the accunulatedminimum be computed separately for mining/quarrying, manufacturing/construc-
depreciation). tion, services, commerce, fisheries and farming (for traders) or for inde-

pendently classified activities (for professionals).
The gain or loss on transfers by gift is computed as the Under this scheme, the annual net profit is:
difference between the acquisition price and transfer price (1) The balance of:

for inheritance and gift tax purposes. (i) total turnover (excluding any indirect taxes on transactions and

receipts), less
In other cases, the gain or loss is calculatedas the unindexed (ii) deductibleexpenseson

acquisition price of the related assets or parts thereof. -- purchases, local taxes on the conduct of the activity or the
assets to

The gain or loss arising on the transferof assets attached to ownership of allocated the activity;
energy and water, interest on borrowed capital and other--

the taxpayer's business or professionalactivity is the differ- financial costs concerning the activity, insurancepremiums
ence between the sales price and the net book value. Gain relating to assets of the activity;
or loss arising on the transfer of assets not attached to the - rental payments relating to the premiseswhere the activity
taxpyer's business or professional activity and which are is carried on;

held for more than two years are calculated at a percentage
- payroll and the employer's social security contributions

as follows: and contributions to a private pension plan for employees
immovable property, rights thereon and shares issued may not any- (only for traders because professionals have

by real estate investment corporations: the net gain is employees);
the actual or mputed remuneration for himself and the-

reduced by 5.26 percent for each year of ownership in actual remunerationof any memberof his familyunit work-
excess of two years (i.e. only 94.74 percent, 89.48 per- ing regularly in the business and the related social security
cent, 84.22 percent, 10.58 percentor 5.32 percentof the contributions (for a professional, only his personal social
net gain is taxable in sales in the 3rd, 4th, 5th, 19th and security contributions).
20th year, respectively); (2) A deductible allowance for (any other) notional expenses may be

quoted shares, other than those issued by real estate taken as a percentage of (i) less (ii) above: 20 percent (for manufacturing,-

investment corporations: the net gain is reduced by construction and mining), 15 percent (for commerce, farming, fisheries

11.11 percent for each year in excess of two years (i.e. and services), or 10 percent (for professional and artistic activities).

only 88.89 percent, 77.78 percent, 66.67 percent, 22.23 (3) Finally, the amount resulting after taking the deductible allowance
mentionedin (2) must be increased by the actual or imputed remuneration

percent or 11.12 percent of the net gain is taxable for of the taxpayer (if he files a separate return) or the remunerationof both
sales in the 3rd, 4th, 5th, 9th and 10th year, respec- the taxpayer and the members of his household working in the activity (if
tively); and they file a joint return).
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(2) Unquotedshares andprofit-sharingrights ceeds by more than 20 percent the value declared in the
deed and such excess is more than 2,000,000 Ptas. In such

For unquoted shares and participations, the gain is the dif-
ference between the consideration received by the trans-

a case the excess (including the first 2,000,000 Ptas.), in
addition to being subject to transfer tax,23 is deemed to be

feror, less costs and the unindexed acquisition cost. How-
a gratuitous transfer which is taxed for the individual trans-

ever, an anti-avoidance provision applies where the sales feror as an imputed capital gain at the appropriate rate f
price of unquoted shares does not match an arm's length IRPF, and for the individual transferee as a gift under the
prce. In such a case, the sales price is deemed to be the progressive inheritance and gift tax regime,24higher of the book value reflected in the company's last

approved balance sheet and the price resulting from 3. Exempt capital gainscapitalizing at the rate of 12.5 percent, the amount of the
company's average profits (including any dividends and In respect of transfers for consideration, full rollover relief
other distributions and allocations to reserves other than applies in respect of capital gains from the disposal by a

monetarysurplusesfrom authorizedrevaluationsof balance trader, independentprofessionalor artiste of tangible fixed
sheet items) over the three previous tax periods. assets or by any taxpayer of his primary residence. The

entire proceeds of such transfers must be used to acquireIn respect of transfers of property owned before 1 January similar fixed assets or another primary residence, respec-1979 (or preemptive subscription rights on shares owned tively, within two years.before that date) by the current transferor, a transitional
rule provides that the gain or loss is the differencebetween In addition, an exemption from IRPFis available in respect
the considerationreceived and the higherof the acquisition of:

price (as dated 1 January 1979) or the market price on 31 (a) long-term capital gains arising from the transfer for
December 1978. consideration of immovable property owned for more

than 20 years; quoted shares owned for more than 10
With regard to the sale of preemptivesubscriptionrights on and other assets in general, including unquotedunquoted shares, an anti-avoidancemeasure provides that years;

proceeds from the sale of subscription rights attached to
shares and participations, owned for more than 15

unquoted shares are treated as a capital gain for the trans- (b)
years;

feror in the tax year in which the transfer is effected.
causa mortis capital gains;

(c) capital gains derived by persons 65 years of age or older
For unquoted stock dividends, the acquisition value is the upon surrenderof the legal ownership of their primary
actual price paid by the taxpayer. residence in exchange for a life annuity;

(d) capital gains derived from the sale of property where

(3) Profit-sharingrights in transparentcompanies the total value of sales in the year does not exceed

The gain or loss on the disposal of shares or participations 500,000 Ptas.; and

in transparentcompanies is the differencebetween the sale (e) capital gains derived from an inter vivos gift to qualify-
price and the combinedvalue of acquisitionand ownership. ing donees (e.g. central or local governments, the

This combined value is the unindexed purchase price plus Spanish Red Cross, public universities and legally rec-

the portion of the company'sundistributedprofits imputed ognized churches and charities).
to the shareholders or partners in the period between the
dates of acquisition and sale. F. Imputed income under the fiscal transparency

regime
(4) Exchanges

Under the new fiscal transparency regime the profits
The gain or loss on the exchange of assets (not shares or (whetherdistributedor retained) of a company are imputed
participations) is the difference between the unindexed ac- to the entity's (individual or corporate) resident members
quisition price of the item being transferredand the market only and taxed as income in their hands.25 Losses cannot be
price of the item received in exchange. In barters of shares imputed to the members; they can only be set off against
or participations, the gain is the difference between the the transparententity'sprofits. Any loss remainingafter the
unindexed acquisition cost of the items exchanged under setoff can be carried over for five years. Accordingly, the
the barter and the value attributed to those items received portion of the transparent company'spositive taxable base
or converted plus any related cash. imputed to resident members or partners is not subject to

(5) Insuranceproceeds corporate income tax at the transparent entity's level.

However, resident EEIGs and duly registered business
The gain on proceeds receivedby the insured in the form of agreements (joint ventures) are subject to a special fiscal
a lumpsumpaymentby virtueof a life or disabilityinsurance transparency regime, whereby tleir profits or losses are

policy is the amount by which the lump sum exceeds the directly imputed to the memberspursuant to the apportion-accumulated amount of the unindexed premiums paid bY ment rules set forth in the grouping formation contract or,
the insured. in the absence of such rules, in equal parts. The members

(6) Gains arising on gifts
For the transferor's income tax purposes, any capital gain

23. For details on the transfer tax (ITPAJD), see Taxationoflndividuals
in Europe (Amsterdam: IBFD), Chapter Spain, at Sec. 13.4.

disclosed on the occasion of a gratuitous transfer of assets 24. For details on the inheritance and gift tax, see id., at Sec. 11.

by any inter vivos gift is imputed to him and is subject to The new Net WealthTax Act in its AdditionalProvisionNo. 3 has amended
IRPF as (ordinary or irregular) capital gain. Art. 15 of the existing Inheritanceand Gift Tax Act by establishing that,

In addition, an anti-avoidance measure prevents transfers effective 1 January 1992, the minimum value of the deceased's household

after 16 April 1989 of assets (mainly immovable property) furnishingsand personalbelongings is to be calculatedat 3% of the remain-
estate and that the resulting amount is to be added to the rest of that

which have been undervalued. Accordingly, a penalizing
ng

estate in order to determine the total value.
tax treatment is triggered where the value ascertained for 25. The fiscal transparency regime no longer applies to non-resident
tax purposes (upon verification by the tax authorities) ex- members.
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are subject to individual or corporate income tax, as the under the corporate income tax at the top marginal rate of
case may be, on their share of the profits or losses. IRPF.

Income distributed by the transparent company to its resi-
dent membersor partnersout of accumulatedearningsfrom G. Losses
tax periods in which the companywas under the fiscal trans-
parency regime (i.e. that were previously imputed) is not 1. Ordinary income
taxable under IRPF. Moreover, dividends and income dis- Ordinary losses under the different schedules may be offsettributedby the transparentcompanyare not includedin the with no limitation against ordinary income under the diffe-acquisition price of shares or participationsowned by those

rent schedules and the positive balance of imputed incomeshareholdersor partners to whom they were imputed. How- under the fiscal transparency regime.ever, if the recipient of such dividends or distributions is a

person other than the shareholderor partner to whom they 2. Irregular income
were imputed because he acquired the shares or participa-
tions after such imputation, then the value of acquisition In determining the net total irregular income, any negative
must be reduced by the amount of such dividends or dis- remainingportionof each typeof irregular incomemay only
tributions. be offset against any positive remaining portion. Any out-

setResident members are entitled to claim imputation in re- standing loss may then be carried forwardand off against
the eventual positive balance of irregular income over thespect of:

any tax credits and relief earned by the transparent
next five years.-

company in proportion to the positive taxable base im- However, losses of a fiscally transparent company other
puted. The bases on which tax credits and relief are than EEIGs and duly registered business joint ventures27
calculated must be taken in the self-assessmentof the are not imputable to its members and are only eligible for
members, reducing (where applicable) the tax due pur- offset against the transparentcompany'sprofits in the year
suant to the IRPF rules; and of loss and the next five years.
any payments on account and withholding taxes suf- Carrybackof losses is not allowed.

-

fered by the company in proportion to their holdings.
The portion of the transparent company's positive taxable H. Assessab/ebasebase attributed to the non-residentmembers or partners is
subject to normal corporate income tax at 35 percent. Div- The assessable base has two components: the ordinary tax-idends and otherprofitdistributionsto the transparentcom- able base componentand the irregular taxable base compo-pany's non-resident members are taxed at the final rate of nent.25 percent unless a tax treaty provides otherwise.

The fiscal transparencyregime only applies to the following: 1. Ordinary assessable base component
(1) certain professional legal entities: The ordinary assesable base is the amount of the ordinarythose carrying out a professional activity in which taxable base component which tax is actually imposed.

-

on
all members are directly or indirectly engaged in In determining this assessable base, the taxpayer may onlythe conduct of that professional activity, even deduct:
where there are non-professionalmembers if their (a) compulsorycontributionsto mutual insurancesocieties
total holding is less than five percent; and coveringdeath risks and contributionsto the taxpayer'sthose in which more than 50 percentof the turnover private pensionplan. Such contributions deductible

-

are
arises from individualscarryingout artisticor sport to an annual maximum of the lower of:
activities or from any other artistic or sport-related - 15 percentof the taxpayer'snet (employment,busi-
activities where the artistes/sportsmen together ness or professional) income (including the
with their relatives hold a substantial participation employer's contribution to the taxpayer's private(i.e. 25 percent);

(2) companies in which more than 50 percentof the capital
is owned by a family group or by no more than ten 26. These are companies in which more than 50% of the assets aremembers (providednone is a public legal entityowning attached to the taxpayer's business or professional activities, excludingmore than 50 percent in such companies), namely un- those assets held by individual or corporate enterprises directly or indi-
quoted portfolio companies and mere holding com- rectly related to the company. The rental or sale of immovable propertypanies.26 by a company is deemed to be a business acti,ity, thus excluding such

(3) civil associations, unincorporated joint ventures and company from the fiscal transparencyregime if that company has an office
undivided estates. available which is exclusivelyused as a place of managementfor the rental

or sale, and has at least one permanently contracted employee for that
Entitiesand companiesin (1) and (2) which are membersof purpose.
other transparent entities or companies do not fall within Note, however, that, with regard to the classification of a company as
the ambit of the fiscal transparency regime and are taxed merely holding assets, an advance ruling of the tax administration of 13
instead under the corporate income tax at the top marginal July 1989 provides that a company carryingout an entrepreneurialactivity
rate (53 percent in 1992 and 50 percent as from 1993) of pursuant to its corporatepurposedoes not fall under the fiscal transparency
IRPF. regime and temporary inactivity does not imply an interruption in the

entrepreneurialendeavourif the enterpriseintends to continuesuch under-
All shares of transparent companies (other than civil com- taking and if the company intends to resume its real estate business once

panies with legal personality) must be nominative in order the commercial or financial climate is propitious. In the meantime, that
to accurately identify the shareholders. Failure to comply company must not be classified as a company merely holding assets.

with this requirementmay result in a fine of up to 5,000,000 27. These are known in Spain as Uniones Temporales de Empresas,
and to qualify for the special fiscal transparency regime, they must bePtas. for each year ofnon-compliance.If, as a resultof non- registered in the special registry of the Ministry of Economy and Financecompliance, part of the profits cannot be imputed to the (Additional Provisions of Iaw 12/1991 of 29 April on Econornic Interest(unidentified) members, the unimputed part is taxable Groupings).
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plan which is imputed income), and 2. Progressive rates
750,000 Ptas. (including both the taxpayer's and-

the employer's contributions to the taxpayer's pri- The portion of the taxpayer'sassesablebase comprising the

vate pension plan and the taxpayer's compulsory ordinary income componentis taxed in accordancewith the

contributions to mutual insurance societies; progressive rates in Tables A and B below.

(b) alimony and compensatorypayments to a spouse under
Table A

court order (child support allowances under a court
order constitute exempt income). General table for taxpayers filing

The ordinary table base component is taxed at the appropri- individual returns

ate progressive rates. Taxable income Tax due the Marginalon rate

2. Irregular assessable base component
(Ptas.) lowerlimit(Ptas.) on the excess (%)

A taxpayer's irregular taxable base component coincides 400,000-- 1,000,000 0 20*

with his irregular assessablebase (with no allowance) and is 1,000,000-1,570,000 120,,000 22

taxed in accordancewith the appropriateaverage rate of tax 1,570,000-2,140,000 245,000 24

(see below).
2,140,000-2,710,000 382,200 26
2,710,000-3,280,000 530,400 28
3,280,000-3,850,000 690,000 30

I. Tax rates 3,850,000-4,420,000 861,000 32
4,420,000-4,990,000 1,043,400 34

1. Withholding tax 4,990,000-5,560,000 1,237,200 36
5,560,000-6,130,000- 1,442,400 38

Spanish-sourceincome from employment,self-employment 6,130,000-6,700,000 1,659,000 40

and capital (not immovable property) derived by resident 6,700,000-7,270,000 1,887,000 42

individuals is subject to a withholdingtax which is generally 7,270,000-7,840,000 2,,126,400 44

treated as an advance levy against the individual's tax liabil- 7,840,000-8,410,000 2,377,200 46

ity.
8,410,000-8,980,000 2,639,400 48
8,980,000-9,550,000 2,913,000 50.5

Employment income is subject to the general withholding 9,550,000-andover 3,200,850 53*

rates which vary in accordance with the family status and *

Fortaxyear 1993 the lowest rate is set at 18 percent and the highest
total annual earnings of the individual. The maximum rate rate, to 50 percent (on taxable income in excess of 10,000,000 Ptas )
(which applies as of May 1991 on annual income exceeding
16,538,000Ptas.) is 42 percent for unmarried employeesor Table B
married employeeswith no dependentchildren (41 percent Special table for filing joint return
for those with up to four dependentchildren). For pensions spouses a

(regardless of who contributed to the pension fund), the Taxableincome Taxdue the Marginal rateon

applicable withholding rates range between zero and 41 (Ptas.) lowerlimit(Ptas.) on theexcess(%)
percent.
Income earned under a special (freely negotiated under 800,000- 2,000,000 0 20*

labour law) employmentcontract by senior executive offic- 2,000,000- 2,625,000 240,000 24

ers, commissionagents and performingartistes and athletes 2,625,000- 3,250,000 390,000 26

3,250,000- 3,875,000 552,500 28
is subject to the general withholding rates with a minimum 3,875,000- 4,500,000 727,500 30
withholdingof 15 percent. 4,500,000- 5,125,000 915,000 32

Gross remunerationpaid to Spanish expatriatesby resident 5,125,000- 5,750,000 1,115,000 34

enterprises engaged in mining, hydrocarbons,construction 5,750,000- 6,375,000 1,327,500 36
6,375,000- 7,000,000 1,552,500 38

or assembly work or the export of technology is subject to 7,000,000- 7,625,000 1,790,000 40
the general withholdng system reduced by 15 percentage 7,625,000- 8,250,000 2,040,000 42

points (i.e. such remunerationis subject to withholdingonly 8,250,000- 8,875,000 2,302,500 44

if the applicable rate in the table is more than 15 percent, 8,875,000- 9,500,000 2,577,500 46

in which case only the excess is subject to withholding). 9,500,000-1,125,000 2,865,000 48
10,125,000-11,000,000 3,165,000 50.5

Directors' fees earned by resident individualsare subject to 1 1,000,000anc over 3,606,875 53*
a 30 percent withholding tax.

* For tax year 1993 the lowest rate is set at 18 percent and the highest
Payments in considerationof independentprofessional,ar- rate, at 50 percent (on taxable income in excess of 12,000,000Ptas.).
tistic or sporting activities are subject to withholdingat the
rate of 15 percent.

3. Average rates
The general withholding rate on investment income (i.e.
dividends, interest, royalties and similar payments) is 25 The taxpayer's irregular taxable base component is subject
percent with two exceptions: interest on Treasury bonds is to IRPF at the higher average rate of:

exempt from withholding tax and (a notional) interest on - the one resulting from applying the progressive rates

AFRObonds is subject to a 55 percent final withholdingtax. to 50 percent of the taxpayer's irregular taxable base
or

Exceptionally,however, a 50 percent reductionin the appli- portion;
the one resulting from applying the progressive rates to-

cable withholding tax rate applies to taxpayers resident in the taxpayer'sordinaryassessablebase (i.e. the amount
the Spanish territories in North Africa (Ceuta, Melilla and resulting from dividing the income tax liability assessed
the dependencies of Alhucemas, Vlez de la Gomera and

on the taxpayer's ordinary taxable income componentChafarinas) in respect of income from dependent or inde- by such taxable income and multiplying it by 100).
pendent servces rendered or capital generated in such ter-
ritories. Where the average rate applicable to the trader's orprofes-
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sional's ordinary taxable base exceeds 35 percent (i.e. the organizing the events for Madrid, cultural capital of
current corporate tax rate), the taxpayer's liability is re- Europe in 1992.
duced by the amountresulting from applyingthe excess rate
to the capital gains included in the ordinary taxable income 5. Investmentcredits
from business or professional activities.

(a) Non-entrepreneurs
Gains from the disposal of other assets privately owned by
the individual trader or professional which constitute part Taxpayersother than businessmenand independentprofes-
of his net wealth are taxed under the general rules on capital sionals may take the following investment credits for 1992.

gains. (1) On qualifying insurance premiums:
10 percent of premiums paid for life and disability-

4. Tax due insurance (except in the case of deferred capital
The amount of tax is the sum of the tax liabilities assessed insurance contracts) paid to entities legally auth-
on both portions (ordinary and irregular) of the taxpayer's orized to operate in Spain, provided the beneficiary
assessable base. is the taxpayer or the spouse, or an ascendant or

descendant or a member of the family unit which
took out the policy; and

J. Tax credits - a further 10 percent credit in respect of voluntary
contributionsto mutual insurancesocietiesor funds

1. Family credits covering death or disability risks where such con-

For 1992, the credits available on the basis of the taxpayer's tributions are not deductible for the taxpayer.
family circumstancesare as follows: (2) On cultural assets: a credit of 15 percent of the cost of

for each unmarried dependent child under 30 years of acquisition,upkeep, repair, restoration,promotionand-

age (unless disabled)with an annual incomenot exceed- exhibition of tangible assets of cultural interest regis-
lng the officially fixed annual minimum salary: 20,000 teredwith the NationalHeritagewhich must be held for

Ptas.; at least three years.28
for each dependent/ascendent under 75 years of age (3) On dwelling-houses: 15 percent of the cost incurred-

with an annual income not exceedingthe officially fixed during the year for the purchase or restoration of the
annual minimum salary: 15,000 Ptas. (30,000 Ptas. if taxpayer's prmary residence (which must be continu-
the dependent/ascendentis 75 years or older); ously used as the habitual abode of the taxpayer, his
for each taxpayer who is 65 or older: 15,000 Ptas.; and spouse or minor children for a minimumperiodof three-

for each disabled taxpayer and unmarried dependent years).-

child or dependent/ascendantwith an annual income For the purpose of these credits, the combined sum of the
not exceeding the officially fixed minimum salary: amount spent on the above investments (referred to in 5)50,000 Ptas. (this credit may be taken in addition to any and the value of qualifying gifts may not exceed 30 percentother personal allowances). of the taxpayer's assessable base. Accordingly, in order to

correctly compute the amount of credits for investments,2. Employment income credit one must first calculate the taxpayer's taxable base for that
The new employmentincome credit is a lump sum of 25,200 year, to take into account the 30 percent limit of such base
Ptas. for each earner in a family household filing a joint which is the maximum of the investments (except business
return, and for each employee filing an individual return investments)qualifying for relief.
where his annual net earnings from employment exceed
1,800,000Ptas. (provided that net non-employmentincome (b) Individualentrepreneurs
is less than 2,000,000Ptas.). Formula-basedcredits apply to Individual traders and self-employedprofessionals and ar-
lower income. tistes determining their taxable base under the direct

method enjoy the same investment incentives as are availa-
3. Health expenses credit ble to corporate entrepreneurs and at the same rates and
Medicaicosts entitle the taxpayerto a healthexpensescredit limits. However, such credit limits are applied to the income

equal to 15 percent of substantiatedexpenses incurred be- tax liability resulting after the family tax credit, the health
cause of illness, accident or disabilityof the taxpayeror any expenses credit, the investment credit for non-entrepre-
dependent, or due to medical care and hospitalizationas a neurs and the credit for tenancy costs have been taken into
result of the birth of a taxpayer's child, as well as premiums account.

paid for medical insurance. In addition to the general investmentcredit, there are three
special credit schemes.29

4. Qualifying gifts credit

Credits on qualifying gifts for 1992 are: 6. Miscellaneouscredits
15 percent of the value of cultural interest assets do- The following additional credits available:

-

are
nated to the State, the Autonomous Regions, local
authorities, public bodies or universities which have (a) Domesticdividends received
been officially declared charities of public cultural in- Ten percent of the gross domestic-source dividends and

terest, the Spanish Red Cross, the Catholic Church and similar distributions received from companies which paid
legally recognized non-Catholic religious associations;
and 28. Qualifyingassets include Spanish-situstangible movable and immov-

10 percent of the value of donations to State companies able property having artistic, historical, paleontological, archeological,-

organizing the 1992 Universal Exhibition in Seville and ethnological,scientificor technical interest (includingdocumentsand bib-

the quincentenary celebrations of the discovery of the liographic assets, archeological zones and deposits, natural sites, gardens
and parks with an artistic, historical or anthropological value).American continent, to the Organizing Committee of 29. As additional investmentcredits, three special schemes are available

the Barcelona 1992 Olympic Games or the consortium for investments carried out in accordance with plans and programmesset
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normal corporatetax may be creditedagainst the recipient's the date of the marriage through 31 Decemberof that
income tax. This credit is also availableto residentrecipients year).
of dividends from quoted portfolio investment companies
(which are subject to a reduced corporate tax of one per- B. Advancepaymentscent).
For foreign-sourcedividends and similar distributions, the Self-employed professionals, artistes and individual entre-

recipient is granted ordinary credit relief (see below). preneurs are currently required to file quarterlyreturns and

(b) Income derived in the Spanish territories in North to make advance payments by 5 May, August and

Africa
Novemberof the current year and 5 Februaryof the follow-

A rebateof 50 percentof the income tax liabilityattributable ing year; the payments are creditable against the final in-

to any income (including capital gains) derived from the come tax liability for the current year. The statutory

Spanish territories in North Africa (Ceuta, Melilla and the minimum of each prepaymentis 20 percent of the net busi-

dependencies of Alhucemas, Vlez de la Gomera and the ness or professionalincome derived in each quarter less any

Chafarina Islands) is granted. This rebate does not apply to
related withholdings.

taxpayers who are non-resident in such territories, except
for dividends and distributions by companies resident and C. Final return
with an exclusive business purpose in such territories and
income from permanent establishmentstherein. Resident taxpayers must complete and file with the compe-

(c) Tenancy costs
tent local tax office an annual income tax return. However,
no return need be filed if the taxpayer's 1992 net employ-A new credit equal to the lower of 75,000 Ptas. and 15 ment income alone or togetherwith a maximumof 250,000

percent of the annual rent paid for a residential dwelling is Ptas. gross investment income and capital gains totals less
available to tenants whose annual net income does not ex- than 1,000,000 Ptas. (1,200,000 Ptas. for a pensioner and
ceed 2,000,000 Ptas., where the annual rent paid for the for taxpayers filing a joint return).31home exceeds ten percent of such net income.

(d) Daycareexpenses
As a general rule, self-assessmentof the tax is mandatory
for all taxpayers. A joint annual return filed by a household

A new credit equal to the lower of 25,000 Ptas. and 15
percentof the expenses incurredby a taxpayerwhose annual

must be signed by all memberswho are 18 years of age. The

net income does not exceed 2 million Ptas. (4,000,000Ptas.
tax liability must be paid by 20 June (30 June for taxpayers
entitled to a refund) of the next year. Any outstanding tax

if both parentsworkoutside the home) in respectof children liability may be paid in two instalments: 60 percent by 20
under three years of age in daycare centres. June and the remaining 40 percent by 5 November of the

(e) Municipalurban landappreciationtax current year.32
Seventy-five percent of the amount paid in the tax year Where, upon verification by the tax administration, the
concerned for the municipal urban land appreciation tax withholdings and payments on account exceed the final tax
(see below) s available as a credit, where the appreciation for the current year, the tax admnistrationmust completeconstitutes a capital gain effectively subject to IRPF.

a provisional assessment within six months of the filing
(f) Advancepayments and withholdings deadline (i.e. by 31 December of that year). Where the
Advance paymentsmade throughout the year by individual amountof tax liability resultingfrom thatprovisionalassess-

entrepreneursand any withholdingof tax other than the 55 ment is less than the sum of withholdingsand prepayments,
percent withholdingtax on AFRObonds which is a final tax the excess is automaticallyrefunded within 30 days.
may be set off against the taxpayer's final income tax liabil-

ity.
out (i) by State companies organizing the Seville EXPO '92 and the quin-

7. Double taxation relief centenarycelebrationsof the discovery of America, (ii) by the Organizing
Committee of the 1992 Olympic Games in Barcelona and (iii) by the

As a unilateralmeasure for the avoidanceofdouble taxation consortiumorganizing the events, in connection with Madrid, the cultural
of income,3o Spain uses the ordinary credit method, under capital of Europe for 1992.
which a resident taxpayer with foreign-source income may This additionalcredit is 15% of the total considerationinvolved (excluding
credit against his Spanish IRPF liability the lower of the any related interest and indirect taxes). The 15% credit applies separately
effective amount of tax paid abroad on the related foreign- to investmentsin new tangible fixed assets; restorationof qualifyingbuild-

source income or capital gain; and the Spanish IRPF at- ings and improvement of facades, the environment and public places;
tributable to the related foreign-source income and capital creation and design of books and prototypesof films, records or tapes for

gains. television; expenses incurred in Spain or abroad on promotion, publicity
and marketingover a period exceedingone year; research expenditureon

topics related to the discovery of the American continent and expenses

IV. ADMINISTRATION
related to R&D programmes nvolvng computer technology, telecom-

munications, construction, transportation and protection of new

techniques or products related directly to EXPO '92 and the quincente-
A. Assessment nary.

The sum of all these additional investment credits is limited to 25% of the
As a general rule, the tax period coincideswith the calendar individual investor's income tax liability and any unused credit may be

year. However, the tax period is less than one year: carried over to the next four taxable periods, with a 25% limitation in each

for a taxpayer who dies before 31 December of that period.-

year;
30. For detals on the treaty relief under the Spanish comprehensive tax

for spouses filing a joint return, if the marriage is annul- see supra at
-

treaty network, note 23, Secs. 14. and 15.1.2. and 15.1.3.

led or a divorce or separation under court order is 31. The 2% value of the taxpayer'sresidencewhich is imputed (notional)
ncome is excluded from this computation.

granted or if either of the unmarried or separated pa- 32. These are the current rules set forth in the regulation to the former
rents dies; and IRPF Act which remains applicable,pursuant to Final Provision2(2) Para.
for a newly married couple filing a joint return (from 2 of the IRPF, until the IRPF regulation is published.-- new new
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If the tax administrationdoes not complete the provisional rate on branch profits remitted to the head office is 51.25
assessmentwithin a six-monthperiod, then the excess must percent).
be refundedex oficiowithin the next month(i.e. in January
of the following year). (b) Income or gains deriveddirectly
Interest on late payments of tax due within the voluntary (i) gross income in general (i.e. dividends and similar dis-
complianceperiod is 12 percent for 1991. Interest on over- tributions, interest (excluding interest on public bonds
due tax payments is not tax-deductible. and interest on securities derived by EC residents),

royalties, insurancepremiums,wages, pensionsexceed-
lng 1,500,000 Ptas. per year, professional fees, rents

V. TAX LIABILITY OF NON-RESIDENTS and income imputed to owner-occupiedhouses: 25 per-
cent;

A. Introduction (ii) gross pensions not exceeding 1,500,000 Ptas. per year
and wages of certain personnel servicing Spanish dip-Non-resident individualsare liable to IRPF on any Spanish- lomatic missions or consulates abroad: 8 percent;

source income and capital gains and net wealth tax and (iii) overhead expenses allocated by the non-residenthead
immovableproperty tax if they own Spanish-situs property. office to its Spanish permanent establishment (which

are deemed to be income derived by the head office
B. IRPF directly): 14 percent;

(iv) adjusted income (i.e. gross income less expenses paid
1. Taxable income in Spain on payroll and necessary purchases of goods)

from (professional or artistic) services rendered in and/
A non-resident individual is liable to IRPF in respect of or paid by a resident of Spain, technical assistance,Spanish-source income and capital gains. Spanish-source installation or assembly costs on registered engineeringincome comprises, inter alia, income paid by resident indi- contracts and, in general, business activities in Spainvidual entrepreneursor independentprofessionals,resident without a permanent establishment: 25 percent;legal persons or public or prvate entities, and permanent V) reinsurancepremiums: 4 percent; and
establishmentssituated in Spain. v, capital gains: 35 percent.
Unless a tax treaty provides otherwise, the non-resident

Non-resident taxpayers deriving Spanish-source income di-status of a taxpayermust be proven to the tax administration
rectly are subject to IRPF separately in respect of each itemvia evidence that (a) he has remained 183 days or more in

that year in another country; or (b) the centre of his vital of income and capital gain. They are under a statutory
interests or his business or professional activities are not in obligation to use Form 210,33 which must be signed and filed

Spain; or (c) his (not legally separated) spouse or his minor by the local representative or the payer with the local tax

dependent children do not qualify as residents of Spain.
office of the representativeor payer's fiscal domicile within
25 calendar days after the accrual of income. The date of

In the absence of a tax treaty, a non-resident is liable to accrual is deemed to be:
IRPF if he has a permanent establishment in Spain, in - in respect of income, the date on which payment is due
respectof the entire income from Spanishor foreign sources or actually made, if this date is earlier;
attributable to such establishment;and if he does not oper- - ln respect of imputed income on owner-occupied resi-
ate through a permanentestablishmentin Spain, separately dences, on 31 Decemberof the year concerned; and
in respect of each accrual of Spanish-source income and - in respect of capital gains, the date of the underlying
capital gains. transfer.

All non-resident individuals who do not have a permanent For payments in foreign exchange, the self-assessmentmust
establishmentin Spain, but who derive income from or own be made by applying the selling rate of exchangeprevailing
property in Spain are requiredto appoint a local representa-
tive in Spain and notify the tax administration within two

on the latest day of quotation immediately preceding the
date of filing Form 210.

months of the appointment. Non-compliance may be
penalized by an administrative fine ranging from 25,000 to In principle, income may be transferred abroad after the
2,000,000 Ptas. The appointee and, where appropriate, the local tax authorities have signed and sealed Form 210.
local payer of income or depository of securities in Spain,
are severally liable to the tax authorities. The following items are not taxable in Spain because they

are deemed not to be Spanish-source income:
2. Tax rates - dividends, interest and capital gains derived directly by

non-resident investors from securities issued in SpainSpanish-sourceincome and capitalgainsderivedby non-res- by non-residents, regardless of the residence of the fi-
ident individuals who reside in non-treaty countries are nancial institution acting as agent in the payment, is-
subject to a final limited income tax at the following rates:

suance or transfer of such securities;
interest and capital gains from public bonds derived-

(a) Income or gains derived through a permanent
establishment

Income of a permanent establishment is classified as busi-
ness or professional income. The net profit is computed 33. Form 210 consists of five major parts:

pursuant to the rules applicable to resident taxpayers. (a) identification data relating to the local representative and the payor

Thirty-five percent on net profit (i.e. gross business or pro- (if this is not the representative);
fessional income less related income-generatingexpenses); (b) information regarding the type of taxable income and whether or not

a tax treaty applies;
a 25 percent remittance surtax applies to any after-tax pro- (c) determination of the taxable base and self-assessmentof the tax;
fits remitted abroad by a Spanish permanentestablishment (d) payment receipt from a local bank or tax office; and
of a foreign individualor corporateperson (i.e. the effective (e) verification by the tax authorities.
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directly by the non-resident bondholders (unless resi- exclusivelyto the owneror registeredholderof the underly-
dent in a tax haven);34 ing property item.
income and capitalgains arisingupon the lease or supply Non-resident individuals are required to appoint a local

-

of containers or vessels and aircraft in bare skull,
operating in international shipping or air traffic; representative (who is jointly and severally liable for pay-
dividends from listed portfolio investment companies

ment of the tax to the tax administration)and to notify the
-

administrationwithin two monthsof the appointment.Non-and profit distributionsfrom portfolio investmentfunds
derived by residents in other EC countries; and compliance may be penalized by a minimum fine of 25,000
interest and capital gains from movable capital (i.e.

Ptas. and a maximum fine of 2,000,000Ptas. However, as a
-

transition rule, non-resident owners of Spanish-situsprop-ownership rights in companies, receivables, deposits have a compliance deadline of 31 December 1991.and loans) derived directly by residents in other EC erty
countries (unless resident in a tax haven). However,
unless a tax treaty provides otherwise, capital gains are B. Taxable wealthdeemed to be Spanish source, thus taxable in Spain,
where derived by EC residents from the alienation of 1. Valuation rules
ownership rights (i.e. shares, participating interests,
etc.) in a companyor entity, the assets of which mainly Immovableproperty in general is valued at the higherof the
consst, directly or indirectly, of Spanish-situs immova- cadastralvalue, the value ascertainedby the tax administra-
ble property (mainly meaningthat the immovableprop- tion for other taxes, or the actual acquisition price.
erty assets of that companyor entity are greater than its Assets (other than immovable property) attached to busi-movable property assets);35 or

ness or professional activities are valued according to theirin which the taxpayer (or his spouse or close relative) book value.
-

has had, directly or indirectly, a substantial participa-
tion (minimum 25 percent) over the 12-month period Quoted securities(includingshares) are valued accordingto

prior to the alienation. their averagequotatonprice in the last quarterof the year.
37

Unquoted securities (not shares) are valued according to

C. Anti-avoidancemeasures their nominal value, including any amortization or reim-
bursementpremiums.

There are two anti-avoidancemeasures concerning immov- Unquoted shares and participation rights are valued pur-able property. suant to the book value reflected in the company's last
Resident (individual or corporate) purchasers of Spanish- approved balance sheet provided it has been audited. If the
situs immovableproperty from non-resident (individual or balance sheet has not been audited, such shares and rights
corporate) owners without a permanent establishment in are appraised at the higher of:

Spain must withhold as non-resident's tax liability (on the - the nominal value;
eventualcapitalgain) 10 percentof the transactedprice (but
not if the property was owned for more than 20 years prior
to the sale and the property was not improved during that
period). If the tax is not withheld, the underlyingproperty

34. There are 48 tax havens listed in Royal Decree 1,080/1991 of 5 July
is liable for the tax due, i.e. the tax administrationcan place

1991, effective 15 July 1991:
In the Americas:-

a lien on the property. Panama, the Falkland Islands, all of the Caribbean islands and Bermuda
A special immovableproperty tax must be paid annuallyby (excluding Cuba, Haiti, Dominican Republic, Puerto Rico, the French

any non-treaty country company holding Spanish-situs im- overseas departments and St. Kitts-Nevis);
In Europe:-

movable property or rights in rem or enjoyment thereto of Isle of Man and the Channel Islands, Andorra, Gibraltar, Monaco, San
five percent of the updatedcadastralvalue which is deducti- Marino, Malta, Liechtenstein,Cyprus and Luxembourg(only in respect of
ble for corporate tax purposes. The tax is due by 31 De- Luxembourgexempt holding companies);
cember of each year.36- - In Africa:

Liberia,Mauritiousand SeychellesRepublicand the MiddleEastcountries
Jordan, Lebanon, Bahrain, United Arab Emirates and Oman;

VI. THE (NEW) NET WEALTH TAX
- In Asia and the Pacific:
Macao, Hong Kong, Singapore, Brunei, the Marianas, Nauru, Solomon
Islands, Vanuatu, Fiji and the Cook Islands.

A. Taxablepersons 35. Note that Spain retains its full taxing right to impose the tax on gains
derived by non-residents from the disposition of shares in a foreign com-

Resident individualsare subject to net wealth tax in respect pany where the assets of that companyare mainly Spanish-situsimmovable
of their worldwide assets. Each resident taxpayer must file property.
a return if his taxable base (i.e. his net wealth) amounts to 36. This tax is not chargeable to

more than 15,000,000 Ptas. or if his assets are valued at - foreign States and public entities and international organizations;
more than 100,000,000 Ptas. Non-resident individuals are

-- entities which were resident prior to 4 August 1990 in a country with

liable to net wealth tax only in respect of assets situated or
which Spain had a tax treaty including a clause on exchange of infor-

deemed situated in Spain, regardless of the value of their mation, in respect of immovableproperty or rights held prior to such
date;

net wealth. entities carrying on in the regular course of business economic ac--

Assets and related deductions are attributed to the indi- tivities different from those of the immovable property items subject
vidual owners. Spouses are required to file individual re-

to the special tax;

turns to be taxed separately. If spouses are married under
- entities verifying to the tax administration the source of the resources

invested in Spain and the identificationof the director indirectholders
a community property regime, the assets are attributed to of the company'scapital, committingthemselves to notify the compe-the spouses on a 50-50 basis, unless another method of tent authorities of any changes and the reason for such changes.
apportionmentcan be substantiated;andif they are married 37. This average quotation is published annually by the Ministry of
under a separate property regime, the assets are attributed Economy and Finance.
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the book value reflected in the company'slast approved may deduct only those burdens and encumbrancesaffecting-

balance sheet; and Spanish-situs assets or rights which are situated or may be
the price resulting from capitalizationat 12.5 percentof exercised or fulfilled in Spain, as well as borrowed capital-

the company's average profits (including any distribu- invested in such assets.
tions and allocations to reserve accounts other than
surplusesfrom authorizedrevaluationsof balance sheet 4. Assessable base
items) over the three previous tax periods. The assessable base is the amount on which tax is actually

Current/savings accounts and at-sight or term deposits are imposed.
appraised at the higher of the balance shown on 31 De- For a resident taxpayer, net wealth is reduced by a singlecember of the year; and the average balance for the last personal allowance (which functions as a tax-free amount)quarter of the year.38 of15,000,000Ptas. No allowanceis given to non-residents.
Where a liability arising on a borrowing is paid into any of
the above accounts within the last quarter of the year, such
liabilitymust not be deductedas a debtor taken into account C. Tax rates
for computing the average balance.

Life insurancepoliciesare valuedat their redemptionprice. Netwealth tax is leviedin accordancewithTable C below.

Annuity contracts are valued according to their capitaliza- Table C
tion value on 31 December.

Worksofart, antiquesand collector's items, jewellery,qual- Assessablebase Tax due on lower Marginal rate
ity skins or furs, cars, and motor cycles of 125 c.c. or more (million Ptas.) limit (Ptas.) on excess (%)
are valued according to market prices on 31 December.

Cars are valued under the rules set forth by the Ministry of O- 25 O 0.2

Economy and Finance for transfer tax purposes. 25- 50 50,000 0.3
50- 100 125,000 0.5

Liabilities are valued according to their nominalvalue on 31 100- 200 375,000 0.9
December and are deductible only if they are adequatelY 200- 400 1,275,000 1.3
substantiated. 400- 800 3,875,000 1.7

800-1,600 10,675,000 2. 1
1,600and over 27,475,000 2.5

2. Exempt property
Exemptions from tax are available in respect of the follow-
lng: D. Maximum tax burdenvs. statutory minimumtax(a) cultural interest assets registered with the National

Heritage;qualifyingassets comprisingSpanish-situsim- 1 Maximum tax burdenmovable property and tangible chattels having an artis- .

tic, historical,paleontological,archeological,ethnolog- The net wealth tax is not a deductible expense for IRPF
ical, scientific or technical interest (including docu- purposes.
ments and bibliographicassets, qualifyingarcheological However, the combinedamountof IRPF and net wealth tax
zones and deposits, natural sites, gardens and parks due by a resident taxpayermay not exceed 70 percent of hiswith an artistic, historical or anthropologicalvalue); total taxable base for IRPFpurposes. In determiningthis 70(b) household furnishings and personal belongings in gen- limit, that portion of the wealth liabilityeral. The exemption does not apply in respect of percent net tax

which correspondsto unproductiveproperty items for IRPFjewelry, furs and motorvehicleswith a cylindercapacity works of antiques, collector's items,equal to or exceeding 125 cc and crafts, works of art 9 purposes (i.e. art,
not account.and antiques,4ounless they are depositedby the owners jewelry, etc.) should be taken into

for a minimum period of three years with museums or

other qualifying charities for exhibition to the general 2. Statutory minimum tax
public;

(c) works of art owned by the artist; If the combinedamountof IRPF and net wealth tax exceeds
(d) consolidated entitlement of each participant in his pri- the 70 percent limit, the taxpayermay reducehis net wealth

vate pension plan; tax liability by the excess amount to a maximum reduction

(e) intellectual or industrial property rights under author of 80 percent of the net wealth tax liability originally calcu-
ownership and, in the case of industrial property, not lated. In other words, resident holders of large fortunes
attached to business activities. with very low income are now subject to a minimum tax of

20 percent of the net wealth tax liability as originally calcu-
lated, before applicationof the 70 percent rule.

3. Taxable base

The taxablebase is the net wealthof each taxpayer.The net 38. Note that the computationof this average balance does not take intowealth of a resident taxpayer is determinedby addingall his account funds withdrawn for purchasing property items included in theassets and deducting qualifying liabilities not attached to taxpayer's net wealth return or paying out or reducing existing liabilities.
exempt assets (i.e. only those burdens and encumbrances 39. Namely, paintings and drawings done entirely by hand, and
which effectively reduce the value of the underlying assets sculptures, engravings, prints and lithographs if they are original.
as well as substantiated debts for which the taxpayer is 40. Namely, tangible chattels suitable for use as ornaments- other than

accountable). works of art and collector's items - which are more than 100 years old and
whose original features have not been altered by modification or repairIn computing the net wealth of a non-resident taxpayer, he during the last 100 years.
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E. Double taxation relief Table D

There is a unilateral measure for the avoidance of double
taxationof capital,41 pursuant to which ordinarycredit relief Rate on urban Rate on rural

is available to resident individual taxpayersowningforeign-
immovable land

situs property. Such taxpayers may credit against their property

Spanish net wealth tax liability the lowerof the effective net (maximum%) (maximum%)
wealth (or comparable) tax paid abroad on the foreign-situs
property and the Spanish net wealth tax attributableto such upto 5,000 inhabitants 0.85 0.65

foreign-situsproperty. upto 20,000 inhabitants 0.95 0.75

upto 50,000 inhabitants 1.0 0.8

up to 100,000 inhabitants 1.05 0.85

Vll. LOCALTAXES morethan 100,000 inhabitants 1.1 0.9

A. Introduction
which rural land occupies more than 80 perent of the total

The local tax system contains five municipal taxes: municipal area may increase the rate(s) for rural land by
(1) the immovable property tax (effective 1 January 1990 0.15 percentage points.

and which forms the cornerstone of the municipal tax

scheme); C. Motorvehiclestax
(2) the motor vehicles tax (effective 1 January 1990);
(3) the tax on economic (business and professional) ac- This tax is chargeable to the registered owners of motor-

tivities (to be effective 1 January 1992, replacing the propelled land vehicles of any type or category. The basic
current business and professional licence tax and the tax for private passenger cars ranges from 2,000 Ptas. (for
business premises location tax); those under 8 horsepower) to 14,200 Ptas. (for those over

(4) the (licence) tax on construction and installation pro- 16 horsepower).
jects (effective 1 January 1990); and

(5) the urban land appreciation tax (effective 1 January Municipalitiesmay increase the basic tax, according to the

1990). population, by a maximum of 40 percent (for up to 5,000
inhabitants), 60 percent (for up to 20,000 inhabitants), 70

The first three taxes are mandatory for all municipalities; percent (up to 50,000 inhabitants), 80 percent (for up to
the last two are optional. 100,000 inhabitants)and 100 percent (for those municipali-
To mitigate double taxation of the same event at the State ties with more than 100,000 inhabitants).
and municipal levels, alllocal taxes (except the motor vehi-
cles tax) may be treated as income-relatedexpenses and are D. Tax on economicactivities
thus deductible for income tax purposes.

From 1 January 1992 the former business/professional li-
B. Immovableproperty tax cence tax is replaced by a (similar) tax, the tax on economic

activities.
The immovable property tax is levied on the owners of or The new tax is levied annually on registered individual and
holders of a life interest in Spanish-situs urban and rural corporate persons conducting business or professional ac-
immovableproperty. tivities within the territory of each municipality. The
The taxable base is the updatedcadastralvalue. For tax year minimum rates (Tariffs) set by the State may be adjustedby
1991, the updated cadastral value of urban and rural prop- the municipalities. However, the amount of tax resulting
erty is the cadastralvalue on 31 December 1990 indexed by from application of the effective rates may not exceed 15
5 percent and 50 percent, respectively. percent of the deemed average net profit notionally attri-

buted to the activity concerned. This local tax is and will be
The basic rates are 0.4 percent (for urban immovableprop- treated as a deductible expense for businessmenand inde-
erty) and 0.3 percent (for rural land). However, these rates pendent professionals.
may be increased to maximumeffective rates of 1.3 percent
(for urban real estate) and 1.2 percent (for rural real estate) 1. Tariffs
as follows: those municipalities which have indexed or in-
creased their cadastral values may reduce the basic rates of The Tariffs apply accordingto the classificationof economic

tax to 0.1 percent and 0.075 percent, respectively. The re-
activities in three sections.

duced basic rates may only be applied during the first three-
year period after the effectivedate of indexationor increase. (a) Section 1

On the other hand, municipalities may apply higher basic Entrepreneurialactivities are grouped into nine divisions as

rates, based on the population (Table D). follows:
(1) energy and water (e.g. extraction of crude oil/gas:

A municipality which (1) is the capital of any of the 50 14,100 Ptas. per worker plus 10,300 Ptas. per Kw; dis-
provinces or 17 Autonomous Communities; (2) provides tribution of crude oil/gas: quotas in Ptas.: 500,000
collective transportation services by land; and/or (3) pro- (minimum municipal) plus 2,000,000 (provincial) plus
vides more public services than required by law may in- 7,000,000 (national);
crease the above maximum rates by 0.07 percentagepoints (2) mining, quarrying and chemical industries (e.g. extrac-
(0.06 percentagepoints for municipalitiesin (3)) for each or tion and preparationof iron: 432 Ptas. per worker plus
any of the three qualifying criteria in respect of urban im-
movable property. For rural land, the increase for each or

any of the three qualifying criteria is 0.06, 0.05 and 0.06 41. For details on the treaty relief under the Spanish comprehensive tax

percent, respectively. In addition, those municipalities in treaty network, see supra note 23, at Sec. 15.3.2.
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407 Ptas. per Kw.; other metals: 510 Ptas. per worker (4) other manufacturing industries (e.g. industrial/textile
plus 550 Ptas. per Kw.); engineer: 37,000 Ptas.);

(3) metal manufactureand precision mechanics (e.g. man- (5) construction (e.g. architect: 47,000 Ptas.);
ufacture/assembly of automobiles and engines: 720 (6) trade and hotel/restaurantbusiness (e.g. a trade agent:
Ptas. per worker plus 410 per Kw.; precision instru- 29,000 Ptas.);
ments: 1,160Ptas. perworkerplus 870 Ptas. perKw.); (7) trans ort and communications (in general: 34,800

(4) other manufacturing industries (e.g. olive oil: 2,820 Ptas
Ptas. per worker plus 1,610 Ptas. per Kw.; wine: 3,080 (8) finance, legal, insurance and hiring (e.g. insurance
Ptas. per worker plus 2,210 Ptas. per Kw.); broker: 40,800 Ptas.; lawyer: 42,900 Ptas.; notary:

(5) construction(e.g. construction,repair, upkeepofbuild- 120,000 Ptas.); and
ings): (9) other services (e.g. higher education professor: 19,300

Ptas.; general physician: 40,000 Ptas.; medical
Table E specialist: 47,000 Ptas.; painter/sculptor/craftsman:

18,300 Ptas.).
Minimum municipal Provincial National The total tax consists of the basic quotas (as mentionedquota (Ptas.) quota (Ptas.) quota (Ptas.) above) multipliedby the area in m2 of the business/profes-

upto 10,000 28,,000 510,000 2,550,000 sional premises.
up to 40,000 32,000 id id
upto1OO,000 62,000 id id Anyprofessionalscommencingtheirpracticeas of 1 January
up to 500,000 80,000 id id 1992 will pay only 50 percent of the appropriate tax (quota)
over 500,000 102,000 id id during the first five-year period.
(6) trade, hotel/restaurant repairs (e.g. wholesale of any (c) Section 3

merchandise: quota of 700,000Ptas.; hotels: 4,000 Ptas.
per room (if rated five star grand luxury), 2,800 Ptas. Artistic activities are broken down into five groups:
(if rated five stars), and 1,600, 900, 700 and 550 Ptas. (1) cinema/theatre/circus(e.g. any actor: 29,000 Ptas.)
per room (if rated four, three, two or one stars, respec- '3j music (e.g. singer: 26,000 Ptas.)tively; repair of automobiles: 4,530 Ptas. per worker S.
plus 1,960 Ptas. per Kw.; for industrialmachines: 2,500 4) sports (e.g. soccer player or trainer: 30,000 Ptas.)

5) bullfighting shows (e.g. principal bullfighter: 53,000Ptas. per worker plus 1,570 Ptas. per Kw.); /!/
(2) dance (e.g. dancer: 21,000 Ptas.)

(7) transport and communications(e.g. international ship- Ptas.).
ping (other than crude oil and gas): national quota of
550 Ptas. per ship and fare's seat (for passengers trans- 2. Quotasport) or 80 Ptas. per ship and ton to a maximumof 2,500
tons; internationalair transport: national quota per air- The quotas in the Tariffs are classified in termsof the follow-
craft and seat: 2,900 Ptas. (for passenger transport),or ing:
600 Ptas. for each 100 kg or fraction thereofof transport - municipalminimumquotas (entitlingthe registeredper-
capacity of each aircraft); son to conduct activitieswithin the appropriatemunici-

(8) finance, insurance, supplyof services to enterprisesand pal area);
rentals (e.g. for each office): - provincial quotas (payment of which entitles the regis-

tered person to conduct activities within the provincial
Table F area without having to pay any municipal minimum

quota); and
national quotas (payment of which entitles the regis--

Town's population Quota (Ptas.) tered to conduct activities anywhere in Spainperson
banks leasing co. life without having to pay any municipal minimum or pro-

nsuranceco. vincial quotas).
UP to 10,000 42,000 13,000 17,000 The minimum amount of any quotas (excluding activities
upto 40,000 60,000 18,000 31,000 qualifying for a zero-rated quota) is 6,000 Ptas.
upt0100,000 154,000 46,000 50,000
up to 500,000 217,000 65,000 85,000 Municipalities may increase the minimum quotas set forth
over 500,000 280,700 83,000 110,000 in the Tariffsby applyinga single coefficientcomprehensive

for all activities carried on within its territory as shown in
(9) other services (including those relating to farming, Table G.

sewerage/cleaning, education/research, health/veteri-
nary services, recreational/culturalservices, etc.). Table G

(b) Section 2 Inhabitants Maximumcoefficient

Professional activities are grouped into nine divisions as Upto 5,000 1.4
follows: Up to 20,000 1.6
(1) farming (comprisingagriculture,stock raising, hunting, Upto 50,000 1.7

forestry and fisheries) (e.g. a farming engineer: 32,500 Up to 100,000 1.8
Ptas.); Over 100,000 2.0

(2) energy, water, mining and chemical industry (e.g. a

mining engineer: 34,000 Ptas.); In addition to this coefficient, municipalitiesmay increase
(3) aeronautics, telecommunications and precision the minimum quotas by a minimum index of 0.5 and a

mechanics (e.g. telecommunicationsengineer: 43,700 maximumof2.5. The 0.5 minimum is compulsoryfor munic-
Ptas.) ipalities which do not use another scale.
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In addition 0.4 percentof the profits from businessactivities case of inheritancesand gifts) and the alienator (in the case
must be paid as an annual registrationfee (which is a deduc- of transfers for consideration).
tible expense) by all resident individuals carrying on entre-
preneurial activities to the appropriate Chamber of Com- The taxable base is determinedby multiplyingthe appropri-
merce, Industry and Navigation.

ate percentage (which depends on the population of the
town and the maximum appreciation period, according to
Table I below) by the actual number of complete years

E. Tax on constructionand installationprojects involved.

This is a tax levied on the effectivecost ofworks, installation Table I

projects or construction activities which require the prior
permissionof the municipal authorities. Maximum period

5 years 10 years 15 years 20 years
Individualor corporateowners of the worksorbuildingsare

liable to the tax. The basic tax rate is two percent, but it can upto 50,000 inhabitants 2.2-2.6% 2.0-2.4% 2.1-2.5% 2.2-2.6%
be increased by the municipalitiesto the maximum rates as 100,000 inhabtants 2.3-2.7% 2.1-2.5% 2.2-2.6% 2.3-2.7%
shown in Table H. 500,000 inhabitants 2.4-2.8% 2.2-2.6% 2.3-2.7% 2.4-2.8%

1 million inhabitants 2.5-2.9% 2.3-2.7% 2.4-2.8% 2.5-2.9%
Table H over 1 million inhabitants 2.6-3.0% 2.4-2.8% 2.5-2.9% 2.5-2.9%

Inhabitants Maximum rate % The tax liability is assessed by applying to the resulting
taxable base the appropriate rate (fixed by the municipali-

up to 5,000 2.4
ties, depending on their population, within the minimum/

upto 20,000 2.8 maximum rates given in Table J:
upto 50,000 3.2
UP to 100,000 3.6

Table J
over 100,000 4.0

Minimum rate Maximum rate

F. Municipalurban land appreciationtax (in %) (in %)

This is a local tax which may be levied, at the discretion of up to 5,000 inhabitants 16 26

the municipality, on the basis of the appreciation in the up to 20,000 inhabitants 17 27

officialvalueof urban sites and land over a maximumperiod upto 50,000 inhabitants 18 28

of 20 years on transfers for considerationor by inheritance up to 100,000 inhabitants 19 29

or gift. The person liable to the tax is the transferee (in the over 100,000 inhabitants 20 30
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RESEARCHAND DEVELOPMENTEXPENSES
IN SPAIN

KPMG Estudio Jurdico y Tributario

Both tax credits will be available if the research is carried
KPMG Estudio Jurdicoy Tributario s part of the interna- out by the taxpayer or by third parties under a research
tional organizationof KPMG. It is a Spanish law firm with a service agreement.To qualify for the tax credit, the research
highly qualifiedprofessionalstaff specializing in fiscal and must be carried out by a Spanish resident.
legal matters.

If the research is carried out by the taxpayer, the tax credit
base is the direct and indirect expenses involved in the

The term research and development ('R&D') was not research, and the tax credit must be applied to the CIT

defined in Spanish law until the new General Accounting return of the years in which the expenses are incurred.

Plan was published in the Official State Gazette on 27 De- If the research is carried out by a third party, the tax credit
cember 1990. In that legal text, researchanddevelopment base is the amount stated in the agreement. The tax credit
is defined broadly. Research is an original and planned must be applied to the CIT return of the year in which the
investigation, aimed at discovering new knowledge and a agreement is signed. However, if the term of the agreement
better comprehensionin technicaland scientificfields. De- is more than two years, the tax credit can be applied to the
velopment is defined as the concrete application of CIT returns corresponding to the fiscal years during the
achievementsin research, carried out until commercialpro- agreement in question.
duction is commenced. No specific activities are mentioned
or expressly included in these definitions. In any case, the tax credit base cannot include interest paid

on loans incurred to carry out the research,whetherdirectly
or through an agreementwith a third party.

TAX TREATMENTOF R&D EXPENSES As mentioned above, CIT regulations do not provide an

explicit definition of R&D expenses, but they do establish
As a general rule companiesare subject to corporateincome the cases in which R&D tax credits cannot be applied:
tax (CIT) at a rate of 35 percent on their gross income, - for amounts incurred in the acquisition or creation of
less deductible expenses. To be deductible, expenses must managementor administrativesystems or procedures;
be necessary to obtain income, properly documented and - for amounts invested in R&D for the benefit of third
recorded in the year in which they are incurred. Although parties; and
R&D expenses in principle fall within the scope of deducti- - for the acquisition of R&D programmes which were
ble expenses, a ruling by the Spanish Tax Authorities has previously recorded as fixed assets of the seller.
established that such expenses must be recorded as assets in
the company's balance sheet until the project is completed
or terminated. Consequently,these expenses are not consi- TAX TREATMENTOF TECHNOLOGYTRANSFERS
dered to be deductible in the year they are incurred.

Once the R&Dproject is successfullycompleted,it becomes The transferof technologyis usually made through a licens-

an intangible asset for the companywhich, in principle, can ing agreement or through a sales agreement.
be depreciatedaccording to a special plan that must be filed Licensing agreements normally give rise to royalties which
and approved by the tax authorities. If the R&D project is must be paid by the licensee to the licensor. Royalties are

unsuccessful, all expenses incurredwill be amortizable and defined in Spanish CIT Regulations in a similar way to the
can be freely depreciated over a maximum period of five definition found in the OECD model treaty, i.e. payments
years from the date on which the project fails. of any kind received as a considerationfor the use or right
In this regard and on the basis of Article 35 of the Spanish to use any copyright of a literary, artistic, informative or

Reconversionand ReindustrializationLaw, it can be ar-
scientificwork, includingcinematographicfilms, designs or

gued that equipment purchased for use in R&D projects models, plans, secret formulas or processes or for informa-

and buildings assigned to R&D activities can be freely de- tion concerning industrial, commercial or scientific experi-
preciated over five years and seven years, respectively.This ence.

law does not require the assets to be new, nor does it require Regardless of whether the transaction is effected by sale or
that the buildingsbe exclusivelyassignedto R&D activities. licence, CIT Regulations mandate that the valuation of

Companies which invest in R&D activities are offered cer-
transactions between related companies conform to the

tain tax benefits under Spanish tax legislation.Accordingto arm's length principle, that is, according to general market

the 1991 General Budget Law, taxpayers carrying out such prices.
activities may deduct both of the following investment tax It is difficult to determine marketprice on an arm's length
credits from the tax due: basis in each specific transaction since Spanish rules on 1

15 percent of intangible expenditures; such matters are neither precise nor clear. Rather, they-

30 percent of the acquisition value of fixed assets used refer to vague and general concepts, such as prices applied-

in R&D activities or programmes for new products or in similar transactionsmade on a similardate by non-related
industrialprocedures. parties, or commercialspread in similar transactions,so
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each operation must be analysed particularly to determine TAX TREATMENTOF COST-SHARING
whetheror not it conforms to market standards. ARRANGEMENTS
The sale of technology by a Spanish resident may give rise
to proceeds for the seller which, according to CIT Regula- Spanish legislation does not provide any specific definition

tions, are subject to taxation at the normal rate of 35 per- of cost-sharing arrangements. In principle the parties are

cent. entitled to enter this type of arrangement, and they may
include in the agreement any provisions they deem conve-

In respect of the tax treatment of the licensing of technol- nient.
ogy, two situatons must be distinguished.

Paymentsmade by a Spanish company to a foreigncompany
First, the amounts received by Spanish resident companies under a cost-sharing arrangement may be subject to with-
under licensing agreements granted to foreign parties are holding tax in Spain at the rate of 25 percent. As in the case

subject to taxation as ordinary income at the rate of 35 of transfers of technology this tax rate may be reduced or

percent. In principle the income tax levied by the licensee's avoided if the foreign company is resident n a tax treaty
country, if any, is creditable against the Spanish CIT liabil- country.
ity, but the amount of the tax credit may not be higher than
the tax due in Spain on this royalty if it had been obtained The deductibility of the cost-sharing payments made by a

in Spanish territory. Spanish company is subject to the same rules that apply to

R&D expenses.
On the other hand, paymentsmade by a Spanish licensee to

a foreign licensor for licences or other rights for the use of In order to make payments abroad under a cost-sharing
technology are subject to a withholding tax of 25 percent. arrangementsignedwith a non-residentparty, advancever-

However, under the tax treaties concluded by Spain, the ification must be obtained from the exchange control auth-

withholding tax rate for royalties may be reduced to 5,6 or orities.
10 percent, depending on the treaty. Payments receivedby Spanish companiesunder a cost-shar-

Payments made under transfer of technology agreements ing arrangement may decrease the value of the intangible
are deductible expenses for Spanish licensee companies if asset or the depreciableexpenses, thus not beingconsidered

such expenses meet the requirements discussed above, i.e. as taxable income.

the expenses are necessary to obtain income, properly There are no specific methods for cost allocation. The par-
documented in an invoice and recorded in the year in which ties to the arrangementmay in principle freelynegotiate the
they are incurred. conditions, although the allocated amounts should be jus-
Although transferof technology transactionsand payments tified.
thereunderare fully liberalizedand do not require approval Finally, Spanish companes involved in a cost-sharing ar-

of the tax authorities, such transfers do require advance rangementmay deduct 15 percent of the amount paid from
verification from the exchange control authorities. The ex- the tax due as an investment tax credit under the same

change control authorities may deny verification if the conditions as described above for R&D expenses.
charge clearly exceeds the real value of the technical assist-
ance rendered.
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THE SPANISHSYSTEM First government level tax appeal system

Taxable facts
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reconsideration

- accepted not accepted
I. INTRODUCTION

Economic-This article describes the various remedies available to a Administrative
taxpayer against a decision of the Spanish tax authorities. TribunalThe article addresses both the administrativeand the judi- - acceptedcial appeal systems. The term tax appeal in this article is
defined as the act by which a person challenges a decision not accepted
of the tax administrationand it includes appeals lodgedwith Ithe tax administration as well as those lodged with the -- not exceeding -- 3,000,000Ptas. tax
courts.1

50,000,000Ptas. base
In Spain a tax decision is deemed to have been taken by the Icompetent administrative agency rather than by an indi- exceedingvidual tax officer. It is the agency which has authority to
take decisions whereas the tax officer involved (or a groupof tax officers actingas a unit) is only instrumentalin making Superior Court _ Economic
the decision.2 Therefore, the taxpayer must address any Administrative
complaints to the tax administrationas such, and not to the CentralTribunal
individual tax officer. I
Article 24(1) of the Constitutionprovides for a coordinated exceeding National Court
system of taxpayer protection in which the tax administra- 500,000Ptas.
tion and the judiciary each play a role. Article 24(1) effec-
tively grants the taxpayer protection of his rights and in- No Yes Exceedingterests by giving him access to both administrativeand jud- 500,000Ptas.icial appeal systems.

._LBefore a taxpayer can avail himself of the appeal system, SupremeCourt Yes -- No
however, a tax assessment must be issued. The assessment
may be issued by the tax administrationor it may concern
a case of self-assessment(which may be checked by the tax END

administration).As a general rule a taxpayercannot use the
judicial appeal system until he has exhausted all available
administrative remedies.

Three areas of competence may be distinguished, i.e. that The central government appeal system is first described.
of the central government, the AutononousCommunities3 This will be followed by a summary of the rules applicable
and the local authorities.This divisionofcompetencyresults to the AutonomousCommunitiesand the local authorities.
in three parallel appeal systems. However, these systems The article concludes with an overall evaluation of the
share many common features so that it is possible to view Spanish appeal system.
them as a single system.

A. General

1. A narrower definition is found in Osborn's Concise Law Dictionary A diagram of the first government level tax appeal systemwhich states that a tax appeal is any proceeding taken to rectify an is set forth above.
erroneous decision of a court bringing it to a higher court.

The diagram with taxable events, which2. In some countries, such as the United Kingdom, the role of the tax commences may
officer is seemingly more predominant. consistofone or more facts, acts or activitieswhch generate
3. Spain is divided into 17 AutonomousCommunities (i.e. autonomous the imposition of a tax. The existence of a taxable event
regions). triggers an obligation to assess tax. Tax assessments are
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issued by the tax administration4in only a few cases since The taxpayermay challengea decisionof the TEARbefore
the Spanish system is primarilybased on self-assessment. In the Central EconomicAdministrativeTribunal (TEAC)
cases of self-assessment of tax, the administration should in Madrid, if the claim exceeds 3 million Ptas. or the data
review and approve the self-assessment. If the taxpayer relating to the tax base exceeds 50 million Ptas. The tax-
does not make a self-assessmentor makes an incorrectone, payer may appeal to the Superior Court if the above condi-
the tax administration will require the taxpayer to make a tions are not met.8
self-assessmentor to correct the assessmentsubmitted.Fail-
ure to comply may result in an ex officio assessmentby the A decision of the Superior Court may be appealed to the

tax administration. Supreme Court if the tax amount at issue exceeds 500,000
Ptas. A decision of the TEAC may be appealed to the

In those cases where it is primarily the tax administration's National Court in Madrid and from there the case may be

responsibility to issue a tax assessment, the taxpayer must taken to the Supreme Court (also in Madrid) if the tax
file a tax return prior to the assessment.5 amount at issue exceeds 500,000 Ptas.

If the tax administration is satisfied with the taxpayer's
return or self-assessmentit need not take furtheraction, i.e.
in such a case the administrationremainssilent. However, B. Typesof appealabledecisions
if the tax administration does issue an assessment it must

are two types tax assessment,
notify the taxpayer. If the taxpayerdisagreeswith the assess-

As mentioned above there of

ment or reassessment he may appeal to the agency of the i.e. an assessment imposed by the tax administration and

tax administrationwhich issued the assessment(appeal for one in the form of a self-assessed tax.

reconsideration),6 or alternatively to a Regional In order for a taxpayer to be able to lodge an appealhe must

TEAR) or Local Economic Administrative Tribunal show a decision of the tax administration. Of course, this

TEAL).7 prerequisite is fulfilled if the tax administrationissues a tax

If the taxpayer is not satisfied with the decision of the assessment. However, the situation is less simple if the

administration on his appeal for reconsideration he has taxpayer has paid tax under the self-assessmentscheme as

further recourse to the TEAR. is the usual case.

Under the self-assessmentscheme the taxpayermust deter-
mine which tax provisions are applicable, calculate the
amount of tax due and pay that amount to the Treasury. A

4. Tax assessmentsare issuedby a local agencyofthe tax administration, problem arises because the Spanish Supreme Court has
which has limited territorial jurisdiction. concluded that a self-assessment is not a true assessment,
5. However, note that where the tax administration issues an ex oficio and thus not an appealable assessment.9
tax assessmentno tax return is filed. In fact, such a tax assessment is often
a correction of an earlier self-assessment. Under Article 15 of the Economic Administrative Proce-

6. This is not a court but rather a separateadministrativedivision which dure Law, appeals may be brought before the TEAR if:
reviews and, if necessary, revises the decisions of the pertinent tax divi- - the tax administrationhas taken a decision by which it
sions. recognizesor refuses to recognize a right or establishes
7. The TEAL operates under the same principles and conditions as the a taxpayer's obligation or taxable base using indirect
TEAR, and thus will not be further expanded upon in this article. means in order to estimate such taxable base (for in-
8. A Superior Court is located in each AutonomousCommunity. stance, by comparison or using special criteria);
9. This theory finds support in traditional Spanish tax literature. An erroneouslywithheld;-

example of the Court's reasoning may be found in its decision of 31
tax was or

October 1988 (Aranzadi 10,118/88). In December 1983 tax in an amount
- tax was erroneouslyshifted onward.10

exceeding 500,000 Ptas. was paid by two taxpayers under the self-assess-
ment regime. The taxpayers discovered an error and subsequentlysought
a refund of the amount paid. The Superior Court of Seville held for the II. ADMINISTRATIVEAPPEALSn
taxpayers and ordered a refund. However, the Supreme Court reversed
the decision of the Superior Court, reasoning that a self-assessmentis not

A. Applicationfor reconsideration12
an official assessment so no appeal is available.
I disagree with this decision for the following reasons:

If Parliament, by virtue of a law, permits taxpayers to calculate the An application for reconsiderationis a procedure by which
-

amountof tax to be paid and to pay that amount tothe Treasury, that the taxpayer requests the tax administrationto reconsidera

is an assessment. It is immaterial whether the payment is correct or certain decision which the taxpayer feels is contrary to law.

incorrect, definitive or provisional, it is still an assessment. The chances of succeeding in such an appeal, however, are

Parliamentmay promulgatea law delegatingpart of its taxing power slim because the tax administrationrarely reverses its deci--

to a taxpayer. sions. Nevertheless, where the tax administration has de-
The tax administration is not hindered if self-assessmentsare consi- monstrably erred this may be a convenient method of re--

dered true tax assessments. The tax administration has ultimate re- dress.
sponsibility and may correct any assessment and appeal to a court

when a conflict arises. An application for reconsideration is optional and may be
An equity argument dictates that it is fair for both the taxpayer and lodged by the taxpayer who has interest in- or any person an
the tax administration to have the right to appeal in cases of self-as- the tax administration'sdecision.
sessment.
If the self-assessmentregimewas introduced to improve the efficiency The followingprocedure must be observed:-

of the Spanish system, it is consistent with that measure to consider 1. The appellant must submit a written request for recon-

self-assessmenta true tax assessment. siderationof the tax administration'sdecision to the agency
10. The shifting of tax takes places where, for instance, a supplier of which rendered the pertinent decision. This documentmust
goods or services charges VAT to his customers. contain:
11. The procedure is based on Law 34 of 21 June 1980, Royal Decree

personal data;1547 of 9 July 1982, Legislative Royal Decree 2795 of 12 December 1980
-

and Royal Decree 1999 of 20 August 1981.
- identificationof the contested decision;

12. Arts. 162-165 of the General Tax Law and Royal Decree 2244 of 7
- the reason for the appeal and any new facts or docu-

September 1979. ments which are relevant;
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a statement that no appeal has been filed with the composed of a president and two members, appointed to
-

TEAR (since these proceduresare mutuallyexclusive); office by order of the Ministry of Economy and Finance.
and The TEAC has a president and 11 members, all of whom
an offer of a guaranteecovering the amount involved in are public officers.-

exchange for the tax administration'sagreement not to
execute its decision for the duration of the appeal. All three Tribunalsmay act as a single instance body, mean-

ing that their decisions exhaust the administrative appeal
An application for reconsideration must be lodged within procedure. Further appeal is only possible to the judiciary.
15 business days after receipt of notificationof the tax ad- The TEAR and TEALmay also act as a first instancebody,
ministration's decision. During that time the appellant has so their decisions may be appealed to a higher administra-
the right to examine the files upon which the tax administra- tive level, i.e. to the TEAC.
tion's decision is based.

The Tribunals may hear decisions taken by the local or
2. The tax administrationwill suspend the executionof its regional tax administrations,14decisions taken by agencies
decision, if such a request is made and if the tax administra- which depend on such administrations (e.g. the social secu-
tion agreesto accept the guaranteeofferedby the taxpayer. rity agency), decisions relating to tax matters taken by the
3. The tax administrationhas ten days after submissionof Autonomous Communities and cases where the power to

the application to request guidance from the State Lawyer's levy taxes has been delegated by the State to such Commu-
Office.13After the expirationof ten days, the tax administra- nities.
tion has a further eight days to issue a new decision, after
which the taxpayer may appeal to the TEAR. If the tax (a) TEAR

administrationdoes not issue a new decision within 30 days The TEAR acts as a single instance body in disputes involv-
of the initial application, it is presumed that the response ing fiscal claims (tax assessments, penalties, etc.) not ex-
was negative and the taxpayer may then appeal to the ceeding 3 million Ptas. or not exceeding 50 million Ptas.
TEAR. where the amount relates to a valuation of the taxpayer's
An applicationfor reconsiderationtolls the statuteof limita- property or any other act prior to and separate from the

tions for an appeal to the TEAR but any implied or express
actual tax assessment. If eitherparty is not satisfiedwith the

decision of the tax administration restarts the statute of decision of the TEAR, he/it may appeal to the Regional
limitations. This rule is perceived as inconvenientconsider- Court.tS

ing the time which is granted to lodge an appeal with the If the dispute involves a tax claim of more than 3 million
TEAR (i.e. 15 business days after receipt of the decision of Ptas. or if the amount relates to a valuation or other acts
the tax administration).This fact, combinedwith the remote involving more than 50 million Ptas., the TEAR acts as a
chance of success, explains why so little use is made of the first instance body so any appeal must be lodged with the
application for reconsideration. TEAC.

B. Otherappeals (1) Persons permittedto appeal
Under Articles 31 and 32 of the Economic Administrative

The administrativebodies which are competent to hear and procedure Regulations, taxpayers, persons responsible for
decide tax appeals are the MinistryofEconomyand Finance the payment of a tax and persons having an interest in the
and the EconomicAdministrativeTribunals, i.e. the TEAR payment of a tax may appeal to the TEAR. However, the
and the TEAC. following persons are excluded: tax officers, agents or rep-

resentativesof the publicadministration,informersand per-1. Ministry of Economy and Finance sons required to pay tax pursuant to a private agreement.
The Ministryof Economyand Financehears tax cases which
are referred to it by the TEAC, cases in which the Council (2) Representation
of State must be heard or cases in which the costs of the trial An appeal may be made in person or through a legal rep-
are to be borne by the State. Cases involving the Ministry, resentative. The representativeneed not be a lawyer. In the
however, are rare. An appeal from the decision of the case of companies the right to appeal is vested in the direc-
Ministry of Economy and Finance must be made directly to tors or any other person with a similar function. If a third
the Supreme Court.

person represents the company he must be a lawyer.
2. EconomicAdministrativeTribunals (3) Procedurebefore the TEAR
As a general rule, decisions of the tax administration, The appealprocedure is initated by a letter to the tax admin-
whether rendered for the first tme or after a decision upon istration. This letter must be sent 15 business days after
an application for reconsideration,must be brought before receipt of the decision of the tax administration.
the Tribunals regardless of the amounts at issue.

The letter must set forth the TEAR to which it is addressed,As mentioned above there are three types of Tribunals: personal data of the taxpayer and a request to recognize the
the Regional Economie Administrative Tribunals claim. The appellant may (but is required to) include a

-

not
(TEAR) which are competent to hear cases arising in summary of the facts, the provisionsof the law upon which
the AutonomousCommunities in mainland Spain;
the Local EconomieAdministrativeTribunals (TEAL)-

in Ceuta and Melilla, the Spanish enclaves in North
Africa; and 13. In practice, however, the administrationrarelymakessucha request.
the Central Tribunal in Madrid (TEAC) which is com- 14. These are tax administrationsestablished in particularcities, villages,-

petent to hear cases throughout Spain. etc. and regions.
15. However, if the TEAR's decision modifies the disputed amount so

The TEAR is composed of a president and at least three that it exceeds the jurisdictional ceilings, an appeal may be filed with the
members, all of whom are public officers. The TEAL is TEAC.
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the appeal is based and a request to suspend execution of (b) TEAC
the decision.16 The TEAC in Madrid decides tax disputes either as a single
The TEARwill request the tax office concerned to send the instance body or as a second instance body. The TEAC

taxpayer's file. The tax office should send the file within ten renders a final administrative decision in cases where the

days of the request. If the file does not arrive within ten contested decision was issued by an agency of the Ministry
days, the TEAR will issue a second request. The appeal of Economy and Finance, regardless of the amount in dis-

proceduremay continueeven if the tax office fails to comply pute. As stated above, the TEACis a second instancebody
with the request (which it sometimes does), provided the when it hears appeals from the TEAR.

appellant submits the required documentation.There is no

other way to penalize the tax office. 17 Procedurebefore the TEAC

The TEAR then examinesthe taxpayer'sfile. The appellant The proceduralrules for an appeal to the TEAC are similar

also has the right to examine his file and to request any to those for an appeal to the TEAR.
documentationwhch is not included. A request to examne An initial appeal letter must be submitted to either the
the file and other materialswhich have not been sent to the TEAR which rendered the judgment or the TEAC within
TEAR suspends the time period in which the taxpayermust 15 business days after the decisionof the TEAR. The letter
justify his claim. must contain, inter alia, the provisions of the law upon
The taxpayer must justify his claim within 15 days from the which the appellant'scase rests, a request for permission to

notification that his case will be heard or after receipt of the submit evidence (if any) which was not accepted by the

file and supplementarydocuments. He must do so in writing TEAR and, at the option of the appellant, a request for a

in a document in which he sets forth the relevant facts, the publichearing.Any documentswhich the appellantbelieves

legal arguments, the decision concerned and (optional) a to be relevant should also be enclosed.

request for a public hearing. If the appellant provded ths The TEAR then transfers the appellant's file to the TEAC.
information in his initial appealletter,however,he need not This must be effected within three days if the appeal letter
repeat it here. was sent to the TEAR or eight days if the appeal was made

Next evidence must be proffered. Both the appellant and directly to the TEAC. A second requestwill be issued if the

the TEAR may require that evidencebe submitted. It is the TEAR does not comply within the prescribed time. How-

task of the TEAR to establish the facts, and in principle no ever, even if the TEAR fails to comply after a second

decision can be taken altering these facts at a later stage. request, the procedure may continue if the appellant sub-

However, a court may require additional evidence at a later mits the required documentation.

stage. Evidence is then submitted. Both the appellant and the

A public hearing will be held upon the appellant's request. TEACmay require that evidencebe submitted.The submis-

He may request a public hearing in his initial letterof appeal sion of evidence which was not accepted by the TEAR or

or in the letter setting forth the grounds for his claim. A new orignoredfactsare particularlyimportantat this stage.
lawyer's signature is necessary to request a public hearing. If request for public hearing made the hearing willa a was
The TEAR has discretion as to whether to grant such a then take place. Such a request must be signed by a lawyer
request; in practice it rarely does. who is a memberof the bar. Again the TEAChas discretion

A judgmentwill be rendered after the TEARhas examined as to whether to allow a public hearing - it generally does

the basis for the claimor after a publichearing. The decision not.

is given in wrting and wll contain an enumeration of the Finally, the TEAC will render its decision in writing. This
facts in the appellant's file or submitted by him, and the decision will contain the facts as set forth in the appellant's
relevant provisions of law; the decision must address all file and in the initial letters to the TEAR and TEAC.
issues submitted by the appellant or which can be derived
from his file. If no decision is renderedwithin one year the appellantmay

case
If no judgment is renderedwithin one year from the submis- bring his before the National Court.

sion of the initial letter the appellantmay bypass the TEAR
and appeal to the TEAC or the Superior Court as the case

may be.18 Ill. JUDICIALAPPEALS19

As stated above, any challenge to the decision of the TEAR A. General
in cases involving more than 3 million Ptas., or more than
50 million Ptas. where the amount relates to a valuation of The competent judicial bodies are the following:
the taxpayer's property or any other act prior to and sepa- - the Superior Courts of appeal;
rate from the actual tax assessment,must be broughtbefore - the National Court of appeal; and
the TEAC. Other cases must be appealed to the Superior - the Supreme Court.
Court.

A person aggrieved by a decision of the administrativeap-

16. Administrativeappealsdo not automaticallysuspendexecutionof the peal body may bring a challenge in court, but he must first
exhaust all of the agency's internal appeal procedures. A

administrative decision, including payment of tax, interest and penalties. decision of the TEAR acting single instance body (i.e.
However,upon application,the appellantmay be granted suspension if he

as a

provides a guarantee covering the amount involved. where the tax claim does not exceed 3 million Ptas., or if

17. For a discussion of this problem, see A.R. Sainz, La Resolucin de the data relating to the tax base does not exceed 50 million

Recursos Tributarios sin Expediente, Actualidad Financeira (1990), at Ptas.), or a decision of the TEAC exhausts the administra-
1166. tive stage of the appeal procedure.
18. The time between the submissionof the initial letter and the decision

generally exceeds one year and has led to numerous complaints. An appeal from an unfavourable decision of the TEAR

19. The judicial appeal procedure is governed by the Administrative must be brought before the Superior Court of the same

Litigation JurisdictionLaw of 27 December 1956. region. An appeal from the TEAC must be lodged with the
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National Court and the Supreme Court hears appeals from writing a conclusion. Finally the Court will render its deci-
the decisions of the Superior and National Courts (if the sion.
amount in dispute exceeds 500,000 Ptas.) or from decisions
of the Ministry of Economy and Finance. 2. National Court

The NationalCourt hears appealswhich involve administra-
B. Personsallowed to appeal tive decisions rendered by agenoies of the Ministry of

Economy and Finance. Thus a final decision of the TEAC
Only parties who have a direct interest in the decision may or the Ainisterare challenged by an ordinary appeal to the
appeal; in principle such parties are the appellant and the National Court.
tax administration.

The procedure to be followed is essentially the same as for
the Superior Court.

C. Time limits for appeal
3. Supreme Court

An appeal must be lodged within two months after receipt Superioror NationalCourt decisionscan be appealed to theof the administrativeor court decision. In cases where the Supreme Court if the amount at issue exceeds 500,000 Ptas.tax administration has remained silent, the two-month The appeal must be submittedwithin five days of receiptofperiod starts on the date the preceding appeal was deemed the lower court's decision. The appeal must be addressedtoto be rejected. the court which rendered the decision, which will sub-
sequently send the files to the Supreme Court and willD. Representation summon the parties to appear before the Supreme Court.
An appearance is effected through the submission of aThe taxpayer must be representedby a lawyeror by a court document. It is possible at this stage to request the admissi-

attorney assisted by a lawyer. bility of evidence relating to certain relevant facts if such
evidence was ignored or not accepted by the lower court. If

E. Procedurefor judicial review the Supreme Court accepts such evidence the case is re-
manded to the lower court for retrial.

1. Superior Courts The judicial procedure is exhausted when the Supreme
The competent Superior Court may act as a single instance Court renders its decision. Under the Constitution a tax-
body or as a first instancebody. If the appealeddecisionwas payer may, as a last resort, appeal to the 12-member Con-
issued by a local tax authoritywith limited jurisdiction and stitutional Court in Madrid if he alleges his constitutional
the amount at issue is less than 500,000 Ptas., the Superior rights have been violated.
Court acts as a single instance body so that the Superior
Court's decision terminatesthe ordinary judicialappealpro-
cess. If the amount at issue exceeds 500,000 Ptas., the IV. THE AUTONOMOUSCOMMUNITIES
SuperiorCourt acts as a first instancebody; thus its decision
may be challenged by an ordinary appeal to the Supreme The appeal system for decisions taken by the Autonomous

Communitieswith respect to regional taxes does not differCourt.
significantly from the appeal system for State taxes.The procedure before the Superior Court is similar to the
The AutonomousCommunitiesgenerally have tax admin-procedure before the TEAR. An initial appeal documentis a

submitted,which sets forth, inter alia, the challengeddeci- stratoncomposedof divisions,each with their own powers.
sion (together with a copy of the decision), the amount at These divisions may be furthersub-divided into administra-

tive departmentsand departments for review which are theissue and a request to admit the appeal.
equivalents of the Economic AdministrativeTribunals.If the appellant fulfils the legal requirementshis case will be
At the level of the Autonomous Communities self-assess-admitted for the appeal procedure. The Court will request

that his files be transferred from the TEAR. These files ment is the rule, in particular because their taxes are really
should be transferred to the Court within 20 business days. State taxes whose imposition is delegated to the Autonom-
If not, a second order will be issued and the TEAR has an

ous Communities. The Autonomous Communities rarely
additional ten business days to comply. If the TEAR still impose their own taxes.

does not comply its memberswill be subject to an adminis- In those cases where the taxes of the AutonomousCommu-trative fine. nities are State taxes or surchargeson State taxes, an appeal
Once the Court receives the files the appellanthas the right may be made to the departments for review and from there
to request them within 20 business days in order to prepare

to the TEAR. However, if a tax decision is taken by the
the legal document to initiate the law suit. This document Autonomous Community Authority, the appeal must be
must contain the facts, the legal grounds upon which the lodged with the TEAC.

appellant's claim rests, the claim itself and any evidence lf the litigation concerns proper Autonomous Communitysupporting the facts. It is also possible to enclose the rele- taxes,an appeal from the decision of the department ofvant documents or to specify where such documents are review must be lodged with the Supreme Court. A furthermaintained. The tax administration,which acts through the appeal to the Supreme Court is possible if the amount atState Lawyer, will issue a response to the taxpayer's docu- ssue exceeds 500,000 Ptas.
ment.

The Court deliberates on the admissibilityof the evidence V. THE LOCAL AUTHORITIESand decides which evidence is admissible.
A publichearingmay be held or a conclusionmay be drafted Local authorities are usually very small organizationswith
which summarizes the facts and legal grounds which the simple administrative structures. The self-assessment
parties have invoked. The Court generallyconfines itself to scheme is gaining field with respect to local taxation, but as
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mentioned above, an appeal is only possible if there is an sions are generally well founded. However, the TEAC is
official assessment. formal, and the protection it offers is often more to the

In case of a dispute the taxpayer may take his case to the advantage of the tax administration than to the taxpayer.

local authority for reconsideration,but he is not required to Finally, the protection offered by the courts varies. Previ-
do so. He may, if he wishes, take his case directly to the ously, the Supreme Court evidenced a high degree of con-

Regional Court and further to the Supreme Court if the cern for taxpayer rights, but the situation has deteriorated.
amount at issue exceeds 500,000 Ptas. Recent Supreme Court decisions are rather artificial.

The followingproblem areas may be identified:
1. The time between the beginningof litigation and a final

VI. EVALUATION OF THE SPANISH TAX APPEAL decision is generally four to five years, but may be even

SYSTEM longer.
2. There are many delays in the transferof documents. In

ln theory the Spanish tax appeal system is adequate in somecases, it is impossibleto effectuatesuch a transfer.
respect of the protection it offers taxpayers. In principle, 3. Courts often render contradictorydecisions.
the taxpayer has two, three or four level protectiondepend- 4. Court judges are often former public officers who pro-
ing on the amount at issue (not counting an application for tect the tax administrationwith artificial arguments.
reconsideration). 5. The judiciary often gnores legal deadlines, while tax-

However, the protectionofferedby the TEAR is weak since payers are penalized for failure to observe deadlines.

they are essentially divisionsof the tax administration.The These deficienciesnegate the potential taxpayerprotection
TEAC also affords minimal protection although its deci- offered by the Spanish tax appeal system.

SPAI \I:

THE TAXATIONOF CORPORATIONS
include all types of commercialcompanies, includingcorporations

The following description of the taxes to which corporationsare subject (SA), limited liabilitycompanies(SRL) and all types of incor-
in Spain forms one of the standard publicationsof the IBFD. This country porated (i.e. legally formed through a notary) partnerships,unless

chapter is extracted from SupplementaryService to EuropeanTaxation, they are subject to the fiscal transparency regime.2
Section A (Taxation of Corporations),a loose-leafpublication. It contains The fiscal transparency regime applies to (1) civil companies,
smilar summaries of the tax systems of 31 European countries and is
updated monthly. Nineteenof thesecountrychaptersare publishedsepa- unincorporatedjoint ventures, EE1Gs and those companiescarry-

on a are
rately in a hardback edition entitled EuropeanTax Handbook.This is an ing professionalactivity in which all the members directly
annual publication for desktop use.

or indirectly engaged in the conduct of that professional activity,
and (2) unquotedportfolio investmentcompanies,portfolio man-

agement companies and companies merely holding assets, where

I. INTRODUCTION
more than 50 percent of their capital is owned by either a family
group or no more than ten members. The profits (whether distri-
buted or retained)of transparantcompaniesother than EEIGs are

Corporationsare subject in general to a comprehensivecorporate directly imputed to their members and taxed in their hands, while
tax which is the only tax levied on the income (including capital losses are not imputed to the nembers and can only be set off
gains) of companies and other legal entities. However, certain against the transparent company's profits in the year of the loss
resident legal entities are not subject to corporate tax but rather and the next five tax years. The profits or losses of EEIGs are

their profits are directly imputed to the shareholders or partners imputed to the partners pursuant to the apportionment rules laid
(fiscal transparency). In addition, resident corporate taxpayers down in the groupingformationcontractor, n the absenceof such
are subject to minor local levies. rules, in equal parts.

Il. CORPORATE INCOME TAX (IS)I Residence

A company is deemed to be resident in Spain if it meets any of the
A. Type of tax system following conditions:

The type of tax system adoptedby Spain is the (partial) imputation
- it is formed under Spanish law;

system. Resident individual shareholdersor participatorsmay cre-
- its head office is located in Spanish territory; or

dit ten percent of the domestic-sourcedividends received against
- the effective place of administration and managementof the

their tax liability, and corporateshareholdersor participatorsmay
business is in Spain.

credit an amount equal to 50 percent of the corporate tax paid by
the distributingcompany on that part of the corporate profits out

of which distributionsare made. I. Several important amendments in respect of corporate income tax

Further, there is a total eliminationof double taxationof domestic- were made in the new Individual Income Tax Lw in the areas of price

source dividends received by resident corporate shareholders or adjustments in transfer pricing cases, introduction of thin capitalization,

qualifying participators under the affiliation privilege and other
the foregn tax credit for substantial partcpationsand the fiscal transpa-

reliefs. rency regime in respect of the company's non-resident members and the
tax treatment of chain companies. These changes will be in effect as of 1

B. Taxablepersons
January 1992. For a discussion of the changes see M.A.G. Caballero,
Comprehensive Tax Reform: A New Approach to Individual Income

Corporate tax is levied on all legal entities resident in or having a Tax, New Wealth Tax and Local Taxes, in this issue, at 411.

permanent establishment in Spain. Resident corporate taxpayers 2. Id.
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Spain comprises mainland Spain, the Balearic and the Canary period of five years), patents and trademarks (over the remaining
Islandsand the enclavesof Ceutaand Melillain NorthernAfrica. useful lives). Goodwill is not depreciable for tax purposes, unless

its value suffers an irreversible,effective and substantiateddepre-For the taxation of non-residentcorporations, see below. ciation.

C. Taxable base 2. Valuation of stock

Residentcompaniesare liable to IS on theirworldwideincome and As a general rule, inventory is valued for tax purposesat the lower
capital gains. For IS purposes, the taxable base is calculatedas the of historic cost (of acquisition or production) or market price.aggregate of all types of income less allowable deductions, plus Financial charges are not allowed as part of the cost. Acceptedcapital gains less capital losses. The tax authoritiesmay use the net methods of inventory valuation are the weighted average cost (inworthcomparisonmethodas an alternativemethodof assessment. practice, the generally applicable method) and FIFO. The LIFO
As a general rule, income and expenses are to be consistently and base-stock methods are not accepted for tax purposes.allocated to each financial period on an accrual basis.

3. Reserves and provisionsBusiness expenses are deductible for IS purposes if they are in-
come-related expenses. The following items are non-deductible: Only contributions to the following four general types of reserves

dividends and similar distributions, the IS itself, penalties, fines are a deductible expense for tax purposes.
and related surcharges, non-compulsory severance pay and any
gifts except gifts to qualifyingdonees. (a) Provisionsfor unrealized losses

(1) Doubtfuldebts
1. Depreciation This provisioncan be createdby makingeither a maximumalloca-
Depreciation is allowed in respect of all tangible fixed assets (ex- tion to this provision of 0.5 percent (1.5 percent for banks) of the
cept land) and intangible fixed assets (other than goodwill) on the year-end outstandingbalances receivable or by an annual alloca-
basis of their normal useful life. Depreciation applies from the tion calculated on a case-by-case basis as follows:
date the underlying asset enters into effective servce and it must - 25 percent for debts between 6 and 12 months overdue;
be calculated on each separate asset and not on groups unless - 50 percent for debts between 12 and 18 months overdue;
attached to specialized complex installations. - 75 percentfor debtsbetween 18 and 24 monthsoverdue;and

100 percent for debts more than 24 months overdue.-

Depreciation is normally calculated in accordance with the
straight-line method. However, new qualifying.assets (industrial (2) Devaluationof stock
and agricultural machines and installations; communication and This provision is the differencebetween the marketvalue of stock-data processing equipment; transportation (excluding private in-trade and its historic cost at the end of the reporting year.cars); hotel installations; and in-house cinematographicproduc-
tions) with an effective life of more than three years may be (3) Marketablesecurities
depreciatedaccording to the declining balance method. This provision is the difference between the market value in the
Rates for depreciation are contained in official tables. Examples current year and the previously recorded book value.
ofgeneralmaximumstraight-linedepreciationrates are as follows:

(b) Provisionfor liabilities
Depreciableasset Rate Period

(%) (years) This provision is for compulsory liabilities the amountofwhich has
not been definitely fixed (e.g. breach of contract, execution ofIndustrialbuildingsandwarehouses 3 50 guarantees, employment termination indemnity).

Commercialand residential buildings 2 75
(c) Provisionfor ships and aircraftMachinery, installations,equipment,

air conditioning,elevators 8 18 A provision for major overhauls and repairs of ships and aircraft

Ordinarytools 20 8 may be set aside.

Laboratory, telex and telephoneand (d) Provisionfor mining and hydrocarbonenterprises
office furniture 10 15

For mining enterprises, the depletionallowancedeductible for tax
Computerhardware 15 12 purposes is limited to either 30 percent of net taxable income
Office installations(general) 6 25 (before depletion)or 15 percentof the gross revenue from mineral

sales; for hydrocarbon enterprises, such percentages are, respec-Trucks 15 10 tively, 40 percent or 25 percent.
Automobiles 14 11

O. Capital gains
Second-handassets may be depreciatedat rates twice those estab-
lished for correspondingnew assets. Capital gains are treated as ordinary income and are generally

included in business income and subject to IS at the general rate
Assets which are used intensively (i.e. more than one shift daily) of 35 percent. The conceptof capital gain embracesgains realized
can be depreciated at the maximum rate increased by approxi- on disposalsof assets for considerationas well as those derived on

mately 33 percent for each additional shift. a gratutous transfer.

Under the decliningbalance method, the annual depreciation rate Generally, the gain is the amount by which the proceeds from
is increased by 50 percent (if useful life is less than five years), by alienation exceed the cost of acquisition. The Spanish corporate100 percent (if useful life is less than eight years) or by 150 percent tax does not permit indexation of the original cost of acquisition.(if useful life is eight years or more). However, exemption from IS applies in respect of capital gainsThe tax authorities have discretion to accept special depreciation from disposals of tangible fixed business assets if the entire pro-methods with higher,annual rates of depreciation for new assets ceeds are reinvested in similar types of assets within two years.
subject to an effectivedepreciationgreater than the one calculated This period is extended to four years if the companysubmits to the
at normal rates. Certain types of industries (mining, forestry and tax administration, within the first year following the disposal, a

hydrocarbon enterprises and industries in the processof reorgani- reinvestment plan and reinvests at least 25 percent of the gain
zation) may be authorized to depreciatetheir assets at their discre- within the first two years.
tion (free depreciation).

E. Tax incentivesIntangible fixed assets can be depreciated if they are acquired for
consideration and have a limited life, e.g. formation and start-up The basic tax incentives regime for corporate tax purposes includes
expenses, research and development costs (over a maximum an investment tax credit scheme and a tax relief scheme.
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1. Tax credit scheme increase in the average number of full-time Spanish employees in

The basic tax credit scheme available to resident companies and the employer's payroll for any period commencing in 1991 as

permanentestablishmentsfor any tax period commencing in 1991 compared with the preceding financial year. This credit is in-

is described below.
creased to 700,000Ptas. for severelyhandicappedemployees.Any
unused credit may be carried fonvard for five years.

(a) Investmentcrediton new fixed assets
2. Tax relief scheme

An amount of five percent of investments in new tangible fixed
business assets (excluding real property) in Spain may be credited Tax relief is available, inter alia, for officially authorized holding
against the investor's corporate ncome tax. The newly acquired corporations, mergers and spin-offs, restructuring of industries

fixed business assets must be kept in use by the acquirer for a
and regional industrial developmentcompanies.

minimum of five years (or the asset's useful life if this period is A relief of up to 99 percent of the relevant corporate tax (on
shorter). This five percent credit is also granted, under the same income and capital gains) may be granted by the Minister of

requirement,forthepublicationofbooksand productionof films. Economy and Finance to authorizedSpanish SAs formedwith the
exclusive purpose of holding shares and bonds issued by foreign

(b) Export-related investmentcredit companies not carrying on business in Spain.
This credit is 15 percent of the investmentmade for the formation A relief of up to 95 percent of the applicablefinal withholdingtax

of foreign permanent establishments, acquisition of at least 25 (i.e. 25 percent) on interest from approved foreign loans by qual-
percent of the capital in existing foreign companies or in newly- ifying non-resident corporate lenders to finance capital invest-
created foreign subsidiaries, provided the business activities of ments in Spain may be obtained from the Minister of Economy
such permanentestablishments,companies or subsidiariesare di- and Finance.
rectly related to the export activitiesof that Spanish investor. This
15 percent credit is also available for expenses incurred abroad on F. Losses
promotion, publicity and marketing over a period exceeding one

year.
Ordinary and capital losses are treated in the same manner and

may be set off againstall incomeof the same financialperiod. Any
(c) Researchand development(R&D)credit unused loss may be carried forward and set off against profits of

the next five years. No carry-backof losses is permitted.
The investment credit is increased to 15 percent of the intangible
expenses incurred and 30 percent of the acquisition cost of fixed When a company (e.g. an SRL) is convertedinto anothercompany

assets related to R&D programmesor expenditure involvingnew (e.g. an SA), any loss may be carried over to the new company.

products or industrial processes.
However, the accumulated losses of a Spanish branch of a foreign
companycannotbe carriedover if it is convertedinto a subsidiary.

() Culturalassets credit
G. Rates

The credit is 10 percentwith respect to investmentcosts in cultural
assets (National Heritage). The corporate tax rates applicable with respect to any financiai

period commencing in 1990 are:

(e) Additional investmentcredits
- General rate (for resident companies and permanent

establishmentsin Spain) 35%
An additional credit of 15 percent of the investment in certain - Special rates:

promotional activities relating to 1992 is available. - rural banks, general mutual insurance institutions,

The sum of investment credits (a)-(e) is limited to 25 percent of cooperativebanks and mutual guarantee

the corporate income tax liability and any unused credit may be companies 26%

carried forward for five years subject to the 25 percent limitation
- other cooperativesocieties 20%

in each period.
- recognized non-profit entities 25%

quoted portfolio investmentcompaniesand-

(f) Investmentcredits on equity capital portfolio investment funds 11%
hydrocarbonenterprises 40%-

To promote domestic equity investments, industrial banks and

companies whose exclusive business is the promotion of corpora-
For rates applicable to non-resident corporations, see below.

tions through temporary participation in their equity capital may H. Assessmentand collection of tax
credit the amount which results from applying the 35 percent
company income tax to a percentage of the capital gain from As a general rule the tax yearcoincideswith the calendaryear, but
alienationof the sharesheld, provided the entiregain is reinvested companiesfile their return by referenceto their financialyear. The
in the same year in similar holdings. The amount of the effective tax year cannot exceed 12 months. Corporate tax must be com-

credit is 33.25 percent, 25.25 percent, 17.5 percent and 8.75 per- puted and paid by the taxpayersunder the self-assessmentscheme.
cent of such gan, if the alienation takes place in the 8th, 9th, l0th The annual return is subject to review and audit by the local tax

or llth year of ownership, respectively. No credit is granted after administration.
11 years.

1. Prepayment
To promote direct investments abroad by means of purchasing
equity capital of a company engaged in the exploitationof hydro- During the current tax year resident companies and permanent
carbons in a foreign country, resident companies may credit (in establishmentsmust make a tax prepaymentof 60 percent of the

addition to the above) the lesser of: previous year's corporate tax due in three instalments of 20 per-

(i) the Spanish company tax attributable to the foreign-source cent, by 20 April, 20 October and 20 December. The balance of

income in proportion to the Spanish company's holding per- the tax is payable at the time the annual return is filed.

centage in the foreign subsidiary; or

(ii) the portion of the foreign company tax effectivelypaid by the 2. Final return

foreign subsidiary and attributable to the Spanish company, Corporate taxpayers are required to hold an annual generalmeet-

in proportion to the holding percentage. ing (primarily to approve the annual accounts) within six months

To qualify for this credit, the Spanish companymust include in its of the closing date of their financiai year and to file a final return

taxable base the gross amount of foreign profits (including the within 25 days from the date on which the annual accounts are

portion of foreign tax referred to in (ii) above). approved. Any outstanding balance must be paid at the time the
final return is filed. Any excess tax paid (taking into account the

(g) Job creation credit prepayment of tax and withholdings effectively borne by the tax-

payer) is automaticallyrefunded. Interest is due on late payments
Resident employers may credit 500,000 Ptas. for each man-year of tax on the outstandingbalance.
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I. Groups of companies rectly or indirectly to a non-resident entity; and an entity owns

1. Group treatment directly or indirectly 25 percent or more in, or exercises control
over, another entity. Accordingly, the value of the transaction

Consolidationof accountsfor IS purposesis optionalfor qualifying must be adjusted to normal market prices and such prices must be
companies n general, except for banks and their affiliates for applied at both ends of the transaction resulting in an increase of
which consolidation is mandatory. The parent company must ob- the taxable base in one company and a correspondingreduction in
tain permission from the tax administration to consolidate. A th taxable base of the other company. This is an imperative rule
corporate group must prepare consolidatedannual financialstate- of valuationwhich applies to any transactionsbetween local enter-
ments and management reports for financial periods ending after prises directlyor indirectlyassociatedwith residentor non-resident
31 December 1990. enterprises.
The group must consist of a resident parent corporation and its Under the Spanish tax treaty network, only the treaties with Can-
more than 90 percent (directly or indirectly) owned resident sub- ada, Czechoslovakia, Poland, Romania, Sweden and the United
sidiary corporation(s) for a minimum period of two years prior to States include a mutual agreement provision to eliminate double
the application for consolidation. Companies subject to fiscal taxation by means of correspondingadjustments.
transparencyare not eligible for consolidation.Permission to con-
solidate is granted for a three-year period, but may be extended J. Doubletaxation relief
indefinitely.During this period,profits and losseswithin the group As unilateral relief for the avoidanceof internationaldouble taxa-are consolidated,hence only the net incomeof the group is subject tion, Spain the ordinary credit method.5 Under this method,to IS. uses

a resident corporate taxpayer with foreign-source income may
Intra-grouppaymentsofdividendsand otherdistributions,interest credit against its Spanish corporate tax liability on worldwide in-
and royalties are exempt from withholding tax. come the lower of:

the foreign tax effectively paid on the related foreign-sourceOutstandinglosses of a group memberincurredprior to consolida-
-

income or gains; andtion can be set off only against profits derived by or attributed to the Spanishcorporate tax liability attributable to such incomethe same member within the period of consolidation. Moreover,
-

or gains.upon the expiry date of the consolidation period, any remaining
losses of the group from the period of consolidation cannot be
carried over and set off against profits of the former group mem- III OTHER INCOME TAXESbers.

There are no other taxes on income besides the normal corporate2. Intercompanydividends
tax. However,certain local income-relatedlevieswhich deduc-are

(a) Creditfor distributionsreceived tible for corporate tax purposes warrant mention.

Gross intercompany dividends and similar distributions are in- A. Hydrocarbonenterprises'tax
cluded in the recipient company's taxable income. Such distribu-
tions are subject to a 25 percentwithholdingtax which the recipient Resident companies (and foreign branches) engaged in the explo-
company can credit. For the foreign tax credit on dividends re. ration and exploitationof hydrocarbons in Spain are governed by
ceived from abroad, see below. the Hydrocarbons Law under which oil-related profits are taxed

at 40 percent, instead of 35 percent.Dividendsand similar distributionsreceivedfrom anotherresident
company which do not qualify for tax exemptionunder the affilia- B. Local surchargeof the Chamberof Commercetion privilege are subject to IS but 50 percent of the effective
corporate tax paid by the distributingcompanyon the distribution A 1.5 percent corporate tax surcharge (which is a deductible ex-

may be credited againstthe recipient'sown corporate incometax.3 pense) must be paid as an annual registration fee by all resident
companies and permanent establishments to the appropriate

(b) Affiliationprivilege Chamber of Commerce, Industry and Navigation.
Under the affiliation privilege and other reliefs, the credit for C. Business/professionallicence tax
domestic-source dividends and similar distributions received is
increasedto 100 percent. Accordingly,the entirecorporate income The business or professional licence tax is a local tax payable
tax attributable to dividends and similar distributions received annually in Novemberby registered individual and corporate per-

by a resident parent from a more than 25 percent controlled sons conductingbusinessor professionalactivities.The tax consists-

resident subsidiary during the period of the distribution and of a lump-sum charge (which varies annually for each type of
the preceding financial period; activity) increased by a minimum surcharge of 110 percent. From
by a venture capital corporation or fund (in respect of divi- 1 January 1992 this tax will be replacedby a similar tax: the amount-

dends from unquoted shares); or of business tax resultingfrom applicationof the pertinent tariff (to
by a company within a joint venture constituting a separate be set forth by the Government)may not exceed 15 percentof the-

legal entity average profit notionallyattributed to the activity concerned.
can be creditedagainst the corporaterecipient'sown liabilityto IS.

D. Urban land appreciationtax
From 1 January 1991 quoted portfolio investmentcompanies and
portfolio investment funds are subject to corporate income tax at This is a local tax which may be levied, at the discretion of each
the reduced rate of one percent. However, these entitiesmay only municipality,at a rate between 20 and 30 percenton the apprecia-
credit ten percent of net domesticdividendsor other distributions tion in the official value of urban land which is transferred for
received and the dividend withholding tax. Any excess credit is considerationor by inheritanceor gift. The person liable to the tax
refundable. is the transferee (in the case of inheritances and gifts) and the

alienator (in the case of transfers for consideration)
3. Thin capitalization
Neither corporate tax law nor corporate law contain any specific IV. NET WORTH TAX
rules dealing with the thin capitalizationof companies.4

Spain does not levy any tax on the net worth of companies.
4. Transfer pricing

According to corporate tax law, income and expensesarising from 3. Id.
transactions between associated enterprises must be adjusted to 4. Id.
reflect an arm's length price. Enterprisesare associatedwhenever 5. However, in a few treaties (e.g. Brazil) the exemption with progres-
a resident company (or permanent establishment) is related di- sion method is used in respect of dividends and other distributions.
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V. PAYROLLTAXES from foreignsources (ordinary loans and bonds) used for financing
capital investments in Spain. Qualifying lenders are international

Spain does not levy any payroll taxes. However, withholdingsare organizations, foreign banks and financial institutions with no

to be made from salaries and payments for any services rendered permanentestablishmentin Spain and- in respectof Spanishbond
to resident companiesand foreignpermanentestablishments.The issues - any foreign companies. Qualifying borrowers include
withholding on salaries is made, n general, in accordance with a Spanish industrialand commercialbanks and approvedcompanies
general withholding table and at flat rates in respect of fees and and Government agencies. This relief and its amount is deter-
similar earnings by independentprofessionals anc artistes. mined, upon application by the Spanish borrower, on a case-by-

case basis by the Minister of Economy and Finance. Assuming a

VI. SOCIAL SECURITYCONTRIBUTIONS 95 percent relief, the effective final tax would be 1.25 percent.
The former compulsoryinterest-freedeposit requirementwith the

There is a general social security contribution system as well as Central Bank (equal to 30 percent of the principal financial
special schemes. Unless a special scheme applies, the employer

on

loans to Spanish companies) has been abolished.
and his employeesare subjectto the generalsocialsecuritysystem.
Under this system, contributions are made by both the employer C. Royalties
and the employee, taking into account the employee'sprofessional
category; each category has minimum and maximum monthly The withholding tax on industrial royalties and know-how is 25

bases for determining the amount of the contribution, which are percent (on account for residents and final for non-treatycountry
indexed annually. The minimum and maximummonthly bases for residents).
1991 are: D. Treaty chart

62,130 and 172,620 Ptas. for clerks and messengers;-

76,980 and 306,120 Ptas. for qualified technicians and assis- Companieswithout a permanentestablishmentin Spain which are-

tants; and residentin countrieswithwhichSpain has a tax treaty are generally
92,820 and 306,120 Ptas. for engineers and university not taxed in Spain on their Spanish-sourcebusiness income. Simi--

graduates. larly, capital gains accruing to a resident of a treaty country are

generally not taxed if they arise on the disposal of securities.
The rates for calculating the employer's contributions under the However, capital gains on the disposal of shares in real estate
social security system are: companies can be taxed in Spain, under certain treaties (e.g.

generalrate 24 %-

treaties with Canada, France, Luxembourg, the Netherlandsand

unemployment insurance 5.2% Sweden)-

salary guarantee fund 0.4% Dividendsfrom a quoted portfolio investmentcompanyand profit-

professional education and training 0.6% distributions from a portfolio investment fund are taxable in- not
work accident insurance (rate varies per job type, e.g. Spain if the recipient is resident in another EC country.

-

1.1% for office work; 8.4% for construction).
Other types of Spanish-source outgoing income (dividends and

A 12 or 24 percent additional charge applies separately to any other distributions including income imputed under fiscal trans--

overtime payment (including a minimum premium of 75 percent) parency interest and royalties) are taxed at the rates indicated in-

paid by the employer for necessary work or for other extra work, Table I.
respectively. Table I

The employer's social security contribution may be substantially Countryof Dividends Interest* Royalties
reduced by hiring personnel in target groups (e.g. severely hand- residence (percent) (percent) (percent)
icapped, long-time unemployed, youth under 25 years of age,
workers over 45 years of age, etc.). Non-treatycountry 25 25 25(10onfilms)

Vll. WITHHOLDINGTAXES Austria 15, 1 01 5 5

Belgium 15 15 5

Spanish-source income derived by companies resident or estab- Brazil 15 15,102 10315
lished in Spain is subject to withholding of IS which is generally Canada 15 15 104

treated as a paymenton account and is credited as such against the Czechoslovakia 15,55 06 54

payor'scorporatetax liability for the yearconcerned.The standard Denmark 15,107 10 6

withholdingrate for investment income, leasing income and direc- Finland 15,105 10 5

tors' fees is 25 percent, and for fees on independent services, 15 France 15,108 109 6

percent for residents and a final 25 percent for non-residents. Germany(Fed.Rep ) 15,105 109 5

Hungary 15,55 06 04
A. Dividends Italy 15 129 8,43

The withholding rate on any Spanish-sourcedividends and other Japan 15,1 0o 10 10

distributionsis 25 percent.Stockdividendsare not subjectto tax. Luxembourg 15,108 109 10
Morocco 15,105 10 1011,53

This tax is final for non-residentsbut creditable for residents. Netherlands 15,10,512 10 6

Norway 15,107 10 5
However, dividends and other distributions by quoted portfolio Poland 15,55 0e 104
investment companiesand portfolio investment funds to residents Portugal 15,1 01 159 5
of another EC country are no longer taxable in Spain. Romania 15,105 10 10

B. Interest Sweden 15,101 15 10
Switzerand 15,105 1013 5

The standardwithholdingrate on interest is 25 percent, except for Tunisia 15,57 10, 5 T4 10
interest paid to residents on Treasury bonds, which is not subject

.

U.S.A. 15, 1 0i5 10,016 10,5, 8, 017
to withholding, and notional interest on AFRO bonds (certain U.S.S.R. 18 0s 5
bearer securities, such as zero-rate bonds), which is subject to a United Kingdom 15, 1 018 12 10
final withholdingof 55 percent.

Exemption from withholdingon account of IS applies to interest * Notwithstandingthe fact that the withholding rate on interest may be reduced

on ordinary loans and related commissions payable to financial to 1,25 percent by virtue of a tax ncentive, the tax sparing clause included in some

institutions (including permanent establishments) subject to treaties may entitle qualifying lenders resident in the treaty country to a tax sparing

Spanish corporate tax. credit at the treaty rate.
1. 10 percent if the recipient is a company, other than a partnership, that owns

The corporate tax law provides for a maximumreliefof 95 percent directlyat least 50 percentof the paying company'scapital for at least one year prior
of the tax on Spanish-sourceinterestpaid on qualifyingborrowings to the distrbution; 15 percent in other cases.
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2. 10 percent for intereston long-term (ten or more years) borrowingsto financial rights in real estate companies) derived directly by EC
institutions to finance the purchase of capital equipment; zero percent applies to residents (unless resident in a tax haven).
interest paid to the Governmentor a Government-ownedagency or institution.
3. The lower rate applies to copyright royalties from literary, artistic or scientific Royalty payments to non-resident companies are limited by the
works, expressly including (under the treaty with Brazil) or excluding (under the exchangecontrolauthorities.For royaltiesand technicalassistance
treaties with Italy and Morocco) copyright royalties from cinematographicor televi- fees, the underlyingcontract must be registeredwith the Ministrysion films. of Industry and the payment authorized by the exchange control
4. Spanish-source royalties in general paid to a resident of Hungary and authorities. In general, the maximumauthorizedpaymentof royal-copyright royalties-excludng those on cinematographicand televisionfilms- paid ties is four to five percent of the base whic the payment isto a resident of Canada/Czechoslovakia/Polandare exempt from Spanish tax.

on

5. The lower rate applies if the recipient is a company, other than a partnership, calculated (limited usually to five percent of the related sales).
that owns directly at least 25 percent of the paying company's capital; 15 percent Non-resident companies without a permanent establishment inin other cases.

Spain but deriving Spanish-sourceincomemust appoint a resident6. Spanish-sourceinterest paid to a residentof Czechoslovakia/Hungary/Poland/ of Spain to represent them and must file speciafreturn forU.S.S.R. is exempt from Spanish tax. a every
7. The lower rate applies if the recipient is a company, other than a partnership, accrual. No remittance abroad is allowed unless the full tax is
that owns directly at least 50 percent of the paying company's capital; 15 percent previouslypaid.
in other cases.

8. 10 percent if the French/Luxembourg recipient is a company, other than a IX. VALUEADDED TAX
partnership, that owns directly at least 25 percent of the paying company'scapital
for at least one year prior to the distribution. A. Taxablepersons
9. Except for interest paid by the Governmentor a Government-ownedagency; Spain imposes the value added in ofexemption applies in respect of interest payments by Spain to the West German a turnover tax on respect
Deutsche Bundesbankor the Kreditanstalt fr Wiederaufbau (under the treaty with taxable supplies of goods and services (includingself-suppliesand
Germany) and interest on loans made, guaranteed or insured by the Canadian private use) byindividualor corporateentrepreneursin mainland
Export DevelopmentCorporation (under the treaty with Canada). Spain and the Balearic Archipelago, as well as in respect of the
10. 10 percent f the recipient Is a company that owns at least 25 percent of the importation of goods by any person into that territory of imposi-
paying company's capital for at least six months before the end of the year of the tion.
profits out of which the distribution is made.
11. For patent, trademark and know-how royalties and copyright royalties on B. Taxable base
cinematographicor television films. The taxable base is the total considerationcharged; in respect of12. 10 percentif the recipient is a Dutch company, other than a partnership, that,
without being exempt from corporate tax on the distribution received, owns at least importedgoods, it is the value of such goods for customspurposes,
50 percent of the paying cornpany's capital or at least 25 percent while another increased by an import-related taxes (other than VAT itself),
Dutch company also owns at least 25 percent; 5 percent applies if the Dutch duties and charges.
companys exempt from Dutch corporate tax for the dstrbutions received.
13. Exemption applies to Spanish-source interest on long-term (repayable after In computing tax liability, input VAT may be credited against
five years) bank loans pad to Switzerland. output VAT so that in practice only the value added to the entre-
14 5 percent for nterest on long-term (exceeding seven years) loans. preneur's supplies is taxed.
15 The lower rate applies f the recipient is a company that owns at least 25

C. Ratespercent of the paying company (excluding fiscally transparent companies and
entitiesand quotedportfolio investmentcompaniesand portfoio investmentfunds) General rate: 12%-

16. Exemption applies in respect of Spanish-source interest payments: Increased rate (for luxury goods and cars) 33%-

in general, to the Governmentor Governrnent institutons;-

6%from long-term (repayableafter 5 or more years) loans granted by banks
- rate- Reduced (for basic necessities)

or other financial institutions; and - Zero-rate (virtually only for export-relatedgoods
from sales on credit of industrial, commercialor scientific equipment. and services) 0%-

17. The 10 percent rate applies to royalties in general; the rateof5 percentapplies Table Ilto copyright royalties on literary, dramatic, musical or artistic work and related
technical assistance; the rate of 8 percent applies to copyright royalties on scientific Taxable item Final tax on
work, film/tape royaltes, ndustrial/commercial/scientificequipment-related royal- each accrual
ties and relatedtechnicalassistance.The exemptionapples to royaltiesfrom easing
or licensing containers used in nternational traffic. - Gross investment income in general (including divi-
18. 10 percent f the recipient is a U.K. company, other than a partnership, that dends and other distributions,incomeimputed under
controls directly or indirectly at least 10 percent of the voting power in the paying fiscal transparency, interest and royalties in general) 25%
company. - Adjusted gross income (i.e. gross income less ex-

penses paid in Spain on payroll and necessary pur-
Vlll. NON-RESIDENTCORPORATIONS chases of goods), income from services rendered in

Spain or paid by a residentof Spain, technical assist-
Non-resident corporations are defined for IS purposes as com- ance, nstallation and assembly costs on registered
panies which have not been incorporated under Spanish law nor engineering contracts and, in general, business ac-
have their seat nor central management in Spanish territory tivities in Spain without a permanent establishment

Generally, the permanentestablishmentof a non-resident corpo- (or with a permanent establishmentcarrying on only
ration is subject to IS on Spanish-sourceincome and capital gains sporadic activities, where it opts for this system of

at the general rate of 35 percent. taxation) 25%
Gross income derived from rentals or use of films and-

Unless a treaty provides otherwise, non-residentcompanieswith- cinematograph productions whether for their com-
out a permanent establishment in Spain (or with a permanent mercial exploitationor for use in publicity campaigns
establishment carrying on only occasional activities in Spain, and from the use of containers in international trade
where they opt for this limited system of taxation) are subject to other than shipping 10%
the effective rates on their Spanish-source income indicated in - Reinsurance premiums 4%
Table II. - Gross contractual fees paid by Spanish subsidiaries

to parents for services effectivelyconnected with the
Effective 1 January 1991, the following items are not taxable in running of the Spanish business and head office ex-

Spain: penses paid by branches 14%
dividends, interest and capital gains derived by non-resident -- Gross reimbursement costs incurred by establish--

investors from securities issued in Spain by non-residentsdi- ments which operate in Spain but use the goods pro-
rectly, irrespectiveof the residence status of the payor; duced or services performed therein for their own
interest and capital gains from: (i.e. 35% of 15% of the incurred-

purposes expenses
public bonds derived directlyby a non-residentbondhol- and non-operating revenues, e.g. interest, rent) 5.25%-

der (unless resident in a tax haven); and - Interest on bank deposits in foreign currency or con-
movable property (excludingcapital gains from substan- vertible Ptas. 0%-

tial (25 percent) shareholdngs and shares and similar -- Capital gains 35%
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I1\ TER\AT OlXA_:

CUSTOMSUNION AGREEMENT
BETWEEN ANDORRA AND THE EEC

AGREEMENT Regulation (EEC) No 3033/80, subpara-
graphs (a) and (b) shall apply to customs

between the European Economic Community and the Principality of Andorra duties constituting the fixed component of
the charge on imports of those products
into the Community from the Principality

THE PRINCIPALITYOF ANDORRA of Andorra, while the variable component
and provided for in the Regulation shall con-

THE EUROPEAN ECONOMIC COMMUNITY, tinue to apply.

DESIROUS of introducing, in respect of their trade relations, arrangementsto take the (d) By way of derogation from subpara-

place of national arrangementscurrently in force and respecting the specific situation of graphs (a), (b) and (c), imports covered by
the provisions relating to tax relief for

the Principality of Andorra, travellers referred to in Article 13 shall be

exempt from customsduties from 1 January
CONSIDERINGTHAT, owing to geographical, historical and social and economic fac- 1991.

tors, Andorra'sexceptionalsituation justifiesspecial arrangements,particularlyas regards
exemptionfrom import duties, turnover tax and excise duties collectedon goods imported Article 7

by travellers from Andorra into the Community, 1. For products covered by the customs

union, the Principality of Andorra shall

HAVE AGREED AS FOLLOWS: the PrincipalityofAndorra,in the manufac- adopt, with effect from 1 January 1991:
the provisions on import formalities-

ture of which were used products coming applied by the Community to third
Article 1 from third countriesand not in free circula- countries,

tion either in the Communityor in the Prin-
Trade between the European Economic cipalityof Andorra. These provisionsshall,

the laws, regulations and administra--

Community,on the one hand, and the Prin- tive provisions applicable to customs

cipality of Andorra, on the other, shall be however, apply to those goods only if the matters in the Community and neces-

governed by the provisionsset out below. exporting ContractingParty levies the cus-
sary for the proper functioning of the

toms duties laid down in the Community customs union.
for third country products used in their

TITLE I The provisions referred to in the first and
manufacture.

Customs Union second indents shall be those currently ap-

Article 2 Article 5 plicable in the Community.
2. The provisions referred to in the sec-

A customs union shall be established be- The Contracting Parties shall refrain from ond indent of paragraph 1 shall be deter-
tween the EuropeanEconomicCommunity introducing between themselves any new mined by the Joint Committeeprovidedfor
and Andorra for the products covered by customs duties on imports or exports or in Article 17.
Chapters 25 to 97 of the Harmonized Sys- charges having equivalent effect, and from

tem in accordance with the procedure and increasing those already applied in their Article 8
conditions set out under this Title. trade wit a each other on 1 January 1989.

1. (a) Over a period of five years, and

Article 3 Article 6 beyond that period if no agreement can be
reached in accordancewith (b), the Princi-

1. The provisionsof this Title shall apply 1. Customsdutieson importsand charges pality of Andorra shall authorize the Com-
to: having equivalent effect in force between munity, actingon behalfof and for the Prin-

(a) goods produced in the Community or the Communityand the Principalityof An- cipality of Andorra, to enter goods sent

in the Principality of Andorra, including dorra shall be abolished in accordancewith from third countries to the Principality of
those obtainedwholly or in part from prod- paragraphs 2 and 3. Andorrafor freecirculation.Entry intofree
ucts which come from third countries and circulation will be effected by the Commu-2. On 1 January 1991, the Principalityof
are in free circulation in the Communityor Andorra shall abolish customs duties and nity customs offices listed in Annex I.
in the Principalityof Andorra;
(b) goods which come from third countries chargeshaving equivalenteffecton imports (b) At the end of this period, and under

from the Community.
and are in free circulation in the Communi- Article 20, the Principalityof Andorramay

ty or in the Principalityof Andorra. 3. (a) From 1 January 1991 the Commu- exercise right of entry into free circulation

2. Products coming from third countries nity, with the exception of the Kingdom of for its goods, following agreement by the

shall be considered to be in free circulation Spain and the Portuguese Republic, shall ContractingParties.
abolish customs duties and charges havingin the Communityor in the Principality of 2. Where import duties are payable on

Andorraif the import formalitieshave been equivalenteffect on imports from the Prin- goods pursuant to paragraph 1, these duties

complied with and any customs duties or cipality of Andorra. shall be levied on behalfof the Principality
charges having equivalent effect which are (b) From 1 January 1991 the Kingdom of of Andorra. The Principality of Andorra

payable have been levied, and there has Spain and the Portuguese Republic shall shall undertake not to refund these sums

been no total or partial drawback of such apply the same customs duties in respect of directly or indirectly to the parties con-

dutiesor charges in respectof the said prod- the Principalityof Andorraas they apply in cerned.

ucts. respect of the Communityas constitutedon 3. The Joint Committee provided for in
31 December 1985. Article 17 shall determine:

Article 4
(c) In the case of processed agricultural (a) possible changes to the list of the Com-

The provisionsof this Title shall also apply products covered by Chapters 25 to 97 of munity customs offices competent to

to goods obtained in the Communityor n the Harmonized System and referred to in clear the goods referred to ln para-
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graph 1 and the procedurefor forward- raw tobacco and which meet the conditions and
ing the said goods to the Principalityof of Article 3(1) shall be eligible, when im- - still wine 5 litres total
Andorra referred to in paragraph 1; ported into the Principalityof Andorra, for

(b) the arrangements for assigning to the a preferentialrate correspondingto 60% of (c) Perfume 75 grams
AndorranExchequerthe amountscol- the rate applied in the Principality of An- and
lected in accordancewith paragraph2, dorra for the same products vis--vis third toilet water 3/8 litres
and the percentage to be deducted by countries. (d) Coffee 1000 gramsthe Community to cover administra- or
tive costs in accordance with the rele- extractsand essencesofcoffee 400gramsvant regulations in force within the TITLE 111

Community; Common provisions (e) Tea 200 grams
(c) any other arrangements necessary for Article 13 or

the proper implementationof this Arti- extracts and essences of tea 80 grams
cle. 1. Exemptions from import duties, turn-

4. Within the quantitative limits laidover tax and excise duties levied on imports down in the second indent of paragraph 3,Article 9 by travellers between the ContractingPar-
the value of the goods listed therein shallties and applicable to goods contained in

Quantitativerestrictionson importsand ex- the personal luggage of travellers coming
not be taken into consideration for deter-

ports and all measures having equivalent from one of the ContractingParties shall be mining the exemptions referred to in para-
effect between the Community and the those currentlyapplicable in the Communi- graph 1.

Principalityof Andorra shall be prohibited ty in respect of third countries, provided Article 14from 1 January 1991. importsof those goods are strictlynon-com-
mercial. The Contracting Parties shall refrain fromArticle 10 domestic tax practice lead-2. With regard to the products covered any measure or

1. Should either Contracting Party con- by Title II of this Agreement and listed ing directly or indirectly to discrimination
sider that disparities arising from the other below, the exemptions referred to in para-

between the products of one Contracting
Party's application, in respect of imports graph 1 shall be granted within the follow- Party and similar products from the other
from third countries, of customs duties, ng quantitative limits for each travelleren- ContractingParty.
quantitative restrictions or any measures tering the Communityfrom the Principality Products sent to the territory of one of the
having equivalent effect, or of any other of Andorra: ContractingParties shall not be eligible for
measure of commercial policy, threaten to -- milk powder 2.5 Kilograms arefundofdomesticchargeswhich ishigherdeflect trade or to cause economic difficul- -- condensed milk 3 Kilograms than the charges which have been leviedties in its territory, it may bring the matter - fresh milk 6 Kilograms directly or indirectly.before the Joint Committee, which shall, if - butter 1 Kilogram
necessary, recommend appropriate - cheese 4 Kilograms Article 15
methods for avoiding any harm liable to - sugar and confectionery 5 Kilograms 1. In addition to the cooperationresult therefrom. - meats 5 Kilograms pro-

vided for in Articles 11(2) and 17(8), the2. Where deflections occur or economic 3. By way of derogation from the provi- administrative authorities of the Contract-difficulties arise and the Party concerned sions of paragraph 1 and provided that the ing Parties responsible for implementingconsiders that they call for immediate ac- goods have been acquiredunderthe domes- the provisionsof this Agreementshall assist
tion, that Party may itselftake the necessary tlc market conditions of one of the Con- each other in other cases so as to ensuresurveillanceor protectionmeasures,notify- tracting Parties and meet the above condi- compliancewith the provisions.ing the Joint Committeewithout delay; the tions:
Joint Committee may recommend that the 2. Arrangements for the application of
said measures be amended or abolished. the total value of the exemptionsappli- paragraph 1 shall be determined by the-

cable to goods covered by Title I shall be Joint Committee referred to in Article 17.3. In the choice of such measures,prefer- set per person at three times the value of
ence shall be given to those which least dis- the exemption granted by the Community Article 16
turb the operation of the customs union to travellers from third countries,
and, in particular, the normal development The Agreement shall not preclude prohibi-
of trade. - the following quantitative limits shall tions or restrictions on imports, exports or

apply to the goods listed below: goods in transit justifiedon groundsof pub-
TITLE 11 (a) Tobacco products

lic morality, publicpolicyor publicsecurity,
Arrangementsfor products not covered cigarettes 300 items the protectionof health and life of humans,
by the customs union or

animalsor plants, the protectionof national

Article 11 cigarillos 150 items treasures possessing artistic, historic or ar-

(cigarsweighingno more than 3 g each) chaeologicalvalue, the protectionof indus-
1. Products covered by Chapters 1 to 24 or

trial or commercial propertyor controls re-

of the Harmonized System which originate cigars 75 items lating to gold and silver. Such prohibitions
in the Principality of Andorra shall be or

or restrictions shall not, however, consti-
tute a means of arbitrary discrimination orexempt from import duties when imported smoking tobacco 400 gramsinto the Community. a disguised restriction on trade between the

(b) Alcohol and alcoholic beverages Contracting Parties.
2. Rules of origin and methods of ad- - distilled beverages and spirituousministrative cooperation are set out in the beverages having an alcoholic Article 17
Appendix. strength by volume of more than

22% vol; undenatured ethyl al-
1. A Joint Committeeshall be set up with

Article 12 cohol of 80% vol or more responsibilityfor administeringthis Agree-
ment and ensuring that it is properly im-

1. The arrangements applied to goods 1.5 litres total
plemented. To that end, it shall formulate

from third countries imported into the Prin- or
recommendations.It shall take decisions in

cipality of Andorra shall not be more
- spirituous distilled beverages, provided for in the Agreement.the cases

favourable than those applied to imports of aperitifsbased on wine or alcohol The decisionsshall be executed by the Con-
Communitygoods. taffia, sake or similar beverages tracting Parties in accordance with theirwith an alcoholic strength by vol-

regulations.2. Productscoveredby headingsNo 24.02 ume not exceeding 22% vol,
own

and 24.03 of the HarmonizedSystem which sparkling wine, dessert wine 2. Which a view to the proper perfor-
are manufactured in the Community from 3 litres total mance of this Agreement, the Contracting
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Parties shall carry out exchanges of infor- ensure the application of the arbitrator's cedures necessary to that effect.
mation and, at the request of either party, decision. 2. After the date provided for in para-shall consult together in the Joint Commit-

Article 19 raph 1, this Agreement shall enter into
tee. orce on the first day of the second month
3. The Joint Committee shall draw up its In trade covered by this Agreement: following notification.
own rules of procedure. - the arrangementsapplied by the Prin- 3. If paragraph 2 applies, the date 1
4. The Joint Committee shall be com- cipality of Andorra vis--vis the Com- January 1991 contained in various provi-
posed, on the one hand, of representatives munity may not give rise to any dis- sions of this Agreement shall be replaced
of the Community and, on the other, of crimination between the Member by the date 1 July 1991.

representatives of the Principality of An- States, their nationals or their com-

dorra. panies, Article 25
the arrangementsapplied by the Com--

5. The Joint Committee shall take deci- munityvis--vis the Principalityof An- The provisions of this Agreement shall re-

sions by common accord. dorra may not give rise to any discrimi- place those appliedby the Community,and
nation between Andorran nationalsor in particular by France and Spain, prior to

6. The Joint Committee shall be chaired the Agreement's into force, under the
by each of the ContractingParties in turn in companies. entry

1967 Exchange of Letters with the Princi-
accordancewith the arrangementsto be laid

TITLE IV pality of Andorra.
down in its rules of procedure. General and final provisions
7. The Joint Committeeshall meet at the Article 26
rec uest of eitherof the ContractingParties, Article 20

This Agreementis drawn up in two originals
to 9e lodged at least one month before the This Agreement is concluded for an unli- in the Danish, Dutch, English, French,
date of the intended meeting. Where the mited duration. Within five years of its German, Greek, Italian, Portuguese,
Joint Committee is convenedunder Article entry into force, the two Parties shall begin Spanish and Catalan languages, each text
10, it shall meet within eight working days consultations to examine the results of its being equally authentic.
from the date on which the request is application and, if necessary, to open
lodged. negotiations on its amendment in the lght ANNEX I

of that examination.
8. In accordance with the procedure laid List of customs offices referred to in
down in paragraph 1, the Joint Committee Article 21 Article 8(1)
shall determine methods of administrative
cooperation for the purposes of applying Either Contracting Party may denounce - TOULOUSEPORTET
Articles 3 and 4, taking as a basis the this Agreementby notifying the other Con- - L'HOSPITALET-PASDE LA CASE
methods adopted by the Community in re- tracting Party in writing. In that case, the - LA TOUR DE CAROL

spect of trade between the Member States; Agreement shall cease to have effect six - PERPIGNAN
it may also amend provisions in the Appen- months after the date of such notification. - MADRID
dix, referred to in Article 11. - BARCELONA

Article 22 - ALGECIRAS
Article 18 - TUY

This Agreement shall apply, on the one - FARGA DE MOLES
1. Any disputesarising between the Con- hand, to the territories in which the Treaty
tracting Parties over the interpretation of establishing the EuropeanEconomicCom- ANNEX 11
the Agreementshall be put before the Joint munity is applied and under the conditions
Committee. laid down in that Treaty and, on the other,

As regards the provisions of trade policy
adopted by the Principality of Andorra

2. If the Joint Committee does not suc-
to the territory of the Principality of An-

under the Agreement, and in order that
ceed in settling the dispute at its next meet- dorra.

imports of the products consumed in An-

ing, each Party may notify the other of the
Article 23 dorra should not be affectedby these provi-

designationofan arbitrator; the otherParty sions, derogations may be decided by the
shall then be required to designatea second Annexes I and II and the Appendix to this Joint Committeeat the request of the Prin-
arbitratorwithin two months. Agreement shall form an integral part cipality of Andorra; these derogationsmay

The Joint Committeeshall designatea third thereof. includeaspectsof commoncommercialpol-
arbitrator. icy which do not apply to all the Member

Article 24 States of the Community
The arbitrator's decisions shall be taken by
a majority vote.

1. This Agreement shall enter into force The Commission shall communicateto the
on 1 July 1990, on condition that the Con- Andorranauthoritiesany relevant informa-

Each Party involved in the dispute shall be tractingPartieshave notifiedeach otherbe- tion concerning the arrangements applica-
required to take the measures needed to fore that date of the completionof the pro- ble to the Community'sexternal trade.

Statement by the Community concerning agricultural and processed agricultural products

This Agreement shall not affect the Community's refund arrangements for exports of Community agricultural products or processed
agricultural products.

Joint Statement

In so far as provisionsof this Agreement,such as, in particular, the provisionsgoverningcustomsduties, chargeshavingequivalenteffect,
quantitative restrictions, measures having equivalent effect, prohibitions on imports, exports or goods in transit, are similar to the

provisions of the Treaty establishing the European Economic Community, the Contracting Parties' representatives within the Joint
Committee shall undertake to interpret the former, within the scope of this Agreement, in the same way as the latter are interpreted in
trade within the European Economic Community.

Statement by the Principalityof Andorra

The Principality of Andorra undertakes not to operate any discrimination as regards import duties and taxes levied on whisky, absinth
and aniseed-basedaperitifs, on the one hand, and other alcoholic beverages and aperitifs, on the other hand.
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Joint Statement

The Joint Committee shall examine, and endeavour to find a solution to, any problems which arise in trade between the Contracting
Parties as regards the monitoring and certificationof technical standards.

APPENDIX These provisions shall apply only provided EXPEDIDO A POSTERIORIT,
that such goods are not importedby way of UDSTEDT EFTERFLGENDE,concerning the definition of originating trade and have been declared as meeting NACHTRGLICHAUSGESTELLT,products and methods of administrative the conditions required for the application EKDOTHEN EK TON YSTEPON,cooperation of the Agreement, and where there is no ISSUED RETROSPECTIVELY,
doubt as to the veracityofsuchdeclaration. DELIVRE A POSTERIORI,TITLE I

DEFINITION OF THE CONCEPT OF Imports which are occasional and consist RILASCIATOA POSTERIORI,
ORIGINATING PRODUCTS solely of goods for the personal use of the AFGEGEVENA POSTERIORI,

EMITIDO A POSTERIORI, EMES
Article 1 recipients or travellers shall not be consi-

A POSTERIORI.dered as imports by way of trade if it is
For the purpose of implementingthe provi- evident from the nature and quantity of the 5. In the event of the theft, loss or de-
sions of Article11(1) of the Agreement,the goods that no commercial purpose is in struction of an EUR. 1 certificate, the ex-

following shall be regarded as products vew. porter may apply to the Andorran customs

originating in the Principalityof Andorra: 3. Up to and including 30 April 1991 the authorities which issued it for a duplicate
(a) vegetable products which are har- made out on the basis of the export docu-

vested in the Principality of Andorra;
ecu to be used in termsof any given national

ments in their possession. The duplicate is-
(b) live animals born and raised in the currency shall be the equivalent in that na- sued in this must be endorsedwithtional currency of the ecu as at 3 October way one

Principalityof Andorra; 1988. For each successive perod of two
of the following:

(c) products obtained from live animals thereafter it shall be the equivalent in DUPLICADO,DUPLIKAT,born and raised in the Principality of years
that national currency of the ecu as at the DUPLIKAT, ANTIGRAPHO,Andorra; first working day in October in the year DUPLICATE, DUPLICATO,(d) products from hunting or fishing in the immediately preceding the two-year DUPLICAAT, SEGUNDA VIA,Principalityof Andorra; period. DUPLICAT.(e) products obtained in the Principality

of Andorra by working or processing 4. Amounts in the national currency of
products referred to in points (a) to the exporting State equivalent to the The duplicate, which must bear the date of

(d), even if other products have been amountsexpressed in ecus shall be fixed by issue of the original EUR. 1 certificate,
used in their manufacture, provided the exporting State and communicated to shall take effect as from that date.
that the products which were not ob- the other parties. When these amounts are 6. The endorsements referred to in para-
tained in the Principality of Andorra greater than the corresponding amounts graphs 4 and 5 shall be entered in the Re-
play only a subsidiarypart in manufac- fixed by the importing State, the importing marks box on the EUR. 1 certificate.
ture. State shall accept them if the goods are in-

voiced in the currency of the exporting 7. For the purpose of verifying whether
TITLE 11 State. the conditions stated in paragraph 2 have
ARRANGEMENTSFOR been met, the Andorran customs auth-

If the goods are invoiced in the currencyof orities shall have the right to call forADMINISTRATIVECOOPERATION anyanother Member State of the Community, documentary evidence or to carry out anyArticle 2 the importing State shall recognize the check which they consider appropriate.
amount notified by the State concerned.1. Originatingproductswithin the mean-

ing of this Appendix shall when imported Article 3 Article 4

into the Community be covered by the 1. An EUR. 1 certificate shall be issued
Agreement on presentation of: 1. An EUR. 1 certificate shall be issued

only application having been made inby the Andorran customs authoritieswhen on

(a) an EUR.1 movement certificate, the goods to which it relates are exported. writingby the exporteror, underthe expor-
hereinafter referred to as an EUR.1 It shall be made availableto the exporteras

ter's responsibility, by his authorized rep-
certificate. A specimen of the EUR.1 soon as actualexportationhas been effected resentative, on the form of which a speci-
certificate is given in Annex 2 to this or ensured. men is given in Annex 2 to this Appendix;
Appendix;* it shall be completed in accordance with

(b) an invoicebearingthe exporter'sdecla- 2. The EUR. 1 certificate shall be issued this Appendix.
ration as given in Annex 3 to this Ap- by the Andorran customs authorities if the

2. It shall be the responsibilityof the An-
pendix, made out by any exporter for goods to be exported can be considered as

dorran customs authorities to thatensure

any consignmentof one or more pack- products originating in the Principality of
the form referred to in paragraph 1 is duly

ages containing originating products Andorra within the meaningof Article 1 of
completed. In particular,the Andorrancus-

whose total value does not exceed this Appendix. toms authorities shall check whether the
ECU 2820. 3. An EUR. 1 certificate may be issued space reserved for the description of the

2. The following originating products only where it can serve as the documentary goods has been completedin such a manner

within the meaning of this Appendix shall evidence required for the purposeof imple- as to exclude all possibility of fraudulent
when imported into the Communitybe cov- menting the preferentialarrangementspro- additions. To this end, the description of
ered by the Agreement without it being vided for by the Agreement. the goods must be given without leaving
necessary to present either of the docu- The date of issue of the EUR. 1 certificate any blank lines. Where the space is not com-

ments referred to in paragraph 1: must be indicated in the part of the certifi- pletely filled a horizontal line must be
drawn below the last line of the description,

(a) goods sent as small packages from pri- cate reserved for the customs authorities. the empty space being crossed through.
vate persons to privatepersons, whose 4. In exceptional circumstancesan EUR. 3. Since the EUR. 1 certificate consti-total value does not exceed ECU 200; 1 certificatemay also be issued after expor- tutes the documentaryevidence for the(b) goods forming part of travellers' per- tation of the goods to which it relates if it ap-
sonal luggagewhose value does not ex- was not issued at the time of exportation plication of the preferential tariff provided

for by the Agreement,it shall be the respon-ceed ECU 565. because of errors or involuntary omissions sibility of the Andorran customsauthorities
or special circumstances. to take any steps necessary to verify the

* Editor's note: Annexes 2 and 3 are not re- Certificates issued retrospectively must be origin of the goods and to check the other

printed. endorsedwith one of the followingphrases: statements on the EUR. 1 certificate.
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4. When a certificate is issued in accord- duly established that the certificate does conditions undr which they have been
ance with Article 3(4) of this Appendix, correspond to the goods submitted. exhibited may be required.
after the goods to whichit relateshave actu-

ally been exported, the exportermust in the Article 7 3. Paragraph 1 shall apply to any trade,

applicaton referred to in aragraph 1: industrial, agricultural or crafts exhibition,
indicate the place ane date of consign-

The declaration referred to in Article 2(1) fair or similar public show or display which
-

ment of the goods to which the certifi- (b) shall be drawn up by the exporter in the is not organized for private purposes in

cate relates,
mannerspecified in Annex 3 to this Appen- shops or business premises with a view to

certify that no EUR. 1 certificate was dix, in one of the languages in which the the sale of foreign goods, and during which
-

issued at the time of exportationof the Agreement is drawn up. the goods remain under customs control.

goods in question, and state the It shall be typed, or prnted by means of a

reasons. stamp and signed by hand. The exporter Article 10
must retain a copy of the invoice Bearing 1. In order to ensure the proper applica-

Article 5 this declaration for at least two years. tion of this Title, Member States of the

1. EUR. 1 certificates shall be made out Communityand the PrincipalityofAndorra
on the form of which a specimen is given in Article 8 shall assist each other, through their respec-
Annex 2. This form shall be printed in one 1. The exporteror his representativeshall tive customs administrations, in checking
or more of the languages n which the submit with his application for an EUR. 1 the authenticity and accuracy of EUR. 1

Agreement is drawn up. Certificates shall certificate any appropriate supporting certificates and the declarations by expor-
be made out in one of these languages and document proving that the goods to be ex- ters made on invoices.
in accordance with the provisions of the ported qualify for the issue of an EUR. 1 Representatives of the Commission of the
domesticlaw of the Princialityof Andorra; certificate.
if they are handwritten taey shall be com- European Communities may on request

pleted in ink and in capital letters. He shallundertaketo submit, at the request take part in this checking.
of the appropriate authorities, any supple- 2. The Andorran customs authorities

2. Each certificate shall measure 210 x mentary evidence they may require for the shall forward to the customs authorities of
297 mm. A tolerance of up to plus 8 mm or purpose of establishing the correctness of the Member States, via the Commissionof
minus 5 mm in the length may be allowed. the originating status of the goods eligible the European Communities, specimen im-
The paper used must be white writing for preferential treatment and shall under- pressionsof the stamps used in their offices
paper, sized, not containing mechanical take to agree to any inspection of his ac- for issuing EUR. 1 certificates.
pulp and weighing not less than 25 g/m2. It counts and to any check on the processesof
shall have a printedgreen guillochepattern the obtaining of the above goods, carried 3. Penalties shall be imposed on any per-
background making any falsification by out by the said authorities. son who, in order to enable goods to be
mechanical or chemical means apparent to accepted as eligible for preferential treat-

the eye.
2. Exporters must keep for not less than ment, draws up, or causes to be drawn up,
two years the supporting documents refer- a document which contains incorrect par-

3. The Principality of Andorra may re- red to in paragraph 1. ticulars.
serve the right to print the certificatesitself
or may have themprintedby approvedprin_ 3. The provisions of paragraphs 1 and 2

ters. In the latter case, each certificatemust shall apply mutatis mutandis in the case of Article 11

include a reference to such approval. Each the use of the declaration referred to in 1. SubsequentverificationofEUR.1 cer-

certificate must bear the name and address Article 2(1)(b). tificates and of exporters' declarations
of the printeror a markby which the printer Article 9

made on invoices shall be carried out at

can be identified. It shall also bear a serial random or whenever the customs auth-

number, either printed or not, by which it 1. Goods sent from the Principality of orities of the importingState have reasona-

can be identified. Andorra for exhibition in another country ble doubt as to the authenticityof the docu-
and sold after the exhibitionfor importation ment or the accuracy of the information

Article 6 into the Communityshall benefit on impor- regarding the true origin of the goods in

1. An EUR. 1 certificatemust be submit- tation from the provisions of the Agree- question.
ted, within four monthsof the date of issue, ment on condition that the goods meet the 2 For the purposes of implementingthe

by the Andorran customs authorities to the requirements of this Appendix entitling provisionsof paragraph 1 the customsauth-
customs authorities of the importing State them to be recognized as originating in the orities of the importing State shall return

where the goods are entered in accordance Principality of Andorra and provided that the EUR. 1 certificate, and the invoice if it
with the procedureslaid down by that State. it is shown to the satisfactionof the customs has been submitted, or the invoice bearing

authorities that: the exporter'sdeclarationor a copy of those
2. An EUR. 1 certificatewhich is submit-
ted to the customsauthoritiesof the import- (a) an exporter has consigned the goods documents, to the Andorrancustoms auth-

ing State after the final date for presenta- from the Principalityof Andorrato the orities, giving, where appropriate, the
ofsubstance form for inquiry.

tion specified in paragraph 1 may be ac- country in which the exhibition is held reasons or an

cepted for the purpose of applying prefe- and has exhibited them there; The customs authorities of the importing
rential treatment, where the failure to sub- (b) the goods have been sold or otherwise State shall forward, in support of the re-

mit the certificateby the final date set is due disposed of by that exporter to a con-
quest for subsequentverification,any docu-

to reasons of force majeure or exceptional signee in the Community; ments and information that have been ob-
circumstances. (c) the goods have been consignedduring tained suggesting that the particulars given

the exhibition or immediately thereaf- on the EUR. 1 certificateor the invoice are
In other cases of belated presentation, the ter to the Community in the State in naccurate.
customs authorities of the importing State which they were sent for exhibition;
may accept the certificateswhere the goods (d) the goods have not, since they were If the customs authorities of the importing
have been submitted to them before the consigned for exhibition,been used for State decide to suspend the application of

said final date. any purpose other than demonstration Article 11 pending the results of the verifi-

3. The discovery of slight discrepancies
at an exhibition. cation, they shall offer to release the goods

between the statements made in the EUR. 2. An EUR. 1 certificatemust be submit-
to the importer subject to any precautio-

1 certificate and those made in the docu- ted to the customs authorities in the normal nary measures judged necessary.

ments submitted to the customs office for manner. The name and place of the exhibi- 3. The customs authoritiesof the import-
the purpose of carrying out the formalities tion must be indicated thereon. Where ing State shall be informed of the results of
for importing the goods shall not ipso facto necessary, additional documentary evi- the verification as soon as possible. The
render the certificate null and void if it is dence of the nature of the goods and the results must be such as to make it possible
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to determinewhether the documentswhich TITLE 111 not be necessary to establish whether the
are referred to in paragraph 2, and which FINAL PROVISIONS power and fuel, plant and equipment,have been returned, apply to the goods ac- machines and tools used to obtan such
tually exported and whether these goods Article 12

goods originate in third countries or not.
can in fact qualify for the applicationof the The Communityand the Principalityof An-
preferentialarrangements. dorra shall each take the measures neces- Note 2

When such disputes cannot be settled be. sary for the implementationof this Appen- In order to determinethe origin of iroducts
tween the customs authorities of the im- dix. falling within Chapters 1 to 24 of t te Com-

bined Nomenclature, no account shall beporting State and the Andorran customs
authorities,or when they raise a problemof Article 13 taken of any packaging
interpretationof this Appendix, they shall The Annexes to this Appendix shall form Note 3be submitted to the Customs Committee. an integral part thereof. Products which do not make thanup more

For the purpose of subsequent verification ANNEX 1
10% by quantity of those referred to in Ar-

of EUR. 1 certificates, the export docu- EXPLANATORYNOTES
ticle lia) to (ei of the Appendix shall be

ments or copies of EUR. 1 certificatespro- regarded as 'playing a subsidiary part' in
vided in their place must be retained for at Note 1 manufacture.
least two years by the Andorran customs In order to determinewhether goods origi-
authorities. nate in the Principalityof Andorra, it shall
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(B. 110.784) editionof this work but takingaccountof the Nebengesetze,Rechtsprechung,amtlicheTexte.

recentdevelopmentsit forms a new editionof its Bearbeitetvon Ute Hermanns.
SEICHT, Gerhard. own right. The workoffers a perspectiveon Bonn, StollfussVerlag, 1990, pp. 2050, 112.-
Buchhaltungs-und Bilanzierungsprobleme. CommunityLaw emphasisingthe interactionof DM.
HandbuchfrStudierendeund Praktiker.8. the variousparts ofCommunityLaw and Manualcontainingthe Fiscal Code, the Tax
Auflage. coveringthe whole field presentinga more CourtCode, by-laws, jurisprudenceand other
Vienna,Linde VerlagWienAG., conceptualapproachinherentin the systemof officialpublications.
Dominikanerbastei10, 1010Wien, 1991, pp. 630. CommunityTreaties. (B. 110.648)
Introductorybook on accountingand valuation (B. 110.893)
aspects. DIE VERANLAGUNGZUR
(B. 110.863) Krperschaftsteuerfr 1990.

France 41. Auflage Bearbeitetvon HorstEversberg.
Dsseldorf,IDWVerlagGmbH., 1991, pp.

Belgium MOUZON, Rmi. 1024. 36.91 DM.
Le contrle fiscal dessocits. This manualprovidesin the well-established

FISCOLEX 1990. FISCOLEX- Prfacede Jean-PierreLe Gall. formof all manualspublishedby the IDW
Inkomstenbelastingen.Actualisering90/2 Paris, EditionsLitec, 1990, pp. 226. Verlag,Dsseldorf,the CorporateTax Law for
(bijgehoudent.e.m.B.S. 31 oktober1990). A completeguide to the legal proceduresof the the 1990 assessmentplus relevantordinances,
Antwerp,KluwerRechtswetenschappen,1990, fiscalauditofenterprises.A step by step rulingand jurisprudence.
pp. 126. approachto the rights and obligationsofthe (B. 110.879)
Bookletcomprisingnew and amendedprovisions taxpayerand the administration.
on taxeson incomepublishedafter31 January (B. 110.993) DIE VERANLAGUNGZUR
1990 in the BelgianOfficial Gazette. Gewerbesteuerfr 1990. 40. Auflage.
(B. 110.832) L'IMPOTDU DIABLE. LE NAUFRAGE Bearbeitetvon Horst Eversberg.

de la fiscalitfranaise. Sous la directionde Dsseldorf,IDWVerlagGmbH., 1991, pp. 456.
VOORAFBETALINGENAANSLAGJAAR Dominiquede laMartinire. 29.91 DM.
1991/Versementsanticips. Paris, EditionsCalmann-Lvy,3, rue Auber, This manualprovidesin the well-established
Brussels,CED-Samsom,1990, pp. 94. Paris9, 1990, pp. 141. formof all manualspublishedby the IDW
Bookleton the prepaymentfor 1991 assessment A compilationof reflectionsby a numberof Verlag,Dsseldorf,the BusinessTax Law for
year (individualsand companies). expertson the state of the French tax system. the 1990 assessmentplus relevantordinances,
(B. 110.469) The authorsunderline the incoherenceand rulingsand jurisprudence.

complexityof the systemand denouncethe (B. 110.880)
NOTREDAME,Bart. measures takenundercoverof the Common
Fiscalestimulivoorbedrijven. EuropeanMarket. NEUES STEUERRECHTVON A BIS Z.
Brussels,CED-Samsom,1990. (B.110.931) Lexikon-Kommentrar-Zeitschriftfrdas
Praktijk& Fiscus, Vol. 4, No. 90.1, pp. 83. gesamteSteuerrecht.26th Edition.
Fiscal incentivesavailablein Belgium for

PRECIS DE FISCALITE 1991. Bielefeld,Erich SchmidtVerlag, 1991, approx.
enterprises. 6,000pp.
(B. 110.629) A jour au 5 janvier 1991. 2 Volumes.

Loose-leafpublicationsupplemented:Paris, DGI-Ministryof Finance, 1991, pp. 2450.
fortnightly.Volume 1 ofthis guide dealswith individual
Duringthe first quarterof 1991 the nos. 1 to 5 of

Czechoslovakia income tax, corporateincome tax andvalue
the periodicalcontainedsuch the increaseofas

added tax. Volume2 covers tax on real property
and capitalgains, registrationand stampduties, capital, revaluationof capitaland liquidations

and the regulations,Dr. KARELHAVLICEK& CO. indirecttaxes, direct local taxes, sanctions,
tax consequences,account

Das tschechoslowakischeRecht und cadastraladministration,and other related taxationand social securitiesofwages, the
valuationof capitalin the fiscalbalance,briefdie auslndischenUnternehmer. matters.The materialisupdatedas of 5 January

Prague, LunarionVerlag, 1990, pp. 165. 1991.
informationonnew tax developments,etc.

This bookdescribesthe currentstate of the (B. 110.955) (B. 107.022)
Czechoslovakianeconomicand legal systems
and may be useful to all personsinterestedin VERANLAGUNGS-HANDAUSGABEN1990.
director indirectinvestments. It concentrates COURTOIS, Pierre. Sammelband.

especiallyon the questionswhich may arise in L'imptde solidaritsur la fortune. Einkommensteuer- Krperschaftsteuer
settingup jointventuresand offices. Personneset biens imposables,rgles - Gewerbesteuer- Umsatzsteuer, mit

(B. 110.759) d'valuationdes biens, modalitsd'application Richtlinien, Gesetzen, Durchfhrungs-
et decontrle. verordnungenund Nebenbestimmungen.
Paris, EditionsLitec, 1989, pp. 236. Bonn, StollfussVerlag, 1991, pp. 2648.

EEC This book deals with the French net wealth tax. It 159.- DM.

coverssuch aspects as taxablepersons, taxable Extensivedocumentationof the Individual

GARDNER,Edward; Angel de la FUENTE. base and evaluationand control methods. IncomeTax Act, the CorporateIncomeTax Act,
Corporateincome tax harmonizationand capital (B. 110.994) the BusinessTax Act, the ValueAddedTaxAct

and all administrativerulingsguidelinesthereto.allocationin the EuropeanCommunity.
assessmentWashington,IMF-InternationalMonetary DICTIONNAIREFISCAL 1991 Appended is the 1990 for

Fund, 1990. 6th Edition.
thenewlyjoint lnder.

IMFWorkingPaperWP/90/103,pp. 50. Paris, GroupeRevueFiduciaire,LaVillegurin (B. 110.922)
(B. 110.813) Editions,54, rue de Chabrol,75010Paris, 1991, NEUFANG, Bernd.

pp. 600.175.-Ffrs. Betriebsaufspaltungzwischen
KAPTEYN, P.J.G.; Tax glossaryincludingdefinitionsof most Fremdenund Familienangehrigen.
VERLORENvanTHEMAAT,P. common tax terms. Illustratedwith many Freiburg, InformationVerlagsGmbH. & Co.
Introductionto theLaw of the European examples. KG., Postfach740, D-7800Freiburg,1989.
Communities.Afterthecomingintoforce of the (B. 110.976) SteuerberaterPraxis Reihe. Pp. 130.
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Splitting-upof a businessbetweennon-related The authorexaminestaxationof non-resident Poland. A comparisonwith selected European
partiesand familymembers.The author employeesunder German IncomeTax Law. countries.
discussesvarious topicsconnectedwith the Highlightsare: deductibilityof income-related Washington,IMF-InternationalMonetary
splitting-upof a businesssuch as: differentforms expenses,the exemptionwith progression Fund, 1990.
of split-ups,valuation,VAT, trade tax, decisive methodand the law implementingthe taxationof IMFWorkingPaperWP/90/123.Pp. 24.
vote, splitting-upof a businessbetweena couple, commutersfrom the Netherlandsto Germany. This papercompares the effectiveratesof
etc. The manual is writtenas an advisorytoolin (B. 110.870) taxation facedby a representativeinvestor

advisingclients. located in a majorcapital-exportingcountry for

(B. 110.737) EINKOMMENSTEUERVERANLAGUNG1990. investmentsin machineryand buildings in nine

Einkommensteuergesetz, capital-importingEuropeancountries.Poland

MAGUIRE, Edward; THEISEN, Manuel; Einkommensteuer-Durchfhrungsverordnung, and Hungaryare found to have relativelyhigh
WEBER,Alfred, a.o. Einkommensteuer-Richtlinien,Rechtsprechung, effective tax rateson equity-financedinvestment.

VerrechnungspreisebeiLizenzenund Anweisungen,Anlagen. Bearbeitetvon The analysissuggeststhat both countrieswould

Dienstleistungen.Mit Diskussionsbeitragen RaimungWiechen, GeorgSchmitzund Karl- benefit from streamliningcapitalcost recovery
einesMnchenerSymposions. HeinzBoveleth. allowancesand possiblyloweringstatutory
Munich,C.H. Beck'scheVerlagsbuchhandlung, Herne/Berlin,VerlagNeueWirtschafts-Briefe, corporatetax rates-as permittedby the revenue

1990. 1991,pp. 1873. constraint-ratherthan providingtax preferences
MnchenerSchriftenzum Internationalen This manualcontains the IncomeTax Law for for foreign investors.

Steuerrecht,Heft 14, pp. 114. 68.OODM. the 1990assessmentwithrelevantordinances, (B.110.802)
Transferpricingconcerningroyaltiesand rulingsand jurisprudence. Income tax schedules
services. This volume analysesand criticizesthe for single and marriedpersonsare also attached.
new methodsproposedby the U.S. tax -

(B. 110.756) Ireland
authoritiesand revealed in the White Paper.At
the same time it developsstrategies to encounter LOHNSTEUER-HANDAUSGABE1991. BUDGET 1991. PRESENTEDTO
the U.S. proposals. Einkommensteuergesetzmit Dial Eireannby Mr. Albert Reynolds,Minister
(B. 110.872) Durchfhrungsverordnungen,Richtlinien, for Finance,30 January1991.

Nebenbestimmungenund Rechtsprechungin Dublin,The StationeryOffice, Sun Alliance
WIRTSCHAFrSGESETZE.8. AUFLAGE Leitstzen.Bearbeitetvon RobertHanke. House, MolesworthStreet, Dublin2, 1991, pp.
mit RechtsstandJanuar 1991. Bonn, StollfussVerlag, 1991, pp. 888. 67.OODM. 210.£ 6.50.
Dsseldorf,IDWVerlagGmbH., 1990, pp. 770. 1991 WageTax Manual.This manualcontains (B. 110.954)
44.- DM. rulings, the income tax ordinance,by-laws,and
The manualcontains, amongothers, the jurisprudenceof the GermanSupremeTax

following laws: CommercialCode, Stock Court. Netherlands

CorporationLaw, LimitedLiabilityCompany (B. 110.890)
Law, PublicityLaw, ReorganizationTax Law, LALJI, L.M.

Co-determinationLaw, D-Markbilanzgesetz SOCIALVERSICHERUNGTABELLEN. Herzieningboetestelselvan de fiscus.

(law governingthe openingbalancesheetin Gltigab1. Januar 1990. Openingstoespraakter gelegenheidvan de

DM-currencyfor formerGDR enterprises). Bonn,StollfussVerlag, 1990, pp. 52. 24.80 DM. officieleopeningvan het Fiscaal-Juridisch

(B. 110.881) Bookletprovidinginformationonsocial security AdviesbureauMr. L.M. Lalji op vrijdag2

contributionswith regard to variousgroups. november1990.
UNTERNEHMENSBESTEUERUNG

(B. 110.770) Amsterdam,Fiscaal-JuridischAdviesbureau
INDERZEIT Mr. L.M. Lalji, HollandCenter, Eerste

des Umbruchs.Berichtberdie IDW- D-MARK-BILANZGESETZ. Weteringdwarsstraat50-52, 1017 TP

Steuerfachtagungam 13.9.1990in Neuss. Gesetzestext,Kommentierung, Amsterdam,1990, pp. 4.

Dsseldorf,IDWVerlag, 1990, pp. 140. Gestaltungshinweise. Speechby L.M. Lalji at theopeningofhis Fiscal-

58.00 DM. Herausgegebenvon KPMGDeutscheTreuhand JuridicalConsultantOfficeon November2,
Enterprisetaxation in changingtimes. Reporton Gruppe. 1990, dealingwiththe fiscal fine system in the

the annual conferenceof the tax authoritieson 13 Dsseldorf, IDWVerlagGmbH., 1990, pp. 620. Netherlands.He describes the difference

September1990 in Neuss, containing,among 59.-DM. between theold andthe new introducedfiscal

others, the followingarticles: Dieverdeckte Law governingthe openingbalancesheet for fine system in which the tax authoritieshave to

GewinnausschttungunerschpflicheQuelle formerGDR enterprises.As per 1 July 1990 (the prove the maliciousintentionof the taxpayer,
dauerndenStreits by Fr. Wassermeyer;D- date of the monetaryunion and the extensionof insteadof the previoussystem, in which the

Markbilanzgesetzund Besteuerungby V. the West GermanCommercialLaw to the former taxpayerhad to prove his innocence.

Sarrazin;Die Organsehaftaufdem Prfstand GDR) enterpriseslocated in the formerGDR (B. 110.995)
byH.P. Mller. have been required to prepare an opening
(B. 110.884) balancesheet for commercialand tax purposes IJZERMAN,R.L.H.

which basicallymeets the requirementofWest Het leerstukvan de wetsontduikinginhet

DIE VERANLAGUNGZUR GermanCommercialLaw. belastingrecht.
Einkommensteuerfr 1990,42.Auflage. (B. 110.878) Deventer,Kluwer, 1991.

Bearbeitetvon RaimundWiechen, Georg FiscaleMonografien,No. 54, pp. 312.

Schmitz und Karl-HeinzBoveleth. QUICK, Reiner. 65.00 Dfl.

Dsseldorf,IDWVerlagGmbH., 1991, Grundstzeordnungsmssiger Monographola doctoral thesis on the principles
pp. 1916.49.50DM. Inventurprfung.Ein Beitragzur of tax avoidancetransactionsin various tax

This manual provides in the well-established BestandsprfungderVorrte im Rahmender systemssuch as the Netherlands,Germany,
formof all manualspublishedby the IDW handelsrechtlichenJahresabschlussprfung. Canada, the United Kingdomand the U.S.A.

Verlag, Dsseldorf, the IncomeTax Lawfor Dsseldorf, IDWVerlagGmbH., 1991, pp. 460. considered.
1990 assessmentplus respectiveordinances, 98.OODM. (B. 110.788)
rulingsandjurisprudence. Acceptedprinciplesofinventoryauditing. Thesis

(B. 110.882) dealingwith acceptedprinciplesof inventory FISCAALMEMO 1, JANUARI 1991.

auditingwithin the commercialannual Deventer,Kluwer, 1991, pp. 195.24.-Dfl.

BERKES, J. statement. Annualguidecontainingsummaryof relevant

Die beschrnkteSteuerpflichtder Arbeitnehmer (B. 110.883) tax informationand connectedsubjects.
im Systemdes Einkommensteuergesetzes. (B. 110.939)
Frankfurt,Peter Lang VerlagAG., 1991. Hungary
EuropischeHochschulschriften,Reihe II, BELASTINGWETTEN1991.

Rechtswissenschaft,Band 1050, pp. 170. ANDERSSON,Krister. Met een inleidingvan Ch.P.A. Geppaart.22nd

50.- DM. Taxationand the cost of capital in Hungaryand Edition.
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Deventer,Kluwer, 1991, pp. 790. WASCH, E.P.J.; BOELE, J.;
22nd Revisedand updatedpocketeditionoftax BORGHOLS,E.G.e.a. INTERNATIONAL
laws of the Netherlandsfortaxyear 1991. Hoofdzakenmilieuheffingen.
(B. 110.923) Deventer,FED B.V., 1990.

FED FiscaleStudieserieNo. 27. Pp. 216. THE WORLD OF LEARNING 1991.
BINK, Nicolaas; WASCH, Evert. Monographcontainingvariousaspectsand main 41st Edition.
Aftrekbarekosten en vergoedingen.4th Edition. principlesof the impositionof environment London,EuropaPublicationsLimited, 1991,pp
Deventer,Kluwer, 1991. levies. Written byvariousauthors. 1987.
KluwerBelastingwijzers,No. 7. Pp. 151. (B.110.859) Revisedand updatededitionof referencework
29.50 Dfl. containingdirectorydetails for over26,000
Revisedand updatededitionof monograph REEHUIS,W.H.M.; SLOB, E.E. universities,colleges,schoolsofart and music,
dealingwith variouspaymentsto employeesby Boek 7. BijzondereOvereenkomsten.Titels libraries, archives, learnedsocieties, research
employersand relateddeductibleexpenses. 1,7,9en 14. institutes,museumsand art galleries, arranged
(B. 110.921) Deventer,Kluwer, 1991. alphabeticallyby country.

ParlementaireGeschiedenisvan het Nieuwe (B. 110.699)
LUGT, F.H. BurgerlijkWetboek. InvoeringBoeken3,5 en 6,
Fiscale faciliteitenvoor ondernemers.2nd pp.494. CASMIR, Bernd.
Edition. Annotatedtext of the publisheddocumentson Staatliche Rentenversicherungssysteme
Deventer,Kluwer, 1991. the new Civil Code discussedin Parliament.This im internationalenVergleich. EineStudieber
KluwerBelastingwijzersNo. 33. Pp. 220. volumedeals with the special contracts. die Systemein Grossbritannien,den
29.50 Dfl. (B. 110.937) Niederlanden,der Schweiz,den Vereinigten
Monographdescribingthe income tax treatment Staatenvon Amerika,sterreichund der
of entrepreneurs. BundesrepublikDeutschland.
(B. 110.920) Frankfurt,PeterLang Verlag, 1989.

Poland EuropischeHochschulschriften,Reihe V,
BINK, Nicolaas; WASCH, Evert. Volks-und Betriebswirtschaft,Vol. 985, pp. 554.
Aftrekbarekosten en vergoedingen.4th Edition. ANDERSSON, Krister. State pensionsystems in an international
Deventer,Kluwer, 1991. Taxationand the cost of capital in Hungaryand comparison.A studyon the systemsin the U.K.,
KluwerBelastingwijzers,No. 7. Pp. 151. Poland. A comparisonwith selectedEuropean the Netherlands,Switzerland, the U.S.A.,
29.50 Dfl. countries. Austriaand Germany.
Fourth revisededitionof monographdescribing Washington,IMF-InternationalMonetary (B. 110.934)
deductiblecosts and related remunerations. Fund, 1990.
(B. 110.921) IMFWorkingPaperWP/90/123.Pp. 24. THE EUROPA WORLD YEAR BOOK 1991.

This papercomparesthe effectiveratesof Volume I: InternationalOrganizations.
MOL, N. taxationfaced by a representativeinvestor Countries:Afghanistanto Jordan.
Pensioenen. Deel2. located in a majorcapital-exportingcountryfor London,EuropaPublicationsLtd., 1991,
Deventer,Kluwer, 1991. investmentsin machineryand buildings in nine pp. 1563.
De Bedrijfsadviseur.Pp. 150. 37.50 Dfl. capital-importingEuropeancountries.Poland (B. 110.977)
Part two of monographdealingwith pensions and Hungaryare found to have relativelyhigh
and pension fundswith emphasisfor directors effectivetax rates on equity-financedinvestment.
with largeshareholdingsand independent The analysissuggests that both countrieswould LATIN AMERICA
entrepreneurs. benefit from streamliningcapitalcost recovery
(B. 110.897) allowancesand possiblyloweringstatutory

corporatetax rates- as permittedby the revenue Caribbean
ARENDONK,H.P.A.M. van; KAVELAARS, constraint-ratherthanprovdngtax preferences
P. ; STEVENS,L.G.M. forforeigninvestors. COMMONEXTERNALTARIFF OF
Eenvoud in praktijk. Oort-wetgeving.Tweede (B. 110.802) the CaribbeanCommonMarket.An explanation
herzienedruk. of its scope and operationalfeatures.
Deventer,Kluwer, 1991, pp. 405. 67.- Dfl. Georgetown,CaribbeanCommunity
Second revised editionof,monographexplaining Secretariat,Bank of GuyanaBuilding,P.O.Box
the individual income tax changesunder the Sweden 10827, Georgetown,Guyana, 1991, pp. 45.
so-calledOort legislation. (B. 18.630)
(B. 110.898) THE SWEDISH TAX REFORM

RULES OF ORIGIN OF THE CARIBBEANof 1991. CommonMarket.DE WARE KONINGINDER BELASTINGEN. Stockholm,MinistryofFinance, 1991, pp. 50.
Opstellenaangebodenaan Prof. Mr. J. (B. 110.914)

Anexplanationof its scope and operational
Reugebrinkter gelegenheidvan zijn 25-jarg

features.

ambtsjubileum. SKATTE- OCH TAXERINGS- Georgetown,CaribbeanCommunity
Deventer,FED B.V., 1990, pp. 236. frfattningarna. Secretariat,1991, pp. 29.

EntitledThetrue queen of taxes, this volume Sadanade lyderden 1 januari 1991. (B. 18.631)
was dedicatedto ProfessorJ. Reugebrinkon the Stockholm,Skattefrvaltningen,1991, pp. 832. REPORT OF MR. RODNEY GALLAGHERoccasionof his 25-years in office and contains Swedish texts of laws (direct taxation)as of 1
various topics on turnovertax by variousauthors. January 1991.

of Coopersand Lybrandon the Surveyof

(B. 110.899) (B. 110.831)
OffshoreFinanceSectorsin the Caribbean
DependentTerritories.
London,Her Majesty'sStationeryOffice, 1990,

WISSELINK,M.A. pp. 155.
Privacyand fiscus. Rechtsbeschermingbij The reportexaminesthe offshore financial
belastingcontroleen bij opsporingvan United Kingdom servicessector in the U.K., Dependent
belastingfraude. territoriesof Cayman Islands, BritishVirgin
Deventer,Kluwer, 1990. BUTTERWORTHSFINANCEBILL 1991 Islands,Turks and Caicos Islands, Montserrat
KluwerBelastingwijzers,No. 32. Pp. 127. Handbook.The provisionsrelating to value and Anguilla. The reportexamines in detail the
29.50 Dfl. added tax, income tax, corporationtax, capital principallegislationregulatingoffshoreactivity
Monographdealingwith the privacyof the gains tax and oil taxation. Withcommentary. and the administrationof the sector, making
taxpayerin case of tax investigationby the tax London,Butterworth& Co (Publishers)Ltd., recommendationsfor improvedadministration
authoritiesfor purposesof finding tax fraude. 1991, pp. 206. ofthatsector.
(B. 110.822) (B. 110.956) (B. 18.632)
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Jamaica Thailand
AFRICA

GENERALDUTIES AND TAXATION. BAKER & MCKENZIE,BANGKOK.
Jamaica, JAMPRO-JamaicaPromotions Guideto taxes in Thailand, 1991.

Corporation,35 TrafalgarRoad, Kingston10, South Africa North Ryde, CCH Asia Limited, 1991, pp. 286.
Jamaica,W.I.,1991,pp. 20. Referencesourcebook includingdiscussionon

Brochureoutliningbriefly tax and tax incentives STACK, E.M.; CRONJE, M. Thai corporateincome tax, personalincome tax,
in Jamaica. A notableomissionis the General The taxationof individuaisand companies.4th petroleumincome tax, businesstax, stamp duty,
ConsumptionTax which is a value added tax to Edition. double tax agreementsand locally levied taxes.

be introducedduring 1991. Durban,ButterworthsProfessonalPublishers This edition incorporatesthe tax laws as of 31

(B. 18.629) (Pty) Ltd., 1990, pp. 503. 72.00 R. March 1991.

The book dealswith the generalprinciplesof (B.57.600)
NORTH AMERICA taxationwhich apply to both individualsand

corporations.Thetaxationof sole tradersand of

partnershipshas been explainedin detail. EUROPE
U.S.A. (B. 13.426)
TAXATION IN THE GLOBALECONOMY.
Editedby AssafRazin and Joel Slemrod.A HOEK, T.H. van; GROOT, J.S.M.

NationalBureauofEconomicResearchProject ASIA & THE PACIFIC Beleidsimplicatiesvan een Economischeen

Report.
MonetaireUnie in Europa.

Chicago,The UniversityofChicagoPress, 5801
The Hague, CentraalPlanbureau,Van Stolkweg

South Ellis Avenue,Chicago, Illinois60637, Australia
14,2585JR, DenHaag, 1991.

U.S.A.,1990,pp. 445.
CPB Onderzoeksmemorandum/Research
Memorandum.Pp. 50.

Compilationof paperspreparedby various
1991 AUSTRALIANMASTERTAX GUIDE. Studydesigned identify the forto

authorsexaminingthe role of taxationin cross-
FromtheCCHTaxEditors.

scope
independenteconomicpoliciesofindividualborderflows of capital and goods, the real and

North Ryde, CCH AustraliaLtd., 1991, Europeancountriesin Economicand
financialdecisionsofmultinationalcorporatons, pp. an

1470. MonetaryUnion (EMU)and the implicationsof growingeconomic
Annualguide designed to help taxpayersprepare (B. 110.786)interdependanceforacountrychoiceof a tax
their tax returnsfor the 1990/91 incomeyear and

system. Papers include amongothers: Taxing to provide information the tax consequenceson
internationalincome: an analysisof the U.S.

system and its economicpremisesby HughJ. flowingfromdecisionsand transactionsthat Belgium
AultandDavidF. Bradford;U.S. taxpolicy taxpayersmay face in the 1991/92incomeyear.

The materialis updatedas of 8 January 1991. MARCHE INTERIEUR,REFORMESand direct investmentabroadby J. Jun; Tax

effectson foreigndirect investmentin the U.S.: (B.57.599) fiscalesbelges et directivesfiscaleseuropennes.
evidencefrom a cross-bordercomparisonby India

Journed'tudesdu 18 octobre 1990,Louvain-la-
Joel Slemrod;Multinationalcorporations, Neuve.

transferpices and taxes: evidence from the U.S. Louvain,UniversitCatholiquede Louvain,
PetroleumIndustryby J-T. Bernardand R.J. BHATrACHARYYA,S.; GARG, H.R. Facultde Droit, 1990, pp. 470.

Weiner;Tax incentivesand internationalcapital Handbookofdirect taxes. Reportsof the seminarheld on 18 October1990

flows: the case of the U.S.A. and Japan by A. Calcutta,EasternLaw House, 1990, pp. 750. in Livain-la-Neuveonthe CommonMarket, the

LansBovenberg,K. Andersson,K. Aramaki Textsof direct tax laws with commentary. EuropeanTax Directivesand the Belgian tax

and S.K. Chand; Integrationof international (B.57.568) reform.

capital markets: the size ofgovernmentand tax (B. 110.826)
coordinationby AssafRazinand EfraimSadka. DIVAN, Gautam R.; RAMACHANDRAN,N.

(B. 110.958) Businessoperationin India. FISCOLEX 1991.

Washington,Tax ManagementInc., 1991. Wetboekvan de Inkomstenbelastingenmet

INTERNALREVENUECODE. Tax ManagementForeign IncomePortfolio, uitvoeringsbesluiten.
Includingthe RevenueReconciliationActof No. 966,pp. 120. Wetboekvan de met de Inkomstenbelastingen
1990and all other 1990 amendments.Volumes 1 PortfolioNo. 966 analyzes India'sConpanies gelijkgesteldebelastingenmet

and2. Act,licensingprocedures,monopoliesand uitvoeringsbesluiten.
Chicago, CCH-CommerceClearingHouse, restrictivetradepractices,ExchangeControl Antwerp,KluwerRechtswetenschappen,1991.

Inc., 1990, pp. 3900. and Income Tax Act, the liberal taxconcessions Pp. 784.

Consolidatedtext of the U.S. InternalRevenue grantedfornew investmentsand industrial Consolidatedtext of the income taxes (individual
Codeasamendedintwoboundvolumes. undertakings,specialconcessionsfor foreign incometax, corporateincome tax) for the 1991

Volume l contains income taxes Secs. 1-1000; collaborations,and provisionsfor computation assessmentyear and relevantother taxes. This

Volume2 contains income,employment,estate of taxable income of non-residents. edition is updatedas of 31 January 1991.

andgift taxes Secs. 1001-end. (B. 110.987) (B. 111.012)
(B. 110.957)

GARG, H.R. CODE DES IMPOTS SUR

MAGUIRE, Edward; THEISEN, Manuel; Law & procedureof approvalsfor tax les revenus 1991./Inkomstenbelastingen
WEBER,Alfred,a.o. concessions.2nd Edition. aanslagjaar1991.

Verrechnungspreisebei Lizenzenund Calcutta,EasternLaw House, 1990, pp. 477. Brussels,CED-Samsom,1991. Pp. 592.

Dienstleistungen.Mit Diskussionsbeitragen (B.57.571) Consolidatedtext of the IncomeTax Code and

eines MnchenerSymposions. implementinglaws and decreesfor purposesof

Munich,C.H. Beck'scheVerlagsbuchhandlung, Korea (Rep.) the 1991 assessmentyear, updated text as of 15

1990. February1991. A dutch version is published
MnchenerSchriftenzum Internationalen KOREANTAXATION 1991. underthe title Inkomstenbelastingen
Steuerrecht,Heft 14, pp. 114. 68.OODM. Seoul, Ministryof Finance, 1991, pp. 263. aanslagjaar1991.

Transferpricingconcerningroyaltiesand The books designed to present up-to-date (B. 111.013/B.111.079)
services. This volume analysesand criticizes the informationon the Korean tax system. This 1991
new methodsproposedby the U.S. tax edition incorporateschanges in the tax laws
authoritiesand revealed in the White Paper. At made in FY 1990 (1 January1990-31 December Bulgaria
the same time it developsstrategies to encounter 1990) and summarizesthe majorprovisionsof
the U.S. proposals. the current tax laws. DIMITROV,Ventzeslav.

(B. 110.872) (B.57.598) Economicco-operationbetweenBulgariaand
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Turkey.A survey/marketstudyon Bulgaria. Paris, EditionsFrancisLefebvre,1991. Pp. 525. SUBSIDIE-OVERZICHT1991.
Sofia, Mr. VentzeslavDimitrov,Chervena 368.-Ffrs. Amsterdam,KPMG KlynveldSubsidie
Zvezda, Block54, ap. 26, Sofia 1172, Bulgaria, Monographaddressingthe accountingstandards Adviezen,P.O.Box72001, 1007 TB Amsterdam,
1991. Pp.27. applicableto local public institutionsof an 1991.Pp. 100.
Conferencepaperpreparedfor the International industrialor commercialcharacter. Descriptivesummaryof all the subvention
Symposiumon Turkey'sexperiencein (B. 110.983) paymentsavailable.
developinga marketeconomyand its relevance (B. 111.010)
forcountriesofcentraland easternEurope, Germany (Fed. Rep.)organizedby the GovernmentofTurkeyand in DIJK, Allard van; TOOROP, Michael.
co-operationwith the OECDCentre for Co- Beleggersmemo1991.
operationwithEuropeanEconomiesin SCHMIDER,Karl-Heinz.

Deventer,Kluwer, 1991. Pp. 204. 31.50Dfl.
Transition,and UnitedNationsOrganizations Der neueBauherrenerlass.Besteuerungder

Revisedannualguide describingvarious
on 1-3 April 1991, Antalya. Immobilien-Kapitalanlagennach dem BFH-

technicalinvestment Taxationterms. aspectsare
(B. 110.930) Urteilvom 14.11.1989.

included.Cologne,PeterDeubnerVerlag, 1990.

EEC Steuer-TelexSonderinformation,pp. 71. (B. 110.938)
35.80DM.

MARCHE INTERIEUR,REFORMES The authorexplains the new rulingwhich is a Sweden

fiscalesbelgeset directivesfiscaleseuropennes.
reactionto the decisionof the GermanSupreme

Journed'tudesdu 18 octobre 1990, Louvain-la- Tax Courtof 14 November1989in which it REGISTERVER GLLANDESFS
consideredthe investorsin a typical Frfattningar,1 januari 1991.Neuve.

Louvain,UniversitCatholiquede Louvain,
Bauherrenmodelleno longeras clientsfor Stockholm,AllmnnaFrlaget, 1989. Pp. 337.

Facultde Droit, 1990. Pp. 470. whom the buildingswerebuiltbut as purchasers. Chronologicaland subjectmatterindex to the

Reportsof the seminarheld on 18 October1990 (B. 110.539) SwedishOfficial Gazette listing laws in force as

in Louvain-la-Neuveon the CommonMarket, of 1 January 1991.

the EuropeanTax Directivesand the Belgian tax FELIX, Gnther; CARLE, Dieter. (B. 111.007)
FundheftfrSteuerrecht.Leitstzederreform.

(B. 110.826) Entscheidungen-Literaturbersicht,Nachweis Turkey
derVerwaltungsvorschriften.Band37:1989.

BEGG, P.F.C. Munich,VerlagC.H. Beck, 1990. Pp. 637. DIMITROV,Ventzeslav.

Corporateacquisitionsand mergers. A practical
287.- DM. Economicco-operationbetweenBulgariaand

guide to the legal, financialand administrative Annualsourcebook for tax law referingto court
Turkey.A survey/marketstudyon Bulgaria.

implications.2nd Edition. 2 Volumes. decisions,administrativerules, theses,books, Sofia, Mr. VentzeslavDimitrov,Chervena
London, Graham& Trotman;Dordrecht, articles,etc. dealingwith nearlyall aspectsof Zvezda,Block 54, ap. 26, Sofia 1172, Bulgaria,
KluwerAcademicPublishersGroup, 1990.

taxationin the Federal Republicof Germanyas
1991.Pp.27.

Loose-leafpublicationprovidinga lucid,
well as certainother countries. Conferencepaperpreparedfor the International

informativeand practicalguide to the legal, (B. 110.985) Symposiumon Turkey'sexperiencein
financialand administrativeissues which arise in developinga marketeconomyand its relevance
the courseof mergerand acquisitionactivity. It Netherlands for countriesof centraland easternEurope,
covers acquisitionsofprivatecompanies,listed organizedby the GovernmentofTurkeyand in

publiccompaniesas well as ofbusiness KLUWERSTABELLENBOEK1991. co-operationwith the OECD Centre for Co-

undertakings. Inkomstenbelasting1991, operationwithEuropeanEconomiesin
(B. 110.379) premievolksverzekeringen1991 (gecombineerde Transition,and UnitedNationsOrganizations

heffingstabellen) on 1-3 April1991, Antalya.
Finland Deventer,Kluwer, 1991. Pp. 430. (B. 110.930)

Kluwersbookof tables for 1991 individual
VEROHALLITUKSENKIRJEITA income tax amountscombinedwith the social United Kingdom
ja Ohjeita 1988. securitycontributions.
Helsinki,ValtionPainatuskeskus,1990. Pp. 461. (B. 111.023) BEGG, P.F.C.
Compilationofcircularsof the NationalTax Corporateacquisitionsand mergers. Apractical
Boardconcerningboth direct and indirect taxes HUND, D.; LUCAS LUIJCKX, B.J.J.M. guide to the legal, financialand administrative
applicablein 1988. The most importanttaxes Internationaalfiscaalmemo 1991. implications.2nd Edition. 2 Volumes.
coveredinclude incometax, net wealth tax, Deventer,Kluwer,1991. Pp. 190. 36.50Dfl. London, Graham& Trotman;Dordrecht,
municipalincometax,inheritanceand gift tax, Annual fiscal pocketeditioncontainingrelevant KluwerAcademicPublishersGroup, 1990.
turnovertax and stamp tax. Further, the book date on double taxationtreatiesconcludedby the Loose-leafpublicationprovidinga lucid,
containscircularsconcerningtax assessmentand Netherlands.Social securitycontributionsand informativeand practicalguide to the legal,
collectionof taxes. A chronologicalindex is otherdomestictax law summariesare appended. financialand administrativeissues which arise in
included. (B. 110.940) the courseofmergerand acquisitionactivity. It
(B.110.895) coversacquisitionsof privatecompanies, listed

BEHOORLIJKEWETGEVING. publiccompaniesas weil as ofbusiness
France Uitgave ter gelegenheidvan het 10-jarigbestaan undertakings.

van de BelastingwinkelAmsterdam. (B. 110.379)
MEMENTOPRATIQUEFRANCIS Amsterdam,StichtingBelastingwinkel
Lefebvre: Immobilier,urbanisme,construction, Amsterdam,1991. Pp. 47. JAMES, Alun.
gestion, 1991. A jourau leravril 1991. Compilationof articlespublishedon the occasion Taxationofcompaniesand company
Paris, EditionsFrancisLefebvre, 1991. Pp. 1231. of the 10-yearexistenceof Belastingwinkel reconstructions.Secondsupplementto the 4th
427.- Ffrs. Amsterdamon the topicofproperlegislation. edition. Up-to-date to 1 October1990.
Third edition, up-to-dateas of 1 April 1991, of a (B. 110.798) London,Sweet & Maxwell, 1990. Pp. 190.
practicalguide on the legal, fiscal and financial £ 18.00.
aspectsof real estate including:urbanismand RAPPORTVAN DE COMMISSIE (B. 110.966)
urbanplanning,construction,marketingand ter bestuderingvan het begrip belastingen.(2).
financing,responsibilityand insurance. Deventer,Kluwer, 1991. FINANCE BILL.
(B. 110.982) Geschriftenvan de Verenigingvoor A Bill to grantcertainduties, to alter other

Belastingwetenschap,No. 185. Pp. 41. duties, and to amendthe law relatingto the
SERVICE PUBLIC LOCAL. Reportof the Committeeon the studyof the NationalDebt and the PublicRevenue,and to
La nouvellecomptabilit.Guidepratiqueet concept taxes. make furtherprovisionsin connectionwith
tudemthodologique.A jour au lermars 1991. (B. 110.980) Finance.
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London,Her MajestyStationeryOffice, 1991. Rotterdam,ErasmusUniversity,1990. Pp. 190. of a business.CorporateManagementTax

Pp. 150. Reportpreparedfor the DutchSavingsbank Conference1990.

(B. 110.953) Associationwith respect to the introductionof a Toronto,CanadianTax Foundation,1991.

specialsavingsscheme forbuildinga home. Pp. 680.
CHAPMAN,Derek; PACKER, Bill. Specialstudeson the same subjectare appended This volumecontans 13 paperspresentedat the
Practicalpartnershiptaxation. 2nd Edition. concerningthe tax treatmentin othercountries conferenceheld in June 1990 in Vancouverand

London,The Instituteof CharteredAccountants (e.g. Belgium,Denmark,Germany,France, Toronto. Some contributions:Assetsversus

in Englandand Wales, 1990. Pp. 145. Italy,Japan,U.S.A. and Sweden). shares: an approachto the alternativesby W.M.

Monographon the structureand operationofa (B. 110.769) Howick;Thepurchaseand sale of assetsof a

partnershiptaxationas it appliedunder the business: selected tax aspects by D. Forster;
relevantlaw on 31 August 1990. BAKER, Philip Corporaterestructuringissues: private
(B. 110.991) Double taxation agreementsand international corporationsby V.A. Sider; Executiveand

tax law. A manualon the OECDModelDouble employeebenefitsby W.E. Crawford;Tax

INTERNATIONAL TaxationConvention1977. clausesin acquisitionagreementsby E.G.

London,Sweet& Maxwell,1991. Pp. 402. Kroft;Purchaseand sale ofa business: income

Monographfocussingon the interpretationand tax aspectsofwarranties,price adjustments,and

INTERNATIONALTAX SUMMARIES1991. operationof an articleby articleexplanationof earn-outsby S.R. Richardson.
A guide for planningand decisions.EditorDavid the OECDModelTax Agreementwith reference (B. 111.003)
T. Wright. to case law in practice.
Chichester,John Wiley& Sons Ltd., Baffins (B. 111.009) CANADATAX PLANNING SERVICE.

Lane, Chichester,West Sussex,PO191UD, (FormerlyCanadaEstatePlanningService).
England;NewYork, Coopers&Lybrand FRENKEL, Jacob A.; RAZIN, Assaf. EditorsArthurB.C. Dracheand Karin D.

(International),1991. Pp. 1200. £ 75.00. Fiscal policiesand the world economy. Howard.

Annualeditionpresentingan overviewof the tax Cambridge,TheMITPress, Massachusetts Toronto,Richardde Boo Publishers, 1990.

systemsof 105 countrieswith emphasison both InstituteofTechnology,Cambridge,Mass. This loose-leafpublicationconsstingof4

individualand corporateincome taxesprepared 02142, 1987. Pp. 485. volumesreplaces the formerpublication
by membersassociatedwith Coopers& Lybrand The authorsanalyse the consequencesof both CanadaEstatePlanningService.Volumes1

(International).This editionreflects the tax the budgetdeficitand the trade deficiton the and 2 containthe principlesof taxation. Volume

systems as of 31 July 1990unlessotherwise world economywithina sound theoretical 3 dealswith estateplanningin the contextof
indicated. frameworkthat uses the modern intertemporal federal and provincialestateand income taxes

(B. 110.981) approachto macro-economics. levied in Canada. Volume4 containsan

(B. 110.962) introductionto personaland smallbusinesstax

SAUNDERS, Roy. planning. Supplemented:irregularly.
Structuringnternatonalreal estate transactons. REVUE HELLENIQUEDE DROIT (B. 111.034)
London,Sweet & MaxwellLimited, 1991. Pp. international.
190. £ 25.-. Editedby P. Vallindas.40 and 41 volume, 1987- COUZIN, Robert; DURAND, Ronald K.

The authordescribes in an imaginativenew 1988. Businessoperationsin Canada-Taxation.

approacha technicallycomplicatedsubjectby Athens, InstitutHellniquede Droit Washington,Tax ManagementInc., 1991.

way of case studiesin the formof advisefor client Internationalet Etranger,73 rue Solonos, 10679 Tax ManagementForeign IncomePortfolios,
consultationswith reference to the laws in the Athens, Greece, 1989. Pp. 318. No. 955. Pp. 110.

Netherlands,Belgium,France, Germany, Italy, Compilationofarticleson internationallaw Portfoliocontaininggeneralinformationand tax

Spain and the UnitedKingdom. publishedin the journalof internationalGreek rules enableU.S. and other foreignbusinessesto

(B. 110.999) law 1987 and 1988. understandthe commercialand tax law likely to

(B. 110.959) be of concern to them in theirbusinessdealings
LANGER, Marshall J. with Canada.
Practicalinternationaltax planning. 4rd Edition. GOVERNMENTFINANCIAL (B. 110.988)
NewYork, PractisingLaw Institute,810 Seventh Management. Issues and countrystudies. Edited

Avenue,NewYork,N.Y. 10019, _- 900pp. byA. Premchand. CHRISTOPOULOS,George;
Loose-leafpublication,updatedannually. Price Washington,IMF-InternationalMonetary KOLINSKY,LarryA.
of the basicvolume, incl. SupplementNo. 5, Fund. 1990, Pp. 374. Taxationof trusts and beneficiaries.
1991 is$155.-+ $ 50.-airmail,orS 25.- Compilationof variouscontributionsby authors Don Mills, Richardde Boo Publishers, 1990.

seamail. in two parts. The first part containspapers Loose-leafpublicationof monographcovering
Publicationserveyingall aspectsof international contributedto the seminaron budgetingand exclusivelyestatesand inter-vivosfamily trusts.

tax planningincludingthe effectiveuse of foreign expenditurecontrolorganizedperiodicallyby Not dealtwith are trustsgovernedby retirement
financialcentresand tax havens. Subjectsdealt the InternationalMonetaryFund. The second or deferredcompensationplans, norareoffshore
with are: the legal frameworkof internationaltax part dealswith countrystudieson government investmentfunds, or mutual fund trusts.

planning;taxplanninginthe U.S.A. andoutside accountingand financialmanagement. (B. 111.008)
the U.S.A.;offshorebasesoutsidethe U.S.A.; (B. 110.936)
fundamentalsof internationaltaxation; import U.S.A.
practice. Othersubjectsare: foreign investment NORTH AMERICA
in U.S. real estate and minimizingFIRPTA tax FEDERALTAX REGULATIONS.

on dispositionsof U.S. real estate;offshore Incometax, withholding,excise, estate and gift,
banks and trust companes;foregnant- Canada procedure.April 1991 edition. 6 Volumes.

avoidancemeasures,etc. The book takes into EnglewoodCliffs, Maxwell Macmillan, 1991.

account the impactofthe 1986Tax Reform Act CANADATAX CASES. Full official text of federal income tax regulations
as well as otherchangesresultingfrom new Judgmentsofthe SupremeCourt of Canada, effectiveunder the InternalRevenueCode

ncome tax treaties,mutual assistance treaties, FederalCourt of Canada,Tax Court of Canada reproducedundereach sectionnumberin 6

and significantchangesin the laws of other and provincialcourtson taxationmatters volumes.
countriesand other revisions. reportedby CanadaTax Cases fromJuly to (B. 111.004)
(B. 106.622) December1990 inclusive, 1990.

Volume2. Editor-in-ChiefH. HewardStikeman. REPORTS OF THE UNITED STATES

ALBREGTSE,D.A.; CNOSSEN, S.; Don Mills, Richardde Boo Publishers,1991. Tax Court, 1 January1990 to 30 June 1990.

STEVENS,L.G.M. Pp. 3838. Volume94.

Bouwsparen.Een onderzoekin opdrachtvan de (B. 110.925) ReporterJohn T. Fee.

NederlandseSpaarbankbond.Fiscaalbegeleid Washington,GovernmentPrintingOffice, 1990.

bouwsparen:een nieuw instrumentter SELECTED INCOMETAX AND GOODS Pp. 987.

bevorderngvan het eigen woningbezit. and services tax aspectsof the purchaseand sale (B. 111.029)
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EUROPEANTAXATION
DATA BASE ON CD-ROM

Concise, comprehensivedescriptions of the tax systems (including rates-

and social security contributions)of virtually all Europeancountries.
In-depth analyses of the corporate and individual income tax and VAT-

systems of Western and Eastern European countries (the individual in-
come tax analyses will be added in 1992).
Texts of the significant tax laws of the European countries in the original-

language.withcoverage expanded in subsequentupdates.
English translations of Europe's major tax laws with coverage expanded-

in subsequentupdates.
Texts of EC Directives on corporate income tax and VAT as well as com-

-

pany law.
A compilationof judgements in taxation matters issued by the EC Court-

of Justice from 1960 onwards (full references and text).
A selection of case law discussed in theIBFD'smonthly journalEuropean-

Taxation and other significantarticles.

Annual licence fee 5,400 Dfl.
One time payment for software 1,500 Dfl.... Deposit on CD-ROM (refundableupon return) 1,500 Dfl.

The data base is suppliedwith sophisticatedyet easy-to-operatesearch and
retrievalsoftware. Single and multiuserlicenses are available.Updatedtwice
per year.

Special licence rates for double licence for both the Tax Treaties and the
EuropeanTaxationData Base.

N.B. Residents of the Netherlands,please add BTW (VAT).

For furthernformation:

INTERNATIONALBUREAUOF FISCAL DOCUMENTATION

P.O. Box 20237 - 1000 HE AMSTERDAM,The Netherlands
Eii-| Tel. +31 20 6267726- Fax: +31 20 6208626- Telex 13217 intax nl
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Loose-LeafServices
WARD'STAXLAWAND PLANNING

releases4 and 5
Carswell&Co Ltd., Agincourt.

Receivedbetween1June - 31July1991
Denmark

SKATTEBESTEMMELSER

Africa DOORLOPENDEDOCUMENTATIE - Moms
INZAKEB.T.W./ releases3 and 4

FIDAFRICA LEDOSSIERPERMANENTDELAT.V.A. - Skattebestemmelser-Systematisk '

releases6,7releases5 and 6 release227
Fidafrica,Paris EditionsService,Brussels.

- Skattenyt-Kronologisk
releases13-16

A.S. SkattekartoteketInformationskontor,FISCALITEAFRICAINE FISCALEDOCUMENTATIE
VANDEWINCKELE Copenhagen.

releases9-12
EditionsFiduciaireFranceAfrique,Paris. Tome I, release 106

Tome II, release54 EEC
Australia Tome IV, release91

Tome V, release74 HANDBOEKVOORDEEUROPESE
AUSTRALIAINCOMETAX-LAWAND Tome IX, release241 GEMEENSCHAPPEN
PRACTICE TomeXIV, release221

EuropeesKartelrecht-

CED-Samsom,Brussels.
Legislation- release 91

releases22-26 FUNDAMENTELEBELGISCHE Verdragstekstenenaanverwantestukken-

Rulingsand Guidelines WETGEVING
- releases307,308

releases91-93 Deventer,Kluwer.
ButterworthsPty., Ltd.,North Ryde. release44

KluwerRechtswetenschappen,Deurne.

STAMPDUTIES-COMMENTARY- France
AUSTRALIANREVENUEDUTIES GUIDEPRATIQUEDE FISCALITE

Tolhurst- Wallace - Zipfinger Tome IV, release24 JURISCLASSEUR-CHIFFRED'AFFAIRES
release 107 CED-Samsom,Brussels.

-COMMENTAIRES
ButterworthsPty., Ltd., North Ryde. release6149IMPORT-EXPORTGUNSTREGELINGEN

SUPERANNUATIONANDRETIREMENT ENPROCEDURESINDEBTW-EN EditionsTechniques,Pars.

BENEFITSIN AUSTRALIA DOUANEREGLEMENTERING
JURISCLASSEUR-DROITFISCAL-

Brown - Edstein Brassine Koedijk Marckx,etc. COMMENTAIRES IMPOTSDIRECTS
- -

-

releases13-15 release7

ButterworthsPty.,Ltd.,North Ryde. KluwerRechtswetenschappen,Deurne. releases 1174and 1175
EditionsTechniques,Paris.

Austria L'INDICATEURFISCAL

release73
DIEEINKOMMENSTEUER CED-Samsom,Brussels. Germany

Rechtsprechung VENNOOTSCHAPEN BELASTINGEN ABCFUHRERSOZIALVERSICHERUNG
-

release33
Texte release 11 release41-

releases1-7 KluwerRechtswetenschappen,Deurne. VerlagSchffer& Co., Stuttgart.
Anton OracVerlag,Vienna. -

WETBOEKVANDE ABGABENORDNUNG-
KOMMENTARZUM INKOMSTENBELASTING FINANZGERECHTSORDNUNG
GEWERBESTEUERGESETZ release92 Tipke Kruse-

release30 MinistryofFinance,Brussels. release62
AntonOracVerlag, Vienna. VerlagDr. Otto SchmidtKG., Cologne.

KOMMENTARZUM Canada DEUTSCHEGESETZE
BEWERTUNGSGESETZ Schnfelder

INCOMETAXATIONINCANADA-
Twarock - Wittmann- Frhwald release75

REPORTBULLETIN
releases8,9 VerlagC.H.Beck, Munich.
AntonOracVerlag, Vienna. releases736-745

Prentice-Hallof CanadaLtd., Scarborough. DEUTSCHESTEUERPRAXIS-
KOMMENTARZURMEHRWERTSTEUER NACHSCHLAGWERK

INCOMETAXREFERENCES/ PRAKTISCHERSTEUERFLLEKranich - Waba - Siegl REFERENCESALALOIDEL'IMPOTSUR
releases25-28 Felix

LE REVENU
AntonOracVerlag, Vienna. release 139

releases36 and 37 VerlagDr. Otto SchmidtKG., Cologne.
Belgium Richardde Boo Ltd., Ontario.

EINKOMMENSTEUERGESETZ-
B.T.W. GECOORDINEERDE FOREIGNINVESTMENTINCANADA- KOMMENTAR
AANSCHRIJVINGEN REPORTBULLETIN Kirchhof-Sohn
release7 release71 releases26 and 27
KluwerRechtswetenschappen,Deurne. Prentice-Hallof CanadaLtd., Scarborough. PeterDeubnerVerlag, Cologne.
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DASEINKOMMENSTEUERRECHT. Indonesia releases67-69
KOMMENTARZUM Kluwer,Deventer.
EINKOMMENSTEUERGESETZ TAXATIONLAWSOFINDONESIA

KLUWERSFISCAALZAKBOEKLittmann - Bitz - Meincke release8
release8 APTIRC,Singapore. releases331-334

VerlagSchffer& Co., Stuttgart. Kluwer,Deventer.

FORMULARDERSTEUERUND KLUWERSTARIEVENBOEK
WIRTSCHAFTSPRAXIS

International
releases400-402

release31 Kluwer,Deventer.
Erich SchmidtVerlag, Bielefeld.

INTERFISCTAXTREATYSERVICE LEIDRAADBIJ DEBELASTINGSTUDIE
HANDBUCHDERBAUINVESTITIONEN releases42 and 43 Van Soest Meering-

UND IMMOBILIEN-KAPITALANLAGEN ProfessionalPublishingLtd., London. release 111

release48 GoudaQuint/D. Brouwer,Arnhem.
STEUERNINEUROPA,USA,KANADAPeterDeubnerVerlag, Cologne. UNDJAPAN MODELLENVOORDE RECHTSPRAKTIJK

HANDBUCHDER Mennel release 121
EINFUHRNEBENABGABEN release21 Kluwer,Deventer.

NeueWirtschaftsBriefe,Herne.
release2
Von der LinnepeVerlagsgesellschaftKG., NEDERLANDSEREGELINGENVAN

Hagen. INTERNATIONAALBELASTINGRECHT

releases134-138
HANDBUCHDERGMBH Netherlands Kluwer,Deventer.
Eder - Heuser - Tillmann - Gaul BELASTINGHEFFINGIN LAND-EN
releases53 and 54 NEDERLANDSEWETBOEKEN

TUINBOUW
VerlagDr. Otto SchmidtKG., Cologne. releases227 and 228

releases9 and 10 Kluwer,Deventer.
KOMMENTARBEWERTUNGSGESETZ- Kluwer,Deventer.
VERMGENSTEUERGESETZ OMZETBELASTING(BTW) IN BEROEP

BELASTINGWETGEVING
release67 ENBEDRIJF

VerlagDr. Otto SchmidtKGl, Cologne. J.M.M. Creemers releases121 and 122
releases83 and 84 GoudaQuint/D. Brouwer,Arnhem.

KOMMENTARZUM GoudaQuint/D. Brouwer,Arnhem.
ABGABENORDNUNGUND DE SOCIALEVERZEKERINGSWETTEN

FINANZGERICHTSORDNUNG BELASTINGWETGEVING Algemenedeel-

Hbschmann- Hepp - Spitaler Inkomstenbelasting1964 release51-

release 132 releases211-213 - AOW/AWW

VerlagDr. Otto SchmidtKG., Cologne. - Loonbelasting releases49-51
release 134 - AWBZ

KOMMENTARZUM - Omzetbelasting1968(BTW/1978) releases65,66
EINKOMMENSTEUERGESETZ releases66 and 67 - Gecord.SWPremieheffing

-

Frotscher Vennootschapsbelasting release 14
release61 - Heffingoveruitkeringenen loon

release54
-

RudolfHaufeVerlag, Freiburg Vermogensbelasting1964 releases25 and 26
release42 Kluwer,Deventer.

NoorduijnBV,Arnhem.
KOMMENTARZUM STAATS-EN ADMINISTRATIEF-
ERBSCHAFISTEUERGESETZUND CURSUSBELASTINGRECHT RECHTELIJKEWETIEN
SCHENKUNGSTEUERGESETZ

Mobach release262
Kapp release 180 Kluwer,Deventer.
release28 GoudaQuint/D. Brouwer,Arnhem.
VerlagDr.Otto SchmidtKG., Cologne. VAKSTUDIE-FISCALE

EDITIEVAKSTUDIE ENCYCLOPEDIE
STEUERERLASSEIN KARTEIFORM BELASTINGWETGEVING Algemenedeel-

releases356-358
Gemeentelijkebelastingene.a. releases191,192-

VerlagDr. Otto SchmidtKG., Cologne. releases152,153 Inkomstenbelasting1964-

-

STEUERGESETZE Motorrijtuigenbelasting releases753-763
releases27 and 28 - Investeringsregelingen

I-- release98 Kluwer,Deventer. releases131-134

VerlagC.H. Beck, Munich. - Invorderingswet
FISCAALFUNDAMENT releases21,22

STEUERRECHTSPRECHUNGIN - Loonbelastingrelease4
KARTEIFORM releases489-491

Kluwer,Deventer.
release472-474

- Omzetbelasting
releases 178-182

VerlagDr. Otto SchmidtKG., Cologne. HANDBOEKVOORDE IN- EN
Successiewet1956-

UITVOER
release 151

UMSATZSTEUERGESETZ Belastingheffingbijinvoer Vennootschapsbelasting1969-

(MEHRWERTSTEUER) releases414-418
-

releases248-250
Hartmann- Metzenmacher - Gecombineerdenomenclatuur - Vermogensbelasting1964
releases64 and 65 releases56,57 release 136
Erich SchmidtVerlag, Bielefeld. - Tariefvan Invoerrechten Kluwer,Deventer.
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Norway Juta&Co.,Kenwyn. SIMON'STAXINTELLIGENCE

releases22-30
SKATTE-NYTT Butterworth&Co.,Ltd.,London.
A, releases5 and 6

B, release9 Switzerland VALUEADDEDTAX-DEVOIL
NorskSkattebetalerforening,Oslo. releases190-192

DIEPRAXISDERBUNDESSTEUERN Butterworth,London.
Noher
Band I, release42

Peru Band III, release32 - U.S.A.

IMPUESTOA LA RENTA VerlagfrRecht und GesellschaftAG, Basel. '

FEDERALTAXES (TAXBULLETIN)
releases51 and 52 DIESTEUERNDERSCHWEIZ/LES releases21-29
EditorialEconomiay Finanzas,Lima. IMPOTSDELA SUISSE Prentice-HallInc., EnglewoodCliffs.

I, release85
IMPUESTOA LASVENTAS II, release77 FEDERALTAXTREATIES-REPORT
releases56 and 57 III, release75 BULLETIN
EditorialEconomiay Finanzas,Lima. VerlagfrRechtund GesellschaftAG, Basel. releases5,6

Prentice-HallInc., EnglewoodCliffs.
TRIBUTOSMUNICIPALES

releases18 and 19 TAXIDEAS-REPORTBULLETIN
EditorialEconomiay Finanzas,Lima. UnitedKingdom releases 12,13

Prentice-Hall,Inc., EnglewoodCliffs.
BRITISHTAXENCYCLOPEDIA

Wheatcroft U.S. TAXATIONOFINTERNATIONAL
SouthAfrica release 125 OPERATIONS

Sweet & MaxwellLtd., Andover.
JUTA'STAXSERVICE-LEGISLATION
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Il\-ERI\A-O\IAL:

A NEW INTERNATIONALTAX ORDER-

RESPONDINGTO THE CHALLENGE

A.J. Easson

I. INTRODUCTION Contents

The impetus for this paper derives from an exchange of I. Introduction

viewsbetweenProfessorsRichardBird and LeifMutn that II. Defects of the existing system
appeared in this journal in 1988. ProfessorBird condemned III. An optimal system of international taxation

the present tax treatment of international capital flows as A. Harmonization
inefficient and inequitable and concluded that radical re- B. Unitary taxation

form of the existing system was needed. In particular, he IV.. A realstc approach to reform
advocated the adoptionofworldwideunitary taxationas the V. Neutrality considerations

only appropriate way to deal with the problems caused by A. Capital export neutrality
foreign direct investment. ProfessorMutn,while agreeing 1. Foreign tax credits

with many of Bird's criticisms of the existing system, 2. Taxation on an accrual basis

doubted whether any of the proposedalternativeswould be B. Capital import neutrality
better, and concluded that the adoption of unitary taxation 1. Equal treatment in the source country

was both impracticableand undesirable. 2.. Exemption in the country of residence
C. CEN or CIN - the choice

This exchangeposes a challenge. If the existing system is so 1 . Portfolio nvestment by individuals

defective as to require radical change, yet every proposal 2. Portfolio investment by corporations
for such a change is dismissed as utopan, it ought to be 3. Direct investment

possible to devise less radical proposais that could conceiv- D. The implications of achieving CIN

ably be adopted and that would result at least in substantial 1 . Withholding tax

improvements. It seems a counsel of despair to conclude
2. Exemption

that the system that presently exists is, despite all its faults,
VI, IInter-natiion allllocation of tax revenue

the best that can be achieved. Vil. Transfer pricing
Vill. The deductibility of intra-group payments

Il. DEFECTS OF THE EXISTING SYSTEM
IX.. Implementaton

A. Source country implementation

There is fairly general agreementthat the existingsystemof
B. Residence country implementation
C. Implication for investors

international taxation, insofar as there can be said to be a D.. Techniical consideratons

system at all, displays the followingmajor defects: X, Conclusion
it fails to completely eliminate double taxation;-

it fails to achieve capital export neutrality;-

it fails to achieve capital import neutrality; adopted the directives on the tax treatmentof cross-border
-

it encou'rages tax avoidance, in particular by failing to mergers and parent-subsidiaryrelations, and has embarked
-

deal effectivelywith transfer pricing; upon a comprehensivestudy of the harmonizationof corpo-

it does not achieve inter-nationequity; rate income taxation. Finally, there has been a marked
-

it imposes an excessive administrativeand compliance change of attitude in the United States, coincidingwith its
-

burden on governmentsand on enterprises. transformation from the most important capital-exporting
country to the word's largest capital-importer,which indi-

Thus the need for major reform is widely accepted, but it is cates a willingnessto re-examinethe fundamentalprinciples
generally agreed that any significant reform will be very uponwhich its internationalsystem is based-principlesthat
difficult to achieve. Hovever, a numberof factors combine have had an important influence upon the evolutionof the
to suggest that if there is to be established a new interna- present system.
tional tax system for the 21st century, then circumstances
combine to make the present time an auspicious one for

attemptingsuch reform. First, a new version of the OECD III. AN OPTIMAL SYSTEM OF INTERNATIONAL

model treaty is already in course of preparation. Second, TAXATION

the EEC has, after a gestation period of 21 years, finally Attempts to devise an optimal system, remedyingall of the

above defects, have usually taken one of two qute distinct
* Alex Easson is Professorof Law at Queen'sUniversity,Kings- forms harmonization and unitary taxation. There is a--

ton, Canada and presently Visiting Professor at Monash Univer- further alternative, that of switching from income-based to

sity, Melbourne, Australia.
This article is a substantially revised version of a paper presented 1. See R.M. Bird, Shaping New InternationalTax Order,42 Bulletina

on 9 July 1990 to the Institutefor Policy Studiesof VictoriaUniver- for InternatonalFiscal Documentation(July 1988), at 292; and L. Mutn,
sity and the Wellington Branch of the InternationalFiscal Associ- 'A New International Tax Order, 42 Bulletin for International Fiscal

ation, Wellington,New Zealand. Documentation(November 1988), at 471.
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consumption-based taxation. If adopted universally, and should achieve capital import neutrality). Nor, if one as-
with a harmonizedtax base, this would seem to achieveboth sumes that one important element of any apportionmentcapital export neutrality and capital import neutralitywith- formulawould be comprisedofgrosssales or turnover,does
out requiringuniform tax rates (McLure, 1990). However, it entirely eliminate the possibility of transfer pricing,such a change would involve the complete reform of both though it would clearly be a considerable improvementon
corporate and individual taxation and would raise almost the present system. Whetherornot it wouldproducegreaterinsuperable transitional problems. Moreover, if adopted inter-nationequity depends on the precise formulaselected
only by some countries, rather than universally, it would as the basis for apportioningworld incomeofagroup amongprobably aggravate existing problems rather than alleviate those nations in which the group does business.
them. It is consequently assumed, for the purposes of this
article, that income-based taxation will continue to be a

In contrast to the harmonizationapproach, unitary taxation
feature of the tax landscape well into the 21st century.

has the considerable advantage that it permits states to
retain their own rates and systems of corporate income tax,

A. Harmonization thereby requiring a far lesser degree of surrender of fiscal
sovereignty.However,since it is the apportionmentformula

Probably the only way of achieving both capital export that would determine how the total tax paid by a multina-
neutrality and capital import neutrality within the existing tional group is to be shared between countries, agreement
income-based taxation system is to have identical tax rules upon a single formulawould be a formidable task, yet with-
in all countries. Since foreign investmentis mostly underta- out it double taxation would be inevitable. Additionally, as

ken through the medium of corporations, realistically it the California experimentdemonstrated,such a system im-
would seem to be necessaryonly to harmonizethe corporate poses enormous compliance costs upon enterprises (Finch,
income tax (CIT) and the treatment of dividends and 1984; Kooijman, 1984), and these would be compoundedif
interest paid by corporations to individuals. Nevertheless, the system were to be adopted globally, by problems of
this would require the harmonizationof: currency conversion (Crawford, 1986; Mutn, 1988). These

CIT systems (classical or imputation); difficulties, and the almost universally hostile reaction to-

CIT rates; the California tax, suggest that general agreementupon the-

rules for determining the tax base; and adoptionof unitary taxation is most unlikely to be achieved,-

rules governing the flow-throughof dividends to share- though its adoption within the EEC, applying a water's-

holders. edge limitation, remains a possibility.
Such a harmonized system should also succeed in eliminat-
ng any advantage to be gained from artificial transferpric- IV. A REALISTICAPPROACHTO REFORM
ing, since with uniform effective tax rates around the world
therewouldbe no fiscal advantageto be gained from shifting If the options of universal consumption-basedtaxation, tax
income from one jurisdiction to another. Harmonization harmonizationand unitary taxation are rejected as imprac-would not necessarily ensure the achievement of inter-na- ticable, it seems that we must settle for something less than
tion equity or of administrative simplicity, but would not a complete solution to the existing problems. This necessi-
present an obstacle to achieving either of those goals. In tates accepting a number of constraints:
particular, it should facilitate simplification by removing
those disparities between systems that are the causes of (a) Something less than a global solution must be aimed
many of the present complexities. for. No solution can be found that will be acceptable to all

countries and one can scarcely expect tax haven countries
The benefits of harmonization, then, are considerable and to legislate themselves out of existence.
obvious. The difficulties of achieving it are equally appa- (b) A single coherent of internationaltaxation,rent. Despite a worldwidetrend towards lower rates of CIT, system em-

base-broadening and the adoption of imputation systems, bracing individuals and corporations, direct and portfolio
little consensus exists on the features of an ideal system. In investment, is probably not attainable even in theory and

any event, the adoption of a common system involves too certainly will not be achieved in practice. Different situa-
tions may require different solutions, and one should there-great a surrenderof fiscal autonomyon the part of nations.

Experience in the EEC demonstrates that tax harmoniza- fore commence with the problems that are most pressing.
tion s possible; it also demonstrates that, even among 12 (c) Reforms that concern only the taxation of international
closely integratedeconomies, it is an extremelydifficultand income and capital flows, and that can be implementedlengthy process. Thus a comprehensiveGATI for Taxes without touching upon the taxation of purely domesticsitu-
seems highly unlikely to evolve within the next several dec- ations, are far more likely to be acceptable.ades (Slemrod, 1990).

(d) Widespread, simultaneous implementation of reforms
B. Unitary taxation is very difficult to achieve, as experience in the EEC has

clearly demonstrated. Ideally, a reform should be one that
The alternative solution, that of global unitary taxation, or

can be adopted unilaterally, or at least bilaterally on a

formula apportionment, most persuasively advocated by reciprocal basis.
Professor Bird (1986, 1988, Bird & Brean, 1986), is per- (e) To be acceptable, any reform must be as nearly as
ceived primarily as a methodof taxing foreigndirect invest- possible revenue-neutral. It is unlikely to be acceptable byment and as a solution to the transferpricing problem; that states if it results in an appreciable reduction in their tax
is to say, unlike harmonization, it is not intended as a com- revenues. On the other hand, if it results in an increase in
plete solution to all international tax issues. It is also per- the tax burden on enterprises, it will be difficult for a state
ceivedby some as a meansofsecuringimprovedinter-nation to adopt the reform unilaterallywithout risking a reduction
equity (Musgrave, 1979). in investment.
Since tax rates and bases of assessment would continue to Taking the above factors into account, it would appear that
vary from country to country, unitary taxation would not in the greatest challenge is that of improving the existing sys-itself result in enhanced capital export neutrality (though it tem of taxing direct investment by multinational enter-
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prises. It is reasonably apparent that the multiplication of domestic source, but should give a credit for the tax paid on

international tax problems over the past decade is directly that income in the country of source and, second, foreign-
related to the rapid growth in foreign direct investment source income should be taxed in the same manner as

(Alworth, 1988). Consequently, to eliminate those charac- domestic income, which is normally taken to mean that it

teristics of the present international tax system that distort should be taxed as it accrues.

direct investmentdecisions would secure the greatest bene- 1. Foreign tax credits
fit in terms of economic efficiency. This is not to deny the

importance of cross-border portfolio investment, by indi- The rules for the grantingof foreign tax credits are, in most

viduals or by corporations, but is simply an assertion that, countries, fairly restrictive; there is segregationof different

in terms of sheer volume, direct investmenthas become by types of income, or income from different countries, by
far the more important and that, consequently, the effi- means of separate basket or per-country limitations, and

ciency costs occasioned by tax-induced misallocationof re- the carryforward of excess credits is commonly restricted.

sources are so much more serious. Moreover, a more neut- Most important, any foreign tax credit is invariably re-

ral system of taxing direct investmentis itself a prerequisite stricted to the amount of residence country tax that would

for enhanced neutrality of shareholder investment (De- be payable on the same amount of income, for otherwise

vereux & Pearson, 1990). the effect would be the same as a transfer from the treasury
of the residence country to that of the source country. Con-

A further consideration is that, virtually by definition, sequently, true CEN can only be achieved where effective

foreign direct investment is undertaken by multinational tax rates in the source country do not exceed those of the

enterprises(MNE); the establishmentby an enterpriseof country of residence. That state of affairs has become con-

one country of a branch or subsidiary in the territory of siderably less common in recent years, followingrate reduc-
anothercountry automaticallyconstitutesthat enterprisean tions in the United States and other important capital-ex-
MNE if it was not alreadyone. Since, by implication,nter- porting nations.
national transfer pricing s an activity conducted between
branches or affiliates of MNEs, any attempt to reform the 2. Taxation on an accrual basis

system of taxing foreign direct investmentmust of necessity A still more serious derogation from the CEN principle
also tackle the transferpricing problem. results from the separate legal entity principle, whereby a

corporation is generally taxed on profits earned by its

foreign subsidiaries only when those profits are repatriated
V. NEUTRALITYCONSIDERATIONS in the form of a dividend or some other payment. This

opportunity to defer payment of residence country tax, by
In the absenceof full harmonizationor a switch to consump- holding foreign-source income offshore, seriously under-
tion-based taxation, it would seem to be impossible to mines CEN, and discrininatesin favourofoperatingabroad
achieve both capital export neutrality (CEN) and capital through a subsidiary rather than a branch.
import neutrality (CIN). One or the other has to be sac-

rificed, or a compromisereachedthat achievesa satisfactory Neitherof the above defects is easily remedied. Restrictions

degree of each. It is therefore necessary to consider which could be eased on the grantingof foreign tax credits, but to

is the more important goal. abandon the tax otherwise payable limitation would be

perceived as an out-and-out subsidy to investment abroad
and, in effect, to source country governments. The worst

A. Capitalexport neutrality effects of deferral are now commonlycounteredby control-
led foreign corporation rules, such as the U.S. Sub-Part F,

The objective of CEN is to secure that, from the point of but such rules normally apply only to passive investment
view of the investor, the tax system is neutral as between income.4 For a country to extend them unilaterally to apply
investing at home or in some other country; wherever the to income from active business would be to place its own

investment is made, the total tax burden should be the multinationalcorporationsat a competitivedisadvantagein
same. CEN is consequentlyprimarily a function of the res- world markets (Arnold, 1986). As a result, true CEN is far
idence country's tax system and can in theory be achieved
unlaterally.

more difficult to achieve than at first sight would seem to be
the case.

The merits of CEN are readily apparent, yet not all coun-

tries attempt to achieve it. There are a few countries that B. Capital import neutrality
tax their residents on foreign-sourceincome without recog-
nizing the tax that has been paid in the country of source, The aim of CIN is to ensure that, within a particular tax

though this situation is now rather uncommon since tax jurisdiction, investments from different countries receive
treaties invariably contain provisions for the eliminationof the same treatment. Investors from countries X and Y,
double taxation, which require the residencecountry to give investing in country Z, should pay the same amount of tax
a credit for tax pad in the countryof source if it seeks to tax on income earned there, and should pay the same tax as

foreign-source income.2 On the other hand are those coun- investors from country Z. The result is competitiveneutral-
tries that do not tax foreign-source income at all or, more ity; all investors in country Z are taxed the same and com-

commonly, tax only certain types of foreign-sourceincome. pete on equal terms.
Whilstcompleteexemptionofforeign-sourceincomeis rela-
tively unusual outside Latin America, it is fairly common

for foreign-sourcebusiness income, or inter-corporatedivi- 2. Some countries give only a deduction for source country tax, rather

dends, to be exempted.3 Even in countries that purport to than a credit, where income derives from a countrywith which they do not

adhere to the CEN principle, true CEN is rarely if ever have a tax treaty.
achieved. 3. Some countries adopt a remittance rule, taxing foreign-source in-

come, or certain types of income, only when actually received in the
In order to achieve CEN there are two basic requirements; residence country.
first, the country of residence (or citizenship) should tax 4. The recent New Zealand reforms are an exception in this regard; see

foreign-source income at the same rate as income from a Prebble (1990).
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Unlike CEN, which in theory can be achieved unilaterally 3. Direct investment
by the country of residence, CIN requires the cooperation In the case of direct investment, a much stronger case canof both the source and residence country. be made for adhering to the CIN principle. Within a given
1. Equal treatment in the source country market, domestic and foreign enterprises should compete

on equal terms; more important to a business enterprseThe first requirement is that the source country should tax than how much tax it pays is whetheror not it pays more taxforeign and domestic investment in the same way. In the than its competitors. If, because country X attempts to
case of direct investment,equalityof treatment is generally achieve CEN, an enterprisefrom countryX suffersa heaviersecured in the initialphase, in that branchesand subsidiaries overall tax burden than a competingenterprisefrom countryof foreign enterprises are normally subject to the same Y, when investing in country Y, it may be deterred al-
corporate income tax as domestic corporations,though not together from entering that market, even where the taxinfrequently there are some advantages (e.g. reduced rates rates of country Y are no higher than those of country X.for small businesses) that are not granted to foreign inves- By contrast,where CIN exists, enterpriseswill not necessar-tors. The most serious departure from CIN occurs with the ily invest in countries where tax rates are lower than atimposition of withholding tax (or branch profits tax) on home, since pre-taxprofitmarginswill tend to adjust to thedividends, interest, royalties and similarpayments remitted tax rate under conditions of competitive neutrality. Thus,to the foreign parent or head office. For portfolio invest- whereas attempts to secure CEN may have the result ofment there is usuallyno attemptmade to achieve CIN at all; destroyingCIN, the achievementof CIN does not necessar-foreign investors are subject to flat-rate withholding tax on ily undermine true CEN. Consequently, one can concludedividends, interest, rents and royalties, rather than paying that, with respect to direct investment, CIN is the moredomestic personal or corporate income tax. Another com-

mportantgoal (Vogel, 1989).mon cause of non-neutrality, in countries employing the
imputation system of CIT, is the denial of imputation tax
credits in the case of dividends paid to non-residents. D. The implicationsof achieving CIN

2. Exemption in the country of residence If one accepts the goal of achieving CIN for direct invest-
The second requirementof CIN is that the country of resi- ment, two steps must be taken:
dence should not impose its own tax on foreign-source in- 1. Withholdingtax
come. It is true that CIN would be achieved if the following
conditionswere met: Since the source country should not tax foreign investment
(a) the source country taxed foreign investors less heavily more heavily than domestic investment, this implies that

than domestic investors (e.g. imposed a low, flat-rate additionalwithholdingtax (or branchprofits tax) shouldnot

withholding tax); and be levied (Devereux & Pearson, 1989). It must be remem-

(b) the residence country taxed foreign-sourceincome with bered that we are, by definition, considering the multina-
a credit for source country tax paid; and tionalenterpriseand, specifically,paymentsfrom branchor

(c) the effective tax rates of the two countries were the subsidiary to parent. In the case of payments of dividends
same, or the country of residence taxed the income at or the repatriation of branch profits, t s clear that no

the rate appropriate to the source country. additional tax should be levied, since, in a purely domestic
situation, such payments are (or should be) made withoutCondition (c) is most unlikely to be met. Consequently, for tax consequences.As for paymentsof interest, rents, royal-practical purposes, CIN requires the elimination of addi- ties, management fees and the like, it appears at first sighttional withholdingtax in the source country and the exemp- that, when made from subsidiary to parent, such paymentstion of foreign-sourceincome in the residence country. should be fully taxed (i.e. at normal CIT rates), since in a

purely domestic situation they would form part of the tax-
C. CEN or CIN- the choice able incomeof the recipientparent. By contrast, as between

branch and head office, payments of that nature are nor-
Since one cannot have both CEN and CIN without com- mally made without tax consequences. The reality, how-
prehensive harmonization of effective tax rates, a choice ever, is that even between parent and subsidiary such pay-
has to be made. Three situations need to be distinguished: ments ought not to affect the tax liability of the enterprise
1. Portfolio investment by individuals

as a whole, since a taxable receipt of the parent is matched
2

by a deductible expenditure of the subsidiary.5 Con-
Considerationsof equity clearly require application of the sequently,withholdingtax shouldbe eliminatedforallintra-
CEN principle.This involves the inclusionof foreign-source group transfers in order to secure CIN. In principle, this is
income in the tax base, the granting of a foreign tax credit, already acknowledged in some tax treaties, where normal
and the adoption of CFC rules to prevent avoidance or withholding tax rates are reduced in inter-affiliate cir-
deferralby channelingforeign investment throughpersonal cumstances and, of course, it constitutes the foundation of

companies. Whether the the recent EEC parent-subsidiary directive and theinvestment or not source country new

should impose withholdingtax on investment income is not withholding tax proposal. Nevertheless, if adopted gener-
a questionof neutrality (provided the withholdingtax is not ally it would result in serious revenue losses for capital-im-
so high as to totallyeliminate the residual residencecountry porting countries.
taxation), but rather a question of the allocation of tax 2. Exemptionrevenue between source and residence countries.

Direct investment CIN, as defined above, would also re-2. Portfolio investmentby corporations quire the adoption by the residence country of the exemp-
The respective merits and demerits of CEN and CIN are tion method of relieving double taxation in the case of
much more evenly balanced in the case of investment by
widely-heldcorporations. Since the primary concernof this 5. Even where the result is to create a loss for one memberof the grouparticle is with direct investment, it is not proposed to there ought to be no tax consequence so long as consolidated accountingexamine the issue here. is permitted, which it should be.
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business income from a foreign source. In practice, this pricing that presents the most serious threat to the existing
would not be a particularly difficult step to take. A signifi- system of international taxation.
cant number of countries already exempt foreign-source The transferpricing problem is sufficientlywell understood
business income entirely, or at least where it is earned in that an extensve review would be superfluoushere. It may
countriesthat imposenormalrates of tax. Still morecoun- neverthelessbe worth making two briefobservations.First,
tries exempt inter-affiliate dividends earned in such coun- transferpricingabuse is not restrictedto the artificialpricing
tries. The cost of moving to complete exemptionof income of inter-affiliatesuppliesof goods; indeed, the most intract-
from direct investment would be small. The foreign tax able problems arise in the case of payments for services,
credit already ensures that where the effective tax rate in since it is here that the establishmentof an arm's length
the source country is no lower than that of the residence price is most difficult. Second, transferpricing may operate
country, no additional tax is levied. By contrast, where the either in what may be termed bilateral or in trilateral situa-
residence country has the higher rate of tax the effect of

permitting tax deferral until profits are actually repatriated
tions. In the bilateral situation, the transaction involves a

by a foreign subsidiary may be the same as if those profits
branch or subsidiary in one country (the source country)

were exempted (Hartman, 1977). Indeed, the residence
and a head office or parent in the other (residence)country;
transfer pricing takes the form of manipulating the price

country might actually gain revenue from changing to the paid for goods or services so that profit is over-statedin the
exemption method since there would no longer be any in- lower-tax country and under-stated in the country with the
centive to defer repatriation of profits, which might con- higher effective tax rate. In the trilateral situation, thirda

sequently be more promptly distributed to shareholdersor entity usually a subsidiaryestablishedin a tax haven coun-
be reinvested in the home economy.

-

try - is interposed; the aim is then to manipulate the price
charged between source country and haven, or between

VI. INTER-NATIONALLOCATIONOFTAXREVENUE haven and home country, so that profit is under-stated in
either the source countryor the residencecountry, or both,

Thus far, the discussionhas paid little attention to the ques-
and over-stated in the tax haven.

tion of how the total tax yield should be divided between The importance of withholding tax, in countering transfer
source and residence countries. A frequent criticism of pricing abuse, can be demonstratedvery simply.
exsting arrangementsis that they fail to achieve inter-nation

equity (Musgrave, 1979; Palmer, 1989). However, there is EXAMPLE
little agreement as to what would constitute an appropriate
division of the tax base, nor is there any obvious principle Corporation A, resident in Country X, establishes a sub-

of fairness that can be invoked to justify any particular sidiary, B, in Country Y, to carry on an active business

distribution of revenue. Given that the existing system has there. It has another subsidiary, C, in a tax haven country,

come into being largely at the instigationof the more devel- Z. A transfers certain patent and trademark rights to C,

oped countries, it is not unreasonable to assume that any
which in turn licenses them to B, on payment of royalties.

bias in the system is likely to favourcapital-exportingcoun-
It is obvious that the larger the royaltypayment, the greater

tries. Certainly, most developing countries take the view will be the profit of C, and (so long as it is treated as a

deductibleexpense) the smallerwillbe the profitof B. Since
that the system should be revised in favour of the country the tax rate in haven countryZ is lower than that in country
of source - a view to which the United States has become
somewhat more receptive in recent years than had previ- Y, there will be a tax saving to the group as a whole.

ously been the case.
However, if country Y imposes a withholding tax on the

royalty, the amount of CIT saved as a result of the inflated

Nevertheless, a reform proposal that would have the effect deduction is offset, at least in part, by the tax withheld.
of radically altering the existing allocation of revenue be- Indeed, if withholding tax were to be levied at the full CIT

tween nations has very little chance of being adopted by rate, there would no longer be any advantage to be gained
those nations that would stand to lose revenue. For this from this type of transfer pricing.
reason, it seems that any reform should be broadly revenue It has become increasingly apparent, in recent that
neutral. The principalobject of reform shouldbe to achieve years,

greater neutrality, thereby removingconditions that distort
the traditional method of counteringartificial transferpric-

the efficient allocation of resources. However, insofar as
ng - namely the making of adjustments by tax authorities
based upon a notional arm's length price has proved

efficiency gains produce increased revenue, it seems appro-
-

priate that the greater share of such increase should go to inadequate to prevent sophisticatedmanipulationby MNEs

source countries. Judged on that basis alone, the proposal (Granfield, 1989;,Kaplan, 1989); particularly is this so for
the tax administrationsof developing countries, which, as

to adopt the exemptionmethodwouldhave very littleeffect, capital importers, especially severely affected by trans-
either on total revenueyield or upon the inter-nationalloca-

are

fer pricing.6 Thus, relatively high rates of withholding tax
tion of that revenue;by contrastthe abolitionofwithholding particularly important, both of in-
tax would have serious revenue consequences and these

are seen as as a means

source revenue
would be to the detriment of source countries and, in par-

creasing country from foreign investment

ticular, of lesser-developedcountries,which tend to impose
and as a protection of the tax base against transfer pricing

withholdingtax at relatively high rates. (Irish, 1987).

Vll. TRANSFER PRICING
Vlll. THE DEDUCTIBILITYOF INTRA-GROUP

PAYMENTS
A further objection to the proposed elimination of with-

holding tax in intra-affiliate transactions is that it does no-
The proposal to eliminate withholding tax on intra-group

thing to minimize transfer pricing abuses; indeed, it would payments in order to improve CIN consequently has two

be likely to aggravate the problem. This objection must be
taken extremely seriously since, to judge from the volume 6. For a variety of reasons, it is source countries that seem to be most

of literature devoted to the subject, it is artificial transfer adversely affected by transfer pricing.
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serious drawbacks. It reduces the share of revenue of the proved allocation of resources and an overall increase
source country, and may thus not be consistentwith notions n foreign direct investment; and
of inter-nation equity, and it enhances the benefits to be (6) there is also greater neutrality as between
derived from artificial transfer pricing - branches and subsidiaries of foreign enterprises,
To be acceptable, any proposal for reform must respond to

- equity and debt financing, and
different methods of transferring technology.-these objections and contain at least one further element.

The solution, it is suggested, lies in making those intra-
group payments that would be relieved of withholding tax IX. IMPLEMENTATIONnon-deductible in computing branch or subsidiary profits.
In otherwords, a subsidiaryor affiliate of a foreign corpora- The aim of this article has been to examine whether signifi-tion would not be permitted to deduct interest, rental pay- cant reforms to the existing system of international taxationments, royalties, management fees and similar payments are possible. It has been suggested that any such reformsmade to its foreign parent or affiliate, in computing its would have to be capable of unilateral implementation,orprofits for the purposes of source country taxation. Simi-

at least of bilateral adoption on a reciprocal basis. Ideally,larly, no such deductions would be made in computing in-
reform should also have minimal, impactcome attributable to a branch or permanent establishment any no, or upon

purely domestic systems of taxation. The proposals advo-of a foreign corporation. Arm's length payments to non-af- catedin the precedingpartsof thispaper involve threesteps:filiates would, of course, continue to be deductible in the (1) elimination of withholding tax on intra-group pay-normal way.
ments;This raises an immediate objection that CIN is destroyed; 2 restriction on deductibilityof such payments; andthe subsidiaryof a domesticparent is permittedsuch deduc- (3) exemption of those payments in the hands of the reci-tions (thougha branch is not), andwouldconsequentlyhave pient.

an advantageover subsidiariesof foreignparents. On reflec-
tion, this objection is not weil founded. To the extent that The first two steps affect the source country and the third
an amount is deducted by the subsidiary, it is taxed in the must be taken by the residence country. It also seems clear
hands of the domesticparent; CIN thereforerequireseither that the impact upon the enterprises themselves must be
that a foreign parent is also taxable, at source country CIT considered. Finally, it is necessary to consider whether or

rates, or that the payment is not deductible.7 not the proposals raise any serious difficultiesof a technical
nature.

A furtherpossible objection is that the combinationof non-

deductibility in the source country and exemption in the
A. Sourcecountry implementationcountry of residence would result in the residence country

allowing the parent to deduct expenses incurred in order to
From jurisdictional point of view, the abolition of with-earn income that would be taxed only in the source country.

a

For example, the parent would normally claim a deduction holding tax on intra-group dividends and other payments
for interest on money borrowed and re-loaned to its sub- presents no problemRestrictingdeductions in computing
sidiary, research and development expenses incurred in income likewise is within the competence of source coun-

creating a patent subsequently licensed to the subsidiary, tries, and would not seem to be contrary to treaty provisions
based upon Articles 7 and 9 of the OECD model conven-depreciation on machinery leased to the subsidiary, and so

on but, as proposed here, the interest, royalties or rents tion, though this is a question that merits further considera-
received from the subsidiary in return would not be taxed tion.
in its hands. One answer to this objection is that income From a revenue point of view, the combined effect ofearned abroad would not really go untaxed in the home eliminating withholding tax and restricting deductions is
country, since ultimately it will flow through to home coun- difficult to predict. There would be a loss for most countries
try shareholders and be taxed in their hands. A further from the abolition of withholding tax on dividends, thoughjustification can be found by regarding transactionssuch as it is alreadycommon for inter-affiliatedividends to be taxedloans, licences and leases to a subsidiary as a contribution at lower than normal rates. The loss from withholding taxof equity capital by the parent, so that profits transmitted on interest, rents, royalties and similarpaymentswould also
to the parent in the form of interest, rents and royalties be substantial,but in this case would be more than compen-should be treated in the same manner as are dividends. In sated for by the additional CIT derived from the restriction
any event, it is difficult for the residence country to restrict on deduction of such payments. AssumingCIT rates in thethe deduction of expenses incurred to earn foreign-source 30 to 40 percent range, and withholding tax from 10 to 20business income of a particular kind, since to do so may percent, those payments would probably yield more than
simply result in the parent corporationchanging the way in twice as much revenue to the source country than they dowhich its foreign subsidiary is financed. at present. Whether this would offset the loss of tax from
The advantages of a rule of non-deductibility, combined dividends, where there is no compensating gain, depends
with the eliminationof withholding tax, are many: upon the equity/debt mix of each foreign investor. Overall,

dividends probably represent a fairly small part of total(1) it eliminates those transferpricing abuses that are most remittances by overseas subsidiaries, largely because otherdifficult to counter and that produce the greatest reve- paymentsafford the opportunityfor transferpricing, so that
nue losses; the net effect would probably be a modest increase in reve-(2) administration is simplified, since there is less need to nue to most source countries.
monitor transferpricing and no need for measuressuch
as thin capitalization rules;

(3) by restricting transferpricing, the unfair advantage that 7 It is evident that the same result could be achieved by permitting
MNEs enjoy over local competitors is reduced; deduction and imposing withholding tax at the full CIT rate. There are,

to(4) there is a major gain in terms of CIN, with no real however, practical objections this course; see infra.
8. The alternative, of raising withholding tax rates to the level of thesacrifice of CEN; CIT rate, would require re-negotiationof most tax treaties and therefore(5) improved neutrality should yield efficiency gains, im- could not be implementedunilaterally.
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B. Residencecountry implementation Precise draftingof legislationand clear definitionsare essen-

tial. However, no novel problems are raised by the propo-
Adoption of the exemption method, in place of the foreign sals, since under the existing system all of these distinctions
tax credit, poses no jurisdictionalproblemsand can be done must already be drawn.

unilaterally. Many countriesalready exempt foreign-source
business income and inter-affiliatedividendsand, as already
suggested, a change from credit to exemption could be X. CONCLUSION
made with very little cost to most residence countries. In-

deed, exemption may actually be more productive than The aim of this article has been to demonstratethatvaluable

credit plus deferral, since there will no longer be any reason improvementscan be made to the existingsystemof interna-
to postpone repatriation of foreign earnings and these will tional taxationwithout having recourse to such radical solu-

be available for distributionor reinvestmentin the residence tions as universal consumption-basedtaxation, comprehen-
country. sive harmonization or worldwide unitary taxation. No at-

tempt has been made to present a coherent theory of inter-

C. Implicationsfor investors
natonal taxatonor to advocatereformof the entire system.
Nor are the reforms suggestedhere in any way novel. What

Ultimately, the acceptability or otherwise of any reform
has been attempted is to assimilatea numberof suggestions

proposal is likely to be determined by the reaction of the made by other commentators and to combine them into a

international business community. Professor Bird (1986) single reform package that relates to one aspect, albeit a

has remarked upon the almost Pavlovian reaction of most
most important aspect, of international taxation, namely

tax professionals and multinational firms in defence of
the treatment of direct investment by multinational enter-

existing international tax principles. If a reform requires to prises.
be adopted multilaterally, and is strongly opposed by the The principal benefits that have been sought are the

MNEs, pressure will be brought upon both home and host achievementofgreaterneutralityand the reductionoftrans-

governments to resist implementation, and some govern- fer pricing abuse.
ments will undoubtedlybow to that pressure. If the reforms An attempt has been made to find of achieving those
are ones that can be adopted unilaterally,governmentswill

a way

be reluctant to take the first step if they fear that the result benefits, whilst at the same time ensuring that

might be a flight of foreign capital or a reduction in future
- the existing allocation of tax revenue between states is

investment.
not fundamentallyaltered;
the necessary changes could be made unilaterallywith--

The reforms outlined here ought not to encounter violent out significant detriment; and

opposition. MNEswould clearly benefit from exemption in - those changes would have no impact upon the way in

the country of residence; countries that were reluctant to which purely domestic situations are taxed.

adopt the exemption method would thus come under in-
creased pressure from their own MNEs to do so, in order to

remove a competitivedisadvantage from those enterprises.
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CANADA'SINTERNATIONALBANKING

CENTRES
Ingrid Sapona

Ingrid Sapona, J.D., of Price

Internationalbankinghas traditionallyencompassedthe provisionof cross-bor- Waterhouse'sNational Tax Office, To-

der banking services such as payments and receipts arising from international ronto, Canada. The author wishes to

trade originating in the country in which a bank operates, as well as foreign ex-
thank Richard S. Carson, F.C.A., John

change operations. The increased flow of capital between countries since the F. Robinson, C.A., and Jean-Pierre

1950s has given rise to a new phenomenon-- so-called international banking Morier, C.A., for their thoughtfulcom-

centres. The channellingof capital betweencountries (for example, through the mentsand input.
Euro-dollarmarket) is the primaryworkof internationalbankingcentres.1

London and New York have always been the primarycentres of activity for inter_ 1. See Rasminsky, L. and Lawson, R.W.,

national banking. By the mid-1980s, however, about 85 percent of such activities Canada as an International Banking Centre: A

were carried on through centres in just eight countries.2 In an effort to foster the Report to the Departmentof Finance, (Ottawa:

development of international banking centres (IBCs) in Canada,3 since 1987 Supplyand Services,March 1986)[hereinafterre-

ferred to as the Rasminsky/LawsonReport],
Canada has offered tax incentives to corporationsoperating IBCs in Vancouver at 1.
and Montreal. In addition to the federal tax incentives,both BritishColumbiaand 2. According to a report by the Bank of Inter-

Quebec also offer tax concessions on provincial taxes payable by such establish- national Settlements released in 1984, Japan,
ments. France, Switzerland, Germany, Italy, Canada,

the United States and the United Kingdom ac-

count for 85 percent of the Euro-currency mar-

I. HISTORY ket; see Rasminsky/LawsonReport, supra note

1, at 3.
3. See 28 January 1987 Press Release by the

The push for the establishmentof IBCs in Canada began in 1981 when a joint Hon. Michael Wilson, the Minister of Finance
committeeof the MontrealBoard ofTrade and MontrealChamberof Commerce [hereinafter referred to as the Press Release of

began lobbying the federal and provincial governments for tax incentives for the 28 January 1987].
establishment of IBCs in Montreal. The committee recommended exemptions 4. See McKie, A.B., Canada: CanadianInter-

from income taxes (both federal and provincial) for IBCs and for certain national Banking Centres, 27 EuropeanTaxation

employees transferredfrom overseas to work for such IBCs.4The proposalswere (September1987), at 275 [hereinafterreferred to

supportedby the Quebecgovernmentas early as 1983, when the provinceoffered as McKie].
various tax incentives,on the stipulation that the federalgovernmentfollow suit.5 5. See 1983-1984Quebec Budget Speech of 10

At thatpoint, however, the federalLiberalgovernmentrejected the idea, express-
May 1983 (Official Budget Papers), at 24.

ing concern that the incentives would significantlyerode the tax base and would
6. See McKie, supra note 4, at 276.

be of littlebenefit to the country'seconomy.6
7. See Rasminsky/LawsonReport, supra note

1.
8. Id., at 19.

The issue was revisited in 1985 when the Progressive Conservative government 9. The Canada Payments Association is the

was elected. A governmentstudy was conductedand a reportwas issued in March statutorily created body that is charged with es-

1986.7 The report was generallynegative, concludingthat in]either the costs nor tablishingand operatinga nationalclearinghouse
the benefits of an initiative of this kind would be great. Despite the report's and settlementssystem. See Sec. 5 of the Canada

recommendationagainst tax incentives that would totallyor substantiallyexempt Payments Association Act, R.S.C. 1980-81-82-

internationalbanking activities from federal and provincial taxes, in 1987 the fed- 83, c. 40, s. 54. Under Sec. 4 of the Canada

eral governmentand the provincesof BritishColumbiaand Quebecenacted legis- Payments Association Act, every bank must

be a member. See also Reg. Sec. 7900 of the
lation offeringsignificant tax incentivesfor corporationscarryingon IBCbusines- IncomeTax Act Regulations,ConsolidatedReg-
ses in Montrealand Vancouver. ulations of Canada, c. 945 [hereinafter referred

to as the IncomeTax Act Regs.].
This article will highlight some of the main featuresof the federal legislation and 10. See Sec. 33.1(3) of the Income Tax Act,

then brieflydiscussthe applicableprovinciallegislation. R.S.C. 1952, c. 148, asamendedby S.C. 1970-71-
72, c. 63, and as subsequently amended

Il. INCOME FROM AN INTERNATIONALBANKING [hereinafter referred to as the Income Tax

CENTRE BUSINESS
Act].
11. It should be noted that under the Sec.

302(1)(b) of the Bank Act, R.S.C. 1980-81-82-

A taxpayer's income or loss from an IBC business is not subject to federal income 83, c. 40, s 2, [a] foreign bank shall not, directly
tax if certain criteria are met. To qualify for the special tax treatment a taxpayer or indirectly, maintain a branch in Canada for

must be a prescribed financial institution, i.e. a memberof the Canada Payments any purpose. So, for a foreign bank to operate

Association,9 throughout the year and must have filed a prescribed form (within an IBC business it would have to do so through

90 days of commencement of its year) designating a branchil or office in the a subsidiary Banks incorporatedunder the laws
of Canada may operate an IBC business through

metropolitan area of Montreal or Vancouver as the place at which it carries on
a branch.

an IBC business. The taxpayer's IBC business must be treated as a separate 12. See the Income Tax Act, supra note 10, at

business, with separate books of account maintained, and an information return Sec. 33.1(12). The information return is pre-
must be filed within six months of the IBC business' year end.12 scribed form T781-A.
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Though the Canadian IncomeTax Act (the Act) does not gets a full exclusion of income only when the eligible de-
specifically define the expression international banking posits equal or exceed 96 percent of eligible loans on every
centre business, the Act defines activities that may give day of the year.
rise to income or loss that would be eligible for the exemp- Special provisions permit taxpayer with thantion and describes the method of computing income from a more one

IBC business to transfer eligible deposits from one suchthe IBC business. Only expenses that may reasonably be business to another so that, on any given day eligible de-regarded as applicable to the IBC businessmay be deducted
posits at least equal 96 percent of eligible loans.24 If a tax-in calculating income.13 The only interest expense that may payer's incomefrom an IBC businessexceedsthatpermittedbe claimed by the IBC business on money borrowedfor the under the Act, then the additional income is subject to

purpose of earning income must be attributable to amounts normal federal income tax (so-called Part I tax).25payable by the taxpayer on so-called eligible deposits.14
The Act sets forth a formula26 for calculating the minimum

A. Eligible deposits interest expense incurred by a taxpayer for purposes of
earning income for a taxation year from the IBC business.

Two types of deposits qualify as eligible deposits under the The effect of the formula is to impute additional interest
Act.15 The first type of deposit is one made by an arm's expense if eligible deposits are less than 96 percentof loans

length non-residentand recorded in the books of accountof on any given day.27
an IBC business of the taxpayer (hereinafter the tax- At least 90 percent of the revenue from loans recorded in
payer),16 It is important to note, however, that in order for the accountsof the IBC businessmust be derived from loans
such a deposit to qualify, the taxpayermust not be obligated that employeesof the IBC activelyparticipatedin soliciting,to repay any part of the deposit to a person resident in negotiating, analyzing or managing while employed at the
Canada. The second type of eligible deposit is a deposit branch or office designatedas the locationof the IBC.28The
from anotherprescribedfinancial institutionwith whom the apparent rationale for this rule is to insure that a certain
taxpayer is dealing at arm's length, so long as the arm's minimal level of activity is carried on at the IBC.
length depositing institution notifies the taxpayer that the
deposit was made from deposits recorded in the books of Regarding the federal tax on large corporations (Part I.3
account of an IBC business of the depositor, and so long as Tax) and the tax on capital of financial institutions (Part VI
the taxpayer pays a reasonable rate of interest on such a Tax), it appears that an IBC's aggregate eligible loans are

deposit.7 effectivelyexcluded from the definitionof Canadian assets,
and therefore IBCs will not be liable to those taxes.29

B. Eligible loans
Ill. PROVINCIALINCENTIVES

The Act specifies the types of loans that qualify as eligible
loans. Eligible loans are essentially loans (or deposits) As noted, under the federal legislation IBCs can be estab-
made by the taxpayer to a non-residentborrower, including lished in the metropolitan areas of Montrealor Vancouver.
those made to another prescribed financial institution. NO Montreal was chosen in an effort to attract business that

person resident in Canada or with whom the taxpayer is not normally goes to the Channel Islands; Vancouver was

dealing at arm's length may be obligated to pay any amount selected to attract business from the Pacific Rim.3o The
to the taxpayer in respect of the loan. The loan must be
timely recorded in the books of account of the taxpayer's
international financiai centre business.18The taxpayer must 13. See Technical Notes accompanyingBill C-64,5June 1987 [hereinafter
obtain a statement from the borrower that the loan is not referred to as the Technical Notes], regarding Sec. 33.1(4).
being used, directlyor indirectly, for the purposeof earning

14. See the Income Tax Act, supra note 1l), at Sec. 33.1(4)(b).
income in Canada or by a person other than a non-resi-

15. Id., at Sec. 33.1(1).
16. Id., at Sec. 33.1(1)(aident.19 17. Id., at Sec. 33.1(1i(b)

In addition, a deposit made by the taxpayer to another 18. Id., at Sec. 33.1(11, definition of eligible loan.

arm's length prescribed financial institution can qualify as
19. Id., at Sec. 33.1(1), item (iv) under the definition of eligible loan.

an eligible loan if it is made from deposits recorded in the
2. Id.
21. Id., at Sec. 33.1(4)(aitaxpayer's IBC business and the depositing taxpayer so 22. Id., at Sec. 33.1(51.notifies the arm's length prescribed financiai institution.2 23. See the Technical Notes, supra note 13, regarding Sec. 33.1(51
24. See the Income Tax Act, supra note 10, at Sec. 33.1(61

C. Computing incomeof an IBC 25. See the Technical Notes, supra note 13, at Sec. 33.1(51
26. The formula, as set out in the Income Tax Act, supra note 10, at Sec.

Only income (or loss) from eligible loans is included in an 33.1(41(a) and cxplaincd in the Technical Notes, supra notc 13, accom-

IBC business' income.21 The exempt income from an IBC panying the legislation, is:

business is limited, however, where the IBC's eligible de-
A + (B x A/C),
Where,

posits are less than 96 percent of eligible loans on any given A is the total amount of interest for the year on eligible deposits re-

day. To determine the amount of an IBC business' income corded in the accounts of thc IBC business;
that qualifies for exemption, the IBC's income is multiplied B is the total of amounts each of which is the amount by which 96
times the ratio of: (ai the lesser of (ii 96 percentof the IBC's percent of eligible loans recorded in the accountsof the IBC business

eligible loans at the end of any given day and (ii) the total at the end of a day in the year exceeds the eligible deposits recorded

eligible deposits at the end of that day, divided by (bi 96 in the accounts of the business at the end of that day; and

percent of the IBC's total outstanding eligible loans re-
C is the total amount of eligible deposits recorded in the accountsof thc

corded at the end of that day.22 According to the Depart- taxpayer's IBC business at the end of all days in the year.
27. See the Technical Notes, supra note 13, regarding Sec. 33.1(41ment of Finance, the purpose of the rule requiring a deter- 28. Income Tax Act, supra note 10, at Sec. 33.1(9)mination on a day-by-day basis is to ensure that excessive 29. See Sec. 8602 of the Draft Income Tax Act Regs. released by the

deposits on one or more days in the year will not balance Departmentof Finance on 3(1 November 19911.
a shortfallarisingon other days.23 In other words, a taxpayer 30. See the Press Release of 28 January 1987, supra note 3.
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decision to exclude Toronto, the country's main financiai ters of credit and standby letters of credit, where the

centre, caused a stir in the Toronto business and political ultimate obligation of payment rests with a non-resi-

community, but the federal government felt that establish- dent;
ing such centres in Montreal and Vancouver would not (d) providing fiduciary services;
effect any of the banking activities carried on in Toronto, (e) dealing in securities, other than securities of the capital
while at the same time would attractbusinesscurrentlydone stock of the financial institution so dealing in the se-

offshore.31 curities or of the capital stock of an affiliate of the

Shortly after the federal provisions were enacted, both
financial institution;

British Columbia and Quebec passed legislation offering (f)
. ,

insuringor reinsuringprescribed risks of, or relating to,
non-residentsand relating to propertysituatedor events

provincial tax incentives for taxpayers establishing IBCs in
occurring outside Canada;

their respective provinces. The provincial legalisation is (g) acting as a financial adviser to non-residents;
more generous than the federal legislation in that it encom- (h) dealing in foreign exchange for or on behalfof non-res-

passes a wider range of activities and also provides relief idents;from personal income tax paid by certain employees of

/ii() managinginvestmentsforor on behalfofnon-residents;
IBCs. (j) preparing stock market or other financial research for
The highlightsof the provincial legislation will be discussed the exclusive use of non-residents; and

separately. (k) financial leasing.
In addition, as under the federal legislation, the licence

A. British Columbia holder must make reasonable inquires to ensure that all
activities it undertakes are for or on behalf of non-resi-

British Columbia (B.C. ) enacted two pieces of legislation dents.4o
in 1988 to encourage the developmentof Vancouver as an

International Financial Centre (IFC) - the International 1. The Tax Refund Act
Financial Business Act (the IFB Act)32 and the Interna-
tional Financial Business (Tax Refund) Act (the Tax Re- The Tax Refund Act sets forth a registration system for

fund Act).33 B.C.'s legislation permitting the creation of IFBs and sets forth rules regarding the taxation of such

international fnancial centres in Vancouver is broader in entities, as well as special rules regarding certain of their

scope than the federal legislation concerning international employees. Under the B.C. Income Tax Act there are no

banking centres. B.C.'s legislation is designed to encourage
rules for the computationof income or taxable income. The

investment banking, merchant banking, trade financing, B.C. Income Tax Act defines taxable income earned in the

private banking, insurance and reinsurance, as well as in- province as the amount determined under the federal Act

vestment management.34 and allocated to the province.41 Therefore, to the extent

Basically, a financial institution may receive special tax

concessions on its international financial businesses carried 31. See McKie, supra note 4, at 276, and the 28 January 1987 Press
on in Vancouver. The term financial institution, for pur- Release, supra note 3.

poses of the IFB Act and the Tax Refund Act, includes a 32. The International Financial Business Act, S.B.C. 1988, c. 16

bank, trust company, investment dealer or insurer and a [hereinafter referred to as the IFB Act].
corporation registered under the SecuritiesAct.35 An exist- 33. The InternationalFinancial Business (Tax Refund)Act, S.B.C. 1988,

ing financial institution, essentially a corporation incorpo- c. 17 [hereinafter referred to as the Tax Refund Act].
rated under the various laws of Canada and continued in 34. See Robinson, J.F., International Financial Business Centres in

British Columbia, may operate a separate branch that car- Vancouver, 37 Canadian Tax Journal (March-April 1989), at 420, 424
to as

ries on its internationalfinancial business in Vancouver,or
[hereinafter referred Robinson].
35. See definition of financial institution under Sec. 1 of the IFB Act,

it may incorporate a separate, wholly-owned subsidiary to
supra note 32, and Sec. 3(4) of the IFB Act Regulations,B.C. Reg. 439/88

carry on such a business in Vancouver. In addition, a brand of 4 November 1988 [hereinafter referred to as the IFB Act Regs.]; see

new corporation may be incorporated and licensed under also the definton of financial insttuton under Sec. 1 of the Tax Refund
the IFB Act to carry on international financial business Act, supra note 33, and Sec. 2(4) of the Tax Refund Act Regulations,B.C.

(IFB) activities in Vancouver.36 The effect of being Reg. 440/88, of 4 November 1988 [hereinafter referred to as the Tax

licensed under the IFB Act is that the provisions of the Refund Act Regs.].
provincial Insurance Act, Securities Act and Trust Com- 36. Sec. 3 of the IFB Act, supra note 32 and Sec. 2 of the IFB Act Regs.,

pany Act do not apply with respect to the international supra note 35.

financial activitiesspecified in the licence, thereforepermit-
37. Incorporationunder the IFB Act has advantagesbecause the regulat-

ting the business to be operated under a less stringent reg-
ory regime under that act is less stringent than under other acts. See the
IFB Act, supra note 32, at Secs. 2 and 3; see also Robinson,supra note 34,

ulatory regime.37
at 424. As Robinson points out, the option of incorporatingand becoming

Only income from certain types of activities carried on by licensed under the IFB Act will probably appeal to parent corporations
such as foregn corporations that are not already subject to Canadan

an IFB with arm's length parties38will qualify for special tax
treatment. Among the permitted activities

'

are:39 regulatory supervision. It should be noted, however, that under the IFB
Act only corporations may be licensed and the only business that may be
carried on by a corporation licensed under that act is an international

(a) accepting deposits in any currency from non-residents financial business; see IFB Act, supra note 32, at Secs. 8(b) and 3.
or from a person carryingon a prescribedbusiness (pre- 38. Tax Refund Act, supra note 33, at Sec. 6.

scribed businesses include an IFB business under the 39. Tax Refund Act, supra note 33, at Sec. 1, definitionof international

B.C. legislation, an IBC businessunder the federal Act financial activity and Tax Refund Act Regs., supra note 35, at Sec. 2.

and an international financial business under the 40. The IFB Act, supra note 32, at Sec. 8.

Quebec legislation); 41. See Sec. 5 of the British Columbia Income Tax Act, R.S.B.C. 1979,
c. 190 [hereinafter referred to as the B.C. Income Tax Act]. The rules

(b) making loans in any currency to non-residentsor to a for allocating taxable income earned in the in provnce be found
person carrying on a prescribed business; year a can

in the Income Tax Act, supra note 10, Sec. 124(4), and Part IV of the
(c) a variety of activities for or on behalfof non-residents, Income Tax Act Regs., supra note 9. See also Robinson,supra note 34, at

including various activities related to documentary let- 424-425.
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that an IFB's income is excluded from income for federal provides a tax refund to two categories of employees -

tax purposes under the rules regarding IBCs, there is no specialists and eligible employees.
B.C. income tax on such amounts and no tax refund is
availablein B.C. But, becausefeweractivities are permitted (a) Specialists
under the federal rules than under the B.C. IFB legislation,
a mechanism was needed to refund provincial corporate Specialistsmay receive up to a 100 percent refundofprovin-
income tax paid by financial institutions on their IFB in- cial income tax. Only individuals can qualify as specialists.
come. The Tax Refund Act is the legislationwherebyB.C. Specialistsdesignatedby the IFB must, in fact, be specialists

in the field of IFB activities. Greater than 70 percent of a
corporate income tax is reduced to zero for income from
qualifying activities of an IFB.42 Registrants, like licensees specialist's duties must be devoted to work for the IFB.

under the IFB Act, are required to obtain a declaration Specialistsmust have been non-residentimmediatelybefore

from non-residents to ensure that the activities are being commencingemploymentduties for the IFB. The maximum

carried on for or on behalf of non-residents.43 length of time that an individual may qualify as a specialist
is 24 months.

Registrationunder the Tax RefundAct is restrictedto finan- The maximumrefund a specialistmay receive is the amount
cial institutions. Financial institution is defined in the Tax of B.C. income tax paid. A specialist may receive less than
Refund Act to include banks, trust companies, investment a 100 percent refundif his total income exceededhis income
dealers, insurers, corporations licensed under the IFB Act earned as a specialist in the calendar year.51and corporations registered under the B.C. Securities Act
as an advisor.44 To register under the Tax Refund Act, the A registered financial institution may not designate more

financial institution must carry on such activities from a than five specialists in a taxation year.52
designatedbranch or office in Vancouver. The initial appli-
cation fee is CS 5,000 and must be paid at the time of (b) Eligible employees
application.45There is no annual fee thereafter. Eligible employeesmay receive a refund of up to 30 percent

of their B.C. income tax. As with specialists, eligible2. The IFB Act employees must be individuals and greater than 70 percent
As noted above, an IFB may be carried on by a branch of of their work must relate to the IFB. Unlike a specialist,
an existing corporation or a wholly-ownedsubsidiary of an however, an eligible employee need not be a specialist in

existing corporation. However, to permit corporationsnot IFB, nor must the employeehave been a non-residentprior
already incorporatedunder the laws of Canada to carry on to commencingemployment. There is no time limit regard-
an IFB, B.C. enactedthe IFB Act, whichessentiallypermits ing how long a person may be designated an eligible
incorporationofa wholly-ownedsubsidiaryfor the purposes employee.53
of carrying on an IFB in Vancouverwithouthaving to meet The maximum refund an eligible employee may receive is
all the regulatory requirements to which corporations are

normally subject.
A subsidiary incorporatedfor purposesof the IFB Act must 42. International financial activities permitted under Sec. 1 of the Tax
be licensed under that Act and may carry on only activities Refund Act, supra note 33, are almost identical to those listed under
specified in its licence, i.e. the IFB activities listed above. permittedactivities found in Sec. 5 ofthe IFB Act, supra note 32. A recent,
Corporationsseeking to be licensedunder the IFB Act must significant amendment to the Tax Refund Act, however, also permits
pay an initial applicationfee of CS 10,000 and an annual fee managing, for or on behalfof residents, investmentsin securities issued by
of CS 5,000 on renewal.46 a non-resident. See Sec. 19 of the amendments to the Tax Refund Act

found in Bill 46, Miscellaneous Statutes Amendments Act, 1990. This

3. B.C. tax consequences activityhas not been added to the list ofpermittedactivitiesin the IFBAct.
43. Tax Refund Act, supra note 33, at Sec. 7.

Under the Tax RefundAct, a registeredfinancial institution 44. See definitionof financial institutionin Sec. 1 of the Tax Refund Act,
may obtain a refund computed on the basis of income gen- supra note 33, as well as Sec. 2(4) of the IFB Act Regs., supra note 35.

erated by the corporation that is attributable to its IFB. To 45. Sec. 14 of the Tax Refund Act Regs., supra note 35.

obtain its tax refund, the financial institution must file an
46. Sec. 7 of the IFB Act Regs., supra note 35.
47. The T2 return.

annual return of claim, with a copy of its federal corporate 48. Tax Refund Act, supra note 33, at Sec. 8.
tax return47 within six months of its taxation year-end, set- 49. Since the IFB tax may be positive or negative, to prevent significantting forth the income that is attributable to its IFB.48 start-up losses from diminishinga future tax refund claim, in the first five

The tax refund for a taxation year is calculated as the lesser years of registration under the Tax Refund Act, negative amounts are

of: (a) all amounts of international financial business tax
deemed to be zero; see Sec. 12(3) of the Tax RefundAct Regs., supra note
35

(a defined term) for the current year, and all preceding 50. The current B.C. corporate tax rate is 15 percent; see Sec. 5(1) of the
years, minus the aggregateofall tax refundspaid or payable B.C. Income Tax Act, supra note 41.
for all preceding years, and (b) the amount of tax assessed 51. The formula for determininga specialiststax refund, as set out in Sec.
and paid under the B.C. Income Tax Act for the taxation 9 of the Tax Refund Act Regs., supra note 35, is:

year. The international financial business tax is based on IFBI/TI x PIT

taxable income, as calculated for federal income tax pur- Where,

poses. The IFB's adjusted taxable income is then calculated IFBI is the amount of employmentincome from a registered financial

by deducting from taxable income 65 percent of interest
institution that was earned during the period or periods during
the year when the individual was a specialist;revenue, minus interest expense. Then, to arrive at the IFB TI is the amount of total income as reported on the individual's

tax49, the IFB's adjusted taxable income is multipliedby the federal income tax return;
B.C. corporate tax rate in effect for the year.50 PIT is the amount of tax assessed and paid for the taxation year

under the federal income tax act after application of all tax
4. Tax treatment of employees of B.C. IFBs credits to which the individual was entitled.

52. The Tax Refund Act, supr note 33, at Sec. 5(4).As noted, the B.C. legislationalso offers special tax conces- 53. See definition of eligible employee in Sec. 1 of the Tax Refund Act,sions for certain employees of IFBs. The Tax Refund Act supra note 33.
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30 percent of B.C. income tax paid by the individual. As for the purposesof the operationsof the borrower'sIFC
with a specialist, an eligible employeemay receive less than business;62
the maximum refund if his total income exceeds his income (f) issuing or accepting letters of credit, so long as the

earned as an eligible employee in the calendar year.54 parties are non-residentsand the goods are not in Can-
ada and have no relationshipwith Canada, nor will they

B. Quebec
be imported or exported from Canada;63

(g) financing or refinancing an operation or transaction

Nearly a year-and-a-half before the federal government betweencorporationsthat are financial institutionshav-

enacted the IBC provisions of the federal Income Tax Act, ing no place of business in Canada or between financial

Quebec had enacted legislation containing provincial tax centres;64 and

incentives aimed at encouraging the growth of centres of (h) trading in foreign currency.65
financial excellence in an international market with A corporationcarryingon an IFC businessmay deduct from
Montreal as its specific geographicalcentre.55 its taxable income an amount that can reasonablybe consi-

The Quebec legislation, like the B.C. legislation, is much dered to be attributable to the carrying on of that IFC

broader in scope than the federal IBC legislation and it business.66 Losses from an IFC business may be offset

offers income tax relief to corporations operating an inter- against income from such a business, but losses in excess of

national financial centre (IFC) business in Montreal, and income from such a businesscannotbe used to offset income

personal income tax relief to certain employees of such from other sources.67

businesses. The Quebec legislationeven offerscorporations Corporations that carry on an IFC business exclusively are

relief from the provincial capital tax. exempt from Quebec's capital tax, including the minimum

capital tax.68 Corporations that carry on other activities in

1. Corporate tax incentives addition to an IFC business have a partial exemption from

To qualify for the special tax treatmentas an IFC under the paid-up capital.69
Quebec legislation, IFC activities must be carried on In addition, employer'scontributions to the Quebec health

through a corporation incorporated under domestic or insuranceplan are waivedwith regard to employeesworking
foreign law.56 All the activities carried on by a corporation exclusively for IFCs.

or branch of a corporation through an IFC must be related
to eligible international transactions. The activities of a 3. Tax treatment of employees of Quebec IFCs

corporation's IFC must be managed entirely in Montreal, Under the Quebec legislation employees of IFCs may be
and carried out in an area separate from the corporation's eligible for a total exemption from provincial income tax,
other activities. Separate books of account must be main- to
tained for the IFC business. Furthermore,to qualify for the

or may receive a non-taxable allowance of up one-third
of their annual remunerationfrom the IFC.

tax concessions a corporationmust have been issued a cer-

tificate by the Quebec Minister of Finance.57 Employees of an IFC who specialize in international finan-
cial transactions and who were not resident in Canada m-

2. Qualifying activities mediatelyprior to their employmentwith the IFC are eligi-
ble for a total exemption from provincial income tax on

Preferential tax treatment is given to IFCs on income de- remuneration for up to two years. The work of such indi-
rived from a wide variety of activities under the Quebec viduals must be almost exclusivelyfor the IFC business and
statute. Income from the followingactivitiesmay qualify for

special tax treatment if carried on by an IFC:

(a) activties as an nvestment dealer, so long as the ac- 54. The refund formula,as set outinSec. 10 of the Tax RefundActRegs
tivities are carried on only for non-residents.Or, if such supra note 35, is as follows:

activities are carried on for a Canadian resident, the 30% x IFBI/TI x PIT

securities must be Where,

(i) listed on the International Options Market, or the
IFBI s the amount of employment income from a regsteredfinancial

institution that was earned during the period,
Mercantile or International Divisions of the TI is the amount of total income as reported on the individual's
Montreal Exchange and executed on that ex- federal income tax return, and

change; or PIT is the amount of tax assessed and paid for the taxation year

(ii) securities of a Canadian corporation and the trans- under the federal Income Tax Act after application of all tax

action must be executed at an organized securities credits that he individual was eligible for.

market situated outside Canada; or 55. See SalientPoints Regardingthe Creationof an InternationalFinan-

(iii) securities of a Canadian government (federal or ciai Centre in Montreal (Quebec) Canada, a paper published by the

provincial) and not governed by Canadian law; or
International Financial Centres Organization of Montreal.

(iv) securities of a foreign government, government-
56. See the Quebec Taxation Act, R.S.Q., c. 1-3, Sec. 737.13 and Sec.

to as the QuebecAct].
owned entity or non-Canadiancorporation;58 1, definitionofcorporation[hereinafterreferred

57. Id., at Sec. 737.13.

(b) underwriting securities for a foreign entity, or, when 58. See Quebec Taxation Act Regulations Sec. 737.13R2 and Sec.

issued to a non-resident, underwriting securities for a 737.13R3 [hereinafter referred to as the Quebec Regs.].
Canadiangovernment(federal or provincial)ora Cana- 59. Id., at Sec. 737.13R3(b).
dian corporation;59 60. Id., at Secs. 737.13R2(c) and 737.13R4.

(c) advising on investments for non-residentsor for a per-
61. Id., at Sec. 737.13R2(d)

son resident in Canada with respect to securities of a 62. Id., at Sec. 737.13R2(f)

foreign entity;(,
63. Id., at Sec. 737. 13R2(g)
64. Id., at Sec. 737.13R2(h).

(d) depositing money made or received on behalf of a non-

resident;('!
65. Id., at Sec. 737.13R2(i).
66. Quebec Act, supra note 56, at Sec. 737.14.

(e) lending and depositing money between corporations 67. Id., at Sec. 737.17.

operating IFCs, where the money is lent as part of the 68. Id., at Sec. 1135.

operations of the lender's IFC business and borrowed 69. Id., at Secs. 1136 and 1137.
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the individual must have a certificate issued by the Quebec V. CONCLUSION
Minister of Finance.v0

In addition to the exemption for specified persons as de- It is too early to tell whether, in fact, the tax incentives
scribed above, other employees of an IFC (including per- discussed herein have brought to Canada the amount of
sons who were resident in Canada immediately prior to international financial business that the government
their employmentwith the IFC) areeligible for a non-tax- thought would otherwise have been concluded offshore.
able allowance of up to one-thirdof their annual remunera- There is only limited evidence concerning the impact the
tion for amounts received for personal, living or other tax- federal and provincial incentives have had in encouraging
able benefits,nvi corporations to establish IFCs in either Vancouver or

Montreal. To date, 27 IFCs have been registered in
4. Fees Montreal and 48 international financial businesses have

been registered in Vancouver.73
Corporations must pay a CS 10,000 rgistration fee to ob-
tain an IFC certificate, and a fee of CS 500 per employee To encourage further developmentof IFBs in their respec-
eligible for a tax exemption outlined above. A CS 2,000 tive cities, both Montreal and Vancouverhave established
annual renewal fee is due thereafter for the certificate, as organizationsto help corporationswork through the legisla-
well as an annual fee of CS 200 per employee eligible for a tive formalities. Vancouver has established the IFC Van-
tax exemption,72 couver Society, whose mandate includes promoting and

developingVancouveras an IFC and advising the provincial
government on matters relating to IFC initiatives.74IV. IMPACT OF THE FEDERAL AND PROVINCIAL Montrealhas establishedthe IFCOrganizationofMontreal,LEGISLATION ON NON-RESIDENTS whose mandate includes advising financial institutions and
facilitatingthe processof accreditationby Quebec'sDepart-While the federal and provincial legislationconcerningIBCs ment of Finance.

and IFBs provide domestic tax relief, it is important to
remember that foreign taxpayers must still be concerned
with the tax consequencesof repatriating income earned in 70. Id., at Secs. 737.15 and 737.16.
Canada by IBCs and IFCs. The legislation does not give any

71. Id., at Sec. 79.0.1.

relief from withholding taxes. Dependingon whether there 72. Policy, as administered by the International Financial Centres Or-

is a tax treaty, withholding taxes on dividends, interest and ganization of Montreal.
73. These numbers are as of 10 April 1991, according to sources at thea varietyof other paymentsmade to a foreign parent corpo- InternationalFinancial Centre Organizationof Montreal and at the Britishration can range from 10 to 25 percent (the rate if no treaty Columbia Ministry of Finance and Corporate Relations.s applicable). 74. See Robinson, supra note 34, at 437.
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THEBAHAMASADDSNEW INFRASTRUCTUREAND

A SERIESOFNEWPRODUCTS*

BruceZagaris*

I. INTRODUCTION

The Bahamashas taken major strides to refurbish and add to its already hopped-
up engines and has already embarked on some new cruises in the offshore compe
tition. In particular,The Bahamashas establisheda FinancialServicesSecretariat
and enacted a series of new laws that enable it to offer new financial products. Its
relations with the towering northern elephant have improved and the improved
relations provide enhanced stability for its offshore financial sector. This article
reviewsthese changes.

Il. FINANCIALSERVICESSECRETARIAT

In August 1990 the Governmentof The Bahamasestablishedwithin the Ministry
of Finance a FinancialServices Secretariat. Owen S-M. Bethel, who was formerly
assistant to the ExecutiveDirector at both the InternationalMonetaryFund and
the World Bank, is the new director of the Financiai Services Secretariat. The

purposeand objectivesof the Secretariatare as follows:

(1) to identify and define all areas and types of financial services availablewithin
The Bahamaswhetherin banking, law, accounting, insurance,corporateand
trust servicesand tax avoidance;

(2) to collect and collate all information relevant to the promotion of such ser-

vices; to publicize and promotesuch information to the internationalcommu-

nity;
(3) to target promotional,informationat both individual and corporate entities,

highlightingthe advantagesofconductingbusinessfrom The Bahamas;

(4) to facilitate the smooth entry of interested respondents into The Bahamas'
businesssector;

(5) to foster the growth of the financial services sector as an industry in The * The author is grateful for the assistance
Bahamas;and of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and the

(6) to act as a clearing house of interested respondents ensuring that back- Bahamas Embassy in the United States in

ground checks are conducted on their financial stability and business integ- arranging a visit in January 1991, which

rity.
served as the basis for some of the informa-
tion. In particular, the author is grateful for

The Financial Services Secretariat already has five persons and is scheduled to the assistance in gathering informationand

increaseto 20 before long. explaining the laws from the Governor of
the Central Bank, the Attorney General,

To assist the Financial Services Secretariat, a Financial Services AdvisoryBoard and the Financial Services Secretariat, as

has been appointed by the Minister of Finance on the advice of the Financial well as several professionals in the private
ServicesSecretariat.The Governorof the CentralBank serves as Chairmanof the sector, including Mr. Reno Brown, former

Board. The six members of the Board include an attorney, an accountant, two CEO, Royal Bank of Scotland, Hermann-

directorsof trust companies, the managerof an offshorebank and the managerof Josef Hermanns, Hermanns, Coutts & Co.

a captive insurancecompany.
(formerly Nat West International Trust

Group), and Michael Barnett, Pres. of The

The Board meets every three months or every alternatemonth, as deemedneces-
Bahamas Bar Association, and to Mr.

sary. Additionally, an expanded more informal version of an advisory group
Owen S-M. Bethel, Executive Director,Fi-

meets with the Financiai Services Secretariat to discuss a wide range of matters,
nancial Services Secretariat, for his com-

including the operationof existing financial sector laws, difficulties in implemen- ments on a draft of the manuscript.

tation, developments in other jurisdictions with offshore financial sectors, and ** Oppenheimer Wolff & Donnelly,
proposalsfor new laws and mechanisms. Washington, D.C.; chair, Committee on

InternationalTax Law, Section of Interna-

The Financial Services Secretariathas hired a public relations firm in New York, tional Law & Practice, American Bar As-

which is publishing a bimonthly newsletter, entitled The Bahamas Financial In- sociation; member, editorial board, Carib-

sight. bean Law & Business.
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Ill. INTERNATIONALBUSINESS COMPANIESACT An IBC and its shareholders are exempted from the pay-
ment of business licence fees, income taxes, corporationOn 15 January 1990 the InternationalBusiness Companies taxes, capital gains taxes or any other taxes on income or

(IBC) Act came into effect. An IBC is a company that distributions in connection with any transaction to which
does not carry on business with persons resident in The the IBCor the shareholderis a party. No estate, inheritance,Bahamasnor owns any interest in real or leaseholdproperty succession or gift tax is due in The Bahamaswith respect tolocated in The Bahamas, except that it may lease premises shares, debt obligations or other securities of an IBC. Nofor use as an office.2 The law has been so successful that as stamp duty is chargeable on the transfer of property to orof 14 June 1991 5,767 IBCs have been incorporated. by an IBC or on transactions in respect of shares, debt
The Act provides for the simple incorporation of the IBC obligations or other securities of an IBC or on any other
with the power and ability to enable a natural person or transaction concerning the business of an IBC. The ex-

groups of persons to do through the vehicle of a corporate change control regulationsdo not apply to an IBC or to any
entity anything that an individual person may do or may transactions relating to securities of or in an IBC between
want to do. The owner of the IBC has the benefit of the holders of such securities.
limited liability of the shareholderfor the obligationsof the
company.

IV. INTERNATIONALMARITIME PROGRAMMEAn IBC requires only two shareholders. Incorporationoc-
curs upon the filing of the Memorandum of Association. The BahamasGovernmenthas revised and strengthenedits
The Articles of Association may but need not accompany InternationalMaritime Programme.5 Its basic law is the
the Memorandumof Association. Merchant Shipping Act,6 aimed at encouraging the use of
The Registrar General's Department,which issues the cer- The Bahamasregistryby foreignshipowners. Amendments
tification of incorporation, promises that such certification were made in 1979, 1982, 1983, 1989 and 1990. In 1976, The
will be issued within 24 hours of the registration of the Bahamas joined the International Maritime Organization
Memorandum.The office has two telefaxes and registration (IMO) and became a party to the principal conventions
can be done by telefax and can occur within one hour. on the safety of life at sea and the protectionof the marine

environment.
An IBC adversely affected by the exerciseofa confiscatory
or penal powerby a foreigngovernment,such as an exprop-

Its ship registration programme is coordinated through the
riation order, or in connection with the imposition of any

London office, with Nassau providing the central registry
confiscatorytax, assessmentor other governmentalcharge, office depositary.8 Vessel registration, mortgage registra-
may apply to the Supreme Court of The Bahamas for an tion and cancellationof the same can occur through either
order that the companybe entitled to ignore the acts of the the Nassau, London or New York offices of the Maritime

foreign governmentand continue to treat the situation as if Division. Once it registers a vessel, the Registrarconcerned
the status quo had never changed.3This novelprovisionwill bomes the original registrar and thereafteradministers

undoubtedly attract persons concerned about investments the ship.
n a country whose future stability may be uncertain.

An IBC must keep such accounts and records as the direc- 1. Act No. 2 of 1990, An Act to Provide for the Incorporation,Registra-
tion and Operation of International Business Companies (11 Januarytors consider necessary or desirable in order to reflect the
1990).financial position of the company. In particular, the IBC 2. For an excellent and comprehensivereview of the Act, see Barnett,must keep minutesof all meetingsof directorsand members ,IBC's - A New Vehicle for Business from The Bahamas, (Address to

or any committee of the same and of all resolutions of the Eighth Bahamas Int'l Financial Conference, 5 February 1990).directors and membersor any committeeof the same and a 3. IBC Act Sec. 32.
register of all of its directors and officers. These documents 4. Dean, Eleven Months After IBC, SecondAnnual Bankers' Week
must be kept at its registered office in The Bahamas. The Supplement15, Col. 1 (The Bankers Associationof The Bahanas).
latter requirementhas been criticized by some personswho 5. For additional information, see Commonwealth of The Bahamas,
have complained that the cost of the additionalworkloadof InternationalMaritime Programme.

6. Merchant Shipping Act, Chapter 246.keeping the records in The Bahamasmay offset the favour- 7. The open maritime registry of The Bahamas has been expanding. Inable fee structure.4Articlesof continuationand a certificate 1977, there were 60 ships of over 100 gross tons on The Bahamas register,of good standing are necessary. amounting to a total of 58,460 gross tons. At the end of 1981, the fleet had
The Act does not require the filing of annual returns. Only grown to 96 vessels totalling432,502gross tons. At the end of the following
a shareholder can inspect the books and records. This year, 118vesselswere registered,giving a fleetof almost600,000gross tons.

Continuing to build on a foreign clientele of highly respected owners withminimizes the cost of maintainingan IBC, both in terms of first rate ships, The Bahamas flag fleet had reached 129 ships totallingfees to the government and for professionals who would 806,000 gross tons by early 1983. It reached 572 ships totalling 5,273,174otherwise have to prepare and file such reports. An IBCcan gross tons by the end of 1985. At the end of 1985, there were 370 ships of
exist without the identity of its beneficial owner ever being some 5 million gross tons. By the end of 1990, The Bahamas had 1,145
disclosed to any person, including The Bahamas Govern- ships of 16,896,040 gross tons.

ment. The shares of an IBC may be bearer shares or may 8 Initial registration fees are:

be placed in the names of nominee shareholders who may (i) for ships of 2,000 net register tons or less at USS 1.20 per net register
be residentsof The Bahamas. Hence, the IBC will be espe- ton, or $ 2,400 whichever is greater;
cially attractive to persons desirngconfidentiality. (ii) for ships of not less than 2,001 net register tons, but not more than

5,000 net register tons at $1.20 per net register ton;
The fees upon incorporationof an IBC range from $100 if (iii) for ships of 5,001 net register tons but not more than 24,999 net

its authorized capital is $ 5,000 or less, tO $ 1,000 if its register tons at $1.10 per net register ton;
authorized capital is $ 50,000 or more. The annual licence (iv) for ships of 25,000 net register tons and over are charged as if they

were 25,000 net register tons:fee is the same except that it is $ 350 if the IBC has no
25,000 x $1.10 USS 27,500 (maximum registration fee).=

authorized share capital and all of its shares have no par The Act was amended to remove the restriction whereby a registrar hadvalue and where its authorized capital does not exceed to be physically present in the sane port as a ship in order to issue a$ 50,000 and some of its shares have no par value. Provisional Certificate of Registry.
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Since The Bahamas does not impose any tax on income, The purposeof the bill is to grant a wide range of incentives

capital gains or similar financial revenues, the operation to investors similar to those granted in the developmentof
and income of a ship registered under the Bahamian flag, Freeport, Grand Bahama. However, the Bahamian Gov-
or any capital gain on her sale, are completely tax-free in ernment is attempting to maintain more authority over the
The Bahamas, whether the ship is owned directly by a investment than it previously retained in the development
foreign person or entity or by a Bahamian company. of Freeport.
Foreign-ownedships registered in The Bahamasare exempt
from customs duties and documentarystamp taxes whether Vil. OTHER NEW LAWS
or not they call at Bahamian ports, provided they are over

150 gross tons. The Bahamas has been continuing to improve its captive
insurance law and industry.

V. ECONOMIC INVESTMENT INCENTIVES Other recent legislation includes the act relating to domicile
PROGRAMME FOR HIGH-NETWORTH of trusts, which enables the settlor to declarethe jurisdiction
INDIVIDUALS in which settlementscan occur, thereby safeguardingtrusts

established in The Bahamas from attack by other jurisdic-
On 24 September 1990 The Bahamas Governmentinitiated tions.1o
an investmentpromotionprogramme,entitled An Invest-
ment Promotion Programme for the Twenty-firstCentury The enactment of the Fraudulent Dispositions Act, 1991

(IPP), whereby persons investing in government-ap- overridesthe Statuteof Elizabethnand makes it difficult for

proved industrial or business enterpriseswill be guaranteed creditors to set aside the disposition of property that is

freedom from personal and corporate income tax, capital situated in or subject to the jurisdiction of The Bahamas.

gains tax and personal death duties for a minimum perod This law facilitates the establishmentof offshoreprotection
of 20 years from the date of their investment. Eligibility for of asset trusts in The Bahamas.

permanent residence in The Bahamas is a key component An amendment to the StampAct imposes a fee cap at 0.25
of the IPP.9 The IPP is directedprimarilyat individualswho percent of a manager's or issuer's fee or a maximum of
intend to establish specialized industrial or business enter- $ 2,500 coupledwith a moreprecisedefinitionofa Eurodol-
prises or otherwise invest in The Bahamasin a way that will lar issue so it will be more economic to underwrite these
increase the capacity of The Bahamas to take advantage of issues,l2 With increased activities relating to securitization
the benefits available under the Caribbean Basin Initiative in global markets, the amendment is likely to bring addi-
of the United States and the Lom Conventionof the Euro- tional Eurodollar issues.

pean EconomicCommunity,and contributesignificantlyto

the expansionand diversificationof the Bahamianeconomy
with special emphasis on the establishmentof employment Vlll. IMPROVED REI_ATIONS WITH
and joint venture business opportunities for Bahamian na- THE UNITED STATES
tionals.

The IPP provides for four categories of investors: During the last year or so, relations between the United

(1) the individual investor, based on an individual with a States and The Bahamas have improved immeasurably.13
minimumnet worthwho makesa minimuminvestment; Enforcement in combating illicit narcotics trafficking has

(2) the group investor, i.e. a privately administeredinvest- been satisfactory and is succeeding in dramaticallyslowing
ment syndicate that has been approved by and regis- the use of The Bahamas as a transit country for drug ship-
tered with the Central Bank of The Bahamas and pro-

ments to the United States.

vides capital to establish,purchase, expand or maintain During the first year in which the U.S.-Bahamas Mutual
in The Bahamas a business or industrial enterprise ap- Legal Assistance Treaty (MLAT) has been in existence,
proved by the National Economic Council; The Bahamas Government has reported receiving and re-

(3) the entrepreneur who intends and has financial re- sponding to several requests without any problems, either
sources and the ability to invest in and operate for a from a law enforcement perspective or from a perspective
minmumof five years a businessor industrialenterprise impacting on its international financiai sector.4 The
which will contribute significantly to the Bahamian Bahamas has also concluded an extradition treaty with the
economy and employ five Bahamians; and United States. The treaty awaits ratification and is not yet

(4) the independentspecialist, who is a person that intends in effect.
to establish a highly-specializedbusiness or vocational [contnued on p. 502]
undertaking smaller n scale than that of the entrepre-
neur, but which nevertheless will make a significant
contribution to the economy or the cultural, artistic or 9. Communicationof the HonorableHouse of Assembly by the Hon-

social life of The Bahamas. orableSire ClementMaynard,DeputyPrimeMinister, 19 September1990.
10. No. 33 of 1989, An Act to provide for a Choice of GoverningLaw in
the Creation of Trust and for matters connected therewith (date of assent,

VI. BAHAMAS INVESTMENTINCENTIVEACT 29 December 1989).
11. A statute against conveyances made in fraud of creditors.

A bill, entitled The Bahamas InvestmentIncentiveAct is 12. Act No. 4 of 1990, An Act to Amend The Stamp Act (date of assent:

now pending. It divides The Bahamas into four zones and 22 August 1990; date of commencement: 27 August 1990).
creates investment boards for each zone. Investors may 13. For additional background on this subject, see Zagaris, Develop-

apply for various incentives. Criteria are set forth for ap-
ments in U.S.-BahamasEnforcement,7 lnt'l EnforcementLaw Rptr. (5

proving the application. In approving an investment appli- January 1991).

cation, the Board must consider the desirabilityof entering
14. For a discussion of the controversy over the inability of the U.S.
Government to ratify the MLAT after pressuring the Bahamian Govern-

into an agreementwith the applicant providing for the ben- ment to negotiate it, see Zagaris, BahamasGovernmentCriticizes Inabil-
efits to be conferred on the applicant and specifying the ty of U.S. Government to Ratify the U.S.-Bahamas MLAT, Int'l En-

terms and conditions to which those benefits are subject. forcement Law Rptr. (1988), at 346.
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PEOD_E'S Rz-P BLIC O-- C- \A:

THE NEW INCOME TAX ON FOREIGN INVESTMENT

Jinyan Li*

The Income Tax Law of the People's Republic of China ConcerningForeign-In-
vested Enterprisesand Foreign Enterprises (ConsolidatedTax Law) was enacted
by the National People's Congress on 9 April 1991, and became effective on 1
July 1991.1 It has consolidated and replaced two previous tax laws governing
taxation of foreign investment in China - the Joint Venture Income Tax Laws
(JVITL) introduced in 19802 and the Foreign Enterprise Income Tax Law
(FEITL) introduced in 1981.3 The ConsolidatedTax Law will provide foreign
investorswith a more comprehensivesystemof taxationof theiractivities in China
than the previous regime. Moreover, the consolidationof the tax treatmentof all
forms of foreign investmentmay enable foreign investorsto base their investment
choice among equity or cooperative joint ventures, or wholly foreign-owned
enterprises, on factors other than taxation.

PROBLEMS UNDER THE PREVIOUS SYSTEM
* Assistant Professor at the Faculty ofThe introduction of the Consolidated Tax Law was considered necessary to Law, The University of Western Ontario,overcome the problems that existed under the previous system: Canada; and Consultantto the TorontoOf-
fice of the international law firm of Baker

(a) Foreign enterprises were taxed differentlydepending upon the legal form in & McKenzie.
which the investment was conducted. Equity joint ventures incorporated under
the Joint Venture Law4 between Chinese and foreign firms were taxed on their
worldwide income under the JVITL. Cooperative joint ventures incorporated 1. See Appendix for the author's translation
under the Cooperative Joint Venture Law,5 wholly foreign-owned enterprises of this law.

2. The Income Tax Law of the People's Re-established under the Foreign Enterprise Law,6 and foreign enterprises with or public of China ConcerningJoint Ventures with
without branches, representative offices or other establishments in China were Chinese and Foreign Investment was promul-
treated as non-residentsof China for tax purposes, and taxed only on income gated by the Third Session of the Fifth National

People's Congress on 10 September 1980; andderived from sources in China under the FEITL. There seems to be little justifi- the Detailed Rules and Regulations for the Im-
cation for treating equity joint ventures differently from cooperative joint ven- plementation of the Income Tax Law of the
tures and wholly foreign-owned enterprises considering that both cooperative People's Republic of China Concerning Joint

Ventures with Chinese and Foreign Investment
joint ventures and wholly foreign-ownedenterprisesare legal entities established were issued by the State Council on 10 December
under Chinese laws and can be considered as residents of China in accordance 1980. For an English translation of this JVITL

and Regulations, see A.J. Easson and Jinyan Li,with the general principles of international taxation. Taxation of Foreign Investment in the People's
Republic of China (Deventer: Kluwer, 1989), at

(b) Tax rates were differentunder the JVITL and the FEITL: under the JVITL, 179-186.
3. The Income Tax Law of the People's Re-equity joint ventures were subject-to tax at a flat rate of 33 percent, ncluding a public of China ConcerningForeign Investment

national tax of 30 percent, and a local tax equal to 10 percent of the national tax was promulgated by the Fourth Session of the

payable. Under the FEITL, cooperative joint ventures, wholly foreign-owned
Fifth National People's Congress on 13 De-
cernber 1981 ; and the DetailedRues and Regu-enterprises and foreign enterprises which set up establishments in China were lations for the Implementation of the Income

subject to tax at progressiverates ranging from 20 percent (on annual net income Tax Law of the People's Republicof China Con-
wereof less than 250,000 yuan) to 40 percent (on annual net income in excess of 1 cerning Foreign Enterprises approved by

the State Council on 17 February 1982. For an
million yuan), in addition to a local tax of 10 percent. The marginal rate of 50 English translation, sec Easson and Li, supra
percent is higher than that in many of the investors'home countries, and has been note 2, at 187-198.

4. Law of the People's Republic of China onconsidered unfavourable to attract foreign investment to China. Such a rate Chinese-Foreign Joint Ventures, adopted by
structure and the discriminatorytax incentive regulations(see below) resulted in the Secord Session of the Fifth National People's
less favourable tax treatment of cooperative joint ventures and wholly foreign- Congress on 1 July 1979.

5. Law of the People's Republic of China onowned enterprises than equity joint ventures. Chinese-Foreign Cooperative Joint Ventures
was adopted by the First Session of the Seventh
National People's Congress on 13 April 1988.(c) Rules concerning tax exemptions and reductions were promulgated in a 6. Law of the People's Republic of China on

piecemeal fashion under the JVITL, FEITL and the regulations of the State Enterprises operated exclusively with Foreign
Council. They applied differently to foreign enterprises depending upon the Capital was adopted by the Fourth Session of

the Sixth National People'sCongresson 12 Aprilinvestment vehicle and location of the foreign investment. 1986.
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For instance, the JVITLprovided for a two-yeartax exemp- incorporation.Although the word residenceper se is not

tion and a three-year 50 percent reduction in tax for all used in the Consolidated Tax Law, Article 3 does provide
equity joint ventures scheduled to operate for ten years or that foreign-investedenterpriseswhich maintain their head
more without distinguishing the nature of their business office (i.e. a place of management) in China are taxable on

(Article 5 of JVITL). For cooperative joint ventures and their worldwide income. The term foreign-investedenter-

wholly foreign-owned enterprises, on the other hand, the prises is defined in Article 2 to include equity and coopera-
tax holiday was less favourable- a one-year tax exemption tive joint ventures and wholly foreign-owned enterprises
plus a two-year tax reduction - and was available only to established in accordance with Chinese laws. The principle
those engaged in farming, forestry, husbandryor other low- of source jurisdiction is reflected in Article 19 of the Con-

profit occupations (Article 5 of the FEITL). All enterprises solidated Foreign Income Tax Law by charging a withhold-
with foregn investment, including equty and cooperative ing tax on some Chinese-source income derived by foreign
joint ventures and wholly foreign-ownedenterprises,which enterprises.The term foreignenterprisesrefers to foreign
were established in the Special Economic Zones (SEZs) companies, enterprises and other economic organizations
of Shenzhen, Shantou, Zhuhai, Xiamen, Hainan Province, which have set up establishments in China engaged in pro-
and PudongNew Area, were subject to tax at a reducedrate duction and business operations or which have not set up
of 15 percent. For enterprises established in the Economic such establishments but nevertheless obtain income from
and Technological DevelopmentZones (ETDZs) of the sources in China. Chinese-source income includes income
14 coastal cities and the old urban areas of the cities of from dividends (mostly profits distributedby joint ventures

Shantou, Zhuhai and Xiamen (outside the SEZs of these and wholly foreign-ownedenterprises), interest, rentalsand
three cities), and in the Open Coastal Economic zones royalties. There is no specificmentionof withholdingtax on

('OCEZs),which cover large areas of China's coastal pro- management fees paid to a foreign enterprise. Such fees

vnces, the income tax rate was reducedby 20 percent. Both may, however, fall into the categoryof income from other
Hainan SEZ and Pudong New Area offered a five-year sources for the purposes of the withholding tax. Manage-
additional tax exemptionfollowed by a five-year50 percent ment fees are normally treated as business profits under tax

tax reduction for infrastructuredevelopmentprojects.7 treaties,land are not taxable in China if the foreign enter-

The 20 percent withholding tax charged under the FEITL prise does not have a permanent establishment there.

was often reduced by subsequent regulations of the State
Council to 10 percent, and in some cases fully waived, with Tax Rates
respect to interest income derived by foreign companies
from Chinese sources, certain kinds of rental income and The Consolidated Tax Law adopts the rate structure of the

royalties paid for the transfer of proprietary technologies.8 JVITL - a flat rate of 33 percent (30 percent national tax

plus 3 percent local tax) - to apply to all joint ventures,
(d) Owing to the fact that most foreign investment in China wholly foreign-ownedenterprisesand the amountofincome
is conducted through a wholly-owned or, in the case of a attributable to the establishments in China established by
joint venture, a partly-owned subsidiary of a multinational foreign enterprises. It also maintains the basic 20 percent
corporation, it is not surprising that problems of transfer withholding tax for designated items of income from Chi-
pricing have arisen and have attracted the attention of the nese sources. The 10 percent withholding tax charged on
Chinese tax authorities. There has been little power given profits distributed by an equity joint venture to a foreign
under the prior legislation to the tax authorities to deal with nvestor under Article 4 of the JVITL has been abolished.
the issue of transferpricing, although some measures were

taken by the local government of the Shenzhen SEZ in In order to unify the various incentivesthat had been prom-
1988.9 ulgated over the past decade, the Consolidated Tax Law

specifies that the withholding tax on certain investment
income shall be waived or reduced. Article 19 exempts

MAJOR CHANGES IN THE NEW LAW profits distributed by a joint venture or wholly foreign-
owned enterprise from withholding tax. The withholdingThe ConsolidatedTax Law was intended not only to main-

tain the substantialprovisionsunder the JVITL and FEITL
tax is also waived on interest from loans extended to the
Chinese Governmentor State banks by internationalfinan-

for the sake of continuityand consistency in China's foreign cial organizations, or from loans given by foreign banks to
tax policy, but also to overcomethe above-mentionedprob- China's State banks at preferential rates. The withholdinglems by introducingnew provisions. tax rate is reduced to 10 percent royalties from transfer-on

Basis ofTaxation

The COISOlidated Tax Law now applies to all forms of 7. For instance, ProvisionalRegulationsofthe State Councilon Reduc-

foreign investment in China, including equity joint ven- tion and Exemptionof Enterprise Income Tax and ConsolidatedIndustrial

tures, cooperatvejoint ventures, wholly foreign-owneden- and CommercialTax for Special EconomicZones and the Fourteen Coas-

terprises, establishmentsmaintained by foreign companies
tal Port Cities were promulgated on 15 November 1984; Provisions of
the State Council on Encouraging Investment to Promote the Deyelop-

in China to carry on business activities, as well as foreign ment of Hainan Island were promulgated on 4 May 1988; and Interim

companies which have not set up establishments in China Provisions of the Ministry of Finance Concerning the Reduction of and

but derive Chinese-sourceincome. Exemption from Enterprise Income Tax and Consolidated Industrial and
Commercial Tax for the Encouragement of Foreign Investment in the

In principle, China (like many countries) exercises its juris- Open Coastal Economic Zones were issued on 15 June 1988.

diction to tax on the basis of the taxpayer'sresidenceand/or 8. See Easson and Li. supra note 2. at 97-100.
9. ProvisionalMeasuresfor the Administrationof Taxationof Transac-

the source of income. Persons who are residents in China tions and Business Operations between Enterprises with Foreign Invest-
are subject to Chinese tax on their worldwide income; non- ment in the Shenzhen Special Economic Zone and Their Affiliates. en-

residents are subject to Chinese tax only on income derived tered into force on 1 January 1988. For furthercomments,see A.J. Easson

from Chinese sources. The term resident is normally de- and Jinyan Li. 'People's Republic of China: Foreign Tax Update. 44

Bulletin for InternationalFiscal Documentation (January 1990), at 26.
fined to includeany personwho is liable to pay tax by reason 10. By the end of 1990, China had concluded income tax treaties with 30

of domicile, residence, place of management or place of countries; see Cina Daily, 11 April 1991. at 2.
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ring or licensing technology relating to scientific research, tise on the part of administration and the shortage of
energy development, agricultural production, transporta- database resources, the Chinese tax authoritiesmay only go
tion and communications. after the most flagrant offendersat the beginning. The bur-

den of proving that an arm's length price is adopted lies on

Taxable Income the taxpayer. The information submitted by the enterprise
on ts prcng may be used by the tax authorities to compile

The Consolidated Tax Law does not change the rules on the database necessary to attack transfer pricing on a large
computing taxable income prescribedunder the JVITLand scale.
FEITL, except that it now clearly provides in Article 8 that
capital gains realized upon liquidationbe treated as taxable Tax Incentives
income,11 The amount of taxable gains is the portion of the
balance of the net assets of the taxpayer obtained after The tax incentives granted under the JVITL, FEITL, and
deduction therefrom of the enterprise's undistributedpro- the regulationsof the State Councilhave been largely incor-
fits, its various funds and the liquidation expenses which porated in the ConsolidatedTax Law as follows.
exceeds the amount of paid-up capital.

Tax HolidaysTransferPricing
Cooperativejointventuresandwhollyforeign-ownedenter-

A new clause on transferpricingwas created in the Consoli- prises are now entitled to the same tax holiday as equitydated Tax Law. In accordance with Article 13, joint ven- joint ventures. Article 8 of the ConsolidatedTax Law pro-
tures, wholly foreign-ownedenterprises and foreign enter- vides for a tax exemption for the first two profit-makingprises with an establishment in China are required to deal years and a 50 percent tax reduction for the third, fourth
at arm's lengthwith their affiliated companies. If non-arm's and fifth years on income earned by joint ventures and
length prices are charged or paid by a taxpayer for the wholly foreign-owned enterprises if they are scheduled to
purposesof reducingtaxable income, the tax authoritiescan operate for ten years or more and engaged in production.make adjustments to its income and expenses. A further reduction of 15 percent to 30 percent for an

Prior to the promulgation of the Consolidated Tax Law, additional ten years may be granted if the enterprise oper-
interim rules had been issued by the State TaxationBureau ates in farming, forestry, animal husbandry or is located in
to deal with the issue of transfer pricing (the Transfer remote, economicallyunderdevelopedareas. Tax holiday is

Pricing Rules),12 which are expected to be incorporated no longer available, however, to enterprises engaged in
into the Detailed ImplementingRules for the Consolidated non-productive activities, such as commerce, tourism and
Tax Law to be issued by the State Council. The term af- services.
filiated companies of a foreign-investedenterprise is de-
fined in Article 9 of the Transfer Pricing Rules to include Tax RefundforReinvestment
companies, enterprisesand individuals that directlyor indi-
rectly control, or are controlled by, the foreign-invested A foreign investor in a foreign-investedenterprise, which
enterprisewith respect to capital, purchase and sales, oper- reinvests in China its share of profits obtained from the
ation, managementor otheraspects ofbusiness. There is no enterprise for a periodofnot less than ten years, is entitled,
definition of control, particularly indirect control. A under Article 10 of the ConsolidatedTax Law, to a refund
majority interest in a joint venture would appear to be of 40 percent of the income tax already paid by the enter-
sufficientto constitutecontrol. On the other hand, the tax prise on the reinvestedportion. A foreign investoris eligible
authorities may insist that a foreign party has sufficient for the refund if he invests in the same enterpriseby way of
control where it does not have a majority interest, but has increasing its registeredcapital, or invests in otherventures.
the power to appoint the general manager or chairman of It is only the nationaltax, not the local tax, that is refunded.
the board of directors.

Where a foreign-investedenterprise deals with its affiliates Incentives in DesignatedSpecial Regions
at non-arm's length prices, the tax authorities may adjust
the prices on a reasonable basis for income tax purposes. The national tax rate of 30 percent is reduced by Artile 7
The basis ofadjustmentcan be marketprice, prices charged of the ConsolidatedTax Law to 15 percent and applicable
by the enterprise to unrelated third parties or a cost-plus to (i) foreign-investedenterprises established in the SEZs;
method allowing for reasonable profit. The choice of (ii) foreign enterprises which have set up establishments
method is left to the discretion of the tax authorities, who engaged in production and business operations in the SEZs
may also employ other similar methods. It is not clear (an incentive unavailable under the prior legislation); and
whether marketprice refers to domestic or international iii) foreign-investedenterprisesestablished in the ETDZs,
market price. Where one of the parties is situated outside but limited to enterprisesengaged in production,which is a

China, internationalmarketprice wouldprobablybe used. deviation from the prior legislation. The 30 percent tax rate

Transferpricing is a difficult loophole to plug even in devel- is reduced to 24 percent for foreign-invested enterprises
oped countries. Owing to the lack of experienceand exper- engaged in production in the OCEZs and in the old urban

areas of the coastal cities with ETDZs and SEZs. The
Consolidated Tax Law also specifies that foreign-invested11. Such gains were previously taxed in accordance with the Ministry of enterprisesestablishedin the old urban areas of the coas-Finance Notice (87) CaiShuiWai Zi, No. 33, issued on 22 February 1987. tal cities, OCEZs and other special zones designatedby theAlso included in other income were certain exchange gains andlosses

due to exchange rate fluctuation; see Supplernental Provisions on Ac- State Council,which are engagedin infrastructureand other
counting For Foreign Currency Transactions by Joint Ventures Using projects carried on by the State, may be entitled to payChinese and Foreign Investment, issued by the State Council on 31 income tax at a reducedrate of 15 percent. Foreign-investedDecember 1987.

enterprises engaged in infrastructuredevelopmentprojects12. State TaxationBureau,ProvisionalRulesRegardingAdministration
of Taxation on Transactionsbetween Foreign InvestmentEnterprisesand n Hainan SEZ and Pudong New Area may continue to
Their Affiliated Companies, became effective from 1 November 1990. enjoy the five-year exemption plus a five-year 50 percent
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reduction by virtue of Article 8 of the Consolidated Tax nated. Naturally, existing foreign-investedenterprises and
Law. Article 8 provides that if the prior legislation granted establishmentsset up by foreign enterprises are entitled to

more generous tax benefits to production ventures or key take advantageof any favourabletreatmentprovidedunder

non-production projects, the prior legislation shall remain the Consolidated Tax Law, which is more advantageous
in force after the implementationof the Consolidated Tax than they previously enjoyed.
Law. Comparisons between the Consolidated Tax Law and the

JVITL and FEITL indicate that the tax incentives extended
Incentivesto DesignatedEnterprises by the ConsolidatedTax Law are fairlymodest, particularly

as regards enterprises located in the SEZs, ETDZs and

Although the Consolidated Tax Law contains no special OCEZs. It has, however, eliminated a certain amount of

provisions regarding export-oriented enterprises and confusion generated by the existing system. Furthermore,
technologically-advancedenterprises,13 it is reasonable to the abolition of the progressive rates under the FEITL and

anticipate such enterprisesmay continue to be taxed at the the expansin of the tax incentives to all forms of foreign
reduced rate of 15 percent and to enjoy the 50 percent tax investment will increase the attractiveness of cooperative
reduction at the expiry of the normal tax holiday by refer- joint venturesandwholly foreign-ownedenterprisesasvehi-
ence to Article 8. In the case of a technologically-advanced cles for potentially high-profit ventures. For example,
enterprise, the tax reductionmay continue for an additional cooperative joint ventures earning more than one million
three years, and in the case of an export-orientedenterprise, yuan annuallywill, if not eligible for any incentivebenefits,
for so long as t continues to qualify as such. be taxed at 33 percent instead of 50 percent under the

FEITL. The introduction of the principle of residence

TransitionalRules and the provisions on transfer pricing will certainly move

the Chinesetax systemcloser to the internationaltax norm.

In order to maintain stability in tax policy with respect to

existing enterprises,Article27 ofthe ConsolidatedTaxLaw

provides that where joint ventures or wholly foreign-owned
enterprisesestablishedprior to 9 April 1991 were subject to

lower tax rates, or eligible for better tax benefits under the 13. Export-orientedenterprisesrefer to productionenterpriseswhose

prior legislation, the previous laws and regulations shall productsare mainlyfor export, which have a foreignexchangesurplus after

continue to apply to such enterprisesduring their scheduled deducting from their total annual foreign exchange revenues the annual

operation period. Consequently, a cooperative joint ven. foreign exchange expenditures incurred in production and operation and
the foreign exchange needed for the remittance abroad of the profits

ture or a wholly foreign-ownedenterprisemay still be taxed earned by foreign investors.
at 20 percent under the FEITL if the annual taxable income Technologically-advancedenterprises refer to production enterprises
is below 250,000yuan. An equity jointventure in the service possessing advanced technology supplied by foreign investors which are

field established before 9 April 1991 is still entitled to the engaged in developingnew products,and upgradingand replacingproducts
in order to increase foreign exchange generated by exports or for import

two-year tax exemption, followed by the three-year50 per- substitution;see Provisonsof the State Council for tne Encouragement
cent reduction,even though this benefithas now been elimi- of Foreign Investment, issued on 11 October 1986.

APPENDIX

The Income Tax Law of the People's Republic of China Concerning
Foreign-InvestedEnterprisesand Foreign Enterprises

(Adopted by the Fourth Session of the Seventh National .

People's Congress and promulgatedon 9 April 1991)

Article 1 Law refer to foreigncompanies,enterprises prises and engaged in production and busi-
and other economic organizations which ness operations, shall be theirnet income in

Income tax shall be levied in accordance
have set up establishmentsor sites in China each tax year after deduction of costs, ex-

with this Law on the income derived from
production, business and other sources by engaged in production and business opera- penses and losses in that year.

any foreign-investedenterpriseoperatingin tions, or which have not set up such estab-

the People's Republic of China. lishments or sites in China but derive in- Article 5
come from sources in China. The enterprise income tax on foreign-in-Income tax shall be levied in accordance

with this Law on the income derived by any Article 3
vested enterprises and on foreign enter-

foreign enterprise from production, busi- prises on the income derived by establish-

ness and other sources within the territory Foreign-investedenterpriseswhich have es- ments or sites in China engaged in produc-
of the People's Republic of China. tablished their head office in China shall tion and business operations, shall be com-

pay income tax both on the income derived puted on the basis of the taxable income, at

Article 2 from sources in China and the income de- a rate of 30 percent; the local income tax

rived from sources outside China. Foreign shall be computed on the amount of their
Forcign-invcstcd cnterprises as men- enterprises shall pay income tax on the in- taxable income, at a rate of 3 percent.

tioned in this Law refer to Chinese-foreign come derived from sources in China.

equity joint vcntures, Chinese-foreign Article 6

cooperative joint ventures, and wholly Article 4 Pursuant to the national industrial policy,
foreign-owned enterprises established in

The amount of taxable income of foreign- the State channel foreign invest-
China. may new

invested enterprises, and establishmentsor ment and encourage the establishment of

Foreign enterprises as mentioned in this sites in China established by foreign enter- foreign-invested enterprises which use ad-
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vanced technology and equiment, and/or veloped outlying areas may, upon approval tablishments or sites in China established
which export all or most of t.aeir products. of the State Council'sdepartment in charge by foreign enterprises and engaged in pro-

of taxation of an application filed by the duction and business operations conduct
Article 7 enterprise, be allowed a 15 to 30 percent business transactions with their affiliated

reduction in enterprise income tax for a companies, they shall charge and pay prices
Enterprise income tax shall be levied at a period of ten years following the expiration and expenses as in business transactions
reduced rate of 15 percent on foreign-in- of the term for exemptions and reductions conductedat arm's length. Where the prices
vested enterprisesestablishedin the Special mentioned in the preceding paragraphs. and expenses charged or paid are not at
Economic Zones, on foreign enterprises arm's length for the purposes of reducing
which have set up establishmentsor sites in Subsequent to the implementation of this taxable income, the tax authorities shall
the Special Economic Zones engaged in Law, if provisions for tax exemptions and have the power to make adjustments
production and businessoperations,and on

reductions of enterprise income tax in the reasonable in the circumstances.
foreign-invested enterprises established in precedng three paragraphs need to be
the Economic and Technological Develop- modified, such modification shall be sub-

Article 14
ment Zones engaged in production. mitted by the State Council to the Standing

Committee of the National People's Con- When foreign-invested enterprises and es-Enterprise income tax shall be levied at a gress for a decision. tablishments or sites established in Chinareduced rate of 24 percent on foreign-in- by foreign enterprises and engaged in pro-vested enterprises established in the Open Article 9 duction and business operations, are estab-Coastal Economic Zones, or in the old
The People's Governments of the lished, change their address, merge, are di-urban areas of the coastal cities where the pro-

vided, close down, terminate changeSpecal Economic Zones or Economic and vinces, autonomous regionsand municipal. or a

Technological Development Zones are lo- ities directlyunder the CentralGovernment major item of their registration, they shall

cated, and which are engaged in produc- may, in accordance with actual circum- register with or amend or cancel the regis-
tion. stances, decide to waive or reduce local in- tration with the General Administration

come tax for trades and projects in which Bureau for Industry and Commerce, and
Enterprise income tax may be levied at a foreign investment is encouraged. on the strength of relevantcertificates, reg-
reduced rate of 15 percent on foreign-in- ister with or amend or cancel their registra-
vested enterprises which have been estab- Article 10 tion with the local tax authorities.
lished in the Open Coastal Economic
Zones, and in the old urban areas of the If a foreign investor in a foreign-invested Article 15coastal cities where the Special Economic enterprisedirectly reinvests its share ofpro-
Zones or Economicand TechnologicalDe- fits in the enterprise by way of increasing Enterprise income tax and local income tax

velopment Zones are located, or in other registered capital, or uses the same as capi- shall be levied on an annual basis and pre-
zones designated by the State Council, and tal investment for the establishment of paid in quarterly installments.Such prepay-
which are engaged in energy, transporta- another foreign-invested enterprise for a ment shall be made within 15 days after the
tion, port and pier projectsor other projects period of not less than five years, the end of each quarter. The final settlement
encouraged by the State. The specific mea- foreign investor may, upon approval of the shall be made within five months after the
sures therefore shall be formulated by the tax authorities for an application filed by end of each tax year. Excess paymentsshall
State Council. such foreign investor, obtain a refund of 40 be refunded by the tax authorities or de-

percent of the income tax paid on the rein- ficiencies shall be made good by the tax-
vested amount. Where the State Council payer.Article 8 has different regulations of preferential

Foreign-invested enterprises scheduled to treatment, matters shall be handled in ac- Article 16
operate for a period of ten years or more cordance with such regulations. If the rein-
and engaged in production, except those vestment is withdrawnwithin five years, the Foreign-investedenterprises and establish-
projects for the exploitation of resources refunded tax shall be paid back. ments or sites in China established by
such as petroleum, natural gas, rare metals foreign enterprises and engaged in produc-
and precious metals which are governed by Article 11 tion and businessoperations,shall file their

separate regulations of the State Council provisional income tax returns with the
shall, commencingwiththe firstprofit-mak- Losses incurred in a tax year by a foreign-in- local tax authorities within the period pre-
ing tax year, be exempt from enterprise in- vested enterprise, or an establishment or scribed for prepayments of income tax.

come tax in the first and second years and site in China established by a foreign enter- They shall file the final annual income tax
be allowed a 50 percent reduction in tax in prise and engaged in productionor business return together with its final accounting
the third, fourth and fifth years. A foreign- operations, may be carriedover to the next statementswithin four monthsafter the end
invested enterpriseshall pay back the enter- tax year and made up with a matching of a tax year.
prise income tax exempted or reduced if its amount drawn from that ycar's incomc.
actual operation period is less than. ten Should the income in the subsequent tax Article 17
years. year be insufficient to make up for such

losses, the balance may be made up with The mcthod of financial management and
Where the regulations issued by the State further deductions from income year by accounting of foreign-invested enterprisesCouncil prior to the implementationof this yearover a period not exceedingfive years, and of establishments or sites in China es-
Law provide for preferential treatment of tablished by foreign enterprises and en-

energy, transportation, port and pier con- Article 12 gaged in production and business opera-
struction and other important production tions, shall be submitted to the local tax
projects by granting exemption and reduc- A foreign-invested enterprise shall be al- authoritiesfor reference. All accountingre-
tion of enterprise income tax for a period lowed, when paying tax on its worldwide cords shall be accurate and complete, and
longer than that set forth in the preceding income, to deduct from its amount of tax shall have lawful vouehers as the basis for
paragraph,or preferentialtreatmentof cer- payable the amount of income tax paid by entries.
tain Important non-productionprojects by it in othercountrieson incomederivedfrom
granting exemption and reduction of enter- sources outside China. The amount deduc- If the method of financiai managementand

prise incometax, such regulationsshall con- tible shall not exceed the amountof income accounting of foreign-investedcntcrpriscs,
tinue to be effective after the implementa- tax payable assessed on the income derived and establishments or sites established in
tion of this Law. outside China in accordancewith the provi- China by foreign enterprises and engaged

sions of this Law. in productionand businessoperations,con-

Foreign-investedenterprisesengaged in ag- tradict the tax regulations of the State
riculture, forestry, animal husbandry, and Council, tax shall be assessed and paid in
foreign-invested enterprises which are 1o- Article 13

accordance with the provisions of the tax
cated in remote, economically underde- When foreign-invested enterprises, or es- regulationsof the State Council.
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Article 18 China and engaged in production or busi- If a withholding agent fails to turn an

When a foreign-investedenterpriseis being
ness operations, and shall have the power amount of tax withheld over to the State

liquidated, the portion of the balance of its to investigatethe state of affairsof the with- Treasury within the prescribed time limit,
net assets or remaining property obtained holding and payment of tax of withholding the tax authoritiesshall order it to turn over

after deduction therefrom of undistributed agents. Taxpayers and withholding agents the amountwithina specifiedtime limit and

profit, its various funds and the liquidation
under investigation must report according may impose on it a fine of 5,000 yuan or

expenses which exceed the paid-up capital,
to the facts and provide relevant informa- less. If the withholding agent fails to turn

shall be income from liquidaton, on which ton and may not refuse to cooperate, or over the amount within the specified time

income tax shall be paid in accordancewith conceal any facts. limit, the tax authoritiesshall press for pay-

the provisionsof this Law. Officialssent by the tax authoritiesto inves-
ment of the amount according to law and

tigate the financial, accounting and tax af- mpose on it a penalty of 10,000 yuan or

fairs of a taxpayer shall produce identifica- less. In cases of gross violation, its legal
Article 19 representatives and person(s) directly re-

tion cards and undertake to keep secret.
Income tax shall be levied at the rate of 20 sponsibleshall be prosecutedunder Article

121 of the Criminal Code.
percenton the incomederived from profits, Article 21
nterest, rentals, royaltiesand othersources

in China by foreign enterpriseswhich have Income taxes levied under this Law shall be Article 25
no establishments or sites in China, or by computed in terms of Renminbi. Income in

foreign enterprises which have establish- foreign currencyshall be assessedaccording If a taxpayer evades tax through conceal-

ments or sites in China, but the above men- to the exchange rate quoted by the State ment or deceit or fails to pay tax within the

tioned income is not attributable to the es- General Administrationof Exchange Con- time limit prescribed in this Law, and if

tablishmentsor sites. trol and shall be taxed in Renminbi. such a person has been remindedby the tax
authorities to pay tax but fails to do so

For the paymentof income tax accordingto within the specified time limit, the tax auth-
the provisions in the preceding paragraph, Article 22 orities shall press for payment of the
the beneficial owner of the income shall be amount of tax payable by it and impose a

the taxpayer, and the paying unit shall be In case of failure to pay tax by taxpayersor
penalty of not than five times themore

the withholdingagent. The income tax shall to withhold and turn over tax by withhold-
amount of tax owed. In of viola-cases gross

be withheld by the paying unit in each of its ng agents within the prescribed time limit, tion, the legal representativesand person(s)the appropriate tax authoritiesshall, in ad-
payments made. Taxes withheld on each directly responsible shall be prosecuted
payment by the withholding agent shall dition to setting a deadline for payment of under Article 121 of the Criminal Code.
within 15 days be turned over to the State the tax, surcharge overdue paymentsat 0.2

Treasury and the statement on the income percent of the amount of tax overdue for

tax withheldsubmitted to the local tax auth- each day in arrears, starting from the first Article 26

orities. day of default in tax payment. In case of disputes with the tax authorities
about tax payment, foreign-investedenter-

Income tax shall be waived or reduced in Article 23 prises, foreign enterprises withholdingthe following circumstances:
or

(1) Income from profits received by a If a taxpayer fails to register with or to agents must pay tax according to the rele-

foreign investor from a foreign-investeden- amend or conceal its registration with the vant regulations first before/applying to

terprise shall be exempt from income tax; tax authorities within the prescribed time higher tax authorities for recnsideration.

(2) Income from interest on loans ex- limit, or fails to submit its tax returns, final Upon payment it may, within 60 days after

tended to the Chinese Government and accounting statement or statement on the the date of receipt of the tax certificate is-

China's State banks by international finan- income tax withheld to the tax authorities sued by the local tax authorities, apply to

cial organizations shall be exempt from in. within the prescribed time limit, or fails to the tax authorities one level higher for re-

come tax; submit its financial and accounting records consideration. Such tax authorities one

(3) Income from interest on loans ex- to the tax authorities for reference, the tax level higher shall make a decisionon recon-

tended at a preferential interest rate by authorities shall order it to register or to sideration within 60 days after the date of

foreign banks to China's State banks shall submit the documents within a specified receipt of application. If the foreign-in-
be exempt from income tax; and time limit and may impose on it a fine of vested enterprise, foreign enterprise or

(4) Income from royalties for proprietary 5,000 yuan or less. withholdingagent does not accept the deci-
sion on reconsideration, it may bring the

technologyprovided for scientific research, If a person which has been ordered by the matter before the local people's court
the exploitation of energy resources, the tax authoritiesto registeror to submitdocu- within 15 days after the date of receipt of
development of transportation and com-

munications,production relatingto agricul-
ments within a specified time limit fails to the decision on reconsideration.

ture, forestry and animal husbandry, and register with or to amend its registration In of disputes with the authoritieswith the tax authorities, or fails to submit case tax
the developmentof important technologies ts ncome tax return, final accountingstate- (bout a penalty, a person may, within 15
may, upon approval by the State Council's ment or statement on the income tax with- days after the date of receipt of the notifica-

department in charge of taxation, be taxed held to the authorities, within the specified tion of such penalty, apply for reconsidera-
at a reduced rate of 10 percent. If such tme limit, the tax authorities shall impose ton to tax authoritiesone level higher than
proprietary technology is advanced or pro- on the person a penalty of 10,000 yuan or

the authorities which imposed the penalty.
vided on preferential terms, royalties may less. In cases of gross violation, its legal If such a person does not accept the decision
be exempt from income tax. representatives and person(s) directly re-

on reconsideration, it may bring the matter

If preferential treatment in the form of sponsibleshall be prosecutedunder Article before the local people's court within 15

exemptionor reductionof income tax other 121 of the Criminal Code. days after the date of the receipt of the

than set forth in this Article needs to be decision on reconsideration.

granted for profits, interest, rentals, royal- Alternatively, such a person may directly
ties and other income, the State Council Article 24

bring the matter before the local people's
shall formulate regulations therefore. If a withholding agent fails to perform the court within 15 days after the date of receipt

obligations under this Law by failing to of the notification of the penalty. If such a

withhold the amount of tax to be withheld person neither applies for reconsideration
Article 20

or by withholding less than the full amount or brings the matter before the local
Thc tax authorities shall have thc power to of tax to be withheld, the tax authorities people's court within the prescribed time

.invcstigatc the financial affairs, accounting may, in addition to specifyinga deadline for limit nor performs the decision on the pen-
books and payment of tax of foreign-in- payment of the tax which should have been alty, the tax authorities which made the
vested cnterprises and establishments or withheld, imose apenaltyof notmorethan orderof penaltiesmay apply to the people's
sites established by foreign enterprises in the amount t nat shouldhave been withheld. court for enforcement thereof.
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Article 27 the State Council. 1991. At the same time, the Income Tax
Law of the People'sRepublicof ChinaCon-In cases where foreign-investedenterprises Article 28 cerning Joint Ventures with Chinese andhave been established prior to the promul-

gation of this Law, and the tax rates under If an income tax agreement between the Foreign Investment and the Income Tax

this Law are higheror the tax benefitsunder Government of the People's Republic of Law of the People'sRepublicof ChinaCon-

this Law are not as favourable as those China and the government of a foreign cerning Foreign Enterprises shall be re-

under the laws and regulationsof the State country contains provisions different from pealed.
Council in force prior to the implementa- the provisionsof this Law, nattersconcern- (Appendix: Article 121 of the Criminal
tion of this Law, those laws and regulations ing tax payment shall be handled in accord- Code: Anyone who evades or resists tax in
shall remain applicable to such enterprises ancewith the provisionsofsuch agreement. violation of the tax laws and regulations, if
during their scheduled operation period the case is serious, shall make up the tax
after this Law has become effective. If the Article 29 evaded or resisted and may be fined in ac-

enterprise has no scheduled operation Detailed Rules and Regulations for the im- cordancewith the tax laws and regulations.
period, the laws and regulations issued by plementation of this Law shall be fornu. In addition, the personsdirectlyresponsible
the State Council in force prior to the im- shall be sentenced to not more than three
plementationof this Law shall remain appli-

lated by the State Council.
of fixed-term imprisonment crimi-years or

cable to the enterprise for the period as
Article 30 nal detention.)

specified by the State Council. The specific
measures therefore shall be formulated by This Law shall go into force as of 1 July

JAPAN PASSES The assessed value used for land and land leasehold rights
is that used for inheritance tax purposes,2which is normally

NEW TAX LAW currently about 50 percent of the fair market value.

B. Exempt land
Toshikazu Tagawa and Thomas E. Anderson'

The types of land (and land leasehold rights) which are

generally wholly exempt from taxation include:
In March and April 1991 the Japanese Diet passed legisla- land held by governmental entities and non-profit or-

-

tion resulting in a series of changes to the tax law. The ganizations;3'principal change was the establishmentof a new land value to 1,000 metres of land held for residential-

tax (chikazei) on the holding of land. Measures were also up square
buildings, except for the residences of company direc-

passed which generally increase corporate and individual tors;4taxation resulting from the transfer of land. land used by medical and other social welfare establish--

This article focuses on aspects of the new legislation which ments;5
might be of special interest to non-Japanesebusinesses and - land used for cultural and educational activities;6
individuals. Of special importance to those currently plan- -- land held for various public uses such as roads, utilities
ning transactions would be the effective dates. and sewers;7

land with an assessed value (as if it were vacant) of less-

than 30,000;8
I. SPECIAL SURTAX FOR SUPPORTING THE - land used for foreign embassies and consulates.9

PEACE EFFORTS IN THE GULF REGION
Other types of property may be partially exempt. For exam-

A surtaxof2.5 percent is imposedon corporatetax liabilities ple, only one-fifth of the value of land used for the develop-
of over 3 million for tax years ending on or after 1 April ment of residential property is subject to the tax.' Also,
1991 and before 1 April 1992. onlyone halfofthe valueofland used forcertainspecifically

designated purposes (e.g. environmental, agricultural and
cultural purposes) is subject to the tax. Moreover, as a

11. LAND VALUE TAX result of lobbying by certain groups, one half of the value
ofother types of land (such as that used for a gasolinestand)

A. General are also excluded from the tax base.

Essentially all individuais and corporations holding non-

exempt land and land leasehold rights in Japan on or after * Messrs. Tagawa (Partner) and Anderson (Manager) are associated

1 January 1992 with a valuation greater than a standard with Ernst & Young in New York, specializing in international taxation.

deduction will be subject to the new land value tax which is
applied to land held on 1 January of each year. 1. Land Value Tax Law (LVTL) Arts. 4,5.

2. LVTL Art. 23.
In formula form, the new land value tax is calculated as 3. LVTL Art. 6(1)(2).
follows: 4. LVTL Art. 7.

Assessed value of land located in Japan XXXX 5. LVTL Art. 6(5).
Less: assessedvalueof land specificallyexempted (xxxx) 6. Id.

Less: standard deduction xxxx 7. Id.
8. LVTL Art. 6(6).

Subtotal XXXX 9. LVTL Art. 8.
Times: tax rate 0/% 10. LVTL Supplemental Art. 10; Special Measures Tax Law (SMTL)

Art. 71-4.
Tax payable XXXX 11. LVTL Art. 17, Table 2.
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TABLE 1
EXAMPLE OF NEW LAND VALUE TAX'

J-CO is a listed corporation with paid-in capital of 10 billion. It is engaged in the transportation, gasoline stand and

manufacturing business. Its land value tax for 1992 would be computed as follows:

Property Area Value per Non-taxable Taxable Note
(1,000)sq squaremetre
metres ( 1,000)

1. Busgarage 3 1,000 3,000,000,000 Land held for
public uses.

2. Gasolinestand 1 2,000 1,000,000,000 One half specifically
exempted.

3. 1 Factorylocation 800 100 80,000,000,000 Fully subjecttotax.
4. 2 Factory location 100 70 4,200,000,000 Special allocationforland

rightsheldby J-CO
(equivalentto 60% of value
of land)

5. Employeehousing 2 1,500 3,000,000,000 Residentialpropertynot

subjecttotax.

6. Headquarteroffice 2 2,500 5,000,000,000 Fullysubjecttotax.

7. Unused land ,100 25 2,500,000,000 Value is less than 30,000,
thereforeexemptfrom
taxation.

8. Unused land 100 50 5,000,000,000 Fullysubjecttotax.
Totals 1,108 8,500,000,000 95,200,000,000

Calculation of standard deduction
Greater of (A) or (B)
Monetarybasis 1,000,000(A)
Area basis

(3) 800
(6) 2
(8) 100
(2) 0.5 1 xl/2

(4) 60.0 100 X 60%
962.5

x 1,000 x 30,000 28,875,000,000(B)
Calculation of tax
Amountsubjecttotax. 95,200,000,000
Standarddeduction 28,875,000,000
Net taxableamount . 66,325,000,000
x 0.2% 132,650,000 (0.3% rate in later years).

* Adopted and modified from Zeikin Tsushn (Tax Communications),2/91.

C. Standarddeduction For corporate and individual income tax purposes, the new

land value tax is deductible against the taxable income de-
The standard deduction is the greater of ('1) 1 billion rived from a trade or businessof corporationsand individu-
( 1.5 billionfor individualsand corporationswith a paid-in als. Table 1 shows an example of the calculationof the new

capital of 100 million or less), or (2) 30,000 per square land value tax. '

..

metre of land subject to the tax.12

D. Filing and payment Ill. INDIVIDUALINCOME TAXATION

The land value tax return should be filed between 1 October Table 2 compares the new and old law in summary form.
to 31 October with respect to land held on 1 January.13 Again, particular focus should be placed upon the effective
However, for the first year in which the tax applies (i.e. dates.
1992), the return should be filed between 16 Novemberand
15 December 1992.14 The tax rate is 0.3 percent of the
assessed value, except that the tax rate applicable to land
held on 1 January 1992 is 0.2 percent.15 The tax should be 12. LVTL Art. 18.

paid in two equal instalments, with the first due by the tax
13: LVTL Art. 25(1).
14. LVTL SupplementalArt. 6.

return filing date (i.e. 31 October) and the second by 31 15. LVTL Art. 22 and Supplemental Art. 5.
March of the following year.

16 16. LVTL Art. 28.
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TABLE 2
INCOME TAXATION

Description Olld llaw New law Effective
dates

Individuals

Gain from sale of land held Gain equal to or less than
long-term 40,000,000: National tax: 20% 30% 1/1/92

Local tax: 8% 9%

Gain greater than
40,000,000:

National tax: 25% 30%
Local tax: 7.50% 9%

Gain from the sle of personal Amount subject to reduced rate Amount subject to reduced 1/1/92
residence up to 40,000,000: tax rate up to 60,000,000

National tax: 10% 10%
Local tax: 4% 4%

Special reduced rates applicable National tax: 20% 15% 1/1/91
to disposal of residential property Local tax: 6% 5%

Corporations
Gain from sale of land held more Subject to regular taxation Surcharge applliicablle to 10% 1/1/92
than five years the sale of land other than

that held for the construction
of residential property

Gain from sale of land held less Subject to regular taxation plus The gain would be subject 1/1/92
than two years a separate surcharge of 30% to separate taxation at a rate

of 67.5%

Gain from sale of land held more 80% of gain deferred to the Abolished 1/1/92
than ten years extent of reduction of basis in

depreciable replacement property
Gain on sale of property within Deferral of 80% of gain Deferral of 60% of gain 1/1/92
the Tokyo, Osaka, and Nagoya
regions and replacement with
fixed assets outside such regions
Gain on sale of land on Deferral of 80% of gain Abolished 1/1/92
replacement with depreciable
assets

A Reduction of benefits on the sale of land or The disallowed interest expense deduction is calculated in
buildings held long-term two steps. The first step involves an allocation of interest

expense attributable to the holding of land if the loan pro-
Gains from the sale of land or buildingsheld more than five ceeds are used for the purchase of land and buildings.
years are currently subject to beneficial taxation at a com- (Loan amount less the costs
bined national and prefectural tax rate of 32.5 percent, attributable to the building
separate from other income (26 percent up to 40 million Interestexpenses x

Loan amount
of capital gain). This contrasts with the regular combined
national and local tax rate which can reach 65 percent. Thus if the loan amount is less than the cost of the building,
Under the new law, such gains will be subject to taxation at the interest is fully deductible.
a combined national and local tax rate of 39 percent. How- The second step consists of the computationof the disallo-
ever, the new law expands the existing special tax benefits wance of real estate losses:
for the sale of a personal residence.17Thisrule applies to (1) If the interest expenses attributable to the holding of
sales of land or buildings on or after 1 January 1992. land as calculated above exceed the amount of losses

generated from real estate investments, the disallowed
B. Limitationon interestdeduction losses equal the losses generated from the real estate

investments.Under the old law, individual taxpayers were able to offset (2) If the losses generated from real estate investmentslosses arising from investments in real estate against other exceed the interest expenses as calculated above, the
types of income, such as salary income. The new law limits disallowed losses should equal the interest expensesthe ability of individual taxpayers to offset losses from real attributableto the holdingof land as calculatedabove.18
estate investments against other types of income through a
disallowanceofthe interestexpenseattributableto the hold-
ing of land and land leaseholdrights. The disallowedinterest 17. SMTL Art. 31.

expense is not carried over to future years. 18. SMTL Art. 41-6 and SMTL Enf. Order 26-6.
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Example: Step 1 Computation of interest and administrative carrying
Mr. A acquiresan apartmentwhich is rented. Thefollow- charges using the deemed method:

ing facts apply: [(72 million x 9/12) + (72 million x 12/12 x 6) + (72 million
x 2/12)] = 498 million

Acquisition price of land 28,000,000 (498 million) x (6% + 4%) 49.8 million=

Acquisition price of building 36,000,000
Loan with an interest rate of 8% 60,000,000
Rental income 3,200,000 Step 2 Computationof taxable gain:
Interest expense 4,800,000 130 million - (72 million + 49.8 million) = 8.2 million

Depreciation (60 year guideline life) 550,800
Other expenses 600,000 Step 3 Computation of surtax:

Salary income of Mr. A 20,000,000 8.2 million x 10% = 820,00021

The income from real estate is computed as follows:
Gains from the sale of land held less than two will beyears

Revenue 3,200,000 subject to separate taxation at a tax rate of 67.5 percent
Interestexpense 4,800,000 (which consists of 37.5 percent of regular national tax and
Depreciation 550,800 the 30 percent surtax). This 67.5 percent separate tax will
Otherexpenses 600,000 (5,950,800) apply even if the corporation is in a net operating loss

Real estate losses (2,750,800) position and is effective for transfers made on or after 1

January 1992.22 If the gain exceeds taxable income, the
Interest expense attributable to the holding of land: excess is treated as a net operating loss to be carried over

4,800,000 x [(60,000,000- 36,000,000)/60,000,000] = the following five years.
1,920,000
Disallowed losses:
1,920,000 2,750,800. Therefore, 1,920,000. B. Contributionsof real estate to newly-formed

corporations
The losses from the real estate investment which can be
offset against the salary income are 830,800 (2,750,800- The current rule is that corporations can contribute assets

1,920,000).19 on a tax-freebasis to a newly-formedcorporation95 percent
This rule s effective for tax years beginning in 1992. or more of whose shares are acquired by the transferor

shareholder.

However, under the new law only 80 percent (insteadofthe
IV. CORPORATEINCOME TAXATION current 100 percent) of the gain attributable to the transfer

of land will be eligible for deferral as long as the following
two conditions are met:

A. New surtax on the gain from the sale of land the transferorcorporationmaintainsa minimum95 per--

Gains from the sale of land and land leasehold rights held
cent investment in the transferee corporation for more

than five years;
more than five years (long-term gains) are currently taxed - the transfereecorporationcontinuesthe line of business
the same as otherordinarybusinessincome. However,gains associated with the transferred land.
from the sale of land held less than two years are subject to This provision is effective for transfers made after 1
an additional 30 percent surtax (super short-term gains)

on or

with other gains from the sale of land held less than five January 1992.23

years being subject to a 20 percent surtax. C. Otherdeferralsof gains
The new law provides that a ten percent surtax be applied
to gains from the sale of land held more than five years. The Japanese law currentlyprovides for the deferred taxationof

gain is computed after the deduction of carrying costs such gains arising from certain types of like-kind exchanges or

where certain types of replacementpropertiesare acquired.
as interest and administrativecosts. The taxpayer can elect For example, if land used for business is sold and the sales
to use, for purposes of convenience, six percent and four proceeds are used to acquire depreciablereplacementprop-
percent of the tax book value of the land to make a deemed erty, the gain on a ,ga-le can be deferred if the depreciable
calculation of interest and administrative costs, respec- basis of the replacementproperty is reduced by the amount

tively. This ten percent surtax also applies to a corporation of the gain. The new law eliminatesor greatly restricts these
which is in a net operating loss situation.m2o This provision is benefits.
effective on or after 1 January 1992.

Example: V. PROVISIONSAFFECTING INTERNATIONAL
TRANSACTIONS

On 15 April 1985 J-CO acquires land for N 72 millionwhich
it sells on 20 February 1992 for N 130 million. The new A. Transferpricing
surtax would be computed as follows:

1. Extension of the statute of limitations

Under the old law the tax authorities had three years (five
19. Adoptcd and modified from Zeikin Tsushin (Tax Communications), if return is not filed) from the due date of the original
3/91. years a

20. SMTL Art. 62-3. filing to adjust a tax where income was under-reported.
21. See supra note 19. With respect to overseas transfer pricing adjustments, the

22. SMTL Art. 63-2. new law extends this statute of limitations to six years for a

23. SMTL Art. 66. numberof reasons,such as the need for additionaltime to:
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digest the information required to analyse complex in- porations with paid-in capital of less than 100,000,000).-

ternational business transactions; This rule applies to documentation associated with tax re-

obtain required informationheld overseas; and turns submitted on or after 1 April 1991.28-

obtain information spread throughout a multinational-

group of companies. 4 5. Reporting requirements
This provision applies to tax years with respect to which the The old law requires a Japanese person to submit a report
statuteof limitationsperiod expires on or after 1 April 1991. (Schedule 16-3, Detailed Statement Concerning Foreign
The new law also increases the time limit for the tax auth- Affiliated Persons) giving information with respect to
orities to collect the tax from five to six years.25 transactions with related foreign persons with the regular

tax return. Included in the report is information such as the
2. Specific authority to obtain information on name, address of head office, stated capital, main line of

comparables business, and types and amounts of transactions between

In making transfer pricing adjustments, the Japanese tax
the taxpayer and the overseas related party. The new law

authorities emphasize the use of comparables rather than provides that the taxpayer must also submit information as

functional analysis. Comparables can be internal (i.e. de- to the operating revenues, expenses and net profits for the

rived from transactions between the company itself and most recent year-end of the related parties. These new

independent third parties) or external (i.e. derived from requirements apply to tax years ending on or after 1 April
1991.29similar transactions between parties unrelated to the tax-

payer). The new law grants specific authority to the tax
authorities to obtain information from non-related tax- B. Tax haven rules
payers which are engaged in similar lines of business in
order to determine external comparables. This provision The general rule is that Japanesecorporationsand individu-
applies to audit inquiries arising on or after 1 April 1991.26 als are subject to taxation on their worldwide income. How-

ever, income derived from shareholdingsin a foreign corpo-
3. Disallowanceof donation expenses to ration normall is not subject to taxation until a dividend is

foreign-related parties actuallyreceived. An exception to this rule applies to certain
of undistributed income earned by Japanese control-

The Japanese transfer pricing law only applies to certain types
led corporations located in low-tax jurisdictionsspecificallytransactions between Japanese and related non-Japanese designated by the Ministry of Finance.3o

persons. Transactions falling outside the purview of the
transfer pricing law are subject to a separate set of rules Certain countries not on the tax haven list, such as the
which characterize a benefit going from one company to Netherlands, do not tax the income earned by branches in
anotherwithoutcompensationas a donation expense (kifu- other jurisdictions. For example, a Dutch corporation may
kin) which is deductible if the amount falls within a certain earn income from a branch located in a jurisdiction not on

limitation. With respect to many transactions between the Ministry of Finance list, such as the NetherlandsAntil-

Japanesepersons and non-Japaneserelated parties, the cur- les. It has been possible for Japanese shareholders to avoid
rent law is not altogether clear as to whether the transfer taxation on undistributedearnings from its shareholdingsin

pricing or donation rules apply. As a result, certain busi- a Dutch corporationwith a branch in the NetherlandsAntil-
nesses have taken the position thatwith respect to non-arm's les, even though the earnings are not subject to Dutch tax

length transactionswith overseas related parties, the differ- since they were attributable to the branch.
ence between the arm's length and non-arm's length The new law provides that if the main place of business of
amounts should be characterized as a donation expense. a corporation which is incorporated in a jurisdiction whichThe new law provides that donation expenses with respect does not tax the income earned by branches is in a desig-to overseas related parties are not deductible. However, nated tax haven jurisdiction,the corporationwill be deemed
taxpayers should still be able to fully deduct losses which to be resident of the tax haven jurisdiction regardless of its
are not deemed to be donationswhere specificallyprovided formal place of incorporation. This provision is effective in
(e.g. bad debts). The new law applies to transactionsarising the first tax year in which the last day of the two-month
on or after 1 April 1991.27 period following the end of the foreign corporation's tax

year ending on or after 1 April 1991 falls.31
4. Record maintenance

The general rule is that a corporation must retain its books
and records, such as ledgers, financial statements and re-

ceipts for at least seven years. However, the retention
period for the underlyingdocumentationsuch as purchase 24. SMTL Art. 66-5(16).
orders, invoices and receipts is five years. In line with the 25. SMTL Art. 66-5(17).
other extensions of the statute of limitations for transfer

26. SMTL Art. 66-5(1) - (14)
27. SMTL Art. 66-5(3).pricing purposes, the records retention requirements for 28. Corporate Tax Law (CTL) Enf. Order 59,67.related party transactions (with the exception of invoices 29. SMTL Enf. Rule 22(11)

associated with the purchase and sale of inventory) have 30. SMTL Art. 66-6.
been extended to six years for small corporations (i.e. cor- 31. SMTL Art. 66-6(5)
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VACAU:

AN INTRODUCTIONTO THE TAX SYSTEM

Jefferson P. VanderWolk and Baldwin Hui'

CONTENTS

I. INTRODUCTION
I. Introduction

Macau, the tiny Portuguese-administeredenclave in south
China, has recentlybegun to emerge from under the shadow Il. Overview of taxes

of its relatively large and wealthy neighbour, Hong Kong. A. Complementarytax

Both colonies are integral parts of the economy of B. Professional tax

Guangdongprovince,which has grown by leaps and bounds C. Property tax

over the past decade. Macau is now building an interna- D. Business tax

tional airport that will be completed long before the planned
E. Real estate purchase tax
F. Inheritance and gift tax

new airports in Hong Kong and Shenzhen. As a result G. Stamp duty
Macau will transform from a backwater, accessible only by H. Miscellaneous

ferry from Hong Kong, to a gateway to south China. Even
travellers to Hong Kong will in some cases land at the Ill. Complementarytax

Macau airport and then make their way by sea or air to A. Scope of charge
Hong Kong. B. Accrual in Macau

C. Taxable activities in Macau
Like Hong Kong, Macau will become a special administra- D. Calculating the tax
tive region of the People's Republicof China by the end of E. Non-residents

the current decade.1 The agreement between Portugal and
China provides that Macau's current legal system will re- IV. Professional tax

main in place for at least 50 years after the change in A. Scope of charge

sovereignty.
B. Taxable jncome
C. Calculating the tax

Macau's tax regime is similar to that of Hong Kong, in that D. Non-residents

there is no comprehensive income tax, but rather three

separate income taxes: one primarily on business profits, V. Tax Administration

one primarilyon salaries and one on incomefrom property.
In addition, there are various duties and fees, as well as

VI. Tax incentives

certain tax incentives. However, being derived in part from Vll. Conclusion
the Portuguese tax system rather than from English con-

cepts, Macau's tax system differs from Hong Kong's in

many respects. Professional tax and its interactionwith complementarytax

This article will review the various taxes in Macau briefly are discussed in more detail later in this article.

and then discuss in more detail the taxes on businessprofits C. Propertytax
and salaries and Macau's tax administration.

Property tax is imposed annually on owners of buildings in
Macau. The tax is generally assessed at an effective rate

II. OVERVIEWOF TAXES (including the 5 percent surtax) of 16.8 percent of the net

A. Complementarytax
rental income from the property. If rental income is not

received throughout the year, a rental value is substituted.

Complementary tax is imposed on all forms of business The tax rate (including the 5 percent surtax) is reduced to

entities (i.e. sole proprietorships,partnershipsand corpora-
10.5 percent where net rental value is used and the prop-

tions) in respectof taxableprofits that accrue in Macau from erty's value was assessed after 14 July 1988.

commercialor industrialactivitiesor from personalservices. A statutory deduction of 10 percent of rental income (or
The maximum effective rate is 15.75 percent, which results rental value, as the case may be) is allowed, as are a limited
from the addition of a 5 percent stamp duty surtax onto the numberof defined expenses relating to the operationof the
maximum tax rate of 15 percent. building.
Complementarytax is discussed in more detail later in this New residential and commercialbuildings are exempt from
article. property tax for a period of either four years (if located on

the mainland) or six years (if located on the islands of Taipa
B. Professionaltax or Coloane). New industrial buildings are granted a five-

year exemptionif on the mainlandand a ten-yearexemption
Professional tax s imposed on indivduais in respect of

employment income and income from a professionalprac- * Jefferson P. VanderWolkis a lecturer in law at the UniversityofHong
tice to the extent that such income arises in or is derived Kong and a consultant to Baker & McKenzie. Hong Kong
from Macau. As with the complementarytax, the maximum
effective rate of professional tax is 15.75 percent (including Baldwin Hui is a lecturer in ttie Faculty of Business Administrationat the

the 5 percent stamp duty surtax). Individuals subject to University of East Asia. Macau.

professional tax are also subject to complementarytax. 1. China will resume sovereigntyover Macau on 20 December 1999.
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if on Taipa or Coloane. In addition, industrial buildings marginal rate of 0.33 percent on capital in excess of about
used by the owner for industrial purposes are tax-exempt, USS 1,250,000. The capital in question, for a foreign com-
as are buildingsownedand usedby charitableorganizations. pany, would be the capital invested in the company'sMacau

branch.

D. Businesstax

The business tax is flat tax in the nature of an annual fee Ill. COMPLEMENTARYTAX
on all commercial and industrial activities. The amount of
the tax ranges from around USS 20 up to around A. Scope of charge
USS 10,000 (for banks), depending on the type of activity. Complementary tax is imposed on income accruing inExcept for banks, this tax is not significant. Macau from commercial and industrial activities and from

personal services. The tax can therefore apply to corpora-
E. Real estate transfer tax tions, partnerships, sole proprietorshipsand employees.
A purchaserof Macau real property must pay a transfer tax Income from property is excluded from the charge to com-

at an effective rate (including the 5 percent surtax) of 6.3 plementarytax. Includedin the charge is all incomeaccruing
percent of the purchase price (4.2 percent if the property is in Macau from sales, servicesand other operationsunderta-
on Taipa or Coloane). These rates are reduced to 4.2 per-

ken for the purpose of gain.
cent and 2.1 percent, respectively, if the transfer occurs

during the period of exemption from property tax. B. Accrual in Macau

F. Inheritanceandgift tax Generally, income is considered to accrue in Macau if the
income arises from the taxpayer's activities in Macau.2 In

Inheritance and gift tax is imposed on the value of property addition, income derived by a Macau resident company

passing on death and lifetime gifts. The effective rate of tax from investmentsoutside Macau has been held to be subject
(including the 5 percent surtax) ranges from 5.25 percent to to complementarytax.3

37.8 percent, depending on the value of the transferred
property and the relationship between the donor and the C. Taxableactivities in Macau
donee.

Technically, complementary tax applies (or may apply)
G. Stamp duty whenever income arises and accrues in Macau as a result of

commercial or industrial activities or the performance of

There are two types of stamp duty in Macau. One is a 5 personal services. Thus, income from long-term invest-

percent surtax on direct taxes such as complementary tax,
ments is not subject to complementary tax when received

professional tax, property tax, business tax, real estate by the investor. However, virtually any form of business

transfer tax and inheritanceand gift tax. (As indicated, this activity in Macau, including the performance of personal
stamp duty has been included in the effective rates of tax services, is potentially taxable under the complementary
stated above.) tax.

The other form of stamp duty is a tax on instruments such
D. Calculating the taxas certain types of contractsand other documents.The duty

s imposed in accordance with detailed regulations at vary- The rate of complementarytax from 2.1 percent (oning rates. ranges
the first USS 2,500, approximately) to 15.75 percent (on
profits in excess of about USS 37,500).

H. Miscellaneous
Normal business expenses are deductible. Depreciationde-

1. Tourist tax ductionsmay be claimedaccordingto published rates which
vary for differentclassesof assets. In addition,profitswhich

A 5 percent tax is added to the cost of hotel rooms, meals are reinvested in the Macau business may be written off
and certain forms of entertainment. over the following three years with the approval of the

Governor and the Finance Department. Losses incurred in
2. Import duties Macau may be carried forward for three years.
Import duties are levied, in the form of a so-called con- Dividends paid by a corporation and distributionsof profit
sumption tax, on a limited number of items, such as al- by a partnershipare deductiblefor complementarytax pur-coholic beverages, tobacco, oil and motor vehicles. poses. Thus the tax is on retained profits only. However,

the recipients of such distributions are subject to com-
3. Export duty plementary tax on the gross amount received.4

Goods made in Macau and exported abroad are subject to Individuals may deduct various personal allowances, and
export duty at the rate of 0.2 percent of FOB value (1.4 may claim a credit for the amountofprofessionaltax paid.
percentofFOBvalueif exported to a quota-limitedcountry,
i.e. mostcountriesin WesternEurope and NorthAmerica) In practice, the tax calculation is dictated by standards of

accountingpractice in Macau. Larger enterprisesmust sub-
4. Registration and licence fees

2. Complementary Tax Law (Law 21/78M of 9 September 1978, asThere are various registration and licence fees, including a amended), Art. 2.
company registration fee that is expressed as a percentage 3. Case 1675, SupremeAdministrativeCourtof Lisbon, construingArt.
of the capital of the company, starting at 0.55 percent on 19 of the ComplementaryTax Law.
the first USS 12,500 (approximately) and decreasing to a 4. ComplementaryTax Regulations,Art. 20(d).
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mit audited accounts of the Macau business to the Finance for filing returns and paying taxes due have been regularized
Department.5 These accounts provide the basis for the as- and enforcedby the FinanceDepartmentover the course of
sessment of complementary tax. Smaller taxpayers may the past decade or so, the system remains relatively infor-
choose to forgo the submissionof auditedaccounts,in which mal. Registered auditors and accountants prepare tax re-

case the Finance Department will assess tax on presumed turns which are submitted to the Finance Services division.
profits, based on the taxpayer's turnover. If the Finance Services division has any queries, the matter

is generally resolved throughdiscussionswith the registered
E. Non-residents auditor. Bureaucraticprocedures are minimal and past ex-

perience has shown that resort to legal formalities in Macau
Technically, the complementary tax provisions do not dis- tax matters is extremely rare.

tinguish between residents and non-residents of Macau.
Rather, the focus is on income accruing in Macau from As noted earlier, for all but the smallest businesses, the

commercialor industrial activities or personal services. taxpayer's audited accounts of the Macau businessform the
basis on which the Finance Department assesses com-

As a practical matter, however, non-residents investing in plementarytax. The accountsmust be filed with a tax return
Macau may structure their investment so as to minimize between April and June each year.
taxation in Macau. Normally this would be done by estab-
lishing a Macau branch of an offshorecompany and provid- Professional tax on salaries is collected by way of withhold-

ing for offshore accrual of a portion of the profits relating ng on wages. Quarterly tax payments by employers are

to the Macau investment. required.
In this regard, it is notable that Macau does not impose any
withholding taxes on royalties, interest, or service fees (for VI. TAX INCENTIVES
offshore services) paid to non-residentaffiliates.

Macau has not developed a range of tax incentives such as

IV. PROFESSIONALTAX those offered by countries such as Thailand, Malaysia and
Singapore. In part this is due to the low tax rate and territo-

A. Scopeofcharge rial tax system of Macau. As is the case in Hong Kong,
taxation in Macauwithoutspecial incentivesis generallyless

Professional tax applies to personal income arising in or onerous than taxation in Singapore, Malaysia or Thailand
derived from Macau. Income is deemed to arise in or derive with incentives.
from Macau if it is received in consideration of services Certain tax exemptions are available, however. Qualifying
performed in Macau. There are two categoriesof taxpayers: touristutilities are exempt from property tax for ten years
employees (including company directors) and professional and from real estate purchase tax. Property tax is also not
practitioners. The latter are also subject to complementary applied to new property developmentsand industrialbuild-
tax. used by the noted earlier.tngs owner, as

B. Taxable income Macau is not covered by any of Portugal's income tax

treaties, nor has it entered into any tax treaties on its own.

Employees are generally taxable on all forms of remunera-

tion, includingperquisites. However, specified fringe bene-
fits are taxed on a limited basis only. For example, the Vll. CONCLUSION
taxablevalueofhousingprovidedby the employeris limited
to 10 percent of the employee's monetary remuneration. Macau's tax system is relativelyunsophisticated.The colony

has not been the recipientof much outside investment, and
Self-employedpersons are subject to tax on net profits from thus has not been faced with many of the tax issues that
the business. bedevil the authoritiesin other jurisdictions,such as transfer

C. Calculatingthe tax pricing and earnings stripping through related party loans
and licensing. Essentially the Government relies on the

The first 50,000 Ptc. (about USS 6,250) of income is tax- local accountants to ensure that a reasonable amount of

free. Thereafter, professional tax applies at effective rates taxable profit from Macau-basedbusiness is reported.
ranging from 10.5 percent to 15.75 percent (including the 5 As Macaubecomesmorea part of the worldof international
percent stamp duty surtax). The top rate takes effect when business, its tax systemwill inevitablybecomemore refined.
income exceeds 260,000 Ptc. (about USS 32,500). Many gaps which currently exist will have to be filled- not

necessarily to protect the revenue, but to provide more
D. Non-residents certainty to foreign investors who will want to know how

they will be taxed in Macau.
Remunerationpaid to a non-residentfor servicesperformed
in Macau is subject to withholding tax at the rate of 5.25
percent of the gross amount paid.

5. The threshold amounts of equity capital and earnings of the Macau
business (either a Macau-incorporatedcompany or a Macau branch of an

V. TAX ADMINISTRATION offshore company) that trigger the requirement of audited accounts are,

respectively, 1,000,000 Ptc. (about USS 125,000) of equity capital and
The administrationof Macau's tax system is the responsibil- 300,000 Ptc. (about USS 37,500) of total earnings during the preceding
ity of the Finance Department. Although the procedures three-year period.
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COO- S_A\DS:

OFFSHORE CENTRE LEGISLATION
Contents
I. Introduction

A. History
AN OVERVIEW B. Population

C. Economy and facilities
D. Legal system
E. Constitutional status

A.R. Miller' II. Offshore jurisdiction
A. General scheme
B. Offshore legislation
C. Tax treaties

I. INTRODUCTION Ill. International and foreign companies
A. Taxation and reporting requirements

The Cook Islands lie roughly due west of French Polynesia and south of Hawaii. B. Incorporation
Rarotonga, the most populous island, is 3,200 kilometres northeast of New Iv. Registered listed companies
Zealand and 960 kilometres southwest of Tahiti. The 15 islands comprising this A. Registration
independent nation total about 240 sq. km in area. Rarotonga, the largest at 67.2 B. Fees

sq. km, is surrounded by a lagoon and has a bush-clad, rugged interior rising to v International trusts

over 2,000 feet. The administrative and commercial centre is Avarua, on
A, Asset protection trusts

Rarotonga.
B. Enforcement of foreign judgments
C. Heirship rights

The Cook Islands is now in its tenth year as an offshore centre, throughoutwhich D. Protective trusts (spendthrift
time a firm emphasis has been placed on quality and the full utilization of the beneficiary)
capacity to legislate quickly in response to the needs of professionals in the E. Governing law

industry.
F. Matters determined by governing

law

A. History
G. Exclusion of foreign law - concept

of trusts

The island of Rarotonga was the departure point from which the great Maori H. Guarantee by Crown

voyages were made to New Zealand and historians now believe that the Polyne-
VI. International partnerships

sian migrations moved through the islands in the 5th century A.D.
Vil. Offshore banking

A A Class licences

Recorded history dates from the arrival of Europeans. The Spanish explorers B B Class licences

Alvaro de Mendana and Pedro Ouiros are believed to have been the first to sight C. Taxation of offshore banks

islands in the group in 1595. In his expeditionsof 1773 and 1777, Captain James Vill. Offshore nsurance
A. Licensing of insurance companiesCook explored much of the group. Mutineers on HMS Bounty alighted on B. Asset backing

Aitutaki in 1789. C. Conditions
D. Place of business

B. Population E. Annual report and audit
F. Establishment of statutory funds

The population of approximately 18,000, 9,000 of whom live on Rarotonga, is G. Reinsurance
predominantly Polynesian. English is the official language, and most of the H. Taxation of offshore insurance
Islanders are bilingual in English and Cook Islands Maori. Cook Islanders are companies
British subjects and citizens of New Zealand. IX. Conclusion

C. Economyand facilities

Tourism is the main industry, although agriculture provides employment for -

much of the labour force. The offshore jurisdiction and activities of the financial
centre play an important part in the country's economic development.
New Zealand and Cook Islands currencies are both legal tender in the Cook
Islands, and there are no exchange controls.

Comprehensive international telephone, facsimile and telex services are avaiia-
ble, including a direct dialling system, as are reliable postal and courier services.
Rarotonga InternationalAirport is served regularly by Air New Zealand, Cook
Islands InternationalAirline and Hawaiian Airlines, providing direct links with
Auckland, Sydney, Fiji, Honolulu, Los Angeles, Tahiti and Samoa.

Cook Islands standard local time is ten hours behind Greenwich Mean Time.

D. Legal system
English common law as at January 1840, except where inconsistentwith the Act
itself or inapplicable to the circumstances of the islands, was applied by the
Cook Islands Act 1915. Certain New Zealand Acts of Parliament (prior to 1965)
still apply, but the Cook Islands Parliament is now the sole lawmaker. There is * Miller & Howard Solicitors, Cook Is-
an independent judiciary with a High Court of the Cook Islands and an Appeal lands -- Offshore International Corporatc
Court. Final appeal lies to the Privy Council of the United Kingdom. and Trust Law.
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E. Constitutionalstatus Ill. INTERNATIONALAND FOREIGN COMPANIES

In 1965 the country became a self-governing democracy, The InternationalCompaniesAct 1981-82(ICA)contains
with Her Majesty the Queen as Head of State. The 24-seat to
Parliament is modelled on Westminster. The Cook Islands highly flexible provisions in relation internationalcom-

has a written constitution and a Bill of Rights, introduced panies incorporatedunder its provisions.These companies
by legislation n 1981. may, for example, repurchasetheir own shares, issue bearer

debentures, make gifts, issue bearer shares, distributeprof-
A special relationship is maintained with New Zealand its to non-shareholders and transfer their domicile to and

whereby thatcountryhandlesexternalrelationsand defence from the Cook Islands. Internationalcompaniesare specifi-
in consultationwith the Cook Islands government. cally empowered to guarantee the obligations of third par-

Elections are held every five years and are contestedprinci- ties, and the rule in Re Charge Card Services Limited is

pally by the DemocraticParty and the Cook Islands Party. negated, enabling a valid charge to be taken by a lending
These two parties do not differ greatly in their philosophy. nsttuton

. .

over a deposit lodged with it by the chargor:
Provision is made for Registered Listed Companies (seeBoth are committed to democraticgovernmentand endorse
below), and Hong Kong Stock Exchange and Securities

the role played by the offshore financial centre in the de- Commission approval of such companies given earlier
velopmentof the country.

was

this year. The Cook Islands becomes the third approved
jurisdiction, followingBermuda and the Cayman Islands.

Il. OFFSHORE JURISDICTION OF THE COOK A. Taxationand reporting requirements
ISLANDS

There are no taxes and no reportingrequirements.The ICA

A. General scheme specificallyprovides that no Act of the Cook Islands may:
(a) impose -

A separate legislative regime for offshore entities runs (i) any liability, duty, responsibility, obligation or re-

parallel to the onshore legislation. It is the offshore jurisdic- striction;
tion that provides the benevolent tax-free environment (ii) any fee, impost, tax, levy, dues, duty or excise; or

within which international companies, partnerships and (iii) any fine or penalty on an international or foreign
trusts may operate freely. There are no taxes, stamp or company; or

other duties or imposts within the offshore regime, nor are (b) require-

any exchange controls or withholding taxes imposed. The (i) the depositof any moneysin any publicaccountby;

High Court of the Cook Islands has jurisdiction to deal with ii) the filng of any accounts, returns, reportsor records

legal matters in both onshore and offshore jurisdictions. by; or

(iii) the licensing or registration of,
Only licensed trustee companies may register and manage an international company or a foreign company, other
offshore entities. than this Act, the Cook Islands Monetary Board Act

1981, the OffShore Banking Act 1981, the OffShore In-

1. Confidentiality surance Act 1981-82or the Trustee CompaniesAct 1981-

Confidentiality is protected by severe penal provisions and 82.

inspection and search of registers is restricted to company
officers, members, debenture holders and others who have B. Incorporation
the written consent of a director, liquidator or (in certain 1. General
circumstances) the registrar. Governmentofficials are sub- Standard forms of Memoranda and Articles are set out in

ject to these restrictionsin respect of internationalentities. the ICA. These maybe adoptedwith orwithout amendment
There is also provision for court proceedings (other than to suit individual requirements.
criminal proceedings) to be held in camera.

2. Share capital
No minimum requirement as to share capital is imposed,

2. Guarantee against expropriation and normallyonly one shareholderis required. Shares need
There is a Crown guarantee against compulsoryacquisition not have a par value and may be designatedin one or more
or appropriationof the propertyof offshore entities.

major world currencies. The terms on which shares may be

B. Offshore legislation
issued are flexible, as is the manner in which a redemption
of or an alterationin sharecapitalmaybe effected. Redemp-

The following statutes provide the structure of the offshore tion of redeemable shares may be effected from capital
jurisdcton. They do not form a self-contaned code but except where the company is insolvent. Fully paid shares

must be read in conjunctionwith certain domesticand New may be cancelled and the charges issued to bearer.
Zealand statutes having application in the Cook Islands: An international purchase its shares

Trustee CompaniesAct 1981-82 lend for that but only out of earned surplus. Shares-

company may own or

International CompaniesAct 1981-82-

purchased in
purpose
this be cancelled if the drectors

OffShore Banking Act 1981 way may so
-

determine.
OffShore Insurance Act 1981-82-

InternationalTrusts Act 1984 3. Directors, secretary and registered office-

InternationalPartnershipsAct 1984 Only one director need be appointed. Resident directors-

are not obligatory but are frequently employed. A resident
C. Tax treaties secretary, who must be an officer of a licensed trustee com-

A historical legal analysis might suggest that certain treaties pany, is a requisite. The registered office must be at the

survived the separationof the Cook Islands from New Zea- office of a trustee company.
land. However, the countries involved are unlikely to con-

sider they have any treaty with the Cook Islands, and the 1. (1986) 3 All ER 289. This case cast doubts on the ability of a bank to
Cook Islands government does not consider itself to have take a charge over a deposit with itself and owed to the chargor on the

any tax treaty arrangementswith any other country. grounds that this gives rise to a conceptual impossibility.
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4. Registration as foreign company IV. REGISTEREDLISTED COMPANIES
A company incorporated outside the Cook Islands is not

required to register as a foreign company for the purposeof A. Registration
conducting an isolated offshore transaction which is com-

pleted within 31 days. By virtue of the International CompaniesAmendmentAct
1990, an internationalcompanyor a foreign company listed

A company incorporated outside the Cook Islands seeking or proposed to be listed on an Approved Stock Exchange
to register as a foreign company pursuant to the ICA must may be registeredas a RegisteredListed Companypursuantlodge certain basic informationwith the Registrar, together to the ICA. Special requirementsinclude stricterprovisionswith a memorandumof appointmentor power of attorney than apply to ordinary International Companies in respect
stating the name of a trustee company authorized to accept of share premiums, redemption of shares, dealing in own
service of notices and giving a registered office which must shares, power to issue shares at a discount, reduction of
be the principal office of a trustee company. share capital, debentures, compromises, reconstructions,

capital maintenance, investigation and deregistration. The
5. Auditors Hong Kong Stock Exchange and Securities Commission
Auditors are required to be appointed. However, share- have approved the Cook Islands jurisdiction.holders may resolve at the annual meeting not to appoint
an auditor, where no invitation is made to the public to B. Fees
subscribe for shares or debentures or to deposit money.
Auditors must be duly registered pursuant to the ICA. It is important to note that fees are approached on an

all-inclusive basis (see Schedule below). No taxes, levies or

6. Redomiciliation fees are payable to governmentfollowingregistration,other

Companies incorporated outside the Cook Islands may
than annual renewals. Consequently,there are none of the

transfer their domicile to the Cook Islands and vice versa.
hidden costs frequently found in other jurisdictions.

Prior approval (valid for 36 months) for a transfer of
domicile to the Cook Islands may be obtained and acted FEES AND DISBURSEMENTSSCHEDULE
upon at any time.

USS7. Debentures International and Foreign Companies:Provision is made for bearer debentures, which may be Incorporation/Registration,provision of
converted to ordinary debentures (convertible into shares nominee shareholder, directors, Resident
in the company). Perpetual debentures may be issued and Secretary, registered office, establishing
redeemed debentures may be re-issued. and maintaining statutory registers, formal

management for year one 1500 Trust
8. Chargecardnegated Registration fee (Govt) 1000 Govt

Where a person is owed a debt situated in the Cook Islands Annual Renewal of registration, statutory
and creates a charge over that debt in favourof the debtor, services, etc. 1000 Trust
the charge is deemed to be a charge over an asset and as Registration fee (p a ) (Govt) 500 Govt
valid as if given over that debt to any other person. The Act Provision of Individual Director (basic fee) 250 Trust

sets out the circumstance in which a debt will be deemed to International Trusts:
be situated in the Cook Islands. Settlement of Trust 500 Trust

Provision of Trustee (p.a.) 700 Trust
9. Annual general meeting and annual returns Registration (p a ) (Govt) 100 Govt
Annualgeneralmeetingsmust be held, but this requirement Provision of Protector (basic fee) 250 Trust

may be met by a resolution signed by all members. Pro- Acting as Alternate Trustee 250 Trust

forma annual returns are requiredbut accounts need not be Banking Licences:
filed.2 Obtaining A Class Licence (by negotiation)

Licence fee (p a ) (Govt) 1000 Govt
10. Arrangementsand reconstructions Obtaining B Class licence, a mnimum of 2000 Trust
The International Companies Amendment Act 1990 has Renewal of B Class licence, a minimum of 1000 Trust
inserted into the ICA provsonsenabling two or more com- Licence fees (p a ) (Govt)
panies, at least one of which is an international company One currency 2000 Govt
and all ofwhich are registeredin the Cook Islands (including 2-5 currencies 4000 Govt

holding and subsidiary companies), and subject to the con-
Unlimited currencies 6000 Govt

sent of the Court, to amalgamateand continue as one inter- Insurance Licences:
national company. Provision is also made for short form Obtaining licence, minimum of 2000 Trust

amalgamationof a holding and subsidiarycompanywithout Licence fee (Govt) 1000 Govt

consent of the Court where both are international com- Renewal of licence (p.a.), minimum of 1000 Trust

panies. Licence fee (p a ) (Govt) 500 Govt

Administration and Transactions:
11. Dissolution (Guide) per hour 50-130 Trust
An international company may be wound up voluntarily Registration and licence fees are

pursuant to a special resolution.There is provision for com- prescribed by Regulation.
pulsory Winding up and for the appointmentof liquidators All fees and charges are as at 2 June

ln generally familiar terms. The Registrar may strike off 1991.

companies considered to be defunct.
All of these fees are typical charges.

12. Issue of shares and debentures to the public 2. The annual return will simply disclose whether or not the companyA prospectusmust be registered in the case of certain offers has or has not entered into any transactions in the preceding year. No
to the public. details are required.
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V. INTERNATIONALTRUSTS 3. Retention of control
An IT is not invalidated because the settlor retains, pos-

InternationalTrusts (ITs) are created by registrationpur- sesses or acquires:
suant to the InternationalTrusts Act 1984 (ITA).At least power to revoke the trust;
one of the trustees, donors or holdersof a powerof appoint- power to make a disposition of property;
ment, maintenance or advancement must be an interna- (c) power to amend the trust;
tionalor foreign companyor a trusteecompany.An interna- (d) any benefit from the time of disposition;
tional trust is registeredby filingwith the Registrara certifi- (e) power to remove or appoint a trustee or protector;
cate from a trustee company certifying that on registration (f) power to direct a trustee or protector;
the trust will be an international trust and a notice of the (g) a beneficial interest.
name and registeredoffice of the trust. The registeredoffice
of an IT must be located at the registered office of a com- B. Enforcementof foreignjudgments
pany which is a trustee. There is legislation providing for the enforcement ofno a

The ITA modifiesor cancels certain laws generallyapplica- foreign judgement in the Cook Islands, although it is possi-
ble to trusts in common law jurisdictions: ble for a foreign judgment to be registered in New Zealand

(a) a perpetuity period, not exceeding 100 years, may be and moved thence to the High Court of the Cook Islands.
specified;3 Under common law, a foreign judgment may be enforced

(b) dispositions which may infringe the rule against per- in accordancewithcertainbasicconflictsoflawsprinciples.
petuities are to be treated as valid until it is certain that

The ITA is intended to prevent the enforcementof foreigna breach of the rule will Occur;4 a

ii
c) the rule against double possibilities is abolished;5 judgment in respect of an IT, forcing a litigant to commence

d) the rule against accumulationsis abolished;6 his action de novo in a Cook Islands Court. Thus, irrespec-
e) the rule in Saunders v. Vautier is modified;7 tive of the provisionsof any treaty or statute, or any rule of

f) certain trusts are deemed to be charitable which might law or equity, no proceedingsfor the enforcementor recog-
nition of a foreign judgment against an IT, a settlor, a

otherwise fail.8
trustee, a protector, a beneficiaryor any person appointed
by an instrument in connection with an IT, or against the
property of an IT, or of a trustee or a beneficiary, will be

A. Assetprotectiontrusts entertained by any Court in the Cook Islands if the judg-
The ITA containsprovisions specificallyaimed at removing ment is based on any law inconsistentwith the provisionsof

uncertainties in the following areas: the ITA or relates to a matter governed by the law of the
Cook Islands.

1. Bankruptcy
An IT is not void or voidable in the event of the settlor's C. Heirship rights
bankruptcy, irrespective of any provisions in the laws of a Certain civil jurisdictionspermit a disinheritedheir to chal-
settlor'scountryof domicile and the fact that an IT is volun- lenge a trust if it interfereswith his right to succeed to assets
tary. of his antecedents. The ITA precludes such a possibility in

the Cook Islands.
2. Fraud
Where a creditor proves that an IT was settled with the The legislation establishes that no IT nor any aspect of an

principal intent of defrauding that creditor and that the IT governedby the laws of the Cook Islands is to be void or

settlement rendered the settlor insolvent or without prop-
defective in any way, nor is the capacityof any settlor to be

erty by which the creditor'sclaim could have been satisfied, questioned on the grounds that the trust may void a right
the settlement is not void or voidable. However, the IT is held by reason of a personal relationship (e.g. a blood or

liable to satisfy the creditor's claim out of property which marriage relationship) to the settlor or by way of heirship
would have been available but for the settlement. In deter- rights.
mining whether a settlement rendered a settlor insolvent
regard is had to the fair market value of his property (not D. Protective trusts (spendthriftbeneficiary)
the subject of the trust) immediately after settlement took An instrument may provide that an interest in property
place. given to a beneficiary for his life or a lesser period is not to

An IT is not fraudulent as against a creditor where settle- be alienatedor pass-by bankruptcyor be taken in execution.
ment or disposition takes place after two years from the In such a case neither the right to income nor the income
time the creditor's cause of action accrued, or where the itself may pass by bankruptcy or be liable to be taken in
trust is settledwithin two years and the creditorfails to bring
an action within one year of the date of settlement. Nor is
an IT fraudulent as against a creditor where the settlement 3. Normally,a life in beingplus 21 yearswill be the maximumrecognized
took place before the cause of action accrued or arose. perpetuity period.

4. That is, a necessity to wait and see (as to whethera breach of the rule

Finally intent to defraud a creditor is not imputed to a against perpetuitieswill occur) is imposed.
settlorsimply because he settles an ITwithin two years from 5. The rule against double possibilities is the rule of law prohibiting the
the date of cause of action accruing, or retains, possessesor limitation, after a life interest of an unborn person, of an interest in land

acquires the powers or benefits specified under retention to the unborn child of an unborn person is abolished.

of control (see below). 6. Where property is settled so that the income thereofmay be accumu-

lated, the power to accumulated is valid if the disposition of the accumu-

Where an IT is liable to satisfy a creditor'sclaim but cannot lated income is valid.

because property has been disposed of (otherthan to a bona 7. (1841) 4 Beav 115.

fide purchaserforvalue), the disposition is treated as void. 8. Trusts are deemed charitable where they are substiantially for the
relief of poverty, advancement of education or religion or for purposes

The onus of proof of a settlor's intent to defraud a creditor beneficial to the communitynotwithstandinga lack of a publicnature or

lies with the creditor. the fact that they may benefit private individuals.
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execution. Provision may be made in the instrument for quired, and the registered office must be in the care of a

removal of these restrictions. trustee company. General rules on partnerships apply. Li-
mited partnerships are subject to similar registration re-

E. Governing law quirements but may not be entered into for more than 51

Regard is had to the terms of the trust deed. A term ex- years.

pressly selecting the law of the Cook Islands is conclusive.
The governing law may be changed to or from the laws of Vll. OFFSHORE BANKINGthe Cook Islands in certain defined circumstances.

F. Matters determinedby governing law Offshore banking licences are granted by the Monetary
Board of the Cook Islands, and are issued under Part II of

All questions in regard to an IT governed by the laws of the the Offshore Banking Act 1981 (OBA). Three classes of
Cook Islands, includingmattersofcapacity,validity, admin- licence are offered - A Class, B Class and C Class -
istration and powers, are determined according to the laws the capital requirementsvarying according to the particular
of the Cook Islands, without reference to the laws of any class.9
other jurisdictionswith which an IT may be connected.This Licences are granted only to corporateentities. Applicationrule does not validate any dispositionof propertynot owned for a licence may be made by a foreign company or anby the settlor, nor does it affect the recognition of foreign internationalcompany. The Offshore Banking Regulationslaws in determiningwhether the settlor is the owner of the 1982 require certain basic information to be included in the
property. The rule also applies subject to any express con- application. Further, the application must be accompaniedtrary term of the trust and, as regards the capacity of a by a certified copy of the act, charter, deed of settlement,corporation, does not affect recognition of the laws of its memorandum of association and articles of association ofplace of incorporation. Nor does the legislation affect the the company, or other document or documents by which itrecognitionof foreign laws relating to the formalitiesfor the
disposition of property. Trusts of real property situated in

s constituted and the prescribed fee. 10

jurisdictionsother than the Cook Islands, which are void ab The Secretary of the Cook Islands Monetary Board may
initio according to the laws of the jurisdiction concerned, require additional evidence of compliance with the laws of
are not validatedby the ITA. The same applies to testamen- the jurisdiction in which the company is incorporated and
tary trusts or dispositionswhich are invalid according to the of the nature and character of the company's business, fi-
laws of the testator's country of domicile. nancial standing, stock ownership, shareholding and man-

agement. An address for service of process within the Cook
G. Exclusion of foreign law - conceptof trusts Islands is also required.
The legislation provides that no IT governed by the laws of The Board may grant licences on such terms as it thinks fit.
the Cook Islands is void, voidable or defective, nor is the Licences are not transferable: changes in the effective con-

capacityof any settlor to be questioned,on the grounds that trol of companiesholding licences amount to a transfer and
the laws of any foreign jurisdiction do not recognize the are therefore prohibited.
concept of a trust.

A. AClass licences
H. Guaranteeby Crown

An A Class Offshore Banking Licence is valid for five
The Crown guarantees that the property of ITs situated in years from the date it is granted. Holders of A Class
the Cook Islands will be safe from compulsory acquisition licences may only transact offshore banking business, al-
or expropriation. Exceptions to this guarantee are made though the licensee may apply to the Monetary Board to
where the acquisition would be in accordance with the due establish a company to transact onshore banking business
process of law, for a public purpose defined by law, or in pursuant to the Banking Act 1969 (which governs domes-
payment of compensation as defined by law. tic or onshore banking). Subject to compliancewith the

Entry Residence and Departure Act 1971-72 the holder of
an A Class licence will be permitted to maintain a perma-

VI. INTERNATIONALPARTNERSHIPS nent establishment in the Cook Islands.

International partnerships must register under the provi- 1. Asset backing
sions of the International Partnerships Act 1984 (IPA) An applicant for and a holder of an A Class offshore
through a trustee company. One partner must be a foreign licence must have the following asset backing:
or internationalcompany under the ICA, or a trustee com- (a) where the applicant is not an international company
pany. Registrationis effectedon receiptof a certificatefrom under the ICA at all relevant times it must have a
a trustee company to that effect. Annual renewals are re- surplus of tangible assets over liabilities of not less than

USS 10 million;
(b) where the applicant is an internationalcompany it must

9. Although technically available, C Class licences have not been have either a paid-up capital of not less than USS 10
granted in recent years. This article will confine itself to discussingA million or a bank guarantee (in a form and from a bank
Class and B Class licences. acceptable to the Monetary Board) of the applicant's
10. The fee is: obligations for not less than USS 10 million.

for an A class licence USS 10,000; and-

for a B class licence: 2. Annual report and audit-

USS 2,000 where the application is to transactoffshorebanking in one The holder of an A Class licence must submit audited
currency; accounts, to the Monetary Board within six months of theUSS 4,000 where the applicationis to transactoffshorebanking in two

end of its financial year. The accounts must be in a pre-to five currencies;
USS 6,000 where the application is to transact offshore banking in an scribed forn and the auditor must be approved by the
unrestricted number of currencies. Board.
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B. 'B Class licences under the ICA or a foreign company registered under the
ICA will be granted a licence. No licence is necessary for

B Class Offshore Banking Licences are valid for one year offshore insurance business transacted between companesfrom the date on which they are granted and are renewable deemed to be related under the ICA.
on application. The holder of a B Class licence may only
transact offshore banking business and only in the currency Applications for licences are made to the Monetary Board
or currencies specified in the licence. It may transact busi- and must be accompaniedby:
ness only through a trustee company registered under the (a) a certified copy of the act, charter, deed of settlement,
Trustee Companies Act 1981 unless it maintains a perma- memorandumof association and articles of association
nent establishment in the Cook Islands. of the company, or other document or documents by

which the company is constituted;A B Class licence must specify one currency or two, (b) the prescribed fee; and
three, four or five currencies, or an unrestrictednumber of (c) evidence manifesting compliance with the laws of the
currencies in which the offshore banking business is to be jurisdiction under which the company is incorporatedtransacted. and the nature and character of the business, financial

1. Asset backing standing, stock ownership and shareholding and man-

If an applicant for and a holder of a B Class licence is not agement.
an international company under the ICA, it must have a B Asset backingsurplus of tangible assets over liabilities of not less than
USS 2 million. If the applicant is an internatonalcompany, An applicant for anl a holder of an offshore insurnce
either the paid-up capital must be not less than USS 2 mil- licence must have a surplus of tangible assets over liabilities
lion or it must have a bank guarantee of its obligations for of a prescribed amount. The required surplus, the amount
not less than USS 2 million. of which may be varied from time to time, currently stands

at USS 100,000. Offshore insurance licence holders must
2. Annual report and audit also be able to demonstrate ther financial security to the
The holder of a B Class licence must submit audited MonetaryBoard whenever requested to do so.

accounts in a prescribed form within six months of the end For newly-establishedentities the MonetaryBoard will ap-of its financial year. The auditor must be approved by the
prove the licence in principlebefore the requiredasset back-

MonetaryBoard. ing needs to be established.

C. Taxationof offshorebanks C. Conditions
No income tax nor any other direct or indirect tax or impost A licence may be granted on such terms and conditions as
is levied in the Cook Islands on the profits or gains of a the Monetary Board sees fit, may from time to time be
licensee, or on interest earned by a licensee or paid to a varied or revoked, and is not transferable.
depositor by a licensee, in respect of the offshore banking
it conducts from within the Cook Islands. Also specificallY D. Place of business
exempted are dividends and interest earned by a licenseeor

paid to a depositor by a licensee where the dividends or The holder of a licence may transact business only through
nterest are attributableto shares or securitiesof the licensee the office of a Trustee Company or at its registered office
which are beneficially owned by another licensee or by a in the Cook Islands.
non-resident.

E. Annual reportand audit
The holderof a licence must submit audited accounts to the

Vlll. OFFSHORE INSURANCE MonetaryBoardwithin six monthsof the end of its financial

The offshore insurance industry of the Cook Islands is gov- year. The audit must be carried out by an auditor approved
erned by the Offshore InsuranceAct 1981-82(OIA).The by the MonetaryBoard. Accounts are treated as confiden-

tial by the MonetaryBoard and are not filed with the regis-OIA has been substantiallyamendedby the Offshore Insur-
ance AmendmentActs of 1984, 1986 and 1987.11 trar of International and Foreign Companies or any other

official.
Insurance business is defined in reasonably standard
terms. Offshore insurance business is defined in terms of F. Establishmentof statutory funds
the insured, i.e. the person to whom policy moneys are

payable, andthe ownerofthepolicy, both ofwhichmust be: A provision inserted by the Offshore Insurance Amend-

) not domiciled in the Cook Islands; and ment Acts of 1984 and 1987 allows a licensee to establish

b) not ordinarily resident in the Cook Islands; and and maintain one or more statutory funds under an appro-

) an international company or a foreign company under priate name in respect of such part or parts of its offshore

the ICA (i.e. the offshore jurisdiction);or
nsurance business as it chooses.12

(d) a trustee company. The effect of establishingsuch a statutory fund is twofold.
First, no assets of the licensee, other than those comprisingA. Licensingof insurancecompanies and constituting the statutory fund, are available to meet

A licencemust be obtained in order to operate an insurance any liabilities in any way referable to the offshore insurance
business. Only an international company incorporated businesses to which the statutory fund relates. Secondly, no

proceedingsseeking to recover any assets or amounts other
than the statutory fund or its value may be taken in any way
against or in respect of the licensee in any Court. Nor may

11. All referencesto the OIA are to the Act as it standsat January 1991. a judgment of any Court issue or be enforced in the Cook
12. OIA Sec. 17A. The secton sets out detaled provisions relating to -Islands against the licensee for any monies or assets other
statutory funds. than those of the statutory fund.
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G. Reinsurance IX. CONCLUSION
A licenseemay effect reinsurance in respect of any offshore

A law jurisdiction outside the European Commu-insurance business undertaken by it and may assign to the common

owner of a policy the rights of the licensee against the nity with sound connections and an evident determination
reinsurance in respect of any particular policy,13 If such an

to provide upmarket facilities has obvious attractions. A

assignment is made, the owner of the policy continues to Central Pacific location accessible to the United States,
have rights against the licensee only to the extent that the Australasia and the Asian Pacific region has clear alvan-
risks covered by the policy issued by the licensee have not tages. The Hong Kong Stock Exchange approval is seen as

been reinsured. An assignment is valid only if the owner of an endorsementof standardsof practiceand qualityof legis-
the policy has consented in writing to the applicationof the lation. It would seem that the appeal of the Cook Islands

will inevitably become increasingly apparent to European-relevant section of the law. Licensees may also effect rein-
based professionals and indeed trust companies reportsurance without such an assignment. an

upsurge of interest from the Northern Hemisphere.
H. Taxation of offshore insurance companies
No stamp duty, income taxes, company taxes, withholding
taxes or other imposts apply to insurance entities operating
in the offshore jurisdiction. 13. OIA Sec. 17B (inserted 1984).

THE BAHAMAS/ BRUCE ZAGARIS

[continued from p. 481]

Although the United States has pressured The Bahamas to IX. SUMMARYAND CONCLUSION
also conclude a tax information exchange agreement, The
Bahamas has resisted, believing that such an agreement The combination of the new financial products, the estab-
would irretrievably compromise its confidentiality.15 Sev- lishmentof the FinancialServices Secretariatand improved
eral internal measures have been taken to guard against relations with the United States have all breathed new life
criminal elements in its offshore financial sector. In the last into The Bahamas offshore financial sector. The financial
two years the Governmentof The Bahamas did not renew productsenable investors to utilize at incrediblyeconomical
the licencesof several entities in order to eliminateundesir- rates a sophisticated offshore sector that has experienced
able entities from the internationalfinancialsector. In addi- professionals. The number of new investors indicates that
tion, the Associationof InternationalBanksand Trust Com- especially in the short run many persons will want to cruise
panies in The Bahamas has promulgateda code of conduct in the beckoning Bahamian offshore waters.
that requires persons in the internationalfinancial sector to
follow a know your customer set of principles. 15. For Caribbean perspective of the informationexchangea tax agree-
Anotherarea in which The BahamasGovernmenthas acted ment programme, see Zagaris, The Caribbean Basin Tax Information
and which affects the offshore financial sector is its action Exchange Agreements Programme of the United States: Eat Softly and

to combat illicit drug activity through the enactment of the Carry a Big Stick, 43 Bulletin for International Fiscal Documentation

most comprehensiveasset forfeiture law of any developing (March 1989), at 115.

government. The law is limited to drug-related forfeiture
16. Bahamas Laws, Chapter 86, Tracing and Forfeiture of the Proceeds
of Drug Trafficking; for a discussion of the Bahamian laws, see Zagarisand enables The Bahamas to give assistance to foreign gov- and Kingma, Asset Forfeiture Internationaland Foreign Laws, Forfei-ernments provided the property of Bahamian nationals is tures and Asset Freezes: A Comprehensive Survey of Asset Forfeiture,

not involved.16 Restraints andThird-partyRights, at 46-48.
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coveredare: France, Germany,Italy, lB. 111.163) GermanFederal Republc. The conceptsare

Luxembourg,the Netherlands,Spain and the systematicallypresentedin theoryand as applied
UnitedKingdom. LOUIS, Jean-Victor. in practice.
lB. 111.181) The Communitylegal order. 2nd Edition. (B. 111.208)

Brussels,Commissionof the European
ONDERNEMINGSGIDSVOOR DE Communities,1990. HELBLING,Carl.
internemarkt. EuropeanPerspectivesSeries, pp. 200. Unternehmensbewertungund Steuern.

Deventer,Kluwer, 1991. Updatededitionofwork incorporating 6. Auflage.
Loose-leafpublication.Price of the basicwork is developmentsin case law of the EuropeanCourt Unternehmensbewertungin Theorieund Praxis,
430 Dutchguilders,updatesare chargedper ofJusticeand nationalcourts and changes in the insbesonderedie Bercksichtigungder Steuern

page (now 85 Dutchcents perpage). configurationof the EuropeanCommunity aufgrundder Verhltnissein der Schweizund in

This guide for entrepreneursdoingbusinessin followingenlargement. der BundesrepublikDeutschland.
the InternalMarketof the ECisdivided intothe (B 111.050) Dsseldorf,IDWVerlagGmbH, 1991, pp. 730,
followingfourparts. 158.-DM.
Part I deals with informationon importsand Publicationdealingwiththe valuationof an

exports. Part II dealswith the distribution Eastern Europe enterpriseas a goingconcern. Special
systems. Part III treats local establishments.Part considerationis paid to tax issueswith regard to

IV dealswith mergers, take-oversand stock GUIDETOTHECOMMERCIALAND the legalsituation in Germanyand Switzerland.
exchangequotation. CorporateLaw of Eastern Europe. Hungary- (B. 111.112)
The set-up is very useful forcomparisonof the Czechoslovakia-theUSSR-Bulgaria. Edited
regulationsbetween two or morecountries,as by DavidWinter. DEUTSCHESTEUERGESETZE1991.

per subject it gives a descriptionof the fiscal, Bicester,CCH EditionsLimited, 1991, pp. 164. Textausgabe.Stand: 1. Mai 1991.3. Auflage.
social, economicand judicial regulationsin the The bookgives the basic legal facts for Dsseldorf,IDWVerlagGmbH, 1991, pp. 1296,
E.C. countrieswith practicalcommentaries commercialdealingwith Czechoslovakia, 43.93 DM.
thereto. Hungary, the U.S.S.R. and Bulgaria. It covers Book containingthe texts of most German tax

the followingareas for each country: background laws as applicablefor the year 1991.

FISCHER, Lutz. information,commercial law and corporate law, lB. 111.193)
The meaningof EC tax harmonizationand the joint ventures,privatization,property,
internal market for US businessand US tax insurance,currency,customsregulationsand DIE VERANLAGUNGZUR

legislation. taxation, intellectualproperty,anti-trustlaw, Umsatzsteuerfr 1990.

Hamburg,InstitutfrAuslndischesund arbitrationand foreign investment. Umsatzsteuergesetz,Durchfhrungs-
InternationalesFinanz-und Steuerwesen,1991. lB. 111.086) verordnung,Richtlinien,Anlagen,
Heftezur InternationalenBesteuerung,No. 75, Rechtsprechung.Nebengesetze,
pp. 25. Stichwortverzeichnis.33. Auflage. Bearbeitet

(B. 111.152) France von RembertSchwarze.
Dsseldorf,IDWVerlagGmbH, 1991, pp. 1655.

BANKING IN THE EC, 1991. MEMENTOPRATIQUEFRANCIS Manual regardingtheassessmentfor the 1990
Structuresand sourcesof finance. Lefebvre. Droit des affaires 1991. 2nd Edition. VATcontainingallrelevantprovisions,e.g.
London,Financil Times BusinessInformation, Ajourlermars1991. guidelinesissued by the tax authorities,

1991,pp.364. Pars, Edtons Francis Lefebvre, 1991, pp. 1630, ordinances,relevantdecisions.

lB. 111.126) 460.- Ffr. (B. 111.015)
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VLKEL, Dieter; KARG, Helmut. accountingregulations, insurance law, etc.). STEVENS, L.M.G.
Umsatzsteuer.3. Auflage. (B. 111.133) Basisboekbelastingen.Theorieboek.
Stuttgart,SchfferVerlag, 1990. Deventer,Kluwer, 1991, pp. 328,59.-Dfl.
Finanz + Steuern,Band2, pp. 507,58.-DM. BRONNER, Herbert; BAREIS, Peter. Tax textbookdescribing important issues in

Principally,the book is addressedtowards Die BilanznachHandels-und Steuerrecht. variouskindsof taxes. Internationaltaxation is
studentsofVATexplainingVATusingpractical 9. Auflage alsodealtwith.
examples. However, it also may be very useful as Stuttgart,SchfferVerlagfrWirtschaftund (B. 111.141)
a small commentaryforpracticians. SteuernGmbH, 1991, pp. 2007.

(B. 111.113) The authorspresentinga very comprehensive SCHEMATISCHOVERZICHTVAN DE
and thoroughbook on the balancesheet for Nederlandsebelastingen. Samengestelddoor

WOERNER,Lothar. commercialand tax purposes, includingthe J.W. IlsinkenJ. Schuurman.25th Edition.
Umsatzsteuerin nationalerund europischer incomestatement.A special paragraph is Deventer,Kluwer, 1991, pp. 43.
Sicht. dedicatedto reporting issueswith respect to Systematicsummaryof the Netherlandstaxes

Cologne,VerlagDr. Otto SchmidtKG, 1990. enterprisesin the formerGDR. effectiveas of 1 January1991.
DeutscheSteuerjuristischeGesellschaft,Band (B. 110.996) (B. 111.094)
13, pp. 303, 72.- DM.
VAT from a nationaland Europeanpointof MENS, K.L.H. van; KOELE, I.A.;
view. The book containsthe revisedspeeches LEEMREIS,A.R.;NOBEL,N.
deliveredat the annualmeetingof the Deutsche Luxembourg De Anglo-Amerikaansetrust. Civielrechtelijke
SteuerjuristischeGesellschafton 25 and 26 en fiscaalrechtelijkeaspecten.
September1989 in Bamberg-Staffelstein. REGARD SUR LA NOUVELLEFISCALIT Deventer,Kluwer, 1991.
(B. 110.424) au Luxembourg.Comparaisondes ancienset FiscaalActueel,pp. 80,45.- Dfl.

nouveauxtextesde loi. By ArthurAndersen& Monographanalysingthe Netherlandslegal and
UMSATZSTEUERRECHT. CO. taxationaspectsof the anglo-americantrust.

Umsatzsteuergesetzmit Umsatzsteuer- Luxembourg,EditionsPromocultureS.A.R.L., (B. 111.200)
Durchfhrungsverordnungund Umsatzsteuer- 14 rue Duchscher,B.P. 1142, L-1142
Richtlinien1988. 8. Auflage. Luxembourg,1991, pp. 140,660.-LFr. GRAAG OF NIET.
Stand: 1. April 1990. Acomparisonbetween the provisionsof the Act 36.6/55-Verlaging-Vereenvoudiging-
Munich, C.H. Beck Verlag, 1990. of 6 December1990 and the amendedprovisions Verbreding. Rapportvan de Commissievoorde
Beck-Texteim dtv, Band 5546, pp. 588, of the various tax laws. Belastingherziening.
11.80DM. (B. 110.810) The Hague, Sdu Juridische& FiscaleUitgeverij,
Revisedand updated text of the Value Added 1991, pp. 322.
Tax Law, decreesand administrativeguidelines. Reportof theCommissionStevenson the
(B. 111.145) possibilityof individualincome tax reform.

Netherlands (RapportStevens)A summaryinthe English
VOGEL, Klaus. language is appended.
KlausVogel on DoubleTaxationConventions. ZWAGEMAKER,J. (B. 111.137)
AcommentarytotheOECD-,UN-andUS De nieuwedeelnemingsvrijstelling.
Model ConventionsfortheAvoidanceofDouble Deventer,Fed., 1991. RENSEMA, J.
Taxationof Incomeand Capital. With particular Fed's ActualiteitenNo. 12, pp. 116. Algemeneaspectenvan inkomstenuit
reference to German treaty practice. Monographon the new participationexemption vermogen. 3rd Edition.
Deventer,KluwerLaw and TaxationPublishers, regimedescribed. Deventer,Fed., 1991.
1991,pp. 1436, 286.20Dfl. (B. 111.061) Fed FiscaleBrochures,pp. 112,38.-Dfl.
Doppelbesteuerungsabkommen.English Third editionof monographdealingwith various
versionof this well-knowncommentaryon GOOSSEN, H.P.J. individualincometax aspectsarising from
German treaties for the avoidanceof double Belastingplichtin de vennootschapsbelasting incomefrom capital.
taxation, which is identical to and published Deventer,Fed., 1991. (B. 111.056)
simultaneouslywith the Commentary'ssecond Fed FiscaleBrochures,pp. 80, 31.- Dfl.
Germaneditionof 1990. Monographdealingwith the taxpayerssubject to JUCH, D.; GELD, J. van der; SERAIL, S.
(B. 111.128) the Dutchcorporateincome tax. De invloedvan de vermogensbelastingop de

(B.111.068) fiscaleemigratie.
NEDDERMEYER,Walter. Tilburg, IVA, Instituutvoor Sociaal-
Die steuerlicheBetriebsprfung LOYENS & VOLKMAARS. WetenschappelijkOnderzoekvan de Katholieke
(Aussenprfung)im internationalenVergleich. Het nieuweregimevoorbeleggingsinstellingen. UniversiteitBrabant,Hogeschoollaan225,
Cologne,DIV-DeutscherInstituts-Verlag Deventer,Kluwer, 1990. P.O.Box90153,5000LE Tilburg, 1990, pp 145.
GmbH.,GustavHeinemann-Ufer84-88, FiscaalActueel,pp. 113. Committeereporton the impactof the levy of
Postfach510670, 5000Kln51, 1991. Monographdealingwith the new tax regime for the net wealth tax in relation to persons leaving
Beitrgezur Wirtschafts-und Sozialpolitik investmentinstitutions. the Netherlandsbased on a questionnaireduring
No. 187, pp. 44. (B. 111.080) the years 1983 and 1988 inclusive.
Investigationbythe tax authorities (field audit) (B. 111.067)
in an internationalcomparison.Bookleton the LOON, P.M.F. van; BIKKER, A.C.;
influenceof costs of Germanfield auditon the VLIET,A.J. van. JACOBS, G.J.M.; NIESTE, H.R.;
tax burdenof enterprises, its effectson EC-tax Elseviersalmanakvoorde vennootschaps- ROOIJ,K. de; WAAIJEN,E. van; WASCH,
harmonization,etc. elucidatedby an belasting1991. Handleidingvoor de aangifte E.P.J.
examinationof the situationin some selected vennootschapsbelasting1990. 21st Edition. KernboekjeLoonbelasting1991.
industrializedcountries. Amsterdam,B.V. Uitgeversmaatschappij Deventer,Fed.,1991,pp.110,30.-Dfl.
(B. 111.044) Bonaventura,1991, pp. 200, 39.50 Dfl. Monographdealingwith the wage tax for 1991.

21st Editionof guide containinginformationfor (B 111.198)
STEUERBERATERRECHTSHANDBUCH filing the 1990corporateincome tax return.
1991.2. Auflage. (B. 111.102) WASCH, E.P.J.
Bonn, StollfussVerlag, 1991, pp. 2170, Man/vrouw-firma.
215.-DM. BUSINESSTAX GUIDE 1991. Deventer,Fed., 1991.
Revisedand updatedsourcebookcontaining Amsterdam,Coopers& Lybrand, 1991, pp. 30. Fed'sActualiteiten,No. 13, pp. 58.
textsof laws and related regulationsand Tax informationaffectingcorporateentities and Monographdealingwith the taxationaspectsof
discussionsof those fields of lawwhich are individualsin the Netherlandsfor the fiscal year the individualincometax when husbandand wife
importantto tax advisorsin theirdailypractice 1991. togetherrun a businessfirm.
(includingcivillaw, tax law, company law, (B. 111.027) (B. 111.060)
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HEIJDE, M. van der. Norway describedby variousauthors. The U.K.

Omzetbelastingin land- en tuinbouw. internationaltax law is stated at 31 December
5th Edition. DOING BUSINESS IN NORWAY. 1990. Corporatetaxes in Europe, Australia,
Deventer,Fed, 1991. Amsterdam,Price Waterhouse,1990, pp. 165. Canadaand the U.S.A. are also describedas well
Fed FiscaleBrochures,pp. 88. Informationguideon doingbusinessin Norway as the EuropeanEconomicInterestGrouping.
Fifth editionof monographdealingwith value updatedby January1990supplement.Subjects The workwill be updatedannuallyand the range
added tax arising in agricultureand horticulture. include: investmentclimate,doingbusiness, and numberof topicscoveredwill be increased.

(B. 111.111) audit and accounting,taxationof individualsand (B. 111.041)
corporationsand other relatedmatters.

DIERKENSSCHUTTEVAER,J.P. (B. 110.718) FITZGIBBON,ChristopherP.J.; WALTON,
Elseviersalmanakvoorschenkenen erven, Miles.

1991. Erfrecht,Schenkingsrecht, HARBOE, Einar; KNUDSEN, Gudmund; Taxationandbanking.
Huwelijksrecht.7th Edition. OSTENSEN,Ragnar. London, Sweet & Maxwell, 1990, pp. 292, £45.-.

Amsterdam,Bonaventura,1991, pp. 256. Handbokenaksjeselskapet.Beskatningenav Monographrepresentnganunderstandingof

Seventh updatededitionof monographon aksjeselskaperog aksjonaerer.4th Edition. the tax law and practiceaffectingbanks.

marriage,gifts and inheritanceslaw.Text of the Oslo, Norsk Skattebetalerforening,1991, (B. 110.967)
Inheritanceand GiftTax Law is appended. pp. 277.

(B. 111.103) Book containingtwo parts: first, a description KELSEY, David; McROBERT, Peter.

and commentaryon the Norwegiancompany Tolley'sVATcomplianceand investigations.
BANGMA-BEENHAKKER,Anneke; law, discussing,inter alia, types ofcompany, the 2nd Edition.

KRUIMEL,Jan Paul. establishingofcompanies, the relationship Croydon,TolleyPublishingCompanyLimited,
Onroerend-goedbelasting,hoe en wat. betweencompaniesand theirshareholders, 1990, pp 210.

2nd Edition. sharecapital, the managementof the company The book providesa detailedand practicalguide
Deventer,Kluwer, 1990. and mergersand demergers;secondly, the book to the currentVATcompliancelegislationand
KluwerBelastingwijzers,No. 18, pp. 126, containsa descriptionand commentaryon the case law, togetherwith an invaluablestudyof the

29.50 Dfl. law regardingthe tax provisionsforcompanies investigativetechniquescurrentlyemployedby
Second revisededitionof monographdealing and their shareholders,discussingincome tax customsand excise. Special featuresinclude: text

with the real estate tax. liabilityof the companyand its shareholders of all relevant legislation, text of noticegiven to

(B. 111.085) (includingthe provisionsto avoid economic suspectsand othermaterial,up-to-datecoverage

SCHEMATISCHOVERZICHTVAN DE double taxation),net worth tax lability, the ofTribunaldecisions,and illustrativeexamples.

socialeverzekeringswetten.July 1991. taxationof groupsof companiesand capitalgains (B. 111.042)

SamengestelddoorL. Opheikensen H.C. de tax liabilityon the sale ofshares.

Groot. (B. 111.132) THE REFORM OF LOCAL GOVERNMENT
finance in Britain. Editedby S.J. Baileyand R.

Deventer,Kluwer, 1991, pp. 24. Paddison.
Surveyof social securitypremiumsand payments London,Routledge, 1988, 223, £35.-.
for 1991. Sweden pp.

The book is an in-deptstudyof local government
(B. 111.176)

FRFATTNINGAROM financeat a time when it is beingchangedfrom

BLOM, Robert J. mervrdeskattm m 1991. the ratessystem to the communitycharge.
Kernboekjefaillissementen sursance. Stockholm,AllmnnaFrlaget, 1991, pp. 94. (B. 111.090)
Deventer,FED, 1991,pp. 151,35.-Dfl. Compilationof materialand procedurallawsand
Monographdealingwith bankruptcyand regulationsregardingindirect taxes, most

TOLLEY'STAX OFFICE ADDRESSES

suspensionof paymentand relatedmatters. notablyVAT, as they apply as of l January1991. 1991.

(B. 111.062) (B. 111.115) Croydon,TolleyPublishingCo. Ltd., 1991,
pp. 52,£6.95.

FANTASIE EN DURF. (B. 111.040)
Bundel ter gelegenheidvan het 50 jarigbestaan FRFATTNINGAROM

van Fed FiscaalWeekblad. punktskatter1991.

Redactie: Ch.J. Langereis,J.S. Rjkels, N. Skattefrvaltningen-Riksskatteverket.
Ypenburg,G.J. Zuurmonden J.W. Zwemmer. Stockholm,AllmnnaFrlaget, 1991, pp. 191.

Deventer, Fed.,1991,pp. 190. Compilationof excisetaxes, etc. as they apply as INTERNATIONAL
Collectionof papersby variousauthorspublished of 1 January 1991. Taxes dealtwith include

in the occasionofFedTax Weeklymagazine's general and specific taxes on energy, tax on

50-yearexistence in a book entitled Fantasyand advertisements,excise taxes on alcoholic Developingcountries
Daring. beveragesand tobacco, taxeson winnings,
(B. I 11.039) turnovertax on securities,tax on insurance

CORPORATETAXES. A WORLDWIDE
premiumsand stamp taxes.

EIJSDEN, A. van; HAGENDOORN,M.; (B. 111.187) summary

HEIJMANS,E.R.H. London,PriceWaterhouse,1991, pp. 586.

Invorderingvan belastingschulden.2nd Edition. FRFATININGAROM Comparablesummariesof each country's
Deventer,Kluwer, 1991. uppbrd 1991. corporate taxeson incomeor/andcapital
Kluwer BelastingwijzersNo. 28, pp. 310, Skattefrvaltningen Riksskatteverket. effectiveas of 1 January 1991.

-

29.50 Dfl. Stockholm,.AllmnnaFrlaget, 1991, pp. 276. (B. 111.066)
Second revised edition of monographdealing Compilationof materialand procedurallawsand
with the collectionof tax arrears. regulationsregardingcollectionof direct taxes

TOLLEY'SINTERNATIONALTAX

(B.111.180) and duties, as they apply as of 1 January 1991. Planning Editedby MalcolmJ. Finneyand John

(B.lll.116)
Dixon.

BOVENBERG,A.L. Croydon,TolleyPublishingCompanyLtd.,
Overvloeden onbehagenoversparenen 1991,pp. 1150.
investeren in Nederland. Key issues on international tax planningare

Rotterdam,Erasmus University, 1991, pp. 47. United Kingdom describedby various authors. The U.K.

Printedcurtailedspeech spoken at the occasion internationaltax law is stated at 31 December
in acceptingthcoMcc of Professor in public TOLLEY'S INTERNATIONALTAX 1990. Corporatetaxes in Europe,Australia,
financeat the Erasmus University-Rotterdam Planning. Edited by MalcolmJ. Finneyand John Canadaand the U.S.A. are alsodescribedas well

cntitlcdAbundanceand uncomfortablefeeling Dixon. as the EuropeanEconomicInterest Grouping.
concerningsavingand investment in the Croydon,TolleyPublishingCompanyLtd., The work will be updatedannuallyand the range
Netherlands 1991,pp. 1150. and numberoftopicscoveredwill be increased.

(B. I11.199). Key issueson internationaltax planningare (B. 111.041)
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KIBUTA ONGWAMUHANA. Germanedition of 1990. interest rates: theoryand evidence;promoting
The taxationof income from foreign IB. 111.1281 new industrialactivities: a surveyofrecent
investments.A tax studyofsome developing argumentsand evidence;measuringpotential
countries. FISCAL POLICY IN OPEN DEVELOPING outputn the seven majorOECDcountries;a

Deventer,Kluwer Law and Taxation Publishers, economies.. Edited by Vito Tanzi.. model of housing investmentfor the major
1991,pp. 137,83.-Dfl. Washington,IMF- InternationalMonetary OECDeconomies.
The study summarizesthe principlesgoverning Fund, 1990, pp. 230. Paris, Organisationfor EconomicCo-operation
the assertion of national taxationpowersand the Compilationof variouspapersby economists and Development, 199(I.
manner in which taxpowerofonenation is from manycountriesandfrom manyinstitutions OECD EconomicStudies No. 14, Spring 199(),
moderatedby tax treatiesso to presentor dealingwith the interconnectionbetween public pp. 2()7.

mitigate the occurenceof double income taxation financeand economicperformance.. IB. 111.000)
with emphasis to the tax concernsof developing (B. 57.595)
countries.
(B. 57.604) BAKKER, A.F.P.

De internationalefinancileinstellingen. LATIN AMERICA
INDIVIDUALTAXES. A WORLDWIDE Amsterdam,NIBE-NederlandsInstituutvoor

summary. het Bank- en Effectenbedrijf,Herengracht205,
London,Price Waterhouse,1991, pp. 373. 1016 BE Amsterdam, 1990.

EcuadorGuide providinga summaryof basic information Serie Bank-en EffectenbedrijfNo.. 28, pp. 190.
about individual taxes and tax rates in 109 Monographdescribingthe operationof all the

countriesand territories.The tax rates and rules internationalfinancial institutionsin the world. CDIGO TRIBUTARIO.

are in effect asof 1 January 1991. IB. 111.063) Quito, Corporacionde Estudiosy Publicaciones,
IB. 111.065) 199(), pp. 133.

INTERNATIONALCO-OPERATION IN Tax Code updated to June 1990.

DANIELS, H.M. tax matters. IB. 18.643)
Issues in internationalpartnershiptaxation. Reportofthe Ad Hoc Groupof Expertson

With special reference to the United States, internationalco-operation in tax matterson the Peru
Germanyand the Netherlands. work of its fifth meeting
Deventer,K]uwer Law and Taxation Publishers, New York, UN - Unted Nations, 199(I, pp. 39.
1991. (B. 111.1531 DOING BUSINESS IN PERU.

Amsterdam,Price Waterhouse,1989,pp 113.
Serieson InternationalTaxation,No. 12, Informationguideon doingbusinessinPeru
pp 240,130.- Dfl. REFORMINGCAPITAL INCOME

updated by 31 July 1989 supplement.SubjectsThesisprovidinga surveyof the main issues that taxation. Editedby Horst Siebert.
include: investmentclimate, accounting,doingarisein the taxation of partnershipincomewithin Tbingen,J.C.B. Mohr (Paul Siebeck), 199(),
business, taxation of individualsand

the frameworkof thetax laws of the U.S.A., PP 3(1().

Germanyand the Netherlands.The taxationof Compilationof paperswritten by various authors corporationsand other related matters.

partnershipincome is also studied in the context fora conference held at the InstituteofWorld IB.110.720)
of tax treaties with reference to the 1977 OECD Economicsin 1989. The papersare divided in the

Model DoubleTaxation Conventionand the fcf]lowingtopics: Allocationand taxation;
U.S. Model Tax Treaty. Taxation and capital flows; The harmonization

NORTH AMERICAIB.111.(1591 issueand restructuringcapital incometaxation.
IB. 1 1(I.9241

VALUE ADDED TAXATION IN

developingcountries. TAXATION, PRIVATE INFORMATION Canada
Edited byMalcolmGillis, Carl S. Shoupand and capital. Edited by P.J.N. Sinclairand
GerardoP. Sicat. A World Bank Symposium. M.D.E. Slater. CANADIAN FEDERALBUDGET,
Washington,The World Bank/The International Oxford, Oxfc)rd UniversityPress, Walton Street, February26,1991.
Bank for Reconstructionand Development, Oxford OX26DP, England, 1991, pp. 32(I, Proposalsofthe MinisterofFinance, the hon.
1818 H Street, N.W. WashingtonD.C. 2(1433, £14.95. Michael H. Wilson. With commentaryby Elliott
USA, 199(I, pp. 237. Compilationofarticlesof by various authors Stikeman.
This publicationcontainspapersby various focussingona wide range of issues in the area of Don Mills, Richarddc Boo Publishers, 1991.
contributorsfrom a conferenceon VAT. taxation, private informationand capital. CanadaTax Service,special release, February
Researchersand policymakerscan thus gauge Subjecttitles include: Taxinguncertain 1991,pp.25.
the direct relevanceof VAT to developing incomes by J.A. Mirrlees;Tax shelteringand (13.IlI.030)
countrieswith different levels of administrative thecostofevasionby F.A. Cowell;and

capacity.Thesubjectshave been divided into Consumptionand income taxation by Martin CANADIAN MASTER TAX GUIDE.
five parts as follows: general issueson the value BrowningandJohn Burbidge. A guideto Canadian income tax. 46th Edition.
added tax; lessons from the experienceof .. (B. 111.(157) Don Mills,CCHCanadian Limited, 1991.

developingcountries;general lessons from the CanadianTax Reports, No. 987, February 199 I
,

experienceof developingcountries-country- pp. 872.
wise; administrativessues and implementation OECD Complete,accuratcand up-to-datcguide to
ofa VAT;andconclusion. Canadian fcdcral incomctaxation. It includcs
(B. 111.110) OECD ECONOMICSTUDIES, NO. 16, comprchensivecommentaryon thc Income Tax

Spring 1991. Act and Regulations, includingallamcndmcnts
VOGEL, Klaus. Paris, Organisation for EconomicCo-c,pcration to thc Act and Regulationsas of 31 December
Klaus Vogel on DoubleTaxationConventions. and Development, 1991, pp 237, 12(I.- Ftf. 1 990. This publication is to assist taxpayers in thc
A commentaryto the OECD-, UN- and US The followingsubjectsare discussed: Economic preparationof 1 99(1 income tax returns and to
Model Conventionsfor the Avoidanceof Double and the environment:a surveyof issues and serveas a handy referencesourceon federal
Taxationof Income and Capital. With particular policy options;climatechange, government taxation.
reference to German treaty practice. incentives forbusinessinvestment, international IB. 11 I.(1711
Deventer, Kluwer Law and Taxation Publishers, debtandeconomic linkages, factors in economic
1991, pp. 1436, 286.20Dfl. convergence,impactof minimum wages. PARSONS, Robcrt B.

Doppelbesteuerungsabkommen.English (B. 110.919) Canadian miningtaxation.2nd Edition.
versionof this well-knowncommentaryon London, ButtcrworthL,iw Publishers ltd.,
German treaties for the avoidanceofdouble OECD ECONOMICSTUDIES: SAVING 199(I,pp.261,£47.-.
taxation,which is identical to and published trendsand behaviourin OECDcountries; the Book summarizingthe main featuresof the
simultaneouslywith the Commentary'ssecond informationcontentof the term structureof Canadian federal and provincial tax legislation
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which apply to miningoperations.The federal publicpolicyimplicationsby W.R. InternationalesFinanz- und Steuerwesen,1991.
and provincial income tax systems, as weil as the Reichensteinand W.A. Raabe; Economic Hefte zur InternationalenBesteuerung.No. 75,
variousprovincialroyalty regimes,are analysisof broad-basedincome and consumption pp. 25.
explained. In addition,othertopicswhich may taxes by HerbertG. Hunt and Charles R. Enis. (B. 111.152)
be of interest and that relate to Canadian mining (B. 110.968)
taxationare covered. Commentaryis based on FUND AND PORTFOLIOMANAGEMENT
the federal and provinciallegislationthat was in AMERICAN FEDERALTAX REPORTS. institutions.
effect asof31 March 1990. Secondseries. Vol. 66, 1990. An internationalsurvey. Edited by Stefano
(B. 111.142) Paramus, MaxwellMacmillanProfessionaland Preda.

BusinessReferenceDivision, 1990, pp 900. Amsterdam,ElsevierScience PublishersB.V.,
TAX PLANNING FOR INDIVIDUALS: This volume containsunabridgedfederal and Sara Burgerhartstraat25, P.O. Box 211,1000
December31,1990. state court decisionsarisingunder the federal tax AE Amsterdam,The Netherlands,1991,
Don Mills, CCH Canadian Limited, 1990, pp 42. lawsandpreviouslyreported in FederalTaxes pp 420,175.-Dfl.
(B. 111.173) 2nd. This book providesa comparativeanalysisof the

(B. 111.081) funds and portfoliomanagementindustryin
DRAFT LEGISLATION (AND most West Europeancountriesand the U.S.A.
explanatorynotes): FairnessPackage FISCHER, Lutz. Types includeopen-endmutual funds, closed-
Measuresrelating to certain pensionplans and The meaningof ECtax harmonizationand the end mutual funds, real estate investment funds,
tax measuresbenefitingartists. 24 May 1991. internal market for US businessand US tax pension fundsand trust and portfolio
Scarborough,ThomsonProfessionalPublishng legislation. management.
Canada, CorporatePlaza, 2075 KennedyRoad, Hamburg, InstitutfrAuslndischesund (B. 111.104)
Scarborough,Ont. MlT3V4,1991,pp. 25.

(B. 111.139)

U.S.A.

JORGENSON,Dale W.; Kun-YoungYun. Loose-LeafServices
Tax reform and the cost ofcapital.
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signed to limit the opportunitiesof foreign-
aims to report on matters of impor- PROPOSED BY IRS

based multinationalgrous to benefit from
tance to the international tax com-

munity and to provide a forum for highly leveragedcapital structures involving
related party debt. In June 1991 the IRSdiscussion of worldwide develop-

ments in tax policy, law and reform.
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- proposed regulationsimplementinga limita-
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U\ -ED S-A-ES:

RULES LIMITING INTEREST EXPENSE

DEDUCTIONSARE PROPOSED BY IRS
Stanley C. Ruchelman

On 18 June 1991, the IRS proposed regulationsimplementinga limitation on the * Mr. Ruchelman is a partnerof Ruchel-
deduction that may be claimed for interest expense. The limitation appears in man & Felgoise, a law firm in New York
Section 163(j) of the Internal Revenue Code (hereinafter referred to as the City that advises multinational clients in

Code) enacted by Section 7210(a) of the Omnibus Budget ReconciliationAct commercial and tax matters. Mr. Ruchel-

of 1989 (P.L. 101-239). Under that provision, no deduction is allowed in the man has authored numerous articles, and
has lectured often, on the subject of inter-current year for excessive amounts of interest expense paid by a corporation to a
national taxation. Mr. Ruchelmanreceivedrelated person that is not taxable in the United States. A foreign corporation a B.A. degree from Brooklyn College and

resident in a jurisdiction that has an income tax treaty in effect with the United a J.D. degree from George WashingtonStates is considered to be a person that is not taxable in the United States if the University.
treaty exempts the payment of interest from U.S. withholding tax. This article
will explain those regulations and the manner in which multinationalgroups are

affected.

BACKGROUND

In Congressional testimony in 1989, the Treasury noted that many U.S. sub-
sidiaries of foreign corporationsremain in businessfor many yearswithout report-
ing a taxable profit. In part, that reflected opportunitieswithin a multinational
group to carve up an intercompany transaction among constituent parts so that
deductible expenses are allocated to the U.S. subsidiary and income that is not

subject to U.S. tax is allocated to a foreign group member.1The resultingoperat-
ing losses could be funded through intercompanydebt.

Congressbelieved that the opportunitiesfor abuse were greatest as a result of the
planning directed to the capital structure of the U.S. members, i.e. the amounts
of shareholdercapital, retained earnings and related party debt. Under this view,
the provision of capital among related parties is inherently different from the 1. The overall Congressionalconcern express-
provision of goods and services or technology. In those latter circumstances, the ed in 1989 was articulated in hearings held in

market could control the price. However, in the circumstancesof a capital struc- 1990. The OversightSubcommitteeof the House
Ways and Means Committee conducted publicture, no similarbuilt-in,market-relatedforce exists in planningfor the debt/equity hearingsin July 1990 on the transfer pricingprac-

structure. Both the debtor and the related foreign tax-exempt creditor benefit tices of Foreign Controlled Domestic Corpora-
from capital structures heavily weighted towards debt. The debtor benefits be-

tions (FCDCs) and their affiliates and share-
holders abroad. The hearings focused on specific

cause of the deductionallowed for interest expense. The creditorbenefitsbecause industries (motor vehicles at the manufacturing,
the repayment of the loan principal does not, by itself, result in U.S. tax. In wholesaleand retaillevels,householdappliances,

consumer electronics, and electronic compo-comparison, the equivalent transaction for equity -- a redemption of shares - is nents at the manufacturing level, and sportingoften treated as a dividend for U.S. tax purposes.2 Because no market-related goods and electricalgoods at the wholesale level)
force exists, Congress felt that industrynorms more properlyserve as a guide with and foreign groups based in specific countries

regard to capital structures and limit abusive opportunitieswithin the multina- (Canada, Japan, the United Kingdom and Ger-
many). Statistical data accumulated by the IRS

tional group to reduce U.S. tax. This culminated in the enactmentof the earnings and presented at the hearing indicated that

strippingprovisionof Code Section 163(j) and the recentlyproposedregulations. FCDCs were substantially less profitable in the
aggregate than all other U.S. corporationswhen
certain relationships are computed. These re-

GENERAL SCOPE lationships included adjusted taxable income as

a percentageof receipts, adjusted taxable income

The basic principles appear in proposed l.163(j)-1(a)(1)of the regulations. The as a percentage of assets, the gross income as a

percentage of operating costs and gross income
primary operative rule is that no deduction is allowed for interest expense (i) as a percentage of receipts.
which is considered to be excess interest expense (i.e. the excess of net interest 2. Sec. 302 of the Code evaluates whether a

to
expense over the sum of 50 percent of adjusted taxable income plus 100 percent

redemption should be viewed be the equiva-
lent of a purchase of stock by the corporation

of the excess limitation carryover), and (ii) which is paid or accrued directly or effecting the transaction or is more properly vie-

indirectly by a corporation to a related person that is exempt from U.S. tax wed to be the equivalentof a dividend. In broad
the principal difference is that only in

with regard to that interest income. Both conditions must be met for the disallo-
terms, a

redemption does the shareholder receiving pay-
wance rules to apply. As a result, the amount of the interest expense actually ment see its interest in the corporation reduced

disallowed is the lesser of the exernpt related person nterest expense and the n a meaningful way by reason of the payment.
3. Proposed l.163(j)-1(a)(2) of the regula-excess interest expense of the year.3 tions.
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The manner in which the disallowance is applied is illus- payable to a related person that is not subject to U.S. tax.

trated by an example in the proposed regulations.4 In the Thus, the seminal term under Code Section 163(j) is

example: exempt relatedperson interestexpense.That term means

interest paid or accrued by a corporation to a relatedpersonA is a domesticcorporation that is a wholly-ownedsubsidiary
of F, a foreign corporation. In its fiscal year ending 31 De- when no U.S. tax is imposed on the receipt or accrual of

cember 1990, A's adjusted taxable income is USS 100, which such interest.12
includes USS 20 of interest income. Its interest expense for If interest income is subject to U.S. withholding tax at a
the year is USS 90, of which USS 60 is paid or accrued to F. reduced rate under an income tax treaty, the interestwill be
F is resident in a jurisdiction that has in effect an income tax treated in part interest subject to tax and in parttreaty that exempts residents of F from U.S. tax with regard

as as

to their receipt of interest income. The example illustrates tax-exempt interest.13 The part that is deemed to be subject
that: to tax is determinedby dividing the withholding tax rate by
(1) A's net interest expense is USS 70 (i.e. USS 90 -- the statutory rate under U.S. domestic law, currently 30
USS 20); percent. The resulting fraction is then multiplied against the
(2) A's related person exempt interest expense is USS 60; related person interest expense for the year to determine
(3) 50 percent of A's adjusted taxable is USS 50 (i.e. the portion that is considered to be subject to tax. The
USS 100 x 0.5); balance of the related person interest expense is considered
4) A's excess interest expense is USS 20 (1) (USS 70) - (3) be This be illustrated by the followingUSS 50)); and

to exempt. may

5) A's disallowed interest expense is USS 20 (i.e. the lesser example:
of related person exempt interest expense (USS 60) and ex- ForeigncorporationA, a residentofJapan, is a related person
cess interest expense (USS 20)). with respect to domestic corporation D. Under the Japan-

U.S. income tax treaty, interest derived by a Japanesecorpo-Disallowed interest expense may be carried forward indefi- ration from U.S. sources is subject to U.S. tax of 10 percentnitely to succeeding years.5 The amount carried forward of the gross amount paid. D pays USS 100 of interest to A.
may be deducted n a subsequent year f sufficient excess Of that amount, USS 33.33 is deemed to be taxable and
limitationexists in that year.6 Any amountof excess limita- USS 66.67 is deemed to be exempt under the followingcom-

tion that remains after being applied against disallowed putation:
interest expense of prior years may be carried forward for

li(1)

/ Withholding tax rate under treaty 10%
three years and used to offset dsallowed interest expense 2) U.S. statutory rate of withholding 30%
in those years.7 (3) Interest paid to A USS 100

There are instances in which the limitation will not be ap- 4) () + (2) 33%

plied even though both excess interest expense and exempt (5) Taxable interest (4) x (3) USS 33.33
-

related person interest expense exist. A safe harbour is (6) Exempt interest (3) (5) USS 66.67

provided in proposed l.163(j)-l(b) of the regulations The determinationof whether interest is subject to U.S. tax
under which disallowanceof excessive interest is waived for is made on the date the interest is received or accrued by
a year if the debt/equity ratio of the payor corporationdoes the recipientunder tax principles applicable to it. 14 Ordinar-
not exceed 1.5 to 1. The debt/equity ratio is measured on ily, foreign personsaccountfor interest that is not effectively
the last day of the year and certain anti-abuse rules are connected with a trade or business in the United States at

applied to prevent build-ups of equity at year end.8 While the time of the interest payment.15
application of the safe harbour rule in a particular year Interest paid to a controlled foreign corporation (CFC)
protects excessive interest arising in that year, amounts of be treated being subject to U.S. tax if the CFC
disallowed interest expense carryforward from preceding may as even

itself pays no U.S. tax on the receipt of the interest. The
years do not benefit from the safe harbour.9 interest is considered to be taxable where and to the extent

Also, the disallowancerules do not apply to a payor corpo- it is included in its net foreign person holding company
ration that is either an S-corporationl or a foreign corpora- income and results in an actual inclusion in incomeof a U.S.
tion with no effectively connected income subject to U.S. shareholder.16A similar rule is provided for interest paid to

tax. As a result, a foreign corporation that initiates branch

operations in the United States does not have to review its
borrowings for periods that precede operations in order to 4. Proposed 1.163(j)-1(g), Example (1) of the regulations.

comply with Section 163(j) of the Code. Once the foreign 5. Proposed 1.163(j)-1(a)(3)of the regulations.

corporation operates in the United States, it is subject to
6 Proposed 1.163(j)-1(c)(1)of the regulations.

Section 163(j) of the Code.11
7. Proposed 1.163(j)-l(d)of the regulations.
8. These rules appear in proposed 1.163(j)-3(b)(4) and (c)(5) of the

regulationsand the rules for computing the debt/equity ratio are discussed

DEFINITIONS more fully in the text at note 49.
9. Proposed 1.163(j)-1(c)(2)of the regulations.
10. Under Code Sec. 1363, an S-corporation is not a taxpayer in its own

While the operativerules appear to be simple, their applica- right. Rather it is treated conduit to its shareholders. Limitationsas a are

tion depends on technical terms and computations that are placed on the types of corporations that can be treated as S-corporations
relatively complex. These include terms such aS exempt and the identities of its shareholdersunder Code Sec. 1361(b). As a result,
related person interestexpense, excess interestexpense, an S-corporation cannot be a foreign corporation and cannot have as

net interest expense, excess limitation, adjusted tax- shareholders either corporations or foreign individuals.
able income and debt to equity ratio. An understanding 11. Proposed 1.163(j)-8 of the regulations contains rules relating to

of these terms is required for the proper application of the foreign corporations operating in the United States.

provision. 12. Proposed 1.163(j)-2(a)of the regulations.
13. Proposed 1.163(j)-4(b)of the regulations.

Exempt Related Person Interest Expense
14. Proposed 1.163(j)-4(c)of the regulations.
15. Code Secs. 871(a)(1)(A), 881(a)(1), 1441 and 1442. However, the
IRS may determine tax as if a payment of interest was made between

As mentionedabove, the disallowanceprovisionis designed related persons through an adjustment pursuant to the arm's length trans-
to limit the opportunities of benefitting from an abusive fer pricing rules of Code Sec. 482.

capital structure that generates deductible interest expense 16. Proposed l.163(j)-4(d)(1)of the regulations.
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a foreign corporationclassifiedas a foreignpersonalhlding with regard to the obligation26and Code Section 163(e)(3)
corporation and to a passive foreign investment company defers the deduction until the year of payment. This would
with regard to which an election has been made to be treated seem to mean that the interest expense (in the form of
as a qualified electing fund.18 original issue discount) accruesonly on the date ofpayment.

If such payment occurs after a change of ownership of the

Related Person payor corporation, the interest would seem to be taken into
account when the recipient is no longer related.

The term relatedperson means any person who is related
Excess Interest Expense/ExcessLimitationto the debtor corporationwithin the meaning of Code Sec-

tions 267(b) or 707(b)(1).19 These provisions describe vari-
ous relationships, but emphasize relationships in which Once exempt related party interest is defined, the meaning

of the terms excess interest expense and excess limita-greater than 50 percent common ownership exists among tion become important. The disallowance provisionvarious entities. Thus, for example, an individual is related ap-
to a corporation in which he owns more than 50 percent of plies only if both exempt related party interest and excess

the value of the outstanding stock; two corporations are
nterest expense are deemed to exist. The effect of excess

related if they are members of the same controlled group
nterest expense can be ameliorated by excess limitation,

determined by reference to more than 50 percent common
which absorbs excess interest expense of other years.

ownership; and a corporation and a partnership are related Excess interest expense means the excess of the debtor
if the same persons own more than 50 percent of the value corporation's net interest expense over the sum of 50
of the outstanding stock of the corporation and more than percent of its adjusted taxable income and the amount of
50 percent of the capital or profit interests in the partner- any excess limitation carryforward.27Excess limitation is
ship.20 defined to mean the excess of 50 percent of a corporation's

over net expense.
2 ForUnder these rules, interest paid to shareholdersby a corpo- adjusted taxable income its interest

ration owned equally by two corporations that are exempt
both terms, the concepts of net interest expense and ad-

from U.S. tax cannot be exempt related person interest justed taxable income must be defined.

because neither shareholder is considered to be related to
the payor corporation. This is explained in the following Net Interest Expense
example in the proposed regulations: The term net interest expense means the excess of a

Domestic corporation A is owned equally by D and F, both corporation's interest expense over its interest income for
of which are exempt from U.S. tax on the receipt of interest the taxable year.29Net interestexpense is computedwithout
income. D is a domestic tax-exempt organizaton and F is regard to any disallowed interest expense carryforward.resident in a jurisdiction that has in effect an income tax treaty Interest income is determined under provisions thatwith the United States underwhich interestfrom U.S. sources otherwise apply throughout the Code and includes originalis exempt from tax. Neither D nor F are related to A because issue discount,3o acquisition discount short-term obliga-neitherowns more than 50 percentof the sharesof A. Accord- on

ingly, none of the interest paid by A to D or F is subject to
disallowanceunder Code Section 163(j).21 17. Proposed l.163(j)-4(d)(3)of the regulations. Under Code Sec. 552,

In determining whether the recipient of interest is related a foreign personal holding company is a foreign corporationof which more

to the payor corporation, an anti-abuse rule is provided than 50 percent of the value of its shares or 50 percent of its voting power
under which an arrangement to shift formal voting power is owned by five or fewer U.S. citizens or resident individuals and more

or formal ownership of shares will be disregarded if the than 60 percent of its income is classified as personal holding company

purpose of the arrangement is the avoidance of Code Sec- income. In comparison to Subpart F, which is designed to prevent U.S.-

tion 163(j).22 The determination is to be made under the
based multinational groups from engaging in tax-motivated transactions

principles of 1.957-1(b)(2)of the regulations. These rules
within the group, the foreign personal holding company provisions are

designed to prevent U.S. individuals from using foreign corporations as
are designed to prevent mere formalismsas to voting power offshore pocket books. Once a foreign corporation is classified as a
from obscuring economic ownership of a CFC for purposes foreign personal holding company, Code Sec. 551(b) provides that all of
of Subpart F.23Thus, when applied in the foregoing exam- its undistributed earnings are taxable to its shareholders that are U.S.
ple, D's ownership of 50 percent of the shares of A could persons.
be disregarded by the IRS if, notwithstanding the capital 18 Proposed l.163(j)-4(d)(2)of the regulations.
structure of A, D fails to exercise its voting power, and as 19. Proposed l.163(j)-2(g)(1)of the regulations.
a result, an implied agreement to that effect is deemed to

20. Code Sec. 267(b)(2),(b)(3)and (b)(10).
exist. 21. Proposed l.163(j)-2(g)(5),Example (2) of the regulations.

22. Proposed l.163(j)-2(g)(2)of the regulations.
In comparison to the rule for determiningwhether interest 23. Under Subpart, U.S. shareholders of a CFC may be taxed in the
is exempt from tax, the date for determining an exempt United States on the earnings of the corporation that arise from certain

person's relationshipto the payor corporation is the date on
tainted activities even if those earnings are not distributed as dividends.

which the item of interest expense accrues.24Thus, changes
24. Proposed 1.163(j)-2(g)(3)of the regulations.
25. See discussion in the text at note 37.in the relationship between the payor corporation and the 26. Proposed 1.1273-1(b)(ii) of the regulations provides that in deter-

recipient after the accrual date, but before the payment mining whether original issue discount exists, all payments at naturitydate, are rrelevant. Interest is deemed to accrue on a daily other than qualified payments are taken nto account in computing the
basis under the rule of Code Section 1272(a) for this purpose redemptionprice at maturity. For a payment to be qualified, it must, inter

irrespective of the taxpayer's method of accounting. The alia, be one of a series of paymentsequal to the product of the outstanding
effectiveness of this rule is open to question because of principal balance of the debt instrumentand a single fixed rate of interest

another rule which provides that interest expense is taken that is actually and unconditionallypayable at fixed, periodic intervals of

into account only at the time a deduction would otherwise one year or less during the entire term of a debt instrument (includingshort

be allowed.25 Presumably, if the creditorof a domestic cor- periods).
27. Proposed l.163(j)-2(b)of the regulations.poration is a related foreign exempt person and interest on 28. Proposed 1.163(j)-2(c)of the regulations.an intercompany loan is accrued but not paid until the 29. Proposed l.163(j)-2(d)of the regulations.following year, original issue discount is deemed to exist 30. Code Sec. 1273.
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tions by taxpayers computing income under the accrual memberofa consolidatedgroupthat includes the selling
method of accounting or that are financial institutions,31 corporation, an amount equal to its investment adjust-
amounts treated as original issue discount in the case of ments attributable to depreciation, amortizationor de-

stripped bonds32 and gain that is treated as ordinary income pletion deductions;
under the market discount rules.33 Interest expense is - with respect to the sale or dispositionof an interest in a

determined in accordance with Section 163(a) of the Code partnership,an amountequal to its distributiveshare of
and includes original issue discount. depreciation,amortizationor depletiondeductionswith

to property at
Interest expense that is permanentlydisallowedas a deduc- regard held by the partnership the time

the partnership interest is disposed of;tion34 is not taken into account as interest.35Similarly, if the
increases decreases in accounts receivable (other-

interest expense is capitalized, it is not treated as interest or

than interest) measured at the opening and the close of
for purposes of Code Section 163(j).36 If the deduction is

the that included in the computationof taxable
deferred, the interest expense is taken into account only at year are

the time the deduction is allowed.37 income;
amounts that would be deductible but for Section 265-

Partnerships are treated not as separate entities, but as an (regarding expenses and interest that relate to tax-

aggregate of all the partners.38 Thus, if a partnership is exempt income) and Section 279 (regarding interest on

comprised in part of corporate partners, each such partner indebtedness to acquire shares of stock or assets of
is treated as having paid or accrued its distributive share of another corporation that is not an affiliate);
the partnership expense39 and is treated as having received - the amount of any charitablecontributionmade during
its share of partnership income.nA similar rule appears in the year that is not deductibleby reasonofCode Section
the recently finalized regulations relating to the reporting 170(b)(2) because it exceeds a limitation that is based
obligationsof 25 percent foreign-ownedcorporations.41 on gross income;

the decrease in the LIFO recapture amount between-

AdjustedTaxable Income the end of the preceding taxable year and the end of the
current taxable year; and

The term adjusted taxable income means a corporation's
- the amount of any net capital loss for the year.45

taxable income computed without regard to anv carryfor- If, after making all of the foregoingadjustments, the corpo-
wards or disallowancesunder Code Section 163(j)andmod- ration has an adjusted taxable loss for the year, its adjusted
ified by adding back certain items and by subtracting taxable incomeis deemed to be zero.46The adjusted taxable
others. 2 The items that are added back or subtractedare (i) loss does not affect the determination of a corporation's
income or gain items that do not involve the inflow of cash, adjusted taxable income for any other year.47 However, the
(ii) expense or loss items that do not involve the outflow of adjusted taxable loss reduces excess limitationcarryforward
cash, and (iii) items that are specifically required by Code that may be carried to anotheryear.48The proposed regula-
Section 163(j). The adjustments are intended to modify
taxable income in a way that more closely reflectscash flow.

By adding certain items to taxable income to arrive at ad- 31. Code Sec. 1281(a)
justed taxable income, the limitation on the deduction for 32. Code Sec. 1286.

interest expense is increased. More exempt related party 33. Code Sec. 1278.

interest can be deducted. By subtracting other items, the 34. The Code disallows an interest expense deduction when the expense
relates to an item of tax-exempt interest income (Sec. 265) or exceeds a

limitation on the deduction for interest expense is reduced. lifetime ceiling of $ 5 million and relates to the purchase of shares of stock
A smaller amount of exempt related party interest can be of a corporation that is not an affiliate (Sec. 279).
deducted. 35. Proposed l.163(j)-7(b)(1)of the regulations.

Among the items added back are:
36. Proposed l.163(j)-7(b)(4)of the regulations.
37. Proposed l.163(j)-7(b)(2)of the regulations.Net interest expense;-

38. For in the United States, partnerships sometimes
net operating loss deductions;

tax purposes are
-

treated entities and other times treated conduits the
depreciation deductions;

as at are as mere to
-

partners. The former treatment is generally known as the entity rule of
deductions for the amortizationof intangiblesand other partnerships and the latter treatment is generally known the aggregate- as

items such as start-up costs; view of partnerships. An example of the entity rule involves the sale of a

depletion; partnershipinterest. In the strictly domesticcontext, a partnershipinterest-

carryoversof excess charitablecontributionsfrom prior can be sold and the sale generally will not be treated as a sale of the
-

underlyingassets of the partnership. The applicationof this rule to foreignyears;
increases or decreases in accounts payable (other than is clear the present time. For example, FIRPTA applies to

- partners not at

interest) measured at the opening and the close of the gain from the sale of a partnership interest in a partnership that owns a

U.S. real property interest to the extent that the gain is attributable to an

year that are included in the computation of taxable underlying U.S.real property interest. See also Rev. Rul. 91-32, under
income; which the IRS ruled that gain from the sale of a partnership interest by a

interest income which is excluded from gross income foreign is to be treated as gain from the sale of the individual assets-

person
under Code Section 103,.43 of the partnership for purposes of determining the foreign person's tax

dividends received that are deducted by the recipient liability. These are examples of the aggregate view of partnerships.-

under Code Section 243; 39. Proposed l.163(j)-2(e)(4)of the regulations.
amounts recaptured and treated as income under the 40. Proposed l.163(j)-2(e)(5)of the regulations.-

last-in first-out (LIFO) method of accounting; and 41. 81.6038A-l(e)(2)of the regulations.
42. Proposed l.163(j)-2(f)of the regulations.deductionsfor capital loss carrybacks or carryovers,44 43. Code Sec. 103 excludes interest paid by a state or local government

-

Among the items subtracted are: body from the computation of income but, in the case of private activity
with respect to the sale or disposition of property, any

bonds, not from alternative taxable income. See Code Sec. 57(a)(5).
-

44. Proposed 81.163(j)-2(f)(2)of the regulations.
depreciation, amortization or depletion deductions 45. Proposed 81.163(j)-2(f)(3)of the regulations.
which were allowed or allowable for years beginning 46. Proposed 81.163(j)-2(f)(4)of the regulations.
after 1986; 47. Proposed 81.163(j)-2(f)(4)(iii)of the regulations.
with respect to the sale or disposition of stock of a 48. Proposed 81.163(j)-2(f)(4)(ii)of the regulations.-
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tions propose no operating rules illustrating the manner in reason, by itself, would have caused the corporation to
which the reduction in the excess limitation carryforward is effect the acquisition.
to be effected in various scenarios. Thus, it is not clear
whether any type of ordering rule applies calling for car-

The third anti-avoidance provision is an anti-stuffing rule.

ryback or carryforwardof adjusted taxable losses. Nor is it Under this rule, transfersof assets made by a relatedperson
clear whether adjustedtaxable losses reduce available ex-

to the corporationduring the last 90 days of its taxable year
cess limitationonly if derived in precedingyears or succeed- are to be disregarded to the extent that there is a transferof

ng years. Presumably, final regulations will elaborate on
the same or similar assets by the corporation to a related

these points. person during the first 90 days of the succeeding year.57
However, the anti-stuffingrule is inapplicable to the extent
that full consideration is provided for a transfer in moneyDebt/EquityRatio or property. In the final regulations, consideration should
be given to broadeningthe rules so that the anti-stuffingrule

As mentionedabove, proposed1.163(j)-1(b)of the regula- will apply to the excess of the adjusted basis maintained in
tions provides a safe harbour under which disallowance is the acquired asset over the consideration provided by the
waived if the debt/equityratioof the payorcorporationdoes related person, even if the consideration is not full consid-
not exceed 1.5 to 1. The term debt/equityratio means the eration. That excess amount is the limit of the abuse to
ratio that the debt of the corporation bears to its equity.49 which the anti-stuffing rule is directed and should be the
Debt is determined in accordancewith generallyapplicable limit of the anti-abuse rule.
tax principles rather than generally accepted accounting
principles.5oAs a result, an item that is reported as a contin-
gent liability for financial accountingpurposes that has not AFFILIATEDGROUPS OF CORPORATIONSaccrued for tax purposeswill not be treated as a liability for
purposes of Code Section 163(j). In addition, certain short- proposed 163(j)-5 of the regulations carries out the direc-
term liabilities and commercial financing liabilities are tive of Code Section 163(j) that all members of the same
excluded from the debt characterization for purposes of affiliatedgroup of corporationsare to be treated as a singlecomputing the debt/equity ratio.51 Short-term liabilities in- taxpayer. 8 For this purpose, it does not matter that the
clude accrued operating expenses, accrued taxes payable group does not join in the filing of a consolidated return.and any account payable (other than an interest-bearing
payable) for the first 90 days of its existence. Commercial
financing liabilities include secured inventory financing Ownershipby Attribution
(such as automobile floorplan financing) arrangementscar-
ried out at arm's length. In comparison to the ordinary rules of Code Section 1504,

rules of attribution in Code Section318 apply in determiningEquity means the sum of money and the adjusted basis of whetheran affiliatedgroup exists amongincludiblecorpora-all other assets of the corporaton reduced by debt.52 In tions.59 Under the attribution rules, a shareholderthat owns
computing equity, debt cannot reduce equity to less than at least 50 percent of the value of the shares of stock in a
zero, and the term debt is given the same meaning that is corporation is deemed to own a pro rata portion of the stock
provided for computing the debt portion of the debt/equity owned, directly or indirectly, by or for the corporation.6oIn
ratio, except that short-term liabilities and commercial addition, the corporation is deemed to own a pro rata por-financing liabilities reduce the adjusted basis maintained in tion of shares of stock of other corporations that are owned
assets. If a corporation owns shares of stock of another directly or indirectly by a shareholder that owns at least 50
corporation that is not an includible corporation for pur- percent of its shares.61 As a result, two domestic corpora-
poses of filing a consolidated return, the basis of the shares tions that are owned by the same foreign corporation are
in the other corporation is adjusted to reflect its accumu- deemed to be members of the same affiliated group for
lated earnings.53The adjustmentis to be made under princi- purposes of Code Section 163(j) even though the foreignples of Code Section 864(e)(4).54 corporation that is the commonshareholderis not an includ-

ible corporation. This is illustrated by the following exam-
Three anti-avoidance provisions are provided in the pro- ple:
posed regulations to prevent distortions of the debt/equity
ratio. First, under an anti-rollover rule, decreases in a cor- X and Y are wholly-owned domestic subsidiaries of F, a

poration's aggregate debt during the last 90 days of its tax- foreign corporation. X and Y are not membersof an affiliated
under Section 1504(a) because F is not itself includ-able year are to be disregarded to the extent that the corpo- roup

ble corporation under Code Section 1504(b)(3). However,
an

ration's aggregate debt is increased during the first 90 days
of the succeedingtaxable year.55 In computingthe increased
amount of debt during the first 90 days of the succeeding 49. Proposed l.163(j)-3(a)of the regulations.year, the proposed regulations are silent as to whether the 50. Proposed 1.163(j)-3(b)(1)of the regulations.increase is to be based on the average amount of debt for 51. Proposed l.163(j)-3(b)(2)of the regulations.the 90-day period, the debt that is outstanding on the 90th 52. Proposed 1.163(j)-3(c)of the regulations.
day, or the greatest amount of debt outstandingat any time 53. Proposed 1.163(j)-3(c)(2)of the regulations.
within the 90-day period. Presumably, the final regulations 54. Under that provision,a U.S. corporationmust allocate and apportion
will elaborate on this point. expenses to various classes of income and the apportionmentis carried out

in accordance with the relative basis maintained in various assets. For that
The second anti-avoidanceprovision is a general rule under purpose, the basis in a foreign corporation is increased to reflect accumu-

which assets are disregarded if the corporation's principal lated earnings
purpose for the acquisition is the reduction of the debt/ 55 Proposed l.163(j)-3(b)(4)of the regulations.
equity ratio.56 It is important to note that this rule applies 56. Proposed 1.163(j)-3(c)(5)(i)of the regulations.

57. Proposed 1.163(j)-3(c)(5)(ii)of the regulations.only if avoiding the limitation is the most important reason 58. Proposed 163(j)-5(a)(2)of the regulations.for the acquisition. Presumably, the existence of a valid 59. Proposed 163(j)-5(a)(3)of the regulations.business reason other than one related to the debt/equity 60. Code Sec. 318(a)(2)(C).ratio will cause this provision to be inapplicable if that 61. Code Sec. 318(a)(3)(C)
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under proposed 163(j)-5(a)(3) of the regulations, X and Y applying Code Section 163(j).71 These rules likely will have
are treated as membersof an affiliatedgroupsinceX is treated wide application as they apply when a foreign parent owns

as owning indirectly 100 percent of Y and Y is treated as more than one chain of corporations in the United States.
owning indirectly100 percentof X by reasonof the attribution Where this occurs, each separate subgroup that joins in the
rules of Secton 318(a)(3)(c).62 filing of a consolidated return wll follow the rules set forth

Becauseof attribution,a corporationmay be viewed poten- above in determining items on a consolidated basis. The

tially to be a member of more than one affiliated group. In subgroup is then treated as a single member for the balance

this case, the corporationwill be treated as memberof only of the computations.72
one group. The determinationwill be based on principlesof Under the proposed regulations, the computations are
the regulations issued under Code Section 1563(b)(4).63 made in the following manner. First, the exempt related
Under these principles, priority is given to the person who interest interest income, interest
owns stock directly rather than by attribution construc- person expense, expense

and adjustments to taxable income (i.e. the additions and
tively. Thereafter, the stock of a corporation s treated as subtractionsdiscussedabove) are determinedseparatelyfor
owned only by the person who owns directly and with at- each member.73 Then, the separately determined amounts
tribution stock possessing the greatest percentage of the of interest income and interest expense for each member is
total value of all shares of all classes of stock. If the matter aggregatedand netted to determinethe group's net interest
remains unresolved, the decision is made by the District expense.74 The separately determined taxable income of
Director with audit jurisdiction over the corporation's tax each member and adjustments thereto other than net in-
return for that period or by an election filed by the corpora- terest expense are aggregated and the group's net interest
tion.64

expense is added to that amount.75 Next, the separately
determined amounts of exempt relatedperson interest ex-

ConsofidatedReturn Group pense for each member is aggregated.7 For this purpose,
interest paid by a member of the group will be treated as

If all members of the affiliated group file a single consoli- paid to a related person if the recipient is related to any
dated return, the computationsof Code Section 163(j) are member of the group. Finally, the amount of the group's
generally to be made on a consolidated basis.65 Thus, the excess limitation carryforward or disallowed interest ex-

group's taxable income is the consolidatedtaxable income, pense carryforward from prior years is determined by ag-
the group's net interest expense is the excess of the group's gregatingeach member'sseparateexcess limitationor disal-

aggregate interest expense over the group's aggregate in- lowed interest expense carryforward.77
terest income, the group's excess interest expense is deter-

After the foregoingcomputationshave been completed, the
mined by reference to the group's net interest expense, and

group's interest and either disallowed in-
the group's disallowed interest expense carryforward and excess expense

excess limitationcarryforwardare determinedon a consoli- terest expense or excess limitation are determined on an

dated basis. aggregate basis.78 If disallowed interest expense exists, it is
allocated to each member based on the ratio which the

Certain adjustments are required to account for deferrals member's exempt related person interest expense bears to

and restorations of gain involved in an intragroup transac- that of the group.79 If excess limitationexists, the disallowed
tion.66 Under the consolidated return regulations, gain on interest expense carryforward from prior years that is
certain intercompanytransactionsis deferreduntil the prop- brought forward and deductedmust be allocated amongthe

erty leaves the group or another event occurs. Deferred membersof the group. The allocation is computedon a pro
intercompany transactions include the sale or exchange of rata basis,8 Similar allocations are made for disallowed
property, the capitalization of service fees performed by interest expense carryforwards from prior years that have
another member and any other expenditures which are not been absorbed currently and excess limitation that has

capitalized by the purchasing member in an intercompany not been absorbed.81
transaction.67Thedeferred gain must be recognized in any In comparison to the rules for filing consolidated
year in which the acquiror of the property adjusts the basis a group a

and receives a tax benefit in excessof that which would have return, a member that leaves the group is entitled to carry
forward any excess linitationor disallowed interest expensebeen available to the selling member. The adjustments re-

quired in the proposed regulationseliminatethe restoration allocated to it under the foregoing rules.82

in these circumstances.In addition,depreciationdeductions
claimed by the purchaser are eliminated.

62. Proposed 163(j)-5(a)(3)(ii),Example, of the regulations.
In determining the group's exempt related person interest 63. Proposed 163(j)-5(a)(4)of the regulations.
expense, interest paid by a member of the group will be 64. 1.1563-3(d)(2)(ii)of the regulations.
treated as paid to a related person if the recipient is related 65. Proposed 163(j)-5(b)of the regulations.
to any member of the group.68 Thus, the recipient need not 66. Proposed 163(j)-5(b)(4)of the regulations.
be related to the actual payer of the interest. 67. 1.1502-13(a)(2)of the regulations.

68. Proposed 163(j)-5(b)(3)of the regulations.
If a member leaves the group, the disallowed interest ex- 69. Proposed 163(j)-5(j)(b)(6)(i)of the regulations.

pense carryforward of the group is apportioned to the de. 70. Proposed 163(j)-5(b)(6)(ii)of the regulations.

parting member based on the ratio of the member'sexempt
71. Proposed 163(j)-5(c) of the regulations.
72. Proposed 163(j)-5(c)(1)(ii)of the regulations.related person interest expense to the group's exempt re-
73. Proposed 163(j)-5(c)(2)(i)of the regulations.

lated person interest expense.69 The departing member is 74. Proposed 163(j)-5(c)(2)(ii)(A)of the regulations.
not entitled to carry forward any portion of the grouo's 75. Proposed 163(j)-5(c)(2)(ii)(B)of the regulations.
excess limitation carryforward to separate return years.n 76. Proposed 163(j)-5(c)(2)(ii)(C)of the regulations.

77. Proposed 163(j)-5(c)(2)(ii)(D)& (E) of the regulations.

OtherGroups
78. Proposed 163(j)-5(c)(2)(iii)of the regulations.
79. Proposed 163(j)-5(c)(2)(iii)(C)(1)of the regulations.
80. Proposed 163(j)-5(c)(2)(iii)(C)(2)of the regulations.

For groups that do not join in the filing of a consolidated 81. Proposed 163(j)-5(c)(2)(iv)of the regulations.
return, the regulations establish a multi-step procedure for 82. Proposed 163(j)-5(c)(2)(iv)(D)of the regulations.
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DEBT/EQUITYSAFE HARBOUR from th new member. The proposed regulations adopt
rules intended to prevent taxpayers with excess loss car-

The debt/equity safe harbour of 1.5 to 1 is applied on a ryforwards or disallowed interest expense from obtaining a

group basis.83 If a consolidated tax return is not filed, the tax benefit as a result of the formation of a group or the
debts and assets of the group members are aggregated. A acquisition of a new group member with excess limitation
member's debt is reduced by the amount of its liabilities carryforward.91
owed to another group member.84 Debt is also reduced if it Initially, the regulations provide that if corporation be-a
duplicates debt of another group member and therefore comes a nember of an affiliated group, the amount of anydistorts the computations.Finally, assets that reflect intrag- disallowed interest expense carryforward from a non-affili-
roup relationshipsare adjusted. In general, intragroupstock ation year that may be deductedby the memberof the groupownership or debt of other group membersheld as an asset

may not exceed the amount of the current year's excessis eliminated; the basis of any asset involved in a deferred limitation.92 Similarly, if a transaction occurs that is de-
intercompany transaction is decreased to the extent of the scribed in Section 381(a),93 the amount of disallowed in-deferred intercompany gain that has not been taken into terest expense carryforwardfrom a non-affiliationyear of a
account; and assets that duplicate an asset of anothergroup transferor or distributor corporation may not exceed themember are eliminated.85 amount of the current year's excess limitation. The limita-

tions of the consolidatedreturn regulation relating to built-
in deductions and separate return limitation year rules andQUALIFIED STOCK PURCHASES the limitation for built-in deductions under Code Section

An election is provided that addresses distortions in the 382(h) are also applicable.94
debt/equityratio that may arise in a qualifiedstockpurchase If the corporation that becomes a member of an affiliated
within the meaningof Code Section 338(d)(3) if no election group has excess limitationcarryforwardsfrom a non-affili-
is made to step up the basis of the assets of the target ation year, the amount that may be used by the other group
corporation and its affiliates.86 Distortions could exist in members may not exceed the excess of the corporation's
these circumstances because the affiliated group rules of separately computed net interest expense over 50 percent
Code Section 163(j) look through to the underlying assets of its separately computed adjusted taxable income.95 If a
of the target and eliminate the basis maintained by the corporation transfers or distributes its assets to another
acquirer in the target's shares. As a result, the premium corporation in a transactiondescribed in Section 381(a), the
paid for the shares will not result in a stepped-up basis in excess limitationcarryforwardof the transferor from a non-
assets and the amount of the affiliated group's debt could affiliation year is reduced to zero immediately after the
far exceed the adjusted basis maintained in the group's transaction.96 This rule does not apply to an F-reorganiza-
assets.87 tion.

To remedy the problem, the acquiring corporation may Finally, an anti-abuse rule is provided that limits the oppor-
elect to treat the acquired stock of the target corporation tunity to place borrowing among the members of an af-
and its affiliates as an asset. The assets of the target are then filiated group that have excess limitationcarryforwardfrom
disregardedin computingthe debt/equityratio of the group. non-affiliationyears. Interest expense paid or accrued with
The basis of the stock is the purchase price plusthe amount respect to loans that have been incurred or assumed in
of the liabilities of the target and its affiliates as of the close connectionwith or after becominga memberof a group are
of the acquisition date.88 This special basis is amortized on to be disregarded unless the loan proceeds are actually
a monthly schedule over a period of time. This is referred utilized by the member in its preaffiliationbusiness.97 Simi-
to in the regulations as the fixed stock write-offmethod. larly, interest on a loan used for the acquisitionof the stock
In general, the amortization period is 96 months but is of a corporationwhich is incurred by the acquired corpora-
extended to 180 monthsif more than 50 percent of the value tion may be disregarded if the facts indicate that one of the
of the target corporation's assets and those of its affiliates purposes of the acquiredcorporation'sincurringof the loan
are comprised of long-lived assets.s9 Long-lived assets in- was to avoid the limitationon carryforwardsfrom non-affili-
clude inventory, goodwill, other non-wastingassets, depre- ation years.
ciable property having a recovery period in excess of 25
years, amortizable assets having an amortization period in
excess of 25 years and depletablepropertyhavinga recovery
period for cost depletion purposes in excess of 25 years. 83. Proposed 163(j)-5(d)(1)of the regulations.

84. Proposed 163(j)-5(d)(2)of the regulations.A taxpayer is entitled to elect out of the fixed stockwrite-off 85. Id.
method and to use the adjusted tax basis of the assets of the 86. Proposed 163(j)-5(e) of the regulations.
target and its affiliates to determine its debt/equity ratio in 87. To make an election, the target is required to recapture certain tax
any year. However, once a taxpayer elects out, the election benefits and to pay tax. Since the cost of the recapture is borne by the new

is binding on all future years with regard to the target and shareholder, the election is made only when the current value of the
its affiliates. Presumably, the election out will be made in a step-up in the basis exceeds the costs associated with the recapture.
year when the amortizationmethod reduces the equity por-

88. Proposed 163(j)-5(e)(1)(i)of the regulations.
tion of the debt/equity ratio for purposes of applying the 89. Proposed 163(j)-5(e)(5)(vi)of the regulations.
safe harbour below the amount that would be determined

90. Proposed 163(j)-5(e)(3)of the regulations.
91. Proposed 163(j)-6 of the regulations.under the general rule.9o 92. Proposed 163(j)-6(a)(1)of the regulations.
93. Under Code Sec. 381, a corporation's tax attributes carryover to

FORMATION OF GROUPS another corporation if its assets are acquired in a qualifying complete
liquidationof a controlledsubsidiaryor in an A-, C-, nondivisive D-, F- or

G-Reorganization.Upon the formation of an affiliated group, opportunities 94. Proposed 163(j)-6(a)(3)of the regulations.exist to take advantage of the excess limitation carryfor- 95. Proposed 163(j)-6(b)(1)of the regulations.
wards of the new member or to allow such carryforwardsby 96. Proposed 163(j)-6(b)(2)of the regulations.
the group to absorb disallowed interest expense carryovers 97. Proposed 163(j)-6(e)(3)of the regulations.
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GUARANTEEDDEBT CONCLUSION

At the time Code Section 163(j) was adopted, the Treasury When Congress enacted Code Section 163(j), it intended to

Department was authorized to issue regulations addressed limit the opportunities of foreign-based multinational
to back-to-back loans and other devises designed to limit groups to benefit from highly leveraged capital structures

the scope of the proposal,such as guarantees.The proposed involving related party debt. The issuance of the proposed
regulations do not yet address guaranteed debt or back-to- regulations clearly adds complexity to this area of the law.
back loans. However, the IRS has announced that such When combined with the final reporting regulations under

regulationsare imminentand that when published, the rules Code Section 6038A, the opportuntyof aggressivelyusing
will have prospective application. Nonetheless, the current intercompanydebt asa tax planningvehicle has been signif-
view of the IRS is that back-to-back loans and guaranteed icantly reduced.
loans in circumstanceswhere the guarantee is the princip'al
reason for the extensionof the credit can be recharacterized
into a two-step transaction. In the first step, the third party
is viewed to have made a loan to the shareholders of the 98. Plantation Patterns, /nc. v. Commr., 462 F.2d 712 (5th Cir., 1971),
purported borrower. In the second step, the shareholders cert. denied, 409 U.S. 1076 (1972); Rev. Rul. 84-152,1984-2C.B. 381; Rev.
have infused equity to the corporaton. 8 Rul. 84-153, 1984-2 C.B. 383; and Rev. Rul. 87-89, 1989-2 C.B. 195.
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\1-ERI\A-01\Ai:

THE NEW CANADA-MEXICOTAX TREATY

Jinyan Li*

The Canada-MexicoTax Treaty (the Treaty)1was signed on 8 April 1991. This *

Faculty of Law, The University of
is the first comprehensive double taxation treaty signed by Mexico. Similar Western Ontario, Canada, and affiliated
treaties are being negotiatedby Mexico with the United States and other OECD with the Toronto Office of Baker &
member countries. The Treaty is patternedafter the OECD model2 as well as the McKenzie. Ms. Li wishes to thank Prof.

U.N. model.3 The purpose of this article is to discuss briefly the provisionsof the A.J. Easson of Queen's University for his

Treaty, compare them with the two model conventions, and commenton the tax commentson the draft of this article.

treaty policy of Mexico and Canada. As in many treaties signed by Canada with

developing countries, this Treaty grants more jurisdiction to tax by the source

country than the OECD model, but less than the U.N. model. A tax sparing
clause, althoughvery limited, is included to avoid the transferof any tax incentives
offered by Mexican Government from the Canadian investors to the Canadian
treasury.

TAXES COVERED
1. The Convention between the Government

In addition to income taxes levied in Mexico and Canada, Article 2 of the Treaty of Canada and the Government of the United

provides that it also covers the Mexican assets tax.4 The assets tax is based on the Mexican States for the Avoidance of Double
Taxation and the Prevention of Fiscal Evasion

average yearly value of assets of legal entities and individualsresident in Mexico. with Respect to Taxes on Income was signed on

Although it has been argued that this tax may not be characterizedas an income 8 April 1991 by Michael Wilson, Canada's then
Minister of Finance and by Pedro Aspe, Secre-tax for purposesof the U.S. foreign tax credit,5 RevenueCanada,Taxationseems tary of Finance and Public Credit for Mexico.

to have adopted a policy that where a tax that is specifically identified as being Prior to this, Canada and Mexico had signed a

subject to the provisions of a tax treaty automaticallyqualifies as an income or Convention for the Exchange of Information
with respect to Taxes on 16 March 1990.

profits tax for the purpose of Canadian foreign tax credit rules.6 2. Model Double Taxation Conventionon In-
come andCapital, Pris, OECD, 1977 (hereafter
OECD model).
3. United Nations Double Taxation Conven-PERSONALSCOPE tion between Developed and Developing Coun-
tries, 1980 (hereafterU.N. model).

Article 1 states that the treaty applies only to residents of Mexico and/or Canada. 4. The Mexican Assets Tax Law (MATL)
tax based the annual valueUnder the domestic tax laws, residents are taxed on worldwide income in both mposes a on average

of assets of Mexican legal entities and of business
countries. assets of individualsresident in Mexico. The rate

is two percent. Taxpayersmay credit toward their
Article 4(1) contans a standard definition of residence to include any person assets tax liability for the taxationyear an amount

who, under domestic law, is liable to pay tax by reason of the person's domicile, equivalent to the income tax paid in the same
taxationyear. Any assets tax paid in excess of the

residence, place of management or place of incorporation. With respect to indi- income tax for that year is deemedpayableunder
viduals, Mexican law provides that an individual is resident in Mexico if he or she the MATL. Any portion of income tax paid that

has establisheda principal home in Mexico, unless the individual remains outside cannotbe used as a credit in the current year may
be carriedback five years. For furtherdiscussion,the country for more than 183 days during the calendar year and has established see Tax Management:Foreign Income Portfolios

residence elsewhere.7 Mexican nationals are deemed to be residents of Mexico. Business Operations in Mexico, No. 972

The Canadian IncomeTax Act (the Act) does not define the term residence, (Washington,D.C., 1990), at A-29-31.
5. The Internal Revenue Service (IRS) of

but Section250(1)(a) deemsa person to be resident in Canadaifhe or she sojourns the United States has ruled that the imposition
in Canada for more than 183 days in a calendaryear. The meaningof residence of the assets tax will not affect the creditabilityof

the income tax under Sec. 910 of the Internalis left to be determinedby the courts. Citizenship is irrelevant in determiningthe RevenueCode. Because the assets tax is imposed
residency of an individual. Individuals who have a dwelling in Canada, and on the average annual value of business assets,
familial and social ties with Canada, are normally found by the courts to be rather than on an income basis, the IRS has

concluded that the tax is not an income tax for
residents of Canada. Sec. 901 purposes. See Vol. 1, Tax Notes Interna-

tional Weekly News, No. 1 (2 September 1991),Under the domestic laws of both countries, corporate residence is determinedby at 6.

reference to the place of incorporation. A corporation is deemed to be resident 6. Revenue Canada, Taxation, Interpretation
Bulletin 1T-270R, 9 July 1984, para. 9.in Canada or Mexico if it is incorporated in Canada or Mexico. A companY 7. Art. 9 of the Mexican Federal Fiscal Code.

incorporatedoutside the relevant jurisdictionmay also be resident if the central For further discussion, see P. Chevez, (1989)
management and control (for Canadian tax purposes) or the main place of LXXIVa Cahiers de Droit Fiscal International,

381; and R.C. Sanchez, (1987) LXXIIa Cahiers
management (for Mexican tax purposes) is situated in that jurisdiction. de Droit Fiscal International, 403.
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Article 4(2) contains customary tiebreakerrules for settling deemed to exist even when the agent has no authority to

cases of dual residency. If an individual is found to be a conclude contracts, but habitually maintains a stock of
resident of both countres under the respective domestic goods or merchandise from which he or she regularly deliv-
law, the individualwill be consideredresident of Mexico or ers goods or merchandiseon behalf of the principal.
Canada based on the following factors (in the order listed): Article 5(6) s exception to the rule in Article 5(5), and
the countrywhere a permanenthome is available, the coun-

an

try to which personal and economic ties are closer (the has no counterpart in the OECD model. It provides that an

centre of vital interests), the country in which an habitual enterprise of one state is deemed to have a PE in the other

abode is available and the country of nationality. In the state if it collects premiums in that state or insures risks

absenceof these factors, it will be determinedby the compe-
situated there through a representative(other than an agent

tent authorties through mutuai agreement. Article 3 de- of independentstatus), even if such representativedoes not

fines the term competent authority to mean, in the case habitually exercise authority to conclude contracts in the

of Canada, the Ministerof National Revenue, or the Minis- name of the enterprise. This rule does not apply to re-insur-

ter's authorized representative;and in the case of Mexico, ance.

the Ministry of Finance and Public Credit. Article 5(7) states that an enterprise is not deemed to have

Under Article 4(3), the problem of dual residency of a
a PE if it relies on the servicesof an independentagent, such

corporation is solved by the competent authorities through as a broker, general commission agent or any other agent
mutual agreement; the test of place of incorporation will of an independentstatus. To meet the requirementsof this

probably be followed since both countries adopt such a test exception, the independent agent must carry out the ac-

tivities in the ordinary course of business. This provision is
in their tax laws.

identical to the OECD model. Like the U.N. model, how-
Article 4 is virtually identical to both model conventions ever, the Treaty further provides that an agent loses its
except the rule with respect to corporate dual residence. status as an independent agent if he or she is an exclusive
The Treaty is less specific than the model conventions, or almost-exclusiveagent of a resident of the other state.

which use the place of effective management to establish
Article 5(8) is identical to the model conventions and

corporate residence. pro-
vides that the fact that a company that is resident in one

state controls or is controlled by a company that is resident

PERMANENTESTABLISHMENT or carrying on business in the other state shall not of itself
constitute either company a PE of the other.

The basic definition of permanentestablishment (PE) The definitionof PE contained in the Treaty is broaderthan
in Article 5(1) is identical to the model conventionsto mean that in the OECD model, but narrower than that in the
a fixed place of business through which the business of a U.N. model, which is typical in treaties between a develop-
non-resident is wholly or partly carried on. A PE is deemed ing and a developed country. A broad definition gives a

to include a place of management, branch, office, factory, source country a lower threshold for jurisdiction to tax

workshop, mine, oil or gas well, or any other place of business profits. To secure jurisdiction to tax and tax reve-

extraction of natural resources. nue, most developingcountries insist on a broad definition

Article 5(3) states that a PE also encompasses a building of PE in both their domestic laws and tax treaties. Mexican

site, a construction, assembly or installation project; and tax law, for instance, has a definition of PE similar to that

supervisory activities in connection therewith if the site, found in the Treaty.8 Since investment is largely a one-way

project or activitiescontinuefor more than six months. This traffic from Canada to Mexico, the lower threshold is in the

provision is different from the OECD model in that the best interest of Mexico. Canada has been fairly flexible in

latterdoes not include supervisoryactivities in the definition its treaty policy with developing countries, and a similar

and requires a 12-month period minimum for the site or definition is also found in most of Canada's treaties with

project to constitute a PE. Article 5(3) also differs from the developingcountries.

U.N. model in that it does not extend to services other than

supervisory services, such as consultancyservices. INCOME FROM IMMOVABLEPROPERTY

Article 5(4) clarifies that facilities used solely for the stor- Article 6 is identical to the model conventions. It permits
age, display or delivery of goods, as well as for the mainte- taxaton by the country of situs of income from immovable
nance of a stockofgoods for such purposes,and the mainte- property,9 which includes income derived from direct use,
nance of a fixed place of business solely for the purpose of

letting, or use in any other form, as well as income from the
carrying on any other activity of a preparatoryor auxiliary immovable property used for the performanceof indepen-
character do not constitute a PE. This rule is the same as in dent personal services.
the model conventions. Moreover,Article 5(4)(e) provides
that a PE does not arise from the maintenance of a fixed
place of busness solely for the purpose of advertsng, for BUSINESS PROFITS

the supply of information, for scientific research or for pre- Pursuant to Article 7(1), business profits of enterpriseparations relating to the placement of loans or for similar an

activities which have a preparatoryor auxiliary character.
are taxable only in the state where the enterprise is a resi-

Article 5(5) provides that a dependent agent is deemed to
be a PE of the principal if the agent hasan authority and 8. See E.C. Nicolau, Mexican Taxes on Foreign Investment and

habitually exercises the authority to conclude contracts n Trade,12 HoustonJournalof International Law (1990), 265, at 268-72.

the name of the principal. If, however, the agent's activities 9. Art. 6(2) provides that the term immovable property is defined

are limited to those of a preparatoryor auxiliary character, according to the domestic laws of the country of situs.The term includes
immovable livestock, and equipmentused

such as the purchase or delivery of goods, the principal is property accessory to property,
n to

not thereby deemed to have a PE. This rule is identical to
agriculture and forestry. It also includes certain rights relating land,

the usufruct of immovable property, and rights to variable or fixed pay-
that in the OECDmodel, but more restrictivethan the U.N. ments as considerationfor the exploitationof or the right to exploitmineral
model. The U.N. model further provides that a PE is deposits, sources and other natural resources.
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dent, unless a business is carried on in the other state ing that Article 8 applies to profits from participation in a

through a PE. In that case, the business profits attributable pool, Joint business or internationaloperating agency.
to the PE are taxed in the other state.

8(4) has equivalent in the model conventions. ItArticle no
Under Mexican tax law, income is considered attributable defines the terms profits and operation of ships or air-
to a PE if it results from business activities of the PE; this is craft. Profits include profits from the rental of ships or
also the case under Article 7(1) and Canadian tax law. How- aircraft operated in international traffic, and interest on

ever, Mexican law also contains a force of attraction rule sums generated directly from the operation of ships or air-
which extends the attribution rule to cover any sales of real craft in international traffic provided that such interest is
or personal property located in Mexico, even if the sales are incidental to the operation. The term operationof ships or
not conducted through the PE.lo Canadian tax law has no aircraft refers to the charter or rental of ships or aircraft,
similarprovisions. The Treatystrikes a balancebetweenthe the rental of containers and related equipment, and the
divergent approaches taken by the two countriesby provid- alienation of ships, aircraft, containers and related equip-
ing that income is attributable to a PE in Mexico only when ment.
the income is derived from sales of property that are identi-
cal or similar to property sold through the PE, and only
when the Canadian resident fails to establish that the trans- ASSOCIATEDPERSONS
action is a bona fide business transaction. This attribution
rule is not found in the OECD model, and is different from Article 9 is identical to the model conventions, except in
the U.N. model in that it does not extend to other business paragraphs (3) and (4). Paragraph (1) provides for an ad-
activities carried on in the other state of the same or similar Justment to the calculation of an enterprise's profits of an
kind as those effected through the PE. amount that would have accrued to it but for the non-arm's

Article 7(2) follows the model conventions and provides length relationshipbetween the parties. In order to prevent
double taxation that may arise as a consequence of a one-that the profits allocatable to a PE are to be calculated as if sided adjustment under paragraph (1), paragraph (2) pro-the PE were a separate arm's length person engaged in the vides for a two-sided adjustment. Where one state taxes the

same or similar activities. amount of profits of an enterprise that is deemed to have
For purposes of calculating taxable income of the PE, Arti- accrued to the enterprise by virtue of paragraph (1), the
cle 7(3) allows a deduction for expenses incurred for the other state has an obligation to allow an associated enter-

purposes of the PE, including executive and general ad- prise resident there to reduce the income of this enterprise
ministrative expenses regardless where they are incurred. by the same amount. The adjustment, however, is to be
This rule is identical to the OECD model. Like the U.N. made only to the extent that the profitswould have accrued
model, however, Article 7(3) departs from the OECD to the other enterprise if conditions between the two had
model by disallowing the deduction of payments paid by a been those that would have been made between indepen-
PE (other than as a reimbursementof actual expenses) to dent enterprises.
the head office or any other office of the enterprise as The model conventions do not contain any time limitationroyalties, commissions, management fees, or, except in the for the application of these provisions, nor any limitation
case of a bank, as interest on moneys lent to the PE. Unlike for tax fraud. Paragraph (3) provides that the first adjust-the U.N. model, the Treaty does not deal with the situation ment must be made before the expiry ofdomestic limitationwhen the PE receives these paymentsfrom the head office. periods, but not later than five years from the end of the
The rest of the provisions in Article 7 are identical to the year in which the profits would have accrued to the subject
model conventions, except that Article 7 does not mention enterprise. Paragraph (4) makes it clear that the corre-

the apportionmentmethod for determiningprofits of a PE sponding adjustment mentioned in paragraphs (2) and (3)
as in the case of the U.N. model. Article 7(4)provides that does not apply in the case of fraud, wilful defaultor neglect.
no profit to be attributed to a PE by reason of its use for the
purchaseof goods for the non-resident.Article7(5) requires
consistencyfrom year to year in the determinationof profits INVESTMENTINCOME
attributed to the PE. A change in method may be justified
if there is a good and sufficient reason. Article 7(6) pro-

Like all tax treaties, this Treaty largely follows the model
vides that articles dealing with specific items of income conventions and reduces the rate of withholding tax im-

prevail over Article 7. posed by the source country on investment income. With
respect to dividends, Article 10 reduces the rate to ten
percent for intercorporate dividends (ten percent equity

SHIPPING AND AIR TRANSPORTATION ownership at minimum), and to 15 percent in all other
cases.' Such a split-rate withholding tax is very common in

Article 8 does not follow either of the model conventions Canada's tax treaties. The Canadian income tax law has

closely. Article8(1) provides that profits from the operation complex rules dealingwith dividendsreceivedfrom non-res-

of ships or aircraft in international traffic are taxable only ident corporations. Dividends received by a Canadian cor-

in the contracting state where the enterprise is a resident, poration are exempt from tax in Canada if the dividendsare

not the place of effective management as in the model paid out of exempt surplus of a foreign affiliate.12 A
conventions. Thus, there is no provision dealing with the
place of effective managementof an enterprise when such
a place is aboard a ship or boat. 10. See supra note 4, at A-22.

Article 8(2) provides that, notwithstandingArticle 8(1) and
11. Under the current tax laws of Mexico, however, no withholding tax
is levied on dividends paid out of after-tax profits of a Mexican companyArticle 7, profits from the operationofshps or aircraft used to its Canadian parent.

principally to transport passengersor goods exclusively be- 12. For more discussion of this, see B.J. Arnold, Taxationof Controlled
tween places in a contractingstate may be taxed in that state. Foreign Corporations:An InternationalComparison, CanadianTax Foun-

dation Paper No. 78, at 149-160; and K.J. Dancey, et al., CanadianTaxa-
Article 8(3) is identical to the model conventionsby provid- tion of Foreign Affiliates (CCHCanadan Limited, 1986), at 1-77.
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foreignaffiliate is a non-residentcorporation in which the political subdivision or local authority thereof; (b) interest

equity percentage of a taxpayer resident in Canada is at s exempt from tax in Mexico if it is paid in respect of a loan
least ten percent. The exempt surplus generally consists for a period of not less than three years made, guaranteed
of income from active business derived by a foreign affiliate or insured, by the Export DevelopmentCorporation; and
from a listed country-- a country with which Canada has (c) interest is exempt from tax in Canada if it is paid in
a tax treaty.13 Dividends are taxable in Canada if they are respect of a loan for a period of not less than three years
paid out of taxable surplus, which includes active income made, guaranteed or insured, or a credit for such period
earned by a foreign affiliate in a non-listed country. The extended, guaranteed or nsured, by Banco Nacional de
Canadian shareholder may obtain a credit for underlying Comercio Exterior, SNC. Article 12(3) states that copyright
foreign tax as well as foreign withholding tax paid on the royalties and other like payments in respect of the produc-
dividends. Indivdualsare taxed on dividendsreceived from tion or reproduction of any cultural, dramatic, musical or

abroad, and may claim credit for foreign taxes paid. The tax other artistic work (but not including royalties in respect of
credit, however, is restricted to 15 percent of the gross motion picture films and works on film or videotape or

amount of the dividends. To the extent that the foreign tax other means of reproduction for use in connection with
exceeds 15 percent, it may be deducted in computing an television) are exempt from tax in the source country.
individual's taxable income. For that reason, Canada's tax
treaties generally prescribe the maximum withholding rate BRANCH TAX
for dividends to be 15 percent.
Under Mexican tax law, dividends paid by a Mexican com- Neitherof the model conventionshas provisionsconcerning
pany to non-resident shareholders may be subject to with- branch tax. Canadian tax law15 imposesa tax on the after-tax

holding tax depending upon the type of earnings out of profits of a branch of a non-resident corporation carrying
which the.dividendsare paid. In the case of dividends paid on business in Canada. This tax generallystands in the place
out of earnings that have been subject to Mexican corporate

of a withholding tax on dividends; the withholding tax is

tax (i.e. dividends paid out of the Unilidad Fiscal Neta normally exigible where the payee is a non-resident. The

accounO, there will be no withholding tax. In the case of purpose of the branch tax is to equate the total tax liability
dividends paid out ofearnings that have not been subject to of a subsidiaryand a branchof a foreigncorporation.Article

corporate tax, a withholdingtax is imposed at the rate of 35 10(6) of the Treaty, therefore, is inserted to preserve the

percent. right of Canada to impose the branch tax on the earnings of
a PE. The tax rate is ten percent under the Treaty. Unlike

Articles 11 and 12 reduce the withholding tax on both in- some of Canada's treaties, the Treaty provides for no

terest and royalty payments to 15 percent. Because the exemption from the tax.16
withholding tax rate under Mexican domestic laws is high
(35 percent in most cases), and Mexico is a net capital Mexican law does not impose a branch tax, although under

importing country, it is in Mexico's interest to retain juris- the Treaty, Mexico is entitled to do so.

diction to tax investment income as a source country in its
tax treatieswith developed countries. Canada, on the other CAPITAL GAINS
hand, is a capital-exporting nation in relation to Mexico,
and prefers a low rate. Therefore it accepted the 15 percent Article 13 provides that gains from the alienationof immov-
withholding tax rate in the Treaty with some reluctance. In able property may be taxed in the state of situs. Gains from
the event that Mexico agrees to a rate lower than 15 percent the alienation of movable property that either forms part of
on interest and royalties in a treaty with another OECD the business property of a PE or pertains to a fixed base
member country (for example, the United States), Canada available for the purpose of performing independent ser-

will receive most-favoured-nation treatment, and the vices, includinggains from the alienationof the PE or fixed
lower rate will apply to this Treaty.14 base, may be taxed by the state where the movableproperty

is situated.17 Gains from the alienation of ships and aircraft
As in the model conventions, the Treaty defines the terms operated in internationaltraffic are taxable only in the state
dividends, interest and royalties for the purpose of where the enterprise is a resident. These provisions are
the Treaty. Dividends, interest and royalties are taxable as similar to the two model conventions.
part of the profits of a PE or fixed base in a contractingstate
if (a) the beneficial owner of the income is a resident of the
other state and is carrying on business through that PE or

performing independent personal services from that fixed 13. Once Mexico becomes a listed country for Canadian income tax

base, and (2) the amounts paid are effectively connected purposes, earnngs derived from an active business carried on in Mexico

by a Mexican subsidiary of a Canadian company will be considered to be
with the PE or fixed base. The source of the investment exempt earnings; consequently,dividends paid from the subsidiarywill be

income is deemed to be the place where the payer is a exempt from tax in Canada. Mexico will become a listed country when the

resident or, if the payment is effectively connected with a Treaty enters into force, probably sometime this year.
PE or fixed base, the place where the PE or fixed base is 14. Protocol between the Governmentof Mexico and Canada, signed on

located. With respect to interest and royalties, where a 8 April 1991. A rate of 15 percent might be too high for the United Stated

special relationship between the payer and the payee or to accept since the United States generally favours low rates. The issue of

between both of them and some other person results in the withholding tax rates is apparently one of the most contentious issues in

payment of excessive interest, paragraph (7) of Articles 11 the U.S.-Mexico treaty negotiations.

and 12 provide that Articles 11 and 12 do not apply to the
15. Sec. 219 of the Act.
16. The treaties with the United States and the Netherlands exempt the

excess and it remains taxable according to the law of each first $ 500,000 from branch tax, the Canada-U.K. Treaty exenpts
state. £ 250,000.

Exemptions from the taxation by the source country are
17. Under the domestic laws of Mexico, gains realized by a non-resident
from selling real estate located in Mexico are subject to 20 percent with-

allowed on certain interest and royalty income received by tax on gross taxpayer on

a resident of the other state. Article 11(3) provides that (a) holding the proceeds unless the elects to be taxed
the net gain at a rate of 30 percent. Gains from sales of shares of Mexican

interest is exempt from tax in the source state if the payer corporations are taxed in the same manner. The cost of the real property
or payee is the Government of Canada or Mexico or a and shares is adjusted for inflation.
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Article 13(4) adopts the principle in the U.N. model and exercised to the extent derived from that exercise. Such
provides that gains from the alienationof shares (other than remuneration is exempt from tax in the source state if (a)publicly-tradedshares) formingpart of a substantialinterest the employee is present in the other state for a period or
in the capitalstockof a companyare taxed in the state where periods not exceeding 183 days in any 12-monthperiod; and
the company is a residentif the valueof the shares is derived either (b) the remuneration is paid by an employer who is
principally, 8 directly or indirectly, from immovable prop- not a resident of the other state; or (c) the amount received
erty situated in that state. Similarly, gains from alienation does not exceed CDN$ 1,500.20These provisionsare similar
of a substantial interest in a partnership, trust or estate the to their counterparts in the model conventions.
value of which is derived principally, directly or indirectly,
frorn immovable property are taxed in the state of situs of Under paragraph (3), income received by an individual
the immovableproperty. For the purpose of this paragraph, from employment exercised aboard a ship or aircraft oper-
imnovable property does not include any property, other ated in international traffic by an enterpriseof a contracting
than rental property, in which the business of the cornpany, state shall be taxable only in that state. In contrast, both
partnership, trust or estate is carried on. model conventions include employmentexercised aboard a

boat engaged in inland waterways transport, and the juris-Other capital gains not mentioned in Article 13 are taxed diction to tax is determinedby the place in which the effec-only in the state where the alienator is a resident. However, tive managementof the enterprise is situated.if the alienator has been a resident of the other state at any
time during the six years immediatelypreceding the aliena-
tion of the property, this state may levy, according to its law, DIRECTORS' FEES AND REMUNERATIONOFa tax on such gains. TOP LEVEL MANAGERIALOFFICIALS
Article 13(5) is an unusual provision for a treaty with a

developing country. It provides that the competentauthor- Article 16 is patterned on the U.N. model. It provides that
ity of a state may agree to defer the recognition of profit, directors' fees, and remunerationof a top-level managerial
income, or gain in respect of property alienation by a resi- official of a company are taxable in the state of which the
dent of the other state in the courseof a corporateorganiza- company is a resident.
tion or reorganization not recognized as a taxable transac-
tion in the other state. This provision is identical to one in
the OECD model and also appears in many of Canada's ARTISTESAND ATHLETES
treaties with OECD membercountries, such as the Nether-
lands, the United Kingdom and the United States. The model conventions have identical provisions on this

subject. Article 17(1) states that artistes and athletes may
be taxed in the country in which they perform their ac-

INDEPENDENTPERSONALSERVICES tivities. Article 17(2) is an anti-avoidanceprovision to allow
the source country to tax income from such activities when

Article 14 is largely patterned on the OECD model except it is paid to another person (normally a corporation) even
one provision which provides that a resident of one state is if this person has no PE or fixed base in the source countrydeemed to have a fixed base in the other state throughout to carry out the performances. Article 17(3), which has no
any 12-month period if the resident is present in that other counterparts in the model conventions, provides that the
state for more than 183 days in aggregate in that period. anti-avoidance rule does not apply if the entertainer or
Income from independentpersonal services9 is taxed by the athlete established that neither he or she nor any person
state ofwhich the person rendering the services is a resident, related to him or her participatesdirectly or indirectly in the
unless the person has a fixed base in the other state. Income profits of the person to whom the income accrues.
attributable to the fixed base is taxable in that other state.

Where the activities are performedwithin the frameworkof
an official cultural exchange programme between the two

DEPENDENTPERSONALSERVICES states, the income is not taxed in the source state. Such an

exemption is not included in the model conventions.
Article 15, subject to Articles 16 (directors' fees), 18 (pen-
sions and annuities) and 19 (governmentservices), provides
that salaries, wages and other remuneration from employ- PENSIONS,ANNUITIESANDALIMONYPAYMENTS
ment are taxable in the state in which the employment is

Article 18 is patterned AlternativeB in Article 18 of theon
U.N. model. Pensions and annuities21 are generally taxable
in the recipient's state of residence. Periodic pension pay-18. The term principally is defined in the Technical Explanationof the
ments and annuitiesare, however, taxablealso in the sourceCanada-U.S.Treaty to mean more than 50 percent, which may be adopted

for the purpose of the Treaty. state but the tax is limited to the lesser of (a) 15 percent of
19. The term professional services is defined in Art. 14(2) to include the amount taxable under the domestic law of that state,
independent scientific, literary, artistic, educational or teaching activities and (b) the rate determinedby reference to the rate applica-
as weil as the independent activities of physicians, lawyers, engineers, ble to a resident of that state.
architects, dentists and accountants.

An exemption from tax in the source country is allowed in20. The $ 1,500exemption is considerablyJess than the $ 10,000specified
in the Canada-U.S. Treaty, presumably because labour costs and the Article 18(4) for war pensions and allowances (including
standard of living are lower in Mexico. pensions and allowances paid to war veterans or paid as a
21. The term annuities is defined in Art. 18(3) to mean a stated sum consequence of damages or injuries suffered as a conse-
paid periodically at stated times during life or during a specified number quence of a war) to the extent that the payment would be
of years, under an obligation to make the payments in return for adequate exempt from tax in the state of source f the recipient were
and full consideration (other than services rendered), but does not include resident there.
a payment that is not a periodic paymentor any annuity the cost of which
was deductible for the purposesof taxation in the contractingstate in which Alimony and othersimilarpayments are taxable in the state
it was acquired of residence of the recipient. In order to avoid double taxa-
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tion, that state should not tax such payment if the payer to its domestic law. In the case of income from trusts and

cannot deductor credit the same for the purposesof taxation estates, the tax rate is limited to 15 percent. A similar

in the source country. No similar provisions are contained provision is also contained in the U.N. model.
in either of the model conventions. Unlike the model conventions, Article 21 has no provision

dealing wth income which is effectively connected with a

GOVERNMENTSERVICE
PE or fixed base.

Article 19 is in principle the same as the provisions in the
model conventions. Paragraph (1) provides that remunera-

TAXATION OF CAPITAL

tion for services other than pensions is subject to tax in a The Treaty departs from both model conventions and has
state when paid by that state or its political subdivisions to

provisions dealing with taxation of capital.
a resident of the other state who is not a national of that no

latter state, or did not become a resident of that state solely
for the purpose of rendering the services. Consequently, ELIMINATIONOF DOUBLE TAXATION
local personnel working at an embassy, consulate or other
similar office in a contracting state are taxed according to Article 22 provides for a standardcredit methodofeliminat-
the law of that state. Paragraph (2) provides that paragraph ing double taxation. It is surprising that the Treaty contains
(1) does not apply to remuneratonfor services rendered in

no general tax sparing credit clause, although Canada has
connectionwith a business carried on by a contractingstate, been fairly liberal in allowing developingcountries tax spar-
political subdivision or local authority. ing provisions in their treaties.

Article 22(1) merely allows the ordinary foreign tax credit
INCOME FROM ESTATESAND TRUSTS to Canadian taxpayers for taxes paid in Mexico on business

profits, incomeand capitalgains. If the taxes are not actually
Income from estates and trusts is dealt with in Article 21(2) paid to Mexico, no credit can be claimed in Canada, except
as other income, and taxable by the recipient's state of in the case of dividends. Article 22(3) allows a limited tax

residence. The source state, if so permitted by its domestic sparing credit for dividends: a tax of 15 percent is deemed

law, may impose a withholding tax of up to 15 percent. to have been paid on a dividend paid by a company which
is a resident in Mexico. Under current Mexican tax law, no

withholding tax is levied on dividends paid out of after-tax
STUDENTSAND TRAINEES profitsof a Mexicancompanyto a non-residentshareholder.

Article 20 is identical to the OECD model and provides that As in Canada's other treaties, Article 22(1)(b)22 is included

if a student or business trainee, who is or hasbeen a resident to preserve the special Canadian tax treatment afforded

of a contractingstate, receives payments solely for the pur-
dividendspaid out of the exemptsurplusof a foreignaffiliate

pose of his or her maintenance, education or training while in Mexico. In the case of Mexico, double taxation is avoided

staying in the other state, those payments are not taxed in by allowing credit for taxes paid in Canada on Canadian-

that other state, provided that such payments arise from source income. For dividends, the credit covers both the

sources outside that state. Unlike the U.N. model, Article underlying corporate tax on the profits out of which the

20 does not require the visiting state to give the same tax dividends are paid and the withholding tax.

exemptions, reliefs or reductions available to residents to
the students and trainees in respect of grants, scholarships
and remuneration from employment. SPECIAL PROVISIONS

Article 23 (non-discrimination),Article 24 (mutual agree-

DIPLOMATICAGENTSANDCONSULAROFFICERS ment procedure) and Article 26 (exchange of information)
are identicalto theircounterpartsin the model conventions.

Article 26 provides that the Treaty shall not affect the fiscal

privileges of diplomatic agents or consular officers under
the general rules of internationallaw orunder the provisions MISCELLANEOUSRULES AND ANTI-TREATY
of special agreements.This is identical to the model conven- SHOPPING PROVISION
tions.

Neither of the model conventions deals with this subject.
Article 27(1) is a standard Canadian treaty provision which

OTHER INCOME has the effectofensuringthat the Treatywill nevereliminate
a benefit available under either domestic tax legislation or

Article 21 is a catchall provision restricting taxation of in- other agreements. It provides that the provisions of this

come not dealt with elsewhere in the Treaty to the reci- Treaty shall not be construed to restrict in any manner any

pient's state of residence. Paragraph (2) provides that some exemption, allowance, credit or other deduction accorded

ncome may also be taxed in the state of source according (a) by the laws of the contractingstate in the determination
of the tax imposed by that state; or (b) by any other agree-
ment entered into by a contractingstate.

22. It provides that: subject to the existing provisions of the law of Article 27(2) states that nothing in the Treaty shall be con-

Canada regarding the determination of the exempt surplus of a foreign strued as preventinga contractingstate from imposinga tax

affiliate and to any subsequent modification of those provisions - which on amounts included in the incomeof a residentof that state
shall not affect the general principle hereof-for the purpose of computing with respect to a partnership, trust or controlled foreign
Canadian tax, a company which is a resident of Canada shall be allowed affiliate, in which the resident has an interest.
to deduct in computing its taxable income any dividend received by it out

of the exempt surplus of a foregn afflate resident in Mexico Article 27(3) contains a so-called anti-treaty shopping
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rule. It provides that the Treaty shall not apply to any in the process of being approved by the Canadian Parlia-
company, trust or partnershipthat is a residentofa contract- ment.

ing state and is beneficiallyowned or controlleddirectly or

indirectly by one or more persons who are not residents of TERMINATION
that state, if the amount of the tax imposed on the income
or capital of the company, trust or partnershipby that state Article 29 provides that the Treaty has been concluded for
is substantially lower than the amount that would be im- an indefinite period of time, but notice of termination may
posed by the state if all of the shares of the capital stock of be giyen on or before 30 June of any calendaryear after the
the companyor all of the interestsin the trust or partnership, year n which it enters into force.
as the case may be, were beneficiallyowned by one or more

individualswho were residents of that state. Similarprovi-
sions are included in Canada'streatywith the UnitedStates. CONCLUDINGREMARKS

The signing of the Treaty certainly comes at an opportune
ENTRY INTO FORCE time since it coincides with the beginning of trilateral free-

trade negotiations among Canada, Mexico and the United
Under Article 28, the Treaty will enter into force on the States. The Treaty will also undoubtedly serve as a model
date on which the two states exchange instrumentsof ratifi- treaty for Mexico in negotiating treaties with other OECD
cation. It will apply, in respect of tax withheld at the source countres. It may take some time for Mexico to develop a
on amounts paid or credited to non-residents,on and after system of treaty interpretation and administration that is
the first day of January of the calendar year in which it familiar to Western investors, but this treaty certainly helps
enters into force; and in respect of other taxes, for taxation to bring the Mexican tax system closer to the international
years beginning on or after the first day of January in the tax norm. It opens new opportunities for investment in
calendar year in which the Treaty enters into force. The Mexico, and provides greater certainty as to the Mexican
Treaty has been approved by the Mexican Congress and is tax liability and consequences.
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\ EW ZEA_AkD:

CORPORATEAND INTERNATIONALTAX REFORMS

IN 1991 BUDGET
Andrew M.C. Smith*

On 30 July 1991, the Minister of Finance, the Hon. Ruth Richardson, delivered * Senior Lecturer in Accountancy, Vic-

her first Budget since the election of the National Governmentin October 1990. toria University of Wellington, New Zea-

As expected the Budget continued the tax reform process started by the previous land.

Labour Government with a number of changes to corporate and international
tax. Additionally a discussion papert was released outlining issues to be consi-

dered in the reform of the taxation of cross border income flows. Contents

l. Company tax changes -

I. COMPANYTAX CHANGES- THE VALABH COMMITTEEREPORT The Valabh Committee Report
A. The defnition of divdends for

In November1990, the ConsultativeCommitteeon the Taxationof Income From tax purposes
B. Company share repurchases

Capital (the Valabh Committee) released its discussion paper on the taxation of C. Qualifying companies regime
distributions from companies, inviting submissions from interested parties. The D. Other matters
Committee's final report was released as part of the Budget with a statementof
the Government's intention as to how they would proceed with the Committee's Il. Company tax changes -

recommendations. Budget announcements

A. Intercompany dividend

assessability
A. The definitionof dividendsfor tax purposes B. Company loss carry-forwards

C. Consolidation provisions
The taxation scheme for distributionsfrom companieswas revisedwhen dividend D. Dividend imputation credit anti-

imputation was introduced in 1988. Since these changes were made a numberof streamng provisions

problems had arisen in practice which required legislative attention. A number E. Tax recovery

of small amendments have been proposed and accepted by the Government
F. Depreciation

which will clarify these existing provisions. IlI. Internatinal tax reforms -

Budget changes

B. Company share repurchases
IV. International tax reforms -

Discussion paper
A. Foreign-source income derived

After lengthy debate and consultationa new CompaniesBill is likely to be passed by New Zeaand residents
later this year replacing the old CompaniesAct of 1955. B. New Zealand-source income

Two proposalsin the bill will have a major impacton what constitutesa dividend derived by non-residents

for income tax purposes. Firstly, the long-standingprohibitionon a New Zealand V. Conclusion

company repurchasing its own shares would be removed. Secondly, the Com-

panies Act would no longer contain references to par values of shares. It is

therefore important that a taxing regime be defined for share repurchaseswhen

they become legal and the existingtaxing regime for distributionsupona company
winding-up be modified to reflect the abolition of share par values.

The changes proposed for companies legislationwill allow companies to buy back
their own shares under either an offer made to all shareholders to buy back a

proportion of their shares or an offer to a selected number of shareholders. It is

proposed that shares repurchased are cancelled; however, some submissions on

the Companies Bill have called for treasury stock provisions.
1. The Valabh Commttee, The Taxation of

The Committee identified two ways share repurchasescould be taxed. One would Distributions from Companies Final Report-

be to treat the repurchaseas a partialwinding-up,the other to distinguishbetween (Wellington, July 1991). Two other documents

on-marketand off-marketpurchases,as is currentlydone in Australia.On-market forming part of the Budget statement are re-

viewed in this article. They are: Taxing Income

repurchaseswould be treated as an ordinary sale of shares while in an off-market Across International Borders - A Policy
repurchase a dividend would be derived by the vendor shareholdersto the extent Framework(Wellington,30July 1991) and Taxa-

that the price paid for the shares exceeds the total of the paid-up share capital
tion Policy: Business Tax Policy 1991 - A State-
menton GovernmentTax Policy (Wellington,30

and any share premium paid on issue of the shares. July 1991)
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The Committee felt that there were few grounds to distin- Section 99 will also be deferred until the Valabh Commit-
guish share repurchases on the basis of on and off-market tee's current reviewof the general anti-avoidanceprovision
purchases. In both cases the effect on the company's re- is completed.
tained earnings and shareholderwealth is the same. There-
fore the tax consequences of both should be identical to C. Qualifyingcompaniesregimeavoid giving incentives for companies to characterize divi-
dend distributions by way of share repurchases. However, This proposal is designed to simplify the taxing provisionsit would be inequitable to tax a part of the consideration for small private companiesofwhich there are many in Newreceived for the sale of shares if a vendor is unaware that Zealand, primarily as a vehicle for small owner-operatorthe issuing company is the purchaser, when if sold to any businesses. Currentlyall companiesare largely taxed on theother party the whole consideration would be a capital re-

same basis.4
ceipt. Also by making such a concession for on-market
purchases the Committee felt significant avoidance oppor- The Committee felt that a distinction could be made be-
tunities would arise given the absence of a comprehensive tween closely and widely-held companies.
capital gains tax. Closely-held companies are virtually a substitute for
The Committee proposed for resident companies and resi- partnerships and sole traderships, with a high degree of
dent vendor shareholdersthat the dividend componentof a integrationwith their shareholders. However, shareholders
share repurchasewill be taxed at the repurchasingcompany of small companies have exposed themselves to a consider-
level with the entire consideration exempt to the vendor ably more onerous taxing regime than if they had used a

shareholder.2Fringebenefit tax (FBT)will be levied upon partnership or sole tradership.
the repurchasing company based upon the amount of the The introduction of dividend imputation in 1988 has re-dividend componentof the share repurchase.3The payment moved the major disadvantage of companies of the doubleof FBT would be met by a debit to the company's dividend taxation of profits. This has been of greater assistance to
imputation credit account. In that regard share repurchases widely-held companies than closely-held ones, as prior towill be put on the same basis as the paymentof a dividend, 1988 the latter avoided such double taxation by distributingnet of tax. This treatment would not apply where a vendor profits in the form of directors' fees to shareholder/shareholderwas exempt from resident withholdingtax (i.e. employees which were deductible to the company. How-
tax-exempt). Instead the amount of the repurchasedeemed changes in 1985 deeming distributions from capitala dividend would be paid tax-exempt.

ever,
sources taxable as dividendshave affectedclosely-heldcom-

The amount of the dividend deemed from a share repur- panies more directly than widely-heldones. Shareholdersin
chase is proposed to be determined under a revised Section closely-held companies can now only receive capital dis-
4A(1)(c) which also applies to return ofcapital to sharehold- tributions tax-free upon the winding-upof the company, in
ers upon a company winding-up. Under an averaging for- contrast to partnerships and sole traders who can receive
mula the amount of the dividend would be, to the extent non-taxable capital profits at any time. This has presented
that the consideration for the shares exceeds the aggregate artificial incentives for closely-heldcompaniesto voluntarily
of the paid-up capital, share premium and net realized cap- wind up to distributecapital profits and for the shareholders
ital profits. The use of an averaging formula would prevent to then incorporate a new company to continue operating
marshalling arrangementswhere capital sources (e.g. share the existing business.
premium, realized capital profits)are only distributed The Committee stated:5
through the share repurchase.
Repurchases involving non-residents would be treated dif-

a departure from the conventional approach of disregarding
the source from which dividends are paid is warrantedwhere

ferently. The dividend portion of a share repurchase from there is in substance little distinction between the actions of a
a non-residentwould be subject to non-residentwithholding company and its shareholders. Such closely-held companies
tax as is levied for ordinary dividend payments. The divi- and their shareholders are in reality indistinguishable from
dend portion of a share repurchase by a non-residentcom-

pany from a New Zealand resident shareholderwould also
be treated as assessable income in the normal way. This too
is likely to pose problems for New Zealand resident share- 2. This exemption will also apply to shareholderswho would be assess-
holders if they do not have the ability to require the repur- able on the sale of shares, i.e. where the shareholderwas a share dealer,
chasing company to supply them with the relevant informa- or the shares were a:quired for the purpose of resale, or disposed as part
tion to make such a determination. of a profit-nakingscheme or undertaking.

3. FBT is levied at the rate of 49 percent. It is based on the corporate
It is proposed that the general anti-avoidancesection (Sec- and top marginal individual tax rate of 33 percent grossed up.
tion 99) be modified to deal with tax avoidance arrange- For example:
ments involving the repurchase of shares in substitution for 0.33
the payment of dividends. -- = 49%1 -0.33

The Committee also proposed a treasury stock regime Thus the consideration paid by the company for the shares repurchased
should the Companies Bill be amended to allow treasury would be equivalent to a net-of-tax sum and the company will pay the
stock to be held by issuing companies. With treasury stock equivalent tax otherwise due by the shareholders. Note that the same

the repurchase would be treated as a non-taxable transac- taxing scheme is currently applied to non-cash deemed (constructive)div-

tion, provided certain conditions are met such as not more
idends.
4. Some provisions apply only to small family companies to preventthan five percent of any class of shares are held as treasury contrived income splitting among family members, e g. Sec. 191. Com-

stock and that the stock be held for not more than oneyear. panies with stock exchange listings have some relaxation of the sharehold-

The Governmenthas deferred making final decisionson the ing continuity requirements for loss offsets and carry-forwards and for

carry-forwardsof credit balances in the dividend imputation account.
Committee's recommendationsuntil company law reform 5. The ConsultativeComrnittee on the Taxation of Income From Capi-
proposals are finalized and other changes to the tax status tal, The Taxationof Distributions From Companies (Wellington, 1990), at
of dividends are made. The proposals involving a revised 15.
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alternative forms of business organizations such as partner- percent of its losses if it enters the regime. After that all

ships and sole traders. A closer alignmentof the tax treatment losses would be cancelled on entry.
would seem desirable.

The qualifying company is likely to be well received by
This would attributecapitalgains made by closely-heldcom- shareholders in closely-held companies. Unfortunately at

panies to their shareholdersresulting in distributionof such this stage the administrativedetails surroundingthe propos-
gains tax-free in shareholders' hands. als are far from clear and such shareholders would want

The Committee has proposed that a qualifying company assurance that the introduction of such a regime would be

regime be introduced for the taxing of closely-held com- accompanied by simplified administrative and compliance
panies, more akin to the taxing regime applying to partner- procedures.
ships. In order to be a qualifying company a company The Governmenthas indicated it agrees with the proposals
must not have more than five shareholders6and ifany share- and that the regime will be operative for the income year
holder was a company it too must be a qualifying com- beginning 1 April 1992. Companieswill have until 1 October
pany. The company must be New Zealand resident. A 1992 to elect to be a qualifying company for the 1992/93
limitation would be placed upon foreign-source income income year. A bill has been introduced into Parliament
(other than dividends) of not more than NZ$ 10,000 per which is expected to be passed later this year enacting the
annum. Companies would achieve qualifying company qualifying companies regme.
status by all shareholdersand directors electing that status,
with effect from the beginningof the income year. D. Other matters

Qualifying companies would be able to pay two types of
dividends to their shareholders - exempt dividends and In its discussion paper the Committee recommended that

dividends with full irnputation credits attached. The deci- the excess retenton tax (ERT) be abolished. This tax

sion to distribute what category of dividend would be left applied to small private companies whose major activities

entirely to the conpany. However, there would be stream- involved the derivation of investment income. As inter-

ing rules to require qualifyingcompanies to pay exempt and company dividends under New Zealand law pass as exempt
taxable dividends to all shareholders in the same proportion income to recipient companies (until 1 April 1992), the tax

in a given income year. A qualifying company would be was inposed on undistributed dividend income to prevent
required to rnaintain a sirnplified form of irnputationcredit companiesbeingused as a trap fordividend incomeavoid-

account. Qualifyingcompanieswould be able to pay capital ing the need for distributionand taxationof those dividends

profits to shareholders by way of exempt dividends. Where to individual shareholders.
a shareholder is a trustee, the trustee must vest all current Since release of the discussion paper the Government has
year dividends from qualifying companies in beneficiaries already repealed the tax. The subsequent decision in the
other than a non-qualifyingcompany. Budget to remove the inter-company dividend exemption
Salaries paid by a qualifying company to shareholder/ (discussed below) has also meant the tax would be redun-

employeeswould be deductibleto the companyrrespective
dant by 1992 anyway.

ofwhetherwithholding taxes (PAYE)applied or not. All The Valabh Committee was originally briefed to consider
in-kindbenefitsdistributedto shareholder/employeeseither issues regarding extension of dividend imputation to non-

as constructivedividends or as remunerationwould be sub- residents as well as the tax status of cross border intercom-
ject to FBT.7 Expenditure incurred by the company in pro- pany loans giving rise to constructive dividends. These is-
viding in-kind benefits to shareholders who are not sues will be left to the review of international taxation dis-

employees would be non-deductible. If interest was incur- cussed later in this article.
red by shareholders to purchase shares in a qualifying com-

pany which provided in-kind benefits, a special apportion-
ment rule would apply. Il. COMPANY TAX CHANGES-

Qualifying companies would not be able to form a group
BUDGET ANNOUNCEMENTS

with non-qualifyingcompanies for the purposes of the loss
offset provisions. However, losses could be passed through In addition to the Valabh Committee report, the Budget
to shareholders in certain situations, in a similar manner to also contained a number of other important changes for

losses incurred by partnerships. To pass through losses it is company taxation.

proposed that all companies in the group must have one

class of share with identical rights in all respects. Losses A. Inter-companydividendassessability
would be attributed to shareholders according to the pro-
portion of shares held in the course of an income year. The For many years the receipt of a dividend by a company has

company's loss would be entirely removed in each year by been deemedexempt income under Section 63. This exemp-
an attribution process. The loss pass through option would tion, while designed to mitigate double taxation of income
be elected by the unanimous vote of all shareholders and within company groups, has formed the basis of a number
directors. Any existing loss carry-forwardsat the time the of tax avoidance arrangements.
electionwas made would not be eligible for the pass through It has recently to the attentionof the Governmentthat
regime and be required to be carried forward by the com-

come

a numberof large New Zealandcompanieshad entered into
pany. tax avoidance arrangements using redeemable preference
Transitional arrangements proposed include a concessio-

nary tax of 7.5 percent (to be called qualifying company
election tax) on existing retained earnngs held by com- 6. Persons related to the first degree to be treated as one person.are

panies entering the regime during a specifiedperiod. Assets 7. This would result in the benefit received by the shareholder being
of a revenue natureownedby companiesat the time of entry non-assessableand treated as being on a net-of-tax basis. FBT is levied at

to the regime would be carried over at their book values. a rate of 49 percent which is the top income tax rate of 33 percent grossed
During a transitional period a company must cancel 25 up.
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shares as a way of transferring losses between companies in owns two thirds or more of the shares in the other com-
a manner which is not otherwisepermittedby the loss offset pany.

12 This provision has led to arrangementsof interpos-
provisions in Sections 188 and 191. Estimatessuggestedthat ing subsidiary companies to purchase shares in other com-
a significant amount of income tax has been lost through panies where the two-thirds test will not be met. Such
redeemable preference share arrangements this year. techniques have been normal in the redeemablepreference
Therefore it was decided to remove the dividendexemption. share arrangements. The removal of the dividend exemp-
The original objectiveof the exemption is less relevantsnce tion will raise the issue that the general interest deduction
the introduction of dividend imputation in 1988. test in Section 106(1)(h)(i) and (ia) also applies where in-

terest is incurred by a company to finance the purchase ofFrom 1 April 1992, all dividendsreceivedby a companywill shares in another company rather than the specific test in
become assessable and subject to resident withholding tax Section 106(1)(h)(ii)of 33 percent. The exemption will remain for dividends
derived from non-residentcompanies (including those resi-
dent companies deemed non-residentunder a double taxa- B. Company loss carry-forwards
tion agreement). A further exemption will remain on a

transitional basis for certain redeemable preference share The Government has signalled its intention to significantly
dividends until 1 April 1994. From 1 April 1992, non-cash reduce the ability of companies to carry forward and offset

intercompanydividendswill become subject to FBT8 but be losses, and has introduced legislation to achieve this objec-
exempt from tax to the recipient.9 tive.

For certain dividends payable on fixed rate shares, the Currently companies can offset losses (horizontal offset)
dividend exemption was removed from Budget night - 30 between members of a group of companies if there is two-

July. This was done to prevent further tax avoidance thirds common ownership between the companies con-

through redeemable preference share arrangements. The cerned. Companiescan also carry forward losses to be offset

grandfather clause retaining the exemption for certain against future years profits provided there is 40 percent
preference shares was retained until 1 April 1994 because continuity of shareholding in the loss company from the
ts removal could cause undue disruption to the financial beginningof the year in which the loss is incurred to the end
market. It is a common view thatthis grandfatherpro-

of the year when it is offset.
vision was made to prevent financial distress to certain large A numberof problemshave been identified by the Govern-
companies who are believed to have extensive investments ment with these current provisions. The Government be-
in redeemablepreferenceshare investments. In order to be lieves the existing rules favour companies over individuais.
eligble for grandfathering,the followingconditionshave Companies can transfer losses if there is 40 percent con-
to be satisfied: tinuity of shareholding so that effectively a 60 percent in-

(1) the dividends are payable by a company which has no terest in the losses can be transferredwhile individualscan-

exemption from New Zealand income tax; not transfer losses at all. A number of loopholes have be-

(2) the shares are not subject to any change in terms under come apparent which allows companies to easily meet the

any roll-over provisions, etc.; 40 percent continuity test in a manner not contemplatedby
(3) the shares were acquired by the taxpayer prior to 30 the legislature. These loopholes have involved the use of

July 1991 or undera bindingcontractpror to that date; corporate trusts and purchasing of companies with current

(4) the shares are redeemable without High Court ap- year losses shortly before the end of the profit company's
proval; fiscal year. The current test also allows shareholders who

(5) the shares carry a fixed dividend in terms of commercial own at least 40 percent of a company to transfer shares
interest rates; between themselvesand maintain the 40 percent continuity

(6) the shares are not specified preference shares issued requirement. The ownership tracing requirements for loss
under pre-1986 legislation. carry-forwards are cumbersome for listed companies, par-

ticularly those listed on foreign stock exchanges and for
An additional transitional provision applies to dividends subsidiariesof listed companies.
paid between resident companieswith 100 percent common

ownership. For these companies the exemptionwill remain It has been decided to strengthen the provisions from 1
until 1 October 1992. This is designed to tie in with the new April 1992 based upon a 66 percent continuityof sharehold-
consolidation regime discussed later in this article. ing test. The test will be based upon the voting power of

shareholdersin respect of decision-makingby the company.
The foreign company dividend exemption will also apply to Voting power will be defined as the percentage of power to
dividends which are deductible to the payer in a foreign vote in relation to decision-makingconcerning the:
jurisdiction. These dividends will be subject to foreign div- - distributions to be made by the company;
idend withholding payment (FDWP) at a rate of 33 per- -- constitution of the company;
cent, which is a withholding tax imposed when foreign- - variation in the capital of the company;
sourced dividends are received by a New Zealand resident - appointment or election of directors of the company.
company, prior to such dividends being distributed to indi-

If differing percentages obtained under the above test,vidual shareholders. Under current domestic law these div- are

idends are assessable to company recipients but in some
the interest would be determined using an average.

cases are exempt due to reliefs afforded under certain dou- In certain circumstances where a company has options on
ble taxation agreements. issue, or if the percentage of assets or income a person is

The changes will have a significant effect in terms of the
interest deductibility test under Section 106(1)(h). On a

conceptual basis allowing a company an interest deduction 8. Refer to explanation of FBT on non-cash dividends in earlier discus-
sion on share repurchases.for funds borrowed to purchase shares in another companY 9 Sec. 63(2B).

can be inconsisent because a tax deduction is allowed for 10. As defined in Sec. 63(2D),
an expense incurred to earn exempt income. Under New II. Taxation Policy: BusinessTax Policy 1991, supra note L at 78.
Zealand law such a deduction is allowed if the borrower 12. Sec. 106(1)(h)(ii).
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entitled to exceeds their percentage of voting power, or if actions as if the transactions were made with unrelated
certain forms of debentures in the nature of shares are on parties. Changes announced with regard to the dividend

issue, the interests of shareholders will be determined by exemption and further restrictions upon company loss
reference to the marketvalueofallinterestsin the company. offsets have meant that a more onerous taxing regime ap-
Special provisions are made for listed companies partially plies to company groups.
owned by other listed companies, where the interest is less
than 50 percent. This will reduce compliance costs for such

The Governmenthas decided to partlyoffset these changes

companies. by introducinga companyconsolidationregime.The regime
will allow corporategroups to be treated as one. Intragroup

These provisions will substantially take effect from 1 April dividends, sales of assets and income flows will be disre-

1992. A number of transitional arrangementswill be put in garded for income tax purposes. The taxation status of

place until that date. company groups will much more closely reflect consolida-
tion accounts prepared for financial reporting,with the em-

A bill has been introduced into Parliament to effect these

changes. A numberofsubmissionsfrom professionalbodies phasis on economic substance over legal form. Significant
such as the New Zealand Society of Accountantshave been compliance costs savings will result as consolidated groups

very critical of these proposals. In particular, the new voting
will only have to file one tax return and only have one active

test and market values test are likely to be difficult to ad- imputation credit account. The group will be assessed as a

whole.
minister in practice. Secondly, the new provisions are ex-

pected to make it difficult for financially distressed com- The consolidation regime will be elective. Companies will

panies to raise additional capital without the benefits of be able to consolidatefor tax purposeswhere they have 100
their accumulated tax losses. Given the current recession percent common ownership using the new tests proposed
this may contribute to company failures. for company loss carry-forwards. All group members must

be resident in New Zealand for income tax purposes. Con-
Recent media statements have suggested that the Govern- solidation will not be permitted if it is a step in a tax avoid-
ment is now rethinking the company loss proposals. While ance arrangement. Groups must consist of either all qualify-
some of the changes made to overcome several blatant ing or non-qualifyingcompanies but not a mixture of both.

loopholes are likely to remain, the 66 percent continuity The consolidationcriteria must be met by every member of

requirementmay be changed as well as some of the complex the group from the beginningto the end of an incomeyear.
basis for tracingshareholdinginterests. Legislationmay not

be finalized until early 1993. When a companygroup deconsolidatesor a company leaves
the group, there will be a deemed disposaland reacquisition

Policy statements issued on Budget night with respect to of any assets transferred between group members.
these changes reveal that the changes are primarily moti-
vated by revenue considerations. Many of the other argu-

The new provisions are proposed to come into effect from

ments put forward to justify these changes are weak and do 1 April 1992. Companies will be able to make the election

not bear scrutiny. The New Zealand Parliament has for a to consolidate until 1 October with effect backdated until 1

long time legislated against trafficking in tax loss companies April. Some transitional measures are proposed with re-

on grounds that tax losses belong to the shareholders of spect to the dividend exemption removal. Legislation to

those companiesat the time the losses were incurred. If this enact the regime has yet to be introduced.

is the case Parliamentshould be more consistent and allow It is expected that the consolidationregimewill prove attrac-
such shareholders to directly receive the benefit of those tive for many company groups and will result in significant
losses if they sell their shares in such companies with ac- tax compliance savings. It will assist company groups to
cumulated tax losses. Arguments that companies are restructure their affairs without extra taxation complica-
favoured over individuals in respect of losses are not credi- tions.
ble when dividend imputation regimes have been adopted
based on integrating company and shareholder taxation in

respect of profits but not in respect of losses. Also individu- D. Dividend imputationcredit anti-streaming
als cannot have their tax losses extinguishedin the way that provisions
companies can on the basis of changes in shareholding. Under the dividend imputation regime introduced in 1988,
The changes will not entirely stop company loss trafficking. there are comprehensiveprovisions to prevent the stream-

As with most complex legislation loopholes may be found ing of imputation credits away from shareholderswho can-

which defeat the new provisions, although the proposed not use them, such as tax-exemptbodies and non-residents.
Sections 187A and 191A giving statements of purpose for It has come to the attention of the Government that
the loss carry-forward and offset provisions will make it loopholes existed in these provisions. Reforms have been
easier for the Commissionerto apply the general anti-avoid- enacted to strengthen the stapled stock anti-avoidance
ance provision in such situations.13- The rules still allow tax provisions to take into account arrangements involving the
losses of loss companes to be transferred to profitable com- use of trusts. Debentures on which interest paid is deemed

panies prior to the transferof shares. This may be achieved as a dividend under Sections 192 and 195 will be treated as

by changes in the basis for inventoryvaluationor by arrang- shares for the purposes of the imputation anti-avoidance

ing a transactiondeductible to the purchasingcompanyand rules as well as the dividend stripping rules in Section 99(5).
taxable to the loss company just prior to the sale of the The anti-streaming rules will also apply to arrangements
shares. involving the use of bonus issues.

C. Consolidationprovisions
13. The Privy Council has already held in Challenge Corporationthat the

Current New Zealand tax laws tax members of company general anti-avoidanceprovision Sec. 99 can be used to prevent trafficking
groups individuallyand allow offsetsof net income between in tax loss companies. See also A.M.C. Smith, New Zealand: The Impli-
group membersin certaincircumstances.Transfersof assets cations of the Commissioner's Statement on Section 99, 45 Bulletin for
between nembers of a group can give rise to taxable trans- International Fiscal Documentation (February 1991), at 60-66.
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The shareholding continuity requirements for imputation percent. The tax may be a minimumif the loans are between
accounts of 75 percent have been relaxed to 66 percent to associated parties.
bring them into line with the new loss carry-forwardprovi- It has become a common arrangement for foreign lenderssions.

to gross-up interest rates for the withholding tax and
many domestic lenders have found it necessary to enter into

E. Tax recovery arrangements to avoid the impositionof non-residentwith-
holding tax on interest payments. Such avoidance has be-

Under Section 276 of the Income Tax Act, the Commis- come extremely widespread by large corporate borrowers
sioner can recover tax payable by a wound up company and the revenue collected from the withholding tax is rela-
from any new company set up by the shareholders of the tively low.
original company. It is designed to prevent companiesfrom

It has been decided that from Budget night exemptionswillavoiding tax liabilities by asset stripping. Tax practitioners
had identified that the provision was extremely wide and be offered for certain borrowers from the need to deduct

could have unintended consequences for other companies withholding tax. Instead a small levy of two percent of the

in a companygroup situation and for companies involved in nterest paid will be charged for the right to make payments
the takeover of other companies. Revenue authoritieshave net of withholding tax. This levy will be applied under the

also found that the provision does not prevent asset strip- Stamp and Cheque Duties Act 1971 and is not subject to

ping as intended. Section 276 will be revised allowing the relief under any double taxation agreements. If payments
Commissioner to recover tax owing from directors and of interest are made between associated parties non-resi-

shareholdersof companies that have entered into arrange-
dent withholding tax will still be applied.

ments or transactions to deplete the assets of the company In order to obtain the exemption, a borrowermust apply to
so that it cannot meet any tax liabilities. The provisionwill the Commissionerfor status as an approved issuer. This
now apply whether or not those parties also have other will be approvedwithin 20 working days (four weeks) unless
equity interests in other companies. the Commissionerbelieves that the borrower has been re-

sponsible for serious default or neglect in complying with

F. Depreciation his/its tax obligations. Approved issuers will be required to

register with the IRD details of the securities which will be
The Valabh Committee has considered depreciation issues paid tax-free to non-residents.Non-paymentof the levy will
in another paper reviewed in an earlier article.14 In the result in the non-taxstatus of the securitybeing revokedand

Budget the Governmenthas indicated that it broadly en- will revive the liability for non-residentwithholdingtax.

dorses most of the Committee's recommendationsexcept This provision simply recognizes the reality that non-resi-
for the proposal to allow a deduction for losses on the dent withholdingtax has been easily avoidedfor many years
disposalofbuildings. It is intended that most of the Commit- and that such taxes have little place in deregulated capitaltee's recommendationswill be enacted and that the Com- markets. However, interest payments will still be liable to
missionerof Inland Revenue will commencean immediate a two percent levy and this may still give an incentive for
and comprehensive review of rates of depreciation in light borrowers to continue to use existing avoidance arrange-of the criteria suggested by the Valabh Committee.15 The ments to avoid both the withholdingtax and the two percentextension of depreciation allowances to intangible assets levy. Interestingly, the well known loopholes for avoidingwith limited life will also be considered. the withholding tax were not removed in the Budget an-

Subsequent statementsby cabinet ministers have suggested
nouncement. This may reflect the belief that a small two

that the review of depreciation rates in most cases is likely percent levy will be willingly paid by borrowers for the

to result in an increase in allowable rates. This is likely to greater tax certainty it confers. The imposition of the levy
means that there still will be an incentive for borrowers toassist business taxpayersas for many categoriesof assets the deduct withholdingtax where the lenders are able to obtain

current tax depreciation rates are low by internatonal full credit for the withholding tax in their home countries.standards.
Thiswill help contain any revenue loss from thesechanges.

The lack of support for deductibilityof losseson the disposal
of buildings is inconsistent and simply reflects revenue con- IV. INTERNATIONALTAX REFORMS-

cerns. For many years buildings were not subject to claw- DISCUSSION PAPER
back of depreciation allowances if a building was sold for
more than its written-down book value for tax purposes. A discussion paper was released on Budget night outliningHowever, since 1988 such clawbacksare made and therefore possible options for reform of the international taxing re-
a symmetrical treatment is warranted which allows for de- gime. This reflects the need for reform of the current inter-
ductions of losses should a building be sold for less than its national tax regime as it affects New Zealand residents
book value, as is the case with other types of assets. Given international incomes and also the need for reform of the
building conditions in New Zealand, particularly with re- taxing regime for non-residents investing in New Zealand.
spect to meeting earthquake safety codes, many buildings
have a limited life and may be required to be demolished A. Foreign-source income derived bywith the owners suffering a real economic loss. New Zealand residents

The existing taxing regimes for New Zealand residentswere
Ill. INTERNATIONALTAX REFORMS- introduced from 1987 and provide for comprehensive taxa-

BUDGET CHANGES tion of all foreign-sourceincome under a branch equivalent
New Zealand for many years has imposed a non-resident 14. See A.M.C. Smith, Continuing Tax Reform Programme in New
withholding tax on interest payments made to non-resi- Zealand,45 Bulletinfor InternationalFiscalDocumentation(July/Augustdents. This has been at a rate of 15 percent although many 1991), at 385.
double taxation agreements allow for a reduced rate of 10- 15. Taxation Policy: Business Tax Policy 1991, supra note 1, at 72.
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regime for foreign companies controlled by New Zealand regime that all FIFs are either located in tax havens or are

residents and a foreign investment fund (FIF) regime for exempt from tax offshore.
certain passive foreign investmentsowned by New Zealand
residents. Since introduction the regimes have been found The discussion paper lists a number of options for reform.

to have high compliance costs and other undesirable effects
These include:

on certain taxpayers.
(1) a revised definition of a FIF;
(2) an exemption for small FIF holdings. This option may

The current New Zealand branch equivalent regime is ex- give incentives for investors to deliberatelyspread their

tremely comprehensive taxing both passive and active in- FIF holdings into small units and may result in signifi-
come derived by foreign companies closely controlled by cant revenue loss in aggregate;
New Zealand residents in all but seven major countries, j6 (3) a variation in the recognition of income from FIFs in-
Such companies have their income attributed to their New cluding deferral of taxation of any gains until realiza-
Zealand shareholders using New Zealand income determi- tion. The deferral effect could be compensated by a

nation rules. higher tax rate upon realization;

Already the regime has been retrospectively deferred for (4) introduction of a separate taxing regime for foreign
controlled foreign companies outside certain named tax super/annuation and life insurance funds. This would

haven jurisdictionspending this review. A numberof possi-
overcome the difficulty in obtaining market values for
interests in such investment vehicles. One optionble reform options have been highlighted. These include:
suggested is for contributorsto pay a withholding tax of

(1) permitting a simplified income calculation in New Zea- 33 percentwhen contributionsare made to such funds.
land for the controlled foreign company based on the The suggested reforms disappointing and only address
income returned to foreign revenue authorities;

are

(2) restricting the application of the regime to companies
some marginal problems with the whole FIF regime. In

resident in specified tax havens; particular, the regime may treat migrants to New Zealand

(3) restricting the application of the regime to passive harshly where they cannot realize or change their invest-

income. This would be income which is really New ments easily; for example, with life insurance and superan-
nuation funds. 17 The proposedwithholdingtax on life insur-

Zealand-source income which has been diverted to

another jurisdictionor a close substtute for New Zea- ance/superannuationpremiumscould be particularlyharsh,

land-source income. Earnings from active business especially if the policy was already taxed in a foreign juris-
operations would remain exempt. The United States,

diction. It is likely to be subject to compliance and evasion

Canada and Australia have adopted a similar approach problems.
to foreign-sourced income. Another form of tax which is also under review is the foreign

dividend withholding payment regime discussed earlier.
The Government in ts election manifesto had stated it
would consider reform of the regime using options (2) and The withdrawal of the intercompany dividend exemption
(3) above.

from 1 April 1992 suggests that the withholding tax is no

longer warranted in most circumstancesand therefore par-
As yet it is not possible to predictwhich reforms the Govern- tial repeal is warranted. It is expected that the withholding
ment may adopt. It has stated in making reforms it wishes tax will remain for certan foreign-sourced inter-company
to balance competing objectives of encouraging New Zea- dividends that remain tax-exempt after 1 April 1992.
land residents to invest where pre-tax returns are highest,
to raise revenue and protect the tax base and minimize

B. New Zealand-source income derivedcompliance/administrationcosts. Given the tight fiscal situ-
ation it is unlikely that any changes will be made that will by non-residents
result in significant revenue losses or give rise to any major The taxing regime applying to non-residents investing in
tax avoidance opportunities. New Zealand has not been reviewed part of the taxas

The FIF regime applies to interests held by New Zealand reform programme conducted over the past seven years. In
resdents in foreign investments funds, life insurance many ways the current regime js outdated and is more

policies, unit trusts, superannuation funds and mutual appropriate for a closed, highly regulated economy which

funds, etc. New Zealand interest holders are taxed annually New Zealand had prior to 1985.
on any unrealizedchange in the marketvalueof their invest- The Government has announced that the taxing regimements plus any distributions received. This basis is used as

applying to non-residents will be reviewed. As the regime
a proxy for the income of the FIF. The Government is

currently applies there is considerable for non-resi-
concerned that the objective of the regime is maintained; scope

dents to avoid New Zealand taxes in respect of New Zea-
otherwise there would be incentives for New Zealand resi-
dents to make passive investments offshore or as a way of land-source income through transfer pricing arrangements,

avoiding the branch equivalent regime for controlled
thin capitalization schemes and other creative forms of

foregn companies. financing such as cross border financial leases. Existingpro-
visions to control these types of tax avoidancearrangements

The regime has given rise to a number of problems. The are believed to be weak.
regime is complex and difficult to follow for many New The current regime is also discriminatoryagainst non-resi-
Zealand investors. Compliance costs are high. Difficulties
have arisen using the market value income method where

dent investors. Non-residentscannot take advantage of im-

interests in a FIF are not normally traded in market transac- putation credits attached to dividends paid by New Zealand

tions, e.g. life insurance and superannuation funds. The
taxing regime does not allow capital gains derived by FIFs
to remain non-taxable while capital gains similarly earned

16. These countries are Australia, France, Germany, Japan, the United

Kingdom and the United States.
directly by investors are not taxed. The FIF regimedoesnot 17. For a detailed discussion of the effects of the FIF regime on imrni-
look to the country where the income is earned and does grants to New Zealand, see K. Holmes and K.R. Best, ImpatriateTaxa-
not give credits for tax paid in foreign countries by the tion: New Zealand. Taxation and Inbound Investment in Pacific Rim

investment fund. There is an inherent assumption in the Countries (Amsterdam: IBFD, 1991).
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companies. Instead dividends are subject to a further with- (1) identificationof the problemsthe DTA will overcome;
holding tax which in the case of countries with which New (2) the manner in which the DTA will correct these prob-
Zealand has not concluded a double taxation agreement lems;
(DTA), is at a rate of 30 percent. This results in a com- (3) the fiscal cost of the DTA;
bined tax rate of 53.1 percent for distributed profits. Even (4) the potential risks to the New Zealand tax base of a
with treaty countries the dividend withholding tax rate is DTA;
normally 15 percent, resulting in a combined tax rate of 43 //(5) the benefits to New Zealand as a whole from a DTA;
percent. Both are substantially higher than the corporate (6) alternative solutions to the problems the DTA is at-
rate of 33 percent. tempting to solve and the costs/benefitsof those alterna-

This problem is particularly acute with Australia. Despite tives.

both countries having entered into a free trade agreement, It is unfortunate that the desire to solve trans-Tasmantaxa-
trans-Tasman tax harmonization has not been brought tion issues, particularlywith respect to dividend imputation,
within the scope of the agreement. Both countries have does not appear as strong for other countries. This is likely
comprehensive dividend imputation provisions but neither to reflect revenue concernsparticularly,given New Zealand
country recognizes dividend imputation credits granted in is a capital importer. The Government is unlikely to agree
the other country. Thus trans-Tasman dividend flows are to unilateral extension of imputation credits to non-resi-
subject to double taxation. The New Zealand Government dents or even removing the dividend withholding tax, as
has now placed a high priority on reforming the trans-Tas- such moves are unlikely to be matched reciprocallyby other
man tax regime in consultationwith the Australian Govern- DTA countries. Such unilateralreliefwould cost substantial
ment. Discussions are to be started soon in the context of revenue to New Zealand but New Zealand resident inves-
further review of the free trade agreement with Australia. tors would not enjoy similar relief in respect of their foreign
The options for reformof trans-Tasmantaxationwill mainly investments. It is known that some Government advisers

centre on recognition in one county of imputation credits favour extension of dividend imputation credits on a recip-
rocal bilateral basis but even this option will have revenueattached to dividends from the other country. This may be

done by way of a new DTA, a tax provision under the free costs.

trade agreement or by reciprocal provisions incorporated However, it must be clearly recognized that the current
into domestic legislation. The existing New Zealand/Aus- taxation regime is unacceptable particularly for investors
tralia DTA of 1972 is now outdated and changes are neces- from non-DTA countries. Investors from those countries
sary in respect of other matters. A potential difficulty exists would be well advised to consider reducing their exposure
with New Zealand's and Australia's obligations under non- to New Zealand tax when investing in New Zealandpossibly
discrimination clauses in DTAs entered into with third through the use of careful transferpricing or thin capitaliza-
countries. If New Zealand and Australiaextend recognition tion arrangements.19The latter option may be more attrac-
of dividend imputation credits between each other on a tive given that inter-companydividends are now assessable
reciprocal basis, this may give rise to pressure from other in New Zealand and that dividends from New Zealand
trading partners such as Japan and the United States to investments can be readily converted into interest through
grant similar concessions to their citizens. a local wholly-ownedsubsidiary of a foreign company.
Also as part of international tax reforms, the Government
has announced a review of bilateral tax agreements. The V. CONCLUSIONreview is additional to renegotiation of the DTA between
Australia and New Zealand. The objective of the review is The Budget announcements represent a three-prongedto ensure the existing DTAs are in line with current taxa- of aggressive suppression of avoidancetion and economic policy and are contributing to New Zea- strategy tax oppor-

tunities to protect the revenue base and reduce the deficit,land's economic growth. [8 This will be done wthin a reform of the existing international tax regime as it affectsframework of identifying problems with particular agree- New Zealand residents and lastly reform of the taxing re-ments and possible solutions. The highest priority will be gime as it affects non-resident investors. It appears that withgiven to the DTAs with New Zealand's major trading and the openness of the New Zealand economy and the criticalinvestmentpartners. need for foreign investment, the Government has at least
Many of New Zealand's DTAs follow the OECD model. recognized that the New Zealand tax system is unattractive
DTAs tend to shift the allocationof taxes betweencountries for foreign investors. Unfortunately, the Government has
rather than impose extra taxes, particularly in respect of given a high priority to eliminationof the fiscal deficitwithin
dividend and income flows. As New Zealand is a net capital three years in order to reduce interest and exchange rates

importer, the effect of most existing DTAs is to shift reve- and this objectivewill ultimately temper any reforms made.
nue from the New Zealand Government to foreign govern- It is therefore likely that reformsof the international taxing
ments rather than increase the overall burden of taxes for regime will not be as comprehensive as they should be
foreign investors. because of revenue considerations. It is essential that sub-

stantial changes be made to the tax law as it affects foreignIt is now known what factors are motivating the desire to
review and renegotiate existing DTAs. Several existing

nvestmentboth from Australia and elsewhere.

DTAs include tax sparing clauses where New Zealand
has agreed to recognize tax incentivesgiven to New Zealand
residents by foreign countries. Given the removal of most

' tax incentives in New Zealand it is inappropriate that New
Zealand continue to recognize foreign ones. 18. Taxing Income Across International Borders: A Policy Framework,

note 1, at 35.
Any future DTA negotiationswill be based upon a careful supra

19. It must be noted that Sec. 22 can be applied by the Commissionerto
assessment of the following factors: counter tax avoidance through transfer pricing arrangements.
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TAXATIONAND INVESTMENTIN

THE PHILIPPINES
Tax Division, SGV & Co., Philippines

a member firm of Arthur Andersen Worldwide Organization

I. DIRECTTAXES Contents

A. General
l. Direct taxes

A. General
The national government is the chief taxing authority in the Philippines. With B. Corporation income tax

respect to local taxes, the new Local Government Code, signed into law in C. Individual income tax
October 1991, authorizes provinces, cities, municipalities and barrios the power D. Other taxes

to create theirown sourcesof revenueand to levy taxes, fees and othercharges. E. Double taxation agreements
Il. Indirect taxes

B. Corporation income tax A. Indirect tax structure

Domesticcorporations, includingjoint venturesand partnerships,whetheror not B. Excise tax

registered,1 are taxed on their annual net taxable income from worldwidesources C. Value added tax

at the rate of 35 percent. However, a joint venture or consortium formed for the D. Percentage tax

purpose of undertaking construction projects or engaging in petroleum, coal, E. Documentary stamp tax

geothermal and other energy operations is not considered a corporation. Hence, lI1 Investment

the jointventurepartnersare taxed separatelyon their incomefrom the project. A. General

Foreign corporations are taxed only on their Philippine-source income. A non-
B. Qualifications of a registered

residentcorporation(i.e. one not engaged in a tradeor businessin the Philippines)
enterprise

C. Fiscal incentives
is generally subject to a flat rate of tax on gross income, with no deductions D. Non-fiscal incentives
allowed. Interest income on foreign loans earned by a non-resident foreign E. Additional incentives

corporation is subject to a 20 percent tax. Non-resident foreign cinematographic F. Offshore banking units

film owners, lessors or distributors are taxed at the rate of 25 percent on gross G. Withdrawal of fiscal incentives

income. Foreign internationalcarriers pay a tax rate of 2.5 percent of their gross H. Magna Carta for countryside
Philippinebillings. Rentals, leases and charter fees payable to non-residentown- and Barangay business

ers of vessels chartered by Philippine nationals are subject to a 4.5 percent final enterpr ses

withholding tax. Reinsurance premiums from Philippine sources received by a
l. Build-Operate-TransferScheme

non-resident foreign corporation are expressly exempted from income tax.

Rentals, charters and other fees payable to non-resident lessors of aircraft,
machinery and other equipment are subject to a final withholdingtax of not less
than four percent but not more than ten percent, to be fixed and determined by
the President upon the recommendationof the Secretary of Finance. However,
a rate of 7.5 percent is imposed on these rentals, charters and fees until the

President has prescribed the rate appropriate for each category of property.
A resident foreign corporation is taxed in the same manner and at the same rate

as a domesticcorporation. In addition, the after-tax profits remitted by a Philip-
pine branch of a resident foreign corporation to its head office abroad are subject
to a tax of 15 percent (unless the resident foreign corporation is registered with
the Export Processing Zone Authority). However, profits remitted by a branch
office engaged in petroleum operations in the Philippines are subject to only a

7.5 percent rate. Fixed or determinableannual periodicgains, profits and income
are not considered branch profits unless they are effectively connected with the
conductof the branch's trade or business in the Philippines.The profit remittance
tax rate may be further reduced by tax treaties.

Income from sources within the Philippines includes:
interest derived from a borrower residing in the Philippines;-

dividends from domestic and, in certain cases, foreign corporations;-

compensation for services rendered in the Philippines;-

gains, profits and incomefrom the sale of real propertyin the Philippines;and 1. Except general professional partnerships
-

and joint ventures formed for the purpose of
rent and royalties from property located in the Philippines, includingrent and undertakingconstruction projects engaging- or n

royalties for the use in the Philippinesof patents, copyrights, secret processes petroleum, coal, geothermal and other energy

and formulae, goodwill, trademarks, trade names, trade brands, franchises operations pursuant to an operating or consor-

tium agreementunder a service contractwith the

and similar properties. government.
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Royalties taxable in the Philippines include technical ser- company is insulated from contractual and other liabilities
vices provided to resident corporations. The Tax Code incurred by its Philippine subsidiary. The liabilities of a

explicitly enumerates services which, even if rendered branch, on the other hand, are deemed to be those of the
abroad, generate Philippine-sourceincome. The Tax Code home office.
also provides that gains from the sale of shares of stock in a

domestic corporation will be treated as Philippine-source
A branch must deposit with the Securities and Exchange
Commission government securities worth P 100,000 afterincome regardless of where the shares are sold. the issuance of its licence, and additional securities worth

Corporations follow a quarterly system of filing income tax two percentof its gross income in excess of P 5 million after
returns. Every corporaton must file in duplicate and on a each fiscal year. No such requirement is imposed on a sub-
cumulative basis a quarterly summary declaration of its sidiary. The absenceof such a requirementis anotheradvan-
gross income and deductions for the preceding quarter or tage of a subsidiary operation over a branch, particularly if
quarters. Income tax is levied, collected and paid on the the Philippine operation becomes profitable.
basis of this declaration. The tax so computed is decreased
by the amount of tax previouslypaid or assessed during the C. Individual income taxpreceding quarters. This tax must be paid no later than 60
days after tlae close of each of the first three quarters of the In taxable year 1982, a modified system of gross incometaxable year, whether a calendar year or a fiscal year. taxation took effect for individual taxpayers. Under this
On or before 15 April, or on or before the 15th day of the system, individual income .s classified as compensation in-
fourth month following the close of the fiscal year, corpora- come, business income or passive income.
tions are required to file an adjustmentreturn covering the Compensation income and business income are subject tototal net taxable income of the preceding calendar or fiscal graduated tax rates ranging from 1 to 35 percent.year. If the sum of the quarterly tax payments made is not

equal to the total tax due on the entire net taxable income In general, gross compensation income includes all income
of the year, the corporation must either pay the excess tax from employment. Payments made by a general profes-
still due or seek a refund of the excess amount paid. In the sional partnership to a partner for services rendered do not
latter case, the refundable amount shown in the corpora- fall in this category but are considered business income of
tion's final and adjustment return may be credited to the each individual partner. Business income includes all gains,
estimated quarterly income tax liabilities for the taxable profits and income of whatever kind and in whatever form,
quarters of the succeeding taxable year. derived from any source not included in the classificationof

Branches vs. subsidiaries compensation income and passive income. Passive income
includes dividends, interest, royalties and prizes. PassiveBefore doing business in the Philippines, a foreign corpora- income is subject to final withholding tax at varying rates.tion must compare the advantages and disadvantages of

setting up a branch or a subsidiary. There is a pending bill which proposes to adopt a simplified
net income taxation scheme for self-employed individualsA branch is taxed only on its Philippine-sourceincome. A engaged in business, and professionalsengaged in the prac-subsidiary is taxable on its worldwide income, although the tice of their profession. Under this proposed bill, self-effects of international double taxation can be mitigated employed individuals and professionalswill be taxed basedthrough the foreign tax credit.
on four income tax brackets with tax rates ranging from 4

After-tax profits remitted by a branch to its head office are to 30 percent. The 30 percent rate will be imposed on a net
taxed at a rate of 15 percent. However, net after-tax earn- income of over P 250,000. The proposal also seeks to limit
ings remitted as dividends by a subsidiary to its parent are the type of deductions that can be claimed by these tax-
taxed at 35 percent, although this rate may be reduced to 15 payers.
percent in certain circumstances. Individual citizens and resident aliens are taxed on their
For purposes of computing a branch's net taxable income, worldwide income; non-resident aliens are taxed only on
the head office can allocate to the branch a ratable part of Philippine-sourceincome.
un-allocable expenses, interest payments, losses and other Individual taxpayers are entitled to personal exemptions:deductible items that are effectivelyconnected with a trade P 6,000 for single individuals, P 7,500 for heads of house-
or business conducted exclusively in the Philippines. The holds, P 12,000 for married persons and 3,000 for each
parent company cannot allocate part of its overhead ex- dependent up to four children.2 Individualsderiving purelypenses to its subsidiary although some form of expense compensation income are not entitled to any deductionsharing can be effected through a technical service agree- from their gross earnings other than the allowable exemp-ment.

tions. However, individuals deriving business income may
If the foreign operations in the Philippines are expected to deduct necessarybusinessexpensesor losses; donationsand
be profitable and there are plans to reinvest the profits in contributions (up to six percent of taxable income); taxes
the business, it is usually more advantageous to establish a (excluding income, estate and gift taxes) paid or accrued in
subsidiary because dividends are taxable only as and when connectionwith a trade or business; and capital losses to the
declared to a parent. In the case ofa branch, the opportunity extent of capital gains. In lieu of these itemized deductions,
for capital accumulation without the incident tax burdens taxpayers may elect a standard deduction in an amount not
may not be as readily available as it would be in the case of exceeding ten percent of gross income.
subsidiaries.

Generally, the financial results of the branch's operations
are combinedwith those of the head office in a consolidated
income tax return, on the basis of which the head office
computes its income tax liability to its home country. 2. There is a pending bill proposing to increase the personal and addi-

tional exemptions of individual taxpayers. The proposed amounts are:
Another advantage of a subsidiary arrangement is the sub- e 9,000 for single individuais, p 12,000 for head of a family and P 18,000
sidiary's separate Juridical personality. A foreign parent for married individuals.
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A married couple may elect to compute individual income (b) Withholding tax on residents other than employees
tax separately based on their respective total taxable in- A creditable withholding tax is imposed on income pay-
come. Husbandsand wives electing to computetheir income ments to certain professionals (10 or 5 percent in case of
tax separately are entitled to a personal exemption of payments to juridical entities other than general profes-
P 6,000 each. The additionalexemptionfor each dependent sional partnerships), income payments to contractors (1
may be claimed by only one of the spouses and the total percent) and rentals (5 percent).
amount of additional exemptions that may be claimed by Income payments to partners in general professionalonly one of the spouses, and the total amount of additional a

exemptions that may be claimed by both, may not exceed partnership are subject to a creditable withholdingtax of 15

the maximum allowable additional exemptions. percent, except in respect of partnerswho are non-resident

aliens, whether or not engaged in trade or business in the

Filipino citizens who have been living abroad and who in- Philippines whose income payments are subject to a final
tend to remain abroad are taxed at graduated rates based withholding tax of 30 percent.
on their gross income from non-Philippinesources after the All sales, exchanges transfers by individualsof real
following have been deducted: (a) a personal exemption

or prop-

allowance equal to USS 2,000 if single or if married but erty classified as ordinary assets, and by corporations, of

legally separated, or USS 4,000 if married or head of the real property, whether classified as ordinary or capital as-

family; and (b) the income tax paid to the foreign country sets, are subject to the followingcreditablewithholding tax

in which they reside.
based on gross selling price to be withheld by the buyer:

2.5 percent if the vendor is habitually engaged in the-

Non-resident alien individuals engaged in a trade or busi- real estate business certified as such by the Chamberof
ness in the Philippinesare taxed at the same rates as citizens Real Estate Buildings Association, and is registered
and resident aliens on their Philippine-sourceincome. Div- with the Housing and Urban DevelopmentCoordinat-
idends, shares in the net profits of a partnership (taxed like ing Council (HUDCC);
a corporation), interest, royalties and prizes and other win- - 5 percent if the vendor is not habitually engaged in the

nings, however, are subject to a final withholding tax of 30 real estate business; and

percent. Non-resident aliens not engaged in business are - zero percent if the vendor is certified as engaged in

subject to a flat rate of 30 percent on all types of Philippine- low-cost housing projects by the HUDCC and the con-

source income. A non-resident alien is deemed to be en- sderation for each transaction does not exceed

gaged in a trade or business in the Philippines if he stays in P 500,000.
the Philippines for an aggregate period of more than 180 Dividends received by domestic resident foreigndays during any calendar year. If he stays for 180 days or

a or corpo-

less, he is not considered engaged in a trade or business in ration or by resident individuals from a domestic corpora-

the Philippines.
tion liable for the payment of any internal revenue tax are

no longer subject to tax. Royalties, prizes and other win-

1. Foreign tax credit nings received by resident individuals are subject to a final
withholding tax of 20 percent.

A citizen or a domesticcorporationcan elect to take a credit
or a deduction for any income, war profits or excess profit Every bank or banking institutionmust deduct and withhold

taxes paid or accrued during the taxable year to any foreign
from the interest on peso savings and time deposits and on

country. A resident alien is entitled to a foreign tax credit yields from deposit substitutes (except interest paid or cre-

if the country of which he is a citizen or subject grants
dited to non-residentalien individualsand foreign corpora-

similar rights to Filipino citizens. tions) a final tax equal to 20 percent of the interestor yield.
Deposit substitutesare alternative forms of obtaining funds

The taxpayer must indicate in his income tax return his from the public (other than deposits) through the issuance,
desire to claim a foreign tax credit; otherwise he will be endorsementor acceptanceof debt instrumentsfor the pur-
deemed to have elected the foreign tax deduction. How- pose of relendingor purchasing receivables and other obli-
ever, the taxpayer must show that he is entitled to a foreign gations or financing the borrower's own needs or the needs
tax credit before being permitted a foreign tax deduction. of his agent or dealer. Such instruments include banker's

The amountof the foreign tax credit is subject to two limita- acceptances,promissorynotes, repurchaseagreements,cer-

tificates of assignment or participation and similar instru-
tions, based on the taxpayer's taxable income from foreign
sources. The limitations may be expressed as follows: ments with recourse as may be authorized by the Central

Bank of the Philippines for banks and non-bank financial
intermediaries or by the Securities and Exchange Commis-

nettaxable nettaxableincome
tax credit maynot ncomewithinthe from all non- sion of the Philippines for commercial, industrial, and fi-
total exceed the foreign country or Philippinesources nance companies and for other non-financialcompanies.
Philippine either nettaxable income nettaxableincome
tax liability from all sources from all sources (c) Withholdingtax on non-residents

To ensure that the income tax payableby non-residentalien
2. Withholding of income tax ndivduals and foreign corporationsnot engaged in a trade

(a) Withholding tax on employees
or business in the Philippines is collected, ncome tax is

The tax withheld from gross compensation income ranges generally withheld at source by whoever has control over

from 1 to 35 percent dependingon the taxpayer'sstatus and the payment of the income. The withholding tax rates ap-

number of dependents. Taxes withheld from an employee plied to the actual tax computed in the tax return are fixed

with more than one employerwork out as creditable taxes at 30 percent for individualsand 35 percent forcorporations.
which are applied to the employee's final income tax liabil- Interest income on foreign loans extended by non-resident

ity. However, withholding tax becomes a final tax for the foreign corporations is subject to a 20 percent final with-

following typesof employeesderivingcompensationincome holding tax.

from only one employer: single or married but legally sepa- Dividends received by a non-resident foreign corporation
rated, head of a family and married with only one spouse from a domestic corporation subject to income tax are sub-

receiving compensation income from the same employer. ject to a 15 percentwithholdingtax if the countryofdomicile
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of the foreign corporation permits as credits to the foreign applied to the FMV to determine the taxable value of the
taxes due from such corporationPhilippine taxes deemed to property. The assessment levels depend on the natureof the
have been paid in the Philippines equivalent to the rebate property and/or improvement: commercial, industrial, resi-
of 20 percent. Examples include dividends remitted to a dential, agricultural.
country with whom the Philippines has a tax treaty with a For commercial, industrial or mineral land, the assessment
tax-sparingprovision. The same 15 percent rebate applies level is generally 50 percent of the FMV; for agriculturalto Philippine dividends received by a foreign corporation land and timber and forest land, 40 percent; and for residen-domiciled in a foreign country whose tax law does not im- tial land, 30 percent. The assessments for all improvementspose any tax on foreign-sourcedividends.

are based on the current assessment levels. However, these
All remittances of interest, dividends, rents, royalties, pre- levels cannot be lower than those prescribed for land or

miums, compensation, remunerationfor technical services more than 80 percent of the FMV, except in the case of
or other fixed or determinable annual, periodic or casual residential houses, where the levels range from 15 to 80
gains and income, including capital gains, derived from percent of the FMV.
sources within the Philippines, are subject to withholding The assessed value of land and buildings used exclusivelytax on the gross amount thereof. for educational, cultural or scientific purposes and of the

improvements thereon is 15 percent of the FMV. For land
and improvements used for recreational purposes, the as-

D. Other taxes sessed value is also 15 percentof the market value. Included

1. Overseas communicationstax among the properties used for recreational purposes are

properties owned by sports or athletic clubs not operated
A tax of 10 percent is imposed on the amount paid for primarily for profit.
communication transmitted from the Philippines. This is

A uniform annual tax of 1 percent of the assessed value of
payable by the person paying for the services rendered. real property is levied in addition to the regular (basic) real

2. Capital gains from the sale of shares property tax.

Individuals and corporations that derive net capital gains 7. Travel tax
from the sale or exchange of shares of stock in any domestic Travel tax is levied on citizens of the Philippines,permanentcorporation are taxed at 10 percent if the amount of gain is resident aliens and non-immigrantaliens who have been ini 100,000 or less and 20 percent if the amount is more than the Philippines for more than one year. The rates of traveli 100,000. However, individuals and corporations that sell
shares of stock listed and traded through a local stock ex-

taxes are expressed in U.S. dollars, and range from USS 120

change are taxed at one fourth of 1 percent of the gross
to USS 200.

selling price of the shares of stock sold.
E. Double taxationagreements

3. Capital gains from sale of real property
Double tax treaties with the following countries have been

A final capital gains tax of 5 percent is imposed on the ratified and are currently in force: Australia, Austria, Bel-
amount realized from the sale of real property by individu- gium, Canada, Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, In-
als. Amount realized refers to any money received, donesia, Italy, Japan, Korea, Malaysia, the Netherlands,
excluding interest on payments for instalmentsales, plus the New Zealand, Pakistan, Singapore, Sweden, Thailand, the
fair market value of the propertyother than money received United Kingdom and the United States.
by the seller.

4. Export tax
Il. INDIRECTTAXES

An export tax is levied on the export of logs. The export tax

rate, as imposed by the Tariff and Customs Code, is 20 A. Indirect tax structure
percent of the gross F.O.B. value at the time of shipment,
based on the prevailing rate of exchange. There are currently four major indirect taxes in the Philip-

pines: the excise tax, the value added tax, the percentage
5. Local taxes tax on other businesses and the documentarystamp tax.

The new Local GovernmentCode delineates the powers of
the provinces, municipalities, cities and barrios and limits B. Excise tax
these powers to ensure uniformity in local taxation. The
basic policy of the new Code is to enable the local govern- There are two kinds of excise taxes: specificand ad valorem.
ment units to enjoy genuine and meaningful local autonomy The specific tax is based on weight, volume capacity or any
in order to attain their fullest development as self-reliant other physical unit of measurement. The ad valorem tax is
communities. Thus, they are given the power to create and based on selling price or any other specified value of the
broaden their own sources of revenue. article.

Excise taxes are applied to articles manufactured or pro-6. Real property tax duced in the Philippines for domestic sale, consumptionor

' The imposition of real property taxes will be governed by any other manner of disposition, as well as to imported
the new Local GovernmentCode. Under the new Code, the articles. In the latter case, excise taxes are applied in addi-
rates cannot exceed 1 percent of the assessed value of the tion to any customs duties. When articles locally-produced
real property in the case of a city or municipalitywithin,the or manufacturedare removedand actuallyexportedwithout

Metropolitan Manila area. The assessed vale is the fair being returned to the Philippines, whether they are ex-

market value (FMV) of the real property multiplied by ported in their original state or as ingredientsor parts of any
the assessment level. The assessment level is the percentage manufactured articles or products, any excise tax paid for
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them may be credited or refunded upon submissionof proof 5. Tax credits
of actual exportation and upon receipt of the corresponding Under the VAT system, the following items constitutecred-
foreign exchange. itable input taxes:
Articles subject to excise tax include distilled spirits, wines,
fermented liquor, tobacco products and cigarettes, man- (a) VATpaid on the purchaseor importationofgoods
ufactured oils and other fuels, fireworks, cinematographic

- for sale or conversion or incorporation into a finished
article for subsequent sale or for use in the course of

films, saccharine, automobiles, non-essential goods (e.g.
jewellery, perfumes and toilet water, yachts and other ves- business;
sels intended for pleasure or sports) and mineral products,

- for use as materials in the sale of services;
including coal and indigenouspetroleum. The excise tax on

- for use in a trade or business for which a depreciation
compounding liquors, matches and video tapes has been allowance is allowed (capital goods).
abolished. (b) Zero-rated and exempt transactions

A zero-ratedsale is a taxable transactionfor VATpurposes.
A sale of goods and/or services taxed at a zero rate does not

C. Value added tax (VAT) result in any VAT liability but the input tax on such a sale
is available as a tax credit to a VAT-registeredperson.The VATsystem, which was introducedby ExecutiveOrder

No. 273, took effect on 1 January 1988. In general, the VAT An exemption, however, means that the sale of the goods
applies to all persons engaged in the business of selling or services is not subject to VAT (output tax) but the seller
goods and services in the Philippines. Enterprises with an- is not allowed any tax credit on VAT previouslypaid (input
nual gross sales or receipts not exceeding P 200,000 are not tax). The person making an exempt sale of goods or services
subject to VAT but they may elect to be covered by the is not allowed to separatelybill any output tax to his custom-
VAT.3 ers because the transaction is not subject to VAT.

The purchaser of goods or services which are exempt from1. VAT on the sale of goods VAT is not entitled to input tax such purchases.any on

VAT at the rate of 10 percent is imposed on the sale of
A taxpayer with zero-rated sales of goods and services

goods. The tax base is the gross selling price or value in can

money of the goods sold or exchanged, includingthe follow- opt for a tax credit to be applied against any internalrevenue

ing:
tax liability he has or for a refund of the input tax he paid

charges for packaging, delivery and insurance if sepa-
to

- corresponding the zero-rated sales.

rately billed; and Zero-rated sales of goods consist of:
excise taxes if the goods are subject to excise tax. Export sales made by a VAT-registered person. Such- -

If the gross selling price in the invoice is unreasonablylower sales include foreign currency-denominated sales or

sales to non-residents of goods manufactured in thethan market value, the latter is the VAT base. The selling
price is considered unreasonably lower if it is more than 30 Philippines for delivery to residents and paid for in

percent lower than the market value of the same goods of foreign currency remitted to the Philippines.
the same quantity sold in the immediate locality.

- Sales to persons or entities whose exemptionsare effec-
tively zero-rated under special laws or international

2. VAT on services agreements.4
Zero-rated sales of services consist of:The VAT base for services is the gross receipt which in-

Processing, manufacturing and repacking services forcludes not only cash but also constructive receipt of pay-
-

ments. The term gross recept refers to the total amount persons doing business outside the Philippines where

of money or its equivalent representing the contract price,
the finished goods are exported and the fee is paid for

compensationor service fee. It includes the amountcharged
in foreign currency remitted to the Philippines.

for materials supplied with the services and deposits or
- Services for persons that are effectively zero-rated

advance paymentsactuallyor constructivelyreceivedduring
under special laws or treaties.
Services performed in the Philippineswhich are paid inthe taxable quarter for the services renderedor to be render-

-

ed for another person. It excludes the VAT. foreign currency remitted to the Philippines.
Exempt transactions include:

3. VAT on importation - The sale of non-food agricultural, marine and forest

The 10 percent VAT is also imposed on the importation of products in their original state only if sold by the pro-

goods for resale or for use. The VAT is based on the total ducer or the owner of the land where such products are

value used by the Bureau of Customs in determining tariff produced. In the hands of a subsequent seller, the sale
is subject to VAT.and customs duties plus duties, excise taxes, if any, and The sale importationof agriculturaland marine foodother charges. Other charges refer to charges on imported

- or

goods prior to release from customs custody. These include products at all stages of production when the products
postage, insurance, commissionsand similar charges. If the

are sold in their original state.

duties are determined on the basis of volume or quantity,
- Medical, dental, hospital and veterinary services.

the base is the landed cost (duties, freight, insurance and
- Fertilizers; pesticides and herbicides; chemicals for the

other charges). formulation of pesticides; seeds, seedlings and finger-

4. Manner of billing the VAT

A VAT taxpayermay bill the VAT to the buyer ofhis goods
3. These enterpriseswill be subject to a 2 percent tax base on their gross

or services. The VAT need not be billed separately in the receipts
4. This refers to exemptions granted under special laws and treaties

invoice. If the VAI' is not billed separately, or is billed which are extended to the grantee and supplier of goods. An example is
separately but erroneously, the total invoice amount must sales to U.S. military bases, where the exemption of the grantee extends
be multiplied by '/ to arrive at the output tax. to the seller.
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lings; fish, animal, and poultry feeds; some bean and than USS 500,000; and those activities that are already
fish meals. served by existing enterprises.
The sale of books, although sales of magazines, news-

papers or bulletins are exempt only if they appear at B. Qualificationsof a registeredenterpriseregular intervals with fixed prices for subscriptionsand
sale and are not devotedprincipallyto advertisements. In addition to providing basic guarantees to all investors,
Export sales by persons exempt from registering under the Act provides a comprehensive scheme of benefits for
VAT or by persons required to register under VAT but certain enterprises in high-priority areas of economic activ-
who fail to register. ity.

All investors and enterprises, including export zone enter-
D. Percentagetax prises, are entitled to basic constitutionalrights and guaran-

The following service establishmentsare subject to percen-
tees, including freedom from expropriation without just

tage tax: compensation, the right to remit earnings on investments

operators of hotels, motels and similar establishments; and the right to repatriate investments in the currency in
-

which the investmentswere originallymade. The remittance
caterers; of foreign exchange to meet payments of interest and prin-

-

carriers and operators of garages;-

dealers in securities and lending investors;
on

- cipal foreign loans arising from technological assistance

franchise holders; contracts is also assured.
-

transmissions originating from the Philippines by tele- The Act grants preferential tax and other benefits to regis--

phone, telegraph, telemeter exchange, wireless and tered enterprises in preferred areas. Preferred areas of in-
other communication equipment services on overseas vestment are those sectors of the economy that are crucal
dispatch, message or conversation; to the nation's development. The Investments Priorities
banks and non-bank financial intermediaries; Plan (IPP), prepared annually by the Board of Invest--

finance companies; ments (BOI), is a list of the preferred areas, classified-

insurance companies; according to preferred pioneer and preferred non-pioneer-

agents of foreign insurance companies; activities. Both import-substitution and export industries-

proprietors, lessors or operatorsof establishmentssub- are listed as high priority in the IPP. Labour-intensiveindus--

ject to amusement tax; tries and industries that increase the value of agricultural,
winnings from horse races or Jai-alai games. miningand timberproductsforexportare also emphasized.-

In addition, a seller of goods or serviceswhose gross annual A preferred pioneer area is one which, in addition to being
sales or receipts do not exceed P 200,000 is subject to a important to national economic development, involves the
percentage tax of 2 percent of gross sales or receipts. manufactureor productionof commoditiesof raw materials

Taxpayerssubject to percentagetax are not subject to VAT. that are not produced on a commercial scale in the Philip-
pines, or one that uses a new design, formula or process for
producingor transformingraw materials into finished prod-

E. Documentarystamp tax ucts.

Documentarystamps must be affixed to certain instruments For each preferred area of activity that produces goods
used in business transactions, i.e. bank checks, bonds, de- mainly for the domestic market, the BOI establishesa mea-

bentures, certificates of stock, deeds of sale, promissory sured capacity, which is the difference between annual de-

notes, etc. mand and annual production capacities of existing produc-
ers. When a sufficientnumberof firms have been registeredDocumentarystamp taxes are also collected on bills of lad- to fill the industry's measured capacity, that industry is

ing, acceptances, drafts and other bills of exchange, insur- removed from the preferred list. If the measured capacity
ance policies, warehouse and hotel receipts, mortgages and

n any non-pioneerarea is not filled by Filipinoswithin three
deeds of trust, powers of attorney and other documents. after the has been listed in the IPP, the is
Additional documentary stamp taxes are imposed on the years area area

to to
registration of privately owned passenger automobiles, opened full ownership by foreign nationals, subject

constitutionaland statutory limitations.
motorcycles, scooters and jeeps.

The nationality requirementsfor registration for incentives
with the BOI differ according to the classification of the

Ill. INVESTMENT
area in which the enterprise'sproposed project willlie, i.e.
pioneer or non-pioneer. Basically, an applicant for registra-
tion under the IPP must be a citizen of the Philippines in the

A. General case of a natural person. In the case of a partnershipor any

The new Foreign InvestmentsAct of 1991 (the Act) gov-
other association, the applicant must be organized under

erns foreign investments with incentives. It is the basic law Philippine law with at least 60 percent of its capital owned

that outlinesthe conditions,activitiesand procedureswhere and controlled by Philippinecitizens. In the case of a corpo-

foreign enterprisesmay invest and do business in the Philip-
ration or a cooperative, it must be organized under Philip-

at percent stock outstand-
pines. It establishes the restricted areas, and declares all pine law with least 60 of its capital
other areas as open to unlimited foreign equity participa- ing and voting shares owned and held by Philippine nation-

als. Further, at least 60 percent of the board of directorstion. In brief, the restricted areas are those reserved to,

Philippine nationals by the PhilippineConstitutionand spe-
must be Filipino citizens.

cial laws; those activities affecting public health and morals; A 100 percent foreign-ownedenterprise may also apply for
those that are defence-related; small and medium-sized registration under the IPP provided it engages in a pioneer
domestic market enterprises with a paid-in capital of less project or exports at least 70 percent of its total production.
than USS 500,000; export enterprises which use raw mate- These enterprses are required to attain the status of a

rials from natural resources with a paid-in capital of less Philippine nationalwithin 30 years or within a longerperiod
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as prescribed by the BOI. Registered enterprises, whether valent to 100 percent of the value of the national internal
pioneer or non-pioneer, that export 100 percent of their revenue taxes and customs duties that would have been
total production,are not covered by this requirementwith- waived on the breeding stocks and genetic materials had
out prejudice to minimal local sales authorized by the BOI these items been imported by the registered enterprise
to meet domestic shortages. In addition, the area in which which purchases the breeding stocks and genetic materials
the foreign corporation operates must not be one reserved from a domestic producer.
by the Constitutionor other laws to Filipinos.

7. Other

C. Fiscal incentives - Exemption from all taxes and duties on the importation
of breedingstock and genetic materialswithin ten years

Enterprisesregisteredwith the BOI are entitled to a number from the date of registration or commercial operationof incentives. of the enterprise.
1. Income tax holiday

- Tax credit for taxes and duties on raw materialsused in
the manufacture,processingor productionof its export

Newly registered firms will be fully exempt from income products and forming parts thereof.
taxes for six years from the date of commercial operation - Access to the bonded manufacturing/tradingwarehouse
for pioneer firms, and four years for non-pioneerfirms. This system.
can be extended for an additional year in the following - Exemption from taxes and duties on imported supplies
cases: and spare parts for consigned equipment.

the project uses indigenous raw materials; i Exemption from the wharfagedues and export tax,-

any
the project meets the prescribed ratio of capital equip- duty, impost and fee.-

ment to number of workers set by the BOI;
the net foreign exchange savings or earning's amount to-

at least US$ 500,000 annually during the first three D. Non-fiscal incentives
years of operation.

Expanding firms will be entitled to an exemption from in- 1. Simplificationof customs procedures
come taxes proportionate to their expansion for a period of Customs procedures for the importation of equipment,
three years from the date commercial operation com-

spare parts, raw materials and supplies and the export of
mences. They are, however, not entitled to additional de- processed products are simplified.
ductions for incremental labour expenses during the period
within which this incentive is availed of. 2. Unrestricted use of consignmentequipment
2. Additional deduction for labour expenses There will be no restriction on the use of consigned equip-

ment provided a re-exportbond is posted, unless the equip-For the first five years from registration, a registered enter- ment and spare parts are irnported tax and duty free.
prise is allowed an additional deduction from taxable in-
come of 50 percent of the wages correspondingto the incre- 3. Employmentof foreign nationals
mental direct labour for the numberof skilled and unskilled
workers, if the project meets the prescribed ratio of capital The employmentof foreign nationals in supervisory,techni-

equipment to number of workers set by the BOI. cal or advisory positions for five years from registration,
which may be extended for limited periods, is allowed. The

3. Tax and duty-free importation of capital equipment president, general maniger and treasurer or their equiva-
lents of foreign-owned registered firms will not be subject

Importation of machinery, equipment and accompanying to the foregoing limitations.
spare parts of new and expandingregisteredenterpriseswill
be exempt to the extent of 100 percentof the customs duties
and national internal revenue taxes. This incentive may be
availed of within five years from the effective date of the E. Additional incentives
Act, or until 12 August 1992. In addition to the above incentives, the following will also

be available to enterprises locating their operations in less4. Tax credit on domestic capital equipment developed areas:

A tax credit equivalent to 100 percent of the national inter-
Less-developed-areaenterprises will be automatically-

nal revenue taxes and customs duties that would have been entitled to pioneer incentives regardless of nationality.waived on the machinery, equipment and spare parts, had 100 percent of the cost of the constructionofthese items been imported by the registered enterprise
-

necessary
and major infrastructures and public facilities can bewhich purchases such capital equipment from a domestic
deducted from taxable income. If the total amountmanufacturer, is also available. This incentive may be a-

can-

vailed of within five years from the effective date of the Act,
not be deducted in one year, deductionsmay be carried

or until 12 August 1992. over to subsequent years until the total amount has
been deducted.
The rate of incentive for additionaldeductionfor labour5. Contractor's tax

-

expenses will be doubled for enterprises located in less
Registered enterprises are exempt from the contractor's developed areas.

tax, whether national or local.
1. EPZA-registeredfirms

6. Tax credit on domestic breeding stocks and genetic A foreign corporation also register with the Exportmaterials may
ProcessingZone Authority(EPZA)and locate its facility

Within ten years from the date of registrationor commercial n any of the country's export zones. Four zones are cur-

operation, such enterprisesare entitled to a tax credit equi- rently in operation: Bataan, Mactan, Baguio and Cavite.
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Firms registered with the EPZA are entitled to all of the tives granted to OBUs include the following:
incentives given to firms registered with the BOI. In addi- - foreign currency transactionswith non-residentsof the
tion, they will also be entitled to the following: Philippines and other OBUs are tax exempt;

special tax treatment of merchandisewithin the zone; foreign currency transactionswith foreign currency de-- -

exemption from local taxes (except real estate tax) and posit units, local commercial banks and branches of-

licences; and foreign banks are also tax exempt;
exemption from real estate taxes on production equip- interest of foreign currency loans to residents is subject- -

ment and machinery not attached to real estate. to a final withholding tax of 10 percent.

2. Phividec-registeredfirms Incentives to foreign personnelof OBUs include the follow-

ing:
Foreigners may also choose to locate in the 3,000 hectare - multiple-entryvisarenewable annually;
Phividec Industrial Estate in Misamis Oriental operated by - exemption from immigration fees and customs duties
the PhilippineVeterans InvestmentDevelopmentCorpora- on personal effects, as provided in the Tariff and Cus-
tion (PHIVIDEC). toms Code;
Firms registered with the Phividec IndustrialAuthority are

- 15 percent withholding tax on gross income received

entitled to the following major incentives: from an OBU.

exemption from customs duties and internal revenue-

taxes on importedcapital equipment,raw materialsand G. Withdrawalof fiscal incentives
suppliesused in the productionand storage of goods for
export; In December 1986, the government withdrew all tax and

admission of fully owned foreign enterprises in selected duty incentives of government and private entities, subject-

industries; to certain exceptions:6
tax holiday for the first three years of operation;

-

-
tax and duty incentives covered by the operation of the

exemption from wharfage dues if the constructionof a non-impairmentof obligationprovisionof the Constitu-
-

pier or wharf is funded by the importer; and tion;
employmentof foreign nationals for technical and man-

-

- tax and duty incentives conferred by effective interna-

agement levels. tional agreements to which the Philippine government
is a signatory;7

3. Regional or area headquarters' incentives - tax and duty incentives enjoyed by enterprises regis-
teredwith the BOI pursuant to PresidentialDecreeNo.

Multinationalcompaniesestablishingregionalor area head- 1789, as amended; the Export ProcessingZoneAuthor-
quarters in the Philippines may be licensed to supervise ity pursuant to PresidentialDecreeNo. 66, as amended;their own affiliates, subsidiaries or branches in the Asia- and the Philippine Veterans Investment DevelopmentPacific region. These regional or area headquarters and Corporation IndustrialAuthoritypursuant to Presiden-
their expatriate executives will be entitled to a number of tial Decree No. 535, as amended;incentives. suspension of taxes and duties due from the distressed-

(a) Expatriates copperminingindustrypursuant to Letterof Instruction

multiple entry visa valid for one year and renewable No. 1416;-

annually provided that the foreign expatriate receives a
- tax and duty incentives conferred under the basic tax

salary of at least USS 12,000 per annum; codes, i.e. the National Internal Revenue Code, as

withholdingtax of 15 percent on gross income received amended, and the Real Property Tax Code, as-

from the regional or area headquarters; amended.
tax and duty-free importation of personal and house--

hold effects; H. Magna Carta for countrysideand Barangaytravel tax exemptions. business enterprises
-

(b) Regional headquarters
exemption from income tax; To encourage the development of small-scale business en--

exemption from contractor's tax; terprises in areas outside metropolitan Manila and other-

exemption from all kinds of local licences, fees and highly urbanized areas, Republic Act 6810 (otherwise-

duties; known as the Magna Carta for Countryside and Barangay
tax and duty-free importation of training and confer- Business Enterprisesor Kalakalan20) was approved by-

ence materials; Congress on 14 December 1989.

importation of motor vehicles for expatriate executives ven-
-

Kalakalan 20 small business enterprises and
and their replacement every three years provided the exempts

tures from all taxes, including income tax, VAT, licenceand
taxes and duties are paid upon sale to non-qualified building permit fees, and other business taxes, except real
persons; property and capital gains tax, import duties and other taxes
exemption from the registration requirements of a-

imported materials.
foreign corporation doing business in the Philippines;

on

upon application with the BOI, establishment by the Business enterprises covered by Kalakalan 20 include the-

regional headquarters of warehouses to supply spare following:
parts or manufactured components and raw materials - enterprisesemploying20 peopleor less that are engaged
to the Asia-Pacific region and other foreign markets.

F. Offshorebanking units 5. Presidential Decree 1034, issued in September 1976.
6. Executive Order No. 93.

A foreign banking corporation may establish an offshore 7. For this purpose, an effective international agreement is any agree-
banking unit (OBU) in the Philippines.5 OBUs must ment which is operationallybinding upon and in force between the Philip-
maintain net office funds of at least USS 1,000,000. Incen- pine government and the other parties concerned.
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in productive undertakings that would benefit the domestic sources and/or engage the services of a foreign or

economy in the area;8 Filipino contractor. However, the followingconditionsmust

enterprises whose assets at the time of registration do be complied with:-

not exceed la 500,000; - in the case of foreign contracts, Filipino labour must be
enterprises whose principal offices or business opera- employed or hired in different phases of construction-

tions are situated in the countryside. where Filipino skills are available;
Besides providing tax relief, the bill hopes to eliminate

- the financingof a foreign or foreign-controlledcontrac-

bureaucratic restrictions by requiring the business enter-
tor from Philippine government financing institutions

prise to register in the municipality or town where it oper-
should not exceed 20 percent of the total cost of the

ates. The licence fee, to be paid to the city or municipal infrastructure facility or project;
treasurer, costs a 250. In their second year of operation,

- the financing from foreign sources should not require a

however, these enterprises pay fees ranging from la 1,000 guarantee by the governmentor by government-owned
to la 5,000, dependingon their initial assets.

or controlled corporations.
The BOT scheme also includes a supply-and-operatesitua-

I. Build-Operate-TransferScheme tion. This is a contractualarrangementwhere, if the interest
of the government so requires, the supplier of equipment

On 14 July 1989 the Senate and House of Representatives and machinery for a given facility operates it, providing in
approved the build-operate-transfer (BOT) scheme, the process technology transfer and training to Filipino na-

under which a contractor will construct, finance, operate tionals.
and maintain a given infrastructure facility. The contractor

operates the facility, charging its users the appropriate tolls, Priority projects available to private contractors will be

fees, rentals and charges sufficient to recover its operating identified yearly by the government and other concerned

and maintenanceexpensesand its investmentin the project, groups.

plus a reasonable rate of return. The facility will then be
transferred to the government agency or local government 8. An example of such an undertaking is the processingof raw materials

unit concerned at the end of a fixed term not exceeding 50 or a combinationofrawmaterialsand manufacturedgoods into marketable

years. products. Excluded from the measure are enterprises engaged principally
in professional services, retailing, wholesaling or trading of commodities,

The contractor may obtain financing from foreign and/or products or merchandise.

understanding. On behalf of our Association I wish Mr.

NEWS
FernandezOrdoez,whom we all hope to see in Barcelona,
all sorts of success and satisfaction in the fulfilment of his
important public responsibilities.

INTERNATIONALFISCALASSOCIATION
We extremely fortunate that President, Mr. Karlare our

Beusch, after careful consideration and after consultation
with the German Branch, is prepared to extend his Presi-

SOME HIGHLIGHTSFROM dency by another period of two years. Under his leadership
IFA may look forward with confidence to what lies ahead

THE SECRETARYGENERAL'S of us, in particular to the Congresses in Cancun (1992) and
Florence (1993).

1990/1991 ANNUAL REPORT With sadness we learned that our HonoraryPresident Prof.
J. Baron van Houtte (Belgium)passed away on 23 May 1991

Presented at at the age of 84. He was IFA President from 1971 to 1973,
succeeding Dr. Mitchell B. Carroll. He was a man of greatthe Barcelona Congress 1991 authority in scientificand political circles, where he fulfilled
many important functions. At the same time he was a very

J. Frans Spierdijk amiable person who commandedgreat respect. Those of us

who have known him as IFA President will cherish the
memory of him.

INTRODUCTION
Our Honorary President, Mr. Alun G. Davies CBE, re-

At the General Assembly in Stockholmon 31 August 1990, ceived a Doctoratehonoris causa of the Universityof Wales
it was announcedthat IFA's General Councilhad appointed at Bangor, North Wales. The honour was conferredon him
Mr. F. FernandezOrdoez,at that time MinisterofForeign by HRH the Prince of Wales. On behalf of IFA I have
Affairs of Spain and previously Minister of Finance, our conveyed to him our sincere congratulations.
President-elect. The intention was that Mr. Fernandez Or-
doez, who planned to retire from his high public function
earlier this year, would be the candidate to be elected IFA STOCKHOLM CONGRESS
President as of the close of the Barcelona Congress in 1991.
However, the developmentswithin the political arena of his The attendanceof 1,300 participantsand 650 accompanying
home country unexpectedly turned out to be such that Mr. persons proved to be about the ideal number to fit nicely
Fernandez Ordoez was not in a position to retire from his into the Berns Congress Centre and the other locations

post of Foreign Affairs Minister. Consequently, he had to where the Congress and the events surrounding it took
inform us that he would not be available for the IFA Presi- place. The OrganizingCommitteemust have felt great satis-

dency. Of course we can only accept this situation with faction with this choice of the Congressvenue, located as it
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is in the very centre of Stockholm and within walking dis- Bloc countries in Europe and to exchangeviews. The Semi-
tance of many hotels. I am sure that this was one of the nar was chairedby Prof. V. Uckmar (Italy) and his Panellists
reasons why we had such a good attendance at all of the were Dr. A. Burzynski (Poland),Mr. T. Haataja (Finland),
Working Sessions and Seminars. Not just the Congress Dr. W. Kuiper (Netherlands), Mr. H.M. Liebman (Bel-
venue but everything in the organizationradiatedwith effi- gium), Dr. C. Repassy (Hungary) and Dr. S. Shibaev
ciency and an agreeable atmosphere. We owe great thanks (U.S.S.R.). The other Seminars were: Seminar A on The
for this to Prof. Sven-OlofLodin, Mr. Peter Sundgren, Mrs. Nordic Multilateral Tax Treaty, with Prof. N. Mattsson
KerstinBstrm and to the many Swedish Branch members (Sweden) as Chairman, and Messrs. P. Dyhr (Denmark),
who assisted them. I would also like to make special mention H.M.A.L. Hamaekers (Netherlands), H. Loechen (Nor-
of the excellent professionalCongressOrganizer (Congrex) way), B. Rhodin (Sweden) and H. Skurnik (Finland) as

the Swedish Branch had engaged. The beautiful weather members of the Panel. Seminar B treated Income tax con-

duringthelastweekofAugustwassimplyanextrabonus. sequencesof the transferof residence by individuals. Prof.

We were greatly honoured by the presence and an address DDr. H.G. Ruppe (Austria) acted as Chairman, and the

of his Majesty King Carl XVI Gustaf at the Opening Cere- Panel comprisedMr. R. von Siebenthal (Switzerland),Mrs.

mony. His Majesty stayed on at the reception afterwards to J. Sneum (Denmark), Mr. J.A. Stacey (Canada) and Prof.

exchangeviewswith a numberofour members.The election F. Wassermeyer (Germany). Prof. L. Mutn (U.S.A.)
of Prof. Dag Helmers as an Honorary Member of IFA chaired Seminar C on Double taxation treaties between

during the General Assembly of 31 August 1990 is another industrialized and developing countries - OECD and UN

event worth recording here. President Karl Beusch on that Models - a comparison. The Panel of this Seminar com-

occasion outlinedProf. Helmers' many contributionsto the prised Messrs. M. Collins (U.K.),J.F. Court (France), M.S.

developmentof Swedish and internationaltax law and of his Feinberg (U.S.A.), A. Figueroa (Argentina) and O.P.

significance for IFA in particular. Vaish (India). The Panel of Seminar D Income tax reform
in the Nordic countries was chaired by Prof. E. Andersson

Main Subject I, Taxation of cross-border leasing, was (Finland), assisted by Prof. M. Aarbakke (Norway),J. Dre-
discussed at very well-attendedWorking Sessions. General Jer (Denmark)and Prof. S.O. Lodin (Sweden)as Panellists.

Reporters Prof. G. Lindencrona and Mr. S. Tolstoy (Swe-
den) wrote a very interesting report on the basis of 31 The preparation of a Seminar and its presentation require
National Reports. Discussion Leader at the Working Ses- a lot of work. We would like to thank all people nvolved

sion was Prof. J.P. le Gall (France), whereas the Session for their invaluable contributions.They helped to make the

was chaired by Mr. A. Stenshamn (Sweden). The Panellists scientific part of the Stockholm Congress a great success.

were Mr. L. Levin (U.S.A.), Prof. Dr. A. Rdler (Ger- The social programme the Swedes had in store for us was

many), Prof. K. van Raad (Netherlands), Prof. A. Yoran magnificent.The excursions, the golf tournament,the Vasa

(Israel), and Mr. Woo Taik Kim (Korea), while Mr. R. Museum and the performance of Swedish music, Don
Gustafsson (Sweden) acted as Secretaryof the Subject. The Giovanni at the Opera Theatre, the Gala Dinnerwith three
Resolutions Committee for Subject I was composed as fol- of Sweden's best dance bands are just a few examples of
lows: Mr. P. Cumyn (Canada), Chairman, and Mr. L. de many more most enjoyable festivities.
Broe (Belgium), Mr. N. Prentice (U.K.), Mr. C. Sellerier

(Mexico), Mr. P. Spori (Switzerland) and Prof. K.S. Tikka Finally, I would like to mention that a meeting took place
(Finland) as members. during the Stockholm Congress, upon the initiative of Mr.

Peter Sundgren, between past and future IFA Congress
Subject II, International mutual assistance through ex- Organizers,which proved to be very useful and it is intended

change of information,was treated in a likewise interesting to continue this exercise. Togetherwith the data bank built

Report by General Reporter Avv. B. Gangemi who had up by the General Secretariat,meetings like thesewill prove
received 21 National Reports. With Mr. J. Salsback (Swe- to be of great help to organizers of future Congresses.
den) in the chair, Discussion Leader Mr. R.M. Hammer

(U.S.A.) managed to direct the discussion on the rather
controversial subject along the lines set out by him in ad- PERMANENTSCIENTIFICCOMMITTEE
vance, together with his Panellists Mr. R. Baconnier
(France), Mr. A. Elvinger (Luxembourg), Dr. H. Flick In February 1991 the PSC had long and fruitful meeting(Germany) and Mr. J. Francke (Sweden). Secretary of the

a

n Barcelona. The Spanish Branch, and Mr. M. Marin Arias
Subject was Dr. B. Wiman (Sweden). Prof. A. Nooteboom particular, proved be excellent hosts in
(Netherlands) chaired the Resolutions Committee. Mem-

n to every respect.
We were glad to welcome some of the new members of the

bers were Dr. R. Asorey (Argentina),Dr. M. Desax (Switz- Committee in our midst: Prof. L. Fischer (Germany) and
erland),Mr. J.M. Dry (Canada) and Mrs. J. Pagan (U.K.). Mr. T. Miyatake, permanent deputy of Prof. H. Kaneko
I refer to the Reports of Proceedings written by Dr. J.B. (Japan). Unfortunately, due to the Gulf War, some of our
Bracewell-Milnes(U.K.) on Subject I and Subject 11 and to members did not undertake the trip to Barcelona, includingthe Resolutionon Subject I and the Prcis on Subject II and the new members Mr. A. Toffoli Tavolaro (Brazil) and Dr.
the review of same by the Chairmen of the Resolutions A. Rafael (Israel).Committees as published in the IFA Yearbook 1990 for
more information. Two sub-Committees (for the directives and the seminars)

were set up on a tentative, one-year basis, comprising Dr.
I would like to express IFA's sincere gratitude to the Gener- J.B. Bracewell-Milnes (U.K.), Prof. I. Claeys Bouuaert
al Reporters and the National Reporters of both Subjects (Belgium), Mr. D.R. Tillinghast (U.S.A.) and Mr. O.P.
and to all the other people referred to above for their time Vaish (India). Additionalpersonswill be selectedaccordingand efforts. to the subjects concerned. The General Secretariatwill act
Of the five Seminars scheduled for the Congress, Seminar as central point of coordination. A third sub-Committee
E on -Internationaltax aspectsofEast-Westjontventures was formed to coordinate the 'Research' work, with Prof.
was chosen as a last-minute decision and the timing proved H. Ault (U.S.A.) as its Chairman, Mr. H.M.A.L. Hamae-
to be right on target. It was important and interesting for kers (Chief Executive IBFD), Prof. Avv. A. Fantozzi
IFA to meet with some representatives from former East (ChairmanPSC) and myselfas members.The researchwork
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already proved a success in the preparatoryworkofMessrs. The Guidelinesfor the organizationof an IFA Congressare

P. Kirpensteinand D. van Hilten (Netherlands)on Seminar being redrafted by the General Secretariat. They will be
topics for the 1992 Cancun Congressand Dr. A. Manganelli submitted to the Executive Committee for official ratifica-
(Italy) for the proposed Florence topics. We are grateful to tion at their October 1991 meeting. Thereafter they will be
the IBFD for this initiative, which will certainly be con- available, in looseleaf form, to all organizersof future IFA
tinued and expanded. Congresses.
The Chairman of the PSC will annuallywrite a letter to the The status of the Blueprint Committee is under review by
National Branches to ask for proposed topics which could the Executive Committee. It will be on their agenda for the
be treated during future IFA Congresses, either as main meeting in Barcelona in October of this year. Also on that
Subjects or as Seminars. Since there is a demand for more agenda will be a proposal to amend the IFA Statutes, in
variety, we need more topics. I would like to make an particular Article 8, so as to provide for the establishment
appeal to all Branches to respond to this request. of Branches in certain territories which may not qualify as

countries under the present wording of said Article.For the Barcelona Congress, 26 National Reportswere sub-
mitted for Subject I The determinationof the tax base for
real property, and 30 for Subject II Protection of confi-

BLUEPRINTCOMMITTEEdential information in tax matters. Thanks to the hard
work done by the General and National Reporterswe have
again two fine volumes of Cahiers for the Barcelona Con- The Committee met on 5 May 1991 in Barcelona with Dr.

R. Lenz in the chair at meeting facilitieskindly provided bygress. It was decided some time ago that it is worthwhile to
the Spanish Branch. It discussed mainly the diversificationhave a Seminar now and then in one of the Congress lan-

guages only.
of the scientific Congress programme and arrived at the

following recommendations. Firstly, to maintain the two
The Subjects and Seminars for the 1992 Cancun Congress main Subjectsand the Seminarsas an integratedprogramme
were finalized. The titles of the Subjects are Transfer so as to have a good balance between topics of a scientific
pricing in the absence of comparable market prices and and of a more practical nature. Secondly, to organize on a

Tax consequences of international acquisitions and busi- trial basis during the Florence Congress in 1993 a non-inter-
ness combinations.The Seminarswill treat..Advance rul- preted Seminar in concurrence with one of the two main
ing, practice and legality; Tax consequencesof operating Subjects and thirdly, to instruct the Chairmen of the Semi-
through an independent agent; Branch tax; Tax treat- nars more in detail so as to arrive at lively discussionswith
ment of international loans; and Mexican tax treaties. maximum participation from the floor. Prof. Fantozzi, who
We are grateful to Prof. G. Maisto (Italy) and Mr. W.B. participated in the discussion, said that the PSC would take
Taylor (U.S.A.) that they are willing to act as General this up and make recommendationsto the Executive Com-
Reporters and we wish them success. mittee in due course. The Blueprint Committee further

The Subjects for the 1993 Florence Congresswere definitely
endorsed an idea of Prof. Fantozzi - which needs to be
worked out by the PSC in more detail to change thefixed. Subject I will treat Interpretationof double taxation

-

conventions and Subject II, Non-discriminationrules in organization of the Working Sessions of the main Subjects
international taxation. I am glad to report that Prof. Dr.

and its results. Under the new procedure the General Re-

K. Vogel (Germany), who resigned from the PSC, remains porterwould preparea documentoutlining the main aspects
involved in IFA's scientificwork, this time by accepting the of the Subject. In addition he would draft a Resolution

post of General Reporter for Subject I in Florence. Prof. proposal. The Committee recommended to introduce this

Avv. P. Adonnino (Italy) will be the General Reporter for procedure on a trial basis during the Florence Congress
Subject II.

also. Meanwhile it was established that, based on the deci-
sion of the ExecutiveCommitteeduring the 1990 Stockholm

Initial discussionstook place on the 1994 TorontoCongress. Congress, a Rsum (Prcis) rather than a Resolution
Some interesting topics are on the table, and the PSC will would be the rule.
do its utmost to offer a diversified scientific programme,
which will satisfy all our Congress participants.

MEMBERSHIPFEES

The General Treasurer will propose to maintain the mem-
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE bership fees for 1992 at the level of the previous year:

105 Dfl. for individual members of National IFA-

The Spanish Branch hosted the meeting of the Executive Branches,
Committee on 6 May 1991 in Barcelona. Prof. Avv. P. _ 115 Dfl. for direct individual members, and
Adonnino (Italy), a well-known 'face' in IFA circles, at- - 250 Dil. for corporate members.
tended the meeting for the first time as fully-fledged
member. As regards the compositionof the ExecutiveCom- Thanks to the continuous efforts of the General Treasurer

mittee, the following persons will be proposed for member- and the cooperation of the National Branches a marked

ship to the General Council for anotherperiod of two years: mprovementin the collectionof membershipfees has been

Mr. S.H. Goldberg (U.S.A.), Mr. I.W. Harris (Hong achieved over the years.

Kong) and Mr. P. Sundgren (Sweden). Three members are

due for statutory resignation: Mr. A. Buelinckx (Belgium),
Mr. G. Delorme (France) and Dr. A.R. Lpez (Argentina). NATIONAL BRANCHESAND MEMBERSHIP
Mr. F. FernandezOrdoezoffered his resignation from the
Committee in connection with the withdrawal of his candi- Althoughno new IFA Brancheswere recognizedduring the
dacy for IFA President, as reported in the introduction to Stockholm Congress, preliminary talks on the formationof
this Report. Subject to approval by the General Council a Branch were held with direct members in Egypt, Taiwan,
these memberswill be replaced by members from Belgium/ Thailand and Costa Rica. I had the opportunity to attend
Luxembourg, France, Brazil and Spain. regular Branch meetings in Switzerland, France and Ger-
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many. A trip to India was cancelled due to the Gulf War, dealing with the topic of tax avoidance, The consequences
and other circumstances beyond my control unfortunately for internationalfiscal law of unilateral anti-tax haven legis-
prevented me from attending the Regional Conference in lation.
Hawaii, and from visiting Taiwan and the Branchesin Hong
Kong and Japan.

I am glad to report that for 1991 three papers have been
submitted for the Prize. Let me repeat my appeal to all

The General Secretariat receives more and more news readers of this report to do everything they can to promote
about the activities in more and more Branches. The U.K. the Mitchell B. Carroll Prize within their professional cir-
Branch, as we all know, is particularly active. One of their cles. As you know the Prize can be won by young tax experts
meetings this year was a new concept, i.e. a Junior Work- under 35 years of age. The General Secretariatwill be glad
shop where younger members of the Branch were specially to provide you with more information.
invited to speak. The Newsletter issued by the U.S. Branch
shows how much alive that Branch and its regional groups
are. And then there are reports on numerous bilateral IFA

meetings being held in various parts of the world. More THE 45TH CONGRESS IN BARCELONA
widespread knowledge of these activities may appear to
contain valuable elements and suggestions for other IFA The third Congress in Spain - IFA went to Madrid in 1959
Branches. Therefore the General Secretariat intends to and in 1972 -promisesto be a very attractiveone. Barcelona
send a Newsletter to the Secretaries of the National is a most alluring and boomingcity with a hard-workingand
Brancheson a three-monthlybasis with the news it receives. friendly population. It is the proud capital of Cataluna,
In this connection I would repeat my request to inform the bursting with activity in preparing itself for the Olympics in
General Secretariat about forthcoming Branch meetings, 1992 and of course for our IFA Congress in 1991! The
bilateral meetings and the like on a regular basis. Spanish Organizing Committee, in particular Mr. Manuel

Marin Arias, seems to have everything under control and
we are confident that the Congress, which will be held in a

REGIONALCONFERENCE spacious and efficientCongressCentre,will run as smoothly
as ever. Both the scientific programme and the social pro-

From 22 May to 24 May 1991, a successful Regional IFA gramme are tempting, the weather early October is usually
Conference was held on Maui, one of the Hawaii Islands. good, the city of Barcelona and the province of Cataluna
The Pacific Region Conferencewas initiated by the U.S. are extendingus a special welcome, so there is every reason

Branch and organizedtogetherwith Branchesfrom Austra- for IFA members to attend the 45th Congress in great num-

lia, Canada, Hong Kong, Japan, the Republic of Korea, bers.
Malaysia, Mexico, New Zealand and Singapore. The Sub-

jects discussed were: Taxation of doing business in the

country; Cost sharing and transfer pricing; Enforce- INTERNATIONALBUREAU OF FISCAL
ment; Inpatriate taxation and Tax accounting DOCUMENTATION
methods. The Conferencewas attendedby some 90 partic-
ipants and 40 accompanyingpersons, coming from 17 coun- We congratulate our Executive Committee member, Mr.
tries and includingsix governmentrepresentatives.A report John Avery Jones CBE (U.K.), who became the new Chair-
on the Conference appeared in the June 1991 issue of the man of the Board of Trusteesof the IBFD earlier this year,
Bulletin. The IBFD has published the contributionsof the succeedingProf. A. Nooteboomfrom the Netherlands.The

panellists in a comprehensivebook, Taxation and Inbound beautiful and practical premises of the Bureau, which were

Investmentin PacificRim Countries (470 pages), containing officially opened by the Mayor of Amsterdam on 17 May
a wealth of information on the countries concerned. This 1991, will provide ample space for all of its expanded ac-

Conference was truly a regional one in that there was such tivities in the field ofpublishing,seminars, the International
active involvement of many Branches and people from Tax Academy and related matters. As mentioned earlier in
Pacific Rim countries. The U.S. Branch deserves our sin- this Report, IFA will continue to have close cooperation
cere appreciation for their initiative and support of this with the Bureau in the field of study and research for the
Conference. Given the importanceof the Pacific Region in PSC.
our world economy, more IFA Regional Conferencesthere
may perhaps be looked forward to.

CONTACTWITH INTERNATIONALORGANIZATIONS

MITCHELL B. CARROLL PRIZE 1990 I would like to thank our'Ambassadors',Mr. R. Baconnier

(France), Mr. J. Guttentag (U.S.A.), Mr. L.T. Halpern
Out of three candidates,Miss Outi ElisabethRaitasuo (Fin- (U.K.), Mr. H.M.A.L. Hamaekers (Netherlands), Mr.

land), was elected the winner of the Prize for 1990. It was R.M. Hammer (U.S.A.) and Mr. J.W.B. Westerburgen
awarded to her during the official OpeningCeremonyof the (Netherlands) for their reports as published in the IFA
Stockholm Congress on Sunday night, 26 August 1990 by Yearbook. Mr. Joe Guttentag acted for a long time as our

Prof. DDr. H.G. Ruppe, Chairman of the Jury, for her Liaison Officerwith the OAS but had to give this up because
work Tax sparingprovisions in double taxationagreements of his moving to Japan; a special word of thanks to him for
between developedand developingcountries.Honourable his devoted services for so many years. Hopefully we will
mention was given to the work of Dr. R.S. Collier (U.K.) be able to find a worthy successor for him in due course.
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RESOLUTIONS In view of the difficulties of arriving at a fair valuation
of real property it was suggested that taxes which do not

XLV IFA CONGRESS, rely on such valuation should be preferred.

B. As regards difficulties and possibilities arising for the

BARCELONA,1991 practitioner from international divergencies in valuation
methods, the discussion revealed that a numberof problem
areas do in fact exist, for example in connection with the
deduction of a debt relating to a property for the purpose
of evaluating that property or in connectionwith the elimi-

SUBJECT I: nation of double taxation when the nature of the tax levied
The Determinationof the Tax Base for Real Property in two countries on the same property subject to the same

taxable event (e.g. death of the owner) is different (income
Prcis (Originalversion: French) versus estate tax).

The general decision was that such problems must be resol-
The determination of the tax base for real property was ved by the tax authorities either by means of unilateral
discussed as one of the two main Subjects at the 45th Con- actionsor pursuant to the provisionsofbilateral tax treaties.
gress of the International Fiscal Association held in Bar-
celona in 1991. C. As regards the desirability and feasibility of harmoniz-
Volume LXXVIa of the Cahiers de Droit Fiscal Interna- ing valuation concepts, methods and procedures, a large
tionalcontaininga General Report and 26 National Reports consensus was reached that while harmonization is desira-
had previously been made available to the participants as ble, it will be long and difficult to achieve, perhaps even

background information and a Panel presentation opened impossible with respect to procedures.
the general discussion. Several Congress participants stressed the fact that har-
The Discussion Leader identified as topics of particular monization does not mean uniformityand the general deci-
importance the following subjects and invited the interven- sion was that the pursuit of an harmonization objective
ing Congressparticipantsto focus their attention in particu- should not bring about the adoption of concepts, methods
lar on them: or procedures against the legitimate interests of national

Is there any merit in comparing tax bases for real prop- public authorities or taxpayers.-

erty on an international scale in view of the plurality of A few participants presented general lines along which har-
concepts, methods and procedures applied monization could be undertaken (for instance an evaluation
What difficulties and possibilities for the practitioner-

by the taxpayer subject to right of pre-emption by the
result from international divergencies in valuation

a

authorities) but the majority failed to support any sugges-methods tion made.
Is harmonization of valuation concepts, methods and-

procedures desirable - and is it feasible
What procedural rules should govern valuation of real D. On the question of what proceduralrules shouldgovern-

property valuation of real property, Congress participants explored
three separate points:

A. As regards the merit of comparing tax bases for real (a) Should rules on valuation of real property be estab-
property on an international scale, a large consensus was lished by (parliamentary) law exclusively or to whatreached that: extent is it acceptable that they are determined
(a) There is significant merit in doing so in order to (i) by administrative regulations or

(i) acquire additional knowledge and better under- (ii) by written standards
standing of the concepts, methods and procedures
available, The discussion confirmed the finding of the General

(ii) take advantage of the experience of others in the Report that both systems (one system where valuation
field, rules tend to be found in laws and the other system

(iii) initiate and encourage some 'convergence' in the where valuation rules are often found in regulationsor

field of real property taxation; procedure manuals reflecting court decisions) are ac-

(b) the comparison made to date reveals that the most ceptable and work well without major disagreement.
common and widely accepted starting point from which Recent recourse to constitutionalequal rights protec-
the tax base for real property is determined, is the tion clause[si by aggrieved taxpayers in real property
concept of fair market value of the property; taxation cases tends to bring about a certan con-

(c) concepts other than fair market value must also be vergence of the two systems with a vew to ensuring
treatment to taxpayers.used where appropriate, either to attain a greater level equal and fair the

of fairness or because fair market value of the property (b) Should valuation for tax purposes be reserved to public
is not easily ascertainable;examples of such other con- authoritiesor be performedby independentprofession-
cepts would be historicalcost for income tax purposes als
and current use value in certain cases such as agricul- It was argued that the use of independentprofessionalstural property. Several participants expressed the view (as done in the USA and Canada for instance) did not,that the international comparison of tax bases for real in itself, contraveneethical rules and that some privati-property should be undertakenwith prudence since ex- zation of the valuation function may increase in the
traneous factors can have an important impact on the future in view of governmentalbudgetary constraints.
choice of the tax base, for example the social and
economic policy of the government, the influence of (c) How to resolve a valuation dispute between a taxpayer
pressure groups, etc. and the government
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A very large consensus was reached that a comprehen- Report as published in the Cahiers de Droit Fiscal Interna-
sive system of administrative and judicial appeal that tional, Volume LXXVIb, and
permits a quick, cheap and reliable challenge of the
valuation made by the public authorities is indispensa-

TAKINGFURTHERNOTEof the discussionsheld during
the Congress on 8th October, 1991.ble.
Whereas

Note of President (1) the respect for private life has emerged through cen-

turies as a fundamental right of the individual.
The determinationof the tax base for real property was the (2) the economic welfare of States, fair sharing of the tax
first subject of the Barcelona Congress and was extensively burden, and equal competition between enterprisesre-

researched by the reporters and the members of the panel. quire that the State be able efficiently to obtain relevant
This research revealed a great diversity in the taxes in- tax information from third parties.
volved, whether they are taxes of a generalscope concerning (3) the growing importance of international business rela-
income or capital, or specific taxes the scope of which is tions, the corresponding danger of international tax
limited to real property. evasion, the abolition of the borders within economic

A variety of taxation methods was also revealed, involving unions and the principlesof comity require that relevant

either a declaration by the taxpayers or valuations carried tax information be likewise exchanged between states

out by the administration; in the latter case, the fact that bound by tax treaties.

valuations are out of date is often the source of distortions (4) information is exchanged internationallysubject to the

in the implementationof tax.
rule of law and the principles of good administration.

(5) treaty protection should clearly be given to the private
It has generally been recognized that an objective tax base life of taxpayers.
for real property taxes should be based on the notion of fair (6) treaties recognize that trade secrets should enjoy pro-
market value in most cases. The difficulty is that such mar- tection in this respect.
ket value can only be ascertainedby the collection of infor- (7) the best way to secure protection of taxpayers is to
mation concerning the different local real estate markets, provide for prior notification of measures which might
collection which would have to be constantly renewed in encroach on the taxpayer's rights and to enable him to
order to be kept up to date. In fact, administrationsproceed seek a remedy against such measures.

only to revise their information at long intervals because of (8) prior notification should not apply in instances where
the costs involved and revaluationsdone by the application tax fraud is reasonably suspected.
of arbitrary coefficients do not take into account the real (9) tax administratorshold confidential informationof tax-
evolution of the markets. payers in a fiduciary capacity
In general, it appears that taxes levied on real property are

Recommends:
generally unfavourably regarded even though they are

rarely at the source of difficultiesof an internationalorder. I. DOMESTIC EXCHANGESOF INFORMATION
Thus the idea could be put forward that such taxes should

(1) The private life of the individual taxpayer should be
basically be abolished since they do not correspond to the
principles of modern taxation. However, such taxes con- adequately protected against tax information requests
tinue to remain a privileged source of income, particularly

from third parties.
for local authorities. It is thereforenecessary to improve the (2) Professional secrecy should be uniformly guaranteed
determinationof their bases by utilizing the services, where and extend to all recognized advising professions,
appropriate, of independent experts or to maintain their whether their members are nationals or foreigners.
rate sufficiently low so that the inequitieswhich they inevit-
ably contain remain within acceptable limits. (3) Except when notification jeopardizes the assessmentof

taxes, the taxpayer should receive prior notification of
Over and above harmonization which appears to be basi- a request for information from third parties. The tax-

cally a pious hope because of the considerabledifficulties to payer and the third party to whom the request is made
be surmounted, the attention of the tax authorities should should have a prior right to object to the request before
be drawn upon the necessity to offer taxpayers, often ill- a judicial or administrative court.

equipped to contest the arguments of the administration, (4) Tax administrations must be held liable for unau-
appeal mechanismsapt to ensure a more equitable applica-
tion of the law. Interesting examples have been given con-

thorized use of confidential information in their posses-

cerning particularly the American and Belgian legislations
sion.

which reveal the deficiency of the guarantees actually of- (5) Prior notification should consist of:
fered even at the highest level.

) identificationof the requesting party;
Great progress can be accomplished, at the level of proce- b) the content of the request; and
dures, in order to ensure a more appropriate assessmentof c) the content of information the requestedparty pro-
levies on real property. poses to exchange.

SUBJECT 11: Il. EXCHANGEOF INFORMATIONBETWEEN STATES

Protection of Confidential Information in Tax Matters
(1) Internationalexchangeof information must likewise be

Resolution (Originalversion) excluded when information concerns private life or

trade secrets.

The 45th IFA CONGRESS: (2) Except when notification jeopardizes the assessmentof

RECALLINGits prcisof the 44th Congress in Stockholm. taxes, the taxpayer should have prior notification of a

tax informationrequestby the requestingState, consist-
TAKING NOTE of 31 National Reports and the General ing of the same information as in I(5) above.
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(3) The taxpayer in the requesting State and either such reference to fiduciary capacity is meaningless in a civil law

taxpayer or the third party who is the subject of the state, but the expressionhad beenused in the panel discus-
request in the requested State should have a right to sion and it was thought best to retain it. It is intended to

object before a judicial or administrativecourt prior to convey that the taxpayer's ownership of confidential infor-
the request being made or entertained. mation is not impaired by the information being in the

Note by the chairman (J. F. Avery Jones) of the rsum possession of the tax authority. Resolution I(4) imposes a

on state anycommittee on Subject HH liability the for unauthoriseddisclosure.

In passing the resolution for Subject II, the following qual- Resolution I(1) - third parties. An amendment dealing
ifications were noted in the discussion. with the question whether spouses and close relatives were

Recital (8). An amendment was proposed, but too late to
third parties, was raised but not voted upon, on the basis
that this note would explain that it was intended that theybe in order to be voted upon, to delete this recital, as beine
should be regarded third parties (so that information

unnecessaryin view of the openingwords of resolutionsI(3) as

about the taxpayer'sprivate life could not be obtained fromand II(4) - except where notification jeopardisesthe assess-

ment of taxes. The rsum committeedid intend both to be them). The topic was limited to third party information

included: the exception for suspicion of fraud is an obvious powers, and nothing should be implied about the extent to

protection for the tax authority, but in addition it was in- which this informationcould be obtained from the taxpayer
tended that the possibility of notification jeopardising the himself.

assessment should constitute a separate exception. This Resolutions I(1) andH(1) -private life. The precise defin-
might cover the possibility of a non-fraudulent taxpayer ition of private life was not discussed in any detail. The
removing assets from the jurisdiction of the tax authority. committee intended that purely financial informationabout
Although the reference to jeopardising the assessment the taxpayer should not be included. There are also occa-
would normallycover suspected fraud, it is possible to think sions where information about a taxpayer's private life will
of cases where fraud was suspectedbut the tax authoritywas need to be exchanged, for example, in determiningthe state
sufficiently secured so that the assessment would not be with which the taxpayer's personal relations were closer as
jeopardised. For this reason, it was thought best to state of determining ofvital interestsin dual residence
both exceptions. part centre

cases. The resolution should thereforebe read as indicating
Recital (9). It was appreciated by the committee that the a general principle to which there may be exceptions.
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AN ASSESSMENTOF THE VAT

IN TAIWAN
Bingyuang Hsiung*

I. INTRODUCTION
The value added tax (VAT) in Taiwan was implemented on 1 April 1986 as a CONTENTS
reform to the original business tax. The aims of the reform were twofold: to
increase the competitiveness of exports and to improve the efficiency of the I. Introduction
business tax structure. In addition, the stated policy was that the reform would II. The VAT in Taiwan
be revenueneutral. Since its inception, the new VAT has won wide acclaim both

domestically and internationally.2
A. Scope of the VAT
B. Tax rate and taxes incurred

This article presents findings of a preliminary assessment of the VAT in Taiwan. C. Exemptions
To provide background information, Part II outlines the origin, scope, structure D. Major changes to the VAT

and major changes to the VAT. Part III examines the impact of the VAT from IIl. Impact of the VAT

various angles and explores the policy implications of the empirical findings. A. Macro-indicators

Suggestions for improvementare proposed in Part IV, and Part V concludes the B. Revenue structure

article. C. Regional differences
D. Different businesses

Il. THE VAT IN TAIWAN E. Public vs. private business

Before the VAT was adopted, sales tax was comprised of the gross business entities

receipt tax, the stamp tax and the commodity tax. Revenue from these taxes F. Appropriatenessof the tax rate

constituted 27.8 percent of the total tax revenue in 1984.3 The VAT was first G. Effectiveness-of the cross-

proposedby a tax reform committee in 1969, but not adopteduntil 17 years later. checking procedure
On 1 April 1986, the new business tax, the major component of which was the IV. Suggestions for improvement
VAT, was instituted to replace the sales tax.4 A. Non-deductible expenses

B. Imports taxed at points of entry
A. Scope of the VAT V. Conclusion

The business tax includes two categories: the non-VAT category and the VAT

category. The non-VATcategory and the applicable tax rates are as follows:

(1) for banks, insurance companes, trusts and investment companies and se-

curities companies, the business tax is five percent of gross sales;
(2) for nightclubsand restaurantswith entertainmentperformances,the business

tax is 15 percent of sales. For bars, tea houses and coffee shops, the business
tax is 25 percent of sales; * Associated Professor, Department of

(3) for small business entities (i.e. those with monthly sales of less than NT$ 200 Economics, National Taiwan University,
thousand (i.e. approximately USS 7,400)) and other business entities ap- Taipei, Taiwan, Republic of China.
proved by the Ministry of Finance, the business tax is one percent of sales as

determinedby the administration.5Small entities, however, may opt to enter I want to thank the following individualsfor

the VAT category. their generous assistance: Professors Jen-

All other business entities fall within the scope of the VAT. cheng Yang and Hwa-der Lin; Sheau-lin
Chiu, Lu-yue Chu, An-chi Lieu, Jon-shieo

B. Tax rate and taxes incurred Sun, Rei-jen Ji, and Jia-yu Chen.

The VAT rates range from five to ten percent with the effective rate determined

by the Executive Yuan.6 The VAT rate is currently five percent. The tax rate

applies to the sale price of transactions.The tax payable is determinedby deduct-

ing the taxes on purchases from the taxes on sales.

C. Exemptions
The VAT does not apply in two circumstances: 1. See Lu (1985).

(1) to goods and services whch are zero-rated with credit, i.e. those for export.
2. Delegates from a number of countries have
visited Taiwan to study the system. Taiwan has

The applicable tax rate is zero, but taxes paid in the previous stages of also sent officials abroad to conduct classes for

production are refunded; other countries contemplating the adoption of

(2) goods and services which are zero-rated with no credit; here taxes on particu- the VAT.

lar transactions are waived, but taxes paid in previous stages of production
3. See Yen (1987).
4. The revised Business Tax Law contains

are not refunded. Approximately30 types of transaction are exempt, includ- some 60 articles.

ing: 5. This is mainly to take account of the fact

(a) sale of land; that these small business entities usually lack the

(b) agricultural and fishery products; accounting ability to do the requisite bookkeep-
VAT.

(c) arms and communicationequipment sold to the military;
ing
6.

for
Lin

the
(1986) used the input-outputanalysis to

/d) services, medicines and food provided by hospitals and clinics; calculate the appropriate tax rate for the VAT.

,e) newspapers, magazines, radio and TV programmes;
With revenues remaining unchanged, the esti-

f) processing of rice and flour;
mate called for a VAT rate between 4.5 percent
and 5.5 percent. See also Lin (1981), Lin (1985)

(g) fixed assets not purchased on a regular basis. and Her (1985).
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} 7'
D. Majorchanges to the VAT substantial paperwortinvolvedfor both the taxpayer and

There have been three major adjustments to the VATsince the administration made the monthly filings practically un-

its inception. Those changes and their causes are briefly manageable. Therefore, 21 months after the VAT was im-
outlined in this section. plemented, business entities were allowed to file for the

business tax on a bimonthly basis:

1. Exemptionsof VAT on gold bullion

Gold is mainly used for decorativepurposesand for savings Ill. IMPACT OF THE VAT
and investment. Gold which is used for decorativepurposes
can be seen as a consumption good and thus imposition of The VAT is a new method of taxing business transactions
VAT is appropriate. Such is not the case, however, where in Taiwan and certain conditionsmust be fulfilledbefore the
gold is used for savings and investment purposes. Since the tax can be successfully implemented. For instance, business
Chinese have a special fondness for purchasing gold as a entities in general should have basic accountingabilities and
savings instrument, a VAT surcharge does not comport the tax administrationmust be equipped with facilities and
with the idea of taxing the value added during the produc- personnel capable of recording and cross-checking the tax
tion process. Consequently, although VAT was initially filings. This section examines the impact of the new sys-
levied on all gold transactions, after a period of protest and tem. In particular, the various economicindicatorsand how
debate the VAT on gold bullion was abolished, but the these indicators evolved before and after the VAT was
VAT on the consumption use of gold remains intact.7 adopted are examined.

2. From surcharge to tax included in price listing A. Macro-indicators
When the VAT was introduced, the tax was charged in
addition to the price listed, which generated widespread As a reference at the aggregate level, Table 1 lists the
public complaint. On the one hand, the surcharge method annual growth rates for certain macro-indicatorsfor the last
caused confusion for retailers in listing the prices - numer- ten years. The average growth rates before and after adop-
ous disputes arose between sellers and buyers. On the other, tion of the VAT are also listed.
retailers often tried to persuade customers not to request
the general invoice (i.e. proof of purchase) and, in return,
the retailers would not charge customers the five percent
VAT. Since the customers could purchase the goods five

7. See Liu & Wu (1987).
percent cheaper, they would generally comply with the re- 8. An additional reason for making the change, which was not men-
tailer's request. As a result transactionswere not recorded tioned by the government, was that with a tax-included price listing, a

and tax revenue was lost. In response to these practices, the future increase in the tax rate would be less likely to cause a public outcry.
price listing was changed to a tax-included method.8 See Hsue (1987).

9. Bimonthly filing, however, is optional; business entities may choose

3. Bimonthly tax filing to make monthly filings. See Hsue (1987).
10. Moreover, once implemented, the outcome obviously depends on

When the new tax took effect, business entities were re- numerous factors, including specific administrative procedures involved,
quired to file for the busness tax on a monthly basis. The reactions of the business community, timing of the implementation,etc.

TABLE I
GROWTH RATE OF BUSINESS TAX REVENUESAND SELECTIVE ECONOMIC INDICATORS

Bus.T.Rev. Population Exports GNP Per.Cap.In. Whole.Price

1980 31.1% 1.9% 22.9% 7.4% 22.6% 21.5%
1981 29.8% 1 9% 16.5% 6.3% 15.9% 7.6%
1982 13.3% 1.8% 4.2% 4.8% 5.3%

'

-0.2%
1983 4.4% 18.0% 1.5% 1.6% 16.3% 14.9% 5.4% 7.4% 8.9% 12.0% -1.2% 3.2%
1984 13.9% 1.5% 19.8% 11.9% 11.1% 0.5%
1985 6.5% 1 3% 1.5% 8.0% 4.2% -2.5%
1986 27.3% 1.0% 23.2% 8.0% 15.7% -3.4%

1987 59.5% '

1% 13.4% 13.6% 11.4% -3.3%
1988 18.5% 27.8% 1.2% 1.1% 1.4% 5.2% 9.3% 10.1% 7.9% 9.5% -1.6% -1.7%
1989 5.5% 0% 0.9% 7.3% 9.3% -0.3%

Source: 1. Yearbook of Financial Statistics, Taiwan Province, Republic of China, 1990.
2. Yearbook of Tax Statistics, Republic of China, 1990.
3. Taiwan Statistical Data Book, 1990, Council for Economic Planning and Development, Republic of China.

Note: 1. The figures for Business Tax Revenues are for the fiscal year which is from 1 July to 30 June of the next year.
2. Al other figures are for the calendar year.
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Clearly, as compared to the expansion of the economy (as surprising impact of the VAT on the business income tax.

reflected by the growth rates of GNP and per capita income) In particular, the revenue from the business income tax

revenue from the business tax fluctuateddrasticallyover the increased significantly immediately after adoption of the
same period. This is indicatedby the increase in the business VAT and the increase continued even after the revenue

tax revenue the year the VATwas implemented,and by the increase of the business tax slackened. This may be
difference of approximately ten percentage points in the explained by the fact that the cross-checking procedure of
two average growth rates for the two sub-periodswith 1986 the VAT brings more business transactions into records
as the dividing line. Furthermore, the revenue increases in which are accessible to the tax administraton and it there-

- the business tax were not caused primarily by expansion of fore becomes more difficult for business entities to resort to

the economy since the growth rates show different patterns. -double bookkeeping- to avoid taxes. The drastic increase

Adoption of the VAT did not cause price fluctuations be- in revenue from the business income tax provides a material
cause prices actually went down at the wholesale level. In reinforcement for the strength of the VAT.

addition, the numbers indicate that the goal of revenue While the stated goals of adopting the VAT to fortifyneutrality was missed by a wide margin. This presumably
were

the competitivenessof exports and modernize the business
means that the revenue potential of the VAT was not fully
appreciated by the tax experts in calculating the revenue-

tax structure, the link between the business tax and the
business income tax did not appear to be fully appreciatedneutral rate for the VAT. As for exports, there does not by either the government the experts. The link

seem to be a direct link between VAT and exports. Since
or was never

mentioned in discussionspriortotheadoptionof the VAT. 2

exports are influenced by a number of factors, it is difficult
to draw any conclusion based on information at the aggre- The revenue increases in both the business tax and the

gate level. business income tax directly led to a significant increase in
total tax revenue. In contrast, revenue from the personal
income tax also increased for the same period but not with
similar magnitude. It may be argued, however, that the
cross-checking procedure enables the government to keep

B. Revenuestructure better account of business transactions and thus yields
higher levels of business profit. Since part of the higher

Table 2 shows the annual growth rates of the revenue from levels of profit eventually find their way into higher levels
the business tax, business income tax, personal income tax of personal income, the VAT indirectly contributes to

and overall taxes for the period studied. It reflects the rather generating more revenue for the personal income tax.

TABLE 2 Business Tax Business Income Person Income Total Tax
REVENUE GROWTH RATES Revenue Tax Revenue Tax Revenue Revenue
OF SELECTIVE TAXES Ann.Gr. Ave.Gr. Ann.Gr. Ave.Gr. Ann.Gr. Ave.Gr. Ann.Gr. Ave.Gr.

1980 31.1% 20.3% 35 5% 18.5%

1981 29.8% 20.2% 41.5% 20.5%

1982 13.3% 6.0% 20.7% 7.3%

1983 4.4% 18.0% -13.2% 8.6% 12.1% 18.1% 1.3% 11.9%
1984 13.9% 16.7% -5.3% 12.0%

1985 6.5% 8.4% 14.9% 3.0%

1986 27.3% 16% 7.6% 1.8%

1987 59.5% 20.3% 10.3% 14.8%

1988 18.5% 27.8% 36.2% 29.2% 33.4% 22.6% 20.9% 19.0%

1989 5.5% 31.2% 24.0% 21.4%

Source: Yearbook of Tax Statistics, Repubic of China, 1990.
Note The figures are for the fisca year.

C. Regional differences
TABLE 3

The connection between the business tax and the business POPULATION AND AREA OF THE FOUR
income tax is interesting and warrants further attention, ADMINISTRATIVEAREAS

particularly as to whether the connection exists in the four
administrative areas. Table 3 shows the characteristics of Taipel Kaohsiung Taiwan Prov. Taiwan Area

these areas.13
Population 2703 1374 16030 20107

Area 271.7 153.6 35575 36000
11. Before the VAT was implemented, businesses would not under-re-

port their expenses, but they might find ways to under-repert revenue. Density 9945 8947 451 559

With the VAT in place, t becomes more difficult for businesses to under-

report revenue. This means that net income of the businesses in general
will increase and consequently the revenues of business income tax will Source Statistical Abstract of Interior of the Republic of China, 1990.

increase. Note: 1. Areas are in square kilometres.

12. See Wang (1983), Lin (1986) and Chieu (1985). 2. Popuation is in thousands.

13. Both Taipei and Kaohsiung are metropolitan areas, with Taipei 1o- 3. Densitles are persons per square kilometre.

cated in the north of Taiwan and Kaohsiung in the south.
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Table 4 lists the annual growth rates of the revenue from ages in Table 5 for the two sub-periodsclearly indicate the
the two taxes in Taipei City, Kaohsiung City, Taiwan Pro- impact of the VATon both the business tax and the business
vince and the Taiwan Area. Table 5 shows the averages of income tax in all regions.
the annual growth rates for the two sub-periods with 1986
as the dividing line. D. Differentbusinesses

The numbers in all the regionsdemonstratesimilarpatterns. I will now examine how the VAT affects different busi-

The revenue of the business tax increased significantly in nesses; ten out of the 37 businesses which are listed in the

1986, the year the VAT was adopted, and continued to Business Tax Law are discussed. Table 6 lists in percentage
increase afterwards but at a somewhat slower rate. Al- points the number of business entities by their 1989 annual

though the revenueof the business income tax in all regions sales for the ten selected businesses. The criterion of selec-

also increased significantly in 1986, the sharp upturn in the tion is the range of size of the business entities in different

two metropolitanareas came a year later. It is interestingto businesses, as reflected by annual sales. As is clear from the
note that in 1986 the increase in revenue from the business table, six of the busnesses have conspicuous numbers of
tax in both Kaohsiung City and Taiwan Province were

business entities with annual sales in the 100 million to 1

higher than that in TaipeiCity (with annual changesof 122.9 billion NT range,t4 In contrast, four businesses have less

percent, 63.7 percent and 44.4 percent, respectively) than 0.1 percent of the business entities with annual sales of
more than 100 million NT. The purposes of analyzing the

This seems a trifle puzzling, since a Jarger increase should impact of the VAT on these ten businesses are twofold: to
have derived from a business centre such as Taipei. One ascertain how the VATaffects differentbusinessesin gener-
possible explanation is that before adoptionof the VAT, tax al, and to determine whether the size of the business en-
collection and auditing procedures in Taipei were stricter tities, as reflected by their annual sales, plays a role in
than in the other two regions. Therefore, the shift to the determininghow they respond to the VAT.
VAT system effectively accelerated the administrative
capacityof the tax administrationsin these two regions, and 14. The exchange rate betweenthe U.S. dollar and the new Taiwan dollar
thus exerted a larger impact on business entities. The aver- (NT) is approximately 1 to 27.

TABLE 4
REVENUE GROWTH RATES Taipei Kaohsiung Taiwan Prov. Taiwan Area
OF BUSINESS TAX AND Bus. Bus.Inc. Bus. Bus.Inc Bus. Bus.Inc
BUSINESS INCOME TAX T.Rev T.Rev T.Rev T.Rev. T.Rev T.Rev T.Rev T.Rev.

1981 29.9% 21.7% 23.6% -8.2% 31.1% 23.3% 29.8% 30.2%
1982 19.2% 9.8% 7.0% -7.4% 8.2% 1.9% 13.4% 6.0%
1983 1.4% -22.4% 2.1% 0.9% 8.5% 3.5% 4.4% -13.2%
1984 11.4% 15.7% 12.5% 20.5% 16.9% 17.6% 13.9% 16.7%
1985 7.1% 0.3% 0.7% 6.3% 6.9% 22.1% 6.5% 8.4%
1986 27.5% 4.5% 31.9% 0.7% 26.1% -2.2% 27.3% 1.6%

1987 44.4% 16.9% 122.9% 12.5% 63.7% 26.9% 59.5% 20.3%
1988 . 23.2% 47.4% 8.8% 32.6% 16.4% 22.3% 18.5% 36.2%
1989 5.2% 53.4% 11.9% 30.0% 4.2% -4.2% 5.5% 31.2%

Source: Yearbook of Tax Statistics, Republic of China, 1990.
Note: The numbers are for fisca years.

TABLE 5
AVERAGE ANNUAL Taipei Kaohsiung TaiwanProv. TaiwanArea
GROWTH RATE Bus. T. Bus.I.T. Bus. T. Bus.I.T. Bus. T. Bus.I.T. Bus.T. Bus.I.T.
OF BUSINESS TAX AND 1980
BUSINESS INCOME TAX I 16.1% 4.8% 13.0% 1.7% 16.3% 11.0% 15.9% 6.6%
FOR T\NO SUB-PERIODS 1986

1987

I 24.3% 39.2% 47.9% 25.0% 28.1% 15.0% 27.8% 29.2%
1990

Source:.Yearbookof Tax Statistics, Republic of China, 1990.
Note: The numbers are for fiscal years.
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Before presenting the revenue from the business tax for businesses which are characterized by smaller sales, the
these businesses, a brief recount is in order regarding the growth rates of the tax revenueshow a relativelyhomogene-
factors affecting the taxes paid by the business entities. The ous pattern. The increase in the tax revenue from these four
sales of a business entity can be separated into four businesses all occurred in 1986, the year the VAT was

categories: adopted. Third, due mainly to the zero-rated tax applicable
(1) taxable sales, on which the normal rate of five percent to exports, entities in the intermediary business actually

is applied; paid negative taxes (i.e. received positive net refunds with

(2) zero-rated sales, which refer to exports; a growth rate of -199 percent) in 1986. A direct policy
(3) tax-exempt sales, which are mainly sales of capital implication of this is that for its unique nature in obtaining

goods; and tax refunds, tax auditing of business entities in the inter-
(4) special tax rate sales, which are sales of financial sector mediary business must be strengthened to avoid possible

entities. false export-truerefunding. In summary, the responsesof
various sized businesses to the VAT do not seem to differ

Since the tax-exemptsales are all below ten percent of total
significantly.sales in these ten businesss,j5the sales which are zero-rated

become a more important factor in determining the tax

revenue from a particularbusiness. If the sales of the busi- E. Publicvs. private businessentities
ness include a high percentageof exports (notably the nter-

mediary business), then the refunding of taxes paid in the With the public business entitie producing approximately
orevious stages of productionmay make the net tax revenue 20 percentof the GNP,16 it is interestingto examinewhether
-'.rom this busin,essnegative. Table 7 reflects this characteris- the VAT exerts a different impact on these entities com-

tic. pared to its impact on private business entities. This inquiry
has at least two implications. First, since public business

The numbers in the table represent the annual growth rates
entities generally larger, the comparison will provideof the business tax revenue in these ten businesses. A few are

additional information on the significance of size in deter-
statements can be made about these numbers. First, while
the annual growth rates for the ten businesses in general mining the impact of VAT. Second, given that public busi-

show significant increases after adoption of the VAT, the
annual growth rates for individual businesses vary. In addi- 15. Yearbookof the Information Centre, Ministry of Finance, 1990.

tion, all the businesses sooner or later experienced at least 16. Taiwan Statistical Data Book, Council for Economic Planning and

one drastic change in tax revenue. Second, for the four Development, Republic of China. 1990.

TABLE 6
PERCENTAGEOF BUSINESS ENTITIES OF DIFFERENTSALES LEVELS IN TEN BUSINESSES

Annual Retail Manufac- Construc- Transpor- Banks Inter- Publish- Repair Process- Service Total

Sales turing tion tation mediary Ing Ing

1 OM 84.4% 73.1% 85.5% 67.7% 22.1% 67.4% 91.9% 96.2% 90.6% 95.7% 82.1%-

10-
1 OOM 14.0% 22.1% 13.0% 29.3% 43.8% 27.1% 7.8% 3.2% 8.7% 3.8 15.5%

100-
1 OOOM 1.5% 4.5% 1.4% 2.7% 32.1% 5.2% .... 2.3%

1000M 0.1% 0.4% 0.1% 0.3% 2.0% 0.3% * * 0.2%

Total 100 % 100 % 100 % 100 % 100 % 100 % 100 % 100 % 100 % 100 % 100 %

Source: Yearbook of the Information Centre, Ministry of Finance, Republic of China, 1990.
Note: *, less than 0.1 percent.

TABLE 7
REVENUE GROWTH RATES OF BUSINESSTAX FOR TEN BUSINESSES

Year Retail Manufac- Construc- Transpor- Banks Inter- Pubish- Repair Process- Service Total

turing tion tation mediary ing Ing

1984 18.09% 9.83% 6.59% 17.97% 9.04% 8.96% 17.39% 7.58% 30.83% 8.78% 12.4%

1985 -3.71% 2.75% 2.79% 8.06% 6.31% -6.40% 5.56 7.04% -0.64% 0.90% 2.1%

1986 -46.16% 257.46% 88.14% 183.25% 15.25% -199.22% 260.53% 381.58% 209.62% 212.44% 83.1%

1987 5.2 % 34.37% 51.36% 16.63% 44.57% 47.05% 36.74% 42.08% 2.48% 45.80% 294%
1988 114.0 % 4.58% 15.16% -1.26% -0.11% -80.86% 5.16% 10.58% -15.15% 12.20% 11.8%

1989 48.14% 11.89% 44.64% 12.81% 63.80% 250.35% 12.01% 38.26% 13.57% 22.09% 41.1%

Source: Yearbook of the Information Centre, Ministry of Finance, Republic of China, 1985-1990.

Note: The numbers are for calendar years.
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ness entities are different from private business entities in structure for either public or private business entities. In
many respects (e.g. their regulated rates of returns, tghter particular, approximately 90 percent of the business tax
accounting procedures, etc.), they might respond differ- revenue from public business entities comes from entities
ently to the VAT. with annual sales exceedingNT$ 100 million, and the corre-

As backgroundinformation,Table 8 shows the composition sponding percentage for private business entities is approx-
of public business entities in terms of annual sales in recent imately 50 percent. Both numbers remained reltively sta-

years as compared to that of private business entities. ble before and after adoption of the VAT. Second, there is
a trend for business entities with annual sales of more than

As might be expected, a largerpercentageof publicbusiness NT$ 1 billion to increase their contribution to the business
entities have annual sales in the upper scale. In particular, tax revenue percentage-wise.Third, a comparisonof Tables
except for the range of annual sales of up to NT$ 10 million, 9 and 10 indicates that the correspondencebetween taxable
the percentage of public business entities in all. other sale sales and business taxes actually paid for the public business
ranges exceeds that of private business entities. In addition, entities is somewhat different from that for private entities.
there is an obvious trend for public businessentities to move The percentage points of taxable sales across the sales
into the range ofhigher annual sales. The next table lists the ranges for private business entities are, in general, close to
percentages of both public and private business entities as the corresponding percentage points of business tax paid.
grouped by different taxable sales. The numbers indicate In contrast, the numbers of the public business entities
that business entities in both sectors have the larger percen- reveal a different story. For entities with annual sales be-
tages providinga disproportionateamountof taxablesales. tween NT$100million and NT$1 billion, the percentageof

the business tax paid exceeds that of taxable sales by at least
With Tables 8 and 9 as references, the next table lists the ten percentageponts throuahout the years. For the entities
compositionof taxes actuallypaid by both public and private with annual sales above NTS1 billion, however, the percen-business entities. A few observations can be made. First, tage of taxable sales exceeds that of the business tax paid by
adoption of the VAT did not grossly affect the tax revenue at least 15 percentage points for the six-year period.

TABLE 8
PERCENTAGEOF PUBLIC AND PRIVATE BUSINESS ENTITIES OF DIFFERENT SALE LEVELS

Public business entities Private business entities

Num. of - 1 OM 10- 100 - 1000M Total Num. of - 1 OM 10- 100 - 1 OOOM Total
Sales/ 100M 1 OOOM - Sales/ 100M 1 OOOM -

Entities Entities

1984 1,569 28.6% 35.3% 31.5% 4.7% 100% 303021 82.4% 15.3% 2.2% 0.1% 100%
1985 1,605 27.5% 34.3% 33.4% 4.7% 100% 306993 82.4% 15.3% 2.2% 0.1 % 100%
1986 1,945 28.6% 39.6% 26.9% 4.8% 100% 336067 79.7% 17.7% 2.6% 0.1% 100%

1987 1,880 23.9% 41.7% 29.6% 4.8% 100% 355431 77.3% 19.8% 2.8% 0.2% 100%
1988 1,885 23.7% 38.1% 33.1% 5.1% 100% 381223 76.8% 20.3% 2.8% 0.2% 100%
1989 1,890 22.4% 34.7% 37.1% 5.8% 100% 404956 75.8% 21.1% 2.9% 0.1 % 100%

Source Yearbook of the Information Centre, Ministry of Finance, Repubic of China, 1985-1990.

TABLE 9
PERCENTAGEOF TAXABLE SALES REPORTED BY PUBLIC AND PRIVATE BUSINESS ENTITIES

OF DIFFERENT SALES LEVELS

Public business entities Private business entities

Taxable - 1OM 10- 100 - 1000M Total Taxable - 1OM 10- 100 - 1 OOOM Total
Sales 1 OOM 1000M - Sales 1 OOM 1 OOOM -

1984 418,413 0.2% 5.9% 27.8% 66.1% 100% 2,439,937 18.4% 32.4% 31.5% 17.7% 100%
1985 457,794 0.2% 5.4% 28.1% 66.4% 100% 2,424,142 18.9% 33.0% 31.5% 16.6% 100%
1986 461,125 0.2% 4.6% 16.7% 78.5% 100% 3,459,973 16.0%

. 35.0% 32.1% 17.0% 100%

1987 484,091 0.2% 3.7% 14.7% 81.4% 100% 4,313,724 14.8% 35.6% 31.8% 17.8% 100%
1988 498,768 0.2% 3.6% 13.3% 83.0% 100% 4,889,818 14.2% 39.1% 30.1% 19.9% 100%
1989 531,426 0.2% 4.1% 8.9% 86.8% 100% 5,660,796 13.0% 34.1% 31.1% 21.8% 100%

Source: Yearbook of the Information Centre, Ministryof Finance, Republic of China, 1985-1990.
Note: 1. The numbers are for calendar years.

2. Taxable sales are n NT$ mllion.
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This stark contrast deserves further investigation. A tenta- able that the would generate a disproportionateamount of
tive explanation is that public business entities with annual taxable sales. The gap between taxable sales and taxes paid,
sales between NT$100 million and 1 billion have a higher however, cannot be entirely explained by the size differ-

degree of value added in the production process (possibly ences.

due to smaller amounts of deductible expenses); therefore
the taxes paid percentage-wise exceed the corresponding

A few possible and tentative explanations are as follows.

taxable sales. For public business entities with annual sales First, it is possible that the products of public business
entities generally hate a higher degree of value added and

of over NT$ 1 billion, however, the degree of value added
is relatively low. Consequently,these entitiespaid a smaller

this results in a disproportionate amount of taxes paid by
these entities. Second, snce wages and salaries cannot be

percentage of business tax than what their sales called for. deducted costs, it is possible that public business entities
Whether this implies an optimal operation size of public

as

business entities is an interesting question, the answer to employ a larger number of employees and therefore must

which is yet to be found. The next table compares public
assume the resultng larger burdens of taxes. 17 A third pos-
sible explanation relates to the reliability of the accountingand private business entities from a different angle. It lists
records of business entities in the two sectors. Since publicin percentagesthe numberof businessentities, taxable sales business entities have less incentive double

and the business tax paid over a six-year period.
to resort to

bookkeeping, as compared to their counterparts in the

While the composition of public versus private business private sector, they tend to report the sales figures more

entities remainedstable over the period under investigation, accurately and therefore incur more taxes. Consequently,
the taxable sales of public business entities dropped four uRon the introduction of the VAT, the taxable sales of

percentage points when the VAT was introduced and con- prvate business entities experienced a greater increase. As

tinued to decrease slightly afterwards. Accordingly, the a result, the relative importanceof taxable sales generated
amount of business tax paid by public business entities also by public businessentitiesdeclined. The interestingcontrast

exhibited a decreasing trend, though at a slower pace. A between public and privatebusinessentitiesobviouslyneeds
more important fact to be noted, however, is that although more attention. It is likely that all three factors mentioned

public business entities accounted for only an insignificant above, in particular the latter two, contribute to the ob-

percentage (0.5 percent) of the total business entities, they served differences.

generated over 8 percent of total taxable sales and over 20

percent of total taxes paid. Since the size of public business
entities are in general larger (see Table 8), it is understand- 17. Business Tax Laws (1988), Art. 19.

TABLE 10
PERCENTAGEOF BUSINESS TAX PAID BY PUBLIC AND PRIVATE BUSINESS ENTITIES

OF DIFFERENTSALES LEVELS

Public business entities Private business entities

Taxable - 10M 10- 100 - 1 OOOM Total Taxable - 10M 10- 100 - 1000M Total
Sales 1 OOM 1000M - Sales 100M 1000M -

1984 6,944 1.4% 9.7% 38.6% 50.1 % 100% 12,307 18.2% 31.3% 33.7% 16.8% 100%
1985 7,449 0.1 % 9.5% 40.1% 50.3% 100% 20,031 18.4% 34.3% 31.8% 15.5% 100%
1986 20,106 0.2% 4.9% 34.9% 60.0% 100% 63,390 17.8% 34.4% 28.7% 19.2% 100%

1987 26,725 3.0% 4.9% 34.3% 57.8% 100% 88,676 18.9% 32.0% 29.0% 20.1% 100%
1988 26,222 5.4% 3.5% 32.7% 58.4% 100% 96,472 18.6% 31.4% 28.4% 21.7% 100%
1989 30,761 7.9% 2.0% 25.0% 65.1% 100% 123,151 16.6% 28.0% 28.1% 27.4% 100%

Source: Yearbook of the Information Centre, Ministry of Finance, Republic of China, 1985-1990.
Note: 1. The numbers are for calendar years.

2. Taxable sales are in NT$ million.

TABLE 11 Number of Bus.E. Taxable Sales Taxes Paid
PERCENTAGEOF SELECTIVE Pub. Pri. Tot. Pub. Pri. Tot. Pub. Pri. Tot.
INDICATORS FOR PUBLIC

1984 0.5% 99.5% 100% 14.6% 85.4% 100% 25.3% 74.7% 100%
VERSUS 1985 0.5% 99.5% 100% 15.9% 84.1% 100% 26.4% 73.6% 100%
PRIVATE BUSINESS ENTITIES 1986 0.6% 99.4% 100% 11.8% 88.2% 100% 24.1% 75.9% 100%

1987 0.5% 99.5% 100% 10.1% 89.9% 100% 23.2% 76.8% 00%
1988 0.5% 99.5% 100% 9.3% 90.7% 100% 21.4% 78.6% 00%
1989 0.5% 99.5% 100% 8.6% 91.4% 100% 20.0% 80.0%

'

00%

Source: Yearbook of the Information Centre, Ministry of Finance, Republic of China, 1985-1990.
Note: 1. The numbers are for calendar years,

2. Taxable saes are in NT$ milion.
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TABLE 12 Business Entties Taxable Sales axes Paid
GROWTH RATE OF SELECTIVE Pub. Pri. Tot. Pub. Pri. Tot. Pub. Pri. Tot.
INDICATORS FOR PUBLIC
VERSUS 1985 2.3% 1.3% 1.3% 9.4% -0.6% 0.8% 6.5% 0.6% 2.1%
PRIVATE BUSINESS ENTITIES 1986 21.2% 9.5% 9.5% 0.7% 42.7% 36.1% 169.9% 205.0% 195.8%

1987 -3.3% 5.8% 5.7% 5.0% 24.7% 22.4% 32.9% 39.9% 38.2%
1988 0.3% 7.3% 7.2% 3.0% 13.4% 12.3% -1.9% 8.8% 6.3%
1989 0.3% 6.2% 6.2% 6.5% 15.8% 14.9% 17.3% 27.7% 25.4%

Source: Yearbook of the Information Centre, Ministry of Finance, Republic of China, 1985-1990.
Note: 1. The numbers are for calendar years.

2. Taxable saes are n NT$ millon

As a summary of the comparison of public and private The fact that the tax revenue increasedafter adoptionof the
business entities, Table 12 lists the growth rates of the VAT does not prove in itself that the new system improved
number of business entities, taxable sales and business tax the efficiencyof tax collection, since a higher tax rate would
actually paid for public and private business entities sepa- have had the same effect. The figures of reported sales,
rately and.collectively. It seems that, after the VAT was however, offer a better indicator of the VAT performance.
introduced, business entities in the public sector did not If, upon introductionof the VAT, the sales increase signif-
experience significant changes in sales. The reported sales icantly without other concurrenteconomic changes, then it
of private business entities, however, increased drastically. can be directly inferred that the new system improves the
This can be explained by the fact that with the cross-check- tax administration's ability to keep account of business
ing procedure of the VAT it becomes more difficult for transactions. In addition, if the reported sales increase
business entities to under-report sales and thus results in a under the new system, then taxable income is likely to
tremendous increase in the sales reported by private busi- increase as well. Table 14 lists the growth rates of reported
ness entities. This reinforces the proposition that the relia- sales, revenue from the business tax, business income and
bility of the accounting records of public business entities revenue from business income tax. It is evident that the
tends to be greater than that of private business entities. It VAT brought about a significant increase in all categories.
again reflects the strength of the VAT in allowing the tax The numbers imply that while the VAT rate may be some-
administration to control business activities more effec- what high, the system tremendouslyimprovesthe efficiency
tively. of tax collection. The increases in both reported sales and

business income provide the most importantsupport for theF. Appropriatenessof the tax rates success of the new VAT in Taiwan.

After adoption of the VAT, the business tax paid increased
for both public and private business entities. It is interesting TABLE 14
to note, however, that the numbers for public business GROWTH RATES OF SALES, BUSINESS
entities offer a hint as to whether the tax rate (i.e. five TAX REVENUES, BUSINESS INCOME,
percent) is appropriate. Since taxable sales for public busi- BUSINESS INCOMETAX REVENUES
ness entities grew at much slower pace than the economic
growth rate, the increase in the taxes paid cannot be
explained by the expansion of the economy. It might have Sales Bus. Tax Bus. Inc. Bus. Inc.
been caused by the larger (non-deductible) wages and Rev. Rev.
salaries as explained above, but it is also possible that the 1980 31.4% 13.1% 28.6% 20.3%
tax rate was too high. Table 13 summarizes the possible 1981 24.8% 29.8% -1.0% 20.2%
combinationsof taxable sales and business tax paid, and the 1982 6.6% 13.3% 2.7% 6.0%
correspondingexplanations. 1983 4.3% 4.4% 7.6% -13.2%

1984 20.6% 13.9% 11.1% 16.7%
1985 5.7% 6.5% -3.0% 8.4%TABLE 13
1986 5.8% 27.3% 15.0% 1.6%COMBINATIONSOF CHANGES IN SALES AND

BUSINESSTAX REVENUES 1987 24.2% 59.5% 36.1% 20.3%
1988 13.4% 18.5% 20.6% 36.2%

Sales after Rev. of Possible causes 1989 13.9% 5.5% * 31.2%
VAT Bus. T Collectionefficiency Tax rate

Source: Yearbook of Financial Statistics, 1985-1990.decrease decrease too low
Note: 1. The numbers are for fiscal years.decrease nochange decrease too high 2. *, not yet available.

increase decrease too high
decrease no improvement t00 IOW

nochange nochange nomprovement too high G. Effectivenessof the cross-checkingprocedure
ncrease nomprovement toohigh

Table 15 lists the percentages of dummy business entitiesdecrease increase too low
found and penalized for the cases randomly checked inincrease nochange increase appropriate selective months by the tax administration in Taipei City,increase increase too high
Kaohsiung City, Taiwan Province and the Taiwan Area.
The figures clearly reflect that as time passed, the strength
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of the VAT's cross-checking procedure was realized and it more flexibility to business entities. The option may cause

exerted a deterrent effect on the occurrence of dummy the tax revenue to decline slightly, but it would certainlycut

businesses. current administrative costs. To avoid complexities, busi-
ness entities would have to choose the standard or itemized

TABLE 15 deductions for a certain period of time. Third, the monthly
PERCENTAGEOF DUMMY BUSINESS ENTITIES lottery prizes now offered to holders of general invoices

FOUND BY CROSS-CHECKINGFOR SELECTIVE MONTHS could be increased to maintain incentives for business en-

tities to prepare the invoices. In summary, the aims of

Year Mon Taipei Kaohsiung Taiwan Total excluding certain expenses from deductible expenses are to
reduce administrative costs and increase the efficiency of

1986 Apr 0.7% 0.7% 0.2% 0.41% the tax collection process.
Jun. 2.2% 1-.4% 1.4% 1.7%
Oct. 0.4% 1.8% 0.5% 0.6 % B. Imports taxed at pointsof entry

1987 Feb. 0.4% 0.6% 0.5% 0.5 %
Jun. 0.8% 1.3% 0.3% 0.6% This issue was discussed extensively before the VAT was

Oct. 0.1% * 0.8% 0.4 % adopted, but reexaminingit as the VATis now implemented
1988 Feb. 0.1% * 0.1% 0.1% may shed new light on the ssue. As is clear from the discus-

Jun. 0.3% * 0.1% 0.2%
sion in the previous section, there are two major achieve-
ments of the new VAT. First, the tax base of the business

Oct. 0.2% * * 0.1%
tax has been widenedas reflectedby the significant increases

1989 Feb. * * * * in reportedsales, and as a result, the revenueof the business
Jun. * * 0.1% * tax has increased. Second, the tax base of the business
Oct. 0.2% 0.1% * 0.1% income tax has also been broadenedbecauseof the increase

in reported sales. This, in turn, has resulted in a higher level
of business income tax revenue. Both achievementscan be

Source: Data offered by the Information Centre, Ministry of Finance.
traced to VAT's ability to provide the governmentwith

Note: *, less than 0.1%.
a

firmer grasp on business activities. Therefore, the possible
disadvantagesof taxing importsupon entrymust be weighed

IV. SUGGESTIONSFOR IMPROVEMENT against the obvious advantages of better control of tax

sources.

The adoption of the VAT significantly improved the tax The most frequently raised argumentagainst taxing importscollectionof both business tax and the business income tax.
Room for improvement, however, remains, In this secton upon entry is that it would increase the capital cost of the

two proposals are advanced to improve the administration importers. Since it may take up to six months or longer for

of the VAT. It is specificallyproposed that certain expenses
the importers to digest the imports, tax upon entry means

be excluded from deductiblecosts and that imports be taxed
that an additional five percent of the amount paid for im-

ports must be set asde and frozen for this perod. At least
at customs upon entry. two arguments can be made against this. First, although

taxing imports upon entry indeed increases the capital cost

A. Non-deductibleexpenses of the mporters, all other business entities face the same

problem in buying raw materials and the like. Therefore,
Excluding certain expenses (e.g. expenses of less than there is really no reason why the importers should enjoy
NT$ 1,000) from deductible costs in calculating taxes will preferential treatment. Second, the five percent surcharge
achieve several goals. First, it will simplify administrative on imports cannot be argued to be an additional cost for

procedure for both business entities and the tax administra- the importers. Instead, it should be seen as part of the
tion. Second, since it will reduce the work load of the tax normal cost in making the import decision. As such, the
administration it will reduce the number of disputes be- argument against tax upon entry is rather weak; it is better
tween the tax administrationand business entities (thus the viewed as reflecting the lobbying efforts of a particular
quality of the tax collection process will be improved). interest group.
Third, while the number of invoices for these expenses is

large, the amounts on the invoices are generally small. As stated above, the strength of the VAT lies in the cross-

Therefore the tax revenue involved is relativelyminor com- checkingprocedurewhich forces the previouslyunrecorded

pared to the administrativecosts of handling the invoices. business activities to enter the tax-paying stream. Taxing
imports upon entry is parallel to the withholdingmethod of

Excluding certain expenses from deductible costs will un- the personal income tax and its superiorityto existingproce-
derstandably stimulate opposition from business entities, dures is beyond doubt. While the details could be flexible
becausetwill increase their tax burden. Additionally,if the (e.g. banks may offer loans or guaranteesto the importers),
expenses cannot be deducted, the incentive for business a move toward tax upon entry is clearly required.
entities to prepare a general invoice for transactions will

disappear and this in turn will affect the completeness of
records, and consequently the effectiveness of the cross- V. CONCLUSION
checking procedure. To avoid these potential detriments, a

few measurescan be undertaken.First, the methodofstan- This article presents a preliminary assessment of the VAT

dard deductionscould be adopted to allowbusinessentities in Taiwan. The strength of the tax is confirmedby the data.
to deduct a certain amount of their sales as expenses.18The Specifically, the revenue of the business tax increaseddras-
standardized deductions could either be a certain percen- tically, although this contradicts the official claim that the

tage of sales or fixed amounts that vary with sales. Second,
standardizeddeductionsand itemizeddeductionscould
be made optional to businessentities. This parallelsexisting 18. Since the expenditures of the entities in the service business are

procedures under the personal income tax law and offers mostly in formof expenses, the servicebusinessmust be treateddifferently
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switch to the VAT was to be revenue neutral. However, Guang-lin Her, The Principle and the Method of Settingconsistent with the official goal, the efficiency of tax collec- the Tax Rate of the VAT, 17 Public Finance Review,
tion improved, as refected by the continuousand significant No. 1 (1985) (in Chinese)
increases in reported sales. While the increase in reported Jia-chuan Hsue, A Discussion on the Achievementof the
sales was perhaps as expected, the accompanying increase New Business Tax and Possible Improvements, 19
in reported business income was somewhat unanticipated. Public Finance Review, No. 3 (1987) (in Chinese)
Although on hindsight the link between reported sales and Jen-wen Juang, Calculatingthe Tax Burdensof the VAT,
business income is only natural, it did not appear that an 18 Public Finance Review, No.2 (1986) (in Chinese)improvement in the business income tax collection was An-le Lin, The New Business Tax's Impact on Price Level
among the policy objectives of adopting the VAT. In any and Income Distribution, 18 Public Finance Review,
case, the experience of Taiwan attests to the superiority of No. 2 (1986) (in Chinese)the VAT in taxing business activities. An-le Lin, VAT's Price Effect and Its Impact on the Dis-
An importantpolicy implication regarding the link between tribution of Tax Burdens, 10 Monthlyof the City Bank
the busness tax and business income tax warrants mention. of Taipei, No. 9 (1985) (in Chinese)

Hwa-der Lin, The Price Level Effect of the Value-AddedSince an increase in reported sales is likely to cause an
increase in reported business income, an accelerationin the Tax - An Empirical Analysis of Taiwan, 19 Public

Finance Review, No. 3 (1987) (in Chinese)collectioneffort for the business tax will benefit not only the
Ning-tien Liu & Jun-der Wu, A Study the Appropriate-onbusiness tax itself but the business income tax as well. In

contrast, adjustment of the VAT rate will possibly only ness of Taxing the Gold Bullion, 19 Public Finance
increase the revenue of the business tax and not that of the Review, No. 3 (1987) (in Chinese)
business income tax. Furthermore, adjusting the tax rate Ren-Kang Lu, The Economic Implications of Adopting
requires legislative approval, while strengthening the tax

the VAT, 15 Public Finance Review, No. 6 (1983) (in
collection proceduresonly requires administrativedecrees. Chinese)

Jen-i Wang, An Analysis of the Current Revenue SourcesTherefore, the effort to modify VAT's collection proce- and Revenue Structure of the Business Tax in thedures to improve efficiency should be continued. The pre- Taiwan Area, 15 Public Finance Review, No. 6 (1983)dictable fruits of such efforts will be enjoyed by both the
(in Chinese)business tax and the business income tax revenue.

Ching-chang Yen, An Introduction to the Value-Added
Tax in the Republic of China, 19 Public Finance Re-Finally, extensions of the present work are needed. For
view, No. 3 (1987) (in English)instance, an in-depth analysis of the relationships among Yearbook of the Information Centre, Ministry of Finance,reported sales, reported business tax, business tax paid, and

business income tax paid from different businesseswill offer Republic of China, 1985-1990

guidance in improving tax collection. It is hoped that, as
Yearbook of the Financial Statistics, Taiwan Province, Re-

VAT gains in popularity on an international level, a better public of China, 1990
Statistical Abstract of Interior of the Republic of China,understanding of one country's experience will benefit the

country as well as the internationalcommunity. Departmentof Statistics, Ministryof Interior, Republic
of China, 1990

/ Yearbookof Tax Statistics,Departmentof Statistics,Minis-
REFERENCES try of Finance, Republic of China, 1986-1990

Taiwan Statistical Data Book, Council for Economic Plan-
Jen-mao Chieu, The Accounting Procedures of the New ning and Development, Republic of China, 1990

VAT, 17 Public Finance Review, No. 1 (1985) (in BusinessTax Laws, in Bookof Laws (Taipei, San-minBook
Chinese) Publishing, 1988)
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K--R\A-O\A_:

CONFERENCEON THE TAX TREATMENT

OF NON-PROFITORGANIZATIONS

INTRODUCTION
Charles R. Irish and Susan S. Katcher

POLICY OPTIONS
Professor Irish is Volkman-BascomProfessor of Law, Director,

Non-profitorganizationsmake up a somewhatinvisiblebut East Asian Legal Studies Center, University of Wisconsin. Ms.

usually significant componentof many economies in indus- Katcher received her J.D. from the University of Wisconsin, and

trialized and newly industrializedcountries. The tax treat- is Assistant Director of the East Asian Studies Center.

ment of non-profit organizationsthus raises importantcon-

cerns about the fairness of the tax laws and the ways in
which governments use taxes and tax incentives to achieve (2) To stimulatesavings, especiallyretirementsavings,gov-

socially and economicallydesirable objectives. ernmentsextend tax concessionsto non-profitorganizations
which act as vehicles for the accumulationof pension sav-

The papers in this issue were prepared for a multinational ings. Many of the largest exempt organizations in the world
conferenceheld in Taipei on 15 and 16 August 1991, on the have their exemptions because they serve this function. For
tax treatment of non-profit organizations. The conference example,TIAA-CREF,a teachers' retirementpension fund
was sponsored by the Ministry of Finance of the Republic in the United States, has assets of USS 70.9 billion and
of China and co-sponsoredby the Universityof Wisconsin's British Coal's Pension Fund is valued at £ 12 billion. Both
East Asian Legal Studies Center. are tax-exempt.
In describing the ways in which non-profitorganizationsare (3) Cooperativebusinessand social associationsoften qual-
taxed or not taxed in the Republicof China, Canada, Singa- ify for an income tax exemption under the theory that any
pore, Japan, Korea, the United Kingdom, the Netherlands net income of an association which is attributable to the
and the United States, the papers provide insight into the membersof the associationshould be treated as a reduction
policy options facing governments in designing the tax re- in the cost of doingbusinessor carryingon social activities.
gimes applicable to non-profit organizationsThispaper
briefly describes these options and summarizes how the It is generally agreed that some sort of review process is

eight countries deal with them. necessary to ensure that only suitably qualified non-profit
organizations receive tax favoured treatment. Among the
countries surveyed, the most common review process s a

I. SHOULD NON-PROFITORGANIZATIONSBE requirement that non-profitorganizationsapply to the gov-

GRANTED TAX FAVOURED TREATMENT ernment for the available tax concessions. In a few in-
stances, the application process is supplemented with

Among the participating countries, the consensus is that periodic reviews of the receipts and disbursements of the

some non-profit organizations, but not all, should be non-profit organizations.
granted tax favours. Some countries, such as Korea and

Singapore, take a fairly restrictiveview on which non-profit
organizations qualify for tax concessions. Other countries, II- WHAT TAX CONCESSIONSSHOULD BE
most notably the United States, are relatively generous in GRANTED TO NON-PROFITORGANIZATIONS
defining the non-profit organizations entitled to tax-
favouredstatus. Irrespectiveof the breadthof the definition All eight countries grant to qualifying non-profit organiza-
of organizationsentitled to receive tax-favouredtreatment, tions income tax exemptions that uniformly cover the non-

the tax concessions are usually justified for one of the fol- profit organizations' exempt function income, such as tui-

lowing reasons:
tion paid to a school and medical fees paid to a hospital. In
addition, most of the governments extend the income tax

(1) Non-profit organizationscarrying on socially desirable exemption to passive investment income of the non-profit
work should be encouragedand supported through tax con- organizations.Among the eight countries,only Korea limits
cessions. Thus, non-profit organizations engaged in relig- the exemption for non-profit organizations and taxes the
ous, charitable, educational, literary and scientific activities income from passive investments.
should qualify for tax-favoured treatment. In several of the
countries surveyed, labour and political organizations and
business associations are also included in the group of tax- 1. The U.K. contributionwill appear in an upcoming issue of the Bulle-
favoured non-profit organizations. tin.
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Exemptions from other taxes also are commonplace. In tions into a wholly owned, for-profit subsidiary. Nonethe-
Japan, for example,public interestcorporationsare exempt less, there is a general uneasinesswhen non-profitorganiza-
from the national registration and licence tax, the prefec- tions have a close connection with regular profit seeking
tural real propertyacquisitiontax, the municipalfixed assets enterprises. The uneasiness is manifested in several diffe-
tax, and the newly introduced national land price tax. Simi- rent ways. In the United States and Singapore, non-profit
lar broad-based exemptions are allowed in the Republic of organizations are limited in the extent to which they can

China, Korea and Singapore. In the United States and Can- own for-profit enterprises without jeopardizing their
ada, where the income tax exemptionsfornon-profitorgani- exempt status; in the United States, the financial arrange-
zations are fairly broadly available, exemptions from sales ments between the non-profitorganizationsand the related
and property taxes are allowed, but on a more limited basis business enterprises are closely regulated to limit abuses;
than the income tax exemptions. Thus, while religious or- and in several countries, non-profit organizations estab-
ganizationsand schools in the United States may be exempt lished by and potentiallycontrolledby regularprofitseeking
from real property and sales taxes as well as income taxes, enterprises are subject to stringent reviews of their ac-

non-profit business associations and social clubs commonly tivities.
do not enjoy either property or sales tax exemptions.

V. WHAT RESTRICTIONSARE IMPOSED ON
Ill. WHAT RESTRICTIONSARE IMPOSED ON INVOLVEMENT IN POLITICALACTIVITIES

DIRECT INVOLVEMENT IN COMMERCIAL
ACTIVITIES Probably the greatest differences in the tax treatment of

non-profitorganizationsoccur with respect to theirpolitical
It is widely recognized that allowing tax-exempt organiza- involvement. The United States seriously restricts the polit-
tions to engage in regular commercial operations gives the ical participationin politicalcampaignsand severelylimiting
exempt organizationsa competitive advantageover taxable their efforts to influence legislative and administrativedeci-
business enterprises. As a result, in most of the countries sions. At the other extreme are the Netherlands and the

surveyed, the tax exernption extends only to exempt func- Republic of China, which impose no restrictions on the

tion income and (except for Korea) passive investment in- political activities of non-profitorganizations.
come. Profits from commercial operations unrelated to the
exempt purposes of the non-profitorganizationsusually are

taxed. In Canada, however, tax-exempt charities found to VI. WHAT TAX CONCESSIONSARE AVAILABLE
be carrying on unrelated business activities are subject to FOR GIFTS TO NON-PROFIT
jeopardizing their official status as a registered tax-exempt ORGANIZATIONSorganization and ultimately may completely lose their tax-

exempt status and their position as a favoured recipient of Income tax deductionsare usually allowed for gifts to desig-charitable contributions. The Canadian judiciary has taken nated non-profit organizations. The prevailing attitude is
a liberal view of when businesses are related to the exempt that such gifts should be encouraged through a fiscal incen-
purposesofthe charities,with the consequencethat Canadi- tive since the gifts will be used for socially desirable objec-
an charities apparentlyhave considerable freedom to oper- tives. There are, however, a variety of different ways on
ate for-profit enterprises. what organizationsshould qualify to receive deductiblegifts
The Canadian experience illustrates that the distinction be- and what kind of property is deductible.
tween related and unrelated business operations has great In Singapore, cash gifts are deductible if made to certain
practical significance; the distinction, however, is difficult specific charitable organizations; gifts of property other
to make and varies from one country to another. In contrast than cash are deductible only in very limited circumstances.
to the Canadian judiciary's generous view of what consti- In the Netherlands and the Republic of China, gifts to
tutes a related business, for example, the Dutch Supreme charitable organizationsare deductible, as are gifts to polit-Court has taken a highly restrictive view by declaring a ical organizations. In the United States, gifts of cash and
volunteer blood bank operated by the Dutch Red Cross a other kinds of charities deductiblefor
commercial, competitive operation even though no com-

many property to are

ncome tax purposes, but no deduction is allowed for con-
mercial blood banks operate in the Netherlands. One sus- tributionsto political campaignsor organizations.The Unit-
pects that the severity of the sanctions - loss of favoured ed States also has extensive set of rules designed to curban
status and ultimately complete taxation in Canada versus the abusive opportunitieswhich arise primarily because so
taxation of only the unrelated business income in the Neth-

many property nterests are deductible.
erlands - influenced the decision of whether the business
was relatedorunrelated. In otherwords, with less draconian Ceilings on the amount of deductible contributionsare the
sanctions, the Canadian judiciary probably would be in- norm, apparently under the theory that individual and cor-

clined to adopt a more stringent standard for when busines- Porate taxpayersshould not be allowed to shelter all of their
ses are related to the exempt purposes of the charities. income from the tax collector, even by giving it away. Less

common, but probably based more on sound policy, is the

imposition of a threshold for deductible contributions. In

Japan, for example,only contributionsin excess of 10,000
IV. WHAT RESTRICTIONSARE IMPOSED ON per year are deductible, presumably under the theory that

INDIRECT INVOLVEMENTIN COMMERCIAL most people make contributionsof 10,000without regard
ACTIVITIES for any fiscal incentives, so an incentive should be available

only where it is likely to make a difference. The Canadian
With the exceptionof Korea, passive investment income of system of using a tax credit rather than a tax deduction also

non-profit organizations is tax-exempt. This would appear is notable because it ensures that the level of government
to allow non-profit organizations to engage indirectly in subsidization for charitable contributions is not influenced
commercial operations by putting the commercial opera- by the individual donor's marginal tax rate.
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Vll. HOW ARE FOREIGN NON-PROFIT make deductible contributions to Canadian charities and
ORGANIZATIONSAND GIFTS TO FOREIGN vice versa, although the deductions generally may not ex-

NON-PROFITORGANIZATIONSTREATED ceed the portionof incomederived from the othercountry.

Foreign non-profit organizationsare treated in a variety of
ways. The most benevolent is likely that of the United CONCLUSION
States, which allows foreign non-profit organizations to

qualify for tax-exempt status in the United States on the Looking at the tax treatment of non-profit organizations
same terms as U.S. non-profit organizations. The United brings into focus two of the key policy concerns influencing
Kingdom seems to adopt a similar approach in allowing the the structure of fiscal regimes: fairness - how tax-exempt
formationof an affiliatedentity under U.K. law, which then non-profit organizations involved directly or indirectly in
can qualify for exempt status in the UnitedKingdom. Singa- commercial operations are dealt with to avoid giving them
pore and Japan take a somewhat different view and condi- a competitive advantage over regular profit-seeking
tion their tax concessionson the foreignnon-profitorganiza- businesses; and efficiency - how effective the fiscal incen-
tion's establishing that they will benefit local society. tives are in encouraging support for the activities of non-

profit organizations, and whether the administrative costs
Gifts to foreign charities typically tend to be not tax deduc- associated with the increased complexity brought about by
tible, although specific tax treaty provisions can override such incentives outweigh any favourable effect the incen-
this general treatment. For example, gifts to foreign tives mighthave. Thus, while the tax treatmentofnon-profit
charities are expressly deductible under the U.S.-Canada organizations is an area frequently neglected, it actually
tax treaty. Thus, U.S. individuals and corporations can merits increased attention.

UNITED STATES
merce and similar business orientedorganizationsgenerally
are established as non-profit associations. Somewhat sur-

prisingly to many people, country clubs, athletic clubs and

Charles R. Irish other social clubs usually are established as non-profit or-

ganizations.
There are two important groups of entities that are some-

Volkman-BascomProfessor of Law, Director, East Asian Legal what similar to non-profit organizations. Public and privateStudies Center, University of Wisconsin, Madison, Wisconsin employeepension and profit-sharingtrusts invest billionsof
dollars in U.S. and foreign capital markets and make retire-
ment and profit-sharing disbursements to their employee

I. INTRODUCTION beneficiaries. Because their activities are deemed to be of
such great social and economic importance, however, they

A. Overview enjoy many of the tax preferences granted to the most
favoured non-profit organizations.

Non-profit organizations form a central part of American Cooperative agricultural and business associations also are
society. The most visible group of non-profit organizations similar to non-profit organizations. Cooperativesrepresentincludes those engaged in religious,charitable,educational, a groupingof like-mindedbusinesspeople, such as farmers,scientificor artisticactivities.A multitudeofdifferentreligi- who join together for a common business objective, such as
ous groups exist as non-profit organizations. A large marketing of agricultural produce. Although cooperativesnumberof the entitiesconcernedwith preservingwilderness are directly involved in commercial activities,4 they are
areas, wildlife and the quality of water and air also are granted the same tax-exempt status as many non-profitor-
non-profit organizations, as are the American Red Cross, ganizations. Since the receipts of cooperativescome largelythe United Way and similar relieforganizations.Many hos-
pitals and other health care facilitiesI and some of the most

prestigious universities in the United States, such as Har-
vard, Yale, Columbia, Stanford and the University of

1. Many hospitals and other health care facilitiesare owned by the local,
state or federal government. In addition, the United States is somewhat

Chicago, are non-profit organizations.2 The American unusual in that quite a numberof healthcare facilitiesare private, for-profit
Cancer Society and the American Heart Association are enterprises. The Hospital Corporation of America, for example, is a for-
well-known non-profit organizations engaged in funding profit corporationwhich operateshospitalsthroughoutthe UnitedStates.
medical research activities. While many museums and 2. Most universities in the United States are parts of the state and local
centres for the performingarts are owned by the local, state governmental systems. The University of Wisconsin, the University of

or federal government, many others, such as the Getty Washington,UCLA and the UniversityofCalifornia-Berkeley,for exam-

Museum, the Cleveland Symphony Orchestra and the Jof- ple, are under the jurisdiction of the state governments where they are

frey Ballet, are independentlyoperated, non-profit organi- located.
3. The term public employee refers to an individual employed by a

zations. local, state or federal government. School teachers and fire fighters are

There also are a great many other non-profit organizations public employees. A private employee is an individual working in the

that are not involved in religious, charitable, educational, privatesector- an employeeof IBM or the BoeingCorporationis a private
scientificor artistic activities.Juniorchambersof commerce employee.

4. Cooperative associations are sometimes very large business entities.
typically are non-profit entities engaged in social welfare Twelve of America's 500 largest industrial corporationsare cooperatives.activities. Both public and private employee3 labour unions The Economist, 20 July 1991, at 84. Some of the best known names in
are non-profit entities. The AmericanBar Association, the agriculture are cooperatives - Ocean Spray cranberries, Land O'Lakes
AmericanMedical Association, the U.S. ChamberofCom- butter, and Gold Kist chicken, for example- are all cooperatives.
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from the members of the cooperatives, when cooperatives In theory, just about any activity can be carried out by
have a profit, it is returned to the cooperative members as non-profit organizations. In practice, however, non-profit
a patronagedividend and not taxed. Instead, it is charac- entities are not attractive for regular commercialor invest-
terized as a reduction in the members' cost of doing busi- ment activitiesbecause the profitsof such activitiesmay not

ness. be passed through to the owners or membersof the organi-
zations.

B. Magnitudeof non-profitactivities 3. Federal tax treatment of non-profit organizations
Non-profit activities are very big business in the United (a) The federal income tax exemption
States. The number of non-profit organizations (including
pension funds and cooperatives)increasedabout 15 percent

Most non-profitorganizationsare establishedand operated
during the decade ending in 1987 to 1.3 million.5 Revenues so that they qualify for exempt status under the federal

of non-profits (again including pension funds and coopera-
income tax. Therefore, in practice, the federal requirements

tives) are over $ 750 billion per year, or about 15 percent of for obtaining tax-exempt status usually are the ones on

the U.S. gross national product.6 which most attention is focused.

Another indication of the importanceof charitable, educa- To qualifyfor tax-exemptstatus, the organizationsgenerally
tional, religious, scientific and artisticorganizationsin U.S. must be prohibited through their articles of incorporation
society is the amount of tax revenues lost as a result of the or other governing instrument from paying dividends or

deductibility of contributions to such organzations. For otherwise distributingprofits to owners, members, officers

fiscal year 1992, it is estimated that federal tax revenueswill or directors. Just as under state laws, the federal tax law

be reduced by $16.9 billion.7 This suggests total charitable qualificationdoes not preventnon-profitorganizationsfrom

contributions of in excess of $100 billion per year,8 which generatingprofits. Unlike the state laws, however, the fed-

does not include the very substantial amount of volunteer eral tax law also requires that non-profit organizationsen-

services performed for charitable organizations.9 gage in specificallyenumeratedactivities in order to qualify
for tax-exempt status.

Presumably, the list of enumerated activities reflects the

Il. TAX TREATMENTGENERALLY Congressional view that these activities are sufficiently
worthwhile to warrant an exemption from the federal in-

A. Income-basedtaxes
come tax. It is somewhat surprising, therefore, to find that
the list is quite long. The major non-profit organizations

1. Legal hierarchy qualifying for exempt status are as follows:

The UnitedStates has a federal system ofgovernmentunder
- Religious, charitable, scientific, literary, educational,

which the powers and responsibilities of government are or sports organizations and organizations involved in

divided between the nationalgovernment(commonlyrefer- testing for public safety or working for the prevention
red to in the United States as the federalgovernment)and of cruelty to children or animals;
the 50 governmentsof the individual states,lo In the case of

- Organizations owned by the federal, state and local

non-profit organizations, the laws of the individual states governments and operated for governmentalpurposes
determinein broad terms the organization'soperatingstruc- (such as a state owned corporation responsible for in-

ture; the federal income and excise tax laws impose restric- vesting the state government'ssurplus funds);
tions on the range of permissible activites for non-profit Corporationsorganized for the purpose of holding title-

organizations to qualify for tax-exempt status or other tax to property, collecting income from the property, and

benefits; and the state income, sales and property tax laws paying the income over to another organization which

describe when non-profit organizations can qualify for an s tax-exempt;11
exemption from those taxes.

- Civic leagues operated for the promotionof social wel-
fare and local employees' associations operated for

In the United States, therefore, non-profit organizations charitable, educational or recreationalpurposes;
typically are subject to a combination of state and federal - Labour, agricultural, or horticulturalorganizations;
laws. The state laws describe in broad terms how non-profit - Business leagues, chambers of commerce, real estate

organizationsare establishedand operated. The federal tax boards, boards of trade and professional football
laws restate the state law conditions for establishmentand leagues;
operation and then impose additional requirements that
must be met to qualify for tax-exempt status or as a desig-
nated beneficiaryof charitable contributions. The state tax 5. Cook, Businessmenwith halos, ForbYs, 26 November1990, at 100.

laws also establish fairly limited conditions under which 6. Id.

non-profit organizations can qualify for income, sales and
7. Joint Committeeon Taxation, Estimates of FederalTax Expenditures

property tax exemptions.
for Fiscal Years 1992-1996, at 14-15 (1991)
8. Contributions by individuals, corporations and foundations totalled

$123 billion in 1990, two-thirds of which went to religious organizations.
2. Restrictions under state laws on the establishment Sparing a dime, The Economist, 17 August 1991, at 24.

and operation of non-profit organizations
9. See Donations last year topped $100 billion, Insight, 3 July 1989,
at 47.

Non-profit organizations in the United States are corpora-
10. Washington, D.C. and the territories of the United States, such as

tions and other artificial entities specially created under the Puerto Rico, also have local governments with specal powers somewhat

laws of the individual states so that whatever profits they
similar to the powers of the indvdual state governments.
11. In order to qualify for tax-exempt status, title-holding companies

earn are not paid out to their creators or owners. Under must be limited to being little more than passive holding companies. See
state law, non-profitorganizationsare not restrictedin their Bruce R. Hopkins, The Law of Tax-ExemptOrganizations(5thed.,1987),
ability to engage in profit-making activities; instead, theY at 367-369. Corporations and other entities which are engaged in active

generally are prohibited from paying out their profits as commercial operations are not tax-exempt even though all of their profits
dividends or other profits distributions. are paid to organizationsexempt from tax. IRC Sec. 502.
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Social and athletic clubs and other organizationsoper- tail, and the receipts and expenditures are estimated. At--

ated for pleasure or recreation; tached to the application are the articles of incorporationor

Fraternal benefit societies operatingunder a lodge sys- other governing instrument of the organization. After re--

tem and providing for the payment of death, sickness, viewing the application and seeking such additional infor-
accident or other benefits to their members or depen- mation as is thought necessary, the IRS examining agent
dents of the members; issues a ruling declaring the organization exempt or non-

Voluntary employees' beneficiary associations provid- exempt from tax.14-

ing for payment of life, sickness, accident or other ben-
efits to the members of the associationsor their depen- (b) Federal restrictions on direct involvement in profit-
dents; making activities
Credit unions which are established without capital The federal exemption from income taxes is not total. In

-

stock and operated for mutual purposeswithoutprofit; general, the exemption extends only to profits earned inand
on purposes or onAssociations whose members are primarily former or

passive investments. Thus, fees charged by hospital for
- carrying the exempt of the organization

present members of the U.S. armed forces. a

medical services it provides and tuition paid by students
Apart from entities seeking characterizationas title-holding regularly enrolled at a university clearly are exempt from
companies, organizations usually must be directly and ac- tax because they are earned by the hospital and university
tively involved in one or more of the tax-favouredactivities as they carry on their exempt activities. In addition, the
in order to qualify for tax-exempt status. It is the actual income generated by a hospital from the operation of a

activitiesof an organizationwhich determine its tax-exempt cafeteria primarily for employees and medical staff is
status, not the destination of the organization'sprofits. As exempt from tax because the cafeteria'soperation is closely
a result, it usually is not sufficient for an organization to related to the hospital's exempt purposes. Similarly, the
commit its profits to exempt organizationssince that com- fees paid to a university for special courses and conferences
mitment is not determinative of the organization's ac-_ with substantialresearch or educationalcontent are exempt
tivities.12 from tax because offering the courses and conferences is a

Federal tax law requires that organizationsbe exclusively part of the university's exempt purposes.15
involved in one or more of the tax-favoured activities to Investmentincome, such as dividends, interest, rents, royal-
qualify for tax-exemptstatus. The Internal RevenueService ties and gains from the sale of investments, also is usually
(IRS) and the courts, however,have interpretedthe word exempt from tax, provided it is not received from controlled
exclusively to mean primarily.13As a result, organiza- entities.16 If, however, the investment income is derived
tions can qualify for tax-exempt status so long as they are from property acquired through debt financing, the income
primarily engaged in the tax-favoured activities. They are is treated as unrelated debt-financedincome and is subject
permitted to have incidental activities unrelated to their to tax. The specific type of abuse the governmentwas con-

exempt function without jeopardizing their tax-exempt cerned with is illustrated by the following example:
status. A sells an incorporatedbusiness to B, a charitablefoundation,
In most instances, non-profit organizations seeking tax- which makes a small (or no) down paymentand agrees to pay

exempt status make a formal application to the IRS. In the the balance of the purchase price only out of the profits to be

application, the activities of the organization are listed, the derived from the property. B liquidates the corporation and

relationships between the organization and its creators,
then leases the business assets to C, a new corporationformed
to operate the business. A (collectively, the stockholders of

members, officers and directors are described in some de- the original business) manages the business for C and fre-
quently holds a substantial minority interest in C. C pays 80
percent of its business profits as rent to B, who then passes12. IRC Sec. 502 expressly provides that an organization operated for
on 90 percent of the receipts to A until the original purchase

commercial purposes is not tax-exempt even though all of its profits are price is paid in full. B has no obligation to pay A out of any
paid to other organizationswhich are exempt from tax. There is, however, funds other than the rent paid by C. 7

at least one notable instance in which less than direct involvementqualifies
for tax-exempt status - many private foundations just make grants and Prior to 1969, this type of debt-financed transaction pro-
awards for charitable purposes; they are not directly involved in carrying duced capital gains for the seller, which were taxed at rela-
out the charitable activities. Congress, with some reluctance, recognizes tively low rates as the purchase price was paid off, a rent
that these foundatonsshould qualify for tax-exemptstatus, but becauseof deduction for the operator and no tax for the tax-exempt
past abusive practices by many foundations, their tax-exempt status is organization. Since 1969, the income received by B would
more closely monitored than other tax-exemptorganizations. be taxed unrelated debt-financed income to the extent
13. Treasury Regulation 1.501(c)(3)-1(c)(1),which relates to qualifying

as

the purchase price was debt-financed.Thus, if 95 percent of
as a charitable organization, provides as follows:

An organization will be regarded as operated exclusively for one the original purchase price were debt-financed, then 95
or more exempt purposes only if it engages primarily in activities percent of the rent received by B would be subject to tax.
which accomplish one or more of such exempt purposes specified in

[the tax law]. An organizationwill not be so regarded if more than an Profits generated from the regular and active conduct of

insubstantial part of its activities are not in furtheranceof an exempt commercial operations not relatecl to an organization's
purpose. exempt purposes also are subject to the unrelatedbusiness

14. The IRS lists the organizationsthat are allowed to receive tax deduc- income tax and taxed in the same fashion as profits earned
tible charitable contributionsin an annual publicationentitled Cumulative by regular, for-profitbusinessenterprises.18If, for example,
List of Exempt Organizations Qualified under IRC Section 170(c). The a tax-exemptscientific organizationwith an excellent repu-
Cumulative List is updated with three quarterly supplements containing tation in the field of biological research exploits its reputa-
additions and name changes. tion by regularly selling endorsements for various items of
15. See Treas. Reg. 1.513-1.

laboratory equipment to manufacturers, the income
16. See infra for an explanation of the instances in which investment re-

received from controlled enterprises is subject to tax. IRC Sec. 512(b). ceived from the endorsements is subject to the unrelated
17. U.S.H. Rep. No. 413, 91st Cong., 1st Sess., pt. 1, at 45 (1969) business income tax.19 Similarly, a business league with a

18. See IRC Secs. 511-514. large membership which regularly mails brochures and
19. Treas. Reg l.513-1(d)(4)(iv),Example (1) other commercial advertising materials to its members for
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fees paid by an advertising agency is liable for the unrelated cipally at non-profitcharitableorganizationsand are largely
business income tax on the fees it receives.20 in response to the perception that charities have been too

The dividing line between related and unrelated business heavily involved in political activities in the past. For many

activities is not always clear. In 1990, the Aid Association years, it was generally recognized that charitable organiza-
for Lutheransreceived USS 1 billion in insurancepremiums

tons should not engage in political activities. If they did,
and its president was paid USS 431,590 in compensation,21 they risked losing their tax-exempt status. Although it

seemed clear that minimal involvementin politicalactivities
but its income is tax-exempt since the Association is a frat- would not jeopardize a charity's tax-exempt status, there
ernal benefit society which is supposed to provide death, was a great deal of uncertaintyas to what constitutedmin-
sickness, accident and other benefits to its membersor their imal political activities. The combinationof the uncertain
dependents as part of its exempt purposes. Another recent standard regarding minimal political activities and the dire
example involves the National CollegiateAthletic Associa- of exceeding the standard meant that for
tion (NCAA) and the income it earns from the sale of consequences

not
advertisingin game programmesfor the NCAA'sbasketball many years the IRS usually did enforce the prohibition
championship tournament. The IRS has taken the position against political activities with much rigor.30
that the income is taxable because it comes from a business The restrictions on political activities now have been
unrelated to the NCAA's exempt purposes. Recently, a clarified, as have the penaltiesfor exceedingthe restrictions.
federal court ruled against the IRS and said that the income In general, the restrictionson politicalactivities are of three
was not taxable.22The court concluded that the advertising major types:
activityoccurredwith sufficient infrequencyas to not consti-
tute a business regularly carried on. Even though the adver- (1) Involvement in politicalcampaigns
tising was a recurrent activity carried on each year, the One of the conditions for qualifying tax-exemptcharityas a
tournament programmeswere distributed over a period of is that the organization must not participate in the election
less than three weeks each year. The IRS has said that it will of candidate for public office (either in support of the
continue to challenge the court's position under the theory any

candidate or in opposition to the candidate).31 Althoughthat the time spent in soliciting for the advertisementsand this prohibition appears to be absolute, a slight and com-
preparing the advertisements for publication should have
been taken into account along with the time during which paratively unimportant violation of the prohibition should

the programmeswere actually distributed.23 not cause a loss of tax-exempt status for an otherwise qual-
ified charitable organization.32

(c) Federal restrictions on ownership and controlof (2) Prohibition against lobbying activities
business enterprises

Underpresent law, it is possiblefornon-profitorganizations
To qualify as a tax-exemptcharity, no substantialpart of the

to own and control for-profit business enterprises without organization's activities must be directed to lobbying in
favour of legislation.33 In lieu of being subject to the rather

jeopardizingtheir tax-exemptstatus. Dividendsreceivedby
tax-exempt organizations are not subject to the unrelated
business income tax even though the tax-exempt organiza-
tion owns all or substantiallyall of the shares in the dividend- 20. Id., Example (3).
paying enterprise. 21. Kelley, HousesoftheHoly, Isthmus, 6 September1991, at 1,8-9.

22. National Collegiate Athletic Association v. Commissioner, 914 F.2d

Non-profit organizations apparently make good use of this 1417 (lOth Cir. 1990).
ability as many of them derive more ncome from unrelated 23. National CollegiateAthletic Associationv. Commissioner, Action on

business activities than from related activities.24Although a Decision, 3 July 1991.

fairly widespread feeling exists that the unrelated business 24. MakingTax-ExemptsPay: The UnrelatedBusiness Income Tax and

income tax provisionspermit too much involvementin com- the NeedforReform,4AdministrativeLawJournal527, at 528 n.3 (1991).
mercial business operations,25 there are a number of ways 25. Id.

in which abuses already are controlled. Some of the major 26. IRC Sec. 512(b)(13)
anti-abuse measures are catalogued below. 27. IRC Sec. 163(j). This provision is designed to prevent earnings

stripping and applies also to excessive interest payments made to foreign
Althoughdividendsare not taxedwhen paid to a tax-exempt parent corporations.
organization, interest, rents, royalties and annuities re_ 28. Private foundations are charitable organizations that derive substan-

ceived by tax-exemptorganizationsfrom 80 percentcontrol- tially all of their support from a single source or from just a few sources.

led for-profit entities are subject to the unrelated business The Ford Foundationand the RockefellerFoundation, for example, both

income tax.26
obtained most of their resources from the Ford and Rockefeller families,
so they are regarded as private foundations.

Since interest paid by for-profit business enterprises is gen-
29. IRC Sec. 4943(e)(2) Activities between private foundationsand the

erally a deductible business expense, tax-exempt organiza- major contributors to the foundationsand the directors and officers of the

tions with substantialownershipof the business enterprises foundationsalso are very closely monitored. If the tax-exempt foundation

have sought to minimize the tax burden of the enterprises
confers an inappropriatebenefit on the substantial contributors, directors

by withdrawing profits in the form of deductible interest
or officers, the foundation and the managers of the foundation may face

very stiff tax penalties.
rather than non-deductibledividends. If a for-profit enter- 30. The severity of the sanctions for engaging in political activitiesput the

prise has excessive debt, however, the interest expense de- IRS in somewhat the same position as law enforcement officers charged
duction is partially or totally disallowed as to interest paid with enforcing the criminal law with punishmentvastly disproportionateto

to the tax-exempt owner.27 the offence. In such circumstances, the officers frequentlywill simply not
enforce the law rather than impose the excessively severe sanctions.

In the case of private foundations,28 stock ownership is 31. IRC Sec. 501(c)(3).
generally limited to no more than 20 percent of the shares 32. Hopkins, supra note 11, at 281-282. The requirementapparentlywas

of a corporation.29 added during a debate in the U.S. Senate by then Senator (and later

President) Lyndon Johnson. It was intended to curb the activities of a

(d) Federal restrictions on politicalactivities private foundationin Texas, Johnson'shome state, whichJohnsonbelieved
had provided indirect financial support in opposition to his candidacy.

The federal restrictionson politicalactivitiesare aimedprin- 33. IRC Sec. 501(c)(3).
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amorphous no substantial part test, organizations may Further, because the individuals who use the standard de-
elect to be subject to more concrete rules underwhich direct duction tend to have lower incomes and the great majority
lobbying activities and attempts to influence public opinion of individuals who do not use the standard deduction have
are allowed so long as they do not exceed between 5 and 20 relatively high incomes, the charitable contributions actu-

percent (depending on the size of the organization) of the ally deducted are principally the contributions by higher
organization's total expenditures.34 Amounts in excess of income individuals. In other words, the income tax charita-
the allowances are subject to a 25 percent excise tax,35 and ble contribution deduction tends to produce a tax benefit
if the amounts are significantly in excess of the allowances largely for higher income individuals; contributions made
on a regular basis, the exempt status may be revoked.36 by low income individuals most often do not generate any

tax benefit.39
(3) Prohibitionagainstgrass roots lobbying A wide variety of property interests can qualify for the
The prohibition against devoting a substantial part of an income tax charitable contribution deduction. Irrevocable
organization'stime and resourcesto attemptingto influence gifts of real estate and other investmentpropertyare deduc-
legislation extends to efforts to influence public opinion. tible even though the charitable organization's enjoyment
Such efforts are referred to as grass roots lobbying under of the property is deferred to somepont in the future. Thus,
the theory that the public represents the base to which a gift of a remainder interest in an individual's personal
legislators respond. As with direct lobbyingactivities, some residence, with the remainder interest to take effect on the
grass roots activities are permitted;activities in excess of the death of the individual, is deductible at the time the gift is
allowances are subject to a 25 percent tax (if the organiza- irrevocably made, not when the individual dies.4o The
tion elects the more certain standardsset out in the lobbying amount of the deductionis the present value of the remain-
and grass roots excise tax); and activities substantially in der interest on the date the gift is irrevocably made. Simi-
excess of the allowances on a regular basis can lead to larly, a gift of a remainder interest in a portfolio of stocks
revocationof the organization's tax-exempt status. and bonds, with the remainderinterest to take effect on the

death of the donor and the donor's spouse is deductibleThe Catholic Church and some fundamentalist Christian
groups currentlyare takingverypublic,very activepositions

when the gift is made. With deferred gifts of stocks and

in opposition to abortions in the United States. A number bonds, however, the gifts must be in a specific form designed
of people have questionedwhether such public pronounce-

to insure that the charitable donee actually receives the

ments are consistentwith the statutoryrestraintson political
benefitof the propertyforwhich the deductionis allowed.41

activities of tax-exempt charities. The combined political In recent years, as an indication of the growing interest in
power of the Catholic Church and the fundamentalist or- historic and environmentalpreservation,the charitablecon-

ganizations makes it difficult for the IRS to appl the tax tribution deduction has been expanded to include gifts in
law in the way in which it probably was intended. which the donor irrevocablycommitsproperty to its historic

or environmental use.42 Under this rule, the owner of an

4. State tax treatmentof non-profit organizations historic buildingcould give a local historic society a binding
commitment to maintain the historic characterof the build-

The major revenue sources for the individual states within ing. The amount of the deductible contribution would be
the United States are income, sales and property taxes. the decline in the value of the donor's property as a result
There are considerable variations in the structure of these of the restriction on the future use of the property. The
taxes, but it is fairly common for the state income taxes to

provide an exemption that closely parallels the federal in-
come tax exemption. Charitable, religious,educational,sci-
entific and artistic organizations also frequently enjoy 34. IRC Sec. 501(h).
exemptions from state property and sales taxes. 35. IRC Sec. 4911(a)(1).

36. IRC Sec. 501(h)(1).
37. IRC Sec. 170. The charitablecontributiondeductionoriginatedin the
1894 income tax statute and was incorporated into the 1917 version of the

Ill. SPECIAL INCENTIVES FOR GIFTS TO present income tax law. See Hopkins, supra note 11, at 40-41.
NON-PROFITORGANIZATIONS Although the deductionrefers to contributionsto charitableorganizations,

qualifying contributionsalso may be made to other organizations,such as

A. Income tax organizationsof war veterans, cemetery associationsand fraternal benefit
societies.

Individuaisand corporationsgenerallyare alloweda federal 38. IRC Sec. 170(b)(1) and (2).
income tax deduction for gifts of cash and other property to

39. Contributions by lower income individuals tend to go to religious
more

charitable organizations.3 The deduction is equal to the organizations and contributionsby higher income individuals often

go to support education, the arts and scientific research; thus, the contribu-
amount of cash or the value of other property contributed tions to religious organizationsfrequentlyproduceno tax benefitwhile the
to the charitable organizations. In the case of individuals, contributions to other organizationsdo yield tax savings.
the amount of the deductible contributions is limited to 50 For a brief time in the mid-1980s, the charitable contribution deduction

percent of the contributor's net income for gifts to public was allowed on ail individual income tax returns. This was the result of a

charities and 30 percentof the contributor'sincome for gifts special provision inserted in the Economic Recovery Tax Act of 1981 at

to private foundations. For corporations, the ceiling on the request of some congress people from the southern part of the United

deductible contributionsis ten percent of the contributor's States who wanted to extend the benefit of the deduction to contributions

net income.38 to religious organizationsby low income individuals.
40. IRC Sec. 170(f)(3).

The deduction for individual taxpayers is an itemized de- 41. Gifts of remainder interest in stocks and bonds must be in the form

duction,which means that it is allowedonly for individuals of pooled income funds, annuity trusts or unit trusts approved by the IRS.

who do not claim the standard deduction of approximately The pooled income funds, unit trusts and annuity trusts are structured so

that opportunities for the donors to divert the trust receipts away from the$ 5,500 for a marriedcouple and $ 3,300 for a single person. charitablebeneficiary minimized. See IRC Sec. 664(d), which describes
In practice, the claritablecontributiondeduction is claimed

are

in some detail the specific requirernentsfor qualifiedunit trusts and annuity
on less than half of individual tax returns filed since the trusts.

majority of individuals do claim the standard deduction. 42. IRC Sec. 170(h)
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owner of undeveloped land also could give a state or local 2. Gifts of inventoy property
environmental conservation group a binding commitment
not to develop the land and claim a charitablecontribution Since the amount of the charitable contribution deduction
deduction for the decline in the value of the land as a result generally is based on the value of the property rather than
of the inability to develop the land. ts cost, gifts of highly appreciated inventoryproperty used

to generate a greater net return for the donors than if the
The charitable contribution deduction is limited to gifts of property had been sold at its market value. Thus, when the
cash and other property. Althoughmany billions of dollars individual tax rates were 70 percent, a gift ofpropertyworth
of services are contributed to charitable organizationseach $100 but with a cost of $10 would produce a net return of
year, no deduction is allowed for the value of the services. $ 70 (the tax saving from a deductiblegift of $ 100). A sale
Deductions are allowed, however, for unreimbursed ex- on the open market for $ 100, however, would produce a

penses incurred in performingvolunteerservices for charit- net return of only $ 37 ($ 100 in receipts minus the $ 63 in
able organizations.43 tax on $ 90 in gain). This opportunityresultedin many gifts

of dubious value to charitable organizations. It also created
B. Estate and gift taxes irresistible pressure to overvalue the amount of the gift.

Congress believed that at a minimumthere should be some
Charitable contributions made by individuals also may be costs associated with making charitable contributions; it
deductible for federal gift tax purposes.44 Since the gift tax thought that charitable gifts should result from benevolent
deduction is defined in broader terms than the income tax motives, not commercialinterests. Consequently,Congressdeduction, contributionsby individuals that qualify for the amended the charitable contribution deduction to requireincome tax deduction invariably are deductible for gift ta that in the case of gifts of inventoryproperty the amount of
purposes. The converse is not true, however, with the con- the deductionmust be reducedby the amountofgain which
sequence that most tax planning involving charitable con- would have been ordinary income if the property had been
tributions is done by reference to the income tax deduction sold rather than given away.45 The net result of the amend-
rather than the gift tax deduction. ment was that gifts of inventoryproperty generated deduc-
Charitable gifts made at death usually are deductible for tions only equal to the cost of the property rather than the
federal estate tax purposes. The estate tax deduction is value of the property.
similar to the gift tax deduction in that it is broader than the One serious side effect of the change was that gifts of works
income tax deduction. Since the federalestate tax threshold of art by the artists or their familiesto museumswere greatly
now is set at $ 600,000, the estate tax charitablecontribution discouraged.Prior to the change, gifts ofart workwere fullydeduction is of diminished importance. For wealthy indi- deductible, so the artists had a significant reason to give at
viduals, however, the estate tax charitablecontributionde- least some of their works to non-profit museums. After the
duction remains a significant mechanism for reducing the change, the amount of the deduction was effectively re-
federal death tax burden. duced to zero because art work was inventoryproperty and

it had a zero cost in the hands of the artist or the artist's
C. Measures designed to curb abuses involving family.46 To avoid the harsh effect of this rule, artists have

gifts to non-profitorganizations to defer making gifts until their death, at which time the gifts
of art workproduce either an estate tax charitablecontribu-

The income tax charitable contribution deduction is espe- tion deduction or an income tax charitable contribution

cially notable because of the aggressive use made of the deduction for the family memberswho inherit the art work
deduction. Taxpayers, individuals more so than corpora- and then give it away.
tions, have been ingenious in developing gift techniques There are two instances in which gifts of inventorypropertythat maximize the tax savings for the donors and too often generateleave the donee charitable organizationswith questionable

can a charitable contribution deduction in excess
of the donor's cost. If a corporate donor makes a gift of

benefits and in some cases more liabilities than benefits. As food, medicine or similar items for use in caring for the ill,
a result, the U.S. tax law is replete with measures aimed at the needy or infants, the amount of the deduction may be
curbing abuses of the deduction. The principal anti-abuse as much as twice the donor's cost (but not in excess of the
rules are set out below. value of the property).47 Similarly, if a donor corporation

makes a gift of new scientific equipment to an educational
1. Valuation of gifts other than cash institution or a non-profit scientific research organization,

the amount of the charitable contribution may be as much
The deduction for contributions to charitable organizations
is allowed for gifts of cash and other property. In the case

of non-cash gifts, the amount of the deduction generally is
based on the fair market value of the property. The tax law 43. For example, the cost of a required uniform for a hospital volunteer
thus encouragestaxpayers to overvaluegifts of property for and unreimbursed transportation expenses incurred in travelling to and

charitable purposes and the evidence seems to indicate that from the hospital are deductible. Treas. Reg. l.170A-l(g).
overvaluationof gift property in fact is commonplace. 44. IRC Sec. 2522. The federal gift tax does not apply to gifts by corpora-

tions. Treas. Reg. 25.0-1(b).
To curb abusiveovervaluationsofproperty, the government 45. IRC Sec. 170(e)(1)(A)
requires that contributions in excess of $ 500 be supported 46. Art works typically have a zero cost because the inputs in producing
with information about the natureof the propertygiven and a painting or other work of art are themselves currently deductible ex-

how it wasvalued. Forgifts in excessof$ 5,000, contributors penses. The cost of paints and canvases, for example, are currentlydeduc-

usually are required to obtain an independent and fairly tible by artists rather than being added to the cost of the painting.
detailed appraisal of the gift property. In addition, in some

47. IRC Sec. 170(e)(3). The actual amount of the deduction is a function

instances where the abusive potential is especially great
of the donor's costs for the property given. If the property is highly ap-
preciated (i.e. has a Iow cost), the donor's contributiondeductionis equal(such as with gifts of inventoryproperty, discussed below), to twice the cost. On the other hand, if the property is not highly ap-

the deduction is computed by reference to the contributor's preciated, the donor's contribution deduction is equal to the property's
cost of the property rather than the value of the property. cost plus half the appreciation.
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as twice the donor's cost. With both exceptions, the U.S. IV. SPECIAL ISSUES
government was especially mindful of the past abuses with

gifts of inventory property and the potential for future
abuses. As a result, the two exceptionsare carefullyhedged A Corporatetax integration
with a number of qualifications intended to insure that the
donated property is used properly.

The United States is one of the few industrializedcountries
with a classicalsystem of corporate taxation. In the Unit-

3. Gifts of deferred interests in tangible property
ed States, corporate profits are doubly taxed. The profits
are subject to the corporate income tax as they are received

Individuals sometimes would make gifts of valuable art by the corporations. The profits are then fully taxed again
work or other tangible property, but defer the time the when they are distributedto the individualshareholdersand
donee organization could take possession of the property subject to the individual income tax.
until the death of the donor. This practice has been sharply
limited by requiring that the charitablecontributiondeduc- Most industrializedcountries and a great many other coun-

tion also be deferred until the donee organization takes tries have decided that imposing a double tax on corporate

possession of the gift property.48 profits is not good tax policy. The principal reasons usually
given for not doubly taxing corporateprofits are the follow-

Interestingly, deductions still are available for gifts of undi- ng:
vided interests in tangible property. Thus, if an individual - Double taxation of corporate profits creates a tax-in-
makes a gift of an undivided one-half interest in a painting duced bias in favourof debt financingrather than equity
and reserves for herself the use and enjoymentof the paint- financing since the interest expense is deductible but

ing for the other one-half, a deduction equal to 50 percent the dividend payments are not.
of the value of the painting is allowed.49 - Double taxation of corporate profits may discourage

dividend distributionsby the corporationsas the share-
4. Gifts with benefits to the donors in exchange holders seek to withdraw their profits in the form of

increased gains on the sale of shares, which usually are
In their enthusiasm to generate tax deductible contribu-

subject to reduced tax rates, rather than the receipt of
tions, charitable organizations sometimes have offered
small gifts or other incentivesin return for the contributions.

dividends which frequently are fully taxed at the indi-

The practice became so common and the value of the bene-
vidua level.
Doub e taxation of corporate profits makes corpora-fits to the donors so substantial that the IRS announced

-

draconian measures to curb the practice. Essentially, what
tions ess attractive than entities such as partnerships,

the IRS told the charitable organizations was that if they cooperatives and joint ventures, which are treated as

promoted their giving programmeswith substantialrewards
conduits with only one level of taxation.

for the donors, the IRS would obtain a list of the donors and To counter these undesirableside effects, a large numberof
then audit the donors, with probable disallowancesof some countries have partly integrated their individual and corpo-
or all of their charitable contribution deductions. rate taxes so that there is an interdependencebetween the

Charitable organizations still offer inducements to make amountof corporate taxes due and the amountof individual

gifts, but the inducements now are much more likely to be
taxes due. The most common forms of integration involve
either a corporate level credit or deduction for dividends

of nominal value.
paid or a shareholder level credit for corporate taxes at-

5. Gifts of remainder interests of personal property
tributable to the dividends paid.

In prior years, individuals could make deductible gifts of At various times in the last decade, Congresshas considered

real property and their stock and bond portfolios, but defer proposals to integrate the individual and corporate taxes in

the charitable organization's receipt of the gifts until the the United States. As partof the consideration,the question
donor's death or some other term of years. The problem was raised as to how corporate tax integration would in-

with this opportunitywas that it created an irresistibletemp- teract with the tax-exempt status of non-profit organiza-
tation to make use of the property so that the donors re- tions.5o If corporate tax integration provisions are not ex-

ceived substantialbenefitsoften at the expenseof the charit- tended to dividends received by tax-exempt organizations,
able remainder beneficiaries. With stock and bond it would diminish the relative advantage of tax exemption
portfolios, for example, the donors would manipulate the over regular taxable status. On the other hand, if the integ-
holdings in the portfolios so that the current income was ration provisions are available for dividends received by
maximized, even though the remainder interest was elimi- tax-exempt organizations, it would enable business income

nated or jeopardized. earned by a taxable corporation to fully escape taxation to

the extent it is distributed to tax-exempt shareholders.51
To curb the abusive opportunitieswith deferred gifts, Con-
gress requires that the gifts be in certain specific forms, all Since the United States has not introduced any form of
of which are designed to ensure that the benefits for which corporate tax integration (and in fact has increased the
deductions are allowed are actually received by the donee instances in which corporateprofits are doubly taxed), Con-

organizations. Thus, gifts of deferred interests in stock and gress has not made a policy decision as to how tax-exempt
bond portfolios must be in the form of annuity trusts, unit organizationsshould be treatedunder a corporate tax integ-
trusts or pooled income funds which are structured in a ration system.
fashion approved by the IRS. The approved structures all
pay particularattention to protecting the deferred interests B. Intemational issuesof the charitable beneficiaries.

There are two major international issues associated with
48. IRC Sec. 170(a)(3).
49. IRC Sec. 170(f)(3)(B)(ii) non-profit organizations: (1) the tax treatment of foreign
50. See Joint Committee on Taxation, Federal Income Tax Aspects of non-profitorganizationswith activities in the UnitedStates;
Corporate Financial Structures 101-102 (1989). and (2) the deductibilityof charitablecontributionsmade to

51. Id., at 101. support foreign charities or foreign charitable activities.
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1. Tax treatment of foreign non-profit organizations services to the needy in order to qualify for tax-exempt
with activities in the United States status; and (iii) at the state level, imposing a user fee on

are
Foreign organizations can qualify for tax-exempt status non-profit organizations that exempt from property

taxes.
under the U.S. income tax law on the same basis as domestic
organizations. In general, therefore, foreign organizations 1. Establishing a threshold for the charitable
must be established under the foreign law equivalentof the contributions deduction
non-profit organization laws in the United States and they
must be primarily involved in activities enumeratedas qual- A perennial issue is whether to allow a charitable contribu-

ifying for tax-exemptstatus. In addition, the foreign organi- tion deducton only for amounts in excess of a threshold,
zations must formally apply for tax-exemptstatus using the such as two percent of the donor's income. It is widely
same application forms as domestic organizations seeking recognized that many of the charitable contributionsin the

tax-exempt status.52 United States are made as a result of a deep moral or

spiritual obligation. Since these contributions would be
The general federal tax law limits on the tax-exempt status made irrespective of their deductibility, the governmentalso apply to foreign-based organizations. Thus, a foreign revenues foregone as a result of allowing a deduction for
tax-exempt organization with U.S.-source income from an these contributions is essentially wasted. To reduce the
active commercialoperationunrelated to the organization's
exempt operations would be subject to the unrelated busi-

waste and thereby make the charitable contributiondeduc-
tion more efficient, several tax reform proponents have

ness income tax, just as domestic tax-exemptorganizations suggesteda threshold for the charitablecontributiondeduc-
are. Of course, just as with domestic tax-exempt organiza- tion.54 The basic idea underpinning the threshold would be
tions, the unrelatedbusiness income tax would not apply to to allow a deduction only for extraordinarycontributions,income of foreign tax-exempt organizations from passive not the contributions that are routinely made because of a
investments in the United States. moral or spiritual obligation.
2. Deductibility of contributions to support foreign In part becauseof the oppositionof the non-profitorganiza- 1

charities or foreign charitable activities tions who fear a decline in their contributionsif a threshold
is introduced, this change is not likely to be established in 1

When a U.S. charity raises money specifically for use by a the near term.
foreign charity or foreign charitable activities, the tax de-

ductibility of the contributionsdepends on the control and 2. Requiring non-profit hospitals to provide substantial
oversight that the U.S. charity retains on the distributionof free services to the needy in order to qualify for tax-
the funds. A deduction is not allowed for a contribution to
a U.S. charity that simply raises funds for use by foreign exempt status

charities. In relinquishingcontrol of the use of the funds to Non-profit hospitals make up only one percent of all tax-
the foreign charities, the U.S. charity is viewed as merely a exempt organizations, but they account for 40 percent of
conduit for the actual recipients, the foreign charities. tax-exempt revenues. Non-profit hospitals, however, are

not automatically tax-exempt; instead they must be shown
In contrast, a deduction is allowed when the role of the U.S.

to public purpose rather than just privatecharity is significantly more than that of a conduit. When serve a a pur-
recent operationsthe U.S. charity reviews and approves specific projects of pose. In years, many have criticized the

of hospitals on the ground that they extendmedicalservices
the foreign charities and determines that the foreign pro- principallyto thosewho able to for the services; theyjects are in furtheranceof its own charitablepurposes, then are pay
it may raise funds for the projects and give grants to the provide only nominal services of dubious value to the

foreign charities without impairing the deductibility of the poorest parts of society.
contributions. In part in response to the criticism of the tax-exempt status

Direct gifts to foreign charities generally do not qualify for of hospitals, the IRS is doing a detailed examination of

the U.S. income tax charitable contribution deduction. non-profit hospitals to see if they are abusing their tax-
5 Congress also is consideringmodificationsUnder the U.S./Canada tax treaty, however, gifts to Cana- exempt status.

n the unrelated business income tax which would tax somedian charities are deductible.53The amountof the deduction of the profits of hospitals which presently are tax-exempt.is limited to the donor's Canadian source income. The modifications in the unrelated business income tax,
however, are unlikely to be introduced anytime in 1991.56

V. CONCLUSION
3. At the state level, imposing a user fee on non-profit

A. New initiatives organizations exempt from property taxes

The costs of public schools, police and fire protection, road
Changes in the tax treatmentof non-profitorganizationsare

repairs and garbage collection commonly paid throughbeing considered in at least three areas: (i) establishing a
are

threshold for the charitable contributions deduction; (ii)
real estate property taxes imposed by the individual states.

requiring non-profit hospitals to provide substantial free Non-profit organizations, especially non-profit charitable
organizations, quite often are granted partial or complete
exemptions from the real property taxes in recognition of

52. See Rev. Rul. 66-177, 1966-1 Cum. Bull. 132, and Rev. Proc. 59-31, the socially desirable functions they perform.
1959-2 Cum. Bull. 949. For a variety of reasons, state and local governments now

1 53. The U.S. income tax treaty with Israel contains a provision similar to
are finding it increasinglydifficult to balance their budgets.the Canadian treaty. The Israeli treaty has not been ratified, however. As budgetary the state and local

54. See e.g., U.S. Treasury Report on Tax Simplification and Reform pressures grow, govern-
81-83 (1984). ments are likely to impose more and more user charges
55. Former Critic Hails IRS Scrutiny of Exempt Hospitals, Tax Notes on the non-profitorganizationsexempt frompropertytaxes

(18 March 1991), at 1206. to cover at least the costs of basic services of direct benefit
56. UBITReformUnlikelyin 1991, SchulzeTellsEO Conference,Id. to the non-profit organizations.
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CANADA Once registered, a charity must comply with certain statu-

tory requirements. Failure to comply does not result in
taxabilityof income; rather, the result may be deregistration

Daniel Ish by Revenue Canada. Deregistration is the primary penalty
the tax authorities utilize and it is the ultimate penalty; its
mere threat is a powerful tool.5

Professorof Law, Universityof Saskatchewan,Saskatoon,Canada The Income Tax Act divides registeredcharities into charit-
able organizationsand charitable foundations; the latter is
furthersubdividedinto public foundationsand private foun-
dations. Thus, there are essentiallythree types of registeredI. INTRODUCTION charities. Although there are significant differences in the
detail of the provisions that apply to each, the features of

A. Overview the Act which apply to all three are relatively consistent.

Canadian tax law distinguishesbetweencharitableorganiza- A charitable organization generally is one that initiates
tions and other non-profit organizations. While the treat- charitable activities; it is one that does things as opposed to
ment accordedeach under the IncomeTax ActI is similarin funding others. Typically, it is responsiblefor administering
that neither pays income tax, the tax regime which pertains a charitableprogrammeor seriesofprogrammesthrough its
to each is drastically different. own paid or unpaid employees, agents or representatives.
Charities are involved in fund raising to support churches, Over90percentof registeredcharitiesfallintothis category.

synagogues,hospitals,schools, universitiesand community- A public foundation is generally formed to fund the charit-
benefit projects generally. The community-benefitorgani- able activities of other charities although it is permitted to
zations include libraries, museums, athleticassociationsand carry on its own charitable activities. There is considerable
groups to protect the environment.Some charitiescarry out overlap between charitableorganizationsand public found-
charitable activities directly while others act as secondary ations in terms of their capacity to conduct charitable ac-

fund-raising bodies which support the charitable activities tivities.6 The main reason for organizing both entities is
of primary charitable organizations. often to distinguishshort-termprojects from long-termfund

raising.

B. Magnitudenon-profitactivities The primary purpose of a private foundation is to serve as
an endowment that earns income to distribute to fund other

The number of registered charities has risen considerably charitable activities''7 although in practise it can carry out

over the last 15 years. In 1990 there were 63,186 charities activitieson its own account. Its distinguishingcharacteristic

estimated to hold about $ 11 billion in property. The Au- is the degree to which it is privately controlled or funded.

ditor General of Canada estimates foregone revenue to the In short, a private foundation is a registered charity which

treasuryof $ 220 million based on an imputed return on the s controlled by a group of persons not dealing at arm's

capital. Also, because donations to registered charities are length, or which receives over half its funding from one

tax-deductible or tax-creditable to the donor, the annual person or from a group of related persons.8 As will be seen

cost to the federal governmentamounts to $ 600 million in later in this paper, the Act imposes greater restrictions on

foregone revenue, with approximately another $ 300 mil- private foundationsthan it does on charitableorganizations
lion in foregone revenue to the provinces. The total amount or public foundations.
in charitable donations claimed for tax purposes in 1989 A charitbleorganizationneed not be an incorporatedbody
exceeded $ 3 billion; 30 percent of individual taxpayers, as or a trust whereas by definition a charitable foundation,
well as corporations,made charitable donations.2 public or private, must be either a corporationor a trust.9

Non-profit organizationswhich are not registered charities
are involved in a broad range of activities and include high
profile political parties, sporting organizationssuch as golf 1. Revised Statutes of Canada 1952, c. 148, as amended by Statutes of

and hockey clubs, professional groups and social clubs to Canada 1970-71-72, c. 63, and as subsequently amended (hereinreferred
name a few. Since there are no registrationor filing require- to as the Act). Unless otherwise stated, paragraph and subsectionrefer-

ments, it is not possible to determine precisely the number ences in this paper are to the Act.

of non-profit organizations. An internal study by the De-
2. Report of the Auditor-Generalof Canada to the House of Commons,
March 1990, at para. 10.16.

partment of the Secretary of State estimated that in 1986 3. Id., at para. 10.125.
there were 60,000 incorporatednon-profit organizations in 4. The Department of National Revenue, known as Revenue Canada,
Canada.3 is Canada's national tax enforcement authority. The responsibility for

implementing policy and for the preparation of legislation, however, lies
with the Department of Finance.

C. Registrationrequirement 5. During 1989/90 notices of proposed revocation were sent to 8,280
charities. Files of revoked charities are retained for five years. If during

1. Charities this time the organization wishes to be reinstated, its file and registration
number are revived. Otherwise the full registrationprocess is begun again.

The primary mechanism which controls the non-taxability Of the approximately63,000 registeredcharities, 4,300 registrations have

ofcharities and the deductibilityof donations is the registra- at some time been revoked and subsequently reinstated, supra note 2, at

tion system. Upon application to Revenue Canada,4 an or- para. 10-53-10-55.

ganizationwhich is a charity receives a registrationnumber. 6. Drache, Canadian Taxation of Charities and Donations (Deboo,
c. most resourceRegisteredstatus is much coveted since it ensuresnon-taxa- 1990), 3. This looseleafpublication is the commonlyused

material in this area.

bility of the organization and since it is the sine qua non of 7. See Bromley, PrivateFoundationsin EstatePlanning, 1988 Confer-
deductibilityof donations. The latter feature creates a tre- ence Report, Canadian Tax Foundation, at 34.13.
mendous incentive to taxpayers to donate; in effect, it 8. Para. 149.1(1)(0, (g).
amounts to a governmentsubsidy of a charity's activities. 9. Para. 149.1(1)(a).
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Registration is a matter of right so long as an organization explain Revenue Canada's somewhat relaxed supervision.
conforms to certain requirements. Under the Act, a regis- However, there still exists opportunityfor abuse. Unless an

tered charity is required to be exclusively charitable.lo incorporated body is involved,2o there is no requirement
The meaning of charitable, however, is not defined by the even to file a tax return, thus enablingpotential tax evasion.
Act, but is left to be determinedunderprinciplesofcommon

law.
IIl. TAX TREATMENTGENERALLY

In recent years there have been a number of court cases

dealing with the meaning of charitable; they all tend to

be interpretationsof the English common law as set down A. Income-basedtaxes
in Commissionersof Income Tax v. Pemsel.ll Pursuant to

this case to be a charity an organization's objectives must 1. Charities: the disbursementquota
fall into at least one of four categories:
a) the relief of poverty;

Once a charity has met the common law and statutory re-

b) the advancementof religion; quirementsof a legitimate charity and has been registered,
c) the advancementof education; or

it achieves total tax-exempt status. This status is premised
(d) the advancement of other purposes beneficial to the on the desirability from a social policy perspective to en-

community. courage and subsidize charitable activities.21 Aside from

policing the basic requirementsof charitablestatus, the Act
In addition to the requirementthat an entity be for charita- imposes a quota for the disbursementof funds to ensure

ble purposes, the Act imposes a number of other require- that at least a minimumamountof a charity'sannual income
ments before registration can be obtained. First, a charity [is] actually used for charitablepurposes.22The goal is that
must either be operated exclusively for charitable pur- maximum benefit for charitable purposes should be
poses,12

n the case of a foundation, or all resourcesmust achieved within reasonable time.23a

be devoted to charitable activities,13 in the case of a charit-
able organization.The formerphrasingreferring to charit- Generally, a charity must spend for charitable purposes at

able purposes, allows foundations latitude to fund ac- least 80 percent of an amount equal to the income for which

tivities of other charities. There are concessionary provi- receipts were issued in the immediatelypreceding taxation

sions in the Act which reduce the apparent strictness of this year.
- The formula implicitlyimposes a ceilingof20 percent

requirement. Subject to certain limitations, funds can be of ncome to be spent on operating expenditures,including
disbursed to other charities even by charitable organiza- fund raising activities. The 80 percent disbursement rule

tions, limitedpoliticalactivitycan be engaged in and certain only applies to income for which a receipt has been issued.

related businesses can be carried on.14 If a charitycan receivenon-receiptedincome,such as invest-
ment income or related business income, it increases its

A second statutory requirement is that no income of the ability to build endowments for longer term stability and
charity can be paid or made available to any proprietor, major projects because it need not disburse any percentage
member, shareholder, trustee or settlor.15 Income in this of these amounts.
context means net income of the charity after legitimate
expenses are taken into account. Legitimate expenses in- In addition to amounts for which receipts have not been

clude the payment of salaries or expenses to people falling issued, certain other items of income are exempt from the

within these categories. formula. They are:

(a) a gift of capital received by way of bequest or inheri-
Two more statutory requirements apply to charitable or- tance;
ganizations and public foundations. In each more than 50 (b) a gift received subject to a trust or direction to the effect

percent of the directors, trustees, officers or like officials that the property given, or property substituted there-
must deal with each other at arm's length6 and 50 percent
of the source of funds must be contributedby persons deal-

ng at arm's length.17 Neither of these requirements applies 10. Para. 149.1(1)(a), (b).
to private foundations. 11. [1891] A.C. 531; see also I. R. C. v. City of Glasgow Poce Athletic

Association [1953] 1 All E.R. 747.

2. Non-profit organizations 12. Para. 149.1(1)(a)
13. Subpara. 149.1(1)(b)(i)

While charities are subject to a relatively high degree of 14. These will be dealt with in more detail later; see text at notes 24, 61

control through the registration regime, other non-profit and 52, respectively.
organizations are surprisingly loosely controlled. These 15. Para. 149.1(1)(a); (b)(ii)
have no registrationrequirements;it is left to each organiza- 16. Subparas. 149.1(1)(b)(iii); (g)(i)(A)
tion and its advisors to determine whether it qualifies as a

17. Subparas. 149.1(1)(b)(iv); (g)(i)(B).

non-profit organization under the Act and is thus exempt
18. There is no particular form or entity that is required. A non-profit

from paying tax.
organization may be incorporated or unincorporatedor it may be a trust.

19. Para. 149(1)(1)
To qualify as a non-profit organization, an entityj8 must 20. Subsec. 150(1)
meet three tests.19 First, it cannot be a charity or one that 21. For a more elaborate discussionof the underlyingpolicy rationale for

in the opinion of the Minister would be registerable as a
the current Canadian tax treatment of charities and charitable donations,

charity. Second, it must be organized and operated exclu-
see Woodman,TheTax Treatmentof Charitiesand CharitableDonations

sively for social welfare, civc improvement, pleasure and
Since the Carter Commission: Past Reforms and Present Problems, 26

Osgoode Hall L.J. (1988), at 537-539.
recreation or any other purpose, except profit. Third, no 22. Drache, supra note 6, at 2-17.

part of its income may be paid, payable, or made available 23. Woodman,supra note 21, at 540 describes the maximum benefit issue

for the personalbenefitof any proprietor,memberor share- in these terms: The propositionhere is that every dollarof tax concessions

holder; an exception is made for amateur athletic organiza- to charities and contributors to charities represents a cost to the Canadian

tions. taxpayer. Therefore the rules of taxation should ensure that maximum
benefit is derived from them. Maximum benefit is, simply, pay-outs by

There are no special incentives for donations to non-profit charities on charity in a reasonable length of time.

organizations that are not charities, which may partially 24. Para. 149.1(1)(e); (2)(b)
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fore, is to be held by the charity for a period of not less assets left at the end of the year these will be effectively
than ten years; and taxed away.34

(c) a gift received from another registeredcharity.25
These exceptionsare designed to allow the establishmentof

2. Non-profitorganizations
endowment funds since without them 80 percent of the Non-profit organizations are exempt from paying tax. The
capital gifts would have to be distributed in the year follow- key to tax-exempt status is that the organization must not
ng their receipt. The testamentarybequest exception is an have the pursuit of profit as an objective; the fact that a
extension of the ten-year direction rule; it recognizes that profitmay be made does not in itselfrenderthe organization
if the testator failed to have the direction includedwhen the taxable. If the principal object and activity is a non-profit
will was drafted, it is impossible to remedy that oversight one, an ancillary profit-earningventure is allowable. Reve-
after he has died. The majority of testamentary capital nue Canada has established a numberof tests to determine
bequests are presumed to be intended to form endowments, whether profit-making is a principal object and activity of
and the testamentarycapital bequest exception was added an organization.35An organizationis consideredto be carry-
to facilitate establishing them.2 ing on a trade or business if it is operating in a normal

There are other disbursement requirements imposed on
commercialmanner; its goods and servicesare not restricted

foundations.Public foundationsmust disbursean additional
to the organization's members and their guests; it is oper-
ated on a profit-making rather than a cost recovery basis;amount equivalent to 4.5 percent of investments, less the

amount of receipted donations and amounts received from or it is operating in direct competitionwith taxable entities

other charities. Private foundations must also disburse 4.5 carrying on the same trade or business. A Federal Court of

percent of investments and all gifts received from other Appeal decision36 has held that if profit from a commercial

charities,27 activity is used to fund social and welfare objectives the
organization is not operating for the purpose of profit. This

Failure to meet a disbursement quota renders a charity case would seem not to follow the guidelines establishedby
liable to deregistration. Notwithstanding this threat, there Revenue Canada. Where there is a conflict between Reve-
is considerable flexibility in the Act that may be of assist- nue Canada policy and the law as interpretedby the courts,
ance. First, if a charity makes excess disbursements in one the latter takes priority
year, it can carry over the excess payment to meet the
disbursement quota of other years. The excess can be car- B. Propertyand capital taxesried back one year or forward five years to count toward
disbursementquotas in those years.28 Aside from the deregistration penalty tax, there are no
Under two different sections of the Act, the Minister is federal capital taxes imposed on charities or non-profit or-
authorized to deem that disbursements have been made in ganizations. Property taxes, on the other hand, which are
situations where they have not been made in fact. One imposed by municipalities in Canada, apply generally to
provision is designed to give reliefwhen there is a deficiency charities and other non-profit corporations. There are cer-
in a charity'sdisbursementquota for the year.29Upon appli-
cation, with appropriate supporting documentation, the
Minister may deem a shortfall to have been paid for the
purpose of the disbursement formula. It would appear 25. Id.

from the wordingof the statute that once an applicationhas 26. Bromley, supra note 7, at 34:13.

been approved, the charity is deemed to have met its com-
27. Para. 149.1(1)(e). In the calculation a charity is allowed to exclude
the assets it owns that are used directly in charitable activities or adminis-mitment for the year in question and does not, in the future, tration.

have to make up the shortfall.'30 The effect that the 4.5 percent rule may have on the investment decisions

The other provision gives the Minister discretion to allow of charities is describedby Bromley, supra note 7, at 34:14, in the following
an accumulationof funds in the charity. Once approved, the terms:

amount accumulatedand the income generated thereinwill
The theory is that 4.5 percent is a reasonable return for a charitable
foundation to pay out each year. It is hoped that the foundation will

be deemed to have been spent on charitable activity. The earn, say, an 8 percent return on its investment assets, enabling it to
purpose of this provision is add 3.5 percent to its capital base while distributing 4.5 percent to

to allow a charity to build up a capital fund aimed at achieving charitable causes. If, however, the foundation earns only a 2 percent
a specific purpose, most often related to the constructionof a return, it is required to dip into its capital base to meet its disburse-
building, though other objectives might also be acceptable. ment quota.
The approval for accumulation will be for a stated period of The result is that a foundation has complete freedom to choose
time and may be subject to specific terms and conditions.31 between income-producingor equity growth investments. If it invests

As indicatedpreviously, the registrationprocess is the prim- only in treasury bills, its capital base can be enhanced by retaining

ary hallmark of the regime of taxation of charities in Cana-
some of the excess income. If it invests only in gold in the belief that
the capital value will increase without the generationof revenue, then

da. So long as a charity maintains its registered status, tax it must sell enough gold to generate 4.5 percent return. If gold ap-advantagesare obtained. As a result, deregistration- or the preciates significantly in the time period, the foundation will both
threat of deregistration - operates as the primary control have increased its value and be able to meet its disbursement quota
mechanism. One ground the Minister can rely upon for without having generated any income.

deregistration is the failure of a charity to meet its annual 28. Subsec. 149.1(20).
disbursement quota.32 Although there is no provision for 29. Subsec. 149.1(5)
taxing undisbursed funds when the disbursement quota is 30. Drache, supra note 6, at 2-19.

not met, a penalty tax applies when a charity is deregis- 31. Id., at 2-20.
32. Para. 149.1(2)(b); (3)(b); (4)(b).tered.33 The tax is designed to ensure that all the assets of a 33. Subsec. 188(1); (2)deregisteredorganizationare paid out for legitimatecharit- 34. Drache, supra note 6, at 6-13.

able purposes. The tax is imposed at a 100 percent rate on 35. Interpretation Bulletin, IT-496.
the value of all assets that are not legitimately disbursed 36. Alberta Institute on Mental Retardation v. The Queen (1987),
within one year of deregistration; thus, in a nutshell, the 87D.T.C. 5306. This case and its implications are discussed in the accom-

charity has one year to wind-down its operations. If it has panying text at note 56 et seq
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tain exemptions from property taxes, such as for churches; The precise value chosen by the donor must take into ac-

these are based on the nature of the activity engaged in by count the taxpayer's other income; it is necessary to do
the respective organizations. calculations in each case. The election of the disposition

value, which applies both to tangible and intangible capital
property,permits the donor to obtain the highest deduction

Ill. SPECIAL INCENTIVES FOR GIFTS TO consistent with the 20 percent rule while realizing the

NON-PROFITORGANIZATIONS minimum possible capital gains.
A number of points in relation to the election are notewor-

A. General thy. First, the property must be capital property. The
characterizationof property as capital is a subjective one,

Donations to registered charities are tax-deductibleor tax- dependent on the use of the property in the hands of the
creditable for the donor. This attribute of the Canadian tax donor. Second, the provisions do not protect the donor

system creates a strong incentive to give to charities and against taxation on the recapture of the value by which
enhances tremendously a charity's fund-raising abilities. property has been depreciated. Third, because the provi-
The deductibility of donations is the main reason that sions apply only if the fair market value is greater than its
charities seek to be registered sincc donors can deduct gifts adjusted cost base, a capital loss cannot be triggered and

only when they are evidenced by a receipt indicating the claimed by the donor. Fourth, where there s no 20 percent
charity's registration number. deduction rule imposed, as is the case with gifts to Her

The deductibilityprovisions are somewhat detailed but the Majesty and cultural gifts, the need for the elective provi-
sion virtually disappears. In these cases the donor need not

basic scheme can be easily explained. Donations by indi- be concerned about the appreciationof value of the prop-viduals, to a maximumof 20 percent of the donor's income, since the whole of the fair market value of the gift is
generate a federal tax credit of 17 percent of the first $ 250 erty
donatedand 29 percentof the balance.37The credit is against deductible, without being limited to 20 percent of income,

with a five-year carryover of excess contributions.44
federal tax otherwisepayable. Suppose, for example, a per-
son donated $ 2,000 to a charity. The tax credit on the first
$ 250 is $ 42.50 ($ 250 x .17) and on the next $ 1,750 is C. Methodsto increaseallowabledeductions
$ 507.50 ($ 1,750 x .29) for a total of $ 550.38

Most taxpayers do not seek to increase their deductible
The value of the credit is increased by approximately 50 donations beyond the permissible 20 percent threshold;
percentwhen the provincialtax rates are taken into account. however, some do and thus the ability to invite greaterBecause provincial rates are set as a percentage of federal donations with suitable tax incentives can be important to
tax (approximately 50 percent), the total amount of the charities. The most common methods of legally increasing$ 550 credit in the aboveexample increasesto about $ 825. donations are outlined here.45

The tax credit for charitable donations was introduced in
1988; prior to then individuals received a deduction from 1. Maximizing househould deductions
income for charitable donations. The deduction provision Revenue Canada allows husbands, wives and minor chil-
as opposed to credits, still applies to corporationswhich can dren from a household to accumulate deductions in one
deduct up to 20 percent of income.39

name regardless of which name appears on the receipt. The
There are two categories of gifts which are not subject to advantage of one person claiming all charitable donationsis
the 20 percent of annual income limitation. Donations to that the $ 250 threshold at which the credit increases from
Her Majesty4o (the federal or provincial governments) and 17 to 29 percent is reached more quickly. If donations are

cultural gifts''41 to certain institutions are creditable up to divided between husband and wife (or husband, wife and
100 percent of the donor's annual income. children), the total donationamountwill receive less favour-

able tax treatment than if one person accumulatesthe dona-
There are no special incentives for donations to non-profit tions for the tax credit.
organizationsthat are not charities.

2. Loans to a charity
B. Gifts of culturalproperty If a donor loans capital to a charity interest-free, the entire

The 20 percent deduction rule, together with the capital
amount of the interest can accrue to the charity without

gains provisionsof the Act, create a disincentivefor a donor regard to the 20 percent limit. The concepthere is that the

to give capital property that has appreciated in value. The
income on the loaned money will be used directly by the

donation triggers a capital gain at fair market value which charity and thus will be excluded from the taxpayer's in-

may result in a gift in excess of the amount allowed as a

deduction to the donor. Without a relieving provision, the 37. Subsec. 118.1(3).
excess is taxable income in the donor's hands. 38. This example is one used by Drache, supra note 6, at 11-12.

To remove this potential barrier, the Act contains provi- 39. Para. 110.1(1)(a).
40. Subsec. 118.1(1) in the case of an individual;para. 110.1(1)(b) in the

sionswhich enabledonors to avoid any capitalgains.42These
case of a corporation.provisions, which apply to all charities, are particularly im- 41. Subsec. 118.1(1) in the case of an individual; para. 110.1(1)(c) in the

portant to donors who want to establishprivate foiandations case of a corporation.
to hold their assets and businesses. The provisionsallow the 42. Subsec. 118.1(6) in the case of an individual; subsec. 110.1(3) in the
donor to case of a corporation.

elect as the proceedsof his dispositionany amountnot greater 43. Bromley, supra note 7, at 34:4.
than the fair market value of the capital propertyand not less 44. For a discussion of these provisions using a number of examples, see

than its adjustedcost base to himselfat that time. If the donor Goodman, How Can Business Make Use of Charitable Donations, 8
elects deemed proceeds of the adjusted cost base.., he re- Estates and Trusts Quarterly (1987), at 270.
ceives a charitable donation or credit of that amount without 45. For greater detail about these mechanisms, see Drache, supra note

triggering any capital gains taxes.43 6, chapter 14.
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come, allowing in effect, a 'gift' of 100 percent of the in- charity, usually during a fund raisingcampaign. The salaries
come.46 The use of a loan may be of particular interest to paid continue to be deductions in determining the corpora-
a private donor who wants to protect capital in the event of tion's net income. Arguably these expenditures are true
a future need. By means of a loan, future economic con- promotion/advertisingexpenseswhich are completelylegiti-
tingencies can be met because there has been no alienation mate.
of beneficial interest in the property and demandfor repay- Another practise in Canada is for largement can be made if necessary. In the interim, [the donor] common corpora-
has achieved maximum tax efficiency because all income tions and public institutions,such as universities, to cooper-
earned and equity growth on investments of the private

ate in establishing employee salary check-off systems for
donations to charities. Often the donations can be directedfoundation are exempt from tax.47
to number of charities but sometimes corporation willa a

Two further points are important to note with regard to develop its own foundation to support a particular charita-
interest-free or low-interest loans. Unless the charity is an ble organization.
incorporated body, a recently introduced anti-avoidance
provision48may attribute the income back to the donor. The
provision does not apply to corporations but does apply to V. SPECIAL ISSUES
trustsor otherunincorporatedassociations.Also, charitable
foundations, as opposed to charitable organizations, have A number of issues arise with respect to charities that in-
restrictions imposed on the use of borrowed money.49 volve potential abuse of the tax regime designed to encour-

age charitable activity. Underlying these special considera-
3. Companies tions is the primary control mechanism of deregistration,

with its pervasive influence on the conduct of charities.
If an individual or a family controls a private corporation,
the corporation can be directed to make charitable dona-
tions and thereby receive a deduction of up to 20 percent of A. Businessactivities
its income. The shareholdersof the companycan also make

The policy goals of tax measures aimed at charities dictatedonations as individuals and receive a tax credit. Because that commercialactivitiesbe discouraged,or at least strictlycorporate dividends are taxed in shareholders' hands by controlled.This issue is increasinglyimportantin Canada asgrossing-updividendsby 25 percent, there is opportunity charitieshave becomeaggressiveand creativein their searchfor the same income to be used twice as a base for charitable
for funds and resources. With one exception, the Act doesdonations.50
not prohibit charities from engaging in business activities;

Taxpayers with business income, as opposed to salary or rather, it attempts to control business activitiesby requiring
investment income, can usually justify charitable expendi- them to be related to the activities of the charity.2 The
tures as advertising or business-promotioncosts incurred exception applies to private foundations which are prohi-for the purpose of earning income. If this characterization bited from carrying on any business activity.53
is obtained, the 20 percent limit does not apply. Case law

The Act does not elaborate what is meant by relatedrecognizes that businesses have the option of treating gifts upon a

to charities as either promotion/advertising expenses or
business other than by an inclusive provision which states:

charitable donations.51 It is not permissible, however, to
related business in relation to a charity includes a business
that is unrelated to the objects of the charity if substantiallyreceive a double deduction. all of the people employed by the charity in the carrying on

A common practise which Revenue Canada has tolerated is of that business are not remuneratedfor such employment.54
one where a corporation, usually a relatively large one, Arthur Drache, in his work on taxation of charities, de-
loans the services of one or more of its employees to a scribes the purpose and function of these concessionary

provisions:5
This provision was inserted into the Act to allow charities to

46. Id., at 14-'12. operate bingos, church suppers, bazaars, gift shops, cafeterias
47. Bromley, supra note 7, at 34:8. Bromley also notes that [i]n my in hospitals and the like as well as to sell Christmas and other
experience, people who are willing to give $ 500,000 are often prepared to greeting cards to name just a few enterprises. In virtually
loan $ 5 millionor $ 15 million interest-freeto theirprivate foundations. every case, all the workersare volunteersthough occasionally
48. Subsec. 56(4.1) there will be a paid manager.
49. Subsecs. 149.1(3), (4). See text at note 86.

Though many charities, notably hospitals and schools, are50. Drache, supra note 6, offers an example of this at 14-15, comparing paid for services and pay their employees, they are safedonationsmade directly by a sole proprietorwith donationsmade with the because the business is in fact directly related to their objects.assistance of a company. If a person earns $ 150,000 as a sole proprietor, However,many charitiesalso offer their facilities to thepublicthe 20 percent limit dictates that a maximum of $ 30,000 can be donated in circumstanceswhich raise doubts. For example, a universityand deducted in a year. However, if the $ 150,000 is earned by a corpora- rent out accommodationwhen its school ends, offertion the total donation can be increased substantially. First, the company
may year

services and so forth. Many believe that where thiscan donate and deduct $ 30,000. This leaves $ 120,000 in thcompany.At computer
of activity is being undertaken, it is prudent up athe small business rate this would attract tax at approximately25 percent, type to set

taxable entity carry on the commercial activity ifleaving $ 90,000. If this were paid out to a shareholder as a dividend it separate, to
the staff is being paid to provide the facilities to the public.would be grossed-up by 25 percent to $ 112,500. This amount would

sustain an additional charitable donation of $ 22,500. Thus, the same The sketchy nature of the legislation in this area has, not
$ 150,000 produces $ 52,500 inpotential charitable donations in the year surprisingly, led to judicial interpretation. One case adoptswhere the money is earned through a company as compared to $ 30,000 an expansive view of allowable related business. In Albertawhere it is earned by an individual. Instituteon Mental Retardationv. The Queen,56the Federal51. Olympia Floor and Wall Tile (Que.) Ltd. v. M.N.R., [1970]C.T.C. Court of Appeal adopted four-part test to determine99 (Exch. Ct.); lmpenco Ltd. v. M.N.R., [1988] 1 C.T.C. 2339 (T.C.C.) a

52. Para. 149.1(2)(a); (3)(a). whether a business carried on by a charity should be consi-
53. Para. 149.1(4)(a). dered related. The case arose as a result of the Minister
54. Para. 149.1(1)(j). refusing registration on the basis that the charity was carry-
55. Drache, supra note 6, at 1-14. ing on an unrelated business where a fund-raisingarrange-
56. Supra note 36. ment was entered into with a profit-makingorganization.
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All the profits were expended on the charitable objects of (b) the political activities do not involve the support of
the organization. The four criteria looked at were: or oppositionof any political party or candidate.63
(a) degree of relationshipof the activity to the charity; Political activities must be related to the organization's
/cbi profit motive; charitable objects; otherwise they are not permitted. Pre-

) extent to which the business operation competes with cisely how much of an organization's resources can be de-
tax-paying businesses; and voted to related political activity is not clear from the legis-(d) length of time the operation has been carried on by the

lation, but an Information Circular64 issued by Revenue
charity. Canada interpreting the meaning of substantially all

The court concluded that because all the funds raised had suggests that 90 percent of resources must be devoted to

been devoted to charitable activities within the objects of charitable activities. Thus, in the opinion of Revenue Can-
the organization, the business was in fact related. The Au- ada, no more than 10 percent of a charity's resourcescan be
ditor-General has concluded on the basis of this decision devoted to political actions.65
that.57

The 80 percent disbursement quota discussed above has
almost any business or fund-raising activity would qualify as

being related to the charitable objects of the organization mpact here too. Since expenditureson political activity are

so long as the funds were used for charitable activities.... by definition not charitable expenditures,they do not qual-
We believe that although the legislation was intended to limit ify for the purposes of meeting the 80 percent quota. Thus
the business activities of registered charities it is unable to do those charities which rely on receipteddonationswill have
SO. a de facto limit on the amount they can spend because of

One of the senior officials in the Charities Division, Reve- the 80 percent rule.66

nue Canada raises a number of issues with respect to the These two limitationsresult in the distinctionbetweenpolit-
Alberta Institute decision in a recent article.58 He states: ical activities and charitable activities still being of major

It is difficult to evaluate the effect that this widely-publicized importance to some charities. If an action can be charac-
decision has had on the extent to which registered charities terized as educationalas opposed to political advocacy, it is
are becoming engaged in business activity, primarily as a

a legitimate charitable activity. The issue has been a con-
means of raising funds. We know that charities are under tinuing of contention between Revenue Canada and
increasing pressure to become self-sufficient, and that there source

is intensifying competition for the charity dollar. We also charities, resulting in three recent decisions of the Federal

know that there are important tax policy implications to re- Court.67 These decisions elaborate upon what is meant by
solve in light of the Alberta Institute decision. Will charities education as opposed to political advocacy. Three proposi-
inevitably prove to be unfair competition for tax-paying tions emerge:

68

businesses if few or no restrictionsare put upon the nature or The first is that the advancement of education must involve
extent of their businessactivitiesWill charitablefunds be put trainingof the mind, or instruction,or an addition to the store
at undue risk in speculative ventures Is it truly possible to

of human knowledge. The second is that an organization that
say that any business activity that cannot, in and of itself, be

provides the public with selected pieces of information
considereda charitableactivity, is withoutprofitmotive And

or

at what point will it be possible to say that the charitable
motive or purpose behind a business activity no longer pre-
dominates 51. Supra note 2, at para. 10.91.

58. Juneau, Some Major Issues Affecting Evaluation of the Charities
Where it is found that a charity is carrying on an unrelated Incentive, IX Philanthropist3 (1990), at 9.
business, the consequence is not that the business income is 59. In the United States and in England and Wales there are provisions
taxed, as it is in some other jurisdictions.59The consequence for taxing the unrelated trade or business income of charities. Canada's

is either that registrationwill be initially denied, as it was in most pervasive review of its tax system, the Carter Commission, recom-

the Alberta Institute case, or achieved registered status will mendedthatcharitiesshouldpaytaxatthecorporationtaxrateonbusiness
be placed in jeopardy.6o income. The reason given was to eliminate unfair competition with the

private sector. The recommendationwas never implemented.See Canada,
Royal CommissiononTaxation Report (Ottawa: Queen's Printer, 1966),

B. Politicalactivities at 144.
60. See text at notes 32 and 34.

The issue of where charitable activity ends and political 61 Woodman, supra note 21, at 562.

activity begins has been a major one. The elasticity of the 62 Scarborough Community Legal Services v. The Queen (1985), 85

concept of what is consideredpolitical as opposed to educa- D.T.C. 5102 (Fed. Ct. App.)
tional has blurred the distinction between the two. It is

63. Subsec. 149.1 (6.1), (6.2).
64. Information Circular 87-1.

arguable that all acts or failures to act are political, and that 65. Woodman, supra note 21, at 566, criticizes the percentage test in
it is impossible to separate morals and politics.''61 Aside determining the meaningof substantial. She prefers the approach taken
from partisan politics, many activities which support legiti- by the Court in Christian Echoes National Ministry Inc. v. United States
mate charitable objects are capable of being characterized (1972), 470 F. 2d 849 (U.S. Court of Appeals, lOth circuit). At page 855,
as political. For instance, when a charity uses its resources the Court states: The political activities of an organization must be ba-

to support a lobby for a change in the law to make it consis- lanced in the context of the objectives and circumstancesof the organiza-
tent with the charity's goals, this has been found to be tion to determinewhethera substantialpart of its activitieswas to influence

political.62
or attempt to influence legislation.... A percentage test to determine
whether the activities were substantial obscures the complexity of balanc-

Prior to 1986, any political activityof an organizationmight ing the organization's activities in relation to its objectives and cir-

have led to a denial of registration or to deregistration. cumstances.

Because this was thought to be too restrictive, an important 66. Drache, supra note 6, at 1-17.

concession to reflect reality was allowed by an amendment 67. Positive Action Against Pornography v. M.N.R. (1988), 88 D.T.C.

to the Act. Now a charity can devote part of its resources to 6186; Toronto Volgograd Co,nmittee v. M.N.R. (1988), 88 D.T.C. 6192;

political activities provided that it devotes substantially all
N.D.G. NeighbourhoodAssociationv. RevenueCanadaTaxation Depart-
ment (1988), 88 D.T.C. 6279.

ts resources to charitable purposes or activities, and 68. Juneau, supra note 58, at 7. The reference to McGovern in this

(a) the politicalactivities are ancillary and incidental to quotation is to the 1982 English case, McGovern v. Attorney-General,
its charitable purposes or activities; and, 11982] 2 WLR 222 (Ch. D.)
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opinion in order to convince the public to accept one side of reporting on how the resources were utilized, or through
a controversial issue will not be advancing education in its joint venture agreements, with the Canadian charity being
charitable sense. The third is that, as in McGovern, educa- an active memberwith a voice in administrativepolicy deci-
tional elements within a political purpose will not bring it sions. Canadian charities are engaged in significant foreignwithin the sphere of charitable purposes. activity. In 1986 registered charities spent in excess of $ 250

These propositions appear to exclude any type of advocacy million outside Canada.73
or lobbying activity for a particular point of view as being There is an argument that charitable foundationscan direct
educational. To be educational the dissemination of all of their resources non-Canadiancharities. A foun-
viewpoints is required. Presumably this requires organiza- part to

dation must devote all its resources to charitable pur-tions to give voice to points of view which may be contrary poses, as opposed to charitable activities in the case of
to their own interests. It must be remembered, however, a charitableorganization. It has been argued that the phrasethat since 1985 related political activity is permissible so charitable purposes is74
long as it is relatively minor in relation to the total activity clearly broad enough to include distributing moneys to bona
of the charity. fide non-Canadiancharities. Therefore, as long as the foun-

One way around these problems is for a charity to carry on
dation meets its annual disbursement quota, by paying out

to not percentits political activities through a separately incorporated
each year qualified donees less than 80 of the

body. Also, one can anticipate a challenge to the political previous year's receipted donations (excluding capital gifts)
and 41/2 percent of the value of its investments, it is free to

limitations contained in the Income Tax Act under the Ca- distribute the whole or any part of its remaining funds, which
nadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms69 which, inter alia, is likely to represent a fairly considerablemargin, to non-Ca-
contains protection of freedom of speech7o and protection nadian charities.
of equality before the law.71 However, in the United States

a or asimilar prohibitions in the Internal Revenue Code were
Canadian law allows taxpayers deduction credit for

held to be constitutionalby the U.S. Supreme Court.72 gift to foreign charities in which the Governmentof Canada
has made a donation.75At present there are only eight such
organizations that qualify.76 Obviously Revenue Canada

C. Canadiancharities has no ability to monitor or control these foreign charities
to insure against improper use of funds.

Canadian charities are permitted to be involved in charita-
ble activities in foreign countries provided the activities are There are a number of tax treaty provisions dealing with
the charity's own activities. The charity must demonstrate exempt organizations.For instance,Article XXIof the Can-

that it controls the use of its funds in the foreign activity. ada-U.S, tax treaty allows Canadians to make deductible
Aside from having its own personnel carry out foreign ac- contributions to U.S. charities, and vice versa. It is argu-
tivities, control can be obtained through a contract or able, although not altogethercertain, that this provisioncan

agency agreementwith a foreigncharity, subject to periodic be used to allow transfer of funds from a Canadian charity
to a U.S. charity.
The purchase of property in a foreign jurisdiction is one

means by which a Canadian charity can transfer capital69. Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms,Part I of the Constitution abroad. So long as title is retained by the Canadian organi-Act, 1982; Schedule B of the Canada Act 1982 (U.K.), 1982, c. I1.
zation the asset is under control of the charity. Revenue70. Id., Sec. 2.

71. Id., Sec. 15. Canada has indicated that it will allow transfer of title in
72. Regan v. Taxation witl Representationof Washington, 461 U.S. 540 immovable capital property to a foreign local charity or

(1983). governmentbody.77
73. Supra note 2, at para. 10.102.
74. Goodman, supra note 44, at 278.
75. Para. 118.1(1)(g). D. Deregistrationand other anti-abuse
76. Supra note 2, at para. 10.99. The foreign charities to which ongoing mechanisms
donations are made are the following International Peace Garden Inc.,
United States; InternationalPeace Academy Inc., United States; Associa- It is apparent from the foregoingdiscussion that the registra-
tion for Canadian Studies in the United States, United States; The Aga tion process, with its counterpartderegistration, is the prim-
Khan University Foundation, Switzerland; The Foundationfor Canadian ary control mechanism with respect to charities. The
Studies, United Kingdom; The John Charnley Trust, United Kingdom; grounds upon which the Minister can rely to deregister anyAssociationof CommonwealthUniversities, United Kingdom; Water Pol-

charity where the charity:lution Control Federation, United States. One-time only gifts have been are

made to: International Institute of Strategic Studies, United Kingdom; (a)
, .

applies to be deregistered;78
French Library, Boston; Maureen F. Dobbin Memorial Fellowship, Unit- (b) ceases to complywith the statutoryregistrationrequire-
ed States; Franklin College, United States; Lei Fondo Para la Reconstruc- ments;79
tion de Zonas Afectandas Por el Seismo, Mexico; China Fund for Hand- c)!l

fails to file information returns as required;80
icapped, PRC The Auditor-Generalnotes that in one case n annual gift d) issues an improper receipt;81
of $1 for a number of years by the Department of National Health and e) fails to maintain proper books and accounts as requiredWelfare to a foreign organization, at the request of a Canadan taxpayer, by the Act;82has made all Canadian tax payers eligible to claim a tax deductionor credit (f) fails to meet its annual disbursementquota;83 orfor gifts to the same organizations. The Auditor-Generalqueries whether

(g) makes gift to another registered charity thethis was the intent of Parliament. a purpose
77. See letter dated 18 March 1981 of the Departmentof National Reve- of which is to delay the expenditure of amounts on

nue, reproduced in Drache, supra note 6, at 2-41.78. Para. 168(1)(a). charitable activities.84
79. Para. 168(1)(b) There are additional grounds that do not apply to all80. Para. 168(1)(c) charities. For example, charitable organizationsand public81. Para. 168(1)(d)
82. Para. 168(1)(e) foundations place their registration in jeopardy when they
83. Subsec.s 149.1(2), (3), (4). carry on an unrelatedbusiness,whereasprivate foundations
84. Subsec. 149.1(4.1). place themselvesat risk if they carry on any business at all.85
85. See text supra at note 51 et seq. Further, both types of foundations may be deregistered if
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they acquire control of any corporation other than by way requiredminimuminterestor dividendson its securitieswhich
of gift or if they borrowmoneyfor long-terminvestments.86 are held by the philanthropicfund, this will not result in the

imposition of penalties under the Income Tax Act. This is a
There are three penalty taxes that may be imposed on decided advantage for the cautious donor.
charities. One is the deregistration tax.s7 The second tax

applies to foundationswhen they transfer50 percentof their
assets for the purpose of reducing their disbursement VI. CONCLUSION: FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS
quota,88 In such a case, a tax of 25 percentof the transferred
assets is applied. The purpose of this penalty is to thwart The latest amendments to the charities provisions of the
avoidance of the disbursement quota based on 4.5 percent Income Tax Act occurred in 1985.96 There is no indication
of assets.89 The problem with this provision is that proof of that there will be substantial amendments to the regime in
motive is required; there are no reported cases dealing with the near future. Even those who have been quite criticalof
this penalty. The receivingorganization is jointly and sever- the current law and the latest amendments are not calling
ally liable for the tax where it has acted in concert with the for change. One writer suggests that it would seem appro-
donor foundation.9o priate that, for the time being, the charities area be left

alone in order to see howthe legislationworks in practise.97The third penalty tax, which applies only to private founda-
tions, is designed to discourageself-dealingbetweenprivate Although fundamental change is likely not forthcoming,
foundationsand non-arm's length parties. If a foundation is there is an ongoing internal comprehensive review in pro-
holding debt or equity with a company or an individual in a cess primarilydealing with administrativeand enforcement
non-arm's length arrangement (defined as a non-qualified matters. Many of these problems were highlighted by the

investment), 1 a penalty tax is imposed on the company or Auditor-General in his report; he concluded that many of
individual rather than on the foundation.92No penalty will the procedures utilized do not provide effective checks on

accrue if the transactions are dealt with in an arm's length- abuse.98
like manner, for instance, if fair market interest is paid or The Auditor-General discovered that 31 percent of the
if shares held are publicly traded. 63,000 charities failed to file their returnson time yet no late
Where the tax applies, it is onerous. An interest rate pre- filing penalty was imposed by Revenue Canada. Thus, the
scribed by Revenue Canada from time to time is imputed Department's administrative practises make it possible for
on the outstandingdebt (and equity is deemed to be debt). a charity to file the required annual returnonly every second
The ntire amount of the imputed interest is added to tax year.99 His report also concluded that there is an in-

payable of the debtor where no amount of interest has been adequate compliance programme to determine the facility
paid. Where some interest has been paid the shortfall, if of tax credits or deductions claimed by taxpayers.100

any, between the amount actually paid and the prescribed The Auditor-General found somewhat anomalous that,rate is taxed in the hands of the debtor. This is a 100 percent apart from penalties for not filing and fraud, the only sanc-
tax on any shortfall because the amount is added to the tax tion available for contraventionof the Act is deregistrationpayable of the debtor rather than to taxable income. If it and suggested that the legislationbe amended to give power
were the latter, the actual tax cost would vary with the

to levy monetary penalty to tax unrelated business
taxpayer's marginal rate whereas the imputed interest is an

a or

actual dollar cost to the taxpayer. profits. The response by the department responsible for
initiating legislation does not indicate a willingness to sup-

This provision can be both expensive and embarrassing.93 port the Auditor-General'ssuggestion. It stares:l01
Where the tax applies it does not bring any extra return to While the Department is willing to consider the feasibilityof

the private foundation or reduce its disbursement quota. providing penalties other than revocation, it should be noted

The tax can be avoided by ensuring that an adequate return that any system of monetarypenaltiesmay result in the diver-

is paid on the non-qualified investment; the scheme of the sion of funds intendedby donors to be dedicated to charitable

Act condones this and this interpretation has been agreed purposes into the Federal treasury, while having little effect
on reducing non-compliancethat is primarily inadvertent. In

to by the courts.94 Also, the penalty does not apply where this context, the current legislative system of revocation of
the outside taxpayer makes an interest-free loan to the charitable status, with its resulting redistributionof a revoked
foundation, rather than borrowing money from the founda- charity's assets to other charitablepurposes, may be the most

tion. Since the penalty tax does not apply to public founda- appropriate.
tions, a solution to the problem lies with the use of a philan- The Auditor-Generalalso expressed concern regarding the
thropic fund within a public charitable foundation, as fol-
lows:95

A solution to this problem lies in the use of what Americans
call a philanthropicfund, which forms part of a public charit- 86. Paras. 149.1(3), (4).able foundation,but operates much like a private foundation. 87. See supra notes 32-34 and accompanying text.
That is, instead of establishinghis own private foundation, a 88. Subsec. 188(3).donor will approach a public foundation, such as the United 89. See text at note 26.
Jewish Welfare Fund of Toronto, and make a gift to it of supra

90. Subsec. 188(4).shares of his company, which are to form the permanent 91. Para. 149.1(1)(e.1) contains lengthy definition of non-qualifieda

capital of a fund which will bear the donor's name and will be
separately administered. While the donor will not legally be

nvestments.
92. Sec. 189.

able to direct the public foundationconcerningthe investment 93. See Goodman, 44, 277.
of the fund or the dstribution of its income, the public foun- supra note at

94. Antoine Guertin Lte. v. The Queen (1981), 81 D.T.C. 5268 (Fed. Ct.dation will be required to consultwith a committeenominated Trial Div.)by him regarding these matters. For all practicalpurposes, the 95. Supra note 44, at 277.
fund will function much like a private foundation, with the 96. S.C. 1986, 6.
additional feature that professional assistance from the staff

c.

97. Woodman, supra note 21, at 567.
of the public foundation will always be available. 98. Supra note 2.
Since we are dealingwith a public foundation, the rule requir- 99. Supra note 2, at para. 10.39.

ing minimum annual interest or dividend payments does not 100. Id.

apply Therefore, if in any year [the company] fails to pay the 101. Id., at para. 10.83, the response of the Departmentof Finance.
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limits in the legislation on business activities. After a criti- In short, the future does not appear to hold any major
cism of the courts' rulings on what is related business, the changes in Canada's tax regime that governs charities.
Auditor-General notes that although the legislation was There may, however, be greater vigilance in enforcing
intended to limit the business activities of registered the current provisions, although Revenue Canada con-

charities it is unable to do so.102 Again, the departmental tinually pleads lack of sufficient resources to ensure

response does not suggest that any legislative remedy is more pervasive compliance.
forthcoming. It states:

The Department is aware that the tax treatment of business
activities carried on by charities may require some legislative
clarification. Any action must be carefully considered, in
order not to discouragecharities from pursuing the legitimate
fund-raising activities that may be necessary to ensure their 102. Id., at para. 10.95.
financial stability within the community. 103. Id., at para. 10.103.

THE NETHERLANDS profit-making or commercial activities, but the statutes of
the foundationmay state that the foundationmay not make
a profit. The main legal restriction on foundations is that

Hubert Hamaekers they may not make payments to founders, membersof the

managing board or others (with the exception of salaries

Executive Director, International Bureau of Fiscal Documenta- paid to members of the managing board and paymentsof a

charitable nature to others). Payments in this context
tion, Amsterdam

means non-obligatory payments or payments without an

equivalent consideration. This prohibition aims at prevent-
ing the use of foundations for private financial purposes.

I. INTRODUCTION The penalty for non-complianceis dissolutionof the found-
ation upon the request of an interested party or by a court

A. Overview on its own initiative.

The governing body of a foundation is the managerialThe most common form of non-profit organization in the
set to

Netherlands is the stichting (foundation), a legal entity board, and a supervisory body may be up supervise
which administers capital for a certain purpose. In the past

the board. The managerialboard must register the founda-
tion (regardless of whether it is commerciallyactive) in the

the purposes of a foundation were limited to religious, foundations register, public register maintained by the
charitable, academic or cultural matters. However, since

a

World War II foundations have been increasingly used as regional Chamberof Commerce. As stated above, a found-

vehicles for cooperativeefforts rather than for the formation ation may not have members.

and utilization of capital for the above purposes. Founda-
tions have also been used for government and business B. Magnitudeof non-profitorganizations2
purposes, such as research,administrationand management
of investments, pension funds and sales cooperation. According to the foundations register, 78,000 foundations

A second type ofnon-profitorganizationis the vereniging
were registered in 1988. The activities range from cultural
to industrial, the most important of which are as follows:

(association), which may be a legal entity if certain for-
malitiesare compliedwith. In general an associationis used Charitable, social, religious, educational, medical
for sports activities, hobbies and cultural activities of its and scientificactivities
members. Charitable, social and cultural entities 18,800
The primarydifferencebetween a foundationand an associ- Employees' organizations and research institutions 6,400
ation is that the foundation cannot have members (as- Educational institutions 4,700
sociates). The tax treatmentof both types of organization is Medical and veterinary institutions 2,500
basically the same. Foundations are by far the most impor-
tant type ofnon-profitorganizationand thereforethis paper Religious institutions 1,900
focuses on this type of organization. Other 1,500

Legal structureof a foundation

Part 2 of the Dutch Civil Code deals with legal entities, and 1. It should be noted that the concept of a trust, comparable to the

Section 6 of Part 2 sets forth the substantiveand procedural Anglo-American trust, is not provided for under Dutch law, and only a

few double taxation treaties make reference to a trust. However, in the
requirementsto set up a foundation. One or more individu- future a trust may be recognized as a Dutch legal entity because the Dutch
als or legal entities may set up a foundation,or it may be set government signed the Convention on the Law applicable to Trusts and

up by will. A foundation must be established by notarial their recognition on 1 July 1985. Published in the Dutch Official Treaty
deed which contains the statutes of the foundation. The Gazette 1985, No. 141.

capital allotted to the foundationmust be utilized to achieve 2. The figures in this paragraph are derived from the 1989 report of the

its statutorypurpose(s). Netherlands Association for Tax Law on Foundations. See Report No.
180, Netherlands Association for Tax Law on Foundations (Deventer:

The law does not prohibit a foundation from carrying on Kluwer)
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Financiaiservices a surplus. The Dutch tax inspectorate assessed the founda-
tion to CIT on the grounds that, in respectof the productionAdministrationand managementof investments 3,800 and supply of blood, the foundation enterprise, and

Pension funds 3,300
was an

further that it potentially competed with other enterprises
Immovableproperty dealing 1,700 in the Netherlands(even thoughno commercialbloodbanks
Holding organizations 1,600 operate in the Netherlands). The foundation argued that it

Savings institutions 700 was not a taxable entity because it did not aim to make

Housing associations 400 profits, despite its surpluses for several years. The Supreme
Court held that all activities relating to the blood were

business activities and consequentlytaxable under CIT Sec-
Trade and industry 2,000 tion 2, paragraph ld.

Inactiveor not coded 10,100 Activities of foundations intended to reduce the costs of its
founding entrepreneurs may also qualify as business ac-

According to the Central Institute for Statistics, 13,200 tivities.5
foundationswere engaged in business in 1988. CIT Section 4 provides that an organization is liable to CIT

if it is engaged in activities which are also carried on by
regular commercial enterprises, that is, if the foundation

Il. TAX TREATMENTGENERALLY3 competeswith businessentities. This competitioncrite-
rion has two functions:

A. Income-basedtaxes - it achieves a certain degree of tax neutrality among
taxpayers and foundationsactive in the same economic

Non-profit organizations are almost always legal entities sector; and
and thus are not liable to individual income tax, which is - it eases the burden of the tax administrationbecausethe
only levied on individuals. However, such organizations profit-makingpurpose of foundations may be difficult
may be subject to corporate income tax. to prove. Evidence of competition is generally much

Corporate Income Tax Law (CIT) Section 2, paragraph easier to demonstrate.

ld and Section 4 deal with the taxationof organizationssuch In practice Section 4 comes into operation when a founda-
as foundations. Section 2 paragraph ld provides that such tion maintains that its activities do not qualify as business
organizations are subject to CIT if and to the extent tha4 activitiesbecause the profit-makingpurpose is formallyand/
they carry on business activities. Unlike companies which or materiallyabsent. However, an activity is taxable even if
are subject to CIT on all of their income and capital, a it only potentially competes with the activitiesof taxpayers
foundation may be subject to CIT only on income derived (e.g. if the taxpayersconcerned are not active in the area of
from activities which have a business nature. Non-business the country where the foundation carries on its activities).6
income, such as passive investment income, legacies and
donations, are not subject to CIT. One condition for the application of Section 4 is that the

activities concerned must be profitable for a number of
Business income is defined in case law, i.e. a business enter- years. An incidental surplus is insufficientto attract CIT. A
prise is an enduring cooperation of capital and labour in complicationfor foundationsin this context is that non-paid
trade or industry (including independent professional ac- volunteerwork is valued at the open market price to estab-
tivities) with the purpose of making a profit. A profit-mak- lish whether a profit is made. Thus, costs not actually incur-
ing purpose in the case of a foundation may be presumed red cannot be deducted.7
from the pricing policy applied to its products and/or ser-

vices, and the financial results over a number of years.
CIT Section 5c provides an exemption for legal entities
which carry on enumeratedactivitiesof a charitable or pub-

The seminal case in this respect involved a foundation be- lic interest nature; for example, activities which benefit the
longing to the Dutch Red Cross which operated a volunteer ailing, the elderly or the poor. Section 4 of the CIT regula-
blood bank and laboratory.4 It also engaged in scientific tions requires that if the entity makes a surplus, that surplus
research and supplied blood to hospitals. The foundation can only be used for the benefit of other exempt organiza-
charged individuals and institutions for its products and tions under Section 5c or for the public interest.8
services, and duringsix consecutiveyears the Red Cross had

CIT Section 6 authorizesthe governmentto grant an exemp-
tion to entities which carry on activities not listed in Section

3. For a general outline of the Dutch corporate income tax system, see 5c, but which nonethelessserve the public interest.9 A con-

European Tax Handbook 1991 (Amsterdam: IBFD), Chapter Nether. dition to qualify for the exemption is the absence of the
lands. profit-making purpose (or at least that the profit-making
4. Decision of the Supreme Court of 15 November 1989, published in purpose is subordinate to the primarypurposeof the organi-
Vakstudie-Nieuws1989, at 3,568. zation). The organization's profits may not exceed 13,000
5. Decision of the Supreme Court of 6 March 1985, published in BNB Dfl. in the current year and 65,000 Dfl. in total in the
1985, at 213. previous four years.6. Id.
7. This issue was also decided in the Red Cross case, discussed in the A proposedregime for pensionsand annuitiesand organiza-
text supra at note 4. tions involved in such activities will affect the tax status of
8. This requirement does not apply to entities established under public foundations which manage pension and annuity funds.10
law. Many foundations have been set up to insure the pension9. See for details, Exemptions Decree of 20 August 1971, as most re- rights of managing directors who are also majority share-
cently amended on 18 December 1990, published in BNB 1971, at 168 and

holders of companies. Pension funds are currently coveredVakstudie Nieuws of 10 January 1991, at 123.
10. Another proposal which has not yet been submitted to Parliament by an explicit exemption (CIT Section 5b). Annuity found-
will abolish the privileged tax treatment of pension and annuity premiums ations are generally set up by individuals to reduce their

(i.e. deductibility) if they are paid to entities in which the taxpayer himself liability to individual income tax. Althoughannuity founda-
has an interest. tions are not covered by the Section 5b exemption, they will
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generally not be subject to CIT because such organizations and legacies received by such institutions. Inheritancesand
are not deemed to carry on a business. Under the new gifts received by such institutions under 13,590 Dfl. and
regime, however, such pension and annuity organizations 6,795 Dfl., respectively, are tax-exempt.
will be deemed to conducta business as defined in Section4. If a foundation is established by will and notarial deed, the

foundation inherits the capital of the foundation upon the
B. Propertyand capital taxes deathof the testator, and the above rules apply. In principle,

gifts, inheritances and legacies received by foundationsare
With the exception of the municipal immovable property not subject to CIT.
tax which is due by all persons who own or rent real estate,
no specific tax is levied on the property, capital or (net)
wealth of legal entities in the Netherlands. Capital duty is IV. SPECIAL ISSUESlevied only on the formation or increase in the capital of
companies. Net wealth tax is levied only on individuals.

A. Tax treatmentof non-profitorganizations
directly involved in commercialactivities

Ill. SPECIAL INCENTIVES FOR GIFTS TO
NON-PROFITORGANIZATIONS As mentioned above, foundationsare subject to CIT if and

to the extent that they carry on business activities. If there
is any doubt as to whether an activity is a business activity,A. Income tax the competition criterion of CIT Section 4 will result in

Section 47 of the Individual Income Tax Law (liT) pro-
taxation if the foundationis profitableover a certainnumber

vides that gifts made to resident religious, charitable, cul- of years, or if the activity competes with the business ac-

tural or scientific institutionsand to institutionswhich serve
tivities of taxpayers. Doubts as to the business nature of an

the public interest are deductible within certain limits. In activity may arise, for example, if the foundation is not

any case, the deduction for gifts cannot exceed ten percent allowed to make profits according to its statutes but it still

of taxable income. A similar provision is included in CIT derives positive results from its activities.15

Section 16, and here the deduction cannot exceed six per- As stated above the competition criterion is applied in a

cent of taxable profits. broad manner: competition in fact is unnecessary,potential
Religious, charitable,cultural or scientific institutionsqual. competition is sufficient to subject the foundation to taxa-

ify for the deduction regardless of whether they serve a
tion. Application of the competition criteron is therefore

public interest. Public interest must be distinguished from of considerableassistance to the tax administrationin com-

prvate interest. A public interest may be a limited interest, bating the use of foundations to avoid CIT.

e.g. financing and managing a retirement home exclusively The General Tax Act (GTA) provides various general
for members of a certain religion. A retirement home for measures to combat abuse. Any taxpayer who does not
members of one's family, however, is a private interest. receive a tax return from the tax inspectorwithin six months

According to case law an institution serves the public in- after the end of the accountingperiod in which he becomes

terest if its purpose concerns activities which directly affect liable to CIT must formally request a tax return. Taxpayers
the public interest. An institution which serves private in- deliberately failing to comply with this obligation may be

terests but incidentally affects the public interest does not subject to a penalty of a maximum of four years imprison-
qualify as a public interest organization.IrA political party ment and/ora maximumfine of 100,000Dfl. or if the taxable

is a public interest institution.12 amount is higher, 100 percent of the tax due.16 Foundations
which have not yet been assessed must report each year

A recent amendment to IIT Section 47, paragraph 5 and whether they have become liable to CIT. 17

CIT Section 16, paragraph 3 adds humanitarian institu-
tions to the qualifyingtypesof institutions.This amendment
only has theoretical significance because such institutions

11. See Supreme Court decision of 12 October 1960, published in BNB
are likely to qualify as public interest institutions. More 1960, at 296.
important is the extensionof the deduction to gifts made to 12. See decision of District Court of Amsterdam of 23 January 1980,
specific non-resident institutions to be enumerated in the published in BNB 1981, at 123.
future by the Underministerof Finance.13 13. The conditionsfor the deductibilityof gifts to non-residentinstitutions

are found in the Resolutionof the Underministerof Finance of 24 October
Gifts made by enterprises(whetheror not incorporated)are

1991(No. DB 91/4571), published in Vakstudie-Nieuws1991, at 3098. For
deductible as expenses if the gift serves a business purpose, example, gifts to European political parties and foreign organizations for
e.g. a gift to a charitable institutionwhich is of promotional the benefit of environmental protection qualify for deduction. A list of

importance to the enterprise. A gift may be deductible as a such institutions will be published in the future.
business expense if the enterprise cannot reasonablyrefuse 14. IGT Sec. 24(4). The amendment to IIT Sec. 47 and CIT Sec. 16
to make a donation when approached by the institution includeshumanitarianinstitutions to the list of institutionswhich qualify
concerned. Gifts which are considered business expenses for the 11 percent rate.

are fully deductiblewithout the limitationsof IIT Section 47 15. The Supreme Court has reiterated that such a provision in the statutes

and CIT Section 16. is irrelevant for purposes of determining whether a foundation aims to

derive a profit when in fact profits are made over a number of years. See

Supreme Court decisions of 29 June 1955, published in BNB 1955/299; 15

B. Estate and gift tax November 1989, published in Vakstudie-Nieuws 1989, at 3,568; and 6
December 1989, published in Vakstudie-Nieuws1990, at 127.

A recipient of a gift is liable to inheritance and gift tax 16. General Taxes Act, Sec. 6 and Criminal Code, Sec. 23.

(IGT). The rates applicable to legal entities range from 17. Since the competition criterion is applied so broadly, it is advisable
to contact the tax inspector in cases of doubt to obtain a ruling on the tax

41 percent to 68 percent depending on the amount of the liability and, if liable to tax, on the extent of the liability. The tax inspector
gift. A reduced flat rate of 11 percent applies to gifts re- can trace foundationsnot liable to CIT in the foundationsregister. Found-
ceived by religious, charitable, cultural, scientific or public ations which are not yet listed as corporate taxpayers will receive periodic
interest institutions.14This rate also applies to inheritances enquiry forms from the tax inspector.
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Every person must provide informationwhich may be rele- The general rules are as follows:
vant to the tax inspectorregardlessof whether the person is Foundations engaged in political activities are not liable to

liable to tax. This obligation also applies to informationon CIT if they do not perform other activities of a business
the liability of other persons, i.e. business activities may nature or if they do not compete with the activities of tax-

appear from the books of related entities or clients of a payers.
foundation. The GTA also requires that corporate entities Gifts (which not business expenses) to such organiza-keep records which enable the tax inspector to ascertain are

whether the organization is liable to tax.
tions are deductible for CIT purposes because they are

regarded as institutionswhich serve the public interest. The
reduced IGT rate of 11 percent applies to gifts, inheritances
and legacies made to such organizations.

B. Tax treatmentof non-profit organizationswith
ownership interests in business enterprises E. Anti-abusesmeasures

1. Direct ownership and control
There are no specific measures other than those described

A common structure in the Netherlands is for a foundation above.
to be the parent of a BV. The business activities are carried
out through the BV, and the foundation acts as a mere

holding company; it may perform non-business, non-com- F. International issues
petitive activities without becoming liable to CIT.

Resident foundations which are not subject to CIT are, in
The holding function of a foundation is not regarded as a,, principle, not entitled to the benefits of tax treaties. The
business (or competitive) activity. Dividends and interest criteria for taxing resident foundations as described above
received from the BV are not taxable. Royalties received in do not apply to non-residentfoundationsand othernon-pro-
considerationof rights transferred to the BV when the BV fit organizations; the general provisions on non-residents
is establishedare also tax free (the continuationof activities apply to these organizations. Non-resident individuals and
which give rise to royalty payments after setting up the BV, corporate entities, including non-profit organizations, are

however, may subject the foundation to CIT). If the man- taxable if they are engaged in busness activities in the
agerial board of the foundation is actively engaged in man- Netherlands through a permanent establishment or rep-
aging the business of the BV, the foundationis liable to CIT resentative.They are also subject to tax on certainnon-busi-
on the income derived from that activity, i.e. it is a business ness revenue, such as income from immovable property
activity. situated in the Netherlands. Dividends, interest and royal-

ties not connected to a permanent establishmentwhich are
2. Holding companies that distribute all of their profits paid to non-residentsare not taxable.18The basis for taxing

to non-profit organizations non-resident non-profit organizations is therefore broader

Dividends receivedby a holdingcompany from residentand than for resident foundations because the non-businessin-

non-resident subsidiaries are exempt under certain condi- come of resident foundations is generally not taxable. It is
tions (i.e. the participation exemption of CIT Section 13) unclear whether non-residentnon-profitorganizationsmay
Dividendspaid by a holdingcompany to a foundationwhich successfully apply for tax-exempt status under the Decree

is the shareholder of the holding company, and therefore of 20 August 1971 (see above).
the ultimate beneficiary, are generally not subject to tax in
the following cases: G. Otherspecial issues

if the foundation is liable to CIT and the dividends are-

part of the business income of the foundation, the par- A special form of (ab)use of foundationsin the Netherlands
ticipation exemption applies; concerns closely held pension and annuity foundations.
if the foundation is not liable to CIT or the dividends Such foundations have been up reduce IIT and- set to net
are not connected to the business income of the found- wealth tax while the founders retain the power to use the
ation there is no basis for taxing such dividends. amounts transferred to the foundationfor private purposes.

The tax levied at source on dividends (dividend tax of 25 Case law provides a special method for combating abuse of

percent) is not withheld if the participation exemption ap- such foundations. According to case law, a fiscal transpa-
plies. In the case of dividends received by (resident) legal rency regime operates where an individual who is entitled

persons not subject to CIT, the dividend tax withheld will to the future pension or annuitypaymentcan exercisepower
be refunded upon request. The same may apply if the divi- over the foundation as if the foundation's capital were his

dends are not included in the business income of the found- own. The foundation remains valid for civil law purposes
ation. but the IIT and net wealth tax consequences intended by

the founder are denied.

The fiscal transparency regime is of less importance in re-

C. Corporatetax integration cent years as a result of stringent regulations formulatedby
the Underministerof Finance on the management and in-

The classical system of separate corporate and individual vestment of pension and annuity foundations. At least two
taxation of company profits is applied in the Netherlands. thirds of the board of the foundationmust comprise persons

not related in any manner to the interested person, and at
least 90 percent of the funds must be invested in a manner

D. Non-profitorganizations involved in political not related to that person.19 The regulations also provide
activities

There are no specific rules on the tax treatment or curbing 18. However, dividends are subject to the dividend tax of 25 percent
of abusive practces in the case of non-profit organizations (usually reduced under tax treaties to 15 percent for portfolio dividends).
engaged in political activities. 19. Regulations published in BNB 1987, at 252 and BNB 1989, at 70.
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that when such foundations are dissolved the surplus must the Netherlands (e.g. trusts) should be dealt with in the
be paid to institutionswhich serve a public interest.20 corporate income tax law. In particular, the anomalyof the

A proposal relating to the treatment of pensions and an-
heavier tax burden of non-residentnon-profitorganizations

nuities and to institutionswhich are active in this sector will compared to resident organizationsmust be removed.

also affect this type of pension and annuity foundation.
Premiums paid to such closely-held foundations will no B. New initiatives
longer be deductible.

The tax treatment of foundations has been the subject of
discussion by the Netherlands Association for Tax Law.21

IV. CONCLUSION The Commission distinguishes between foundations which
aim at charitable and other public interest activities and

A. General foundationswhich are active for private and/or commercial
purposes. The Commission points to the undue advantage

The Dutch tax system does not have a clear structure for for the latter category even when business income is taxed.
non-profit organizations. Certain organizationsqualify im- That category should be taxed on all of its activities and
mediately for exempt status; other organizationsmay qual- capital. The present system should be maintainedfor charit-
ify upon request. A third categoryoforganizationis untaxed able and public interest foundations.
if it does not aim to make a profit and does not compete In the case of charitable and public interest foundations,with taxpayers. If liable to CIT the organization is only unpaid labourperformedby volunteerswill be valued at thetaxed on its business income, not on other income, such as market price which result in profit. If profitthat derived from portfolio investments. open may a a

arises the competitioncriterion becomes active, which\ may
A major problem is that the main vehicle for charitable and lead to CIT liability. The Commissionquestions this result
public interest activities has also become a means to carry and recommendsexcludingsuch advantagesfrom the calcu-
out private and commercialactivities. Although the compe- lation of profit in such cases. Finally, the Commission re-

tition criterion helps to curb abuse in many instances, cer- commendsthat statutorycriteria apply to the fiscal transpa-
tain kinds of revenue nonethelessescape taxation if a foun- rency regime.
dation, instead of a BV, is used for commercial activities.

However, charitable and public-interestinstitutionsmay be
subject to taxation on non-commerciaiactivities which po-
tentially may be carried on by taxpayers as well (e.g. the
Red Cross bloodbank case). 20. The Supreme Court, however, has held that such a condition is not

permissible. See Supreme Court decision of 19 December 1990, published
The situation of non-resident non-profit organizationsand in Vakstudie-Nieuws 1991, at 350.
foreign entities which are not recognized as legal entities in 21. See supra note 2.
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JAPAN B. Magnitudeof non-profitactivities

The numberof incorporatednon-profitassociationsor non-

Professor Fumitoshi Tamakuni profit foundations reached over 20,000 in 1983 and is still
growing. According to research of the Trust Association,
the numberofcharitabletrustsreached254 in March 1989.

Professor of Law, Meiji Gakun University, Tokyo, Japan
II. TAX TREATMENTGENERALLY

I. INTRODUCTION A. Income-basedtaxes

A. Overview
In Japan, the IncomeTax Law (ITL) and the Corporation
Tax Law (CTL) form the basisof the income tax system.

There are two types of private organization for the public Interest income, includingprofitson redemptionofdiscount
interest in Japan: a juridicalperson for the public interest bonds and debentures, dividends, distributions of gains,
(i.e. an ncorporatednon-profit associationor a non-profit and other kinds of asset-based income are subject to with-
foundation) and a charitable trust. The main purposes of holding tax at a rate of 10 to 20 percent unless the tax is paid
these organizationsare the promotion of science or educa- abroad by the recipient.
tion, improvement of culture or social welfare, advance-
ment of internationalrelations,preservationof the environ- The ITL fully exempts public corporations from income

ment and other activities in the public interest. tax (i.e. assessment tax and from withholding tax on in-
terest, dividends,etc.), and partially exemptscertain public

Civil Code 34 provides that public interest corporations interest corporations. Organizations designated as public
are incorporated non-profit associations or foundations corporations are those which are established for national
relating to worship, religion,charity, science, arts and crafts purposes or corporationsformed under special statutes; for
or otherwise relating to the public interest. Although the example, local governments(municipalcorporations),pub-
precise meaning of relating to the public interest is not lic funds (e.g. the Amami Islands Promotion and Develop-
clear, the law does not define the phrase, nor does it clarify ment Fund), financecorporations(e.g. the People'sFinance
the requirements to obtain the status as a public interest Corporation), public corporations (e.g. the Japan Broad-
corporation; this is generally left to the discretion of the casting Association), banks founded under national policy
competentauthorities(who are not necessarilythe tax auth- (e.g. the Japan DevelopmentBank), the NationalTheatre,
orities). the Japan ScholarshipSociety,the Land DevelopmentDivi-

The business activities of non-profit foundations may be sion, etc.3

categorized as three types: the aid or subsidy type, the The ITL also grants a tax exemption for income derived
business type and the scholarshiptype. 1 Many aid or subsidy from investmentsmade by charitable trusts. Publiccorpora-
type foundations have been founded in the past 20 years. tions and charitable trusts which are subject to these provi-
They are generally large and engage in substantialactivities, sions must file a return with the tax authorities through the
such as research in art and science, especially natural sci- payer of the interest on bonds and debentures, etc.
ence; support for school education, particularly in remote

regions; welfare and protection, e.g. child welfare, welfare Schedule I of the CTL fully exempts public corporations
for the aged and protection of the physically or mentally from corporation tax because of their public character.

handicapped; and the granting of scholarships, including The CTL specifies a public interest corporation, i.e. a

aid for foreign students. private corporation established for public interest purposes
The Trust Law was enacted in 1922 and the charitable trust as defined by law, as anothercategoryof non-profitorgani-
system was established at that tme, but no chartable trust zation. A public interest corporation is similar to an exempt
was authorized in Japan until 1977. There are several organization in the United States. The CTL uses the term

reasons why the charitable trust system did not become public interest corporation in the same sense as in Civil

established in Japanesesociety. First, the governmentintro- Code 34 (see above), but again no definition of public in-

duced a foreign system without forethought, and enacted it terest corporation is provided. The CTL merely states that

without careful examination. In the process of legislation, public interest corporationsare the corporationsand foun-

only a commercialtype trust was contemplated.Second, the dations designated in Schedule II. Thus, recognition of a

authorities were indifferent to the concept of a charitable corporation as a public interest c9rporation depends on

trust. An authorization system was adopted for charitable whether the corporation is found inSchedule II of the CTL.

trusts, but no application procedure was developed. Third,
any tax incentives for improving charitable trusts, except
the tax-exempt treatment of income from trust funds, has
not been introduced into the Japanese tax system.2 1. The annual total budgets of 30 percent of the business type founda-

tions are less than 100 million yen, and the budgets of 50 percent of the

About 20 years ago, a numberof public interest issues were foundationsare less than 500 million yen. Nearly 20 percent of scholarship
raised and considered by the Parliament, e.g. abuse of the type foundationshave less than a 100 millionyen fund, and 40 percent have

system, confused corporate management, problems as- a 100 to 500 million yen fund. Annual total budgets of 70 percent of the

sociated with corporate liquidations, etc. Charitable trusts scholarship type foundations are less than 100 million yen (those of 40

were put forward as one of the means to solve these prob- percent are less than 30 million yen). Generally speaking, the scale of the

lems. Followingthe regularizationof the authorizationpro- budgets of public interest corporations in Japan is not very large.
2. See Minoru Tanaka, Public Interest Corporations and Charitable

cedure, the first two charitable trusts were authorzedby the Trusts (Keiso-shobo, 1980), at 18-22.
MinistryofConstructionand the MinistryofForeignAffars 3. Foreign public corporationswhich engage in public interest activties
in 1977. Since then, the number of established charitable are also exempt from Japanese income tax so long as the home country
trusts has increased significantly. exempts comparableJapanese corporations from such taxation.
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Schedule II enumeratesmany such corporations.For exam- accountingperiod is 100,000,000 yen or less, or if it has no

ple: capital, or if it is a cooperative association, corporation tax
certain mutual aid associations and their federations; is imposed at a rate of 28 percent on income of 8,000,000-

school corporations; yen or less. However, income earned by public interest-

certain kinds of trade associations; corporations from profit-makingactivities is taxed at a rate-

health insurance associations; of 27 percent irrespective of the amount of their capital or-

corporations for social welfare; income. Taxes on undistributed profits or liquidation in--

religious corporations; come are not levied on public interest corporations.5-

Chambers of Commerce and Industry;-

tax accountants'associationsand lawyers' associations; B. Property taxes
-

incorporated labour unions;-

the Japan Red Cross; 1. Capital gains tax
-

exporters and importers associations;-

Japan Bicycle Race Promoters Associations; No capital gains are deemed to arise if a person contributes-

incorporated associations and foundations established property or cultural assets to the national or local govern--

by Civil Code 34. ment, nor do they arise if a person contributesproperty to

The ITL combines public corporations and public interest public interest corporations and the contribution is recog-
nized by the tax authorities as promoting education or sci-

corporations as listed in Schedules I and II, respectively,of
the CTL in one table. As a result, many public interest ence, improving culture or social welfare, or otherwise re-

corporations are exempt from withholding tax (e.g. on in- markably contributing to the advancement of the public
terest income and dividends), and partially exempt from

nterest.

corporation tax. Income derived from non-profit business 2. Inheritance taxactivities is not taxed, but income derived from certain
profit-making activities (as set out in a Cabinet Order) is Property which is acquired by a person engaged in work for
subject to corporation tax at a reduced rate. religious,charitable,scientific,educationalor socialwelfare

Profit-makingactivities include the following: purposes and which is certain to be placed in public use, is
from inheritance No inheritance is levied

sales of real estate and loans for the purchase of real when heir contributes inherited assets to the national
-

exempt tax. tax

estate;
an or

manufacturing industries;
local or a public interest corporation listed

-
government to

in a Cabinet Order as promoting education or science, im-
communicationservices;-

specified businesses, i.e. express, contracting,printing,
or or

-
proving culture social welfare, otherwise remarkably

to Ex-
publishing, photo, hall, hotel, restaurant, agency,

contributing the advancementof the public interest.

wholesale, credit guarantee, etc.; ceptionally,contributionswhich unreasonablydecrease the
inheritance tax burden will remain subject to inheritance

teachingof arts and crafts, except at specializedschools
tax.

-

or other kinds of schools as defined in the School Edu-
cation Law;
warehousing; and

3. Registration and licence tax
-

the trnsferring or offering of incorporeal property A registration and licence tax (national tax) is levied when-

rights.4 property rights are entered in official books (e.g. registra-
tion of real estate, etc.). Public corporationsdesignated as

Public interestcorporationsmust maintain books of account such in Schedule II of the Registrationand LicenceTax Law
clearly showing the income from their profit-making ac-

(the the CTL public corporation) and the national
tivities. In computing the taxable income from profit-mak-

same as

ing activities, contributionsof up to 30 percent of ordinary governmentare exempt from this tax. Public interest corpo-
rations listed in Schedule III of the Registrationand Licence

income by a profit-makingbranch to anotherbranch of that Tax Law exempt from this tax when they registercertain
corporation or to any other corporation are deductible. In

are

the case of a social welfarecorporationor a qualifiedprivate property, i.e. schoolbuildingsand land used for educational

educational institution, the limits for deductible contribu- purposes, buildings or land of religious corporations used

tions are 50 percent of ordinary income or 2,000,000 yen,
exclusively for religious purposes, etc.6

whichever is larger (see below).
4. Real property acquisition tax

The tax rate imposed on an ordinary corporation or an

unincorporated association which carries on profit-making Real property acquisition tax is a tax levied by prefectures
activities is 37.5 percent. If its capital at the end of each on a person's acquiring land or buildings (includingrebuild-

ing). The national government,urban and rural prefectures
and municipalities, and certain parts of the Imperial estate
are not subject to the real property acquisition tax. No tax

4. However, in certain cases these activitieswill not be consideredprofit- is levied when public interest corporations acquire real
making. For example, if more than half of the people working for the property for basic non-profit purposes.
businessare disabledpersons (as providedby the Disabled PersonsWelfare

Law), or receive a livelihood protection allowance by the Livelihood Pro- 5. Fixed assets tax
tection Law, or are over 65 years of age, or are women without spouses or

widows who are supporting children (within the meaning of the Mothers, A fixed assets tax is levied by the municipalityon registered
Children and Widows Welfare Law), and the business contributes to the real estate. The taxpayer is the registeredowner of land and
livelihood protection for these individuals, then the business will not be buildings, etc. The fixed assets tax is not levied on real
considered a profit-makingactivity listed in the Cabinet Order. estate used for public business purposes by the national
5. However, the tax on ordinary income is levied on income accruing
after the liquidation proceedingscommence. government, urban and rural prefecturesor municipalities,
6. Note, however, that the public interest corporations listed under the or certain parts of the Imperial estate, or on real estate

Registration and Licence Tax Law do not include all of the public interest owned by public interest corporations which is used for

corporations listed in Schedule II of the CTL. public purposes.
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6. Land price tax - contributions to public interest corporations for educa-

The land price tax was introduced in May 1991. This na- tional, scientific, social welfare or other public interest

tional tax is levied on the owner of land and is based on the purposes, which are specifically designated by the

cost of the land. The tax is not levied on government-owned Minister of Finance; and
contributions to schools or corporations for purposesland, on land owned by public corporations,nor is this tax

-

levied on land owned by public interest corporationswhich designated in the Cabinet Order on income tax.

is used for non-profit purposes. Contributionsmade by an individual taxpayer to approved
charitable trusts which contribute to educational,scientific,
social welfare or other public interest purposes are alsoC. Other taxes treated as approvedcontributions .

1. Consumption tax 2. Corporations
The consumption tax is levied on the business proprietor. The CTL allows deductionofcharitablecontributionsmade
Taxable transactions are domestic transactions in which by corporations. Contributions to the national and local
consideration is paid for the transfer or lease of assets, the government and other designated contributions for public
provision of services for business purposes, and import purposes are fully deductible. Contributions to public in-
transactions. The consumption tax requires consumers to terest corporationsestablishedby Civil Code 34 or to other
ultimately bear tax on the sales of goods and provision of public interest corporations, which are designated by the
services carried out in Japan. However, the transferor lease Minister of Finance as being collected and appropriatedfor
of assets and provision of services by the national govern- urgent disbursements for educational or technological de-
ment, local government and other public corporations veloprnent, for the promotion of cultural or social welfare
(listed in Schedule I of the Consumption Tax Law) are and other designated purposes, are also fully deductible.
exempt from this tax. Examples include the transfer of
stamps, registration fees, etc. In addition, certain types of Contributions to certain public corporations or public in-
transfers or leases of assets and provision of services by terest corporationsestablishedby a special law and listed in

public interest corporations listed in Schedule I are exempt the Cabinet Order on corporation tax as contributing to

from consumption tax. Educational, medical and welfare educational,scientific,socialwelfareor otherpublic interest
services are non-taxable transactions according to gov- purposes, and contributions related to their main purposes
ernmental policy. However, the number of non-taxable are deductible up to 30 percent of ordinary income. For a

transactionsis very limited due to the philosophyunderlying social welfare corporation or qualified private educational
the consumption tax that it should spread the tax burden institution, a deductionof 50 percent of ordinary income or

over a wide range of taxpayers. 2,000,000 yen, whichever is larger, is allowed. Other con-

tributions, including contributions to political or religious
2. Local taxes organizationsor societies, are deductible up to the amount

of 1.25 percent of income plus 0.125 percent of the paid-inThe main local taxes related to non-profitorganizationsare capital. If a corporationdoes not have any capital, contribu-
prefectural and municipal inhabitant taxes, the prefectural tions are deductible up to 2.5 percent of income.
enterprise tax on corporations, the prefectural real estate

acquisition tax (discussed above) and the municipal fixed Payments of asset-based income to which a profit-seeking
assets tax (discussed above). branch of a corporation is beneficially entitled, but whch

were made to anotherbranch of the corporationare deemed
The Local Tax Law provides that the national government, to be a contribution to the profit-makingbusiness.
local governments or other public corporations, and
specifiedpublic interest corporations(if they do not operate The money paid for setting up the trust corpus of specified
a for-profitbusiness) are exempt from corporate inhabitant charitable trusts (i.e. charitable trusts which remarkably
taxes. Public interestcorporationsestablishedby Civil Code contribute to the promotion of education or science, im-
34 are only exempt from inhabitant tax if their main purpose provement of culture or social welfare or improvementof
is the establishmentof a museum or the pursuit of studies. other public interests) by a domestic corporation is also

treated as a charitable contribution.
The national and local governments, and other public cor-

porations are entirely exempt from the enterprise tax on IV. SPECIAL ISSUES
corporations. Public interest corporationsare exempt from
this tax, unless they derive income from their profit-seeking A. Tax treatmentof non-profit organizations
activities. directly involved in commercialactivities

Public corporations (listed in Schedule I of the CTL) are

Ill. SPECIAL INCENTIVES FOR GIFTS TO fully exempt from corporation tax. Public interest corpora-
NON-PROFITORGANIZATIONS tions (as listed in Schedule II of the CTL) are partially

exempt from corporation tax, i.e. they are subject to corpo-
ration tax at a reduced rate of 27 percent on income derivedIncome tax from profit-makingactivities. The reduced rate applies re-

1. Individuals gardless of whether a profit-makingactivity carried on by a

public interest corporation is closely connected to its non-
If an individual taxpayer makes approvedcontributions, profit purpose and the ultimate purpose of the profit-mak-
that portion of the contributionthat exceeds 10,000yen may ng activity is the public interest,or whethera public interest
be deductedfrom the taxpayer'stotal taxable income. How- corporation engages in a business wholly unrelated to its
ever, contributions may not exceed 25 percent of the tax- public interest purpose.
payer's total taxable income.

When public interest corporations deposit their income
Approvedcontributions include the following: from profit-makingactivities in a bank or when they invest

contributions to the national or local government; that income in bonds or securities, if the deposit or invest--
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ment is made within the scope of the corporation'sordinary C. Corporatetax integration
profit-makingactivities, the interest or income is subject to

corporation tax as income from a supplementary profit- After World War II, the Japanese tax system introduced a

making business. If public interest corporationsinvest their dividend-receivedcredit for individuals as a method of

surplus and maintain separate accounts, the ncome from integrating the corporate and individual income taxes. The
these investments is deemed to be a contribution to non- ratio of net worth to total debt of Japanese corporations
profit activities and therefore deductible. If separate ac- decreased substantially in the 1960s, one reason being a tax

counts are not kept, the interestor income is simply treated system that was favourable for debtors. In 1961, a split
as income from profit-makingactivities. rate corporation tax was introduced,which applied a lower

tax rate to undistributed earnings (at first 28 percent) than
Once the competent authorities designate a corporation as

to distributed earnings, and a reduced dividend credit for
a public interestcorporation,it is entitled to the tax benefits individuals (from 20 to 15 percent). Thus, the Japanese tax
even if its actual activities do not conform to its original utilized combination of the dividend-received
public interest purpose.7 Designation as a public interest system a

credit and the split rate corporation tax. However, the
corporation is entirelywithin the province of the competent split rate system failed to prevent the decreasingratio of net
authorities, and lacking such a designation, a corporation worth to total debt, and the integration system at both the
cannot be treated as a public interest corporation for tax individual income tax level and the corporation tax level
purposes. Thus, the designation by the competent auth-

was complex. As a result the split rate systemwas abolished
orities is the first and last opportunity to remove any non-

qualifying organizations.
n the 1988 tax reform, and the same tax rate now apples
to both distributedand undistributedprofits (effectivefrom

In principle, the business activities of public interest corpo- 1990).
rations are subject to the control of the competent auth-
orities. For example, the competent authoritiesmay issue a D. Non-profitorganizations involved in political
supervisory order, or investigate the business and financial activities
situation of a public interest corporation at any time by
virtueof theiroffice. The competentauthoritiesmay require Political organizations (incorporated associations or foun-
a corporationto prepare a business report, a financialstate- dations) have been treated as public interest organizations
ment or summary of a business plan. On the basis of such established under Civil Code 34. They are only taxed on

documents, the competentauthoritiesmay issue a direction income from profit-makingactivities, and the tax rate and
or a suggestion. However, the basic policy as to when an the limit of deductible contributions are the same as those
investigationshould be initiated and the proper response of applicable to public interest corporations.
the competent authorities is unclear, and the particularsof

Generallyspeaking,propertyacquiredby politicalorgani-directions or suggestions vary considerably.
a

zation which is to be used for political purposes is exempt
B. Tax treatmentof non-profitorganizationswith from inheritancetax. However, if a gift or bequesthas been

ownership interests in business enterprises
made to an unincorporatedpolitical organization, or a gift
or to a as a

r bequest made political organizationdesignated
Japanese law does not prohibit public interest corporations public interest corporation is considered likely to result in

from substantiallycontrollingaffiliatedprofit-makingcom. an improper reductionof the inheritanceor gift tax burden

panies. However, if a public interestcorporationengagesin of the donor or his relatives, etc., inheritanceor gift tax will

unlimited commercial activities, it will be competingwith be imposed on the political organization.
profit-making enterprises. To prevent this, the competent Donations to political organizations by corporations are
authorities may examine and control the activities of public treated as general contributions. The amount of the dona-
interest corporations.For example, in 1980, the Ministryof tion is deductible for the donor up to the amount of 1.25
Labour issued a memorandumrequiring the directorsof the percentof income, plus 0.125 percentof the paid-in capital.
Labour Standards Bureau and Governors (i.e. the compe- When a political organizationuses the income from profit-
tent authorities) to direct or order public interest corpora- making activities for political activities, the payment is
tions not to establish companies which substantially seek treated as a general contribution.
profits under the umbrella of the public interest corpora-
tion. Whether or not a company seeks profits under the If an individual makes approved contributions to a political
umbrella of a public interest corporation depends on organization (i.e. a contribution to politicalparties or polit-
whether the corporation made a substantial investment in ical funds organizations related to political activities set

the company and continued to finance it unreasonably, forth in the PoliticalFunds RegulationLaw), so much of the

whether the executiveshold additionalpositions in the com- contribution as exceeds 10,000 yen in a year may be de-

pany, whether the names are similar, whether both offices ducted from total income, but the allowable amount for

are located in the same building, etc.8 contributions may not exceed 25 percent of total taxable
income.

Affiliated profit-makingcompaniesor feeder organizations
are treated as ordinary corporations insofar as they have A company may also make political donations.9

profit-makingpurposes, and corporation tax is imposed at
the normal rate (37.5 percent). When affiliated profit-mak- E. Anti-abusemeasures
ing companiesor feederorganzationscontribute theirprof-
its to public interest corporations,the contributionis treated If an individual taxpayermakes a gift to a non-profitorgani-
as a charitable contribution. zation, he may be exempted from income tax, gift tax and

inheritance tax. However, the prerequisites for exemption
7. See the Office of General Affairs, The present condition and the are limited; for example, only approved contributions

point at issue on private organizationsforthepublic interest (Government qualify as deductible chartable contributions, the tax-

Press, 1985), at 27. exempt property for inheritancetax is restrictedto property
8. Id., at 40-41. which is certain to be placed in public use and the tax
9. SupremeCourt Reporteron Civil Cases,Vol. 4, No. 6 (1970),at 625. authoritieshave authority to determinewhethera contribu-
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tion fulfils the prerequisites. Additionally, if an individual - Public interest corporationsshould be divided into two

makes a bequest, device or gift, and tax which would other- categories, i.e. corporations which qualify for tax-

wise be levied on a legator's or donor's relatives (or other exemption and corporationswhich do not qualify. The

persons connectedwith them) is unreasonablyreduced, the former should be exempt from corporationtax, income

corporation is subject to inheritance tax or gift tax. tax and local tax.
The tax authorties should ascertan whether corpora--

V. CONCLUSION tions qualified for tax-exempt status actually fulfil the
conditions. If a corporationengages in activities outside

A. General the scope of acceptable conditions, the tax authorities
should have authority to disqualify the corporation.

In Japan, the establishmentof a public interest corporation Public interest corporations taxed income de-
is designatedby the competentauthorities. As the standard

are on any
rived from profit-makingactivities even if the income will

for authorzation is not clear, the final decision is left to the be used for public interest On the other hand,
discretionof the competentauthorities. In fact, many non-

a purpose.

profit but non-publicinterest colorationsare included in the tax advantages available to public interest corporations

public interest corporationsestablished by Civil Code 34.10 may result in unfair competitionwith ordinary profit-seek-
ing corporations. Thus, the basis for tax-exempt treatment

If a corporation is authorized as a public interest corpora- should be clarified, and a system established to avoid unfair
tion listed in the Schedules, it is treated as a public interest competition. The Society has also advanced proposals on

corporationunder the ITL and the CTL regardlessof its real this point:
activities. This does not mean that all corporations auth- - The proft-makingactivities of qualified public interest

orized as public interest corporations under Civil Code 34 corporations should be divided into related business

should be tax-exemptor treated as public interest corpora- activities and unrelatedbusiness activities, and only the

tions for purposes of all taxes. Japanese tax law enumerates income from unrelated business activities should be

all profit-makingbusinesses, and if public interest corpora- taxed.
tions engage in those activities they are liable to corporation - If tax-exempt public interest corporations use income

tax regardless of their principal public interest purpose. derived from unrelatedbusiness activities for the public
However, in practice, if a non-profit organization which is interest, or include the income in their fund, this should

designateda public interest corporationdoes not contribute be deducted from income.
to the public interest and engages in a profit-makingbusi- Abuse remains problem. Under the existingsystem, if the
ness, the reducedcorporationtax rate applies to its income.

a

activities of a public interest corporation deviate from its

Approvedcontributionsto non-profitorganizationsmay be original public interest purpose, the corporation will not

deducted from an individual taxpayer's taxable income up forfeit its privileged treatment,nor will it be subject to any
to 25 percentof his income. Othercontributionsby individu- penalties. The Society has advanced proposals to deal with

als are not deductible. If an individual taxpayercontributes the problem of corporations which suspend their activities

property to a non-profit organization, capital gains are and those which are established to take advantage of tax

deemed to arise except in respect of contributions to the loopholes:
national or local government, or designated contributions - If tax-exemptpublic interest corporationsdo not apply
to public interest corporations. a fixed proportionof its incomefor a publicpurpose,or

do not include that income in their fund every year, the
Contributionsto the national and local government,or de- income should be subject to tax.
signated charitable contributionsby a corporation are fully
deductible. Other designated charitable contributions are

- Direct or indirect transactions (related to the grant of

deductible up to 30 or 50 percent of ordinary income. Gen- money or services) which individuals (and their

eral corporate contributions to other public interest corpo-
families) who contribute to such corporations should

rations or political organizations are deductible for the subject to taxation.

donor up to the amountof 1.25 percentof incomeplus 0.125 As mentionedabove, the tax incentives for gifts or contribu-

percent of the paid-in capital. Charitable contributions by tions to non-profit organizations in Japan are inadequate
corporationsreceive more advantageoustax treatment than for the healthy development of activities in the public in-

contributions by individuals, but even the favoured treat- terest. Such activities must be stimulated to play an impor-
ment of charitable contributiondeductionsby corporations tant role in internationalsociety. The Society advanced the

is poor as compared to the advantages available in the following proposals concerning the tax treatment of chari-

United States. table contributions:
A general charitable contribution system for all tax--

B. New initiatives exempt public interest corporations should be estab-
lished.

Under the existing system, if the competent authorities - A fixed deduction should be allowed for cash contribu-

qualify an organization as a public interest corporation, the tions, and contributionsof land, art workor otherprop-
organizationis automaticallygranted incomeor corporation erty should be deductible at a fixed rate (3/5 of the cash
tax privileges. Thus, the competent authorities - who are base) of income based on the marketvalue of the prop-
not always tax authorities - establish the qualifications for erty.
tax-exempt status. This is recognized as a serious defect in - Charitable contributions should be deductible up to a

the system, and the Society for the Study of the Tax System fixed amount of gross income.
on Public Interest Corporations (hereinafter the Society)
has advanced a number of proposais as follows: These proposals have been advanced on the basis of the

Competent authorities should qualify a public interest existing system in Japan, and they contain many worthy
-

corporation as a legal entity, but approval for tax- points.
exemptstatus shouldbe grantedbythe tax authorities.
The tax authorities should use objective criteria when 10. See Osaka Chamber of Commerce and Industry, Community Foun--

deciding whether to grant tax-exempt status. dation Survey Mission Report 1990, at 38.
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SINGAPORE ness of their members. Examples of trade associations are
the InternationalChamberof Commerceand the Singapore
Rubber Association.

Teoh Lian Ee
6. Social and recreational clubs
These are clubs organized to provide social, recreationalorMrs. Teoh Lian Ee ((LL.B. (Hons), LL.M. (Singapore) is the tax sports facilities for their members.

partnerin Drew & Napier. Prior to joiningDrew& Napier in 1988,
she was with the Inland Revenue Department (Law Division) as 7. Certain educational institutions
an AssistantCommissionerof IncomeTax for 13 and a halfyears. These include the National University of Singapore and

governmentand government-aidedschools. Private schools
are excluded.

I. INTRODUCTION
8. Training centres
These are training centres set up by various industries toA. Overview facilitate education and training in the respectiveindustries;

Non-profit organizations in Singapore include: examples are the Electronics Industries Training Centre,
the Singapore Insurance Institute and the Singapore Insti-social welfare organizations;-

of Management.cooperativesocieties; tute
-

trade unions;-

9. Clan associationscertain government and quasi-governmentbodies;-

Clan associations usually formed the basis oftrade associations; are on a com--

for example, the Khoo Clan Association,religious organizations; mon surname, or-

Chinese dialect, for example, the Hainanesecertain social, recreationaland sports clubs;
a common

-

Clan Association. The general objectives of clan associa-certain educational institutions; a-

tion the traditions and culture of the clan,are to preservetraining centres set up by various industries; and-

to maintain contacts between the clan members and toracial and communalorganizations,such as clan associ- pro--

mutual interests of the clan members.moteations.

1. Social welfare organizations B. Legal structureof non-profitorganizationsThese include non-profit organizations which provide ser-
vices and accommodation for the aged, such as the Little By and large, the usual legal form taken by non-profit or-
Sisters of the PoorHome for the Aged; organizationswhich ganizations is that of a society registeredunder the Societies
provide services for the poor and destitute such as the Act. As of June 1991, there were 4,153 societies registered
Catholic Welfare Services; organizations which provide under the Societies Act. Such societies are subject to the
medicaland health servicessuch as the Buddhistfree clinics, control of the Registrarof Societies.
certain aftercare and drug rehabilitation centres, orphan- Certain other types of non-profit organizations, for exam-ages, and homes for delinquents such as Boys' Town and ple, cooperative societies, trade unions or mutual aidGirls' Town.

societies, are registered under their own specific statutes

2. Cooperativesocieties (for example, Cooperative Societies Act). Certain govern-
ment, quasi-governmentor public organizationsare incor-These assist members in financing their children's educa- porated by virtue of an Act of Parliament.tion, the purchase of homes, etc.
Anotherpopular legal form is a company limited by guaran-3. Trade unions tee under the Companies Act. Under Section 29 of the

Trade unions are formed to regulate relations between CompaniesAct, a non-profitcompanyformedfor a purpose
employeesand employers, to promote good industrialrela- which is ofnationalor public interestmay apply for a licence
tions, improve working conditions, enhance the economic to dispense with the use of the word Limited after its
and social status of employees, raise the productivity of name, thus avoiding the commercial connotations as-
employeesfor theirown benefit, the benefitof the employer sociatedwith the word Limited in the mindsof the public.and the benefit of the economy. Examplesof such companiesare the Society for the Preven-

tion of Cruelty to Animals, the Red Cross Society and the
4. Certain governmentand quasi-governmentbodies National Kidney Foundation.
These include organizations such as the National Theatre
Trust, the Consumer Association of Singapore and the
Board of Legal Education. The National Theatre Trust is
involved in the promotion of the performing arts in Singa- II. TAX TREATMENTGENERALLY
pore. The Consumer Association of Singapore provides a
service to the public by redressing grievances regarding A. Income-basedtaxes
unscrupulous traders. The Board of Legal Education is re-

sponsible for training and qualifying new lawyers. Singaporehas a territorialbasis of income taxation. Income-
based taxes are imposed by the Income Tax Act (ITA)2

5. Trade associations on income which has a source in Singapore, i.e. income
The purpose of trade associations is to safeguard the busi- accruing in or derived from Singapore, as well as income

sourced outside Singapore but received in Singapore. In-
come tax is imposed on a precedingyear basis. The follow-

1. Adapted from the definitionof trade union set out in Sec. 2 of the ing categories of income are subject to tax:
Trade Unions Act. - gains or profits from any trade, business, profession or
2. All section references are to the ITA unless otherwise specified. vocation, for whatever period of time such trade, busi-
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ness, profession or vocation may have been carried on trainingcourses), interest, rents, entrance fees and subscrip-
or exercised; tions. The taxable amount is determinedin the normal way,
gains or profits from any employment; by allowingall revenueexpenses incurred in the production-

dividends, interest or discounts; of such income, capital allowances and losses carried for--

any pension, charge or annuity; ward (if any).-

rents, royalties, premiums and any other profits arising All clubs, associations and similar institutions, mutual
-

from property;
or

any gans or profits of an income nature not falling otherwise, whether specifically exempt or partially or
-

within any of the preceding paragraphs, such as casual wholly taxable, are required to file annual income tax re-

with supportingearningsand profits fromisolatedrevenuetransactions.
turns accounts.

The ITA does not have a special regime of taxation for

non-profit organizations except where the non-profit or-
C. Tax-exemptstatus under the ITA

ganization has the status of a club or trade association
or falls within any of the exemptions provided in the ITA. The ITA grants an exemption from income tax to certain

Where the exceptions do not apply, non-profit organiza- types of non-profit organizations. If a non-profit organiza-
tions are subject to income tax like any other tax-paying

tion qualifies under any of the exemptions, its income will

entity. The rate of tax applicable to a non-profit organiza-
be exempt from tax.

tion will depend on its legal form. If it is structured as a Under Section 13(1)(e), certain public authorities, boards

company or a trust, it will be subject to a flat rate of 31 or funds constituted by statute in Singapore, certain clubs,
percent; if it is structured as an unincorporatedassociation corporationsand institutions in Singapore and certain auth-
such as a society, it will be taxed at graduated rates ranging orities not incorporatedin Singapore,which are listed in the
from 6 to 55 percent but subject to a maximum effective tax First Schedule of the ITA, are all exempt from tax.

rate of 32 percent. Section 13(1)(f)(i) exempts the income of bona fidea

friendly socety approved by the Comptroller. The exemp-
B. Special income tax regime for clubs and trade tion is not automatic-thesocietymust apply for exemption.

associations A friendly society is not defined in the Act, but as a matter
of practice, the term includes funeral societies, benevolent

If a club or trade association qualifies as a charity it will be associations and mutual benefit organizations.Mutual ben-

exempt from tax under Section 13(1)(g). Otherwise, it is efit organizationsmust be registered under the Mutual Ben-
taxed in accordance with Section 11 regardless of whether efit Organization Act. A mutual benefit organization is
or not it is profit motivated.3 defined to mean any organizationwhich uses the voluntary
In the case of a club, if the associationor club receivesmore subscriptionsof its members for the relief or maintenance

of any member or his relatives during sickness, old age or
than 50 percent of its income from members on revenue widowhood, the payment of the birth of
account, it is not deemed to be carrying on a business.

or money on a

member'schild or on the death of a memberor his relatives.
Receipts from members include entrance fees, subscrip-
tions, bar and food outlet sales and payments for provision

In practice, the activities of mutual benefit organizations
of recreational and sports facilities. The surplus of receipts

are mainly confined to the provision of death benefits for
members.

over expenses is not taxable income of the club if the 50

percent requirement is met. Section 13(1)(f)(ii)exemptsincomederivedby any coopera-

In practice, the Comptrollerof Income Tax has ruled that tive society registered under the CooperativeSocieties Act

where a club or similarinstitution falls within the provisions
(CSA). Under the CSA, any society which promotes the

of Section 11(1), the entire income of the club is exempted.
economc nterests of its members, or which promotes the
economic interests of the public generally, or any sector of

Thus, investment income such as dividends, rents, interest
and other types of receipts from non-members are exempt

the public, may be registered as a cooperative society.
if the 50 percent requirement is met. However, under CSA Section 71, a cooperative society is

The special tax regime under Section 11(1) applies only to generally required to pay a levy equal to five percent of the

members' clubs. Membersare defined in Section 11(3) as
first $ 500,000 of its surplus and 20 percent of its surplus

those persons who are entitled to vote at a general meeting
of the body at which effective control is exercised over its
affairs. Thus proprietary clubs are excluded from Section 3. The relevant portion of Sec. 11 provides as follows:

11, i.e. they are regarded as carrying on a business and are (1) Where a body of persons, whether corporate or unincorporate,

assessable to tax on their gains and profits in the normal carries on a club or similar institutionlandreceives from its members
less than half of its gross receipts on revenue account (including

manner. Where a club is taxable, its income is taxed at
not
entrance fees and subscriptions), it shall not be deemed to carry on a

graduated rates, subject to an effective tax rate of 32 per- business; but where less than half of such gross receipts are received
cent. from members, the whole of the income from transactions both with

As stated above, a trade association is usually an association members and others (includingentrance fees and subscriptions)shall

formed with the main object of safeguardingor promoting
be deemed to be receipts from a business, and the body of persons
shall be chargeable in respect of the profits therefrom.

the profession or business of its members. Under Section (2) Where a body of persons, whether corporate or unincorporate,
11(2), trade associations are deemed to carry on a business carries on a trade association in such circumsfances that more than

or trade only fmore than 50 percentof their receipts,n the half its receipts by way of entrance fees and subscriptons are from

form of entrance fees and subscriptions,are from members persons who claim or would be entitled to claim that such sums were

who claim, or are entitled to claim these as deductions allowable deductions for the purposes of section 14, such body of

under Section 14, i.e. as business expenses incurred wholly persons shall be deemed to carry on a business, and the whole of its

and exclusively in the production of their income. income from transactions both with members and others (including
entrance fees and subscriptions) shall be deemed to be receipts from

The types of income a trade associationusually receives are business and the body of persons shall be chargeable in respect of the

business income (such as income derived from conductng profits therefrom.
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exceeding $ 500,000 to the Central Cooperative Fund to be let from year to year, with the landlord paying the
(whichwas set up to furthercooperativeeducation, training, expensesofrepair, insurance, maintenanceand taxes. Prop-
research, audit and for the general development of the erty tax is payable by the owner of the property.
cooperative movement in Singapore). In respect of the 20
percent levy for any surplus exceeding $ 500,000, the Section 6(5) of the PropertyTax Act, however, provides for

cooperative society can opt to pay this levy to the Labour an exemption of property tax in respect of buildings which
Foundation (which was set up to fund union projects and are used for certain public, social welfare or charitablepur-

activities). poses such as public religious worship, public schools which
are in receipt of grants-in-aid from the Government,chari-

Section 13(1)(g) exempts charitable institutions and chari- table purposes and purposes conducive to social develop-
table bodies of persons or trusts. The ITA does not, how- ment in Singapore.
ever, define a charity. In practice, only charities registered
under the CharitiesAct are regardedby the Inland Revenue Non-profitorganizationswhich own premises qualifying for

Department(IRD) as fallingwithin this section. A charity exemption may apply to the Minister for Finance to be
is defined in Section 2 of the Charities Act as any institu- exempt from property tax. Such an exemption may be sub-

tion, corporate or not, which is established for charitable ject to conditions imposed by the Minister of Finance.

purposes and is subjected to the control of the High Court
n exerciseof the Court's jurisdictionin respect to charities. E. Other taxes
Charitable purposes is in turn defined in Section 2 to
mean purposeswhich are exclusivelycharitable according 1. Stamp dutyto the law of Singapore. Stamp duty is payable on certain documents in Singapore.
There are two main sources of law on what amounts to There is no general exemption from stamp duty for non-

charitable purposes in Singapore: the preamble to the Eng- profit organizationsunder the Stamp Duties Act. There is,
lish statute known as the Statute of Elizabeth I,4 and case however, an exemption in respect of any instrument exe-

law. cuted by, on behalfof or in favour of the Government,and
any instrument executed by or on behalf of any societyAccording to the preamble to the Statute of Elizabeth I, registered under the CSA or executed by an officer or

charitable purposes include the following: member of any such society and relating solely to the busi-
The relief of aged, impotent and poor people; the mainte- ness of the society
nance of sick and maimed soldiers and mariners, schools of
learning, free schools, and scholars in universities, the repair 2. Entertainmentduty
of bridges, ports, havens, causeways,churches, sea banks and In Singapore, entertainmentduty is levied upon every pay-highways; the education and preferment of orphans; the re- ment for admission to any entertainment which includes
lief, stock, or maintenance for houses of correction; the mar- any exhibition, performance, amusement, game or sportriage of poor maids; the supportation aid and help of young to which persons are admitted for payment of the Enter-tradesman,handicraftsmenand personsdecayed; the reliefor

tainment Duty Act. Section 12 of this Act grantsredemption of prisoners or captives; the aid or ease of any
an exemp-

poor inhabitants concerning payment of fifteens, setting out tion for certain entertainment organized by and/or for the
of soldiers and other taxes. benefitofcertainnon-profitpurposesand/ororganizations.

In terms of case law, the leading House of Lords case of
Commissionersof Income Tax v. Pemselheld:5 Ill. SPECIAL INCENTIVES FOR GIFTS TO

'Charity' in its legal sense comprises four principal divisions: NON-PROFITORGANIZATIONS
trusts for the relief of poverty; trusts for the advancementof
education; trusts for the advancementof religion; and trusts A. Income taxfor other purposes beneficial to the community, not falling
under any one of the precedingheads. The trusts last referred

Gifts to non-profit organizations approved institutionsto are not less charitable in the eyes of the law because, as

incidentally,they benefit the rich as well as the poor as indeed, of a public character are tax deductible to the donors of
every charity that deserves the name must do either directly such gifts. These gifts would not be deductible under the
and indirectly. general test for deductibility of expenses under the ITA

mustThe status of a charity is not automatic.Applicationmust (found in Section 14) which provides that the expense
have been incurredwholly and exclusivelyin the productionbe made to th Commissionerof Charities, by means of a of income.standard form. Althougha charityenjoys tax-exemptstatus,

it is still required to file annual returns and to keep proper In order for a donor to deduct gifts made to non-profit
accounts. As at 30 June 1991, there were 817 charities regis- organizations, the gift must fall within one of the following
tered under the Charities Act. More than half of the regis- three categories:
teredcharitiesare involvedin the advancementof religion. - approved gifts whether in cash or in kind made to the

National Museum;In respect of trade unions, only the non-trade or non-busi- cash donations to institutions of a public character;-

ness income of a trade union registered under the Trade and approved gifts of computers (including software-

Unions Act is exempt from tax. and peripherals) to a prescribededucationalor research
institution in Singapore.

D. Propertyand capital taxes The attainmentofcharity status operatesonly to exempt the
income of the charity; it does not automatically mean the

There is no tax on capital gains in Singapore. donor of a gift can deduct the amount of the donation from

Property tax is levied at 16 percent of the annual value of
all houses, land, buildings and tenements. Annual value 4. The Statute of Elizabeth I was incorporatedinto the law of Singaporeis the gross rental value of the property, i.e. the gross by the Second Charter of Justice 1826 (as judicially interpreted).
amount at which the property can reasonably be expected 5. [18911 AC 531.
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income. In order for the donor to do so, the charity must In addition, many of the statutes under which non-profit
apply for the status of an institution of a public character. organizationshave to be registered to qualify for exemption
As this status is separate from that of the status of a charity, (e.g. Charities Act, Trade Unions Act, Cooperative Soci-
it is possible for an organization without charity status to eties Act, etc.) have provisions enabling the registering
obtain the status of an institution of a public character. body to enquire into the affairs of the non-profit organiza-
Applicationfor the statusof an institutionof a publiccharac- tion, to check their books and records and to carry out, in
ter involves writing to the Ministry of Finance. some cases, ad hoc audits.

To qualify as an institution of a public character, an organi- Anti-abuse measures are also provided under the ITA in
zation must be a non-profitorganizationand must fall within respect of non-profit organizations which qualify for tax

one of the categories listed in the ITA. These include: exemption. For example, the 80 percent rule requires that
a hospital; a charity apply in any year of assessment not less than 80-

a public or benevolent institution; percent of its income to charitableobjectswithin Singapore-

a public authority or society engaged in research or (see above).-

other work connectedwith the care, preventionor cure

of human diseases; 2. Taxable income
a university or a public fund for the establishment,-

Where non-profit organization carries commercial
maintenance,enlargementor improvementofa univer-

a on ac-

tivities, it will be taxed on the profits it makes from such
sity; activities in accordancewith the rules set down in the ITA.
an educational institutionor a public fund for the estab--

There special rules in of commercial
lishment, maintenance, enlargement or improvement

are no tax respect

of such an educational institution; profits made by non-profit organizationsexcept in the case

a charitable institution, or a body of persons or trust
of clubs and trade associations (discussed below).

-

established for charitable purposes only; Business profits are computed on the basis of financial ac-

a non-profit organizationengaged in or connectedwith counts submitted by the non-profit organization. Where a-

the promotionof culture, the arts or sports. non-profitorganization is set up as a company,it is required
to have its accounts audited under the provisions of the

B. Estate tax CompaniesAct. Under Section 67 of the ITA, every person
who carries on a trade or business is required to maintain

Under Section 8(c) of the Estate Duty Act, inter vivos gifts proper books of account and other records to enable the
income to be readly ascertaned by the Comptroller of

made for public or charitable purposes 12 months or more Income Tax.
before the death of the donor do not form part of the
deceased's taxable estate, and are therefore exempt from The profit or loss as shown in the organization'saccounts is
estate duty. In the case of a gift for purposes other than the startingpoint. Adjustmentsare then made for non-tax-

charitable purposes, estate duty is payable on the gift if it able items (such as capital gains and tax-exempt income)
was made less than five years before the death of the donor. and for non-deductible expenses and the differences be-
If the gift was not perfected, i.e. the donee did not im- tween book and tax depreciation to arrive at taxable in-

mediately assume enjoymentof the gift to the entire exclu- come.

sion of any benefit to the donor, then estate duty would still
be payable on that gift even if the gift was made more than 3. Deductibleexpenses
five years or 12 months, as the case may be, before the death The general rule is that all expenses which are wholly and
of the donor. exclusively incurred in the production of taxable income
In the case of bequests made to institutions listed in the and which are not capital in nature are deductble. Allowa-
FourteenthSchedule of the Estate Duty Act, no estate duty ble deductions include rent of business premises, salary
is payable on the value of the bequest regardless of when costs, interest on borrowed funds used in the business, bad
the bequest was made. The institutions listed in the Four- debts written off and specific doubtful debts, and contribu-
teenth Schedule are: the National Universityof Singapore, tions to approved provident and pension funds.
the Singapore Society of Accountants, the Board of Legal
Education and the Law Society of Singapore. 4. Capital allowances

Depreciation charged in the accounts is not deductible.
Instead, the ITA provides for capital allowanceson qualify-

IV. SPECIAL ISSUES ing fixed assets:

A. Tax treatmentof non-profit organizations (a) Industrialbuilding allowances

directly involved in commercialactivities Industrialbuildingallowancesare grantedon buildingsused
for the purposes of a qualifying trade. In general, industrial

1. General buildings include buildings used for the manufacture of

goods, the storage of goods on their arrival in Singaporeand
Non-profit organizations are generally allowed to engage buildings used for research and developmentpurposes of a

directly in commercialactivitiesif such commercialactivities manufacturingtrade. Showroomsand offices do not qualify
are ancillary to their main objective, whether it be charita- for industrial building allowances. An initial allowance of
ble, recreational, welfare, etc. As most of these non-profit 25 percent of the cost of the building is given. Annual
organizationsmust be registered with the relevant govern- allowances of three percent of the cost are given until the
ment authorities (such as the Registrar of Societies), anti- total cost has been allowed (normally 25 years).
abuse measures are by and large exercised by the relevant

registrationbody. For example, a charitymust be registered (b) Plant and machinery allowances
as such by the Commissioner of Charities, who has wide Generally, the cost of plant and machinerymay be allowed

powers under the Charities Act, includingpowers to inves- over a three-year period. Computers and other prescribed
tigate and check abuses by charity trustees. automation equipment may be written off in one year.
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(c) Approvedknow-how or patent rights the aid of the handicapped may carry on simple cottage
Capital expenditure incurred by a non-profit organization crafts such as basket weaving and the making of greeting
carryingon a manufacturingbusiness in acquiring approved cards which are done by handicappedpersons.
know-how and patent rights may be written off over a five- There is, however, no local case law on the interpretationyear period at 20 percent per annum. of the above conditions, i.e. that the trade is exercised in

the course of the actual carrying out of the primary pur-(d) Unabsorbedcapital allowances
pose of the charity, or that the trade is mainly carried onWhere the capital allowancescannot be fully utilized in any by persons for whose benefit the charity is established.

year because of insufficient income, the unabsorbed allow- Some guidance may, however, be obtained from two Eng-ances may be carried forward and deducted from income in lish cases dealing with these conditions.
subsequent years. The ability to carry forward unabsorbed
capital allowances is, however, subject to two conditions: In respect of whether an activity is exercised in the course

the trade or business in respect ofwhich the unabsorbed of the actual carrying out of a primary purpose of the char--

capital allowances were incurred must continue to be ity, some assistance may be gleaned from the English case

carried on; and of Trusteesof the Dean Leigh TemperanceCanteenv. Com-
in the case of a company, there must not be a change of missionersoflnlandRevenue.7 That case involveda temper--

more than 50 percent of the shareholding of the com- ance organization which had set up a canteen at the
pany. Hereford market to promote the consumption of non-al-

coholic drinks and which also provided light refreshments.
5. Losses The canteen was operated by trustees nominated by the
Net operating losses can be deducted against the income of temperance organization. The trust deed which appointed
the company. Unutilized losses can also be carried forward them also provided that any receiptsof the canteen business

indefinitelyprovided that any shareholdingchanges are not should be applied to the running and maintenance of the
more than 50 percent. This means that at least 50 percent canteen, to the provisionof similar canteens in Herefordor

of the shareholders of the company on the first day of the elsewhere, or towards any other objects which tended to

year of assessment in which such carried forward losses are promote temperance. On these facts the court held that the
to be utilized is the same as that on the last day of the year promotion of temperance was the sole object of the trust

in which the losses arose. The Minister has discretion to and that this object was carried out by the operation of the

allow deduction of carryforward losses even if there has canteen.

been a substantial change in shareholders. In practice, this In respect of the requirement that the work in connection
discretion is exercised rather restrictively and usually only with the trade or business should be carried on by persons
in cases of nationalization and privatization. There is no for whose benefit the charity was established, some assist-
provision for group relief. ance can be gleaned from the case of Conventof the Blessed

Sacrament, Brighton v. Commissionerof Inland Revenue.8
6. Charities In that case, the objects of the Convent included the Chris-
The exemption given to charities under Section 13(1)(g) is tian education of young girls and the care of the sick. The
allowedso long as the charityappliesnot less than 80 percent

nuns in the Convent took vows of poverty. They were en-

of its net income towards charities or charitable objects tirely dependenton the Conventfor theirdaily needs. Apart
within Singapore. This 80 percentrule is intended to prevent

from training in religiousmatters, the nunswere also trained
charitable institutionsfrom abusing their tax-exemptstatus. to teach in the Convent's school, which was a fee-paying
Note that the charity must apply not less than 80 percent of establishment. On these facts, Finlay J, held that the work

its income by the end of the year of assessment and the n connection with the business was carried on by the nuns

income must be spent on charitable objects within Singa- who were the beneficiariesof the charity.
pore.6 To illustrate, if Charity A's adjusted net income for
calendar year 1990 was $ 100,000, then at least $ 80,000 (80 7. First Schedule organizations
percent of $ 100,000) should be applied for charitable pur- There is no prohibition in Section 13(1)(e) against First
poses within Singapore no later than 31 December 1991 in Schedule organizations carrying on commercial activities.
order for the charity to qualify for exemption. However, because their exempt status depends on whether
If by the end of any year of assessment a charity fails to they are listed in the First Schedule of the ITA, there is an

apply at least O percent of its income of the precedingyear implied controlling mechanism by which abuse of their
to charityorcharitableobjectswithin Singapore, it will have exempt status can be prevented.
to pay tax on the difference between the income of the Section 13(1)(e) does, however, exclude from exemption
charity and the amount actually applied to charitable pur- any dividends received by a First Schedule organization
poses, unless the Revenue Department grants a further from a company if, at the time the dividends are declared,
time extension for the charity to meet the 80 percent re- the organization holds more than 50 percent of the issued
quirement. share capital (unless otherwise approved by the Minister).
The proviso to Section 13(1)(g) allows the carrying on of a

Such dividendsare taxed at the corporate rate of 31 percent
trade or business by a charity on an exempt income basis (Section 42(4)). This means that First Schedule organiza-
provided that the income derived from such trade or busi- tions are restricted in terms of investing in more than 50
ness is applied solely for charitable purposes and either: percentof the share capitalof companiesunless these invest-

(i) the trade or business is exercised in the course of the ments are approved by the Minister or unless the First

actual carrying out of the primary purpose of the char- Schedule organizations concerned are prepared to pay tax

ity, or on the dividends received.

(ii) the trade or business is mainly carried on by persons for
whose benefit the charity was established. 6. Expenditureon charitable objects outside Singaporedoes not qualify

for exemption.
In practice, most charities would have little difficulty in 7. (1958) 38 TC 315.

satisfying these conditions. For example, associations for 8. 18 TC 76.
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The proceeds from the sale of the shares in these companies C. Corporatetax integration
would, however, appear to be exempt as they do not fall
within the exclusion. In Singapore the profits of a company are not taxed twice.

Instead, Singapore utilizes the imputation system under
which only the shareholderis taxed. Under this system, the

8. Friendly societies and cooperativesocieties company pays the tax first, i.e. corporate tax on ts profits.
As Section 13(1)(f) is unqualified, it appears that even if If the profits are never used to distribute dividends, no

such societies carry on commercialactivities, any income so further issue arises. If dividends are distributed, the com-

derived would be exempt. However, the following riders pany will declare a gross dividend equal to the actual net

should be noted. dividend it pays out plus the tax on that dividend (which it
has already paid by way of corporate tax on the profits out

Friendly societies, which comprise mainly mutual benefit of which the dividend is declared). The company is able to

organizations must be bona fide, and in addition must be out the actual net dividend because it is statutorily
approved by the Comptroller of Income Tax. Therefore, pay only

empowered to withhold tax at the rate of 31 percent from
there is again an implied mechanism for controlling abuse. declareddividend. The shareholder,although receiving
Further, mutual benefit organizations must be registered

any
only the actual net dividend,declaresdividend incomeequal

under the Mutual Benefit OrganizationsAct and must file to the gross dividend and is taxed on the gross dividend at
annual returns of their receipts and expenditure. his marginal tax rate. (In the case of an individual, the rate

Cooperative societies must be registered under the CSA in is between 3.5 and 33 percent; in the case of a company, a

order to qualify for exemption. To qualify for registration, flat rate of 31 percent.) If the tax withheld by the company
the cooperative society must have objects which relate to on the gross dividend is greater than the tax that is payable
the promotion of the economic interests of its members in by the shareholder on the same gross dividend, the differ-

accordance with cooperative principles. In addition, every ence is refunded to the shareholder. If the tax withheld by
registered society must have a prescribed organizational the company is equal to that payable by the shareholder,no

and managementstructure, must have its by-laws approved further tax is payableby the shareholder. If the tax withheld

and must comply with other prescriptions in the Act. In is less than the tax payable by the shareholderon the gross

particular, Section 69 of the Act restricts the investment or dividend, the shareholderwill have to pay the difference to

deposit of the cooperative society's funds except in the the IRD.

following ways: Where the shareholderis a non-profitorganizationwhich is
in the Post Office Savings Bank; a charity or is otherwise under the ITA, any

- tax exempt
in such investments and securities as are for the time dividend it receives will be from Effectively,-

exempt tax.
being authorized for the investmentof trust funds; with this means that the income of the subsidiariesowned by the
any bank registered under the Banking Act; non-profitorganizationwill also be exempt, since the char-
in the shares of any other society approved for this ity or body upon receiving the dividend income-

exempt
purpose by the Registrar; would receive a tax refund in respect of the corporate tax
in the purchase or leasing of land or buildings or in the already paid by the subsidiaries (or holding company as the-

construction of buildings necessary for the conduct of case may be). This is better explained by the following
its business and the welfare of the cooperative move- illustration.
ment, with the previous sanction of the Registrar; or

in such other manner as may be approved in writing by a a
-

Assume Charity A has subsidiaryB which is trading
the Registrar,eithergenerallyor in any particularcase. company. In the basis year (i.e. from 1 January to 31

December) of 1990, B made a profit of $110. After
These requirements provide a safeguard against the abuse deducting expenses of $ 10, it was taxed in the year of
by cooperative societies of their exempt status and of the assessment 1991 at 31 percentof $ 100, i.e. $ 31. B then
funds entrustedto them and contributedby their members. declares a dividendof $ 100, withholds $ 31 and pays A

$ 69. A receives actual dividend income of $ 69 and

9. Trade unions declares dividend income to tax of $100. As A is a

charity and enjoys tax-exemptstatus, it is then refunded
A trade union registered under the Trade Unions Act is $ 31 which is the difference between the tax paid for it
exempt from tax only on its income arising from non-busi- by B and the tax A is liable to pay on the gross dividend.
ness sources. Effectively, therefore, for the $100 profit which B

makes, A will receive all $ 100; i.e. no tax is paid.

B. Tax treatment of non-profit organizationswith D. Tax treatmentof non-profitorganizationsownership interests in business enterprises involved in political activities

A non-profit organization can carry on business directly or
In order to carry on political activities, the non-profit or-

it can incorporate a company to carry on commercial ac-
ganization would either have to join an existing politicaltivities. Alternatively,it can incorporatea holdingcompany party or form a political party. To form a political party, a

which in turn owns and controls operating subsidiaries. society would have to be registered with the Registrar of
Where the non-profit organization is structured as a com- Societies in the sameway that any othersociety is registered.
pany, it can hold the shares of the operating or holding However, its tax position is not affectedby whetherit carries
company directly in its own name. Where the non-profit political activities not, but depends whether it falls
organization is structured as an unincorporatedassociation

on or on

within the general scheme of the ITA or the special provi-it will have to hold the shares through nominees, usually the sions discussed above.
individuals who act as trustees of the society. Each of the

companies owned directly or indirectly by the non-profit There are no specific tax measures to curb abusive practices
organizationwill be taxed according to the ordinary income in relation to political activities, other than the general
tax rules and at the normal corporate rate of 31 percent. measures discussed in the earlier sections of this paper.
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E. Anti-abusemeasures of the charity's income spent be used on charitable objects
within Singapore. The condition that the money must be

Gifts to qualifyingnon-profitorganizations(i.e. institutions spent in Singapore took effect from the year of assessment
of a public character) must generally be cash gifts, thus 1983. Prior to 1983, charities with affiliates outside Singa-
reducing the scope for abuse. The only tax-deductible gifts pore could channel money to these overseas affiliateswith-
in kind are those given to the NationalMuseur.and comput- out any adverse tax consequences. The 1983 amendment
ers given to certain institutes for education or research. In ensures that 80 percentof the exempt income must be spent
respect of gifts in kind to the National Museum, the gift within Singapore.
must be approvedby the Minister. Additionally,the amount
of the deduction depends on the value determined by the
Minister, thus preventingany artificial inflationof the value
of the gift. V. CONCLUSION
Gifts of computers (including computer software and
peripherals) must also be approved by the Minister. Only Non-profitorganizationsin Singaporeare by and large fairly
gifts of computers to prescribed educational or research well-run and administered.This could be due to the fact that
institutions in Singaporewill qualify for deduction. non-profit organizations must be registered under the laws

of Singapore as a society under the Societies Act or, in theIn addition to the specific controls mentioned above, the
ITA contains wide-ranging anti-avoidanceprovisions (Sec-

case of a specialized society, under a more specific statute
relevant to that society (such as a cooperative society, ation 33) which enable the Comptroller to disregard or vary trade union mutual benefit society).the arrangementand make such adjustmentsas he considers

or a

appropriate where he is of the view that the purpose and Under the laws of Singapore,it is unlawfulfor an association
effect of any arrangement is directly or indirectly to avoid of ten or more persons to organize themselves to carry on
tax. any activity in Singapore unless they register as a society

under the Societies Act. Any person who managesor assists
F. Intemationalissues in the management of an unlawful society is guilty of an

offence and is liable on conviction to imprisonment for a
1. Non-profit organizations under Singapore's term not exceeding five years. Any person who is a member

double taxation agreements of an unregistered society is also committing an offence

Presently, Singapore has concluded 26 double taxation
which carrieswith it a fine ofup to $ 3,000 or imprisonment

agreements (DTA) Generally under such DTAs, if the
not exceeding three years, or both. A registered society

establish a branch unless it has the approval of thenon-profit organization falls within the definitionof a Sin-
cannot

gapore enterprise,it will not usually be taxable in the other Registrar of Societies.

contracting state on its business income unless it has a per- The Registrar of Societies has wide-ranging powers over
manent establishmentthere. societies in Singapore, including the power to require any
Under Singapore'sDTAs, generally, the definitionof Sin- society to furnish him with information he may require
gapore enterprise does not refer specifically to non-profit concerning the society. Further, a society may not change
organizations. The definition does, however, usually refer

ts name, place of business or amend its bylaws without the

to commercial enterprises undertaken by Singapore resi- prior written approval of the Registrar. A society cannot
use any flag, symbol, emblem, badge ci other insigniawith-dents. Singapore resident is, in turn, usually defined as

persons resident in Singapore and persons defined to
out the consent of the Registrar. The Registrar has the

to of property byinclude any body of persons, whether corporate or not. power investigate any misuse money or

any officer or member of any society, either on the com-
A non-profit organization (whether corporate or not) that plaint of a member of the society or on his own initiative.
carries on business activities would likely fall within the The Registrar also has powers of entry, search and seizure
definition of Singapore enterprise and therefore qualify where he has reason to believe that any society is being used
for the treatment accorded to Singapore enterprises under for purposes prejudicial to public peace, welfare or good
Singapore'sDTAs. If the non-profitorganizationdoes have order in Singapore or incompatible with the rules and ob-
a permanentestablishmentin the other contractingstate, it jects of the society. The Registrar also has powers to sum-
will generally be subject to tax in that other state on the mon before him any person who he has reason to believe is
profits attributable to the permanentestablishment,even if able to provide relevant information.
the non-profitorganization is tax exempt in Singapore (un- As far as tax initiatives are concerned, it does not appearless it also qualifies for tax exemption under the domestic that there are any moves to introducenew tax initiatives fortax laws of the other state). non-profit organizations. At present, non-profit organiza-

tions that wish to avail themselves of tax benefitswill regis-2. Charitableobjects within Singapore ter charities under the Charities Act that theyas so may
With regard to charities, the ITA stipulates that 80 percent enjoy the tax exemption accorded under the ITA.
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TAIWAN Statistical data relating to non-profitorganizations,such as

the total numberof non-profitorganizations,their contribu-
tion to national income, the total amount of labour in this

Joanne Ling sector of the economy, the total assets and annual revenues

of non-profit organizations, is unavailable. Thus it is not

to evaluate the magnitudeof non-profitactivities in the
Joanne Ling is a section chief at the Taxation and Tariff Commis- easy

ROC. However, an idea of the magnitude of non-profit
sion, Ministry of Finance, Republic of China. For the past seven

organizations be drawn from the following statistics:can
years, Ms. Ling has been active in research on tax policy issues in
the ROC, especially in the income tax area. She received the (1) The temples, churches, and shrines have leaped in
Harvard Certificate in Taxation from the ITP in 1990. number, from 9,477 in 1980 to 15,838 in 1989 - an

increase of over 67 percent.
(2) The total number of private schools increased from

1,248 in 1980 to 2,330 in 1989- an increaseof87 percent.
I. INTRODUCTION (3) Civic, social and welfare organizations increased in

number, from 8,327 in 1980 to 12,336 in 1989, a 48
A. Overview percent increase.

(4) Organizations and inmate assistance services have

Every society must necessarily choose the forms of institu- grown from 87 in 1980 to 147 in 1989, a 69 percent
tion through which it will seek to achieve social and increase.

economic goals. Traditionally two types of institution- pri-
are more

vate enterprise and government- have been used to meet Non-profit organizations growing rapidly than

these goals. In recent years, however, increased attention for-profit organizations, which increased by 42 percent -

has been directed to a third sector: private non-profit or- although from a larger base- from about 631,337 in 1980 to

ganizations, hybrid organizationscombiningcharacteristics 899,047 in 1989, the most recent years for which data are

of a private enterprise with those of government. available.

Non-profit organizations are typically seen as alternatives
to governmentin the sense that objectivesother than profit II. TAX TREATMENTGENERALLY
maximization are assumed to be sought, with financing of
the activities achievedsubstantiallythroughvoluntary,non- A. Income-basedtaxes
tax mechanisms, such as private donations or commercial
sales and user fees. Individual income tax is chargedon individualsat rates from

The term non-profit organization is not defined in the 6 to 40 percent of their taxable income which has a source

Republic of China (ROC) legislation, although a wide in the ROC. Corporate income tax is charged on corpora-

variety of non-profit organizations and entities are estab- tions, companies, partnerships and proprietorshipsat rates

lished under specific laws. These organizations include: ranging from 15 percent to 25 percent on their worldwide

educational,scientificor cultural organizations,such as-
taxable income.

private schools, industrial technology institutions, as- An organization's activities in the charitable sector are not
sociations for academicresearch, foundationsfor scien- subject to corporate income tax on profits. Educational,
tific research; cultural, public welfare, charitable organizations and in-
social service and welfare organizations,such as nursery stitutions such private schools, hospitals, nursing homes,-

as

schools, children's homes, institutions for the aged and asylums, etc, whose purposes are clearly defined and which
the handicapped; meet the requirements set by the Executive Yuan, are

health care organizations,such as hospitals, nursing or exempt from corporate income tax. The exemption applies-

convalescenthomes and mental health care; to all forms of income as well as to the income from sub-
organizations for religious purposes, such as temples, sidiaries.1 Banks interest deposit to non-profit-

may pay on a

churches, shrines and missions; organizationwithout withholdingof tax.
funds which are non-commercial but which exist in a-

commercial context, such as employee pension and Non-profitorganizationsthat meet the requirementsfor tax

superannuationfunds; exemptionmust file a final tax return in accordancewith the

associations for collective recreation or self-improve- regulations,2 and failure to comply will lead to taxation.
-

ment, e.g. sports clubs, philosophical societies; However, religious organizations, trade guilds, employees
associations for public affairs, such as foundations for or associa-

-
welfare societies, fellow provincial townspeople

environmentalor consumer protection; tions and student bodies that do not operate a business and

civic, social and fraternal organizations, such as trade no or
-

that have business operational income apart from

associations, professional associations, industry associ- membership fees, donations, interest on foundation fund

ations, international associations, economic business deposits or rental income from realty are not required to file

organizations, clan associations and alumni associa- a return.

tions. Consumer cooperatives which by law do not conduct busi-

B. Magnitudeof non-profitactivities
ness with outsiders, such as consumers' cooperativesof the
staff and students of a school, are also exempt from corpo-
rate income tax. However, regionalcooperativeswhich pro-

The non-profit sector of the ROC economy is growing, and vide members with consumer goods and engage in credit,
is expected to increase its share of the country's total production, transportation and marketing and public
economic activities. Organizations classified as non-profit utilities must pay taxes with respect to income. The profit
organizationsengage in hundredsof distinct activities, most
of which qualify as tax-deductible charities serving a

publicpurpose. More organizationsare being established 1. Income Tax Law (ITL), Sec. 4, Item 13.

at the rate of a thousand per year. 2. ITL Sec. 71.
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from supplying consumer goods to members should be academic research institutions, buildings used to carry out
excluded from taxable income according to its proportion the activities of a private charitable nstitution which is
to the entire business income. registered as a non-profit foundation, has achieveda credit-

A non-profitorganizationmust keep adequaterecords of its able reputation, and has been approved by the competent
authorities, are exempt from house tax.9

income and expenses to prove that its actual management
complies with its status as a non-profit organization. There Shrines used exclusively for ancestral worship or churches
must be no abnormalfinancialrelationshipsbetweendonors and temples used by religious groups for religious services
and directors or trustees of a non-profit organization. are exempt from house tax.10 Offices owned by a non-profit ,

service organization whose establishment is authorized by
the government are also exempt from house tax.11

B. Property taxes
3. Vehicle licence tax

Exemption from taxation of real property - on land and
The ROC non-profit organizations from the vehi-buildings - is common in many countries. In the ROC, exempts

non-profit organizations are exempt from land tax, house cle licence tax on their vehicles.
tax and vehicle licence tax.

C. Othertaxes
1. Land tax

Private land which is used for the following purposes is 1. Value added tax (VAT)
exempt from land tax: VAT is levied on the supply of goods and services within

(a) Land used by a foundation or for registered private the territory of the ROC, as well as on imported goods.12
schools established by such a non-profit organization, and The following goods and services fall in the category of

land used for student practical training, farming, forestry, non-credit exemptions under the VAT:

fishing, stock farming, pasturage industry and mining, and (a) medical services, medicine, lodging and meals supplied
dormitories thereof which comply with regulations set by by hospitals, clinics and sanatoria;
educationaladministrativeagences, and which is registered (b) educational and nursing services provided by children's
as non-profit property, is fully exempt.3 nurseries, homes for the aged or centres for the hand-

icapped;
(b) Land used for private libraries, historic or science (c) educational services provided by schools, kindergar-
museums, and fine art galleries established with the ap- tens, and other educational or cultural institutions, and
provalofeducationaladministrativeagencies, and academic cultural servicesprovidedpursuant to governmentcom-
research institutions established in compliance with the mission;
Regulations for Private School Educational Institutes, are (d) goods or services provided by student-runshops in pro-
entitled to full exemption, if they are registeredas non-pro- fessional schools which do not sell to outsiders;
fit organizationsand establishedor operatedby a non-profit (e) goods or services provided by legally established
organization, and the land is owned by the non-profit or- cooperatives to their members, and services provided
ganization.4 pursuant to governmentcommission;
(c) A 50 percentreductionin land tax is available in respect (f) goods sold at auction, charity sales or shows by legally
of land used for non-profit private parks and gymnasiums, organized charitable or relief institutions, where the

wholly open to the general public and established with the proceeds, after deduction of necessary expenses, are

approval of the competent authority. A 70 percent reduc- exclusively used by the institutions;
tion is available if such a park or gymnasium is registeredas (g) goods or services sold exclusively to membersby legally
a non-profit organization.5 established and managed employee fringe benefit or-

ganizationsof governmentagencies, government-oper-
(d) Land used for private hospitals or social charities and ated enterprises or social associations.13
other enterprises for enhancement of the public interest
which are non-profitand do not limit their services to people 2. Stamp tax
of the same trade, locality, clan or schoolmates, or other
specific classes of people, is fully exempt. For a public Stamp tax is imposed on the receipt of monetarypayments,
interest enterprise approved by the competent authorities deeds for the sale ofmovableproperty,contractagreements
or a duly registered non-profit organization, land which is and deeds or contracts for sale, gratuitous transfers, parti-
owned by the non-profitorganization is eligible for exemp-

tion or exchange of real estate or pledge of a lien on real

tion.6 estate to be submitted to governmentagencies for registra-
tion.4 Receipts issued by corporate entities organized for

(e) Land used for private cemeteries approved for estab-
lishment by the competentauthoritiesas non-profitorgani-
zations is totally exempt from land tax, subject to the limita-
tion that the land is zoned as public cemetery land.7

3. Land used for private tutoring or correspondenceschools is excluded

(0 Land used for religiousorganizationsbeneficial to social from this exemption. Regulationsfor Land Tax Exemption,Sec. 8, Item 1.

morale and education, duly registered as non-profitorgani- 4. Id., Item 2.
5. /d., Item 3.zations or as temples; churches used for public sermons and Private hospitals must also comply with these regulations.approved by the Ministry of Interior for establishment as 7. Id., Item 6.

institutions conducting research in religious doctrines; land 8. Id., Item 9.
used for temples and other memorial halls or shrines: all 9. House Tax Act, Sec. 15, Items 1 and 2.
these are fully exempt,s 10. Id., Item 3.

11. Id., Item 5.

2. House tax 12. Business Tax Law, Sec. 1.
13. Id., Sec. 8, Items 3, 4, 5,10,11,12 and 13.

School buildingsand the office buildingsof a private school, 14. Stamp Tax Law, Sec. 5.
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educational,cultural,publicwelfareor benevolentpurposes years. The deductible limitation of corporatecontributions
are exempt from stamp tax.15 to political parties may not exceed ten percent of the con-

tribution base, and the maximum deductible amount may
3. Amusement tax not exceed NT$ 3,000,000.22
The amusement tax is imposed on the price of tickets sold 2. Land value increment tax
or the fees collected by amusement businesses which pro-1 vide sites, equipment or activities for entertainment.16 Land value increment tax is collectedon the total incremen-
Those who meet the following requirements are exempt tal value at the time of the transferof title to land which had
from the amusement tax: all kinds of amusement provided previously been set at a certain value,23 The rate of land

by educational, cultural, public welfare, charitable institu- value increment tax ranges from 40 percent to 60 percent,24
tions or organizations in conformity with the criteria for Land value increment will not be charged to income tax.

public welfare corporationsor a foundation created under Land donated to establish social welfare enterprisesor pri-
the general provisionsof the civil law or duly registeredwith vate schools in accordancewith the law is fully exempt from

competent authorities in accordance with other laws or land value increment tax.25

regulations, where the total proceeds are exclusively used

by the institution or organization.17 3. Estate and gift tax

Estate and gift tax is imposed by the Estate and Gift Tax
Act. An individual donor who makes a gift of ordinary

Ill. SPECIAL INCENTIVES FOR GIFTS TO income or property to any charity is exempt from gift tax.26

NON-PROFITORGANIZATIONS Property contributed to public educational, cultural, social
welfare and charitable organizationsby a legator, legatees

A. Income tax or heirs is not included in the total value of the estate,27

Cash donations to certain non-profit organizationsare gen-
erally deductible for individual and corporate income tax IV. SPECIAL ISSUES
purposes.18 Tax deductibility provides a financial incentive
to donate, but the extent of the incentive depends on the A. Tax treatmentof non-profit organizations
marginal tax rate to which the donor is subjected, and on

directly involved in commercialactivities
any minimum or maximum limits on the amount of tax-de-
ductible donations. 1. Corporate income tax

The basic concept of the charitable contributiondeduction The tax law does not specify whether or not non-profit
is that corporate taxpayers, and individual taxpayers who organizationsare allowed to engage directly in commercial
itemize deductions can deduct, subject to varying limita- activities; if a non-profit organization has been determined
tions, an amount equivalent to the value of a contribution to be engaged in activitieswith a substantialpublic interest,
made to a qualified donee. A charitablecontribution for it will receive the tax exemption privileges but only in re-
income tax purposes is a gift to or for the use of one or more

spect of those activities.
qualified donees.

A business that is related to the purposes of the non-profit
Several tax incentives are granted in respect of donations organization and meets other requrements set by the
made to non-profit organizations. The deductibility of Executive Yuan is generally tax-exempt. A non-profit or-
charitable contributionsfor a tax year is limited to a certain ganization may not engage in any activities outside the pur-
percentage of gross income. Deductibilityof contributions for which it established and approved. If it does,
to educational, cultural, public welfare and charitable or-

pose was

ts exempt non-profit status will be revoked.
ganizations is limited to a maximum of 20 percent of the
donor's gross income.19Deductiblecharitablecontributions At least 80 percent of all net earnings must be put back into

by corporations in any tax year may not exceed ten percent financing the services that the non-profit organization was

of corporate income.z formed to provide, i.e. not less than 80 percent of the
income must be spent on its establishedpurpose.

For individuals, the deductibility of donations to political
parties is limited to 20 percent of the donor's gross income,
but the maximum deductible amount may not exceed B. Tax treatmentof non-profitorganizationswith
NT$ 200,000.21 If the percentage limit is exceeded, the ex- ownership interests in business enterprises
cess may not be carried forwardand deductedin subsequent

1. Direct ownership and control

A non-profit organization may use its funds and income
15. Id., Sec. 6, Item 14. either to deposit in financial institutions, purchase bonds,
16. AmusementTax Law, Sec. 2. certificatesof deposit and bankers' acceptances,or to invest
17. Id., Sec. 4, Item 1. in first-class listed stocks and private bonds that are publicly
18. Donations may also be made in the form of goods and services.

issued in the market. However, foundation
However, there is no provision for the deductibility of donations of ser- open a may use

vices. up to 80 percent of the donations which are granted by a

19. ITL Sec. 17, para. 3, Item 2. second-class listed for-profit corporation to reinvest in that

20. Income Tax Law, Sec. 36. corporation. No percentage limit is imposed on investment
21. Election and Recall Law, Sec. 45-4. if the foundation uses the donations to invest in first-class
22. Id. listed stock.
23. Land Tax Law, Sec. 28.
24. Id., Sec. 33. The numberof donors and their spouses and relativeswithin
25. Id., Sec. 28-1, Item 1. the third degree (for example, father and son are relatives
26. Estate and Gift Tax Act, Sec. 20, Item 3. within first degree, grandfather and grandson are relatives
27. Id., Sec. 16, Item 3. within second degree, etc.) who hold positions as directors
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or supervisorsof the non-profit organizationcannot exceed V. CONCLUSION
one third of the total directorsand supervisorsof the organi-
zation. Non-profit organizations are granted special privileges in
All countries appear to impose a non-distribution con- the ROC, presumablybecause they are thought to provide
straint, i.e. a prohibition on paying profit or surplus to substantial public benefits. However, their existence is not

owners, trustees or others associated with management of free from controversy.
the organization. The ROC prohibits non-profit organiza-
tions from distributing any surplus or profit to anyone A. Areasof concern
associated with the organization.

More attention - and in some quarters, criticism - is beingIf the organization is dissolved or if achievement of its directed to the tax exemptionsand deductionsfor charitable
purposes becomes impossible, the use of assets must be donations. The focus is largely on organizations exemptattributed to the local civic groups or specific organizations under the income tax law although the charitable contribu-
designated by the competentauthorities. Violationof these tion deduction is being subjected to an even greaterbarragerequirementswill result in revocationof tax-exemptstatus. of criticism.

2. Feeder organizations The dissatisfaction stems largely from the government's
need at all levels for additional revenue. Tax exemptionsAn organizationoperated for the primary purposeof carry- shrink the tax base, forcing remaining taxpayers to bear a

ng on a trade or business for profit is not exempt from higher tax burden as the demand for tax revenue rises. This
income tax on the basis that all of its profits are payable to is most vividly demonstratedin metropolitancentres,where
one or more organizationsexempt from taxation.

acres of valuable land owned by government,churches and
the like escape property taxation, forcing such taxation at

higher rates on adjoining parcels.
C. Corporatetax integration In addition to the drain on government revenue, the tax

Dividends received by a non-profitorganizationare exempt exemption is frequently attacked as creating a loophole.
from corporate income tax if the non-profit organization Another concern centres on the non-profit organization
qualifies for tax-exempt status. that is in fact a for-profit Organization in disguise. Non-

profit organizations in the ROC are not well administered.
Although specific law mandate registrationwith the compe-
tent authorities (e.g. associations for academic research

D. Non-profit organizations involved in political must register with the Ministry of Education, religious or-
activities ganizationsmust registerwith the Ministryof Interior,etc.),

non-profit organizations are not required to register with
Non-profitorganizationsare not prohibitedfrom participat- the tax authoritiesfor purposes of tax exemption.The legal-
ing in political activities to influence legislationor elections ity of some organizations is dubious in that they act like
in the ROC. The deductible limitation of contributions to profit-maximizing firms. Such organizations exist only be-
political parties by individuals or corporations is the same cause of inadequate enforcement of the constraint against
as for charitablecontributionsin general, i.e. they may not distribution of profits. These organizationshave been mis-
exceed 20 percent and 10 percent of the contributionbase, classified; they are treated by the tax authorities as if they
and the maximum amount of deduction cannot exceed were providing trust or other collective services, but they
NT$ 200,000 and NT$ 3,000,000, respectively. actually pursue the private interests of their managers and

directors. From a tax point of view, there is concern that
abuses will occur and that tax evasion may be facilitatedby
bogus charities,particularlyconsideringthe limitedcapacity

E. Anti-abusemeasures to supervise and monitor the activities of charities.

Commercial activities of non-profit organizations areAs mentioned above, deductible charitable contributions
by individuals and corporations in any tax year are subject exempt from tax on the basis that they are substantiallyor

to percentage limitations.The deductible limitationsofcon- closely related to their tax-exemptpurpose. Because a re-

tributions to politicalpartiesby individualsand corporations lated business is not defined in the income tax code, a

are subject to both percentage and amount limitations. difficulty arises in distinguishingbetween activities that are

partly commercial and those that are closely related to a

Many charities qualify as tax-exempt. Although the tax tax-exemptpurpose.
administrationis empoweredto audit the affairs and records
of tax-exempt organizations, the effectivenessof the audit Recently, there has been growing attention as to whether

procedure is constrainedby the limitedpersonnel available. non-profitorganizationsshould be restrictedin theirpartici-
A for-profit organization could ease its tax burden by bor- pation in commercial activities - where they sell outputs,
rowing funds through non-profit organizations which are

often competing with private firms - and what should be

related to the for-profit organization.
done if a non-profit organization engages in activities that
are beyond the scope of its non-profitcharter of authoriza-
tion.

If a non-profit organization also engages in other activities,
F. International issues i.e. unrelated business activities, those activities should

be taxed as if the organization were simply an ordinary
Cross border contributions and cross border activities by private enterprise. Because of the expense involved in
charities are still quite minimal in the ROC, but with inter- monitoring accounts, non-profit organizations engaged in
nationalization, these activities are expected to increase; as multiple activities - some tax-exempt, others not - can

yet there are no specificmeasuresto deal with these issues. evade tax and becomestiffcompetitorsof private firms. Not
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surprisingly, the number of for-profit firms complainingof A variety of initiatives proposedby the Taxation and Tariff
unfair competition is on the rise. Commission, Ministry of Finance to the problemof unfair

competition include:

B. New initiatives (1) a more specific tax definition of the term non-profit
organization;

Not all non-profit corporations are exempt from income (2) all non-profit organizationsshould registerwith the tax

tax. Rather,only those organizationsthat meet the require- authorities and should be subject to supervision by a

ments set by the Executive Yuan are exempt. Presumably, specialist tax office. Non-profit organizations which

any non-profit organization whose purposes do not fall claim the exemption should be required to file an appli-
within this list is subject to income tax as is a business cation for tax exemption;
corporation.The list of purposes that qualify forexemption, (3) repeal of some of the statutory exceptions to the filing
however, is extensive, and has been broadly interpreted.As requirementsof non-profit organizations;
a result, there are few significant classes of non-profit or- (4) a more specific tax definition of the term unrelated

ganizations that do not benefit from the exemption.
trade or business;

(5) appropriaterevisions to income tax laws and regulations
For an organization to secure recognition as a charitable governng non-profit organizations to reflect the exist-

entity, it is not necessary for the organization to file an
ence of the commercialnon-profitsector, and to remedy

application with the tax authorities for tax exemption. The the unfair competition. A non-profit organization en-

tax authorities recognize non-profit status only when the gaged in other activities (unrelated business ac-

non-profitorganizationfiles an income tax return and claims tivities) should be taxed as if the organization was an

tax-exempt status. ordinary private firm;
(6) a comprehensive statistical database should be devel-

Even though a non-profit organization achieves a general oped to provide data about non-profit organizations--
exemption from the income tax, it remains potentially tax- their size, outputs, contributions to the natonal in-
able on any unrelatedbusiness income. The unrelatedbusi- come, composition, etc.

ness income tax only applies to activebusiness incomewhich The non-profit sector of the economy is large, massive in
arises from activities which are unrelated to the organiza- the social service area, and growing. The law of tax-exempt
tion's tax-exemptpurposes. However, an organizationmay organizations is dynamic. It is anticipated that examining
satisfy the requirementsof the rules pertainingto charitable the activities of tax-exempt organizationswill help prevent
organizations, although it operates a trade or business as a the ever-presentdangerof abuse of any form of institution.
substantial part of its activities, where the operation of the All laws and regulations, including those applying to the
trade ofbusinessfurthersthe organization'stax-exemptpur- non-profit economy, are inevitably imperfectly enforced.
poses and where the organization is not organized or oper- Organizationsperformingno socially useful purpose, seek-
ated for the primary purpose of carrying on a trade or ing only to take private advantage of imperfectly enforced
business. rules, can enter the nn-profit sector and, in the process,
A non-profit organization's unrelated business activities damage public confidence in the sector. As a result, it is not

have given rise to charges that tax-exempt organizations only in the interest of society, but also in the interest of the

unfairly compete with for-profitenterprises. Many types of vast majority of non-profit organizations whose activities

tax-exempt organizations are engaging in commercial ac- are socially valuable, to restrict the fund-raisingand service
tivities in competitionwith the nation'ssmall businessesand activities of all non-profitorganizationsin order to maintain
this phenomenon is increasing. and enhance the reputation of the sector as a whole.
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KOREA purposes. The fact that the taxpayer has directly used all or

part of his income for the public interest does not entitle
him to deductor excludethat amount from the taxablebase.

Tai Ro Lee Perhaps the absence of any special provision in the Act is
based, in part, on the premise that a person seeking no

profit does not earn income, although conceptuallyseeking
Professor of Law, Seoul National I-Jniversity since 1964; member no profit is consistent with obtaining income. The absence
of the Tax Policy Committee of the Ministry of Finance; member is more a reflectionof the present situation that nost, if not
of the National Budget Study Committee of the Economic Plan- all, major non-profit organzatonsare incorporated.
ningBoard;and formerlypresidentof the Koreanbranchof IFA.

2. Corporation tax

(a) In general
I. INTRODUCTION The Corporation Tax Act (CTA) confines the taxable

income of a non-profitorganizationto income derived from
A. Overview specific sources and from a profit-seeking business as

Virtually all non-profit organizations in Korea, except re- specified in the CTA.2

ligious organizations, are incorporated. The general statu- Passive income,such as interestand dividends, is now taxed.
tory basis for incorporation is Article 32 of the Civil Code, Prior to 1989, interest and dividend income were excluded
which provides that associations or the endowments for from gross income on the ground that such income is not

science, religion, arts, social associationand other non-pro- the result of an active profit-seekingeffort but most likely
fit activities may be incorporated with the approval of the the fruit of the investmentof available funds.
governmentauthoritiesconcerned.

Capital gains from the sale of shares in business organiza-
Other types of non-profit organizations may be created tions also became taxable from the beginningof 1989.3 The
under special laws, such as a labourunion formed under the capital gain from the sale of a fixed asset is included within
Labour Union Act, a private school under the Private the scope of taxable income. However, the gain from the
School Act, etc. Still other types are usually created by dispositionof immovablepropertydirectlyused to serve the
legislative mandate; they are created under specific laws primary purpose for which the non-profit organizationwas

enacted for the very purpose of establishing such corpora- estblished is excluded from taxable income.4
tions. The Bank of Korea was established under the Bank arising from activities in the nature of a profit-seek-of Korea Act, the Korea Housing Corporation under the

Income

Korea Housing Corporation Act, etc. Such organizations ing business is normally categorized as business income.
The law enumerates the types of those businesses.

are created to serve certain governmental objectives and
are publicly funded. At present non-taxable income areas are considerablynar-

non-tax-The activities of non-profit organizations are omnifarious row, leaving relatively few categories of income as

able. These include, for example, appraisal income, mem-but the major fields are education, science, social welfare,
hospital facilities, religious worship and culture. bership fees, royalties from copyrights or other intangible

property, money received to redress damages, etc.5 Proba-
bly the royalty is the most significant item. Also, while the

B. Magnitudeof non-profitactivities range of profit-seekingactivities is quite broad, there are

certan areas that are not included in the enumeration. A
While figures are not available concerningthetotal number typical example would be education; a non-profit educa-
of non-profit organizations, the number of non-profit or- tional institution may obtain income unburdenedby corpo-
ganizations engaging in profit-seeking activities and there- ration tax, but the omission is of little value because n

fore liable to pay tax was 1,502 in 1987, 1,561 in 1988, 1,727 reality a non-profit educational institution that enjoys in-
in 1989 and 1,930 in 1990. Thesenumbersexcludenon-profit come would be difficult or impossible to find.
public enterprises.
These figures clearly indicate that non-profit organizations (b) Separate accounting
engaging in profit-seekingactivities are steadily increasing, Since a non-profit corporation is subject to corporation tax
and it may be further inferred that the numberof non-profit only on specified sources of income, it must maintain sepa-
organizations as a whole is on the rise. The aggregate tax- rate books for the profit-seekingactivities and the non-pro-
able income of the non-profit organizations that filed tax fit activities (i.e. activities to accomplish the primary pur-
returns for 1990 amounted to 88.6 billion won, for which pose of the organization). To eliminate administrativedif-
31.2 billion won was paid in corporation tax.1 ficulties associatedwith making such allocations, assets and

liabilities that are related to both categories are deemed to
be solely related to profit-seekingactivities.6Consequently,

Il. TAX TREATMENTOF NON-PROFIT even when assets from which interest or dividends are de-

ORGANIZATIONS rived are not connected with the business activity, any in-
come generated is still treated as belonging to the profit-

A. Income-basedtaxes seeking activities for the purposes of separate accounting.

1. Individual income tax
1. The exchange rate was 725 won to USS 1 as of 2 July 1991.The (Individual) IncomeTax Act (the Act) has no special 2. CTA Art. 1.

provisions for non-profit activities of an individual. There- 3. CTA Art. 1, Item 5.
fore, if a person engages in income-producingactivities, he 4. CTA Art. 1, Item 6, CTA Decree, Art. 2, para. 2.
is subject to income tax and can only claim a deduction for 5. CTA Basic Rules, 1-1-8.1.
donations to specific organizations or for certain specific 6. CTA Decree Art. 2, para. 4.
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This is because it is only necessary to determine the amount of the price of the property on a person who acquires im-
of taxable income and not the sources from which any par- movableproperty.However, the acquisitionby a non-profit
ticular taxable income is derived. organization engaged in memorial services (e.g. a shrine),

religion, philanthropy, science, technology or other public
(c Transfer of assets from profit-seekingactivities to interest activity is relieved of the tax if the property is

primary purpose activities acquiredfor directuse for a non-profitprimarypurpose.t4
When assets or money of the profit-seeking activities are (b) Registrationtax
transferred or paid to the account of the non-profit ac-

tivities, the transfer is either a return of capital or a Registration tax is imposed when a person applies to have
donation. If the amount of assets (or money) transferred property rights, formationof a corporation,a firm or brand
exceeds the aggregate of the current and reserved income name, establishmentof a corporatebranch or place of busi-

of the profit-seeking activities, the excess amount is consi- ness, etc. registered in the public record. Such registrations
dered a return of capital and the remaining amount a dona- are either mandatory or essential to effectuation of the
tion.7 The return of capital being a capital transaction, it has registrant's rights.
no bearing on the determination of taxable income of the

By and large, non-profitorganizationsthat are exempt from
corporation. However, the donation, if treated as a deduc-

acquisition tax are also exempt from registration tax. The
tible item, reduces the taxable income of the profit-seekng principal exceptions to the registration tax are propertyactivities. Thus it is important to understand under what used for religious worship located in Greater Seoul, Taeguconditionsand to what extent a donation is treatedas deduc- and Pusan, and property acquired by medical corporationtible under existing law.

a

for medical facilities located in cities, including Seoul and

centrally-locatedcities, and in the situs ofprovincialgovern-
B. Property taxes ments.15

1. Capital gains tax While donatedproperty in general is taxed at a reducedrate
of 1.5 percent, property donated to a non-profit organiza-

It is one of the peculiar features of the corporation tax that tion is taxed at a stilllower rate of 0.8 percent even when it
capital gains are taxed twice, first as corporate income and is non-exempt.16
then as a capital gain. The capital gains tax may not be
deducted in the computationof corporate income. (c) Property tax

An accredited private school may sell property that consti- Property tax is imposed on buildings and other structures
tutes a basic asset without incurring capital gains tax liabil- (hereinaftersimply referred to as structures).17Normally,
ity, provided the proceeds from the sale are to be used for business property is taxed at a flat rate of 0.3 percent annu-

educational purposes within three years (an additional ally, while residentialbuildingsare taxed at a graduatedrate

three-year extension is possible).8 It may also sell property which ranges from 0.3 to seven percent and luxury prop-
used for profit-seeking activities that was acquired prior to erty is taxed at a flat rate of five percent.18
31 December1985 tax-free, provided the proceeds from the
sale are to be used to acquire another property for the Basically, property that is exempt from acquisition tax is

profit-seeking activities within one year from the sale.9 If also exempt from property tax. However, property that is

the new property is disposed of within three years, the tax
that was exemptedwill be recapturedby the tax authorities,
unless the proceeds from the second sale are used for educa-
tional purposes,lo 7. CTA Reg. Art. 1, para. 3.

8. Tax Preference Regulation Act (TPRA), Art. 67-3, para. 1.

Similarly, social welfare corporationsestablishedunder the 9. Id.

Social Welfare Activities Act, and religious corporations, 10. TPRA, Art. 67-3, para. 2.

are relieved from capital gains tax liability when they sell 11. With respect to religious corporations, a caveat is necessary in

property used for non-profitcorporatepurposes in order to connection with the above exemption. The TPRA, which provdes for the

use the proceeds for such purposes.11 The proceeds should above exemption, expands the concept of corporations to include an
a a

be used within three years (again, a three-yearextension is association, fund and other collective body without juridical personal-
ity. This apparently expands the definition of a corporation as found in

possible); otherwise the exempt tax will be subject to recap- the Basic Act for National Taxes, which grants juridical person status only
ture.l2 to an unincorporatedentitywhich has obtaineda permit from the appropri-

ate governmentauthoritiesor which possesses the propertyas a basic fund

2. Other property taxes used for the public interest. Although the provision in the Basic Law
over a another appears to no

Taxes that are related to the acquisition, registration and prevails conflictingprovision in Act, there be

challenge to this broad definition of corporation. As a result, under

holdingof immovableproperty (and quasi-immovableprop- existing law, religious property owned collectively by the followersof the

erty which requires registration for transactions that affect religion may be transferred free of capital gains tax.

ownership)13are within the jurisdictionof the local political 12. TPRA Art. 67-14.

bodies such as the province, county, city, borough, etc. 13. The reference to quasi-immovableproperty will be omitted hereinaf-

Specifically,these taxes are acquisition tax; registrationtax; ter because it is not directly relevant to the subject of the paper.

property tax; global land tax; city planning tax; and com-
14. Local Taxes Act (LTA), Art. 107.

munal facilities tax. There are, of course, other local taxes
15. LTA, Art. 127, para. 1, Item 1; LTA Decree, Art. 94, para. 2.
16. LTA Art. 131, para. 1, Item 2.

that are not related to property rights. These taxes are of 17. Property tax is also imposed on certain movable property such as

minor significanceand are not dealt with in this paperexcept aircraft, ships and heavy movable machinery, which require registration
for the inhabitant tax which will be briefly mentioned n when the ownership or other rights pertaining to them are transferred or

connection with the taxation of income. created. However, property tax on this property has little bearing on the

present subject. The tax on land ownership is not included in the property

(a) Acquisition tax tax, but constitutes a separate tax called global land tax, which is dis-
cussed in the text below.

The acquisition tax is imposed at a flat rate of two percent 18. LTA Art. 188.
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used by others for a fee or charge is taxed even when it is first, to tax at a low rate without the burden of progression,
owned by public interest entities.19 and second, to tax at a high rate without the benefit of low

bracket rates in the progressive rate schedule. Farm land,
(d) Global land tax livestock breeding grounds and forests are taxed at a flat
Global land tax is a tax on land held by the taxpayer.20 There rate of 0.1 percent; while the rate for golf courses, resorts

are three kinds of tax base for purposes of the global land and other luxury structures is set at five percent.
tax, one of which will apply to a particular parcel of land: Generally speaking, land that is exempt from acquisition
the global aggregate base, the separate aggregate base and tax is also exempt from aggregate land tax. The aggregate
the separate unit base.21 In other words, all land is land tax, being progressive, can be fairly burdensome,par-
categorized into one of these three classes depending on ticularly since appraisals, heretoforevery conservative, are
which tax base should be used. expected to approachmarketvalue in the near future. Thus,

the exemption of the aggregate land tax is a considerable
(1) Global aggregate base tax concession to a non-profit organization that requires a

All land within the country owned by the same owner is relatively large landholding.
aggregated for the purposeof global taxation at progressive
rates, except land on which certain structures stand. Even C. Other taxes
when a certan structure is built on a lot, the portion of the
land in excess of the prescribed limit is included in the The city planning tax31 and the communal facilities tax32,
aggregation. This is the excess portion of the land are on a structureto treat both of which based the value of either
the same as a vacant lot. or of land, are exempt in the manner that the property tax

Certainstructuresexcludestructureson factorypremises, or the aggregate land tax is exempt for non-profitorganiza-
structures within the boundary of a golf course, residential tions.

buildings, structures (other than those listed above) which
have a value less than ten percent of the value of the at-
tached land and illegally built structures.22The prescribed Ill. SPECIAL INCENTIVES FOR GIFTS TO
limit is the size of the floor area multiplied by a certain NON-PROFITORGANIZATIONS
number set by law.23 For instance, an office building in a

commercial area within the boundary of a city planning A. Income tax
zone has the multiplier of three.24 If a building has a floor
area size of 1,000 square metres, then that portion of the lot Voluntary giving serves numerous social goals and thus
in excess of 3,000 square metres is included in computing corporations are allowed to deduct donations from their

the global aggregate tax base. gross revenue. Obviously, however, a donation can be
abused to unjustifiably reduce the tax burden. To prevent

Excluded from the global aggregate tax base is the value of such abuse the CTA has stringent rules on the deductibility
the land which is tax-exempt (if partly exempt, then it is of donations. To be deductiblea donation must be for social
proportionately excluded) or which is used for a factory, welfare, culture, arts, education, religion, charity or other
farming, livestock breeding, forest ground, golf course, re- purposes designated by decree.33 The designated dona-
sort, certain luxury facilities, other purposes similar to the tions are as follows:34
above, and any special purposes that are considered by - donations to a social welfare foundation established
presidentialdecree to justify separate taxation.25 pursuant to the Social Welfare Activities Act, to be

used for project costs, facilities, costs or operating ex-

(2) Separate aggregate base penses for welfare or charitable purposes;
The value of the land within the prescribed limit of the

- donations to schools establishedpursuant to the Educa-

space as explained above under the global aggregate base tion Act (except national or public schools) and techni-

comprises the separate aggregate tax base.26 cal colleges established pursuant to the Technical Col-
lege Act, to be used for facilities costs, education ex-

(3) Separate unit base penses or research costs;

The land that is excluded from global aggregate taxation
includes factory premises, farming land, animal breeding
grounds, conservation forests, forests owned by a group of
people with common ancestry, land used for a golf course,

19. LTA Art. 184.
20. It was part of the property tax until 1989, in which year the propertyresorts and other specified luxury purposes, and other simi- tax on land became a separate tax with the change taking effect from the

lar land. Presidentialdecree may designate a certain type of beginningof 1990. The change, which was a drastic measure, was brought
land as excludablewhen it is deemed necessary to facilitate about by the concern over escalating land prices and the perceivedneed to

the supply of land.27 discourage excessive or speculative land holding
21. LTA Art. 234-15, para. 2.

The rate structures for both the global aggregate base and 22. LTA Art. 234-15, para. 2..
the separate aggregate base are progressive. The rates for 23. LTA Decree, Art. 194-14, para. 1.
the global aggregatebase range from 0.2 percent for a value 24. LTA Decree, Art. 194-14, para. 2.
of 20 million won or less to five percent for that amount 25. LTA Art. 234-15, para. 2.

exceeding 5 billion won, encompassingnine brackets.28The 26. LTA Art. 234-15, para. 3.

rates for the separate aggregatebase range frorn 0.3 percent 27. LTA Art. 234-15, para. 4.

for 100 million won or less, to two percent for amounts in 28. LTA Art. 234-16, para. 1.
29. LTA Art. 234-16, 3.

excess of 50 billionwon, also encompassingnine brackets.29
30. LTA Art. 234-16,

para.
3.para.The rates for the separate unit base vary depending on the

31. LTA Art. 235 esq.kind of land but are all flat rates, which make it unnecessary 32. LTA Art. 239 esq
to aggregate the value of land held by a particular tax- 33. CTA Art. 18, para. 1.

payer.3o The purpose of the flat-rate taxation is twofold: 34. CTA Decree, Art. 42.
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donations or scholarships to individuals recommended be held in Taejon, Korea; others are of a more permanent-

by the head of a school established pursuant to the nature, such as the provisionsfor politicalcontributionsand
Education Act, or a technical college established pur- gifts to private schools.
suant to the Technical College Law, to be used for
educationalor research expenses; B. Gift and inheritancetax
donationsor scholarshipsto academicresearch associa--

tions, scholarshipsfunds or technical promotionassoci-
ations (includingvocationaltrainingcorporationsestab-

1. In general
lshed pursuant to the Vocational Training Basic Act) Property donated for a cause in the public interest is not

which have been approved by the government, to be subject to gift tax. If the donated property is part of the

used for educationalor research expenses; estate of a deceased individual, it is also excluded from the

donations to cultural and artistic organizations which taxable base of the inheritance tax. For a donation to be
-

have been approvedby the government, to be used for excluded from taxable property under the InhertanceTax

project or operation costs; Act (ITA), the property should either be given by the

donations to organizationsestablished to promote mis- owner prior to death on the condition that the transfer take
-

sionaryactivitieswhich have registeredwith the govern- effect upon death,38 or by the heirs after the owner's death

ment authorities concerned, to be used for operation but before the deadline for filing the inheritance tax re-

costs; turn.39A gift that takes effectprior to the deathof the donor

donations to individualsrecommendedby local govern- is subject to the gift tax. If the donee is a person that
-

ments or the Korean Athletc Association, or to that qualifies for applicationof the exclusion for purposesof the

Association, to be used for training and competition inheritance tax, then donation prior to death will also qual-
expenses for improving skills in athletic games which ify for exclusion from the base of the gift tax.4o When any
are included in internationalgames or competitions; gain derived from the donated property inures to the heirs
donations to the Korean Committee of the Interna- or the statutorykin of the deceased, however, the exclusion

-

tional Industrial Skills Olympics, to be used for the is denied.41
expenses of sending participants to international indus-
trial skills competitions; 2. Definition of public interest activities
donations to the Korea Freedom League or to the ITA Article 8-2, paragraph 1 provides that assets donated-

Korea Veterans Association;
donations and membership dues to the Korean Red

for religious, charitable, academicand other public interest
-

activities are not to be included in the taxable property of
Cross;
donations to organizations established pursuant to the

the inheritance tax. The ITA Decree enumerates 15 types
-

Act on Establishment of Organizations for Persons
of public interest activities, as follows:

activities that significantly contribute to religious con-

Having Offered MeritoriousServices to the Nation;
-

donations to boy or girl scouts organizationsestablished
version and worship;

-

activities of a social welfare corporation established-

pursuant to the Law on Development of Scout Ac- under the Social WelfareActivitiesAct;
tivities; activities of a rehabilitation and protection associa-
donations to non-profit corporations for the welfare of

-

-

the elderly established pursuant to the Senior Persons
tion established under the Rehabilitation and Protec-
tion Act;

WelfareLaw; educationalactivitiesperformedpursuant to the Educa--

donations to the Korea Youth League establishedpur- tion Act;
-

suant to the Korea Youth League Act; activities of a public interest corporation established
othersimilardonationsas described in the Enforcement

-

-

under the Act for Establishmentand OperationofPub-
Decree;
paying income from the profit-seeking activities of a

lic Interest Corporations;
-

activitiesof a corporationestablishedunder the Korean
non-profit corporation for its primary corporate pur-

-

poses specified in the articles of incorporation.
Instituteof Science and TechnologyAct orotherspecial
enactmentswhich perform such functions as are enum-

Not all designateddonationsare deductiblein theirentirety. erated in Article 2 of the EnforcementDecree for Es-

As a rule there is a ceiling on the amount of the deduction, tablishment and Operationof Public Interest Corpora-
i.e. the sum of seven percent of current income reduced by tions;42
the loss carry-over and the paragraph 3 donations (see non-profitactivities that significantlycontributeto pub--

below), and two percent of the average capital of the ac-
lic sanitation;

counting year (not exceeding 5 billion won).35 A non-profit operation of a park or other public area open to the-

corporation and a non-profitpublic interest corporation, public;
however, are entitled to use 20 percent and 60 percent,

- non-profit activities that significantly contribute to art

respectively.36 and culture;
activitiesof a medicalcorporationestablishedunder the-

Paragraph 3 donations are donations to the central or local Medical Practice Act;
government, donations for national defence and donations
for victims of natural disasters. These donations are not

subject to the ceilingso long as the amountof such donations 35. CTA Art. 18, para. 1.

does not exceed current income minus the loss carry-over 36. CTA Art. 18, para. 2.

that would create a situationin which the corporationsuffers 37. TPRA Art. 49.

a technical (tax) loss for the year. The Tax Preference 38. ITA Art. 8-2, para 1.

Regulation Act contains provisions similar to paragraph 3 39. ITA Art. 8-2, para 6.

donations in respect of certain other types of donations.37
40. ITA Art. 34-7.

The character of the recipient and the donative objectives
41. ITA Art. 8-2, para. 1 Proviso.
42. These functions are basically to conduct, and give financal ad to,

vary under these provisions.Some provisionsare transitory academic or charitable activities, to offer scholarships to the needy stu-

such as the one to help the upcomingWorld Trade Fair to dents, and to support those engaged in academic or scientific endeavour.
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activities of a medical insurance associationestablished lished under the Act Concerning Political Funds are not-

under the Medical Insurance AssociationAct; subject to gift tax for politicaldonations. On the otherhand,
activitiesof a medical insurancemanagementgroup for the donor may deduct the donated amount up to the point-

public employees or private school employees estab- that the deduction does not cause a net loss for the tax year.
lished under the Public Employees and Private School To be entitled to the deduction, however, the donation
Employees Medical Insurance Act; must comply with the provisions of the above Act, which
activities of the Korean Youth League established limits the amount of donation for each donor.45-

under the Act to Promote the Korean Youth League;
activities of a Saemaul (New Village) Movement or--

ganization under the Saemaul Movement Promotion C. Anti-abusemeasures

Act;
activities of the Korea Legal Aid Association and a use- The failure to donated assets in accordance with the

legal aid corporation registered under the Legal Aid qualifyingpurposesmay entitle the tax authoritiesto impose
Act. gift tax on a donee organization.46Not only must the do-

nated assets be used for such purposes, but they should be

IV. SPECIAL ISSUES put to use for those purposes within two years, unless ap-
proval for a longerperiod is obtained from the authorities.47
When the donated assets are used for profit-seeking ac-

A. Corporatetax integration tivities rather than for the public interest, the profit must be
expended for the public interest purpose to the extent of 60Dividends received by a non-profitcorporationare taxed in percent of the amountof the profit reducedby the corporatethe same manner as any other type of income from a profit- or income tax, the resident tax and any losses carried for-

seeking activity. There is no exclusion, deductionor credit ward.48 This expenditure must take place within one yearallowec for dividends received. Only financial investment from the end of the accounting year to which the profit isfirms are entitled to exclude from gross income the divi- attributable. Furthermore, whether or not profits aredends receivedfrom corporations listed on the Korea Stock realized, the expendituremust be made in an amount com-
Exchange. An individual shareholder whose holding is puted by multiplyingthe appraisedvalue of the entire assetssmall is taxed on dividends received from listed corpora- (excluding those directly used for public interest purposes)tions at the flat-rate withholding tax of 20 percent plus a by 50 percent of the rate determined by the Ministry oflocal inhabitant tax of 7.5 percent of the above 20 percent Finance, which reflects the interest rate of a one-year term(adding up to a total rate of 21.5 percent).43 Dividends savings deposit in the bank.49 There are other lesser require-received by an individual from unlisted corporations are ments that must be satisfied to maintain the exclusion.
subject to the progressive individual tax rate schedule, but
are given a tax credit in the amount of 17/99 of the dividends The ITA takes into account the possibility that a non-profit
received,44Even when an individual holds shares in a listed organization might in effect become a mere custodian of
corporation, if he falls within the category of a large donated property for the donor or other persons related to
shareholder,he is taxed in the same manneras an individual or associated with the donor (such persons, including the
shareholderof an unlisted corporation. donor, are identifiedas speciallyrelatedpersons).50Thus,
The reason that no special consideration is given to inter- in order for a donation to qualify for exclusion from the

company dividends received, except in the case of financial taxable base, the donee organization'smanagerialstructure

investmentfirms, is partly to discouragea businesscorpora-
must satisfy certain statutory requirements, which are in-

tion from using its available funds or borrowed funds to tended to preclude the donor or specially related persons
invest in other firmsor to set up subsidiaries,therebyspawn-

from controllingor influencingthe managementof the non-

ing related companies. No special favour is intended for profit organizationto which the donation is made. As a rule,
non-profit corporations either, perhaps for somewhat dif- the specially related persons should not be membersof the

ferent reasons. The policymakers probably did not want board of directors or in a position to elect such members or

non-profitorganizationsto becomea sanctuaryfor dividend to participate in making decisions on important matters of

income, which would likely turn them into holding com-
the organization. An exception is made in the case of a

panies totally free from both income taxation and inheri- socialwelfarecorporationestablishedunder the Social Wel-

tance taxation. Nor did theywant them to be tax-freeinvest- fare Activities Act or a medical corporation established
ment firms, from which interested parties could draw in- under the Medical Practice Act. In this situation up to one

come in the form of salaries, grants, etc. third of the members of the board may be comprised of
specially related persons. In the case of a medical corpora-
tion, a further exception is provided so that a donor who is

B. Non-profitorganizations involved in a licensed medical doctor is not included in the category of
political activities specially related persons.

A political party and its supporting organizations estab- When a requirement that has been previously satisfied is
breached by reason of resignation, death or change in re-

lationship, a grace periodof two months is allowed to rectify
the situation.5143. Income Tax Act, Art. 15, para. 3, Item 3 and Art. 144, para. 1, Item

2 Ga. When the shares in a domestic corporation are donated,44. ITA, Art. 71, para. 1. that portion in excess of 20 percent of the total outstanding45. TPRA, Art. 50. shares of the corporation cannot be excluded from the tax46. ITA Art. 8-2, para. 4.
base. This rule also applies when the shares purchased47. ITA Decree, Art. 3-2, para. 7. are

48. Id., item 2. with donated funds in excess of the limit.52 This limitation
49. Id., item 4. is designed to prevent the donee organization from becom-
50. ITA Decree, Art. 3-2, para. 1. ing a dominant shareholder in a business corporation,
51. ITA Decree, Art. 3-2, para. 11. through which the donor or the donor's successors are able
52. ITA Art. 8-2, para. 1, Proviso. to perpetuate corporate control.
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V. CONCLUSION Despite the fact that the 1990 tax reform in this area signif-
icantly reduced the opportunities for such abuses, further

The draft proposal for tax reform during the period of the efforts are being made to identify any remaining loopholes
SeventhFive-YearEconomicPlan .(1992-1996)suggests that and to discourage'anyone from establishing, givng dona-

measuresmay be furtherstrengthenedto prevent tax avoid- tions to, or gaining controlof a non-profitorganizationwith

ance through the device of a public nterest corporation. the intent to use it as a means to avoid taxes or to maintain

perpetual control of a business entity. Not much attention
, Clearly, the legislative trend for the tax treatment of non- seems to be given to cross border activities of non-profit

profit organizations is toward tightening the measures organizationsbecausetheir impacton the tax scene is almost

dealing with any abuses of non-profitorganizationsto avoid negligible.
wealth transfer taxes. The income tax rate for non-prfit
corporations has already been raised to bring it up to the
normal rate applicable to business corporatons in general.
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